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A (or Ade)

adenine

IgG

immunoglobulin G

Ab

Antibody

Ile

ACP

acyl carrier protein

IP: (InsPr)

ACTH
ACP
acyl CoA

adrenocortico tropic hormone

IDP
IMP

isoleucine
inositol 1,4,5 trisphosphate
inosine diphosphate
inosine monophosphate

IS

lnsertlon sequence

ITP
Km
kb

inosine triphosphate
Michaelis-Menten constant
kilo base pair
low density lipoprotein
leucine
lysine

ADH
AdoMet
ADP
Ag
Ala

acyl carrier protein
acyl derivative of CoA
antidiuretic hormone
S-adenosylmethionine
adenosine diphosphate

LDL

antigen
alanine

Leu

ALA

6-aminolerulinic acid

Lyt

AMP
cAMP(cyclic AMP)

adenosine monophosphate
adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate
argrnlne
autonomously replicating sequence

m
M
Mb

asparaSme

Met
MetHb

A.g
ARS

Asn
Asp

bp

aspartate
adenosine triphosphate
adenosine triphosphatase
basal metabolic rate
base pair

BPG

o-2,3 bisphosphoglycerate

C (or Cyt)

cytoslne

CaM
CAP
CDP
CMP

calmodulin
catabolite gene activator protein
cytidine diphosphate
cytidine monophosphate
coenzlme A
coenzyme Q (ubiquinone)
cytidine triphosphate
adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate
guanosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate

ATP
ATPase

BMR

CoA or CoASH

coQ
CTP

cyclic AMP

cyclic GMP
cys

MbO2

mol
NAD+
NADH
NADP+

milli

(I0 ')

molar
myoglobin
oxr.T nYoglobin
methionine
methemoglobin
mole
oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate

NADPH

reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate

NANA
PC

PCR
PE

PEP
PG
Phe

N-acetylneuraminic acid
phosphatidylcholine
polgnerase chain reaction
phosphatidylethanolamine
phosphoenolpymvate
prostaglandin
phenylalanine
inorganic orthophosphate

cysterne

Pi
PI

2'-deoxyribo

PLP

plridoxal 5-phosphate

PPi
Pro

DHF
DNA
cDNA

dideoxy
Daiton
dihydrofolate
deox),ribonucleic acid
complementary DNA

Dol

Dolichol

dopa

3,4-d ihydroxyphenylalanine
th).rynidine diphosphate

inorganic pyrophosphate
proline
phosphoribosylpyrophosphate
ubiquinone (CoQ)
rough endoplasmic reticulum
release factor
restriction fragment length polyrnorphism

d
dd
Da

dTDP
dTMP
dTTP
EcoRl

thymidine monophosphate
th)..rnidine triphosphate
EcoRI restriction endonuclease

PRPP

a
RER
RF

RFLP

ribonucleic acid

RNase

ribonuclease

RQ

respiratory quotient (CO2 production/O2
consumPtion)

S

Svedberg

SAM

S-adenosylmethionine

Ser
SH

senne

snRNA
snRNP

small nuclear RNA
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein
single-strand binding protein
th)T nine
Tricarboxylic acid cycle (Krebs cycle)
transcription factor
triacylglycerol
tetrahydrofolate
threonine
thiamin pyrophosphate
tryptophan
th),rnidine triphosphate

Fp
G

G (or Gua)

SUanme

GABA

7-aminobutyric acid

T (or Thy)

Gal

galactose

Glc

glucose

Gln

glutamine

Glu

glutamate

TCA
TF
TG
THF

FAD

( FADH2
\ fM"t
) rrraN
FMNH2

SSB

Glv

Thr

GDP,

phosphate

TPP

GMP
GTP
GSH

onophosphate
guanosindlriphosphate

Trp
TTP

glutathior{

Hb
HbCO

hemoglcibip

ryr

HbO2

HDL

HMG CoA
hnRNA
HX

Hvi
IDL
IE

ci:,b ,
oa/h
hig.

U (or Ura)

mgloxide hemoglobin

-pbin
'1,

lipoprotein

phophatidylinositol

RNA
mRNA
rRNA
tRNA

elongation factor
endoplasmic reticulum
oxidized flavin adenine dinucleotide
reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide
formylmethionine
flavin mononucleotide (oxidized form)
flavin mononucleotide (reduced form)
flavoprotein
Gibbs free energy

EF
ER

.

IN

UDP
UDP-galactose
UDP-glucose

UMP
UTP
Vel

VLDL
YAC

messenger RNA

ribosomal RNA
transfer RNA

unit

sulfhydryl

t)'rosrne

uracil
uridine
uridine
uridine
uridine
uridine

diphosphate
diphosphate galactose
diphosphate glucose
monophosphate
triphosphate

valine
very low density lipopoain
yea$ afiificial chrornosome

NORMAL CLINICAL VALUES: BLOOD*
INORGANIC SUBSTANCES
Ammonia
Bicarbonate

Uric acid
Vitamin A

12-48 mmoUl
22-26 meilL

2.3-8.5 mldl
0.15-0.6 mglml

Calcium
Carbon dioxide
Chloride
Copper

8.5- I0.5 mgidl
100-200 mg/dl

Iron

Total

30-160 mg/dl

Albumin

Lead
Magnesium

10 mg/dl or iess

Ceruloplasmin

1.4-2.0 meQL

Globulin

Pco,

35-45 mmHg

3.r-1.3 gdt
23-43 m{dl
2.6-4.t gdl

Glucagon

20-100 pglml

4 7 -6.0 kPa

Hemoglobin

pH
Phosphorus
Po,
Potassium

Sodium

24-30 meQL
I00-106 meq/L

PROTEINS

7.35-7.45

Female

2.6-4.5 mldl

Male

75-100 mmHg
I0 0- I3.3 kPa
3.5-5.0 meq/L
135-145 meq/L

6.0-8.0 g/dl

t2-L6 gdt
13-18 g/dl

Insulin

0-29 mU/ml

Transferrin

191-365 mgldl

ENZYMES

Alanine amino transfetase

ORGANIC MOLECULES
neSatlve

Ascorbic acid

0.4-15 mg/dl

Bilirubin
Direct

0-0.4 mg/dl

Indirect

0-0 6 mg/dl

Carotenoids
Cholesterol: desirable
Creatinine

0.8-4 0 mglml

Glucose

=200 mgldl
0.6-1.5 mgldl
70-I10 mg/dl

Lactic acid

0.5-2.2 meq/L

Lipids
Total
Cholesterol
HDL cholesterol
as risk factor
LDL cholesterol
as desirable
Phospholipids
Total fatty acids
Triglycerides
Phenylalanine
Pynrvic acid
Urea nitrogen (BUN)

7-30 UlL

Female
Male

Acetoacetate

10-55 U

Aldolase
Amylase
Aspartate amino transferase

0-7 U/ml

Female
Male
Cholinesterase

9-25 UlL

4-25 Ulml
10-40 u/t_
0 5 pH U or more/h

Creatine kinase (CK)
Lactic dehydrogenase

40-r50 ulL
110-210 u/L

3-I9 U/dl or less

Lipase

Nucleotidase

450-1000 mgidl
120-200 m{dl

<35

''-\

mgldl

1_1I U/L

Phosphatase (acid)
Phosphatase (alkaline)
Female
Male

0.I-0.63

Sigma U/ml

13'-39 UlL

30-100 u/L

45-Lt5 U/L

<130 mgldl

9-16 mgldl

as

lipid

P

t90-420 m{dl

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

40-I50 mgldl

Blood pressure
Blood volume

0-2 mg/dl
0-0 I1 meq/L
8-25 mgldl

Osmolality
Hematocrit

120/80 mmHg

8.5-9.0% of body weiglrt rn kg
280-296 mOsm/kg H2O
37-52%

NORMAL CLINICAL VALUES: URINE*
Acetoacetate (acetone)
Amylase

Calcium
Copper

Coproporphyrin
Creatine
Creatinine
Glucosc
5

- Hydr,oxyindolcacetic acid

Lead

0

24-76 Ulml
0-300 mgld

0-60

mg/d
50-250 mg/d
under 0.75 mmoUd
15 -25 mglkg body weiglrt/d

<0.05 g/dl

2-9 m{d
I20 mg/d or

varies; average

Sugar

0

' selecld uhs at raken from normel rckrenc hbonrory ralues in ur
of Medicine 127:718, 1992 ad 33!t:1063, f99B- Tbc Eadrr is refcned to rhe
to methods and rrrits- U, rmirs as d.fiEd by +cdfc ess.y tor srbarc; p,

5.0-9.0

I

g/d

0
less than 165 mg/d

Titratable acidity

20-40 meq/d

Urobilinogen

up to l-0 Ehflich U

Uloporphyrin
less

6-17 gd

Nitrogen
pH
Phosphonrs (inorganic)
Porphobilinogen
Protein (quantitative)

0-30

mg/d
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in

rlr

rlr

hcrature
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Cover lllustration: The front and back covers contain four difierent views of the crystallographic
structure of the 70S ribosome of Thermus thermophilus at 5.5 angsrom resoludon, connected by a
strand of messenger RNA. The ribosomes are illustrated a:s catalyzin1 Protein synthesis, as indicated
by the pepride chains (red) exiting from the individual ribosomes. See page 243 for a deuiled description of the structure of ribosomes. Reprinted with permission from Yusupov, M. M., Yusupova, G. 2.,
Baucom, A., Lieberman, K., Eamest, T. N., Cate, J. H. D.' and Noller, H. E Crystal Structure of the
Ribosome ar 5.5 A Resolution. Science 292: 883, 200I. Copyrighted 200I by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. A very special thanks to Drs. A. Baucom and H. E Noller, University
of Califomia at Santa Cruz, who generously supplied the ribosome figures.
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PREFACE

The purposes of the fifrh edirion of the Textbook of Biochemistry With Clinical Correlations are: to presen[ a clear and precise discussion of the biochemistry of mammalian cells and
where appropriate prokaryotic and other eukaryotic cells; to relate the biochemical evenrs a[ the cellular level to the physioIogical processes occurring in the whole animal; and to cite examples of abnormal biochemical processes in human disease
These remain unchanged from the earller editions. The scope
and depth of presenration should fuifill the requiremenrs of
mos[ biochemistry courses. Topics for inclusion were selected to
cover the essential areas of both biochemisrry and physiological
chemistry for upperJevel undergraduate, graduate-level, and especially professional school courses in blochemistry Since the
application of biochemisrry is so important to human medicine,
the text conLinues to have an overriding emphasis on the biochemistry of mammalian cells. Information flrom biochemical investigations of prokaryotes and other eukaryotes is presented,
however, when these studies are the primary source of knowiedge about the roplc The texrbook is organized and written
such that any sequence of topics considered most appropriate

by an instructor can be presented.
The rapid advances in knowledge in the biological sciences,
particularly due to the techniques of molecular biology, and the
continued evolution of biochemistry courses, required a critlcal
rethinking of the sequence of topics and con[ent of each chapter in the previous edition. The editor and contributors sought
rnput from biochemistry instruclors in the review, and no part
of the previous edition was excluded from the evaluation. The
outcome was a decision to change the sequence of the material
but to maintain the dir,rsion of material in lhe same chapters,
except for combining inlo one chapter the presentation of the
structures of nucleic acids The chapter on Gas Transport and

pH Regulation was deleted because very few biochemistry
courses include this topic. Every chapter was revised and updated with inclusion of significant new informalion and deletion
of some material
The content of the fifih edition is divided into five sections,
in which related topics are grouped together. part I, Structure

of Macromolecules, contains an introductory chapter on cell
structure, followed by chapters on nucleic acid and protein
structure. Part II, Transmission of Information, describes the
synthesis of the major cellular macromolecules, that is, DNA,
RNA, and protein. A chapter on biorechnology is inciuded because information from [his area has had such a significant im-

pact on the development of our current knowledge base. Part II
concludes with a chapter on the Regulation of Gene Expression
in which mechanisms of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes are

III, Functions of Proteins, opens with a presenta[ion of the structure-func[ion relationship of four major
presented. Part

famllies of proteins. This is followed by a discussion of enzymes,

including a separate chapter on the cytochromes p450. A presenta[ion of membrane sLructure and function concludes part III.
Part I! Metabolic Pathways and Their Control, srarrs wilh a
discussion ofbioenergetics foliowed by separare chapters on the
slrrthesis and degradation of carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids,
and purine and pyrimidine nucleotides. A chapter on rhe integration of these pathways in humans completes this part. part
V, Physiological Processes, covers those areas unique to mammaiian cel1s and tissues beginning with two chapters on hormones that emphasize their biochemical functions as messen-

gers, and

a chapter on molecular cell biology containing

discussions of four major signal transduclng systems. The texr
book concludes with presenlations of iron and heme metabolism, digestion and absorption of basic nutritional conslituents,

and principles o[ human nurrlrion.
The illustrations were reviewed and updated where appropriate, and many new figures were added including a number of protein structures published recenrly. The adage "A pic[ure is worth a thousand words" is appropriate and the reader is
encouraged to study the illustrations because they are meant to
clarify confusing aspecrs of a topic
In each chapter the relevancy of the topic to human life
processes is presented

in Clinical Correlations, which

descrrbe

the aberrant biochemistry of disease states. In the past few years
the genetic and biochemicai bases of many dlseases have been
documented, thus a number of new correlations have been included There has been no attempr ro review all of the major diseases but rather to present examples of disease processes where
the ramifications of deviant biochemical processes are well established. References are lncluded in the correlarions to facilitate
exploration of the topic in more detail In some cases similar
clinical problems are presented in different chapters, but each
from a different perspecrive. All pertinent biochemical information is presented in the main tex[, and an understanding of the
material does not require a reading of the correlatlons In some
cases, clinical conditions are discussed as part of the primary
text because of the significance of the medical condition to an
understanding of the biochemical process.

xl

xii I
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Each chapter concludes with a set of Questions and Answers. The multiple-choice format has been retained because
they are valuable to students for self-assessment of their knowledge and they are the type used in national examinations. New

questions have been added that include clinical vignettes, as
well as prob).em solving questions. Brief annotated answers are
g1ven.

The appendix, Review of Organic Chemistry, is designed
as a ready reference for the nomenclature and structures of organic molecules encountered in biochemis[ry and is not intended as a comprehensive review of organic chemistry. The material is presented in the Appendix rather than at the beginning

of chapters dealing with the different biologically important
molecules. The reader should become familiar with the con[ent
of the Appendix and then use it as a ready reference when reading related sections in the main text.
We still believe that a multi-contributor textbook is the
best approach to achieve an accurate and current presentation
of biochemistry Each contributor is involved actively in teaching biochemistry in a medical or graduate school and has an active research interest in the field in which he or she has written.
Thus, each has the perspective of the classroom instructor, with
the experience to select the topics and determine the emphasls
required for students in a course of biochemistry. Every contributor, however, brings to the book an individual approach,
leading to some differences in presentation. However, every
chapter was edited to have a consistent writing style and to elim-

inate unnecessary repetitions and redundancies. Presentations of
some topics, such as the struclure of DNA binding proteins, are
included in two different chapters in order to make the individual discussions complete and self contained; in these cases the
individual contributors approach the topic from different perspectives. The repetition should facilitate the learning process.

The contributors prepared their chapters for a teaching
book. The textbook is not intended as a compendium of biochemical facts or a review of the current literature, but each
chapter, however, contains sufficient detail on the subject to
make it useful as a resource. Contributor were requested not to
reference specific researchers, our apologies to those many scientists who have made outstanding research contributions to the
field of biochemistry Each chapter contains a Bibliography that
serves as an entry point to the research literature.
In any project one person must accept rhe responsibility for
the final product. The decisions concerning the selection of topics and format, reviewing the drafts, and responsibility for the final checking of the book were entirely mine. I welcome commen[s, criticisms, and suggestlons from the studen[s, faculty, and
professionals who use this textbook. It is our hope that this work
will be of value to those embarking on the exciting experience of
leaming biochemistry for the first time as well as those returning
to a topic in which the information is expanding so rapidly

Tnoues M. Der,r-nr
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RNo cELLULAR coMPARTMENTS

Over [hree and a half biliion yearc ago, under conditions not entirely ciear and in
a time span difficult to comprehend, the elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nirrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus formed simple chemical compounds. These combined, dispersed, and recombined to form a vaiety of larger molecules until a structure was achieved [hat was capable of replicating itseif. With continued evolution
and formation of ever more complex molecules, the environment around some of
these self-replicating molecules became enclosed by a lipid membrane. This development gave these primordial structures the ability to control their own environment to some extent. A form of life had evolved and a unit of three-dimensional
space-a cell-had been established. With the passing of time a diverslty of cells
evolved, and their structure and chemistry became more complex. They could extract nutrients from the environment, convert these nutrients to sources of energy
or ro complex molecules, control chemical processes that they catalyzed, and carry
out cellular replication. Thus the vast diversity of life observed today began. The
cell is the basic unit of life in all living organisms, from the smallest single-celled
bacterium to the most complex multicellular animal.
Al1 cells have a limiting outer membrane, the plasma membrane, that delineates [he space occupied and separates a variable and potentially hostile environment outside from a relatively constant milieu within. The plasma membrane and
its components are the link to the outside, controlling [he movement of substances
into and out of the cell and serving as means of communication.
Living cells are divided into two major classes: prokaryotes that do not have
a nucleus or internal membrane struclures and eukaryotes tha[ have a defined nucLeus and intracellular organelles surrounded by membranes. Prokaryotes, whlch
include eubacteria and archaebacteria, are usually uniceilular (Figure 1.Ia) but in
some cases form colonies or filaments. They have a vaiely of shapes and sizes, usua1ly with a volume I/1000 to I/10,000 that of eukaryotic cells. The plasma membrane is often invaginated.
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of prokaryotes is often segregated into a discre[e
mass, the nucleoid region, that is not surlounded by a membrane or envelope. Even
without defined membrane compartments, the intracellular milieu of prokaryotes is
organized into functional compartments. Eukaryotic cells, which include those of
yeasts, fungi, plants, and animals, have a well-defined membrane that surrounds a
central nucleus and a variety ofintracellular s[ructures and organelles (Figure 1.1b).
lntracellular membrane systems establish distinct subcellular compartments, as described in Section I.4, that permit a unique degree of subcellular organization. By
compartmentalization different chemical reactions that require different environments can occur simultaneously ln addition, many leactions occur in or on specific
membranes that create additional environments for diverse cellular functions.
Besides structural distinctions between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
(Figure 1 I) rhere are significant differences in chemical composition and biochemical activities. As an example, eukaryotes but not prokaryotes contain histones,
a highly conserved class of proteins in all eukaryotes that complex with DNA. There
are differences in the ribonucleic acid-protein complexes involved in bioslT rthesis
of proteins and in enzqe content between these cell types. The many similarities,
however, are equally striking. Emphasis throughout this book is on the chemistry
of eukaryotes, particularly mammalian cells, but much of our knowledge of the biochemistry of living cells has come from studies of prokaryotic and nonmammalian
eukaryotic cells. The basic chemlcal components and fundamental chemical reactions of all living cells are very similar. The universality of many biochemical phenomena, however, permits many extrapolations from prokaryotes lo humans.
The intraceliular environment, and particularly the water it contains, places
cons[raints on many cell activities. Thus it is appropriate to review some of the
chemical and physical characteristics of this environment. The concludi.ng section

OVERVIEW CELLS AND CELLULAR COrr,tennr,rlrNrS

|

FIGURE 1.1

Cellular organization of prokaryotic and eukaryotic
cells.
(a) Electron micrograph of Escheichia coli, a represenrative
prokaryote; approximare magnification X30,000 There is
litt1e apparent intracellular organization and no cytoplasmic
organeiles. Chromatin is condensed in a nuclear zone but
not surrounded by a membrane prokaryotic cells are much
smaller than eukaryotic cells. (b) Elecrron micrograph ol a
thin section of a liver ce11 (rat hepatocyte), a representarive
eukaryotrc cell; approximate magnification X7500 Note the
distinct nuclear membrane, different membrane-bound organelles or vesicles, and extensive membrane systems. Various membranes create a variely o[ intrace]lular compartments.
Photograph (a) generous\ suppliedby Dr. M E Bayer, Fox Chase Cancer InstLtute, P'ltladelphia, PA; photograph g) repnnted with permission
of Dr K. R Porter, Jrom Porter, K. R and Bonneyille, M A In: Fine
Structure of Cells and T'issues, philadejphia: Lea 6 Febtger, )912
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of this chapter outlines the activities and roles of subcellular mammalian
compatments.
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FICURE 1.2

Structure of a water molecule.
The H-O-H bond angle is 104.5". Both hydrogen atoms carry a partial positive charge and
the oxygen apartial negative charge, creating a
dipole

ENVTRoNMENT: wATER AND soLUTES

AII living cells contain essentially the same inorganic ions, small organic molecules,
and types of macromolecules. The general classes of cellular components are
presented in Table 1. I. lntracellular concentrations o[ inorganic ions in mammalian
cells are essentially similar but very different from the extracellular milieu (see p.
I5). Microenvironments, created within eukaryotic cells by organelles as well as
around macromolecules and membranes, lead to variations in concentration of
components throughout a cell. Water is the one common component of all environments. lt is the solvent in which substances required for the cell's existence are
dissolved or suspended. Life as we know it exists because of the unique physicochemical properties of water.

Hydrogen Bonds Form Between Water Molecules

tu)

HH

\o/
i

H
I

o
H

Two hydrogen atoms share their electrons with an unshared pair of electrons of an
oxygen atom to form a water molecule. Water is a polar molecule because the
oxygen nucleus has a stronger attraction for shared electrons than hydrogen, and
positively charged hydrogen nuclei are left with an unequal share of electrons. This
creates a partial positive charge on each hydrogen and a partial negative charge on
oxygen. The bond angle between hydrogens and oXygen is 104.5", making the moiecule electrically as;rmmetric and producing an electric dipole (Figure l-2).
Water molecules interact with each other because positively charged hydrogen
atoms on one molecule are attracted to a negatively charged oxygen atom on another, with formation of a weak bond between two molecules (Figure t.3a). This
bond, indicated by a dashed line, is a hydrogen bond. Recent studies, however, indicate that the bond between two water molecules is partially covalent. A detailed
discussion of noncovalent interactions, including electrostatic, van der Waals, and
hydrophobic between molecules, is presented on page 135. Five molecules of water
can form a tetrahedral structure (Figure 1.3b), with each oxygen sharing its electrons with four hydrogen atoms and each hydrogen with another oxygen. A tetrahedral lattice structure is formed in ice and creates its crystalline structure. ln the
transition from ice to liquid water, some hydrogen bonds are broken. Hydrogen
bonds are relatively weak compared to covalent bonds but their large number between molecules in liquid water is the reason for the stability of water. Liquid water has a variable s[ructure due to hydrogen bonding but it is a rapidly changing
structure as hydrogen bonds break and new bonds form. The half-life of hydrogen

TABLE

1.1

Chemical Components of Biological Cells

I8

Hzo

23-100

Inorganic ions

Na*, K*,

cl-, Soi-,

HCo3- Ca2*, Mg2*,
FICURE 1.3
(a) Hydrogen bonding, indicated by dashed
Iines, between two water molecules. (b) Tetrahedral hydrogen bonding o[ five water molecules.
Water molecules 1, 2, and 3 are in the plane of
the page, molecule 4 is below, and molecule 5 is
above.

etc.

Small organic molecules
Carbohydrates, amino acids,
Iipids, nucleotides, peptides
Macromolecules
Proteins, polysaccharides,

nucleic acids

100-1200

50,000- 1,000,000,000

CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT: WATER AND

bonds i
nificant
tion. In
rupted.

n ar I00.C liquid water con[ains a sig_
accoun[s for its high hear of vaporizi_
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H

of liquid warer have bJe., proposed, but

none adequately explains al1 its properties
struc[ure of pure water is altered when water molecules hydrogen bond
to
different chemical structures The water environmenL in cells is not uniform.
As an
example, water molecules are more ordered along rhe surface of a membrane
be_
cause of the amphiphilic nature of lipid-containing membranes.
This creares a mi_
croenvironment that can alter the activities of substances present in rhis
milieu. A
similar change can occur in the s[ructure of water when it i, p..r..rt within
protein
and nucleic acid molecules and stabilizes these macromolecules.
Hydrogen bonding also occurs between other molecules and within a
molecule
wherever electronegative oxygen or nitrogen atoms come in[o close proximiry
to hydrogen covalently bonded to another electronegative atom Representative
hydro_
gen bonds are presenred in Figure r.4. Intramolecular hydrogen
bonding o..r.,
extensively in large macromolecules s rch as proteins and nucleic
acids and is
partially responsible for their srn-lcrural stabiiity
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Water Has Unique Solvent properties
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The polar narure and ability to form hydrogen bonds are lhe basis
for the unique
solvent properties of water. polar molecules are readily dispersed in
water. salts,
in which a crystal lattice is held rogerher by attraction of positive and
negarive

HN
CCH

ber of weak charge-charge in[eractions between water and Na+and
cl
ficient to maintain separa[ion of rhe charged ions.
Many organic molecules conlain nonionic but weakly polar groups

B'

Peptide chain

ill
OB'

groups, dissolve in water because elec[rostatic forces in the crystal
can be overcome
by attraction of charges ro the dipole of water. Nacl is an example
where electro_
static attraction oT individual Na+and CI ions is overcome by interaction
of Na+
with the negative charge on oxygen atoms of water, and Cl with positive
charges
on the hydrogen a[oms. Thus a shell of warer surrounds individuai lons.

Thymine in DNA

The num_
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groups [o molecules of water. Sug_
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ese
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Adenine in DNA

mole_
and nonpolar groups, disperse in water
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pounds that contain long hydrocarbon chains, however, do not readily
disperse as
single molecules in water but interac[ with one another to exclude
the pola. water

molecules.

FICURE 1.4
Representative hydrogen bonds of importance
in biological systems.

Some Molecules Dissociate to Form Cations and Anions
Subs[ances that dissociate in water inlo a cation (positively charged
ion) and an
anion (negatively charged ion) are classified as elecirolytes-becaule these
ions Ihcilitate conductance of an electrical current through warer sugars
or alcohols are
classified as nonelectrolytes because they dissolveieadily in waie.
but do not carry
a charge or dissociate into charged speciei.
salts of alkali metals (e.g , Li, Na, and K) dissoclate completely
when dissolved
in water at low concentrations but not necessarily at high concenirations.
It is customary, however, to conslder such compounds and 1alts of organic
acids, for
example, sodium lacrate, to be dissociated totally in biological ,yr,.il,
because their

concentrations are low. The dissociated anion of u., o.guii. u.id, fo.
example, lac_
tate ion, reacts to a limited extent with a proton from water to form
undissociated
acid (Figure I.5). tt a solution has been prepared tha[ conrains several
different salts
(e.g., NaCl, K2so4, and Na lactate) rhese molecules
do not exisr as such in solution, only the dissociared ions (e.g., Na*, K*, SOor-, and lacrate-).
Many acids,

(1)

CHs-CHOH-

CHOONa
Na lactate

Na+

---->

+ CH3-CHOH-COOLactate ion

(2)

CH3-cHoH

-coo-

+ H+

:

Lactate ion

CH3-CHOH-

COOH
Lactic acid

FIGURE 1.5

Reactions that occur when sodium lactate is
dissolved in water.
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however, when dissolved in water do not dissociate totally but rather establish an
equilibrium between undissociated and dissociated components. Thus lactic acid,
an important metabolic intermediate, partially dissociates into a lactate anion and a

proton (H+) as follows:

CH3-CHOH-COOH

=- CH3-CHOH-COO- + H+

A dl,namic equilibrium is established between the components in which the products of the reaction reform the undissociated reactant while other molecules dissociate. The degree of dissociation of such an electrolyte depends on the affinity of
the anion for a H+. There will be more dissociation if the weak dipole forces of
water that interact with the anion and ca[ion are stronger than the electrostatic
forces between anion and H+. Such compounds on a molar basis have a lower ca-

pacity to carry an electricai charge in comparison to those that dissociate totally;
they are termed weak electrolytes.

Weak Electrolytes Dissociate Partially
ln partial dissociation of a weak electrolyte, represented by HA, the concentration
of various species can be determined from the equilibrium equation

(1.r)
Kio is a physical constant, A represents the dissociated anion, and square brackets
1
indicate concentration of each component in units such.as moles per liter (mol L
or M) or millimoles per liter (mmoi L-1 or mM). The activity of each species rather
than concentration should be employed in the equilibrium equation but since most
compounds of interest in biological systems are present in low concentration, the
value for activity approaches that of concentration. The equilibrium constant, however, is indicated as K'"o to indicate that it is an apparent constant based on concentrations. The extent of dissociation of an acid increases with increasing temperatures From the dissociation equation, it is apparent that K'"o will be a small
number if the degree of dissociation of a substance is small (large denominator in
Eq. l.l) but large if the degree of dissociation is large (small denominator). Obviously, for compounds that dissociate totally, a Klo cannot be determined because at
equilibrium there is no remaining undissociated solute.

Water ls a Weak Electrolyte
Water dissocia[es as foliows:

HOH, ,H++OH_
A proton that dissociafes interacts
the hydronium ion, H3O+. It is a
employed in this book, to present

r molecule to form
nd one that will be
n H3O+, recognizing that the latter is the actual chemical species. At 25oC the value of K'.o for
dissociation of wa[er is very small and is about 1.8 X 10-16:

K:.q:

1.8

x l0

16

-

[H+][OH-]

(1.2)

[H2Ol

With such a smal1 K'"o an extremely small number of water molecules actually
dissociate relative to the number o[ undissociated molecules. Thus the concentration of water, which is 55.5 M, is essentially unchanged by the dissociation.
Equation 1.2 can be rewritten as follows:

K:q
K:q

is

X [55.5]

ix

x

[H2O]

: [H*][OH

]

(r.3)

is a conslan[ and is rermed the ion product of water. Its value at25"C
10-1a. In pure wa[er the concentration of H+ equals OH-, and by substi-

CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT: WATER AND

tuting [H+l for [OH-] in Eq. I.3, [H+l is I x t0 7 M. Similarly, [OH-] is also
I x I0-7 M. The equilibrium reacrion of H2o, H+, and oH- always exisrs in solutions regardless of [he presence of dissolved subsrances. If dissolved material alters the H+ or oH concentration, as occurs on addition of an acid or a base, a
concomitant change in the other ion must occur in order to satisfy the equilibrium
relationship of warer. Using the equarion for ion product, [H+] or [oH-] can be

calculated if the concenlration of one ion is known. The importance of hydrogen
ions in biological sys[ems will become apparent in discussions of enzyme activiry
(see p. 451) and merabolism.

TABLE'l

loc

lH*l

In pure water [H+] and [OH-] are both 1 X 10-7 M, and pH

:

Relationships Between [H+] and

(M)

1.0

x 10 r)
I x 1o-2
I X 1o-3
1 x 1o-4
I x I0-5
1 x 10-6
1 x 1o-7
I x to-S
1 x IO-e

0.I (I

(1.4)

Of,

|9

pH and [OH-] and pOH

For convenience [H+] is usually expressed in terms of pH, calculated as follows:

pH =

.2

SOLurrS

7.0. tOH-]

I X lO-I0
I X lo-r1
I X 1o-I2

poH. For the equation describing dissociation of water, 1 X
10 Ia: tH+ltOH-], raking negarive logarithms of both sides, the equation becomes 14 : pH + pOH. Table 1.2 presents the relationship between pH and
[H+].
pH values of different biological fluids are presenred in Tabre 1.3. In blood
plasma, [H+] is 0.00000004 M or a pH of 7.4 o[her carions are berween 0.00I
can be expressed as the

x IO-13
I x lo-r4
1

pH loH I (M) poH
0
Ixl0-r4 v
1
IXIO_13 13
2
lxlo-r2 D
3
1x1o-r1 11
4
\x 10-10 1o
5
1x1.0-e 9
6
1xI0-8 8
7
txl0-7
7
8
1x10-6 6
9
1xt0-5 5
10
1xI0-+ 4
11
IXlo-3 3
12
Ix10-2 2
13 0.r (1 x 10-l) I
14 1.0
0

and 0. 10 M, well over 10,000 times higher rhan [H+]. An increase in hydrogen ion
ro 0.000000I M (pH 7.0) or a decrease ro 0.00000002 M (pH 7.8) of blood leads
[o serious medical consequences and are life threatening.

Many Biologically lmportant Molecules Are Acids or Bases
The definitlons of an acid and a base proposed by Lowry and Bronsted are most
convenient in considering biological systems. An acid is a proton donor and a base
is a proton acceptor. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sulfuric acid (HzSo+) are strong
acids because they dissociate rotally, releasing H+. oH ion is a base. Addition o1
either an acid or a base to water will lead to esrablishmenr o[ a'ndw.equilibrium of
OH + H+ '-- . H2O. When a strong acid and OH- are combined, H* from the
acid and oH- interact nearly totally and neurralize nearly totally each other.
Anions produced when srrong acids dissociate totally, such as Cr- from HCI,
are not bases because they do not associate with protons in solution. Most organic
acids (HA) when dissolved ln water dissociate only parrially, establishing an
equilibrium between LIA (proron donor), an anion of the acid (A-), and u p.oton
as follows:

llA'

,A-+H+

organic acids are usually weak acids because they only partially dissociare. The an-

ion formed in this dissociation is a base because it can accept a proton to reform
the acid. A weak acid and its base (anion) formed on dissociation are referred to as
a conjugate pair; examples of some biologically importanr conjugate pairs are presenred in Table 1.4.

Ammonium ion (NH*+) is an acid because it dissociates to

reld H+ and un-

TABTE

1.3

pH of Some Biological Fluids

Fluid
Blood plasma

7.4

Interstitial fluid
Intracellular fluid

7.1

Cytosol (iiver)

sociate a proton and the stronger the acid. water is a very weak acid with a Klo of

1.8 X 10-16 at25"C.
A convenien[ method of stating the K'"o is in the form of pK,

pf'=

log

]A.q

as

(1.5)

pH

Lysosomal matrix
Gastric juice
Pancreatic juire .
Huma.;r milk
Saliva

Urine

6.9

Below 5.0

1.5-3.0

7.8-8 0
7.4

6.4-7.0
5.0-8.0

I0 I ruranvorc cELL srRUCruRE
TABLE

1.4

Some Conjugate Acid-Base Pairs

of lmportance in Biological Systems

H+ + CH3-CHOH-@O-

cH3-cHoH-cooH

(iactate)

(iactic acid)

H+ + CH3-CO-COO-

cH3-co-cooH

(pyruvate)

(pymvic acid)

2H+

HOOC-CH2-CH2-COOH

+ -OOC-CH2-CH2-COO-

(Succinate)

(succinic acid)

*H3NCH2-cooH

H+ +

+HjN-cH2-coo-

(glycinate)

(glycine)

H+ + H2Pot
H+ + HPo42-

H3PO4
H2PO4

H* + Po43
H+ + glucose 6-Po12H+ + HCorH+ + NH3
H+ + oH-

HPO42

Glucose 6-PO3HH2CO3

NHr*
HrO

Note the similariry of this definition with that of pH; as with pH and [H+], the
relationship between pK' and K'"o is an inverse one, and the smaller the K'"o the
larger the pK' Representative values of K'"o and pK' for conjugate acids of importance in biological systems are presented in Thble 1.5
A special case of a weak acid importan[ in medicine is carbonic acid (HzCOa).

Carbon dioxide when dissolved in water is involved in the following equilibrium
reactl0ns:

coz

TABTE

1.5

+

HzO

.! ,

H2CO3

.I+ g* + HCO3-

Apparent Dissociation Constant and pK'of Some Compounds of lmportance in Biochemistry
pR

Acetic acid
Alanine

cH3-cooH
cH3-cH-cooH
-l

1.74

NHr*
Citric acid

'l

HOOC-CH,-COH-CH2-COOH
HOOC-CH2-CH2-CH-COOH
I

NH:*
Glycine

cH2-cooH
I

NHa*
Lactic acid
Pyruvic acid
Succinic acid

cH3-cHoH-cooH
cH3-co-cooH

Glucose 6-PO3H-

c12Hr105 PosH-

HOOC-CH2-CH2-COOH

H3PO4

H2P04HPO42

4.76

x lO-3
2.04 x 10-ro

2.34 (COOH)
9.69 (NH3+)

8.12 X I0-4

3.09
3.74

t.77

COOH
Glutamic acid

X lo-5

4.57

x to-5

3.89 X 1o-6
6.45 X IO-3
5.62 x 1o-5
2.14 X 1o-r0
4.57 x \O-3
2

5I X

10-10

5.41

2.19
4.25
9.67
2.34
9.60

I38x10 4
3.16 x 1o-3

3.86
2.50

6.46 X lO-5
3.31 x 10-6
7 76 x tO-7
I X 1o-2
2.0 X 10-7
3 4 X 10-13

4.t9
5.48
6.1

I

2.0
6.7

t2.5

H2CO3

I.70

x

NHo*

5.62
1.9

X 10-ro

3.77
9.25

x 10-16

t5.74

Hzo

IO-4

(COOH)
(COOH)
(NH3+)
(COOH)
(NH3+)
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carbonic acid (H2Co3) has a pK1 of 3.77, which is comparable to organic acids
such as lactic acid. The equilibrium equarion flor this reaction is

(r.6)
H2co3 is, however, in equilibrium with dissolved co2 and the equilibrium equation
for this reaction is

(r.7)
Solving Eq. L7 for H2CO3 and substituting for the H2CO3 in Eq. 1.6, the two equilibrium reactions can be combined into one equatlon:

(1.8)
Rearranging to combine constanrs, including the concentration of H2o, simplifies
the equation and yields a new combined constanr, K\, as follows:

KiKjtHrol

: Ki:

[H+][HCo3-]

(r.e)

lco2l

It is common practice in medicine to refer to dissolved Co2 as the conjugate acid;
it is the acid anhydride of H2co3. The term Kj has a value of 7.95 X I0-7 and
pKj :6.I. If the aqueous system is in conract with an air phase, dissolved CO2
will also be in equilibrium with Co2 in the air phase. Decrease or increase of one
component-that is, COz (air), CO2 (dissolved), HzCO:, H+, or HCO3--causes
a change in every component. The Co2-HCo3 slstem is extremely important for
maintaining pH homeostasis in animals.

Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation Defines the Relationship
Between pH and Concentrations of Conjugate Acid and [iase
A change in concentration of any component in an equilibrium reaction necessitates a concomitant change in every component. For example, an increase in
[H+]
decreases the concentration of conjugate base (e.g., lactate ion ) with an equivaIent increase in the conjugate acid (e.g., lactic acid). This relationship is conveniently expressed by rearranging the equilibrium equation and solving for H+, as
shown for the following dissociation:
conjugate

^i"'

acid4

:

conjugate base

*

H+

!9:4
acidl

1E1JJs9":!8!'
tcon1ugate

(r'10)

Rearranging Eq. I.10 by dividing through by both [H+] and Klo leads to

I

I .
[i<:ql

lconjugate basel

(r.1 1)

[conjugateacid]

Taking the logarithm of both sides gives

r"s
Since

rrh -'.,

pH:1og (I/[H*l)

and pK'

* *,., j*ffiFffil
:1og (I/K!o), Eq. 1.12

pH: pK'* ug- *9S@
[conjugate acid]

(r.12)

becomes

(r.13)

Equation 1.13, developed by Henderson and Hasselbalch, is a convenient way of
viewing the relationship between pH of a solurion and relative amounts of conjugate
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FIGURE 1.6

Ratio of conjugate [base]/[acid] as a function of the pH.
When the ratio of [base]/[acid] is I, pH equals pK' of weak acid.

base and acid present. Analysis of Eq. 1.I3 demonstrates that when the ratio of
lbase]/ [acidi is I:1, pH equals the pK' of the acid because 1og t : 0, and pH : pK' .
If pH is one unit less than pK', the [base] / lacidl ratio is 1: I0, and if pH is one unit
above pK', the [base]/[acid] ratio is 10:1 Figure t 6 is a plot of ratios of conjugate
base to conjugate acid versus pH of several weak acids; note that ratios are presented on a logarithmic scale.

Buffering ls lmportant to Control pH
When NaOH is added to a solution of a weak acid such as lactic acid, the ratio of
[conjugate base]/[conjugate acid] changes. NaOH dissociates totally and the OH
formed is neutralized by existing H+ to form H2O. The decrease in [H+l causes
further dissociation of weak acid to comply with requirements of its equilibri.um re-

10
E

o

E
6

o.a

o

o6
I
6

0.6
pK' =

3.86

Q

pK' -- e.25

0.4

6
l

fl

o.2

o2468101214
pH

FIGURE 1.7

Acid-base titration curves for lactic acid (pK'
3.86) and NHa+; (pK' 9.25).
At pH equal to respective pK' values, there will
be an equal amount of acid and base for each
conlugate palr

action. The amount of weak acid dissociated will be so nearly equal to the amount
o[ OH- added that it is considered to be equal. Thus lhe decrease in amount of
conjugate acid is equal to the amount of conjugate base that is formed. The events
are represented in the titration curves of two weak acids presented in Figure 1.7.
When 0.5 equi.v of OH- is added, 50o/o of the weak acid is dissociated and the
[acid]/[base] ratio is 1.0; pH at this point is equal to pK'of the acid Shapes of individual titration curves are similar but displaced due to differences in pK' values.
There is a rather steep rise in pH when only 0.1 equiv of OH- is added but between
0.1 and 0.9 equiv of added OH-, the pH change is only -2. Thus alarge amount
of OH is added with a relatively small change in pH This is called buffering and
is defined as the ability of a solution to resist a change in pH when an acid or base
is added. If weak acid is not present, a small amount of OH would lead to a high
pH because there would be no source of H+ to neutralize the OH-.
The best buffering range for a conjugate pair is in the pH range near the pK'
of the weak acid. Starting from a pH one unit below to a pH one uni[ above pK',
about 82olo of a weak acid in solution will dissociate, and therefore an amount of
base equivalent to about 82ob of original acid can be neutralized with a change in
pH of 2. Maximum buffering ranges for conjugate pairs are considered to be between I pH unit below and I pH unit above pK'. The conjugate pair lactate ionllactic acid with pK' : 3.86 is an effective buffer between pH 3 and pH 5, with no significant buffering capacity at pH : 7.0. The HPO42- /H2POa- pair with pK' : 6.7
is an effective buffer at pH : 7 0 Thus at the pH of the cell's cytosol (-7.0), the
lactate ion/lactic acid pair is not an effective buffer but HPO42- fHzPOa- is.
Buffering capacity also depends on concentrations of conjugate acid and base.
The higher the concentration of conjugate base, the more added H+ with which it
can react. The more conjugate acid the more added OH can be neutralized by dis-
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sociation of the acid. A case in point is blood plasma at pH 7.4. The pK, for
HPo42- fH2Poa- of 6.7 would suggesr that this conjugare pair would be an effective buffer; rhe concen[ration of the phosphate pair, however, is low compared to
that of the HCo3-/co2 sysrem with a pK' of 6.1, which is presen[ at a 20-fo1d
higher concentration and accoun[s for most of the buffering capacitir Both pK' and
concentration of a conjugate pair must be taken into account when considering
buffering capacity. Most organlc acids are relatively unimpor[ant as buffers in cellular fluids because their pK' values are more than several pH units lower than the
pH of the cell, and their concentrations are too low in comparison to buffer sysrems such as HPO*2-/H2POa- and HCOj- /CO2.
Figure 1.8 presents some rypical problems using the Henderson-Hasserbalch

equation. Control of pH and buffering in humans cannot be over emphasized;
Clinical Correlation L1 is a represen[ative problem in clinical practice.

1.

Calculate the ratio of HPO42-/ H2pOa- @tG67) at pH 5.7, 6.7, and A.7

Solurion:

DH =

DK+ too-

=

CLINICAI CORREI-ATION 1 .1

Blood Bicarbonate
Concentration in
Metabolic Acidosis
In normal adults blood buffers maintain blood
pH at about 7.40: lf pH should drop below
7.35, the condition is referred to as an acidosis. A blood pH near 7.0 could lead to serious
consequences and possibly death Thus in acidosis, panicularly that caused by a metabolic
change, it is important to monitor the acidbase parameters of a patienr's blood. Values of
interest to a clinician include rhe blood pH
and HCO3- and CO2 concentrations. Normal

values for these ate pH : 7 .40,
IHCO3-l : 24.0 mM, and [CO2] : 1.20 mM.

Er9+,-]
[HzPOr-']

5.7 =6.7 + log of ratio; rearranging

5.7- 6.7

-1 = log of ratio

The antilog of -1 = 0.1 or 1/10. Thus, HPOoz-111rrOo- = 1/10 at pH E 7. Using
the same procedure, the ratio at pH 6.7= 1/1 and at pH 8.7 = 1OO/1

If the blood values of a patienr with a metabolic acidosis were pH : 7.03 and [COrl :

I 10 mM, what is the patient's blood [HCO3-]
and how much of the normal [HCOa-] has
been used in buffering the acid causing the
condition?

I.
2.

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation is

pH:

7 I and the HCO3-concentration is I mM, what is the
concentration ol CO2 in blood (pK'for HCOg-/COz = 6.1)?
lf the pH of blood is

Solution:

DH

The pK' value for [HCO3-]/[CO2] is 6.10.
the given vaiues in the equation.

[coz]

7 1 = 6 1 + log (8

pK' + log([HCO3-]/tcozl)

2. Substitute

[HCog-]
= oK+,oo

-

I l3

:

mM/[CO2]); rearranging

610 + log([Hco3 ]/1.r0 mM)

":0,
703-610:093:

7.1 _6.1 = 1 = tog (8 mM / [CO2]).

log([HCo3 ]/1 10 mM)
The antilog of 1 = 10. Thus, 10 = 8 mM/ [CO2], or[CO2] = 8 mM/10 = 0 8 mM.

The antilog of 0.93 is 8.5, rhus
3.5

3.

At a normal blood pH of 7.4, the sum of [HCO3-] + lCO2l= 25.2 mM What is
the concentration of HCO3- and CO2 @K' lor HCO3- /CO2 = 6.1 1z

Solution:

:

[HCOa-]/I f0 mM

or
lHCo3

pH =

pK+ bS

7.4 =

61 + log ([HCO3-] / [CO2]); rearranging

ffi

74_6.1 =i3=tog

3.

([HCO3_]

/tco2l).

The antilog of 1 .3 is 20. Thus [HCO3-] / [CO2] = 29. Given [HCO;] + [CO2]
=
25.2, solve these two equations for [CO2] by rearranging the first equationl

IHCO3-] = 20 [CO2].
Substituting in the second equation,

20 lCO2l + lCO2l = 2s 2
CO2 = 1.2

6171

Then substituting lor CO2, 1 .2 + [HCO3-] = 25 2, and sotving, [HCO3--] = 24 mM.

FIGURE 1.8

Typical problems of pH and buffering

l:94mM

Since the normal value of [HCO;-] is 24
mM, there has been a decrease of 14.6

mmol of HCO3- per liter of blood in this
patient. If much more HCO3- is lost, a
point would be reached when this important buffer would be unavailable to buffer
any more acid in the blood and the pH
would drop rapidly
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r.r I oncANrzATroN

AND COMPOSITION
OF EUKARYOTIC CELLS

Eukaryotic cells contain well-defined cellular organelles such as a nucleus, mitochondria, lysosomes, and peroxisomes, each delineated by a membrane (Figure 1.9).
Membranes also form a tubule-like network throughout the cell, the endoplasmic
reticulum and Golgi complex. enclosing an interconnecting space or cisternae,
respectively. Specific functions and activities of these organelles are described in
Section 1.4.
The lipid nature of cellular membranes prevents rapid movement of many
molecules, including water, across them. Specific mechanisms for translocation of

Nuclear m€mbrane
Nucleus

Gol$
apparatus

FIGURE 1.9

(a) Electron micrograph of a rat liver cell labeled to indicate the
major structural components of eukaryotic cells and (b) a
schematic drawing of an animal cell Note the number and variety
of subcellular organelles and the network of interconnecting membranes enciosing channels, that is, cisternae. Al1 eukaryotic cells are
not as complex in their appearance, but most contain the major
structures shown in the figure. ER, endoplasmic reticulum, G,
Golgi zone; Ly, lysosomes; B peroxisomes; M, mitochondria.

R Porter Jrom Porter, K. R.
and Bonneyille, M. A. ln: Fine Structure of Cells and Tissues. Philadelphia:
Photogroph (a) repnnted with permission oJ Dr. K.

Nucleolus
Chmmatin

Free

ilbosomes

ka & F ebiger,

197 2; and schematic 0) from Voet, D. and Voet, J G Biochemisrry, 2nd ed. New Yorh: Wiley, 1995 Repinted by permission oJ John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.

Vaouole

Endoplasrnic
reticulum
Mitochondrion
(b)

Lysosomes Cell mernbrane

oRcANrzATroN AND coMposrroN oF EUKARyorc crLLs
Iarge or small, charged or uncharged molecules allow membranes to modulate concentra[ions of substances in various compartmen[s. Thus the cytosol and fluid com-

partment of organelles have a disringuishing composilion of inorganic ions, organic
molecules, proteins, and nucleic acids. Partitioning of activities and components in
membrane-enclosed compartments and organelles has a number of advantages for
[he economy of the ce1l. These inc].ude the sequestering of substrates and cofactors
where they are required, and adjustment of pH and ionic composition for maximum
activity of biological processes.
The activities and composition of cellular structures and organelles are delermined on intact cells by histochemical, immunological, and fluorescent staining
methods. Continuous observations in real time of cellular events in intact viable
cells are possible. An example are studies of changes of pH and ionic calcium concen[ration in the cytosol by use of ion-specific indicators. Individual organelles,
membranes, and components of the cytosol are isolated and analyzed after disruption of the plasma membrane. Techniques for disrupting membranes include use tf
detergents, osmotic shock, or homogenization of tissues where shearing forces
break down the plasma membrane. In appropriate isolation media, cell organelles
and membrane systems are separated by centrifugation because of differences in size
and density These techniques permil isolation of cellular fractions from most mammalian tissues. In addition, componenls of organelles, for example, mitochondria
and peroxisomes, are isolated after disruption of the organelle membrane.
In many instances isolated structures and celluiar fractions appear to retain the
chemical and biochemical characteristics of the structure in situ. But biological
membrane systems are very sensitive s[ructures, subject to damage even under very
mild conditions. Alterations that occur during isolation lead to changes in composition. Damage to a membrane alters its permeability properties to allow transfer of
substances that would normally be excluded by the membrane barrier. In addition,
many proteins are loosely associated with membranes and dissociate easily (see

p. 502).

Not unexpectedly, there are differences in structure, composition, and acrivities
of cells from different lissues due to their diverse functions. The major biochemical
activities, however, are fairly constant from tissue to tissue. The differences be[ween
cell types are usually in distinctive specialized activities.

Chemical Composition of Cells
Each cellular compartmen[ has an aqueous fluid or matrix that contains various
ions, small molecular weight organic molecules, and a variety of pro[eins, and in
some cases nuclelc acids. The localization of most enzymes and nucleic acids in
cells is known, but the exact ionic composi[ion of [he matrix of specific organelles
is s[11 uncertain. Each presumably has a distinctly different ionic composirion and
pH The ionic composltion of intracellular fluid, considered [o represent the cytosol

amounts of phosphate and sulfate. Most proteins have a nega[ive charge at pH 7.4
(see chapter 3), being anions ar the pH of tissue fluids. Major intracellular
anions
are inorganic phosphate, organic phosphates, and proteins. other inorganic and organic anions and cations are present in concentrations well below the meq L t
Ievel. Except for very small differences crea[ed by membranes and leading tJ development of membrane potenlials, total cation concentration equals total anion concentration in the different Jluids.

lntracellular concentrations of most small molecular weight organic molecules,
such as sugars, organic acids, amino acids, and phosphorylated intermediaLes, are
in the range of 0.01-1.0 meq L r.bur can be significanrly lower. coenzymes,
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f,"'l

Major chemical constituents of blood plasma and cell fluid.
Height of left half of each column indicates total concentration of cations; that of right
half, concentrations of anions. Both are expressed in milliequivalents per liter (meq L-') of
fluid. Note that chloride and sodium values in cell fluid are questioned. It is probable that,
at least in muscle, the cytosol contains some sodium but no chloride.
AdaptedJromGregersen,M I. InPBard(Ed.), MedicalPhysiology, 11thed.St Louis,MO:Mosby, 1961,p.
307.

organic molecules required for the activity of some enzyrnes, are in the same range
of concentration. Substrates for enzlrnes are present in relatively low concentration
in contrast to inorganic ions but localization in a specific organelle or cellular microenvironment can increase their concentrations significantly.

It is not very meaningful to determine the molar concentration of individual
proteins in cells. In many cases they are localized with specific structures or in combination with other proteins to create functional units. It is in a restricted compartment that individual proteins carry out their role, whether structural, catalytic,
or regulatory.

T.+

.I TuNCTIoNAL

ROLE oF SUBCELLULAR ORGANELLES
SYSTEMS

AND MEMBRANE

The cellular localization of each metabolic pathway or process will be described in
Iater chapters. Some entire pathways are located in a single cellular compartment
but many are divided between two locations, with the pathway intermediates diffusing or being translocated from one compartment to another. Organelles have
very specific functions and their specific erzpaLic activities serve as markers for
the organelle during isolation. The following describes briefly some major roles of
eukaryotic cell srructures and is intended to indicate the complexi[y and organization of cells. A summary of func[ions and division of labor within eukaryotic cells
is presented in Table 1.6 and the structures are identified in Figure 1.9.

FUNCTToNAL RoLE oF suBCELLULAR oRcANELLES AND MEMBRANT

TABLE

1.6

Summary of Eukaryotic Cell compartments and Their Major Functions

Plasma membrane

fiaruport of ions and molecules
Recognition
Receptors for small and large molecules

Nucleus
Nucleolus
Endoplasmic reticuium

Golgi apparatus

Cell morphology and movement
DNA synthesis and repair
RNA slmthesis
RNA processing and ribosome slnthesis
Membrane synthesis
Slmthesis of proteins and lipids for some
organelles and for export
Lipid and steroid synthesis
Detoxification reactions
Modification and sorting of proteins for

incorporation into membranes and
organelles, and for export
Export of proteins
Mitochondria

Lysosomes

Peroxisomes

Production of AfP
Cellular respiration
Oxidation of carbohydrates and lipids
Urea and heme synthesis
Cellular digestion: hydrolysis of proteins,
carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids
Lipid oxidation
Oxidative reactions involving 02

Utilization of H2O2
Microtubules, intermediate filaments,
and microfilaments

Cyosol

Cell cytoskeleton
Cell morphology
Cell motility
Intracellular movements
Meubolism of carbohydrates, Iipids, amino
acids, and nucleotides
Protein synthesis

PIasma Membrane ls the Limiting Boundary of a Cel!
The outer surface of a plasma membrane is in contact with a variable external en-

vironment and the inner surface with a relatively constant environment provided
by the cells cytoplasm. As will be discussed in Chaprer 12, the two sides of mammalian plasma membranes hay'e different chemical compositions and functions. The
outer surface makes adhesive interactions with the extracellular matrix and other
cells through integrins, transmembrane proteins. Integrins bind to the cytoskeleton inside the cells. These proteins also have a role in signal transduction across the
membrane. Through cytoskeletal elements the plasma membrane is involved in determining cell shape and movement. The lipid nature of membranes excludes many
substances, including proteins and other macromolecules, but specific transpoit
mechanisms or pores permit uptake of selective ions and organic molecules. Through
the plasma membrane cells communicate with other cells; the membrane contains
many specific protein receptors for binding extracellular signals, such as hormones
(see Chapter 2I) and neurotransmitters released by other cells. Plasma membranes
of eukaryotes have differen[ proteins in distinct membrane domains, and their protein composition varies between cell types. Details of membrane stnrcture and biochemistry are presented in Chapter 12.
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Nucleus ls Site of DNA and RNA Synthesis
Early microscopists described the interior of eukaryotic cells as containing a nucleus,
a large membrane-bound compartment, and cytoplasm. The nucleus is surrounded
by two membranes, termed the nuclear envelope, with the outer membrane being
con[i.nuous with membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum. The nuclear envelope
contains numerous pores abou[ 90 A in diameter that permit controlled movement
of particles and molecules between [he nuclear matrix and cytoplasm. Some macromolecules such as RNA are actively transporled across the nuclear envelope utilizing
the pores The nucleus contains a major subcompartment, seen clearly in elec[ron

micrographs, the nucleolus. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the repository of genetic information, is located in the nucleus as a DNA-protein complex, chromatin,
that is organized into chromosomes. The nucleus con[ains the biochemical processes
involved in replication of DNA before mltosis and in repair of DNA that has been
damaged (see Chapter 4). Transcription of genetic information in DNA into a form
that can be translated into cell proteins (see Chapter 5) involves s)'nthesis and processing into a variety of forms of ribonucleic acid (RNA) in the nucleus. The
processing of ribosomal RNA and formation of ribosomal subunits occurs in the
nucleolus.

Endoplasmic Reticulum Has a Role in Protein Synthesis
and Many Synthetic Pathways
The cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells contains a network of interconnecting membranes
that thread from the nuclear envelope to the plasma membrane. This extensive

structure, termed endoplasmic reticulum (ER), consists of membranes with a
smooth (smooth ER or CER) appearance in some areas and rough (rough ER or
RER) appearance

in other places. The ER encloses a cellular compartment, the

ER

Iumen, where newly synthesized proteins lor export or incorporation inl-o organelles and membranes are modified. The rough appearance is due to the presence

of ribonucleoprotein partibles, that is ribosomes, attached'bn its cytosolic
side. During cell fractionation the endoplasmic reticulum network is disrupted
and the membrane reseals to form small vesicles, referred to as microsomes, that
can be isolated by differential centrifugation. Microsomes, as such, do not occur in
cells

A major function of ribosomes on rough endoplasmic reticulum is bioslT rthesis
of proteins for incorporation into membranes and cellular organeiles, and for export
to the outside of the cell. Smooth endoplasmic reticulum is involved in lipid s1'nthesis and contains an important class of enzymes termed cytochromes P450 that
catalyze hydroxylation of a variety of endogenous and exogenous compounds.
These en4,rnes are important in biosyrthesis of steroid hormones and removal of
toxic substances (see Chapter 1l). Endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi appara[us are

involved

in

formation of other cellular organelles such as lysosomes and

peroxlsomes.

Colgi Complex ls lnvolved in Secretion of Proteins
Golgi complex is a network of flattened smooth membrane 52s5-sistslnae-and
vesicles responsible for secretion from the cell of proteins such as hormones, blood
plasma proteins, and dLgestive enzlrrnes. It works in consort with endoplasmic re[ic-

ulum where proteins for certain destinations are synthesized. Enzymes in Golgi
membranes catalyze transfer of carbohydrate units to proteins to form glycoproteins, a process that is important in determining the proteins' eventuai destination.
Golgi complex is the major site of new membrane s)'nthesis and is responsible for
formation of lysosomes and peroxisomes. Membrane vesicles shuttle pro[eins between the cisternae; vesicles are pinched off of one cisterna and fuse with another

FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF SUBCELLULAR ORCANELLES AND MEMBRANE SYSTEMS

Irs

with the aid of a family of protei.ns, rermed SNARE proreins. vesicles originating
from Golgi complex transport proteins to the plasma membrane for secre[i.on.

Mitochondria Supply Most of the Cell's Need for ATp
In eiectron micrographs of cells, mitochondria appear as spheres, rods, or filamentous bodies that are usually abour 0.5-I pm in diamerer and up to 7 trl,m in
length. The lnternal malrix, mitosol, is surrounded by two membranes, distinctly
different in appearance and biochemical function. The inner membrane convoLuLes
into the matrlx to form cristae and contains numerous small spheres attached by
s[alks on the inner surface The stmcture of cris[ae rraries from tubular to lamellar
depending on lhe tissue and conformational state of mitochondria Outer and inner
membranes arc very different in their function and enzyme activi[ies. components
of the electron transporr sysrem and si,,nthesis of ATP in oxidarive phosphorylatlon
arc part of the inner membrane and are described in detail in chapter 13 Metabolic pathways for oxidation of carbohydrates, fatty acids, and amino acids, and
some reactlons in biosynthesis of urea and heme are located in the mitosol The
outer membrane contains pores rhat permit access to larger molecules but the inner
membrane is highly selective and contains a variety of transmembrane transport
systems. Mitochondria have a key role in aging and cytochrome c, a component of
the mitochondrial electron transport system, is an initiator of apoptosis or programmed cell death (see p. 23.)
Mitochondria have a role in their own repiication They conlain severai copies
of a circular DNA (mtDNA), wrrh generic informarion for 13 mitochondrial proteins, and some RNAs The DNA is similar in size (16,569 base pairs) to bac[erial
chromosomes. The presence of an independent "genome" and the similarity [o bacteria have led to the widely accepted hypothesis that these organelles were bacteria
that formed a symbiotlc relationship with eukaryotic cells some [hree billion years
ago. The inheritance of mitochondria is by maternal [ransmission and by evaluaring variations in mtDNA in individuals ir has been possible [o srudy the global
'S:)
movement of humans Mitochondria also have unique RNAs (see p.
and enz1'rnes required for protein s]nthesis Most mitochondrial proteins, however, are denved from genes present in nuclear DNA and are sl,nthesized on free ribosomes in
the cytosol and then imported into the organelle over 150 genetic diseases of mitochondrial activities have been described; some are based on mutations of nuclear
DNA coding for mitochondrial proteins and others are due [o mutation of mitochondrial DNA (see Clin. Corr. 1.2).

CI.INICAT CORRETATION 1

.2

Mitochondrial Diseases
The flrst disease (Luft's disease) specifically involving mitochondrial
energy transduction was reported ln 1962 A 3O-year-o1d patient had
general weakness, excessive perspiration, a high caloric intake without increase in body weight, and an excessively elevated basal metabolic rate (a measure of oxygen utilization). It was demonstrated that
the patient had a defect in the mechanism that controls mitochondrial oxygen utilization (see Chapter 13) Since that time over 150 genetic abnormalities of mitochondria have been identifled that lead to
alterations in enz),rnes, ribonucleic acids, electron transpofi components, and membrane transport systems. Mutations of mtDNA as well
as of nuclear DNA lead to mitochondrial genetic diseases. The first
disease to be identified as due ro a mutarion of mtDNA was Leber's
hereditary optic neuropathy, which leads to sudden blindness in early

adulthood. Many of the diseases involve skeletal muscle and the

central nervous system. Mitochondrial DNA damage may occur due

to free radicals (superoxides) formed in the mitochondria. Thus

age-

related degenerative diseases, such as Parkinson's disease, Alzheimers
disease, and cardiomyopathies, may have a component of mitochondrial damage. For details of specific diseases see Clinical Correlations

6.5 (p. 25a),
(p. :ss).

8.2 (p. 557), r3.4 (p. 558), t3 s (p. 589), and 13.6

Lu[t, R The development. of mirochondrial medicine. proc Natl. Acad Sci IJSA
9l:8731,1944; Chalmers, R M. and Schapira, A H V Clinical, biochemical
and molecular genetic features of Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy. Biochim
Biophys. Acta 1410: I47.1999; Wallace, D C Mitochondrial DNA in aging
and disease. Sci Am 280:40, 1997; aadWallace, D C Mirochondnal diseases
in man and mouse Science 283:1482, 1999
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Representative Lysosomal
Enzymes and Their Substrates

Tlpe of Substrate
and EnTyme

Specific Substrate

POLYSACCHAR1DE-

LIYDROLYZlNG
ENZY\,lES

a-Glucosidase

Glycogen

a-Flucosrdase

Membrane fucose

B-Galactosidase

Galactosides
Mannosides

a-Mannosidase
p-Glucuronidase
Hyaluromdase

Glucuronides
Hyaluronic acid
and chondroitin
sulfates

Arylsuifatase
LYsozl'rne

Organic suifates
Bacterial cell wails

PROTEIN-HYDROLYZING
ENZYMES

Cathepsins
Collagenase
Elastase
Peptidases

Proteins
Collagen
Elastin
Peptides

NUCLEIC ACIDHYDROLYZING
ENZYMES

Ribonuclease
Deoxyribonuclease

RNA

DNA

LIPID-HYDROLYZING
ENZYMES

Lipases

Triacylglycerol and
cholesterol
esters

Esterase

Phospholipase

Fatty acid esters
Phospholipids

PHOSPTTATASES

Phosphatase
Phosphodiesterase

for lntracellular Digestion

Lysosomes Are Required

Lysosomes are responsrble for intracellular digestion of extraceilular and lntracellular substances. With a single limiting membrane, they maintaln an acidic matrix pH of -5. Encapsulated i.n these organelles is a class of glycoprotein enz).,rneshydrolases-that catalyze hydrolytic cleavage of carbon-oxygen, carbon-nitrogen,
carbon-sulfur, and oxygen-phosphorus bonds in proteins, Iipids, carbohydrates,
and nucleic aclds. A partial list of lysosomal enzymes is presented in Table 1.7 As
in gastrointestinal digestion, Iysosomal hydrolases split complex moiecules into
simple 1ow molecular weight compounds that can be reutilized and are most active
at acidic pH values. The relationship between pH and enzyme activity is discussed
on page 451.
The enzyme conten[ of lysosomes varies in different tissues and depends on
specific tissue needs The lysosomal membrane is impermeable to smali and large
molecules and specific protein mediators, recep[ors, and transporters are required
for transloca[ion of substances across it lsolated lysosomes tn vrtro do not catalyze
hydrolysis of added substrates until the lysosomal membrane is disrupted; their enz)rynatic activity is termed "latent." Membrane disruption within cells can lead to
cellular digestion. Various pathological conditions have been attributed to release of
lysosomal enzymes, i.ncluding arthritis, allergic responses, several muscle diseases,
and drug-induced tissue destruction (see CIin. Corr. 1 3).
Lysosomes are lnvolved in digestion of intra- and extracellular substances that
musl be removed Through endocytosis, material from the exterior is taken into
cells and encapsulated in membrane-bound vesicles (Figure I.II). The process
occurs by several different mechanisms; one involves several cytosolic proteins. including clathrin (see p 941), to form coated pits, which bud off segments of membrane. The plasma membrane invaginates around formed foreign substances such
as microorganisms by phagocytosis or extraceilular fluid that contains suspended
material by pinocytosis. Vesicles containing external material fuse with lysosomes

to form secondary lysosomes or digestive vacuoles, containing material to be
digested and lysosomal hydrolases to carry out the digestion. They are identified
microscopically by rheir size and often by the presence of partially digested structures Primary lysosomes are those in which lhe enzymes are nol involved in the
digestive process

proteins, nucleic acids, and lipid as well as slructures such as ml[ochondria are in a dynamic state of synthesis and degradation Lysosomes are
responsible for hydrolysis of these cellular components, referred to as autophagy.
Substances destined to be degraded are identified and taken up by lysosomes or are
first encapsulated within membrane vesicles that fuse with a lysosome An outline
of the process is presented in Figure I.1I.
Ce11u1ar

Phosphomonoesters
Phosphodiesters

SULFATASES

Heparan sulfate
Dermatan sulfate

CtINICAI CORRETATION 1 .3

Lysosomal Enzymes and Cout
Catabolism of purines, nitrogen-containing heterocycllc compounds
found ln nucleic acids, leads to formation of uric acid, which is excre[ed in urine normally (see p. 840 for details) Gout is an abnormality in which uric acid is produced in excess, leading to an increase
of uric acid in blood and deposition of urate crystals in joints Clinical mani[estations include inflammation, pain, swelling, and increased
warmth of some joints, particularly the big toe. Uric acid is rather insoluble and some o[ the clinical s),rnptoms of gout can be attributed
to damage done by urate crystals. Crystals are phagocytosed by celIs
in the joint and accumulate in digestive vacuoles that contain lysoso-

mal enz).rynes. Crystals cause physical damage to the vacuoles, releasing lysosomal hydrolyases into the cytosol Even though the pH optimum of lysosomal enzymes is lower than the pH of the cytosol, they
have some hydrolytic activity at the higher pH, which causes digestion of cellular components, release of substances from the cell, and
cellu1ar autolysis.
Weissmann,

and Burt,

G

H

Crysta1s, lysosomes and

gout

Adtt.

M., Kalkman, P H , and Mauldin,

crystalline monosodium urate monohydrate

J

Intern Med \9.239,1974,

D

Membranolytic effects o[

Rheumatol- 10:440,1983
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Lysosomal

Deficiency
Human lysosomal acid lipase (hLAL) hy-

eO
ae

ee

c

oo

e

FIGURE 1.11

Diagrammatic representation of the role o[ Iysosomes in intracellular digestion of
substances internalized by phagocytosis (heterophagy) and of cellular componenrs
(autophagy).

In both processes substances to be digested are enclosed in a membrane vesicle. followed
by fusing wrrh a primary lysosome ro form a secondary lysosome

Products of lysosomal digestion are released from lysosomes and are reutilized
by the cell. Indigestible material accumulates in vesicles referred to as residual bodies whose contents are removed from the cell by exocytosis. Some residual bodies
contain high concentrations of a pigmented substance that is chemically heterogeneous and contains pollunsaturated fatty acids and proteins, termed lipofuscin, or
"age pigment," or "wear and tear pigment," that accumulate in cells. Lipofuscin
has been observed particularly in postmitotic neurons and muscle cells and has
been implicated rn the aging process
Under controlled conditions some lysosomal enzymes are normally secreted
lrom the cell for digestion of extracellular malerial in connective tissue and the
prostate gland. In a
missing and lead to
somes of affected cel
with normal cell processes The diseases are referred to as "lysosomal storage diseases" (see p. 762); see Clinlcal Correlation 1.4 for a discussion of a deficiency of
lysosomal lipase. A disease of lysosomes is I cell disease in whlch the ce11u1ar
mechanism for directing lysosomal enzyrnes into lysosomes during their syrrthesis

drolyzes triacylglycerol to free fatty acids and
glycerol, and cholesteryl esters to free cholesterol and fatty acids It is a critical enzyme in
cholesterol metabolism, serving to make available free cholesterol for the needs ofcells. Cholesteryl ester storage disease (CESD) and Wolman's disease are two distinct phenotypic
forms of a genetic deficiency of hlAL; both are
rare autosomal recessive diseases Cholesteryl
ester storage disease is usually dragnosed in
adulthood and is evidenced by hypercholesterolemia, hepatomegaly, and early onset of severe atherosclerosis Affecred individuals express hLAL activity but at a very low 1evel
(<5% of normal) Apparenrly this level is sufficient to hydrolyze triacylglycerol but not cholesteryl esters. Analysis of the gene for the en4.,rne indicates that a mutation has occurred
on both alleles at a splicejunction (see p. 225)
leading to a catalytically defective and unsrable enz).me
Wolman's disease is manifested in infants
and is usually fatal by age one There is no detectable activity of hlAL Both triacylglycerol
and cholesteryl esters accumulate in tissues.
Gene analysls has demonstrated that a homozygous mutation leads to a gene product

that cannot be translated into an active en-

zwe.
Hegele, R. A, Liule, J A, Vezina, C, et al Heparic
lipase deficiency Clinical, biochemical and molecular genetic characteristics. Atherosclerosis and Thrombosis

13:720.1993; Lohse, P, Maas, S, Lohse, P,

Elleder,

M, Kirk,J M,

Besley,

G T,

and Seidel, D

Compound heterozygosity for a Wolman mutation
is frequent among patients with cholesteryl ester
storage disease I LipidRes 4l23,2000; and An-

derson, R. A, Bryson, G M, andParks,J S Lysosomal acid lipase mutations that determine phenotype in Wolman and cholesteryl ester storage disease
Mol Genet Metab 68:333,1999
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2H2O2-------------> 2H2O

+ 02

is defective and the hydrolytic enzymes are exported out of the cell, damaging the
extracellular matrix. (See CIin. Corr. 6 8, p. 263.)

(2) RH2 + H2O2--------->- R+ 2H2O
FIGURE 1.12

Reactions catalyzed by catalase.

Peroxisomes Have an lmportant Role ln Lipid Metabolism

CIINICAI CORRETATION 1 .5

Peroxisome Biogenesis
Disorders (PBDs)
for a number of
important metabolic reactions, including s1mPeroxisomes are responsible

thesis of glycerol ethers, shortening veryJong-

chain fatty acids so that mitochondria can
completely oxidize them, and oxidation of the
side chain of cholesterol needed for bile acid
synthesis. Peroxisome biogenesis disorders
(PBDs) are more than 25 genetically and phenotypically related disorders that involve enzW tic activities o[ peroxisomes. They are rare
autosomal recessive diseases characteized by
abnormalities of the liver, kidney, brain, and
skeletal system. A number o[ biochemical abnormalities have been described in PBD patients including decreased levels of glycerol
ether lipids (plasmalogens), and increased levels of very-long-chain fatty acids (Cz+ arrd Cza)
and cholestanoic acid derivatives (precursors

of bile acids) The most severe condition is
Zellweger syndrome, a condition due to the
absence of functional peroxisomes; death frequently occurs by age 6 months. In this condition, the genetic defect is in the mechanism
for importing enzFmes into the matrix of per-

oxisomes. Specific mutations for some PBD
conditions have been determined and include
donor splice and missense mutations (see
p. 192); subsets of the disease include absence
of a single metabolic enzpe and defects in
membrane transport comPonents In some instances the disease can be diagnosed prenatally by assay of peroxisomal enzyrnes or fatty
acids in cells of amniotic fluid.
Wanders, R

J,

Schutgens, R.

oxisomal disorders: a review

rol

B, and Barth, P G- Per-

J

Natropathnl.

54:726,1995; Fitzpatrick,

D. R

Eq

Neu-

Zellweger

I

Med Genet
qmdrome and associated phenotlpes
33:863, 1996; and Warren, D. S , Wolfe, B. D , and
Gould, S. J Phenotype-genotype relationships in
PEXlO-deficient peroxisome biogenesis disorder parrents Hum Mutat 15:509,2000

Most eukaryotic cells of mammalian origin and those of protozoa and plants have
organelles, designated microbodies or peroxisomes, the la[[er because they were
first identified by their abllity to produce or utilize hydrogen peroxide (HzOz).
They are small (0.3-1.5 om in diameter), spherical or oval in shape, with a fine
ne[work of tubules in their matrix. Over 50 enzyrnes have been ldentified in peroxisomes from different ti.ssues. Their number in a cell fluctuates depending on celIular conditions. Several classes of xenobiotics, Lhat is, foreign substances, inciuding aspiri.n, Iead to proliferation of peroxisomes in the liver Peroxisomes have an
essentiaL role in the breakdown of lipids, particularly oxidation of very-long-chain
fatty acids (see p. 722), and s),nthesis of glycerolipids, glycerol ether lipids (plasmalogens), and isoprenoids (see Chapter f 6) They also contain enzyrnes that oxidize o-amino acids, uric acld, and various 2-hydroxy acids using molecular 02 with
formation of H2O2. Catalase, an errzyr.rre present in peroxisomes, catalyzes [he conversion of H2O2 to water and oxygen, and the oxidation of various compounds by
H2O2 (Figure 1 12). By having both peroxide-producing and peroxide-utilizing enzyrnes in one compartment, cells pro[ect [hemselves from the toxicity of H2O2.
Over 25 known diseases that involve peroxisomes are considered together as
disorders of peroxisome biogenesis (see Ciin. Corr. 1.5).

Cytoskeleton Organizes the lntracellular Contents
Eukaryotic cells contain micro[ubu]es, in[ermediaLe filaments, and actin filaments
(microfilaments) as parts of a cytoskeletal nerwork. The cytoskeleton has a role in
maintenance of cellular morphology, intracellular transport, cell motility, and cell
divislon. Microtubules are mullimeres of tubulin, a protein, which rapidly assembles and disassembles depending on the needs of cells. Actin and myosin form very
importanl cellular filaments in striated muscle, where they are responsible for muscular contraction (see Chapter 23). Three mechanochemical proteins-myosin,
dynein, and kinesin-conver[ chemica] energy into mechanical energy for movement of cellular components. These molecular motors are associated with the
cy[oskeleton Di.rrein is involved in ciliary and flageliar movement, whereas kinesin
is a driving force for the movement of vesicles and organelles along microtubules
especially in neuronal axons.

Cytosol Contains Soluble Cellular Components
The least complex in structure, but no[ in chemistry is the organelle-free cell sap,
or cytosol. It is here that many reactions and pathways of metabolism occur A1though there i.s no apparent stmcture to the cytosol, the high protein conten[ precLudes it from being a truly homogeneous mixture of soluble components and it is
believed that there are functional comparlments throughoul the cytosol Many reac[ions are localized ln selected areas where substrate availability is more favorabie
The actual physicochemical state of the cytosol is poorly understood. A major role
o[ cytosol is to support s].nthesis of proteins on both free ribosomes often in a
polysome form and those bound to endopiasmic reticulum by suppllT ng required
intermediates
Some enz).,rnes occur as soluble proteins when the cyrosol is isolated, but in
the intact cell many of them may be loosely attached to membrane structures or to
cytoskeletal componen[s
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A eukaryotic cell is a complex struclure that maintains an intracellular enr,rronmenl
to permit a myriad of complex reaclions and functions to occur as efficiently as possible. Cells of multicellular organisms also participate in malntaining the well-being
of the whole organism by exerting influences on each other to mainlain all tlssue
and cellular activities in balance. Intracellular processes and metabollc pathways are
tightly controlled and integrated ln order to achieve this balance Very few funcrions
operate totally independently; changes in one function can exerr an influence, posittve or negative, on other pathways. As will be described throughout thls textbook,
controis of func[ion occur at many levels from the expression of a gene to a]rer the
concentration of an enzyme or a protein effector to changes in substrate or coenz).me levels to alter the rate of a specific enzyrne reaction. The rntegration of many
cellular processes is controlled by proteins thar serve as activators or inhibitors
Both positive and negative controls are required to maintain cellular homeostasis.
Many cellular processes are programmed to occur under specific conditions; as an
example, ce11 division in normal cells does not continue unchecked, but rather occurs only when the processes required for cell division are activated. Then and only
then is there an orderly and integrated series of reactions culmlnating in the dir.ision of a cell into two daughter cells. A fascinating process is apoptosis, programmed cell death, also referred to as cell suicide. This highly regulared process
occurs in ce1ls of all mammalian trssues but individual steps in the process vary
lrom tissue to tissue. Clinical Correlation 1.6 presents an overview of apoptosis and
some of the clinical conditions where deviations in thls pathway have been suggested as the cause of the disease. As emphasized throughout this rextbook, many
diseases are due to a fallure in speclfic control mechanisms. As one conlinues to
comprehend the complexity of biological celis, one becomes amazed that there are

CI-INICAI CORRETATION

Apoptosis: Programmed Cell Death
Eukaryotic cells have genetically regulated mechanlsms for programmed cell death, termed apoptosis Programmed cell death is im-

portant during embryogenesis and throughout adult life and occurs
when a ceIl has lutfilled irs biotogical funcrion It is disrincr from
necrotic death of a cell caused by injury due to radiation or anoxia.
Initiation of apoptosis has three phases: an initiation signal, activation
of a cascade o[ reactions involving protein factors, and activation of
specific proteolytic enz)rrnes
Different cells have highly specific receptors on rhe plasma membrane, termed death receptors, rhar bind specific proteins instructing
the cell to initiate apoptosis. Various proteins such as tumor necrosis
factor (TNF) have been identified as "death signa1s." The specificity of
receptors and of death signals derermines which cells will undergo
apoptosis Death receptors are transmembrane proteins with intracel-

Apoptosis is also caused by intracellular stress, such as a disruption of the mitochondrial membrane This mechanism involves
the release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, which along with another protein factor, Apaf-1, activa[es caspase 9 and initiates the cell
death cascade. The cascade is controlled by pro- and antiapoptotic
proteins, such as Bcl-2/Bax A change in the balance between rhese
factors can lead either ro premature cell death or to unchecked cell
dir.ision
Dysfunctions in rhe apoptotic pathway have been implicared in
a vadety of diseases includlng autoimmune, inflammatory, malignant,
and neurodegenerative diseases, and in Lrral infections such as HIV
that attack the immune system. An understanding of the different
pathways of apoptosis may lead to therapeutic approaches for these
diseases.

lu1ar domains, termed death domains. When the receptor is actlvated

by binding of the extracellular signal, the death domain binds specific

proteins and promotes a cascade of protein-protein interactions. proteases, termed caspase B and 9, are activated, which then activate
other caspases The caspase family of enzymes are present as proen-

zymes (inactive) and are activared by the cleavage to three subunits,
two of whlch will form an acrive heterodimer They catalyze hydrolysis
of very specific cellular proreins that leads to disassembly of rhe cell.

B A S , Apoprosis Mol Palhol 53:55, 2000; Konopleva, M , Zhao,
Xie, Z , Segall, H , er al Apoprosis Molecules and mechanisms Adt. Lxp
Med Btol 457217,1999; and Wei, M C , Zong, W, Cheng, E H , Lindsren,
T, et al Proapoptoxic BAX and BAK: A requis'ite gareway to mitochondrial
dysfunction and death Science 292:7)7, ZOOI
Randhawa,
S,
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not many more errors occurring and many more i.ndividuals with abnormal conditions. Thus as we proceed to study the separate chemical components and activities of cells in subsequent chapters, it is important to keep in mind [he concurrent
and surrounding activiries, constraints, and influence of the environment Only by
bringing together all the parts and activities of a ce1l, that is, reassembling the puzzle, will we appreciate the wonder of living cells.
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Multiple Choice Questions

1

Prokaryotic cells, but not eukaryotic cells, have:
A. endoplasmic reticulum

B.

histones

G)

nucleoid.

D.

E.

A. is independent oI temperature.
n^t a numerical value o[ I x 10
@)
--C.

B. the tetrahedrai structure of liquid water
/C; tne magnitude of the H-O-H bond angle.
strength between hydrogen bonds and

covalent bonds.

D.
E.

5. Which of the following is both a Bronsted acid and a Bronsted
in water?
H2POa'E urco.

tronegative atoms such as oxygen or nitrogen and a hydrogen atom

c

bonded to:

D. NH4+

A.

carbon.

at 25"C.

OH
requires that [H+] and [OH-] always be identical
is an approximation that fails to take into account the presence
of the hydronium ion, H3O+.

(A.-1

3. Hydrogen bonds can be expected to form only between elec-

I1

is the equilibrium constant for the reaction HOH i......^ H+ +

the ability o[ water to hydrogen bond to various chemical structures.

E. the difference in bond

atom

4. The ion product o[ water:

a nucleus.
a plasma membrane

2. Factors responsible for a wa[er molecule being a dipole include:
A the similarity in electron affinity of hydrogen and oxySen.

Y

@ ," electronegative
C. hydrogen.
D iodine
E sulfur.

E

NH3
C1_

base

nNswrns

B
C

6. Biological membranes are associated with all ol the foliowing
EXCEPT:

A

prevention of free diffusion of ionic solutes
release of proteins when damaged.
C. specilic systems for the transport of uncharged molecules
D. sites lor biochemical reactions
fpl free movement of proteins and nucleic acids across the membrane.

7

Analysis of the composition of the major fluid comparrmenrs of the
body shows that:
A. the major blood plasma cation is K+
B. the major ce1l fluid cation is Na+
,C. one of the major intracellular anions is Cl-.
i..$ one of the major intraceilular anions is phosphate.
E. plasma and cell fluid are all very similar in ionic composirion

Refer to the following for Questions

Questions 13 and 14: Gout is a condition in which excessive production of uric acid leads to depositton of urate crystals in jornts. Clinical
manifestations include inflammation, pain, and swelling of joints, especially the joint of the big toe Crystals are phagocytosed by ceIls in
the joint and accumulate in digestlve vacuoles tha[ contarn lysosomal
enzymes. Crystals cause physical damage to the vacuoles, releasing
lysosomal enzymes into the cytoso

I3

usually operate ar acidic pH
are normally isolated from their substrates by the impermeable
lysosomal membrane
D. can lead to cellular digestion i[ the lysosomal membrane is disrupted by certain
states or drug damage
-. etl of the above aredisease
($
correcr.

C.

8-10:

C. cytoskeleton
endoplasmic reticulum
Golgi complex

14. Individual lysosomal enzymes are missing in a number of generic
diseases referred to as lysosomai storage diseases. In these diseases:
A. a defect is an inability to direct enzymes to rhe lysosome after

B. Oxidizes very-long-chain fatty acids N

9

Connected to plasma membrane. p

s)'nthesis.

10. Tiansfers carbohydrate precursors to proteins during glycoprotein

slrlthesis

,rB) lysosomes of affected cells become enlarged with undigested

C
D
E

D

Questions 1I and 12: A patient with Lufts

with general weakness, excessive perspiration, a high caloric intake without increase in body weight, and an excessively elevated basal metabolic rate.
Luft's disease was the first disease involving a defect in mitochondria to
be described It is a defect rn the mechanism that controls oxygen utilization in mitochondria

I1

Lysosomal enzlrrnes:
are hydrolases.

A
B

A. peroxisome
B. nucleus

D
E

disease presented

Mitochondria are associated wirh all of the following EXCEPT:

A. ATP s),nthesis
B. DNA synrhesis
E.

materials.

lipofuscin, or "wear and tear pigment," accumulates in

ce11s.

any material taken into the lysosome will accumulate
residual bodies contain the products of digestion

Problems

15 If a weak

acid is 9lolo neu[ralized at pH 5.7, what is the pK' of the

acid?

16

Metabolic alkalosis is a condition in which the blood pH is higher
than its normal value of 7 40 and can be caused, among other reasons, by an increase in [HCO3 ]. if a parient has rhe following
bloodvalues, pH: 7.45, [COr] : I 25 mM, what is the [HCO3 ]?
The pK' for the bicarbonate/carbonic acid system is 6 1 How does
the calculated value ol bicarbonate compare with the normai value?

-

tlcipating in hydrogen bonding must have an elecrronegative e1ement on both sldes of it.
The constant rs a function of temperature and is numerically
equal to the equilibrium constant for the dissociation of water
divided by the molar concentrarion of warer. D: [H+] : IOH I
in pure water, but not in solutions of solutes that contrlbute H+

C. protein s),nthesis.

@

25

The outer membrane is highly selective in its permeability
Components of the electron transport system are located in the
mitosol.
Mitochondnal DNA is similar to nuclear DNA in size and shape.
AIl of the above are correc

D
E

B.

|

hydrolysis of various macromolecules ar low pH.
apoptosis

12. Which of the followingis/are characterisrics of mitochondria?
ftr. inner membrane forms cristae and contains small spheres
1Q
\/ attached by stalks on the inner surlace.

I C Prokaryotic

DNA is organized into a structure that also contains
RNA and protein, called nucieoid A, B, and D are found in eukaryotic cells, and E is an element of both prokaryotic and eu-

4 B

karyotic cells.

2 C Water is a polar molecule because the bonding electrons

3.

B

are at-

tracted more strongly to oxygen than to hydrogen The bond
angle gives rise to as)..rnmetry of the charge distribution; if water
were linear, it would not be a dipole. A: Hydrogen and oxygen
have very different electron affinities. B and D are consequences
of water's structure, not factors responsible for it.
Only hydrogen atoms bonded ro one of the electronegarive elements (O, N, F) can form hydrogen bonds. A hydrogen par-

5A
6 E

or OHH2PO4- can donate a proton to become HPO*2 lt can also
accept a proton [o become H]PO4. B and D are Bronsted acids;
C is a Bronsted base The CI ion in water is neither.
These molecules are too large to cross the membrane freely unless the membrane is damaged A: Ionic solures do not cross the
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exported out of the cell. C: This is a normal process. Lipofuscin is a chemically heterogeneous pigmented substance and not
caused by a missing lysosomal enzqe. D: Each lysosomal storage disease affects a single enzyme so oniy substrates of that en4.me would be affected. E: Residual bodies contain indigestible

Iipid membrane readily. C: Most substances require transport
across the membrane. D: Different membranes have different

7. D
8.

A

9. B
I0. E

I1. D

12.

A

reactrons.
Phosphate and protein are the major intracellular anions. A, B,
E: Plasma and cell fluid are strikingly different. The Na+ ion is

the major cation of plasma. C: Most chloride is extracellular.
Farry acid oxidation occurs in the mitochondria, but the oxidation o[ very-long-chain fatty aclds involves the peroxisomes.
This describes the cytoskeleton.
l-ipids, too, are attached covalently to certain proteins in the
Golgi comPlex
This is a lysosomal function. A: This is a major role of mitochondria. B, C: Mitochondria slmthesize some of their own proteins. E: Cytochrome c, part of the mitochondrial electron transport sys[em, is an initiator of programmed cell death.
This is very different from the outer membrane. B: The inner
membrane is highly selective, the outer membrane relatively
permeable. C: The electron transport system is in the inner
membrane. D: Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is small and circular.

13.

14.

E

B

A: There are hydrolases for all classes of macromolecules. B, D:
Lysosomal pH is usually about 5 but the enzymes retain some
activity at higher pH. C: Substrates and enzymes are brought
together by phagocytosis or pinocltosis.
Engorgement interferes with normal cell processes. A: This is I
cell disease and affects all of the lysosomal enzymes, which are

15.

I6

material.
If a weak acid is 91olo neutralized, 9I parts are present as conjugate base and 9 parts remain as the undissociated acid. Thus
the conjugate basef acrd ratio is approximately 10:1. Substitut
ing this ratio into the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives
5.7 : pK' + iog (I0/I). Solving the equation for pK' gives an
answer of 4.7. The acid could be p-hydroxybutync acid, an impofiant physiological acid, which has this pK'.
One need simply substitute the given values into the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equati on:
7.45

r.35

: 61 + tog (x/1.25)

:

tog

(xlr.25)

The antilog of 1.35 is 22.39. Therefore

lHco3-l

:

22.39

x L 25 :

27.98 mM

: 24.0 mM so there is an increase of 3.98
mmol (per liter) of HCOr-.

Normal [HCO3-]
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ovERVIEW

One of the hallmarks of life is its ability to reproduce. The information that makes
each individual life form unique mus[ be preserved and then passed on to progeny
AII life on earth uses nucleic acids for storage of genetic information. With the ex-

ception of some viruses, the biomoiecule utilized for information storage is
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). This molecule is remarkably well suited for i.ts task
because of its chemical stability and its ability to encode vast amounts of information using a simple four-1e[ter code.

Central Dogma of Molecular Biology
Because of its role as the repository of genetic information, DNA can arguably be

in living systems However, DNA is
only a part of the core architecture of life. fwo o[her types of biomolecule,
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and proteln, play equally important roles. The interrelationship of these three classes of molecules constitutes the "central dogma of
molecular biology" (Figure 2.I), which holds that DNA stores information that
controls all cellular processes. Much of the s[ruc[ure and biochemistry of cells is
considered the most important biomolecule

due to the properties of their constituent proteins. These properties are determined
by the sequence of DNA, which directs rynthesis of proteins. lnformation, however,
cannot flow directly from DNA to protein, but depends on ribonucleic acid (RNA)
to transport the information. Genetic information is transmitted from DNA to RNA
by transcription. The sequence of RNA is then translated into a protein sequence
at [he ribosome. DNA also plays an essential role in heredity by serving as the template for its replication. Several discoveries have begun to blur the distinct roles of
each of these biomolecules outlined in the "cen[ral dogma." For example, it has
been demonstrated that RNA can ac[ as a ca[alyst in bi.ochemical reactions
(ribozymes) and as a template for DNA s),rrthesis (reverse transcription). In addition, RNA constitutes the active component of ribosomes, the protein sprthesis
machinery of the cell. DNA and RNA interact closely with proteins in many of their
functions, and it has been suggested that proteins can store inheritable information.
Nevertheless, the central role that nucleic acids play in life is undeniable.

DNA Can Transform Cells
These universally accepted principles were rejected outright not long ago. In fact,
prior to the I950s, the general view was that nucleic acids were substances of some-

replication

(^\

transcription

translation

\-.
protein

FIGURE 2.1

Central dogma of molecular biology.
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DNA Vaccines
Traditional procedures of vaccination have used purified components
o[ an infectious organism, dead or attenuated intact cells or viruses,
to provide individuals with active immunity by eliciting production
of specific antibodies Many have been successful in providing protection against diseases such as polio, smallpox, whooping cough, typhoid fever, and diphtheria.
Recently, a new approach to immunization has been explored
that uses "naked" DNA. The source ol rhis DNA is typically a bacteuS!.p,lgqpll that is free of bacterial proteins. This DNA can enter a
number of cell types and can be expressed by host cells. Sequences
encoding antigenic portions of a pathogen are encoded in this DNA,
and protein products are s,'nthesized using cellular transcription and

translation machinery In this respect, DNA vaccines act much like
viruses. However, these DNAs contain oniy a very limited set of genetic information and cannot become infectious. The mechanisms of
uptake and induction of the immune response are not yet c1ear. However, promising results have been observed against a number of
palhogens including vrruses, bacteria, and parasitic microorganisms
This approach holds great promise for development of effective vaccines against a number of intractable diseases inciuding HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis, and malaria.
Lewrs,PJ andBabiuk,L
t999

A

DNAvaccines: areview. Adv.YirusRes 54:129,

what limited cellular imporlance. The first evidence that DNA is [he genetic material was found during the I920s, but definitive demons[ra[ion of DNA's role was
not accomplished until 1944. The key experiments involved rwo strains of pneumococcus, a bacterium that causes a form of pneumonia. when cuitured, one strain
formed smooth colonies and rhe other formed rough colonies; these were labeled
the S- and R-forms, respecrively. In addition to their differing appearance, rhe
S-form was virulent while the R-form was nonvirulent These two forms are gene[ically distinct and cannot interconvert spontaneousl)z Tieatment of R-form bacteria
with pure DNA extracted from the S-form resulted in its transformation into the
S-form. Fur[hermore, lhe transformation was permanentiy inheritable by subsequent generations. It was thus demonstrated that DNA was the transforming agenr,
as well as the material responsible for transmitting genetic information from one
generation to [he next. Clinical Correlation 2.1 describes vaccines based on transformation of mammalian cells \Mith DNA

lnformation Capacity of DNA ls Enormous
A strlking characleristic of DNA is its ability to encode an enormous quanriry of
biological information. For example, a human cell con[ains information for the sJ,nthesis of about 50,000-100,000 proteins This informa[ion is srored in the cell nucleus, a package roughly 0 0000I merer in diameter. Despite this compacrness,
information in DNA is readily accessed and duplicated on command. The ability to
store large amounts of information on molecules and to access it readily is still far
beyond modern information technology The capacity of nucleic acids to maintain
and transmit the archived information efficiently arises directly from their chemical

Pyrimidines

structure.

z.z

cytosine

I srnucruRAl
BASES,

coMpoNENTS oF NUCLEIG ACTDS:
NUCLEOSIDES, AND NUCLEOTIDES

o

B
Nucleic acids are linear polymers consisting of repeating nucleotide units.

i,
'w

Each

nucleo[ide consists of three components: a phosphate es[er, a pentose sugar, and a
heterocyclic base In RNA, the sugar is o-ribose; whereas DNA utilizes a closely related sugar, 2-deoxy-o-ribose. In either case, the base is attached to the l-posirion
of the sugar through a B-N-glycosidic bond. Two classes of major bases are found
ln nucleic acids: the purines and pyrimidines (Figure 2.2) The major purines are
guanine and adenine, which are found in both DNA and RNA and are attached to
the sugar at N-9 There are three major pyrimidine bases: cytosine, uracil, and

-!

-N"
c)

H

guanrne

uracil (R:H)
thymine (R:CH3)

FIGURE 2.2

Major purine and pyrimidine bases found in
DNA and RNA.
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HO

HO

OH

OH

ad€noslne

cytldlne

A

c
o

FIGURE 2.3

Structures of ribonucleosides.
Shown are one-letter abbreviations for each compound. These abbreviations are also
used for the corresponding bases and nucleotides and, in some instances, for the
deo>ryribonucleosides.

HO

OH

guanoslne

urldlne

G

U

thymine. Cytosine is present in both DNA and RNA. However, uracil is generally
found only in RNA, and thymine is generally found only in DNA. Each pyrimidine
is Iinked to the sugar through the N-I position. A base glycosylated with either pentose sugar is referred to as a nucleoside. Nucleosides that contain ribose are desig-

nated as ribonucleosides (Figure 2.3), whereas those with deoxyribose

are

deo:<yribonucleosides (Figure 2.4). Four ribonucleosides are commonly found in
RNA-adenosine (A), guanosine (G), cytidine (C), and uridine (U)-and four
deoxyribonucleosides in DNA-deoxyadenosine (dA), deoxyguanosine (dG),
deoxyrytidine (dC), and deoxythymidine (dT). In addition to these nucleosides,
more than 80 minor nucleosides have been found in naturally occurring nucleic
acids.

dooxycytldlno

deoxyadenoslne
dA

dc

HO

deoxyguanoslne
dG

dooxythymldlne
dT

FIGURE 2.4

Structures of deoxyribonucleosides.
Presence of 2-deoxyribose is abbreviated by "d" preceding the one-letter notation. Note
that some sources use thymidine (T) interchangeably with deoxythymidine (dT).
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Nucleotides are phosphate esrers of nucleosides (Figure 2.5). Any of the hydroxyl groups on the sugars of nucleosides can be phosphorylated, but the bases
generally are not. Nucleotides that contain a phosphate monoester are called nucleoside monophospha[es. For example, Lhe 5'-nucleotide of deoxycyridine is
named deoxycytidine 5'-monophosphate (5'-dCMP). More rhan one phosphate can
be linked together by an anhydride linkage, resuking in rhe corresponding di-, tri-,
and tetraphosphate esters. The 5'-triphosphate of guanosine would be guanosine
5'-triphosphate (GTP). Phosphate dies[ers are also possible, including the impor-

[ant "second messengers" adenosine-3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMp) and

deoxycytidine 5'-monophosphate
dCMP

guanosine-3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cGMP).

Physical Properties of Nucleosides and Nucleotides
To varying degrees, nucleobases, nucleosides, and nucleoLides are all soluble in
waler over a wide range of pH values. Because of the hydrophilic nature of the
sugars, nucleosides are more soluble than the corresponding bases. However, ar biologically relevan[ pH values (pH 5-9), nucleosides are neurral species. At low pH
values, the amino-containing nucleobases (G, c, A) are protonated. The sites of protona[ion are no[ the exocyclic NH2 groups but are ring nitrogens protonarion of
these sites avoids disruption of the aromatic characler of the heterocyclic system
and mainrains conjugation of rhe nitrogen lone pair of the sp2-hybridized amino
groups with the heterocycle. The penrose hydroxyl groups are quite weak bases,
only becoming significantly deproronared at very high pH values (>i2).
A further increase in aqueous solubility is seen upon phosphorylation of the
nucleosides. The pK, of phosphate mono- and diesters is
-l; rhus phosphates carry
a negative charge at physiological pH values. The second p& of a phosphate
monoester is -6 5; thus an equilibrium exists be[ween the monoanion and the dianion at neutral pH values. Nucleotides with di- and triphosphates carry multiple
negative charges. The presence of charged phosphate groups on nucleotides provides sites for electrostatic interactions with positively charged sites on proteins and
metal ions.
Nucleosides and nucleotides are stable over a wide range of pH values. Under
strongly basic conditions, hydrolysis of phosphate esters occurs. However, the rates
of these hydrolyses are reduced because of electrostatic repulsion be[ween the negatively charged phosphates and the negatively charged hydroxide ions. N-Glycosidic
bonds of nucleosides and nucleotides are stable under lhese conditions but under
acidic conditions they are considerably more labile In addition, proronarion of
purines bases (G and A) at elevated temperalures results in rapid scission of the
bond between the sugar and rhe base. Plrimidine (C, T, U) nucleosides and nucleotides are much more resistant to acid [rea[ment. Conditions that result in breakage of the glycosidlc bond (e.g.,600lo perchloric acid ar 100 oC) also lead to destruc[ion of the sugar.
Molecules that contain purine or pyrimidine bases strongly absorb ultraviolet
(W) light. Purines and purine-containing nucleosides and nucleotides have higher
molar extinction coefficients (absorb lighr more strongly) than pyrimidine derivatives. The wavelength of UV light at which maximum absorption occurs varies
with the bases but is usually near 260 nm. Because proteins and other cellular componen[s typically do not absorb strongly in this region, a srrong absorbance ar 260
nm is suggestive of the presence of nucleobases Because of the high exlinction coefficients of purine and pyrimidine bases and thelr high concentrarion in nucleic
acids, the absorbance at 260 nm can be used to accurately quantitate the amoun[
of nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) present ln a sample. Further analysis and separation of nucleobases, nucleosides, nucleotides, and nucleic acids can be accomplished by use of a variety of chromarographic techniques, including high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), thin layer chromatography (TLC), paper
chromatography, and electrophoresis.

N

HO

OH

guanosine 5'-triphosphate
GTP

adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate
cAMP

FIGURE 2.5

Structures of some representative
nucleotides.
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C-2' endo
"South"

FIGURE 2,6

Preferred conformations of pentose sugars.
The two conformations produce variations in relative orientation of the base (with respec[ to the sugar) and in the distance between 3'- and 5'-phosphate groups (P) UItimatel1,, thgss differences affect overall conformation of the double-helical complex

@o

,r^('-*J

C-3' endo
"North"

Structural Properties of Nucleosides and Nucleotides
A striking fea[ure of nucleosides and nucleotides is the considerable number of possible conformations that they can adopt. Unlike six-membered rings (cyclohexanes)
that have relarively high barriers to conformational change, five-membered rings are
highly flexible. The five ring atoms in a pentose sugar are not coplanar because this
conformation results in a number of unfavorable through-space interactions between groups bound to the ring. To alleviate this, one or two of the atoms of the
ring twist out of plane. In cyclopentane rings, there are several "envelope" and "halfchair" conforma[ions that rapidly interconvert. Because the substitution pattern of
the pentose ring in nucleosides is not s)rmmetric, two conforma[ions are preferred
(Figure 2.6) These two modes of sugar puckering are defined by the displacement
of the 2'- and 3'-carbons "above" the plane of the C-l'-O-4'-C-4' atoms. By
conven[ion, "above" is the direction in which the base and C-5' project from the
ring, and this is the endo face of the pentose.lf C-2' is displaced above the pentose

ring, the conformation is called C-2' enilo. When viewed edge on, the pentose
carbon atoms in this arrangement resemble the letter S; thus this conformation is
sometimes cailed the S-conformation or the South-conformation. In the second
common pucker C-3' is displaced toward rhe endo face and is called C-3' endo. The
pentose carbons trace the letter N, and this conformation is sometimes called the

N-conformation or North-conformation Notably, the groups attached to the
sugar have very different orientations in each of these conformations. For example,
5'- and 3'-phosphate groups are much farther apart in the C-2' endo pucker than
in the C-3' endo pucker. The orientation of the glycosidic bond also changes significantly in the two conformations.
C-2' endo and C-3' endo conformations are generally in rapid equilibrium. The
presence of an electronegative substituent at the 2'-position of the pen[ose favors
the C-3' endo conformation. Thus ribonucleosides that comprise RNA prefer
this sugar pucker. In the case of RNA, factors such as hydrogen bonds between the
2'-OH group and the O-4' atom of the neighboring residue also shift the equilibrium toward the C-3' endo conformation However, the 2'-deoxynucleosides of
DNA conrain a hydrogen in place of the 2'-OH group, and the C-2' endo cotformation is preferred.
The bases of nucleosides are planar. While free rotation around the glycosidic
bond is possible, there are two predominant orientations of the base with respect
to the sugar (Figure 2.7).ln purines, the anti conformation places H-8 over lhe
sugar, whereas the syn conformation positions this atom away from the sugar and
the bulk of the bicyciic purine over the sugar. ln pyrimidines, the H-6 a[om is above
the pen[ose ring in the anti conformation, and the larger O-2 atom is above the ring
in the syn glycosidic conformation. Pyrimidines, therefore, show a large preference
for the less sterically hindered anti conformation. Purines rapidly interconvert
between the two conformations but favor the anti orien[a[ion. However, guanine
5'-nucleotides are exceptions. In these cases, favorable interactions be[ween the
2-NH2 group and the 5'-phosphate group stabilize the syn conformation. Z'-De-
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FIGURE 2.7
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HO

OH

8yn

Glycosidic conformations of purines and pyrimidines.
In pyrimidines, steric clashes berween the sugar and the O-2 of the base
strongly disfavor the syn conformarion. In purines, the onti and syn conformations readily interconvert, with antibeingmore stable in most cases. The
syn conformation is stabilized in guanosine 5'-phosphates because of favorable interactions berween the 2-NH2 group and the phosphate oxygens.

oxyguanosine 5'-monophosphate (dGMP), for example, prefers the syn glycosidic
conformation. This conformation also has been observed in double-stranded DNAs
with sequences of altemating Gs and Cs. The syn conformation of the G residues
in these DNAs results in formarion of an unusual left-handed helix (see p. +7).

z.s I srnucruRE oF DNA
Polyn

ucleotide Structure

Nucleic acids are strands of nucleosides linked by phosphodiester bonds (Figure 2.8). The length o[ these strands varies considerably, ranging from two residues
to thousands and even millions of residues. Typically, strands of nucleic acids cono
5'-terminus

FICURE 2.8

HO

3'-terminus

Structure of a DNA polynucleotide segment.
Shown is a tetranucleotide. Generally, nucleic acids less than 50
nucleotides long are referred to as oligonucleotides. Longer nucleic
acids are called polynucleotides.
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FICURE 2.9

Shorthand notations for structure of oligonucleotides.
The convention used in writing the structure of an oiigo- or polynucleotlde is a perpendicular bar representing the sugar moiety, with the 5'-OH position o[ the sugar located at the
bottom of the bar and the 3'-OH (and 2'-OH, i[ present) at a midway positron Bars joining 3'- and 5'-positions represent the 3',5'-phosphodiester bond, and the P on the left or
right side of the perpendicular bar represents a 5'-phosphate or 3'-phosphate esler, respectively. The base is represented by its initial placed at the top of the bar. An alternative
shorthand form is to use the one-letter initials for the bases written in the 5'-+ 3' direction from ieft to right lnternal phosphodiester groups are assumed, and terminal phosphates are denoted with a "p " Oligonucleotide sequences containing deoxyribose sugars
are preceded by a "d."

RNA

iU

pACGU

,5,

taining <50 nucieotides are called oligonucleotides, whereas those that are longer
are called polynucleotides. The phosphodiesrer links the 5'-hydroxyl group of one
residue to the 3'-hydroxyl group of the next. Linkages between two 5'-OHs or two
3'-OHs are not seen in naturally occurring DNA or RNA. The directionality of the
phosphodiester bond means that linear oligo- and polynucleotides have ends
that are not structurally equivalen[. One end of a poll'nucleotide must terminate

in a 5'-OH; the other terminates with a 3'-OH. These ends are referred to as the
5'-terminus and 3'-terminus, respectively. In many polyrLucleotides, one or both
termini are chemically modified with moieties such as phosphate groups or amino
acids. Circular polynucleotides have no free termini and are formed by joining the
5'-terminus of a linear polynucleotide with lts own 3'-terminus through a phosphodiester bond.

In both linear and circular polyrucleotides, [he sugar-phosphodiester backbone is highly uniform and the chemical diversity of the molecules arises from the
bases. More specifically, [he sequence of bases on a poll,nucleotide provldes the
molecule with a unique chemical identity (Figure 2.9). This arrangement is analogous to that in polypeptides and pro[eins (see Chapter 3), where varialions in chemical structure primarily arise from the identity of the amino acid side chains.
Poly n u cle oti d e Co nfo rmati o ns
The bases are, to a large extent, responsible for the conflorma[ions of pollT rucleotides.
and
The edges of the bases conlain nitrogen and oxygen atoms (-NHz,

:N-,

:O

Stacked

Unstacked

FICURE 2.10
Stacked and random coil conformations of a

single-stranded poll,nucleotide.
The helical band represents the phosphate backbone of the poll.nucleotide Bases are shown in
a srde view as thick lines in tight contact with
their neighbors, above and below each base. Unstacking of bases leads to a more flexible structure with bases oriented randomly.

groups) that can lnteract with other polar groups or surroundi.ng water molecules. The faces of the rings, however, cannol participate j.n such interactions and
tend to avoid contact with water. Instead they interact with one another, to produce
a stacked conformation. Base stacking reduces the hydrophobic surface area that
must be solvated by polar water molecules. Release of these waler molecules into
the buik solvent is entropically favorable. The stacked arrangement of bases is further stabilized by favorable electronic interactions (van der Waals forces). Like other
aromatic systems, the bases possess highly delocalized z'-orbitals above and below
the planes of their rlngs. Electron density in these orbitals can be polarized by
nearby dipoles. The resulting induced dipole can then interac[ with the polarizing
group in an energetically favorable fashlon. These weak interactions are further enhanced by attractive London dispersion forces (induced dipole-induced dipole).
Because the strength of these electronic interactions is very dependent upon dis[ance, no empty space remains between the slacked bases.
Poll,nucleotides adopt conformations that maximize favorable stacking interactions between neighboring bases. The constraints imposed by the structure of the
sugar-phosphodiester backbone favor helical structures (Figure 2.10) The overall
stability of these helical strLlctures is dependent on factors that i.nclude sequence-
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Hydrolysis of RNA is accelerared by participation of the 2'-OH group.
Intramolecular nucleophilic attack by the 2'-OH group o[ ribose greatly increases the rate
of hydrolytic cleavage of the phosphodiester backbone, especially under basic conditions.
The resulting 2' ,3'-cychc phosphodiester can subsequenrly react wirh water or hydroxide
to a mixture of 2'- and 3'-phosphate monoesters.

dependent base stacking, pH, salt concentration, and temperature. For example,
some synthetic pollmucleorides, including poly(c) and poly(A), form right-handed
hellces in which the bases are highly stacked. Many orher polynucleotides remain

Stability

of the Polynucleotide Backbone

Polynucleotides are relatlvely stable in aqueous solutions near neutral pH. It has
been estimated that the half-life for hydrolysis of phosphodiesrer linkages in DNA
is about 200 million
sultable for the long-term
storage of genetic in
more prone to hydrolysis.
The presence of the
ucleophile for transesteri_
fication of the 3',5'-phosphodiester linkage (Figure 2.1I). The result is scission of
the polynucleotide backbone, leaving a 2' ,3'-cychc phosphate on one fragment and
a free 5'-oH group on the other. The greater iability of RNA roward hydroiysis
makes it less suitable as a gene[ic ma[erial than DNA.
while the DNA backbone is relatively srable ro hydrolysis, numerous enzyrnes
calalyze phosphodiester scission These enzymes, called nucleases, are characterized
on the basis of the rypes of polynucleotides they hydrolyze and the specific bonds
that are broken (Figure 2.I2). For example, exonucleases cleaye the lasr nueleotide
residue a1 ertlrg1 the 5'- or 3'-terminus of a polprucleoti
dil'idual nucleotides from one end of a polynucleotide
degradatio-n. Nucleases can sever one of the two no
phosphodiester linkage, Ieaving either a free 5'-oH group and a 3'-phosphare or a
5'-phosphate and a 3'-oH. For example, trea[menr of an oligodeoxyribonucleotide
with snake venom phosphodiesterase yrelds deoxyribonucleoside 5'-phosphates. In
contrast, trealment with a spleen phosphodiesterase produces deoxyribonucleoside
3'-phosphates.
Other nucleases that cleave phosphodiester bonds located in the interior of
pol1'nucleotides are designated as endonucleases. These enzymes do not require a
free terminus; therefore they can cleave circular polynucleorides. Endonucleases
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IIGURE 2.12
Specificities of nucleases

o
I

Exonucleases remove nucleotide residues from either end of a pollmucleotide, depending on their specificity Endonucleases hydrolyze interior phosphodiester bonds.

Both endo- and exonucleases typically show specificity regarding which oxygenphosphorus bond is hydrolyzed.

such as DNase I and DNase

3',-oH

ll

hydrolyze DNA with little sequence selectiYity. Other

and cleave very specific.lel
uturly ut"f"l i.,"the deuelopDNA polynucleotides and provide the
basis for Iecombinant DNA techniques. Nucleases also exhibit specificity with respect to the overall structure of polynucleotides. For instance, some-nucleases-Acl
on borh gingle, or double-:stranded polyrrucleotide-s, whereas others discriminate
b-etween these two structures. Some nucleases exclusively act on either DNA or
RNA, whereas other nucleases have activity on only one type of pollmucleotide.

Double-Helical DNA
With the recognition in the early and mid-20th century that DNA served as the carrier of genetic information, work to establish the structural basis for information
storage intensified. However, several misconceptions slowed progfess. The first of

srRUCruRE

these was the (erroneous) experimental observation that DNA contained equal
amounts of each of the four nucleosides (deoxyadenosi.ne, deoxyguanosine, deoxy-

cytidine, and deoxyrhymidine). This led to rhe proposal thar DNA consisred of a
cyclic teLranucleotide containing one of each of the nucleosides (Figure 2.13). A
glaring problem with rhis structure was thar DNA was found to have molecular
masses thousands of times larger than that of a [etranucleotide. It was not obvious
how the monotonous structure of repeating tetranucleotides could possess the complexity to convey an enormous number of hereditary traits.
synthetic and X-ray diffraction experimenrs led to the acceprance of rhe linear polynucleotide structure for DNA. However, the three-dimensional structure
of DNA still remained a mystery. Three
necessary
for deduction of the structure of DNA.
rhat DNA
did not,contain equal amounts of the
d varlable
amorrLs in diIlerent organisms. However, a relationship that held true is ihaiihe
abundance o[ deoxyadenosine always equaled that of rhymidine and rhe abundance o[ deoxyguanosine always equaled rhat of deoxycytidine. This led to consideration of strucrures with rhe bases specifically paired rogerher (dA with dT
and dG with dC). The second was rhar X-ray diffraction data suggested that
Q\!.
contained double-helical structures, and symme[ry suggested thar the two
polynucleotide stranils were orienred antiparallel to_q4ch o1!er. The final piece
in the puzzle was the suggestion that the bases were in the keto and amino tautomeric forms rather than enolic and imino forms. Tautomers are isomers of a
molecule that differ only in rhe position of a hydrogen atom. Each of the four
nucleoside bases has two or more possible [au[omeric forms that are in equilibrium (Figure 2.r4). The incorrect assignment of the predominant [au[omeric
structures meant that researchers were attempting to form base pairs using in-
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adenine,
/,phosphate\ /thymifle
pentose
penroae

ll

phosphate

phosphate

I

I

pentose

pentose

cytostne/ \phosphate/ \

guanine

FIGURE 2.13

Tetranucleotide structure for DNA proposed

in the

1930s.

A__

imino-keto
D/A

D

Xj-z

H

FICURE 2.14
A

A

bF-

Tautomeric forms of bases.
The pattern of hydrogen bonding donating (D) and accepting (A) groups changes depending on the tautomer of the base that is present. shown are predominant tautomeric forms (left) and one of the ahernate forms (right) for each base. The hydrogen
bonding pattern for each tautomer is also shown; ambiguity at the
and :NH
positions of the minor tautomers arises from rotation or isomerism -OH
o[ these groups.
The equilibrium ratios of rhe predominanr form ro al1 others is grearer rhan 99:I
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correct hydrogen bonding patterns. With the correct tautomers, a model for
DNA rapidly fell into place.
The structure that Watson and Crick proposed in 1953 for double-helical
DNA was quite attractive because of its simplicity and symmetry (Figure 2.15).
Moreover, it explained all available data for DNA structure and immediately led
to hypotheses regarding the mechanism for storage of genetic information. The
Watson-Crick double helix can be visualized as resulting from interwinding of two
right-handed helical polynucleotide strands around a common axis. The two strands
achieve contact through hydrogen bonds, formed at the hydrophilic edges of the
bases. The N-H groups of the bases are good hydrogen-bond donors, and the electron pairs on the sp'-hybirdized oxygens of the C:O groups and nitrogens of the
acceptors. Pairing occurs when an accep-N- groups are good hydrogen-bond
hydrogen bond. These bonds extend beto
form
a
position
tor and a donor are in a
residues in the other, and the
pynmidine
and
purine
residues
in
one
strand
tween
results in two types of base
and
acceptors
donors
matching of hydrogen-bond
(Figure
2.16). A direct consequence
guanine-cytosine
pairs: adenine-th)rmine and
DNA (dsDNA)
is
that
double-stranded
specificities
of these hydrogen bonding
(dA :
observations
with
experimental
that
agree
must contain ratios of nucleosides
:
pairs
rebase
dG/dC
and
the
dA/dT
geometries
of
dT and dG dC). Finally, the
(-10.6
orientations.
bond
glycosldic
A)
and
sult in similar C-L'-C-|'distances
This structural isomorphism means that any of the four possible base pairs (dAdT, dT-dA, dG-dC, dC-dG) can be placed into the double helix without changing
the structure of the backbone.

Major groove

Major
groove

FIGURE 2.15

The Watson-Crick model of DNA.
On the left is a space-filling model of DNA; on the right is
an idealized ribbon model. Bases are stacked in the interior
of the helix, whereas the hydrophilic sugar-phosphodiester
backbone is located on the exterior.
RedrawnJromRich,A I Biomol Struct Dyn t:1, 1983.
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Major groove

H

N

Minor groove

Malor grove

Cytosine

FIGURE 2.16

Watson-Crick base pairs.
Minor groove

Selective base pairs are formed between adenine and thymine
and between guanine and cJtosine.

This relationship between bases in the double helix is described as complementarity. Bases are complementary because every base of one strand is matched
by a complementary hydrogen bonding base on the other strand (Figure 2.17). For
instance, for each adenine prqecting toward the common axis of the double helix,
a th)rmine must be projected from the opposite chaih so as to fill exactly the space
between strands by hydrogen bonding with adenine. Neither cytosine nor guanine
fits precisely in the available space across from adenine in a manner that allows formation of hydrogen bonds across strands. These hydrogen bonding specificities
ensure that the entire base sequence of one strand is complementary to that of the
other strand.
The exterior of the double helix consists of the sugar-phosphate backbones of
the two antiparallel polynucleotide strands. Polynucleotides are asymmetric struc-

altemate parallel arrangement.
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Deoxycytidine

Deoxyguanosine

N-H...........................'..........c
H

:\J..1'-'r:' ../

3

r:#'---

Deoxyadenosine

Deoxythymidine

Deoxythymidine

Deoxyadenosine

Deoxycytidine

Deoxyguanosine

FIGURE 2.17

Formation of hydrogen bonds between complementary bases in double-stranded DNA.
Interaction between pollmucleotide strands is highly selective. Com- tween complementary bases. Note the antiparallel orientation of the
strands of a double-stranded DNA. Geometry of the helices does not
plementarity depends not only on the geometric factors that allow
prevent a parallel alignment, but such an arrangement is not found in
the proper fitting between the complementary bases of the two
DNA.
strands, but also on the formation of specific hydrogen bonds be-

lnterwinding of the two antiparallel strands produces a structure that has two
distinct helical grooves between the sugar-phosphate backbones (Figure 2.15). One
of the grooves is much wider (major groove) than the other (minor groove); this
disparity arises from the geometry of the base pairs. The glycosidic bonds between
the bases and the backbone pentose are not arranged directly opposite to each other
but are displaced toward the minor groove. Significantly, the nucleotide sequence
of DNA can be discerned without dissociating the double helix by looking inside
these grooves. Because each of the four bases has its own orientation with respect
to the rest of the helix, each base always displays the same atoms into the grooves.
These atoms then constitute an important means of sequence-specific recognition
of DNA by other molecules such as proteins. For example, N-7 of purines is always
displayed in the major groove and can serve as a hydrogen-bond acceptor in interactions with donor groups on proteins (Figure 2.I6). Similarly, the exocyclic 2-NH2
group of guanine always projects into the minor groove and can form a steric blockade to the binding of small molecules.
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Factors that Stabilize Double-Helical DNA
Factors that stabilize the helical structures of single-srranded polyrrucleotldes-that
is, stacking interactions-are also instrumental in stabilizing the double helix The
separa[.ion berween the hydrophobic core of rhe stacked bases and the hydrophllic
exterior of the charged sugar-phosphate groups is even more pronounced in the
double helix than in single-srranded helices The stacking Lendency of singlestranded polyrrucleotides can be viewed as resultrng from a tendency of the bases
to reiluce their conlac[ with water. The double-srranded helix ls a more lavorable
arrangement, essentially removing the bases from the aqueous environment while
permitting the hydrophilic phosphare backbone to be hlghly solvated by water.
Stacking interactions, a combination of hydrophoblc forces and van der waals
interactions, are estimaled to generate 4-15 kcal mol-1 of stabilization energy for
each adjacent pair of stacked bases (Table 2 1) Additional stabilizarion of thedouble helix results from extensive nelworks of cooperarive hydrogen bonds. Typically,
hydrogen bonds are relatively weak (3-7 kcal mol-r) and are even weaker in DNA

(2-3 kcal mol 1) because of geometric consrrainrs wirhin the double hellx.

Cumulatively, hydrogen bonds provide substantlal energies of stabilization for the
double helix However, because hydrogen bonds in the base pairs merely replace
those between the bases and water in single-srranded DNA, they do not .onfei a.ry
selec[ive stabilization of the double helix over the single-srranded polynucleotide.
Yet, in conlrast to stacklng forces, hydrogen bonds are highly directional and are
able to provide a discriminatory function for choosing between correct and incorrect base pairs Because of their directionality, hydrogen bonds tend to orienr the
bases in a way that favors stacklng. Therefore the contribution of hydrogen bonds
rs indirectly vital for the stabiliry of rhe double helix
The relative importance of stacklng interactions versus hydrogen bonding in
stabilizing the double helix was nor always appreciated. lndeed, hydrogen bonds
have been considered to be the "glue" rhat holds the two slrands together However,
experiments with reagents Lhar reduce rhe stability of the double helix (denarurants) illustrate lhe greater rela[ive importance of stacking interactions (Table 2 2).
fhese results show that the destabilizing effect of a reagent is not related to its abilitv to break hydrogen bonds but is derermined by the solubillry of the free bases in
the reagent As the reagent becomes a better solvent for the bases, the driying force
tor stacking diminishes, and the double helix is destabilized.
Ionic forces also have an effect on stability and conformarlon of the double hehx Phosphodiesler groups hre fully ionized at physiological pH, thus rhe exrerlor
ol the double helix carries two negative charges per base pair The interstrand elecTABLE

2.2

Effects of Various Reagents on the Stability

of the

Double Helix'

Molaity
Ad.enine Solubility

x10

3

50o/o

(in 1 M reagent)

Denaturation

Ethylurea
Proplonamide

225
225

0.60

Ethanol

t7.7

I2

Urea

r77

IO

Methanol

t59

3.5

Formamlde

154

Ig

062

:.,urc.: Da[a lrom Levjne, L , Gordon, J , and Jencks, W p
-

Producing

Biochemistr-y 2516g,

163

-fhe

destabilizing effect oI Lhe reagenrs hsred on rhe double hehx is incle-

r.ndent of the abiliry of these reagenLs ro break hydrogen bonds RaLher, the
-e;tabilizing elfecr is determined by rhe solubiliry ol adenine Simjlar
'.

-ruld be expecred

if

Lhe solubiliLies

ol the orher

resulLs

bases rvere examined

(Gc;. 1561
(AC).(Gr)

- 14.59
- I0.51
- 98I
- 969
- 8).6
- 657
- 657
- 678
- 537
- 3.82

(TC).(GA)
(CG). (CG)
(GG). (CC)
(AT) .(AT)

(rG).(cA)
(AG).(Cr)
(AA).(TT)
(rA) .(rA)
"DaLa lrom Ornstein,

Mc

Elro1,,

RD

R L, Reim R,

Biopolyme r.s

Breen,

17234I, 1978
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FIGURE 2.18

Migration of bubbles through double-helical DNA.
DNA contains short sections of open-strandedness that can "move" along the helix.

trostatic repulsion between negativeiy charged phosphates is destabilizing and tends
[o separate the complementary strands. In distilled water, DNA strands separate a[
room temperature. However, the presence of cations such as Mg2*, sperminea+ 1a
tetraamine), and the basic side chains of proteins can shield the phosphate groups
and decrease repulsive forces
e n atu rati o n an d Re n atu rati o n
The double helix is disrupted during almost every important biological process in
which DNA participates, includlng DNA replication, [ranscription, repair, and recombination. The forces that hold the two strands together are adequate for providing stability bur weak enough to allow faciie strand separation. The double helix
is stabilized relative to the single strands by about I kcal per base pair so that a relatively minor perturbation can produce a local disruptlon in the double helix, provided that only a short section of the DNA is involved These base pairs can then
close up again, releasing free energy that can then cause the adjacent base pairs to
unwind. In this manner minor disruptions of the double helix can migrate along its
length (Figure 2.I8). Thus, at any particular moment, the large majority of bases
remain hydrogen bonded, bur all bases can pass through the single-stranded state,
a short stretch at a time The ability of the DNA double helix to "breathe" is an essential prerequisite for its biological functions.
Separation of DNA strands can be studied by increasing the temperature of a
solution At relarively low tempera[ures a few base pairs are disrupted, creating one
or more "open-stranded bubbles" (Figure 2.I9). These bubbles form initially in
secllons that contain relatively higher proportions of adenine-thymine pairs because of the lower stacking energies of dimers of such pairs. As the temperature is
raised, the size of the bubbles increases, and eventually the thermal motion of the
pollnucleotides overcomes the forces that stabilize the double helix. At even higher
temperatures, the strands separale physically and acquire a random-coil conformation. The process is mos[ appropriately described as a helix-to-coil transition, but
is commonly called denaturation or melting.
Denaturation is accompanied by several physical changes, including a buoyant density increase, a reduction in viscosity, a change in ability to rota[e polatized
light, and changes in absorbance of UV light Changes in UV absorption are frequently used [o follow the process of denaturation exPerimentally (Figure 2 -20) . Because of the strong absorbance of the purine and pyrimidine bases, DNA absorbs
strongly in the UV region with a maximum near 260 nm. However, the absorbance
o[ individual bases is reduced by electronic in[eractions that arise from base stacking. The total absorbance of the stacked bases may be reduced by as much as 40ok
compared to an unstacked sta[e. Thls reduction in the extinction coefficient lof the
aggregate bases is termed hypochromicity. As the ordered stlucture of the double
helix is disrupted as lemperature increases, stacking inleractions decrease gradualiy.
Therefore a totally disordered poll'nucleotide approaches an absorbance not very
different from the sum of the absorbances of its purine and pyrimidine constituents.
Measurement of the absorbance of a DNA complex at 260 nm while slowly increasing [he [emperalure provides a means to observe denaturation. In a thermal
denatura[i.on experimenl monitored using absorption spectroscopy, the polJnucleotide absorbance typically changes very slowly at first, then rapidly rises to a

D

Renaturation
(slow)

Denaturation

Random
association

Denaturation

FIGURE 2.19

Denaturation of DNA.
At high temperatures the double-stranded structure of DNA is completely disrupted, with eventual separation of strands and formation oi single-stranded open coi1s. Denaturation also
occurs aL extreme pH ranges or al extreme ionic
strengths
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maximum value (Figure 2.20). Before the rise, the DNA is doubie stranded In the
14

E
E

o13
@

:9

s,

under standard conditions of concentration and ionic strength. The higher the
guanine-cytosine content, the higher the transition temperature be[ween doublestranded helix and single strands. This difference in T- values is attributed to increased stability of guanine-cytosine pairs, which arises from more favorable stacking interactions
DNA can also be denatured at pH values )1I.3 as the N-H groups on rhe
bases become deprotonared, preven[ing them from participating in hydrogen bonding. Alkaline denaturation is often used in preference [o heat denaturation to prevent breakage of phosphodiester bonds that can occur at a high temperature or low
pH. Denaturation can also be induced at low ionic slrengths, because of enhanced
interstrand repulsion between negarively charged phosphates, and by various denaturing agents (compounds that can effectively hydrogen bond to rhe bases while
disrupting hydrophobic stacking inreractions). A complete denaruration curve similar to that shown in Figure 2.20 is obtained at a relarively iow cons[ant temperature by variation of the concentration of an added denaturant such as urea.
Complementary DNA s[rands, separated by denaturation, can reform a double
helix if appropriarely treared. This is called renaturation or reannealing. If denar
uration is not complete and a few bases remain hydrogen bonded between the two
strands, the helix-to-coil transition is rapidly reversible. Annealing is possibie even
after complementary strands have been completely separated. Under these conditions the rena[uration process depends on two complementary DNA strands meeting in an exact manner tha[ can lead to reformation of the original structure. Not
surprisingly, this is a slow, concen[ration-dependent process. As renaturation beglns, some of the hydrogen bonds formed are extended between short tracls of
polynucleotides that may have been distan[ in the origina] native structure. These
randomly base-paired stmctures are short-lived because the bases that surround the
short complementary segments cannot pair and lead to the formatlon of a stable
fully hydrogen-bonded srrucrure. once [he correcr bases begin [o pair by chance,
the double helix is rapidly reformed over [he entire DNA molecule.
sudden onset of denaturation/renaturation reveals the "all-or-none" nature of
the helix-to-coil transition. The renaturation process described above requires
formation of a short double-helical region to start formation of the double helix
(Figure 2.21). This begins with forma[ion of a single base pair that is rather
unstable. However, forma[ion of a second neighboring base pair is enhanced because the
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Temperature-optical density profile for DNA.
When DNA is heated, rhe absorbance at 260 nm
increases with rising temperature A graph in
which absorbance versus temperature is plotted
is called a "melting curve " Relative optical denslty is the ratlo of the absorbance at any temperature to that at low temperatures The temperature at which one-half of the maximum optical
density is reached is the midpoint temperature
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Cooperativity of renaturation/denaturation
of DNA double helices.
During renaturation, formation of the first
base pair is very slow. Annealing of neighboring palrs is facilitated, especially after formation of a 3-5 bp "nucleation site." Denaturation follows a similar course, but order of
steps is reversed
Redrawn Jrom Saenger, W. Princlples of Nucleic
Acid Structure N tw Yorh: Spinger-Verlag, 1984,
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pairs, a stable double helix is formed, and the remainder of the complex will rapidly and spontaneously "zip up." After formation of the initial base pair, stacking
and base pairing are not independent events bu[ are influenced by the neighboring
pairs. Such a process is called cooperative. The presence of a short double helix
serves as a nucleation site for annealing by facilitating formation of subsequent base
palrs. Denaturation is the same process in reverse: a bubble serves as an initiation
site for unstacking of the bases and rapid unzipping of the helix.

Hybridization
Self-association of complementary pollmucleotide strands has provided the basis for
development of hybridization. This technique depends on association between two
polFrucleotide chains, which may be of the same or of different origin or length,
provided that a base complementarity exists between these chains. Hybridization
occurs not only between DNA chains but also between complementary RNA chains
as weli as DNA-RNA combinations. A number of techniques have been developed

?q

I

for detecting and quantitating the hybridized complex and for measuring the rates
of hybridization. These techniques are important basic tools of contemporary molecular biology and are being used for (1) determining whether a certain sequence
occurs more than once in the DNA of a particular organism, (2) demonstrating a
genetic or evolutionary relatedness be[ween different organisms, (3) determining
the number of genes transcribed in a parlicular mRNA, and (4) determining the Iocation of any given DNA sequence by annealing with a complementary polJrrucleotide, called a probe, that is appropriately tagged for easy detection of the
hybrid. In a typicai experimen[, DNA to be tested for hybridization is denatured
and immobilizedby binding to a suitable insoluble matrix. Labeled DNA probes
are then allowed to hybridize to complementary sequences bound to the matrix (Figure 2.22).Probes are shor[ single-stranded RNA or DNA oligonucleotides that
are complementary to speciflic sequences of interest i.n genomic DNA. Under the
proper condi[ions probes interact only with the segment of in[erest, indicating
whether it is present in a particular sample of DNA. Probe molecules are generally
ar leas[ 15-20 nucleotides long. Appropriate Iabels include radioactive elements,
fluorescent chromophores, and biotln. Because the double-helical complex containing the hybridized probe molecules is usually bound to an insoluble ma[rix, un-

FIGURE 2.22

General scheme for hybridization
experiments.
A mixture o[ denatured DNAs is treated with a
DNA probe bearing a label The probe can hybridize with those DNAs with complementary
sequences. Detection of the double-helical complexes allows for detection and quantitation of
DNA that contains the sequence of interest Specific applications often feature steps to separate
and immobilize the different DNAs in the mixture

hybridized probes can be washed away. Detection of bound labels allows direct
quantitation of the sequence of interest. Determination of the maximum amoun[ of
DNA that can be hybridized can establish homologies between DNA of different
species since the base sequences in each organism are unique. On this basis, annealing can be used to compare the degree to which DNAs isolated from different
species are relaled to one another. The observed homologies serve as indices of evo-

lutionary relatedness and have be'en particularly useful for defining phyiogeni.es i.n
prokaryotes. Hybridization studies between DNA and RNA have also provided very
useful information about the biological role of DNA, particularly the mechanism of
transcription. Arrays of probes are useful for definitive and rapid diagnosis of
genetic disorders, infectious disease, and cancer as described briefly in Clinical
Correlation 2.2.

Conformations of Double-Helical DNA
The early X-ray diffraction studies showed that there was more than one conformation of DNA (Figure 2.23). OrIe of these, A-DNA, was found under conditions
of 1ow humidity and high sah concentration. Adding organic solvents such as
ethanol reduced the "humidity" of these aqueous solutions. A second distinct form,
B-DNA, appeared under conditions of high humidity and low salt concentration
and was the basis of the Watson-Crick slructure. Eleven distinct conformations of
double-helical DNA have been described. These conformations vary in orientation
of the bases relative to the helix and to each other as well as in other geometric paramerers of the double helix. One form, Z-DNA, incorporates a left-handed heiix
rather than the usual right-handed variety.
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Diagnostic Use of DNA Arrays in Medicine and Cenetics
With pending completion of the Human Genome Project, a wealth of
genetic information is rapidly becoming available. Application of this
knowledge to medicine requires development of new techniques to
monitor gene expression and rapidly evaluate genes for mutations and
other sequence variations Oligonucleotide afiays have shown great
promise for these applications Such arrays consist of a number of
gene-specific oligonucleotide probes immobilized at specific sires on
a solid matrix (chip) Arrays can contain rhousands of unique probe
moiecules, each fixed wrthin an "address " Gene chips can then be
treated with labeled target nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) denved from
ceils of an organism. Hybridization of the targets with complementary
probe sequences allows for immobilization of the label at specific sites
on the chip In this way, the presence of specilic sequences can be de'termined and the amount of labeled rarget hybfldized to a site can be
quantitated, allowing for determination of amount of each target in a
sample.

Use of DNA arrays to analyze sequences has led to detection of
mutations in human cells For example, high-density DNA arrays
with thousands of oligonucleotide probes have been used to screen
for mutations that lead to ataxia telangiectasia, a recessive genetic
disease characterized by neurological disorders, recurrent respiratory infections, and dilated blood vessels in the skin and eyes. Similar studles have examined mutations in the hereditary breast and
ovarian cancer gene BRCAI and other genetic markers for disease.
In the future, such techniques may be developed into diagnostics
for rapid screening of genomic DNA for disease-associated muta-

tions.
Freeman,W M, Robertson, D J, andVrana,K. E Fundamenralsof DNAhybridization arrays for gene expression analysrs BioTechniques 29:1042,2000;

andHacia,J G, Brody, L- C., Chee, M 5, Fodor, S P, and Collins, F S Detection of heterozygous murarions in BRCAI using high density oligonucleotide arrays and two-colour fluorescence analysis- Nat Genet 14:441,1996

Composite

High density DNA arrays for mutation analysis.
Arrays lor the ataxia telangiectasia (A-T) gene are interrogated separately wlth a reference (unmutated) sample and a test sample The
composite image is made by combination of the images from the
two experiments At sites where the test and reference DNAs have
identical sequences, the composite rmage is yellow (red * green).
In this sample, the person has a mutation at position 923, which
appears red. This mutation, the replacement of a G with an A,
causes premature termination of protein slrrthesis. Because this
sample also has a yel1ow spot at position 923, rhe murarion has occurred on only one copy of the gene (e.g.,lt is heterozygous). In recessive dlsorders such as A-f, people with heterozygous mutations
are carriers, but will not develop the disease themselves
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FICURE 2.23

The varied geometries of double-helical DNA.

Z-DNA

Depending on conditions and base sequence, the double helix can
acquire various forms of distinct geometries. There are three main
families of DNA conformations: A, B, and Z The righrhanded
forms, B-DNA and A-DNA, differ in sugar pucker, which leads to
differlng helical structures The A-form is underwound compared
to the B-form, and the resulting helix is shorter and fatter The
Z-DNA structure is a left-handed helix wirh a ztgzaggtngbackbone The sugar puckers and glycosidic conformarions ahernate
from one residue to the next, producing a local reversal in the
chain direction
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FICURE 2.24
Parameters used to describe the local orientation of a base

pair in a double helix.
Perturbations from the ideal Watson-Crlck base pair can involve
motions of the indivldual bases relative to each other (middle
row) or the coordlnated motion of the whole base pair with respect to the coordlnate system (top row) or a neighboring base
pair (bottom row).
Redrawn Jrom Hecht, S M (Ed ) Bioorganic Chemistry: Nucleic Acids New
Yorh, OxJordUntuersity Press, 1996,

p
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The structural polymorphism of double-helical DNA depends on the base composirion and on physical conditions. The local s[ruc[ure of DNA is sufficiently flexible to allow for changes in conformation that maximize stacking while minimizing
unfavorable steric i.nteractions. Variation in shapes and in electronic properties of the
bases leads ro a sequence-dependent variability in stacking. lndeed, calculations of
stacking energies of various pairs of stacked bases show such differences. The overlap between bases changes according to sequence and conformation. The stacking
preferences of bases can favor one conforrnation over others. For this reason, consecutive guanines on one strand favor A-DNA-like conformations. Repulsive stenc interactions belween two bases or between bases and the backbone sugars can also
cause changes in the geometry of the base pairs that lead to changes in conformation.
Dilferences in orientatlon between planes of H-bonded bases may produce double he1ix variants with different base tilt, roll, twist, or propeller twist (Figure 2.24).
The solution condilions also play a key role in determining the favored conformation. Warer molecules interact differently with double helices in different conformations. For example, the phosphate groups in B-DNA are mole accessible to
water molecules than in A-DNA Also, polar gloups on the bases are bet[er hydrated
in a B-DNA conformation. In fact, in Al-rich sequences, an ordered array of water

molecules, the spine of hydration, occupies the narrow minor groove of B-DNA

FICURE 2.25

Hydration of the grooves of DNA.
(a) An organized spine o[ hydration fills the minor groove of B-DNA
(b) The phosphates lining the major groove are spanned by a network o[ waters in
A.DNA.
Repinted with permission Jrom Saenger, W Principles of Nucleic Acid Stn.rcture No.u Yorh:
Spnnger-Verlag, 1984,

p
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(Figure 2.25a). Upon reducrion in the "humidiry," the available wa[er molecures
solvate the highly polar phosphate groups in preference ro the bases. The major
groove narrows, allowing water molecules to bridge the phosphates (Figure 2 25b).
This network of waters stabilizes the A-DNA conformation. The different conformations of DNA can be grouped into three families: A-DNA, B-DNA, and Z-DNA
The parameters for these conformations, Ilsted in Tabie 2.3,have been determined
by x-ray diffraction merhods. while rhese experimen[s provide very accurare information about molecular geometry and dimensions of crystalline samples, they
give only approximate dimensions for the macromolecule in solution. It must be
emphasized that the avera1e overall structure of DNA in living organisms is believed
to be B-DNA-like. Notably, this cont'ormation, unlihe the A- and Z-Jorms, is highly
Jlexible. ln native B-DNA, considerable local variation in conformation of individual nucleotides may occur. such variations may be important in regulation of gene expression, since they can influence the extent of DNA binding with various tlpes of
regulatory proteins.
DNA conformations in the B-family feature base pairs [har are nearry perpendicular to the helical axis, which passes through the base pairs. The major and
minor grooves are roughly the same depth, and [he minor groove is rela[ively narrow. sugar puckers are generally C-2' endo, and the bases occupy the anti grycosidic conflormation. The helix is relatively iong and thin, with approximately 10
base pairs per helical turn. The rise per residue is 3.4 A, the approximate rhickness
of the bases.
In contras[, the A-DNA stmcture is shor[er and thicker. There are about I1 base
pairs per helical turn wi[h a vertlcal rise of 2.56 A per residue. In order to accommodate the thickness of rhe bases, the base pair is tilted 20o from rhe plane perpendicular to the helical axis. The helical axis is displaced to the major groove side
of the base pairs. This results in a very deep major groove and a shallow minor
groove Displacement of the axis also forms a hole -3 A in diameter that runs
through the center of the helix. While the glycosidic conformation remains anti for
ail base
changes to C-3' endo. This change in pucker brings the
phosph
in A-DNA compared to the B-conformarion (5.9 A vs.
7.0 A).
rs rhe A-DNA stmc[ure rhar exposes more hydrophobic

surface

B-DNA.

Z-DNA is a radically different conformarion for double-stranded DNA. The
most striklng feature is that ir
ix. Ir is generally observed in sequences of altern
particularly d(GC)^.

The designation "2" was chos
backbone assumes a
"zigzag" arrangement rather than the smooth conformation that characterizes
orher
TABLE

2.3

Structural Features of A-, B-, and Z-DNA

A-DNA

Features

Helix rotation
Base pairs per
Base pairs

Righrhanded

turn (crystal)

per turn (fiber)

Base pairs per turn (solution)
Pitch per turn of helix
Proportions
Helix packing diameter
Rise per base pair (crystal)
Rise per base pair (fiber)

Base-pair

tilt

Propeller twist
Helix axis rota[ion
Sugar ring conformation

B-DNA

Z-DNA

Right-handed

Left-handed

).0.7

97

11

IO

2464

T.2

Short-end broad
25.5 A
rr
z.)
t\t

2.6
+ 19"
+ 19.
Major groove

C-3'

endo

t2

I0.5
A.

Longer and thinner

81

A

a. t
i.J."l

344
-I.2'(but varies)

Glycosyl bond conformation

C-3' endo
antl

18.4 A
3.7

_90

+ 16.
Through base pairs

Minor groove

Variable

Alternating

(crysta1)

Sugar ring conformation (fiber)

4564
Elongated and thin

C-2'

00

endo

antl

dnti at C, syn at G
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double-stranded forms. This zrgzag arises from a change to the syn glycosidic conformation of the purines, whi.le the pyrimidines remain in the anti orientation. The
a).ternating conformations result in a local reversal of the chain direction. The sugar
puckers of the purines and pyrimidines also alternate, with the former in the C-3'
endo conformation and the latter in the C-2' endo. The Z-DNA structure is longer
and much thinner than that of B-DNA and completes one turn in 12 base pairs
The mlnor groove is very deep and contains the helical axis The base pairs are displaced so far into the major groove that a distinct channel no longer exists. Therefore the conformation of Z-DNA may be viewed as the result of the major groove
of B-DNA having "popped ou[" in order [o form the outer surface of Z-DNA. This
change places the stacked bases on the outer part of Z-DNA rather than in their
conventional positions in the interlor of the double helix.
The biological function of Z-DNA is not known. Some evidence exists that suggests that Z-DNA influences gene expression and regula[ion. Apparently small
stretches of DNA with the potential of forming Z-DNA are more commonly found
at the 5'-ends ofgenes, regions that regulate [ranscriptional activities. These stretches
consist of alternating purines and ppimidines that favor forma[ion of the Z-conformation. The possible function of Z-DNA in gene regulation is also supported by
the fact that methylation of either guanine residues in C-8 and N-7 positions or cytosine residues in C5 position stabilizes the Z-form. Sequences that are not strictly
alternating purines and pyrimidines may also acquire the Z-conformation as a
resuLt of methylation. For instance, the hexanucleotide m5CGATm5CG (m5C is
5-methyldeoxycytidine, Figure 2.26) forms Z-DNA. On this basis it might be expected that in vivo methylation of cytosine also induces a B -+ Z transition in cellular DItA. The suggestion that Z-DNA may have a role in gene regulation is supported by modifications in methyla[ion patterns [hat accompany the process of gene
expression. However, Z-DNA has not yet been detected in DNA in vivo.
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FIGURE 2.26
S

tructure of 5-methyldeoxycytidine.

Noncanonical DNA Structures

lnverted 5'
Repeat 3'

GGAATCGATCTTMGATCGATTCC

3'

CCTTAGCTAGMTTCTAGCTMGG 5'

Mirror 5'GGAATCGATCTTTTCTAGCTMGG3'
Repeat 3' CCTTAGCTAGAAAAGATCGATTCC 5'
Direct
Repeat

5'GGAATCGATCTTGGAATCGATCTT3'
3'CCTTAGCTAGAACCTTAGCTAGAA5'

FIGURE 2.27

Syrnmetry elements of DNA sequences.
Three types o[ sl.mmetry elements for doublestranded DNA sequences are shown Arrows i1lustrate the special relationship of these elements
in each one o[ these sequences In inverted repeats, also referred to as palindromes, each sing1e DNA strand is self-complementary withln
the inverted region that contains the symmetry
elements A mirror repeat is characterized by the
presence of identical base palrs equidistant from
a center of symmetry within the DNA segment.
Direc[ repeats are regions of DNA in which a
particular sequence is repeated The repeats
need not be adjacent to one another

Conformational variants of DNA-that is, A-, B-, and Z-DNA-are associated
mainly with variation in the conforma[ion of the nucleotide constituents of DNA.
It is now recognized that DNA is not a straight, monotonous, and uniform structure. Instead, DNA forms unusual structures such as cruciforms or triple-stranded
arrangements and bends as it interacts with certain proteins. Such variations in
DNA conformation appear to be an important recurring theme in [he process of
molecular recognition of DNA by proteins and enzymes. Variations in DNA
s[ructure or conformation are favored by specific DNA sequence motifs. These
include DNA sequences with q..rnmetry elements such as inverted repeats, palindromes, mirror repeats, and direct repeats (Figure 2.27), as well as homopurinehomopyrimidine sequences, phased A trac[s, and G-rich regions. AT-rich sequences,
which are prone to easy strand separation, exist near the origins of DNA replication. The human genome is rich in homopurine-homopyrimidine sequences and
alternating purine-pyrimidine tracts. DNA bending, slipped DNA, cruciform formalion, triplex DNA, and quadruplex arrangemen[s are among the s[ructures reviewed in this section.

Bent DNA
DNA sequences with runs of four to six adenines phased by 10-bp spacers produce
bent conformations. Interestingly, NMR spectroscopic evidence suggests that the
A-[racts are unusually rigid and straight. Mixed-sequence DNA may tend to writhe
or twis[, but these curves would normally cancel out over long stretches of DNA.
However, if straight A-tracts were placed in phase with these curves, a strongly bent
conformalion would arise. Alternative models where the bent conformation arises
from the collapse of the helix into the minor groove of the A-[ract or from an un-
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2.3

Antitumor Antibiotics that Change the Shape of DNA
fhe

1ocal three-dimensronal structure of DNA is important in interactions with proteins involved in repair, transcription, recombination,

and chromatin condensation. Recently, it has been proposed that an-

tibiotics can induce formation of DNA structures that. can recruit
these proteins wirh cytotoxtc results. The best studied example oi rhis
phenomenon is the antltumor drug cisplation, a tetracoordinate platinum complex [cis-Pt(NHr)rC12]. Clsplatin is used alone or in combination with other antitumor agents to treat a variety of tumors in-

cluding testicular, ovarian, bone, and lung cancers This platinum
complex forms inter- and intrastrand cross-links in double-stranded
DNA wrth the latter adduct comprising 90o/o of DNA lesions. These
bonds arise from displacement of chloride hgands on platinum by N7 atoms of two neighboring guanines, Structural studies on intrastrand

cross-linked DNA adduct show that the double he1lx is srrongly bent
toward the major groove
Bent stmctures ol the DNA-cisplarin adduct are specifically recognized by several DNA-binding proreins thar include nucleotide excision repair (NER) protelns and high-mobiliry-group proreins such
as HMG-I. It has been proposed rhat the cytoroxicjty of cisplarin
adducts is a complicated process mediated by specilic interactions
with these proteins Cellular processes such as rranscription and
apoptosis (programmed cell death) are affected b1. formarion o[ cisplatin-DNA adducts. The lesions themselr.es and rhe adducr-prorein
complexes are likely to in[erfere wrth transcnption NER proreins are
recruited to repair the lesion, but excision repair is prone to rntroduction of DNA strand breaks. Accumularion o[ these breaks rvil] ultimately induce apoptosis as the DNA becomes too damaged to [unction Similar mechanlsms have also been proposed to account for
cltotoxicity of other DNA-binding drugs such as dirercalinium This
bifunctional molecule forms noncovalent adducts w]th DNA rhat are
also highly bent. Cytotoxicity is thoughr ro adse from inducrlon ol
abortive repair pathways rhar lead to DNA strand breaks
Interactions of the cisplatin-DNA adducr wirh HMG prorelns
may also contribute to its cytotoxicity Binding of HMG proteins mav
incorrectly signal that the damaged region of DNA is transcriprionall,v
active and prevent condensation into folded chromatin strucrures.
These complexes might also perperuate the lesion by shielding the
DNA-cisplarin adduct from repair.

FromZamble,D B andLippard,S I In:B Lippard (Ed), Cisplarin: Chemistry
and Biochemistry of a Leading Anricancer Drug New Yorh: Wiley-VCH 1999,

p71

Zamble, D B and Lippard, S. J The response o[ cellu]ar proreins ro cisplarindamaged DNA In: B Lipperr (Ed ), Cispiatin: Chemtstry ancl Biochemistty o.f tL
kadingAnhcancerDrug NewYork: Wiley-VCH, 1999, pp 73-13+, and Lambert, B , Segal-Bendirdjian, E , Esnauh, C , Le Pecq, J -B , Roques, B P, Jones.
B , and Yeung, A T Recognirion by rhe DNA repair system of DNA strucrural
alterations induced by reversible drug-DNA inreractions Anti-Cancer Drug

Des 5:43, 1990

usual structure a[ the junction between the A-tract and general-sequence DNA
cannot yet be dlscounted. DNA bending appears to be a fundamental elemen[ in
the interaction between DNA sequences and proteins that catalyze central processes,
such as replication, transcrip[ion, and site-specific recombination. Bending induced
by interactions of DNA with en4,rnes and other proreins, such as histones, does not
require the exacting nucleotide sequence conditions that are needed for bending of
protein-free DNA. Bending also occurs because of photochemical damage or mis-

pairing of bases and serves as a recognition slgnal for initiation of DNA repalr.
Antitumor antibiotlcs that produce bent s[ructures are discussed in Clinical
Correlation 2.3.

Cruciform DNA
Inverted repeats are quite widespread wlthin the human genome and are often
lound near putative control regions of genes or at origins of DNA replication It has
been speculated that inver[ed repea[s may function as molecular swilches for replication and [ranscription. Disruption of hydrogen bonds between the complementary strands and formation of intrastrand hydrogen bonds within the regron ol an
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5,...ATACGGGTGCCACA
3'...TATGCCCACGGTGT
DNA sequence with inverted repeats
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FIGURE 2.28
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Formation of cruciform structures in DNA.
The existence of inverted repeats in double-stranded DNA is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the formation of cruciform stmctures. In relaxed DNA, cruciforms are
not likely to form because the linear DNA accommodates more hydrogen-bonded stacked
base pairs than the cruciform structure, making the formation of the latter thermodlrramically unfavored. Unwinding is followed by intrastrand hydrogen bond formation between
the two syrnmetrical parts of the repeat to produce the cruciform stmcture. Formation of
cruciform structures is not favored over DNA regions that. consist of mirror repeats because
such cruciforms would be constructed from parallel rather than antiparaliel DNA strands.
Instead, certain mirror repeats tend to form triple helices.

inverted repeat produce a cruciform structure (Figure 2.28). The loops generated
by cruciform formation require the unpairing of 3-4 bases at the end of the "hairpin." Depending on the sequence, these structures may be only slightly destabilizing because residues in the loop can remain stacked at the end of the helix. Overall,
a biological function for cruciforms is only circumstantial and has not been estabIished.

Triple-Stranded DNA
Work in the 1950s and I960s with poll,rucleotides showed that some combinations of sequences formed triple-stranded complexes rather than the expected
double helices. For example, poly(dA) and poly(dT) formed complexes with a 1:2
stoichiometry An important clue to the structure of these complexes was the fact
that at least one strand of the complex must contain a homopurine sequence. Even

when participating in Watson-Crick base pairing, purines possess two potential
hydrogen bonding sites in the major groove: N-7 and 0-6 for guanine, N-7 and
6-NH2 for adenine. Nucleoside bases in the major groove with appropriate pattems
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TAT base kiplet

C+GC base triplet

FIGURE 2.29
Hoogsteen triple helix.
Triple helices can be formed by flormation of Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between the homopurine strand of a double helix and a parallel homopyrimidine srrand. The resulting
isomorphous base triplets, TAT and C+GC, provide for sequence selective binding.

of hydrogen-bond donors and accep[ors can form selective Hoogsteen (Figure
2.29) or reversed-Hoogsteen (Figure 2.30) base rriplets. For example, a th).rynine
can selectively form two Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds to the adenine of an A-T pair.
Likewise, a protonated cltosine can form two Hoogsteen H bonds with the guanine
of a G-C pair, resulting in a base triplet isomorphous to the T-A-T. The pK, of cytidine is approximately 4.5, and triple helices containing c-G-c triplets show a
strong dependence on pH. However, the templating effect of the triplet raises the
apparent p& of the cytosine, making it easier to protonate this residue, even in so-

lutions that are only mildly acidic (pH 6). When binding ro a homopurinehomopyrimidine (pu ' py) sequence of DNA, rhe third strand orients irself parallel
to the purine-rich strand and binds with high sequence selecrivity (Figure 2.29).
The unique Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding patterns of guanine and adenine provide
for specificity similar to the watson-crick pairs. Reversed-Hoogsteen hydrogen
bonding is also possible if the orientarion of the third strand is reversed (i.e., an-
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tiparallel to the purine strand, Figure 2.30). Selective tripiets can be formed between an adenine and the A-T pair as well as between a guanine and a G-C pair. A
reversed-Hoogsteen tdplet could also be formed between th),rnine and A-T, but the
resulting triplet is not isomorphous to the pu'pu'py triplets. These base triplets are
not isomorphous; that is, the sugar l'-carbons of residues in the third strand are
not in the same location relative to the double helix. However, the backbone is able
to accommodate the distortions that result from incorporation of these triplets.
In both triple helix motifs, base stacking plays an impofiant role in stabilizing
the structure. However, bringing three negatively charged backbone strands to-
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GGC base triplet
R
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TAT base triplet

FIGURE 2.30

Reversed Hoogsteen triple helix.
Tiiple helices can be formed by antiparallel binding of an oligonucleotide to the homopurine strand of a Watson-Crick double helix Reversed Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding
produces three possible tflplets: GGC, AAT, and TAf. These triplets are not isomorphous
because the sugars (represented by R) are positioned differently with respect to the

Watson-Crick base pair.
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FICURE 2.31

Intramolecular triple helices-H-DNA.
Polypurine-polypyrimidine regions of DNA with a mirror repear s),Tnmerry can form
an intramolecular triple helix in which the third strand lays in the major groove,
whereas its complementary strand acquires a single-stranded conformation.
Redrawn Jrom sinden, R R DNA structure and Function New yorh: Acodemic press. 1994

gether in a triple helix results in a significant increase in electrostatic repulsion.
Thus the triple-helical complex is less stable than the associated warson-Crick
double helix. Furthermore, t-riple helix formarion is highly salt dependent. In
particular, the presence of Mg2+ and other multivalenr cations stabilizes the triple
helix by shielding rhe phosphate charges.
Intramolecular triple helices can be formed by disruption of double-helical
DNA with polypurine sequences in mirror repeats A mirror repeat is a region such
as AGGGGA that has the same base sequence when read in either direction from
a central point. Refolding generates a triple-srranded reg and a single-stranded
loop in a struc[ure called H-DNA (Figure 2.31). Even ugh rhe formation of
H-DNA is thermodynamically unfavorable, primarily because of a loss of stacklng
in[eractions in the single-stranded loop, intramolecular triple helices have been detected in cellular DNA when under superhelical stress. Apparently, DNA supercoiling provides the energy to drive the unwinding of DNA that is necessary for
the formation of the triple helix. Triple-strand formation produces a relaxarion of
negative supercoils. Also, the binding of proteins to the single-stranded DNA may
further stabilize the H-DNA structure and prevenr degradation of the loop by
nucleases.

Many sequences in eukaryotic genomes have the potential to form triplestranded DNA structures. such regions occur with much higher frequency than expected from probability considerations alone. Polypurine tracts over 25 nucleotides
Iong consti[ute as much as O.5o/o of some eukaryotic genomes. These porential triple
helical regions are especially common near sequences invoived in gene regulation.
Because of this facr, it has been proposed rhat H-DNA may play a role in control of
transcription (synthesis of RNA from DNA). The abilities of rriple-helical DNAs to
interfere with transcription have also led to efforts to use in[ermolecular triple helices to control artificially RNA synrhesis and subsequent protein synrhesis. The
therapeutic potential of oligonucleotides capable of forming rriplex DNA with segments of DNA having Hoogsleen base pairing porential is discussed in Clinical Correlation 2.4. A mukiplicity of orher potential biological tasks has been proposed for
triple-helical DNA, including possible roles in initiation and termination of replication and recombina[ion. However, [here is not definitive evidence to prove a bioIogical role for triple-helical DNA.
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Hereditary Persistence of Fetal Hemoglobin
Hereditary persistence of fetai hemoglobin (HPFH) is a group of conditions in which fetal hemoglobin sprthesis is not turned off with development but continues into adulthood. fhe homozygous form of
the disease ls extremely uncommon, being characterized by changes
in red blood cells similar to those found in heterozygous p-thalassemia.
HPFH, in either the homozygous or he[erozygous state, is associated
with mild clinical or hematologic abnormalities. Mild musculoskeletal pains may occur infrequently, but HPFH patients are generally
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The disease results from faiiure in control o[ transcription from
human G7- and A7-globin genes Affected chromosomes fail to switch
from 7- to B-chain s)mthesis Expression of these genes appears to be
affected substantially by formatlon o[ an intramolecular DNA triplex
structure located about 200 bp upstream from the initiation site for
transcription of genes, specifically between positions - I94 and -2I5.
Hemoglobin genes of patients contain mutations in positions
- I95, - I96, - 198, and -202. Mutatior$ at -202 involve changes
lrom C to G and C to I at -198 from T to C, at -196 from C to T,
and at -I95 from C to G These mutations influence the stability of
the intramolecular DNA triple helix.
In general, the presence of polypurine-polypi,rimidine sequences
sufficientiy long to form intramolecular triple heiices tends to repress
transcription, while short polypurine-polypyrimidine segments that
are unable ro induce triple helix formation have no effect on transcription. ln the case of HPFH, a remarkable correspondence is no[ed
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between base changes that destabilize formalion of the triple helix
and presence of the genetic disease.
Ulrich, M J., Gray, W J , and Ley, T

J

An intramolecular DNA tdplex is

disrupted by point mutations associated wrth hereditary persistence o[ fetal hemoglobin J. Bid Aem. 267:18649, 1992 and Bacolla, A , Ulrich, M J , Larson, J E-, Ley, T. J , and Wells, R D An intramolecular triplex in the human
gamma-globin 5'-flanking region is altered by point mutations associated wlth
hereditary persistence of fetal hemoglobin J Biol Chem 270:24556, 1995

Four-Stranded DNA
Guanine nucleotides and highly G-rich poipucleotides form novel tetrameric struc-

tures called G-quartets. These struc[ures fea[ure a planar al:lay of Suanines
connected by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds (Figure 2.32). The quartels can stack
upon each o[her [o form a multilayered structure A variety of four-stranded struc[ures is possible, differing in the relative orientalions of the strands. When four separate pol)rnucleotides in[eract, a parallel arrangemen[ of all four strands is possible
(Figure 2.33). There are also three possible isomeric antiparallel arrangements;

FIGURE 2.32

The structure of a G-quartet.
The four copianar guanines form a tetrameric
structure by formation of Hoogsteen hydrogen
bonds The cavity in the center o[ the quartet
can accommodate a sodium or potassium ion
with coordlnation by the four 0-6 oxygens

these are preferred where the tetraplex involves in[ramolecular foiding when one
polJrrucleotide supplies two or more strands of the complex. Ali of [he structures
are stabilized by the presence of metal cations, especially sodium and potassium.
These ca[ions in[eract with guanine oxygens (0-6), binding in the hole formed in
[he center of the quartet structure. Metai ions can be positioned in the quartet p]ane
or between two adjacent planes. In the latter arrangement, eight oxygens are available to coordinate the i.on. The selec[ive stabilization by Na+ and K+ compared [o
Li+ or Cs* is due to the abilities of the ions to fit into the cavity formed by the
quartet structure: lithium ions are too small and cesium ions are too large to blnd
effectively. Uniquely, these ions are completely buried within the polprucleotide,
and only those ions on the ends of a tetraplex structure can remain coordinated to
any wa[er molecules In addltion to the entropically favored release of water molecules from the metal ions, the ions reduce the overali amount of negative charge
that accumulates from the four-stranded slructure.
While G-tetraplexes have been observed by X-ray diffraction and NMR spectroscopy, their exis[ence in vivo has not been proved. However, there are biological
processes where G-rich polynucleotides are important, and a possible role for
G-tetraplexes has been proposed. The ends of eukaryotic chromosomes (telomeres)
contain repetitive G-rich sequences. Human lelomeres contain 800-2400 copies of
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the hexameric repeat sequence (TTdAdGdGdG)^ and rerminate in a single-stranded
olerhang that is roughly 150 nucleotides long. Inyitro studies indicate that oligonucleotides with this sequence can form tetraplex structures. It is not known what
role, if any, tetraplexes play in telomere functions. However, telomeres aie attracting attention as targets for new anticancer chemotherapies (see clin. corr. 2.5). In
addition, G-tetraplexes have been implicated in recombination of immunoglobulin
genes and in dimerization of double-stranded genomic RNA of the human im-

munodeficiency virus (HIV).

Investigation of the potential quadruplex structures of the guanine-rich seto the identification o[ another four-stranded DNA
structure involving the complementary cltosine-rich sequences. X-ray diffraction
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments have shown that C-rich
quences of telomeres has led

Four-stranded structures can arise from
stacking of G-quartets. Quadruplex structures in which all four srrands are parallel
can form from four single-stranded
G-rich tracts of polynucleotides. Several
isomeric quadruplexes can form some
strands oriented antiparallel to the others.
This arrangement frequently occurs when
one polynucleotide provides two or more
strands of the quadruplex structure and
may be formed by the G-rich sequences
of telomeric DNA.

k

Redrawn Jrom Sinden,
R. DNA Srructure and
Function New Yorh: Acadanic Press, 1994
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2.5

Telomerase as a Target for Anticancer Agents
Telomeres, the ends of linear eukaryotic chromosomes, are critical for
maintaining the stability of the genome Telomeres are progressively
shortened during each cycle of cell division Upon reaching a critical

length, programmed cel1 death (apoptosis) occurs Rrbonucleoprotein
telomerase acts to maintain or lengthen the telomeres but is not active in normal somatic cells Telomerase activity has been detected in
most tumor celI lines and may be responsible for th r immortalization, and increased telomerase activity rn tumors can e correlated to
poorer clinical prognoses. Thus this enz)'rne is an attrac[lve target for
anticancer chemotherapies
Two approaches are being examined for selective inhibition of
relomerase. The first involves targeting of the RNA-containing portion
of the enzyme. This RNA serves as the template for extension of the
telometic repeat sequence Modilied nucleic acids such as 2 '-O-methyl
RNAs and peptide nucleic acids have been shown to bind to telomeric RNA in immortal human cells and inhibit telomerase activlty.
This treatment ultimately resulted in cell death These nucleic acid

derivatives were chosen because of their resistance to nuclease degradatron and high affinlties for forming double-helical complexes with

RNA A second approach toward telomerase inhibition involves use
of drugs that bind to G-quadruplex DNA Large aromatic molecules
such as porphyrins and anthraquinones selectively bind and stabilize

G-quadruplex DNA structures Although

in vivo

existence of

G-quadruplexes has not been demonstrated, some of these compounds
have been shown to inhibit telomerase activit)z Further studies will be
necessary to determine antitumor activities of these compounds

Herbert, B-S, Pitts, A E, Baker, S 1, Hamilton, S E., Wright,W E, Shay,J
W, and Corey, D R lnhibition of human telomerase in immortal human cells
leads to progressive [elomere shorrening and cel1 death Proc Natl Acad. Sci

USA96:14276,1999; and Sun, D, Thompson, B, Cathers, B- E, Salazar, M,
Kerwin, S M, Trent,J O,Jenkins, T C, Neidle, S, and Hurley, L. H lnhibition of human lelomerase by a G-quadruplex-interactive compound. J Med
Chem 40:2113.1997

oligodeoxyribonucleolides can form a completely novel t]?e of four-stranded complex called i-DNA (Figure 2 34). This structure is composed of two pairs of duplexes that mutually intercalate to form a four-s[randed struclure The duplex region is composed of two parallel strands joined by C-C base pairs lnstead of
stacking with neighboring base pairs, each C-C pair stacks on C-C pairs from a second duplex, formi.ng an interdigitated four-stranded complex The duplexes are oriented antiparallel to each other. The struclure is stabilized by protonatlon of one o[
the cytosine bases at N-3 This allows for the formation ol rhree hydrogen bonds
in the C-C base pair, and the positive charges partly counterac[ the interslrand
phosphate-phosphate repulsions. Although C-rich telomeric polynucleotide sequences have been found to form i-DNA complexes, their consi.derably higher stability at pH 5-6 cas[s doubt on their physiological relevance. However, the highly
unusual architecture demonstrates the structural varlability that ls possible in nucleic acids.

Slipped DNA
DNA regions with direct repeat symmetry can form slructures known as slipped,
mispaired DNA (SMP-DNA). Their formation involves the unwinding of the double helix and realignmenl and subsequenl pairing of one copy of the direct repeat
with an adjacent copy on the other strand This realignment generales two single-

H

\

FICURE 2.34

i.DNA.
Another four-stranded DNA that ma), be related to lelomerlc DNA is
that formed by C-rich sLrands i-DNA consists ol two interdigitated
palrs of duplexes containing C-C base pairs The favorable protonation
o[ one of the cytosines in each pair explains the greater stability of this
structure at acidic pH values
Rtdtctwn lront Fcigon,./ Curr Biol 3:611, 1993
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Slipped, mispaired DNA.
Presence of two adjacent tandem repeats (a) can give rise ro one
of two isomers of slipped, mispaired DNA In one of these isomers (b) the second copy of the direct repeat in top strand pairs
with first copy of repeat on bottom strand. Pairing of first copy
of direct repeat in top strand with second copy of direcr repeat
in bottom strand produces second isomer (c). A pair of singlestranded loops is generated in both isomers.

stranded loops (Figure 2.35). Two isomeric strucrures of an SMP-DNA are possible.
One generates a loop that consis[s of the 5'-direct repeat in both strands, and the
other produces loops of the 3'-direct repea[. Atthough SMP-DNA has 4ot yer been
identified in yiyo, genetic evidence sugges[s that this type of DNA is undoubredly
involved in spontaneous frameshift mutagenesis that is manifested as base addition
or deletion occurring within runs of single bases (Figure 2.36). Deletions and du-
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FICURE 2.36

Frameshift mutagenesis by DNA slippage.
DNA replication within a run of a single base can produce a slngle-base
frameshift. In the example shown here, a run of five As is replicated and, depending on whether a slippage occurs in progeny strand or template strand, a T may
be added or deleted from the DNA.
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Expansion of DNA Triple Repeats and Human
fhe

presence of reiterated three-base-pair DNA sequences has been
noted in a number of human genetic dlseases including fragile X s1,ndrome, myotonic dystrophy, X-linked spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (Kennedys sJrrdrome), spinocerebellar
atd Huntington's
^taxta,
disease These diseases are associated with expansion of certain triplet
nucleotide repeats that appear to be overrepresented in the human
genome. Repeats can be present in different locations near or within
the associated gene In all cases, expansion of the triplet interferes

with normal functioning of the protein. In many

cases, a loss of
protein function occurs, but in some cases, the gain of a deieterious
function occurs. Fragile X slndrome, a leading cause of mental retardation, is characterized by expansion of a GCC triplet Diseases associated with expansion of triplets are characterized by an increase in
severity o[ the disease with each successive generation, which is
known as anticipation. Norma1ly, about 30 copies of this triplet are
present on the 5'-side of a gene associated with the disease, the FMR-I
gene The site of the repeat is expanded to as many as 300 copies in
males that carry fragtle X gene mutations but have no symptoms of

the disease Offspring of male carriers who express the disease can
have a remarkable expansion of the triplet repeat, up to thousands of
copies. The disease develops when normal expression of the FMR-I
is turned off. Methylation of CpG dinucleotides presenr rn CGG
triplets appears to be associated wlth shutring off the FMR-1 gene.
Tiiplet expansion may result from slipped mispairing during
DNA sy,nthesis. Because o[ massive amplification that characterizes
the diseases associated with triplet expansion, repeated or multiple
slippage would have to be involved to explain the high degree of expansion. One possible mechanism for expansion involves slippage of
nascent DNA during lagging strand synthesis. This process may be
aided by formation of a stable hairpin structure by the slipped loop.
Repetition of this process leads to accumulation o[ large numbers of
triplet repeats that result in disease
gene

Timchenko, L T. and Caskey C T Tripler repeat disorders: discussion ofmolecular mechanisms Cell, Mol LiJe Sci 55:1432, 1999 Figure redrawn from
Wells, R D J Biol Chem 271:2875, L996

Triplet repeats

Leading strand

Slipped hairpin

-

plications of DNA segments that are longer than a single base can occur durlng
DNA replication be[ween direct repeats, causing slipped-looped s[mctures. DuplicaLion of certain simple tdplet repeats that are implicated as the basis of several
human genetic diseases (see CIi.n. Corr. 2.6) may also occur by this mechanlsm

z.+ I HrcHrR oRorR oNR srRucruRr
With the exception of RNA-containing viruses, aIl life on Earrh

uses DNA to srore

genetic information. The length of DNA varies from species to species and ranges
from a few thousand base pairs for small viruses, to millions of base pairs in bacteria, and to bilhons of base pairs in plants and animals. ln al1 organisms, the
contour length (length of the DNA assuming a B-form double helix) of genomic
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DNA is usually much larger than the size of the cell containing rhe DNA. For
example, a medium-sized virus, such as,\ phage, contains 4.8 X I01 bp of DNA,
which has a length of 16.5 ;,r,m. However, the length of the viral particle is only
0.19 pm. The common bacterium Escheichia coli is approximately 2 pm long and
possesses a single chromosome with 4.6 X 106 bp and a contour length of I.5 mm.
The size of the DNA of higher cells is even larger. A single diploid human cell
contains 6 x IOe bp of chromosomal DNA packaged in 46 chromosomes. The
contour length of this DNA approaches 2 meters, all of which is conrained wirhin
a nucleus, about l0 p,m in diameter. It is clear [hat the DNA of all organisms musr
be exquisitely packaged.

Cenomic DNA May Be Linear or Circular
With the exception of a few small bacteriophages such as 0X174 that can acquire
a single-stranded form, most DNAs exist as double-helical complexes. Depending
on the source of the DNA, the complexes can be linear or circular For example,
DNAs of several small viruses are linear double-stranded helices. Some DNAs
have naturally occurring interior single-stranded breaks. Breaks found in natural
bacteriophage DNA result mostly from broken phosphodiester bonds, although
occasionally a deoxyribonucleoside residue may be missing. DNA of T5 phage
consists cf one intact s[rand and a complementary strand, which is really four
well-defined complementary fragments ordered perfecrly along the inract srrand. A
similar regularity in the points of strand breaks is noted, for example, in Pseud,omonas
aeruglnosa phage 83, but generally interior breaks seem to be randomly distributed.
The double-helical structure is maintained because the breaks in one strand are generally in different locations from breaks in the complementary strand. Chromosomes in higher organisms can also be linear. For example, each of the 46 chromosomes in a diploid human cell is a linear DNA and each is comprised of two
very long DNA strands in a double-helical complex.
Circular DNA results from the formation of phosphodiester bonds between
the 3'- and 5'-termini of linear pollnucleotides. The circular nature o[ the singlestranded phage QXI74 DNA was suspected from studies that showed [hat no ends
were available for reactions with exonucleases. Sedimentation studies also revealed
that enz),rnatic cleavage at an interior nucleotide residue yrelded only one pol1mucleotide. These results were later confirmed by direct observa[ion with electron
mlcroscopy.

Double-helical DNAs can also be circularized by joining each of the pollnucleotide strands through phosphodiester bonds. This process has been observed for
the linear DNA of I phage. Before entering E. coli, the host cell, the phage DNA is
Iinear and double-stranded wirh single-stranded overhangs on [he 5'-terminus of
each strand. These overhangs are approximately 20 nucleotides in length and have
complementary sequences. Upon infection of the host, circularization occurs by hybridization of the ends to each o[her. Formation of phosphodiester bonds berween
the 3'- and 5'-ends of each strand by the enz).ryne DNA ligase produces a covalently closed circle (Figure 2.37). Obviously, the strands of a circular DNA cannot
be irreversibly separated by denaturation because they exist as intertwined closed
circles. The absence of 3'- or 5'-termini provides an evolutionary advantage because
it endows the circular DNA with complete resis[ance toward exonucleases, which
improves the longevity of DNA.
DNA from a number of sources occurs naturally in a circular form. Many
viruses have circular DNA at some point in rheir life cycle. Most (if not ali) DNA
in bac[eria exists as closed circles. This includes the bacterial chromosomes as well
as smaller extrachromosomal DNA called plasmids. Plasmid DNAs are generally a
few thousand base pairs long and encode accessory genes such as antibiotic resistance genes. Plasmi.ds are maintained and replicated separately from chromosomal
DNA. A bac[erium can contain hundreds of copies of a given plasmid. Other organisms, such as yeasts, also carry circular plasmids. Mitochondria and chloroplasts

3',

Linear doub e-stranded

/
DNA
ligase
----->

Open-circle

DNA

Closed-circle DNA

FIGURE 2.37

Circularization of I DNA.
DNA of bacteriophage ,\ exists in linear and circular forms, which are interconvertible.
Circularization of I DNA is possible because the
5'-overhangs of the linear form are complementary sequences.
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in eukaryotic cells contain circular DNAs. These DNAs are typicaily similar in size
to bacterial chromosomes (200-1500 x 103 bp) and encode for unique proreins
used by the organelles The presence of an independent "genome" and a marked
similarity to cyanobacteria have lead to the hypothesis that these organelles were
derived from bacteria that formed a symbiori.c relarionship with eukaryotic cells
billions of years

ago.

Circular DNA ls Superhelical
Circuiar double-stranded DNA is formed by ligating toge[her the free [ermini of a
linear DNA. If no other manipulations are introduced, the resulting circular DNA
will be relaxed; that is, it will have the thermodynamically favored srrucrure of
B-DNA Surprisingly, relaxed DNA has greatly reduced activity in a number of crucial biological processes including replication, lranslation, and recombination. The
biologically active form of DNA is superhelical, a topologically strained isomer created by either underwinding or overwinding the double helix. Before llgation of the
two ends of a linear B-form DNA to form a relaxed circle, the double helix con[ains
about I0.5 bp per complete turn. If the DNA is untwisted before sealing the circle,
the resulting struc[ure will be strained (Figure 2 38). The unrwisting of the helix
reduces the total number of helical turns present in the circular s[ructure. There are
two ways that the underwinding of the helix can be accommodated. One is to disrupt the base pairing over a small region of the DNA, producing a pair of singlestranded loops in a relaxed circular structure Loss ofbase stacking in this struc[ure
is energetically unfavorable However, if all base stacking is maintained, the underwinding generates a torsional strain in the backbone of the double helix. To relieve

this strain the entire circular DNA can twist in a direction opposite to [he one in
which it was initially rotated. This results in the formation of a coiled coil, berrer
known as a superhelix. Underwound DNA is said to be negatively supercoiled, and

One
helical

Base pairs reunite and
one right-handed
(negative) supercoil
is tormed to
compensate for
the increase
in tension

Free
ends
link

turn is
unwound

------------>

Partially unwound

circular DNA

Normal
linear DNA

Circular DNA
with a righthanded (positive)
supercoil

Partially unwound
linear DNA

FICURE 2.38

Negative DNA supercoiling.
Right-handed supercoils (negatively supercoiled DNA) are formed if relaxed DNA is partially unwound Unwindlng may lead to a disruption of hydrogen bonds or alternarively
produce negative supercoils The negative supercoils are lormed to compensate for the increase in tension that is generated when disrupted base pairs are reformed.
Redrawn Jrom Darnell,

L

bdish, H , and Bqltimore,

D

Molecular Cell Biology New Yorh: Freeman, 1986
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FICURE 2.39

Relaxed and supercoiled DNA.
Relaxed DNA can be converted ro either right- or lefrhanded superhelical DNA Rlghthanded DNA (negatively supercoiled DNA) is the form normally presenr in cells. Lefthanded DNA may also be transiently generared as DNA is subjected to enzl,rnatically caralyzed transformations (replication, recombination, etc.) and it is also present in cerrain

bacterial species The distinctly different patterns of folding for right- and left-handed DNA
superhelices are apparent in this representation
Redrawn Jrom Dornell,

I

, Lodish, H , and Baltimore,

D

Molecular Cell Biology New Yorh: Freeman, 1986

the resulting superhelix is righr-handed (Figure 2.39). Similarly, overwound DNA
is positively supercoiled and forms a left-handed superhelix. In general, a dyrramically imposed compromise is reached berween hydrogen bond disruption and supercoiling. ln practice, however, this means that supercoiled DNA may consist of
superhelical structures with an enhanced tendency to generate regions with disrupted hydrogen bonding (bubbles).
In clrcular DNA that is initially relaxed, the transient strand unwinding would
tend to introduce compensating supertwis[s. However, if DNA is superhelical to
begin with, the density of the superhelix will rend to flucruare wirh the "breathing"'
of the helix. AI1 naturally occurring DNA molecules are underwound and have a
deficit of helical turns. They exist as negarive superhelices wirh a superhelical density that remains remarkably constant among different DNAs. Normally one negative twist is found for every 20 turns of the helix. Superhelical s[ress from an over-

wound helix can be relieved by positive supercoiling or by unwinding of a
Ieft-handed double helix. Positive supercoils can be generared by specialized
enzyrnes, [he topoisomerases, and may be present transiently in yiyo b:ut are rarely

found in cellular DNA.
Positive and negative supercoils can, in principle, coexis[ temporarily within a
DNA molecule. If equal numbers of negative and positive supercoils are present, the
DNA molecule must still be considered "relaxed" because i[ may return to a relaxed
state without the breaking of phosphodiesrer bonds. A rubber band, which in its
normal unstrained form might be visualized as a circular relaxed structure (without
supercoils), can be used as such a model (Figure2.40). Grasping this band firmly
at opposite sides and twisting one side of the band generates a structure characterized by two topological domains, with twisting of opposite handedness, thal are
clearly visible when the two sides are pulled apart. If the opposire sides are brought
back close together, each domain becomes supertwisted; that is, each domain generates a supercoil This requires an input of energy since the supertwisted state does

FIGURE 2.40

Superhelical model for DNA.
A rubber band represents the topological properties of double-stranded circular DNA The reIaxed form of the band, shown in (a), has been
twisted to generate two dlstinct domains, separated by the pair of "thumb-lorefinger anchors,"
as shown in (b) Left-handed (counterclockwise)
turns have been introduced into the upper section o[ the band, wrth compensating righthanded (clockw,rse) turns present into the bottom section When the "anchors" are brought
into close proximity with each other as shown
in (c), the upper section that contained the lefthanded turns forms a right-handed superhelix
The bottom section produces a left-handed superhelix Clearly, superhelicity is not the property of a DNA molecuie as a whole but rather a
property of speclfic DNA domains
Redrawn Jrom Sinden, R R andWells,R D Curr Opin
Biotech 3:612,1992
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not represent the low-energy state of the rubber band. When the band is released
from the grasp thar restrains rotation, it can re[urn to lts original relaxed conformation. During these manipulations, the physical structure of the band has remained intact. A difference between the rubber band model and cellular DNA is
that the latter exists almost exclusively in supercoiled form

Ceometric Description of Superhelical DNA
The topologr of circular DNA can be mathematically described by three values:
linking number, twisting number, and writhing number. The linking number, L,
is an i.nteger number defined as the number o[ times one poly,nucleotide strand
winds around the other. In circular DNAs, this number is cons[ant, provided that
no covalent bonds are broken. Right-handed winding produces positive values for
L. The number of double-helical turns in a DNA defines the twisting number, I In
a B-DNA, the twisting number can be determined by dividing the number of base
pairs by 10.5, the ayetage number of base pairs per helical turn. In a relaxed circular DNA in the B-conformation, one poll,nucleotide slrand twists around the
other every 10.5 bp. Thus, in this situation, the linking number is equal to the
twisting number (L : T). However, this is not always the case. In DNA that has
been underwound or overwound before closure into a circular s[ruc[ure, the linking number is changed. Local unwinding or overwinding (if possible) of the double helix relieves the strain and is accompanied by a change in the twisting number such thar AL : AT. However, as was discussed above, the DNA prefers to
incorporate supercoils to relieve the strain while maintaining the B-form structure.
The number of supercoils defines the writhing number, \M One supercoil can compensate for each change in the linking number; therefore, if the twisting is not
changed, AL : AW. However, the circular DNA can compensate for changes in
Iinking by incorporating both changes in twisting and writhing. This relationship
can be described by the equation

AL:

AT +

A\.1/

For any circular DNA, the linking number will equal the sum of the twisting and
writhing numbers,

L:T*W
Thus DNAs with a specific linking number can acquire various different topological conformations, and different types of superheiices may be formed. However, all
conforma[ions with the same linking number are interconvertible without breaking
any covalent bonds. Therefore iinking number is a cons[ant for any covalently
closed circular DNA.
Various forms of supercoiled DNAs can be described using L, T, and W'numbers. The mental exercise shown in Figure 2.4I iilustrates how these numbers
apply. It should be recalled that the turns of the typical double helix are rlght

handed. Therefore,

:

if

a hypothetical linear DNA duplex that

is I0 turns iong

10 and T : 10) is unwound by, say, one [urn, the resulting structure will have
the following characteris[ics: L : 9 and T: 9 A potentially equivalent structure
can be formed if ends of the same hypothetical DNA are secured so tha[ they cannot ro[ate and the molecule is looped in a counterclockwise manner. Since in this
case untwis[ing is not permitted to occur, the number of helical turns remains

(L

unchanged; that is, T: f0. However, as a result of "looping" operations, linking
number is now reduced by 1; that is, L:9. The structure resulting from this deliberate in[roduction of a loop is visibly superhelical. Furthermore, the application
of the equation that rela[es values of L, f, and W'indicates that W must be equal
to -1; that is, the structure is a negative superhelix with one supercoil.
Thetwostructuresdescribedabove, [L :9,T:9,W:0]
and [L: 9, f : 10,
W: - 11, have the same linking number and are interconver[ible without the disruption of any phosphodiester bonds. The potential equivalence of these two types
of structure becomes more apparent when ends of pollnucleotides in each s[ruc-
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I

Close circle

L=9 f= 10W=-1

I

I
Topological equivalence

t=9,r=10,W=-1

L=9,7=9,W=O
FIGURE 2.41

Relationship of twisting and wrirhing.
An accurate representation of superhelical DNA structures can be
made, using the number of helical turns or twlsts, T, and the number
o[ supercoils or writhing number, I along with a third parameter,
the linking number, L, as defined in the text. The figure shows ways

of introducing one supercoil into a DNA segment of I0 duplex turns
and the parameters of the resulting superhelices
Redrawn with permission t'rom Cantor, C R and Schimmel, p R Biophysical
Chemistry Part

III

San Francisco: Freeman, 1980 Copynght @ 1980

ture are joined into a circle without strands being allowed to rota[e. Circulariza[ion
produces an inLerwound circular stmcture (a number 8-shaped structure referred
to as a plectonemic coil) or a doughnut-shaped superhelical arrangement referred
to as a toroidal turn, both of which are freely interconvertible. An interwound turn,
shown in Figure 2.42, can be produced by unfolding a toroidal turn along an axis
that is distinct from the supercoil axis.
Real superhelical DNA exists as an equilibrium among many forms that have
the same linking number but different numbers of helical turns and superrwists. A1though linking number is a constant and an integer, the number of rwists can
change in positive and negative increments, which are compensa[ed by negative and

Supercoil axis

FICURE 2.42

Equilibrium between two equivalent supercoiled forms of DNA.
Forms shown are freely interconvertible by unfolding the doughnut-shaped
toroidal form along an axis parallel to rhe supercoil axis or by folding the
number 8-shaped interwound (plectonemic) form along an axis perpendicular to the supercoil axis. The two forms have the same W', T, and L numbers.
Plectonemic

Redrawn with permission Jrom Cantor, C R. and Schimmel, p R. Biophysical Chemisrry
Part
San Francisco: Freeman, 1980. Copynght @J980
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positive changes in the writhing number. DNA supercoils are distribu[ed as mixtures of pleclonemic and toroidal coils and untwisted regions of the double helix
Although the closed-circular form of DNA is ideal for acquiring a superhelical
slructure, any segmenl of double-stranded DNA that is immobllized at both ends
can also be superhelical The DNA of eukaryotic ce1ls, for instance, can acquire a
superhelical form because its anchoring by nuclear proteins creates numerous
closed topological domains. A topological domain is defined as a DNA segment
contained in a manner that restrains rota[ion of the double helix. Overall, whether
DNA is circular or linear, existence of negative superhelicity appears to be an important feature. Supercoiling promotes packaging of DNA within the confines of the
ce1l by facilitating formation of compact struclures. For instance, while the length
of DNA in each human chromosome is of the order o[ centimeters, condensed mltotic chromosomes are only a few nanometers 1ong. Negative superhelicity may also
be instrumental in facilitating the process of localized DNA strand separation during DNA repair, sl,nthesis, and recombination
Topoisomerases
Topoisomerases reguiate the formallon of superhelices. These enzymes change the
linking number, L, of DNA. Topoisomerases act by catalyzing the concerted breakage and rejoining of DNA s[rands, which produces a DNA that is more or less superhelical than the original. Topoisomerases are classified into type I, which break

only one slrand, and type II, which break both strands simultaneously Topoisomerases I act by making a [ransient single-strand break in a supercoiled DNA dup1ex, which changes the linking number by i.ncrements of one and results in relaxation of the supercoiled DNA (Figure 2.43).
Topoisomerases II act by binding to a DNA molecule in a manner that generates two supercoiied loops, as shown in step 1 of Figure 2.44.Because one loop
is positive and the other negative and there is no disruption of phosphodiester
bonds, the overall linking number remains unchanged Subsequently, the enzyme
nicks both s[rands and passes one DNA segment through this break before resealing it This manipulation inverts the sign of the positive supercoil, resulting in the
introduction of two negative supercoils and changing the linking number in incremen[s of [wo. Energy for the topoisomerase ll reaclion comes from the hydrolysis
of ATP, which is used to restore the enzyme's conformation. During [he reaction,
topoisomerases remain bound to DNA by a covalent bond between a tyrosyl residue
and a phosphoryl group at the inclsion site (a 5'-phosphotyrosine bond). This
Linkage number = n

Linkage

Nick of one
strand oJ DNA

(a)

Ends of broken
strand are ligated

lntact strand
passes through
break

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 2.43

Mechanism of action of topoisomerases I.
Topoisomerases I relax DNA by (a) binding to it and locally separating the complementary strands; then (b) nicklng one strand and
binding to the newly generated termini; and (c) passing the intact
strand through the gap generated by the nick and closing the gap by

restoring the phosphodiester bond. Thls glves rise to a relaxed structure (d)
RedrawnJromDean, E,Kaasnow, M A, Otte\ R, Mdtzuh, M M, and Spengler, S
J Cold Spring Harbor Symp Quant Biol 47:769,1983
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FICURE 2.44

Mechanism of action of topoisomerases II.
Stabilize
positive
node

Reseal
break on
Iront
side

Step

Step 3

1

Topoisomerases

II

(and gyrase) change the link-

ing number of DNA by binding to a DNA molecule and passing one DNA segmen[ through a
reversible break formed at a different segmenr of
[he same DNA molecule The mechanism of action of g1,rn5s is illustrated'above using as an example the conversion of a relaxed DNA molecule to a molecule that contains lirst two

inzyme-polFlucleotide bond conserves the energy o[ rhe interrupted phosphodi:ster bond for the subsequent repalr of the nick.
A subset ol type II topoisomerases, the-gyrases, are the only enzymes that in.roduce negative supercoils into relaxed ONe---.-These enzyrnes occur o.,ly in bactena; analogous eukaryotic topoisomerases have not been discovered Eukaryotes ap:rarently use the wrapping of DNA around chromosomal proteins for introduction
-'l negative supercoils into relaxed DNA Gyrase adds negative supercoils to DNA
,-.I a rale of about 100 per minute Regulation of supercoiling in celis requrres in' olvement ol both topoisomerase lllgyrase and topoisomerase I activities The bal-,nce between these two opposrng enz)rmatic activities keeps DNA at a precisely reg-.lated cellu1ar level of superheliciry. The ATP to ADp rarlo may play a role in rhis

supercoils, one positive and one negative (Step
1) Passage of a DNA segment through the positive supercoil shosn on the nghtmost part of
the figure (Srep 3) changes the linking number,
producing a molecule rhar .ontains trr'o negaLive
supercorls.
Redrawn with permtssion Ji?m Brarr n, P O antl CozN R Science 206:1081,1919 Coy'right @ 1979
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rrocess, since this ratio lnfluences gyrase activity. Compounds that inhibit
.rrpoisomerases and gyrases are also effective antibacterial and antitumor agents (see

-rrn Lorr. I /)

2.7
Topoisomerases in Treatment of Disease
CIINICAI- CORRETATIO N

Toporsomerases are emerging as important targets of antimicrobial
and antineoplas[ic agents These agents share a common principal

mechanism of action by interfering with the enzl,rne-catalyzed reroining of DNA strands, in effect inhlbiting one of rwo substeps rn the
action of topoisomerases Therefore topoisomerase drugs do not inhibit overall activity of the enz)-me, as is the case with most enzymeiargeting drugs. Instead, they rrap the immedrate complex between
iopoisomerase and DNA This may result in degradation of DNA, introduction of mutations, or inhibitron of translarion and replication
In treatment of cancers, both topoisomerases I and II can be tarqeted wlth therapeutic results. Camptothecin and its derivatives modrlv the function of topoisomerase-'l-iilElcellenr correlarion has been
noted between antitumor activity of various camptothecin derivatives
.rn murine leukemia and their in[erference with topoisomerase activ1t\: Camp[othecins may cause potentially 1etha1 lesions in cel1s tn the

iorm of drug-stabilized covalent DNA cleavage complexes Subsequent DNA replication may be a prerequisite for cel1 toxicirl The
therapeutic efficacy o[ camptorhecin derivarives may be improved by
Lncreased 1evels of topoisomerase I in some tumor cells such as advanced colon cancers Studies with two other potent antlneoplastic
tr gen ts-ern r-a-c_Ll.-ne.
-e4_ggpQqtde-rha r ac r selectively on topoisomerasesll indicate that these clinically useful drugs stabilize covalent
:opotsome145e- II-.D.]!A cleavage complexes by interfering with rhe
enz).,rne-mediated DNA religation reaction Indirect evldence also sugiests that these drugs may stimulate formarion of these complexes.
Contrary to observations regarding the importance of DNA replicatlon
-n expression of the cytotoxic effect of drugs that targer topoisomerase

I,

topoisomerase Il-mediated DNA breaks can exerr rheir cl.toroxic

effect in the absence oI ongoing DNA sprthesls. lnstead, 1etha1 lesions
induced by topoisomerase Il-targeted drugs may be dependent on re-

combinations and mutations at sites of formation of drug-induced
topoisomerase II-DNA complexes. Many anticancer agents including
aqlhracycllnes (including adriamycin and doxorubicin), srrrrheric intercaiators, ellipticines, and podophyllotoxins exerr rheir therapeutic
effects on toli6iso-mi:rases II. Hematologic neoplasms, such as lymphoid and nonlymphoid leukemias, high-grade non-Hodgkins 1ymphomas, and Hodgkins drsease, are treated mostly with combinations
of one or more topoisomerase II inhibitors with or wrthout additional
cytotoxlc agents.
Some topoisomerase inhibitors are also powerful antibacterial
agents. The quinolones are alarge class of antiblotics that selectively
inhibit gyrase and,/or topoisomerase IV Some common antibiotics in
this class include nalidixic acid and norfloxacin These antiblotics
bind to the glrrase-DNA complex, trapping an intermediate state. Because these enzlrnes are unique to bacteria, these drugs show high
selectivlty in their cytotoxic acrion. Quinolone antibiotics generally
show their greatest actil,lty against gram-negative bacteria such as Enterobacteiaceae, Neisseria, and Haemophilus, but recent analogs show
improved activity against gram-positive and anaerobic bacteria

Potmesil,

M

and Kohn,

KW

(Eds

)

NewYork:
Clinical applicarions of

DNA IopoisomerasesinCancer

Oxford University Press, I991; and Hooper, D
quinolones Biochem. Biophys Acta 1400:45, 1998
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Properties of DNA Topoisomerases

Enzyme

Typ""

E. coli topoisomeruse

|

AL

(top A)b

Increase L

Actittities
Relaxes negatively supercoiled

DNA

AL=l
Eukaryotic topoisomerase I

Increase or decrease L

from yeast (top 1)
E. coli topoisomerase
gyrase

AL
II or DNA

: +I

Increase or decrease L

LL -- -r2

(gyrA, grB)

E coli topoisomerase IV (parC,parE)

II

Increase L

Eukaryotic topoisomerase II

II

Increase or decrease L

Relaxes either positively or negatively

supercoiled DNA
Introduces negative supercoiling to DNA;
relaxes either positively or negatively
supercoiled DNA
DNA relaxing activity; it cannot introduce

LL:+2
LL: !2

from yeast (top 2)

E

coli topoisomerase

III

(top B)

Eukaryotic topoisomerase

lll

Increase L

AL=+1
(top 3)

Increase L

At:+1

negative supercoils
Relaxes positively

or negatively

supercoiled DNA
Relaxes negatively supercoiled DNA
decatenation activity
Specific activity on DNA with
single-stranded heteroduplex

I topoisomerases use Mg2* as cofactor but do not use ATP Type 1I topoisomerases require Mg2+ plus ATP
l'The name o[ rhe gene coding for lhe ropoisomerase
is shown in parentheses
" Type

Topoisomerases also catalyze other topological isomerizations (Table 2.4)
III topoisomerases have type I topoisomerase properties; that is, they
can relax supercoils without the requiremen[ of an energy source, such as ATP
hydrolysis. These topoisomerases may specialize in the resolution of interlocking
circular DNA products (catenales) that are generated just prior to the completion
of DNA replication. An unusual class of topoisomerases, reverse gyrases, has been
isolated from various species of archaebacteria, Remarkabiy, these gyrases inlroduce
positive supercoils into DNA Positive supercoiling may protect DNA from the
denaturing conditions of high temperature and acidity under which these bacteria
Bacterial type

exrs[.

Packaging

of Prokaryotic DNA

In prokaryotic cells DNA is organized

))
FIGURE 2.45

Bacterial chromosomes are packaged in
nucleoids.
The circular chromosome of a bacterium is compacted into about ,t0-50 loops oi supercoiled
DNA organized by a central RNA-protein scaf-

fold

DNase relaxes the structure progresstvely

by opening individual loops. one at a time
RNase completely unfolds the chromosome in
single step by disrupting the nucleoid core
Redrawn Jrom'Worcel, A tnd Burgl, E J Mol Biol
7

1:127 , 1972

a

as a single chromosome that contains a
double-stranded circular supercoll In an average bacterium such as E. coli, the contour length of the DNA is some 80 rimes larger than the diameter of the cel1. Thus
DNA must be packaged in a highly condensed form to fit inside the cell Bacrerial
chromosomes are organized into compacted structures, called nucleoids, by interaction of HU and H-NS proteins and participatlon of various cations, polyamines
(such as spermine, spermidine, putrescine, and cadaverine), RNA, and nonhistone
proteins (Figure 2.45). HU (molecular mass 18 kDa) exists as a hererodimer of rwo
nearly identical subunits (HU-1 and HU-2). Upon binding to DNA, HU changes the
shape and supercoiling of the double helix. In vitro, HU binding compacts DNA and
restrains supercoils in a concentration-dependent manner At an equimolar ratio,
the interaclion of DNA with HU prevents [opoisomerases lrom relaxing negatively
supercoiled DNA in the DNA-HU complex It also means that HU can inrroduce
supercoils in relaxed DNA. Higher concentra[ions of HU do not result in the restraining of additional supercoils. From the effects of HU on DNA supercoiling and
other evidence, it appears that HU bends DNA sharply into a tight circle. HU is primarily responsible for formation of a beaded nucleoid structure seen in prokaryotes H-NS, another abundant smal1 protein, may be involved in chromosomal organization either direcrly or indirectly through interaction with the HU proteins. In
E coli, the nucleoid consists o[ a single supercoiled DNA molecule organized into
about 40 loops, each of approximately I05 bp of DNA, that merge into a scaffold
rich in protein and RNA. In prokaryotic scaffolds, the Ioops are maintained by interaction between DNA and RNA, rather than DNA-protein in[eractions on1y, as in
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eukaryotes. As a result of formation of nucleoids, which have diameters of 2 pm,
the E. coli genome can easily be fit into the cell. Bacterial chromosomes are dl,namic
structures that bind and dissociate fairly rapidly. This may reflect the need for rapid
DNA synthesis, cell division, and transcription that characteize bacterial cells.

Organization of Eukaryotic Chromatin
DNA in eukaryotic cells is associated with various proteins to form chromatin. In
nondividing (interphase) cells, chromatin is amorphous and dispersed throughout
the nucleus. Just prior to cell division (meraphase), chromarin becomes organized

into compact structures called chromosomes. Each chromosome is characterized
by a centromere, which is the site for attachment to proteins that link the chromosome to the mitotic spindle. Telomeres define the termini of linear chromosomes. Chromosomes also con[ain sequences required for initiation of DNA replication (origin of replication).
The enormous length of the genome of most eukaryotes necessitates the division of genetic information into numerous independent domains, that is, chromosomes. The number of chromosomes observed is species specific; human cells con-

tain 46 chromosomes (chromatids) organized into 23 pairs. The average DNA
length of chromosomes is 1.3 X I08 bp or approximately 5 cm. Each human
chromosome consists of an intact DNA molecule varyrng in size from 263 X 106
bp for chromosome I to less than 50 X 106 bp for chromosome 23. The chromosomal organization that makes it possible for DNA to fit within a cell nucleus with
a diameter of approximately 10 ;.r,m requires a "condensation ratio" of more than
five orders of magnitude. During metaphase the DNA molecule is very tightly
wound. For example, human chromosome 16 is 2.5 pm long, whereas the DNA
molecule is 3.7 cm in each of the two chromatids, giving a condensation rario of
1.5 X 104:1. The parceling of DNA in 46 chromosomes provides for a further increase in the condensation ratio to 105: 1.
The early stages of DNA packing that lead ro formation of 30-nm fibers have
been studied extensively Less is known about later stages of DNA compaction in
which looped domains of the 30-nm fiber are organized into scaffolds and chromatid coils. At each stage of packing, shown in this model, DNA is condensed
severalfold (Figure 2.46). The cumulative effect of successive folding stages provides
the large condensation ratio necessary for packing of DNA within the nucleus. The
first stage of organization is formation of a "beads-on-a-string" structure consisting

FIGURE 2.45

Organization of DNA into chromosomes.

A speculative drawing showing the stepwise condensation of DNA into chromatin The DNA initially wraps around the histones of the nucleo-

with histone HI
produces the I0-nm nucleofilament, which is
subsequently packaged into a twisted, looped
struc[ure attached to a protein scaffold wrthin the
some core. Condensation

Metaphase
chromosome

chromosome.
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of DNA associa[ed with a class of highly basic proteins known as histones. These
bind tightly to DNA, formi.ng very stable complexes The "beads-on-a-string"
arrangement is seen in chromatin that has been treated under condi.ti.ons of low
lonic strength and examined under [he eiectron microscope. The "string" is free

DNA, and the "beads" contain DNA colled around histones.
Histones, regardless of their source, consisL of five types of polypeptides of differen[ size and composition. The most "conserved" histones are}Jr4 and H3, which
differ very little, even between extremely diverse species; histones H4 from peas and
cows are very similar, differing by only two amino acids, although these species diverged more than a billion years ago. The H2A and H2B are less highly conserved
but still exhibit substantial evolutionary stability, especially within their nonbasic
portions. Hl is quite distinct from the other histones, being larger, more basic, and
by far the most tissue-specific and species-specific histones. Vertebrates conlain an
additional histone, H5, which has a function similar to H1. As a result of [heir unusualiy high content of the basic amino acids lysine and arginine, histones are
highly polycationic and in[eract with the polyanionic phosphate backbone of DNA
to produce uncharged nucleopro[eins All five histones are characterizedby a central nonpolar domain, which forms a globular slructure, and N-terminal and
C-terminal regions that contain mosl of the basic amino acids The basic Nterminal regions of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 are the major si[es of interaction with
DNA. A heterogeneous group of proteins with high species and organ specificity is
also present in chromatin These proteins, grouped together as nonhislone proteins,
consist of several hundred members, most of which are present in trace amoun[s.
Many nonhistone proteins are associa[ed with various chromosome functions, such
as replicalion, gene expression, and chromosome organization.

Nuc/eosome s and Poly n u cl eoso m es
Histones interac[ with DNA to form a periodi.c "beads-on-a-string" structure, called
a poiynucleosome, in which an elementary unit, a nucleosome, is regularly repeated (Figure 2.47).Each nucleosome is a disk-shaped structure about 11 nm in
diameter and 6 nm in height that consists of a DNA segment and an octameric
histone cluster composed of two moiecules each o[ H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 hislones. Each cluster consists of a tetramer consisting of (H3)z-(H4)z with an H2AH2B dimer stacked on each face in the disk. The DNA is wrapped around the oc[amer as a negative toroidal superhelix with the central (H3)2-(H4), core interacting
with the central 70-80 bp of the surrounding DNA (Figure 2.48). Histones are in
contact with the minor groove of DNA and leave the major groove available for interaction with proteins that regulate gene expression and other DNA functions
The structure of the nucleosome core explains why eukaryotic cells lack topoisomerases that can underwind DNA. It appears that negative superhelicity is, instead, introduced lnto eukaryotlc cells as a result of DNA forming a toroidal coil
around the histone core (Figure 2.49). Such wrapping requires the removai of approximately one helical turn in DNA. When subjected to such wrapping, relaxed
DNA generates a negative toroidal supercoil within the region wrapped around the
histone core and a compensating positive supercoil elsewhere in the molecule, so
as to main[ain a constant linking number. Subsequent relaxation of the positive supercoil by eukaryotic topoisomerases leaves one net negative supercoil wirhin the
nucleosomai region.
Overall the nucieosome core consists of approximately 146 bp of DNA wrapped
around the histone octamer complex Polynucleosomes consis[ of numerous
nucleosomes joined by "linker" DNA, about 20-90 bp long. This DNA is associated with histone H1 that locks the coiled DNA in place; the resulting complex is
calied a chromatosome (Figure 2.48). The periodicity of nucleosome distribution
along the polyrrucleosome structure has been determined by controlled digestion
by a nuclease that preferentiaily attacks iinker DNA The distribution of these nucleosomes is not random with respect to the DNA base sequence. DNA does not
bend uniformly but rather bends gently and then more sharply around the histone
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Nucleosome core

(1 3/4 turn particle)

FIGURE 2.47

Chromatosome
(Two-turn particle +H1)

Models o[ the structure of the nucleosome complex.
The nucleosome core consists of approximately 146 bp of DNA corresponding to 1] superhelical turns wound around a histone octamer The chromatosome consists of abour I66 bp of DNA (two superhelical turns) The HI
hisrone is retalned by this parricle and is associated with the linker DNA, as
shown

FlGURE 2.48

X-ray structure o[ the nucleosome core.
The disk of the nucleosome core has been splir in half ro
show one turn of DNA wrapped around four hlstone molecules The dashed lines represent uns[rucrured parts of the
histone tails

R D and Lorch, Y. Cell 98:285,.1999, with
permission from Elsetrer Science
Repinted, from Kornberg,
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octamers. This suggests that DNA binding is sequence dependent and that positioning of nucleosomes may be influenced by the DNA sequence. ln fact, nucleosomes tend to associate preferentially with certain DNA regions. DNA tracts that resist binding, such as long A tracts or G-C repeats, are not usually associated with

nucleosomes. In contrast, certain bent DNA regions, for instance, periodically
phased A tracts, associate strongly with histones. Nucleosome core particles migrate
over the pollmucleosome DNA sequence. This mobility allows access to the DNA
by polymerases and other proteins necessary flor transcription and replication.

Bound t
negative

----.1

supercoil

I

I

(solenoidal) L-

Unbound positive
supercoil (plectonemic)

One (net) negative
supercoil

FICURE 2.49

Generation o[ negative supercoiling in
eukaryotic DNA.
The binding o[ a histone octamer to a relaxed,
closed-domain DNA forces the DNA to wrap
around the octamer, generating a negative supercoil In the absence of any strand breaks, the
domain remains intact. and a compensatinS positive supercoil must be generated elsewhere
within the domain. The action o[ a eukaryotic
type I topoisomerase subsequently relaxes the
positive supercoii, leaving the closed domain
with one net negative supercoil.

Polyn ucleosome Packi ng i nto H i gher Structu res
Wrapping of DNA around histones [o form nucleosomes results in a tenfold reduction in the apparent length of DNA and the formation of the so-called t0-nm
fiber (which is actually 1I nm wide), which is the diameter of [he nucleosomes. In
chromosomes isolated by very gentle methods, both I0-nm fibers and thicker
30-nm fibers (in fact,34 nm wide) can be seen in electron micrographs. The 30-nm
fibers dissociate into 10-nm fibers by treatment at low ionic strength. The 30-nm
fibers appear to form by condensation of l0-nm fibers into a solenoid arrangement
involving six [o seven chromatosomes per solenoid turn (Figure 2.50). Histone H1
molecules may also bind to one another cooperatively, bringing the neighboring nucleosomes closer together in 30-nm fibers Formation of poly'nucleosomes and their
subsequent condensation into 30-nm fibers provides for a DNA compaction ratio
that may be as high as two orders of magnitude. The 30-nm fibers form only over
selected regions of DNA that are characterized by the absence of binding with other
sequence-specific nonhistone DNA-binding proteins. The presence of DNA-binding
proteins and the effects on formation of 30-nm fibers may depend on the tranScriptional status of the regions of DNA involved.
Models of the higher levels of packing of 30-nm fibers are based on indirect
evidence obtained from two specialized chromosomes: the lampbrush chromosomes of vertebrate oocytes and polytene chromosomes of fruit fly giant secretory
cells. These chromosomes are exceptional in that they maintain precisely defined
higher-order structures in interphase, that is, when cells are in a resting (nondividing) state. By extrapolation, the structural features of interphase lampbrush
'I

mM

FIGURE 2.50

Nucleofilament structure.
Nucleofilament has the "beads-on-a-string" appearance, which corresponds to an extended
polynucleosome chain. Histone Hl is attached to the "linker" regions between nucleosomes, but in the resulting structure Hl molecules, associated to adjacent nucleosomes, are
Iocated close to one another. At higher salt concentrations, polynucleosomes are transformed into the higher order structure of the 30-nm fiber It has been proposed that at
higher ionic strengths the nucleofilament forms a very compact helical stmcture or a helical solenoid, as illustrated in the upper part of the figure. HI histones appear to interact
strongiy with one another in this structure. In fact., the organization of the l0-nm nucleofilament into the 30-nm coil or solenoid requires the presence of Hl.
Adapted Jrom Kornberg,

R D. and KJ.ug, A The Nucleosome

San Diego, CA: Academtc Press, 1989
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chromosomes have led to the proposal that chromosomes in general are organized
as a series of looped, condensed domains of 30-nm fibers of variable size for

I[ is estimated that these loops may con[ain from 5000 to
120,000 bp with an ayetage of about 20,000. Thus the haploid human genome
would contain about 60,000 loops, which is close to the estimared number of genes
(30,000-60,000). It appears likely that each loop conrains one or a few linked
genes The domains are bound to a nuclear scaffold consisting of Hl histone and
several nonhis[one proteins, including two major scaffold proteins Scl (a topoisomerase II) and Sc2. The loops are fixed at their bases and can therefore accumulate
supercoils. Specific AT-rich regions of DNA known as SARs (scaffold attachment
regions) are preferentially associa[ed wirh the scaffold. SARs also contain ropoisomerase lI binding sites. The presence of tlpe II topoisomerase ar the base of closed
topologlcal domains, which define the scaffold loops, suggests rhar changes in supercoiling within these domains are biologically important. Formation of looped
domains may account for as much as an additional 200-fold condensa[ion in rhe
Iength of DNA and an overall packing ratio of more rhan four orders of magnitude.
Each loop can be coiled and rhen supercoiled into 0 4 p,m of a 30-nm fiber. Since
a chromatid is about 1 pm in diameter, packing of the 30-nm fiber into a chromatid would require just one more order of folding.
The next level of chromosomal organization probabiy involves the packing of
loops. The packing may be achieved by arranging the loops of the 30-nm fiber in
tightly stacked helical coils. chromatids of metaphase chromosomes may consist
of helically packed loops of 30-nm fibers. Changes in packing, and therefore rhe
transition between the various forms of chromatin, seem to be partially controlled
by covalent modification of core histones. Hisrones H3 and H4 undergo cell-cycledependent reversible acetylation on rhe e-amino group of lysine by two differenr
enzymes, a histone acetylase and a histone deacylase. Acetylation appears to affect
different organisms.

the negative superhelical tension within domains and, in certain instances, the bind-

ing of transcription factors. The hydroxyl group of rhe N-terminal serine residue in
H4 is subject to phosphorylation catalyzed by a kinase. Acetylation and phosphorylation change the charge of rhe N-terminal region of histone H4 from *5 to -2
The resulting negative charge causes [he core histones to bind less tightly to DNA,
promoting the unraveling of 30-nm fibers and decondensa[ion of chromatin. Finally,
phosphorylation of terminal H1 correlates with chromatin condensation into
metaphase chromosomes. This may result from modulation of interaction between
phosphorylated-dephosphorylated Hl and the histone ocramer. The change from
compact to decondensed chromatin is promoted by binding of proteins, known as
HMG proteins (high-mobility-group proteins), which interacr preferenrially wirh
lranscriptionally active decondensed chromatin, that is, 10-nm fiber Control of eukaryotic transcription and replication involves both histone and nonhistone proteins.
while dissociation of histones from chromosomal DNA may be a prerequisite for
transcription, nonhistone proteins provide more finely tuned transcriprion controls.
Whatever the details of control may be, chromosomal regions actively syrrthesizing
RNA are less condensed than inactive regions. Active genes must be packaged in a
way that makes them accessible Lo regulatory proteins while permanently repressed
genes must remain inaccessible. Packaging may also determine accessibility of DNA
to DNA-damaging agents. Lastly, nonhlstone proteins control gene expression during differentiation and developmenr and may serve as sites for binding of hormones
and other regulatory molecules.
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The size and average base composition of DNA vary wldely between species. The
property that makes the DNA of a species unique is the nucleotlde sequence. Until
recently, direct determination of nucleotide sequences in genomic DNA was an rntimidating undertaking. The technology developed in connec[ion with rhe Human
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Genome Project has accelerated the rate at which DNA sequences are determined
Soon, complete sequences for a number of species will be available for analysis.

Restriction Endonucleases and Palindromes
One key event that enabled development of methods [o sequence genomic DNA
was the discovery of restriction endonucleases. These enzymes cleave double-

stranded DNA chains at a specific sequence by making two cuts, one in each
strand of dsDNA (Figure 2.5I). Bacteria developed restriction enzymes as a defense against lnflection by phages. Cleavage exposes the r.iral DNA to eventual
degradation by nonspecific bacterial exonucleases. Bacterial DNA can be protected
from cleavage by sequence-specific methylation. The recognition sites for restriction methylases correspond to those of the endonucleases. Methylation of specific
bases withi.n the recognition site prevents cleavage by the cogna[e nuclease. The
most common si[es for base methylation are the 5-position of cytosine and the 6NH2 group of adenine Notably, base methylation may be critical in gene regulation in higher organisms.
Many hundreds of restriction endonucleases have been purifi.ed and the list of
new restric[ion enzyrnes is growing. With few exceptions, they have been found [o
recognize sequences four [o six nucleotides long. "Rare cutters," endonucleases with
unusually large recognition sites, are valuable because of the relative infrequency of
cleavage of very large DNAs such as eukaryotic chromosomes. Not l, for example,
has an eighrnucleotide recognition sequence The recognized sequences are completely symmetrical inverted repea[s, known as palindromes. The order of the bases
is the same when the two complemen[ary strands of the palindrome are each read
5' --> 3' . For example, in the case of the restriction enzyme EcoRI, isolated from
E. coli, rhe sequence of bases is 5'-GAATTC-3'. Restriction endonucleases are clas-

sified into [hree categories Types I and lI] make cuts a[ sites remote from
the recognition site. Type lI specifically cleaves DNA within the recognition
sequence.

Restriction endonucleases recognize specific sequences that occur along large
DNAs with relatively low frequencies and fragment DNA very selectively. For examp1e, a typical bacrerial DNA, which may contain about 3 x 106 bp, will be
cleaved by a restriction endonuclease into a few hundred fragments. A sma1l virus
or plasmid may have few or no cutting sites at all for a particular restriction
endonuclease (Figure 2.52). Tlne practicai significance is that a particular reslriction enzyme generates a unique family of fragments for any given DNA molecule.
This unique fuagmentation patlern is called a restriction digest Availability of restriction enzymes for fragmenting large DNA sequences and development of gel
electrophoresis techniques for separating DNA fragmen[s have made determination
of sequences a simple matter. These sequencing technlques are described in
Chapter 7.

FIGURE 2.51

Types of products generated by type II
restriction endonucleases.
Enzymes exemplified by EcoRI and PstI nick
on both sides of the center of symmetry of
the palindrome, generating single-stranded
overhangs Many commonly used enzymes
generate 5'-overhangs, aithough some produce ends with 3'-overhangs as shown lor
Pstl. Other restrlction nucleases cut across
[he center of s1.rnmetry of the recognition
sequence, to produce flush or blunt ends, as
exemplified by HaeIIl.
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FlGURE 2,52

Restriction map for plasmid DNA.
Bacterial plasmid pBR322 is a 4363-bp circular DNA conraining genes for resisrance ro rhe
antibiotics ampiciilin (Ap') ar.d tetracycline (rc'). The locarions of unique DNA sequences
that are recognized by a number o[ restriction endonuclease are marked. Other known endonucleases will cleave this plasmid many times or not at all. For example, the recognition
sequence for the enz).,rne Bg 1I appears in three locations on this plasmid, whereas Bg III
does not cleave this plasmid at all.

Most Prokaryotic DNA Codes for Specific Proteins
In prokaryotes a large percentage of total chromosomal DNA codes for specific
proteins. The entire E. coli genome has been sequenced and consists of about
4.6 x 106 bp of DNA and con[ains -4200 g"rr.t. Not all of the genes code for
expressible, functional proreins. For example, 80 genes code for IRNA molecules,
and some may not encode functional molecules at all. In an overall sense, E. coli

DNA is densely pack
o[ information in the
of multiple copies of

palindromic (REP)

e

functional proteins, for example, in the region of iniriation of DNA s1'nrhesis (referred to as oriC). At oric, REP elements have a consensus sequence of 34 nucleotides and bind topoisomerase II. REP elemenrs with rhe sequence GCTGGTGG (Chi sires) bind the enzyme RecBCD, initiating DNA recombination. Chi
sites are regularly spaced a[ inrervals separated by about 4000 bp. Genetic information is even more densely organrzed in smaller organisms, such as bacteriophages, where the primary sequence of DNA reveals that structural genes-nucleotide sequences coding for protein-do no[ always have distinct physical
Iocations. Rather, they frequently overlap with one another, as illustrated by the
partial sequence of phage Oxl74 (Figure 2.53). This overlap provides for the efficient and economic utilization of the limited DNA present and may conrrol the
order of gene expression.
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A....

Origin of protein

... ........

Glu Ser

Lys

K Met Ser Arg

Nucleotidesequence.................. ............4 TG AGTCG
51

Lys

Asn
lle

Tyr Leu Asp Lys Ala Gly lle Thr Thr
lle Leu lle Lys Gln Glu Leu Leu Leu

AAAAATTATCTTG

A

71

61

TAAAGCAGGAATTACTACT
91
81

Ala Cys Leu Arg lle Lys Ser Lys Trp Thr Ala Gly Gly Lys Terminus of protein A
Leu Val Tyr Glu Leu Asn Arg Ser Gly Leu Leu Ala GIu Asn Glu Lys lle Arg Pro lle
Asp Leu
Origin of protein C Met Arg Lys Phe
GACCTAT
GCTTGTTTACGAA TTAAAT CGGAGTGGACTGCTGGCGGAAAATGAGAAAATTC
101

111

'131

121

141

151

Leu Ala Gln Leu Glu Lys Leu Leu Leu Cys Asp Leu Ser Pro Ser Thr Asn Asp Ser Val
Ser Leu Arg Ser Ser Arg Ser Ser Tyr Phe Ala Thr Phe Arg His Gln Leu Thr lle Leu
CCTTGCGCAGCTC GAGAAGCTCTTACTTTGC GACCTTTCGCCA TCAACTAACGATTCTGT
211
201
191
161
171
181

Lys Asn Terminus of protein K
Ser Lys Thr .......... Protein C continues
CAAAAACT
219

FIGURE 2.53

Partial nucleotide sequences of contiguous and overlapping genes of phage 0x174.
ing for protein K, which starts with nucleotide I33, also codes for
Complete nucleotide sequence of QXl74 is known, but oniy the separt of a third protein, protein C. Similar overlaps are noted in other
quence starting with nucleotide 51 and continuing to nucleotide 219
is shown in this figure. This sequence codes for the complete segenes of 0xI74.
Adapted with permission lrom Smith, M Am Sci. 67:61, 1979 loumal oJ Sigma
quence of one of the proteins of $X\74, protein K. A part of the
Xi, The ScientiJic Research Society.
same sequence, nucleotide 5I to nucleotide 133, codes for part ofthe
nucleotide sequence of another protein, protein A The sequence cod-

Only a Small Percentage of Eukaryotic
DNA Codes for Functional Genes
Eukaryotes have much larger genomes than prokaryotes, from about 1.5

x

x

107 bp

bp for the haploid genome of the lily Fitillana
assyinca. The latter contains sufficient DNA to code for nearly 3,000,000 genes.
Prior to February 2001, it was thought that the human genome contained between
70,000 and 120,000 genes. lnitial results from the Human Genome Project, howfor yeast to about 1.I5

1011

ever, sugges[ that the human genome codes as few as 30,000 genes. As a result, ge-

netic information need not be as densely packed as i.n bacteria. A typical mammalian DNA, wirh only seven times as many genes as that of E. coli, contains 500
times more DNA than E. coli. Clearly, genes for specific proteins and sequences that
control gene expression cannot account for the entire DNA in eukaryotic cells. In
fact, oniy 2-4o/o of DNA in a mammalian cell may suffice for all its genes. Some of
the remaining DNA, such as DNA in centromeres and telomeres, has well-defined
flunction. No specific function can be assigned to the majority of noncoding DNA
and it has been referred to as 'Junk DNA." However, there is increasing evidence that
junk DNA may have a vital role in regulation of gene expression during development.
Nucleotide sequences indicate that eukaryotic genes do not overlap and are
spaced, on the average,40,000 bp apart. However, some eukaryotic genes may be
closer [ogether in regions that contain genes expressed in a tightly coordinated manner (gene families). Most eukaryotic genes are in[errupted by noncoding intervening nucleotide sequences, called introns (Figure 2.54).The sequences in the gene
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DNA

mRNA

-------

transcript

Cap
Poly (A) tail

mature mRNA

FICURE 2.54
Schematic presentation of a eukaryotic gene.
The top horizontal line represenrs a part of the DNA genome of a eukaryote; the bottom
Iine represents the mRNA produced by it. In this example the DNA consists of rwo introns
and three exons. The intron sequences are transcribed but are removed during splicing,
which produces a mature mRNA.
Redrawnfrom Crich,Escience 204:264, 1979 Copynght@1979b1 theAmeicanAssociationt'orthe
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that are expressed, eirher in the final RNA product (mature RNA) or as a prorein,
are termed exons. The in[rons are removed during the processing of the RNA transcript, and the remaining exons are ligated together. This tailoring of the original
transcript is referred to as splicing. The sequence and size of introns vary greatly
among species, but generally they are very large. Added rogether they may be five
to ten times the length of the exons they separate. Most genes are interrupted by
introns at least once, whereas others are interrupted repeatedly Some genes, however, such as the gene for human interferon-a, contain no introns.
Introns are common in ge
ring plants but infrequent
in genes of other species. The
not clear. Their presence
in eukaryotes may represent a
nes, since introns ate rare
in prokaryotes and much less common in lower eukaryotes, such as yeasts. Introns
in eukaryotic genes may have arisen relatively recently in evolution as a result of
migration of mobile DNA elements (transposons, see p. 345) from other parts of
the genome and their insertion into protein-coding genes. Through mutation, these
inserts may have subsequently lost their mobility

Repeated Sequences
while repetition of particular DNA sequences in prokaryotes is very limited,

the

DNA of eukaryotes contains nucleotide sequences that are repeated an),r,vhere from
a few times, for certain coding genes, to millions of times per genome for certain
simple, relatively shorr, sequences. Depending on the species, reperitive DNA may
constitute 3-80o/o of total DNA. In mammalian genomes, including the human
genome, 25-35o/" of the DNA is repetitive. sequences can be classified as single
copy, moderately reiterated, and highly reiterated. The content of single-copy DNA
varies among eukaryotes.

A distinction between the terms "reiterated" and "repetitive" in describing a
DNA sequence should be made. "Reiterated" is used to describe a unique DNA sequence, usually several hundred nucleotides long, present in multiple copies in a
genome. A sequence is termed "repetitive" if a certain, usually short, nucleotide sequence is repeated many times over the DNA sequence.
Most highly reiterated sequences have a characteristic base composition and
can be isolared by shearing the DNA into segmenrs of a few hundred nucleotides
long and separaring the fragments by density gradient cenrrifugarion. These fragments are termed satellite DNA because after centrifugation they appear as satelIites of the band of bulk DNA. other highly reiterated sequences, which cannot be
isolated by centrifugarion, can be identified by their property of rapid reannealing.
some of the highly reiterated sequences can also be isolated by digestion of total
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DNA with restriction endonucLeases that cleave at specific sites within the reiterated
sequence. The exact boundaries between the various types of reiterated DNAs do

not appear to be strictly defined.

Single-Copy DNA
Abou[ one-half of the human genome consists of unique nucleotide sequences but,
as indicated previously, only a small fraction of these code for specific proteins
Some DNA con[ains pseudogenes, sequences of DNA that have significant nucleotide homology to a functional gene but contain mutations tha[ preven[ gene expression. These genes, which may be present in a frequency as high as one pseudogene for every four functional genes, significantly increase the size of eukaryotic
genomes without contributing to their expressible genetic content. Additional
si.ngle-copy DNA sequences serve as introns and as control regions that flank genes.

Moderately Reiterated DNA
This class of DNA consists of copies of identical or closely related sequences that
are reiterated from a few to a thousand times. These sequences are relatively long,
varying between a hundred and many thousand nucleotides before the same polJ, rucleotide sequence is repeated. About 20olo of mouse DNA of sequences a few hundred base pairs long are repeated more than a thousand times. About 15olo of the
human genome consists of moderately reiterated DNA. Normally, single-copy and
moderately reiterated sequences occur on a chromosome in an orderly pattern
known as the interspersion pattern, which consists of alternating blocks of singlecopy DNA and moderately reiterated DNA. Moderately repetitive sequences are further classified as short and long i.nterspersed repeats that are present at 1000100,000 copies per genome. Long interspersed repeats consis[ of sequences several thousand nucleotides long; there can be up to 1000 copies of these repeats per
genome. These repeats are flanked on either side of the sequence by sequences that
are direct repeals. One example of a short interspersed repeat is the Alu family
that constitutes a substantial portion (about 5olo) of the human genome. Aiu sequences are approximately 300 bp long and are repeated over 500,000 times. The
structures of the short interspersed repeats, including the Alu family, are reminiscent of transposons. The function of the Alu family remains to be established.

Highly Reiterated DNA
Single-copy and moderately repetitive sequences together normally accoun[ for
more than 80o/o of the total nucieotide content of the eukaryotic genomes. The remaining DNA consists of sequences reiterated thousands or millions of times and
are typically shorter than 20 nucleoLides. About I0% of mouse DNA consists of
I0-bp repeats that are reilerated millions of times. Because of the manner in which
they are constructed, highly reiterated DNAs are also referred to as simple sequence DNA. Simpie sequences are typically present in the DNA of most, if not all,
eukaryotes. In some species, one major simple sequence is present, while in others,
several simple sequences are repea[ed up to one million times. Some considerably
longer repeat units for simple sequence DNA have been identified. For instance, in
the genome of the African green monkey a 172-bp segment is highly reiterated and
contains a few sequence repetitlons within the segment. Because of its characteristic composition, simple sequence DNA can often be isolated as satellite DNA. Satellite DNA found in the centromeres of higher eukaryotes consis[s of thousands of
tandem copies of one or a few short sequences. Satellite sequences are only 5-10 bp
long. Simple sequence (satellite) DNA is a constituent of telomeres where it has a
well-defined role in DNA replication.

lnverted Repeat DNA
Inverted repeats are a s[mctural motif of DNA. Short inverted repeats, consisting of
up to six nucleotides, for example, the palindromic sequence GAAfTC, occur by
chance about once for every 3000 nucleoti.des. Such short repeats cannot form a

a
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stable "hairpin" s[ructure as is formed by longer palindromic sequences. Inverled
repeat sequences tha[ are long enough to form stable "hairpins" are not likely to
occur by chance and should be classified as a separate class of eukaryotic sequence
In human DNA about two million rnverted repeats are presen[, with an average
length of about 200 bp; however, inverred sequences longer than 1000 bp have
been detected. Most inverted repeat sequences are repea[ed 1000 or more times per
cell.
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RNA molecules play different roles in cellu1ar information lransfer (Table 2.5). Most
RNA in a cell is ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Ribosomes are large complexes of proteins
and RNA; they carry out translarion. Messenger RNAs (mRNAs) serve as templates
for the slTrthesis of protein; they carry information from the DNA to the cellular

protein slmthetic machinery Tiansfer RNAs (tRNAs) rransfer specific amino acids
from soluble amino acrd pools to ribosomes and ensure their proper alignment prior
to peptide bond formation. orher RNAs in the cell are important in RNA processing and in protein export from the cell.

TABLE

2.5

Characteristics of Cellular RNAs

Messenger RNA

Tiansfer of genetic

Cytosolic

Depends on size of

information from
nucleus to cytoplasm,
or from gene

Nucleoplasm

protein 1000I0.000 nucleotides

to ribosome

Blocked 5'-end; poly (A) tail
on 3'-end; nontranslaled
sequences before and
after coding regions; few
base pairs and methylaTIONS

Mitochondrial
Tiansfer RNA Cytosolic

mt mRNA
IRNA

9S-40S
Tiansfer of amino
acids to mRNA-

65-I10

Mitochondria
nucleotides

Nucleoplasm

4S

ribosome complex and correct
sequence lnsertron

Mitochondrial
Ribosomal RNA

Mt IRNA
rRNA

Cytosolic

Structural frame-

work for ribosomes

Mitochondrial

mt IRNA

Highly base paired; many
modified nucleotides;
common specific
structure

3.2S-4S
28S, 5400 nucleotides
1BS, 2100 nucleorides
5.8S, I58 nucleotides
55, 120 nucleorides

Mitochondria
Nucleolus
Nucleolus
Nucleolus
Nucleoplasm

i65, I650 nucleotides

Mitochondria

5.8S and 55 highly base
paired; 28S and 18S have
some base paired regions

and some methylated nucleotides

I2S, 1I00 nucleorides
Heterogeneous

hnRNA

nuclear RNA

Some are precursors to mRNA

Extremely variable

Nucleoplasm

30s-100s

and other RNAs
Smail nuclear

snRNA

RNA

Structural and regu-

100-300 nucleoddes

Nucleoplasm

I29 nucleotides

Cytosoi and
rough endoplasmic re-

mRNA precursors may have
blocked 5'-ends and 3'poly(A) tails; many have
base paired loops

latory RNAs in
chromatin

Smail cytosolic

RNA

t7s(L) RNAI

scRNA

Selection of pro-

teins for export

ticulum

Associated

with proteins

as

part of signal recognition
particle
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Phosphate-Ribose-Base

RNA ls a Polymer of Ribonucleoside 5'-Monophosphates
.

.Nitrlr
I

Cytidylate

\

C]

Adenylate

Uridylate

Guanylate
3',- OH

FIGURE 2.55

Structure of 3',5'-phosphodiester bonds
between ribonucleotides forming a single
strand of RNA.
Phosphate joins the 3'-OH group of one ribose
with the 5'-OH group of the next ribose This
linkage produces a polyribonucleotide having a
sugar-phosphate "backbone " Purine and pyrimidine bases extend away from the axis of the
backbone and may pair with complementary
bases

to form double-he1ica1 base-paired regions.

RNA is an unbranched linear polymer of ribonucleoside monophosphates. The
purines found in RNA are adenine and guanine; the pyrimidines are cytosine and
uracil. ExcepI for uracil, which replaces thymine, these are [he same bases found in
DNA. A, C, G, and U nucleotides are incorporated into RNA during transcription.
Many RNAs also contain modified nucleotides, which are produced by processing. Modified nucleotides are especially characteris[ic of stable RNA species (i.e.,
IRNA and rRNA); however, some methylated nucleotides are also present in eukaryotic mRNA. For the most part, modified nucleotides in RNA have "fine tuning"
rather than indispensable roles in the cel1
The 3',5'-phosphodiester bonds of RNA form a chain or backbone from which
the bases ex[end (Figure 2.55) Eukaryotic RNAs vary from approximately 65 nucleotides long to more than 200,000 nucleotides long RNA sequences are complementary to the base sequences of specific portions of only one strand of DNA. Thus,
unlike the base composition of DNA, molar ratios of (A + U) and (G + C) in RNA
are not equal. Cellular RNA is linear and single stranded, but double-stranded RNA
is present in some viral genomes.
Chemically, RNA is similar to DNA. Both contain negatively charged phosphodlester bonds, and the bases are very similar chemically. The chemical differences
between DNA and RNA are largely due to two faclors. First, RNA contains ribose
rather [han 2'-deoxyribose as [he nucleotide sugar component, and, second, RNAs
are generally single stranded rather than double stranded.
The 2'-hydroxyl group makes the phosphodiester bonds of an RNA molecule
more susceptible to chemical hydrolysis than those of DNA. RNA phosphodies[er
bonds rapidly hydrolyze in alkaline solu[ion, whereas the chemically similar phosphodiester bonds of DNA chains are quite stable. The chemical instability of RNA
is reflected in its metabolic instability. Some RNAs, such as bacterial mRNA, are slrnthesized, used, and degraded within minutes Others, such as human rRNA, are
more stable metabolically with a lifetime measured in days. Nevertheless, even the
most slable RNAs are much less stable than is DNA.

Secondary Structure of RNA lnvolves lntramolecular Base Pairing
Si.nce RNA molecules are single stranded, they do not usually form extensive double helices Rather, the secondary structure of an RNA molecule results from relatively short regions of intramolecular base pairing, that is, base pairs formed from
complementary sequences in the same molecule Even the nonpaired sequences of
single-stranded RNAs contain considerable helical s[ructure (Figure 2 56) This he1-

FIGURE 2.56

Helical structure of RNA.
Models indicating a helical structure due to (a) base stacking in the CCA terminus of IRNA and
(b) lack of an ordered helix when no stacking occurs in this non-base-paired region
RedrawnfromSpinzl,M andCramer, FProg Nucl Res Mol Brol 22:9,1979
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FIGURE 2.57
Proposed base-pairing regions in the mRNA for mouse immunoglobulin light chain.
Base-paired structures shown have free energies of at least
-5 kcal Note the variance in
loop size and length of paired regions.
RtdrawnJromHamlyn, P H, Browniee, G. G, Cheng, C C, Gait,M J, andMilstein, C Cell 15:1061,
1978

ical structure results from the strong base-stacking forces between A, G, and c. RNA
double-helical strucrures generally are of the "A-type" with l I nucleotides per rurn

in the double helix.
Double-helical stem-loop regions in RNA are ofren called "hairpins." There are
considerable variations in the fine structural details of "hairpin" stmctures, including the length of base-paired regions and rhe size and number of unpaired ioops
(Figure 2.57). Transfer RNAs are excellenr examples of base stacking and hydrogen

bonding in a single-chain RNA molecule (Figure 2 58). About 6ook of bases are
paired in four double-helical srems. In addition, the "unpaired" regions have the
capability to form base pairs with free bases in the same or other looped regions,
thereby contributing to the molecule's tertiary s[mcture. The anticodon region in
IRNA is an unpaired, base-stacked loop of seven nucleotides. The partial helix
caused by base stacking in this loop binds, by base pairing, ro a complementary
codon in mRNA so that transla[ion can occur.

RNA Molecules Have Tertiary Structures
Structures of functional RNA molecules are more complex than the base-stacked
and hydrogen-bonded helices mentioned above. In vivo RNAs are dl.namic molecules that change their conformation during synthesis, processing, and func[ion-
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FIGURE 2.58

Cloverleaf structure of IRNA.
Cloverleaf diagram of the two-dimensional structure and nucleotide sequence of yeast tRNAPh" Red lines connecting nucleotides indicate hydrogen-bonded bases. Rose squares indicate constant nucleotides; tan squares
indicate a constant purine or plrimidine Insertion o[ nucleotides in the D
loop occurs at positions a arld B for different tRNAs
Redrawnwithpermissiont'romQuigley,G J andRich,A Sclence 194:797,1976 Copynght @ 1976 by the Amencan Assoctation Jor the Adyancement

oJ

Science

ing. Proteins associated with RNA molecules often lend stability to the RNA structure ln fact, cellular RNA functions as RNA-protein complexes, rather than as
free RNA moiecules. The tertiary structure of RNA molecules results from base
stacking and hydrogen bonding between different parts of the molecule. IRNA
provides a number of examples. In solution, IRNA is folded into a compact "Lshaped" conformati.on (Figure 2.59), stabilizedby Watson-Crick base pairing and

Tll/C stem

F!GURE 2.59

Tertiary structure on IRNA.
Tertiary folding of the cloverleaf structure of tRNAPh" Hydrogen
bonds are indlcated by cross rungs. Compare the presentation with
Figure 2 58
Redrawn with permisslon Jrom Quiglq, G J and Rich, A Science 194:797, 1976
Copynght @ 1976 by the Ameican Assoctation Jor the Advancement oJ Science
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FIGURE 2.60

Hydrogen bonding in IRNA.
(a) A base triplet from 23S ribosomal RNA. In rhis case, the third
base (G107I) forms hydrogen bonds with the "rop" or "Hoogsteen"
face of both GI091 and CI100. (b) Schematic diagram showing
that two RNA tetraloops have similar structures Both structures are
stabilized by stacking of the loop bases, by non-Warson-Crick hydrogen bonds between bases and by hydrogen bonding berween
3'.

sugar, phosphate, and ribose residues.
Part (a) redrawn Jrom WesthoJ, E and Fitsch, V Srrucrure 8:R55, 2000; part
@) redrawn from Wyatt, J and Tinoco, I. Jr In: R. E Gesteland and J E Athins,
(Eds ), fhe RNA World. Cold Spnng Harbor, NY: Cold Spnng Horbor Press,
199j, p. 471.

base interactions involving more than two nucleotides. This

is true for other
RNAs. Figure 2.60 shows a well-defined base triplet from bacterial ribosomal
RNA. Bases can donate hydrogen atoms to bond with the phosphodiester backbone. The 2'-OH o[ the ribose is also an importanr donor and acceptor of hydrogens. AII these interactions conrribu[e to the folded shape of an RNA molecule.

Other tertiary features were deduced from the three-dimensional structure of
RNAs in solution or in crystal form. The [erm "tetraloop" refers to specific sequences
(e.g., UUCG or GAGA) that are often found at rhe closed end of RNA hairpins (Fig-

ure 2.60). These rerraloops impart extra stability ro RNA hairpins by forming internal hydrogen bonds between bases and sugars. Tetraloops can hydrogen bond
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with regions of the double helix or with internal loops in other par[s of an RNA,
thereby stabilizing tertiary structure.

RNA molecules are traditionally classified as transfer, ribosomal, and messenger
RNAs according to their usual function; however, RNA molecules perform a variety
of other functions in a cell.

Transfer RNA Has Two Roles: Activating Amino
Acids and Recognizing Codons in mRNA
About 15olo of total cellular RNA is tRNA. Transfer RNA is an essential intermediary between DNA and protein information in the cenLral dogma of molecular
biology Binding to IRNA molecules activates amino acids for protein slrrthesis so
that formation of peptide bonds is energetically favored. Activated amino acids are
Lransported to ribosomes where they are transferred to growing peptide chains
(hence tRNAs name). IRNA also recognizes nucleotide sequence inflormation in
mRNA to ensure that the correc[ amino acid is incorporated into the growing pepride chain. Both functions are reflected in the fact that tRNAs have two essential
parts, the 3'-OH terminal CCA sequence, to which specific amino acids are a[tached
enzymaticaily, and the anticodon triplet, which recognizes mRNA sequence. Three
nucleotides in the mRNA form a codon The codon and anticodon triplets form
base pairs during peptide bond formation.
Each IRNA can transfer only one amino acid. Although only 20 amino acids
are used in protein slrrthesis, freeJiving organisms syrLthesize alarger set of tRNAs.
This is a consequence of the gene[ic code being redundant (having more than one
codon per amino acid). For example, the genomic sequence of [he bacterium
Haemophilus inJluenzae conrains genes for 54 IRNA species Mitochondria sFrrheslze a much smaller number of tRNAs tRNAs that accept the same amino acid are
called isoacceptors. A IRNA that accepts phenylalanine would be written as
tRNAPh", whereas one accepting tyrosine would. be writlen tRNA!'.
tRNAs are 65-110 nucleoLides long, corresponding to a molecular weight
range of 22,000-37,000. The sequences of a1l IRNA molecules (thousands are
known) can be arranged inlo a common cloverleaf secondary structure by complementary Watson-Crick base pairing to form three slem and loop s[ructures. The
anticodon triplet sequence is a[ one "leaf " of the cloverleaf while the CCA acceptor
s[em is at the "stem." This arrangement is preserved in the tertiary structure of
tRNAPh" (see Figure 2.59), where the anticodon and acceptor stems are at each end
of the L-shaped molecule. Additional, non-Walson-Crick, hydrogen bonds form
the tertiary s[ructure of the L-shaped molecule tRNAs contain modified nucleotides, for example, 7-methyguanine at position 46 in Figure 2.58. Modified nucieotides affect IRNA stmcture and stability but are not required for their basic functioning. For example, a modified base next to the anticodon makes codon recognition
more efficient but a IRNA without this modification can still be read correctly by
the ribosome.
Many structural features are common to all IRNA cloverleafs. Seven base pairs
form the amino acid acceptor stem, which terminates with the nucleoti.de triplet
CCA. This CCA triplet is not base paired. The dihydrouracil or D stem has three or
four base pairs, while the anticodon and T stems have five base pairs each. Both the
anticodon loop and T loop con[ain seven nucleotides. Differences in the number of
nucleo[ides in different tRNAs are accounted for by the variable loop. Most tRNAs
have small variable loops of 4-5 nucleotides, while others have larger loops of
13-21 nucleotides. The positions of some nucleotides are cons[ant in all tRNAs (see
the dark orange boxes in Figure 2.58).
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Secondary base-paired, structure proposed for 55 rRNA.
Arrows indicate regions protected by proteins in the large ribosomal subunit.
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Ribosomal RNA ls Part of the Protein Synthesis Apparatus
Protein s1'nthesis takes place on ribosomes. In eukaryotes [hese complex assemblies
are composed of four RNA molecules, representing abour two-thirds of the particle
mass, and 82 proteins. The smaller subunit, the 40S particle, contains one l8S

RNA and 33 proteins. The larger subunit, the 605 particle, conrains 28S, 5.9S,
and 55 rRNAs and 49 proteins. The total assembly forms the 80S ribosome.
Prokaryotic ribosomes are smaller; the 30S subunit conrains a single r6s rRNA and
2I proteins while the larger 50S subunit contains 55 and 23S rRNAs and34 proteins (see p. 242 for a discussion of the srructure of ribosomes).
rRNA accounts for 80o/o of cellular RNA and is metabolically stable. This stability is required for repeated functioning of the ribosome and is enhanced by association with ribosomal proteins. Eukaryotic 28s (47L8 nucleotides), 18s (1874
nucleotides), and 5.8S (160 nucleotides) rRNAs are s)'nrhesized in the nucleolar
region of the nucleus. The 55 rRNA (120 nucleotides) is nor rranscribed in the nucleolus but rather from separate genes within the nucleoplasm (Figure 2.6I). The
three larger rRNAs are synthesized in one long polprucleotide chain, which is then
processed to yreld the individual molecules. Nucleotide modifications in rRNA are
primarily methylations on rhe 2'-position of ribose, to yield 2'-o-methylribose.
Methylation of rRNA has been directly related to bacterial antibiotic resisrance in a
pathogenic species (see clin. corr. 2.8). A small number of M-dimethyladenines
are present in 18S rRNA. The 28S rRNA has about 45 methyl groups and the lgS
rRNA has 30 methyl groups.
Ribosomal RNA is the catalytic componenr of the ribosome. The X-ray crystal
.structure of the large subunit of a bacterial ribosome species shows that the active
'site for peptide bond slmthesis is composed of 23s RNA only-any potential catalltic amino acid side chains are too far away to participate directly in the reaction.
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CTINICAT CORREI.ATION 2 .B

Staphylococcal Resistance to Erythromycin
Bacreria exposed to antibiotics in clinical or agricultural settings often

develop resistance to the drugs This reslstance can arise from a
muration rn the target cell's DNA, which gives rise ro resistant
descendants, An alternative and clinically more setious mode of
resistance arises when plasmids coding for antibiotic resistance proliferate through the bacterial population. These plasmids may carry
multiple resistance determinants and render several antibiotrcs useless
at the same time.

Erythromycin inhibits protein s)Trthesis by binding to the large
ribosomai subunrt. Staphylococcus aureus car' become resistant to
erythromycin and similar antibiotics as a result o[ a piasmid-borne
RNA methylase that converts a single adenosine in 23S IRNA to N6dimethyladenosine. Since the same ribosomal site binds lincomycin
and clindamycin the plasmid causes cross-resistance to these antibiotics as well Synthesis of the methylase is induced by erythromycin.

A microorganism that produces an antibiotic must also be immune to it or else it would be killed by its own toxic product fhe
producer of erythromyctn, Streptomyces erythreus, itself possesses an
rRNA methylase that acts at the same ribosomal site as the one from
S aureus. Which came first? lt is likely that many of the resistance
genes in target organisms evolved from those o[ producer organisms.
ln several cases, DNA sequences from reslstance genes of the same
specificity have been conserved in producer and target organisms. We
may therefore look on plasmid-borne antibiotic resistance as a case of
"natural genetic engineering," whereby DNA from one organism (e g ,
Streptomyces producer) is appropriated and expressed
tLre Staphylo co ccus targe

in another (e g,

t).

Cundliffe, E How antibiotic-producing microorganisms avoid suicide Annu
Rer. Microbiol 43.207, 1989

Messenger RNAs Carry the Information
for the Primary Structure of Proteins
mRNAs are the direct carriers of genetic information from genome to ribosomes.
Each eukaryotic mRNA is monocistronic, that is, contains information for only one
polypeptide chain. ln prokaryotes, mRNA species are often polycistronic, encoding more than one protein A cells phenorype and functional state are related directly to its mRNA content ln the cytoplasm, mRNAs have relatively short life
spans Some are sylthesized and stored in an inaclive or dormanl sta[e i.n the cytoplasm, ready for a quick response when protein ry-rLthesis is required ln various
animals, immediately upon fertilization the egg undergoes rapid protein s)'rlthesi.s
in lhe absence of lranscription, indicating that preformed mRNA and ribosomes are
present in the egg cytoplasm.
Eukaryotic mRNAs have unique structural features that are no[ found in rRNA
or IRNA (Figure 2.62). Since the information within mRNA lies in the linear sequence of the nucleotides, the integrity of this sequence is extremely important.
Any loss or change of nucleotides could alter the structure of the protein being

CAP
5',

poly(A) tail
3',

30 to several hundred
nucleotides

300-3000

nucleotides

50-300

20-200
nucleotides

Nontranslated
trailing sequence

Nontranslated
leader sequence

FICURE 2.62

General structure for a eukaryotic mRNA.
There is a "blocked" 5'-terminus, cap, followed by a nontranslated leader contaimng a promoter sequence Coding region usually begins with rhe initiator codon AUG and continues
to the translation termination sequence UAG, UAA, or UGA This is followed by the nontranslated trailer and a poly(A) tail on the 3'-end
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Diagram of "cap" structure or blocked

5'-terminus in mRNA.
The 7-methylguanosine is inverted to form a
5'-phosphate to 5'-phosphate linkage with the
first nucleotide of the mRNA. This nucleotide
is often a methylated purine.

on the ribosomes must also begin and end at spe"cap" structure at the 5'-end of an mRNA specgin. The caps of eukaryotig mRNAs contain an in-

verted phospodiester bond, a methylared base attached

5'-phosphate-5'-phosphat
The cap is attached to the
lated on the 2'-OH of the

to the mRNA via

a

5'-phosphodiester linkage.
, usually a purine, methycap is followed by a nontranslated or "leader" sequence to the 5'-side of the coding region. Following the
leader sequence are the initiation codon, most often AUG, and the translatable
coding region of the molecule. Ar the end of the coding sequence is a termination
sequence signaling termination of polypeptide flormation'and release from the ribosome. A second nontranslated or "trailer" sequence follows, terrninated by a
string of 20-200 adenine nucleorides, called a poly(A) tail, which makes up the
3'-terminus of the mRNA.
The 5'-cap has a positive effect on initiation of message translation. During the
initiation of translation of a mRNA, the cap srructure is recognized by a single
ribosomal protein, an initiation factor (see p.245). The poly(A) sequence affects rhe
stability of the mRNA; degradation of an mRNA often begins with shortening of irs

poly(A) tait.
I

i
I

Mitochondria Contain Unique RNA Species

I

I
I

i

I

Mitochondria (mt) have their own protein-synthesizing apparatus, including ribosomes, tRNAs, and mRNAs. Mitochondrial rRNAs, 12S, and 165 are transcribed
from the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) as are 22 specific tRNAs and 13 mRNAs,
most of which encode proteins of the electron transport chain and Arp slmthase.
Note that there are fewer mitochondrial tRNAs than prokaryotic or cytosolic IRNA
species; there is generally only one mitochondrial tRNA species per amino acid. The
mtRNAs accoun[ for 4o/o of rhe total cellular RNA. They are transcrib ed by a
mitochondria-specific RNA polymerase and are processed from a pair of RNA
precursors that contain IRNA and mRNA sequences. Expression of the nuclear and
mitochondrial genomes is tightly coordinated. Most of rhe aminoacylating enzymes
for the mitochondrial tRNAs and all of the mitochondrial ribosomal proteins are
specified by nuclear genes, translated in the cytosol and transported into mitochondria. The modified bases in mitochondrial tRNA species are slrrthesized by
enzymes encoded in nuclear DNA.
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RNA in Ribonucleoprotein Particles
Other sma1l, stabie RNA species can be found in the nucleus, cytosol, and mitochondria. These small RNA species function as ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs),
with one or more protein subunits attached. Different RNP species have been implicated in RNA processing, transport, and control of transiation, as well as in the
recognition of proteins due to be exported. The actual roles of these species, where
known, are described more fully in the discussion of specific metabolic events.

Catalytic RNA: Ribozymes
RNA can be catalytic. In several cases, the RNA component of a ribonucleoprotein
particle has been shown to be the catalytically active subunit of the enzyme. In
other cases, catalytic reactions can be carried outinvitro by RNA in the absence of
any protein. Enz)'rnes whose RNA subunits carry ou[ catalytic reactions are called
ribozymes. There are five classes of ribo4.ryne. Three of these RNA species carry out
self-processing reactions while the others, ribonuclease P (RNase P) and rRNA,
are [rue catalysts that act on separate substrates.
In the ciliated protozoan Tetrahymena thermophtla, an intron in the rRNA precursor is removed by a multistep reaction (Figure 2.64) A guanine nucleoside or
nucleotide reacts with the intron-exon phosphodiester linkage to displace the
donor exon from the intron. This reaction, a transesterification, is promoted by the
folded intron itself The free donor exon then similarly a[[acks the exon-intron
phosphodiester bond at the acceptor end of the intron. Introns of this type (Group
I introns) have been found in a variety of genes in fungal mitochondria, in bacteria, and in the bacteriophage T4. Although these introns are not true enz)rmes in
vivo as they only work for one reaction cycle, they can be made to carry out catalytic reactions under specialized conditions.
Group II self-splicing introns are found in the mitochondrial RNA precursors
of yeasts and other fungi. Even though these RNAs self-splice, there are many parallels between [his reaction and the removal of introns from mRNA precursors during processing (see Chapter 5).
Group III of self-cleaving RNAs is found in the genomic RNAs of several plant
viruses. These RNAs self-cleave during generatlon of single genomic RNA molecules
from large multimeric precursors. The three-dimensional structure of the hammerhead ribozyme, a member of this third class, has been determined (Figure 2.65).
Although the catalytic cyc).e is not completely determined, the amino group of a cy[osine base plays an essential role in the cleavage reaction. The phosphate of the
cleaved bond is left at the 3' hydroxyl position of the RNA product A self-cleaving
RNA is found in a smali satellite virus, hepatitis delta virus, that is implicated in severe cases of human infectious hepatitis. Ail of the above self-processing RNAs can
be made to act as true cataiysts (i.e., exhibiring multiple turnover) in vitro and
tn vlvo.

The fourth tlpe of riboz).ryne, ribonuclease I contains both a protein and an
RNA component. lt acts as a true enzyme in cells, cleaving IRNA precursors to
generate the mature 5'-end of NA molecules RNase P recognizes constant structures associ.ated with IRNA precursors (e.g., the acceplor s[em and CCA sequence)
rather than using extensive base pairing to bind the substrate RNA to the ribo4.ryne
The product of cleavage contains a 5' phosphate in conlrast to the products of hammerhead and similar RNAs. In all of these events the slructure of the catalytic RNA
is essential for catalysis
Fina1ly, and most recently, the X-ray crystallographic s[ructure of a bacterial ribosome reveals that it, too, is a ribozyme. The active site of the ribosome is on the
50S subunit. There are no protein functional groups close enough to catalyze peptide bond formation, leading to the conclusion that some part of the RNA chain
serves as the catalyst for pepfide bond formation.
Discovery of RNA catalysis has greatly altered our concepts of biochemical evolution and the range of allowable cellular chemlstriz Firsl, we now recognize that
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FIGURE 2.64

Mechanism of self-splicing of the rRNA precursor of Tetrahymena.
Two exons of rRNA are denoted by dark blue. catalytic functions reside in the inrron,
which is purple. This splicing funcrion requires an added guanine nucleoside or
nucleotide.
Redrawn

from

Cech, T. R. JAMA 260:308, 1988.

RNA can serve as both a catalyst and a carrier of genetic information. This has raised
the possibility that the earliesr living organisms were based entirely on RNA and
that DNA and proteins evolved later. This model is sometimes referred to as the
"RNA world." Second, we know that many viruses, including human pathogens,
use RNA genetic information, some of these RNAs have been shown to be catalytic.
Thus catalytic RNA presents opportunities for the discovery of RNA-based phar-
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(a)

FIGURE 2.65

"Hammerhead" structure of viral RNA.
(a)"Hammerhead" structure of a self-cleaving viral RNA. This artificial molecule ls
formed by the base pairing of two separate RNAs Cleavage of the RNA sequence at
the site indicated by the arrow in the top strand requires its base pairing with the sequence at the bottom of the molecule. The boxed nucleotides are a consensus sequence found in self-cleaving RNA viral RNAs (b) Three-dimensional folding of the
hammerhead catalytic RNA. Star indicates the position of the cleaved bond while lr4
indicates a binding site for a metal ion Helices II and III stack to form an apparently
continuous helix while non-Watson-Crick interactions posrtion the noncomplementary bases in the hammerhead into a "uridine turn" structure identical to that found
in IRNA
Part (a) redrawnJromSampson,l R,Sullivan, EX,Behlen,L. S.,DiRenzo,A B, andlJhlenbech,
O C Cold Spring Harbor S1.rnp Quant Biol 52:267, 1987; part @) redrawn from Pley, H W, Flahuty, K. M , and McKay

D

B. Nature 372:68, 1994-
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maceuticals Third, many of the information-processing even[s in mRNA splicing
require RNA components. These RNAs may also be acting as catalysts. Finaily,
ribo4.,rnes can be made to specifically recognize and cleave various cellular mRNAs.
When introduced inlo cultured cells, these ribozymes are efficien[ agents to prevent
gene expression. This is only a research tool at present, but it has been a useful
strategy for determining the functlon of genes whose me[abolic activity can only be
guessed at from genomic sequence information

RNAs Can Form Binding Sites

for Other Molecules

Consideration of the RNA world has led to a new ry?e of "combinatorial biochemistry" based on the large number of potential sequences (4N) that could be made if
A,C,G, or U were inserted randomly in each of N positions in a nucleic acid. A set
of chemically synthesized, randomized, nucleic acid molecules 25 nucleolides long
: l0I5 potential members. Individual molecules within this
large collection of RNAs would be expected to fold into a similarly large collection
of shapes. The large number of molecular shapes implies that some member of this
collection should be capable of strong, specific binding to any llgand, much as
Group I introns bind guanine nucleotides specifically. These binding RNAs are
termed "aptamers." Though a single molecule would be too rare to study within
the original population, the aptamer RNA can be selected and preferentially replica[ed in vitro. h one case, for example, an RNA capable of distinguishing theophylline from caffeine was selected from a complex population (Figure 2.66).
Theophylline is used in [he treatment of chronic asthma but the level must be carefully controlied to avoid side effects. The monitoring of theophylline by conventional antibody-based clinical chemistry is difficult because caffeine and theophylline differ only by a single methyl group. Therefore anti-theophylline antibodies
show considerable cross-reaction with caffeine. RNA aptamers have been found that

wouid contain 4)5

I

cHs
Theophylline

Structures of caffeine and theophylline. ,{1though these compounds differ only by a single
methyi group, a specific sy'nthetic RNA can bind
to theophylline l0,000-fold more tightly than to
caffeine
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bind theophylline l0,000-fold more tightly rhan caffeine. Orher ex[ensrons of the
technology have used selection procedures to identify new, slnthetic ribozymes and
potential therapeutic RNAs
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Multiple Choice Questions

I, A poly,nucleotide is a pol)'rner in which:
A the two ends are structurally equivalent.
B the monomeric units are joined together

C

by phosphodiester
bonds
there are at least 20 different kinds of monomers that can be
used.

D
E
2

the monomeric units are not separated by hydrolysls
purine and pyrimidine bases are the repeating umts

C. a phosphodiester bond located in the interior o[ a polynucleotide.

D.

E

bond only in a specific sequence of nucleotides.
a bond that is distal (d) to the base that occupies the 5'-posia

tion of the bond.
A palindrome is a sequence of nucleotides in DNA that:
A. is highly reiterated
B. is part of the introns of eukaryotlc genes

C. ls a structural
The best definition of an endonuclease is an enzyme that hy-

has loca1 s).rmmetry and may serve as a recognltion site for var-

E

has the information necessary to confer antibiotic resistance in
bacteria

drolyzes:

A
B

from only the 3'-end of an oligonucleotide
a nucleotide from either termlnal of an oligonucleotide.
a nucleotide

gene

D

1OUS

protelns.
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4. In a DNA double

helix:
the lndividual strands are not helical.
hydrogen bonds lorm between a purine and a pyrimidine base
on the same strand.
C adenine on one strand is hydrogen bonded to th),mine on the
opposite strand.
D. phosphodiester bonds are oriented toward the intenor of the

A
B

helix

E
i.

for example, depend on the local three-dimensional structure of DNA
One antitumor drug, cisplatin, which is used to treat tumors in testicular, ovarian, bone, and lung cancers is a tetracoordinate platinum
complex. It forms intras[rand cross-links with DNA, causing the double helix to strongly bend toward the major groove. Cellular processes
such as transcription and programed cell death are affected.

II.

the outside of the helix is uncharged.

The A helix of DNA differs from the B helix

Bent DNA:
occurs only in the presence of external agents like the antitu-

A

mor drugs.

B.

in all of the following

EXCEPT:

site-specific recombination

A. appearance of the major and minor grooves.
B. pitch of the base pairs relative to the helix axis

C. occurs primarily in the presence o[ triple-stranded DNA

D
E

C. thickness of the helix.
D. tilt of the bases

E
6

7

polarity of the strands

C

A1u sequences.

D. alternating blocks of single-copy DNA and moderately repeti-

E.

tive DNA.
alternating blocks of short interspersed repeats and long interspersed repeats.

8. A nucleosome:

A.
B.

is a regularly repeating structure ol DNA and histone proteins.
has a core of DNA with proteins wrapped around the outside
C. uses only one type of histone per nucleosome.
D is separated from a second nucleosome by nonhistone proteins
E. has histones in contact with the major groove of the DNA.

9

12

The Z-DNA helix:
A has fewer base pairs per turn than the B-DNA
B. is favored by an alternating GC sequence.
C. tends to be found at the 3'-end of genes
D. is inhibited by methylation of the bases
E is a permanent conformation of DNA

An interspersion pattern in DNA consists of:
A highly repetitive DNA sequences
B the portion of DNA composed of singie-copy DNA.

scrlptlon

Riboz)..rnes:

A

are any ribonucleoprotein particies

pyrimidine

E

true catalysts.
require a protein cofactor to form a peptide bond
function only in the processing of mRNA

Questions 11 and 12: Nearly every process in which DNA participates
requires that the DNA interact with proteins. Interaction with proteins
for repair, transcription, recombination, and chromatin condensation,

bases.

assumes a cruciform conformation

Questions 13 and 14: Telomeres are guanine-rich repetirive sequences
at the ends of linear eukaryotic chromosomes They are progressi,ely
shortened during each cycle of cell division until a critical length is
reached and programmed ce11 death occurs The ribonucleoprotein,
telomerase, maintains the length of telomeres for a finite number of cell
divisions and then is turned off, but most tumor cells malntain telomerase activity. The higher [he tumor telomerase activity, the poorer the
clinical prognosis is. A current chemotherapeutic approach being studied is selective inhibition of telomerase Certain drugs selectively bind
to G-quadruplex DNA structure in telomerase and have been shown to
inhibit telomerase activity. These drugs are now being studied for antitumor actr\lt)z

13. G-quadruplex DNA:

A

is a stacked stmcture of guanine tetramers.
ls stabilized by metal cations
C. involves bases held together by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds
D can form either para1lel or antiparallel arrangements.
E all of the above are coffect.

B.

14. Another approach to cancer treatment is drugs that lnhibit topoisomerases. Topoisomerases:

A.
B.

'

B. are enz).rnes whose catalytic function resides in RNA subunits.
C. carry out self-processing reactions but cannot be considered

D
E

involves Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding
is characterized by the presence of a stnng of altemating purine-

D. forms only intermolecularly

A.

l0

requires the presence o[ inverted repeats
occurs only in DNA which is in the Z-form.

Bent DNA is not the only unusual conformation of DNA. Another
lorm of DNA is a triple-stranded complex lriple-stranded DNA:
A generally occurs in DNA in regions that play no role in tran-

B
C

RNA:

incorporates both modified and unmodified purine and p1,rimidine bases during transcription
B. does not exhibit any double-helical structure.
C. structures exhibit base stacking and hydrogen-bonded base
palnng.
D usually contains about 65-I00 nucleotides
E does not exhibit Watson-Crick base pairing

may be a fundamental element in the interaction between DNA
sequences and proteins for such processes as transcription and

regulate the leve1 of superhelicity of DNA in ceils
always break only one strand of DNA
C. can create but not remove supercoils.
D must hydrolyze AfP for their action.
E. of the subclass g),rases, introduce negative superhelices in eukaryotic DNA.

Problems

15

The figure shown below represents conformations of DNA (A, B,
C) at different temperatures Which conformation has the highest
relative optical density at 260 nm? Which section, D or E, has the
higher content of guanine and cytosine? Would increasrng section

nNswrns
D relative to section E have any effect on

f^

of the "melting"

I6 Linear DNA has 15 turns (T

| 9l

:

15) and no supercoils and rrill
close to become a circuiar DNA. In situation A, the DNA is un-

curve?

wound 2 turns before closing In situation B, the ends o[ rhe
DNA are secured so they cannot rotare, the molecule is looped
in a counterclockwise direction once, and the ends are linked to
form circular DNA. Are A and B topologically equivalent-thar
is, are they interconvertible without breaking any covalent
bonds?

I nNswrns
1.

2

B

C

D

C

E

B

7.

D

A

I

The sugar phosphates, not the bases, are joined by phosphodiester bonds A: The structure of a polynucleotide possesses an
intrinsic sense of direction that does not depend on whether a
3'-OH or 5'-OH terminal is esterified. C, E: There are only four
different monomers, and the repeating unit is the nucleoside
monophosphate. D: Nucleases hydroiyze the bonds
Both A and B describe exonucleases D does refer to an endonuclease but only to a specific t,?e, a restdction endonuclease, and is therefore not a definition of the general type. E: Both
endo- and exonucleases show specificity toward the bond hydrolyzed and so this is nor a definition of an endonuclease.
A palindrome, by definirlon, reads the same forward and backward Short palindromic segments of DNA are recognized by a
variety of proteins such as restriction endonucleases. A: This is
not likely since it would be incompatible with specific recognition. B is possible but has not been shown. C: Genes are
thousands of base pairs in length, whereas palindromes are
short segments. E: This would not be like1y because palindromes are too short
This results in complementarity of the strands A: Single srrands
are right-handed helices. B: Bases in a single srrand interacr
through the hydrophobic faces of the rings. D, E: The phosphate groups are negative and on the exterior of the helix.
The two strands are always antiparallel A: fhe A helix has a
narrower and deeper major groove and a wider and shallower
minor groove than the B helix B, D: Bases in the B helix are aimost perpendicular to the helix axis while rhose in A are tilted
C: The B helix is thinner than the A helix
The alternating purine-pyrimidine sequence is important. A:

Z-DNA is longer and thinner than the B-form because it has
12 bp per turn instead of 10. C: Ir is more likely to be found
at the 5'-end, consistent with one of its proposed roles in transcriptional regulation D: Methylation favors the Z-form in
which the methyl is protected from water. E: B -+ Z transition
is influenced by such things as merhylarion and rotation of rhe
G to the syn conformation
A, B: These are [wo of severa] kinds of DNA but do not consritute patterns C, E: AIu is a type of short interspersed repeat
Short and long interspersed repeats are the two classes of moderately repetitive DNA.
The "beads-on-a-string" stmcture is called a polyrrucleosome. B:
Histones form the core with DNA on the outside. C: All five

9. C

I0. B

I

I B

1)

B

I3 E

t,?es of histones are present-four in the core and one outside
D: The linker regions are DNA. E: Proteins thar regulate gene
expression and other activities bind to the major groove Histones bind to the minor groove
Stacking stabilizes the single-strand helix Folded portions of
the structure have hydrogen-bonded base pairing. A: Only the
four bases A, G, U, and C are incorporated during transcription B: Although singie stranded, RNA exhibits considerable
secondary and tertiary stmcture. D: Only IRNA would be this
small; sizes can range to more than 6000 nucleotides E: This
occurs in the intrachain helical regions.
Ribozyrnes are very specific type of particle. A: See previous
^
comment. C: One of the four classes, RNase \ catalyzes a cleava8e reaction D: X-ray crystallography has shown there is no
amino acid chain sufflciently close to catalyze pepride bond formation E: Ribozymes have been implicated in the processing
of ribosomal and tRNAs.
The bent DNA may be a recognition site for specilic proteins ro
bind. A, D: Bent DNA occurs naturally either in runs of four to
six adenosines separated by spacers or is induced by interactions of DNA with cerrain proteins. C: Bent DNA is double
stranded E: Z-DNA does not have a major groove and the
bending is toward the major groove.
Hoogsteen bonding in TAT and GGC triplets is responsible for
holding the third strand in the major groove. A: They are found
frequently in regions involved in gene regulation. C: The required sequence is a homopurlne string D: They can also form
intramolecularly by unfolding and refolding of the DNA. E: A
cruciform is an alternate conformation of DNA but does not
involve a third strand
A, C: The guanines are held together by Hoogsteen bonds and
are called G-quartets. B: Sodium and potassium are most effective because they fit inro the cenrer of rhe quarter and bind

to guanine oxygens D: Parallel structures occur when four
separate polynucleotides interact and antiparallel structures
arc favored when one polynucleotide provides two or more

t4

A

strands.
Topoisomerase

I relaxes DNA and topoisomerase II generates
supercoils. Balance between the two opposing activiries maintains the proper level ofsuperhelicity. B: Topoisomerase I breaks
one strand but topoisomerase II nicks both strands C: Topoisomerase

I

removes supercoils

Di Topoisomerase II uses ATP

e2

I
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but topoisomerase I does not. E: Gyrases are found only in bactena.
15

C has the highest relative optical density and also represents the

conformation at the highest temperature. Optical density increases as stacking

of bases decreases. Denaturation increases

with increasing temperature. E has

it is

less denatured than

a higher G-C content since
D at the intermediate temperature. I-

is the midpoint of the transition between double-stranded and

I6

separated DNA. Increasing the extent of D would increase the
A-T content relative to G-C and thus lower the temperature required to separate the strands.
To be topologically equivalent, the two conformations must
have the same linking number (L). L : T + W (writhing number as indicated by number of supercoils). In situation A,
L: 13 + 0 : 13. In situation B, L: 15 - I : 14. A and B
are not equivalent because they have different linkrng numbers.
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oF pRorErNS rN HUMANS

Proteins perform a surprising variety of essential functions in mammalian organisms Dlmamic functions include catalysis of chemicai transformations, transpor[,
metabolic control, and contraction. In their structural functions, pro[eins provide
the matrix for bone and connective tissue, gi\ring structure and form to the human
organlsm.

An important class of dpramic pro[eins are the enzyrnes that catalyze chemical
reactions, converting a substrate to a product at the enzyme's active site. Almost all
of the thousands of chemical reactions in living organisms require a specific enzyme
catalyst to ensure that reactions occur at a rate compatible with life. The character
of any cell is based on lts particular chemistry which is determined by its specific
er:E.JIJIe composition. Numerous genetic traits are expressed through slrrthesis of
enz).anes, which catalyze reactions that establish the phenotype. Many genetic diseases resul[ from a]tered levels of enzqe production or specific alterations to their
amino acid sequence. Transport is anolher major function of proteins Examples
discussed in greater detail in this text are hemoglobin and myoglobin, which trans-

port oxygen in blood and in muscle, respectively. Transferrin transports iron in
blood Other transpor[ proteins bind and carry steroid hormones in blood from
thei.r site of sprthesis to their site of action. Many drugs and toxic compounds are
transported bound to proteins. Proteins participate in contractile mechanisms.

Myosin and actin function in muscle conlraction.
Protelns have a protective role through a combinati.on of d;.namlc functions.
Immunoglobulins and interferon are proteins that protect the body against bacterial
or viral infecLion. Fibri.n stops the loss of blood on injury to the vascular system.
Many hormones are proteins or pepti.des. Protein hormones include insulin,
thyrotropin, somatotropin (growth hormone), prolactin, Iuteinizing hormone, and
follicle-stimulating hormone. Many polypeptide hormones have a low molecuiar
weight (<5000) and are referred to as peptides. In general, the term protein is used
for molecules composed of over 50 amino acids and peptide is used for those of
Iess than 50 amino acids. Important peptide hormones include adrenocorticotropic
hormone, antidiuretic hormone, glucagon, and calcitonin.

AMrNo ACID coMposrroN

or enorurxs

Proteins control and regulale gene transcription and translaLion. These include
his[ones that are closely associated with DNA, repressor and enhancer transcription
factors that control gene transcription, and proteins that form a part of the heteronuclear RNA particles and ribosomes.
Structural proteins function in "brick-and-mortar" roles. They include collagen

|

membrane

and elastin, which form the matrix of bone and ligaments and provide structural
strength and elasticity [o organs and the vascular system. a-Keratin is presenr in
hair and other epidermal tissue.
An understandlng of normal functioning and pathology of the mammalian organism requires a clear understanding of the proper[ies of proteins.

-Nuclear

Ju,*.,,,,",

NO ACID COMPOSITION OF PROTEINS
Proteins Are Polymers of a-Amino Acids

It is notable that all the different types of proreins are s).nrhesized as polymers of
only 20 amino acids. These common amino acids are defined as those for which
at least one codon exists in Lhe genetic code. Tianscription and translation of the
DNA code result in poly,rnerization of amino acids into a specific linear sequence
characterislic of a protein (Figure 3.1). Proteins may also contain derived amino
acids, which are usually formed by an enzlrnntic reaction on a common amino acid
after that amino acid has been incorporated into a protein structure. Examples of
derived amino acids are cystine (see p. 100), desmosine, and isodesmosine found
in elastin, hydroxyprollne and hydroxylysine in collagen, and 7-carboxygluramate
in prothrombin.

Common Amino Acids Have a Ceneral Structure

1,*,*".

FICURE 3.1

Genetic information is transcribed from a
DNA sequence into mRNA and then
translated to the amino acid sequence of a
protein.

Common amino acids have rhe general structure depicted in Figure 3.2. They
contain in common a central alpha (a)-carbon atom to which a carboxylic acid
group, an amino group, and a hydrogen atom are covalently bonded. In addirion,
the o-carbon atom is bound to a specific chemical group, designated R and called
the side chain, that uniquely defines each of the 20 common amino acids. Figure
3.2 depicts the ionized form of a common amino acid in solution at pH 7. The
o-amino group is protonated and in its ammonium ion form; the carboxylic acid
group is in its unprotonated or carboxylate ion form.

Side Chains Define Chemical Nature and
Structures of Different Amino Acids
Slructures of the common amino acids are shown in Figure 3.3. Alkyl amino acids
have alkyl group side chains and include glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, and
isoleucine. Glycine has the simplest structure, with R : H Alanine conlains a
methyl (CUr-) group. Valine has an isopropyl R group (Figure 3.4). The leucine
and isoleucine R groups are butyl groups that are structural isomers of each other.
In leucine the branching in the isobutyl side chain occurs on the gamma (7)-carbon
and in isoleucine it is branched at thebeta (F)-carbon of the amino acid.

The aromaric

amino

and tryptophan.

Phenylalanine conrains ab
, and tryptophan
the he[erocyclic structure, i
ety is attached to
the a-carbon through a methylene (-CHr-; carbon (Figure 3.3).
Sulfur-containing amino acids are cysteine and methionine. The cysteine side
chain group is a thiolmethyl (HSCH2-). In methionine the side chain is a merhyl
ethyl thiol ether (CH3SCH2CH2-).
The two hydroxy (alcohol)-containing amino acids are serine and threonine.
The serine side chain is a hydroxrr.,rnethyl (HOCH,-). In threonine an ethanol

95

*l
NH3
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-Ca-

H

I

R

FIGURE 3.2

General structure of the common amino
acids.
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FIGURE 3.3

Structures of the common amino acids.
Charge forms are those present at
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FIGURE 3.4

Allryl side chains of valine, leucine, and isoleucine.

H

lsobutyl

R
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FIGURE 3.5
+
NHz

Side chains of aspartate and glutamate.

il

NH2-

slructure is connecred to the a-carbon through the carbon containing the hydroxyl
substituent, resuking in a secondary alcohol srrucrure (CH3-CHOH-CH.-).
Proline ls unique in that it incorpora[es the a-amlno group in its side chain
and is more accura[ely classified as an a-imino acid, since its a-amine is a secondary amine with its a-nrtrogen having two covalen[ bonds to carbon (to the a-carbon
and side chain carbon), rather than a primary amine. Incorporation of the a-amino
nilrogen into a five-membered ring constrains the rotarional freedom around the
bond in p'rollne to a specific rota[iona1 angle, which limlts particlpa-No-Cotron of proline in polypeptide chain conformalions.

c-NH -

Guanidinium group (charged form) of arginine

i":\

,r.it
\-c/ NH
H

lmidazolium group of histidine

FIGURE 3.6

Guanidinium and imidazolium groups of
arginine and histidine.

TABTE

3.1

Abbreviations for the Amino Acids

Abbreyiation

tures, the R group contains one or [wo nitrogen atoms that act as a base by binding
a proton. The lysine side chain is an N-bury1 amine. In arginine, the side chain

contains a guanidino group (Figure 3.6) separated from rhe a-carbon by three
methylene carbon atoms. Both the guanidino group of arginine and rhe e-amino

Amino Aciil
Alanine
Arginine
Asparagine

Aspartate

Three
Letter
AIa

,'
l

Asparagine

i

On"
Letter
A

A.g

R

Asn
Asp

N
D

Asx

B

or aspartate

chain (see Section 3.3)
Glutamine and asparagine are structural analogs of glutamic acid and aspartic
acrd with their side chain carboxylic acid groups amidared. Unique DNA codons
exrst for glutamine and asparagine separate from those for glutamic acid and aspartic
acid. The amide side chains of glu[amine and asparagine cannot be proronated and
\
are uncharged at physiological pH.
To represenl sequences of amino acids in proteins, three-letter and one-letter
abbreviations for rhe common amino acids have been established (Table 3 I). These
.rbbreviations are universally accepred and will be used throughout this book. The
three-letter abbreviations o[ asparric acid (Asp) and gluramic acid (GIu) should not
be confused with those for asparagine (Asn) and glutamine (Gln). ln experimental
determination of the amino acids of a protein by chemical procedures, one cannot
easily differentiate between Asn and Asp, or between GIn and Glu, because the
amide groups in Asn and Gln are hydroryzed and generate Asp and Gru (see Seclion 3.9). The s).tnbols of Asx forAsp orAsn, and GIx for G1u or GIn indicate this
ambiguity A simllar scheme is used with the one-letter abbreviations for Asp or
Asn. and G1u or GIn.

Cysteine

Glycine
Glutamine
Glutamate

Glutamine

Cyr
Gly
GIn
Glu
Glx

C
G

a
E

Z

or giutamate
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine

Methionine
Phenylalanine

Proline
Serine

Threonine
Tiyptophan
Iyrosine
Valine

His
Ile
Leu
Lys
Met
Phe
Pro
Ser
Thr
Trp

ryrY
Val

H

I
L
K

M
F
P
S

T

W
V
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Amino Acids Have an Asymmetric Center
coo-

coo+'

H>

NH3P c {H

<ilHs

c
R

R

D-Configuration

L-Configuration

FIGURE 3,7

Absolute configuration of an amino acid.

amino acids of r configuration are found. The r and o designations refer to the ability to rotate polarized light to the left (r, ievo) or right (o, dextro) from its plane of
polarization. As the amino acids in proteins are asyrnme[ric, the proteins also exhibit asymmetric properties.

HH

-l*l
NH3-C-COO-

+ NH3-C-

II
R1

COO-

R2

Amino Acids Are Polymerized into Peptides and Proteins

l-u,o
iHRcH

' I
Xr.-?

l-

* fi,r.-lc- coo|

pHB3

"oo-

|

*--H,o
H O

RzO

H

t- ll
* l il
NHa-C-C-N-C-C-N-C-

-rtrtl

l

COO-

RlHHHB3
Tripeptide
FIGURE 3.8

Peptide bond formation.

o-

o
il

R

The common amino acids in Figure 3.2 have four substituents (R, H, COO
NH.*) covalently bonded to an a-carbon atom. A carbon atom with four different
substituents in a tetrahedral configuration is asymmetric and exists in two enantiomeric forms Thus all amino acids exhlbit optical isomerism except glycine, in
which R : H and thus two of rhe four substituents on the o-carbon atom are hydrogen. The absolute configuration for an amino acid is depicted in Figure 3.7
using the Fischer projection to show the position in space of the tetrahedrally
arranged a-carbon substituents. The a-COO- group is directed up and behind the
plane of the page, and the R group is directed down and behind the plane of the
page. The a-H and a-NH3+ groups are directed toward the reader. An amino acid
held in this way projects its a-NH3+ group either to the left or right of the acarbon atom. By convention, if the o-NH3+ is projected to the left, the amino acid
has an l absolute configuration. Its optical enantiomer, with a-NH3+ projected
toward the right, has a o absolute configuration. In mammalian proteins only

-C',tN

./ R'+R-C'

I

\+./
.N

I

I

H

H

I

il

B'

FICURE 3.9

Electronic isomer structures of a peptide
bond.

Polymerization of the 20 common amino acids into polypeptide chains in cells is
catalyzed by enzymes and is associated with lhe ribosomes (see Chapter 6). Chemically, this po1;.,rnerization is a dehydra[ion reaction (Figure 3.8). The o-carboxyl
group of one amino acid with side chain R1 forms a covalent peptide bond with
the a-amino group o[ another amino acid with side chain R2 by elimination of a
molecule of water The dipeptide (two amino acid residues joined by a single peptide bond) can then lorm a second peptide bond through i[s terminal carboxylic
acid group and the a-amino of a third amino acid (R;), to generate a tripeptide
(Figure 3.8). Repetition of this process generates a polypeptide or protein of specific amino acid sequence (R1-Rr-R3-Ro-"'R,). This is the primary structure of the
protein, and it is predetermined by the nucleotide sequence of its gene (see Chapter 6). It is the unique primary struc[ure that enables a pollpeptide chain to fold
into a specific three-dimensional structure that gives the protein its chemical and
physiologicaI propert ies.
A peptide bond can be represented as two resonance isomers (Figure 3.9). In
s[ructure I, a double bond is located between rhe carbonyl carbon and carbonyl
oxygen (C':O), and the carbonyl carbon to nitrogen (C'-N) linkage is a single
bond. ln structure II, the carbon to oxygen bond (C'-O-) is a single bond and
the bond located between the carbon and nitrogen is a double bond (C':N). ln
structure II there is a negative charge on the oxygen and a positive charge on the
nitrogen. Actual peptide bonds are a resonance hybrid of these two electron isomer
structures, the carbon to nitrogen bond having a 50olo double-bond character. The
presence of this hybrid bond is supported by spectroscopic measurements and
X-ray diffraction studies, rhe latter showing that the carbonyl carbon to nitrogen
bond length (1 33 A) is approximately half-way belween that of a C'-N single
bond (-1.45 A) and a C':N double bond (-1.25 A).
A consequence of this partial double-bond character is that, as for normal
double-bond Structures, ro[a[ion does not occur about the carbonyl carbon to ni[rogen of a peptide bond at physiological temperatures. AII the atoms attached to C'
and N lie in a common plane.

oarc)c':N

-c'

H

AMrNo ACID coMposrroN

Thus a polypeptide chain is a pol1,rner that consists of peptide-bond planes intercrs peptide bonds
nes with respect to
, two single bonds,
term residue refers
to the atoms contributed by an amino acid to a pollpeptide chain including the
atoms o[ the side chain.
The peptide bond in Figure 3.11a shows a trans configuration ofits oxygen

(o) and hydrogen (H) atoms. This is rhe most stable configuration with [he two
side chains (R and R') also being in trans. The cis configuration (Figure 3.11b)
brings the two side chain groups ro the same side of the C':N bond, where
unfavorable repulsive steric forces occur between the R groups. Accordingly, transproteins except where there are proline residues. In proline

the a-amino group, and the cis- and trans-peptide bonds
o group have near equal energies. The configuration of the
peptide bond with proline depends on the specific forces generated by the unique
folded three-dimensional structure of the protein molecule.
one of the largest polypeptides in humans is that of apolipoprotein 8-100,
which contains 4536 amino acid residues. Chain length alone, however, does not
de[ermine the function of a polypeptide. Many small peptides of less than ren amino

(o)

frans configuraiion

(b)

crbconfiguration

FICURE 3.11

(a) ?ans-peptide bond, and (b) rhe rare cis-pepride bond.
bond characrer.

c'-N

have a partial double-

or nnorrrNs
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Peptide bond for R;

)".d",:[u

*!(/]"(''.'

i,fluzx'"5(r'h,)
du-R;HH

FICURE 3.10

Amino acid residue within a polypeptide
chain.
Each residue of a pollpeptide contribures two
single bonds and one pepride bond to the chain
The single bonds are those between the Co and
carbonyl C' atoms, and the Co and N atoms.
See p. I13 for'definition of Q and {t
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of Biologically Active Peptides

Thyro tropin-releasing

pyroGlu-His-Pro(NHz)"

hormone

Secreted by hypothalamus; causes anterior pituitary
gland to release lh1'rotropic hormone

l9
Vasopressin (antidiuretic

H- C,vs-T1n-Phe -GIn-Asn- Cys-Pro-Arg-G1y(NHz)b'd
I

I

5

S

hormone)

Secreted by posterior pituitary gland;
causes

kidney to retain water from urine

I
H-Tyr-Gly-G1y-Phe-Me t-OH

Methionine enkephalin

OpiateJike peptide found in brain that inhibits
sense of pain

Little gastrin (human)

Hormone secreted by mucosal cells in stomach;
causes parietal cells of stomach to secrete acid

Glucagon (bovine)

Pancreatic hormone involved
glucose metabolism

IIO
pyro G1u-G1y-Pro-Tip-Leu - G1u-Glu-GIu-GluL7

11

41a-Tyr-G1y-Trp-Me t-Asp-Phe(NHr)''

d

I

SO;

1I0
-His-Ser-Gln- G1y-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Asp-TyT
20
Ser-Lys-!r-Leu-Asp- Ser-Arg-Arg-41a-Gln29

H

-

11

in regulating

2t

Asp-Phe-Va1-Gln-Tip-Leu-Met-Asn-Thr-OH

Anglotensin

H-Asp-Arg-Va1-Tyr-IIe-His-Pro-Phe-OH

II

(horse)

Pressor or hypertensive peptide; also stimulates
release of aldosterone from adrenal cortex

I9
Plasma bradykinin

H-Arg-Pro -Pro- G1y-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg-OH

Vasodilator peptide

(bovine)

r10
H-Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Phe-Phe-G1y-Leu-Met(NHr)d

SubstanceP

Neurotransmitter

"The NH2-terminal Glu is in the pyro form in which its 7-COOH is covalently joined to its a-NH2 via amide linkage; the COOH-rerminal amino acid

is

amidated and thus also not free
b

Cysteine-1 and cy,5sgrns-6 are joined to form a disulfide bond struclure within the nonapeptide

'The lyr 12 is sulfonated on its phenolic slde chain OH
" The CooH-t..mlnal amlno acrd is amidated

acids perform important biochemical and physiological functions in humans
(Table 3.2). Primary structuret are written in a standard convention and sequentially numbered from their NH2-terminal end to their COOH-terminal end, consisrent with the order of addition of the amino acid to the chain during biosy'nthesis
Accordingly, for thl.rotropin-releasing hormone (Table 3.2) the glutamic acid residue
on the left is the NH2-terminal amino acid of the tripeptide or amino acid residue
I in the sequence. The proline is the COOH-terminal amino acid and is resldue 3
The defined direc[ion of the pollpeptide chain is from GIu to Pro (NHz-terminal
amino acid to COOH-terminal amino acid)

Cystine Is a Derived Amino Acid
A derived amino acid found in many proteins is cystine. It is formed by

Two

cysteines

FIGURE 3.12

Cystine bond formation.

Cystine

the

oxidation of two cysteine thiol side chains to form a disulfide covaienl bond (Figure 3.I2). Within proteins, disulfide links of cystine formed from cysteines, separated from each other in a polypepti.de chain (intrachain) or belween two poiypeptide chains (interchain), have an importanI role in stabilizing the folded con[ormation
of proteins.

cHARCE AND cHEMTcAL pRopERTTES oF AMrNo ACrDS AND pRorErNS
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I tOt

cHnRGE AND cHEMtcAL pRopERTtES
OF AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS

lonizable Croups of Amino Acids and Proteins
Are Critical for Biological Function
lonizable groups common to proteins and amino acids are shown in Table 3.3. The
acid forms are on the left of the equilibrium sign and the base forms on the righr
side. In forming its conjugate base, the acid form releases a pro[on. In reverse, the
base form associates with a proton to form Lhe respective acid The proton dissociation of an acid is characrerized by an acid dissociation constant (K) and its pKi
pK! :logrc(lf K'^). Table 3.3 shows a r^nge of pKi values for each acid
'alue:
group, as the actual pKi depends on the environment in which an acid group is
placed. For example, when a posirive-charged ammonium group (-NH3+) is
placed near a negative-charged group within a protein, the nega[ive charge stabilizes the posirively charged acid form, making it more difficult [o dissociate its
proton. The pKi of rhe
-NHr* will have a higher value than normal for an ammonium group in the absence of a nearby negative charge stabilization. Fac[ors
other than charge that affecr the pKi include polariry of rhe environmenr, absence
or presence of water, and the potential for hydrogen bond formation. Also, acid
groups (a-cooH or a-NHr+) at the ends of polypeptides
rypically have a lower
pK! value than the same rypes of acid groups in the side chains (Table 3.4). The
amino acids whose R groups contain nitrogen atoms (Lys and Arg) are the basic
amino acids, since their side chains have relatively high pK! values and function
as bases at physiological pH. They are usually in rheir acid form and positively
charged at physiological pH. Amino acids whose side chains conrain a carboxyllc
acid group have relativeiy low pK', values and are acidic amino acids and are predominantly in rheir unproronared forms and are negatively charged at physiolo[ical

NHr-terminal residue polypeptide chains, lysine
COOH-terminal residue pollpeptide chains,
glutamate, aspartate
Arginine

R-NH3+

R-NH2 + H+

Ammonium

Amine

R-COOH

R-COO- + H+

Carboxylic acid

Carboxylate

+

R-511-(:NH2

R-NH-C:NH + H+

l,

Cysteine

Histidine

NHz
Guanidino

R-SH

R-S_ + H+

Thiol

Thiolate

ll
HN\^/-NH
L'

H
Imidazolium

Iyrosine

6-t0.6

3.0-5.5

tt.5-t2

I

NHz
Guanidinium

R-C_-CH

7

R-C:CH
HN.-ct/ -N + H+

lr

8.0-9.0

6 0-7.0

H
Imidazole

9 5-10.5

5
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3.4 p(i of Side Chain

and Terminal Acid Groups

in Ribonuclease

Side chain
Chain end

Lysines

:

10.2

N-terminal:

7.8

Glu and AtP

C-terminal:

-

4.6

3.8

pH. Proteins in which the ratio QLys + )Arg)/GGlu + )Asp) is greater than 1 are
referred to as basic proteins. Proteins in which the above ratio is less than I are
referred to as acidic proteins.

pH=pKs*,onffi##

lonic Form of an Amino Acid or Protein
Can Be Determined at a Given pH

or

From the pK', value for each acid group in an amino acid or protein and the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Figure 3.I3), the ionic form of the molecule
can be calculated at a given pH. This is an important relationship as it shows the
change in ionization state and charge of a molecule with pH. Physiologicai activities of a molecule differ with changes in pH and ionization state. For example, an
enzyrne may require a histidine imidazole in its base florm for catalytic activiql If
the pKi of this histidine 6.0, at pH 6.0 one-half of the en4.ryne molecules are in the

pH-pKa=,onffiffi
FIGURE 3.13

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.
(For a more detailed discussion of this equation,
see

p. 11)

in the inactive acid (imidazolium) form.
Accordingly, the en4.ryne exhibits 50olo of its potential activity At pH 7.0, the pH is
one unit above the imidazolium pK'oand the ratio of [imidazole]/[imidazolium] is
10:I (Table 3.5). Based on this ratio, the enzyme exhibits tI0/(I0 + t)l x
I00o/o : 91olo of its maximum potential activity Thus a change in pH has a draactive base (imidazole) florm and one-half

matic effect on the enzlrne's activity Most protein activities demonstrate similar pH
dependency due to their acid and base group(s).

Titration of a Monoamino Monocarboxylic Acid:
Determination of the lsoelectric pH
An understanding of a protein's acid and base forms and their relation to charge is
made more clear by following the titration of the ionizable groups for a simple
amino acid. In Figure 3.14, Ieucine has an a-COOH with pK'" :2.4 and an
e-NH3+ group with pK'o:9.6. At pH 1.0 the predominant ionic form (form l) has
a charge of * I and migrates toward the cathode in an electrical field. Addition of
0.5 equivalent of base half-titrates the o-COOH group; that is, the ratio of
ICOO l/tCOOHl wiil equal 1. The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, with the
second term on the right side of the equation 1og16[ftase)/(acid)] : logls[I] = 0
TABTE

3.5

Relationship Between the Difference of pH and Acid
Base to lts

pI( and the Ratio of the Concentrations of
Conjugate Acid

0

I

1

IO
100
1000

2
3

-1
-2
-3

OI
0.01

0.001
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cooH

ir.-J-,

-3n.
*H*

|

ir.-J-"
I

I

C-

CHs-

H

I

NHz-

+H+

CH3-

l-l

I

il

o

pH<2.4

I

C-

H

I

cHg

+1

tt

CHz

I

C-

I

CI

I

cHs

Charge

$

cHz

cHz

CH3-

c

cHe
ilt

_1

2.4 <PH < 9.6

9.6

<

(

pH

FIGURE 3.14

Ionic forms of leucine.
at a ratio of conjugate base ro acid of I:1, shows that rhe pH (when the o-COOH
is half-titrated) is directly equal to rhe pl(o1o66es; (Figure 3.15).
Addition of I equivalent of base completely rirrates the o-CooH but leaves the
c-NH3+ group inracr. In the resulting form (II), the negatively charged. a-COOand positively charged a-NH3+ cancel each other and the net charge is zero. Form
II is thus the zwitterion form, that is, the ionic form in which the total of positive
charges equals the total of negative charges. As the net charge on a zwitterion molecule is zero, it will not migrate toward either the cathode or anode in an elec[ric
field. Further addition of 0.5 equivalent of base to the zwitterion form of leucine
(total base added is 1i5 equivalents) will half-titrate the o-NH3+ group. At
this
point in the titration, rhe rario of [NHz]/[NHr*] : I, and the pH is equal to the
value of the pKi, for the a-NH3+ group (Figure 3.I5). Addition of a further 0.5
equivalent ofbase (total of 2 full equivalents
tely
titrates the o-NH3+ group to its base form
lI,
and the predominant molecular species has

_,
_ pKi,COoH + pK'"NH3+
pt:-:
At pH

>

+

2.+

9.6

,

:4.0

6.0, leucine has a partial negarive charge thar increases at high pH to a full
partial positive
3.14). The parlbalch equation

Titration of a Monoamino Dicarboxylic Acid
A more complicated example of the relationship between molecular charge and pH
is provided by glutamic acid. As shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.r7, in glutamic acid
cooH

ir.-J-n $*H*
|

coo-

+l

NHs-CI

cHz

cHz

I

I

cHz

cHe
I

I

cooH

cooH
Charge

+1

pH

0

< 2.2

FIGURE 3.16

Ionic forms of glutamic acid.

L

H

@o-

+OH-

2.2

< 9H< 4.3

+H+

ir.- J- ,
I

cHz
I

cHz
I

coo-1
4.3 < PH< 9.7

*L
+H*

c@Nl-lz-

I

C-

H

I

QHz
I

CHz
I

coo-2
9.7 < pH

FICURE 3.15

Titration curve of leucine.
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FIGURE 3.17

Titration curve of glutamic acid.

pK'o: 2.2, the 7-COOH pKl": 4.3, and the o-NH3+ PKL: 9.7.The
zwitterion form is generated after 1.0 equivalent of base is added to the low-pH
form, and the isoelectric pH (pf) is calculated from the averuge of the two pK'ovalues that control the boundaries of the zwitterion form:
the a-COOH

or:
,2

2.2 +

4.3 :3.25

Accordingly, at values above pH 3.25 the molecule assumes a net negative charge
until at high pH it has a net charge of -2. At pH < 3.25 glutamic acid is positively
charged, and at extremely low pH it has a net positive charge of *1.

TABTE

3.6

pI Values for Some

Ceneral Relationship Between Charge Properties
of Amino Acids and Proteins and pH

Representative Proteins

Pepsin

Human serum albumin
a1-Lipoprotein
Fibrinogen
Hemoglobin A
Ribonuclease

Cytochrome c
Thymohistone

-I

59
5.5

58

7l

7.8

r00

I06

Analysis of charge forms of other common amino acids shows that the relationship
between pH and charge for leucine and glutamate is generally true. At a pH less
than pI, the amino acid is positively charged. At a pH greater than pI, the amino
acid is negatively charged. The degree of positive or negative charge is a function

of the magnitude of the difference'between pH and pI. As proteins are complex
polyelectrolytes that contain many ionizable acid groups that regulate the boundaries of their zwitterion forms, calculation of a protein's isoelectric pH from its acid
pKi values utilizing the Henderson-Hasselbalch relationship would be difficult. Accordingly, pI values of proteins are always experimentally measured by determining
the pH value at which the protein does not move in an electrical field. pI values for
some repiesentative proteins are given in Table 3.6.
As with amino acids, at a pH greater than its pI, a protein has a net negative
charge. At a pH less than its pI, a protein has a net positive charge (Figure 3.18).
The magnitude of the net charge of a protein increases as the difference between
pH and pI increases. An example is human plasma albumin with 585 amino acid

pH > pl then protein charge negative
pH < pr, then protein charge positive
FIGURE 3.18

Relationship between solution pH, protein pI, and protein charge.
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FIGURE 3.19

Titration curve bf human serum albumin at 25"c and an ionic strength of 0.150.
kdrawn Jrom Tanford, C J. Am. Chem Soc 72:441, 1950.

residues of which there are 61 glutamates, 36
arginines,
and 16 histldines. The titration curve for this c
in Figure
3.19. Albumin's pI: 5.9, at which pH its net
he imidazolium groups of histidines are panially titrated and albumin has a negative charge
of -10. At pH 8.6 the ner charge is approximately -20. At pH lI the net charge
is approximately -60. On the acid side of the pI value, ar pH 3, the approximate
net charge of albumin is *60.

Amino Acids and Proteins Can Be Separated Based on p, Values

aration is commonly carried out at pH 8.6, which is higher than the pI values of
the major plasma proteins. Accordingly, the proteins are negatively charged and
move toward the anode at a rate dependent on their net charge. Major fractions
observed in order of their migration are those of albumin, dr, dz-, and
B-globulins, fibrinogen, and 71- and 72-globulins (Figure 3.20). Some of these fracrions
represent tens to hundreds of different proteins that migrate similarly at pH g.6.
However, certain proteins predominate in each peak and variation in their relative
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Prealbumin

III
BOYr

4,2

0.1

fz

Lysozyme
C3-Anaphylatoxin

THODE

ANODE

o

ci1

0,1/d.2

c1-Acid glycoprotein
01-T Glycoprotein

Thyroxine-binding

qt-Antitrypsin
Tran$ortin
01-Antichymotrypsin
01-B Glycoprotein
9,5 S-c1-glycoprotein
Vitamin D-binding
q1-Lipoproteins

protein

FactorX(Stuart-Prower)
Transcobalamin

azllt

4,2

globulin
Zn-o2-glycoprotein
Gc globulin
Ceruloplasmin
lntero-trypsininhibitor
Antilhrombin lll
I
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FIGURE 3.20

Electrophoresis pattern for plasma proteins at pH 8.6.
Plot shows order of migration along horizontal axis with proleins of
highest mobility closest to anode. Height of band along vertical axis
shows protein concentration. Different major proteins are designated
underneath their electrophoretic mobility peaks.

Repinted with prmission Jrom Heide, K., Haupt, H , and Schwich, H G In E W.
Putnam (Ed ), The Plasma Proteins, 2nd ed., Vol III New York: Academic Press,
1977,

p

545

amounts is characteristic of certain diseases (Figures 3.20 and 3.21;see Clin. Corr.
3.1).

Amino Acid Side Chains Have Polar or Apolar Properties
The hydrophobicity of amino acid side chai.ns is critical for the folding of a
protein to its native structure and for stability of the folded protein. Figure 3.22
plots the values of relative hydrophobicity of the common amino acids on the basis
of their tendency to partition themselves in a mixture of wa[er and a nonpolar solvent. The scale is based on a value of zero for giycine. Side chains that preferentially dissolve in the nonpolar solvent relative to glycine show a positive (+) hy-
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Hepatic Cirrhosis
("Polyclonal Gammopathy")

'
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mmediate

]!;oon."

Paraprotein
("Monoclonal Gammopathy")

(f)

'Delayed Response Pattern"
(c)

Nephrotic Syndrome
@)

FICURE 3.21

Examples of electrophoretic mobility patterns observed for a normal
individual and patients with abnormal concentrations of serum
proteins, atalyzed, by agarose gel electrophoresis.
RedrawnJrom McPherson, R A In: I B Henry (Ed), Clinical Diagnosis and Manage-

Hypogammaglobulinemia

(d)
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ment, lTth ed Philadelphia: Saunders, 1984

3.

1

Plasma Proteins in Diagnosis of Disease
Electrophoretic analysis of the plasma proteins is commonly used in
dragnosis of disease. Electrophoresis of plasma buffered at pH 8.6
separales the major plasma protelns as they migrate to the anode in
the electdc field into bands or peaks, based on their charge differences
,,see text). Examples of abnormal electrophoresis patterns
are shown
tn Figure 3 2I. An "immediate response" that occurs with stress or
infiammation caused by infection, injury, or surgical trauma is shown

rn pattern (b) in which haproglobins in the a2 mobility band are
selectively increased. A "late response" shown in pattern (c) is
correlated with infection and shows an increase in the 7-globulin
peaks due to an increase in immunoglobulins. An example of a hypo7-globulinemia due to an immunosuppressive disease is shown in
pattern (d). In hepatic cirrhosis there ls a broad elevation of the
y-globulins with reduction of albumin, as in parrern (e). Monoclonai
gammopathies are due to the clonal synthesis of a unique
immunoglobulin and give rise to a sharp 7-globulln band, as in

pattern f). Nephrotic syndrome shows a seiective loss of lower
molecular weight proteins from plasma, as in pattern (g). fhe parrern
shows a decrease in albumin (65 kDa), bur a retention of the bands
composed of the higher molecular weight proreins a2-macroglobuiin
(725 kDa) and B-lipoproteins (2000 kDa) in the a2-band. pauern (h)

is from a patient with a protein-losing enteropathy. The slight increase in the a2-band in pattem (h) is due to an immediate or lare
response from a stressful stimulus, as previously observed in patterns

(b) and (c).
Ritzmann, S E. and Daniels, J C Serum protein electrophoresis and total
senrm protelns In; S E. Ritzmann and C_ Daniels (Eds ). Serum Protein Abnormalities, Didgnostic and. Clinical Aspects Boston: Little, Brown and Co , L97 5 ,
pp. 3-25; and McPherson, R A Specific proreins In: J. B. Henry (Ed ), CIinical Diagnosis and Management by Laboratory Methods, ITth ed Philadelphia:
Saunders, 1984, p )O4
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FIGURE 3.22

Relative hydrophobicity of amino acid side chains.
Based on partition o[ amino acid between organic solvent and water Negative talues indi
cate preference for water and positive values preference for nonpolar solvent (ethanol or
dioxane) relative to glycine (see text).
Based on data Jrom Von Heijne, G. and Blomberg, C,

andTanJord,

Eur

J

Biochem 97:175, 1979;

and Jrom Nozahi,

Y.

C.J Biol. Chem 246:2211,1971

drophobicity value, the more positive the greater the preference for the nonpolar
solvent. Most hydrophobic are those amino acids found buried in folded protein
struc[ures away from the water solvent that in[eracts with the surface of a soluble
protein. However, the general correlation is not perfect due to the amphoteric
nature of many of the hydrophobic amino acids that place the more polar portions
of their side chain structure near the surface to interac[ with water on the ou[side.
In addition, contrary to expectation, not all hydrophobic side chains are in a buried
position in a folded three-dimensional structure of a globular protein. When on the
surface, the hydrophobic groups are generally dispersed among the poiar side
chains. When clustenng of nonpolar side chains occurs on the surface, it is usually
associated with a function, such as to provide a site for binding of substrate molecules through hydrophobic interactions.
Most charged side chains occur on the surface of soluble globuiar proteins
where they are stabilized by favorable energetic interaclions with water. The rare
positioning of a charged side chain in the interior usually implies an important
functional role for that "buried" charge within the nonpolar interior in stabilizing
protein conformatlon or pafliclpation in catalysis.

Amino Acids Undergo a Variety of Chemical Reactions
Amino acids i.n proteins react with a variety o[ reagents that may be used to investigate the function of specific side chains. Some common chemical reactions are presented in Table 3.7. Reagents that modify the acid side chain have been synthesized
to bind to specific sites in a folded protein's structure, like the substrate-binding
site. The strategy is to model the structural features of the en4rme's natural substrate into the modifying reagent. The reagent binds to the active site like a natural
substrate and reacts with a specific side chain. This identifies the modified amino
acid as being located in the substrate-binding site and helps identify its role in
catalysis.

pRrMARy srRUCruRE oF pRorErNS
TABTE

3.7

Some Chemical Reactions

Amine (-NHz) groups

of the Amino Acids

Ninhydrin
Fluorescamine

Carboxylic acid groups

Alcohols
Amines
Carbodiimide

-NH2 of Lys

2, 3,

6-Trinitrobenzene

sulfonate

Anhydrides
Aldehydes

Blue-colored product thar
absorbs at 540 nmd
Product that fluoresces
Ester products
Amide products
Activates for reaction with
nucleophiles

Product rhat absorbs at
367 nm
Acetylate amines
Form Shiff base adducrs

Guanidino group of Arg

Sakaguchi reaction

Pink-red product rhat can
be used to assay Arg

Phenol of Tyr

12

Iodirution of positions ortho

Acetic anhydride

to hydroxyl group on
aromatic ring
Acetylation of

CH3I

Methyl sulfonium producr

[O-] or H2O2

Methionine sulfoxide or
methionine sulfone

S atom

-SH

of Met side chain

of Cys

-OH

Iodoacetate

Carboxymethyl thiol ether

N-Ethylmaleimide
Organic mercurials
Performic acid

Addition product with

S

Dithionitrobenzoic acid

Mercurial adducts
Cysteic acid (-SO3H)
Yellow product that can
be used to quantitate
groups

Paulys reagent

Yellow to reddish product

-SH

lmidazole of His and
phenol of Tg

'Proline imino group reacts with ninhydnn to form product that absorbs ltght at

44O

nm

(ye11ow color)

s.+ | entuARy sTRUCTURE oF pRorErNS
The primary structure (amino acid sequence) of a protein is required for understanding of its structure, its mechanism of action, and its relationship to other
proteins with similar physiological roles. The primary srructure of insulin illustrates the value of this knowledge for understanding a protein's biosynthesis and
physiological forms. Insuiin is produced in pancreatic islet cells as a single-chain,
inactive precursor, proinsulin, with the primary structure shown in Figure 3.23.
The polypeptide chain contains 86 amino-acids and 3 intrachain cystine disulfide bonds. lt is transformed into biologically active insulin by proteolytic cleavage of the primary structure prior to its secretion from islet cells. Proinsulin is
cleaved by proteases present in the islet cells that cleave rwo peptide bonds in
proinsulin between residues 30 and 31 and 65 and 66. This releases a 35-aminoacid segment (the C-peptide) and insulin, which consisrs of rwo polypeptide
chains (A and B) of 2J amino acids and 3Q amino acids, respecrively, covalently
joined by-thE same disulfide bonds present in proinsulin (Figure 3.23). The Cpeptide is further processed in rhe pancreatic islet cells by proreases thar hydrolyze a dipeptide from the COOH-terminal and a dipepride from the NH2-terminal of the C-peptide. The modified C-peptide is secrered into the blood with
insulin.
Besides giving information on the pathway for formatlon of active insulin, the
role of par[icular amino acids in insulin is indicated by comparison of the sequence

I
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Pro nsu n

Proteas€-catalyzed
hydrolysis

I

FIGURE 3.23

Primary stnrctures of human proinsulin,
insulin, and C-peptide.
In proinsulin, the B-chain peptide extends from
1. to Thr at position 30, the Cpeptide from Arg at position 31 to Arg at position 65, and the A-peptide from GIy at position
66 to Asn at position 86. Cystine bonds from
positions 7 ro 72,19 to 85, arrd 7l to 76 are

Phe at position

found in proinsulin.
Redrawn Jrom Bell, G. 1., Swain,

W

F., Pictet,

k,

Cordell,

8., Goodman, H. M., andRuttetW. 1., Nature 282:525,
1979.
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I ttt

Variation in Positions AB, A9, A'10, and 830 of lnsulin
410

830

Human
Cow

Thr

Ser

Ile

Thr

Ala

Ser

Va1

Ala

Pig

Thr

Ser

I1e

A1a

Sheep

A1a

Horse
Dog

Thr
Thr

Glv
Glv

Val
IIe

Ala
Ala

Ser

Ile

A.1a

Chicken"

His

Thr

,A1a

Duck'

GIu

Asn
Asn

Pro

fhr

'PosiLions I and 2 of B chain are borh Ala in chicken and duck: whereas in
the other species in the table, position I is Phe and position 2 is Val in
B chatn

of insulins from diflerent animal species The aligned primary structures show

a

residue identity in most amlno acid positions, except for residues 8, 9, and 10 of
the A chain and residue 30 of the B chain. Amino acids in these positions vary
Mdely in different animal insulins (Table 3.8) and apparently do not affect the biological properries (see Clin Corr. 3.2) Other residues are rarely substituled, suggestlng that they have an essential role ln insulin function.
Sequence comparison is commonly used to predict the similarity in srructure
and function between proteins. These comparisons typically requlre aligning of sequences to maximize the number of identical residues and minimize lhe number of
insertions or deleiions requlred to achleve this alignment rwo sequences are termed
homologous when their sequences are highly alignable In ils correcl usage homology refers only to proteins that have evolved from the same gene. Analogy is
used to describe sequences from proleins that are structurally slmilar bur for which
no evolutionary relationship has been demonstrated Substitution of an amino acid

by another amino acid of similar polarity (i.e., val for lle in position I0 of insuiin)
is called a conservative substitution and is commonly observed in sequences of the
same protein from diflerent animal species. If a particuiar amlno acid is regularly
found at lhe same posltion, then these are designated invariant residues and it can
be assumed that these residues have an essen[1al role in the structure or function of
the protein In contrast, a nonconservative substitu[ion invo]ves replacement of an
amino acid by another of different polarlty. This may produce severe changes in rhe

CTINICAL CORRELATION

3.2

Differences in Primary Structure of lnsulins Used
Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus
Both pig (porcine) and cow (bovine) insulins are commonly used in
the [reatment of human diabetics. Because of the differences in amino
acid sequence from the human insulin, some diaberic individuals will
have an initial allergic response to the injected rnsulin as their immunological system recognizes the insulin as foreign, or develop an
insulin resistance due to a high anti-insulln antibody titer at a later
stage in treatment. However, the number of diabetics who have a
deleterious immunological response to pig and cow insullns is small;
the great majority of human diabetics can utilize the nonhuman insulins without immunological complication. The compatibility oI cow
and pig insulins in humans is due to the small number and the

conservative nature of the changes between the amino acid sequences
of the insulins. fhese changes do not significantly perturb the three-

dimensional structure of the insulins from that of human insulin. pig
insuiin is usually more acceptable than cow insulin in insulin-reactive
individuals because it is more similar in sequence to human insulin
(see Table 3 8). Human insulln is now available for clinical use. It can
be made using genetically engineered bacteria or by modifying pig

insulin
Brogdon, R N and Heel, R. C Human insulin: a review of its blological activit1,, pharmacokinetics, and therapeutrc use Drugs 34:350, 1987
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3.3

A Nonconservative Mutation Occurs
Hemoglobin S (HbS) rs a variant form of the normal adult hemoglobin
(HbAr) rn u,hich a nonconservative substitution occurs in the sixth
position of the B-globin chain of the HbAl Whereas in HbA, this
position is taken by a glutamic acid residue, in HbS the posltion is
occupied by a valine Consequently, in HbS a polar side chain group
on the moleculeb outside surface has been replaced with a nonpolar
hvdrophobic side chain (a nonconservatrve muta[ion) Through hydrophobic interactions with this nonpolar vallne, HbS in lts deoxy
conformation polymenzes with other molecules of deoxy-HbS, leading to a precipitation o[ the hemoglobin within the red blood ce]l
This precipitation makes the red blood cel1 assume a sickle shape that

results in a high rate o[ hemolysis and a lack of elasticity during
circulation through the small capillaries, which become clogged by
the abnormai shaped

Sickle

Anemia

of the sickle ce1l anemla disease except under extreme conditions of
hypoxla.
Individuals heterozygous for HbS have a resrstance to the malana
parasite, which spends a part of its llfe cycle in red blood celIs. This
is a factor selecting for the HbS gene in malarial regions of the world
and is the reason lor the high frequency of this lethal gene in the human genetic pool Approximately 10o/o of American blacks are heterozygous for HbS, and 0.4ok o[ American blacks are homozygous for
HbS and exhibit sickle cell anemia HbS is detecred by ge1 electrophoresis Because it lacks a glutamate, it is less acidic than HbA
HbS, therefore, does not migrate as rapidly toward the anode as does
HbA. It is also possible to diagnose sickle cei'l anemia by recombinant
DNA techniques

ce11s

Only individuals homozygous for HbS exhibit the disease.
Individuals heterozygous for HbS have approximately 50o/o HbAl
and 50ok HbS in their red blood cells and do not exhibit symptoms

Bunn, H E PaLhogenesis and lreatmenl ol sickle cell disease N Engi J Med
337:762.1997: and Embury, S H The clinical pathophysiology ol slckle-cell
disease Annu Rey. Med 37:36I. 1986

properties of the resultant protein or occur in regions that are apparentl)r unimportant functionally (see CIin Corr 3 3) Polarity is oniy one physical property of
amino acids that determines whe[her a substil-ution r.vi1l significantly alter the proteins function. Other importanr properties are the volume and surface area of the
residue.

:.s I
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Pnmary structure of a protein refers to the covalent structure of a protein It includes amino acld sequence and location ol disulfide (cystlne) bonds. Higher levels
of proteln organization ..i.. ,o noncovalentll' generatecl conformational properties
of the primary structure. These higher levels of protein conformation and organization are defined as the secondary tertlary, and quaternary structures Secondary
structure refers [o the 1oca1 three-dimensional lolding of the polypeptide charn in
the protein. The polypept.ide chain in thls context rs the covalently interconnecled
atoms of the peptide bonds and o-carbon linkages that sequentially 1lnk Lhe amlno
acid residues of the protein Side chains are not considered at the 1eve1 ol secondaq/ structure Tertiary structure refers to the three-dimensional slruclure ol the
polypeptide It lncludes the conformalional relationships in space of the side
chains and the geometric relationship between distant regions of the polypeptide
chain Quaternary structure refers to the noncovalent associarion ol discrete
polypeptide subunrts lnto a muhisubunit protein Not all proteins har.e a quaternary structure
Proteins generally assume unique secondary, tertlary, and quaternary con[ormations termed the native conformation. Folding of the prlmary s[ructure into the
naLive conformation occurs, in most cases, spontaneously rhrough noncovalent inleractions This conformatlon is the one of lowest total Gibbs free energy kinerically
accessible to the poi)peptide(s) for the particular conditions ol ionic strength, pH,
and temperature in which the folding occurs Chaperone proteins (see p 133) n-ray
facilitate [he rate of protein foldlng
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FIGURE 3.24

Polypeptide chain showing 0, lt, and peptide bonds for residue R, within a
polypeptide chain.
Redrawn with permission Jrom Dicherson, R E and Geis, I The Srruc[ure and Acrion o[ prorerns
Menlo Parh, CA: Benjamin, 1969, p 25

Proteins Have a Secondary Structure
The conformatiioilbf'a polypeptide chain may be described by the rotational angles
of covalent bonds that contribute to the chain These bonds are contribu[ed by each

ol lhe amino acids between (1) rhe nitrogen and a-carbon and (2) rhe a-carbon
and the carbonyl carbon atoms The first is designated the phi (d) bond and the
second the psi ({) bond for an amino acid residue in a polypeptide chain (Figure 3.24). The third bond contributed by each amino acid to the polypeptide chain
is the peptide bond As previously discussed, due ro rhe partial double-bond character of the C'...N bonds, there is a barrier to free rotation about this peptide bond.
Regular secondary structure occurs in segments of a polypeptide chain in
which all { bond angles are equal, and all ry' bond angles are equal The rorarional
angles for S and r! bonds lor common regular secondary strLlctures are given in
Table 3 9

TABLE

3.9

Helix Parameters of Regular Secondary Structures

Right-handed a-helix

-57

[3 6r:-helix)
316-he1ix

Parallel B-strand

Antiparallel p-strand
Polyproline type IIb

,-47

36

5+
6.0
6.4

+49

-26

3,0

-t19
-r39
-78

+113
+ 135

20
20

+t49

3.0

'Distance belrveen repeating turns on a line drawn parallel to helix axis

'Helix type found lor polvpeptide chains of collagen

68
9.4
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FIGURE 3.25

Helix pitch (p) for a helix with n

:

4.
Each circle on a line represents an a-carbon from an amino acid residue. The rise per
residue would be p/n (see equarion in text)
Redrawnwithpermissiont'romDicherson, R E and Geis, I The Structure and Action of Proteins Menlo
Parh, CA: Benjomin, 1969,

p 26

The o-helix and B-structure conformations o[ polypeptides are [he most thermod)'namically stable of the regular secondary structures. However, a particular sequence may form regular conformations other than a-helix or B-structure. Segments of polypeptides may have unordered secondary structure, in whlch neither
the { bond angles nor the ry' bond angles are equal. Proline interrupts a-helical conformation slnce its pyrrolldine side chain sterically inleracrc wirh rhe residue preceding i[ and prevents formation of an a-helical s[ruc[ure.
Helical structures of polypeptide chains are characterized by the number of
amino acid residues per turn of helix (n) and the dis[ance between a-carbon atoms
of adjacent amino acids measured parallel to the axis of the helix (d). The helix
pitch (p), defined as the product of n X d, then measures [he dis[ance berween repeating turns of the helix on a line drawn parallel to rhe helix axis (Figure 3.25):

p:nxd
o-Helical Structure
An amino acid sequence in an a-helical conformation is shown in Figure 3.26.

Side chain
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbonyl carbon
o-Carbon

o
o
.)
o
o
tl

H-bond

FICURE 3.26

An a-helix.
Redrawn with permission, based on Jigure Jrom
Pauling, L. The Nature of the Chemical Bond,
3rd ed. Ithaca, NY: Cornell Unitersity Press, 1960

Charac[eristic are 3.6 amino acid residues per 360' turn (n:3.6). The peptide
bond planes in the a-helix are parallel to the axis of the helix. In this geomelry each
peptide forms two hydrogen bonds, one to the peptide bond of the fourth residue
above and the second to the peptide bond of the fourth amino acid below in the
primary structure. Other parame[ers, such as the pitch (p),are given in Table 3.9.
ln the hydrogen bonds between the peptide groups, the distance between the
hydrogen-donor atom and the hydrogen-acceptor atom is 2.9 A. Also, the donor,
acceplor, and hydrogen atoms are approximately collinear, in that they approximate
a straight line. This is an optimum geometry and distance for maximum hydrogenbond strength (see Section 3.7).
The side chains in an a-helix are on the outside of the spiral s[ruclure generated by the polypeptide chain. Due to the characteristic 3.6 residues per turn, [he
first and every third and fourrh R group of [he amino acid sequence in the helix
come close [o the other Helices oflten present separable polar and nonpolar faces
as determined by their amino acid sequences, which place polar or nonpolar side
chains three or four residues apart. This gives rise to unique functional characteristics of the helix. However, if every third or fourth slde chain that come close
together have the same charge sign or are branched at their B-carbon (valine and

isoleucine), their unfavorable ionic or steric interactions destabilize the helix
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FTGURE 3.27

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen

C

o
(,

Carbonyl carbon

o

H bond

a-Carbon
Side chain

Two polypeptide chains in a pstructure conformation.
Addltional polypeptide chains may be
added to generate more extended structure
Redrawn with permission Jrom Fersht, A. En-

zyrne Structure and Mechanism SanFrancisco: Freeman, 1977,

p

10

structure. The a-heiix may theoretically form its spiral in either a left-handed or
right-handed sense, giving the helix as).rynmetric proper[ies and correlated optical activity The structure shows a righrhanded a-helix; this is more stable than the
left-handed helix.

B-Structure
A polypeptide chain in a B-strand conformarion (Figure 3.27) is hydrogen bonded
to another slmilar region aiigned in a parallel or an antiparallel direction to generate the p-structure (Figure 3 28). Hydrogen-bonded B srrands appear like a pleated
sheet (Figure 3.29). The side chains projecr above and below the pleared sheetlike
s[ructure.

Structural Motifs and Protein Folds
Certain arrangements of secondary structure elements can occur in different folded
protein stmc[ures. These combinations may be rather simple and are reflerred to as

FIGURE 3.28

Example of antiparallel B-structure
(residues 93-98, 28-33, and 16-21 of
Clu, Zn superoxide dismutase).
Dashed line shows hydrogen bonds between carbonyl oxygen atoms and peptide
nitrogen atoms; affows show direction of
polypeptide chains from N-terminal to Cterminal In the characteristlc antiparallel
B-structure, pairs of closely spaced interchain hydrogen bonds alternate with
widely spaced hydrogen bond pairs
Redrawn with permission jrom Richardson,

Adv Prorern Chem 34:168.1981
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FIGURE 3.29

pPleated shcet structure between two
polypeptide chains.
Additional polypeptide chains may be added above
and below to generate a more extended stnrcture.

structural motifs. They include the helix-turn-helix motif found in many DNAbinding proteins, the p-strand-turn-p-strand motif found in proteins with antiparallel p-structure, and the altemating p-strand-turn-helix-turn-B-strand
motif found in many a,B-proteins. In these motifs a turn refers to small segments
of the polypeptide (approximately 3 or 4 residues) of nonregular secondary structure that interconnect regions of regular secondary structure, whereas a loop is a
larger segment of interconnecting polypeptide chain. Combinations of motifs or
more complex orderings of secondary structure elements may form a fold, which
comprises the secondary structure pattem of a domain.

Proteins Form Three-Dimensional Structures: Tertiary Structure
The tertiary structure of a polypeptide depicts the location of each of its atoms in
space. It includes the geometric relationship between distant segments of primary

structure and the positional relationship of the side chains with one another. An
example of a protein's tertiary structure, that of trypsin, is shown in Figure 3.30. In
Figure 3.30a the ribbon structure shows the conformation of polypeptide chains
and the overall pattern of chain folding (fold structure). The tertiary structure depicted in Figure 3.30b shows the position of side chains. Active site catalytic side
chains arE shown in yellow, which include the hydroxymethyl group o[ serine
(residue 177 in the sequence), the imidazole of histidine (residue 40), and the side
chain carboxylate o[ aspartate (residue 85). Although these catalytic residues are
widely separated in the primary structure, the tertiary structure brings them together in space to form the catalytic site. In Figure 3.30c a space-filling model
shows C, N, and O atoms represented by balls of radius proportional to their van
der Waals radius.
The tertiary structure of trypsin conforms to the general rules for folded proteins (see Section 3.3). Hydrophobic side chains are generally in the interior, away
from the water interface. Ionized side chains occur on the outside, where they are
stabilized by water of solvation. Within the protein structure (not shown) are buried
water molecules exhibiting specific arrangements. A large number of water molecules form a solvation shell around the outside of the protein.
A long polypeptide strand often folds into multiple compact semi-independent
regions or domains, each having a characteristic compact geometry with a hydrophobic core and polar surface. They typically contain 100-I50 contiguous
amino acids. The domains of a multidomain protein may be connected by a segment of the polypeptide chain lacking regular secondary structure. Altematively, the
dense spherical folded regions are separated by a cleft or less dense region of terti-

_
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FIGURE 3.30

Tertiary structure of trypsin.
(c) Ribbon strucrure ourlines conformarion of the polypeptide chain
(b) Strucrure shows side chains including active site residues (in yelIow) with outline of polypeptide chain (ribbon) superimposed. (c)
Space-filling structure in which each arom is depicred as rhe size of
its van der Waals radrus. Hydrogen atoms are not shown Different
domains are shown in dark blue and white Active site residues are in
1'ellow and intrachain disulfide bonds of cysrine in red Lighr blue
spheres represent water molecules associated wtth the protein This
structure shows the density of packing wrthin interlor of the protein

ary structure (Figure 3.31). There are two domains

in the tri,psin molecule with a
clefl between the domains that lncludes the substrate-binding catalytic site of the
protein. An active site within an interdomain lnterface is an attribute of many
enz)rynes. Different domains within a protein can move with respect to each other.
Hexokinase (Figure 3.32), which caLalyzes phosphorylarion of glucose by adenosine triphosphare (ATP), has a glucose-binding site in a region between rwo domains. When glucose binds in [he active site, the surrounding domains move to enclose the substrate to [rap it for phosphorylation (Figure 3.32) In enzymes with
more [han one substrate or allosteric effector site (see p 436), the differenr sites
may be located within different domains. In multifunctional proteins, each domain
performs a different task.

Bioinformatics Relates Structure and
Function of Protein Cene Products
Bioinformatics is a computationally based research area that focuses on integra[ion
and analysis of complex biological dara with computer algorithms. A major emphasis of bioinformatics has been to identify pa[terns within nucleic acid or amino
acid sequences which are signatures of structural features or mo[ifs as well as sig-
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natures of the protein famiiy or class to which the gene product belongs. These
homology-searching algorithms are used to identify and classify gene products in
terms of the enz)ryne or protein family to which they "belong" on the basis of sequence similarity, and when the structure is known homologlr searching may be
based on structural similarity. The scoring for sequence similarity uses criteria from
that of absolute identity of sequence to similarity based on physicochemical propeflies such as hydrophobicity and size. The algorithms allow for insertion or deletion of segments of polypeptide chain or structure to give the maximum possible
overlap between two proteins.
Protein domains are classified by class, fold, and family The class of the protein is determined by the predominant type of secondary structure present in the
protein. Some examples are mainly o-helix, mainly B-strand, and approximately
equal amounts of o-helix and B-strand as classes for proteins. The fold classification is determined by the arrangement of secondary structure elements within the
domain. The family classification is determined by the sequence identity between
proteins. Proteins that are members of [he same family have a common evolutionary relationship; that is, they are derived from the same primordial gene. Proteins
of the same family have the same fold and often have similar functions.
Of interest to clinical medicine is the finding of limited mutations in the amino
acid sequence, which can give rise to significant alterations in function. Biochemi-

ft)
FIGURE 3.31

Globular domains within proteins.
(a) Phosphoglycerate kinase has two domains

with a relatively narrow neck in between.
(b) Elastase has two tightly associated domains
separated by a narrow cleft. Each sphere in the
space-filling drawing represents the a-carbon
position for an amino acid within the protein
stmcture.
Repnnted with permission Jrom Richardson, J.5. Adv Protein Chem 34:168,1981.

FIGURE 3.32

Drawings of (a) unliganded form of hexokinase and free glucose arrd, (b)
conformation of hexokinase with glucose bound.
In this space-filling drawing each circle represents a van der Waais radius of an atom in
the s[ructure. Glucose is b]ack, and each domain is differently shaded.
Repinted, with permission Jrom Bennett, W S and Huber,
Copynght @ 1984 CRC Press, lnc , Boca Raton, FL

R

CRC Rev. Biochem 15.291, 1984
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cal measurements show that, at the molecular level, changes in even one amino acid
can be significant. Perturbations on amino acid mutation have been observed in the

native protein conformation, the number or states of conformational flexibility, the
energetics or dynamical motion o[ the molecule, and the selectivity of proteins
toward substrates and inhibitors. Examples of this include hemoglobin for which
there are extensive catalogs of single-site mutations. Some hemoglobin mutations
present significant clinical slrrnptoms, such as sickle cel1 anemia, where [he substitution of a single amino acid enables the hemoglobin molecules to form aggregates
that precipitate within the red blood cell (see C1in. Corr 3.3). Certain posirions in
the amlno acid sequence are observed to be variant across diverse populations
These sequence positions, when they involve single changes in the base codon for
that amino acid, are termed single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNps) and give an
understanding of the differences in response by individuals to the same disease or
therapeutic [reatment.

Homologous Fold Structures Are Often Formed
from Nonhomologous Amino Acid Sequences
Although each native structure is unique, comparison of tertiary structures of different proteins derived by x-ray crystallography shows that similar arrangements of
secondary structure mo[ifs are often observed in the fold structures of domains.
Folds of similar structure from proteins unrelated by function, sequence, or evolution are designated superfolds. The superfold structures form because of the thermodlnamic stability of these secondary structure arrangements or the kinetic accessibility of the arrangements.
A common all-a secondary structure arrangement is found in the enz),rne
lysozyme and is designated the globin fold (Figure 3 33). Orher examples of rhe
globin fold are found in myoglobin and the subunits of hemoglobin, whose structures are discussed in Chapter 9. These all-a structures have seven or eight sections
of a-helix joined by smaller segments of pollpeptide chains thar allow rhe helices
to fold back upon themselves to form a characterisric globular shape. As this fold
is generated from proteins from different sequence homology famiiies, the globin
fold is a superfold. Another common superfold is the a,B-domain structure shown
by triose phosphate isomerase (Figure 3.34) in which the srrands (designated by arrows) are wound into a central B-barrel with each B-strand in the interior interconnected by a-helical regions of the polypepride chain on rhe ourside of the fold.
A similar fold structure is found in pyruvate kinase (Figure3.34). A different type
of a,p-domain superfold structure is seen in lactate dehydrogenase and

Triose Phosphate lsomerase

Pyruvate Kinase domain

1

FIGURE 3.34

FIGURE 3.33

An example of an all a-domain globin fold in the enzyme lysozyme.
In this drawing and those that follow (Figures 3.34-3.36), only the outline o[the
polypeptide chain is shown. B-Structure strands are shown by arrows with direction of arrow showing N -+ C terminal direction of chain; lightning bolts represent disulfide bonds,
and circles represent metal ion cofactors (when present). AII a domain is the globin fold.
Redrawn with permission Jrom Richardson,

J.5 Adv

Protein Chem 34:168,

1981

Example of an o,B-domain fold in triose
phosphate isomerase.
See legend to Figure 3.33 In this commonly
formed superfold the B-strands form a B-barrel
in the center of the domain while a-helix segments are on the outside of the domain pStrands are in paraliel directions. Regions of ahelix alternate with B-strands within the
polypeptide chain
Redrawnwith permissionJromRichardson,
tein Chem 31:168.1981

J S Adv
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Lactate Dehydrogenase domain

1

Phosphoglycerate Kinase domain 2

FIGURE 3.35

Example of an a,B-domain fold in which B-structure strands are in the form of a
classical twisted B-sheet of lactate dehydrogenase and phosphoglycerate kinase.
See legend to Figure 3 33 As in the previousa,B-domain fold, regions of a-helix alternate
with regions of p-strand within polypeptide chain. B-Sheet structure is on the inside while
the a-helical segments are on the outside. p-Strands are in parallel within the p-structure
Redrawn with permission Jrom Richardson, l. 5 Adv Proteln Chem 34 :1 68, 1981

phosphoglycerate kinase (Figure 3.35). In these the interior polypeptide sections
pafiicipate in a twisted-sheet B-structure. Again, the B-strand segments are joined
by a-helix regions positioned on the outside of the molecule to give a characteristic fold pattern. An all-p-domain superfold structure is present in Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase, in which the antiparallel B-sheet forms a "Greek key" B-barrel

(Figure 3.36). A similar pattern occurs in each of the domains of the immunoglobulins, discussed in Chapter 9. Concanavalin A (Figure 3.36) shows an
all-B-domain structure in which the antiparallel B-strands form a p-barrel fold
called a 'Je111,ro11." Pro[eins that are not water soluble may contain different fold parterns (see Sections 3.6).

FICURE 3.36

Examples of all B-domain folds (see legend to
Figure 3.33).
B-strands are mostly antiparallel in all B-domain
folds.
Redrawn with permission Jrom Rtchardson,

tein Chem 34:168,1981

J

5.

Adv ProCu, Zn Superoxide Dismutase

Concanavalin A
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A Quaternary Structure Occurs When Several Polypeptide
Chains Form a Specific Noncovalent Association
Quaternary structure refers to the arrangement of polypeptide chains in a multichain proteln. The subuniLs in a quaternary stmcture must be ln noncovalent association a-Chymotrypsin con[ains three polypeptides covalently joined together
by interchain disulfide bonds into a single covalent unit and therefore does not have
ir quaternary structure. Myoglobin conslsts of one polypeptide and has no qua[ernary structure. However, hemoglobin A conlains four polypeptide subunits (az!z)
held together noncovalently in a specific conformation as required for its function
qsee Chapter 9). Thus hemoglobin has a quaternary struc[ure, Aspartate transcarbamylase (see p 840) has a quaternary s[ructure comprlsed of 12 polypeptide subunits The poliovirus protein coat contains 60 polypeptide subunits, and the tobacco
mosaic virus protein has 2120 subunits held together noncovalently.

r.o I orHrn ryprs or pnornNs
fhe characteristics of protein slructure, as dlscussed above, are based on observarions on globular and water-soluble proteins. Other proteins, such as the flbrous
proteins, are nonglobular and have a low water solubility; lipoproteins and glycoproleins contain nonproLein componenls and may or may not be water solubie

Fibrous Proteins lnclude Collagen,
Elastin, a-Keratin, and Tropomyosin
Globular proteins have a spheroidal shape, variable molecular weights, relatively
high water solubility, and a variety of functional roles as catalysts, transporters, and
regulators of metabolic pathways and gene expression. In contrast, fibrous proteins
characteristically contain larger amounts of regular secondary stmcture, have a long
cylindrical (rodlike) shape, have a low solubility in water, and have a s[ruclurai
rather than a dl,namic role in the cell or organism. Examples of fibrous proteins are
collagen, elastin, a-keratin, and tropomyosin

Distribution of Collagen in Humans
Collagen is presenl in all tlssues and organs where it provides the framework that
gives the tissues their form and structural strength. I[s importance is shown by its
hlgh concentration in all organs; the percentage of collagen by weight for some
representative human [issues and organs is liver 4o/o, hng I0o/o, aorta l2-24ok,
cartilage 50o/o, cornea 640lo, whole cortical bone 23o/o , and skin 74ob (see Clin.

Corr.3.4)

CtINICAI CORREI-ATION 3.4

Symptoms of Diseases of Abnormal Collagen Synthesis
Collagen is present in virtually all tissues and is the most abundant
protein in the human Certain organs depend heavily on normal co1lagen structure to function physiologically Abnormal collagen sy,nthesis
or struc[ure causes dysfunction of cardiovascular organs (aortic and arterial aneurysms and heart valve malfunction), bone (fragility and easy
fractudng), skin (poor healing and unusual distensibility', joints (hypermobility and arthritis), and eyes (dislocation of the lens). Examples
of diseases caused by abnormal collagen slmthesis include Ehlers-

Danlos syrdrome, osteogenesis imperfecta, and scunJ: These diseases
may result from abnormal collagen genes, abnormal posttranslational
modification of collagen, or deficiency of cofactors needed by the
erlzFnes that carry out posttranslational modification of collagen

H

Disorders of collagen biosynthesis and stmcture In: C R. Scriver,
W S SIy, and D Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic andMolecular Bases
oJlnhentedDisease,Tth ed NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1995, Chap 134
Byers, P

AL

Beaudet,
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H
N

HzC

CH-COOH

tl

CH,

HC

tOH

Amino Acid Composition of Collagen

H
N

H2cl \cH-cooH
H2C _
CH

tt

I

OH

-

4-Hydroxyproline

3-Hydroxyproline

OH
NH2

lr- CH2-CH2-C-

NHc

-CH2-CH-

group in the 4-position (7 carbon) of the proline strucrure, although a small amount
of 3-hydroxyproline is also formed (Table 3.10). Collagens are glycoproteins with
carbohydrate covalently joined to the derived amino acid, 5-hydroxylysine, by

H

I

cooH
5-Hydroxylysine

an O-glycosidic bond rhrough the 6-carbon hydroxyl group. Forma[ion of
5-hydroxylysine and addition of the carbohydrate occur after polypeptide chain formation but prior to the folding of the collagen chains into their unique supercoiled

NHz

tO: C-CHu-CH2-CH2-C-H
t-l
H
COOH

structure.

Amino Acid Sequence of Collagen

Allysine
FIGURE 3.37

Derived amino acids found in collagen.
Carbohydrate is attached to 5-OH in 5-hydroxylysine by a type III glycosidic linkage (see Figure 3.45).

TABLE

3.10

I skin collagen and of the globular proreins
ribonuclease and hemoglobin are given in Table 3.10. Skin collagen is rich
in glycine (33o/o of i[s amino acids), proline (l3olo), and rhe derived amino acids
4-hydroxyproline (9%) and 5-hydroxylysine (0.6%) (Figure 3.37). Hydro)ryproline is unique to collagens, being formed enzymaLically from prolines wirhin a collagen pollpeptide chain. The en4..rne-catalyzed hydroxylation of proline requires
ascorbic acid (vitamin C); thus in vitamin C deficiency (scurvy) there is poor s)mthesis of new collagen. Most of the hydroxyprolines in a collagen have the hydroxyl
The amino acid compositions of type

Each mature collagen or tropocollafen molecule conrains three pollpeptide chains.
The various collagen polypeptides have rheir own genes. Some t)?es of collagen
contain three polypeptide chains with identical amino a'cid sequences. In others
such as tlpe I (Table 3.11), two of the chains are identical whiie rhe sequence of
the third chain is sllghtly different. In rlpe I collagen, rhe identical polypeptides are

Comparison of the Amino Acid Content of Human Skin Collagen (Type l) and Mature Elastin with That of
Two Typical Globular Proteins'

COMMON AMINO ACIDS

PERCENT OF TOTAL

Ala
Arg
Asn

1I

z'-1

B

9

5

0.9

5

8

3
3

Arp

5

I

I5

10

Cys

0

0

0

I

Glu
Gin
Glv
His

7

2

),2

6

brt
0.5

--l

13r
0.1

6

I

2

4

4

9

11e

t

2

3

0

Leu

2

6

2

T4

Lys

3

0.8

11

IO

Mer

0.6

0.2

Phe

I

3

4
4

7

Pro

[rt

llr -l

I

4

5

Ser

4

1

11

4

Thr

2

I

9

5

rrp

2

I

9

2

ryr

0.3

2

8

Val

2

t2

0

0

I

3

10

DERIVED AMINO ACIDS

Cystine

3-Hydroxyproline

4-Hydroxyproline
5-Hydroxylysine
Desmosine and
isodesmosine

foTl
t-e-l
f06l
0

f0

l-T-l

7

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

" Boxed numbers emphasize important differences in amino acid composition between the fibrous proteins (collagen and elastin) and rypical globular proteins
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designated aI(I) chains and the third nonidentical chain, o2(l). Tl,pe V collagen
contains three different chains, designated a1(V), a2(V), and o3(V). Different types
of collagen differ in their physical properties due to differences in the amino acid
sequence among chains, even though there are large regions of homologous sequence among the different chain types. Collagen has covalently attached carbohydrate and the collagen types differ in their carbohydrate component. Table 3.II describes some characteristics of collagen types I-VI; additional collagen types
(designated up through type XIX) have been reported.
The amino acid sequence of the chains of collagens is unusual. In long segments of all the collagen types glycine is repeated as the third residue and proline
or hydroxyproline also occurs three residues apart in these same regions. Accordingly, the amino acid sequences Gly-Pro-Y and GIy-X-Hyp (where X and Y are a\y

of the amino acids) are repeated in tandem several hundred times. In type I collagen, the triplet sequences are reiterated over 200 times, encompassing over 600 of
approximately 1000 amino acids in a polypeptide.

Structure of Collagen
Polypeptides tha[ contain only proline can be synthesized in the ]aboratory These
polyproline chains assume a regular secondary structure in aqueous solution, a
tightly twisted extended helix with three residues per turn (n : 3). This helix with
all trans-peptide bonds is designated the polyproline type II helix (see Figure 3.I1
for differences between cis- and trans-peptide bonds). The polyproline helix has the
same characteristics as the helix found in collagen chains in regions of the primary
s[ructure that contain a proline or hydroxyproline at approximately eyery rhird po-

sition This indicates that the thermodynamic forces leading to formation of the collagen helix structure are due to the properties of proline. In proline, the { angle
TABTE

3.11

Type
I

Classification of Collagen Types

Chain
Designations

[ai(I)]ua2(I)

Tissue Found
Bone, skin, tendon, scar
tissue, heart vaIve,
intestinal, and

uteflne wall

Low carbohydr4te;
<I0 hydroxylysines
per chain; two
rypes of polypeptide
chains

II
III
N

[al(II)]:
[aI(III)]:

[al(M]:
la2(IV)lr

V

[a1(V)]za2(V)

lal(v)l:
aI(V)a2(V)a3(V)

Cartilage, vitreous

BIood vessels, newborn
skin, scar tlssue, intestinal,
and uterine wall
Basement. membrane,

lens capsule

Cell surfaces or
exocytoskeleton; wdely

distributed in low

I0% carbohydrate;

>20 hydroxylysines
per chain
Low carbohydrate; high
hydroxyproline and
GIy; contains Cys

High 3-hydroryproline;

>40 hydroxylysines
per chain; low AIa and
Arg; contains Cys; high
carbohydrate (15olo)
High carbohydrate,
relatively high glycine,
and hydroxylysine

amounB
V]

Aortic intima, placenta,
kidney, and skin in low
amounts

Relatively large globular

domains in telopeptide
region; high Cys and
Ty,r; molecular weight
relatively low
(-I60,000); equimolar
amounts of hydroxylysine and hydroxyproline

I tzl
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contributed to the polypeptide chain is part of the five-member cyclic side chain.
This constrains the Co-N bond to an angle compatlble wirh rhe polyproline helix.
In polyproline type Il helix, the plane of each pepride bond is perpendicular
to the helix. In this geometry the carbonyl groups point loward nelghboring chains
and are correctly oriented to form strong interchain hydrogen bonds with other
polyproline helical molecules. This contrasts wirh the a-helix, in which the plane
containing [he a[oms of the peptide bond is parallel to the a-helix axis and the peptide bonds form only intrachain hydrogen bonds with peptide bonds in the same
polypeptide chaln. The three chai.ns of a collagen molecule, where each of the
chains is in a polyproline rype II helix conformarion, are wound about each orher
in a defined way to form a superhelical structure (Figure 3.38). The [hree-chain
superhelix has a,characteristic rise (d) and pirch (p) as does the single-chain helix.
The collagen superhelix forms because glycines have a side chain of low steric bulk
(R : H) As the polyproline tlpe II helix has three residues per turn (n : 3) and
glycine is at every third position, the glycines in each of the polypeptide chains are
aligned along one side of the helix, forming an apolar edge of the chain. The

FIGURE 3.3B

Diagram of collagen demonstrating necessity for
glycine in every third residue to allow different
chains to be in close proximity in the structure.
(a) Ribbon model lor supercoiled s[ructure o[ colIagen with each individual chain in a polyproline
type II helix. (b) More detailed model of supercoiled conformation A11 a-carbon atoms are numbered and proposed hydrogen bonds are shown by
dashed lines

R E and Geis, I
The Structure and Actions o[ Proteins Menlo Parh, CA:
Benjamin, 1969, pp 41,42
Redrawn with permission Jrom Dicherson,
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glycine edges from the three polypeptide chains associate noncovalently in a close
arrangement, held together by hydrophobic interactions, to form rhe superhelix
structure of collagen. A larger side chain than that of glycine would impede the adjacent chains from coming together in the superhelix slruclure (Figure 3.38).
In collagen the superhelix may extend for long stretches of the sequence, especially in type I co}lagen where only the COOH-terminal and NHr-terminal segments (known as the telopeptides) are not in a superhelical conformation. The
type I collagen molecule is 3000 A long and only f 5 A wide, a very long cylindrical structure In other types, superhelical regions may be broken periodically by
globular regions.

Formation of Covalent Cross-links in Collagen
An extracellu\ar enzqe ac[s on secreted collagen molecules (see p. 269) to convert
some e-amino groups of lysine side chains to D-aldehydes (Figure 3.39). The resulting amino acid, containing an aldehydic R group, is the derived amino acid

allysine. The newly formed aldehyde side chain spontaneously undergoes
nucleophilic addition reactions wi[h nonmodified Iysine a-amino groups and with
the 5-carbon atoms of other allysine aldehydic groups to form linking covalenr
bonds (Figure 3.39). These covalent linkages can be between chains within the
superhelical structure or between adjacent superhelical coliagen molecules in a colIagen fibril.

Elastin ls a Fibrous Protein with Allysine-Generated Cross-links
Elastin gives tissues and organs the capacity [o stretch without tearing. It is classilied as a fibrous protein because of its structural function and relative insolubility
in water; it is abundant in ligaments, Iungs, walls of arteries, and skin. Elastin does
not contain repeating sequences of GIy-Pro-Y or GIy-X-Hyp and does nor fold inro
a polyproline helix or a superhelix. It lacks a regular secondary structure but contains an unordered coiled structure in which amino acid residues within the folded
structure are highly mobile. This kineti.cally free, though extensively cross-linked
stmcture, gives the protein a rubber-like elasticirlz As in collagen, allysines form
cross-links in elastin. An extracellular lysine amino oxidase converts lysine side
chains to allysines, being specific for lysines in the sequence -Lys-Aia-Ala-Lys- and
-Lys-AIa-Ala-Ala-Lys-. Three allysines and an unmodified lysine in these sequences,
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FIGURE 3.39

Covalent cross-links formed in collagen through allysine intermediates.
Formation of allysines is catalyzed by lysyl amino oxidase.
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3lysines
converted to allysines

Aldol condensations

Lysine amino oxidase

FIGURE 3.40

Formation of desmosine covalent cross-link in elastin from lysine and allysines.
Polypeptide chain drawn schematically with intersections of lines representing placement
of a-carbons.

from different regions in the polypeptide chains, reacr to form the heterocyclic
stmcture of desmosine or isodesmosine. The desmosines covalently cross-link the
polypeptide chains in elastin fibers (Figure 3.40).
Ke rati n an d Tro po myos i n
c-Keratin and tropomyosin are fibrous proteins in which each polypeptide has an
a-helical conformation. a-Keratin is found in the epidermal layer of skin, in nails,
and in hair. Tiopomyosin is a component of the thin filament in muscle tissue. The
sequences in both proteins shows tandem repetition of seven residue segments, in
q. -

which the first and fourth amino acids have hydrophobic side chains and the fifth
and seventh polar side chains. The reiteration of hydrophobic and polar si.de chains

in

seven amino acid segments is symbolically represented by the formulation
(a-b-c-d-e-f-g)i, where a and d are hydrophobic amino acids, and e and g are polar
or ionized side chain groups. Since a seven-amino-acid segment represents two
complete turns of an a-helix (n : 3.6), the apolar residues at a arrd d align [o form
an apolar edge along one side of the a-helix (Figure 3.41). This apolar edge in
a-keratin interacts with polypeptide apolar edges of orher a-keratin chains ro form
a superhelical structure containing two or three polypeptide chains. Each polypeptide also contains a polar edge, due to residues e and g, that interacts with water
on the outside of the superhelix and also stabilizes the superhelical structure.
Similarly, two tropomyosin polypeptides in a-helical conformation wind around
each other to form a tropomyosin superhelical structure.
Thus collagen, a-keratin, and tropomyosin molecules are multislrand structures where polypeptide chains have a highly regular secondary structure (polyproline tlpe II helix or a-helix) and form a rod-shaped supercoiled conformation. In
turn, the supercoiled molecules are aligned into multimolecular fibrils stabilized in
some cases by covalent cross-links. The amino acid sequences of the chains are
repetitive, generating edges on the cylindrical surfaces of each of the chains that s[abllize a hydrophobic interaction between the chains required for generation of the
supercoiled conformation.

FIGURE 3.41

Interaction of an apolar edge of two chains in a-helical conformation as a-keratin and
tropomyosin.
Interaction of apolar d-a and a'-d residues of two a-helices aligned parallel in an NH2terminal (top) to COOH-terminal direction is presented.
Redrawn Jrom Mcktchlan, A.

D. and Stewdrt, M

J Mol Biol

98:293, 1975
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Hyperlipidem ias
Hyperlipidemias are disorders of the rates of synthesis or clearance o[
lipoproteins from the bloodstream Usualiy they are detecred by measuring plasma triacylglycerol and cholesterol and are classified on the
basis of which class of lipoproteins is elevated
Type I hlperlipldemia is due to accumulation of chylomicrons
Two genetic forms are known: lipoprotein lipase deficiency and ApoCJI
deficiency ApoC-II is required by iipoprotein hpase for [uIl activity
Patients with type I hyperlipidemia have exceedingly high plasma
triacylglycerol concentrations (over 1000 mg dL 1) and suffer from
eruptive xanthomas (triacylglycerol deposits in the skin) and
pancreatitis
Type II hyperlipidemia

is characterized by elevated LDL levels.
Most cases are due to genetic defects in the syrrthesis, processing, or
function o[ the LDL receptor Hererozygotes have elevated LDL leve1s,
hence the trait is dominantly expressed. Homozygous patients have
very high LDL ievels and may suffer myocardial infarctions belore
age 20

Type

rnterfere

III hyperlipidemia is due to abnormaliries of ApoE, which
with the uptake ol chylomicron and VLDL remnants.

Plasma Lipoproteins Are Complexes

Hypothyroidism can produce very similar hyperlipidemia These
patients have an increased risk ^of atherosclerosis
Type IV hJperlipidemia is the commonest abnormality The VLDL
leveis are increased, often due to obesity, alcohol abuse, or diabetes.
Famiiial forms are also known but the molecular defect is unknown.
Iipe V hyperlipidemia is, like type I, associated with high chylomicron triacylglycerol levels, pancreatitis, and eruptive xanthomas.
Hypercholesterolemia also occurs in certain types of liver disease
in which biliary excretion of cholesterol is reduced An abnormal
hpoprotein ca1led lipoprorein X accumulates fhrs disorder is not associated with increased cardiovascular disease from atherosclerosis

Havel, R.

J

and Kane,

CR

NewYork: McGraw-Hil1, 1995, Chap 62.

of Lipids with Proteins

tinct molecular aggregates wirh an approximate stoichiometry between protein and
a characteris[ic molecular mass, size,
composition, density, and physiological role. The protein and lipid in each complex
are held together by noncovalent forces.
Plasma lipoproteins have been extensively characterized. Changes in their re1alive concentrations are predlctive of atherosclerosis, a major human disease (see
Clin Corr. 3 5) Their roles in blood include rransporr of lipids from rissue ro rissue and participating in lipid metabolism (see p. 745). Four classes of plasma
lipoprotetns exist in normal lasting humans (Table 3.12); ln the postabsorprive period a fifih type, chylomicrons, is also present. The classes are identified by their
densit1,, as determined by ultracentrifugation and by elecrrophoresls (Figure 3.42).
The proteln componenls of a lipoprotein particle are the apolipoproteins. Each
type of lipoprotein has a characteristic apolipoprotein composirion, the different
apolipoproteins often being present in a set rario The most prominent apolipopro-

lipid components Each type of lipoprotein has

in high density lipoproteins (HDLs) is

TABLE

3.12

HDL

Flotation
Density

(g

*t-')

llB

Rate, Sr
(Stedberg units)

A-I

(apoA-I)

Molecular

Weight
(daltons)

Particle
Diameter (A)

HDL2,4x105

I.063-1210

LDL (or LDLz) 1.019-I.063
IDL (or LDLr) 1.006-1 0I9
VLDL
0.95-1.006
Chylomicrons <0,95

0-),2

I2-20
z0-400

>400

from Soutar, A K and Myant, N B In:
Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1979

Source: Data

apolipoprotein

Hydrated Density Classes of Plasma Lipoproteins

Lipoprotein
Fraction

7O-I30

HDL3,2X1O5 50-100
2 x 106
200-280
4.5 x 106
250
5 x 106-107 250-750
loe-

R E Oltord (Ed ),

P Introduction: structure and metabolism of plasma

Scriver,

Hill, 1995, Chap 56; and Goldstein, J. L., Hobbs, H. H,, and Brown, M. S
Familial hypercholesterolemia In: C R. Scriver, A L Beaudet, W S Sly, and
D Valle (Eds ), The M etabolic and Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disease, 7 th ed.

Lipoproteins are multicomponenl complexes of proteins and liplds that form dis-

tein

J

A L Beauder, W S Sly, and D. Valle (Eds ), The
Metabolic and Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disease, Tth ed, New York: McGrawlipoproreins In:

1o1o
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Hypolipoproteinemias
Abetalipoproteinemia ls a genetic disease that
is characterized by absence o[ chylomicrons,
VLDLs, and LDLs due to an inability to
s,.nthesize apolipoprotein B-I00 Patients
show accumulation of lipid droplets in small
intestinal cel1s, malabsorption of [at, acanthocytosis (spiny shaped red cells), and neurological disease (retinitis piSmentosa, ataxia, and
retardation)
Tangier disease, an a-lipoprotein deficiency, is a rare autosomal recessive disease in

which the HDL level is l-5olo of its normai
value. Clinical features are due to the accumulation of cholesterol in the lyrnphoreticular
system, which may lead to hepatomegaly and
splenomegaly In this disease the plasma cholesterol and phospholipids are greatly reduced

Deficiency of the enzyme lecithin:choIesterol acyltransferase is a rare disease thar
results in the production o[ lipoprotein X (see
Clin Corr. 3.5) Also characteristic of this
disease ls the decrease in the a-lipoprotein
and pre-B-lipoprotein bands, with an increase
in the BJipoprotein (lipoprotein X) in electrophoresis.
Kane, J, P and Have1, R J Disorders of the biogenesis and secretion of lipoproteins containing the p

apolipoproteins In: C R. Scriver, A L, Beaudet, W
S. Sly, and D. Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inhented Disease, 7th ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995,.Chap 57; and Assmann, G, von
Eckardstein, A, and Brerver, H B Jr Familial high

density lipoprotein deficiency: Tangier disease In:
C R Scriver, A L Beaudet, Vl S Sly, and D Valle
(Eds

),

The Metabolic and Molecular Boses oJ Inheited

Diseqse, 7rh

Chap 64

ed

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995,

FIGURE 3.42

Correspondence of plasma lipoprotein density classes with electrophoretic mobility
in a plasma electrophoresis.
In upper diagram an ultracen[rifugaLion Schlieren parrern js shown At borrom, electrophoresis on a paper support shows n-robihtjes o[ major pJasma lipoprotein classes u,ith
respect to

a- and B-globuhn

bands

Reprinted with pe.rmission fi.om SouLtu; A K. and,\Iyort, N
molecules. IIB Baltimore, MD: Linllr.^irl Parh Prtss, 1979

B In: R E

OJJu'd {Ed

), Cherristq. ol Macro-

(Table 3.13) Low density lipoproteins (LDLs) contaln apoB, which ls also present in intermediate density lipoproteins (IDLs) and very low density lipoproteins (VLDLs). The apoC family is also present in high concen[rations in IDLs and
VLDLs. Each apolipoprotein class (A, B, etc.) ls geneticaliy and slruclurally distinct
(see Clin. Corr 3.6) The moiecular weights of the apolipoproleins vary from 6 kDa
(apoC-I) to 550 kDa lor apoB-100 This latter ls one of the longest single-chain
polypeptides known (4536 amino aclds).
A model for a VLDL particle is shown in Figure 3 43 On the inside are neutral
lipids such as choleslerol esters and triacylglycerols Surrounding this inner core of
neulral lipids, in a shell -20 A thick, reside the proteins and rhe charged amphoteric lipids such as unesterified cholesterol and phosphatidylchollnes (see p 729).
Amphoteric liplds and pro[elns in the outer she1l place their hydrophobic apolar regions toward the inside of the particle and their charged groups toward the outside,
where they interact with each other and wirh water This spherical model with a
hydrophobic inner core of neutral llpids and amphoteric lipids and proteins in the

oTHERTYPES oF PRoTETNS
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TABTE

I tz9

Apolipoproteins of Human Plasma Lipoproteins (Values in Percentage of
Total Protein Present)'

ApoA-I

B5

70-7

5

20

ApoA-1I
ApoL,
ApoB

0-2

0

ApoC-I

r-2

t-2

1

t

2-3

)-3

t-)

0

ApoC-ll
ApoC-lII

Trace
Trace

5

ApoE
ApoF

Trace

0-5

Trace

Trace

ApoG

Trace

Trace

95-i00
0-5
05
0-5
0

0

0-3

0-3

0

0-0.5

0-

1.5

0

I

50-60
<1

40-50

20-22

2.5

IO

l5

t7
15-20

20-25
5- I0

40

5-10

5

5

Source:DaLafromSoutar,A K,andMyant,N B In: R E.Offord(Ed),Chemistryof Macromolecules,
IIB Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1979; Kostner, G M Adv. LipidRes 20:1, 1983.
'Values show variability from different laboratories

outer shell applies to all plasma lipoproteins. As the diameter of a particle decreases,
the molecules in the ou[er shell make up a greater percentage of the total molecules
in the particle. The smaller HDL particles would therefore be predicted to have a
higher percentage of surface proteins and amphoteric lipids than the larger VLDL
particles. In fact, HDL particles are 45o/o prorein and 55ok lipid, while the larger
VLDL particles are only l0o/o protein with 90olo lipid (Table 3.14).
The apolipoproteins, with the exception of apoB, have a high a-helical conrent
when in association with lipid. The helical regions have amphipathic properties.
Every third or fourth amino acid in rhe helix is charged and forms a polar edge that
associates with the polar heads of phospholipids and the aqueous environment. The
opposite side of the helix has hydrophobic side chains rhat associate with the

nonpolar neutral lipid core of the lipoprotein particle. The o-helical structure of
part of apoc-l is shown in Figure 3.44. ApoB appears ro have both a-helical and
B-structural regions embedded in the lipid outer core. The 4536-residue polypeptide of apoB-100 surrounds the circumference of the LDL particle like a belt weaving in and out of the monolayer phospholipid outer shell (Figure 3.43). One apoB
molecule associates per LDL particle.

Glycoproteins Contain Covalently Bound Carbohydrate
Glycoproteins participate in many normal and disease-related functions of clinical
relevance. Many plasma membrane proteins are glycoproteins Some are antigens

TABTE

3.14

HDL2,
HDL3'
LDL

40-45
50-55

lDL
\/LDL
Chylomicrons

l5-25

Source: Dara
o

Chemical Composition of the Different Plasma Lipoprotein Classes

from Soutar, A.

Subclasses of HDL

55

35

I2

4

5

50

20-25

l2

3-4

3

20-25

75-80

t5-20

35-40

t5-20

B0-85

22

)2

5-

90-95
97-99

15-20

10-I5
3-5

K

10

and Myant,

N

B. In:

R E Offord

7-9
(Ed.), Chemistry

oJ Macromolecules.

IIB

7

-r0

7-

10

B

30

5- 10
1-3

50-65
B4-89

Baltimore, MD: Universiry Park Press, 1979
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VLDL
CHYLOMICRON

(a)

(b)

HDL

LDL

FIGURE 3.43

Generalized structure of plasma lipoproteins.
(a) Spherical particle model consisting of a core of triacylglycerol (yellow E's) and cholesterol esters (orange drops) with a shell -20 A thick of apolipoproteins (lettered), phospholipids, and unesterified cholesterol. Apolipoproteins are embedded with their hydrophobic
edges oriented toward core and their hydrophilic edges toward the outside.
(b) LDL particle showing ApoB-100 imbedded in outer she1l of Particle.
Part (a) Jrom Segrest, J P, et al Adv. Protein Chem 45:303, 1994; p.lrt O) from Schumaher, V N , et al
Protein Chem 45:205, 1994

such as those that determine the blood antigen system (A, B, O) and the \ptocompatibility and rransplantation determinants of an individual. Immunoglobulin
antigenic sites, and viral and hormone receptor binding sites on plasma membranes
are often glycoproteins. These carbohydrates in membranes provide a surface code
for identification by other cells and for contact inhibition in the regulation of cell
growth. Changes in membrane glycoproteins have been correlated with tumorigenesis and malignant transformation in cancer. Most plasma proteins, except albumin, are glycoproteins including blood-clotting proteins, immunoglobulins, and
many of the complement proteins. Some protein hormones, such as folliclestimulating hormone (FSH) and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), are glycoproteins. The structural proteins collagen, laminin, and fibronectin contain carbohy-

oTHERTYPES oF pRorErNS

Polartace
Polar tace

Nonpolartace

FICURE 3.44

Illustration showing side chains of a helical segment of apolipoprotein c-r berween
residues 32 and,53.
The polar face shows ionizable acid residues in the center and basic residues at rhe edge
On the other side of the helix, hydrophobic residues form a nonpolar longitudinal face.
Redrawn with permission Jrom Sparrow, I T. and Gotto, A M Jr CRC Crit. Rev Biochem 13:87, 1983,
Copynght

O 1983 CRC

Press, Inc , Boca Raton, FL

drate, as do proteins of mucous secretions that perform a role in lubrication and
protection o[ epithelial tissue.
The percentage of carbohydrate in glycoproteins is variable. IgG contains small
amounts of carbohydrate (4o/o), glycophorin of human red blood cell membranes is
60o/o carbohydrate and human gastric glycoprotein is 82olo carbohydrate. The carbohydrate can be distributed evenly along the polypeptide chain or concenrrared in
defined regions. In proteins of plasma membrane only the extracellular portion has
carbohydrate covalentiy attached. The carbohydrate artached ar one point or ar multiple points along a polypeptide chain usually conrains less than 15 sugar residues
and in some cases only one sugar residue. Glycoproteins wlth the same function
from different animal species often have homologous amino acid sequences but
variabie carbohydrate structures. Heterogeneiry in carbohydrate content can occur
in the same protein within a single organism. For example, pancreatic ribonuclease
A and B forms have an identical amino acid sequence but differ in their carbohydrate composition.
Addition of complex carbohydrate units occurs in a series o[ en4.me-catalyzed
reactions as the polypeptide chain is transporred through the endoplasmic rericu1um and Golgi network (see Chapter 6). Immature nonfuncrional glycoproreins
sometimes contain intermedia[e stages of carbohydrate additions.
Ty

pes

of Carbohyd rate- Protei n Covalent

Different types

Li

nkages

oI covalent linkages join the sugar moieries to prorein in

glycoproteins. The two most common are rhe N-glycosidic linkage (t1pe I linkage)
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Clycosylated
Hemoglobin, HbAl .
A glycosylated hemoglobin, designated HbAr.,
is formed spontaneously in red blood cells by
combinatron of the NH2-terminal amlno groups
of the hemoglobin B chain and glucose. The
aldehyde group of the glucose first forms a
Schiff base with the NH2-terminal amino group,
OH

pRorErNS FRoM RANDoMTzED
TO UNIQUE STRUCTURES: PROTEIN STABILITY

r.z I rolDrNG oF

I

-N:C-Ctt
HH
which then reaffanges to a more stable amino
ketone linkage,

HO

lil

-N-C-Cit
HH
by a spontaneous (nonenzymatic)

reaction
known as the Amadori rearrangement. The con-

centration

of HbAr. is

between an asparagine amide group and a sugar, and the O-glycosidic linkage
(t1pe lI linkage) between a serine or [hreonine hydroxyl group and a sugar (Figure 3.45). In type I linkage the bond to asparagine is withln the sequence AsnX-Thr(Ser) Another linkage in mammalian glycoproteins is an O-glycosidlc bond
to a 5-hydroxylysine (type III linkage) in collagens and in the serum complement
protein Clq. Less common linkages include attachment to the hydroxyl group of
4-hydroxyproline (type IV linkage), [o a cysteine thiol (type V linkage), and to a
NH2-terminal a-amino group of a polypeptide chain (type Vl linkage). High concenlralions of type VI linkages are formed spontaneously with hemoglobin and
blood glucose in uncontrolled diabetes. Assay of glycosylated hemoglobin is used
to follow changes in blood glucose concentration (see Clin. Corr 3.7).

dependent

on

the

concentralion of glucose in the blood and the
duration of hyperglycemia. In prolonged hyperglycemia the concentration may rise to 12% or
more of the total hemoglobin Patients with diabetes mellitus have high concentrations of
blood glucose and therefore high amounts of

HbAr.. The changes in the concentration of
HbA1. in diabetic patients can be used to foliow
the effectlveness of treatment for the diabetes.
Bunn, H E Evaluation of glycosylated hemoglobin
in diaberic parients DLabetes 30:613, 1980; and

Brown,S B andBowes,M A Glycosylatedhaemoglobins and their role in management of diaberes
mellitus Biochem Educ. 132,1985

The Protein Folding Problem: A Possible Pathway
The ability of a primary protein structure to fold spontaneously to its native secondary or tertiary conformation, without any information other than the amino acid
sequence and the noncovalent forces that acl on the sequence, has been demonstrated. RNAase sponlaneously refolds to its native conformation after being denatured with loss of native structure but without the hydrolysis of peptide bonds.
Such observations 1ed to the hypothesis that a polypeptide sequence promotes
spontaneous folding to its unique aclive conformation under correct solvent condltions and in the presence of prosthetic groups that may be a part of its structure.
As described below chaperone proteins may facilitate the rate of protein folding.
Quaternary structures also assemble spontaneously, after the tertlary slructure of the
subunits has formed.
It may appear surprising that a protein folds inro a single unique conformation
given all the possible rotational conformations available around single bonds in its
primary s[ructure. For example, the a-chain of hemoglobin contains 14I amino
acids and there are at least four single bonds per amino acid residue around which
free rolalion can occur. lf each bond about which free rota[ion occurs has two or
more stable ro[amer conformations accessible to it, then there are a minimum of
4tat or 5 x I086 possible conformations for the a-chain amino acid sequence.
The conformation of a protein is the one of lowest Gibbs free energy accessible to the amino acid sequence wlthin a physiologi.cal time frame. Thus folding is
under thermodynamic and kinetic control. Although detailed knowledge of de noyo

NHz

o

Il

I

cHz

NHz

NH2

I

NH-C-CH2-C-COOH

I

O-CH2-C-COOH

I

I

H

H

O_

CH
I

cHz
I

cHz

Type

I

N-Glycosyl linkage to asparagine

Type

ll

O-Glycosyl linkage to serine

Type

lll

O-Glycosyl linkage to s-hydroxylysine

FIGURE 3.45

Examples of glycosidic linkages to amino acids in proteins.
Type I is an N-glycosidic linkage through an amide nitrogen of Asn; type Ii is an O-glycosidic linkage through OH of Ser or Thr; and tlpe III is an O-glycosidic linkage to 5-OH of
5-hydroxylyslne Amino acids, red and sugars, b1ack.
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folding of a polypeptide is at present an unattainable goal, the involvemenr of certain processes appears reasonable. There is evidence thar folding is initiated by
short-range noncovalent interactions between a side chain and its nearest neighbors that form secondary structures in small regions of the polypeptide. Particular
side chains have a propensity to promote the formation of a-helices, p-structure,
and sharp turns or bends (B-turns) in the polypeptide. The interaction of a side
chain with ils nearest neighbors in the polypeptide determines rhe secondary
ftrr.trr. into which that section of the-poiypeprlde strand folds. Sections of
polypeptide, called initiation sites, [hus spontaneously assume a secondary structure. The partially flolded structures then condense with each other [o form a
molten-globule state. This is a condensed intermediate on the folding parhway
tha[ contains much of the secondary s[ructure elements of the native structure, but
a large number of incorrect tertiary structure interactions. Segments of secondary
struclure in the molten-globule state are highly mobile relalive to one another, and
the molten-globule structure is in rapid equilibrium with the fully unfolded denatured state. The correct medium- and long-range interactions between different initia[ion sites are found by rearrangements wirhin the molten-globule and the low
free energy, native tertiary s[ructure for the polypeptide chain is formed. Wirh formation of [he native tertlary structure, rhe correct disulfide bonds (cystine) are
formed. The rate-determining step for folding and unfolding of the native conformation lies between the molten-globule and the native structure. For some proteins there may exist two or more thermodymamically stable folded conformations
of low Gibbs free energy
Clinical Correlalion 3.8 contains a discussion of protein folding and prions, infectious agents.

Chaperone Proteins May Assist the Protein Folding Process
Cells contain proteins that facilitate the folding process. These include cis-transprolyl isomerases, protein disulfide isomerases, and chaperone proteins. cis-transProlyl isomerases interconvert cis- and trans-peptide bonds of proline residues and
increase the rate of folding. This allows the correcr prolyl peptide bond conformation to form for each proline as required by the folded native structure. protein

disulfide isomerases

catalyze the breakage and formation of disulfide cystine linkincorrect linkages are not stabilized and the correct arrangement of cystine
Iinkages for the folded conformation is rapidly achieved.
Chaperone proteins were discovered as heat shock proteins (hsps), a famrly of proteins whose synthesis is increased at elevated temperatures. The chaperones do not change the final outcome of the folding process but prevent protein
ages so

aggregation

prior to completion of folding and preven[ formalion of metasrable

dead-end or nonproductive intermediates. They increase the rate of rhe folding
process by limiting the number of unproductive folding pathways available to a
polypeptide. Chaperones of the hsp 70-kDa family bind to polypeptides as they
are synthesized on the ribosomes, shielding the hydrophobic surfaces that would
normally be exposed to solvent. This protects the protein from aggregarion until
the full chain is synthesized and folding can occur. Some proteins, however, cannot complete their folding process while in the presence of hsp70 chaperones and
are delivered to the hsp60 family (GroEL in Escherichia coli) of. chaperone protelns,
also called chaperonins. The chaperonins form long cylindrical multisubunit quaternary structures that bind unfolded polypeptides in rheir molten-globule s[ate
within their central hydrophobic cavity Chaperonins have an ATPase activity and
hydrolyze ATP as they facilitate folding The folding process in E. coli is presented
in Figure 3.46. Chaperone proteins are also required for refolding of proteins after they cross cellular membranes. A system of chaperones facilitates protein transport into mitochondria and into and through the endoplasmic re[iculum. Proteins
cross the lipid bilayer of the mitochondrial and endopiasmic retlculum membranes
in an unflolded conformation, and local chaperones are required to facilitate their
folding.
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3.8
Proteins as lnfectious Agents: Human Transmissible
Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSEs)

CLINICAT CORRELATION

Protelns that act as infectious agents in the absence of DNA or RNA
are known as prion proteins. Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) is the
most common of the prion diseases. The disease is characterized by
ataxia, dementia, and paralysis and is almost always fatal Pathoiogical examination o[ the brain shows amyloid plaques and sponglform
(vacuolous) degeneration of the brain. fhe disease can be generated
by an inherited mutation (familial disease), by sporadic mutation, or
by an infectious process. The infectious form was first observed
among the Fore people of New Guinea who exhibited a transmissi-

ble spongiform encephalopathy called Kuru, in which the prion
proteins were transmitted through a ritual cannibalism. More recently, bovine spongiform encephalopathy or mad cow disease has
been transmitted to humans through the ingestion of meat from
cattle infected by bovine spongiform encephalopathy. While there is
strong evidence that the infective aSent is a protein, the direct infection of an animal with pure recombinant prion protein has not been
demonstrated
The disease is belleved to be caused by a conformational change
in the prion protein, PrP, from its normal soluble cellular conformation,

PrP', to a toxic conformatlon, PrPs' The PrPs' conformation
pollnnerizes into insoluble amyloid fibers, which cause the neurotoxrc
pathologies. The soluble PrP' domain fold is composed o[ three
a-helical and two sma1l B-strand segments The conversion to the
PrPs' form is characterized by the conversion of two o[ the a-helical
segments into B-strand conformalions. The PrPs' conformation

polymerizes into amyloid fibers through B-strand interactions between monomers Formation o[ the amyloid poll,rner is irreversible
An unknown factor, designated protein X (perhaps a chaperone protein), facilitates the conversion of the a-helical to B-structure conformation and./or promotes the polyrnerization of the B-structure conformation into [he amyloid fiber. Two mechanisms are suggested for
amyloid plaque formation initiated by an infective prion protein In
the Nucleation-Polymerization Mechanism (a), the PrP' conformation (green) is in rapid equilibrium with the PrPs' conformation
(brown) (step 1), but the polymerization into an amyloid fiber is slow
(step 2) in the absence of an initiator molecule. The introduction of
a PrPs" conformation protein or fragment (infective prion, red) nucleates the polymenzation process (step 3). The process is propagated

by fragments from the newly generated poll,rner (step 5).
In the Template-Directed Mechanism (b), the infective prion,
PrPs", serves as a template to promote the change in conformation of
endogenous PrP'to PrPs" (steps I and 2). Once converted to the
PrPs', the PrPs' conformations rapidly polymerize into insoluble fibrils. Familial lorms o[ Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease are induced by mutant PrP proteins that have a higher tendency to spontaneously form
the PrPs' conformation.
Horwich, A L and Weissman, J S Deadly conformations-protein misfolding in prion disease Cell 89:499, 1997 and Prusiner, S. B Prion diseases and
the BSE crises Science 278:245, L997
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F!GURE 3.46

Chaperonin-directed protein folding in E. coli.
(a) A proposed reaction cycle of E. coli chaperonins GroEL and GroES

in protein folding (1) GroEL is a complex of 14 subunits, each with
ADP attached. An associated ring of 7 GroES subunits binds an unfolded polypeptide in its central cavity and ADP and GroES subunits are
released. (2) Each GroEL subunit binds an Aff; weakening inreracrion
between unfolded polypeptide and GroEL. GroES is rebound on the
opposite face of GroEL. (3) The 14 ATPs are simuhaneously

hydrolyzed, releasing the bound polypeptide inside GroEL. The
polypeptide, which enters in its molten-globuie state, folds in a prorecred microenvironment, preventing aggregation with other partially folded polypeptides. (4) The polypeptide is released from GroEL after folding into its native conformation. (5) If the pollpeptide fails to attain its

native fold, it remains bound to GroEL and reenters the reaction cycle
at step 2. In the diagram GroEL turns over by 180" GroES binds but
does not hydrolyze ATP and faciiitates binding ofAfP to GroEL. It
coordinates simultaneous hydrolysis ofAfP and prevents escape of a
partially lolded pollpeptide from the GroEL cavity. (b) A model for
AfP-dependent release of an unfolded polypeptide from irs multiple
attachment sites in GroEL. ATP binding and hydrolysis mask the
hydrophobic sltes of GroEL subunits (darker areas) thar bind to unfolded polypeptide, thus permitting it to foid in an isolated environmenr

I

from Hartl, R -Il , Hlodan, R , and. Langer, Trends Biochem Sci .l 9:
23, 1994 Ftgure reproducedJromVoet, D. andVoet, J Biochemistry 2nd ed New
Yorh: Wiley, 1995. Repinted by permission of John Wley €; Sons, Inc
Adapted

Noncovalent Forces Lead to Protein Folding and
Contribute to a Protein's Stability
Noncovalent forces cause a pollpeptide to fold into a unique conformation and
then stabilize the native s[ructure against denaturation. Noncovalent forces are weak
bonding forces with srrengrhs of I-7 kcal mo1-l (4-29 kJ mol-I). This may be
compared to the strength of covalent bonds that have a bonding strength of at least
50 kcai mo1-I (Table 3.15). Even though individually weak, the large number of
individually weak noncovalent contacts within a protein provide a large energy factor that promotes protein folding.

Hydrophobic lnteraction Forces
The most important noncovalent forces that cause a randomized polypeptide con-

formation to fold into i[s native structure are hydrophobic interaction forces.
Their strength is not due to any intrinsic attrac[ion between nonpolar groups, but
rather to the properties of the water [hat surrounds the nonpolar groups. A nonpolar molecule or a region of a protein molecule dissolved in water induces a solvation shell of water in which water molecules are highly ordered. When rwo nonpolar side chains come together on folding of a polypeptide, the surface area
exposed to solvent is reduced and some of the highly ordered water molecules in
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TABLE

3.15

Bond Strength ofTypical Bonds Found

in Protein Structures

>50

Covalent

Noncovalent

0.6-7

2-3

Hydrophobic
(i e , two benzyl side
chain groups of Phe)
Hydrogen
Ionic
(iow dielectnc environment)
van der Waals
Average energy

I-7
I-6

<l

ol kinetlc motion (37"C)

0.6

the solvation shell are released to bulk solvent. The entropy of the system (i.e., net
disorder of the water molecules in the system) is increased. The increase in entropy
is thermodlmamically favorable and is the driving force causing nonpolar moieties
to come together in aqueous solvent. A favorable free energy change of -2 kcal
mol-1 for association of two phenylalanine side chain groups in water is due to this
gain in entropy (Figure 3.47).
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FIGURE 3,47

Formation of hydrophobic interaction between
two phenylalanine side chain groups.
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FOLDINC OF PROTEINS FROM RANDOMTZED TO UNTQUE STRUCTURES: pROTEtN STABILtry

In transi[ion from random to regular secondary conformation such as an
a-he1ix or p-structure, approximately one-third of the water of solvation about the
unlolded polypeptide is losr ro bulk solvent. This approximates 0.5-0.9 kcal mol I
for each peptide residue. Another one-third of the original solvarion shel1 is lost
rvhen a polypeptide that has folded into a secondary structure folds inro a rerriary

Donor

\./N,/\
Peptide'

Acceptor

ililililil O:C

H

'NH

,/

Peptide

structure. The rerriary folding brings different segmenrs of folded polypeptide
chains into close proximity with the release of water of solvation be[ween the
polypeptide chains.

-rC -CHzO

Hydrogen Bonds
Hydrogen bonds are formed when a hydrogen alom covalently bonded to an
electronegative atom is shared with a second electronegative atom. The atom to

-H tt

Ser
H

q'hich the hydrogen arom is bonded is designared the hydrogen-donor atom. The
atom with which the hydrogen arom is shared is the hydrogen-acceptor atom.
Typical hydrogen bonds found in proteins are shown in Figure 3.48. a-Helical and

-CH2-S-H

tttttrrrlrg/

t*

Cys

p-structure conforma[ions are extensively hydrogen bonded.
The strength of a hydrogen bond depends on the distance berween donor and
acceptor atoms. High bonding energies occur when this distance is between 2.7 and

3 1 A Of lesser imporrance, but not negligible, ro bonding strength is the
dependence of hydrogen-bond strength on geometry. Bonds of higher energy are
geometrically collinear, with donor, hydrogen, and acceptor atoms lying in a straighr
line. The dielectric consranl of the medium around the hydrogen bonJ may also be
reflected in the_ bonding srrength. Typical hydrogen bond strengrhs in proreins are

HZO

Ho
- CH2-

'l

|

N+

-

H

_t
ililrilr O: C-CH2-

H

Lys

Glu

FICURE 3.48
Some common hydrogen bonds found in

proteins.

1-7 kcal mol I. Although rhey conrribute ro thermodyrramic stability oi a protein's
conformation, their formarion may not be a major driving force for folding. This is
because peptide bonds and other hydrogen bonding groups in prorelns form hy-

drogen bonds to the water solvent in the denatured slate, and these bonds musl be
broken before the polypepride folds. The energy required ro break the hydrogen
bonds to water must be subtracted from the energy gained from formarion of new
hydrogen bonds between atoms in the folded protein in calcularing Lhe net contri.bution of hydrogen bonding forces [o rhe folding.

ctrostati c I nte racti o n s
Electrostatic interactions (also referred to as ionic or salt linkages) between
charged groups are important in the stabilization of prorein structure and in bindEl e

rng of charged ligands and substrates to proteins. Electrostatic forces are repulsive
or a[tractive depending on whether the interacting charges are of lhe same or opoosite sign. The strength of an electros[atic force (E"1) is directly dependent on the
charge (Z) of each ion and inversely dependent on rhe dielecrric consranr (D) of the
soh,ent and the distance be[ween the charges (r"r,) (Figure 3.49).
water has a high dielectric cons[ant (D : 80), and in[eractions in waler are relatively weak compared to charge interactions in the interior of a protein where the
dielectric constan[ is low. However, most charged groups of proteins remain on the
surface where they do no[ inlerac[ with other charged groups from the protein because of the high dielectric constant of wa[er, but are stabilized by hydrogen bonding and polar interac[ions [o the water. These water interactions generate the dominant forces that place most charged groups o[ a protein on the outside of the folded
structures.

tr

, Zx'Zs

2z

D'r^o

FICURE 3.49

Strength

of

lectrostatic interactions.

Van der Waals-London Dispersion Forces
Van der Waals and London dispersion forces are the weakest of [he noncovalent

forces They have an attraclive term (A) inversely dependent on the 6th power of
the distance belween trvo inleracting a[oms (r.6), and a repulsive term (B) inversely

l2th power of ru1, (Figure 3 50). The A term conrribu[es a[ irs
optimum distance an at[raclive force of less than 1 kcal mol r per atomic interaction due to the induction of complementary partial charges or dipoles in the
electron density of adjacent atoms when [he elec[ron orbitals of the two aroms ap-

I tll

dependent on the

E
LVDW
=
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6 '
lab
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FICURE 3.50

Strength of van der Waals interactions.
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in Table 3.16.
The van der Waals repuisive forces between atoms of a peptide bond are
weakest at the specific @ and ry' angles compatible wirh the a-he1ix and B-strand
struc[ures. Thus van der Waals forces are critical for secondary structure formation in proteins. In folding into a [ertiary structure, the number of weak van der

in the thousands Thus the total contribution of
van der Waals-London dispersion forces to the stability of a folded s[ructure is
substantial, even though a single interaction between any two atoms is less than
Waals interactions that occur are

01

2

proach [o a close distance As the atoms come even closer, however, the repulsive
component (term B) of the van der Waals force predominates as the eleclron orbitals of the adjacent atoms begin to overlap The repulsive force is commonly
called steric hindrance.
The distance of maximum favorable interaction between two aloms is the van
der Waals contact distance, which is the sum of van der Waals radli for the two
atoms (Figure 3.51). The van der Waals radii for atoms found in proteins are given

6

05
--

FIGURE 3.51

Van der Waals-London dispersion interaction
energies between two hydrogen atoms and
two (tetrahedral) carbon atoms.
Negative energies are favorable and posrtive energies unfavorable
Redrawn t'rom F{sllt, A Enzyme Structure and Mechanism San Francisco: Freeman, 1977, p 228

I

kcal mol-1.
A special type of interaction (rr-elecLron-rr-eiectron) occurs when two aromatic
rings approach each other with elec[rons of their aromatic rings favorably interacling (Figure 3.52). This interac[ion can result in attrac[ive forces o[ up to 6 kcal
mol-r. A number of rr-r aroma[1c in[eractions occur in a typical folded protein,
conlributing to the stability of the folded s[ruc[ure

Denaturation of Proteins Leads to Loss of Native Structure
Denaturation occurs when a protein loses its native secondary tertiary and,/or quaternary structure. The pnmary structure is not necessarily broken by denaturation
The denatured state is always correlated with loss of a protein's function. This, however, is no[ necessarily syronl.rnous wlth denaturation since smal1 conformational
changes can lead [o loss of function A change in conforma[ion o[ a single side chain
in the active site of an enz).rne or a change in protonation of a side chain can result
in loss of activity but does not iead to a complete loss of the native protein structure.
Although conformational differences between denatured and na[ive structures
may be substantial, the free energy difference between such s[ructures can be as 1ow
as the free energy of three or four noncovalent bonds Thus loss of a single hydrogen bond or electrostalic or hydrophobic interaction can lead to destabilization of
a folded structure A change in stability of a noncovalent bond can, in turn, be

TABTE

3.16

Covalent Bond Radii and van der Waals Radii for Selected Atoms

Carbon (tetrahedral)
Carbon (aromatic)

0.77

2.0

0.69 along:lsnd
0.73 along-bond

L70

Carbon (amide)

0 7) ro amide N
0 67 to oxygen
0 /) to chaln L
0.33
0.66
0.57
0.60 to amide C
0.70 to hydrogen bond H
0 70 to chain C

1.50

I04

t70

Hydrogen
Oxygen (-O-)
Oxygen (:Q)
Nitrogen (amide)

\
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Source:

FIGURE 3.52
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two aromatic rings.
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The van der Waals contact distance is the sum of the Lwo van der Waals radii [or the two aroms in
proxlml [)r.
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in pH, ionic s[rength, or temperature. Binding of prosthetic
of the native conformation.
The statement that breaking of a single noncovalent bond in a protein can

caused by a change

Amino acids

Sroups, cofactors, and substrates also affects stability

rate ofl synthesis

cause denaturation apparently conflicts

wift

the observati.on tha[ an amino acid sequence can often be extensively varied without loss of a protein's structure. The key
to the resolution of this apparent conflict is the word "essential." Many noncovalent
interactions are not essential to the structural stability of the native conformation of
a protein. However, substitution or modification of an essential amino acid that provides a critical noncovalent in[eraction without a compensating stabilizing interaction dramatically affects the stability of a narive protein srrucrure.
The cellular concentration of a protein is controlled by irs rate of synthesis and
degradation (Figure 3.53). Under many circumsrances rhe denarurarion of a protein
is the rate-controlling step in its degradation. Cellular enzymes and organelles that
digest proteins "recognize" denatured protein conformations and elimina[e them
rapidly In experimental situations, protein denaturation occurs on addition of urea
or detergents (sodium dodecyl sulfate or guanidine hydrochloride) rhat weaken hydrbphobic bonding in proteins. These reagents stabilize the denatured state and
shift the equilibrium roward the dena[ured form of the protein. Addition of strong
base, acid, or organic solvent, or heating to temperatures above 60oC are also common ways to denature a protein.

3.8

DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF PROTEIN STRUCTURE

While high-resolution X-ray diffraction pelds atomic coordinates for each arom in
a protein structure, experimental evidence from NMR, fluorescence spectroscopy,
and the temperature dependence of the X-ray diffraction reveals that the atoms in
a folded protein molecule have a fluid-like dl,namic motion and do nor exisr in a
single static position. Rather than an exact location, the atomic coordinales obtained

by X-ray diffraction represenr rhe rime-averaged position for each atom. The time
for position averaging is the duration of data collection, which may be several days.
Thus the active conformation may differ from the average conformation. An X-ray
structure also shows small "defecrs" in packing of the folded strucrure, indicaring
the existence of "holes" in the structure that will allow the protein space for flexibility. The concept that each atom in a protein is in constant motion such as molecules within a fluid, although constrained by irs covaient bonds and rhe secondary and tertiary structure, is an important aspect of protein structure.
Calculations of theoretical molecular dynamics describe the changes in coordinates of a[oms in a folded protein structure and in position of regions of the structure due to summation of the movements of atoms in that region. The dl,namic motion computation is based on the solving of Newton's equations of motion
simultaneously for all the atoms of the protein and the solvent that interacts with
the protein. The energy functions used in the equarion include representations of
covalent and noncovalent bonding energies due to electrostatic forces, hydrogen
bonding, and van der waals forces. Individual atoms are randomly assigned a veIocity from a theoretical distribution and Newton's equations are used ro "relax" the
system at a given "temperature " The calculation is a computationally intensive activity, even when limited ro less rhan several hundred picoseconds (I p5 : l0-I2 s)
of protein dynamic [ime, and frequently requires supercomputers. These calculations indicate that the average atom in a protein osci.llates over a distance of 0.7 A
on the picosecond scale. Some atoms or groups of atoms move smaller or larger distances than this calculated average (Figure 3.54).
Net movement of any segment of a polypeptide over time represents the sum
of forces due to rapid aromic oscillations, and the local jiggling and elasric movements of covalently attached groups of atoms. These movements within the closely
packed interior of a protein frequently allow the planar aromatic rings of buried tyrosrnes to flip. The small-amplitude flucruations provide the "lubricant" for large

motions in proteins such as domain motions and quaternary struc[ure changes, like

I tfe

I

+

[protein]
rate of I denaturation
+
protein digest

FICURE 3.53
Steady-state concentration of a protein is due
to its rates of synthesis and denaturation.
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FIGURE 3.54

Fluctuation of structure of cytochrome

c.

(a) Calculated fluctuation on a picosecond time scale
of a-carbons within each amino acrd residue in folded
structure of cytochrome c and (b) experimentally
observed fluctuation of each a-carbon of the amino
acid residues determined from the temperature
dependency of the X-ray diffraction pattem for the protein Cytochrome c has I03 amino acid residues fhe
r-axis plots amino acid residues in cytochrome c from
I to 103, and the y-axis the fluctuation distances in
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those observed in hemoglobin on 02 binding (see Chapter 9). The dyramic behai,ior of proteins is lmplicated in conformational changes induced by a substrate,
an inhibitor, or a drug on binding [o an enz]Tne and receptor, generation of alIosteric effects in hemoglobins, electron transfer in cytochromes, and in the formation of supramolecular assemblies such as viruses. The movements may also have
a functionai role in the protein's ac[ion.

:.0 | rvrrrHODS FOR CHARACTERTZATION,

PURIFICATION, AND STUDY OF PROTEIN
STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

Separation of Proteins on Basis of Charge

In electrophoresis, protein dissolved in a buffer solu[ion at a particular pH

is
placed in an electric field. Depending on the relatlonship of the buffer pH to the pI

of the protein, [he protein moves toward the cathode

(-)

or the anode (+) or

remains stationary (pH : pf) Supports such as polymer gels (e.g., polyacrylamide),
starch, or paper are used. The inert supports are sa[urated with buffer solution, a
protein sample ls placed on the support, an electric field is applied across the support, and the charged proteins migrale in the support toward the oppositely charged
pole.

An electrophoresis technique of extremely high resolution ls isoelectric
focusing, in which mixtures of polyamino-polycarboxylic acid ampholytes with a
defined range of pI values are used to establish a pH gradient across the applied
electric field. A charged protein migra[es through the pH gradient i.n the electric
field until it reaches a pH region in the gradient equal to its pI value. At this point
the protein becomes stationary and may be visualized (Figure 3.55). Proteins that
differ by as little as 0.0025 in pI value are separated on the appropriate pH
gradient.

Ion-exchange column chromatography is used for preparalive separation of
proteins by charge.
Ion-exchange resins consist of insoluble materials (agarose, polyacrylamide,
cellulose, and glass) thal contain charged groups (Figure 3.56). Negatively charged
resins bind cations strongly and arc cation-exchange resins. Positively charged
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Isoelectric focusing of hemoglobins from patient heterozygous for
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HbS and B-thalassemia.
Figure shows separation by isoelecrric focusing of HbA1. (HbA glycosylated on NH2-end; see C1in. Corr. 3 7), normal adult HbA, fetal Hbf;
sickle cell HbS (see Clin Corr 3.3), and minor adult HbAz (a)
Isoelectric focusing carned out by capillary electrophoresrs lvrth
ampholyte pH range between 67 and7.7 and detection of bands at 415
nm (b) Isoelectric focusing carried our on gel with Pharmacia Phast
System; ampholyte pH range is berween 6 7 and 7 .7
From Molteni, S , Fischhnecht, H , and ThormanLr, W Elecrrophoresis 15:22, i994
(Figurt 4, parts A and B)

:esins bind anions strongly and are anion-exchange resins. The degree of re[arda-ion of a protein (or an amino acid) by a resin depends on rhe magnitude of the

lharge on the protein at the particular pH of the experiment Molecules with the
in a single band, followed by those with an
.rpposi[e charge to that of the resin, in an order based on the proteins charge densrty (Flgure 3.57). When it is difficult to remove a molecule from the resin because
ol the strength of the a[tractive lnteraction between the bound molecule and resin,
svstematic changes in pH or in ionic strength are used [o weaken lhe in[eraction.
For example, an increasing pH gradient through a cation-exchange resin reduces
the difference berween the solution pH and the pI of rhe bound protein. This delrease between pH and pI reduces the magnitude o[ the net charge on the prorein
:nd decreases the strength of the charge interaclion between the protein and the
resin. An increasing gradient of ionic strength also decreases the charge in[erac[ions
same charge as the resin are eluted first

and elutes tightly bound elecrrolytes from rhe resin.
Capi I I ary El ectro p h o resi s
Electrophoresis within a fused silica capillary tube has a high separation efficiency,
rtilizes very smail samples, and requires only several minutes for an assay A long
iapillary tube is fil1ed with the elecrrophoretic medium, a sample is injected in a
rarrow band near the anode end of the tube, and the molecules of the sample are
separaled by their mobility roward the negarively charged pole. The fused silica wall
of the capil1ary has a negative charge and an immobile cationic layer is flxed ro it
-\n adjacent diffuse layer of carions moves roward rhe cathode in the applied electric field and causes a flow of solvent loward the cathode. rhis electro-osmotic flow
:rea[es a "current" that carrles analyte molecules [oward the cathode, irrespective of
the analyte's charge (Figure 3.58). Molecules wlrh a high positive charge-ro-mass
ra[io move with rhe currenr and have the highesr mobiliry, followed by neutral molecules. Anionic molecules are repelled by the cathode and wrll move against the
electro-osmo[ic flow. However, the electro-osmotic current toward lhe cathode over.omes any negative migration, and anions also migrate toward the cathode bu[ ar a
slower rate than the cationic or neutral molecules.
In zone elecrrophoresis, separations are made in the presence of a single buffer
Capillary electrophoresis may be performed in the presence of ampholytes ro separate proteins by isoelectric focusing, in the presence of a porous gel to separare
proteins by molecular weight, or in the presence of a micellar componen[ to separate by hydrophobicity. Detectors that urilize UV light, fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy, electrochemical detection, or mass spectroscopy make the capillary method
sensitive and versatile
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Positively charged ligand: diethylamino

FIGURE 3.56

Two examples of charged ligands used in ionexchange chromatography.
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Example of ion-exchange chromatography.
Elution diagram of an artificial mixture of hemoglobins E Ar, Az, S, and C on carboxymerhylSephadex C-50,
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FIGURE 3.58

Generation of electro-osmotic flow toward cathode in capillary electrophoresis.

Separation of Proteins Based on Molecular Mass or Size
ltrace n tri f u gati o n :

U

D

ef i n i ti o n

of

Sved b e rg Co eff i ci e nt

A protein subjected to centrifugal force moves in the direction of the force at a
velocity dependent on its mass. The rate of movement is measured with an

oYr
FIGURE 3.59

Equation for calculation of the Svedberg coefficient.

Molecular weight =

=+E-npl

D

11

FIGURE 3.60

An equation relating the Svedberg coefficient
to molecular weight.

appropriate optical detection system, and from the rate the sedimentation coefficient
is calculated in Svedberg units (units of 10 13 s). In rhe equation (Figure 3.59), v
is the measured velocity of protein movemenl, a-r the angular velocity of the centrifuge rotor, and r the distance from the cen[er of the tube in which the protein is
placed to the center of rotation. Sedimentation coeffici.ents between I and 200
Svedberg units (S) have been found for proteins (Table 3.I7). Equations have been
derived to relate the sedimentarion coefficient to the molecular mass of a protein.
One of the more simple equations ls shown in Figure 3.60, in which R is the gas
constant, f the temperature, s the sedimen[ation coefficient, D the dlffusion coefficient of the protein, v the partial specific volume of the protein, and p the density
of solvent. The quantities D and rr must be measured in independent experiments
The equation assumes a spheroidal geometry for the protein. Because this assumption may not be true and independent measurements of D and v are difficult, usually only the sedimentation coefficient for a molecule is reported. A protein's sedimentation coefficient is a qualitative measurement of molecular mass.

Molecular Exclusion Chromatograph
A porous gel in the form of small insoluble beads is commonly used to

separale

proteins by size in column chromatography. Sma1l proteins penetrate the pores of
TABTE

3.17

Svedberg Coefficients

for Some Plasma Proteins of Differenl

Molecular Weights

Lysozl,rne

2t9

15,000- 16,000

Albumin
Immunoglobulin G

46

69,000

6.6-7.2
763

I53,000
34I,000

Fibrinogen
Clq (factor of complement)
a2-Macroglobulin

Immunoglobulin M
Factor VIII of blood coagulation
Source: Fasman,

II
o

G D (Ed)

II I

4I0,000

196

820,000

18-20
237

I,000,000
I,120,000

CRCHandboohoJBiochemistry andMoleculorBiologt,3rd
p 242

ed, Sect A,

Vol

Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, ),976,

s2s, X 1O-13 ls sedimentation coefficient in Svedberg units, referred [o water at 20"C, and extrapolated to zero concentration oI protein
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the gel and have a larger solvent volume through which to travel in the column
than large proteins, which are sterically excluded from the pores. Accordingly,

a

pro[ein mixture is separated by size The larger proteins are eluted first, followed
by the smaller proteins, which are retarded by their accessibllity to a larger solvenr
volume (Figure 3.61). As with ultracentrifugation, an assumprion is made as ro the
geometry of an unknown protein in the determination of molecular mass. Elongated
nonspheroidal proteins give anomalous molecular masses when analyzed using a
standard curve determined with proteins of spheroidal geometry.

Polyacrylamide Cel Electrophoresrs in the Presence of a Detergent
If a charged detergent is added to a protein electrophoresis assay and electrophoresis occurs through a sieving suppofl, separation of proteins is based on protein size
and not charge. A common detergent is sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and a common sieving support is cross-linked polyacrylamide. The dodecyl sulfates are amphiphilic CI2 alkyl sulfates, which stabilize a denarured protein by forming a
charged micellar SDS solvation shell around its polypeptide chain The inherent
charge of the polypeptide chain is obliterated by rhe negarively charged sDS molecules, and each protein-SDS solubilized aggregate has an identical charge per unit
volume. Negarively charged par[icles move through the polyacrylamide gel toward
the anode. Polyacrylamide acts as a molecular sieve and the pro[ein-micelle complexes are separated by size proteins of larger mass are retarded. A single band in
an SDS polyacrylamide electrophoresis is often taken to demonsrrate rhe purity of
a protein. The conformation of the native structure is not a factor in the calculalion
of molecular mass, which is determined by comparison to known standards that
are similarly denatured The detergent dissociates quaternary structure and releases
a protein's constituent subunits. only the molecular mass of subuni[s of a protein
are determined by this method.

HPLC Chromatographic Techniques Separate
Amino Acids, Peptides, and Proteins
In high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), a liquid solvenr conraining
a mixture of molecules to be identified is passed through a column densely packed
with a small-diameter insoluble bead-like resin. In column chromatography, the
smaller and more tightly packed the resin beads, the grearer the resolution of the
separation technique. In HPLC, the resin is so tightly packed rhat rhe liquid must
be pumped through the column at high pressure. Therefore HpLC uses precise
high-pressure pumps with metal plumbing and columns rather rhan glass and
plastics used in graity chromatography Resin beads are coared with charged groups
to separate compounds by ion exchange or with hydrophobic groups to retard hydrophobic nonpolar molecules. In hydrophobic chromarography, tightly associared
nonpolar compounds are eluted from the hydrophobic beads in aqueous solvents
containing various percenrages of an organic reagent. The higher the percentage of
organic solven[ in the effluenr, the faster the nonpolar component is eiuted from
the hydrophobic resin. This later type of chromarography over nonpolar resin
beads is called reverse-phase HPLC (Figure 3.62). HpLC separations have extremely high resolution and reproducibility.

Aff in ity Ch romatography
Proteins have a high affinity for their subsrrares, prosthetic groups, membrane receptors, specific noncovalen[ inhibitors, and antibodies made against them. These
high-affinity compounds can be covalenrly attached to an insoluble resin and the
modified resin used to purify its conjugate protein in column chromatography. In

a mixture of proteins eluted through the resin, the one of interest is selectively
retarded.

c
Porous

bead

Small protein

Large protein

FIGURE 3.51

Molecular exclusion chromatography.
A small protein can enter the porous gel particles
and will be retarded on the column with respect
to a larger protein that cannot enter the porous
gel particles.
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FIGURE 3.62

Separation of-amino acids utilizing revirsephase HPLC. The x-axis is time of elution from
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column.
Amino acids are derivatized by reaction with dansyl chloride (DNS) so that they emit a fluorescence that is used to assay them as they are eluted

from the column.
Repinted with permtssion Jrom Hunhapilleq M. W., Stichlet;
J. E., andWilson, K l. Science 226:304, 1984. Copynght @
1984 by Ameican Associatron Jor the Adtanrement oJ
Sciore.

General Approach to Protein Purification
A protein must be purified prior to a meaningful determination of its chemical composition, structure, and function. As living cells contain thousands of genetically
distinct proteins, the purification of a single protein from the other cellular constituents may be difficult. The first task in the purification of a protein is the de:
velopment of a simple assay for the protein. Whether it utilizes the rate of transformation o[ substrate to product, antibody-antigen reaction, or a physiological
response in an animal assay system, a protein assay must give a quantitative measure of activity per unit of protein concentration. This quanlity is known as the sample's specific activity. The purpose of a purification procedure is to increase a sample's specific activity to the value expected for the pure protein. A typical protocol
for purification of a soluble cellular protein involves disruption of the cell membranes, followed by differential centrifugation in a density gradient to isolate the
protein from subcellular particles and high molecular weight aggregates. Further
purification may utilize selective precipitation by inorganic salts (salting out) or by
organic solvent. Final purification includes a combination of techliques that separate blsed on molecular charge, molectrlir size, and/or affinity.

Proteomic Techniques Determine All the Proteins
Expressed in a Cell or Tissue in a Single Assay

in the human

genome is estimated to be between
30,000 and 80,000. Given that multiple protein products may be produced from a
single gene, the number of unique proteins present in the human probably exceeds
250,000. Proteomics is the science of determining exactly which proteins are Produced in a cell or tissue, under a specific set o[ conditions.
Any cell or tissue may express thousands of different proteins simultaneously
In order to understand the properties of a cell or tissue it is of interest to determine
the type of proteins expressed and how the pattern of expressed proteins change
with development, differentiation, and disease. Techniques have been developed to
assay expressed mRNAs in cells and tissues in a single assay by hybridizing to DNA

The number of unique genes
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microarrays. More recently, techniques have been developed Lo analyze the active
gene products, the proteins expressed by cells and [issues by use of 2-D
electrophoresis. In this technique, [he proteins are first extrac[ed from cells or tissues and then spotted onto a polyacrylamide gel in an electrophoresrs apparatus.
The proteins are separated in the first direc[ion based on their differences in
isoelectric pH (pI, see Isoelectric Focusing). The gel is then rurned in a second
direction and sodium dodecyl sulfare (sDS) is added ro the buffer. The proteins are
separated in the second direction based on differences in their molecular mass (see
Gel Electrophoresis in the Presence of Detergent). The resulting gel is srained for
protein and the intensity of each of the thousands of protein spo[s measured in
order to determine whether a particular protein is expressed and its concentration
(Figure 3.63).
Determining the identity of each of the protein spots in the 2-D gel is not a
trivial task. The 2-D gel pattern, if carried ou[ under a s[andard condition, may be
compared to patterns obtained by reference laboratories who have determined the
identity of the majority of spots in the 2-D pattern from a particular cell type. These
reference 2-D pat[erns are available over the Internet. More definitively, spots may
be extracted from the gel and the protein parrially hydrolyzed into smaller pepride
fragments by proteolytic enzyrrre digestion (e.g., trypsin or chpnotrypsin), and the
peptide fragments may then be subjected to mass spectroscopy. The mass spectroscopy rapidly determines the amino acid sequence of many of the small frag55
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FIGURE 3.63

Two-dimensional (2-D) display of expressed proteins from cultured cells.
(a) Soluble proteins from ceilular extract (500 pg)
6

o
ut
q

(d
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(b)

loaded on the gel and separared by isoelectric focusing
(between pH 4.9 and 5 5) in the horizontal direction
and by molecular mass in the vertical direction (electrophoresed in the presence of SDS detergent). More
than 1500 proteins are observed in the ge1 by silver
staining. (b) A region from the gel expanded ro show
detail. Numbered proteins were analyzed by protease
hydrolysis and mass spectrometry to determrne its partial amino acid sequence, leading to the protein's identification.
Reproduced with permission Jrom Gy gi, S P, Corthals, G L,
Zhang,Y,Rochon,Y.,andAebersold, R Proc Natl Acad Sci
USA 97: 9390, 2000
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Use of Amino Acid Analysis in Diagnosis of Disease
There are a number o[ clinica] disorders in which high concentrations
of amino acids are found in plasma or urine An abnormaily high con-

centration in urine is called an aminoaciduria. Phenylketonuria is a
metabolic defect in which patients lack sufficient amounts of the enz1,rne phenylalanine hydroxylase, which catalyzes the [ransformation
of phenylaianine to tyrosine. As a result, Iarge concentrations of phenylalanine, phenylpyruvate, and phenyllactate accumulate in the plasma
and unne Phenylketonuna occurs cllnically in the first few weeks after
birth, and if the infant is not placed on a special dlet, severe mental
retardation will occur (see Ciin. Corr I8.5) Cystinuria is a genetically
transmitted defect in the membrane transport system for cystine and
the basic amino acids (lysine, arginine, and the derived amino acid
ornithine) in epithelial cel1s l-arge amounts of these amino acids are
excreted in urine. Other slrnptoms of this disease may arise from the

formation of rena] stones composed o[ cystine precipitated within the
kidney (see Clin Corr. 5 3). Hartnup disease is a genetically transmitted defect in epithelial cell transport of neutral-type amino acids
(monoamino monocarboxylic acids), and high concentrations of these
amino acids are found in the urine. The physical s)rmptoms of the disease are primarily caused by a deficrency of tryptophan. These ryrnptoms may include a pellagra-Iike rash (nicotinamide is partly derived
from tryptophan precursors) and cerebellar ataxia (irregular and jerky
muscular movements) due to the toxic effects of i.ndole derived from
the bacterial degradation of unabsorbed tryptophan present in large
amounts in the gut (see C1in. Corr.26 2) Fanconis slmdrome is a generalized aminoaciduria associated with hlpophosphatemia and a high
excretion of glucose. Abnormal reabsorption of amino acids, phosphate, and giucose by the tubular cells is the underlying defect.

ments This technique is called peptide mass fingerprinting. Utilizing these

se-

quences to search protein sequence or gene sequence databases leads to the identificati.on of the protein extracted from the 2-D gel. Robotic instrumen[s exist to perform each of the steps in protein spot extraction and identification. ln this way, .r-he
\
thousands of expressed proteins may be identified.
The technique curren[ly fai.ls to identify 1ow abundance proteins in ce1ls or tissues. Certain q.pes of proleins are difficult to analyze due to low solubility, 1ow molecular charge, or very low molecular mass. For example, integral membrane proteins are highly hydrophobic and not soluble in the standard isoelectric focusing
solvents

Determination of Amino Acid Composition of a Protein
Determination of the amino acid composition is an essen[ial component in the
study of a protein's s[ruc[ure and physiological properties. A protein is hydrolyzed
to lts constituent amino acids by heatlng the protein at Il0"C in 6 N HCI for
18-36 h, in a sealed lube under vacuum to preven[ degradation of oxidation-sensilive amino acid side chains by oxygen in air Tryptophan is destroyed in this
method and alternative procedures are used for its analysis. Asparagine and glutamine side chain amides are hydrolyzed to aspartate and glutamate and free ammonia; thus they are included within the glutamic acid and aspartic acid con[ent in
the analysis.
Common procedures for amino acid identificalion use cation-exchange chromatography or reverse-phase HPLC to separate the amino acids, which are then reacted with ninhydrin, fluorescamine, dansyl chloride, or similar chromophoric or
fluorophoric reagents lor quantitati.on (Figure 3.62). With some types of derivati12
mol
zaLton, amino acid.s are identified at concentrations as 1ow as 0.5 X I0
(pmol) Analysis of the amino acid composilion of physiological fluids (i.e , blood
and urine) is utilized in diagnosi.s of disease (see CIin. Corr. 3.9).

Techniques to Determine Amino Acid Sequence of a Protein
The ability [o clone genes has led to determina[ion of the amino acid sequence of
a protein as derlved from their DNA or messenger RNA sequences (see Chapter 7)
This is a much faster method for obtaining an amino acid sequence Sequenclng of
a protein, however, is required for the determina[ion of modifications [o the protein structure that occur after its biosl,nthesis, to identify a part of the protein sequence in order that its gene can be cloned, and to identify a protein as the prod-
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uct of a particular gene (see Chapter 6). Determination of primary srructure of a
protein requires a purified protein and it is necessary to determine the number of
chains in the protein. Individual chains are purified by the same techniques used
in purification of the whole prorein. If disulfide bonds covalently join the chains,
rhese bonds have to be broken (Figure 3.64).

quenced in sections. For sequencing by mass spectroscopy it is also necessary to
break long polypeptide chains into smaller fragments prior to analysis.

En4rmatic and chemical methods are used ro break pollpeptide chains into
smaller fragments (Figure 3.66). The enzyme trypsin preferentially catalyzes
hydrolysis of the peptide bond on the cooH-rerminal side of the basic amino acid
residues of lysine and arginine within polypeptide chains. Chymotrypsin hydrolyzes
peptide bonds on the COOH-terminal side of residues with large apolar side chains.
Other en4.,rnes cleave polypeptide chains on the COOH-terminal side of glutamic
and aspartic acid Cyanogen bromide specifically cleaves peptide bonds on the
COOH-terminal side of methionine residues wirhin polypeptide chains (Figure
3 66). A large polypeptide is subjected to partial hydrolysis by a specific cleaving
reagent, the segments are separated, and the amino acid sequence of each is determined by the Edman reaction or mass spectroscop)z To place the sequenced p.ptifles correctly into rhe complete sequence of the original polypeptide, a sample of
tt$ original polypeptide is subjected to a second partial hydrolysis by a different
hydrolytic reagent from that used initially This generates overlapping sequences to
the first set of sequences, leading to the complere sequence (Figure 3.67).
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Pollpeptide chains are most commonly sequenced by the Edman reaction or
mass spectroscopy. In the Edman reaction the polypeptide chain is reacted with
phenylisothiocyanate, which reacts with the NH2-terminal amino acid. Acidic conditions catalyze intramolecular cyclization that cleaves the NH2-terminal amino acid
as a phenylthiohydantoin derivative (Figure 3.65). This NH2-terminal amino acid
deriva[ive may be separated chromatographically and identified against standards.
The remaining polypeptide chain is isolated, and the Edman reac[ion is repeated to
identify the next NH2-terminal amino acid. Theoretically this can be repeated until
the sequence of the entire polypeptide chain is determined but under favorable conditions can only be carried out for 30 or 40 amino acids into rhe polypeptide chain.
At this point in the analysis, impurities generated from incomplete reactions in the
reaction series make further Edman cycles unfeasible. Polypeptide chains that contain more than 30 or 40 amino acids are hydrolyzed into smaller fragments and se-
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Cystine bond

?,,
Two cysteic acids

FIGURE 3.54

Breaking of disulfide bonds by oxidation to
cysteic acids.
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Specificity of some polypeptide cleaving reagents.

Chymotrypsin
Trypsin
Cyanogen bromide
olodosobenzoic acid
Staphylococcus aureus endoprolease V8

to Determine
the Three-Dimensional Structure of Proteins
X-Ray Diffraction Techniques Are Used

X-ray diffraction enables determination of the three-dimensional slructure of proteins a[ near atomic resolution. The approach requires formation of a protein crystal, which contains solvent and is thus a concentrated solution, for use as the target.
Our understanding of the detaiied components of protein structure derived from
experiments performed in this crystalline state correlate well with other physical
measurements of protein s[ructure in solution such as those made using NMR spectroscopy (see p. 152)
Generation of protein crystals can be the most time-consuming aspect of the
process. A significant factor in experlmental and computatlonal handling of protein
crystals, in contrast with most sma1l molecule crys[als, stems from the content of
the protein crystalline material Pro[eins exhibit molecular dimensions an order of
magnitude greater than small molecules, and the packing of large protein molecules
into the crystal la[tice generates a crystal with large "holes" or solven[ channels. A
protein crystal tlpically contains 40-60o/o solvent and may be considered a concentrated solution rather than the hard crystalline solid associated with most small
molecules. Presence of solvent and unoccupied volume in the crystal permits the
infusion of inhibitors and subs[rates in[o the protein molecules in the "crystalline
sta[e" and a dynamic flexibility within regions of the protein structure. This flexibility may be seen as "disorder" in the X-ray diffraction experiment. Disorder is
used to describe the situation in which the observed elec[ron density can be fitted
by more than a single local conformation. Two explanations for the disorder exist
and mus[ be distinguished. The first involves the presence of [wo or more static
moiecular conformations, which are present in a stoichiometric relationship The
second involves the actual dpramic range of motion exhibited by atoms or groups
of atoms in localized regions of the molecule. These explanations can be distin-

guished by lowering the temperature of the crystal to a point where dynamic
disorder is "frozen out", in contras[, the static disorder is not temperature dependent and persists. Analysis of dy,namic disorder by its temperature dependency using

X-ray diffraction determinations is an important method for studyng protein dynamics (see Section 3.8)
Crystallization techniques have so advanced that crystals are obtainable even
from less abundan[ proteins Interesting structures have been reported for proteins
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FIGURE 3.67

Ordering of peptide fragments from overlapping
sequences produced by specific proteolysis,of a peptide.
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in which specific amino

aci.d residues have been substituted, for antibody-anrigen
complexes, and for viral products such as the protease required for the infection of
the human immunodeficiency virus (Hlv) that causes acquired immune deficiency
slmdrome (AIDS). Many structures have been solved by X-ray diffraction and the details are s[ored in a database ca]led rhe Protein Data Bank, which is readily accessible.
Diffraction of X-rays by a crystal occurs with incident radiation of a character-

lstic wavelength (e.g., copper, K.: I.54 A). ft. X-ray beam is diffracted by the
electrons that surround the atomic nuclei in the crystal, with an intensiry proportional to the number of electrons around the nucleus. Thus the technique establishes the electron distribution of the molecule and infers the nuclear disrribution.
Actual positions of atomic nuclei can be determined directly by diffraction wirh
neutron beam radiation, an interesting but very expensive technique as it requires
a source of neutrons (nuclear reac[or or particle accelerator). With the highest resolution now available for X-ray diffraction determination of protein struc[ure, lhe
electron diffraction from C, N, O, and S aroms can be observed Diffraction from
hydrogen atoms is not observed due to the low density of electrons-that is, a sing1e electron around a hydrogen nucleus Detecrors of the diffracted beam, typically
photographic film or eleclronic area detec[ors, permit the recording of the amplitude (intensity) of radiation diffracted in a defined orienlation. However, the data
do no[ give information about phases of the radiation, which are essential to the so-

lution of a protein's structure. Determination of the phase angles historically
required the placement of healy atoms (such as iodine, mercury, or lead) in the protein molecule Modern procedures can often solve the phase problem wi[hout use
of hear.y aloms.
It is convenient to consider an analogy be[ween X-ray crystallography and light

microscopy to understand the processes involved

in carrying out the threedimensional struc[ure determlnation. In light microscopy, incident radiarion is reflected by an object under study and the reflected beam is recondensed by the objectlve lens to produce an image of rhe object. The analogy is appropriate to incident
X-rays with the notable exception thaL no known material exists tha[ can serve as
an objective lens for X-ray radiation. To replace the objective 1ens, amplitude and
phase angle measurements of the diffracted radiation are mathematically reconstructed by Fourier synthesis ro yeld a three-dimensionai electron-density map
of the diffracted object. Initially a few hundred reflections are obtained ro construcr
a low-resolution elec[ron-density map For example, for one of the first prorein
crystallographic structures, 400 reflections were used [o oblain a 6-A map of
myoglobin. At this level of resolution it is possible to loca[e clearly the molecule
within the unit cell of the crysral and study the overall packing of the subunits in
a protein with a quaternary struc[ure. A rrace of the polypeptide chain of an
individual protein molecule is made with difficulty Utilizing the low-resolution
structure as a base, further reflections may be used to obtain higher-resolution
maps. For myoglobin, where 400 refleclions were urilized to obtain the 6-A map,
10,000 reflections were needed for a2-A map, and 17,000 reflecrions for an extremely high-resoiution 1 4-A map. Many of these sreps are now parrially auromaLed using computer graphics. A two-dimensional slice through a three-dimensional electron-density map of trypsinogen is shown in Figure 3.68. The known
primary struclure of the protein is fitred to the elecLron-density patrern by refinement, [he computer-intensive process of aligning a protein's amino acid sequence
to the electron-density map unril the best fit is obtained
whereas X-ray diffraction has provided exlensive knowledge on pro[ein structure, such a structure provides incomplete evidence of a protein's mechanism of acrion The X-ray determined sLructure is an averuge structure of a molecule whose
atoms are normally undergoing rapid fluctuations in solution (see Section 3.8).
Thus the average structure determined by x-ray diffraction may no[ be the ac[ive
structure of a particular protein in solution A second important considera[ion is
that it currently takes at least a day to collect data in order to determine a stmc[ure. On fhis time sca1e, the structures of reactive enz],rne-substrate complexes, in-
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IIGURE 3.58
Electron-density map at I.9-A resolution of active site region of
proenzyme form of trypsin.
Active site amino acid residues are fitted onto density map
Repnnted with permission Jrom KossiahofJ, A A , Chambers, J L , Kay, L. M , and
R M Biochemistry 16:654, 1977 Copyright @ 1977 by Amencan Chtmical

Stroud,

Society.

termediates, and reaction transition states of an enzyme can not be observed.
Rather, these structures must be inferred from the static pictures of an inac[ive form

of the protein or from compiexes with inactive analogs of the substrates of the
protein (Figure 3.69). Newer methods for X-ray diffraction using synchrotron radiation to generate anX-ray beam at least 10,000-times brighter than that of standard
X-ray generators will enable collectlon of diffraction data [o solve a protein stmcture
on a millisecond time scale. Applica[ion of the latter X-ray techniques will enable
scientisLs to de[ermine short-lived stmctures and solve mechanistic and dpramic
structural ques[ions not addressable by the standard technology
Various Spectroscopic Methods Are Employed
in Evaluating Protein Structure and Function
U ltraviolet

Light S pectroscopy

Side chains of tyrosine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan, as well as peptide bonds in
proteins, absorb ulrrar,rolet (UV) light. The efficiency of light energy absorption for

FIGURE 3.69
Stereo tracing o[ superimposed a-carbon
backbone structure of HIV protease with
inhibitor bound (thick lines) and the native
structure of HIV protease without inhibitor

bound (thin lines).
Redrawn vtith permission Jrom MLlleq M , Schneider, L
Sathyanaralana, B K, Toth, M V, Marshall, G R,
Clawson, L, SeIh, L, Kent, S B H, and, lMlodaw er, A
Sctence 246:1149, 1989 Copynght @ 1989 by the

Ameican

Association

[or

the Adtancement oJ Science
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each chromophore ls related ro irs molar

extinction coefficient (e). A rypical protein spec[rum is shown in Figure 3.70. Absorbance berween 260 and 300 nm is
primarlly due to slde chains of phenylalanine, [yrosine, and tryptophan (Figure
3 7I) when the tyrosine side chain is ionized at high pH (the ryrosine R group has
a pK'o:10), the absorbance for tyrosine is shifted to a higher wavelength (red
shified) and its molar absorpriviry is increased (Figure 3 7l). peptide bonds absorb
in the far-UV (180-230 nm). A peptide bond in a-helix conforma[ion interacts wi[h
the electrons of other peptide bonds above and below it in the spirai conformation
to creaLe an exciton system ln which electrons are delocalized. The result is a shift
of the absorption maximum irom that of an isolated peptide bond to either a lower
or higher wavelength (Figure 3 72). Thus UV spectroscopy can be used ro srudy
changes in a proleins secondary and tertiary s[mc[ures As a protei.n is denatured
(hellx unfolded), differences are observed in the absorption charac[erisrics of the
peptide bonds due to the disruption of the exciron sysrem. In addition, the absorption maximum for an aromatlc chromophore appears at a lower wavelengrh in
an aqueous environment than in a nonpolar environmen[.
The molar absorbancy of a chromophoric substrale often changes on binding
to a pro[ein and can be used ro measure its binding constant. Changes in chromophore ex[inc[ion coefficients during enzyme catalysis of a chemical reactron are
used to obtain the kinetic parameters for the reaction.
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FIGURE 3.70

Ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the globular protein c-ch;,rnotrypsin.

F I u oresce n ce S pectrosco py
The energy of an exci[ed elecrron produced by lighr absorption is losr by various
mechanisms and most commonly as thermal energy in a collision process. In some
chromophores the excitation energy is dissipated by fluorescence. The fluorescent
emission is always ar a longer wavelengrh of light (lower energy) than the absorption wavelength of the fluorophore. Higher vibrational energy levels, formed in the
exci[ed electron state during the excitation event, are lost prior to the fluorescen[
event (Figure 3.73) If a chromophoric molecule is present thar absorbs lighr
energy emitted by the fluorophore, the emitted fluorescence is not observed
Rather, rhe fluorescence energy is [ransferred to the absorbing molecule. The
acceptor molecule, in turn, either emits its own characleristic fluorescence or loses
its excitation energy by an alternative process. If the acceptor molecule loses ils excitation energy by a nonfluorescent process, it is acting as a quencher of the donor
molecule's fluorescence. The efficiency of the excitation transfer is dependent on
the distance and orientation be[ween donor and acceptor molecules.
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FICURE 3.71

Ultraviolet absorption for the aromatic chromophores in phe, Tyr, Trp, and tyrosinate.
Note diflerences in extinction coeflicients on ieft axis for the different chromophores.
RedrawnJromd'Albis,A andGratzer,WB In:A IBull,J R Lagmado,l
(Eds ), Companion to Biochemisrry. Inndon: Longmons, 197 4, p 1 7 O
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FIGURE 3.72

Ultraviolet absorption of the peptide bonds of
a polypeptide chain in a-helix, random-coil,
and antiparallel B-structure conformations.

Redrawn Jrom d'Albis, A ond GraLzer, W B In: A T. Bull,
Thomas, and K. E Tipton (Eds ),

J R Ltgmado, J O

Companion to Biochemistry. London: Longmans, 1970, p
175
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FIGURE 3,73

Absorption and fluorescence electronic transitions.
Excitation ls from zero vibrational level in ground state to
various higher vibrational levels in the excited state
Fiuorescence is from zero vibrational ievel in excited electronic state to various vrbrational levels in the ground state
Redrawn Jrom d'Albis, A ond Gratzer, W B In: A I Bull, J R Ltgmado
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FIGURE 3.74

Characteristic fluorescence of aromatic groups

in proteins.
Reilrawn Jrom d'Albis, A and Gratzer, W B In: A. T. Bull,
Thomas, andK. E Ttpton (Eds),

J R hrgmado,l O

Companion to Biochemistry London: Longmans,
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Fluorescence

Fluorescence emission spectra for phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan side
chains are shown in Figure 3.7 4 . The emission wavelengths for phenylalanine overlap with the absorption wavelengths for tyrosine. ln turn, the emission wavelengths
for tyrosine overlap with the absorption wavelengths for tryptophan. Because of
these overlaps in emission and absorptlon wavelengths, primarily only tryplophan
fluorescence is observed in pro[eins that contain all of these amino acids. Excitation energy transfers occur over distances up to 80 A, which are typical diameter
distances in folded globular proteins. On pro[ein dena[ura[ion, the distances between donor and acceptor groups become greate.r and decrease the efficiency of en-

15

p

3

Ground
state

ergy transfer to tryptophan. Accordingly, an increase in fluorescence due to [yrosines and/or phenylalanines is observed on denaturation of a protein. Since
excitation transfer processes in proteins are distance and orien[ation dependent, the
fluorescence yreld is dependent on the conformation of the protein. The greatesl
sensitivity of this analysis occurs in its ability to de[ect changes due [o solvent or
binding interactions rather than establish absolute slmc[ure.

197 0,

Optical Rotatory Dispersion and Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
Optical rotation is caused by differences in the refractive i.ndex and circular
dichroism (CO; t , differences in light absorption between the clockwise and coun-

terclockwise component vectors of a beam of polarized light as it travels through a
solution thal contains an optically active molecule such as an L-amino acid. In proteins the aromatic amino acids and the pollpeptide chain generate an optical ro[ation and CD spectrum (Figure 3.75). Because of the differences between a-helica1,
B-struc[ure, and random pol]peptide spectra, circular dichroism has been a sensitive assay for the amounl and type of secondary structure in a protein Newer developments in vibrational circular dichroism examine the CD in regions of the spectrum more sensitive to protein backbone conformation.

Nuc/ear Magnetic Resonance
With two-dimensional (2-D) NMR and powerful NMR spectrometers it is possible to obtain the conformation in solution of smal1 proteins of about 150 amino
acids or less Multidimensional NMR and lriple resonance can extend the NMR to
solve protein structures with up to 250 residues.
Conventional NMR techniques involve use of radiofrequency (rf) radiation to
study the environmen[ of atomlc nuclei that are magnelic. The requirement for
magnetic nuclei is absolute and based on an unpaired spin sta[e in the nucleus
Thus naturally abundant carbon (12C), nitrogen (14N), and oxygen ('60) do no[ ab-

METHoDS FoR cHARACTERIzATToN, puRrFICATIoN, AND sruDy oF pRorErN sTRUCTURE AND oRGANrznrroN

sorb, while t3C, ttN, and 170 do absorb. The absorption bands in an NMR spectrum
are characterizedby (1) a position or chemical shift value, reporled as rhe frequency
difference between that observed for a specific absorption band and that for a standard reference material; (2) the intensity of the peak or in[egrated area, which is
proportional [o the total number of absorbing nuclei; (3) the half-heighr peak
width, which reflects the degree of molion in solution of the absorbing species; and
(4) the coupling cons[ant, which measures [he extenl of direct interaction or influence of neighboring nuclei on the absorbing nuclei. These four measurements enable the determination of the identity and number of neares[-neighbor groups that
can affec[ the response of absorbing species through bonded inlerac[ions. They give

tel x 1o-3
70
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no information on through-space (nonbonded) interaction due to the threedimensional structure of the protein. To determine through-space interactions and
protein tertiary s[mcture requires the use of nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs)
and.the application of the two-dimensionaL technique.
The major difference between two-dimensional and one-dimensional (1-D)
NMR is the addition of a second time delay rf pulse. The technique requires identification in the spectrum of pro[on absorbance from a par[icular position in the protein structure. A maximum distance of about 5 A is the limit for which these throughspace interactions can be observed. Upon the genera[ion of distance information for
interresidue pairs through the protein s[ructure, three-dimensional protein conformations consis[ent with the spec[ra are generated. In this caiculation, a distance matnx is constructed containing ranges of distances (minlmum and maximum) for as
many interresidue interactions as may be measured. Possible struc[ures are generated from the data consistent with the cons[raints imposed by the NMR spectra.
Computational refinements of the inltially calculated structures can be made to optlmize covalent bond distances and bond angles. The method generares a family of
stmctures, the variability showing either the imprecislon of the technique or the dynamic "dlsorder" of the folded structure (Figure 3.76). Such compurations based on
NMR experiments have yelded struc[ures for pro[eLns that do not significanrly differ from [he time-averaged structure observed with X-ray diffraction methods
Other enhancements of NMR, applicable to deterrnihation of protein s[mcture,
include the ability to slnthesize proteins that contain isotopically enriched (e.g.,
containing "C or ttN) amino acids, and development of paramagnetic shift reagents
to study localized environments on paramagnetic resonances, such as the lanthanide ion reporting groups.
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FIGURE 3.75

Circular dichroism spectra for polypeptide
chains in a-helix, B-structure, and randomcoil conformations.
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FICURE 3.76

NMR structure of the protein plastocyanin from the French bean.
Structure shows superposition of eight structures of the pollpeptide backbone for rhe protein, calculated from constraints of NMR spectmm
FromMoore, l M,Lepre,C A,Gippert,G P,Chazin,W. l,Case,D A,andwnghL,P E J Mol Biol
221:533, 1991 Figure generously supphedby P E Wnght
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Multiple Choice Questions
Refer to the drawing for Questions

I

C. hydrophobic interaction
D. electrostatic interactions

and 2.

E.

van der Waals forces

3. Which interaction is NOf formed when protein subunits combine
to form a quaternary structure?

4. Which is driven by the entropy of water?

5. In

collagen:

A. intrachain hydrogen bonding stabilizes the native stmcrure.
B. three chains with polyproline type II helical conformarion can
wind about one another to form a superhelix because of the
structure of glycine.
the @ angles contributed by proline are free to rotate, bur the
ry' angles are constrained by the ring.
D. regions of superhelicity comprise the entire stnrcture except for
the N- and C-termini.
E. cross-links between triple helices [orm after an intracel]ular enzlme converts some of the lysine to allysine.

C.

side chain

Q
Hydrogen
Q
oveen

6.

!

sequently form.

C. guide the folding

O
caroon
!
o-caroon
!
n-oono i
Nitrogen

I.

When group E contains a negatively charged carboxyl function, the
stmcture is destabilized by:
A. alanine at position A.
B. arginine at position B.
C. serine at position B.
D. proline at position D.
E. aspartate at position D.

chaperones.

D. of the hsp70

E.

A.
B.

isoeiectric focusing.
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
C. ion-exchange chromatography.
D. molecular exclusion chromatography

E.

disulfide bond formation
hydrogen bonding

reverse-phase HPLC.

Changes

in protein conformation can be detected rapidly by:

A. ultraviolet absorbance spectroscopy
B. fluorescence emission spectroscopy

A.
B.

A.
B.

class are involved in transport of proteins across
mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum membranes.
act only on fully slnthesized polypeptide chains, unfolding incouect stmctures so they can refold correctly

7. Proteins may be separated according to size by:

8.

Refer to the following for Questions 3 and 4:

of polypeptide chains into pattems that would

be thermodynamically unstable without the presence of

2. The properties of atom C are essential to which stabilizing force in
the structure?
hydrogen bonding
steric effects
C. ionic attraction
D disulfide bridge
E. none o[ the above

Chaperone proteins:

A. all require ATP to exert their effect.
B. cleave incoffect disulfide bonds, allowing correcr ones to sub-

C

optical rotatory dispersion.

D. circular dichroism

E
9

all of the above.

All lipoprotein particles in the blood have the same general architecture, which includes:
a neutral core of triacylglycerols and cholesteryl esters.
amphipathic lipids oriented with their polar head groups at the
surface and their hydrophobic chains oriented toward the core.

A.
B.
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characterized by elevated cholesterol, specifically in the form of LDL.
Another abnormality of lipoproteins is hypolipoproleinemla in which
lipoprotelns are not formed because of the inability to make a particu-

C. most

D
E.

surface apoproteins containing amphipathic helices
unesterified cholesterol associated with the outer shell
all of the above.

Iar apoprotein

10. Glycoproteins:

A

are found rn cells but not

13

in plasma.

trifuged, the lipid band would be found:
at the top of the tube
B. just below the top of the tube
C below the top but sti1l in the upper half of the tube.
D about the middle of the tube
E. near the bottom of the tube

B. if

C
D
E

located in a plasma membrane, typically have the carbohydrate portion on the cytosohc side
may have the carbohydrate portron covalently linked to the
protern at an asparagine residue.
that have the carbohydrate portion linked to a hydroxyi group
in the protein always have the linkage to hydroxylysine
of a given type always have identical carbohydrate chalns.

Questions 11 and 12: More than 300 variants of human hemoglobin
have been discovered, about 95% of these resulting from a single amino
acid substitution Many of these show no clinical effects while others
cause serious abnormalities One of the best studied variants is HbS,
which causes sickle cel1 disease. In HbS, glutamate in the sixth position
of the B-chain of HbA (normal adult hemoglobin) has been replaced by
a valine This replacement causes HbS, in its deoxy form, to poll,rnerize
with other HbS molecules. The result is a change in red cell stmcture to
a sickle shape, which leads to clogging of capillaries. Some other hemoglobin variants are Hiroshima (His 146 + Asp), Riverdale-Bron-x (G1y
(His 92 ->Tyr).
24 -+ Asp), and Msr6"

1I

",,p
Which of the following statements is correct?

A.

B
C

The substitution in HbS is conservative.
A1l four hemoglobins have nonconservative substitutions.

If the serum of a patient with type I hyperlipidemia were cen-

A

is a disease in which chylomicrons, VLDLs,
and LDLs are absent from the blood. Based on the fact that it is
present in significant (>20'k) concentration in all three of these
particles, the missing protein in this disease is:

14 Abetalipoproteinemla

A
B

ApoA-I.

ApoB-I00

C. ApoCJI

D
E

ApoD.
ApoE.

Problems
15. fhe figure shows the titration curve of one of the common amino
acids. What is the amino acid? What point on the curve represents
the pi (isoelectric polnt) of the amino acid?

HbS has a nonconservative substitution but the other three
have conservative substitutions

D. The substitution in Mqr4"
change

E

pn.p

would not be likely to cause

a

in structure.

amino acid substltutions in proteins cause changes
protein's function.

A11

in

the
pH

I2.

HbS poll,rnerizes with other molecules because:
the structure shifts to bury valine in the interior of the protein
the C-terminal end of the chain has been modified
C. a positive charge has been introduced on the surface to attract
negative charges on other molecules
D the introduction of a hydrophobic group on the surface is attracted to other hydrophobic groups on other HbS molecules
E. vaiine has a strong tendency to hydrogen bond

A
B

123
eq OH-

Questions 13 and 14: There are a number o[ pathological conditions
known as hyperlipidemias that result from abnormalities in the rate of
s,,nthesis or the rate of clearance of lipoproteins in the blood. They are
usually characterized by elevated levels of choleslerol and./or triacylglycerols in the blood. Iype I is characterized by very high plasma triacylglycerol levels (>1000 I dL-') because of an accumulation of chylomicrons Type II (sometimes called familial hypercholesterolemia) is

I nNswrns

16 Afier proper purification,

the Edman reaction was used to sequence

a dodecapeptide. The following data were obtained The C-terminal
amino acid is isoleucine; N-terminal amino acid is methionine; peptide fragments are Ala-Alalle, Leu-Arg-Lys-Lys-Giu-Lys-G1u-Ala, MetGIy-Leu, and MerPhe-Pro-Met. What rs the sequence of this peptide?

!

I D Proline destabilizes

the a-helix conformation and is usually not
found in a-helix structures. A: Alanine has a small side chain
B: Arginine is neutral and should not destabilize the helix E:
Like charges in the third or fourth position in erther direction
from the designated position destabilize the helix due to charge

repulsion Thus aspartate at position D is harmless, whereas
2.

A

glutamate at position A or B would destabilize.
Atom C is an amide nitrogen The attached hydrogen atom participates in hydrogen bonding. Hydrogen bonds contribute to
the stability of the structure

ANSWERS

3,A

4C

Quaternary structure is stabilized exclusively by noncovalent
interactions Disulfide bonds are covalent.
Hydrophobic groups in contact with water result in formation
of a relatively highly ordered solvation shell of water around the
group. If the hydrophobic groups come together, eliminating
the bound water, the water becomes more random, a favorable
process.

5.8

6.D

7D
B.E

9.E

10c

The close contacts in the interior of the triple helix are possible
only when the R group of the amino acid at that position is very
small, that is, hydrogen A: The hydrogen bonding rn collagen
ls interchain C: fhe @ angle is part of the proline ring and is
no[ free to rotate. D: Although the statement is true of tlpe I
collagen, the superhelical regions in other collagen t)?es may
be broken by regions of globular domalns. E: The conversion
and cross-iinking are extracellular.
The proteins cross the membrane in an unfolded state and refold once they cross the membrane A: The hsp60 family o[
chaperones is ATP-linked, but the hsp70 family is not B: Disulfide lsomerases catalyze this reaction. C: The final product is
thermodyrramically stable; chaperones merely prevent unfavorable intermediate interactions E: Hsp70 chaperones react with
nascent polypeptide chains as they are s),nthesized by the ribosome. The protein may then be delivered to a hsp60 chaperone
lor lacilitation of final lolding.
Another method that separates on the basis of size is SDS PAGE.
A-C separate molecules on the basis of charge E: Reversephase HPLC effects separations on the basis of polarity.
A: Peptide bond absorption (180-230 nm) in the a-helical conformation differs from that in other conformations. B: Excitation transfers become less efficient as donor and acceptor groups
become further apart, as in denaturatlon. C, D: These effects o[
opticaliy active chromophores upon polarized Iight are sensitive
to environment; in addition, the peptide bond itself becomes
part of an optically active system when it lorms an as).,rnmetric
structure like the a-helix
A11 lipoproteins share these characteristics. C: The polar face interacts with water and the hydrophobic face is oriented toward
the core. D: Cholesterols hydroxyl group is sufficiently polar
that it orients toward the outer shell
This is the N-linked type and the asparagine must be in the sequence Asn-X-Thr(Ser). A: Most plasma proteins, except albumin, are glycoproteins-for example, the blood determinants
and immunoglobulins. B: The carbohydrate is on the outside of
the ce11 because its main functions include cell-cell recognition
and formation of cellular receptors that bind extracellular pro-

II.

I tSl

teins. D: This link is in collagen only Other O-linked carbohydrates have the linkage to serine or threonine. E: Carbohydrate
structure is not determined by genes and is variable.
B

A nonconservative substitution is one in which the polaritl'

changes significantly. A: Negative charge to hydrophoblc group
is definitely nonconservative. C: Hiroshima is positive to negative, Riverdale-Bronx is slightly hydrophobic to positive, and
Hyde Park is positive to very hydrophobic. D: fhis mutation
has been shown to lead to the loss of the llgand bond to the
iron heme and the loss of the heme from the heme-binding site
in the beta chain. E: Changes in function depend on many factors, including whether the substitution changes the structure
and whether it is in a critical position. A11 of the variants indicated in this problem happen to be pathological
12. D These have sometimes been referred to as "sticky ends" since
valine is strongly hydrophobic and attracts other hydrophoblc
groups. A: Glutamate's original position is on the exterior and
this is where the valine remains. B: Chains are numbered from
the N-terminal so position 6 is near the N-terminal. C: There is
no positive charge E: Valine cannot hydrogen bond
13. A Chylomicrons have a density less than water so float on the surface B: VLDLs might be found here. C: fhis band would be

t4B

t5

LDL. D: Probably none of the lipoproteins remain at this point.
E: HD[s are found near the bottom ofthe tube because they are
the most dense.
ApoB-IOO is the protein recognized by LDL receptors. Chylomicrons have the smallest amount but it is still at least 20olo
A: This is the major protein of HDL C: ApoC-II is presenr in
all three particles to activate lipoprotein lipase but accounts lor
only 2-I5o/o of total protein. D: This is present only in chylomicrons and then only at lok E: This is found in all three particles but at 5-20o/o level
Look carefully at the labels on the axes in doing your analysis.
Points A, C, and E represent the pK values of three dissociable
groups, the points where each of the groups is half-titrated.
They have values of -2, -6, and -9 5 so the amino acid must
be histidine At point B, the charge is -I * I + I : +1. At D
the charge is -I * 0 + I : 0. Point D must be the isoelectric

polnt
16

You must have the correct

N- and C-terminal amino acids and

the correct total number (I2) of amino acids in the peptide.
Keeping these criteria in mind and overlapping the fragments
you should get the sequence: Met-Phe-Pro-Met-G1y-Leu-ArgLys-GIu-AIa-Ala-I1e. Note that the Lys-GIu fragment doesn't give
any additional information for the sequencrng.

i
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transcription

translation

protein

Transmission of irrformation rs an absolute requirement o[ cells lhe information encoded in DNA
must be repllcared into ner,v DNa u,rth a high degree ol fide1ir1. for transmission to daughter cells,
Encoded in DNA is the information to sl,rLthesize proteins. The infor-rnation ls transcribed into various forms o{ RNA One lorm ol RNA serves as a template to transla[e the information into a spe,
cific sequence of amino acids of a protein. Other forrns ol RNA funcrion in the mechanism o[ pro,
tein syr-rrhesis The following chapters descnbe thc processes o[ replicatron, transcriprron, and
lranslation, horv the;' are controlled, and how humans are able to manipulate thc.se processes to
alter the genetic make up of ceils.
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DNA REpLrcATroN, RECoMBINATToN, AND

REpATR

4.1

I coMMoN

FEATURES oF REpLrcATroN,
RECOMBI NATION, AND REPAIR

In addressing "the three Rs" of DNA-replication, recombination, and repair-it is
useful [o consider some unifying similarities among them. Because these processes
act on [he same substrate, DNA chains, they share fundamental chemical mechanisms of making and breaking phosphodiester bonds. The chemistry of DNA is
Iargely that of these phosphodiesler bonds. The theme of a nucleophilic attack on
a phosphodiester b-ond-, leadlng to a switch in the partners across [he bond, recurs
in all three processes. Other key features of DNA that influence these processes are
the double-stranded na[ure of cellular DNA and complementarity of two strands.
Thus information is present in two copies, and each strand can serve as a template
for sprthesis or repair of the opposite strand. The antiparallel nature of the two
strands is critical in all processes that act on DNA. Because replication, recombination, and repair are critical for all cells, their fundamen[al mechanisms are conserved [hroughout evolution. Similarities among replication, repair, and recombination often lead to use of rhe same enzyrne in different processes Requirements of
accuracy and regulation, however, sometimes lead to specialization of a group of
enzyrnes for a particular task. Recognizing similarities and differences will make un.!.
derstanding [he processes easier.
As the carrier of genetic information, DNA in a cell must be duplicated, maintained, and passed down to daughter cells accurately. The scale of the problem is
large. The common bacterium Escheichia coli (E. coli) has a genome containing 4.6
million base pairs (bp). Individual human chromosomes each contain a single DNA
molecule; sizes range from 34 million base pairs for the smallest chromosome to
263 million base pairs for the largest. The human genome consists of two copies of
23 chromosomes, totaling approximately 6 X IOe bp. Overall accuracy of replication is extremely high. During a single cycle of replication, approximately I error
is introduced per billion base pairs. But even with this extraordinary accuracl a
handful of errors is introduced into an ayetage human cell at each celi division. This
resul[s in mutations, heritable changes in the DNA sequence. Mutations are generally harmful, they can affect cell viability or trigger the uncontrolled growth characteris[ic of cancer. There are situations in which the change of a single base pai.r
in the 6 X 10e bp human genome can cause serious disease. Eukaryotes have the
additional task of ensuring that all parts of the genome are replicated only once during each cell cycle.
Accurate replication is not enough. DNA in a cell is subject to continuing attack by both chemical and physical agents. These include water, activated oxygen
species that are by-products of normal cellular metabolism, chemicals in foods and
in the environment, and radiation. There are systems that recognize and repair DNA
damage and thereby help maintain the integrity of the genome. In spite of all this
care, accumulation of mutations can lead to ceLl death, aging, and cancer.
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The Basics
Replication leads to doubling of the DNA, preserving the genetic information carried as the sequence of bases. Replication requires a template to provide sequence
information. The basic mechanism of DNA replication was obvious as soon as the
complementary double-stranded structure of DNA was recognized by Watson and
Crick in 1953 Because each strand is the complement of the other, with an A in
one strand aiways paired with a T in the other and likewise for C and G, the two
strands can be separated and each can be used as a template for slmthesis o[ a new

complement. This is called semiconservative replication, because half of the
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FICURE 4.1

Template and primer.
substrate for addition of nucleotides is a primer (light tan) hydrogen-bonded ro a template
(dark tan). Primer provides a free 3'-hydroxyl residue to which nucleotides can be added
The two strands run antiparallel.

parentai DNA molecule (one strand) is conserved in each new double helix, paired
a newly rynthesized complementary strand.

with

A template alone, however, is not sufficienr for DNA synthesis. DNA
polymerases, the enzymes that catalyze addition of mononucleotides, require
primers. DNA polymerases do not join the first two nucleotides [o start a strand.
Rather, they add nucleotides to an exisri.ng primer that provides a 3'-hydroxyl
residue (Figure 4.1, Table 41). The requirement for a primer is no[ due [o the
chemistry of phosphodiester bond formation, a fact demonsrrared by the abiliry of
RNA polymerases [o starr polynucleotide chains de noyo (withour primers). Ir
probably evolved to increase the accuracy of the process, because proofreading of
the first few nucleotides is nor likely to be effective. Marking these nucleotides, by
making the mer RNA, allows their subsequen[ identificarion and removal, after
which the g can be resyrrthesized more accurately
Chemistry of Chain Elongation
The chemistry of DNA replicarion, repair, and recombination is largely that of the
phosphodiester bonds thar link neighboring nucleotides along each DNA chain
Figure 4.2 depicts formarion of a phosphodiester bond berween a shorr chain of
DNA (a primer) and an incoming nucleotide. This process is repeated for each nucleotide added to rhe growing chain.
Addition of a mononucleotide to a growing chain is not a spontaneous
process, because the decrease in entropy is large. For this reason, nucleotide precursors of DNA are 5'-deoxyribonucleoside rriphosphates (5'-dNTps). The phosphodiesterbond connecting the first (a) phosphate (attached to the 5'carbon of
the sugar) and the outer two (B and 7) phosphates undergoes nucleophilic attack

by the 3'-OH of the growing DNA chain (Figure 4.2). The bond is nor hy-

drolyzed, buI rather transesterified: rhe phosphodiesrer bond rhat hadjoined the
a-phosphate to the p-phosphate now joins the o-phosphate ro [he 3' end of the
growing chain. The terminal two phosphates are released as inorganic pyrophosphate, which is hydrolyzed by phosphodiesrerases presenr in cells. Cleavage o[ inorganic pyrophosphate renders [he reaction essentially irreversible. Much of the
chemistry of replication, repair, and recombination involves transesterification reactions like this

DNA Polymerases
DNA polymerases catalyze addition of nucleotides during chain elongarion. DNA
poll,rnerases require both templates and primers, and use 5'-dNTP precursors, as
shown in Figore 4.2. Cells have multiple DNA polyrnerases rhar carry out specialized

TABLE

4.1

Template

Primer
Precursors
Enz).rnes

Requirements of DNA Replication
Provides sequence information
Provides free 3'-OH to which nucleotides are added
5' -Deoxrrnucleoside triphosphates (5' -dNTPs)

DNA polymerases, sliding clamps, helicases, primases, single-stranded
DNA binding proteins, nucleases, ligases
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FICURE 4.2

Formation of a phosphodiester bond.
An incoming nucleoside triphosphate that forms correct hydrogen
bonds with template in the active site of a DNA poll,rnerase is depicted in purple. 3'-OH of primer attacks innermost (a) phosphate of

nucleotide, displacing a pgophosphate, as shown in inset. This results in the elongation of primer by one nucleotide. This cycle is repeated as long as template is available.

lunctions (Table 4.2). DNA polyrnerases help to ensure accuracy in two ways: initial seiection of the proper nucleotide to add and enzyrnatic prooflreading.
The initial selection is based on the fit of incoming nucleotide into the enz),rne's
active slte. An incoming nucleotide [hat makes the proper hydrogen bonds with the
nucleotide on the tempiate strand can be added to the growing chain. An incoming nucleotide that does not make the correct hydrogen bonds is not aligned properly for catalysis. This leads to accurate synthesis with error rates in the range of
I0-4 Although good for many processes, this is not nearly as accurate as required

for replication.
The second way DNA poly,rnerases increase accuracy is by a proofreading step.
This is carried out by a 3' to 5' exonucleolytic activity that removes mispaired

nucleotides from the 3' end of the chain. This activity is integral to many replicative DNA poll,rnerases, but in other cases it is carried out by an associated protein
in the replication complex. A primer with a properly base-paired terminal nucleotide is a good substrate for addition of the next nucleotide, and a poor substrate
for the 3' to 5' exonuclease (Figure 4.3). Aprimer with a mismatched terminal nucleotide is a poor substrate for addition of a nucieotideanda good substrale for 3'
to 5' exonuclease. This combination results in removal of virtually all mismatched
nucleotides before the next nucleotide is added. It also leads to removal of some
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TABLE

4.2

DNA Polymerases

Escheichia coli
Pol I
Pol
Pol
Pol
Pol

II

III
IV
V

Completion of Okazaki fragment,
DNA repair
Damage bypass. DNA repair
Major replication poiyrnerase
Damage bypass
Damage bypass

Eukaryotic
Pol a

Priming repiication

Pol B

Base excision repair

Pol 7
Pol 6
Pol a

Mitochondrial DNA replication
Major replication poll,rnerase
(Unclear; replication and repair)

Po1

f

Po1

4

Pol r

Damage bypass
Damage bypass
Damage bypass

properly incorporated nucleotides, but that is a price rhar must be paid for the increased accuracy provided by proofreading. The ability to discriminate between
properly and incorrectly incorporated nucleotides is compromised when the growing chain is very shoft, because the strength of base pairing berween a short chain
and template is weak. This is rhe most likely explanation for the evolution of DNA
poll,rnerases unable to start chains de noyo.
DNA polymerases did not evolve ever-increasing accuracy of proofreading.
Some mutated DNA polymerases are more error-prone and lead to a higher mutation rate, but other mutated DNA polymerases lead to fewer errors. This is paradoxical if one assumes,that there is an evolutionary advantage to ever-increasing accuraql However, there are reasons to expect that beyond a certain level, higher
accuracy is not advantageous. First, extremely accurate proofreading is energetically
costly To be sure that virtually all misincorporated bases are removed, a pollrnerase
must also remove a large number of correctly incorporated bases that have moved
slightly with respect to the template due to normal thermal fluctuations. This would
slow replication and utilize additional energy in the form of dNTPs. Second, the
ability of DNA repair systems to deal with residual errors reduces the advantages of
ever more accurate pollrnerases. It has also been argued that a low level of mutatu)

Proper nucleotide at 3' end.

3',OH

(b)

Mismatched nucleotide at 3'end.

#

3',oH

FICURE 4.3
Proofreading.
(a) When the proper nucleotide is added to the 3' end o[ primer, the result is a good substrate for addition of a nucleotide, but a poor substrate for 3' to 5' exonuclease (b) On rare
occasions when an incotrect nucleotide is added to primer, the resulting primer with a mismatch a[ the end is a poor substrate for addition of a nucleotide, but a good substrate for 3'
to 5' proofreading exonuclease that removes the mismatched nucleotide. This leaves primer
shorter but ready for a coffect nucleotide to be incorporated.
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tions provides the raw material for evolution, producing a population with some
genetic variation; such populations are better able to survive changing conditions.
Despite their very high accuracy, polymerases can incorporate nucleotide
analogs. Nucleoside analogs are often used in chemotherapy to kill rapidly growing
cancer cells or viruses. Analogs that are phosphorylated to nucleotides can be incorporated into DNA, where they can inhibit further synthesis or lead to a high level
of mutation. Differences in the ability of bacterial or viral polymerases to incorporate nucleotide analogs can provide a therapeutic window, allowing physicians to
target infected cells.

Replication Fork Movement
Separation of parental strands that allows each to serye as a template for a new complementary strand creates a structure called a replication fork (Figure 4.4). Recall
that the paired strands of DNA run in antiparallel directions. Thus one daughter
strand is oriented with the 3' end toward the fork and the other strand has its 5'
end oriented toward the fork. This complicates the process of replication. Both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes solve problems of replication in fundamentally similar
ways. The same t)?es of enzymatic activities are employed, but the enzFnes associate into different complexes. We will first address what happens to the DNA, then
the protein machinery involved,

The Polarity Problem
Antiparallel strands at a replication fork present an immediate problem for the
process of replication (Figure 4.54). Thesqald with its 3'-OH oriented toward the
fork can be elongated simply by sequential addition of new nucleotides to this end;
this strand is called the leading or continuous strand. The other strand presents
the problem: no DNA poll'rnerase catalyzes addition of nucleotides to the 5' end of
a growing chain. Yet when viewed on a larger scale, replication appears to proceed
along both strands in the direction of fork movement. This problem is solved by
slrlthesizing one strand as a series of short pieces, each made in the normal 5' to

3' direction, and later joining them (Figure 4.5b). This is called semidiscontinuous slrlthesis, and the strand made in pieces is called the discontinuous or retro'
grade (backward going) strand, The small pieces from which the retrograde strand
is made are called Okazaki fragments in honor of Reiji Okazaki, who first demonstrated this process. Okazaki flragments in human cells average about 130-200 nucleotides (nt) in length. ln E. coli, they are about ten times larger.

Priming
DNA polymerases require primers. The leading (continuous) strand needs only a
single priming event, which occurs during replication initiation (below). But each
Okazaki fragment o[ the retrograde strand requires a separate primer. These primers

-

New (daughteo

strands J

-nasientDNA

3',

parental DNA

FIGURE 4.4

Semiconservative DNA synthesis.
DNA synthesis occurs at a replication [ork. Parental strands separate, and each serves

as

template for synthesis of a new (daughter) strand. Result is a pair of duplexes each containing one old and one new strand.
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Parental strands

FICURE 4.5
The polarity problem.
(a) The problem: The replication fork moves with both sides replicated nearly simultaneously DNA strands are slrrrhesized only from the 5' end toward the 3' end; no polymerase
rynthesizes 3' to 5' . But the DNA strands are antiparallel. How can the strand with its 5'
end toward the replication fork be elongated? (b) The solution: semidisconrinuous DNA
slnthesis. Both strands are elongated at their 3' ends. The one with its 3' end roward the
fork can grow continuously; it is called the leading strand. The one with its 5' end toward
the fork is made as a series of short pieces, called Okazaki fragments, each synthesized in
the 5' to 31 direction and laterjoined. This is called the laggrng, disconrinuous, or rerrograde strand.

are short stretches of RNA, srrrhesized by a special enzwe called a primase. In
eukaryotic cells, the RNA primers are about 8-10 nucleotides long. They provide

a free

3'-oH to which the first deoxyribonucleoride can be added covalently

(Figure 4.6).
Synthesis

DNA chains grow by repeated cycles o[ addition of nucleotides to the 3'-oH ends
of the chains by the mechanism shown in Figure 4.2. This reaction is catalyzed by
a DNA pol1.rnerase.

Primer Removal
Newly sprthesized strands of DNA do not contain short stretches of RNA where the
Okazaki fragments
atalyzes hydrolysis

-DNA hybnd). All
Gap Filling
Removal of RNA primers leaves a gap. Synthesis musr fill the gap with deo>qrnbonucleotides, leaving only a nick. Note the terminologlr: a gap means that at least
one nucleotide is missing. A nick is an interruption in the phosphodiester backbone
with no missing nucleorides. The gap is filled with deoxyribonucleotides by a DNA
pol1'rnerase, using the more recently synthesized okazaki fragment as primer. The

okazaki fragment provides a secure primer-template combination that allows accurate proofreading.

I
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FICURE 4.6

DNA synthesis at a replication fork.
(a) The leading strand is elongated at its 3' end by repeated cycies of nucleotide addition as
shown in Figure 4.2. A previously made Okazaki fragment with a short RNA primer is
shown on the other side. (b) Using the template for the lagging strand, primase s),nthesizes
an RNA primer (purple). (c) A DNA poll,rnerase covalently extends the 3' end of the RNA
primer, incorporating deoxyribonucleotides (tan) as shown in Figure 4.2. (d) As the growing
Okazaki fragment approaches a previously synthesized fragment, the RNA primer on the
older fragment is removed, and the gap is filled by a DNA poll,rnerase that elongates the
Okazaki fragment. Meanwhile, primase has syrrthesized a new primer as the fork opens further. (e) When the gap has been filled and only a nick remains, a DNA ligase seals the two
fragmens together (within circle). The cycle will be repeated, with the new primer elongated, the old primer removed, the gap filled, and the nick sealed
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Ligation
The remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase. Sealing of a nick requires formarion
of a new phosphodiester bond. I[ therefore requires energy, supplied by coupling
the reaction to the splitting of ATP or NAD+. In the first srep, an AMp residue is
attached to the enzlrne (Figure 4.7). This is rransferred to rhe 5'end of thE nick

and then serves as a good leaving group that is displaced by the
side of the nick.

3'-oH

ar the orher

Separating Parental Strands

In order to serve as templates, parental DNA strands must be separated. This requires considerable inpur of energy Melting double-stranded DNA into rwo single
slrands normally occurs only a[ elevated tempera[ures, usually over 90oc. To separate the parental strands at physiological tempera[ures, cells use enz).,rnes called
helicases. Helicases bind to single-stranded DNA and move along it in a fixed direclion, with each step requiring hydrolysis of ArP This "pushes aparr" rhe parenral
DNA. In the absence of addirional proreins, parental srrands would quickly rean-

neal behind the helicase, because the complementary strands are close and in
proper register. This reannealing is prevented by single-stranded DNA binding
proteins (SSBs). SSBs bind to single-stranded DNA, keep the srrands aparr, reduce
potential secondary srrucrure (hairpins rhat mighr impede polymerization), and
allgn the template srrands for rapid DNA syrrthesis. SSBs are imporrant nor only in
replication but also in recombinatlon and repair.

Untwisting Parental Strands and Topological problems
The above discusslon and diagrams were simplified by depicting strands as straight
hnes. They omitted any reference to the need to untwist parental strands, which

wrap around each other approximately once every 10.5 bp (Figure 4.8) Cells don't
have the option of ignoring this twisting. ln the bacterium E. coli, for example, the

Another problem caused by rhe double-helical nalure of DNA is topological:
in circular DNA (such as the E. coli chromosome, mi[ochondrial DNA, many viruses,
and plasmids) or long linear DNA whose ends are no[ free to ro[a[e around each
other (such as in our chromosomes, bound at intervals to [he nuclear matrix), the
number of times one strand wraps around the other, called the linking number, is
fixed. The linking number cannor be altered without breaking ar leasr one of the
two s[rands. In DNA molecules, the wrapping is of two types, the "Watson-Crick,,
twisting of one slrand around rhe orher approximately every 10.5 bp and the coilrng of the double helix on irs axis (writhing or supercoiling) Topologically, both
are equivalent and can be interconverted; it is only the total number of links, the
linking number, that must remain constan[ as long as both strands are intacl.

one way to al1ow untwisting and reduction in linking number wourd be to
nick a parental strand ahead of the replication fork. This allows one slrand to rotate around the other A nick presen[s a serious danger, however, because if the
replication fork reached the nick ir would be rransformed into a double-strand

DNA.
unrepaired,
problem by cat
eventual
break ln
drolysis
break in

if

rhrea[ ro genome stabiliry;
ases, solve the unlinking

t allow rhe untwisting and
transient

d by hy-

rhar creates a phosphate-efizyme bond as a lransient intermediate. Rejoining of the backbone phosphodiester bond displaces rhe enzyme (Figure 4.9) Thus there is no ne[
loss or creation of phosphodiester bonds, just a switch in partners across the bond.
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FIGURE 4.7

DNA ligase mechanism.
(4) DNA ligase {irst datalyzes the addition of an AMP residue to a tyrosine on the enzyme. The AMP donor can be AIP (split to AMP +
pyrophosphate, as shown here) or NAD+ (split to AMP + NMN). (b)
Ligase-AMP complex binds to a nicked DNA duplex (broken backbone shown in red). (c) Ligase transfers the AMP residue onto the 5'
phosphate at a nick. (d) Irset: 3'-OH at the other side of a nick attacks

the phosphodiester bond closest to 5' carbon to form a new phosphodiester bond in the DNA backbone and release AMP This attack is
similar to that which occurs during ENA synthesis (Figure'1.2), but
with an AMP as the group that leaves, rather than a pyrophosphate. (e)
Result is a resealed phosphodiester backbone, at a net "cost" of an AfP
split into an AMP * PP'.

DNAREPLTcAToN

FIGURE 4.8
Separation of parental strands.
A helicase is needed to separare parental strands under physiological conditions. singlestranded DNA binding proteins (SSB) are needed to keep the strands apan. Bur parental
strands twist around each other approximately every I0 5 bases, and must untwist to separate. This creates topological problems.

This means that "nicking" and "resealing" can occur without the need for coupling
with a high-energy intermediate (e.g., hydrolysis of Arp or NAD+). It also avoids
the presence of free nicks in DNA.
There are two main classes of topoisomerases: Tlpe I topoisomerases make a
transient break in one strand (forming a prorein-DNA bond) and allow the other
strand to pass through. This changes the linking number in sreps of one. Type II
topoisomerases make transient breaks in both strands (slightly staggered) and allow
a double helix to pass rhrough, changing rhe linking number in steps of two. Both
play important roles in DNA replication and are important rargets of chemotherapy.

+

FIGURE 4.9
Topoisomerase mechanism.
Topoisomerase I (mammalian nicking-closinEenzqe is depicted here) catalyzes a transesterification reaction that results in a phosphodiester bond between 3' carbon of one
residue on the DNA chain and a tyrosine residue on rhe topoisomerase (right panel) This
breaks the continuity of the sugar-phosphate backbone and reieases the other portion of
DNA chain to rotate around (or pass through) irs parrner, which allows changes in linking
number. Then the 5'-OH that was left at the other side of the interruption attacks the phosphodiester bond between nucleotide and prorein, reforming DNA backbone and freeing
protein (left panel). Note that because this is a series of transesterification reactions, no
high-energy cofactor is needed.
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Processivity
When an enzyme binds to a po11,rner, carries out a single step of a reac[ion (e.g., a
poly-rnerase adding a single nucleotide or an exonuclease removing a single nucleotide), and then dissociates from the substrate, the process is called distributive.
In contrast, when an e\zyme binds and carries out many additions (or excisions)
before dissociating, the process is processive. There are distributive and processive
enzymes involved in replication, recombination, and repair. Because it takes a finite
time for an enzyme to dissociate from a template and then reassociate, distributive
enzymes tend [o work more slowly than processive enz).rynes.
For rapid slnthesis of new DNA, processive poll,rnerases are advantageous. To
increase processivity, replicative DNA polyrnerases are associated with accessory
proteins called sliding clamps that hold them in contact with the growing DNA
chain. These sliding clamps are mul[imers that bind together around the DNA
double helix, forming a doughnut-shaped molecule with the DNA threaded through
the hole (Figure 4.10). By binding to a sliding clamp, DNA poll.rnerase is made
more processive, which increases the speed of slrrthesis and its accuracy.

Choreography in Three Dimensions
The complex choreography described above occurs within a very confined space: a
small bacterial cell or the nucleus of a eukaryotic cell. This small volume is filled
with many other molecules carrpng out their functions. The idea of two huge replication complexes moving along DNA at the required speeds at each replication fork,
and having to circle around it to accommodate the helical structure of DNA, is untenable. It is much easier for the very thin, cylindrical DNA to rotate around its own
axis and move through alarge replication complex. By assembling the polymerases
working on the leading and lagging s[rands together, DNA can feed through this

FIGURE 4.10

Sliding clamps.
(a) A clamp-loading protein binds to DNA (b) The clamp loader assembles
the sliding clamp from its subunits (c) DNA poll,rnerase associates with the
assembled clamp and becomes processive. (d) Structure of sliding clamp in
mammalian cells, a trimer of PCNA subunits. DNA passes freely through a
Iarge hole in center of complex

I
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Iarge complex, called a replisome, as both srrands are synrhesized (Figure 4.1r).
The continuous strand feeds straight through the complex; the retrograde strand
binds to allow sFrrhesis of an okazaki fragment and is then released ro allow the
finishing steps (primer removal, gap filling, and ligation) while the remplate furrher
along the molecule binds to allow slnthesis of the next Okazaki fragment.

Prokaryotic Enzymes
Enzymes that carry out the movement of a replication fork

in E. coli are shown
in Figure 4.I2. The main replicarive DNA polymerase in E. coli is DNA polymerase III (poI III). Pol III sJrrthesizes rhe conrinuous srrand and mosr of the discontinuous (retrograde) strand. Poi Ill is alarge complex of subunits that carry out
several functions. The core poll,rnerase contains an a subuni[ that catalyzes phosphodiester bond formation, an e subunit that functions as the 3' Lo 5' proofreading exonuclease, and a 0 subunit. The sliding clamp consists of two B subunits rhat
are assembled onto the DNA by the 7 complex (the clamp loader) in a step that requires the hydrolysis of ATP The two B subunits form a ring around rhe double heIix that can slide along it, but not dissociate until other factors disassemble the complex. The compiex of po1 III and sliding clamp proteins is highly processive and
can synthesize DNA essentialiy indefinitely, until it runs out of template or hits certain t,?es of damage in DNA. on rhe lagging srrand, the complex releases the DNA
when it encounters the previously made okazaki fragment. Two molecules of pol
III are held together by the r subuni[ and syrthesize leading and lagging strands in
one large complex.

On the lagging strand the DNA primase and DnaG form a complex with the
DnaB helicase (DnaB). DnaB causes the complex ro travel along rhe template for the

discontinuous strand, pushing the parental strands apart. This movemen[ requires

AfP hydrolysis. The single-stranded DNA that results from helicase action is coared
with single-stranded DNA binding (ssB) protein that prevents reannealing of
parental strands and also prevents hairpins and other secondary structures from
forming in the single-stranded DNA. Approximarely once per 1000-2000 bp the

Helicase
Polymerase
Sliding
clamp

FIGURE 4.11

Replication of both strands in a replisome complex.
By binding two replicative poll,rnerases together and looping rhe discontinuous srrand so
that it can pass through the complex, both strands can be made in one place. DNA feeds
through the complex, rotating as ir passes rhrough; the large protein complexes do not have
to rotate around the DNA
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FIGURE 4.12

Replication enzymes in E. coli.
The continuous strand is shown at the top, being elongated by pol lII associated with the
sliding clamp. DNA helicase/primase complex (DnaB/DnaG) moves along the template for
the lagging strand, it pauses to allow DnaG to slmthesize an RNA primer every 1000-2000
bp Pol III eiongates the primer until it reaches the primer of the previously s1'nthesized
Okazaki fragment. At that time, pol III releases DNA, and pol I binds to the end of the
Okazaki fragment Pol I removes RNA primer and fills the gap simultaneously in a process
called nick translation. When there is a remaining nick with deoxgibonucleotides on both
sides, DNA ligase can seal the nick

helicase/primase complex stops and the DnaG primase synthesizes a short RNA
pdmer. The RNA primer is elongated into an Okazaki fragment of about 10002000 bp by DNA poll.rnerase III, associated with a sliding clamp. Elongation stops
when the polymerase complex encounters the RNA primer from the previously s1mthesized Okazaki fragment, and the DNA dissociates from the polymerase III
complex.

ln E. coli, RNA primer removal and the gap filling are both catalyzed by a single enzyme, DNA polymerase I (pol I). Pol I has several distinct functions in a single polypepride chain. It contains a 5' Lo 3' exonuclease that removes the RNA
primer from the 5' end of the previously slmthesized Okazaki fragment, thereby
functioning as an RNase H. It contains a DNA poll.rnerase activity that catalyzes addition of deoxyribonucleotides to the 3' end o[ the more recently made Okazaki
fragment until the gap created by removal of the primer is filled. An intrinsic 3' to
5' proofreading exonuclease increases accuracy of gap filling. Pol I coordinates
primer removal and gap filling by excising a ribonucleotide from the primer and
elongating the newer Okazaki fragment with a deoxyribonucleotide. It repeats these

until the primer is removed. Pol I is capable of continuing down the DNA,
removing deoxyribonucleotides and replacing them, an activity called "nick translation." This would be a wasteful procedure, but it is limited by the fact that pol I
acts in a distributive manner. When the gap has been filled and only a nick remains,
dissociation of pol I allows DNA ligase to bind to the nick ar'd catalyze formation
of a phosphodiester bond, sealing the Okazaki fragment to the growing chain.
As noted earlier, the circular E. coli chromosome is under topological constraint. Yet the parental double helix must be unwound completely for replication
and chromosomal segregation to occur. Replication requires removal of positive supercoils, because the linking number of the parental strands must be reduced from
a large positive number (they are twisted around each other once per 10.5 bp) to
steps
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zero. Topoisomerases are therefore crucial for DNA replicarion. Eschenchia colihas
both type I and type II topoisomerases. The E. coli type I topoisomerase is called
the omega protein (ar) Omega ac[s unidirectionally, removing only negative supercoils. Therefore ar is not sufficient to al1ow replication to occur. DNA gyrase, a type
Il topoisomerase, is essential for DNA replication DNA gyrase acts as a "power
swivel" [o remove positive supercoils or introduce negative supercoils-the direction is identical. Gyrase is a hetero[etramer wi[h two "swivelase" subunits encoded
by gyrA and two AfPase subunits encoded by gyrB. The swivelase subunits catalyze
transesterification reactions that break and reform the phosphodiester backbone.
Hydrolysis of AfP is coupled with grrase acrion nor ro form new phosphodiester
bonds but rather to trigger the conforma[iona1 changes that allow a double helix ro
pass through the transient gap resulting from rhe double-strand break, resuhing in
unidirectional reduction in linking number. Antibiotics that target one or the other
subunit of DNA gyrase rapidly stop E. coli replication. Escherichia coli has a second
type II topoisomerase activity, called topo I! that is important in chromosome segregation into daughter cells (see CIin. Corr. 4.1).

Eukaryotic Enzymes
In eukaryotes, [he same types of en4lrnatic activities are required, because replication follows essentially the same pathway. Differences between bacteria and human
cells in the structure of the enzymes are used in antibacterial therapy to [arge[
pathogen replication and spare the host cells.

The continuous s[rand at a replication fork is synthesized by DNA polymerase
6, associated with the sliding clamp called PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear anrigen). PCNA was first detected as an anrigen in rhe nuclei of replicating cells, hence
its name Three subunits of PCNA are assembled to form a ring around DNA, to
which DNA poll,rnerase 6 attaches (Figure 4.10). Assembly of this ring requires a
clamp-loading factor called replicalion facror C (RFC).
The situation on the lagging srrand is slightly more complicated than in E. coli
(Figure 4 13) The helicase activity in eukaryores separares rhe parenral s[rands,
and a single-s[randed DNA binding prorein called replication prorein A (RpA)
binds to the exposed single strands. In eukaryotes, the primase forms a complex
with DNA polymerase a that initiates Okazaki fragment s),nrhesis. This pol a/primase complex s),nthesizes an approximately IO-bp RNA primer and then switches
from primase to DNA polymerase activity and eiongates the primer with approximately 15-30 deoxyribonucleotides. The product of this dual reaction is a short
stretch of DNA attached to the RNA primer. Once [he Okazaki fragment has
reached this length, the pol a/primase complex dissociates from DNA. RFC binds
to this elongated primer and serves as a clamp loader to assemble the PCNA siiding ciamp. Then poi 5 binds to the PCNA and completes the Okazaki fragmenr ro
a final length of about 130-200 bp The pol 6/PCNA complex releases the DNA
when it encoun[ers the 5' end of the previously sl,nthesized Okazaki fragment. It
must lhen realtach [o the next parrly s],nthesized Okazaki fragment As in E. coli,
two molecules of the main replicative poll.rnerase, pol 6 in this case, are held together in a "replication factory" in which both strands are synrhesized (Figure
4.I0). A related polymerase, pol e, is essenrial for viability, bur its role in replication is unknown.
Primer removal is carried oul in [wo steps by a pair of enzyrnes, RNase H and
FEN1 Rnase H degrades the RNA primer, Ieaving a single ribonucleoride at[ached
to the end of the Okazaki fragment. FEN1 (flap endonuclease l) is required to
complete the removal of the last ribonucleoride. FENl acts by peeling back one or
a few nucleotides to form a small "flap" and then cleaving the phosphodiester bond
at the angie (an endonucleolytic cleavage) to release the flap. An importan[ aspect
of this reaction is that if there is a mismatch within the first few nucleorides of the
Okazakl fragment, as a resull of misincorporation by pol a, the mismatch would
destabilize the 5'end and creale alarger flap that could be excised by FEN1. This
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Topoisomerases as
Drug Targets
Antibiotics that target either subunit of DNA
gpase rapidly stop E coli replication, because
prevenLing the reduction in linking number of
the parental strands prevents the strands from
untwisting. There are two modes of targeting topoisomerases. Topoisomerase inhibitors
preven[ catalytic activity. Coumermycin A'1
and novobiocin are lnhibitors thar rarger rhe
ATPase subunits encoded by gyrB. Topoisomerase poisons freeze the covalent DNA-

protein links; these complexes are lethal

if

converted into double-strand breaks during
replication. Naladixic acid is a ropoisomerase
poison that targets the swivelase subunits encoded by gyrA. Ciprofloxacin, another topoisomerase poison, is one of the most effective
orai antibiotics in clinical use today
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Previous Okazaki f ragment

3'
Template for lagging strand

RPA

(a)
Poloy'primase

3',

s'.

(b)
Polc/primase

k)
PCNA

FICURE 4.13
Enzymes replicating the lagging strand in
eukaryotes (leading strand not shown).
(a) RPA, a single-stranded DNA binding protein,
binds to single-stranded template that has been
opened up by the progressing replication fork. A
previous Okazaki fragment is shown at right, with
RNA primer in purple (b) Primase activity of pol
a/primase complex initiates s)'rrthesis of an RNA
primer (c) After RNA primer reaches 10
nucleotides, the pol a activity of the complex takes
over and elongates the primer with about 20-30
deoxyribonucleotides. Then pol a/primase dissociates. (d) RFC binds to the end of this partly completed Okazaki fragment and catalyzes assembly of
sliding clamp from three molecules of PCNA. (e) Pol
6 complex binds to the sliding clamp and elongates
the Okazaki fragment. f) As the replication complex approaches RNA primer, the primer is degraded by the combined action o[ RNase H and FENI.
(g) The gap is filled by continued elongation of the
Okazaki fragment. (h) The remaining nick is sealed
by DNA ligase.

q)

(h)

DNA ligase
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increases accuracy of the repllcation process by removing some of the errors intro-

duced by pol a. The gap that remains is filled by pol 5, exrending the 3' end of the
more recenl Okazaki fragment. The remaining nick is sealed by DNA ligase.
Eukaryotic DNA is packaged into nucleosomes [ha[ contain approximately
200 bp of DNA Dissociation of nucleosomes is required for replication and probably limlts the rate of DNA s)'nrhesis. When a single nucleosome is dissociared,
about 200 bp of parental DNA is available to be separa[ed, and primer s]Trrhesis
can occur somewhere in the exposed single-stranded DNA. This would explain the
limited size of the Okazaki fragments.
Humans have both tlpe I and type II topoisomerases The human type I ropoisomerase, called nicking-closing enzqe, is capable of removing both positive and
negative supercoils and functions during DNA replicatlon and transcription Human
type II topoisomerase is not a gyrase, in that it does not inrroduce negative supercoiling, but is critical at lhe termination s[ep and for segregation of chromosomes,
and appears to play a role in attaching DNA to special sites in lhe nuclear matrix
during interphase. Cancer chemotherapy olten targets topoisomerases, using poisons that lead to double-strand breaks during replication. Rapidly replicating cells
are more sensitive to'these drugs than are quiescen[ cells

Origins of Replication
In the previous discussion, we addressed progression of a replication fork. How
does a fork get started? That is a key issue, because replication is reguiated by determining whether to start a..cycle of replication Once s[arted, cells generally proceed through the entire replication process. Failure to replicate the entire genome
would lead to chromosome instability and loss of genetic lnformation. If a portion
of the chromosome's DNA is not replicated, the two progeny chromosomes cannot
separate properly, or lhe chromosome could be broken during the attempt Broken
chromosomes are unstable and trigger recombinalion, which causes further problems. The lack of key genes in a cell missing a chromosome due to mis-segregarion
or excessive expression of other genes in a cell with an exLra copy of a chromosome
can be disastrous. In humans, Ioss of one of a pair of chromosomes in cells of a fetus usuaily leads to miscarriage. Presence of an extra chromosome is almost always
lethal, except trisomy of a few small chromosomes, which leads to serious birth defects Down's sl,ndrome is caused by trisomy of chromosome 21.
Replication begins from specific sites called origins of replication (ori). Known
origins of replication contain multiple, short, repeated sequences that bind specific
proteins, and Al-rich regions at which the initial separation of parental s[rands occurs. The E. coli chromosome has a single origin of replication, oiC (oigin of chromosomal replication), a region of approximately 245 bp. There are rhousands of
origins in eukaryotic cells (Figure 4.14). \n yeasr rhe oris are termed the

autonomously replicating sequences (ARS). ln humans, specific sequences that
serve as oris have not been identified.

lnitiation Process
ln

E. coli,

oiC is bound by an initiator protein called DnaA. DnaC then associ-

like a "matchmaker" to allow DnaB, [he he]icase, to bind and begin
separating the paren[al s[rands [o create a repiication fork. At the on, a replication
bubble is formed and a pair of replication forks are established rhal move away from
the ori, one in each direction. Thus replication is bidirectional.
ln eukaryo[es, oris contain special sequences at which alarge complex of proa[es and acts

teins called the origin recognition complex (ORC) assembles ro iniriate the formation of the replication forks (Figure 4.I5). Assembly of an ORC ar an origin is
not sufficient for initiation to occur. A second complex called MCM (minichromosome maintenance proteins), which has a weak helicase activity, must bind and
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on

(d)

FIGURE 4.14
Tandem replicons and bidirectional replication in eukaryotes.
(a) There are multiple origins of replication (ori) tandemly arrayed along each eukaryotic
chromosome. In humans they are spaced at approximately 50,000-100,000 bp intervais
(b) Initiation occurs at each origin (ori) Adjacent clusters of oris tend to function together.
(c) Two replication forks are established at each oi, so replication is bidirectional from each
The structures are called replication bubbles (d) Replication bubbles enlarge as replication
continues, until they are in close proximity. At that stage, termination o[ replication joins
adjacent bubbles and unlinks parental DNA. Topoisomerase II is essential to termination
and segregation. (e) The resulting duplicated chromosomes can then segregate.

be activated. These activation steps are regulated by cyclins and cyclin-dependent
protein kinases.
Once the ORC/MCM complex at an oi is activated, it catalyzes the initial separation of parental strands to form a small replication bubble (Figure 4.15). SSBs
bind to hold the separated strands apart. Helicases are loaded on the replication
bubble to a1low replication fork unwinding. The initiation of DNA synthesis uses
most of the same mechanisms as the movement of a replication fork. A primase initiates slmthesis of an RNA primer, which is elongated by a DNA poll,rnerase in the
same way as on the retrograde strand at a replication fork. The poll,rnerase elongating this first strand can continue sprthesis and forms the leading strand of the
fork on one side of the replication bubble On that half of the bubble, sl, rthesis of
the first Okazaki fragment on the retrograde strand is initiated by the same mechanism as is used in moving the repllcation fork. However, as this first Okazaki fragment is elongated, it will not run into a previous fragment and continues to grow
in the 5' to 3' direction, and becomes the leading strand of the opposite fork. As
it progresses, Okazaki fragments are sl,nthesized on the opposite side. The result is
a pair of replication forks diverging from the origin

Cell Cycle
In eukaryo[es, there is a distinct and regulated paltern of activities that constitutes
a cell cycle (Figure 4.i6). The most striking morphologicai leature of the cell cycle is mitosis, the condensation, alignment, and separation of chromosomes followed by division of a cell into two occurring in the M-phase. DNA replicatlon
takes place during the S-phase (syrrthesis). GI-phase occurs between mitosis and
S-phase, and G2-phase between S-phase and mitosis.
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FIGURE 4.15

Initiation of replication at a eukaryotic replication origin.
(a) The origin recognition complex (ORC) binds to at on (b) An
MCM complex binds to this; cdc6 is important in this assembly
(c) After an appropriate signal, regulated to a specific part of the cell
cycle, initiator complex is activated and helicase activity opens parental
strands to form a very small bubble. SSB (RPA) binds to exposed single
strands, helicases are ioaded onto DNA, and the bubble is enlarged.
(d) Pol a/primase slmthesizes the first RNA primer and short DNA. (In
this and subsequent panels, the focus is on processes occurring on
DNA, and proteins are not shown.) (e) RNA primer is elongated by a

a

RNA orimer
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DNA polymerase 6, incorporating deoxyribonucleotides. To this stage,
the process is like that occurring on the discontinuous strand.
However, the elongating strand will not encounter a previous Okazaki
fragment; it can continue elongating, becoming the leading strand on
the leftward-moving repiication fork. (fl An RNe primer is slrrrhesized on the discontinuous side of this replication fork, as in normal
fork progression. (g) This primer is elongated as previously described.
However, the elongating strand will not encounter a previous Okazaki
fragment; it can continue elongating, becoming the leading strand on
the rightward-moving repiication fork. An RNA primer can be slmthesized on this fork by the normal mechanism. The result is two replication forks diverging from the origin. The process is s],rnmetrical
around the axis indicated by the dotted line, with mirror-image forks
diverging from ori.

For cell viability, it is important that DNA be completely replicated before mitosis. Cells have regulatory mechanisms that ensure coordination of the events of
the cell cycle. DNA damage and blockage of replication forks causes slowing of Sphase progression and arrest of the cell cycle either at rhe G\lS boundary or the
G2lM boundary. These mechanisms also induce synthesis of proteins that aid in
DNA repair. In yeast, pol a mutants are deficient in induction of damage response
genes and checkpoint control. PCNA may play an important role in coordination
of replication and repair functions. The interaction of PCNA with p2I'iP], an
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mitosis

FIGURE 4.16

Cell cycle.

In eukaryotic cells, DNA replication and mitosis
are separated by two gaps,

GI and G2

inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinase, appears to inhibit replication but nor repair; it
may thus allow repair to proceed before replicalion continues (see CIln. Corr. 4.2).
In eukaryo[es, initiation of replication at oris must be coordinated to ensure
that all regions of all chromosomes are replicated in each cell cyc1e, and that no region i.s replicated more than once. This i.s, obviously, a difficult challenge Although
the details of the process are no[ yet clear, some general principles can be stated.
The current model is referred to as "licensing." A licensing factor must be bound
to the origins to aliow ini[iation of replication at that origin. This occurs before the
start of S-phase and involves the MCM protein complex that binds to the origln
recognition complex, ORC. This binding is facilitated by "matchmaker" proteins,

including Cdc6 Assembly of this prereplication complex oniy occurs during
G1-phase, before DNA s],nthesj.s occurs. Once ini.tia[ion of replication has occurred,

the licensing flactor is inactivated by dissociation of Cdc6 and the MCM protein
complex. For that origln to be used again, a new licensing factor must bind, but
the assembly of the complex cannot occur unlil lhe next Gl-phase. This prevents
premature reinitiation during a single cell cycle. Cyclin-dependent kinase activities
regulale these processes.
Different regions of rhe genome are replicated at different times during the
S-phase of the cell cycle. Typically, regions that are actively transcribed are rep1lcated early during S-phase. Conversely, heterochromatic regions are typically replicated late
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Cancer and the Cell Cycle
Cancer is defined as the excessive division of ce1ls. It is recognized
pathologlcally by a higher fraction of cells actively ln the ce1l cycle
rhan is expected for the normai tissue from which it arose This includes a higher fraction of ceIls in mitosis, recognizable by microscopy,
and a higher fraction of cells in S-phase.
Most drugs used for cancer chemotherapy attack DNA replication or enzlmes involved in the process. Ce1ls that are actively dividrng are more sensitive to these drugs than quiescent cells. In addition
to cancer cells, the targets o[ therapy, there are rapidly dividing ce11s
in the intestinal tract, bone marrow and hair follicles. The sensitivity
o[ these normal but rapidly dividing cel1s explains many of the limiting side effects of chemotherapy

Many kinds of drugs are used to disrupt replication Antimetabolites interfere with synthesis of precursors of 5'-dNTP
Methotrexate inhibits dihydrofolate reductase, needed to maintain
reduced tetrahydrofolate required for nucleotide synthesis 5-F1uo-

rouracil inhlbits thy,rnidylate synthase; when metabolized into its
triphosphate it can be incorporated lnto DNA and lead to strand
breaks Vinca alkaloids lnhibit microtubule assembly and thereby interfere with mitosis and chromosome segregation. Topoisomerase inhibitors slow or stop the process of replication by preventing untwlsting o[ parentai strands. Topoisomerase poisons inhibit resealing
of the phosphodiester bond, leaving covalent proteln-DNA junctions
that are converted into strand breaks.
Many widely used chemotherapeutic drugs are alkylating agents,
often ones that have two functional groups and thereby create both
intrastrand and interstrand cross-links in DNA Cyclophosphamide,
busulfan, and nitrosoureas are alkylating agents. Cisplatin, a key part
of the combined chemotherapy for testicular cancer, cross-links DNA.
Alkylating agents are not only cytotoxic but also mutagenic, sometimes resulting rn secondary cancers such as leukemias
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Termination of Replication in Circular Cenomes
Termination of replication of a circular genome generally occurs 180o away from

the origin. Two converging replication forks meet, and the last portion of the
genome is syrethesized. Topological unlinking of the two new chromosomes must
occur. This is a key function of tlpe II topolsomerases. In some sma1l viruses like
SV40, termination occurs wherever replication forks meet, there is no special sequence involved. The E. coli genome con[ains special terminalion sequences that
cons[raln termination within a region, by preventing forks from proceeding past the
reglon.

Termination of Replication in Linear Genomes
Human cells, and eukaryotic cel1s in general, have linear chromosomes. There are
special difficulties in replicating the ends of linear chromosomes. What exactly is
the problem in replicating the ends of linear chromosomes? Although the continuous strand can theoretically be slnthesized to the very end of its template, the retrograde strand cannot. There is no place to slmthesize a primer to which the nucleotides opposite the end of the template can be added (Figure 4 .17 a) . Even in the
unlikely event lhat a primase could star[ at the very end of the template, removal
ol the RNA would leave a short gap. While this may not be a problem in a single
generation, over many cycles of replication chromosome ends would be shortened
untll essential genes become lost and the cell dies. Therefore a key problem is to
prevent continued loss of DNA at the ends of chromosomes.
A second problem that eukaryotes face is that the ends of DNA molecules rend
to trigger recombination To avoid both problems, the ends of eukaryotic linear
chromosomes are special structures called telomeres, which contain many repeats
of a six-nucleotide, G-rich repeated sequence. Human telomeres contain thousands
of the repeat TTAGGG. The 3' end of the chromosome extends about 18 nucleotides beyond the 5' end (Figure 4.17b),leaving about three repears as an overhang. The overhanging 3' end folds back on itself, forming non-Watson-Crick
G-G hydrogen bonds, and binds proteins that define its length and protect it from
excessive recombination.

Telomerase
Telomeres are main[ained by telomerase, enzymes that add new six-nucleotide repea[s to the 3' ends of the te]omeres. Telomerases are ribonucleoprotein complexes
containing a smaLl RNA that serves as a template for addition of a new sixnucleotide repeat (Figure 4. f 8). A telomerase binds to the end of the 3' strand, with
part of the small RNA hydrogen bonded to the last few nucleotides. A six-nucleotide

(a)

[TTAGGG]nTTAGGGTTAGGGTTAGGG
IAATCCCInAATCCC

3,

s',

(b)

s,

?????
FIGURE 4.17

Human telomeres.
(a) A telomere consists of many tandem repeats of a 6-nt sequence, with the G-rich strand
extending beyond the C-rich strand by about 12-18 nt. (b) The telomere replication prob1em The 3' end of one parental strand, the template for the discontinuous daughter strand,
is shown in dark tan; the daughter strand is shown in light tan, and an RNA primer is in
purple The problem is that there is no place to sl,nthesize a primer that would allow rhe
daughter strand to be completed (region shown with ????), so the daughter strand will be
shorter than the parental strand Removal of the last RNA primer makes it even shorter
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IAATCCCInAATCCC 5

F!CURE 4.18
Telomerase.
Telomerase is an enz),rne that catalyzes the addition of new 6-nt telomere repeats to the
3' end of a DNA chain. Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein complex with a short RNA strand
as an integral part. Telomerase RNA serves as the template for the reaction, while the protein component functions as a reverse transcriptase, synthesizing DNA using the RNA template. After a 6-nt repeat is added, the enz),rne can dissociate and bind again, and add additional 6-nt repeats.

repeat is sprthesized, using the RNA as a [emplate. Then the telomerase can dissociate and reassociate to add another hexamer. There is a balance between shortening of the laggrng strands due to the problems in replication (Figure 4.I9) and addition of six-nucleotide repeat units (Figure 4.20).
Telomeres do not have to remain exactly the same length; some shortening is
not a problem, because the repeats do not encode proteins. Telomeres undergo
cycles of shortening and addition of new repeats to the 3' end by telomerase. Although the length of the telomere does not remain constant, progressive shorten-

(b)

g,

ng

(c)
+

GAP

GAP

(e)

GAP

no overhang
5

FIGURE 4.19

-AP*

Replication in the absence of telomerase.
(a) Chromosome end, with 3'strand overhanging. (b, c) Products of the first round of replication. (b) Normal process of replication cannot finish the discontinuous strand. (c) The
other parental strand can sewe as a template to its very end, so there is no shortening, but
no 3' overhang is left. (d, e) Products of a second round o[ replication of the mo]ecule in
(b). In the next generation, the original strand from A has the same problem as shown in
(b). (e) The shorter daughter strand in (b) can be completed to the end of the DNA (primer,
shown as a thick line, has been removed by RNase H plus FENI). The result is a shorter
chromosome with flush ends. (f g) Products of a second round of replication of the molecule in (c) (/) Template for the discontinuous strand (newly synthesized strand in (c) has
the same problems as that in (b); the result is further shortening. (g) The other parental strand
can sewe as a tempiate to its very end, so there is no shortening, but also no overlap. As this
cycle is repeated, there is progressive shortening of one strand and loss of 3' overhang.
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FIGURE 4.20

Replication with telomerase.
(a) Chromosome end, with overhang and telomeric repeats shown as boxes. (b, c) Products
of first round of repiication. (b) The normal process of replication cannot finish the discontinuous strand. The region that is not completed is made o[ noncoding te]omeric repeats.
(c) The other parental strand can serve as a template to its very end, so there is no shortening, but also no overlap. However, telomerase can add new subunits to the 3' end (dark
boxes), reestablishing overlap. (d, e) Products of a second round of replication of the molecule in (b). (d) In the next generation, the original strand from A has the same problem as
shown in (b). (e) The shorter daughter strand in (c) can be completed to the end o[ DNA
(primer, shown as a thick line, has been removed by Rnase H plus FENI). The result is a
shorter chromosome with flush ends. However, telomerase can add new subunits to the
3' end (dark boxes), lengthening the strand and reestablishing overlap. Thus there is no
progressive shortening (f g) Products of a second round of replication of the molecule ln
(c). (J) The template for the discontinuous strand [newly synthesized strand in (c)] has rhe
same problems as that in (b); result is further shortening. (g) The other parental strand can
serve as a template to its very end, so there is no shortening, but also no overlap However,
telomerase can add new subunits to the 3' end (dark boxes), reestablishing overlap. As this
cycle is repeated, teiomerase prevents progressive shortening and presewes 3' overhang.

ing is avoided by addition of repeats. Telomerases also reestablish the

3'

overhang

characteris[ic of [elomeres

Cells that have differentiated and no longer divide, or will divide only a limited number of times, do not express telomerase. Telomerase expression is generally reactivated in tumor cells, which allows them to continue division indefinitely
without chromosome shortening. This makes [elomerase an a[tractive target for cancer chemo[herapy. lt should be noted that inac[iva[ing telomerase in a [umor would
not lead to a rapid halt in tumor growth; any effect would be delayed by many cell
cycles.

Replication of RNA Cenomes
Some viruses have an RNA genome. Such genomes are replicated with much lower
accuracy and can accumula[e variations relatively rapidly A particularly relevant

example of this is the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that causes AIDS
(acquired immune deficiency slndrome; see Clin. Corr 4.3).
Rapid generation of variants due to the reduced accuracy of replicating its
RNA genome leads to the generation of a collection of viruses within an individual. A small fraction of these variants is likely to be resistant to any single drug being used to treat the infecti.on. The fraction can grow in the presence of the therapeutic agent and is thus selected for, Ieading to loss of efficacy of the drug.
Combination therapies are designed to reduce the probability that a virus will be
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Nucleoside Analogs and Drug Resistance in HIV Therapy
AIDS (acquired immune deficiency sy.ndrome) is caused by inlection
with a retrovirus, HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) A key step
in the lrfe cycle of this virus is sy'nthesis, catalyzed by a reverse [ranscriptase, of a DNA copy of the viral RNA genome. Reverse transcnptase is a major target o[ chemotherapy.

AZT (3' - azido-2',3' -dideoxythymidine; Zidovudine) was [he
first drug approved for [reatment of HIV infection It is a nucleoside
analog rvith an azido group on the sugar It can be phosphorylated
inro the triphosphate form and competes with dTTP for incorporation into the reverse transcript. Once incorporated, it terminates the
growing chain of the transcdpt because the azido group on the 3' carbon of the sugar is not a substrate for nucleotide addition AZT is
much less efficient at competing with the more accurate ce1lu1ar DNA
poly.rnerases, providing a therapeutic opportunity in which the effect
is primarily upon viral replication Nevertheless, side effects include
toxicity to bone marrow, which contains rapidly diuding cells, and

myophthy that might be related to toxicity to mitochondria, which
contain their own DNA polymerase, pol 7
Other nucleoside analogs have been used to treat HIV infection.
DDI (2',3'-dideoxyinosrne; drdanosine) and dideoxycytidine (zalcitabine) also function as chain terminators after incorporation of
their phosphorylated derivatives by the HIV reverse transcriptase Reverse transcriptases do not carry out proofreading; thus their error
rate is much higher than that of ceilular DNA poll.rnerases. This high
effor rate complicates the treatment of AIDS, because the population

of viruses carrled by any one patient contains many mutants. Some
of these mutants are likely to be resistant to any given therapeutic
agent Thus many drugs initially reduce the viral load, but later
become ineffective due to the selec[ive growth of viruses in which the
drug target is mutated Combination therapy, with multiple drugs that
target different viral proteins, is an attempt to circumvent this problem

simultaneously resistant to all drugs in the combinalion Current combination therapies target both the reverse transcrip[ase that s;mthesizes DNA copies of the RNA
genome (to allow its integration into the genome of cells) and HIV protease.

DNA Sequencing
The human genome project is an effort [o determine the complete nucleo[ide sequence of the human genome, as well as the genomes of several important model
organisms: E. coli, Saccharomyces cereyisiae (bakers' yeast), Caenorhabdttis elegans (a
nematode that has wi.dely been used in studies of developmenr and aging) , Drosophila
melanogaster (the fruit fly), and Mus musculus (mouse). Other goals are to develop
physical and genetic maps and tools for sequencing and for analyzing sequences,
and [o examine the ethical, legal, and social implications of the availability of these
sequences. By the summer of 2000, most of these goals had been met or exceeded,
and about 90o/o of the human genome sequence was available in unfinished form,
as patches of sequence not yet assembled, with gaps between the patches (see Clin

Corr.4.4)
DNA sequencing rs based on two simple aspects of DNA synthesis: the fact
that DNA polymerases require primers, and the chemistry of rhe addition o[ a
nucleolide to a growing DNA chain (see Figure 4.2).The key idea is to synthesize a nested set of DNA s[rands al1 starting at the 5'end of rhe primer and stopping after adding one of [he four nucleotides. Then one separates the nested set
by length, uslng electrophoresis. From the pattern of lengths one can read the
sequence.

Fragments of DNA to be sequenced are cloned into a plasmid vector at a
specific site A rynthetic oligonucleotide complementary to the plasmid sequence,
wirh irc 3' end near the point at which the fragment was inserted, is used as a universal primer (Figure 4.21). In lhe version of sequencing used for the human
genome project, specrfic termination occurs after addition of dideoxyribonucleotides (ddNTPs; Figure 4 21), each of which is labeled with a diflerent fluorescent dye. ddNTPs can be added to the growing chain just like any normal dNTII
bu[ once added there is no longer a free 3'-OH at [he end of the chain, so lhe next
base cannot be added This results in specific lermina[ion ol chain elongatlon after
ddA, ddc, ddG, or ddT is incorporated. A mixture of ddNTPs and dNTPs is used,
the ratio belng adjusted so thar the ddNTP is incorporated only about 0 5olo of the
time a[ each site This produces a nesled set of fragments each with the same known
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4.4
The Human Cenome Project
CtINICAL CORRETATION

The Human Genome Project is a large international effort aimed at

determining

[he

sequence

of the entire human

genome of

3,200,000,000 bp. But it is much more Other aims include the creation of physical and genetic maps of the genome, sequencing the
genomes of model organisms, developing technology lor sequencing
and informatics for understanding the sequence, training of scientists
in use of these data, and exploring the ethical, lega1, and social implications of the data.
The genetic and physical maps are already of great importance
in research directed toward finding genes that contribute to the risk
for diseases Parallel sequencing of model organisms allows comparative studies that illuminate the potential functions of genes [hat are
discovered Model organisms originally targeted were E. coli, Saccharomyces cereyisiae (bakers' yeast), the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans,
the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, and the mouse. These are key experimental organisms about which much is known Yeasr is a simple
eukaryote and has been an organism of choice for studies of eukaryotic replication, repair, and recombination as well as cell cycle regulation. Many of the results descnbed in this chapter come from studies
on yeast. fhe nematode C. elegans is a relatively simple animal, for

which the developmental fate of every cell has been mapped
Drosophila is more complex, with complex behaviors, and it has been
important in genetlc and deveiopmental studies during nearly the entire 20th century The mouse is a mammal wrth many similarities to
us in development, physiology, and behavior. The ability to genetically
engineer gene changes in mice allows us to create animal models of
human disease for study The project is well ahead of the published
schedule and has expanded to include other model organisms and a
search for sequence variation (poll.rnorphisms; see Clin Corr 4 5)
Knowing the sequence of the human genome (and that o[ other organisms) is already having a major impact on science and medicine
But it is only the first step. Much work remains to enable us to understand the vast amounts of data generated. These data also raise issues about privacy and discrimination that need [o be addressed
carefully.

Collins, E S, Patrinos, A, Jordan, E, Chakravarti, A, Gesteland, R, Wahers,
L , and members o[ the DOE and NIH planning groups New goals for the U S
Human Genome Project: 1998-2003 Scienct )82:68),1998

end and the other end base-specific (Figure 4.21). These DNA fragmen[s are
separa[ed by electrophoresis with a resolu[ion of a single nucleotide. The different
iluorescent labels are detected by automated instrumenls, and the sequence is read
.Figure 4 2l).
Data available from the human genome project will have tremendous implications for understanding how cells and organisms work, and for medicine. Sequence
diflerences be[ween individuals affect their risk for diseases, and their metabolism

ol drugs and responses to them. Knowledge of individual differences in DNA
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FIGURE 4.21

DNA sequencing.
(a) Nested fragments DNA is slnthesized by extending an oligonucleotide primer A fracrion
of the chains is terminated after addition of each ddNTP (* indicates that ddNTP is fluorescent and can be detected) The resuh is a nested set of fragments all with rhe same 5' end
(5' end of primer), and with base-specific 3' ends (b) 2',3'-Dideoxyribonucleotide: ddATP
fhe 5' triphosphare of a ddNTP is identlcal ro rhar in a normal dNTf; so a ddNTP can be
added to the growrng DNA chain as deplcted in Figure 4 2 However, there is no 3'-OH ro
which a new nucleotide can be added. so the chaln terminates after addition of a ddNTP
(c) Electrophoreric separation of the nested set of fragments and detection o[ the specific fluorescent dye at each length (a different dye for each nucleotide) a1lows automated reading of
the sequence from bottom (sma1lest fragment) to top
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Cenomic Medicine
Individuals differ in the sequence of DNA in
their genome in subtle ways. About once per
1000 bp, there is a difference between indir.iduals, called a polymorphism. Most polymorphisms do not alfect cell functions, but
others contribute [o the many differences that
we see Some affect susceptibillty to specific
diseases, some affect metabolism of drugs and

other compounds (pharmacokinetics), and sti1l
others affect response to these drugs (pharmacodyrramics)-

Along with completion of the human
genome sequence, there is a major effort to
find and catalog polymorphisms As more is
learned abour the effects of these sequence di[ferences on disease and treatment, medicine

will

become more tailored to the indrviduai.

Technology already exists to rapidly determine
which poli.'rnorphisms are present at specific

sites

in the genome of an lndividual. When

these technologres are made cheaper and more

routine, derermining the alleles present in key
genes will become a routine part of diagnosis
and planning of treatment. For example, there
are significant differences between individuals

in the rate at whlch they metabolize drugs. If
a standard dose is given based on

it

may be too

body weight,

low to be effective in those who

metabolize the drug rapidly, but may be toxic
to those who metabolize it very slowly Determination of the relevant poli,.rnorphisms and
routine testing could lead to more effective
therapies with fewer side effects.
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sequence will enable physicians to better detect diseases at an early
lor trea[men[s to individual pa[ients (see Clin. Corr 4.5).
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Recombina[ion is the exchange of genetic information There are Lwo basic types of
recombination, homologous recombination and nonhomologous recombination.
Homologous recombination (also called general recombination) occurs between
identical or nearly identical sequences, for example, between paternal and materna1 chromosomes of a pair. Chromosomes are no[ passed down intact from generation to generation (Flgure 4.2).); rather, the chromosome you inherit from your father contains portions from both of his parents. This is a normal part of Lhe process
of chromosome alignment and segregation necessary to ensure that each germ cell
gets a single haploid se[ of chromosomes during meiosis. This recombination is reciprocal, transferring part of one chromosome to the other and vice versa. It shuffles the combination of genes before they are passed [o the next generation, generating genetic diversity. The probability that a recombination evenr will occur
between any two points on a chromosome is roughly proportional to the physical
distance between them. This is the basis for genetic mapping. A 1olo frequency of
recombination between two genes or markers is defined as a gene[ic disrance of 1
centimorgan (cM). In humans, I cM is approximately 1,000,000 base pairs along
the chromosome.
Recombination is also importan[ for DNA replication and repair. There are
three major models for homologous recombination. They are related in many ways
and have a common intermediate called a Holliday junction. The simplest is the
Holliday model and undersranding its key points will make it easy ro see the distinclions of the others.

The Holliday Model
The key features of the Holliday model are (t) homology, (2) syrnmetry of both
breaks and s[rand invasion, and (3) presence of a four-s[randed "Holliday junction"
as a key intermediate (Figure 4.23) In this model, recombination is initiated by
single-strand breaks at homologous positions in the rwo aligned DNA duplexes. The
strands of each duplex partly unwind, and each "invades" rhe opposite duplex. That
is, a portion of one strand from each duplex base pairs with the opposite duplex in
a reciprocal, symmetrical fashion. These strands can be joined covalently to the opposite duplex, crea[ing a joint molecule in which lwo strands cross between the
DNA molecules. Branch migration then occurs. Branch migration involves simultaneous unwinding and rewinding of the two duplexes, such that the total number
of hydrogen bonds remains constant but the position of the crossover moves.
Because the number of hydrogen bonds remains cons[ant, this requires little energy.

+

FIGURE 4.22

Homologous recombination.
(a) Paternal chromosome is shown in blue with alleles shown ln capital letters. Homologous
maternal chromosome is shown in red with alleles shown in lowercase letters (b) Alter
homologous recombination (between genes j and k) both chromosomes contain DNA from

both parents. There has been an equal exchange between them.
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FIGURE 4.23

Holliday model of homologous recombination.
(a) Synapsis (pairing): two homologous DNA molecules come together properly aligned.
(A,a and C,c represent different alleles of a gene or marker on either side of crossover.)
Single-strand breaks are made at homologous positions in strands of the same poiarity in
each. (b) Strands partly unwind and reciprocally "invade" (base pair with) the opposite molecule, forming a stmcture in which two intact strands are joined by two crossed strands.
This is a s).,rnmetrical and reciprocal event. Regions in which one strand was from one
duplex and the other from the homologous duplex are called heteroduplexes. (c) "Branch

migration" occurs; there is simultaneous winding and unwinding so there is no net change
in the amount of base pairing, but the position of the crossover poinr moves, resulting in
more heteroduplex DNA. (d) DNA ligase seals nicks in the DNA. Further branch migration
can occur. A11 four strands are held together at one crossover point. (e) Rotation of moiecule
forms a "Holliday intermediate" shown in inset (h). f, g) Resolution: molecules are
separated by a pair of s)rmmetrical cuts in either of two directions (arrows). The ends are
resealed by ligase Direcrion of cuts determines whether flanking regions are exchanged.
(f) If crossed strands are cut (cut 1, horizontal) flanking genes or markers remain as they
were (AClac). You would not detect recombination between these loci. (g) tf intact parental
strands are cut (cut 2, vertical) flanking genes or markers are exchanged (AclaC). This
would be detected as a recombination event. Note that there is a region of heteroduplex in
either case (boxed); mismatch repair in this region can lead to gene conversion.
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Branch migration creates a region of heteroduplex, that is, a region where one
strand comes from one original duplex and the other comes from the other duplex.
In humans, where on average two individuals differ by approximately one base pair
per thousand, a region of heteroduplex is likely to contain at least one misma[ched
base pair. The two DNA duplexes, joined by a single crossover point, can rotate as
shown in Figure 4.23 to cteate a four-stranded Holliday junction. The resolution of
a Holliday junction into two duplexes can occur in either of two ways, depicted as
vertical or horizon[al cuts in Figure 4.23f-h. If the crossed strands are cut (cut I),
markers flanking the region of heteroduplex remain linked together in the same
phase as originally; on a gross level, the chromosomes remain unchanged. If the in[act s[rands are cut (cut 2), the flanking regions are exchanged between the two
chromosomes, creating a new chromosome w-ith a par[ from one parent and another
from the other The heteroduplex may undergo mismatch repair (see below), converting one allele into ano[her, a process cailed gene conversion.

The Meselson-Radding Model
Once you understand the Holliday model, it is easy to undersland the variant proposed by Meselson and Radding. It is initiated by a single nick and a single invading strand, rather than a pair of nicks and reciprocal invasion (Figure 424).The
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FICURE 4.24

Meselson-Radding model of homologous recombination.
This model is similar to the Holliday model, but initiatron is by a
single nick and a single invading strand (a) Syrrapsis (pairing): two
homologous DNA molecules come together properly aligned. A
single-strand break is made in one strand. (b) The 3'-OH end is elongated by a DNA polymerase, displacing the 5' end. (c) The free 5'
end invades the homologous duplex, forming a "DJoop " (d) The
D-loop is degraded, and repair sylthesis and resealing by DNA ligase
lead to a molecule in which one strand crosses between two duplexes Branch migration occurs as one strand is elongated lurther (not

shown) The elongating strand crosses over and is joined to the
opposite duplex, ieaving all four strands joined at a singie crossover
point, as in Figure 4 23. (e) Strands rota[e to form a Holllday junction exactly as in Figure 4 23e, h Resoiution of the Holllday junction
can occur in two ways, as shown in Figure 4 23. Direction of cuts
determines whether flanking regions are exchanged. (/) If crossed
strands are cut (cut 1, horizontal) flanking markers remain as they
were (AOac) You would not detect recombination between these
markers (g) If intact parental strands are cut (cut 2, vertical) flanking
markers are exchanged (AclaC) This could be detected as a recombination event Note that there is a region of heteroduplex in either
case (boxed), but it is not reciprocal, it is only on one duplex; mismatch repair in this region can lead to gene conversion.
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nicked strand serves as a templa[e-primer combination for a DNA poll,rnerase,
and this elongation displaces part of the strand. The displaced strand invades the
opposite, aligned duplex, forming a s[ruc[ure called a D-loop. The single-stranded
portion of the D-loop is degraded, and repair slmthesis and resealing resul[ in
crossing over of one strand. Branch migration occurs. The remaining nick is sealed
and the strands can swivel to form a Holliday junction identical to that described
previously. The Holliday junction can be resolved exactly as described for the Holliday model, resulting in an exchange of flanking markers (cut 2) or rhe original
configuration of markers (cut l) The key difference in the Meselson-Radding
model is the asymmetrical heteroduplex rhat results from the invasion by one
strand from one of the two duplexes. Mismatch repair can lead to gene conversion, as above.

The Double-Strand Break Model
The third model is the double-strand break model. In this, recombinarion is initiated by a double-strand break in one duplex (Figure 4.25).The ends are resec[ed,
resulting in loss of genetic information from one of the two duplexes. There are alternative forms of this model. In one, the two single-stranded segments of the bro-

ken duplex both invade the intact duplex, forming a joint molecule thar has [wo
Holliday junctions The broken ends can be repaired by a polymerase, using the i.ntact strand as template, and a DNA ligase. Branch migration occurs as in the previous models. An alternative model has been suggested in which the 3' end of only
one of the two sides of the break invades the other strand and establishes a D-loop
that allows copyrng of the intact duplex. This can result in a small replication bubble with slrrthesis on both strands for a short distance, and resolution when the
bubble encounters the other side of the break. This would account for extensive
gene converslon.
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F!CURE 4.25

u

Double-strand break model of homologous recombination.
This model is similar in many ways to the two models discussed previously, but initiarion is
by a double-strand break in one of the two DNAs. (a) Initiation is by a double-strand break
in one DNA molecule. Two aligned duplexes are shown, with flanking genes with different
alle1es (X,x;Y,y) Also shown is a position at which one dupiex has an AT base pair and the
other has a GC base pair. (b) DNA is resected from the break by an exonuclease that leaves
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3'-OH overhangs. This resection may remove one of the nucleotides at the site that diflers
between strands (c) One or both of these overhangs can invade the intact homologous
duplex. (d) Where there is a mismatch, the free end can be resected further by en4.rynes of
mismatch repair (e) The free end can be exrended by a DNA polymerase, resulting in gene
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conversion as the template is from one of the two duplexes Remaining nicks are repaired,
forming two Holliday junctions. (fl Both Holliday junctions are then resolved. Because there
are two junctions and two ways to resolve each (comparable to Figures 4 22 and 4.23), there
are four possible results lwo ol the four possible ways to resolve the Holliday junctions (r'erticaUvertical or horizontal./horizontal cuts) leave flanking markers as they were The other
two ways to resolve the Holliday junctions lead to exchange of flanking markers Resolution
can also be carried out by topoisomerase.
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Resolution of the two Holliday junctions is by a pair of cuts. Because there are
two possible directions in which to resolve each junction, there are four possible
outcomes (Figure 4.25) Two leave flanking markers together, and two lead to the
exchange of flanking markers. Resoiution by a type II topoisomerase can also occur Because one duplex has lost DNA in the region of the break, there is a region
in which gene conversion is essential to allow closure of the gap.

Key Enzymes of Recombination
RecA

The key E. coli protein in the process of recombination is RecA, which binds in a
cooperative manner to single-stranded DNA and forms a helical coil. This structure
facilitates pairing of the single strand with a homologous duplex DNA to form a
three-s[randed D-1oop structure. Strand switching can occur, leading to he[eroduplex DNA, as discussed. Eukaryotes have homologous proteins, the yeast version
of which is called Rad5I.

Other Proteins
RecBCD is an E. coli complex with multiple activities; its function in recombination is to bind at a double-strand break and process it into a substra[e for recombination. RecBCD does this by chewing back the DNA and, upon encountering a
special sequence called a X site, leaving a protruding single strand with 3'-OH onto
which RecA is loaded. RuvA and RuvB form a complex with DNA hehcase activity that catalyzes extensive branch migration. RuvC is an endonuclease that binds
to this complex and caLalyzes the resolution of Holliday junctions.

DNA-PK
In mammalian ceils, a hererodimeric molecule called Ku binds avidly to DNA ends.
Ku is a DNA-dependent ATPase with helicase acrivity, so ir can move along the
DNA. Defects ln Ku lead to X-ray sensitivity and [o severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID), because Ku plays a role in V(D)J recombination, the sitespecific cleavage and rejoining required to assemble functional immunoglobulin
genes Ku associa[es with a large catalytic subunit to form DNA-PK, a DNAdependent serine/threonine pro[ein kinase. It is thought to bring the two free ends
of the break together and stimulate the Ku ATPase activity that unwinds the ends
until very short regions of "microhomology" (2-6 bp) can pair. The unpaired flaps
could be removed by FENI, the gaps filled by DNA polymerase, and the nicks 1igated by DNA ligase.

Nonhomologous Recom bination
Site-Specifi c

Re co m

bi n ati o n

In site-specific recombination, specific enzymes caLalyze the integration of a sequence into particular sites ln the DNA. Integration of the bacteriophage i is the
best studied example of this. The z\-integrase catalyzes specific nicking of z\ DNA
and of a speclal sequence in the E. coli chromosome, and also catalyzes the resealing involved. Thls is a reversible process, and the integrated r\ sequence can be excised from the chromosome. There are important examples of site-specific recombination tha[ control processes such as mating rype conversion in yeast and phase
change (alterations in major surface protein) in try?anosomes

Transposition
Transposition is the movemen[ of specific pieces of DNA in the genome. Tiansposition resembles site-specific recombination in being cata\yzed by special enz)rynes.
Some pieces of DNA, ca}led transposons, have two key features that enable them
to move nearly anywhere in[o atargeL chromosome. They encode transposase enzpes and have insertion sequences [hat are recognized by the transposase. The

nrenrn
-ransposase caLalyzes the process of excision from one place in the genome and in:ertion lnto ancther, or the replicatrve insertion into a new place wlthout losing the
-.rtginal piece of DNA. Other pleces of DNA contain inserlion sequences buI do not
ancode their own [ransposase; these can move when a transposase encoded e]se*here is expressed.
Tiansposons can integrate into other chromosomes and can move to new places
',r'ithin a chromosome. A slgnificant fraction of the human genome
has resulted
-rom accumulation of lransposons and insertion sequences LINEs (long interspersed elements repeated DNA of which the Ll element is most common) are
-ransposons presen[ in about 50,000 copies in the human genome. A1u sequences
lre SINEs (short interspersed elements of repeated DNA) present in about
)00,000 copies per haploid human genome; they do not encode a reverse transcnptase. Some mutati.ons that cause disease are due to insertlon of a [ransposon

-n[o a gene
ReLrotransposons are sequences [hat were transcribed into RNA and then re'.erse transcribed and integrated back into a random place in the genome. Retro-

'iruses make DNA copies of their RNA genome (using reverse transcriptase, an
.nzyrne that makes a DNA copy of an RNA) and insert them into the host chro:rosome by a transposi[ion event catalyzed by a viral-encoded integrase.

Nonhomologous (lllegitimate) Recombination
ln illegitimate recombination no homology is needed, nor are there special sequences. When genes are inlroduced into mammalian cells, they usually integrate
randomly into the chromosome by nonhomologous recombination This process
probably uses the enz)irnes involved in double-strand break repair/recombination.
integration of a fragment of DNA can disrupt genes and cause mutations or dysregulation. This is a major limitation ro gene rherapy ar presenr (see Clin. Corr 4.6).
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\lthough we have emphasized the accuracy of DNA replicarion, it is not 100%
Even at an error rale of 10-e, a handful of errors are inlroduced duri.ng each round.
rf replication. AIso, DNA in cells is constantly being altered by cellular consliruenrs,
.ncludlng active oxygen species that are by-products of metabolism. Many environnental agents attack and modify DNA. Thus main[enance of the genetic informa:ion requires constant repair of DNA damage
A11 freeJiving organlsms have mechanisms to repair damage to DNA. ln this
sectlon, we will discuss some of the most impor[an[ Iesions in DNA and the mechanisms by which they are repai.red. Some lesions are repaired directly, but most are
:emoved from DNA as part of the repair process. A key feature in most repair
)rocesses is the double-stranded nature of DNA, which contains the genetic infor:nation in duplicate This al1ows restoration of the correc[ sequence on [he damaged strand using the information on the other strand.

DNA Damage
In aqueous solution at 37"C, sponlaneous deamination occurs of some C, A, and
G bases in DNA. C deaminates to form U (Figure 426), A ro hypoxanthine, and G
to xan[hine. Spontaneous depurination due [o cleavage ol the glycosyl bond connectlng purines to the backbone (leaving the backbone of the DNA inracr; Figure
1 26) occurs at a substan[ial rate. lt has been estimated that between 2000 and
10,000 purines are lost per mammalian cell in 24 hours These depurinated sites
are called abasic (lacking a base) or AP sites (originally meaning apurinic, lacking
a purine, but since generalized to lacking any base).

CI-INtCA[ CORRELATION 4.
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Cene Therapy
Gene therapy is the introduction of new or altered genes into ceils to correct a genetic defect or treat a disease. As we learn more about
specific diseases, the possibilities for genetic

intervention increase For some diseases, one
could theoretically cure the disease by replacing a defective gene with a normal one For
others, genes could be engineered elther to
supply missing proteins (e.g , insulin for diabetics) or to circumvent the probiems caused

by the disease,

Several major limitations impede
progress. One is the dilficulty of introducing
genes into the relevant cells; this is being addressed by more work on vectors for gene introduction and on stem cell biologir Another
is the problem created by the tendency of introduced genes to be incorporated randomly
into the genome.
DNA introduced into mammalian cells is
most frequently integrated inro the genome by
nonhomologous (illegitimate) recombination,
probably as a result of double,strand break repair processes This random insertion can result in the creation of new mutations by the
rnsertion ol the transgene into an inappropriate location It can also create difficulties in
sustaining gene expression over time when the
gene is rnserted lnto an inappropriate region of
chromatin, affecting its regulation.
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DNA damage.
(a) Oxldative deamination converts C to U. (b) AP site. Depurination
(or, less frequently, depl,rimidination) is cleavage of glycosyl bond
between sugar and base. This leaves an abasic or AP site but does
not break sugar-phosphate backbone (c) O6-methyl guanosine is a
highly mutagenic leslon. (d) Ultraviolet light leads to crossJinking of
adjacent pyrimidines along one strand o[ DNA. A cis-syn cyclobutane
th).,rnine dimer is shown in schematic. (e) A cyclobutane dimer is
shown within double-stranded DNA; the backbone is shown as a stick
figure to reveal distortion of cross-linked bases (yellow) and complementary bases on other strand.
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Bases are oxidized at a substantial rate by reactive oxygen species that are byproducts of metabolism, creating many other altered bases, for example, 8-hydroxyguanine (8-oxo G). Oxidative damage tends [o i.ncrease with age. S-adenosyl methionine, a carrier of methyl groups in normal metabolism, occasionally methylates
a base in DNA. Products of llpld peroxidation can form adducts with bases, partrcularly G residues. Alkylating agents add methyl or other alkyl groups to the bases.
Ultraviolet radiation (from sunlight or tanning lamps) covalently links adjacent
pyrimidines along one strand of the DNA to form cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine
dimers (Figure 4.26) and other photoproducts. Ionizing radiation, including X-rays
and radioactive decay, crea[es strand breaks and reactive oxygen species that damage DNA.
Carcinogens and mutagens at[ack DNA Some are direct acting, others are procarcinogens. Procarcinogens in their native form do not damage DNA, but they can
be activated by metabolic processes (e.g., oxidized by cytochrome P450s) into car-

cinogens that damage DNA. This process is called metabolic activation.
Benzolalpyrene from coal tar is an exlremely potent procarcinogen that requires
oxidation to the epoxide to attack DNA Many chemotherapeutic agents aLtack
DNA. Some cause bases to become alkylated, others cross-link the two strands.

Mutations
Mutations are inherited changes in the DNA sequence They can result from replication errors, from damage to the DNA, or from errors during repair of damage.
Mutations lhat are changes of a single base pair are called point mutations. Tran-
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sitions are point mu[ations in which one purine is substituted for another (e.g., A
for G or G for A) or one pyrimidine is substituted for anorher (e g., T for C or C
for T). Deamina[ion of C, if unrepaired, would lead to a transitioir. The frequency
of transitions is increased by base analogs, including 2-amino purine. Transversions are poin[ mutations in which a purine is substituted for a pyrimidine, or vice
r-ersa (e.g., A for C). Missense mutations are point mutations that change a single
base pair in a codon such that [he codon now encodes a different amino acid
iFigure 4.27) Nonsense mutations are point mutations that change a single base
pair in a codon to a stop codon tha[ termina[es translation; they usually have more
severe elfects than missense mutations.
Insertions or deletions of one or more base pairs can lead to frameshifts (if the
number of base pairs is not a multiple of 3), disrupting the coding of a protein.
Frameshifts not only change the amino acids encoded beyond the point of the insertion or deletlon, but also generally lead to premature [ermination (or more rarely
elongation) of the encoded polypeptide chain. This occurs when stop codons are
generated or removed by the frameshift. Some chemicais, including acridines and
proflavin, intercalate into the DNA; that is, they inserr be[ween adjacent base pairs.
This usually leads to insertions or deletions of a single base pair. Some mutations
also result from large-scale changes including the insertion of transposons.
Recently, a different type of mutation has been discovered, a triplet expansion.
This is great increase in the number of repeating triplets. Repeating triplets are a
^
t,rpe of simple sequence repeat polyrnorphism (also called a microsatellite) that is
frequent in the genome There is generally a tange of repeat numbers in normal
individuals, since these sites are highly poll.rnorphlc. When repeats get significantly

Point mutations

--CUGACGU AUUUUAAUGUCATG---LeuTh r Ty rPheAs nVa I Me t --

+
+

--CUGACGUCUUUUAAUGUCATG-.

--LeuTh rSe rPheAs nVa I Me t --

(o) Missense mutation (A to C)

--cuGAcGUA UUUUAAUGUCATG---Le uTh r Ty rPheAs nVa I Me t --

+ --CUGACGUAAUUUAAUGUCATG-r+ --LeuTh r * .-stop

(b) Nonsense mutation (U to A)
lnsertions and deletions

--CUGACGUAUUUUAAUGUCATG--

--Le uTh r Ty r PheAs nVa I Me t --

r)
+

--CUGAACGUCUUUUAAUGUCATG--

--Le uAsnYa I Phe

"'s

top

(c) lnsertion (of A), changes reading lrame and causes a Frameshitt mutation

--cUGAcGUAUUUUAAUGUCATG---Le uTh r Ty r PheAs nVa I Me t --

+
+

--UGACGUCUUUUAAUGUCATG--

(d) Deletion (of first C), changes reading frame and causes a Frameshift mutation

--CGGCGG ICGG ]45CGG--

r)

--CGGCGG ICGG hs2CGG--

(e) Triplet expansion, can cause many diseases

FIGURE 4.27

Mutations.
Several dilferent tJpes of mutations are shown (a) Missense mutation changes a single
amino acid in encoded polypeptide. (b) Nonsense mutation changes a codon for an amino
acid into a stop codon, terminatlng slmthesis o[ encoded polypeptide (c) Insertion o[ a sing1e nucleotide changes the readlng frame o[ all codons beyond the point of insertion; this
usually leads to formation of a stop codon that terminates synthesis (d) Deletion of a single
nucleotide changes the reading frame of all codons beyond the point of insertion; this usually leads to formation of a stop codon that terminates synthesis. (e) Triplet expansion is a
newly discovered type of mutation that leads to a gteat increase in the number of triplet
repeats. Triplet expansion causes many diseases, including Huntington's dlsease and fragile
X disease, by adding long stretches of a single amino acid to encoded poilpeptide or by disruptlng regulation of gene.
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(c)

o

(e)

FlGURE 4.28
Base excision repair.
(a) The damaged site (b1ue dot) is recognized by
a DNA glycosylase (b) The base is removed by
cleavage of a glycosyl bond that connects it to
deoxyribose The sugar-phosphate backbone is
not broken. This leaves an AP site. (c) The sugar

-phosphate backbone is cleaved 5' to the abasic
site by an AP endonuclease There rs also a cleavage at the 3' side of thls site to remove the sugar
residue; this can be done by some AP endonucleases or an AP lyase activity (d) Single nucleotide
gap is filled by a DNA polymerase (e) Remainlng
nick is sealed by a DNA ligase

REPAIR

longer than normal, they may form a premutation that does not have a detectable
phenotype but frequently leads to a further, dramatic expansion in the next generation. These much longer than normal repeats can cause disease by inserting a iong
stretch of the same amino acid residue into the encoded polypeptide, as in
Huntington's disease. They can also affect regulation of a gene, as in fragile X
syndrome.

Excision Repair
Excision repair is a general mechanism that can repair many different kinds of
damage. The general pathway is the same, but there are differences in particular
enzymes used to deal with different damages. The key deflning characleristic of
excision repair is removal of the damaged nucleotide(s), Ieaving a gap in the DNA,
followed by resprthesis using the genetic informati.on on the opposite strand, and
then ligation to reslore continuity of the DNA. There are two major modes of excision
repair: base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER) (Table 4.3).

Base Excision Repair
Base excision repair is an essential process that repairs many different tlpes of
damaged bases, including methylated, deaminated (e g., U resulting from deamrnation of C), and oxidized bases, and abasic (AP) sites. The initial step is removal
of a single damaged base from the DNA backbone by a glycosylase that cuts the
N-glycosyl bond between the sugar and the base. This step does not break the
sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA (Figure 4 28). It leaves an abasic deoxyribose in the backbone, an AP site, that must be removed. Two different aclivities are
requlred [o remove this sugar: an AP endonuclease tha[ cleaves the phosphodiester
bond at the 5' side but leaves the sugar still attached [o the nex[ nucleotlde, and
an AP lyase that cuts 3' to the AP site to remove the sugar. The resulting single
nucleotide gap has a free 3'-hydroxyl The gap is filled and ligated by a DNA polymerase and DNA ligase, respectrvely.
There are many different glycosylases, at least eight in humans, each of which
recognizes certain types of damaged bases. One of these, uracil DNA glycosylase
(UNG), is specialized [o remove U from DNA U is not a normal constituen[ of
DNA but is formed when C is deaminated, and can occasionally be incorporated
into DNA during replication. Frequent deamlnation of C to U could lead to a high
rale of mulation; therefore it is not surprising that a special repair mechanism [o remove U evolved. But many C residues in mammalian DNA, in the sequence CG,
are methylated at the 5 position; this is important in the regula[ion of gene expression. Deamination of these 5-methyl C residues leaves a T, ra[her than a U, in the
DNA (cf. Figure 4.26). These T residues are no[ recognized by uracil DNA glycoTABLE

4.3

Excision Repair

Basic steps

. Recognize damage
. Remove damage by excising part of one strand
. Resynthesize to fill gap; genetic information from other
. Ligate ro restore continuity of DNA

Base excision repair
. Glycosylase removes base,
leaves backbone

.

intacl

AP endonuclease cuts backbone,
AP lyase removes sugar

. DNA polymerase fills gap
. DNA ligase seals nick

strand used

Nucleotide excision repair

I
[

.

Double excision removes oligonucleotide

(tZ-il

nt in E. coli,27-29 nt in humans)

r

)

. DNA polymerase fills gap
. DNA ligase seals nick
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sylase. There are glycosylases that recognize the resulting T:G mismatch and pref-

erentially remove the T. Sometimes, however, the mismatch repair system removes
the G instead of the T, creating a mutation. Over millions of years, this has led to
a much lower than expected frequency of CG dinucleotides in mammalian DNA.
The most important AP endonuclease in humans is APEI. After cleaving the
backbone at the 5' side of the AP site to leave a free 3'-OH, APEI reiruits DNA
poll,rnerase F (pol F) to the site. Pol B has AP lyase activity rhar removes the abasic sugar-phosphate remaining at the site o[ the strand break, Ieaving a singlenucleotide gap with a free 3'-OH. Pol B also has DNA polymerase actiyity that can
fill the gap. For many types of damage, the gap is filled with only one or rwo nucleotides; this is called short patch repair. In cases where AP lyase cannot readily
remove the sugar-phosphate, strand displacement can crea[e a flap of several nucleotides and endonuclease FEN1 can cleave it. The somewhar larger gap is filled
by a polymerase such as pol B, or possibly pol 6 (or pol e) stimulated by PCNA.
In either case, the remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase. Protein-protein interactions coordinate this process, keeping the nick and the intermediates protected
until the next enzyme has been recruited to the site.

Nucleotide Excision Repair
Nucleotide excision repair acrs on a wide variety of damage, typically involving
large adducts or distortion of the double helical structure of DNA. The best stud-

ied are pyrimidine dimers, the major products of ultraviolet damage. Chemical
adducts with carcinogens such as benzo[a]pyrene and aflatoxin and with
chemotherapeutic agents such as cisplatin are removed by this pathway, as are mismatched bases and small loops in DNA. The damage is removed by an enzyme
complex that cuts several nucleotides away on both sides of the damaged base(s),
so the damage is released as part of an oligonucleotide (Figure 4.29).

(a)

o)

(c)

(e)

FIGURE 4.29

Nucleotide excision repair.
(a) The damaged base (blue dot) is recognizedby a DNA repair complex (b) The segmenr
around the damage is excised by an etzyme complex that makes two nicks in the same
strand, one on either side of the damage. (c) An oligonucleotide (27-29 nt in humans,
12-13 nt in E coli) is released. (d) Resynthesis: a DNA poll,rnerase fi1ls the gap, using the
opposite strand as a template. (e) DNA ligase seals the remaining nick.
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In E. coli, a damage excision complex containing UvrA, UvrB, and UvrC recognizes lhe damage and makes two endonucleolytic cuts, one 3-5 nucleotides 3' to
the iesion and the other 8 nucleotides 5'to the lesion. Thls excises the lesion as parr
of an oligonucleotide 12-13 nucleotides 1ong. Damage recognition by UvrA appears
lo start the process, and opening of the strands by UvrB (a hellcase) requires energy.
UvrC binds and catalyzes the dual clear..age, with one cut on either side of the damage. A DNA poll,rnerase fills in the gap, followed by llgation of the nick
In humans, several large enzyme complexes are involved in damage recognition, opening of DNA, and the two cleavages. The rare, au[osomal recessive disease
xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), which renders patients photosensitive and susceptible to skin cancers, resulls from mutation in any of seven genes involved in excision repair or one involved in postreplication repair (see C1in. Corr 4.7). XPC is
part of a complex that binds tightly to lesrons that dlstort DNA structure. XPA is a
key factor involved in damage recognition and assembly of the excision complex;
muta[ions in the XPA gene render individuals essentially unable to remove UVinduced pyrimidlne dimers. The single-stranded DNA bindlng proteln RPA is required for excision repair. XPA recruils a large complex ca11ed TFII-H, a general
transcrlption factor rnvolved in initiation ol transcription TFII-H con[ains XPB and
XPD subunits, both of which are ATPases wirh limited helicase acriviry. The DNA
is partially unwound by helicase activity of TFII-H, creating a bubble of abour 25
bp. Then an XPF/ERCCI heterodimer associates and makes an endonucleolytic cut
on the damaged strand approximately 22-24 nucleolides 5' to lhe lesion, and XPG
makes an endonucleolytic cleavage approximately 5 nucleotides 3'to the lesion
These two cuts liberate a lesion-containing oligonucleotide approximately 27-29
nucleotides in length. The gap in DNA is bound by RPA and filled by a repllcative
pol;,rnerase (pol 6 or pol e) stlmulated by PCNA. The remaining nick is sealed by
a DNA ligase, probably LIGl. These latter steps resemble completion of an Okazaki
fragment.

Coupling of Repair and Transcription
Many lesions block transcription in [he same manner that they block replication
Thus cel1s face an immediate problem even if rhey are not synrhesizing DNA: rhey
must be able to make key proteins in order to survive. A mechanism called
transcription-coupled repair directs repair to the template strand of transcribed
regions, so that leslons there are repaired faster than lesions elsewhere The survival
value of this is obvious Presence of an RNA polymerase blocked by a lesion may
prevenl normal damage recogniti.on. Tianscription-coupled repair is a form ol excision repalr triggered by a halted RNA pollmerase complex. In eukaryotic cells, a
complex containing CSA and CSB (mutations that cause Cockayne slmdrome, another DNA repair deficlency disease) recognizes the stalled RNA polymerase, caus-

4.7
Xeroderma Pigmentosum

CTINICAT CORRETATIO N

Xeroderma prgmentosum (XP) was the first disease recognized to be
caused by defective DNA repair Patients are photosensitive and highly
susceptible to skin cancers in sun-exposed areas of the body Many
patlents also have neurological problems. XP is a rare, autosomal recessive disease
XP can be caused by defects in eight different genes. Defects in
seven o[ these lead to defects in the initlal incrsion step in nucleotide

excrsion repair This reflec[s the complexity of the repair process
Ce1ls defectrve in any of these seven genes cannot carry out the first
step, incrsion, at cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers. These dimers are the
most common damage introduced by exposure to ultraviolet llght,

hence the extreme photosensltlvity that ls characteristic of this disease An additional class, called XP-V (for variant), is not detectably
deficient in excision repair but has a defect in postreplication repair
after ultraviolet damage
XPA is crltical for the recognition o[ pyrimidlne dimers and interacts with other repair proteins XPB and XPD encode proteins that
function as subunits of TFII-H, a general transcription factor rhat is
also required for transcriptlon-coupled DNA repair TFII-H can function as a helicase, opening a region around the dimer ERCCI-XPF
is a complex that binds to TFII-H and incises at the 5' side of the
dimer. XPG incises at the 3' side.

nrenrn
tng it to back up away from the lesion, and to recruit repair proteins. For many
kinds of damage, the nucleoti.de excision repair pathway is used. This involves XpA,
TFII-H, and other repair facrors, except thar XPC is nor required for damage recognition. Recent evidence suggests [ha[ transcription-coupled repair also acts on oxrdative lesions repaired by base excision repair. once repair is complete, the RNA
polymerase can resume sgrthesis.

Mismatch Repair
Mismatch repair is a specialized form of nucleotide excision repair that removes
replication errors. Mismatches are not like DNA damage: there is no damaged or
nodified base present, just the wrong one of the four bases. Thus recognition of
nismatches relies on the distortion of the double helical struc[ure. A major difference be[ween repair of DNA damage and repair of mismatches is in the choice o[
'*'hich base [o excise Enzymes can recognize damaged bases speciflically
and rellove the damaged base, either individualiy in base excision repair or as par[ of an
.rligonucleotide in nucleotide excision repair. But when a mismatch is recognized,
roth bases are normal: which one should be excised? Clearly, excising the newly
srnthesized base would preserve the genetic information, whereas excising the base
!)n the parental strand would permanently al[er the DNA, producing a mutarion.
Randomly choosing one would lead to murarions half of the time, which is unacceptably high. Therefore the challenge is ro recognize the newly s1-nthesized srrand
and remove the mismatched base on that strand
The brief period during which newly sy'nrhesized DNA is not methylated pro','rdes time within which that strand can be recognized. DNA in most organisms (but
not all) is rirethylated at specific positions. In bac[eria such as E. coli, primary
methylation is of A in a GArC sequence. In mammalian DNAs, rhe primary methis of C in a CG sequence. Both GATC and CG are palindromic sequences,
'lation
meaning that the opposite strand has [he same sequence when read from 5,to 3,,
=nd both s[rands are methylared. This methylation does not affect base pairing. It
loes allow recognition of the methylated position and affects gene regulation. These
rases are incorporated into the DNA in unmodlfied form and later methylated by
a maintenance methylase. The maintenance methylase recognizes hemimethyl-

ated (methylated on only one strand, rhe parenral strand) sequences in DNA and
:nethylates the appropriate base. Bur there is a short time during which the DNA is
only hemimethylated, and it is then that the E. coli mismatch repair sysrem can rec:rgnize and specifically remove rhe newly slrrrhesized strand in the region of a misnatch Although a eukaryotic cell has a similar mismatch repair system, rhe man:rer in which it recognizes [he new srrand has not been determined; hemimethylated
CG sequences or [ransient single-strand breaks from unligated okazaki fragmen[s
nay play roles.
The mismatch repair system is best studied in E. coli. Mismatches are recognized
homodimer, ro which MutL binds (Figure 4 30) The two MutS monomers
.rea[e a loop that contains the mismatch The unmethylated, newly sl,nthesized
strand is nicked near [he hemimethylared site. The nicked strand is excised by heli;ase II and either a 5' to 3' exonuclease such as RecJ or exo VII or a3'to 5, excnuclease such as exo I. This excision can occur in either direction and is usually severai hundred nucieotides in length, extending past the mismatch. The long gap thar
ts created is filled by the action of DNA pol1,rnerase, adding nucleotrdes to the 3' end
of the nicked srrand. When the gap has been filled, ir is sealed by DNA ligase.
Humans have a similar misma[ch repair system. Several complexes recognize
mismatches. MutSa recognizes base-base mismatches and shor[ insertions/delerions, and MutSB recognizes rhe shorr insertions/deletions; both contain MSH2. A
human Mutla complex is required for the incision step The enzymes responsible
for excision of the nicked strand to a point beyond the mismatch have nor been
identified. As in E. coli, the excised region is hundreds of nucleotides long. PCNA,
the sliding c1amp, is required for mismatch repair. In addition ro its role as a processivity factor for the DNA po11,rnerase, it appears to function during the excision
br. a MutS
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4.8
Mismatch Repair and
Cancer

CttNICAI

Defects

CORRETATION

in mismatch repair

cause hereditary

nonpoiyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) and
probably are important in other cancers. This
initially suggested by the finding that some

was

colon tumors showed lrequent mutations in
microsatellites (short repeating sequences, par-

FICURE 4.30

ticularly mono- and dinucleotides), a pheno-

Mismatch repair in E. coli.
(a) A mismatch ln newly replicated DNA The parental strand is methylated)but for the first
few mrnutes after it is slmthesized, the new strand is not yet methylated. (b) MutS and MutL
bind to the mismatch AfP is hydrolyzed as they extrude a short loop of DNA. (c,/) MutH
binds at a hemimethylated site (which could be to either side of the mismatch: left and
right sides) (d, g) DNA of the unmethylated strand is nicked and then excised, extending
back past the site o[ mismatch. fhis can be in either direction (d and g) (e , h) The resulting
long gap is filled by a DNA polyrnerase, adding nucieotides to the 3' end of the strand
(i, j) Remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase Hemimethylated sites are methylated (not

type called microsatellite instability.
HNPCC is an autosomal dominant disease A gene contributing to the risk for HNPCC was mapped to a region [hat contains a
mismatch repair gene. This led to studies that
demonstrated the primary defect to be a mutation in one of the mlsmatch repair genes. Defects in MLHI, MSH2, or P62lead to HNPCC
Why does the inheritance of a single defective allele in a mlsmatch repair gene lead to
HNPCC? Cells lining the intestinal tract actively divide throughout a person's life. There
is a high probability that at some time in one's
1ife, a somatlc mutation will occur in one allele of a mismatch repair gene in at least one
colon cell. Cells in which one of the alieles at
any of these loci is inactive can still carry out
mismatch repair, so this does not generally

Iead to a tumor. However, in an individual
who inherits one inactive alle1e, a somatic mutation that inaclivates the single active copy
leads to defective mismatch repair. Mutation
rates can be elevated I00- to l000-fold in ceils
with inactivated mismatch repair. The resuit is

the accumulation of mutations that eventually
lead to tumor formation through mutations in
growth-regulating genes

shown).

step. The res),nthesis of the large gap requires DNA pol 5 (or pol e) and PCNA. The

nick that remains is sealed by DNA ligase.
Defects in mismatch repair have been shown to cause hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) (see CIin. Corr. 4.8) Mismatch repair plays other roles
in celis. It can lead to gene conversion during recombination by removing one
strand of a heteroduplex and resl,nthesizing it using the other s[rand as a template.
Mismatch repair plays a paradoxical role in resistance of cells to cytotoxic agents
such as methylating agents (N-nitrosourea) and cisplatin, agen[s used in cancer
chemotherapy Resistant cells are often deficient in mismatch repair. This suggests
lhat recognition of such damage by mismatch repair proteins (probably MutSa) can
trigger cell death

Enzymatic Demethylation
in addition to the normaily methylated bases in DNA, some bases become alkylated
inappropriately, by carcinogens or by interaction with the normal methyl carriers in

nrenrn
cells. Alkylation on positions that affect base pairing is highly mutagenic. For example, O6-methyl guanine base pairs with T rather than with C (Figure 4.31).
Replication of this base would lead ro a mutarion. Cells have glycosylases thar recognize inappropriately methylated bases and trigger base excision repair, but cells
also have special proteins [hat recognize O6-methyl guanine in DNA and directly

remove the methyl group, leaving the DNA inracr. O6-methyl guanine methyl
transferase (MGMT) recognizes this specific lesion in DNA and transfers the methyl
group from the guanine to a cysteine on rhe protein itself (Figure 4.31). A single
molecule of MGMT can transfer only one methyl group; methylation of rhe cysteine
renders the protein inactive for further transfers, and the inactivated protein is degraded through the ubiquitin proteolytic pathway The cost to the cell is high. It
must replicate a stretch of DNA to maintain the gene for this er;qe, transcribe the
gene and process the transcript, and syrthesize the protein. All of these steps require considerable energy and material input. And all of this energy and marerial
produces the protein [hat removes a single methyl group from the DNA This reemphasizes how important it is [o maintain the integrity of the genome, even at great
metabolic cost.

Photoreactivation
Photoreactivation is a specific mechanism for repair of cyclobutane pyrimidine
dimers, the major lesions produced by ultraviolet irradiation. Photoreactivation is a
direct reversal of rhe damage. A specialized enzwe called photolyase binds to the

H

\H

\H
(o) G:C base pair

@) O6-methyl G:T base pair

cH3

-H
b)
FIGURE 4.31

Enzymatic demethylation.
(aJ Normal G:C base pair. (b) O6-methyl G:T base pair. This base pairing would allow incorpoiation of a T opposite G during DNA replication and would lead to a mutation in the
next generation. (c) MGMT (methyl guanine merhyl transferase) can bind to O6-merhyl G.
(d) MGMT transfers a methyl group from the 06 of guanine ro a sullhydryl group on rhe
protein, leaving an intact G in DNA The merhylated protein is inactive.
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damage (Figure 4.32).Upon absorbing light, it catalyzes the reversal of the bonds
between the adjacent pyrimidlnes, leaving the DNA exactly as it was before the
dimer formed. This is a direct reversal of the damage. Photoreactivation, while of
great importance in most organisms, is not significant in mammals.

Lesions Can Block Replication
The accuracy and proofreading abilities of DNA polymerases generally prevent them
from i.nser[ing nucleotides opposite damaged bases Thus when a replication complex reaches a lesion in the template strand, it halts. This causes a delay in replication and must be accommodated for replication to be completed. There are [hree
general ways for this to occur: the complex can either disassemble or back up to
allow repair of the lesion, skip past the lesion and resume synthesis beyond it (leaving a gap in the daughter strand), or bypass the lesion. All three of these occur, and
all present some probiems.

Daughter-Strand Cap Repair
Many lesions block replication.

in the DNA This situation is

lf replication restarts beyond the lesion, a gap is left
easiest to picture on the retrograde strand where it

can occur simply by dissociation of the poll,rnerase from the site of the lesion and

reattachmen[ to s1-nthesize the next Okazaki fragment by the normal replication
mechanism (Figure 4 33). Gaps in DNA are potentially lethal. AIso, a lesion opposite a gap is not a substrate for excision repair, which requires an intact strand opposite the lesion to provide coding information necessary for repair. Daughterstrand gap repair (postreplication recombination) does not remove the lesion, but
does repair the gap that was caused by the lesion. This protects the cell from the
potential damage that gaps can cause and also provides a substrate for excision repair to act on the lesion itself.
The mechanism of daughter-strand gap repair relies on recombination (Figure
4.33). Single-stranded DNA such as that found opposite a gap is recombinogenic,
that is, it stimulates recombination. Recombination between the two duplexes allows
transfer of a pi.ece of the parental strand into the gap (the parental strand on one side
of the fork has the same polarity as the daughter strand on the other side) This leaves
a gap in the parental strand that donated the patch, but because it has a normal
strand of DNA opposite, that gap can readily Ue finea by DNA poll,rnerase and sealed
by a DNA ligase. The result is that the gap is repaired, although the lesion remains.
As noted above, in this configuration the lesion is a substrate for excision repair.

AA
(c)

FIGURE 4.32

Photoreactivation.
(a) Photolyase binds to a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer; light is not needed for this step. (b)
The complex absorbs 1ight, which results in cleavage of bonds linking adjacent pyrimidines
(c) The enzl,rne then dissociates from the DNA
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FlGURE 4.33

Daughter-strand gap repair (recombination repair).
(a) Gaps are left in newly replicated DNA where replication forks are halted by lesions.
Because a lesion does not have intact DNA opposite, it is not a substrate for excision repair.
(b) Recombination allows isopolar parental strand to fill gap in daughter strand. This leaves
in parental strand. (c) Gap in parental strand can be filled by a DNA polyrnerase,
because there is an intact template opposite it. The result is repair of gap in the daughter
strand, but the lesion remains. Note that the lesion can now be repaired by excision repair,
a gap

because

it is now opposite an intact strand.

It is easy for a replication complex that has stopped slrrthesis of the retrograde
strand at a lesion to resume synthesis at the next okazaki fragment, using the
normal mechanisms for syrrthesis of the discontinuous strand. Reinitiating the continuous strand beyond a block is more difficult, because initiations are normally
tightly controlled at replication origins. Blocked forks can be resrarred through recombination with extensive branch migration and then resolution, which can recreate the DNA structure of a replication fork beyond the site of the lesion. This still
leaves the task of reassembling rhe replication complex in an origin-independent
manner, the details of which are not yet clear.
when a replication fork encounters a single-strand break, that break is converted into a double-strand break. Double-strand breaks are potentially lerhal. The
major pathway for cell survival involves double-strand break repair, by mechanisms
similar to the double-strand break model o[ recombination. It has been estimated
that about ten such breaks are formed during a single cycle of replication in mammalian cells, showing the importance of double-strand break repair for cell survival.
Bypass Synthesis
An alternative to forming gaps when lesions are encountered in the template strand
is to con[inue synthesis through the lesion, a process called bypass synthesis
(Figure 4.34). A very accurate, proofreading polymerase cannor do this readily

(b)

FIGURE 4.34

Translesion synthesis.
(c) Damage to the template generally halts
replicative DNA poll,rnerases, since they cannot
add a nucleotide opposite a noncoding or stranddistorting lesion. (b) Specialized DNA poly,rnerases can insert nucleotides opposite lesions in the
template and thereby allow bypass of damage
and sy,nthesis of nongapped daughter strands. To
do this, proofreading must be relaxed, which
means that errors (potential mutations) are introduced at a high frequency
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There is a family of bypass DNA polyrnerases with reduced fidelity that carry out
this function (see Table 4.2). The reduced accuracy greatly increases the probability that the wrong nucleoti.de will be incorporated. The harmful consequences of
[his are evidently less than those of a long (or permanent) block to replication.
lnE. coli, DNA polymerases IV (DinB) and V (UmuD!C complex) are induced
as part of the SOS response described below. This ensures that the inaccurate s1'nthesis mechanism is functioning only when there is sufficient damage to the DNA
to trigger the SOS response, Iimiting the risk of mutations to situations in which
the cell's viability is seriously threatened. Both are much less accurate than the normal repli.cative DNA poll,rnerases III and I. They have low processivity, generally

synthesizing fewer than 10 nucleotides before dissociating from the DNA. This
serves to limit the ex[ent of mutations introduced.
Eukaryotes also have bypass polymerases (see Table 4 2). DNA polymerase 4
predominantly incorporates A opposite the th)rmine dimers introduced by UV irradiation, which reduces the probability of mutagenesis at those lesions. However,
poll,rnerase 4 lacks intrinsic proofreading capability and incorporates one mismatch
per 20-400 nucleotides sl.nthesized, suggesting that its activity must be tightly controlled. A second bypass polymerase is DNA pol1'rnerase r, also very inaccurate,
which incorporates nucleotides opposi.te o[her highly distorting lesions or lesions
such as abasic sites that cannot normally serve as templates. These polyrnerases appear to function with a third blpass e\zqe, DNA polymerase (, which doesn't itself add nucleoti,des opposite lesions but can extend [he structures formed by the
other bypass polymerases until the normal replicative poll.rnerase can take over.
These are distributive enzyrnes, so the region in which mismatches are likely to be
introduced is typically small, limiting the introduction of mu[alions.

Double-Strand Break Repair
Double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA are potentially lethal events. They stimulate
geneti.c recombination that can lead to chromosomal translocations and, if unrepaired, lead to broken chromosomes and cell death. Double-strand breaks are
caused by many agents, particularly ionizing radiation, reactive oxygen species, and
many chemotherapeutic agents that generate oxida[ive free radicals (bleomycin) or

are topoisomerase poisons. DSBs can be repaired by homologous recombination
(described earlier; see Figure 4.25) or by nonhomologous end-jolning. In yeast, homologous recombination predominates; in mammalian cells, nonhomologous end-

joining predominates.

Regulation of Repair: The SOS Regulon
coli, damage to DNA triggers the SOS response, a coordinated change in gene
expression that aids in recovery from damage. The SOS response is a coordinated
induction of a large number of genes whose transcription is at least partly regulated

lnE.

are utrA, utrB, uvrC, recA and
(There
lexA itself.
is a low, constitutive level of many of the genes in the SOS regulon, because repression by LexA is not complete.) A group of operons that are controlled by a common repressor is called a regulon. The SOS response ls triggered
by Iong stretches of single-stranded DNA such as [hose in gaps left by blocked replication (Figure 4.35). A iow levei of RecA protein is normally present in cells and
can coopera[ively poii.rnerize along single-stranded DNA to form a nucleoprotein
filament. In this state, it is "activated" and binds a protein called LexA, increasing
the rate at which LexA is cleaved into inactive fragments. Thus the genes normally
repressed by LexA are turned on RecA participates in daughter-strand gap repair,
as noted earlier. The other damage-inducible genes (din genes) produce proteins
that aid in cell recovery and inhibit initiation of new repllcation forks and cell division until repair is completed (Figure 4.35).
Autoregulation of lexA is based on a simple feedback loop and effectively alIows a rapid but transient response to DNA damage. When LexA protein is cleaved,

by a common repressor, LexA. Among these genes

DNA REPLTcAToN
Normal state of cell

Damage repaired
Forks reestablished
less single-stranded DNA
RecA dissociates
LexA accumulates
and represses operons

SOS INDUCED

DNA damage induces
SOS regulon: singlestrand DNA accumulates
RecA polymerizes on it
and is activated
LexA is cleaved

Damageinducible
protein

FIGURE 4.35
Regulation of DNA repair and recovery in E. coli: the SOS response.
(a) In undamaged cells, a group of operons that constitute the SOS regulon are regulated by
a common repressor, called LexA Thls regulon includes rhelexA gene itself (autoregulation)
and the recA gene, along with many genes encoding enzymes that act to repair damage.
Most of these genes are largely repressed by binding of LexA to operator sites in their regulatory region, although there is residual transcriprion of some of them, including IexA and
recA. (b) Damage blocks replication forks and rhereby leaves single-stranded DNA RecA
binds to single-stranded DNA and is "activated." In rhat [orm, it aids in the cleavage of
LexA. The cleaved fragments of LexA cannot bind to operators, so the entire set of operons
is induced Much more RecA is made, along with other proteins including LexA. As long as
the damage remains and RecA remains activated, LexA continues to be cleaved so the operons remain on. when damage is repaired, RecA is "deactivated" and no longer cleaves LexA,
so active LexA builds up and shuts off regulon

among the many genes of the SoS regulon that are induced is lexA itseif, so the
amount of LexA produced increases significantly. However, while DNA damage is
still present and RecA protein is still activated, this LexA protein is cleaved and cannot repress the many genes. As the damage is repaired, the amount of activated
RecA drops and therefore cleavage of LexA (whose slrrthesis was also increased, because it is autoregulated by blnding of LexA to LhelexA promoter) decreases. The
increasing levels of LexA in the cell bind to rhe operarors of the din genes and gradually shut down the SOS response.
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Multiple Choice Questions

I

Which of the following statements about E. coli DNA polJrnerases
is correct?
A. A11 polyrnerases have both 3' to 5' and 5' to 3' exonuclease

B

E.

4

actlvlty
The primary role of polymerase

IIl is in DNA repair
C. Polymerases I and III require both a primer and a template
D. Polymerase I tends to remain bound to the template until a
E.

Iarge number of nucleotides have been added.
The specificity of the polgnerase reaction is inherent
ture of the polyrnerases.

2. Both strands of DNA

in the na-

serve as templates concurently in:

A
B

replication
excision repair.
C. mismatch repair.
D transcription-coupledrepair.
E all of the above.

3

C

requires only proteins with DNA poll,rnerase activity.
uses 5' to 3' poly'rnerase activity to s)'nthesize one strand and
3' to 5' polymerase activity to slrrthesize the complementary
strand.

in prokaryotes.

The discontinuous nature of DNA synthesis:
requires that DNA polymerase III (or appropriate eukaryotic
enzl,rne) dissociate from the template when it reaches the end
of each single-stranded region.
B. is necessary only because s),nthesis is bidirectional from the initlatron polnt
C leads to the formation of Okazaki fragments
D means that sy,nthesis occurs on the second strand of DNA only
after sprthesis on the first strand ls completed.
E. means that both 3'to 5'and 5'to 3'polymerases are used.

A

5. A1l of the following are factors in the unwinding and separation o[
DNA strands for replication EXCEPT:

A
B.

C
D
E

Replication:
A. is semiconservatlve.

B.

eukaryotes but not

must begin with an excision step.

6

the tendency of negative superheiices to partially unwind.
destabllization of complementary base pairs by helicases
the actlon of topoisomerases.
the en4.T natic activity of SSB proteins.
energy in the form of ATP

In eukaryotic DNA replication:
only one replisome forms because there is a single origin of

A

replication.

euESroNS

B

the Okazaki fragments are 1000-2000 nucleotides in length

C.

helicase dissociates from DNA as soon as rhe iniriarion bubble

C

forms

D.

E.

EXCEPT:

B

the RNA component acts as a template for the syrrthesis of
segment of DNA
it adds telomeres to the 5' ends of the DNA strands.

C. it provides a mechanism for replicatlng
mosomes in most eukaryotes
recognizes a G-rich single strand
it is a reverse transcriptase

D. it

E

D.

with dTTP for incorporatlon by cellular DNA polymerases. Thls
may be related to the proofreading ability of DNA polymerases.
Proofreading activity to maintarn the fidelity of DNA slrrrhesls:
occurs after the s),nthesis has been completed.
is a function of 3' to 5' exonuciease activity intrinsic to or as-

rhe ends of linear chro-

A
B

ol DNA

sociated

2-amino purine

E.

results from the substitution of one purine for another or of one
pyrimidine lor another
always is a missense mutalion

D
E.

Homologous recombination:
A. occurs only between two segments from the same DNA molecu1e.

B.

requires that a specific DNA sequence be present.
C. requires that one of the duplexes undergoing recombination be
nicked in both strands
D. may result in strand exchange by branch mlgration.
E. is catalyzed by transposases

l0

A11

A

of the followrng are true abour rranspositions EXCEPT:
transposons move from one iocation to a dlfferent one within
a chromosome.

B. both

the donor and target sites must be homologous.
sequences that are recognlzed by

C. transposons have insertion
transposases

D. the transposon
cated

E

may either be excised and moved or be repli-

in prokaryotes.

Ail of the followlng are true about nucleotide excision repair
EXCEPT:

A.
B.

C

removal of the damaged bases occurs on only one strand of the
DNA.
it removes thymine dimers generated by UV 1ight.
it involves the activity of an excision nuclease, which is an endonuclease.

D
E

it requires polymerase I (E.

coli) and ligase.

only the damaged nucleotides are removed.

14. The defect in XP is in nucleotide excision repair. Another type of
DNA repair is base excision repair. Base excision repair:
A. is used only for bases that have been deaminated
B. uses enzymes called DNA glycosylases to generate an abasic

C.
D.

E.

sugar site.
removes about

10-15 nucleotides.
does not require an endonuclease
recognizes a bulky lesion.

with the replicated piece moving

transposition may either activate or inactivate a gene.

Quesrions I1 and 12: Retroviruses, like HIV (human immunodeficiency virus), which causes AIDS (acquired lmmune deficlency syndrome), have their genetic information in the form of RNA. However,
reverse transcriptase synthesizes a DNA copy of the viral genome. One
of the major drugs used in treating AIDS is AZT, an analog of deoxythl,rnidine, which has an azido group ar the 3' posirion of the sugar
It can be phosphorylated and competes wirh dTTP for incorporation
into the reverse transcript Once incorporated, the presence of the anaIog terminates chain elongation.

1l

Polltmerases
occurs in prokaryotes but not eukaryotes
is independent of the polymerase activity

Questions 13 and 14: Patients with the rare genetic disease xeroderma
pigmentosum (XP) are very sensirive to light and are highly susceprible
to skin cancers in areas of the body exposed to the sun. Many patients
also have neurological problems. Ahhough the condition is rare, study
of such patients has enhanced our knowledge of DNA repair because XP
is caused by defective DNA repair-specifically nucleotide excision repair. (There is a variant, XP-! that is deficient in postreplication repair.)

13.

9

with DNA polJrnerases.

C. requires the presence of an enzyme separate from the DNA

when a purine is substitured for a pyrimidine, or vice

into the DNA chain.
decreases in frequency in the presence of base analogs such as

the analog causes distortlon of the growing chain, which inhibits reverse transcriptase
dTTP can no longer be added to the growing chain

viral replication because AZT is much less effective at compering

a

^ ;::;*
B results from the insertion of one or two bases or base analogs

D

elongation requires a 3'-OH to attack rhe phosphate of the incoming nucleotide and the analog of AZT does not have a free

12. There is a therapeutic window in which the effect is primarily on

8. A transition mutation.

C

205

3'-OH

at least one DNA poiyrnerase has a 3' to 5' exonuclease activity.
the process occurs throughout the cell cycle

7. A11 of the following statements about telomerase are correct

A

|

The growing chain is terminated because:
the analog cannot hydrogen bond to RNA
B the presence of the AZT analog inhibits the proofreading abil-

A.

ity ol reverse lranscriptase.

Problems
15. Mismatch repair removes replication errors by excising the incorrect bases, There is no DNA damage or modified bases presentonly a normal, but incorrect, base How does the cel1 distinguish
the newly synthesized strand to be removed from the correct
parental DNA strand, which must be presewed?

16. In the coding strand of DNA for the alpha gene of normal hemoglobin (HbA), the three bases that correspond to position I42 o[
the mRNA slrrthesized are TAA and the alpha chain has 141 amino

acids In the coding strand of the gene for the alpha chain of hemoglobin constant spring, the three bases in the same position r.
above are CAA and the alpha chain produced conralns 172 amino

acids. Explarn the mutation that has occurred Is the mutation
frameshift or a point mutation?

a
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1 C The primer is the initial 3' terminus

of an existing strand and
the template is the free portion of the complementary strand
A: Po1 III has 3' to 5' activity but not the other. B: Polymerase
functlons in sl.nthesis. D: Po1)rnerase I has 1ow processilrty
it dissociates after only a few nucleotides add E: Specificity is a function of complementary hydrogen bonding between the base being added and the template.
This al1ows for the si,nthesis o[ two rdentical DNA molecules
B, C: In both of these the damaged segment is removed so both
strands are not available. D: This is an excision repair.
The new DNA has one parent and one new strand B, D: Replication requires a primer, usuaily slmthesized by a primase Llgases, helicases, and other proteins are required as well C:
Repiication involves Okazaki fragments because slmthesis occurs only in the 5'--+ 3'direction. E: Excision ls the recogni-

els. E: These are the enzymes of transpositional site-specific re-

r0

B

III

because

2A
3.

A

tion step for DNA repair

4. C

These are the segments of DNA built upon the primer A: DNA
polymerase remains bound to the template and slides over the

next primer [o continue s]mthesis B, E: Thls mechanism compensates for the inability to synthesize 3' to 5' and would be
necessary even if synthesis were unidlrectional. D: Both strands

5. D

are slrrthesized concufientl)r
SSB proteins have a very important role in stabilizing the single
strands after separation but they are not enzymes. A: This is especially true in regions of hlgh AT pairs B, E: This helps ln the
original unwinding at the expense of ATP C: Topoisomerases
nick and reseal one o[ the strands to prevent the introduction
of an increasing number of positive supercoils.

6 D Polymerase a shows

this activrty that provides proofreading
during sgrthesis 6 and e have this for proofreading A: There
are multiple initiation sites B: This is the size o[ prokaryotlc
Okazaki fragments; eukaryotic fragments are about 200 nucleotides long C: Helicase activlty is also necessary for the con-

7. B

8. D

9. D

tinuation of syrrthesis, that is, the opening of the forks E: Replication is confined to the S-phase.
Telomeres are at the 3' end of each strand so that the 5' ends
can be replicated. A, C: Telomerase both positions itself at the
3' end of the DNA and provides the template for extending that
end D: This is a characteristic of the 3' end E: It is using an
RNA template to sy'nthesize DNA
This is the definition-for example, A for G or T for C. B: This
ls a frameshift and transitions are point mutations. C: The [requency of mutation increases E: It could be a missense mutation if the change coded for a different amino acid or a nonsense mutation if the code was changed to a stop signal
This is just one of the events in this complex process A, B: It
may occur between two distinct DNA molecules; the requirement is that the two sequences be homologous but not that
they be specific sequences. C: The nicks are usually on a single
strand as depicted by the Holliday and Meselson-Radding mod-

ilc

combination
Only the donor site requires a specific nucleotide sequence; homology is not required A: This is the definition C: This is one
of the key features. D: Both types of even[ are catalyzed by
transposases E: Insertion into the middle of a gene would inactivate it; insertion o[ a promoter next to a gene may activate
rt.

The chemistry o[ nucleotide formation requires a free 3'-OH at
the end of the chain for attachment of the next nucleotide. A:
The presence of the azido group does not affect hydrogen bonding. B: Reverse transcriptase does not have proofreading properties D: Thls does not happen. E: The AZT analog competes
wrth dTPP; rt does not eliminate it
This activity removes a newly added base if there is a mismatch
with the template A: This is ca1led repair. C: Most polymerases
are multlfunctional enzymes and have proofreading ability.
Sometimes another protein associated with the complex rs used
D: Not all eukaryotic poll,merases have 3'-> 5' exonuclease activity but some do. E: The poly,rnerase active site seems to be
the one that detects the mismatch and directs the 3'terminus to
the proofreading site
13. E The cuts are made several nucleotides on either side ol the
damaged bases. A: The uncut strand serves as the template for
repair. B: Thl,rnine dimers are only one cause o[ bulky lesions
C, D: The excision nuclease is a complex of proteins needed to
unwind the DNA and remove the lesion. The polymerase and
ligase fill in the gap (pol 6 or a in eukaryotes)
t4. B These catalyze the first step of the process A: Methylated and
other chemically modified bases can also be removed C, E:
These are characteristics of a different repair system D: The
abasic sugar-phosphate must be removed
The process has been best studied tr'E coli DNA ls methylated
I5
on the A of a GATC sequence Since this is a palindrome, both
strands are methylated Methylation occurs after the unmethylated bases are incorporated into DNA. During s)mthesis, the
DNA will be hemimethylated for a short period of time until
the methylase recognizes the new strand and adds the methyl
group. The mismatch repair system recognizes the hemimethyiated state and can remove the mismatch on the unmethylated
(new) strand. Eukaryotes have a similar repair system although
the details of recognizing the new slrand are not yet known.
r6
The coding strand of the gene has the same sequence as [he
mRNA (except U replaces T in the RNA) In HbA, the codon at
position I42 of mRNA is a stop codon so the last amino acid
added ls l4l. In Hb Constant Spring, a point mutation has mutated the DNA so that the mRNA codon at 142 now codes for
an amino acid instead o[ stop Transla[ion continues unti] a stop
codon appears at position 173 (so 172 amino acids) This could
be a transition mutation-pyrimidine for pyrimidine
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s.r ! ovrRVtEW
Synthesis of an RNA molecule lnvolves copying one strand of a template sequence
using Watson-Crick base pairing belween nucleotides of the template (usually
DNA) and the nucleotides [hat are being incorporated into the transcript. The inifarion of transcription by RNA poll.rnerase is perhaps the mos[ important event in
the control of gene expression. Transcription ini.tiation requires speciali.zed DNA sequences, called promoters, which signal where RNA q,nthesis should begin. The
recognition of promoter sequences involves molecular contacts be[ween DNA and
protein factors. Factors bind both to RNA polymerase en4lme and to DNA bases
through hydrogen bonds and o[her contacts. During elongation, RNA processing
reactions remove, add, or modify nucleotides in the primary transcript. These pro-

reactions occur cotranscriptionally. ln other words, Lhey occur on parts of
the transcript while downs[ream sequences are still being transcribed.

cessi.ng

s.z I urcunNrsrrls or rnnNscRrproN
The lnitial Process of RNA Synthesis ls Transcription
Transcription is the process by which RNA chains are made from DNA templates.
Ttanscription reactions take the following form:
DNA template

*

n(NTP)

+

pppN(pN),-r

*

(n

-

l)PPi + DNA template

Enzymes thaL catalyze this reaction are the RNA polymerases, i[ is importan[ to recognize that, like DNA poi;.,rnerases, they are absolutely template dependent. Unlike
DNA polymerases, however, RNA polymerases do not requlre a primer molecule

The energetics favoring the RNA polymerase reaction are twofold. First, the 5'
a-nucleotide phosphate of the ribonucleoside triphosphate is converted from a
phosphate anhydride to a phosphodies[er bond with a change in free energy (AG')
of approximately 3 kcal (i2.5 kl) mo1 I under standard conditions. Second, the released pyrophosphate, PPi, is cleaved to two phosphates by pyrophosphatase so that

i[s concentration is low and phosphodiester bond formation is more favored relative to s[andard conditions (see p. 541).
Since a DNA template is required for RNA synthesis, eukaryotic transcription
takes place in the nucleus or mitochondrial matrix. Within the nucleus, the nucleolus is the site of rRNA s),nthesis, whereas mRNA and IRNA are synthesized in the
nucieoplasm. Prokaryotic transcription is accomplished on the cel1s DNA, which is
Iocated in a relatively small region of the cell Transcription of plasmid DNAs, of
course, occurs independent of rhe chromosome.
Structural changes occur in DNA during its transcription. In polytene chromosomes of Drosophila, transcriptionally active genes are visualized in the light microscope as puffs distinct from the condensed, inac[ive chromatin. The nucleosome
patterns of active genes are disrupted so that active chromalin is more accessible to
chemical reagents or enz),rnes. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the DNA doub1e heiix is transiently opened (unwound) as the transcription complex proceeds
down the DNA.
These openings and unwindings are necessary because DNA is a double helix
Imagine what would happen if the RNA chain were copied off DNA without this
process. The transcription complex and the growing end of the RNA chain would
have to wind around the double helix once every 10 pase pairs as they travel from
the beginning of the gene to its end. Such a process would wrap the newly s1nthesized RNA chain around the DNA double helix. Local opening and unwinding
of the DNA solves this problem before it occurs by allowing transcription to proceed on a single face or side of the DNA. In addition, the opening of DNA base
pairs during transcription allows Watson-Crick base pairing between tempiate
DNA and the bases in the newly sgrthesized RNA.
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The process of transcription is generally divided into three parts: initiation
refers to the recognition of a speclfic DNA sequence by RNA poll,rnerase and the
beginning of the bond formation process; elongation is the actual sprthesis of the
RNA chain, which is followed by chain termination and release.

DNA Sequence lnformation Signals RNA Synthesis
Most DNA sequences in the human genome are never transcribed into RNA. Even
in bacteria, where almost all the DNA specifies gene producls, not all genes are expressed at any one time. RNA poly.rnerase molecules must therefore recognize where
the genes are and ignore a vasl excess of useless information.

Initiation of transcription starts with recognition of a promoter sequence in
the DNA [emplate. Promoters are located a short distance upstream of the nucleotide

where transcription starts. Different promo[ers within an organism con[ain similar
sequences. An example is shown in Figure 5 1, where several different bacterial promoter sequences are aligned to show the conservation o[ sequence informatlon
among them. Conserved sequences are found in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic
promo[ers DNA sequences tha[ stimulate transcription bul are located further away
from the initiation site are called enhancers. Enhancers stimulate the sy,nthesis of
some prokaryotic RNAs and of most, if not all, eukaryotic mRNAs. Enhancer sequences can s[imulate transcription whether they are located at the beginning, in the
middle, or at the end of a gene. An enhancer sequence musl be on the same DNA
molecule (chromosome) as is the transcribed gene (this relationship is termed cisacting in genetics) but can function in either orientation and at variable dis[ance from
their respective promo[ers. Enhancers work by binding specific protein factors,
called activators. When an ac[ivator bi.nds to an enhancer it causes a structural
change (often a looping or bending) in the DNA template that allows rhe interacrion
of the activator with other factors or with RNA polpnerase. This interaclion facilitates
transcription by "recruiting" RNA polirmerase [o form an initiation complex

RNA Polymerase Catalyzes the Transcription Process
RNA polymerases s1m[hesize RNA in the 5' -+ 3' direction using a DNA remplare,
being similar to the template-dependenr DNA polprerases discussed in Chapter 4

tRNAtyr

CAACGTAACACTTTACA

Str

TGTATATTTCT

spc

TTATTTTTTCTACCCATATCCTTGAAGCGGTG

GCCGC CCCTCGATATGG

rrn

D1

CAAAAAAATACTT

T CAAAAAATTGGGATCC

GCGCCTCC TTGAGACGA

rrn

E.1

CAATTTTTCTATT

C

GCGCCTCC@TCGACACGG

rrn

X1

CATTTTTCC

T

C

CGCGTCATTTGA

GCGCCCC CTTCCCGATA
TCGGC TCCTCATATTGT

A C A C C T T T T C GG C A T CG C C

CCT CGGAGAACTCC

CTT TCTTCCTGAGCCGACTCC

A

TT ACTCT AAAGAGGAAAGC

GCGCCTCC@TCGACACGG

rrn D2E2X2

GAAATTCAG

rrn 41

TAAATTTCCTCTT

rrn A2

AAAATAAAT

CTT ACTCT TAGCGGGAAGGC

CACACO@GCGCCGCTG

SV4O

GCAATTGTT

TT TTAACTTGTTTATTGCAGCT

GTTACA@ATAAAGCAA

MOSTCOMMON TT

TCA

ACA

CCGGAATAACTCC

(17

t

ACGCCACOTCGCGACAGT
A

cGccAcc@cTGAcACGG

16p)

FIGURE 5.1

Determination of a consensus sequence for prokaryotic promoters.
A portion of the data set used for identification of consensus sequence lor E. coli promoter activity. The -10 region (sometimes
called the Pribnow box) is shaded in red and the -35 region is

in blue Note that none of the individual promoters has the
entrre consensus sequence.
shaded

ModiJiedJromRosenberg,M and Court,
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5.1

Comparative Properties of Some RNA Polymerases

Nuclear

I(A)
High \{\\'subunitso
Los' \[\\'subunits

195-t97
l17-126
61-5

1

49-44

29-25
19-16.5

rr(c)

rr(B)
240-214

155

t40

I38

4l-34
29-25
27-20
195

89
70
53
49

19

4T

165

32
29

Mitochondnal

65

E., coli
160 (p',)
150 (B)

86 (o)
40 (a)
10 (ar)

I9
Variable forms
Specialization

2-3 types

3-4

Nucleolar; rRNA

Inhibition by
a-amanltln

Insensitive
(>1 mg mL r)

mRNA
Viral RNA
Very sensitive

types

(to-s

-

10-8 M)

24

types
tRNA
55 rRNA
Sensltive

(to-' -

Io-4 M)

I

1

A11

mtRNA

Insensitive, but
sensitive to

None
Rifampicin
sensltrve

rifampicin
o

lv{olecular weight

X

1O-3

Unlike DNA polymerases, however, RNA polymerases initiate polymerizarion

at

promoter sequences without the need for a DNA or RNA primer
Prokaryotic and eukaryotic RNA poll.rnerases are large multisubunit enzymes
whose mechanisms are onLy partially understood. RNA polymerase from Escheichia
coli consisls of five subunils with an aggregare molecular weight (MW) of over
500,000 (Table 5.1). Two a subunits, one B subunit, and one B' subunir consriture
the core enzyme, which is capable of faithful transcrip[ion but not of specific (i.e.,
promoter-initiated) RNA s),nthesis. Addition of a fifth protein subunir, designated
o, forms the holoenzyme that is capable of specific RNA sprthesis in yitro and
in vivo. That o is involved in the specific recognition of promolers has been borne
out by a varie[y of biochemical studi.es. Specific o factors can recognize different
classes of genes. Thus a specific o factor recognizes promoters for genes,that are induced as a result of heat shock. In sporulating bacteria, specific o factors recognize
genes induced during sporularion. Some bacteriophage (viruses that infect bacteria)
sflthesize o factors that ailow the appropriation of the cell's RNA polymerase for
transcription of the viral DNA.
The common prokaryotic RNA polymerases are inhibired by the anribioric
rifampicin (used in treating tuberculosis), which binds to the B subunit (see C1in.
Corr 5.1). Eukaryotic nuclear RNA poll,rnerases are distinguished because they are
inhibited differenrially by a-amanitin, which is synthesized by rhe poisonous
mushroom Amanita phalloides. Three nuclear RNA polymerase classes can be distinguished since very low concentrations ol a-amanitin inhibit the synthesis of
mRNA and some small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs); higher concentrations inhibit the
slmthesis of IRNA and other small nuclear RNAs, called snRNAs. rRNA sy,nthesis is
not inhibited much even by very high concentrations of the toxin. The purified enzymes are differentially inhibited by a-amanitin, so it is possible to conclude [hat
mRNA s),r:rthesis is the function of RNA poll.rnerase II, the most sensi[ive of the purified RNA poll.rnerase forms. Synthesis of IRNA, 55 rRNA, and some snRNAs is
carried out by RNA polymerase III rRNA genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase I, which is concen[rated in the nucleolus. (The numbers refer [o the order
of elution of the enzymes from a chromatography column.) Each enzyme has a
highly complex s[ructure (Table 5.1). An RNA polymerase in mitochondria i.s
responsible for sl.nthesis of mitochondrial mRNA, IRNA, and rRNA specles. This
enzyme, like bacterial RNA polymerase, is inhibited by rifampicin (see Clin.
(-orr. 1 I)
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Antibiotics and Toxins that Target RNA Polymerase
RNA poil,rnerase is an essential errzpe for life since transcription is
the first step of gene expression. No RNA polymerase means no other
enzymes Two natural products point out this principle; in both cases
inhibition of RNA polymerase leads to death of the organism The
"death cap" or "destroying angel" mushroom, Amanita phalloides, is
highly poisonous and still causes several deaths each year despite
widespread warnlngs to amateur mushroom hunters (it is reputed to
taste delicious, incidentally). The most ierhal toxin, a-amanirin, inhiblts the largest subunit of eukaryotic RNA poll,rnerase II, thereby
inhibiting mRNA synthesis. The poisoning starts with reiatively mild,
gastrointestinal sl.rnptoms, followed about 48 h later by massive liver
failure as essential mRNAs and their proterns are degraded but not replaced by newly synthesized molecules The only therapy is support-

sensitive to many commonly used antibiotics but it is sensitive to rifampicin, the product of a soil streptomycetes. Since mammalian
RNA polymerase differs from the prokaryotic variery, inhibition of
the latter enzlme is possible withour great toxicity ro the host. This
implies a good therapeutic index for the drug, thar is, the ability to
treat a disease wirhout causing undue harm to the patient. Together
with improved public health measures, antibiotic rherapy wirh rifampicin and isoniazld (an antimetabolire) has grearly reduced rhe
morbidity due to tuberculosis in industrialized countries. Unfortunately, the disease ls still endemic in impoverished populations in the
United States and in other countries. In increasing numbers immunocompromised individuals, especially AIDS patients, have acrive
tuberculosis

ive includlng liver transplantation; but this is clearly a desperare
measure of unproven efficacy.
More benign (at least from the point of view of our own species)

is the action of the antibiotic rifampicin to inhibir the

RNA

polymerases of a variety of bacteria, most notably in the treatment of
tuberculosis Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the causative agenr, is in-

Steps of Transcription

D H Amanlta mushroom poisoning Annu Rey. Med 31:5I, 1980;
Gilman, A- G., Rall, T W, Nies, A S, and Taylor, P (Eds) fhe Pharmacological Basis oJ Therapeutics,Sth ed New York: Pergamon Press, 1990, pp
I29-i30; DeCock, K M, Soro, B , Colibaly M, and Lucas, S B Tuberculosis and HIV infection in sub-saharan Afnca IAMA 268:i581, 1992
Mitchel,

in Prokaryotes

Chromosomal DNA is usually transcribed in only one direction. This is illusrrated
as follows:

DNA: 5' -------> 3'
DNA: 3' ------> 5'
RNA: 5,
3' ...

-_)

The DNA strand that serves as the template for RNA s),nthesis is complementary to

the RNA transcript. Conventionally, the templare slrand is usually the "bortom"
strand of a double-stranded DNA as wrinen. The other s[rand, the "top" strand, has
the same direction as the transcript when read in the 5'to 3'direction; this strand
is somelimes called the coding strand When only a single DNA sequence is grven
in this book, the coding strand is represented Its sequence can be converted to the
RNA transcript of a gene by simply substituting U (uracil) for T (thymlne) bases.

Promoter Recognition
Prokaryotic transcription begins wirh binding of RNA pol;,rnerase [o a genes promoter (Figures 5 2 and 5 3). RNA polymerase holoenz).rne blnds to one face of the
DNA extending 45 bp or so upstream and l0 bp downstream from the RNA initiation slte. fwo short sequences in this region are highly conserved (Figure 5 1) One
sequence that is located about 10 bp upstream from the transcription start is the
consensus sequence (sometimes called a "-I0" or "Pribnow" box):

T*A*TAAT*
The positions marked with an asterisk are the most conserved; indeed, the last T
resldue is always found in E. coli promolers
A second consensus sequence is located upstream from the Pribnow or "-10"
box This "-35 sequence"

T*T*G*ACA
is centered about 35 bp upstream from the transcription start; the nucleotides with
asterisks are mos[ conserved The spacingbelween the "-35" and "-10" sequences

I
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is crucial with 17 bp being highly conserved. As shown in Figure 5.1, the TTGACA
and TATAAT sequences are asymmetrical; that is, they do not have the same sequence if the complementary sequence is read. Thus fhe promoter sequence itself
determines that transcription will proceed in only one direction.
What difference do these consensus sequences make to a gene? Measuremen[s
of RNA poly, nerase binding affinity and initiation efficlency to various promo[er sequences show that [he most active promoters fit the consensus sequences mosl
closely Statistical measurements of promoter homology to the consensus sequence
conform closely to the measured "strength" of a promoter, that is, its kinetic ability
to initiate transcription with purified RNA poll,rnerase.
Bases flanking the "-35" and "-I0" sequences, bases near the transcription
start, and bases loca[ed near the "-l6" position are weakly conserved. In some of
these weakly conserved regions, RNA polymerase may require that a particular nucLeotide not be present or that local variations in DNA helical structure be present.
Promo[ers for E. coli heat shock genes have different consensus sequences at the
"-35" and "-10" regions. This is consistent with their being recognized by a difflerent o factor.
An RNA transcript usually starts with a purine riboside triphosphate; that is,
pppc "'or pppA..., but pyrimidine starts are also known (Figure 5.1). The position of transcription initiation differs slightly among various promoters, but usually
is 5-8 bp downstream from the invariant T of the Pribnow box.

Start of Synthesis
Two kinetically distinct steps are required for RNA polymerase to initiaLe s),nthesis
of an RNA transcript (Figure 5.2a, b). In the first step, described above, RNA polymerase holoenz),rne binds relativeiy weakly to the promoter DNA to form a "closed
complex." In the second step, the holoenzyme forms a more tightly bound "open
complex," characterized by a 1ocal opening of about 10 bp of the DNA double heIix. Since [he consensus Pribnow box is A-T rich, it can faciiitate rhis local unwinding: its base pairs are more easily disrupted during opening. As discussed in

Chapter 2, the opening I0 bp of DNA is topologically equivalent to the relaxation
of a single nega[i.ve supercoii. As might be predicted from this observation, the activity of some promoters depends on the superhelical state of the DNA template.
Some promoters are more active on highly supercoiled DNA whlle others are more
active when the superhelical density of the templa[e is lower. The unwound DNA
binds the initiating triphosphate and RNA polpnerase then forms the first phosphodiester bond. The enzyme [ranslocates ro Lhe next position (this is the rifampicin-inhibited step) and continues slmthesis. A[ or soon after the initiai bond
formation, o factor is released and the errzyrrle enters an elongation mode. Other
RNA polyrnerase molecules can now bind to promoter so that the gene can be [ranscribed many [imes (Figure 5.3).

Elongation
RNA polyrnerase contlnues the binding-bond formation-[ranslocation cycle at an
avetage rate of about 40 nucleotides per second However, many examples are
known where RNA polymerase pauses or slows down at particular sequences, usua1ly inverted repea[s (palindrome sequence of nucleotides) As discussed be1ow,
these pauses can bri.ng aboul transcription termination.
As RNA polymerase continues down the double helix, it con[inues to separate
the two strands of the DNA template As seen in Figure 5.2 c, d, this process allows
the template strand o[ the DNA to base pair with the growing RNA chain. Thus a
single mechanism of information transfer (Watson-Crick base pairing) serves several processes: DNA replication, DNA repair, and transcription of genetic information into RNA. (As will be seen in Chapter 6, base pairing is essential for translati.on as we11.) The process of unwinding and restoring the DNA double helix ls aided
by DNA topoisomerases I and II, which are components of the transcription
complex
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FIGURE 5.2

Early events in prokaryotic transcription.
(a) Recognition: RNA polymerase with "sigma" fac-

tor binds to a DNA promoter region in a "closed"
conformation (b) Initiation: The complex is converted to an "open" conformation and the first nucleoside triphosphate aligns with DNA. (c) The first
phosphodiester bond is formed and the "sigma"
factor is released (d) Elongation: Syrrthesis of nascent RNA proceeds with movement of RNA polymerase along the DNA. The double helix reforms.
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Changes in the transcription complex during the eiongation phase can affect
subsequent termination events. These changes depend on the binding of another
cellular protein (NusA protein) to core RNA polyrnerase. Failure to bind this pro[ein factor some[imes results in an increased frequency of termination and, consequently, a reduced level of gene expression.

Termination
lrilialim eld
dgene
FIGURE 5.3

Simultaneous transcription of a gene by
many RNA poll,rnerases, depicting increasing
Iength of nascent RNA molecules.
Courtesy oJ Dr. O L Millel Untttersity oJ Virginia Reproduced with permission Jrom Miller O. L and Bedtty, B R.

J

Cell Physiol 74:225,1969

The RNA pol;..rnerase complex also recognizes the ends of genes (Figure 5.4). Transcription termination can occur in ei[her of two modes, depending on whether or
no[ it is dependent on the protein factor p (rho). Terminators are thus classified as
p-independent or p-dependen[.
Rho-Independent terminators are well characterized (Figure 5.4). A consensus-t)?e sequence is involved: a G-C rich palindrome (inverted repeat) that precedes a sequence ol 6-7 U residues in the RNA chain. As a result, the RNA chain
forms a stem and loop struc[ure ahead of the polyU residues. This secondary structure of the stem and loop is crucial for termination since base change mutations
that disrupt pairing also reduce lermination The most efficlent [erminators are the
moit G-C rich and therefore lead to the most stable terminator strucLures. The sLem

and loop left after [ermination stabilizes prokaryotic mRNA against nucleolytic
degradation.

Rho-dependent terminators are less well-defined The Rho factor is a hexameric pro[ein that has an essential RNA-dependent ATPase activity. The sequences
of p-dependent [ermlnation sites feature regularly spaced C residues within a relatively unstructured part of the transcript The nascent RNA is thought to wrap
around p factor while AfP hydrolysis leads to dissociation of the transcript from the
template.

Prokaryotic ribosomes usually attach to nascent mRNA while it is being transcribed. This coupling between transcription and translation is important in gene
control by attenua[ion (see Chapter 8).

s.s ! rnnNSCRtPTroN rN EUKARYoTES

u-u.u u yol

Initiation of eukaryotic transcription dlffers substantially from its prokaryotic counterparl. While the definition of a promoter is the same-DNA sequence information that specifies the start of transcription-lhe molecular events required for transcription initiation are more complex First, chromatin containing the promoter
sequence must be made accessible to the transcription machinery Second, transcription factors distinct from RNA polymerase must bind to DNA sequences in
the promoter regi.on for a gene to be ac[ive. Third, enhancers bind other protein
factors (activators) to stimulate lranscription.
Eukaryotic transcription factors bind to DNA and recruit RNA polyrnerase lo
the promoter. This contrasts with the action of bacterial o factors, which do not
bind DNA without first binding to the RNA pol),rnerase core enz)'rne. Eukaryotic
RNA polyrnerase consists of three distinct enzyrne forms, each specific form capable of transcribing different classes of cellular RNA. By con[rasl, all prokaryotic
genes are transcribed by a singie form of core RNA polpnerase, although different
o factors may be involved in initiation of different genes.

Unpaired
sequence of U's

The Nature of Active Chromatin

+ C -rich stem

3'end ol mRNA
I

I

FIGURE 5.4

Stem-loop structure of RNA transcript that
determines e-independent transcriptional termination.
Note the two components of the structure: the
(G + C)-rich stem and loop, followed by a sequence of

U residues.

The structural organization of eukaryotic chromosomes is dj.scussed in Chapters 4
and 8 Although chromatin is organized into nucleosomes whether or not it is
capable of being transcribed, an aclive gene has a generally "looser" conformation
than transcriptionally inactive chromatin. This difference is most striking in the
promo[er sequences, parts of which are not organized into nucleosomes at all
(Figure 5 5). The lack of nucleosomes is manifested experimentally by the enhanced
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transcript

Oviduct, immature

FIGURE 5.5

DNase-hypersensitive (DH) sites upstream of the promoter for the
chick lysozyme gene, a typical eukaryotic transcriptional unit.

Oviduct, mature

Hypersensitive sites, that is, sequences around the lysozl.me gene where
nucleosomes are not bound to DNA, are indicated by arrows. Note that
some hypersensitive sites are found in the lysozyme promoter whether

Erythrocytes

the oviduct is slnthesizing or not rynthesizing lysozyme, the sprthesis
of lysozl,rne is accompanied by the opening up of a new hlpersensitive
site in mature oviduct. In contrast, no hypersensitive sites are present
in nucleated erythrocytes that never s),nthesize lysozyme
DNA distance from transcription start in kilobases

AdaptedJromElgin,S C R

J Biol Chem 263:1925,

1988

sensitivity of promoter sequences to external reagen[s lhat cleave DNA, such as the
enzyme DNase I. This enhanced accessibility of promoter sequences (termed DNase
I hypersensitivity) ensures that [ranscription factors can bind to appropriare regulatory sequences Although the transcribed sequences of a gene may be organized
into nucleosomes, [he nucleosomes are less tightly bound than those in an inactil,e
gene. This looser structure is due to acetylation of the histones by histone acetyltransferase, a reaction that transfers acetyl groups from acetyl-CoA to histones, especlally to the N-terminus of histone H4 and to H3. Finally, DNA may be rranscriptionally inactivated by methylation (see CIin. corr. 5 2) The overall theme is
one of partially unfolded chromatin being necessary but not suffici.ent for
transcription.

Transcription Activation Operates by
Recruitment of RNA Polymerase
Eukaryotic protein factors, regardless of the sequence they are bound to, opera[e in
a fundamentally different way rhan E. coli o factor. Rather rhan first forming part of
a protein complex and then seeking out the relevant DNA sequence, the factors
bind to a specific site (sequence) on DNA and then bind to RNA polyrnerase (wirh
or withou[ involvement of intermediary factors). This mechanism is termed "recrui[ment." Recruitmen[ is a minor means of gene ac[ivation in prokaryotes and Lhe
major mechanism in eukaryotes.
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Fragile X Syndrome: A Chromatin Disease?
Fragile X slmdrome is rhe single most common form of inherited
mental retardation, affecting Lll25O ma]es and L12000 females A variety of anatomical and neurological symptoms result from inactivation o[ the FMRI gene, ]ocated on the X chromosome. The generics
of the syrrdrome are complex due to the molecular mechanism of the
fragile X mutadon
The fragile X condition results from expansion of a trinucleotide
repeat sequence, CGG, found at the 5' untranslated region of the
FRJvfi gene Normal1y, this repeat is present in 30 copies, akhough
normal individuals can have up to 200 copies of the repeat. In indilrduals with fragile X slmdrome, the FMR1 gene contains many more
copies, from 200 to thousands, of the CGG repeat. The complex genetics of the disease result from the potential of the CGG repeat sequence to expand from generation to generation.

The presence of an abnormally high number of CGG repears induces extensive DNA methylation o[ the entire promorer region of
FMR1. Methylated DNA is transcriptionally inactive, so FMRI mRNA
is not sy:rthesized. Absence of FMR1 protein leads to the pathology
of the disease.
FMRI protein normally is located in the cytoplasm in all tissues
of the early fetus and, 1ater, especially in fetal brain. lrs sequence has
some characteristics of an RNA-bindlng prorein. One hypothesis is
that the protein aids in the translation o[ brain-specific mRNAs during development
Warren, S L. and Nelson, D L Advances in molecular analysis of fragile X
sl.ndrome JAMA 271:536, 1994; and Caskey, C T, Triple repear murarions in
human disease Science 2.56:784, 1992
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h)

b)
FlGURE 5.6

Interaction o[ transcription factors with promoters.
A large number of transcriptional factors interact wrth eukaryotic promoter regions (a) Hypothetical array o[ factors that interact with specific DNA sequences near the promoter, including TFIID, which
binds to the TAIA box and the Jun and Fos protelns, which are protooncogenes (see Clin Corr 5 3) The ligure is not meant to imply
that all of the DNA-binding factors bind to the promoter simultane-

ously (b) One way in which the DNA-binding factors are hypothesized to bind to each other and to RNA pol1,rnerase. Although this
model is not completely proved, it is known that proteins that bind
to distant DNA sequences make proteln-protein contacts with each
other.
Repinted with permtsston [rom Mttchell,

P

]

and Tjion,

R

Science 24 5 :37 1, 1989

Enhancers

Enhancers increase expression of a gene about 1O0-fold. Enhancer-binding
transcription factors are called activators. Ac[ivator proteins have two domains, one
of which binds to the enhancer sequence, and the other binds to other protein
factors or to RNA po11,rnerase. The most accepted model for these effects is that
chromatin forms a "1oop" that allows the enhancer and the promoter to be close together in space, even though they are separated by a relatively long sequence of
DNA (Figure 5.6).

Transcription by RNA Polymerase ll

II is responsible for synthesis of mRNA in the nucleus. Several
common themes have emerged from research on a large number of genes (Figure
5.6). (I) The DNA sequences that control [ranscription are compiex; a single gene
may be controlled by as many as six or eight DNA sequence elemen[s in addition
to the promoter (RNA pol).rnerase binding region) itself. Controlling sequence elements function in combination to give a finely tuned pat[ern of control. (2) The
effect of controlling sequences on transcription is mediated by binding of proteins
to each sequence element. These transcription factors recognize [he nucleotide sequence of the appropria[e controlling sequence elemen[. (3) Bound transcnption
factors bind with each other and recruil RNA polymerase. The DNA-binding and
activation activities of the factors reside in separate domains of the proteins. (4) RNA
polymerase lI is modified during the transcription reac[ion. The modified polymerase recruits other nuclear components, including RNA processing enzymes,
during the elongation phase of transcription.
RNA polymerase

Promoters for nRNA Synthesrs

In contrast to prokaryotic RNA polymerase, which recognizes only a single promoter sequence, RNA poll.rnerase II can initiate transcrip[ion by recognizing sev-
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eral classes of consensus sequences upstream from the mRNA start s1te. The first
and most prominent ol these, somelimes called the TATA box, has the sequence

TATA(A/TXA/T) A
where the nucleotides in parentheses can be ei[her an A or a T
The TAIA box is centered about 25 bp upstream from the transcription unir
Experiments in which it was deleted suggest that it is required for efflicient transcription, although some promoters may lack it entireiy
A second region of homology thal contains the CAAT box is located further
upstream and has the sequence

GG(T/C) CAATCT
This sequence rs not as highly conserved as the TATA box, and some active promoters may not possess it Other sequences, descrlbed in Frgure 5 6, may also promote transcription CAAf and TAIA boxes, as well as other sequences shown in
Figure 5 6, do not conlact RNA polymerase II directlyl Rather, they require the binding ol specific transcription factors to function. Note how protein factors bind not
only to their recognition sequences bu[ also to each other and to RNA poll,rnerase,
itself a very large and complex errzyr;re. Despite complexitles of the detailed interactions, the princlples elaborated above account for the knowa mechanisms of all
class II transcription factors, that is, those factors lhat promo[e transcription by
RNA polymerase IL Mutated forms of several of these transcription factors are products of oncogenes (see Clin. Corr. 5.3).
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lnvolvement of Transcriptional Factors in Carcinogenesis
Conversion of a normally well-regulated cell into a cancerous one requires a number of independent s[eps whose end result is a transformed cell capable of uncontrolled growth and metastasis Insights
into this process have come from recombinant DNA studies of the
genes, termed oncogenes, whose mutated or overexpressed products
contribute to carcinogenesis Oncogenes were first identified as products of DNA or RNA tumor yiruses but they are also present in normal
cells The normal, nonmutated cellular analogs of oncogenes are
termed protooncogenes. Their products are components of the many
pathways that regulate growth and differentiation of a normal cell;
mutation into an oncogenic form involves a change that makes the
regulatory product less responslve to normal control
Some protooncogene products are involved in transduction of
hormonal signals or recognition of cellular growth factors and act cytoplasmically Other protooncogenes have a nuclear site of actron;
their gene products are often associated with the transcriptional apparatus and they are slnthesized ln response to growth stimuli. It is
easy to vlsualize how overproduction or permanent activation of such
a positive transcriptlon factor could aid the transformation of a cell to
malignancy: genes normally transcribed at a low or controlled level
would be overexpressed by such a deranged control mechanism.
A more subtie genetic effect predisposing to cancer is exemplified by the human tumor suppressor protein p53. This protein is the
product of a dominant oncogene A single copy of [he mutant gene
causes Li-Fraumeni sgrdrome, an inherited condition predisposing
to carcinomas of the breast and adrenal cortex, sarcomas, Ieukemia,
and brain tumors.
Somatic mutations in p53 can be identified in about half of all
human cancers. Mutations represent a loss o[ function, affecting either
the stability or DNA-binding ability of p53 Thus wild-type p53 func-

tions as a tumor suppressor The rnild-type protein helps to control
the checkpoint between the GI and S phases of the cell cyc1e, activates DNA repalr, and, in other circumstances, leads to programmed
cell death (apoptosis). Thus the biochemical actions of p53 serve to
keep ceIl growth regulated, maintain the information conlent o[ the
genome, and, finally, eliminate damaged cells All of these functions
would counteract neoplastic translormation of a cell
These varied roles are a functron of the action o[ p53 as a transcription factor, inhibiting some genes and activating others. For example, p53 inhibits transcrip[ion of genes wlth TATA sequences, perhaps by blnding to the complex formed between transcription factors
and the TATA sequence. Alternatively, p53 is a site-specific DNAbinding protein and promotes transcription of some other genes, for
example, those lor DNA repair
The three-dimensional structure of p53 has been determined
Mutations found in p53 from tumors affect the DNA-binding domain
of the protein. For example, nearly 20ok o[ all mutated residues involve
mutations at two positions in p53 The crystal st1-Ltcture o[ the protein-DNA complex shows that these two amino acrds, both arginines,
form hydrogen bonds with DNA Arginine 2,lB forms hydrogen bonds
in the minor groove of the DNA helix with a th),,rnine oxygen and with
a ring nltrogen of adenine Mutation disrupts this H-bonded network
and therefore the abillty of p53 to regulate transcriprion
Weinberg, R A Oncogenes, antioncogenes, and the molecular basis of multrstep carcinogenesis Cancer Res 49:3713, 1989, Cho, Y, Gorina, S, Je[fre11
P D,, and Pavletich, N P Crystal structure of a p53 tumor suppressor-DNA

complex: understandrng tumorigenic mutalions Science 265:346, l-994..
Friend, S p,13: a glimpse at the puppet behind the shadow play Scicncr
265:334,1994, and Harris, C.C. and Hollstein, M Clinical implications oI
p53 tumor-suppressor gene N Engi J Med 329 1318,1993
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Transcription by RNA Polymerase

I

Recall that rRNA genes are loca[ed in the nucleolus. Ribosomal RNAs are synthesized in a specific nuclear body, the nucleolus, and the rRNA genes are located on
a specific chromosomal region termed the "nucleolar organizer." Each transcriptional unit contains sequences for 28S, 5.8S, and 18S rRNAs, in that order. Several
hundred copies of each transcriptional unit occur tandemly (one after another) in
the chromosome. Tianscriptional uni[s are separated by spacer sequences. Spacer
sequences include sequences that speclfy binding of RNA polymerase I and of
class I transcription factors, which promore RNA poll.rnerase I activitli The repeat units contain a copy of each RNA sequence (28S, 5.8S, and I8S) and are separated from each other by nontranscribed spacer regions. Figure 5.7 is a diagram
of this arrangement. Each repeat unit is transcribed as a unit, pelding a primary
transcript that contains one copy each of the 28S, 5.8S, and 18S sequences, ensuring slT rthesis of equimolar amounts of these three RNAs. The primary transcript is
then processed by ribonucleases and modifying enzlrrnes to the three mature rRNA
species. Termination of transcription occurs wirhin the nontranscribed spacer region before RNA polynerase I reaches the promoter o[ the next repeat unit.
The promoter recognized by RNA poll.rnerase I is located within the nontranscribed spacer, from about positions -40 to * 10 and from - 150 to - 1I0. A tran-

scription factor binds to the promoter and thereby directs recognition of the promoter sequence by RNA polymerase I. In addition, an enhancer elemen[ is located
about 250 bp upstream from the promoter in human ribosomal DNA. The size of
nontranscribed spacer varies considerably among organisms, as does the position of
the enhancer element.
Transcription of rRNA can be very rapid; this reflects the fact thar slnthesis of
ribosomes is ra[e-limiting for cell growth. Phosphorylation of RNA polymerase I
may activate especially rapid transcription of rRNA, for example, during embryonic
growth or Iiver regeneration. In other situations, when growth is not so rapid, only
some of the rDNA repea[s are available for transcnption.

Transcription by RNA Polymerase lll
The themes elaborated above for transcription of class I and class II promoters hold
for transcription of 55 RNA and IRNA by RNA polymerase III. Tianscription fac[ors
bind to DNA and direct the action of RNA pol1.rnerase. One unusual feature of RNA
polymerase III action in the transcription of 55 RNA is the location of the factor-binding sequence; it can be located within the DNA sequence encoding rhe RNA. The
DNA in the region that would normally be thought of as a promoter, that is, the sequence immediately 5' to [he transcribed region of the gene, has no specific sequence
and can be substituted by other sequences without a substantial effect on transcripti,on. Figure 5.8 diagrams this unusual sequence arrangemen[. In other cases, for ex-

DNA

Pre-rRNA

5,

t

,r..*no t t r.r. t

f

,es.nr.rn t

FIGURE 5.7
Structure. of a rRNA transcription unit.
Ribosomal RNA genes arearranged with many copies one after another. Each copy is transcribed separately and each transcript is processed into three separate RNA species. Promoter and enhancer sequences are located in the nontranscribed regions of the tandemly
repeated sequences
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Binding of transcription factor TFlllA

RNA polymerase

Protein-protein
contacts between
TFlllA and
RNA polymerase lll

FICURE 5.8

Transcription factor for a class III eukaryotic gene.
Transcription factor TFIIIA binds to a sequence located within the
Xenopus gene for 55 rRNA. The RNA polymerase III then binds to the

factor and initiates transcription of the 55 sequence. No specific sequence in the DNA is required other than the factor-bindlng sequence

ample, IRNA transcription, the factor-binding sequence is located more conventionally at the 5' region of rhe gene, that is, preceding the transcribed sequences;

The Common Enzymatic Basis for RNA Polymerase Action
Our understanding of the molecular basis of RNA polymerase acLion has increased
recently, as the three-dimensional structures of a o factor, of bacterial core RNA
polymerase, and of a eukaryotic RNA polpnerase II have been determined by X-ray
crystallography Despite all the differences in subunit composition, size, and mechanism, these enzymes seem to interact with their DNA templates and nucleotide
substrates in a similar fashion.
a Factor is an oblong pro[ein, composed of a bundle of a-helical residues,
packed into an open "V" shape (Figure 5.9a). One arm of the "V" contains critical
residues for promo[er recognition and core poly,rnerase binding. One side of this
arm contains an a-helix that binds to the "- I0" sequence and the other face binds
to core polymerase through hydrophobic interactions The bacterial core enz).rne is
shaped rather like a compu[er mouse or the claw of a crab (Figure 5.9b). DNA
comes in at one end of the molecule, makes a 90' bend and exits from the polymerase The double-helical structure of DNA is opened up as it makes the bend.
Nucleotides come in and RNA comes out of two o[her, separate channels in the
molecule. A flexible structure in the B subunit acts like a flap to hold the DNA in
rhe channel.

The three-dimensional structure of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II shows a
channel in the enzyme through which the DNA template passes, a pore for entry
o[ the ribonucleotide triphosphates to enter, and another pore for the RNA produc[
to exit through. The DNA template also must bend as it opens up to accommodate
the hybrid formed by the template strand and the growing RNA chain Thus, very

9
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RNA exits

lrom back
side
Upstream
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flap (closed)
channel
(nucleotide
entry)

Upstream
rudder

Leaving
ds DNA
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FICURE 5,9

Structures of some important parts of bacterial RNA polymerase.
(a) Schematic diagram o[ the major bacterial o subunit. Yellow- and green-colored helices
(shown as cylinders) contact the core structure to form holoenz),rne, while the blue region
recognizes the promoter sequence. (b) A diagram of the action of RNA poll,rnerase core enzyrne during elongation. Left: The overall enzyme stmcture looks like a clamshell or crab
claw. The "clamp" region at the top of the enzyne holds the DNA and the enzyme together Right: A cutaway view of the enzyme showing rhe abrupt bending of DNA at the
site of phosphodiester bond synthesis.
Part (a) from Malhotra, A Seyeinova, E , and, Darst, S A Cell 87: 127, 1996; pdrt (b) t'rom Zhang, G ,
Campbell, E A., Minahlin, L , et al Cell 98: 811, 1999. Repinted wtth permission oJ the authors and Elsevier Science.

different in subunit composition, all RNA pol),rnerases carry out the same processes:
threadlng the DNA template through a channel, bringing in nucleotides [o [he active site through a pore in the en4ane, and extruding the RNA product through
another pore.

PROCESSING
RNA copies of DNA sequences must be modified to mature, functional, molecules

in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The reacrions of RNA processing can include removal of extra nucleotides, base modification, addition of nucleotides, and separa-

RNAPRocESSTNC

tion of different RNA sequences by the acLion of specific nucleases. Finally, in eukaryotes, RNAs must also be exported from the nucleus.

Transfer RNA ls Modified by Cleavage,
Additions, and Base Modification
Cleavage
The primary [ranscrlpt of a IRNA gene contains extra nuc].eotide sequences both 5'
and 3' to the IRNA sequence. In some cases these primary rranscripts contain introns in the anticodon region of the IRNA also. Processing reactions occur in a
closely defined but not necessarily rigid temporal order. First, the primary rranscrip[

is trimmed in a relatively nonspecific manner to yeld a precursor molecule with
shorter 5' and 3' extensions. Then ribonuclease P, a ribo4..rne (see p. 86), removes
the 5' extension by endonucleolytic cleavage. The 3'-end is trimmed exonucleolytica1ly, followed by sy,rLthesis of the CCA-terminus. Sgrthesis of the modified nucleotides occurs in any order relative to [he nucleolytic trimmi.ng. Intron removal is
dictated by the secondary s[ructure of the precursor (see Figure 5.I0) and is carried out by a soluble, two-componenL enzlrrne system; one enzyme removes the intron and the other reseals the nucleotide chain

Additions
Each functional IRNA has the sequence CCA at its 3'-terminus. This sequence is
essential for IRNA to accept amino acids. In most inslances the sequence is added
sequentially by the enzqe IRNA nucleotidyltransferase. Nucleotidyltransferase
uses ATP and CTP as subs[rates and always incorporates them into IRNA at a ratio
of 2C/lA. The CCA ends are found on both cyroplasmic and mirochondrial tRNAs.

Modified Nuc/eosides
Tiansfer RNA nucleotides are rhe mosr highly modified of all nucleic acids. More
than 60 different modifications to the bases and ribose, requiring well over I00 different enz).,rnatic reactions, have been found in IRNA. Many are simple, one-step
methylations, but others involve multistep slrrthesis. Two derivatives, pseudouri-

dine and queuosine (7-4, 5-cis-dihydroxy-I-cyclopenten-3-ylamino methyl-7deazaguanosine), actually require severing of the B-glycosidic bond of the altered
nucleotide One enzl.me or sel of enzymes produces a single site-specific modification in more than one species of IRNA Separate enzyrnes or se[s of enzl,rnes produce the same modifications at more [han one location in IRNA. In other words,
most modifica[ion enz],rnes are site or nucieotide sequence specific, not IRNA specific. Most modifications are completed before the IRNA precursors have been
cleaved to mature IRNA size.

Ribosomal RNA Processing Releases the
Various RNAs from a Longer Precursor
The primary product of rRNA rranscriprion is a long RNA, termed 45S RNA, which
contains the sequences of 28S, 5.8S, and I8S rRNAs. Processing of 45S RNA occurs in the nucleoius. Like the processing of mRNA precursors (see below), processing of the rRNA precursors is carried out by large multisubunit ribonucleoprotein assemblies. At least three RNA species are required for processing. These all
function as small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein complexes. Processing of the rRNAs
follows a sequentiai order (Figure 5.11).
Processing of pre-rRNA in prokaryotes also involves cleavage of high molecu1ar weight precursors to smaller molecules. Some bases are modified by methylation on the ring nitrogens of the bases rather rhan the ribose and by lhe formation
of pseudouridine. These reactions are specified by small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein particles (snoRNPs) in the nucleolus. Each snoRNP contains a guide RNA
that base-pairs with a shorl sequence in the rRNA transcript and thereby speclfies
the site of modification.
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lntron

Primary

transcripl

Mature tRNA

FIGURE 5.10
Scheme for processing a eukaryotic IRNA.
Primary transcript is cleaved by RNase P and a 3'-exonuclease and the terminal CCA is synthesized by IRNA
nucleotidyltransferase before the intron is removed, if
necessary

Messenger RNA Processing Requires Maintenance
of the Coding Sequence
Most eukaryotic mRNAs have distinctive structural features added in the nucleus
by enzyme systems other than RNA polymerase. These include the 3'-terminal

poly(A) tail, methylated internal nucleotides, and the cap 5'-terminus. Cytoplasmic
mRNAs are shorter than their primary transcripts, which can contain additional terminal and internal sequences. Noncoding sequences present within pre-mRNA, but
no[ present in mature mRNAs, are called intervening sequences or introns. The
expressed or retained sequences are called exons. The general pattern for mRNA

RNA
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FIGURE 5.11
Schemes for

165 rRNA

transcription and processing of rRNAs.

RedrawnJrom Perry R

Annu Rev Biochem 45:611,1976 Copynght@ 1976by AnnualReyiews,Inc

processing is depicted

in Figure 5.12. Incompletely processed mRNAs make up

a

Iarge part of the heterogeneous nuclear RNAs (HnRNAs).

Processing of eukaryotic pre-mRNA involves a number of molecular reactions,
all of which must be carried out with exact fidelity. This is most clear in removal of
in[rons from an mRNA transcript. An extra nucleotide in the coding sequence of
mature mRNA would cause the reading frame of that message to be shifted and the
resulting protein will almost certainly be nonfunctional. lndeed, mutations that interfere with intron removal are a major cause of human genetic diseases, for example, p-thalassemia (see CIin. Corr. 5.4). The task for cells becomes even more
daunting since some important human genes consist of over 90% intron sequences.
The complex reactions [o remove introns are accomplished by multicomponen[ enzyme systems that act in the nucleus; af[er these reactions are completed the mRNA
is exported to the cytoplasm where i[ interacts with ribosomes to initiate translation.
Processing ls carried ou[ on the transcripr while ir is stil] being elongated by RNA
pol1'rnerase-an arrangement that is called cotranscriptional.

RNA Polymerase ll Recruits Processing Enzymes
During Transcription in Eukaryotes
The large subunit of RNA polymerase II contains a C-terminal domain that functions to couple transcription and processing. When RNA polymerase ll is in an iniriation mode, the C-terminal domain is not modified. When the transcript is about

25 nucleotides long, the C-terminal domain is extensively phosphorylated. Phosphorylated C-terminal domain recruits the capping enzyme, splicing, and
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FICURE 5.-I2

Scheme for processing mRNA.
Pornts for initiation and termination of transcription are indicated on the DNA Arrows indicate
cleavage pornts Many pro[eins associated with
rhe RNA and tertiary conformations are not
shown
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Thalassemia Due to Defects in Messenger RNA Synthesis
Thalassemias are genetic defects in the coordinated si,nthesis of
a- and B-globin peptide chains; a deficiency of B-globin chains is
termed p-thalassemia while a deficiency of a-globin chains is termed
a-thalassemia. Patients suffering from either of these conditions present wlth anemia at about 6 months o[ age as HbF synthesis ceases
and HbA slrrthesis becomes predominant. The severity of sl,rnptoms
leads to the classification of the disease into either thalassemia major,
where a severe deficiency of globin synthesis occurs, or thalassemia
minor, representing a less severe imbalance. Occasionally an intermediate form is seen. Therapy for thalassemia major involves frequent
blood transfusions, leading to a risk ol complications from iron overload. Unless chelation therapy is successful, the deposition of iron in
peripheral tissues, termed hemosiderosis, can lead to death before
adulthood Carriers of the disease usually have thalassemia minor, involving mild anemia Ethnographically, the disease is common in persons of Mediterranean, Arabian, and East Asian descent. As in sickle
cell anemia (HbS) and glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency,
the abnormality of the carriers' erythrocytes affords some protection
from malaria. Maps of the regions where one or another o[ these diseases is frequent in the native population superimpose over the areas
of the world where maiaria is endemic

a-Thaiassemia is usually due to a genetic deletion, which can occur because the a-globin genes are duplicated; unequal crossing over
between adjacent a alleles has apparently led to the loss of one or
more loci In contrast, B-thaiassemia can result from a wide variety of
mutations. Known events include mutations leadlng to flrameshifts in
the B-globin coding sequence, as well as mutations leading to prema[ure termination of peptide synthesis. Many B-thalassemias result
from mutations affecting the biosprthesis of B-globin mRNA. Generic
defects are known that affect the promoter of the gene, leading to inefficient transcription. Other mutations result in aberrant processing
o[ the nascent transcript, either during splicing out of its two lntrons
from the transcript or during polyadenylation of the mRNA precursor Examples where the molecular delect illustrates a general principle of mRNA s),nthesis are discussed in the text

H Dlsorders of hemoglobinsynthesis: the thalassemias ln: G Stamatoyannopoulis, A W Nienhuis, P Leder, and P W Majerus (Eds ). The Molecular Basis oJ Blood Diseases Philadelphia: Saunders, 1987; and Weatherall,
D J, Clegg,J B, Higgs, D R, andWood, W G The hemoglobinopathies In:
C R Scriver, A L Beaudet, W S Sly, and D Valle (Eds ), The Metaboltc and
Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Diseost, 7th ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995
Orkin, S
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FICURE 5,13

Mechanism of splice junction recognition.
Recognitron of the 5' splice junction involves base pairing between the intron-exon juncrion and the U1 RNA snRNP This base pairing targets the intron for removal
\dapted Jrom Sharp,

P.

A

IAMA 260:3035, 1988

polyadenylatlon complexes to the transcript in
ifrcations happen during transcriprion.

turn This means that all these mod-

Capping
-\s the transcription complex moves along the DNA, the capping enzyme complex
modifies the 5'-end of the nascent mRNA Capping involves the slnthesis of a 5'
to 5' triphosphate bond and a guanylyl residue is added [o rhe [ranscripr. This
s[ructure is further modified by methylation.
Removal of lntrons

from nRNA Precursors

As pre-mRNA is extruded from the RNA polprerase complex,

it is rapldly bound

by small nuclear ribonucleoproteins, snRNPs ("snurps"), which carry out the
dual steps of RNA splicing: (1) breakage of the intron at the 5' donor sire and (2)
.loining lhe upstream and downstream exon sequences together. AI1 introns begin
with a GU sequence and end with AG; these are termed the donor and acceptor
intron-exon junctions, respectively Not all GU or AG sequences are spliced out
of RNA, however. How does the cell know which GU sequences are in introns (and
therefore must be removed) and which are destined to remain in malure mRNA?
This discrimination is accomplished by formarion of base pairs between Ul RNA
and the sequence of the mRNA precursor surrounding the donor GU sequence (Figure 5.13) (see CIin Corr. 5 5). Another snRNf; containing U2 RNA, recognizes impor[an[ sequences at the 3' acceptor end of the intron. Stiil other snRNP species,
among them U5 and U6, then bind to the RNA precursor, forming a large complex
termed a spliceosome (by analogy with the large rlbonucleoprotein assembly inr-olved in protein s),nthesis, the ribosome) The spliceosome uses AfP energy to

CtINICAI CORRETATION 5.5

Autoimmunity in Connective Tissue Disease
Humoral antibodies in sera of patients with various connecdve tissue
diseases recognize a variety of ribonucleoprotein complexes. Patients
with systemic lupus erythematosus exhibit a serum antlbody acrivity
designated Sm, and those wrth mixed connective tissue disease exhibit an antibody designated RNP Each antibody recognizes a distinct
site on the same RNA-protein complex, UI RNB that is involved in
mRNA processing in mammalian cells. The UI-RNP complex contains UI RNA, a 165-nucleotide sequence highly conserved among
eukaryotes, that at its 5'-terminus includes a sequence complemen-

tary to intron-exon splice junctions. Addition of this antibody to
in vitro splicing assays inhibits splicing, presumably by removal of the
U1 RNP from the reaction. Sera from patients with other connective
tissue diseases recognize different nuclear antigens, nucleolar proteins, and/or chromosomal centromeres. Sera of patients with myosi-

tis have been shown to recognize cytoplasmic antigens such as
aminoacyi-tRNA slmthetases. Although humoral antibodies have been
reported to enter cells that via Fc receptors, there is no evidence that
this is part of the mechanism of autoimmune disease
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carry out accurate removal of the intron. First, the phosphodiester bond between
the exon and the donor GU sequence is broken, Ieaving a free 3'-OH Sroup at the
end of the first exon and a 5' phosphate on the donor G of the intron. This pG is
rhen used to form an unusual linkage with the 2'-OH group of an adenosine within
the intron to form a branched or lariat RNA structure, as shown in Figure 5.14. After the lariat is flormed, the second step of splicing occurs. The phosphodiester bond
immediately following the AG is cleaved and the two exon sequences are ligated together.

Polyadenylation
RNA poiymerase continues transcribing the gene until a polyadenylation signal sequence is reached (Figure 5.15). Thls sequence, which has the consensus AAUAAA,
appears in the mature mRNA but does not form part of its coding region. Rather,
it signals cleavage of the nascent mRNA plecursor about 20 or so nucleotides downstream The poly(A) sequence is then added by polJrnerase to the free 3'-end produced by this cleavage. The C-terminal domain of RNA poll.rnerase II recruits the
cleavage and polyadenylation complex to the transcript. Along with this event,
RNA polymerase terminates [ranscription although the detailed mechanism is not
clear in all cases. The end result of processing is a fully functional coding mRNA,

all introns removed, and ready to direct protein s),nthesis.

Step A

Step B

Step C

3',5'

L1-2

lvs(A)
FIGURE 5,14
Proposed scheme for mRNA splicing to include the lariat structure.
A messenger RNA is depicted with two exons (in dark blue) and an intewening intron (in
light blue) A 2'-OH group of the intron sequence leacts with 5'-phosphate of the intron's
5'-terminal nucleotide producing a 2'-5' Iinkage and the lariat structule. Simultaneously,
the exon I-intron phosphodiester bond is broken leaving a 3'-OH terminus on this exon
free to react with 5'-phosphate of the exon 2, displacing the intron and creating the spliced
mRNA. The released intron lariat is subsequently digested by cellular nucleases.
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Polyadenylation
signal sequence

I

I

Cleavage and polyadenylation

FIGURE 5.15
Cleavage and polyadenylation of eukaryotic mRNA precurSOTS.

+
PolY14',

mFINA precursor includes introns

The 3'-termini of eukaryotic mRNA species are derived by processing The sequence AAUAAA in mRNA specifies cleavage of
mRNA precursor The free 3'-OH end of the mRNA is a primer
for poly(A) sprthesis
Adapted Jrom ProudJoot, N J Tiends Biochem Sci 14:105, 1989

Mutations in Splicing Signals Cause Human Diseases
Messenger RNA splicing is an intricate process dependent on many molecular
events. If these even[s are no[ perforrned with precision, functional mRNA is not
produced. This is illustrated in the human thalassemias, which affecr the balanced
s)-nthesis of a- and B-globin chains (see Clin. Corr. 5 4) Some mu[ations that lead
to B-thalassemia interfere with splicing of B-globin mRNA precursors. For exam-

ple, we know that all intron sequences begin with the dinucleotide GU. Mutation
of the G in this sequence to an A means that the splicing machinery will no longer
recognize this dinucleotide as a donor site. Splicing will "skip over" the correcr
exon-intron junction. This could iead to extra sequences appearing in the B-globin
mRNA that would normaliy be spliced out, or alternatively, sequences could be
deleted from the mRNA product (Flgure 5.16). ln either event, functional B-globin
rvill be sl, rthesized in reduced amounts and the anemia characteristic of the disease

will result.

Alternate pre-mRNA Splicing Can Lead to Multiple Proteins
Being Made from a Single DNA Coding Sequence
The existence of intron sequences is paradoxical. Introns must be removed precisely
so that the mRNA can accurateiy encode a protein. As we have seen above, a single
base mulation can draslically interfere with splicing and cause a serious disease.
Furthermore, the presence of intron sequences in a gene means that its overall sequence is much larger than is required [o encode its protein product. A large gene
is a target for more mutagenic events than is a small one. Indeed, common human
genetic diseases like Duchenne's muscular dystrophy occur in genes that encompass millions of base pairs of DNA information. Why has nature not removed introns completely over the long time scale of eukaryotic evolution? There is not a
clear answer to ques[ions of this type but some in[rons do have beneficial effects.
Tropomyosin proteins are essential components of lhe contractile apparatus in
the three types of muscle (see p. I023) and each contains a specific tropomyosin.
This diversity arises from a single gene that is transcribed into a primary transcrip[.
The transcript is then processed as diagramed in Figure 5 17 All cells rhar contain
tropomyosin make the same primary transcript but each cell type processes this
transcript in a characteristic fashion. The resulting mRNA species are translaled to
yreld the tropomyosins characteristlc of each cell type. About 40 examples are well
documen[ed of tissue-specific splicing. Thus the existence of introns supplies the
organism with still anolher method of generating protein diversity. Perhaps not surprisingly, RNA polymerase II and/or the gene-specific transcription factors are involved in this splice site choice.

FIGURE 5.16

Nucleotide change at an intron-exon junction
o[ human B-globin gene, which leads to aberrant splicing and B-thalassemia.
This figure shows the splicing pattern of a mutated transcript containing a change of G-U to A-U
at the first two nucleotides of the first intron
Loss of this invariant sequence means that the
correct splice junction cannot be used; therefore
[ranscript sequences that base pair with the Ul
snRNA less well than the correct sequence junction are used as splice donors The diagonal lines
indicate the portions spliced together in mutant
transcripts. Note that some of the mutant mRNA
precursor molecules are spliced so that portions
o[ the lirst intron (denoted as a white box)
appear in the processed product In other
instances the donor junction lies within the first
exon and portions of the first exon are deleted
In no case is wild-type globin mRNA produced
Adapted Jrom Orhtn, S H In G Stamatoyannopoulis, et

al

(Eds), The Molecular Basis of Blood Diseases
a : Saunde r s. I a87
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FIGURE 5.17

Alternate splicing of tropomyosin gene transcripts results in a family of tissue-specific
tropomyosin proteins.
R E , Andreadis, A , and NadalGinard,B Annu Rev Biochem 56:467,1986
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in the cytopiasm. Movement oul
of the nucleus is through the nuclear pore. The nuclear pore assembly is a cylinder that spans the membrane. Within the cylinder lie two stacked rings and a central "p1ug " Sma1l ions can move through the pore between the plug and the rings
but RNAs are [oo big to pass through that space. RNA export occurs through a
channel in the plug, a process that requires that the RNAs be bound to proteins to
form ribonucleoprotein partlcles. The movement of ribosomal RNAs occurs af[er
[hey are assembled into ribosomes in the nucleolus. Tiansfer RNAs may be bound
to aminoacyl-tRNA sy'nthelases, since they can be aminoacylated in [he nucleus
prior to export. Messenger RNAs are exported in complexes that contain a capbinding protein at the 5'-end and RNA-binding proteins along the rest of the sequence The process requires metabolic energy in the form of GTB specific signal
sequences in the protein, and a GTPase.
Messenger, [ransfer, and ribosomal RNAs function

A chemical lesion in DNA affects gene expression only if the altered sequence ls
transcribed. Sequences that aren't expressed wiil not lead to an observed mutation
It makes sense, therefore, that the repai.r of DNA would be targeted to sequences
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Cockayne Syndrome: Transcription Coupled DNA Repair
Cockayrre slmdrome (CS) is a complex autosomal recessive disorder
caused by a mutatlon in one of two genes CS patients have deveiop-

poll,rnerase

If this were all to the story, Cockayne's syndrome would be a
variant of xeroderma pigmentosum; however, XP patients are developmentally and neurologlcally normal while still being photosensitive. What causes the other features of CS? It is likely that these other
s)rmptoms are due to a primary deficiency in transcription elongation
caused by the mutationally altered elongation facror CSB This idea
expands our understanding ol the relationship between mutation and
disease. Usually, genetic diseases are caused by a mutation in biochemical processes that are outside the cenLrai lnformation pathways
of cells This makes sense because overall inhlbition of DNA, RNA, or
protein synthesis would be lethal at an early stage of developmenr.
The widespread defects of CS must be due to the mutarion affecting
the transcripti6n of some genes more than of others.

when RNA polymerase is stalled by encountering an ahered base (e g.,
a thlmine photodimer) Tianscnption ls hahed, the partial transcript
is degraded, and the template DNA strand ls repaired. Apparenrly,
enhancement of transcriptlon by the CSB prorein also stimulares transcriptlon-coupied DNA repair

Citterio, E , Vermeulen, W, and Hoeijmakers, J H J Transcriprional healing
Cell lOl:147,2000; Selby, C P and Sancar, A Cockalne slmdrome group B
protein enhances elonga[ion by RNA polymerase
Proc Natl Acad Sci
U. S A 94:112O5, 1997; and van Goo1, A J, van der Horsr, G T J, Ciuerio,
E , and Hoeijmakers, J H J Cockayne slmdrome: defective repair of transcription? EMBO J. 16:4155. \997

mental and neurological disorders, skeletal and retinal abnormalities,
and a "bird-like" faclal dysmorphy Death usually results by rhe age of
20 years and is caused by neural degeneration. Most CS patients also
are photosensitive and predisposed to skin cancer
Photosensitivity points to a defect in DNA repair. For example,
xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) results from mutations in a number of
components of the DNA repair pathway CS also is a DNA repair deficiency Surprisingiy, one of the two genes responsible for the syndrome is a subunit of RNA polymerase lI. The protein encoded by the
Cockayrre slmdrome B gene enhances the rate of elongation by RNA

lI.
How can an RNA poll,rnerase deficiency cause a problem with
DNA repair? The answer is that CS patients are deficient in transcription-coupled DNA reparr Tianscription-coupled repair occurs

that are actively being transcribed. This coupling of transcription and repair occurs
because DNA lesions (such as cyclobutane dimers, see Chapter 4) that occur on

II to stall. Stalled RNA polymerase
provides a signal to the excision-repair systems to remove the altered sequences and
resynthesize the correc[ one Obvi.ously, this cannot occur with the bulky RNA
polymerase bound to the DNA, so the stalled transcript is sacrificed A deficiency
in transcription-coupled repair ls a hallmark of Cockayne syndrome (see Clin.
Corr 5.6).
the template s[rand cause RNA polymerase

UCLEASES

AND RNA TURNOVER

The different roles of RNA and DNA in genetic expression are reflecred in their
metabolic fates. A cell's information store (DNA) must be preserved, thus the mu1tiple DNA repair and editing sys[ems in the nucleus. Although individual strelches
of nucleotides in DNA may turn over, the molecuie as a whole is metabolically inert
when not replicating. The vanous RNA molecules, on the other hand, are indlvidual1y dispensable and can be replaced by newly s),nthesized species of rhe same
specificity lt is no surprise that RNA repair systems are not known. Instead, defective RNAs are removed from cells by degradation into nucleotides, which then are
reused for new RNA species.
This is clearest for mRNA species, which are classifled as unstable. However,
even the so-called stable RNAs turn over; for example, rhe half-life of IRNA specles
in liver is about 5 days. A fairly long half-life for a mammalian mRNA is 30 h.
Removal of RNAs from the cytoplasm is accomplished by cellular ribonucleases. Messenger RNAs are initially degraded in the cytoplasm. The rares vary for
different mRNA species, raising the possibility of control by differential degradation.
Two examples of the role of RNA stability in gene conlrol illustrate how rhe srability of mRNA influences gene expression. Tirbulin is the major componenr of rhe

microtubules of the cytoskeleton of many cel1 types When there is an excess of
tubulin in the cell, [he monomeric protein binds to and promotes degradation of
tubulin mRNA, thereby reducing tubulin s)'rrthesis A second example is provided

Il
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by herpes simplex viruses (HSVs), the agent causing cold sores and some genital
infec[ions. An early even[ in the establishment of HSV infection is the ability of the
virus to destabilize al1 cellular mRNA molecules, thereby reducing the competition
for free ribosomes. Thus viral proteins are more efficiently translated.
Nucleases are of several types and specifi.cities. The mos[ useful distinction is
between exonucleases, which degrade RNA from the 5'- or 3'-end, and endonucleases, which cleave phosphodiester bonds within a molecule. Products of RNase
action contain either 3'- or 5'-terminal phosphates, and both endo- and exonucleases can be further characterized by the position (5' or 3') at which the monophosphate created by the cleavage is located.
The structure of RNA also affects nuclease action. Most ribonucleases are less
efficient on regions of highly ordered RNA structure. Thus tRNAs are preferentially
cleaved in unpaired regions of the sequence. On the o[her hand, many RNases involved in RNA processing require [he substrate to have a defined three-dimensional
structure for recognition.
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mRNA

C. rRNA

D

snRNA

E.

IRNA

E.

Has the highest percentage of modified bases o[ any RNA

5

Stable RNA representing the largest percentage by weight o[ cellu-

lar RNA

3

Contains both

7-methylguanosine triphosphate cap and

polyadenylate segment.

a

RNA pollT nerase does not require a template
all RNA is synthesized in the nucleolus
consensus sequences are the only known promoter elements.
phosphodiester bond formation is favored, in part, because it
is accomplished by pyophosphate hydrolysis.
RNA pol)merase requires a primer

The sigma (o) subunit of prokaryotic RNA poll,rnerase:

A. is part o[ the core
B. binds the antibiotic"rzpe
rifampicrn

C
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4. In eukaryotic transcription:

Multiple Choice Questions
Refer to the lollowing for Questions
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is inhibited by a-amanitin
be present for transcription to occur
specilically recognizes promoter sites.

D. must

E.

euESrroNS
Termination of a prokaryotic transcript:
is a random process.
requires the presence of the rho subunit of the holoenz)rne
C. does not require rho factor if the end of the gene contains a
G-C rich palindrome.
D is most efficient if there is an A-T rich segment at the end of
the gene.
E requires an ATPase in addition to rho factor.

D.

A.
B.

is independent of the presence of consensus sequences upstream from the start of transcilption

B.

may involve a promoter located within the reglon transcribed
rather than upstream.
C. requires a separate promoter region for each of the three nbosomal RNAs transcribed
D. requires that the entire gene be in the nucleosome form of
chromatin.
E. is affected by enhancer sequences only if they are adjacenr to
the promoter.

AII of the following are correct about a primary transcripr in
eukaryotes EXCEPT it:
A. is usually longer than the functional RNA.
B. may contain nucleotide sequences that are not present in func-

tional RNA

C. will contain no modified

D
E
9.

inactivates DNA for transcription.

E. resuls, ultimately, in

increased production of the product ot
whatever gene is methylated

12

Transcription of eukaryotic genes requires not only the presence o[
a promoter but a1so, usually, the presence of enhancers. An
enhancer:
is a consensus sequence in DNA located where RNA pol),rnerase

A.

first blnds

Eukaryotic transcription:

A

| 23I

bases.

could contain information for more than one RNA molecule.
contains a TATA box.

B.
C.

may be located in various places in different genes.
may be on either strand of DNA in the region of the gene
functions by bindlng RNA poll.rnerase

D.
E. stimulates transcription in both prokaryotes

and eukaryotes.

Questions I3 and 14: The synthesis of normal adult hemoglobin (HbA)
requires the coordinated sFrthesis of the two t)?es of protein subunits,
a-globin and B-globin B-Thalassemia is a genetic disease leading to a
deliciency of B-globln chains. The result is an inability of the blood ro
deliver oxygen properly B-Thalassemia can resuk from a wide variery of
mutations.

13. All of the following could lead to lack of producrion of B-globin or
to nonfunctional B-globin EXCEPT:
A a frame-shift mutation leading to premature terminatlon of
protein sl'nthesis.
mutation in the promoter region of the B-globin gene.
C. mutation toward the 3'-end of the B-globin gene rhat codes for
the polyadenylarion sire
D. mutation in the middle of an intron that ls not at an A base.
E. all of the above could lead to this result

B.

The processing of transfer RNA involves all of the following
14. One known mutation leading to p-thalassemia occurs at a splice
junction Which of the following statements about removing

EXCEPT:

A. addition of a methylated guanosine at the 5'-end.
B. cleavage of extra bases from both the 3'- and 5'-ends.

introns (cieavagdsplicing) is/are correct?
Small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) are necessary for
remo\lng lntrons.
B The consensus sequences at the 5'- and 3'-ends of introns are

A.

C. nucleotide

D
E.

sequence-speciflc methylation of bases
addition of the sequence CCA by a nucleotidyl transferase
sometimes, removal of intron from the anticodon region

identical
IO

In the cellular [urnover of RNA:

A. repair is more active than degradation.
B. regions o[ extensive base pairing are more susceptible

C. Removal of an intron does not require metabolic energy
D. The exon at one end o[ an intron must always be joined to the
to

E.

cleavage.

C.

endonucleases may cleave the molecule starting
)'- or J -encl

at either the

D. the products are nucleotides with a phosphate at either
3'- or 5'-OH group.

E.

al1 species except

lntron
the

rRNA are cleaved.

Questions 11 and 12: Fragile X syndrome rs a common form of inherited
mental retardation. The mutation in the disease allows the increase of a
CGC repeat in a particular gene from a normal of about 30 repeats to 2001000 repeats. This repeat is normally found in the 5' untranslared region
of a gene for a protein called FMRL. This protein might be involved in the
translation of brain-specific mRNAs during brain development The consequence of the very large number of CGC repeats in the DNA is extensive
methylation of the entire promoter region of the FMRI gene
I

1. Methylation of

A.
B.

bases

Problems
15. Using a schematic representation ol a prokaryotic gene such as the
one shown below, indicate what regions would most llke1y be involved in the following events:

-50

-30

i

+10 +20
Init iat ion

in DNA usually:

faciiitates the binding of transcription factors to the DNA
makes a difference in activity only if it occurs in an enhancer
re81on.

C

exon at the other end of the intron.
The nucleoside at the end of the intron first released forms a
bond wrth a 3'-OH group on one of the nucleotides within the

prevents chromatin from unwinding.

a.
b.
c
d

RNA poly,rnerase forms an "open complex "
RNA polymerase first binds to DNA.
Core etzqe is sufficient for catalysis.
Sigma (a) factor would probably be released.

o

f

+30

lr ans c riptio n
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16. (a) How could you experimentally determine whether a purified preparation of an RNA polymerase is from a prokaryotic
or eukaryotic source? (b) A purified preparation of RNA poly-

! nNswrns
1E
2C

merase is sensitive to inhibition by o-amanitin at a concentration of 10-8 M The s).nthesis o[ what type or types of RNA is
inhibited?

I

in the threedimensional structure of IRNA
Stability of rRNA is necessary for repeated functioning of riboModified bases seem to be very rmportant

SOInES

3 B
4

D

E

6

C

7.

B

E

These are important additions during processing that yield
functional eukaryotic mRNA.

a

This is an important mechanism for driving reactions A,B:
Transcription is directed by the genetic code, generating rRNA
precursors in the nucleolus and mRNA and IRNA precursors in
nucleoplasm. C: Eukaryotic transcription may have internal
promoter regions as well as enhancers E: This is a difference
from DNA polymerase.
A, D, E: Sigma subunit is required for correct initiation and dissociates from the core enzyme after the first bonds have been
formed Core enzlme can transcribe but cannot correctly initiate transcription B, C: Rifampicin binds to the p-subunlt, and
a-amanitin is an inhibltor o[ eukaryotic polymerases
Rho-independent termination involves secondary structure,
which is stabilized by high G-C content A, B, E: There is a rhodependent as well as a rho-independent process. Rho is a separate protein from RNA polymerase and appears to possess
ATPase activitlz D: G-C rich region is required.
RNA polJrnerase III uses an internal promoter. A: RNA polymerase II activity involves the IATA and CAAf boxes. C: RNA
poli.,rnerase I produces one transcript, which is later processed
to yield three rRNAs. D: Parts of the promoter are nor in a nucleosome E: Enhancers may be as much as 1000 bp away
The TATA box is part of the promoter, which is not transcribed.
A-D: Modification o[ bases, cleavage, and splicing are all important events ln posttranscriptional processing to form func-

12 B

13 D

ing the enhancer region could make a difference but alteration
of the promoter region certainly would C: Unfolding of chromatin in this region is necessary for transcription but methylation of DNA is not directly involved in the process.
B, C: Enhancer sequences seem to work whether they are at the
beginning or end of the gene, but they must be on the same
DNA strand as the transcribed gene Ai RNA polymerase first
binds at the promoter D: They seem to function by binding
proteins, which themselves bind RNA polymerase
Mutation at either terminus of the intron would iead to a splicing error but a mutation in the middle o[ the intron should not.
The exception would be if the specific mutation site were at the
adenosine, which forms the branch point A-C: These are all
correct.

14

A

15

(a) The Pribnow box with its high A-T content facilitates opening
and ls in the region -I0. (b) The -35 region has a consensus sequence recognized by the RNA polymerase (c) Certainly from
*20 on (or maybe even closer to the start) is into the elongation
phase, where core enzyrne is a1l that is required. (d) Sigma factor
leaves at or shortly after the start of transcription so between i and
* l0 would be the region

snRNPs are responsible both for cleaving the intron at the
5'-end andjoining the exons together B: The sequences at the
two ends of an intron are different-GU at the 5'-end and AG
at the 3'-end C: The spiiceosome requires AfP to remove the
intron D: Nonconsecutive exons can be joined together, leading to multiple proteins from one gene. E: The iariat forms at a
2'-OH. A11 the 3'-OHs are already occupied in forming the
chain.

tronal molecules

A

Capping is a feature of mRNA B: The prlmary transcript is
longer than the functionai molecule. C: The same modifications, catalyzed by a certain (set of) enz),rne(s), occur at more
than one iocation. D: This is a posttranscriptional modification.
-OH depends on which side of the phosphodiester bond is split. A: There are no RNA repair processes
B: Most degradative en4rmes are less efficient on an ordered
structure C: An endonuclease cleaves an interior phosphodiester bond. E: Even rRNA turns over although it is more stable
than the other species

l0 D The location of the

II D Methylation-demethylation

o[ DNA is one form of control,
with rhe methylated DNA being inactive for transcription. A, E:
fhese would indicate that methylation activates DNA. B: Alter-

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10

i

+10 +20

+30

Initiation of transcription

16. (a) Test the preparation for lnhibition by a-amanitin a[ a concentration of about 2 mg mL 1. At that concentration, all forms of eukaryotic RNA pollmerase are inhibited but prokaryotic enz),rne is
not. If the preparation is not inhibited by the amanitin, confirm
that it is inhibited by rifampicin It wili not be possible to distinguish eukaryotic mitochondrial RNA poll.merase from prokaryotlc
enzyme because they have the same sensitivity. (b) RNA polymerase II is sensitive to a-amanitin at this concentration so mRNA
s),nthesis would be inhibited.
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Genetic information is stored and transmitted in the four-letter alphabet and language of DNA and ultimately expressed in the 20-letter alphabet and language of
proteins. Protein biosl.nthesis is also called translation because it involves the biochemical translation of information between these languages. Translation has many
requirements that center on functional RNA species: an informa[ional messenger
RNA molecule that is exported from the nucleus, several "billngual" transfer RNA
species that read the message, and RNA-rich ribosomes that serve as catalytic and
organizaLionai cen[ers for protein synthesis. Further requirements include a yaiety
of protein "fac[ors" and an energy source Polypeptides are formed by sequential addition of amino acids in the specific order determined by information carried in the
nucleotide sequence of the mRNA. Correc[ folding in[o a three-dimensional structure may be assisted by a protein chaperone. A protein is often matured or processed
by a variety of modifications tha[ may target it to a specific intracellular localion or
to secretion from the cell, or might modulate its activity or function. These complex processes are carried out with considerable speed and precision, and regulated
both globally and for specific proteins. Finally, if a protein is mistranslated, becomes

nonfunctional, or is no longer needed,

it is degraded

and its amino acids are

catabolized or recycled into new proteins.
Cells vary in their need and ability to slrrthesize pro[eins. Terminally differentiated red blood cel1s lack the componen[s of the biosprthetic apparaLus, canno[
s),nthesize proteins, and have a life span of only 120 days. Other cells need [o maintain concentrations of enzymes and other proteins and, to remain viable, carry out
limited protein s),nthesis. Growing and dividing cells mus[ sy,nthesize much larger
amounts of protein, and some cells also s).nthesize proteins for export. For example, liver cells synthesize many enzymes needed in multiple metaboiic pathways

plus proteins for export including serum albumin, the major protein of blood
plasma or serum. Liver cells are pro[ein factories that are particuiarly rich in the
machinery for translation.

Messenger RNA Transmits lnformation Present in DNA
Genetic information is inherited and stored in the nucleo[ide sequences of DNA.
Selective expression of this information requires i.[s transcrip[ion into mRNA that
carries specifi.c and precise messages from the nuclear "data bank" to the cytoplasmic sites of protein sy,nthesis. ln eukaryotes the messengers, mRNAs, are usually
sl,nthesized as significantly larger precursor molecules that are processed prior to
their organized export from the nucleus (see p.222). Eukaryotic mRNA has several
identifying characteristics. lt is almos[ always monocistronic, that is, encoding a
single polypeptide. The 5'-end is capped with 7-methylguanosine linked through
a 5'-triphosphate bridge to [he 5'-end of the messenger sequence (see p. 225). A
5'-non[ranslated region, which may be short or up to a few hundred nucleotides
in length, separates the cap from the translational initiation signal. Usually, but not

coMpoNENrs oFrHETRANSLAToNAL AppARArus
always, this is the first AUG sequence encountered as the message is read 5' --> 3'
Uninterrupted sequences that specify a unique polypeptide sequence follow the
initiation signal until a specific transla[ion [ermination signal is reached. This is
followed by a 3'-untranslated sequence, usually about 100 nucleotides in lengrh,
before the mRNA [erminates in a l00-200-nucleoride long polyadenylare tail.
Prokaryotic mRNA differs from eukaryotic mRNA in that [he 5'-end is not
capped bu[ retains a terminal triphosphate from initiation of irs synrhesis by RNA
polymerase Aiso, most messengers are polycistronic, that is, encoding several
polypeptldes, and including more than one initiation AUG sequence. A ribosomepositioning sequence is located about 10 nucleorides ups[ream of a valid AUG initiation signal. An untranslated sequence follows the termination signal but there is
.

no polyadenylate

tai1.

Transfer RNA Acts as a Bilingual Translator Molecule
molecules have several common s[ruc[ural characteristics including the
3'-terminal-CCA sequence to which an amino acid is bound, a conserved cloverleaf secondary structure, and an L-shaped three-dimensional structure (see p. 80).
But each of the many molecular species has a unique nucleo[ide sequence, gr\lng
it individual charac[eristics that aliow great specificity in interactions with mRNA

A11 LRNA

and with the aminoacyl-tRNA s)'nthetase thar couples one specific amino acid to ir.

The Genetic Code Uses a Four-Letter Alphabet of Nucleotides
lnlbrmation in cells is stored as linear sequences of nucleotides in DNA, in a manner that is analogous to the linear sequence of alphabet letters in the words you are
now reading. The DNA language uses a four-letter alphabet comprised of two
purines, A and G (adenine and guanine) and [wo pyrimidines, C and T (cytosine
and th)rmine)

ln mRNA the information is transcribed into a similar four-letter

alphabet, but U (uracil) replaces T. The language of RNA is rhus a dialecr of the
genetic language of DNA. Genetic informarion is expressed predominantly in the
form of proteins that derive their properties from their linear sequence of amino
acids. Thus, during protein biosyrrthesis, the four-letter language of nucleic acids is
translated into the 20-letter language of proteins. Implicit in the analogy to language is the directionality of these sequences. By convention, nucleic acid sequences
are written in a 5' -+ 3' direction, and protein sequences from the amino terminus
to the carboxy terminus These directions correspond in their reading and biosyrr-

thetic senses

Codons in mRNA Are Three-Letter Words
A 1:1 correspondence of bases to amino acids would only permit mRNA to

encode

four amino acids, while a 2:1 correspondence would encode 42 :16 amino acids.
Neither is sufficient since 20 amino acids occur in mos[ proteins. The actual threeletter genetic code has 43 : 64 permu[alions or words; this is also sufficient to encode star[ and stop signals, equivalent [o punctualion. The three-base words are
called codons and are customarily shown in the form of Table 6. 1. Two amino acids
are designated by single codons: methionine by AUG and rryptophan by UGG The
rest are designated by two, three, four, or six codons. Multiple codons for a single
amino acid represent degeneracy in the code. The genetic code is nearly universal.
The same code words are used in all living organisms, prokaryotic and eukaryotic.
An exception to universality occurs in mitochondria, in which a few codons have
a different meaning than in the cytosol of the same organism (Tabie 6.2)

Punctuation
Four codons function partly or totally as punctuation, signaling the s[art and stop
of protein s)'nthesis. The start signal, AUG, also specifies methionine. An AUG at
an appropriate site in mRNA signifies methionine as the initial, amino-terminal
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TABLE

6.1

The Cenetic Codeu
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U
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A
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G
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Alu
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I

" fhe genetic code comprises 64 codons, which are permutations of four bases taken in threes Note
the impor[ance of sequence: three bases, each used once per triplet codon, given six permua[ions:
ACG, AGC, GAC, GCA, CAG, and CGA, for threonine, serine, aspartate, alanine, glutamine, and arginine, respectively

mRNA
5'.

a"
I

I

U
I

U:

I

A

iRNAmet

residue. AUG codons elsewhere in the message specify methionine residues within
the protein. Three codons, UAG, UAA, and UGA, are stop signals that specify no
amino acid and are known as termination codons or, less appropriately, as nonsense

codons.

I

I

I

c

Codon-Anticodon lnteractions Permit the Reading of mRNA
I

Tianslation of the codons of mRNA involves their direct interaction with complementary anticodon sequences in IRNA. Each IRNA species carries a unique amino
acid, and each has a specific three-base anticodon sequence. Like base pairing in
DNA, codon-anticodon base pairing is antiparallel, as shown in Figure 6.1, and
codons are read in a sequential, nonoverlapping reading frame. Antlcodon and
amrno acid-acceptor sites are located at opposite ex[remes of all IRNA molecules
(see p. 82). The IRNA both conceptually and physically bridges the gap be[ween

\5'

mRNA

u\
I

:

I

:

c
A

I

U

tBNAs

n

I

I

I

I

the nucleotide sequence of the ribosome-bound mRNA and the site of protein
assembly on the ribosome.
Since 6l codons designate 20 amino acids, it might seem necessary to have 61
different IRNA species. This is not the case. Variances from standard base pairing
are common in codon-anticodon interactions. Many amino acids can be carried by
more than one IRNA species, and degenera[e codons can be read by more than one
IRNA (but always one carrying the correct amino acid). Much of this complexity is
explained by the wobble hypothesis, which permits less stringent base pairing be-

I

t

\u

TABLE

6.2

(b)

FIGURE 6,1

Codon-anticodon interactions.
Shown are interactrons between the AUG (methionine) codon and its CAU an[icodon (a) and
the CAG (glutamine) codon and a CUG anticodon (b) Note that base palring of mRNA with
IRNA is antiparal1el.

Nonuniversal Codon Usage

in Mammalian Mitochondria
Codon

Usual Code

Mitochondial Code

UGA
AUA
AGA

Termination

Tryptophan
Methionine
Termination
Termination

AGG

Isoleucine

Arginine
Arginine

coMpoNENrs oF rHE TRANSLATToNAL AppAnnTUs
tween the first position of the anticodon and the degenerate (third) position of the
codon. A second modulator of codon-anticodon interactions is the presence of
modified nucleotides at or beside the first nucleotide of the anticodon in many
IRNA species. A frequent anticodon nucleotide is inosinic acid (I), the nucleotide
of hypoxanthine, which base pairs with U, C, or A. Wobble base-pairing rules are
shown in Table 6.3.
If the wobble rules are followed, the 61 nonpunctuation codons could be read
by as few as 3I IRNA molecules, but most cells have 50 or more IRNA species.
Some codons are read more efficiently by one anticodon than another. Not all
codons are used equally, some being used very rarely Examination of many mRNA
sequences has allowed construction of "codon usage" tables that show that different organisms preferentially use different codons to generate similar polypeptide
sequences.

oBreaking" the Genetic Code
The genetic code (Thble 6.I) was determined before methods were developed to sequence natural mRNA. These code-breaking experiments used simple artificial mRNAs or chemically synthesized trinucleotide codons and provided insight into how
proteins are slrrthesized.

Polynucleotide phosphorylase catalyzes the template-independent and read-

ily reversible reaction

xNDP' , poll,nucleotide

(pN)"

*

xPi

where NDP is any nucleoside 5'-diphosphate or a mixrure of two or more. If the
nucleoside diphosphate is UDf; a polymer of U, designated poly(U), is formed.
Inyitro protein synthesis with poly(U) as mRNA generares the "protein" polyphenylalanine. Similarly, poly(A) encodes polylysine and poly(C) polyproline. An mRNA
with a random sequence of only U and C produces polypeptides that contain not
only proline and phenylalanine as predicted, but also serine (from UCU and UCC)
and leucine (from CUU and CUC). Degeneracy in the code and the complexity of
products made experiments with random sequence mRNAs difficult to interpret, so
synthetic messengers of defined sequence were transcflbed from simple repeating
slmthetic DNAs. Thus poly(AU), transcribed from a repeating poly(dAf), produces
only a repeating copolymer of Ile-T1'r-Ile-Tyr, read from successive rriplers AUA
UAU AUA UAU and so on. A synthetic poly(CUG) has possible codons CUG for
Leu, UGC for Cys, and GCU for Ala, each repeating itself once rhe reading frame
has been selected. Since selection of the initiation codon is random in these inyitro
experiments, three different homopolypeptides are produced: polyleucine, polycysteine, and polyalanine. A perfect poly(CUCG) produces a polypeptide with the sequence (-Leu-Ala-Arg-Ser-) whatever the initiation point. These relationships are
summarized in Table 6.4; they show codons to be triplets read in exact sequence,
without overlap or omission. Other experiments used chemically synthesized trinucleotide codons as minimal messages. No proteins were made, but ribosome binding of only one amino acid (as a IRNA conjugate) was stimulated by a given codon.
The meaning of each possible codon was later verified by determination of mRNA
sequences.

TABLE

5.4

Polypeptide Products of Synthetic mRNAs"

-(AU)"-

-(cuc)"-(cucG)"'The horizontai brackets
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-AUA-

,uGC, EGd ,uGC,
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,uAU,
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-EaU
tud

,GCU, EaU ,GCU,-
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,cuc,

,GCU,

tltd

,uAU,

,cuc,
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accent the reading frame

-(I1e-T),r)"u:-lg11r-
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CTINICAL CORRELATION

6.

1

Missense Mutations: Hemoglobin
Clinicalll' rhe most important missense mutatron that affects hemoglobin structure is the change from A to U in either the GAA or GAG
codon for glutamate to give a GUA or GUG codon for valine in the
slrrh position of the p chain of hemoglobin. An estimated I of 10
-\irican-Americans are carriers of this mutation, which in i$ homo:\gous state is the basis for sickle-cell disease, the most common of
all hemogloblnopathies. The second most common hemoglobinopathy is hemoglobin C drsease, in which a change from G to A ln either
the GAA or GAG codon lor glutamate results in an AAA or AAG
codon for lysine in the sixth position of the B chain. Hundreds of
other hemoglobin missense mutations are now known (see Chn Corr.
24 and 9.6) A recent advance in therapy of sickle cell anemra uses

hydroxlrurea treatment to stimulate slmthesis of 7-chains and thus increase fetal hemoglobin production ln affected adults. This decreases
the tendency of the HbS in erythrocytes to form linear multimers that
result in the ce1l shape distortion, that ls, sickling, when the oxygen
tension decreases. The hemoglobinopathies are also major targets for
gene therapy.

Charache,S,Terrin,

M L,Moore,R D,Dover, G J,etal Effectofhydroxy-

urea on the frequency of painful crises in sickle cell anemia N Engl J Med
332:1317, 1995; and Persons, D A and Nienhuis, A W Gene therapy for the
hemoglobin disorders: past, present, and future Proc NatI Acad Sci USA

97:502), )000

Mutations
An understanding of the genetic code and how it is read provides a basis for understanding [he nature of mutations. A mutation is simply a change in a gene Point
mutations involve a change in a single base pair in the DNA, and thus a single base
ln the corresponding mRNA. lf this change occurs in the third position of a degen-

in the amino acid specified (e.g., UCC to UCA
still codes for serine). Such silent mutations are detected by gene sequence determination They are commonly seen in comparison of genes for similar proteins, for
erate codon, there may be no change

example, hemoglobins from different species. Missense mutations arise from a base
change lhat causes incorporation of a different amino acid in the encoded protein
(see Clin. Corr. 6.1) Point mutations can also form or destroy a termination codon
and thus change the length of a protein. Formation of a termination codon from one
that encodes an amino acid (see Clin Corr 6 2) ls often called a nonsense mutation; lt results in premature termination and a truncated protein. Mutation of a termination codon to one for an amino acid allows the message to be "read through"
until another stop codon is encountered. The result is a larger than normal protein
Thls phenomenon is the basis of several disorders (see Table 6.5 and Clin Corr. 6.3).

CLINICAT CORREI-ATION

6.2

Disorders of Terminator Codons
In hemoglobin McKees Rocks the UAU or UAC codon normally designating tyrosine in position 145 ol the p chain has mutated to the
terminator codon UAA or UAG This results in shortening of the B
chain from its normal 146 residues to 144 residues This change gives
the hemoglobin molecule an unusually high oxygen affinity srnce the
normal C-terminal sequence involved in binding 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate is modified. The response to decreased oxygen delivery is
secretion of erythropoietin by the kidney and increased red blood ce1l
production that produces a polycl.themic phenotype.
Another illness that resulE from a terminator mutation is a variety of B-thalassemia Thalassemias are a group o[ disorders characterized at the moiecular leve1 by an imbalance in the stoichiometry of
and B-globin s),nthesis In Bo-thalassemia no B-globln is slnthesized As a result a-globin, unable to associate with B-giobin to form
hemoglobin, accumulates and precipitates in erythroid cells The precipitation damages ceil membranes, causing hemolytic anemia and
stimulation of erythropoiesis One variety of B0-thalassemia, common

a-

Southeast Asia, results from a terminator mutation at codon I7 of
the B-globin; the normal codon AAG that designates a lysyl residue
at B-17 becomes the stop codon UAG. In contrast to hemoglobin
McKees Rocks, in which the terminator mutation occurs late in the
B-globin message, the mutation occurs so eariy in the mRNA of B0thalassemia that no usefui p-globin sequence can be synthesized, and
B-globin is absent This leads to anemla and aggregatlon of unused
a-globin in the red ce11 precursors B-Globin mRNA concentrations
are depressed, probably because premature termination of translation
leads to lnstability of the mRNA.

in

Winslow, R M , Swenberg, M L, Gross, 8., Chen'enick, P A, Buchman, R R,
r45 r\t-tetm
and Anderson, W E Hemoglobin McKees Rocks (az p2
) A human
Clin lrntest. 57:772,
nonsense mutation leading to a shortened p chain
1976; and Chang, J C and Kan, Y W p-Thalassemia: a nonsense mutation
in man Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 76:2886, 1979

I
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"Read Through" Mutations in Termination Codons
Produce Abnormally long a-Globin Chains

A
Constant Spring

U,A,A,

C,{{

Glutamine

Icaria

AAA

Lysine

Seal Rock

GAA

Glutamate

Koya Dora

UCA

Serine

I+I
t7)
t72
t72
t72

Insertion or deletion of a single nucleotide within the coding region of a gene
results in a frameshift mutation. The reading frame is altered at that point and subsequent codons are read in the new con[ext until a terrnination codon is reached.
Table 6.6 illustrates this phenomenon with the mutant hemoglobin Wapre. The significance of reading frame selection is underscored by a phenomenon in some very
small viruses in which the size of the virus limits rhe amount of DNA it can hold.
As compensation, a single segment of DNA encodes different pollpeptides tha[ are
translated using different reading frames An example is the tumor-causing simian
virus SV40 (Figure 6.2). Other viruses rely on frameshifting during [ranslarion to
generate different proteins from a single message (see Clin. Corr. 6.4).

Aminoacylation of Transfer RNA Activates
Amino Acids for Protein Synthesis
In order to be incorporated into proteins, amino acids must first be "activated" by
linkage to their appropriate IRNA carriers. This two-step process is catalyzedby a
family of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, each of which is specific for a single amino
acid and its appropriate IRNA species. The reactions are normally written as follows:

CLINICAT CORRELATION

6.3

a-Thalassemia
There are two expressed a-globin genes on each chromosome 17
Many instances of a-thalassemia arise from deletion of two, three, or
all four a-globln genes. The clinical severity increases with the number
o[ genes deleted. In contrast, the disorders summarized in Table 6 5
are forms of a-thalassemia that arise from abnorrnally long a-globln
molecules, which replace normal a-g1obin, and are present only in
small amounts as a result of a decreased rate of synthesis or more
likely from an increased rare o[ breakdown of the abnormal a-g1obin.
fhe normal stop codon, UA,A, for a-globin mutates to any of four

with resultant placement of four different amino acids
at position 142 Normal a-globin is only I4I resrdues long, but the
four abnormal a-globlns are 17) residues long because a triplet of nucleotides in the normally untranslated region of the mRNA becomes
a terrninator codon in the abnormal posrtion I73. Elongated globin
chains can also resul[ from frameshift mutations or insertions
sense codons

Weatherall, D
relationship to

J

J B The o,chain rermina[ion muranrs and rheir
a,thalassemias Phiios lrans R Soc InndonB2T|:4II,1975

and Clegg,

Lhe
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6.5

A Frameshift Mutation Results in Production of Hemoglobin Wayne"

Normal a-globin amino acid sequence - Thr
ACI
Normal a-globin codon sequence - ACP

-

- GCC - UCG ,_,-- GGA
// _,,- //.,,- // _.,-_

(

Walnea-giobincodonsequence -ACP -UCA -AAU -ACC -GUU -AAG -CUG -GAG CCU -CGG
\&h1nea-globinaminoacidsequence

-Thr -Ser

-Asn -Thr -Val

" The base deletion causing the frameshift is encircled. The stop codons
P: A, G, U, or C.

-Lys -Leu -Glu -Pro

E

-Arg

are boxed

Brackets surrounding the aminoacyl-AMP-en4rme complex indicate that it is a
transient, enzyme-bound intermediate. The aminoacyl-adenylate, a mixed acid
anhydride with carboxyl and phosphoryl components, is a "high-energr" intermediate. The aminoacyl ester linkage in IRNA is lower in energy than in aminoacyladenylate, but still higher than in the carboxyl group of the free amino acid.
Ppophosphatases cleave the pyrophosphate that is produced and the equilibrium
is strongly shifted toward formation of aminoacyl-tRNA. From the viewpoint of
precision in translation, the amino acid, which had only its side chain (R group) to
distinguish it, becomes linked to a large, complex, and easily recognized carrier.

Specificity and Fidelity of Aminoacylation Reactions
Almost all cells contain 20 different aminoacyl-tRNA qmthetases, each specific for
one amino acid, and at most a small family of carrier tRNAs for that amino acid.
Since codon-anticodon interactions define the amino acid to be incorporated, an
incorrect amino acid carried by the IRNA will cause an error in the protein. Correct selection of both IRNA and amino acid by the synthetase is therefore central to
fidelity in protein rynthesis.
Aminoacyl-tRNA slmthetases share a common mechanism and many are physically associated with one another in the cell. Nevertheless, they are a diverse group
of proteins that may contain one, two, or four identical subunits or pairs of disAnt gen

\

f ---1

T Antigen ------>

FIGURE 6.2
Genome of simian virus 40 (SV40).
DNA of SV'10, shown in red, is a double-stranded circle of slightly more than 5000 base
pairs that encodes ail information needed by the virus for its survival and replication
within a host cell. lt is an example of extremely efficient use of the information-coding potential of a small genome. Proteins VPl, VP2, and VP3 are structural proteins of the virus;
VP2 and VP3 are translated from different initiation poins to the same carboxyl terminus.
VP1 is translated in a different reading frame so that iB amino-terminal section overlaps
the VP2 and VP3 genes but its amino acid sequence in the overlapping segment is different from that of VP2 and VP3. Tvo additional proteirs, the large T and small I tumor andgens, which promote transformation of infected cells, have identical amino-terminal sequences. The carboxyl-terminal seSment of small t protein is encoded by a segment of
mRNA that is spliced out of the large T message, and the carboxyl-terminal sequence of
large T is encoded by DNA that follows termination of small t. This occurs through differential processing of a common mRNA precursor. The single site of origin of DNA replication (ori) is outside all coding regions of the genome.

i
l
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6.4
Programmed Frameshifting in the Biosynthesis of HIV Proteins

cLrNrcAr coRREtATror,r

Maintaining the reading frame during translation ls central to the accuracy and lidelity of translation However, many retror,rruses, including HI! the human immunodeficiency virus that causes AIDS,
take advantage of mRNA slippage and a change in reading frame to
generate different proteins from the same message. A single mRNA,
the gag-pol messenger, encodes two polyproteins that overlap by about
200 nucleotides and are in different reading frames The gag pollprotein is translated from the initration codon to an in-frame termination
codon near the gag-pol junction; gag polyprotein is then cleaved to
generate several structural proteins of the virus. However, about 5olo

of the time a one-nucleotide frameshift occurs within the overlapplng
segment of mRNA and the termination codon is bypassed because it
is no longer in the reading frame. Instead a gag-pol fusion polyprotein is produced; proteolytic cleavage of the po1 polyprotein produces
the vrral reverse transcriptase and other proteins needed in virus
reproduction.
Jacks, T., Power, M D , Masiarz, E R, Luciw, P A, and Varmus, H. E Characterization of ribosomal frameshiftlng in HIV-I gag-po1 expression Ndture

331:280.1988

similar subunits. Detailed sludies indicate that separate structural domains are involved in aminoacyl-adenylare formation, IRNA recognition, and, if it occurs, subunit interac[ions. In spite of [heir structural diversity, each enzyme is capable of almos[ error-free formation of correct aminoacyl-tRNA combinaLions.
Selection of a correct amlno acid requlres great discrimination on the part of
some s)mthetases. While some amlno acids are easily recognizedby their bulk (e.g.,
tryptophan), or lack ofbulk (glycine), or by positive or negative charges on the side
chalns (e g., lysine and gluramate), others are much more difficult [o discriminare
Recognition of valine rather than lhreonine or isoleucine by the valyl-tRNA syrrthetase is difficult since Lhe side chains differ by either an added hydroxyl or sing1e methylene group. The amino acid-recognition and -acrivation sites of each enzyme have great specificity, but sometimes misrecognitlon does occur. An additional

proofreading or editing step increases discrimination This most often occurs
through hydrolysls of the aminoacyl-adenylate inrermediate, with the release of
amino acid and AMP Valyl-tRNA slrrthetase efficiently hydrolyzes threonyl-adenylare
and it hydrolyzes isoieucyl-adenylate in the presence o[ bound (but nor aminoacylated) tRNA"ul. In other cases a misacylared IRNA is recognized. and deacylated.
Valyl-, phenylalanyl-, and isoleucyl-tRNA syn[he[ases deacylate tRNAs that have
been mischarged with threonine, tyrosine, and valine, respectively. This proofreading is analogous to editing of misincorporated nucleotides by the 3' -+ 5' exonuclease activity of DNA poll.merases (see p. 164) Editing is performed by many but
not all aminoacyl-tRNA s),nthetases. The net result is
average level of misacyla^n
tion of one in IOa to 105.
Each synthetase must correctly recognlze one to several IRNA species that correctly serve to carry the same amino acid, while rejecting incorrec[ IRNA species
Given the complexity of IRNA molecules this should be simpler than selection of a

single amino acid. However, recall the conformational similarity and common sequence elements of ali tRNAs (see p. 82). Different s),nthetases recognize different
elements of IRNA struc[ure. Usually multiple slruc[ural elements contrlbute to
recognilion, but many are not absolute delerminanls One loglcal element of IRNA
recognition by the s).nthetase is the anticodon, specific to one amino acid. In the
case of IRNA'"', changing the anticodon also alters recognition by the s)'nthetase.
In other instances this is only partly true, and sometimes [he anticodon is not a
recognition de[erminant. Consider, for example, suppressor mutations that "suppress" the expresslon of classes o[ chain [ermination (nonsense) mutations A point
mutation in a glutamine (CAG) codon produces a termi.nation (UAG) codon that
causes the prema[ure [erminatlon of the encoded protein A second suppressor mutation in the anticodon of a tRNAtv', in which the normal GUA anticodon is changed
to CUA, allows "read through" of the termination codon. The initial muration is
suppressed as a nearly normal proteln ls made, with the affected glutamine replaced
by tyrosine Aminoacylatron of the mutant tRNAtv'with tyrosine shows that in this
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FlGURE 6.3

Interaction of a IRNA with its cognate aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase.
The sugar-phosphate backbone of E. coli glutaminyl-tRNA is shown in green and rhe peptide backbone of the glutamine tRNAst" s)mthetase ln multlple colors. Note strong interactions of the slnthetase with partially unwound acceptor stem and anricodon loop of the
IRNA, and placement of ATf; shown in red, withln a few angstroms of the 3'-end of IRNA
Space-filling modeLs of ihe enz),me and IRNA would show both molecules as solid objecrs

with several sites of direct contact
Adapted Jrom Perona,

L

Rould, M , ond Steitz,

I

Biochemisrry 32:8758, 1993

case the anlicodon does nol determine s]Trthetase specificity InE. coli tRNA^lu, the
primary recognition characteristic is a Gj-U7s base pair in the acceptor stem; even
if no other changes in the tRNAulu occu., any variation ar this position destroys its

acceptor ability with alanine-tRNAulu s)mthetase. Other tRNA-identifica[ion fearures
include additional elements of the acceptor stem, and sometimes par[s of the variable loop or the D-stem/1oop Different IRNA segmenls may be recognized for
aminoacylation and proofreading. The X-ray structure of glutaminyl sl,nthetaseIRNA complex shown in Figure 6.3 shows binding at the concave IRNA surface,
which is tlpical and compatible with the biochemical observations

Ribosomes Are Workbenches for Protein Biosynthesis
Proteins are assembled on ribosomes that are complex ribonucleoprotein particles
made up of two dissimi.lar subunits, each of which contains RNA and many proteins. With one excep[ion each protein is present in a single copy per ribosome, as
is each RNA species Ribosome archi[ecture and function have been conserved in
evolution, and similarities between ribosomes and subunits from differen[ sources
are more important than the di.fferences. The composition of major ribosome [ypes
is shown in Table 6 7
Ribosomes and their subunits can be crystaliized and X-ray structural determination is well advanced. Figure 6.4 shows the structure of a prokaryotic ribo-
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Ribosome Classification and Composition
Subunits

Ribosome

Source

Monomer SiTe

Small

Large

Eukaryotes
Cytosoi

80s

40s:

60S:

34 proteins
I8S RNA
Mitochondria
Animals

55S-60S

50 proteins
2BS, 5.8S, 55 RNAS

40-455:

30S-35S:
I2S RNA

165 RNA

70-100 proterns
Hlgher plants

77S-80S

40s:

I9S RNA
Chloroplasts

70s

60S:

25S, 55 RNAS
70-7 5 plotelns

30S:

50S:

20-24 proteins

34-38 proteins

165 RNA

23S, 55, 4.5S RNAS

Prokaryotes

Eschenchia coli

70s

30S:

2I

proteins
i6S RNA

50s:

34 proteins
23S, 55 RNAS

FICURE 6,4

Crystallographic structure of a 70S ribosome.
The structure of the Thermus thermophilus rlbosome is shown at 5 5 A resolution Successive
views are rotated 90" around the vertical axis
(a) The sma11 subunit lies atop the large subunit
Small subunit features include the head (H),
connected by a neck (N) to the body (B), and
the platform (P) which projects toward the large
subunit. The 165 RNA is colored cyan and small
subunit proteins are dark blue (b) The large
subunit is at the nght; 23S RNA is grey, 55 RNA
is light blue, and large subunit proteins are magenta A-slte IRNA (gold) spans the subunits.
(c) The large subunit lies on top with the stalk
protruding to the lelt (d) The large subunit is at
the left, and elements of E- and A-side tRNAs
are visible in the subunit interface
Repnnted with pennission from Yusupot, M M ,
Yusupova, G. Z, Baucom, A, Lieberman, K, Earnest,
T.N , Cate, J H D., and Noller, H.E Science 292: 883,
2001 Copynght @ 2001 by American Association Jor
the Advancement oJ Science Figure generously supplied
by Drs. A. Baucom and H. Nollex Also see Figure 6 5.
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some at 5.5 A resolution Each subunit includes an RNA core, folded into a specific
[hree-dimensional structure, upon which proteins are positioned through proteinRNA and protein-protein interactions.
Helical RNA elements and some individual protein molecules can be distin-

guished in the X-ray stmctures. Additional evidence, obtained using a variety of
techniques, allows further understanding of the structure of this large complex.
Many experiments were made possible because prokaryotic ribosomes can selfassemble; that is, the native structures can be reconstituted from mixtures of purified individual proteins and RNAs. Reconstitution of subunits from mixtures in
which a single componenr is omitted or modified can show if, for example, a given

(a)

FIGURE 6.5

Ribosome structure and functional sites.
Top row shows the faces of each subunit that
interact in the functional ribosome In (a) the
Iarge subunit is shown; note that sites of peptide
bond formation and of binding of the elongation
factors are on opposite sides of the central protuberance. The arm-like stmcture is formed by
protein L7/I-12 (or its eukaryotic equivalent) In
(b) the small subunit platform protrudes toward
the reader. mRNAs and tRNAs interact in a decoding site, deep in the cleft between the plar
form and the subunit body The orientation of
mRNA and IRNA is depicted, although their interaction in the decoding site is obscured by the
platform. In (c) the large subunit is rotated 90o
and the arm projects into the page. The exit site
near the base of the subunit is where newly
slmthesized protein emerges from the ribosome.
This area is in contact with membranes in the
bound ribosomes of rough endoplasmic reticuIum. The site of peptide bond formation, the
peptidyltransferase center, is distant from the
exit site; the growing peptide passes through a
groove or tunnei in the ribosome to reach the
exit site. In (d) the small subunit has been rotated 90": the platform projects toward the
face of the large subunit, showing the cleft In
(e) subunits have been brought toSether to show
their relative orientation in the ribosome.
Aminoacyl-tRNA bound by the small subunit is
oriented with the acceptor end near peptidyltransferase whiie translocation domain (where
EF-l and EF-2 bind) is near the decoding region
and the area in which mRNA enters the complex.

(c)

Exit site tor
growing peptide
chain
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protein is impor[ant for assembly of the subunit or for some specific function. Total reconstitution of subunils from eukaryotes has not been achieved but conclusions about how ribosomes flunc[ion are fully applicable to eukaryotic sys[ems.
Ribosomes and their subunlts can be visualized by e).ectron microscopy Locations of most ribosomal proteins, some elements of the RNA, and functional sites
on each subunit were shown by electron microscopy of subunits in complexes with
antibodies against a single ribosomal componen[. The antibody molecule acts as a
pointer to the site on the ribosome. Further s[ructural information was obtained
from chemical cross-linking, which identifies near neighbors within the srrucrure,
and from neutron diffraction measurements, which quantitate the distances belween pairs of protei.ns. Sequence comparisons and chemical and enz]rynatic probes
give information about RNA conformation. Correlation of structural data with
functional measurements in protein synthesis have allowed developmenl of models,
such as that in Figure 6.5, that link ribosome morphology [o function in rranslation.
Ribosomes are organized in two additional ways. First, several ribosomes often
translate a single mRNA molecule simukaneously Purified mRNA-linked polysomes
can be visualized by electron microscopy (Figure 6.6). second, in eukaryotic cells
some ribosomes occur free in the cytosol, but many are bound to membranes of
the rough endoplasmic reliculum In general, free ribosomes s],nthesize proreins
that remain within the cytosol or become targeted to the nucleus, mi[ochondria, or
some other organelle, Membrane-bound ribosomes s),nthesize proteins that will
be secreted from the cell or sequestered and function in other cellular membranes
or vesicles. ln cell homogena[es, membrane fragments with bound ribosomes constitute the microsome fraction; detergents that disrupt membranes release lhese
ribosomes.

o.E I enorErN BtosYNTHESts
Translation ls Directional and Collinear with mRNA
In the English language words are read from left to right and nor [he reverse. Similarly, mRNA sequences are written (and transcribed) 5' --+ 3' , and during the [ransIation process they are read in lhe same directlon. Amino acid sequences are both
written and syrrrhesized from the amino-terminal residue to the carboxy [erminus.
A ribosome remains bound to an mRNA molecule and moves along the length of
the mRNA unril ir is fully read.'Comparison of mRNA sequences with sequenies of
the proteins they encode shows a perfect, collinear, nonoverlapping, and gap-free
correspondence of the mRNA coding sequence and that of the polypepride synthesized. (For a rare exception, see CIin. Corr. 6.4.) In fact, it is common [o deduce
the sequence of a protein solely from the nucleotide sequence of its mRNA or the
DNA of the gene encoding it However, the deduced sequence may differ from the
genuine protein because of posttranslational modifications.
A story can be analyzed in terms of its beginning, its development or middle
section, and its ending Protein biosprthesis will be described in a similar framework: initiation of the process, elongation during which rhe grear bulk of the protein is formed, and termination of sprthesis and release of rhe completed polypeptide. we will then examine posttranslational modifica[ions that a protein may
undergo.

FIGURE 6.6

Electron micrographs of polysomes.
(a) Reticulocyte polyribosomes shadowed with

lnitiation of Protein Synthesis ls a Complex Process
Initiation requires bringing togerher a small (40S) ribosomal subunit,
a tRNA complex of the amino-rerminal amino acid, all

a

mRNA, and

in a proper orientation. This

is followed by association of the large (60s) subunit to form a completed initiation
complex on an 80S ribosome. This process requires a complex group of proteins,
known as initiation factors, that act only in initiation. These are not ribosomal proteins, although many bind transiently to ribosomes. There are many eukaryotic ini-

platlnum are seen in clusters of three to six ribosomes, a number consistent with the size of
mRNA for a globin chain (b) Uranyl acetate
staining and visualization at a higher magnification shows polysomes in which parts of the
mRNA are visible
Courtes! oJ Dr Alex Rich, MIT.
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tiation factors and the speclfic functions of some remain unclear; prokaryotic protein sprthesis provides a less complex model for comparison.
The initiation of translation is shown in Figure 6.7. As a first step, eukaryotic
initiation factor 2a (eIF-2a) binds to GTP and an initiator species of rRNA''t,
designated Met-tRNAfe', Lo form a tennry complex. No other aminoacyl-tRNA, including Met-tRNAp"t, which participates only in elongation steps of prorein s1mthesis, can replace the initiation-specific Met-tRNAl"'t in this srep. Prokaryotes aiso

utilize a specific initiator IRNA whose methionine is modified by formylation of its
amino group. Only fMet-tRNAf't, is recognized by prokaryotic lF-2.
The second step in initiation requires 40S ribosomal subunits associated with
a very complex protein, eIF-3. Mammalian eIF-3 conLains eight different polypeptides and has a mass of 600-650 kDa; it binds to the 40S subunit surface that will

contact the 605 subunit and physically blocks subunit associatlon. Hence eIF-3 is
also called a ribosome anti-association factor, as is eIF-6, which binds to 605 sub-

unirs A complex that includes eIF-2a-Met-rRNA1""t-GTB eIF-3-40S, and additional protein factors now forms and binds mRNA, which is also in a complex wrth
several pro[eins. Factor eIF-4g serves as the core of the mRNA complex; it binds
mRNA, protein elF-4e, also called the cap binding protein, elF-4a, which binds
the mRNA and prevents secondary stmcture forma[ion, and a polyA-binding protein that loops the 3'-end of the messenger near [o the 5'-cap. A complex that includes several protein factors, the correctly oriented 40S subunlt, the initiator IRNA,
and the message is [hus formed. A final preinitiation complex is generated as the
message is "scanned" from the capped end until an initiation AUG sequence is
reached. Usually this is the first AUG tripler in the mRNA, bu[ sometimes rhe surrounding nucleotide sequence or secondary strucrure is not appropriate for initiation and a Iarer AUG i.s selected.
Formation o[ a complete initiation complex proceeds with involvement of a
605 subunit and an additional factor, elF-5. Protein eIF-5 flrst interacts with rhe
preinitiation complex; GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP and P1, and eIF-2a-GDII eIF-3,
and other factors are released. The 40S-Met-tRNAf"t-mRNA complex in[eracrs
with a 605 subunit and initiation factor eIF-4d to generare an 80S ribosome wr[h
the mRNA and initiator IRNA correctly positioned on the ribosome. The eIF-2aGDP that is released interac[s with the guanine nucleotide exchange factor eIP2b and GTP to regenerate eIF-2a-GTP for another round of initiation.
Prokaryotes use fewer nonribosomal factors to form a similar initiation complex.
Their 30S subunits complexed with a simpler IF-3 can first bind either mRNA or a
ternary complex of IF-2, fMet-tRNAi"', and GTP Orienration of the mRNA relies in
part on base pairing belween a pyrimidine-rlch sequence of eight nucleotides in 165
rRNA and a purine-rich sequence about 10 nucleotides upstream of the initiator
AUG codon. Complementarity between rRNA and the message-positioning sequence
of an mRNA may include several mismatches but, as a first approximation, grearer
complementarity leads [o more efficient initia[ion It is interesting that eukaryotes do
not utilize an RNA-RNA base-pairing mechanism, but instead use many protein factors [o position mRNA correct]y. A third initia[ion factor, IF-I, also participates in
formation of the preinitiation complex. A 50S subunit is now bound; in the process,
GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP and P,, and the initiation factors are released.

Elongation ls the Stepwise Formation of Peptide Bonds
Protein synthesis now occurs by stepwise elongation to form a pollpeptide chain.
At each s[ep ribosomal peptidyltransferase transfers the growing peptide (or in the
first step the initiating methionine residue) from its carrier IRNA [o [he a-amino
group of the amino acid residue of the aminoacyl-tRNA specified by the next codon.
Efficiency and fidelity are enhanced by nonribosomal protein elongation factors
that utilize the energy released by GTP hydrolysis [o ensure selection o[ the proper
aminoacyl-tRNA species and [o move the mRNA and associated tRNAs through the
decoding region of the ribosome. Elongation is illustrated in Figure 6.8
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.........--------------

elF-2b+
Ternary complex

(Step 1)
elF-2b+

(Step a)
lnitiation complex

60s
elF-4D
elF-5

mBNA

(Step 3)
Pre-initiation complex

FICURE 6.7

Initiation of translation in eukaryotes.
Details are given in text. A temary complex (Step 1) first combines
with a small ribosomal subunit to place the initiator IRNA (Step 2)
Interaction with mRNA then forms a preinitiation complex (Step 3)
Large subunit binding completes formation of the initiation compiex
(Step 4). The different shape of eIF-2a in complexes with GTP and

GDP indicates that conformational change in the protein occurs upon
hydrolysis of triphosphate After elongation has begun, additional
smal1 subunits will complex with the same mRNA as polysomes are
lormed

+p

(a)
TIGURE 6.8

Elongation steps in eukaryotic protein synthesis.
(a) The first cycle of elongation is shown Step I: Completed initiation
complex with methionyl-tRNAi"r in 80S P site Step 2: EF-lo has
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placed an aminoacyl-tRNA in the A site. GTP hydrolysis results in a
conformational change in EF-la. Step 3: The first peptide bond has

a

+g
(Step 6)

(b)

been formed, new peptidyl-tRNA occupies a hybrid (A/P) site on nbosome, and the acceptor stem of deacylated tRNAI"'t is in the large subunit E site Step 4: fhe mRNA-peptidyl-tRNA complex has been fully
translocated to the P site while deacylated initiator IRNA is moved to
the E site (b) Further rounds of elongation. Step 5: Binding of
aminoacyl-tRNA causes concomitant release of deacylated IRNA from

the E site. Step 6: Formation of next peptide bond again results in the
new peptidyl-RNA occupying a hybrid A/P site on ribosome. Step 7:
Translocation moves mRNA and new peptidyl-tRNA in register into P
site. Additional amino acids are added by successive repetitions of the
cycle. For further details see text
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During translation up to three different IRNA molecules may be bound at specific sites that span both ribosomal subunirs. The iniriating methionyl-rRNA is
placed in position so that its methlonyl residue may be rransferred (or donated) to
the free o-amino group of [he incoming aminoacyl-tRNA; it thus occupies rhe
donor site, also called the peptidyl sire or P site of the ribosome. The aminoacyl-tRNA specified by the next codon of rhe message is bound at the acceptor site,
also called the aminoacyl site or A site of the ribosome. Selection of the correct
aminoacyl-tRNA is enhanced by elongation factor 1 (EF-f ); a component of
EF-l, EF-la, first forms a tetnary complex with aminoacyl-tRNA and GTp The
EF-1o- aminoacyl-tRNA- GTP complex binds to the ribosome and if codonanticodon interactions are correct the aminoacyl-tRNA is placed at the A site, GTp
is hydrolyzed to GDP and Pi, and the nF-rc-bop compiex dissociates. The iniriating methionyl-tRNA and the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA are now juxraposed on
the ribosome. Their anticodons are paired with successive codons of the mRNA in
the decoding region of the small subunit, and their amino acids are beside one another at the peptidyltransferase site of the large subunit. Pepride bond formation
now occurs. Peptidyltransferase catalyzes attack of the a-amino group of aminoacyl-tRNA onto the carbonyl carbon of methionyl-tRNA The result is [ransfer of
me[hionine [o the amino group of the aminoacyl-tRNA, which then occupies a "hybrid" position on [he ribosome. The an[icodon remains in the 40S A site, while the
acceptor end and rhe aftached pepride are in [he 605 P site. The anticodon of the
deacylated IRNA remains in [he 40s P site, and its acceptor end is located in rhe
605 exit or E site.
The mRNA and the dipeptidyl-tRNA at the 40S A site musr now be reposiLioned to permit another elongation cycle to begin. This is done by elongation
factor 2 (EF-2), also called translocase. EF-2 moves the mRNA and dipeptidylIRNA, in codon-anricodon register, from the 40S A site to the p si[e. In [he process
GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP plus P,, providing energy for the movemenl, and the A
site is fully vacared. As the dipeptidyl-tRNA moves ro rhe p site, the deacylated
donor (methionine) IRNA also moves to the E site, which only exisrs on the 605
subunit. The ribosome can now enter a new cyc1e. The next aminoacyl-tRNA specified by the mRNA is delivered by EF-to ro rhe A site and rhe deacylared IRNA in
the E site is probably released. Peptide transfer again occurs. Successive cycles of
binding of aminoacyl-tRNA, peptide bond formarion, and translocation result in rhe
stepwise elongation of the pollpeptide toward its eventual carboxTl terminus. Note
that whatever the length of the growing chain, pepride bond formation always occurs lhrough attack of the a-amino group of the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA on the
peptide carboxyl-tRNA linkage; hence the geomelric arrangemenl of [he reacting
molecules at the peptidyltransferase site remains constant.
Peptide bond formation does not require any addltional energy source such as
ATP or GTP The energy of the methionyl (or peptidyl) ester linkage ro IRNA drives
[he reaction toward peptide bond formation; recall that ATP is used to form each
aminoacyl-tRNA and that these reactions are reversible. Isolated 605 subuni[s can
catalyze peptidyltransferase activity, and nonribosomal factors are not involved in
the reaclion. Peptidyltransferase has never been dissociated from the large subunit
or characterized as a specific ribosomal protein. A growing body of evidence indicates [hat this is because the large subunit is a complex ribozyme in which peptide bond formation is an RNA-catalyzed. reaction. Experi.ments with lsolated, conformationally stable large subunit RNA from a thermophilic bacterium suggesr rhar
the rRNA is the catalytic component of peptidyltransferase while the proteins serve
to stabilize RNA folding, but this hypothesis was conrroversial and difficult to
prove. However, the crystallographlc structure of the large subuni[ shows the transferase region to be composed entirely of RNA, with the nearest amino acid side
chain about 25 A away. Moreover, mutagenesis of a single adenine residue in the
RNA results in the loss of transferase activity Hence the central reaction in the formation of proteins is almost certainly catalyzed by RNA. lt is speculared that the
primordial ribosome was a naked RNA mo1ecu1e.
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As determined from prokaryotic models, the role of GTP in the action of
EF-Io and EF-2 probably relates to conformational changes in these proteins. Crystallographic studies have shown that a large rearrangement of domains with movements of several angstroms occurs upon GTP hydrolysis in EF-Tu, the prokaryotic
equivalen[ of EF-la. Both EF-Ia and EF-2 bind ribosomes tightly as GTP complexes, while GDP complexes dissociate from the ribosome more easily. Viewed
ano[her way, GTP stabilizes a protein conformation that confers upon EF-lo high
affinity toward aminoacyl-tRNA and the ribosome, while GDP stabilizes a conforma[ion with lower affinity for aminoacyl-tRNA and ribosome, thus allowing IRNA

delivery and factor dissociation. Restoration of the higher affinity GTP-associated
conformation of EF-Ia requires participation of EF-Ip7 (Figure 6.9). This protein
displaces GDP from EF-la, forming an EF-Ia-EF-1B7 complex. GTP then displaces EF-1B7, forming an EF-Ia-GTP complex that can successively bind an
aminoacyl-[RNA and then a ribosome. Prokaryotes use a similar mechanism in
which EF-Tu binds GTP and aminoacyl-rRNA and EF-Ts displaces GDP and helps
recycie the carrier molecule. Prokaryotes also utilize a GTP-dependent translocase,
like EF-2 but called EF-G or G factor.

Termination of Polypeptide Synthesis Requires a Stop Codon
A chain-terminating UAG, UAA, or UGA codon in the A site does not promote
binding of any IRNA species. Instead, anorher complex nonribosomal protein,
release factor (eRF), binds rhe ribosome as an eRF-GTP complex (Figure 6.10).
The peptide-tRNA ester linkage is cleaved through the action of peptidyltransferase,
acting here as a hydrolase, and the completed polypeptide is released from i[s car-

rier IRNA and the ribosome. Dissociation of eRF from the ribosome requires hydrolysis of the bound GTP and frees [he ribosome to dissociate into subunits and
then reenter the protein synthesis cycle at the initiation stage. S[ructural analysis of
release factors shows a strong physical resemblance to IRNA, human eRF is similar

in size and shape to IRNA, and amino acids at the end of protein domain recognize
and interact with a termination codon. This phenomenon of "molecular mimicry"
is also apparent in the structure of bacterial EF-G, in which a protein domain mimics the anticodon stem of IRNA and functions in elongation by displacing the rRNA
from the A to the P subsite on the small subunit.

Translation Has Significant Energy Cost
There is considerable use of energlr in slmthesis of a pollpeptide. Amino acid activation converts an ATP to AMP and pl,rophosphate, which is normally hydrolyzed
to Pi; the net cost is two high-energy phosphates. Two more high-energy bonds are
hydrolyzed in the actions of EF-Ia and EF-2, for a total of four per pepride bond
formed. Posttranslational modifications may add to the energy cost, and of course
energy is needed for biosyrthesis of the multi-use mRNA, tRNAs, ribosomes, and
protein factors, but these costs are distributed more generally between the proteins
formed during their lifetime.

Protein Synthesis in Mitochondria Differs Slightly
Many characteristics of mitochondria suggest that they are descendants of aerobic
prokaryotes that invaded and set up a s1'rnbiotic relationship within a eukaryotic
cell. Some of their independence and prokaryotic character are retained. Human
mitochondria have a circular DNA genome of 16,569 base pairs that encodes
13 proteins, 22 IRNA species, and 2 mitochondrion-specific rRNA species. Their
independent apparatus for protein synthesis includes RNA polyrnerase, aminoacylIRNA synthetases, tRNAs, and ribosomes. Although the course of protein biosynthesis in mitochondria is like that in the cytosol, some details are different. The synthetic components, tRNAs, aminoacyl-tRNA sy'nthetases, and ribosomes, are unique
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FICURE 5.9

EFI in the elongation cycle.

I: EF-Ia-GTP-aminoacyl-tRNA complex binds the ribosome.
Step 2: Aminoacyl-tRNA is placed on the flbosome (2a) with concomitant hydrolysis of GTP and a change in conformation of EF-la (3) that
reduces its affinity for IRNA and the ribosome. Step 4: GDP is displaced from EF-la by EF-lBy. Binding of GfP then displaces EF-lpy
Step

(Step 5) and allows binding of an aminoacyl-tRNA by EF-Ia in its
higher affinity conformation (I). In prokaryotes a similar cycle exists;
EF-Tu functions as carrier of aminoacyl-tRNA and EF-Ts is a guanine
nucleotide exchange factor.

to rhe mitochondrion. The number of IRNA species is small and the genetic code
is slightly different (Table 6.2). Mitochondrial ribosomes are smaller and the rRNAs
are shorter than those of either the eukaryotic cytosol or of prokaryotes (Table 6.7).
An initiator Met-tRNA{""t is modified by a transformylase that uses Nlo-formyl Hafolate to produce fMet-tRNAf't. Mos[ mirochondrial proteins are encoded in nuclear DNA and syrethesized in the cytosol, but mitochondrial protein slnthesis is
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FIGURE 6.10

Termination of protein biosynthesis.
When a termination codon (UAG, UAA, or
UGA) in mRNA occupies the A site, binding of
release

a

factor-GfP complex occurs (Step 1) and

deacylated IRNA is released. Step 2: Peptidyltransferase functions as a hydrolase; protein is
released by hydrolysis of the ester bond linking

it to IRNA,

and the acceptor end of deacylated
IRNA is probably displaced. GTP is hydroiyzed
to GDP and Pi, presumably altering the conformation o[ the release factor. Dissociated components of the complex can enter additional
rounds of protein sgrthesis.
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CTINICAT CORRETATION

6.5

Mutation in Mitochondrial Ribosomal RNA
Results in Antibiotic-lnduced Deafness
In some regions of China a srgnificant percentage of irreversible cases
ti dealness have been linked to use of normally safe and effective
:.:roun[s of aminoglycoside antibiotics such as strep[omycln and gen'.:mrcin The unusual sensitivity to aminoglycosides is transmitted
rrnlv through women This maternal transmission suggesrc a mitochondrial 1ocus, since sperm do not contribute mitochondria to the
:1-gote. Aminoglycosides are normally targeted to bacterial ribosomes,
so the mitochondrial ribosome is a logical place to look for a muta-

the ability of the antibiotic to interfere in protein s),nthesis in mitochondria. Proteins synthesized in mitochondria are needed to form
the enz).,rne complexes of the oxidative phosphorylation system, so affected cells are starved of ATP Aminoglycosides accumulate in the
cochlea, making this a particularly sensitive target and leading to sensonneural deafness. A simple missense mutation in the gene (DPP)
that encodes a protein involved in intermembrane transport in mitochondria also results in deafness

t10n s1te.

A single A -->G point mutation at nucleotide 1555 of the gene
on mitochondrial DNA for large subunit IRNA has been identified in
families wlth this susceptibility to aminoglycosides. The mutatlon srte
is in a highly consewed regron o[ the rRNA sequence that is involved
in aminoglycoside bindlng; some mutations in the same region confer resistance to the antibiotics, and the RNA region is part of the ribosomal A site It is hypothesized that the mutation makes the region
more "prokaryote-like," increasing its aflinity for amlnoglycosides and

Fischel-Ghodsian, N , Prezant, T, Bu, X , and Oztas, S. Mitochondrial ribosomal RNA gene mutation in a patient with sporadic aminoglycoside ototoxicity. Am. I, Otolaryngol 74:399,1993: Prezan[, T., er al Mirochondrial ribosomal RNA mutation associated with both antibiotic-induced and non-sl,ndromic
deafness Nature Genet 4:289, 1993; and Trannebjaerg, L, Hamel, B C ,
Gabreels, E J , Renier, W O , and Van Ghelue, M A de noro missense mumtion in a critical domain of the X-linked DPP gene causes the typical deafnessdystonia-optic arrophy sy.ndrome Eur J Hum, Genet. S:164,2000

clearly important (see Clin. Corr. 6 5) Cells mus[ coordinate protein synlhesis
wlthin mitochondria with the cytosolic s),nthesis of proteins destined for import
lnto mitochondria

Some Antibiotics and Toxins Inhibit Protein Biosynthesis
Proteln biosy,r'ithesis is central to the contlnulng life and reproduction of cel1s. An
organism can gain a biological advanrage by interfering with the ability of lls competi[ors to s]-nthesize proteins, and many antibiotics and toxlns function in this way.
Some are selective for prokaryotic rather than eukaryotic protein s)-nthesi.s and so
are extremely useful in clinical praclice Examples of antibiotic action are listed in
Table 6 B
Several mechanisms of interfering

in ribosome subunit-tRNA interactions are
utilized by dilferent antibiotics. Streptomycin binds the small subunit of prokaryolic ribosomes, interferes with the initiation ol protein synthesis, and causes misreading of mRNA. Mutations in a ribosomal protein or the rRNA of the small subunit can confer resistance to or even dependence upon streptomycin. Streptomycin
alters the interactions of IRNA with the ribosomal subunit and mRNA, probably by
affecting subunit flexibility and conformation. Other aminoglycoside antibiotics,
such as the neomycins and gentamicins, also cause mistransla[ion; they interact

TABLE

6.8

Some lnhibitors of Protein Biosynthesis

lnhibitor
Streptomycin
Neomycins
Tetracyclines

Puromycin
Erythromycin
Fusidic acid
Cycloheximide
Ricin

Processes Affected

Site oJ Action

lnitrarion, elongation
Tianslation
Aminoacyl-tRNA binding
Peptlde transfer

Prokaryotes: 30S subunit
Prokaryotes: multiple sites
30S or 40S subunits
70S or B0S ribosomes
Prokaryotes: 50S subunit
Prokaryotes: EF-G

Translocation
Translocation

Elongation

Multipie

Eukaryotes: 80S ribosomes
Eukaryotes: 605 subunit
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with the small ribosomal subunil, bur ar sites that differ from lhat for srrepromycin
Kasugamycin inhibits the initiation of translalion; sensitivity to kasugamycin depends on base methylarion that normally occurs on two adjacent adenines of small
subunit rRNA. Tetracyclines bind to ribosomes and interfere in aminoacyl-tRNA
binding.
Other antibiotics lnterfere with elongation. Puromycin (Figure 6 L 1) resembles
an aminoacyl-tRNA; it binds at the large subunit A site and ac[s as an accepror in
the peptidyltransferase reaction However, since its aminoacyl derivative is nor in
an es[er linkage to the nucleoside, it cannot serve as a peptide donor. Instead

puromycin prematurely terminales translalion, Ieading to release of peptidylpuromycin Chloramphenicol inhibits peptidyltransferase by binding ar [he Lransferase center; no [ransfer occurs, and peptidyl-tRNA remains assoclated with the

cHz

ribosome.
The lranslocation step is also a potential target. Erythromycin, a macrolide antibiotic, interferes with translocation on prokaryotic ribosomes Eukaryotic translo-

cation ls inhibited by diphtheria toxin, a prolein produced by Corynebacterium
diphtheiae; the toxin binds at the cell membrane and a subunit enters the cytoplasm
and catalyzes the ADP-ribosylation and inactivation of EF-2, as represenled in the

OH

3'end of tyrosyl-tBNA

reactron

EF-2

+ NAD+ +

(active)

cH3
ADP-ribosyl EF-2 + nicorinamide

*

H+

cH3

N

(inactive)

ADP-ribose is attached to EF-2 at a diphthamide residue rhat is a posrrransiationaIly modified form of histidine Posttranslational even[s are discussed in the next

<JX>

sec[ron

A third group o[ [oxins attack the rRNA Ricin (from casror beans) and relared
toxins are N-glycosidases that cleave a single adenine from the large subunit rRNA
backbone. The ribosome is inaclivated by rhis apparenrly mrnor damage. A fungal.
toxin, o-sarcin, cieaves large subunit rRNA at a single site and similarly lnactiva[es
the ribosome. Some E, coli strains make ex[racellular loxins that affect other bacteria One of these, colicin E3, is a ribonuclease that cleaves 165 RNA near the
mRNA-binding sequence and decoding region; it thus inactivares the small subunit
and halts protein s),nthesis in competitors of the colicin-producing cell

o.+
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enorElN MATURATToN: FoLDtNG, MoDtFtcATloN,
SECRETION, AND TARGETING

Some proteins emerge from the ribosome ready to function, while others undergo
a variety of posttranslational modifications. These alleralions may resull in con-

version [o a functional form, direction to a specific subcellular compartment, secretion from the cell, or an alteration in activity or stability Information that determines the postlranslationai fate of a protein resides in its s[ructure. That is, the
amino acid sequence and conformation of the polypeptide determine whether a
protein will be a substra[e for a modifyng enz],rne and./or identify it for direcrion
to a subcellular or extracellular locarion.

Chaperones Aid in Protein Folding
Many proteins can independently and spontaneously generate their correc[ threedimensional conformation For example, fully denatured pancreatic ribonuclease
can, under appropriate conditions, refold and genera[e correct disulfide bridges and
iu1l activity. Bacterial ribosomal subunits can reassemble from denatured RNA and
protein componen[s In cells folding of some proteins may be unaided, but many
proteins attain lheir correct conformation only with assistance of one or more of a
diverse group of pro[ein chaperones. A subgroup of chaperones, known as
chaperonins, are multicomponent tubular struc[ures that require ATP Chaperones

FIGURE 6.11

Puromycin (bottom) interferes with protein
synthesis by functioning as an analog of
aminoacyl-tRNA, here tyrosyl-tRNA (top) in
the peptidyltransferase reaction.
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CTINICAL CORRETATION

6.6

Deletion of a Codon, lncorrect Posttranslational Modification,
and Premature Protein Degradation: Cystic Fibrosis
Cystic fibrosis is the most common autosomal recessive disease in
Caucasians, with a frequency of about 1 per 2000. fhe CF gene is 230
kb in length and includes 27 exons that encode a protein of 1480
amino acids The protein known as the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator or CFTR is a member of a famiiy of ATP-

it includes two membrane-spanning
domains, two nucleotide-binding domains that interact with Aff; and
one regulatory domain that includes several phosphorylation sites
CFTR functions as a cyclic AMP-regulated chloride channel. CF epithelia are characlerized by defective electrolyte transport The organs
most strongly affected include the lungs, pancreas, and Iiver, and the
most 1ife-threatening effects involve thick mucous secretions that lead
to chronic obstructive lung disease and persistent infections of iungs
dependent transpoft proteins and

In about 70o/" of affected individuals the problem is traced to a
deletion of three nucleotldes that results in deletion o[ a single amino
acid, phenylalanine 508, normally located in ATP-binding domain 1
on the cytoplasmlc srde of the piasma membrane. As with several
other CF mutations, the Phe 508-deletion protein does not fold correctly in the ER and is not properly glycosylated or transported to the
cel1 surface Instead, it is returned to the cytoplasm to be degraded
within proteasomes.
Ward, C , Omura, S , and Kopito, R Degradation of CFTR by the ubiquitinproteasome pathwaiz Cell 83:121, 1995; and Plemper, R K and Wolf, D H
Retrograde protein Lranslocation: eradication of secretory proteins in health
and disease TrendsBtochem Sci 24:266.1999

reversibly bind hydrophobic regions of unfolded proteins and lolding intermediates
They can stabilize intermediates, main[aln proteins in an unfolded state to al]ow
passage through membranes, help unfoid misfolded segments, prevent formation of
incorrect intermediates, and prevent inappropriate interactions with other proterns.
A11 of these actlvities can assist a bound protein in attaining its functional, usually
most compact conformation Failure to fold correctly usually leads to rapid protein
degradation (see CIln. Corr. 6.6), and accumulation of misfolded proteins can result
in protein aggregation and serious diseases (see Clin Corr. 6 7)

Proteins for Export Follow the Secretory Pathway
Proteins destined lor export are sy,n[hesized on membrane-bound ribosomes of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Figure 6 12). Initiation and elongation begin
on free cytosolic ribosomes. Proteins ol the secretory pathway have a hydrophobic
signal peptide, usually at or near the amino terminus. There is no unique signal
peptide sequence, but its charac[eristics include a positively charged N-terminal

region and a core of 8-12 hydrophobrc amino acids followed by a more polar
C-terminal segment that eventually serves as a cleavage site for excisi.on o[ the signal
peptide.
As the signal peptide of

FIGURE 6.12

Rough endoplasmic reticulum of a plasma
cell.
Three parallel arrows indicate three dbosomes
among the many attached to the extensive mem-

branes Single arrou'indicates a mi[ochondnon
for comparison
Courtesl

oJ

Dr. U Jarlfors, Universit]

oJ

Mktmi

l5-30 amino acids emerges from the ribosome it binds
a signal recognition particle (SRP) (see Flgure 6 13) The SRP is an elongated
particie made up of six different proteins and a small (7S) RNA molecule. Binding
of signal peptide in a hydrophobic pocket of the SRP with the positively charged
N-terminal segment in contact with SRP RNA orients the ribosome and halts protein s)'nlhesis The complex moves [o the ER where the SRP recognizes and binds
to an SRP receptor or docking protein, Iocalized at the cytosolic surface of the ER
membrane The ribosome is lransferred [o a translocon, a ribosome receptor that
crosses the membrane and serves as a passageway through the membrane. Both SRP
and docking protein are released and can act to direct other ribosomes to the ER,
the translational block caused by SRP binding is relieved, and the translocon passageway is unplugged and broadened to a1low passage of the nascent protein The
hydrophobic signal sequence, probably complexed by a receptor protein, is inserted
into the membrane, further anchoring the ribosome to the ER. Translation and extrusion into or through [he membrane are now coupled; even,very hydrophilic or
ionic segments are directed through the membrane into the ER lumen A cleavage
site on the protein is hydrolyzed by signal peptidase, an integral membrane protein located at the luminal surface ol the ER The protein can now fold into a three-
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Protein Misfolding and Aggregation: Creutzfeldt-Jacob Disease,
Mad Cow Disease, Alzheimer's Disease, and Huntington's Disease
N{islolded proteins are usually remor.ed by proteolytic degradation, as
occurs in [he case of mutant CFTR proteln in cystic fibrosis (see Clin
Corr. 6.6) Several neurological diseases illustrate the result o[ cellu-

lar accumulation of aggregares of mlsfolded proreins or thelr partialdegradation products.

Prions (proternaceous infectious agents) are devoid o[ nucleic
acid but show some of the characteristics of viral or microbial
pathogens. The first prion-caused disease identified was scrapie, a dis-

order of sheep. Human disorders include kuru, Creutzfeldt-Jacob
disease (CJD), and a form of CJD arising from bor-ine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), popularly known as the "mad cow disease" in
cattle. These diseases vary in the course and rate of development, can
be inherited, spontaneous, or result from infection, but all cause neurodegeneration and even[ua1 death. Autopsy shows spongiform degeneration o[ brain and the intracellular accumulation of rod-shaped
deposits of amyloid plaque
Disease results from a conformational transition in a normal, ce1lular 254-residueJong pnon protein, desrgnated PrPc. The prorein is
found mostly on the outer surface of neurons, but irs function is still
unclear. Structural studies show it to be rich in a-helix and devoid of
B-sheet; lt is soluble in mild derergenr solurlons and has little tendency to form large aggregares The infecrious form of pnon protein,
designated PrPs', is rich in B-sheet and is much less soluble A protease-resistant fragment is particularly likely to aggtegale and form
plaque, and a number o[ point murarions PrPc are associated with
formatron of infectious PrPs'. lnfection occurs by consumption of
food, especialiy neural tissue, that contains PrPs' Rituai consumption
of human brain by the Fore in New Guinea spread kuru, and inclusron of infected offal in animal feeds helped spread scrapie and BSE.
Humans have acquired the CJD variation by earing BSE-infected beef
PrPs' acs by altering rhe conformation o[ normal cellu]ar PrPc; al-

though the mechanism is somewhat controversial, PrPs' appears to
function with or as a chaperone, fostering adoption of the PrPs'conformation in existing or newly sl,nthesized PrPc, The protease-resisrant
form and products of its parrial proteolysis accumulate and form the
aggregates characteristic of the disease (but not necessarily [he cause
o[ its s1'rnptoms).
Alzheimer's disease is characterized by progressive memory loss
and cognition, and it is mos[ common in elderly people. Alzheimer's
disease is not caused by a prion or other external infectious agent, but
it too is characterlzed by accumulation of intraneuronal and extracellular bundles and filaments that form plaques. The major componenr
of the plaques is p-amy1oid, a 39-43 amino acid peptide derived
from a larger amyloid precursor protein Other components of the
plaque are highly ubiquitinated but prorease resisrant in compacted
and tangled flber form. Huntington's disease is a neurodegenerative
disorder that is also associated wrth accumulation of protein aggregates. In this case, a variant of a cellu1ar protein called huntingtin is
involved; a CAG codon wirhin rhe protein is expanded in affecred individuals, resultrng in polyglutamine repeats of up to 180 residues
within huntingtin. Protein or peptides derived from rhe prorein accumuiate in inclusions in the nucleus Several other neurodegenerative
disorders are also linked to polyglutamine tract expansion and protein
deposition
Baldwin, M A, Cohen, EA, andPrusiner, S P Prionproteinisolorms, aconvergence of biological and strucrural invesrigations
Biol Chem 270:19197,

I

D and Warren, S T Aberrant prorein deposition and
neurological disease J Biol Chem 274:37507, 1999; Selkoe, D J Amyloid
p-protein and the genetics of Alzheimers disease
J Biol Chem 27118295,
1995; Kaytor, N{

1996, and Weissmann, C Molecular generics of transmissible spongrform encephalopathies .l Biol Chem 274:3,1999

dimensional conformation, disulfide bonds can form, and componen[s of multisubunit proteins may assemble other steps may include proteolytic processing and
glycosylation tha[ occur within the ER lumen and during transit of the protein
through the Golgi apparatus and into secrelory vesicles.

Clycosylation of Proteins Occurs in the Endoplasmic
Reticulum and Golgi Apparatus
Glycosylation of proteins ro lorm glycoproteins (see p 129) is imporranr for two
reasons Glycosylation alters the properties of proteins, changing their stabiliry, solubility, and physical bulk In addition, carbohydrates of glycoproteins acr as recognition signals that are cen[ral to aspects of protein targeting and for cellular recog-

nition of proteins and other ce11s Glycosylation can involve addition of a few
carbohydrate residues or the formation of large branched oligosaccharide chains.
sites and types of glycosylation are delermined by amino acids and sequences in
the protein and by availability withln the cell ol enzymes and substrates to carry
out the glycosylation reactions.
Glycosylation involves many glycosyltransferases, classes of which are summarized ln Table 6.9. Up to 100 different enzymes each carry our a similar basic
reaction in whlch a sugar is transferred from an activated donor substrate [o an
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STEP B
Cytoplasm

Signal
peptidase

STEP A
Bibosome
Signal peptide

FICURE 6.13
Secretory pathway: signal peptide recognirion.
Step A: A hydrophobic signal peptide emerges lrom the exit site of a free ribosome in the
cytosol Srep B: Signal recognition parricle (SRP) binds rhe pepride and elongarion is temporarily halted Step C: The ribosome moves to ER membrane u.here docking protern
binds SRP Step D: Ribosome is transferred [o a translocon, elongation is resumed, and
newly slmthesized proteln is extruded through the membrane into the ER lumen

appropnate acceptor, usually another sugar residue that is part of an oligosaccha-

ride under construction. The enzymes show three kinds of specificity: for the
monosaccharide thar is transferred, for slruclure and sequence of the acceptor
molecule, and for the site and configuration of the anomeric linkage formed
One class of glycoproteins has sugars llnked through the amide nitrogen ol asparagine resldues in the process of N-linked glycosylation. (The antibiotic
tunicamycin prevents N-glycosylatlon) Formation of N-linked oligosaccharides begins in the ER lumen and continues after [ransport of the protein to the Golgi ap-

TABLE

6.9

Clycosyltransferases in Eukaryotic Cells
Donors

Mannose

Man

GDP-Man

Glycosyltransferase
Mannosyltransferase

Dolichol-Man
Galactose

Glucose
Fucose
N-Ace tylgalactosamine

N-Acetylgiucosamine
N-Acetylneuraminic acid
(or sialic acid)

Gal
GIc

UDP-Ga1

Fuc
GalNAc

GDP-Fuc
UDP-GalNac

Fucosyl[ransferase
N-acetyl galactosaminyltransferase

GlcNAc

UDP-GlcNAc
CMP-NANA

N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase

NANA or NeuNAc
SA

CMP-SA

UDP-Glc
Dolichol-Glc

Galactosyltransferase
Glucosyltransferase

N-Ace tylneuraminyltransferase

(sialyltransferase)
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Paratus. A specific sequence, Asn-X-Thr (or Ser) in which X may be any amino acid
except proline or aspartic acid, is required. Not all Asn-X-Thr/Ser sequences are glycosylated because some may be unavailable because o[ the protein's conformation.
Biosynthesis of N-linked oligosaccharides uses a lipid-linked intermediate (Figure

6.14). Dolichol phosphate at the cytoplasmic surface of the ER membrane seryes as
glycosyl acceptor of N-acetylglucosamine. Stepwise glycosylation and

Cy'toplasmic side
Dolichol phosphate

STEP A

STEP B

STEP C

Reorientation

ft.r

FIGURE 6.14

Biosynthesis of N-linked oligosaccharides at
the surface of the endoplasmic reticulum.
Step A: Synthesis begins on the cytoplasmic face
of the ER membrane with transfer of
N-acetylglucosamine phosphate to a dolichol acceptor. Step B: Formation of the first glycosidic
bond occurs upon transfer of a second residue
of N-acetylglucosamine. Step C: Five residues of
mannose (from a GDP mannose carrier) are
added sequentially The lipid-linked oligosaccharide is then reoriented to the luminal face of the
membrane. Step D: Additional mannose and
(Step E) glucose residues are transferred from
dolichol-linked intermediates. Dolichol sugars
are generated from cytosolic nucleoside diphos-

Ribosome

o

a
E
E

t;

x
c

!

mncetytgtucosamine

(GlcNAc)

Dotichot

phosphate annose O

u,r"or"

phate sugars. Step F: The completed oligosaccharide is transferred to a protein in the process
of being synthesized at the membrane surface;
signal peptide may have akeady been cleaved at
this point.
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forma[ion of a branched (Man):(GlcNAc)2-pyrophosphoryl-dolichol on the cytosolic
side of the membrane follows. This intermediate is then reoriented to the luminal
surface of the ER membrane, and four additional mannose and then three glucose
residues are sequentially added to complete the struc[ure. The complete oligosaccharide is then transferred from its dolichol carrier to an asparagine residue of the
pollpeptide as it emerges into the ER lumen. Thus N-glycosylation is cotranslational; it occurs as the protein is being synthesized and it can affect protein folding.
Glycosidases now remove some sugar residues from the newly transferred
structure. Glucose residues, which were required for transfer of the oligosaccharide
from the dolichol carder, are sequen[ially removed, as is one mannose. These alterations mark the fully folded glycoprotein for transport to the Golgi appara[us
where further trimming by glycosidases may occur. Additional sugars may also be
added by a varieLy of glycosyltransferases. The resulting N-linked oligosaccharides
are diverse, but two classes are distinguishable. Each has a common core region
(G1cNAc2Man3) linked [o asparagine and originating from the dolichol-linked
intermediate. The high-mannose type includes mannose residues in a variety of
linkages and shows less processing from the dolichol-linked intermediate. The complex type is more highly processed and diverse, with a larger variety of sugars and
linkages. Examples of mature oligosaccharides are shown in Figure 6.15.
The second major class of glycoproteins have sugars bound through serine or
threonine hydroxyl groups (see p. 131). There is no defined amino acid sequence
in which the serine or threonine must occur, but only residues whose side chains
are in an appropriate environment on the protein surface serve as acceptors for the
GalNAc-transferase that attaches N-acetyl galactosamine to the protein. O-Iinked

HIGH.MANNOSE TYPE

c:ll"l:":

ssl"l

I
I
I

3r

I
I

COMPLEX TYPE

Sialic acid (N-Acetylneuraminic acid)

l--l

N-ncetytgtucosamine

o

Mannose
Galactose

FICURE 6.15

Structure of N-linked oligosaccharides.
Basic structures of both types of N-linked oligosaccharides are shown. In each case the
structure is derived from that of the initial dolichol-linked oligosaccharide through action
of glycosidases and glycosyltransferases. Note the variety o[ glycosidic linkages invo]ved in
these structures
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glycosylation occurs only after the protein has reached the Golgi apparatus, hence
O-glycosylation is posttranslational and occurs only on fully folded proteins. Sequential addition of sugars to the GalNAc accepror follows. The structures slmthesized depend on the types and amounts of glycosyltransflerases in a given cell. If an
acceptor is a substrate for more than one transferase, the amoun[ of each transferase
controls the competition between them. Some oligosaccharides may be formed that
are no[ acceptors for any glycosyltransferase presen[; hence no further growth of the
chain occurs. Other stnrctures may be excellent accep[ors that contrnue to grow

until completed by one of

a number of nonacceptor termination sequences. These
processes can lead to many different oligosaccharide slructures on otherwise iden-

tlcal proteins, so heterogeneity in glycoproteins is common. Examples are shown
in Figure 6.16
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Mannose ,.:i.,iri:lr..r: N-Acetylneuramicacld IFr"o""
N-Acetylgalactosamine IGalacfose

FIGURE 6.16
Examples of oligosaccharide structure.
Structures 1-3 are typical N-linked oligosaccharides of high-mannose
(I) and complex types (2, 3); note the common core structure from
the protein asparagine residue through the first branch point.
Structures 4-8 are common O-linked ollgosaccharides that may be
quite simple or highly complex Note that although the core structure
(GalNAc-Ser/Thr) is unlike that of N-linked oligosaccharides, the ter-

N-Acetylglucosamine

I

Serine/Threonine/Asparagine

mini can be quite similar (e.g , stmctures 2 arrd 6,3, and 7)
Abbreviatrons: Man, mannose; Gal, galactose; Fuc, fucose; GlcNAc,
N-acetylglucosamine; GalNAc, N-acetyigalacrosamine; NANA,
N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid).
AdaptedJromPaulson, l Trends Biochem Sci 14,272, 1989
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rvrruBRANE AND oRGANELLE TARGETTNG

Protein transport from the ER to and through the Golgi apparatus and beyond uses
carrier vesicles. Only correctly folded proteins are recognized as cargo for transport,
and chaperones in the ER assist folding and foster correct disulfide formation. Misfolded or damaged proteins are expor[ed to the cytosol for degradation. Sorting of
proteins for their ultimate destinations occurs in conjunction with their glycosylation and proteolytic trimming as they pass through the cis, medial, and trans elements of the Golgi apparatus. Families of vesicle and receptor SNARE proteins
provide specifi.city for membrane targeting and fusion.

Sorting of Proteins Targeted for Lysosomes
Occurs in the Secretory Pathway
The best understood sorting process is targeting of specific glycoproteins to
lysosomes. In the cis Goigi some aspect of tertiary structure causes lysosomai proteins to be recognizedby a glycosyltransferase that a[taches N-acety'glucosamine
phosphate (GIcNAc-P) to high-mannose t)?e oligosaccharides. A glycosidase then
removes the GlcNAc, forming an oligosaccharide that contains mannose
6-phosphate (Figure 6.17) thar is responsible for compartmentation and vesicular
transport of these proteins to lysosomes. Other oligosaccharide chains on the proteins may be further processed to form complex type structures, but the mannose
6-phosphate determines the lysosomal destination of these proteins. Patients with
I-cell disease lack the GlcNAc-P glycosyltransferase and cannot correctly mark
lysosomal enzymes for their destination Thus the enzyrnes are secreted from the
cell (see CIin. Corr. 6.8).
Other sorting signals are reasonably well understood. Soluble proteins are retained in the ER lumen in response to a C-terminal KDEL (Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu) sequence, and a different sequence in an exposed C-terminus signals reten[ion in the
ER membrane. Tiansmembrane domains have been identified that result in retention in the Golgi. Pollpeptide-specific glycosylation and sulfation of some glycoprotein hormones in the anterior pituitary mediates their sorting into storage granules. Polysialic acid modification of a neural cell adhesion protein appears to be
both specific to the protein and regulated developmentally Many other sorring
signals must still be deciphered to explain fully how the Golgi apparatus directs
proteins to its own subcompartments, various storage and secretory granules, and
specific elements of the plasma membrane.
The secre[ory pathway directs proteins tq lysosomes, the plasma membrane, or
secretion outside the cell. Proteins of the ER and Golgi apparatus are targeted
through partial use of the pathway For example, Iocalization of proteins on either
side of or spanning the ER membrane can utilize the signal recognition particle in
slightly different ways (Figure 6.18) If the si.gnal sequence is downstream from the

amino terminus of the protein the amino end may not be inserted into the membrane and remains on the cytoplasmic surface. lnternal hydrophobic anchoring sequences within a protein can allow much of the sequence to either remain on the
cytoplasmic surface or to be retained, anchored on the luminal surface of the ER
membrane. Multiple anchoring sequences in a single polypeptide can cause it to
span the membrane several times and thus be largely buried in it. Such hydrophobic sequences are separated by polar loops whose orienta[ion is determined by positively charged flanking residues that predominate on the cytoplasmic side of the
membrane.

lmport of Proteins by Mitochondria Requires Specific Signals
Mitochondria provide a particularly complex targeting problem since specific proteins are located in the mitochondrial ma[rix, inner or ou[er membrane, or in[er-
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6.8

l-Cell Disease
I-ce11 drsease

(mucolipidosis II) and pseudo-

Hurler polydystrophy (mucolipldosis III) are
related diseases that arise from defects in lysosomal enz).me targeting because of a deficiency

STEP

in

1

the enzyme that transfers N-acetylglu-

cosamine phosphate to the high-mannose type
oligosaccharides o[ proteins destined for the
Iysosome Fibroblasts in vitro from affected lndividuals show dense inclusion bodies (hence

I-cells) and are defecrive in multiple lysosomal
enzymes that are found secreted rnto the
medium Patients have abnormally high 1eve1s
o[ lysosomal enzymes in their sera and o[her
body fluids. The disease ls characterized by severe psychomotor retardation, many skeletal
abnormalities, coarse facial features, and restricted joint movement. Symptoms are usually observable at birth and progress until
death, usually by age B. Pseudo-Hurler polydystrophy is a much milder form of the disease Onset is usually deiayed until the age o[
2-4 yga6, the disease progresses more s1ow1y,
and patients survlve into adulthood. Prenatal
diagnosis of both diseases is possible, bur there
is as yet no definitive treatmenr

STEP 2

STEP 3

EE

Kornfeld, S Trafficking of lysosomal enzymes in
normal and disease stales
Clin Intest 77 : l. 1986
Shields, D and Arv-an, P Disease models provide insights into posrGolgi protein rraflficking, Iocaliza-

]

tion and processing Curr Opin CellBiol ll:489,
1999 For a comprehensive review see Kornfeld, S
and Sly, W S l-cell disease and pseudo-Hurler polydystrophy,: disorders oI lysosomal enzyme phospho-

rylation and localization In: C R Scriver, A L
Beaudet, W S Sly, and D Valie (Eds ), The Metabolic
and Moleculor Bases oJ Inhented Disease , Sth ed Nerv
York: McGraw-Hill, 2001,

f_-l

A/-Acetytgtucosamine

Mannose

Glucose

FIGURE 6.17

Targeting of enzymes to lysosomes.
completed and folded N-linked glycoprotein is released from the ER membrane and prior
to transport to the Golgi apparatus glycosidases lhat remove glucose residues (Step 1). A

In the Golgi apparatus a glycosyltransferase
one or sometimes two N-acetylglucosamine phosphate residues to the oligosaccharide. Step 3: A glycosidase removes N-acetyglucosamine, Ieaving one or two mannose
6-phosphate residues on the oligosaccharide. The protein is then recognizedby a mannose
6-phosphate receptor and directed [o vesicles that are targeted to lysosomes.
Adapted from KornJeld, R and KornJeld, 5 Annu Rev Biochem 54:631, 1985.
mannose residue may also be removed. Step 2:

Iink

membrane space. Most of these proteins are synthesized in the cytosol on free ribosomes, transported (unfolded) \{rith the aid of chaperones ro the mitochondrion,
and imported. Most are sl,nthesized as larger preproteins; N-terminal presequences

mark the protein for the mitochondrion and for a specific subcompartment. The
mitochondrial matrix targeting signal is not a specific sequence, but rather a

p
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I

(a)

k)

FIGURE 6,18

Topology of proteins at membranes of endoplasmic reticulum.
Proteins are shown in several orientations with respect to membrane In (a) the protein is
anchored to lumlnal surface o[ membrane by an uncleaved signal peptide with several hydrophobic residues In (b) the signal sequence rs not near the N-terminus; a domain of the
protein was s),nthesized before emergence of signal peptide Insertion of rnternai signal
sequence, followed by completion of translation, resulted in a protein with a cytoplasmic
N-terminal domain, a membrane-spanmng central segment, and a C-terminal domain in the
ER lumen Diagram (c) shows a protein with the opposite odentation: an N-terminal slgnal
sequence, which might also have been cleaved by signal peptidase, resulted in extrusion of
a segment o[ protein into the ER lumen. A second hydrophobic anchoring sequence
remained membrane associated and prevented passage of rest of protein through the membrane, thus allowing formation of a C-terminal cytoplasmic domain In (d) several internal
sigr-ral and anchoring sequences allow various segments of the protein to be oriented on
each side of membrane.

positively charged amphiphilic a-helix thar is recognized by a mitochondrial receptor. The protein is transloca[ed across both membranes and into lhe mitochondrial matrix in an energy-dependent reaction. Passage occurs at adhesion sites
where inner and outer membranes are close together, and several intermembrane
proteins are involved. (See Clin Corr. 6.5 ) Proteases remove the matrix targering
signal but may leave o[her sequences that further sor[ the protein within the mitochondrion. For example, in response to a hydrophobic signai sequence a clipped
precursor of cytochrome b2 is moved back across the inner membrane where further proteolysis frees it in the intermembrane space. In contrast, cytochrome c
apoprotein (without heme) binds at the outer membrane and is passed into the intermembrane space. There i[ acquires its heme and undergoes a conformational
change that preven[s return to the cytosol. Outer membrane localization can utilize
the matrix targeting mechanism to [ranslocate part of the protein, but a large apolar sequence blocks lull transfer and leaves a membrane-bound protei.n with a

C-terminal domain on the mitochondrial surface.

Targeting to Other Organelles Requires Specific Signals
Nuclei must import many proteins involved in their owri structure and for DNA replication, lranscription, and ribosome biogenesis. Nuclear pores permit passage of small
pro[eins, but larger proteins are [argeted by nuclear localization signals that include
clusters of basic amino acids Some nuclear proteins may be retained in the nucleus
by forming complexes within the organelle Peroxisomes contain a limited array of
enzymes. One targeting signal is a carboxy-terminal tripeptide, Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL). An
N-terminal nonapeptide targeting slgnal also func[ions, and others may exist.
A different targeting problem exists for proteins that reside in moie than one
subcellular compartment. Some[imes gene duplication and divergence have resulted

in different targeting signals on closely related ma[ure polypeptides. Alternative
transcription initiation sites or pre-mRNA splicing can generate different messages

FURTHER
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a single gene. An example of the latter is a calcium,/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase; alternatively spliced mRNAs differ with respect to an inrernal segment
that encodes a nuclear localization signal. without this segment, the protein remains in the cytosol. Alternative translation initiation sites lead to two forms of
rat liver fumarase, one of which includes a mitochondrial targeting sequence while
the other does not and remains in the cytosol. A suboptimal localization signal can
Iead to inefficient targeting and a dual location, as in the partial secretion of an inhibitor of the plasminogen activator. Finally, some proteins contain more than one
targeting signal, which must compete with each other.

o.o

I runrHER PosTTRANSLATIoNAL
PROTEIN MODIFICATIONS

Several additional maturation events may modify newly sFrthesized polypeptides
to help generate their final, functional forms. Many of these events are very common, while others are restricted to one or a few known instances.

Partial Proteolysis Activates lnsulin and Zymogens
Partial proteolysis o[ proteins is a common maturation step. sequences can be removed from either end or from within the protein. proteolysis in the ER and Golgi
apparatus helps to marure the protein hormone insulin (Figure 6.19). preproinsulin
encoded by mRNA is inserred into rhe ER lumen. Signal peptidase cleaves the
C-Peptide

FIGURE 6.19

Maturation of human proinsulin.
After cleavage at the rwo sites indicated by arrows, arginine residues 31,32, and 65 and lysine residue 64 are removed to produce insulin
and C-peptide.
Redrawn

from

BeLl,

G

1., Swain, W F., h,ctet, R., Cordell

B., Goodman, H. M., and Rutter, W J.
1979

t_

Nawe

282:525,
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signal peptide to generate proinsulin, which folds [o form the correct disullide
linkages. Proinsulin is transporled to the Golgi apparalus, where i.t is packaged into
secretory granules. An internal connecting peptide (C peptide) is removed by proteolysis, and ma[ure insulin is secreted. In familial hyperproinsulinemia processing
ls incomplete (see Clin. Corr. 69). This pathway lor insulin biosl,rthesis has advan[ages over syn[hesis and joining of two separate polypeptides. First, it ensures
production of equal amounts of A and B chains without coordinatlon of two lransIational activities Second, proinsulin folds into a three-dimensional structure in
which the cysteine residues are placed for correcl disulfide bond formatlon. Reduced and denatured proinsulin refolds correctly [o form proinsulin, while renaturation o[ reduced and denatured insulin is inefficient. and incorrect disulfide iinkages are aiso formed.

Precursor protein cleavage is a common means of enzyme ac[ivalion. Digestive
1098) Inaclive zymogen
pro[eases are classic examples of this phenomenon (see

p

precursors are packaged in storage granules and activated by proteolysis upon secretion. Thus trypsinogen is cleaved [o give an amino-terminal peptide plus trypsin,
and ch).motrypsinogen is cleaved to form chymotrypsin and two peptides.

Amino Acids Can Be Modified After Incorporation into Proteins
Only 20 amino acids are encoded genetically and incorporated during translation
Posttranslational modification of proteins, however, leads ro formation ol 100 or
more different amino acid derivatives in proteins Modiflcation may be permanent
or highly reversible. The amoun[s of modified amino acids may be sma11, but they
often play a major functional role in proteins. Examples are listed in Table 6 10
Protein amino termini are frequentiy modified. Protein slrlthesis is initiated using methionine, but in the majority of cases the amino-terminal residue is not methionine; proteolysis has occurred. The amino termlnus is then frequently altered.
Acetylation is common The a subunits of signal transducing G-proteins (these are
cen[ral to cell-cell communication; see p 925) are derivatized with myristic or
palmitic acid. Amino-terminal glutamine residues spontaneously cyclize; one possible result is the stabilization of the protein. Amino-terminal sequences are occasionaily lengthened by the addition of an amlno acid (see Section 6 8 on protein
degradation).

Posttranslational disulfide bond formation

is

catalyzed

by a disulfide

isomerase. The cystine-containing protein is conformationally stabilized Disulfide
formation can prevent unfolding of proteins and their passage across membranes,
so it also becomes a means of iocalization As seen in the case of insulin, disulfide
bonds can covalently link separate polypeptides and be necessary for biological
function Cysteine modification also occurs; as an example, 7 subunits of the het-
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lial Hyperproinsulinemia

Familial hyperproinsulinemia, an autosomal dominant condition, results in approximately equal amounts o[ insulin and an abnormally
processed proinsulin being released into the circulation. Although affected individuals have high concentrations of proinsulin in their
blood, they are apparently normal in terms of glucose metabolism,
being neither diabetic nor hypoglycemic. The defect was originally
thought to result from a deficiency of one of the proteases that process
proinsulin. Three enzymes process proinsulin: endopeptidases that
cleave the Arg 3I-Arg 32 and Lys 64-A19 65 peptide bonds, and a
carborypeptidase. In several lamilies the defect is the substitution of
,41965 by His or Leu, which prevents cleavage between the C-peptide

and the A chain of insulin, resultlng in secretion of a partially processed
proinsulin In one family a point mutatlon (His 10 -+ Asp l0) causes

the hyperproinsulinemia, but how this mutation interferes with processing is not known
Steiner, D E, Tager, H S, Naujo, K, Chan, S J, and Rubenstein, A H Familial sl.ndromes o[ hyperproinsulinemia with mild diabetes. In: C. R Scriver,
A L Beaudet, \M S Sly, and D Valle (Eds), The Metdbolic andMolecular Bases
oJ Inhented Disease , 7th ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995, pp 897; and Zhou,

A,

Webb, G , Zhou,

X,

and Steiner,

D

E Proteolytic processing in the secre-

tory pathwayJ Biol Chem 274.20745,1999
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Modified Amino Acids in Proteinsu

Amino Aciil

Amino terminus
Carboxyl terminus
Arginine
Asparagine

fupartic acid
Cysteine

Glutamic acid
Glutamine
Histidine
Lysine

Modifications Founil
Formylation, acetylation, aminoacylation, myristoylatron,
glycosyiation
Methylation, glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol anchor formarion,
ADP-ribosylation
N-Methylation, ADP-ribosylation
N-Glycosylation, N-methylation, deamidation
Methylation, phosphorylation, hydroxylation
Cystine formation, selenocysteine formation, palmitoylation,
linkage to heme, S-glycosylation, prenylarion,
ADP-ribosylation
Methylation, 7-carboxylation, ADP-ribosylarion
Deamidation, cross-linking, pyroglutamare formation
Methylation, phosphorylation, diphthamide formarion,
ADP-ribosylation
N-acetylation, N-methylation, oxidation, hydroxylation,
crossJinking, ubiquitination, allysine formation,

biotinylation
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Proline
Serine

Threonine

Iryptophan
Tyrosine

Source: Adapted from Krishna,

Sulfoxide formation
p-Hydroxylation and glycosylation
Hydroxylation, glycosylarion
Phosphorylation, glycosylation, acetylation
Phosphorylation, glycosylation, merhylarion
B-Hydroxylation, dione formarion
Phosphorylation, iodination, adenylation, sulfonylarion,
hydroxylation

RG

and Wold, E Post-trans]ational modification of proteins In: A

Nleister(Ed),AdvancesinEnzymologt,Vol 67 NewYork: Wiley-lnterscience, 1993,pp 265-29g
oThe
listing is not comprehensive and some of the modificatlons are very rare Note that no derivatives of alanine, glycine, isoleucine, and valine have been idenrlfied in proteins

erotrimeric G-proteins are modified by thioesrer linkage of an isoprenoid to a cysleine at or near the carboxy terminus Multiple sulfatase deficiency arises from reduced ability to carry out a posrrranslarional modification (see Clin Corr. 6.10).
Methylation of lysine €-amino groups occurs in histones and may modulate
their interactions with DNA A fraction of the H2A hisrone is also modified through

CTINICAI CORRETATION 6. 1 O

Absence of Posttranslational Modification: Mu ltiple
A variety of biological molecules are sulfated; examples include glycosaminoglycans, steroids, and glycolipids. Ineffective sulfarion of the

glycosaminoglycans chondroitin sulfate and keratan sulfate (see
p. 684) of cartilage results in major skeletal deformiries.
Degradation of sulfated molecules depends on the acriviry of severai related sulfatases, most of which are located in lysosomes Multiple suilatase deficiency is a rare lysosomal storage disorder thar combines features of metachromatrc leukodystrophy and mucopolysaccharidosis. Affected individuals develop slowly and from their second
year of life lose the abilities to stand, sit, or speak; physical deformities and neurological deficiencies develop and death before the age of
10 years is usual. Biochemically, multiple sulfatase deficiency is characterlzed by severe lack of all the sulfatases. In contrast, deficiencies
in individual sulfatases are also known, and several distinct diseases
are linked to single-enzy,rne defects

Su

lfatase Deficiency

Multiple sulfatase deficiency arises from a defect in a posrtransIational modification that is common to all sulfatase en4rmes and is
necessary for their enzymatic activiry In each case a cysteine residue
oI the enzyme is normally converted to 2-amino-3-oxopropionic acid;
the
(aldehyde)
side chain of cysteine becomes a
-CH2SH
group,
which may react with amino or hydroxyl-CHO
groups of the enzyme, a cofactor, and so on. Fibroblasts from individuals with multiple sulfatase deficiency catalyze this modlficarion with significantly
lowered e[ficiency, and the unmodified sulfatases are catalytically
inactive-

Schmidt, B , Selmer, T., Ingendoh, A., and von Figura, K. A novel amino acid
modification in sulfatases thar is deficient in multiple sulfatase deiiciency Cell
82:271,1995.
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FIGURE 6.20

Diphthamide (left) is a posttranslational
modification of a specific residue of histidine

(right) in

EF-2.

isopeptide llnkage of a small protein, ubiquitin, from its C-terminal glycine to a
Iysine e-amino group on histone A role in DNA interactions has been postulated.
Biotin is also linked to a few proteins through amide linkages to lysine.
Serine and threonine hydroxyl groups are major sites of glycosylation and of
reversible phosphorylation by pro[ein kinases and protein phosphatases. A classic
example of phosphorylation of a serine residue is glycogen phosphorylase, which
is modified by phosphorylase ki.nase (see p. 652) Tyrosine kinase activity is a property of many growth factor receptors in which growth factor binding stimulates cell
division, which stimulates the proliferation of specific cell types. Oncogenes, responsible in part for cel1 transformation and proliferation of tumor cells, often have
tyrosine kinase activity and show strong homology with normal growth factor receplors Dozens of other examples exist; together the protein kinases and protein
phosphatases control the activity of many proteins that are central to normal and
abnormal cellular development.
ADP-ribosylation of EF-2 at a modified hi.stidine residue represents a doubling
of posttranslational modifications. First, a specific EF-2 histidine residue is modified to generate the diphthamide derivative (Figure 620) of the functional protein.

ADP-ribosylation of the diphthamide by dlphtheria toxin rhen inhibits EF-2
activity Physiological ADP-ribosylation, not mediated by bacterial [oxins, involves
modification of arginlne and cysteine residues. Formation of 7-carboxyglutamate
from glutamic acid residues occurs in severai blood clotting proteins including prothrombin and factors VII, IX, and X The 7-carboxyglu[amate resldues chelate calcium ion, which is required for normal blood clotting (see p. 1045) In each case
the modification requires vitamin K and can be blocked by coumarin derivatives,
which antagonize vitamin K. As a result the rate of coagulation is greatly decreased.
Coumarins are used in therapy to control ciotting.

Collagen Biosynthesis Requires Many
Posttranslational Modifications
Collagen, the most abundant family of related proteins in the human, is a fibrous
protein that provides the structural framework for tissues and organs. It undergoes
a

wide variety of posttranslational modifications that directly affect its structure and

function, and defects in its modification result in serious diseases. Collagen is an
excellent example of the importance of posttranslational modification.
Different species of coliagen, designated types I, Il, lII, ry and so on (see p 123
for details of structure) are encoded on several chromosomes and expressed in different tissues Their amino acid sequences differ, but a repeating sequence
Gly-X-Y that is about 1000 residues long predominates. Every third residue is
glycine, abou[ one-third of the X positions are occupied by proline, and a si.milar
number of Y positions are 4-hydroxyproline, a posttranslationally modified form of
proline. Proline and hydroxyproline residues impart considerable rigidity to the
structure, which exists as a polyproline type II helix (Figure 6.2I).Each collagen
polypeptide is designated an a chain; a collagen molecule includes three a chains
intertwined in a collagen triple helix in which the glycine residues occupy the center of the structure (see p. 124).

Procollagen Formation in the Endoplasmic Reticulum and Colgi Apparatus
Collagen a chain sprthesis starts in the cytosol, where the amino-terminal signal
sequences bind signal recognition particles. Precursor forms, designated for example,
prepro

al(I),

are extruded into the ER lumen and the signal peptides are cleaved.

Hydroxylation of proline and lysine residues occurs cotranslationally, before assembly of a triple helix. Prolyl 4-hydroxylase requires an -X-Pro-GIy- sequence
(hence 4-hydro4.proline is found only at Y positions in the -Gly-X-Y- sequence).
Also present in the ER is a prolyl 3-hydroxylase, which modifies a smaller number
of proiine residues, and a lysyl hydroxylase that modifies some of the Y position lysine residues. These hydroxylases require Fe2* and ascorbic acid (vitamin C); the

FURTHER posrrRANSLATroNAL pRorErN
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Microfibril,
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molecules
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FICURE 6.21

Collagen structure, illustrating (bottom to top) the regularity of primary sequence,
the left-handed a helix, the right-handed triple helix, the 300-nm molecule, and the
organization of molecules in a tlpical fibril, within which collagen molecules are
cross-linked.

extent of modification depends on the specific a-chain type. Proline hydroxylation
stabilizes collagen and lysine hydroxylatlon provides siles for interchain cross-linking and for glycosylation by specific glycosyltransferases of the ER Asparagine
residues are also glycosylated at this point, eventually leading to high-mannose type
oligosaccharides.

Triple helix assembly occurs after the polypeptide chains have been completed. Carboxy-terminal globular proprotein domains fold and disulfide bonds are
formed. Interaction of these domains initiates winding of the triple helix from the
carboxyl toward the amino terminus. The completed triple helix, with globular
proprotein domains at each end, moves to the Goigi apparatus where oligosaccharides are processed and matured. sometimes tyrosine residues are modified by
sulfation and some serines are phosphorylated. The completed procollagen is rhen
released from the cell via secretory vesicles.
Collagen Maturation
Conversion of procollagen to collagen occurs extracellularly The amino- and carboxyl-terminal propeptides are cleaved by separate proteases. Concurrently, the
triple helices assemble into fibrils and the collagen is stabilized by exrensive crossIinking. Lysyl oxidase converts some lysine or hydroxylysine to the reactive alde-
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TABLE 6.1

1

Selected Disorders in Collagen Biosynthesis and Structure

Decreased s)'nthesis of

Osteogenesis

imperfecta

tlpe I

1

Osteogenesis

Point mutations and exon

imperfecta 2
Ehlers-Danlos IV
Ehlers-Danlos VI
Ehlers-Danlos MI

Cutis laxa
(occipital horn
syndrome)

rearrangements
helical regions

in triple

Long bone fractures prior
to puberty
Perinatal lethality; malformed
and soft, fraglle bones

Poor secretion, premature

Translucent skin. easy bruising.

degradation of type III
Decreased hydroxyiysine
in types I and IlI
Type I procollagen
accumulation: N-terminal
propeptide not cleaved
Decreased hydroxylysine
due to poor Cu

arterial and colon rupture
Hyperextensive skin, joint

hlpermobiiity
Joint hypermobility and
dislocation
l-ax, soft skin; occipital horn
formation in adolescents

distribution

hydes, allysine, or hydroxyallysine These residues condense with each other or
with lysine or hydroxylysi.ne residues in adjacent chains to form Schiff's base and
aldol cross-links. Less well-characterized reactions can involve other residues including histidi.ne and can link three a chains Defects a[ many of these steps are
known. Some of the best characlerized are listed i.n Table 6.11 and described in
Clinical Correlation 6 11.

CTINICAT CORRETATION

6.1

1

Defects in Collagen Synthesis
Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome, Type lV
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome is a group of at least ten disorders thal are
clinically, genetically, and biochemically distinguishable but that share
manifestations of structural weaknesses ln connective tissue. The
usual problems are with fragility and hJperextensibility of skin and
hypermobiiity of the joints The weaknesses result from defects in collagen structure For example, type IV Ehiers-Danlos syndrome is
caused by defects in true III collagen (see p. 123), which is particularly important in skin, arteries, and hollow organs. Characteristics include thin, translucent skin through which veins are easiiy seen,
marked bruising, and sometimes an appearance of aging in the hands
and skin. Clinical problems arise from arterial rupture, intestinal perforation, and rupture o[ the uterus during pregnancy or labor. Surgical repair is difficult because of tissue fragility The basic defects in
type IV Ehlers-Danlos are due to changes in the primary structure of
type III chains. These arise from point mutations that resuit in replacement of glycine residues and thus disruption of the collagen
triple helix, and from exon-skipping, which shortens the polypeptide
and can result in inefficient secretion and decreased thermal stability
of the collagen and in abnormai formation of rype lII collagen fibrils
In some cases t)?e Ill collagen is accumulated in the rough ER, overmodified, and degraded very slowly
Superti-Furga, A., Gugler, E , Gitzelmann, R , and Steinmann, B EhlersDanlos sl,ndrome type IV: a multi-exon deletion in one of the two COL 3Al
alleles affectrng stmcture, stability, and processing of tlpe III procollagen J
Biol Chem 263:6)26, 1988

Osteogenesis lmperfecta
Osteogenesis imperfecta is a group o[ at least four c1inica1ly, genetically, and blochemically distinguishable disorders characterized by
multiple fractures and resultant bone deformities Several variants result from mutatrons producing modified a(I) chains In the ciearest
example a deletion mutation causes absence of 84 amino acids in the

aI(I)

chain. The shortened

al(I)

chains are s1'nthesized, because the

mutation leaves the reading frame in register. fhe short al(l) chains
associate with normal al(I) and a2(I) chains, thereby preventing normal coliagen triple helix formatlon, with resultant degradation of all
of the chains, a phenomenon aptly named "protein sulcide." Threefourths o[ a1l the collagen molecules formed have at least one short
(defective) aI(I) chain, an amplificatlon of the effect of a hetetozygous gene defect. Other forms of osteogenesis imperfecta result from
polnt mutations that substitute another amino acid for a glycine.
Since glycine has to fit into the interior of the collagen trlple helix,
these substitutions destabilize that helix.

G S., Roush, C L, Bonadio,J, Byers, P H, and Gelinas, R. E ln[ron
mediared recombination causes an a(I) collagen deletion in a lethal form of
osteogenesi.s imperfecta Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 82:2870, 1985
Barsh,

Scurvy and Hydroxyproline Synthesis
Most animais, but not humans, can synthesize ascorbic acid (vitamin
C) Scurry results from dietary deficiency of ascorbic acid Among
other problems, ascorbic acid deficiency causes decreased hydroxyproline sy,nthesis because prolyl hydroxylase requtres ascorbic acid

REGULAToN oFTRANSLAToN

Hydroxyproline provides additional hydrogen-bonding atoms that
stabilize the collagen triple helix. Collagen containing insufficient hydroxyproline loses temperature stability and is slgniflcantly less stable
than normal collagen at body temperature The resultant clinical manifestations are distinctive and understandable: suppression of the orderly growth process of bone in children, poor wound healing, and
increased capillary fragllity with resultant hemorrhage, particularly in
the skin Severe ascorbic acid deliciency leads secondarily to a decreased rate of procollagen s),nthesis

B

Ascorbate requirement for hydroxy-lation and secretion o[ procollagen: relationship to inhibition of colJagen sl,nthesis in scuny Am
Cltn

Peterofsky,

I

Med 54:17355.1991

Deficiency of tysyl Hydroxylase
In type VI Ehlers-Danlos sprdrome lysyl hydroxylase is deficient As
a result tlpe I and III (see p I23) coilagens in skin are slmthesized
with decreased hydroxylysine content, and subsequent crossJinking
o[ collagen fibrils is less stable Some cross-linking between lysine and
allysine occurs but these are not as stable and do not mature as readi1y as do hydroxylysine-containing cross-links In addition, carbohydrate is transferred to the hydroxylysine residues but the funcrion of

this carbohydrate is unknown The clinical features include marked
hyperextenslbility of the skin and joints, poor wound healing, and
musculoskeletal deformities. Some patients with this form o[ EhlersDanlos syndrome have a mutant form of 1ysyl hydroxylase with a
higher Michaelis constant for ascorbic acid than the normal enzqe
Accordingly, they respond to high doses o[ ascorbic acid
Pinnell, S R., Krane, S M, Kenzora,J E, and Glimcher, M J Aheritable disorder of connective tissue: hydroxylysine-deficient collagen disease N Engl. J

Med 286:1013.1972

Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome, Type Vll

In Ehlers-Danlos syrrdrome, t)?e VII, skin bruises easily and is hyperextensible, but the major manifesta[ions are dislocations of major
joints, such as hips and knees. Laxity of ligaments is caused by in-

6.2

I

complete removal of the amino-terminal propeptide of the procollagen chains. One variant of the disease resuls from deficiency of procollagen N-protease A similar deficiency occurs in the autosomal recesstve disease called dermatosparaxis of cattle, sheep, and cats, in
which skin fragility is so extreme as to be lethal. In other variants the
proal(I) and proa2(I) chains lack amino acids at the cleavage site because of skipping of one exon in the genes This prevents normal
cleavage by procollagen N-protease.
Cole,W G, Chan,D., Chambers, G, W,Walker, I. D, andBateman,J E Deletion of 24 amino acids from the proa(I) chain of tlpe I procollagen in a patrent with the Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type VII I BioL Chem 26\:5496,
1986

Occipital Horn Syndrome
In type IX Ehlers-Danlos sgrdrome and rn Menkes' kinky hair

syn-

drome there is thought to be a deficiency in lysyl oxidase actiyity. In
type IX Ehlers-Danlos syrrdrome there are consequent cross-iinking
defects manlfested in lax, soft skin and in the appearance during adolescence of bony occipital horns. Copper-deficient animais have deficient cross-linking of elastin and collagen, apparenriy because of the
requirement for cuprous ion by lysyi oxidase. In Menkes' kinky hair
sy,ndrome there rs a defect in intracellular copper transport that results in low activity of 1ysy1 oxidase, and in occipital horn syrrdrome
there is also a defect in intracellular copper distriburion. A woman
taking high doses of the copper-chelating drug, d-penicrllamine, gave
birth to an infant wirh an acquired Ehlers-DanlosJike syndrome,
which subsequently cleared. Side effects of d-penicillamine therapy
include poor wound healing and hyperextensible skin.
Peltonen, L, Kuivarnieme, H , Palotie, H., Horn, N , Kaitila, 1., and Kivirikko,
K Alterations of copper and collagen metabolism in the Menkes slndrome
and a new subtype of Ehlers-Danlos sl,ndrome Biochemistry 22:6156, 1983
For a detailed overview of collagen disorders see: Byers, P H. Disorders o[ collagen biosynthesis and structure In: C R Scriver, A L Beauder, W S Sly, and
D Valle (Eds ). The Metabolic and Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disecse, 8th ed ,
New York: McGraw-Hill, 20Ol,p 5241_

I

REcuLATToN oF TRANSLATTON

The amount o[ protein in cel1s is regulated at the stages of transcription, rranslation, and degradation Forma[lon ol functioning protelns has slgnifican[ consequences for cells and transla[ion requires considerable energy. It is thus necessary
that translation be carefully controlled. Thls is done both g1obal1y and for specific
pro[eins. The most effective and common mechanlsms for regulation are at the ini-

tiation
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stage.

The best understood means of overall regulation of translalion involves
reversible phosphorylation of eIF-2a. Under conditions that include nutrient srarvation, heat shock, and viral infection, elF-2a is phosphorylated. Phosphorylated
eIF-2a-GDP binds tightly to eIF-2b, the guanine nucleotide exchange facror, which
is present in limiting amounts Since elF-2b is unavailable for nucleotide exchange,
no eIF-2a-GTP is available for initiation. Phosphorylatlon can be catalyzed b\J a
heme-regulated inhibitor kinase, which, in the absence of heme, is activated by
autophosphorylation This klnase is present in many cells, but best studied in reticulocytes that s;,rrthesize hemoglobin. Deficiencies in energy supply or any heme
precursor activate the kinase A related double-stranded RNA-dependent kinase
is autophosphorylated and actlvated in response to binding of dsRNA that results
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from many viral infections Production of this kinase is also induced by interferon.
In contrast, initiation factor eIF-4e is activated by phosphorylation in response to,
for example, growth factors, and inactivaLed by a protein phosphatase following, for
example, viral infection. These effects are mediated by eIF-4g, which is also activated by phosphorylatlon; they may be most important in the translation of mRNAs
with highly struc[ured leader sequences that most need to be unwound by eIF-4a
to reveal a translational start site.
Regulation of transiation of specific genes also occurs. A clear example is the
regulation by iron of sl,nthesis of the iron-binding protein, ferritin. ln the absence
of iron a repressor protein binds to the iron responsive element (IRE), a stemIoop structure in the 5' ieader sequence of ferririn mRNA. This mRNA is sequestered for future use. 6-Aminolevulinic acid synthase, an enzyme of heme
biosprthesis, ls also regulated by a 5'-lRE in its mRNA. In contrast, more ferritin
receptor mRNA is needed if iron is limited; it has IREs in its 3/-untransla[ed region.
Binding of the repressor protein stabilizes the mRNA and prolongs its useful life[ime. Many growth-regulated mRNAs, inciuding those for ribosomal proteins, have
a pollpyrimidine tract in their leader sequence. A polypyrimidine-binding protein
helps regulate their translation.

Pro[eins have flinite lifetimes. They are subject [o environmental damage such as ox-

idation, proteolysis, conforma[ional denaturation, or other irreversible modifications. Errors in translation and folding lead to nonfunc[ional proteins and proteolytic processing generates nonfunctional peptides. Equally important, cells must
change their protein complements in order to respond to different needs and situations. ln each case "trash disposal" is needed. Specific proteins have very different
lifetimes. Cells of the eye lens are not replaced and their proteins are no[ recycled
Hemoglobin in red blood cells lasts the life of these cells, about 120 days Other
proteins have lifetimes measured in days, hours, or even minules. Some blood clotting proteins survive only a few days, so hemophiliacs are only protected for a short
period by transfusions or injections of required factors. Diabetics require insulin injections regularly since the hormone is metabolized Metabolic enzqes vary quantitatively depending on need, for exampie, the concentration of urea cycle enzymes
change in response to diet. Most amino acids produced by protein degradation are
recycled to synthesize new proteins but some will be metabolized and their degradation products will be excreted. In all cases, proteolysis first reduces the proteins
in question to peptides and eventually amino acids. Several proteolytic systems
accomplish this end.
FIGURE 6.22

Model o[ the proteasome.

A 20S central segment is made up ol four
stacked heptameric rings of two t)pes The core
is hollow and includes I2-15 different polypeptides; several proteases with different specificities
are localized wlthin the rings. V-shaped segments at each end cap the cylinder and are responsible for AfP-dependent substrate recognition, unfolding, and translocation into the
proteolytic core. fhe upper cap structure is also
in contact with central segment but it is shown
displaced from it in order to illustrate the hollow core of the cylinder
AdoptedJromRubin,D andFinley, D Curr Biol 5:854,
1995; and Peters, I -M Trends Biochem Sci 19:377,
1994

ATP-Dependent Proteolysis Occurs in Proteasomes
One well-described proteolytic pathway uses proteasomes. A proteasome is a
dumbbell-shaped structure made up of about 28 polypeptides; a proteolytically active cylindrical core is capped at each end by V-shaped complexes (Figure 6.22)
The cap acts in recognizing and unfolding polypeptides and transporting them to
the proteolytic core in an AfP-dependent mechanism.
Targeting to proteasomes normally requires ubiquitin, a highly conserved 76
ami.no acid protein. One function of ubiquitin is to mark proteins for degradation.
Ubiquitin has other roles; as an example, linkage of ubiquiti.n to histones H2A and
H2B is unrelated to turnover since the proteins are stable, but modification may
aflect chromatin structure or transcription
The ubiquitin-dependent proteolytic cycle is shown in Figure 6.23. Ubiquitin
is activated by enzSrrne E1 to form a thioester, ATP is required and a lransient AMPubiquitin complex is involved. The ubiquitin is then passed to enzyme E2, and fi-

pRorErN DECRADAToN AND

nally via one of a group of E3 en4.,rnes it is coupled to a targeted protein. Linkage
of ubiquitin is through isopeptide bonds between e-amino groups of lysine residues
of the protein and the carboxyl-rerminal glycine residues of ubiquitin. Several ubiquitin molecules may be attached to the protein and to each other. proteasome
pro[eases then degrade the tagged protein but release intact ubiquitin for reuse in
further degradation cycles.
Ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis plays a major role in the regulation of cellular
events. Cyclins and recep[or protein tyrosine kinases are involved in control of
cell division. Ubiquitin-dependen[ deslrucrion of a cyclin allows cells ro pass from
the M-phase into GI, while degradation of receptors preven[s signal transduction
and halts ce1l proiiferation. Other proteins degraded by ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis include transcription factors, the p53 tumor suppressor and other oncoproteins, a pro[ein kinase, and immune system and other ce1l surface receptors.
Damaged, defective, and mutant proteins are rapidly degraded via the ubiquitin pathway In cystic fibrosis a mutation that results in deletion of one amino acid
greatly aiters the stability of a protein (see CIin. Corr. 6.6). It is nor always clear
how native pro[eins are identified for degradation. Selectivity occurs a[ the level of
the E3 en4..rne; both conformation and amino acid sequence are imporlant. Destabilizing PEST sequences (rich in Pro, Glu, Ser, and Thr) have been identified in several shorrlived proteins Another dererminanl is simply the identity of the aminoterminal amino acid. Otherwise identical proteins with different amino-terminal
residues are degraded at wideiy differing rares, and rhe lifetime of a protein can be
modified by incorporation of an N-terminal destabilizing residue from an aminoacyl-tRNA donor. Like pro[easomes, lhe complex E. coli proteases Lon and Clp and
similar enzymes in other mlcroorganisms and in mitochondria require ATp hydrol,vsis for their action, but ubiquitin is absent in prokaryotes and the means of identification of proteins for degradation is sti1l obscure

lntracellular Digestion of Some Proteins Occurs in Lysosomes
Additional proteolytic pathways are also imporranr. Intracellular digestion of proteins from the extracellular environmenl occurs within protease-rich lysosomes.
Material that is lmpermeable to the plasma membrane is imported by endocytosis.
ln pinocytosis large particles, molecular aggregates, or orher molecules in the extracellular fluid are ingested by engulfment. Macrophages ingesr bacteria and dead
ce1ls by this mechanlsm Receptor-mediated endocytosis uses cel1 surface receptors to bind specific molecules at pits in the cel1 surface that are coated internally
with the multisubunit protein clathrin. Invagination of the plasma membrane and
the receptors forms intracellular coated vesicles, one fate of which is fusion with a
lysosome and degradation of the contents. Some intracellular protein [urnover may
also occur within lysosomes, and under some condilions significan[ amounts of cellular material can be mobilized via lysosomes. For example, serum starvation of fibroblasts in culture or slarvalion of rats leads to the lysosomal degradation of a subpopulation of cellular proteins. Recognition of a specific peptide sequence is
invoived, again indicating that the lifetime of a protein ls ultimately encoded in its
sequence.

Many Other Proteolytic Systems Exist
Calcium-dependent proteases, also called calpains, are present in most cells. Activators and inhibitors ol these enzymes are also present, and calpains are logical candidates for enzymes involved in proLein turnover. However, their role in rhese
processes is not quantitatively establlshed. Golgi and ER proreases degrade pepride
fragmen[s that arise during maturalion of proteins in the secretory pathway. They
could be involved in [urnover of ER proteins, although proteins are also known to
be exported from the ER for degradation by proteasomes. Apoptosis, programmed
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FIGURE 6.23

ATP and ubiquitin-dependent protein
degradation.
Ubiquitin is activated in a two-step reaction involving formation o[ a transient mixed anhydride of AMP and the carboxy terminus of ubiquitin (Step 1a), followed by generation of a
throester with enzgne EI (Step Ib) Enzyne
E2 can now form a thioester with ubiquitin
(Step 2) and serve as a donor in E3-catalyzed
transfer of ubiquitln to a targeted protein (Step
3) Several more ubiquitin molecules are usually
attached to lysine residues of rhe ubiquitin
and./or other lysines o[ the targeted protein at
this stage. Ubiqultinylated protein is now degraded by ATP-dependent proteolysis (Step 4);
ubiquitln ls not degraded and can reenter the
process at Step I
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death, follows upon activation of proteases known as caspases. It is likely that
other uncharacLerized mechanisms exist in both the cytosol and in the mitochondria. Digestive pro[eases such as pepsin, trypsin, chymotr]psin, and elastase hydrolyze dietary proteln and have no part in intracellular pro[ein turnover, but the
amino acids they help generate contribule to the me[abolic pool used in translation
It is likely that protein degradation will turn out [o be as complex and important a
problem as protein biosl.,nthesis
ce11
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5

A. multiple

E
2

codons for a slngle amino acid
codons consisting of only two bases.
base triplets that do not code for any amino acid.
different protein synthesis systems in which a given tdplet
codes lor different amino acids.
codons that include one or more of the "unusual" bases.

E.

In the formation of an aminoacyl-tRNA:

A.
B.

C
D
E

ADP and Pl are products of the reaction
aminoacyl-adenylate appears in solution as a free intermediate.
the aminoacyl-tRNA sl.nthetase is believed to recognize and hydrolyze incorrect aminoacyl-tRNAs it may have produced
there is a separate aminoacyl-tRNA sl,nthetase for every amino
acid appeadng in the final, lunctional protein.
there is a separate aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase for every IRNA

peptide.
peptide bond formation occurs by the attack of the carboxyl
group of the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA on the amino group of
the growing peptide chain.

Termination of protein slrrthesis:
requires a stop codon to be located at the P site of the large
ribosomal subunit.
B. occurs when a nonribosomal protein release factor binds to the

A.

ribosome.

C. requires the action of

specles

3

During the elongation stage of eukaryotic protein slmthesis:
the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA binds to the P sire.
B a new peptide bond is synthesized by peptidyltransferase sire
of the large ribosomal subunit in a GTP-requiring reaction.
C the peptide, still bound to a IRNA molecule, is translocated to
a different site on the ribosome.
D. streptomycin can cause premature release of the incomplete

A.

1. Degeneracy of the genetic code denotes the existence of:

B
C
D

caspase

a nonribosomal hydrolase to release the

peptide.

During initiation o[ protein s],nthesis:
methionyl-tRNA appears at the A site of the 80S initiation

A

D.

does not require energy

E.

coincides with the degradation of the ribosomes.

complex.
Formation of mature insulin includes all of the following EXCEPT:

B. elF-3 and the

C
D
E
4

40S ribosomal subunit participate in formrng a
preinitiation complex.
eIF-2 is phosphorylated by GTP
the same methionyl-tRNA is used as is used during elongation.
a complex consisting of mRNA, the 605 ribosomal subunir, and
certain initiation lactors is formed

Requirements for eukaryotic protein s),nthesis rnclude all of rhe fol-

A. removal of a signal peptide.
B. folding into a three-dimensional

structure
disulfide bond formation
D. removal of a peptide from an internai region.
E. 7-carboxylation of glutamate residues.

C

lowing EXCEPT:

4-Hydroxylation of specific prolyl residues during collagen s]mthesis requires a1l of the following EXCEPT:

A.
B.

mRNA

A
B

C.

GTP

D
E

20 different amino acids in the form of aminoacyl-tRNAs.

C.
D.

fMertRNAi"'.

E. individual c

ribosomes.

B

Fe2+.
a speciflc amino acid sequence.

ascorbic acid
succinate.

chains, not yet assembled into a triple helix.
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Chaperones:
are always required to direct the folding of proteins
when bound to protein, increase the rate ofprotein degradation.

E.

A.

B
C
D
E
I0

usually bind to strongly hydrophilic regions of unfolded
Proterns

sometimes maintain proteins in an unfolded state to allow
passage through membranes.
do not require energy (ATP) for action.

Diphtherla toxin:

A

acts catalytically

B.

from the ribosome
activates translocase.
prevents release faclor from recognizing termination signals.
attacks the RNA of the large subunit.

C
D
E

releases incomplete poiypeptide chains

and 12: Cystlc fibrosis is a fairly frequent (I per 2000)
Questions
genetic disease of Caucasians. The CF gene codes for a protein cailed
the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), which
functions as a cAMP-regulated chloride channel The protein has two
membrane-spanning domains, two domains that interact with ATII and
one regulatory domain The most common defect is a three-nucleotide
deletion in the gene for a protein of one of the AfP-binding domains
The result is a proteln that does not fold correctly in the endoplasmic
reticulum, rs not properly glycosylated, and is not transported to the
cell surface. Rather, it is degraded in the cytosol within proteasomes.

Questions 13 and 14: Collagen, the most abundant rype of protein in
the human body, is unusual in its amino acld composition and requires
a wide variety of posttranslational modifications to convert it to a functional molecule Because of the complexity of collagen synthesis, there
are many diseases caused by defects in the process. These dlseases result in structural weaknesses in connective tissue Ehlers-Danlos sprdrome is a collection of ten different collagen diseases Type VII EhlersDanlos syrrdrome results from a deficiency of procollagen N-protease,
resulting in the incomplete removal of the amino-terminal peptide o[
the procollagen chains.

I3

II

1

C
D
E.

true EXCEPT:
the signal peptide usually has a positiveiy charged N-terminus
and a stretch of hydrophobic amino acids.
B as the signal peptide emerges from a free ribosome, it binds to
a signal recognition particle (SRP)
C the signal peptide is usually cleaved from the protein before the
protein is inserted into the ER membrane.
D. docking protein is actually an SRP receptor and serves to bind
the SRP to the ER
E. SRP and docking protein do not enter the ER lumen but are re-

A

tein that:
must be Ionger than it should be
must be several amino acids shorrer than it should be
C. would always have a different amino acid sequence from the
point of mutation to the end of the protein compared to the
unmutated situation.
D has a substitution of one amino acid for another compared to
the protein from the unmutated gene
E has the deletion of one amino acid compared to the protein
from the unmutated gene.

B

a peptide bond forms between the carboxyl terminal of ubiq-

uitin and an e-amino group of a lysine
C. linkage o[ a protein to ubiquitin does not always mark it for

D.

degradation.
the identity of the N-terminal amino acid is one determinant of
selection for degradation.

I nNswrns
I. A

2 C

amino-terminal peptide cleavage.
carboxyl-terminal peptide cleavage
modification of lysyl residues.
covalent cross-linkrng

14. Since much of procollagen lormation occurs in the endoplasmic
reticulum and Golgi apparatus, signal peptide is required A1l of
the following statements about targetlng a protein for the ER are

A.
B.

are true EXCEPT:
A. ATP is required for activation of ubiquitin

During collagen slmthesis, events that occur extracellularly include
all o[ the following EXCEPT:
A modilication of prolyl residues.

B.

1. The particular mutation described above most likely leads ro a pro-

12. Targeting a protein to be degraded wirhin proreasomes usually requires ubiquitin. In the functions of ubiquitin all of the following

ATP is required by the enzl.rne that transfers the ubiquitin to
the protein to be degraded.

cycled.

Problems

l5

l-cell (inclusion bodies) disease results from a defect in the enzyme
that transfers N-acetylglucosamine phosphate to proteins containing high-mannose t)?e oligosaccharides What enzyrnes would be
deficient in l-cell patients? How does the disease name correspond
to the problem in these patients?

16 What is the significance of the following

structures?

A positively

charged amphiphilic a-helix, a cluster of lysine and arginine
residues, and a carboxy-terminal Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL) sequence?

I

This is the definition of degeneracy B and E are not known ro
occur, although sometimes IRNA reads only the first two bases
of a trlplet (wobble), and sometimes unusual bases occur in anticodons C denotes the stop (nonsense) codons. D is a deviation from universality o[ the code, as found in mitochondria.
Bonds between a IRNA and an incorrect smaller amino acid
may form but are rapidly hydrolyzed. A, B: ATP and the amino
acid react to form an enz),rne-bound aminoacyl-adenylate; PP,

3. B

is released into the medium. D: Some amino acids, such as hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine, arise by co- or posttranslational modification. E: An aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase may recognize any of several tRNAs speciflc for a given amino acid.
This then binds the mRNA. A: Methionyl-tRNAl"o appears at
the P site. C: Phosphorylation of eIF-2 inhibits initiation D:
Methionyl-tRNAl'' is used internally E: mRNA associates first
with the 40S subunit

ANSWERS

4.

E

5.

C

fMet-tRNA{""' is involved in initiation of protein synrhesis in
prokaryotes. A-D are ail required.
This is necessary to free the A site for the next incoming IRNA.
A: The incoming aminoacyl-tRNA binds to rhe A site. B: Peptide bond formation requires no energy source other than the

7.

E

B.

D

9. D

A

Deietion of three nucleotides is deletion of an entire codon so
that a particular amino acid doesn't appear. A: The only way
this would happen is if the particular three nucleotides delered
were a stop codon. B: The new protein is one amino acid shorter
but not several. C: This is an example of a frameshift mutation

aminoacyl-tRNA. D: Streptomycin inhibits formation of the

that arises from a one- or two- nucleotide deletion The only
way this could happen with three nucleotides would be for the
three to span two codons, which apparentiy is not the usual
process. D: This arises from a point muhtion.
t2. E ATP is required in the ubiquitin activation and the protease
steps but not here. B, D: These are both correct. C: Linkage to
histones does not result in their degradation.
13. A Hydroxylation of prolines and some lysines is cotranslational so
intracellular. B and C require that the chains be complete. D, E:
These are involved in cross-linking, which means that the three
chains must be assembled.
14. c Signal peptidase is located on the luminal surface of the ER. A:
These are common features along with a polar segment that signal peptidase recognizes. B, D, E: These are all essential fea[ures
of the process.

Human eRF is similar in size and shape to a IRNA A: The stop
codon is at the A slte. C: Peptidyltransferase catalyzes the hydrolysis. D: eRF binds as an eRF-GTP complex. E: The subunits dissociate after termination and are recycled
y-Carboxylation is of special importance in several blood clor
ting proteins but not in insulin formation. A: Preproinsulin is
inserted into the ER. B: AII proteins, except fibrous ones, have
to fold into a three-dimensional structure. C: Proinsulin folds
and forms disulfide bonds before the chain is cleaved. D: This
is called the C-peptide.
This is not required A, C: Prolyl hydroxylase requires both
Fe2+ and ascorbic acid. B: The sequence is -S-Pro-GIy-. E: Hydroxylation is a cotranslational event.
This is oniy one of many functions chaperones sewe. A: Many
proteins spontaneously fold correctly B: Misfolded proteins are
recognized and rapidly degraded C: Chaperones bind to hydrophobic regions ofunfolded proteins. E: Chaperonins require

15

This toxin catalyzes the formation of an ADP-ribosyl derivative
of translocase (EF-2), which irreversibly inactivates the transio-

Multiple lysosomal enzymes are severely deficient in the
lysosomes and are actually found in abnormally high levels in
sera and other body fluids. Mannose 6-phosphate is the signal
to tarSet enz)rynes [o lysosomes. The first step is addition of N-

ATP

10.

E

prokaryotic 70S initiation complex (analogous to the eukaryotic
80S complex) and causes misreading of the genetic code when
the initiation complex is already formed. E: The electron pair of
the amino group carries out a nucleophilic attack on the car-

bonyl carbon.

6. B

tl
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16

acetylglucosamine phosphate to high-mannose oligosaccharides. Subsequent cleavage, leaving rhe phosphate behind,
produces the mannose 6-phosphate signal. Lack o[ lysosomal
enz)'rnes means that undegraded products accumulate in lysosomes-thus forming inclusion bodies.
These structures are all targeting signals to send proteins to particular subcellular particles. The three indicated are rargets for
mitochondria, nucleus, and peroxisomes, respectivel)z
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By L970, the stage was set for modern molecular biology based on the studies of
numerous scienlists in the previous 30 years during which ignorance of what biochemical entity orchestrated the replicarion of life forms with such fidelity gave way
to a state where sequencing and manipulation of the expression of genes would be
feasible. The relentless march toward a full understanding of gene regulation under
norrnal and pathological conditions has moved with increasing rapidity since rhen.
Deoxyribonucleic acid, composed of only four different nucleotides covalently
Iinked by a sugar-phosphate backbone, is deceptively complex. Complexity is conferred on the DNA moiecule by the nonrandom sequence of its bases, multiple conforma[ions that exist in equilibrium in the biological environmen[, and specific proteins that recognize and associate with selected regions. Biochemical knowledge of
the cellular processes and their macromolecular components had established several facts required for the surge forward. It was clear that gene expression was
highly regulated. Enz)rynes involved in DNA replication and RNA transcription had
been purified and their function in the biosyrrthesis defined. The generic code had
been broken. Genetic maps of prokaryotic chromosomes had been established
based on gene linkage studies with thousands of differenr murants. Finaliy, RNA
species could be purified, enzpaLicallyhydrolyzed into discrete pieces, and laboriously sequenced. However, further progress in the understanding of gene regulation
would require techniques to cut DNA selectively into homogeneous pieces. Even
smail, highly purified viral DNA genomes were too complex to decipher. The
thought of tackling the human genome with more than 3 X IOe base pairs was all
the more onerous.
Identification, purification, and charac[erization of restriction endonucleases
that faithfully cleave DNA molecules at specific sequences permitted the development of recombinant DNA methodologies. Development of DNA sequencing opened
the previously tightly locked molecular biology gates [o the secrets held within the
organiza[ion of the diverse biological genomes. Genes could finally be sequenced,
but perhaps more importan[iy so could the flanking regions that regulate their expression Sequencing regulatory regions of numerous genes defined consensus sequences such as those found in promoters, enhancers, and many binding sites for
regulator;i proteins (see Chapter 8). Each gene contains an upstream promo[er
where a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase binds prior to the initiation of transcription. While some DNA regulatory sites lie just ups[ream of the transcription
initiation site, other regulatory reglons are hundreds to thousands of bases removed
and still others are downstream.

PoLYMERASE

cHArN REACIoN

This chapter presents many of the sophisticated techniques, developed in the
past 30 years, that al1ow for the dissection of complex genomes into defined fragments with the complete analysis of the nucleo[ide sequence and function of these
DNA fragments. The modification and manipulation of genes, that is, generic engineering, facilitates the introduc[i.on and expression of genes in both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells. Many methodological approaches in genetic engineering have been
greatly simplified by the emplol,rnent of a method that rapidly amplifies selected
regions of DNA, the poll.rnerase chain reaction (PCR). Proteins for experimental and
clinical uses are readily produced by these procedures and it is anticipated that in
the no[ too distan[ future these methods will allow for the rapid increase of treatment modalities of genetic diseases with gene replacement therapy Current and po[ential uses of recomblnant DNA technologies are also described. The significance
to our society of the advancements in lhe understanding of genetic macromolecules
and their manipulation cannot be overstated.

z.z I poryrrnrnRsr cHRrN nrRcnoN
The ability to analyze fully the sequence and function of a selected region of DNA
requires relatively large amounts of a purified preparation of the DNA segmen[. The
rapid production of large quantities of a specific DNA sequence took a leap forward
with the development of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The PCR requires
[wo nucleo[ide oligomers that hybridize to the complementary DNA srrands in a
region of in[erest. The oligomers serve as primers for a DNA polymerase that extends each strand. Repeated cycling of the PCR yields large amounts of each DNA
molecule of interes[ in a matter of hours as opposed to days and weeks required for
cloning techniques.
The PCR amplification of a specific DNA sequence can be accomplished with
a purified DNA sample or a small region within a complex mixture of DNA The
principles of the reaction are shown in Figure 7.1. The nucleotide sequence of the
DNA to be amplified must be known or it mus[ be cloned in a vector (see p. 305)
where the sequence of the flanking DNA has been established. The product of PCR
is a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule and the reaction is complered in each
cycle when all of the template moiecules have been copied. In order to initiate a
new round of replication the sample is heated to melt the dsDNA and, in the presence of excess oligonucleotide primers, cooled to permit hybridization of the singlestranded template with free oligomers. A new cycle of DNA replication will initiate
in the presence of DNA polpnerase and all four deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates
(dNTPs). Heating to about 90oC as required for melting DNA inactivates mosr DNA
polymerases, but a heat stable polyrnerase, [ermed Taq DNA polymerase isolated
from Thermus qquaticus, is now employed, obviating the need for fresh poly,rnerase
after each cycle. Thls has permitted the automation of PCR with each DNA molecule capable of being amplified one million-fold.

DNA fragment of unknown
sequence, inserted into vector
ol known sequence

Plasmid vector
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FIGURE 7.1

Poll,rnerase chain reaction (PCR).
A DNA fragment of unknown sequence is inserted into a vector of known sequence by
normal recombinant methodologies. The recombinant DNA of interest does not need to be
purified. The DNA is heated to 90oC to dissociate the double strands and cooled in the
presence of excess amounts of two different complementary oligomers that hybridize to the
known vector DNA sequences flanking the foreign DNA insert. Only recombinant singlestranded DNA species can serve as templates for DNA replication, yrelding doublestranded DNA fragments o[ foreign DNA bounded by the oligomer DNA sequences The
heating-replication cycle is repeated many times to rapidly produce large amounts of the
orlginal foreign DNA. The DNA fragment of interest can be purified from the polymerase
chain reaction mixture by cleavlng it with the original restriction endonuclease (RE), electrophoresing the DNA mixture through an agarose gel, and eluting the band of interest
from the gel.
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1

Polymerase Chain Reaction
for Human
lmmunodeficiency Virus
The use of the poll.rnerase chain reactron (PCR) to amplify minure
quantities of DNA has revolutionized the ability to detect and analyze
DNA species. Wrth PCR it is possible to lmthesize sufficient DNA for
analysis Conventional methods for detection and identification of the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), such as Southern blot-DNA
hybridization and antigen analysis, are labor intensive and expensive
and have low sensitivity. An infected lndividual, with no sign of AIDS
(acqulred immune deficiency slrrdrome), may test false negative for
HIV by these procedures. Early detection o[ HIV infections in these
individuals is crucial to initlate treatment and/or monitor the progression of their disease. In addition, a sensitive method is requrred
to be certain that blood contnbuted by donors does not contain HIV
PCR amplification of potential HIV DNA sequences within DNA isolated lrom an individua]s white blood ce1ls permits the identification
of vrral infections pnor to appearance of antibodies, the so-called
seronega[ive state. Current methods are too costly to apply rhis testing to large-scale screening of donor blood samples. PCR can also be
used to increase the sensitivity to detect and characterize DNA se-

Applicattons

quences of any other human infectious pathogen

Carter, A S, Cerundolo, L., Bunce, M, Koo, D D H, Welsh, K I., Morris,
P J , and Fuggle, S V Nested poll.rnerase chain reaction with sequence-specific
primers typing for HLA-A, -B, and -C alleles: detectron of microchimerism in
DR-matched individuals Blood 94:1471, 1999

Polymerase Chain Reaction and Screening

Kwok, S and Sninsky, J, J Applicarion of PCR to the detection o[ human
infectious diseases In: H A Erlich (Ed ), PCR Technolog. Princip'les and

p

Jor DNA AmpliJication. New York: Stockton Press, 1989,

235

The Nested Polymerase Chain Reaction to Detect

Microchimerism
Donor leukocytes transferred to patients receir,ing blood transfusions
have been shown to survive in the recipients peripheral blood The
significance, if any, of this microchimeric population o[ Ieukocytes remains to be resolved. One of the best ways to detect donor-denved
ce11s in the recipient's blood is to use PCR detection o[ polymorphisms
in the HIA-DR region of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
A nested PCR assay was at least 100-fold more sensitive than a standard PCR assay However, because of the increased sensitivity, nonspecific products may appear due to mispriming events that are generall1,2s5o.iu,.d with pseudogenes. As such it is essen[ia1 to establish
a baseline pattern with pretransfusion blood samples Once potential
false positives could be excluded with these baseline patterns, the de[ection of donor leukocytes is greatly enhanced

When the DNA to be amplified is presen[ in very 1ow concentrations relaLive
to the total DNA in the sample, it is possible ro amplify the DNA region of inreresr
along with other spunous sequences. In this situation the specificity ol the ampliflcation reaction can be enhanced by nested PCR. After conducring rhe first PCR
with one set of primers for 10-20 cycies a small aliquot is removed for a second
PCR. However, the second PCR is conducted with a new set of primers thal are
complementary to the template DNA just downs[ream of the first set of primers, or
"nested" between the original set ol primers This process amplifies the DNA region
of interest twice with a greatly enhanced specificit;r
PCR has many applications in gene diagnosis, forensic investlgations, in which

only a drop of dried blood or a single hair is available, and evoiulionary studres
preserved biological material Use of PCR for screening for human
immunodeficiency l,ims and nested PCR to detect microchimerism are presented in
Clinical Correlation 7 I

with
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RESTRTCTION ENDONUCLEASE

AND RESTRICTION MAPS

Restriction Endonucleases Selectively Hydrolyze
DNA to Generate Restriction Maps
Nature possesses a diverse set of tools, the restriction endonucleases, capable of
selectively dissecting DNA molecules of many sizes and origins into smaller fragments These enzymes confer some protection on bacteria against invading viruses,
that is, bacteriophages Bacterial DNA sequences normally recognized by a restriction endonuclease are protected from cleavage in host ce1ls by methylation of bases
within the palindrome The unmethylated viral DNA is recognized as foreign and
ls hydrolyzed Numerous type Il restriction endonucleases, differing in specificity,

RESrRrcroN ENDoNUCLEASEAND RESrRrcroN MAps

I zS:

have been identified and purified; many are now commercially available (see p. 72
for discussion of restriction endonuclease activities).
Restriction endonucleases permit construction of a new type of genetic map, a
restriction map, in which the site of en4.,rne cleavage within the DNA is identified. Purified DNA species that contain susceptible sequences are subjected to restriction endonuclease cleavage. By regulating the time of exposure of the purified
DNA molecules to restriction endonuclease cleavage, a popularion of DNA fragments of different sizes that are partially to fully hydrolyzed can be generated. Fully
hydrolyzed samples are ones where all restriction sites have been cleaved. Separation of these en4,rne-generated fragments by agarose gel electrophoresis allows for

[he construction of restriction maps; an example of this procedure with circular
DNA is presented in Figure 7.2. Analysis of a DNA completely hydrolyzed by a
restriction endonuclease establishes how many sites the restriction endonuclease
recognizes

within the molecule and what

size fragments are generated. The size dis-

tribution of composite fragments generated by the partial enzyrnatic cleavage of rhe
DNA molecules demonstrates linkage of all potential fragments. The sequential use
of different restriction endonucleases has permitted a detailed restriction map of numerous circular DNA species including bacterial plasmids, viruses, and mi[ochondrial DNA. The method is also equally amenable to linear DNA fragments [hat have
been purified to homogeneity.

Restriction Maps Permit Routine Preparation

of Defined Segments of DNA
Restriction maps may yield little information as to the genes or regulatory elements

within the various DNA fragments. They have been used to demonstrate

sequence

2.2kb

2.6 kb

4.1 kb

Partial

6.3 B+D
5.3 A+D

A
B

A+C+D

c

4.8 B+C
3.8 A+C
6.0 A+B+C
8.9 B+C+D

D

Deduced

C
arrangement
ol DNA lragments

FIGURE 7.2

Restriction endonuclease mapping of DNA.
Purified DNA is subjected to restriction endonuclease digestion for varinng times, which generates
partially to fully cleaved DNA fragments. The DNA
fragments are separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide. The DNA
bands are visualized with a W light source and
photographed. The size of the DNA fragments is
determined by the relative migration through the
gel as compared to coelectrophoresed DNA standards. The relative arrangement of each fragment.
within the DNA molecule can be deduced from the
size of the incompletely hydrolyzed fragments.
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Restriction Mapping
and Evolution
In the past, evolutionary studies of species
have depended solely on anatomical changes
obsewed in fossil records and on carbon dar
ing More recently, these studies are belng supporred by the molecular analysis of the sequence and size of selected genes or whole
DNA molecules Evolutionary alterations of a
selected DNA molecuie from different specles
can rapidly be assessed by restdctron endonuclease mapping. Generation ol restriction endonuclease maps requires a pure preparation
of DNA Mammalian mitochondria contain a
covalently ciosed circular DNA molecule of
16,569 bp that can rapidly be purified from

cells The mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) can
be employed directly for the study of evolutionary changes in DNA without the need of
cloning a specific gene

Mitochondrlal DNA has been purified

from the Guinea baboon, rhesus macaque,
guenon, and human and cleaved with 1l diflerent restriction endonucleases Restriction
maps were constructed for each species. The
maps were all aligned relative to the direction
and the nucleotide site where DNA replication

is lnitiated A comparison of restriction endonuclease sites allowed for the calculation of

the degree of divergence in nucleotide

se-

quence between species The rate of base substltution (calculated from the degree of divergence versus the time of divergence) has been
about tenfold greater than changes in the nu-

clear genome. This high rate of mutation of
the readily purified mtDNA molecule makes it
an excellent model to study evolutionary relationships between species.
The analysis of mtDNA can also be used
to assess the migration patterns ol people who
settled in diverse geographic regions but possess the same restriction-enzyme-generated
patlerns Native Americans have been grouped
into four major haplogroups based on their
mtDNA restriction patterns. These groups appear to have migrated from Asia and Siberia
some 18,000 years ago, just before the major
ice age period

W M, George, M Jr, and Wilson, A C
Rapid evolution of animal mitochondrial DNA Proc
Natl Acad 5ci USA 76:1967.1979; Schurr, J G
Mitochondrial DNA and the people of the new
world Am Sci 88;246, 2000
Brown,

diversity of organelle DNA, such as mitochondrial DNA, within species (see Clln
Corr.7.2) They can also be used to detect deletion mutations where a defined DNA
fragment from the parental strain migrates as a smaller fragment in the mutated
strain. Most importantly, the enzymatlc microscissors used to generale restriction
maps cul DNA into defined homogeneous fragments that can readily be purified
These maps are crucial for cloning and for sequencing of genes and theit flanking

DNA regions.

z.+
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To explore the complexities of regulation of gene expression and [o seek the basis
for genetic diseases, lechniques were necessary to determine the exact sequence of
bases in DNA. ln the late 1970s two dilferent sequencing techniques were developed,
one by A. Maxam and W Gilbert, the chemical cleavage approach, and the other
by E Sanger, the enzymatic approach Both procedures employ labeling of a terminal
nucleotide, followed by the separation and detection of generated oligonucleotides

Chemical Cleavage Method: Maxam-Gilbert Procedure
This procedure requires (1) labeling of the terminal nucleotide, (2) selective hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bond for each nucleotide separately to produce fragments with l, 2, 3, or more bases, (3) quantitative separa[ion of the hydrolyzed
fragments, and (4) a qualitative derermination of the label added in srep 1. The following describes one approach of the Maxam-Gilbert procedure. The overall
approach is presented in Figure 7 3.
One end of each strand of DNA is selectively radiolabeled with 32P This is accomplished when a purified double-helical DNA fragment contains restriction endonuclease sites on either side of the region to be sequenced. Hydrolysis o[ the DNA
with two different restric[ion endonucleases then resul[s in dilferent staggered ends,
each with a different base in the first position of the single-srranded reglon. Labeling of the 3'-end of each strand is accomplished with the addirlon of the nexr nucleotide as directed by the corresponding base sequence on the complementary
DNA strand. A fragment ol Eschenchia coli DNA pol)merase I, termed the Klenow
fragment, caLalyzes this reaction. The Klenow fragment, produced by partial proteolysis of the polymerase holoenzyme, lacks 5'-+3' exonuclease activlty bul retains the 3' -+ 5' exonuclease and polymerase aclivities Each strand can therefore
be selectlvely labeled in separate experiments The complementary unlabeled strand
will not be detectable when analyzing the sequence of the labeled slrand.
Hydrolysis of the labeled DNA into different lengths ls accomplished by firsr
selectively destroyrng one or two bases of the four nucleotides. The procedure exposes the phosphodiester bond [ha[ connects ad.loining bases and permits selective
cleavage of the DNA at the altered base. In separate chemical treatments, samples
of labeled DNA are trea[ed to alter purines and pyrimidines .,vithout disrupting the
sugar-phosphate backbone; a method is not currently available to alter adenine or
thymine specifically Conditions for base modification are selected such that only
one or a few bases are destroyed randomly within any one molecule The four separate DNA samples are then reacted with piperidine, which chemlcally breaks the
sugar-phosphate backbone at sites where a base has been destroyed, generating
fragments of different sizes. Since labeling is specific at the end while the chemical
alteralion of the base is random and not complete, some of the fragments will be
end labeled. For example, wherever a cytosine residue had been randomly destroyed in the appropriate reaction tube, a break will be introduced into the DNA
fragment. The series of chemically generated, end-labeled DNA fragments from each
of the four tubes are electrophoresed through a polyacrylamide ge1 Bases destroyed
near the end-labeled nucleotlde wr1l generate fragments that migrate faster through

DNA sEeuENCrNc
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FIGURE 7.3

Maxam-Gilbert chemical method to sequence
DNA.
A double-stranded DNA fragment to be sequenced is
obtained by restriction endonuclease cieavage and
purified. Both strands are sequenced by selectively
Iabeling the ends of each DNA strand One strand of
DNA is end-labeled with [32P]-dGTP in reaction rube
I, while the other is end-labeled wrth [32P]-dCTP in
reaction tube 2 The end-labeled DNA is then subdivided into four fractions where the different bases are
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the gel, as low molecular weight species, while fragments derived from

destroyed chemically at random positions within the
single-stranded DNA molecule. The less selective
chemrcal destruction of adenine simultaneously destroys G and the destruction of th).,rnine destroys the
C bases. The single-stranded DNA is cieaved at the
sites of the destroyed bases. This generares endlabeled fragments of ail possible lengths corresponding to the distance from the end to the sites of base

destruction Labeled DNA fragments are separated
according to size by electrophoresis. The DNA sequence can then be determined from the electrophoretic patterns detected on autoradiograms

bases

destroyed further from the end will migrare through the gel more slowly as higher
molecuLar weight molecules. The gel is then exposed to X-ray film, which detects
the 32P and the radioactively labeied bands within the gel can be visualized. The
sequence can be read manually or directly by automated methods from the X-ray
autoradiograph from the bottom (smaller fragments) ro rhe rop of rhe film (larger
fragments). Sequencing the complementary strand checks the correctness of the
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Deoxynucleoside

lnterrupted Enzymatic Cleavage Method: Sanger Procedure
The Sanger procedure of DNA sequencing is based on the random termination of
a DNA chain during enzpatic synthesis. The technique is possible because the
dideorymucleotide analog of each of the four normal nucleotides (Figure 7.4) can
be incorporated into a growing DNA chain by DNA polymerase. The ribose of rhe
dideoxynucleotide triphosphate (ddNTP) has the OH group ar borh the 2'- and
3'-posi[ions replaced with a proton, whereas dNTP has only a single OH group replaced by a proton at the 2'-position. Thus the ddNTP incorporated into the growing chain is unable to form a phosphodiester bond with another dNTp because the
3'-position of the ribose does not contain a OH group. The growing DNA molecule
can be terminated at random points, from the first nucleotide incorporated to the
Iast, by including in the reaction system both the normal nucleoride and the ddNTp
(e.g., dATP and ddAIP) at concentrations such rhat the two nucleorides compete

for incorporation.
Identification of DNA fragments requires labeling of the 5'-end of rhe DNA
molecules or the incorporation of labeled nucleotides during synthesis. The

triphosphate HO

H
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-o- Po- P- o- Pltl
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Dideoxynucleoside triphosphate

H

zl
H

FIGURE 7.4

Structure of deoxynucleoside triphosphate
and dideory.nucleoside triphosphate.
The 3'-OH group is lacking on the nbose component of the dideoxlmucleoside triphosphate
(ddNTP). Thrs molecule can be incorporated

into a growrng DNA molecule through a phosphodiester bond with its 5'-phosphates. Once
lncorporated the ddNTP blocks further syrrthesis
of the DNA molecule since it lacks the 3'-OH
acceptor group for an incoming nucleotide.
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technique, outlined in Figure 7.5, is best conducted with pure single-stranded
DNA; however, denatured double-stranded DNA can be used. The DNA to be sequenced is frequently isolated from a recombinant single-stranded bacteriophage
(see p. 305) where a region that flanks the DNA of inreresr conrains a sequence thar
is complementary to a universal primer. The primer can be labeled with either 32P
or 35S nucleotide. Primer extension is accomplished with one of several different
available DNA polyrnerases; one with great versatility is a genetically engineered
form of the bacteriophage T7 DNA poli.merase. The reacrion mixrure, composed of
the target DNA, labeled primer, and all four deo4mucleoside triphosphates, is di-
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F!CURE 7.5
Sanger dideoxynucleoside triphosphate method to sequence DNA.
The DNA region of interest is inserted into a bacteriophage DNA molecule. Replicating
bacteriophage produce a single-stranded recombinant DNA molecule that is readily purified. The known sequence of the bacteriophage DNA downstream of the DNA insert
serves as a hybridization site for an end-labeled ollgomer with a complementary sequence, a universal primer. Extension of this primer is catalyzed with a DNA polymerase
in the presence of all four deorJ.,nucleoside triphosphates plus one dideoxrnucleoside
triphosphate, for example, ddGTP Synthesis stops whenever a dideox]nucleoside
triphosphate is incorporated into the growing molecule. Note that the dideo>qmucleotide
competes for incorporation with the deox),nucleotide. This generates end-labeled DNA
fragments of all possible lengths that are separated by elecrrophoresis. The DNA sequence can then be determined from the electrophoretic patterns.
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Direct sequencing of DNA for Diagnosis of cenetic Disorders
The X-linked recessive hemorrhagic disorder, hemophllia B, is caused

by a coagulation factor IX deficiency. The facror IX gene has been
cloned and sequenced and contains 8 exons spanning 34 kb that encode a glycoprotein secreted by the liver Over 300 mutatrons o[ the
gene have been discovered of which about 85o/o are single base substitutions and the rest are complete or partial gene deletions Several
methods have been employed to identify carriers of a defecrive gene
copy and lor prenatal diagnoses Unfortunately, these methods were
costly, time consuming, and all too often inaccurate Direct sequencing of PCR-amplified genomic DNA has been employed to circumvent these dlagnostic shortcomings Between 0 I and 1 pg of genomic

DNA can readiiy be isolated from patient blood samples and each factor IX exon can be PCR amplified with approprlate primers Amplified DNA can be used for direct sequencing to determine if a mutation in the gene exists that would be diagnostlc of one of the forms
of hemophilia B. For example, a parienr with a moderate hemophilia
B (London 6) had an A to G transition ar position 10442 that led to
a substltution of Asp64 by G1y

r''ided into four tubes, each contalning a differenr dideoxynucleoside triphosphate

ddNTPs are randomly incorporated during the enzymatic sy,nthesis of DNA and
termination Since the ddNTP is present in [he reaction tube at a low
level, relative [o the corresponding dNTP, terminalion of DNA syrrthesis occurs randomly at all possible complementary sites ro the DNA remplare This yrelds DNA
molecules of varylng sizes, Iabeled at rhe 5'-end, that can be separated by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The labeled species are derecred by X-ray
autoradiography and the sequence is read.
Initially, thls method required a single-stranded DNA remplare, productlon of
a specific complementary oligonucleotide primer, and the need for a relatively pure
preparation of the Klenow fragment ol E coli DNA polprerase I. These difficulties
have been overcome and modifica[ions have simplified the approach The sanger
method can rapidly sequence as many as 400 bases while rhe Maxam-Gilbert
method is limired ro abour 250 bases
The PCR and the Sanger methods can be combined for direct sequencing of
sma1l DNA regions of lnterest. The double-stranded PCR product is employed
cause chain

directly as template Conditions are set such that one slrand of melted DNA
(template) anneals with the primer in preference to reannealing of template with irs
complemenlary slrand. Sequencing then follows the standard dideoxy chain
termination reaction (typically with Sequenase in lieu of the Klenow polymerase)
with spLthesis of random length chains occurring as ex[ensions of the PCR primer.
This method has been successfully employed for diagnosis o[ generic disorders (see
C1in. Corr 7.3).
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Green, P M, Bentley, D R, Mibashan, R S, Nilsson, M, and Gianelli,
Molecular parhology of hemophilia B EMBOJ 8:1067, 1989

oNn RND cLoNlNG

DNA from Different Sources Can Be Ligated to Form
a New DNA Species: Recombinant DNA
The ability to hydrolyze a population of DNA molecules selectively with a battery
of restrlction endonucleases 1ed to the rechnique for joining rwo different DNA molecules termed recombinant DNA. This technique combined with techniques for
replication, separation, and identiflcation permits the production of large quanriries
of purified DNA fragments. The combined techniques, referred to as recombinant
DNA technologies, aI1ow removal of a piece of DNA our of a larger complex molecule, such as the genome of a virus or human, and amplification of the DNA fragment. Recombinant DNAs have been prepared that combine DNA fragments from
bacleria with fragments from humans, viruses with viruses, and so on. The ability
to join two different pieces of DNA together at specific sites within rhe molecules
is achieved with two enzymes, a reslriction endonuclease and a DNA ligase. There

E
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FIGURE 7.5

Formation o[ recombinant DNA from restriction-endonuclease-generated

fragments

s',

that contain cohesive ends.
Many restriction endonucleases hydrolyze DNA in a staggered fashion, y,relding fragments
with single-stranded regions at their 5'- and 3'-ends. DNA fragments generated from different molecules with the same restriction endonuclease have complementary singlestranded ends that can be annealed and covalently linked together with a DNA ligase AII
different combinations are possible in a mixture. When two DNA fragments of different

origin combine, a recombinant DNA molecule resulB.

Seal 3', 5'ends
by DNA ligase

Recombinant DNA

are a number of different restriction endonucleases, varying in their nucleotide sequence specificity, that can be used (Section 7.3). Some hydrolyze lhe two srrands
of DNA in a staggered fashion to produce "sticky or cohesive" ends (Figure 7.6)
while others cut both strands sl,rnmetrically to produce a blunt end. A specific restriction enzyme cuts DNA at exactly the same sequence site regardless of source of
DNA (bacteria, plant, mammal, etc.). A DNA molecule may have one, several, hundreds, thousands, or no recogni[ion sites for a particular restriction endonuclease.
The staggered cut resul[s in DNA fragmen[s with single-stranded ends. When different DNA fragments generated by the same restriction endonuclease are mixed,
their single-stranded ends can hybridize, that is, anneal together. In [he presence of
DNA ligase the two fragmen[s are connec[ed covalently, producing a recombinant
DNA molecule.
The DNA fragments produced from a restriction endonuclease that form blunt
ends can also be ligated but with much lower efficiency The efficiency can be increased by adding enzymatically a poly(dA) tail [o one species of DNA and a
poly(dT) tail to rhe ends of the second species of DNA. The fragments with complementary tails can be annealed and ligated in the same manner as fragments with
single-stranded ends.

Recombinant DNA Vectors Are Produced in
Significant Quantities by Cloning
Synthesis of a recombinant DNA opens the way flor production of significant quantities of interesting DNA fragments. By incorporating a recombinant DNA into a cell
that allows replication of recombinant DNA, ampiification of DNA of interest can
be achieved. A carrier DNA, termed a cloning vector, is employed. Bacterial plasmids are ideally suited as recombinant DNA vectors.
Many bacteria contain a singie circular chromosome of approximately 4 X 106
base pairs (bp) and mlnicircular DNA molecules called plasmids. Plasmids are usually composed of only a few [housand base pairs and are rarely associated with the
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FICURE 7.7
Gene conferring
tetracycline resistance
Gene conferring
ampicillin resistance

BSpMI
1 063

pBR322 Plasmid constructed in the laboratory to
contain features that facilitate cloning of foreign

DNA fragments.
By convention the numbering of the nucleotides begins with the first T in the unique EcoRI recognirion
sequence (GAATTC) and the positions on the map re-

fer to the 5'-base of the various restriction endonuclease-recognition sequences. Only a few of the unique
restriction sites within the antibiotic resistance genes
and none o[ the numerous sites where an ervyme
cuts more than once within the plasmid are shown.

large chromosomal molecule. Genes within a plasmid have various functions that
include the ability to confer antibiotic resistance to the bacterium, an attribute useful in selecting specific colonies of the bacteria. Plasmids replicate independently of
the replication of the main bacterial chromosome. One type of plasmid, the relaxedcontrol plasmids, may be present in tens to hundreds of copies per bacterium, and
its replication depends solely on hos[ enz]rynes that have long half-lives Therefore
replication of "relaxed" plasmids can occur in the presence of a protein synthesis
inhibitor. Bacteria can accumulate several thousand plasmid copies per cell under
these conditions. Other types are subject to stringent control and their replication
depends on continued sy,nthesis of plasmid-encoded proteins. These plasmids replicate at abou[ the same rate as the large bacterial chromosome, and only a low num-

ber of copies occur per cell. The relaxed plasmid rype is rourinely used for production of recombinant DNA.
The first practical recombinant DNA that could be cloned involved the ligation
of foreign DNA with the vector, E. coli plasmid pSC101, which conrains a single
EcoRI restriction endonuclease site and a gene that encodes for a protein that confers antibiotic resistance to the bacteria. This plasmid contains an origrn of replication and associated DNA regulatory sequences that are together referred to as a
replicon. This vector suffers from several limiting factors. The single restriction endonuclease site limirs the DNA fragments that can be cloned to rhose generated by
EcoRl and the one antibiotic resistance selectable marker reduces the convenience
in selection; in addition it replicates poorly
Plasmid vectors with broad versatility have been constructed by recombinant
DNA technology The desirabie features of a plasmid vector include a relatively low
molecular weight (3-5 kb) to accommodate larger fragments, several diflferent restriction sites useful in cloning a vaiety of fragments, multiple selectable markers
to aid in selecting bacteria with recombinant DNA molecules, and a high rate of
replication. The first plasmid constructed (Figure 7 .7) to satisfy rhese requiremens
was pBR322 and this plasmid has been used for the subsequent generation of many
newer vectors in use today. Most vectors in use currently contain an inserted DNA
sequence termed a polylinker, restriction site bank or polycloning site, which
contains numerous restdction endonuclease sites unique to the plasmid.

Directional Cloning: DNA lnserted into
Vector DNA in a Specific Direction
Directional cloning reduces the number of variable "recombinants" and enhances
the probability of selection of rhe desired recombinanr. Insertion of foreigl DNA,
with a defined polarity, into a plasmid vector without the plasmid resealing itself
can be accomplished by use of two restriction endonuclease to cleave the plasmids
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Anneal and ligate with DNA ligase
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FICURE 7.8

Directional cloning of foreign DNA into vectors with a specified orientation.
lnsertion of a foreign DNA fragment into a vector with a specified orientation requires two
different annealing sequences at each end of the fragment and the coresponding complementary sequence at the two ends generated in the vector. A polylinker with numerous
unique restriction endonuclease sites within the vector facilitates directional cloning.
Knowledge of the restriction map for the DNA of interest allows for the selection of appropriate restriction endonucleases to generate specific DNA fragments that can be cloned in a
vector.

(Figure 7.8), vectors with polylinkers are ideally suited for this purpose. The use of
two enzymes yields DNA fragments andlineaized plasmids with different "sticky"
ends. Under these conditions the plasmid is unable to reanneal with itself. In addition, the foreign DNA can be inserted into the vector in only one orientation. This
is extremely important when one clones a potentially functional gene downstream
from the promoter-regulatory elements in expression vectors (see p. 305).

Bacteria Transformed with Recombinant DNA
The artificial introduction of DNA into bacteria is referred to as transformation. It
is accomplished by briefly exposing the cells to divalent cations that make them
transiently permeable to small DNA molecules. Recombinant plasmid molecules
containing foreign DNA can be introduced into bacteria where they would replicate

normally

Selection of Transformed Bacteria
Once a plasmid has been introduced into a bacterium, both can replicate. Methods
are available to select those bacteria that carry the recombinant DNA molecules. In
the recombinant process some bacteria may not be transformed or may be transformed with a vector not carrying foreign DNA; in preparation some vectors may
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reanneal without inclusion of the foreign DNA. In some experimental conditions
DNA fragments can be generated that are readily purified. Such fragmenrs can be
generated from small, highly purified DNA species, for example, some DNA viruses.
More typically, however, a single restriction endonuclease will generate hundreds to
hundreds of thousands of DNA fragments depending on rhe size and complexity of
DNA being studied. Individual fragments cannot be isolated from these samples to
be individually incorporated into the plasmid. Methods have therefore been
deveioped to select bacteria that contain the desired DNA.
Restriction endonucleases do not necessarily hydrolyze DNA inro fragments
that contain intact genes. If a fragment contains an entire gene it may not contain
the required flanking regulatory sequences, such as the promoter region. If the foreign gene is of mammalian origin, its regulatory sequences would not be recognized
by the bacterial synthetic machinery The primary gene rranscript (pre-mRNA) may
contain introns that cannot be processed by the bacteria.

Recombinant DNA Molecules in a Cene Library
When a complex mixture of thousands of different genes, Iocated on diflferent chromosomes, as in the human genome, is subjected to cleavage by a single restriction
endonuclease, thousands of DNA fragments are generated. These DNA fragments
are annealed with a plasmid vecror rhar has been cieaved to a linear molecule by
the same resrriction endonuclease. By adjusting rhe ratio of plasmid to foreign DNA
the probability of joining at least one copy of each DNA fragment within a cyclized,
recombinant-plasmid DNA approaches one. Usually, only one of the many DNA
fragments is inserted into each plasmid vector. Bacteria are transformed with the recombinant molecules such that only one plasmid is taken up by a single bacterium.
Each recombinant molecule can be replicated within the bacterium, which produces progeny, each carrying multiple copies of the recombinant DNA. The rotal
bacteriai population will contain fragments of DNA that may represenr the entire
human genome. This is termed a gene library. As in any library containing thousands of volumes, a selection system must be available to retrieve the book or gene
of interest.
Plasmids are commonly employed to clone DNA fragmenrs generared from
DNA of limited size and complexity, such as viruses, and to subclone large DNA
fragments previously cloned in other vectors. Genomic DNA fragments are usually
cloned from vectors capable of carry.ing larger foreign DNA fragments than plasmids (see p. 307).

PCR Circumvents

the Need to CIone DNA

Cloning and amplification of a DNA fragment can be employed in subcloning, mutagenesis, and sequencing studies. The PCR has, in many instances, replaced the
need to amplify recombinant DNA in a replicating biological system, greatly reducing the time and preparative steps required. It is not necessary to know the sequence of the DNA insert (up to 6 kb) to amplify it by the PCR since rhe sequence
of the vector DNA flanking the insert is known.
PCR may completely circumvent the need ro clone the DNA of interest. For
instance, a gene previously cloned and sequenced can readily be analyzed in DNA
of a patient for detec[ion of mutations within this gene by a multiplex pCR
strategy. DNA is isolated from a patient's blood ce1ls and multiple pairs of oligonucleotide primers are synthesized to amplify the entire gene or selected regions
wlthin the gene (Figure 7.9). Analysis of the amplified DNA fragmenrs by agarose
gel electrophoresis allows detection of any potential deletion mutation as compared
to the normal gene products. Direct sequencing of multiple PCR products can be
employed to detect point mutations in the patient's gene. Mukiplex PCR has been
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FIGURE 7.9

Multiplex PCR strategy to aralyze a DNA region of interest for
mutated alterations.
A region of DNA within a complex DNA molecule, derived from any
source, can be amplified by the PCR with specific primers that are complementary to sequences flanking the DNA region o[ interest (Step I).
After multiple PCR cycles the amplified DNA (PCR product) can then
be used as a template simultaneously for multiple pairs of primers (Step
2a) that are complementary throughout the DNA (here they cover three
segments-a, b, and c). This procedure requires prior knowledge of the
sequence of the normal DNA/gene. Step 2a is repeated for DNA derived
from a patient with potential mutation(s) in the DNA region of interest
(Step 2b). The amplified DNA products from the multiplex PCR step
(Steps 2a and 2b) are then analyzed by agarose ge1 electrophoresis to
ascertain if the patient sample contains a mutation (Step 3).

L

L-*

pcn

producrs a,c

Step 3
Separate and detect the PCR products from control
and patient samples by agarose gel electrophoresis
and ethidium bromide staining to demonstrate the
deletion of region b in the patient DNA

normal

patient
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Multiplex PCR Analysis of the HCPTase Cene Defects
in Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome
Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, as described ln Clinical Correlation 19 2
results from a deficiency in hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRTase) activity Several variant forms of HGPRIase
defects have been detected Multiplex PCR amplification of the HGPRT
gene locus has been employed to arlalyze this gene in cells derived
from Lesch-Nyhan patlents and results account for the.variabillty_ of
the HGPRTase The gene, comprised of 9 exons, can be multiplex
amplified using 16 different primers in a single PCR reaction The

used to detect defects

in the

HGPRTase gene

products can be separared by agarose gel electrophoresis. Analysis of
the HGPRT gene locus by multiplex amplification of DNA derived
from cells of several parients detected great variations in deletions of
different exons ro toral absence of rhe exons.
B J E, er al In: M J Mcpherson, p euirke, and G R, Taylor (Eds ),
A practical Approach, Vol I Oxford, England: Oxford Universiry press,
\994,p 67,

Rossirer,
pCR.

in Lesch-Nyhan parienrs (see Clin.

Corr.7 4).
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Selection of Transformed Bacteria by Loss of Antibiotic Resistance
when a si.ngle transformed bacterium carrFng a recombinant DNA multiplies, its
progeny are all genetically the same and all will carry copies of lhe same recombinant
plasmld The forelgn DNA has been amplified and is derived from a single cloned
DNA fragment. The problem is how to identlfy the colony that contains the desired
plasmid in a field of thousands to millions of different bacrerial colonies. The plasmid construct pBR322 and its descendants carry two genes that confer antibiotic
resistance. Within these antibiotic-resistant genes are DNA sequences sensitive to
restriclion endonuclease when a fragment of foreign DNA is inserted into a restricLion site within a gene for anribiotic resistance, the gene becomes nonfunctional Bacleria carrying this recombinant plasmid are sensitive to the antibiotic
(Flgure 7.10). The second antibiotic resislance gene within the plasmid, however,
remains intact and the bacteria will be resistanl to this antibiotic. This technique of
insertional inactivation of plasmld gene products permits selection of bacteria that
carry recombinant plasmids
pBR322 conlains genes that confer resistance to ampiclllin(amp') and tetracycline(tet'). A gene library wirh cellular DNA fragmenrs inserred within rhe tet' gene
can be selected and screened in two stages (Figure 7 10) First, the bacteria are
grown in an ampicillin-contalning growth medium. Bactena lhat are not transformed
by a plasmld (they lack a normal or recombinant plasmid) during rhe construcrion
of the gene library will not grow in the presence of the antibiotic and this population of bacterla will be eliminated This, however, does not indicate which of the
remaining viable bacteria carry a recombinant plasmid vector rather than a plasmid
rvilh no DNA insert. The second step is to identify bacleria carr],rng recombinant
Yectors with nonfunctional tet' genes, which are therefore sensitive to tetracycline.
Bacterla lnsensitive to ampicillin are plated and grown on agar plates containing ampicillin (Figure 7.I0). Replica plates can be made by touchlng the colonies
on the orlginal agar plate with a filter and then touching additional sterile plates
u'ith the filter. A11 the plates will contain porlions of each original colony at identifiable positions on the plates. The replica plate can conlain tetracycline, which does
nol support the growth of bacteria harboring recombinanl plasmids with their fet'
gene disrupted. Comparison of replica plates with and wirhour tetracycline indicates which colonies on the original ampiclllln plate contain recombinant plasmids.
Thus individual colonies containing the recombinanr DNA can be selected, cultured, and analyzed
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When the insertion of a foreign DNA fragment into
a vector disrupts a functional gene sequence the
resulting recombinant DNA does not express the
gene. fhe gene that codes for antibiotic resistance
to tetracycline (tet) is destroyed by DNA insertion
while the ampicillin resistance gene (amp') remains
functional. Desruction of one antibiotic resistance
gene and the retention of a second antibiotic resistance gene allows for the detection of bacterial
colonies carrying the foreign DNA of interest

within the replicating recombinant vector.

sensitive
colonies

\/

FICURE 7.10

Insertional inactivation of recombinant plasmids
and detection of transformed bacteria carrying a
cloned DNA of interest.
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Either DNA or RNA probes (see pp. 44 and 296) can be utilized to identify rhe
DNA of interest. Ampicillin-resistant bacterial colonies on agar can be replica plated
onto a nitrocellulose filter and adhering cells from each colony can be lysed with
NaOH (Figure 7 10). DNA within rhe lysed bacreria ls also denarured by the NaOH
and becomes firmly bound to the filter. A labeled DNA or RNA probe thar is complementary to the DNA of interest can be hybridized to the nitrocellulose-bound
DNA. The filter is tested by X-ray autoradiography. Any colony that carries rhe
cloned DNA of interest will appear as a developed signal on rhe X-ray film. These
spots indicate the colonies on the original agar plate tha[ can then be grown in a
large-scale culture for further manipulation.
Cloned and amplified DNA fragments usually do not contain a complete gene
and are not expressed. The DNA inserts, however, can readily be purified for sequencing or used as probes to detec[ genes within a mixture of genomic DNA, to
assay transcription levels of mRNA, and to detect disease-producing mutations.

a-Complementation for Selecting Bacteria
Carrying Recombinant Plasmids
Other selection techniques can identify bacteria carrying recombinant DNA
molecuies. vectors have been constructed (the pUC series) such that selected
bacteria transformed with these vectors, carrying foreign DNA inserts, can be
identified visually (Figure 7.I1). The pUC plasmids contain rhe regulatory sequences and a part of the 5'-end coding sequence (N-terminal 146 amino acids)
for the B-galactosidase gene (lacZ gene) of the lac operon (see p. 332). The transIated N-terminal fragment of B-galactosidase, conraining 146 amino acids, is an inactive polypeptide. Muran[ E coli that code for the missing inac[ive carboxyterminal portion of B-galactosidase can be transformed with the pUC plasmids. The
translation of the host cell and plasmid portions of the B-galactosidase in response
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o
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containing
recombinant
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Blue colonies containing pUCl8
without foreign DNA

a-Complementation for the detection of
transformed bacteria.
A constructed vector (pUC 18) expresses the N-terminal coding sequence for the enzyme B-galactosidase of the lac operon Bacterlal mutants coding for
the C-terminal portion of B-galactosidase are transformed with pUC 18. These translormed bacteria
grown in the presence of a special substrate for the
intact enzlrne (X-gal) result in blue colonies because they contain the enzyme to react with substrate The functional N-terminal and C-terminal
coding sequences lor the cnzpe complement each
other to yield a functional enz).,rne. If, however, a
foreign DNA lragment insert disrupts the pUC IB
N-terminal coding sequence for B-galactosidase,
bacteria transformed with this recombinant molecule will not produce a functional enzyme Bacterial
colonies carq,rng these recombinant vectors can
then be detected visually as white colonies
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to an inducer, isopropylthio-B-o-galactoside, complement each other, yielding an
active enz)Tne. The process is referred to as c-complementation. When these transformed bacteria are grown in [he presence of a chromogenic substrate (5-bromo-4-

chloro-3-indolyl-B-o-galactoside [X-gaU) for B-galactosidase they form blue
coloni.es. If, however, a foreign DNA fragment has been inserted into the base sequence for the N-terminal portion of B-galactosidase, the active enzyme cannot be
formed. Bacteria transformed with these recombinant plasmids and grown on X-gal

will yield white colonies and can be selected visually from nontransformed

blue

coloni.es.
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TECHNTeuES FoR DETECTToN AND rDENTrFrcATroN
OF NUCLEIC ACIDS AND DNA-BINDING PROTEINS

Nucleic Acids as Probes for Specific DNA or RNA Sequences
Selection of bacteria that harbor recombinant DNA of interes[, analysis of mRNA
expressed in a cell, or identification of DNA sequences within a genome require sensi.ti.ve and specific detection methods. DNA and RNA probes meet these requirements. These probes contain nucieotide sequences complementary to the target nu-

cleic acid and will hybndize with the nucleic acid of interest. The degree of
complementarity of a probe with the DNA under investigation determines the tightness of binding of the probe. The probe does no[ need to contain the entire com-

(b) a-32PdcDP *
dATP, dGTP, dTTP

3'

P++PO

5',

FICURE 7.12

Nick translation to label DNA probes.
Purified DNA molecules can be labeled radioactively and used to detect, by hybridization, the
presence of complementary RNA or DNA in experimental samples. (I) Nicking step introduces
random single-stranded breaks in DNA. (2)
Translation step: E. coli DNA poll,rnerase (pol I)
has both (a) 5' -+ 3' exonuclease activity that
removes nucleotides from the 5'-end o[ the
nick, and (b) polJrnerase activity that simultaneously fil1s in the single-stranded gap with radioactively labeled nucleotides using the 3'-end
as a pnmer.

plementary sequence of the DNA. The probe, RNA or DNA, can be labeled, usually with 32P Nonradioac[ive labels are also employed that depend on enzyme
substrates coupled to nucleotides, which when incorporated into the nucleic acid
can be detected by an enzyme catalyzed reaction.
Labeled probes can be produced by nick translation of double-stranded DNA.
Nick translation (Figure 7.12) involves [he random enz]rrnatic hydrolysis of a phosphodiester bond in the backbone of a DNA strand by DNase I; the breaks in the
DNA backbone are referred to as nicks A second ervwe, E coli DNA poly,rnerase
I, with its 5' --) 3' exonucleolytic activity and its DNA polymerase activiry, creates
single-strand gaps by hydrolyzing nucleolides from the 5'-side of the nick and then
filling in the gaps with its polymerase activity. The polymerase reaction is usually
carried out in the presence of an a-32P-labeled deoxrzrrucieoside triphosphate and
three unlabeled deoxlmucleoside triphosphates. The DNA employed in this method
is usually purified and is derived from cloned DNA, viral DNA, or cDNA.
Another method to label DNA probes, random primer labeling of DNA, has
distinct advantages over the nick translation method. The random primer method
typically requires only 25 ng of DNA as opposed to 1-2 pg of DNA for nick translation and results in labeled probes with a specific activity (>IOe cmp pcg-r)
approximateiy ten times higher This method generally produces longer labeled
DNA probes. The double-stranded probe is meited and hybridized with a mixture
of random hexanucleotides containing all possible sequences (ACTCGG, ACTCGA,
ACTCGC, etc.). Hybridized hexanucleotides serve as primers for DNA synthesis
with a DNA polymerase, such as the Klenow enzyrne, in the presence of one or
more radioactively labeled deox).nucleoside triphosphates.
Labeled RNA probes have advantages over DNA probes. For one, relatively
iarge amoun[s of RNA can be transcribed from a template, which may be available
in very limited quantities. A double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) probe must be denatured prior to hybridization with the target DNA and rehybridization with itself
competes for hybridization with the DNA of interest. No similar competition occurs
with the single-stranded RNA probes that hybridize with complemen[ary DNA or
RNA molecules. Slmthesis of an RNA probe requires DNA as a template. To be
transcribed the template DNA must be covalently linked to an upstream promoter
that can be recognized by a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase. Vec[ors have been
constructed [hat are well suited for this technique.
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A labeled DNA or RNA probe can be hybridized to nitrocellulose-bound nucleic
acids and identified by the detection of the labeled probe. Nucleic acids of interesr
can be transferred to nitrocellulose from bacterial colonies grown on agar or from
agarose gels where the nucleic acid species have been electrophoretica\ separated

by

size.

Southern Blot Technique for ldentifying DNA Fragments
A technique to transfer DNA species separated by agarose gel electrophoresis to a
filter for analysis was developed in the 1970s, and it is an indispensable tool. The
method, developed by E. M. Southern, is referred ro as rhe Southern blot
technique (Figure 7.I3). L DNA mixture of discrete restriction endonucleasegenerated fragments from any source and complexity can be separated according
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FIGURE 7.13

Southern blot to transfer DNA from agarose gels to nitrocellulose.
Tiansfer of DNA to nitrocellulose, as single-stranded molecules, allows for the detection
of specific DNA sequences within a complex mixrure of DNA. Hybridization with nicktranslation- labeled probes can demonstrate if a DNA sequence of interest is present in
the same or different regions of the genome.
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to size by electrophoresis through an agarose ge1. The DNA is denatured by soaking the gel in alkali. The ge1 is then placed on absorbent paper and a nitroceiluIose filter placed directly on top of the gel. Several layers of absorbent paper are
placed on top of the nitrocellulose filter. The absorbent paper under the gel is kept
wet with a concentrated salt solution that is pulled up through the gel, the nitrocellulose, and into the absorbent paper layers above by capillary action. The DNA
is eluted from the gel by the upward movement of the high salt solution onto [he
nitrocellulose filter directly above, where it becomes bound. The position of the
DNA bound to the nitrocelluiose filter is the same as that present in the agarose
ge1. ln its single-stranded membrane-bound form, the DNA can be analyzed with
Iabeled probes

The Southern blot technique is invaluable in analytical procedures for detection and determination of rhe number of copies of particular sequences in complex
genomic DNA, for confirmation of DNA cloning results, and for demons[ration of

'

polymorphic DNA in the human genome that correspond to pathological states. An
example of the use of Southern blots is shown in Figure 7 13 Here whole human
genomic DNA, isolated from three individuals, was digested with a restriction endonuclease generating thousands of fragments. These fragmen[s were distributed
throughout the agarose gel according to size in an electric field. The DNA was transr'r$erred (blorred) ro a nirrocellulose filter and hybridized with a 32P-labeled DNA or
RNA probe [hat represen[s a por[ion of a gene of interest. The probe detected two
bands in all three individuals, indicating that the gene of interes[ was cleaved at one
site within its sequence. Individuals A and B presented a normal pat[ern while patient C had one normal band and one lower molecular weight band. This is an example of altered DNA within different individuals of a single species, restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), and implies deletion of a segment of the
gene that may be associated with a pathological state The gene from this patient
can be cloned, sequenced, and fully analyzed to characterize the altered nature of
the DNA (see Clin. Corr 7.5).
Other techni.ques that employ the principles of Southern blot are [he transfer
of RNA (Northern blots), as described beLoq and of proteins (Western blots) to
nitrocellulose filters or nylon membranes

Single-Strand Conformation Polymorphism
Southern blot analysis and detection of base changes in DNA from different individuals by RFLP analysis are dependent on al[era[ion of a reslriction endonuclease
site. Often a base substitu[ion, deletion, or inser[ion does not occur within a restriction endonuclease site. However, these modifications can readily be detected by
single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP). This technique takes advantage of the fact that single-stranded DNA, smalier than 400 bases long, subjected
to electrophoresis through a polyacrylamide gel migrates with a mobility partlally
dependent on its conformation. A single base alteralion usually modifies the DNA
conformation sufficiently to be detected as a mobility shi.ft on electrophoresis
through a nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel
The analysis of a smali region of genomic DNA or cDNA for SSCP can be accomplished by PCR amplification of the region of interest. Sense and antisense
oligonucleotide primers are s),nthesized that flank the region of interest, and this
DNA is amplified by PCR in the presence of radioiabeled nucleotide(s). The resulting purified radiolabeled double-stranded PCR product is then heat denatured in
80o/o formamide and immediately loaded on[o a nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel.
The mobilities of control products are compared to samples from experimen[al
studies or patients. Detection of mulations in samples from patients can identify genetic lesions. These procedures were successfully applied to the analysis of genes
associated with the long QT sl.ndrome that has been implicated in the sudden in-
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Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms Determine
the Clonal Origin of Tumors
It is generally

assumed that most tumors are monoclonal in origln;
that is, a rare event alters a single somatic cel1 genome such that the
cel1s grow abnormally into a tumor mass with all-daughter ceils carrying the identically altered genome Proof that a tumor is of monoclonal origin versus polyclonal in origin can help to distinguish hyperplasia (increased production and growth of normal cells) from

24 kb

neopiasia (growth of new or tumor cells). The detection of restrictron

fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) of Southern bloued DNA
samples allows one to define the c1onal origin of human tumors. If
tumor cells were collectively derived from different parental cells rhey
should contain a mixture of DNA markers characteristic of each cell
of origin. However, an identical DNA marker in all tumor celis would
indicate a monoclonal origin. fhe analysis is limited to females where
one can take advantage o[ the fact that each cell carries only one active X chromosome of either paternal or maternal origin with the sec-

ond X chromosome being inacrivated. Activation occurs randomly
during embryogenesis and is faithfully maintained in all-daughter
cells with one-half the cells carrying an activated maternal X chro-

24 kb

12 kb

mosome and the other one-half an activated paternal X chromosome.
Analysis of the clonal nature of a human tumor depends on the

fact that activa[ion o[ an X chromosome involves changes in the
methylation o[ selected cytosine (C) residues within the DNA molecule Severai restriction endonucleases, such as HhaI, which cleaves
DNA at GCGC sites, do not cleave DNA at their recognirion sequences
i[ a C is methylated wrthin this site fherefore the methylated state
(activated versus inactivated) of the X chromosome can be probed

with restriction endonucleases A1so, the paternai X chromosome can
be distinguished from the maternal X chromosome in a significant
number of individuals by differences in the elecrrophoretic migrarion
of restriction-endonuclease-generated fragments derived from selected
regions of the chromosome. These fragments are identified on a South-

ern blot by hybridization with a DNA probe thar is complemenrary
to this region of the X chromosome. An X-linked gene thar is amenable
to these studies is the hlpoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRIase) gene The HGPRIase gene consisrently has rwo
BamHI restriction endonuclease sites (B1 and 83 in figure attached),
but in many individuals a third site (B2) is atso present (see figure).
The presence of site 82 in only one parental X chromosome
HGPRT allows for the detection of restriction-enzyrne-generated polymorphisms Therefore a female cell may caffy one X chromosome
with the HGPRT gene possessing two BamHI sires (results in a single
detectable DNA fragment of 24 kb) or three BamHI sites (results in a
single detectable DNA fragment of 12 kb). This figure depicts the expected results for the analysis of tumor ce1l DNA to determine its
monoclonal or polyclonal origin. As expected, three human tumors
examined by this method were shown to be of monoclonal origin.
Vogelstein, B., Fearon,

E R,

Hamihon, S R, and Feinberg,

AB

Use of re-

striction fragmenr length polymorphism to determine rhe clonal origin of
tumors Scienre 227:642, 1985

1.7

2

3

4

(b)

Analysis of genomic DNA to determine the clonal origin of
tumors.
(a) The X chromosome-linked hlpoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl[ransferase (HGPRTase) gene contains two invariant BamHI restriction endonuclease sites (BI and 83) while in some individuals a
third site, 82, is also present The HGPRTase gene also contains several HhaI sites, however, all of these sites, except Hl, are usually

methylated in the active X chromosome. Therefore only the HI site
would be available for cleavage by HhaI in the active X chromosome. A cloned, labeled probe, pPBI 7, is employed ro derermine
which form of the HGPRIase gene is present in a rumor and if it is
present on an active X chromosome. (b) Restriction endonuclease
patterns predicted for monoclonal versus polyclonal tumors are as
follows: (1) Cleaved wlth BamHI alone,24-kb fragment derived
from HGPRTase gene containing only 81 and 83 sites and l2-kb
fragment derived from HGPRIose gene containing extra 82 site Pattern is characteristic for heterozygous individual. (2) Cleaved with
BamHI plus HhaI. Monoclonal rumor with the 12 kb derived from
an active X chromosome (methyiated) (3) Cleaved with BamHI
plus HhaI; monoclonal tumor with the 24-kb fragment derived
from an active X chromosome (methylated). (4) Cleaved with
BamHI plus HhaI Polyclonal rumor. All tumors srudied displayed
patterns as in lane 2 or lane 3
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Single-Strand Conformational Polymorphism for Detection of Spontaneous
Mutations
Sudden inlant death sy,ndrome (SIDS) is a major cause of death during the first vear ollife in the United States. Prospective study o[more
then 34,000 nes'borns who were monitored by electrocardiography
indicated a strong correlation for increased risk of SIDS associated
with a prolonged QT lnterval in therr heart EKG Based on this study,
rr rvas decrded to look for a mutation in one or more of the genes
knorrn to be reiated to the long QT syndrome in a 44-day-old infant
that presented cyanotic, apneic, and pulseless to a hospital emergency
room. The childs arrhythmia with a prolonged QT interval was stabilized with multiple electrical dc shocks followed by drug treatment
Peripheral blood lyrnphocytes from the infant and his parents were
employed to prepare genomic DNA One gene associated with the
long QT sy,ndrome was found to contain the substitution of AAC for
TCC at position 2971 to 2972 (protein associated with the sodium

channel) by single-strand con[ormational polymorphism (SSCP)
in the childs but not the parent's DNA sample. fhe mutation

analysis

results in the replacement of a serine residue with an asparagrne rn a
highly conserved region of the protein [hat is presumed to participate
in the function of the sodium channel. The,mutation was not detected
in 200 control subjects. fhe conclusion ol this case study was that
the child had a spontaneous mutation ln a gene that was associated
with a prolonged QT interval and that this contributed to a SIDS-like
event. After treatment and monitoring, the child was s)T nptom free at
nearly five years of age, This study points to the potential value of
neonatal electrocardiographic screening to reduce tnfant mortality
due to SIDS.

Schwartz, PJ, Priori, S G, Dumaine, R, Napolitano, C, Antzelevitch, C,
Stramba-Badiale, M , Richard, T A, Berji, M R, and Bloise, R A molecular
hnk between the sudden infant death sy,ndrome and the Iong-QT syndrome
N Engi J Med. 343:262,2000

fant death syrrdrome (SIDS) (see Clin Corr. 7.6). The method depends on prior
knowledge of the sequence of the gene/gene fragment of interest, while analysis b1.
RFLP requires only restriction map analysis of DNA

Methods to Detect mRNA
The analysis of the presence, absence, or quantity of mRNA species in tissue or total RNA preparations is often critical for our understanding of gene regulation of
cell growth and tlssue differentiation. One can assess timing, Ievel, and site within
a tlssue of gene expression through the analysis of specific mRNA species Several
different techniques are avaiiable to detect [he presence and/or the quantity of a
speciflc mRNA species in a total RNA prepararion: (1) Northern blot analysis requires the electrophoretic separation of RNA species, by size, on an agarose ge1 followed by the transfer and cross-linking to a membrane in a fashion similar to the
Southern blot technique The fixed RNA species are then hybridized with a labeled
probe specific for the mRNA species of interest. If the probe is radiolabeled, hybrids
can be detected by autoradiography. Nonradioactive methods are also available.
Northern biot analysis allows ready determination o[ [he size of the mRNA and
identification of potential alternatively spliced transcripts and/or the presence of
multigene family transcripts. (2) RT-PCR (see Section 7.8), unlike the Northern
blot, allows one to quan[itate the amount of a rare (theoretically as iow as one copy)
or abundant mRNA species present in a RNA sample Quantitation is based on comparison of the relative amoun[ of a PCR produc[ of an internal control transcript to
the level detected for a specific mRNA in the same RNA sample. Typical internal
control [ranscrip[s include GAPDH (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase)
and B-actin. (3) The nuclease protection assay (NPA) does not give any information about the size of the mRNA of interest; however, it is ideally suited for the simullaneous analysis of muitiple mRNA species that may be present i.n an RNA sample. Radiolabeled or nonisotopic probe(s) are hybridized with the RNA sample in
solution. Hybridization in solution is more efficient than hybridizalion to membrane-fixed RNA, as used ln Northern b1ots. Any single-stranded unhybridized
probe and RNA are then hydrolyzed with nucleases after hybridlzation The mixture of hybridized species are then separated through a low percentage (6ob) acryI-
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amide gel. The size of each hybridized species is determined by the size of the probe
employed. NPA is commonly used to detect the presence or absence of mRNA tran-

scripts in different tissues (Figure 7.I4). (4) ln situ hybridization is the only
method of the four described in this sectlon to define which cells in a sample of
formalin-fixed tissue expresses a specific gene. In rhis method RNA is neither isolated nor subjected to electrophoretic separations. Here tissues of interest are fixed,
thin sectioned, and mounted onto microscope slides. Proteins are digested with proteinase K to increase accessibility for the labeled probe to hybridize with the cellu1ar mRNA of interest. This method would support findings of [he nuclease prorection assays and would also define which cell tlpes within the tissues are expresslng
the mRNA of interest.

Analysis of Sequence-Specific DNA-Binding Proteins
it is established that regulatory proreins bind to specific DNA sequences rhat flank
genes that up- or downreguiate gene expression. The electrophoretic mobility
shift assay (EMSA) or gel retardation method has been employed extensively to analyze sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins along with the DNA sequence required for binding. Proteins with potential DNA-binding characteristics can be prepared from whole cell extracts, nuclear extracts, purified protein preparatlons, or
recombinant proteins from genetically engineered expression systems. The DNA
probe is radiolabeled The DNA employed may be DNA fragments, double-stranded

si,nthetic oligonucleotides, or cloned DNA containing a known protein-binding
site(s) or potential protein-binding site(s). It is critical that the DNA be doublestranded since single-stranded DNA would bind nonspecific single-strand bindlng
proteins (with cell or nuclear extracts) that would interfere with the interpretation
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FIGURE 7.14
Nuclease protection assay.
Total cellular mRNA can be isolated from different
tissues. Single-stranded DNA probes that are complementary to known sequences of different gene transcripts (mRNA*, mRNAr, mRN&) are hybndized
with the RNA mixture. Nuclease digestion with a ribonuclease will hydrolyze single-stranded RNA reglons of mRNA not hybridized with the DNA probe
and all nonhybridized RNA species Only the nuclease protected DNA-RNA hybrids will remain for
analysis by acrylamide gel electrophoresis Difierential
expression of genes in specific tissues is then readillobserved
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of [he results. The purified labeled DNA probe and protein sample are preincubated
to form a stable protein-DNA complex prior to the electrgphoretic analysis of the

DNA-radiolabelled (DNA-) + Protein(s)

sample.

Figure 7.I5 schematically depicts the expected results where the radiolabeled

Gel Electrophoresis/Autoradiogram:

DNA-

DNA'
+
DNA- protein protein
DNA- protein Antibody Antibody

DNA complexes with a protein, resulting in a retarded movement through the gel
relative to the unreacted DNA. lf an antibody to the DNA-binding protein of interest is added to the preincubation tube, one of two possible reactions can occur. lf
the antibody binds to an epitope that does not impede protein binding to the DNA
the complex size is increased resulting in a supershift (greater retardation) in the
ge1 migration (Figure 7.15). Conversely, if the antibody blocks the protein's DNAbinding site a protein-antibody complex will form and the labeled DNA probe will
be unmodified in its migralion through the gel In either case the result with the
antibody would confirm the identity of the DNA-binding protein.

z.g I. COfuIPLEMENTARY DNA AND COMPLEMENTARY
DNA LIBRARIES

I

l

FIGURE 7.15

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay.
Purified DNA migrates through a ge1 when subjected to an electric field based on its charge
and molecular weight. If a protein(s) is added to
this purified DNA that complexes with the
DNA, the total apparent molecular weight of the
DNA is increased. fhis would slow its migration
through the gel-a mobility shift The addition
of an antibody that reacts with the protein complexed with the DNA, but does not interfere
with the DNA-protein interaction, will further
increase the size of the DNA-protern complex,
slowing its migration If the antibody reacts with
the DNA-bindrng region o[ the protein, a DNAprotein complex will not [orm. In both cases the
antibody helps to identify the DNA-binding proleln

Insertion of specific functional eukaryotic genes into vectors [hat can be expressed
in a prokaryotic cel1 could produce large amounts of "genetically engineered" proteins with significant medical, agricultural, and experimental potential. Hormones

and enz),rnes, including insulin, erythropoietin, thrombopoietin, interleukins, interferons, and tissue plasminogen ac[lvator, are currently produced by these methods. Unfortunately, it is not possible to clone functional genes from genomic DNA,
except in rare lnstances. One reason for this is that most genes within the mammalian genome lteld transcripts that contain introns that must be spiiced out of the
primary mRNA transcript. Prokaryotic sys[ems cannot splice out the introns to yield
functional mRNA transcripts. This problem can be circumvented by sJrrthesizing
complementary DNA (cDNA) from functional eukaryotic mRNA.

mRNA as a Template for DNA Synthesis
Using Reverse Transcriptase
Messenger RNA can be reverse transcribed to cDNA and the cDNA inserted into a
vector for amplification, identification, and expression. Mammalian cells normally
contain 10,000-30,000 different species of mRNA molecules at any time during the
cell cycle. In some cases, however, a specific mRNA species may approach 90olo of

the total mRNA, such as mRNA for globin in reticulocytes. Many mRNAs are normally present at only a few (t-14) copies per cell. A cDNA library can be constructed from the total cellular mRNA but if only a few copies per cell of mRNA of
in[erest are present, the cDNA may be very difficult to identi.fy. Methods that enrich the population of mRNAs or their corresponding cDNAs permit reduction in
number of different cDNA species within a cDNA 1ibrary and greatly enhance the
probability of identifpng the clone of i.nterest.

Desired mRNA Can Be Enriched by Separation Techniques
Messenger RNA can be separated by size by ge1 electrophoresis or centrifugation.
Utilization of mRNA in a specific moiecular size range will enrich severalfold an
mRNA of interest. Knowledge of the molecular weight of the protein encoded by
the gene of interest gives a clue [o the approximate size of the mRNA transcript or
its cDNA; variability in the predicted size, however, arises from differences in the
length of the untranslated regions of the mRNAs.

Enrichment of a specific mRNA molecule can also be accomplished by immunological procedures, but this requires the availability of antibodies against the

COMPLEMENTARY DNA AND CoMPLEMENTARY DNA LIBRARIES
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FIGURE 7.16

Synthesis of cDNA from mRNA.
The 3' poly(A) tail of mRNA is hybridized with an oligomer of df [ohgo(dT)].2-18l that
sewes as a primer for reverse transcriptase, which catalyzes the syrrthesis of the complementary DNA (cDNA) strand in rhe presence of all four deox).nucleoride rriphosphates
(dNTPs). The resulting cDNA-mRNA hybrid is separared inro single-stranded cDNA by
melting with heat or hydrolyzing the mRNA with alkali. fhe 3'-end of the cDNA molecule
forms a hairpin loop that serves as a primer for the synthesis of the second DNA strand catalyzedby the Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase The single-stranded unpaired
DNA loop is hydrolyzed by 51 nuclease to yield a double-stranded DNA molecule.

encoded protein by the gene of interest. Antibodies added to an in yitro protein
synthesis mixture react with the growing polypeptide chain associated with
polysomes and precipitate it. The mRNA can be purified from the immunoprecipitated polysomal fraction.

Complementary DNA Synthesis
An mRNA mixture is used as a template to slrrthesize a complementary strand of
DNA using RNA-dependent DNA pol1.rnerase, reverse transcriptase (Figure 7.16).
A primer is required; advantage is taken of the poly(A) tail at the 3'-terminus o[ eukaryotic mRNA. An oligo(dT) with 12-lB bases is employed as the primer that hybridizes with the poly(A) sequence. Afier cDNA slrrthesis, the hybrid is denatured
or the mRNA hydrolyzed in alkali in order to obtain the single-stranded cDNA The
3'-termini of single-stranded cDNAs form a hairpin loop that serves as a primer for
the syrthesis of the second strand of the cDNA. Either the Klenow fragment or a
reverse transcriptase can be used for this step. The resulting double-stranded cDNA
contains a single-stranded loop that is selectively recognized and digested by Sl nuclease. The ends of the cDNA must be modified prior to cloning in a vector. One
method involves incubating blunt-ended cDNA molecules with linker molecules
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and a bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase that catalyzes the ligation of blunt-ended molecules (Figure 7.17). The syrthetic linker molecules contain restriction endonuclease sites that can now be cleaved with the appropriate etzpe for insertion of the
cDNA into a vector cleaved with the same endonuclease.
Bacteriophage DNA (see p. 305) is the most convenient and efficient vector to
create cDNA libraries because they can readily be amplified and stored indefinitely.
Tvo bacteriophage vectors, igtlO and lgtlI, and their newer constructs have been
employed to produce cDNA libraries. The cDNA libraries in lgtlO can be screened
only with labeled nucleic acid probes when the sequence of the DNA is unknown,
whereas those inlgtll, an expression vector, can also be screened with antibody
flor the production of the protein or antigen of interest. If the sequence of the desired cDNA is known, then PCR can be used to screen the recombinant
bacteriophage.

t2

REz

Total Cellular RNA as a Template for DNA
Synthesis Using RT-PCR

cDNA

FrcuRE 7..t7

Modification of cDNA for cloning.
The procedure begins with double-stranded

Alternative methods to constmct cDNA libraries employ a reverse transcriptasePCR (RT-PCR) technique and obviate the need to purify mRNA. One such strategy is depicted in Figure 7.18 and begins with the reverse transcriptase production
of a DNA-mRNA hybrid The method then adds a dG homopol)..rner tail to the
3'-end catalyzed by terminal transferase and the subsequent hydrolysis of the
mRNA. PCR primers are s),nthesized to hybridize with the dG, dA tails and terminate with two different restriction endonuclease sequences The resulting PCR-

DNA that contains a hairpin loop. A linker DNA
that contains a restriction endonuclease site
(RE1) is added to the free end of the cDNA by
blunrend ligation. The singie-stranded hairpin
loop is next hydrolyzed with S, nuclease. A second linker with a different restriction endonuclease site

within RE, is blunrend ligated to the

newly created free cDNA. The second linker will
probably bind to both ends but mll not interfere with the first restriction endonuclease site.
The modified DNA is hydrolyzed with the two
restriction endonucleases and can be inserted
into a plasmid or bacteriophage DNA by directional cloning.

Total cellular RNA is isolated and
contains a small amount of mRNA

mRNA:

5'
Add oligo(dT) primer
+
reverse transcriptase

"RT" step:
DNA:MRNA
hybrid:

AAAAA(A)N 3'

5',

s',

s',

The DNA:mRNA hybrid is precipitated
with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
to remove unincorporated oligo(dT).
The 3'ends are lhen oligo(dG)tailed
with dG + terminal transferase
lReReln),GGGGG
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FIGURE 7.18

Generation of cDNA by reverse transcriptase-PcR (R?PCR).
Total celluiar RNA or mRNA can be used to generate cDNA by RTPCR. The mRNA with an oligo(rA) tail is reverse transcribed with an
oligo(dT) primer. An oligo(dG) tail is added to the 3'-ends of the RNA
and DNA strands and the RNA strand is subsequently hydrolyzed with
NaOH. Sense and antisense primers, modified with restriction site sequences, are then employed to amplify the cDNA by the PCR. The
products can be hydrolyzed with the specific restriction endonucleases
(REr and REz) for cloning and subsequent studies.
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BACTERIOPHACE, COSMID, AND YEAST CLONING VECTORS

amplified cDNA can then be hydrolyzed with two different restriction endonucleases for directional cloning (see p. 287) into an appropriate vector

z.e I BACTERToIHAcE, cosMrD AND vEAST
CLONING VECTORS

De[ection of noncoding sequences in most eukaryotic genes and distant regulatory
regions that flank the genes necessita[ed cloning slra[egies to package larger DNA
fragments than can be cloned in plasmids. Plasmids can accommodate foreign
DNA inserts with a maximum length in the range of 5-10 kb (kilobases). Portions
of recombinant DNA fragments larger than this are randomly deleted during replication of the plasmid within the bac[erium. Thus alternate vectors have been developed.

Bacteriophages as Cloning Vectors
Bacteriophage ,tr (,tr phage), a virus that infects and rep [es in bacteria, is an
ideal vector for DNA inserts of approximately 15 kb long. e I phage selecrively
infects bacteria and replicates by a lytic or nonlytic (lysogenic) parhway. The ,,\
phage contains a self-complementary 12-base singl randed tail (cohesive termini)
at both ends of its 50-kb double-stranded DNA. infection of the bacteria the
cohesive termini (cos sites) of a single ,\ phage DNA self-anneal and the ends are
covalently linked with the host cell DNA ligase The circuLar DNA serves as a template for transcription and replication z\ Phage, with restriction endonuclease-generated fragments represenling a cells whole genomic DNA inserted into it, are used
to infect bacteria Recomblnant bacteriophages, released from the lysed cells, are
collected and constitute a genomic library in i phage. The phage library can be
screened more rapidly than a plasmid library due to the increased size of the DNA
lnser[S.

Numerous ,\ phage vec[ors have been construc[ed for different cloning strategies. For the sake of simplicity only a generic r\ phage vector

will be described

here.

Cloning large fragments of DNA in ,\ phage [akes advantage of the fact thar a 1525-kb segment of the phage DNA can be replaced without impairing its replicarion
in E. coli (Figure 7.I9). Packaging of phage DNA into the virus particle is constrained by its total length, which must be approximately 50 kb The linear,\ phage
DNA can be digested with a specific restriction endonuclease tha[ generate small
terminal fragments with their cos sites (arms), which are separated from the larger
intervening fragments. Cellular genomic DNA is partially digested by appropriate
restriction enzymes to permit annealing and ligation with the phage arms in order
to randomly genera[e fragments that can be properly packaged into phage particles.
The DNA fragments smaller or larger than 15-25 kb can hybridize with the cos
arms but are excluded from being packaged into infectious bacteriophage particles
AII the information required for phage infection and replication in bac[eria is carried within the cos arms. The recomblnant phage DNA is mixed with i phage proteins in vifro, which assemble into infec[lous virions. The infectious recombinant ,,\
phage particles are then propagated in an appropriate E. coli slrain to yield a I
phage library Many differenL E. coli strains have been genetically altered to susrain
replication of specific recombinant virions.

Screening Bacteriophage Libraries
A bacteriophage library can be screened by plating the virus on a conrinuous
layer of bac[eria (a bacterial lawn) grown on agar plates (Figure 7.20).Individual phage will infect, replicate, and lyse one cell. The progeny virions will then
infect and subsequently lyse bacteria immediately adjacent to the site of the first
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Cloning genomic DNA in bacteriophage ,\.
Whole genomic DNA is incompletely digested with a restrlction endonuclease (e g ,
EcoRI). This results in DNA o[ random size fragments with single-stranded sticky ends.
DNA fragments, cos arms, are generated with the same restriction endonuclease from bacteriophage DNA. fhe purified cos arm fragments carry sequence signals required for packaging DNA into a bacteriophage virion The genomic fragments are mixed with the cos
arms, annealed, and ligated, lorming linear concatenated DNA arrays The intitropackaging with bacteriophage r\ proteins occurs only with genomrc DNA fragments of allowed
lengths (15-25 kb) bounded by cos arms

Cloned DNA
fragment

X-ray autoradiograph

FICURE 7.20
Screening genomic libraries in bacteriophage

I.
Competent E coli are grown to confluence on an
agar plate and then overlayed with the recombinant bacteriophage. Plaques develop where bacteria are infected and subsequently lysed by the
phage z\ Replicas of the plate can be made by
touching the plate with a nitrocellulose filter.
The DNA is denatured and fixed to the nitroceliulose with NaOH The fixed DNA is hybridized
with a 32P-labeled probe and exposed to X-ray
film The autoradiograph identifles the plaque(s)
with recombinant DNA of interest

infected cell, creating a clear region or piaque in the opaque bacterial field.
Phage, within each plaque, can be picked up on a nitrocellulose filter (as for
replica platlng) and the DNA fixed to the filter with NaOH The location of
cloned DNA fragmen[s of interest is determined by hybridizing the filter-bound
DNA with a labeled DNA or RNA probe followed by autoradiography. The bacteriophages in the plaque corresponding to the labeled filter-bound hybrid are
picked up and amplified in bacteria for further analysis. PCR can also be employed if the ful1 or par[ia1 sequence is known of the desired cDNA. Here one
takes portions of several plaques and if the DNA of interest is present in one or
more, a region can be amplified with an appropriate prlmer pair by PCR. The
PCR product is then detected by gel electrophoresis. Complementary DNA Iibraries in bacteriophages are also constructed that contain the phage cos arms. If
the cDNA is recombined with phage DNA that permits expression of the gene,

TECHNIQUES

such as r\gtJ. I, then plaques can be screened immunologically with antibodies
specific for the antigen of interest.

Cloning DNA Fragments into Cosmid and
Artificial Chromosome Vectors

Yeast

Even though I phage is the most commonly used vector to constmcl genomic DNA
libraries, the length of many genes exceeds the maximum size of DNA that can be
inserted between the phage arms. A cosmid vector can accommodate foreign DNA
inserfs of approximately 45 kb. Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) and
yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) have been developed to clone DNA fragments of i00-200-kb and 200-500-kb lengths, respectively While cosmid and
yeast artificial chromosome vectors are difficult to work with, their libraries permit
rhe cloning of large genes with their flanking regulatory sequences, as well as families of genes or contiguous genes.
Cosmid vectors are a cross between plasmid and bacteriophage vec[ors. Cosmids contain an antibiotic resistance gene for selection of recombinant DNA molecules, an origin of replication for propagation in bacteria, and a cos site for packaging of recombinant molecules in bacteriophage particles. The bacteriophage with
recombinant cosmid DNA can infect E. coli and inject its DNA into the cell. Cosmid vectors contain only approximately 5 kb of the 50-kb bacteriophage DNA and,
therefore, cannot direct its replication and assembly of new infectious phage particles. lnstead, the recombinant cosmid DNA circularizes and replicates as a large
plasmid. Bacterial colonies with recombinants of interest can be selected and amplified by methods similar to those described for plasmids.
Standard cloning procedures and some novel methods are employed to construct YACs. Very large foreign DNA fragments are joined to yeast DNA sequences,
one that functions as telomeres (distal extremities of chromosome arms), and another that functions as a centromere and as an origln of replication. The recombinant YAC DNA is introduced into the yeast by transformation. The YAC constructs
are designed so that yeast transformed with recombinant chromosomes grow as \.,1sually distinguishable colonies. This facilitates the selection and analysis of cloned

DNA fragments.
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Subcloning Permits Definition of Large Segments of DNA
Complete analysis of functional elements in a cloned DNA fragment requires sequencing of the entire molecule. Current techniques can sequence 200-400 bases
in a DNA fragment, yet cloned DNA inserts are frequently much larger. Restriction
maps of the initial DNA clone are essen[ia] for cleaving the DNA into smaller pieces
to be recloned, or subcloned, for further analysis. The sequence of each of the small
subcloned DNA fragments can be determined. Overlapping regions of the subcloned DNA properly align and confirm the entire sequence of the original DNA
clone.
Sequencing can often be accomplished without subcloning. Antisense primers
can be slmthesized that are complemenlary to the initially sequenced 3'-ends of the
cloned DNA. This process is repeated until the full length of the cloned DNA has
been sequenced. This method obviates the need to prepare subclones but requires
sy, rthesis/purchase of numerous primers. On the other hand, the subcloned DNA
is always inserted back into the same region of the plasmid. Therefore one set of

primers complementary to the plasmid DNA sequences flanking the inserted DNA
can be used for all of the sequencing reactions with subcloned DNA.
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Chromosome Walking ls a Technique to Define
Gene Arrangement in Long Stretches of DNA
Knowledge

of how genes and their regulatory elements are arranged in

a

chromosome should lead to an understanding of how sets of genes may be coordinately regulated. It is difficult ro clone DNA fragments large enough to identify contiguous genes. The combination of several techniques allows flor analysis of very
long stretches of DNA (50-100 kb) The merhod, chromosome walking, is poss!
ble because ,\ phage or cosmid libraries con[ain partially cleaved genomic DNA cut
at specific restriction endonuclease sites. The cloned fragments will contain overlapping sequences with other cloned fragments. Overlapping regions are identified
by restriction mapping, subcloning, screening I phage or cosmid libraries, and
sequencing procedures.

I

The procedure of chromosome walking is shown in Figure 7.2I. Initially the
with a DNA or RNA probe.

phage library is screened for a sequence of interest

), Phage library

Plaque

Screen with labeled
Gene 1 probe
Plaque of interest amplified
and purified
I

Y
I
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FIGURE 7.21

Chromosome walking to analyze contiguous
DNA segments in a genome.

1a

Gene
I

Initially, a DNA fragment is labeled by nick transla-

tion [o screen a library for recombinant

I

I

f

phage

carrying a gene of interest. fhe amplified DNA is
mapped with a battery of restriction endonucleases
to select a new region (1a) within the original
cloned DNA that can be recloned (subcloned). The
subcloned DNA (Ia) is used to identify other DNA
fragments within the original library that would
overlap the initially amplified DNA region. The
process can be repeated many times to identify
contiguous DNA regions upstream and downstream
of the initial DNA (gene l) of interest.
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EXPRESSION VECTORS

The cloned DNA is restriction mapped and a small segment is subcloned in a plasmid, amplified, purified, and labeled by nlck transla[ion. This labeled probe is then
used to rescreen the tr phage library for complementary sequences, which are then
cloned. The newly identified overlapping cloned DNA is then treated in the same
fashion as the initial DNA clone to search for other overlapping sequences. In
higher eukaryotic genomes caution must be taken so that subcloned DNA does not
contain a sequence common to the large numbers of repeating DNA sequences If
a subcloned DNA probe contains a repeat sequence it hybridizes to numerous bacteriophage plaques and prevents identification of a specific overlapping clone.
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ExpRESSToN VECTORS AND FUSToN pRorErNS

Recombinant DNA methodology described to this point has dealt primarily with
screening, amplification, and purification of cloned DNA species. An important goal
of recombinant DNA studies, as stated earlier, is to have a foreign gene expressed
in bacteria with the product in a biologically active form. Sequencing the DNA of
many bacterial genes and their flanking regions has identified the spatial arrangemenr
of regulatory sequences required for expression of genes. A promoter and o[her regulatory elements ups[ream of the gene are required to transcribe a gene (see p 332).
The mRNA transcript of a recombinant eukaryotic gene, however, is not translated
in a bacterial system because it lacks the bacterial recognition sequence, the ShineDalgarno sequence, required to properly orient it with a functional bacterial ribosome. Vectors that facilitate the functional transcription of DNA inserts, termed expression vectors, have been constructed such that a foreign gene can be inserted
into the vector downstream of a regulated promoter but within a bacterial gene,
commonly the lacZ gene The mRNA transcript of the recombinant DNA contains
thelacZ Shine-Dalgarno sequence, codons for a portion of the 3'-end of the lacZ
gene protein, followed by the codons of the complete foreign gene of inLerest. The
protein product is a fusion protein that contains a few N-terminal amino acids of
rhe lacZ gene protein and the complete amino acid sequence of the foreign gene
product.

Foreign Genes Expressed in Bacteria Allow
Synthesis of Their Encoded Proteins
Many plasmid and bacteriophage vectors have been constructed to permit the
expression of eukaryotic genes ln bacterial cel1s. Rapidly replicating bacteria can
serve as a biological factory to produce large amounts of specific protelns, which

have research, clinical, and commercial value As an example, recombinant
technologies have produced human protein hormones Lhat serve as replacement or
supplemental hormones in patients with aberrant or missing hormone production.
Figxe 7 .22 depicts a generalized plasmid vector for the expression of a mammalian
gene. Recall that the inserted foreign gene mus[ be in the form of cDNA from its
corresponding mRNA since the bacterial system cannot remove the inLrons in [he
pre-mRNA transcript. The DNA must be inserted in register with the codons of the
3'-terminal codons of the bacterial protei.n when creating a fusion protein. That is,
inser[ion mus[ occur afrer a triplet codon of the bacterial protein and at the beginning of a triplet codon of the eukaryotic gene protein to ensure proper translation.
Finally, the foreign gene must be inserted in the proper orientatj.on relative to the
promoter to yield a functional transcript. This can be achieved by directional
cloning.

Eukaryotic proteins synthesized within bacteria are often unstable and are
degraded by intracellular proteases. Fusion protein products, however, are usually
stable. The flusion protein amino acids encoded by the prokaryotic genome may be
cleaved from the purified protein of inlerest by enzymatic or chemical procedures.

An alterna[ive cloning slrategy to circumvent the in[racellular instability of some
proteins is to produce a foreign proteln that is secreted. This requires cloning the
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FIGURE 7.22

Construction of a bacterial expression vector.
A cDNA coding region of a protein of interest is inserted downstream of bacterial regulatory sequences
(promoter, P) for the lacZ gere, the coding sequence for the mRNA Shine-Dalgarno sequence,
the AUG codon, and a few codons for the N-terminal amino acids of the locZ protein. The mRNA
produced from this expression vector directs synthesis in the bacterium of a foreigrr protein with a
few of its N+erminal amino acids of bacterial protein origin (a fusion protein)
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foreign gene in a vector such that the fusion protein sprthesized contains a signal
peptide that can be recognized by the bacterial signal peptidase that properly
processes the protein for secretion.

Mammalian genetic diseases result from missing or defective intracellular proteins.
To utilize recombinant techniques to treat these diseases, vectors have [o be constructed that can be incorporated into mammalian cells. ln addition, these vectors
have to be selective for the tissue or cells contalning the aberrant protein. Numerous vectors permit the expression of foreign DNA genes in mammalian cells grown
in tissue culture. These vectors have been used extensiveiy for elucidation of the
posttranslational processing and syrrthesis of proteins in cultut'ed eukaryotic cells.
Unfortunately, the goal to selectively express genes in specific tissues or at specific
developmental stages within an animal has met with very limited success.
Several types of expression vectors have been developed that ailow replication, transcription, and translation of foreign genes in eukaryotic cells grown in
vitro, including both RNA and DNA viral vectors that contain a foreign DNA insert.
These viral vectors can infect and then replicate in a host cell. Experimentally constructed vectors that contain essential DNA elemenrs, usually derived from a viral
genome, permit expression of foreign gene inserts. Shuttle vectors contain both
bacterial and eukaryotic repiication signals, thus permitting replication o[ the vector in both bacteria and mammalian cells. A shuttle vector allows a gene to be
cloned and purified in large quantities from a bacterial system and then the same
recombinant vector can be expressed in a mammalian cell. Some expression vectors
become integrated into the host cell genome while others remain as extrachromosomal entities (episomes) with stable expression of their recombinant gene in the
daughter cells. Other expression vectors remain as episomal DNA, permitting only
transient expression of their foreign gene prior to cell death.

EXnRESSToN

Foreign DNA, such as viral expression vectors, may be introduced into cultured
eukaryotic cells by transfection, a process that is analogous [o transformation of
DNA into bacterial cel1s. The most commonly employed [ransflection methods involve the formation of a complex of DNA with calcium phosphate or diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-dextran, which is then taken up by the ce1l by endocytosis. The
DNA is subsequently transferred from the cytoplasm [o [he nucleus, where it is
replicated and expressed. The details of the mechanism of lransfection are not
known. Both methods are employed to establish transiently expressed vectors whlle
the calcium phosphate procedure is also used for permanently expressed foreign
genes Typically, l0-20ok of the cells in culture can be transfected by these
procedures.

DNA Elements Required for Expression
of Vectors in Mammalian Cells
Expression of recombinant genes in mammalian cells requires [he presence of DNA
controlling elements within [he vector that are not necessary in the bacterial system. To be expressed in a eukaryotic cell the cloned gene is inserted in the vector

in the proper orientation relative to control

elements, including a promoter,
polyadenylation signals, and an enhancer sequence. Expression may be improved
by the inclusion of an intron. Some or all of these DNA elements may be present
in the recombinan[ gene if whole genomic DNA is used for cloning. A particular
cloned fragment generated by restriction endonuclease cleavage, however, may not
con[ain the required controiling elements. A cDNA would not possess these required DNA elements. It is therefore necessary that the expression vector to be used
in mammalian cells be constructed such that it contains all of the required controlling
elements.

An expression vector can be constructed by insertion of required DNA controlling elements into the vector by recombinant technologies. Enhancer and promoter elements, engineered inlo an expression vec[or, should be recognized by a
in culture for the greatest applicability of the vecror.
Controlli.ng elements derived from viruses with a broad host range are used for this
purpose and are usually derived from the papovavirus, simian virus 40 (SV40),
Rous sarcoma virus, or the human cytomegalovirus.
The vector must replicate so as [o increase the number of copies within each
cell or to maintain copies in daughrer cells. The vector is, therefore, constructed to
contain DNA sequences derived from a virus and referred to as the origin of replication (ori) that promote its replication in the eukaryotic cell. Specific protein
factors, encoded by genes engineered into the vector or previously introduced into
the host genome, recognize and interact with the ori sequence to initiate DNA
replication.

broad spec[rum of cells

Selection of Transfected Eukaryotic Cells by Utilizing
Mutant Cells that Require Specific Nutrients
It is impoftant to have a means of growing the transfected cells selectively since they
of[en represent l0-20o/o of the cel1 population. As was the case for the bacterial
plasmid, a gene can be incorpora[ed into the vector that encodes an enz]ryne that
confers resistance [o a drug or confers selective growth capability to the cells carrFng the vector. Constructing vectors that express both a selectable marker and a
foreign gene is difficult. Cotransfection circumvents this problem. Two different
vectors are efficiently taken up by those cells capable of being transfected. In most
cases grea[er than 90olo of transfected cells carry both vectors, one with the selectable marker and the second carrying the gene of interest.
Two commonly employed selectable markers are the thymidine kinase (th) and
the dihydrofolate reductase genes. The th gene product, th)rmidine kinase, is ex-
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Another approach for selecting nonmutated cells involves use of a bacterial
gene coding for aminoglycoside 3'-phosphotransferase (APH) for cotransfection.
Cells that express APH are resistant to aminoglycoside antibiotics such as neomycin
and kanamycin, which inhibit protein slrlthesis in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes Vectors that carry an APH gene can be used as a selectable marker in both

mRNA ol
foreign DNA
insert

bacterial and mammalian cells.

Protein ol
interest

Foreign Cenes Expressed in Virus-Transformed Eukaryotic Cells
Figure 7.23 depicts the [ranslent expression of a transfected gene in COS cells, a
commonly used sys[em to express foreign eukaryotic genes. The COS cel1s are

FIGURE 7.23

Expression of foreign genes in eukaryotic
COS cells.
CV1, an established tissue culture cell line of
simian origin, can be infected and supports the
lytic replication of the simian DNA virus, SV40.
Cells are infected with an origin (ori)-defective
mutant of SV40 whose DNA permanently integrates into the host CV1 ceIl genome The defective virai DNA continuously codes for proteins
that. can associate

pressed in most mammaiian cells and participates in the salvage parhway of th1'n-ridine. Several mutanr cell lines have been isolated that lack a functional th).rnidine
kinase gene (th-) and in growth medium containing hlpoxanthine, aminopterin,
and th)rmidine these celis will not survive. Only those th mu[ant cells cotransfected with a vector carr)'1ng a th gene, usually of herpes simplex virus origin, will
grow in the medium. In most instances, these celis have been co[ransfected with
the gene of interest.
The dihydrofolate reductase gene (dhJr) rs required to main[ain cel1u1ar concentra[ions of tetrahydrofolate for nucleotide biosyrthesis (see p. 855). Cells lacking this enzyme will only survive in media containing thymidine, glycine, and
purines. Mutant cells (dhJr-), which are transfec[ed with the dhfr gene, can therefore be selectively grown i.n a medium lacking these supplements. Expression of foreign genes in mutant cells, co[ransfected with selectable markers, is limited to cel1
types with the required gene defect tha[ can be isolated. Normal cells, however,
transfec[ed with a vec[or carrying the dht'r gene, are also resis[anl [o methotrexate,
an inhibitor of dihydrofolate reduc[ase, and these ce1ls can be selected for by growth

with

a

normal SV40 ori to

regulate replication. Due to its defective ori, the
integrated viral DNA will not produce viruses
The SV40 proteins synthesized in the permanently altered CV1 cell line, COS-I, can, however, induce the replication of recombinant plasmids carrying a wild-t1pe SV40 ori to a high
copy number (as high as l0t molecules per
ce11). The foreign protein sl,nthesized in the
transfected cells may be detected immunologically or enzl'rnatically.

permanently cultured simian cells, transformed with an origin-defective SV40
genome The defective viral genome has integrated into the host cell genome and
constantly expresses viral proteins. Infectious viruses tha[ are normally lytic to inflected cells are not produced because the viral origin of replication is defective. The
SV40 proteins expressed by the [ransformed COS ce1l will recognize and interact
with a normal SV40 ori carried in a transfected vector. These SV40 proteins will
therefore promote the repeated replication of the vector. A transfected vector
containing both an SV40 ori and a gene of interest rnay reach a copy number in
excess of 105 molecules/cell. Transfected COS cells die after 3_4 days possibly due
to a [oxic overload of the eplsomal vector DNA
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MUTAGENESTS

By mutating selected regions or single nucleotides within cloned DNA it is possible
to define the role of DNA sequences in gene regulation and amino acid sequences

in protein function. Site-directed mutagenesis is [he controlled alteration of selected regions of a DNA molecule. It may i.nvolve insertion or deletion of selected
DNA sequences or the replacement of a specific nucleotide with a different base. A
variety of chemical methods mutate DNA in vitro and in vivo usually at random sites
within the molecule.

of DNA Flanking Regions Evaluated by
Deletion and Insertion Mutations
Role

Site-directed mutagenesis can be carried out in various regions of a DNA sequence
including the gene itself or the flanking regions Figure 7 24 depicts a simple deletion mutation strategy where the sequence of interest is seiectively cLeaved with restriction endonuclease, the specific sequences are removed, and the altered recom-
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FIGURE 7.24
Use of expression vectors to study DNA regulatory sequences.
The gene of interest with upstream and/or downstream DNA flanking regions is inserted
and cloned in an expression vector, and the baseline gene expression is determined ln an
appropriate cel1. Defined regions of potential regulatory sequences can be removed by restriction endonuclease cleavage and the truncated recombinant DNA vector can be recirculaized, ligated, and transfected into an appropriate host cell. The level of gene expression in
the absence of the potential regulator is determined and compared to controls to asceruin
the regulatory role of the deleted flanking DNA sequence.

binant vector is recircularized with DNA ligase. The role of the deleted sequence
can be determined by comparing the level of expression (translation) of the gene
product, measured immunologically or enzl'rnatically, to the unaltered recombinant
expression vec[or. A similar technique is used to insert new sequences at the site of
cleavage. Deletion of a DNA sequence within the flanking region of a cloned gene
can help to define its regulatory role in gene expression. The presence or absence
of a regulatory sequence may not be sufficient to evaluate its role in controlling expression. The spatial arrangement of regulatory elements relative to one another, to
the gene, and to its promoter may be important in the regulation of gene expression (see Chapter 8).
Analysis of potential regulatory sequences is conveniently conducted by inserting the sequence of interest upstream of a reporter gene in an expression vector. A reporter gene, usually of prokaryotic origin, encodes a gene product that can
readily be disringuished from proteins normally present in the nontransfected cell
and for which there is a convenient and rapid assay. A commonly used reporter
gene is the chloramphenicol acetyltransferuse (CAT) gene of bacteria. The gene
product calalyzes the acetylation and lnactivation of chloramphenicoi, an inhibitor
of protein s)'nthesis in prokaryotic cells The ability of a regulatory element to enhance or suppress expression of the CAT gene can be determined by assaying the
Ievel of acetylation of chloramphenicol in extracts prepared from transfected cells.
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The regulatory element can be mutated prior to insertion into the vector carrying
the reporter gene to determine its spatlal and sequence requirements as a regulator
of gene expression.
A difficulty in analysis of regulatory elemenrs is the lack of resrricrion endonuclease sites ar useful positions wirhin the cloned DNA. Deletion mutations
can be made, in the absence of appropriately positioned restriction endonuclease
sites, by linearizing cloned DNA with a restriction endonuclease downstream of
the potential regulatory sequence of interest. The DNA can rhen be sysrematically
truncated with an exonuclease that hydrolyzes nucleorides from the free end of
both strands of the linearized DNA. Increasing length of digestion generates smaller
DNA fragments. Figure 7.25 demonsrrates how
smaller fragments) can be tested for functional
of the double strand of DNA occurs at both e
vector, destroying the original restriction endonuclease site (REz). A unique restriction endonuclease site is reestablished to recircularize the truncated DNA molecule for further manipulations to evaluate the function of the deleted sequence.
This is accomplished by ligating the blunr ends with a linker DNA, a s),ntheric
oligonucleotide containing one or more restriction endonuclease sites. The ligated
linkers are cut with the appropnate enzyme, permitting recircularization and ligation of the DNA.
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FIGURE 7.25

Enz),rnatic modification of potential DNA regulatory sequences.
A purified recombinant DNA molecule with a suspected gene regulatory element within
flanking DNA regions is cleaved wirh a restriction endonuclease (RE2). The linearized recombinant DNA is digested for varying time periods with the exonuclease, Ba131, reducing
the size of the DNA flanking the potential regulatory element The resulting recombinant
DNA molecules of varying reduced sizes have small DNA oligomers (linkers) conraining a
restriction endonuclease sequence for RE2 ligated to their ends The linker-modified DNA
is hydrolyzed with RE2 to creare complementary single-srranded sticky ends rhar permit
recircularization of the recombinant
various reduced-sized flanking DNA
inserted upstream of a competent ge
sion of the gene in an appropriate rr
role of the potential regulatory element placed at varying distances from the gene.
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Site-Directed Mutagenesis of HSV I gD
The structural and functional roles of a carbohydrate moiety covalently linked to a protein can be studied by site-directed mutagenesis. The gene for a glycoprotein in which an asparagine residue(s) is
normally glycosylated (NJinked) must first be cloned, fhe herpes
simplex virus, type I (HSV D glycoprotein D (gD) may contain up to
three N-linked carbohydrate groups. The envelope-bound HSV I gD
appears to play a central role in virus adsorption and penetration.
Carbohydrate groups may play a role in these processes.
The cloned HSV 1 gD gene has been modified by site-directed
mutagenesis to a1[er codons for the asparagine residue at the three potential glycosylation sites. These mutated genes, cloned within an expression vector, were transfected into eukaryotic cells (COS-1), where
the gD protein was transiently expressed. The mutated HSV I gD,
lacking one or all of its normal carbohydrate groups, canbe analyzed
with a variety of available monoclonal anti-gD antibodies to determine i[ immunological epitopes (specific sites on a protein recognized

by an antibody) have been altered. Altered epltopes would indicate
that the missing carbohydrate moiety is directiy associated with the
normal recognition slte or play a role in the protein's native conformation. An altered protein conformation can impact on immunogenicity (e.g., for vaccines) and protein processing (movement of the
protein from the endoplasmic reticulum, where it is synthesized, to
the membrane where it is normally bound). Mutations at lwo o[ the
glycosylation sites altered the native conformation of the protein such
that it was less reactive with selected monoclonal antibodies. Alteration at a third site had no apparent effect on protein structure and
loss of the carbohydrate chain at all three sites did nol prevent normal processing o[ the protein.

D L., Cohen, G H-, and Eisenberg, R J lnfluence of asparaginelinked oligosaccharides on antigenicity, processing, and cell surface expression
of herpes simplex virus tlpe I glycoprorein D J Virol 63:5184, 1989
Sodora,

Site-Directed Mutagenesis of a Single Nucleotide
The procedures discussed previously can elucidate the functional roles of sma1l to
large DNA sequences. Frequently, however, one wants to evaluate the roie of a single
nucleotide at selected sites within the DNA molecule. A single base change permits
evaluation of the role of specific amino acids in a protein (see CIin. Corr 7 7) This
method also allows one to create or destroy a restriction endonuclease site at specific locations within a DNA sequence. The site-directed mutagenesis of a specific
nucleotide is a multistep process that begins with cloning the normal type gene in
a bacteriophage (Figure 7 26) . Ihe M I 3 series of recombinant bacteriophage veclors
are commonly employed for these studies. The M13 is a filamentous bacteriophage
that specifically infects male E coli rhat express sex pili encoded for by a plasmid
(F factor). The MI3 bacteriophage contains DNA in a single-stranded or replicative
form, which is replicated to double-stranded DNA within an infected cel1. The

double-stranded form of the DNA is isolated from infected cells and used for
cloning the gene to be mutated. The plaques of in[erest can be visually identified
by a-complemen[ation (see p 295).
The M13 carrying the cloned gene of interes[ is used to infect susceptible
E. coli. The progeny bacteriophages are released into the growth medium and contain single-stranded DNA An oiigonucleotide (18-30 nucleotides long) is s)'nthesized thar is complementary to a region of lnterest except for the nucleotide to be
mutated. This oligomer, with one misma[ched base, hybridizes to the singlestranded gene cloned in the M13 DNA and serves as a primer. Primer extension is
accomplished by bacteriophage T4 DNA polymerase and the resulting doublestranded DNA can be transformed into susceptible E. coli, where the mutated DNA
strand serves as a template to replicate new (+) strands now carrying the mutaLed
nucleotide.

The bacteriophage plaques that contain mutated DNA are screened by hybridization with a labeled probe of the original oligonucleotide By adjusting the
wash [emperature of the hybridized probe only the perfectly matched hybrid
remains complexed while the wild-type DNA oligomer with mismatched nucleotide
will dissociate. The M13 [hat carries [he mutated gene is then replicaled in bacteria, the DNA is purified, and the mutated region of the gene is sequenced [o confirm the identity of the mutation. Many modifications have been developed to improve the efficiency of site-directed mutagenesis of a single nucleo[ide including a
method to selectivell, replicate the mutated strand. The M13 bacteriophage, repli-
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Sitedirected mutagenesis of a single nucleotide
and detection of the mutated DNA.
The figure is a simplified overview of the method.
This process involves the insertion of an amplifled
pure DNA fragment into a modified bacteriophage

Transform
susceptrble
E.coli

vector, MI3 Susceptible E. coli, transformed with
the recombinant MI3 DNA, syrrthesize the (*)
strand DNA packaged within rhe vidon bacteriophage proteins. The bacteriophages are isolated
from the growth medium and the single-stranded
recombinant MI3 DNA is purified. The recombi,
nant Ml3 DNA serves as a templare for DNA replication in the presence of DNA pol1.rnerase, deoxlnucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), DNA ligase,
and a special primer. The DNA primer (mismatched
oligomer) is slnthesized to be exactly complemenLaty to a region of the DNA (gene) of inrerest except for the one base intended to be ahered (mutated). The newly sy,nthesized MI3 DNA, rherefore,
contains a specifically mutated base, which, when
reintroduced into susceptible E. coli, will be faithfu1ly replicated The transformed E coli are grown
on
plates with replicas of the resulting colonies
^gar
picked up on a nitrocellulose fiher DNA associated
with each colony is denatured and fixed ro rhe fiker
with NaOH and the filter bound DNA is hvbridized
wirh a 32P-labeled mismarched DNA oligomer
probe The putative mutants are rhen identified by
exposing the filter to X-ray film.

lsolate single
stranded
recombinanl
M13 DNA from
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DNA polymerase
four dNTPs,
DNA ligase
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NaOH bound DNA hybridized
with labeled mismatched
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Transform
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and plate resulting
bacteriophage
containing wildtype M13 plus
mutated DNA on
a lawn of E.coli
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X-ray autoradiograph

cated in a mutan[ E. coli, incorpora[es some uracil residues into its DNA in place of
th).rynine due to a metabolic defect in the syrrrhesis of dTTp from dUTp and the lack
of an enz)ryne that normally removes uracil residues from DNA. The purified singlestranded Ml3 uracil-containing DNA is hybridized with a complemenrary oligomer
containing a mismatched base at the nucleotide to be mutated. The oligomer serves

as the primer for DNA replication invitro with the rempla[e (*) strand conraining
uracils and the new (-) strand conraining thl,rnines. When this double-stranded
M13 DNA is transformed into a wild-type E. coli, the uracil-containing srrand is destroyed and the mutated (-) srrand serves as the template for rhe progeny bacteriophages, most of which will carry the mu[ation of interesr.
The PCR can also be employed for site-directed mu[agenesis strategies have
been developed to incorporate a mismatched base into one of the oligonucleotides
tha[ primes the PCR. Some of these procedures employ M13 bacteriophage and folIow the principles described in Figure 7.26. A, variarion of these pCR methods, inverse PCR mutagenesis, has been applied to small recombinanr plasmids (4-5 kb)
(Figure 7.27). The method is very rapld with 50-100% of the genera[ed colonies
containing the mu[ant sequence. The two primers are sl,nthesized so that they anneal back-ro-back with one primer carrying the mismatched base.
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TIGURE7.27
Inverse PCR mutagenesis.
A single base can be mutated in recombinant DNA plasmids by inverse
PCR. Two primers are slrrthesized with their antiparallel 5'-ends complementary to adjacent bases on the two strands of DNA. One of the
two primers carries a specific mismatched base that is faithfully copied
during the PCR amplification steps, yielding ultimately a recombinant
plasmid with a single mutated base.
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oF RECoMBTNANT
.| AppltcATtoNS
DNA
TECHNOLOGIES

Practical uses of recombinant DNA methods in biological systems are limited only
by one's imagination. Recombinant DNA methods are applicable to numerous bioIogical disciplines including agriculture, srudies of evolution, forensic biology, and
clinical medicine. Genetic engineering can introduce new or altered proteins into
crops (e.g., corn), so that they contain amino acids essential to humans but often
lacking in plant proteins. Toxins that are lerhal to specific insects bu[ harmless to
humans can be introduced into crops to protect plants without the use of environmentally destructive pesticides. The DNA isolated from cells in the amniotic fluid
of a pregnant woman canbe analyzed for the presence or absence of genetic defects
in the fetus. Minuscule quantities of DNA can be isolated from biological samples
that have been preserved in ancien[ tar pits or frozen tundra and can be amplified
and sequenced for evolutionary studies ar the molecular level. The DNA from a
single hair, a drop of blood, or sperm from a rape victim can be isolared, amplified,
and mapped to aid in idenrifpng felons. Current technologies in conjunction wirh
future inven[ed methods should permit the selective introduction of genes into cells
with defective or absenr genes. Developing methodologies are also likely to become
available to introduce nucleic acid sequences into specific cells to selectively turn
off the expression of detrimental genes.

Antisense Nucleic Acids as Research Tools and in Therapy
Antisense nucleic acids (RNA or DNA) have been introduced to study

rhe

intracellular expression and function of specific proteins. Natural and syrrthetic an[isense nucleic acids that are complementary to mRNAs do hybridize within rhe cell
and inactivate the mRNA and block translation. The introduction of antisense nucleic acids into cells has opened new avenues to explore how proteins, whose
expression has been selectively repressed in a cell, function within thar cel1. This
method also holds great promise in control of viral infections. Antisense technology
and site-direc[ed mutagenesis are part of an approach termed reverse genetics. Reverse genetics (from gene to phenotype) selectively modifies a gene ro evaluate its
function, as opposed to classical genetics, which depends on the isolarion and
analysis of cells carrying random mutations that can be identified. A second use of
the term reverse genetics refers ro the mapping and uhimate cloning of a human
gene associated with a disease where no prior knowledge of the molecular agents
causing the disease exists. The use of the term "reverse genetics" in this latter case
is likely to be modified
Antisense RNA can be introduced into a cell by common cloning [echniques.
In Figure 7.28 one method is demonstrated. A gene of in[erest is cloned in an expression vector in the wrong orientation. That is, the sense or coding strand that is
normally inserted into the expression vector downstream of a promorer is intentionally inserted in the opposire direcrion. This now places the complemenrary or
antisense s[rand of the DNA under the control of the promoter with expression or
transcription yrelding antisense RNA. Transfection of cells with the antisense expression vector in[roduces antisense RNA that is capable of hybridizing with normal cellular mRNA. The mRNA-antisense RNA complex is not [ransla[ed due to a
number of reasons such as its inabiliry to bind to ribosomes, blockage of normal
processing, and rapid enz),rnatic degradatron.
DNA oligonucleotides have been synthesized that are complemenrary ro the
known sequence of mRNA for a selected gene. Inrroduction of specific DNA
oligomers to cells in culture have inhibited viral infection including infection by the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). It is conceivable [har one day bone marrow
cells will be removed from AIDS patients and antisense HIV nucleic acids will be
introduced into these cells in culture. These "protected" cells can then be rein[ro-
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Production of antisense RNA.
A gene, or a portion o[ it, is inserted into a vector by directional
cloning downstream of a promoter and in the reverse orientation to
that normally found in the cell of origin. Transfection of this recombinant DNA into the parental cell that carries the normal gene results
in the transcriptlon of RNA (antisense RNA) from the cloned

reversed-polarity DNA along with a normal cellular mRNA (sense
RNA) transcript. The two antiparallel complementary RNAs hybridize
within the cell, resulting in blocked expression (translation) of the
normal mRNA transcript

duced into the AIDS patient's bone marrow (autologous bone marrow transplantation) and replace those ce1ls normally destroyed by the virus. Experimental progress
is also being made with an[isense nucleic acids that can regulate the expression of
oncogenes, genes involved in cancer formation. Harnessing antisense technologies
holds great promi.se for the treatment of human diseases

Normal Cenes Can Be lntroduced into Cells
with a Defective Cene: Gene Therapy
It is sometimes desirable for the transfec[ed recombinant DNA ro replicate to high
copy numbers independent of the cell cycle. In other situations it is preferable for
only one or few copies to integrate into the host genome with replication belng
regulated by the cell cycle. Individuals who possess a defecrive gene resulting in a
debilitating or fatal condition could theoretically be treated by supplying their cells
with a normal gene. Gene therapy is in its infancy; however, the successful [ransfer of a normal gene to humans has been accomplished emplopng retroviral vectors
(see Clin. Corr. 7.8). The success of gene transfer depends, in part, on [he integration of the gene into the host genome. This is directed by the retroviral integration
system. Integra[ion, however, is normally a random event that could result in deleterious consequences. Exci.ting studies are in progress that indicate that the viral
integration machinery can be selectively tethered to specific target sequences within
the host DNA by pro[ein-protein interactions to obviate these potential probiems.

Recombinant DNA in Agriculture Has
Significant Commercial lmpact
Perhaps the greatest gain to all humanity would be the practical use of recombinant
technology to improve our agricultural crops. Genes must be identified and isolated
that code for properties such as higher crop yeld, rapid plant growth, resistance to
adverse conditions such as arid or cold periods, and plant size. New genes, not
common to plants, may be engineered into plants [hat confer reslstance to rnsects,

.t
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Normal Genes Can Be lntroduced into Cells with Defective Cenes
in Cene Therapy
More than 4000 different genetic diseases are known, many of which
are debiliraring or fatal Most are currently incurable. With the advent
o[ nes' technologies in mo]ecular biology, the clinical application of
xene transfer and gene therapy is becoming a realrty. Diseases that result from a deficiency in adenosine deaminase (ADA) or a mutarion
rn the gene that encodes a subunit of several cytokines, 7., are but

ts'o of many genetic diseases that may readily be cured by

gene

the patient's T cells was mediated by retroviral rnfection The modified T cells caryring a normal ADA gene were then reintroduced to
the patient by autologous transfusion. Levels of ADA as low as I0%
of normal are sufficient to normalize the patient. The patient, now ten
years later at age 13, is alive and well and has malntained circulating
gene-corrected T cells at a level of 20-25ok of rotal T cells
The X-linked inherited disorder, SCID-XI, resulrs in rhe blocked

therapy.

differentiation of T and natural killer (NK) lymphocytes SCID-XI

ADA is importanr in purine salvage, catalyzing the conversion of
adenosine to inosine or deoxyadenosine to deo$rinosine It is a protein of 363 amino acids with highest acrlviry in thymus and other
li,rnphoid tissues. A defect in the ADA gene is inherited as an aurosomal recessive disorder Over 30 mutations are associated with the
disease ADA deficiency causes a severe combined immunodeficiency

results from a mutation in the cytokine subunit, 7c, common to interleukin-2, -4, -7, -9, and -15 receprors The methodology of treatment for an B- and an ll-month-old patient was similar to that employed for the ADA-deficient SCID patienrs, which rends to be a less
severe disease than SCID-Xl Unlike the earlier studies that employed
mature T cells, the SCID-XI studies transduced CD34* stem cells
with a retroviral vector carrying the normal 7. cDNA This resulted
in a much higher level o[ gene transduc[ion than observed in earlier
studies Both infants had their immune systems normalized sufficiently after 3 months to leave the prorective isolation of the hospital

disease (SCID), by an unknown mechanism. fhese immunecompromlsed children usually die in the first few years of life from
overwhelming infections. The first authorized gene therapy in humans
began on September 14, 1990 with the rrearmenr of a four-year-old
girl with ADA deficiency The patients peripheral blood f cells were
expanded in tissue culture with approprlate growth factors. The ADA
gene was introduced wirhin these cells by retroviral mediated gene
transfer. A modified retrovirus was constructed to contain the human
ADA gene such that it would be expressed in human cells withour
virus replication. (These viruses that cannot replicate are first propagated in a cell line that contains a helper virus to produce "infectious,,
viruses The "infectious" viruses with foreign genetic information can
now infect and transfer information to ce]is without helper virus functions and therefore cannot replicate ) The transfer of the ADA gene to

R M Progress toward gene therapy Clin Immunol Immunopathol
6l:574, l99l; Mitani, K , Wakamiya, M , and Caskey, C T, Long-rerm expression of retroviral-transduced adenosine deaminase in human primitive
Blaese,

hematopoietic progenitors Hum Gene Ther 4:9,1993; Anderson, W E The
best o[ times, the worsL of times Science 288:627 ,2OOO; Cavazzana-Calvo, M ,
Hacein-Bey, 5, de Saint Basile, G, Gross, E, Yvon, E, Nusbaum, P, Selz, E,
Hue, C, Certain, S, Casanova, J -L, Bousso, P, Le Deisr, E, and Fischer, A.
Gene therapy o[ human severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID)-X1 disease Science 288:669. 2000

fungi, or bacteria. Finally, genes encoding exlsting s[ructural proteins can be
modified [o contain essential amino acids not normally present in the plant, without modifying the function of the protein The potenrial ro produce plants with new
genetic properties depends on the ability [o introduce genes into plant ce1ls lhat can
differentiate into whole planrs.
New genetic information carried in crown ga11 plasmids can be introduced in[o
plants infected wrth soll bacteria known as agrobacteria Agrobacteria naturally contain a crown gal] or Ti (tumor-inducing) plasmid whose genes integra[e in[o an infected cell's chromosome. The plasmid genes direc[ the hosr plant cell ro produce
new amino acid species [hat are required for bacterial growth A crown gall, or tumor mass of undifferentiated plant cel1s, develops ar rhe site of bacrerial infection
New genes can be engineered into the Ti plasmid, and the recombinant plasmid in[roduced into plant cells on infection with the agrobacteria. Transformed plant celis
can then be grown in culture and under proper condi[ions can be induced to redifferentiate into whole plants. Every cell would contain the new generic informa[ion
and would represent a transgenic plant.
Some limitations in producing plants with improved genetic properties must
be overcome before significant advances in our world food supply can be realized.
Clearly, proper genes must yet be identifi.ed and isolated for desired charactensrics
Also, important crops such as corn and whea[ cannot be transformed by Ti plas-

mids; therefore other vectors must be identified. However, significant success has
been achieved in recent years in designing crop plants wrth resistance to insects and
viruses. of equal importance is the very recenr genetic engineering feat of inserting
a foreign gene into pea plants rhar now produce a protein that inhibits the feeding
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of weeviL larvae on rhe pea seeds. Peas and other legume seeds will be able to be
stored without the need of protective chemical fumigan[s (currently Brazilian farmers lose 20-40ok of their stored beans to pests).

7.1s I MOLECULAR TECHNTQUES
' wHoLE ANTMAL

APPLTED TO THE

Many in yitro and intracellular systems have been described to this point that facilitate the purification, sequencing, and modification of genes or their cDNAs and
DNA flanking regions of genes with potential regulatory functions. Methods have
been developed and improved on in the 1990s that allow introduction of foreign
genes into the whole animal or deletion of a gene from the whoie animal genome
so that the function of the gene product can be ascertained in vivo. Finally, methods are now available to clone the whole animal. While there are some clear bioethical issues and hurdles lhat must be addressed when using some of these
methodologies, the methods [hemselves hold great promise for future gene therapy.

lntron

lntron

PolyA signals

Cloned gene

Transgenic Animals

I

Recombinant DNA methods allow production of large amoun[s of foreign gene
products in bacteria and cultured cells They also facilitate the evaluation of the role
of a specific gene product in cell structure or function. In order to investigate the
role of a selected gene product in growth and development of a whole animai the
gene must be introduced into [he fertilized egg. Foreign genes can be inserted into
the genome of a fertilized egg. Animals that develop from a fertilized egg with an
lnserted foreign gene carry that gene in etery cel1 and are referred to as transgenic
animals.
The most commonly employed method to create transgenic animals is outlined
ln Figure 7 .29. The gene of interest is usually a cloned recombinant DNA molecule,
which includes its own promoter or is cloned in a construct with a different promo[er tha[ can be selectively regulated. Multiple copies o[ the foreign gene are microinjected into the pronucleus of the fertilized egg. The foreign DNA inserts randomly within the chromosomal DNA. If the insert disrupts a critical celluiar gene
the embryo will die. Usually, nonlethal mutagenic events result from the insertion
of foreign DNA into the chromosome.
Transgenic animals are currently being used to study several different aspects
of the foreign gene, including the analysis of DNA regulatory elements, expression
of proteins during differentiati.on, tissue specificity, and the potential role of oncogene products on growth, differentiation, and the induction of tumorigenesis Eventually, it is expec[ed that these and related technoiogies will allow for methods to
replace defective genes in the developing embryo (see Clin. Cot.7.9).

I
I

+
Purified recombinant DNA
microiniected into
fertilized mouse egg
pronucleus

lmplant eggs
into foster
mother mouse

lsolate DNA from
small piece ol tail.
Hybridize with
labeled probe
to identify
transgenic mouse,

'1. Mate to establish transgenic mice.

2. Establish cell lines from tissues

Knockout Mice
The creation of an animal with a selected gene "destroyed" in every cell allows researchers to define the biological role of the gene if its loss is nonlethal. The basic
principles behind creating a null or knockout mouse involve inactivating a recombinant purified gene, introducing this altered gene into an embryonic stem (ES)
cell such that it replaces the normal gene, injecting the modified ES cell into a developing blastocyst, i.mplanting the blastocyst into a foster mother, and selecring offspring lacking a normal gene. A common approach to inactiva[e a selected gene is
to insert an antibiotic resistance gene, known as neo, into the cloned gene of
interest. This both inactivates the gene of interest and allows one to identify/select
ES cells that have been successfully transfected with the altered gene. The normal
gene in a very low percen[age of ES cells may be replaced by the neo-disrupted recombinant gene by a process known as homologous recombination. The nucleotide sequences of the altered,/disrupted gene align with the homologous se-

ol transgenic mice to study gene
regulation, structure, and f unction
of gene product.

FIGURE 7.29

Production of transgenic animals.
Cloned, amplified, and purified functional genes
are microinjected into several fertilized mouse
egg pronuclei in vitro The eggs are implanted
into a foster mother DNA is isolated from a
sma1l piece of each offspring pups tail and hybridized with a labeled probe to identify animals
carrying the foreign gene (transgenic mouse)
The transgenic mice can be mated to establish a
new strain of mice. Ceil lines can also be estab-

lished from tissues of transgenic mice to study
gene regulation and the structure/function o[ the
foreign gene product.
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Transgenic Animal Models
Iransgenic animal models hold promise to correct genetic diseases
early in fetal development. These anlmals are used to study the reguIatlon of expression and function of specific gene products in a whole
animal and have the potential for creating new breeds of commercia1ly valuable animals. Tiansgenlc mice have been developed from
fertilized mouse eggs with rat growth hormone (GH) genes mlcroinjected into their male pronuclei ( see p 32I). The rat GH gene, fused
to the mouse metallothionein-I (MT-l) promoter region, was purified
from the plasmid in which it had been cloned Approximately 600
copies o[ the promoter-gene complex were introduced into each egg,
.*,hich was then inserted into the reproductive tract of a foster mother
mouse The resulting transgenic mouse was shown to carry the rat GH
gene within its genome by hybridizing a labeled DNA probe to mouse

DNA that had been purified lrom a slice of the tail, resrriction

endonuclease digested, electrophoresed, and Southern blotted. The
diet of the animals was supplemented with ZnSO" at 33 days postparturition. The ZnSOa presumably can activate the mouse MT-I promoter to initiate transcription of the rat GH gene. The continuous
overexpression of rat GH in some transgenic animals produced mice
nearly twice the size of littermates that did not carry the rat GH gene
A transgenic mouse transmitted the rat GH gene to one-half of its offspring, indicating that the gene stably integrated into the germ cel1
genome and that new breeds o[ animals can be created

Palmiter,

R

croinjected

D , et

al

Dramatic growth of mice that develop from eggs

with metallothionein-growth hormone fusion genes

mi

Nature

300:61I, 1982

quence of the normal gene and swap places, or may insert within the normal gene.
In either case the net result is to destroy/knock out the normal ES cellular gene.
The selection of altered ES cells, microinjection into a mouse blastocyst, birth of

chimeric offspring, and the ultimate breeding of offsprlng that is homozygous for
the altered gene (Flgure 7 30) is an extremely labor-intensive process The process,

Generation of a "Knockout Mouse"
Cultured embryonic
stem (ES) cells from
black furred mouse

A few cultured ES cells

contain the nonfunctional
gene through homologous
recombination

Translection with
a cloned mutated
nonfunclional gene

An appropriate screening
technique is employed to
isolate ES cells with altered
gene

Microinjection of
altered ES cells into
mouse blastocyst

Homogeneous population
of ES cells with "deleted"
gene is expanded

FIGURE 7.30

Generation of a knockout mouse.
Cultured embryonic cells can be manipulated
through recombinant technologies to carry a defective or "deleted" gene These altered cells can
be introduced lnto a blastocyst that is then implanted lnto a foster mother Olfspring can then
be selected that have the nonfunctional "deleted"
gene

in all of their cells-the knockout ammal

Bred to yield the
rare oflspring with
the altered gene
in its germ cell
lmplantation of
blastocyst into
albino foster mother

Chimeric mouse
visually observed
with black fur

All black otfspring
with altered gene
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Knockout

to Define a Role for the P2Yl Purinoceptor

Platelets play a central role in hemostasis and thrombosis. An important physiologic agonist that induces platelet aggregation is ADP Early
studies in the 1970s established the dogma that ADf; bound to a single G-protein-coupled receptor, induced aggregation while extracellular ATf; acting at the same receptor site, competitively inhibits the re-

action Sometimes rules, based on limited evidence, become firmly
entrenched and take years to be reworked In the 1990s it became
clear that platelets, in fact, possess at least three different purinoceptors with different binding specrficities for ATP versus ADP An understanding of how these potentially interactive receptors function is
very rmportant c1inically. ATP and ADP are released into the cardiovascular system/blood under a variety of normal and pathological
conditions The balance between the agonist action of ADP and the
action of ATP may play a significant role in the regulation of platelet
responses. Defining the mechanisms of action may lead to the production of new drugs to combat thrombosis. The recent development
of a knockout (nu11) mouse model allowed for the assessment of the
role of one oI these purine receptors, P2Y1

While the P2Y1 receptor is found in many tissues other than
platelets, mice whose P2Y1 gene was knocked out had no apparent
abnormalities. However, normal levels of ADP failed to induce platelet
aggregation in samples derived from these anima]s, while high concentrations of ADP did work. When these platelets aggregated in response to high levels o[ agonist, it was not accompanied by the usual
change in the shape of plarelets. It was found the these P2Y1-null
mice were resistant to thromboembolism and this receptor might be
a good target for antithrombotic drugs.

G and Youngprapakom, D A possible dual physiologrcal role o[ extracellular AfP in the modulation of platelet aggregarion Biochinr Broph,r s ,{crcr
1355:131, 1997; and Leon, C, Hechler, G., Freund, M, Eckl;-. -\ \'ial C
Ohlmann, P, Dierich, A., LeMeus, M., Cazenave, J -P, and Gachet C Defective platelet aggregation and increased resistance to thrombosrs rn punner$c
P2Y, receptor-null mice l. Clin Int'est I04:1731, 1999
Soslau,

to date, has been applied in numerous experiments to evaluate the role of selected
genes such as the P2Y1 purinoceptor (see C1in. Corr 7.I0)

Dolly, a Lamb Cloned from an Adult Cell
The cloning of animals raises numerous ethical questions such as: Is it humanity's
purview to select the genetic composition of anrmals and to propagate these animals? Clearly there are many experimental advantages to developi.ng animals with
identical genetic information. However, when the talk shifts to employng whole animal cloning techniques to humans the ethical issues reach a level that most consider unacceptable
Cloning viable offspring from adult mammalian cells rs very labor intensive.
The method employed [o produce "Do11y," the cloned lamb, began with the cul[uring of mammary gland cells derived from a six-year-old Finn Dorset ewe. Cells were
arrested in G6 by being maintained in culture medium with a low serum content.

The quiescent diploid donor ce1ls were then employed for the transfer of their
nuclei to anucleated oocytes derived from a Scottish Blackface ewe. The artificially
"fertilized" eggs were allowed to develop to the morula or blastocyst stage ln culture and then transferred to a recipient ewe who carried the fetus to [erm. Only a
small percentage of implanted embryos survive to term. However, the methodology
to clone offspring from adult soma[ic cells has been successfully extended to cattle,
mice, and monkeys.

7.16

I

CONCLUpTNG REMARKS

The commitmen[ to sequence the entire human genome by the early 2000s helped
spark a flurry of sequencing activities and advanced new ways to speed up the
process. By 1996 the eukaryotic yeast genome, which consists of approximately
14 X I06 bp distributed among l6 chromosomes, had been sequenced. The genome
of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans was sequenced by 1998. The C elegans
genome contains approximately 18,000 genes as compared to the 6000 genes of
yeast. In 2000 a multidisciplinary group at Celera Genomics of Rockville, Maryland
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adopted a new approach to sequence essentially the whole 180 X 106 bp genome
of the fruit f7y Drosophila melanogaster. They employed a whole genome shotgun
sequencing strategy as opposed to the deliberate, chromosome-by-chromosome
approach used by the Human Genome Project. Essentially the method involves rhe
breakage of the whole genome into small pieces, sequencing the pieces by a rapid
automated procedure, and assembling the sequenced fragmen[s into the proper
order assisted by overlapping sequences and a supercomputer. The process was also
supported by previously cloned sequences. The determination of a genomic
sequence is only a part of the genome puzzle. The start and stop sites of each gene
must be determined along with what they do-a process referred to as annotation.
The feat of sequencing and annotation of dne Drosophild genome by the Celera
Genomics group and their colleagues was all the more impressive when one realizes it was accomplished in less than one year. The Celera Genomics group looked
to apply their shotgun s[rategy to speed up the sequencing of the human genome.
Several human chromosomes had already been mapped and thousands of cDNA
clones had been sequenced or were ready ro be sequenced in early 2000, which
would ultimately provide landmarks of the huge human genetic map. These procedures initially resulted in the complete or nearly complere sequencing of five
chromosomes, chromosome 5, 16, 19 , 2I, and 22 On June 26, 2000 President Bill
Clinton, in the presence of J. Craig Venrer (President of Celera Genomics) and
Francls S. Collins (director of the National Human Genome Research Institute), announced that 97ok of the entire human genome had been sequenced, well ahead of
schedule. Eukaryotic genomes usually con[ain permanently condensed or heterochromatic regions around the centromeres. These regions usudly contain repetitive DNA that cannot be cloned and sequenced by any of lhe current sequencing
methods. As such, no eukaryotic genome sequence will be "complete " It may be
decades or more before the complete determination of all the genes and regulatory
elements is accomplished. Sequencing of the human genome is only the beginning
of our quest to understand the workings of our genetic makeup. The new challenge
is being dealt with in the burgeoning field of proteomics (see p. 144), which is direcled at the identification of the proteins encoded by the newly sequenced genomes.

The delineation of all of the human genes and their regulatory sequences
should gteaLly enhance our understanding of many genetic diseases. This knowledge should also open new avenues to regulate afld/cr cure [hese diseases. Hundreds of clinical trials in gene rherapy involving many parienrs have been initiated.
Gene[ic diseases now identified and to be identified should eventually be curable
by gene replacement therapy when the technical roadblocks are surmounted. A
major hurdle is the production of safe, efficient vectors rhat will not induce a lethal
toxic response, as occurred in 1999 with a young patient being treated for a deficiency of the liver enzyrne ornithine transcarbamylase. If one looks at [he enormous
advances made in molecular biology in jusr rhe pasr rhree decades, it is reasonable
to believe the "when" will not be thar far off. The old challenge confronring scientists was how to sequence [he human genome; the new challenge is how to effectively

manipulate that knowledge to benefit humankind.
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C. N. ANcsrnor
Multiple Choice Questions

5. Preparation of recombinant DNA

A

1. Development of recombinant DNA methodologies is based on discovery of:
A. the pol1'rnerase chain reaction (PCR).

B
C

B.

ments.

C

restriction endonucleases.

2

3

plasmids.

E.

yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs).

6

Construction of a restriction map of DNA requires a1l of the folIowrng EXCEPT:
A partial hydrolysis of DNA.
B complete hydrolysis of DNA.
C. electrophoretic separation of fragments on a gel.
D staining of an electrophoretic gel to locate DNA.
E cyclic heating and cooling o[ the reaction mixture.

In the Maxam-Gilbert method of DNA sequencing:
cleavage of the DNA backbone occurs randomly at only

A

some

B.

of the sites where the base had been destroyed
all nucleotides produced during cleavage o[ the DNA backbone
are detected by radioautography.

C. eiectrophoretic separation of DNA fragments is due to differ-

D

in both size and charge.
the sequence of bands in the four lanes of the autoradiogram
contains the base sequence information

E

dideo4,nucleoside triphosphates are used.

ences

4

The difference between the Sanger and the Maxam-Gilbert methods o[ DNA sequencing is:
A. that the Maxam-Gilbert method must label the 5'-end, while
the Sanger method can labe1 either end of the DNA
B. only the Maxam-Gilbert method involves electrophoresing a
mixture of fragments of different sizes.
C. the Sanger method employs DNA cleavage, while the MaxamGilbert method employs interrupted DNA sl,nthesis.
D. only the Maxam-Gilbert method uses radioautography to detect ftagments in which one of the termini is radioactively 1abeled

E.

poly(dT).

D. DNA

D. complementary DNA (cDNA)

E.

the Sanger method can sequence a longer segment of DNA than
the Maxam-Gilbert method can

requires:

restriction endonucleases that cut in a staggered fashion.
restriction endonucleases that cleave to yield blunt-ended frag-

ligase.

cDNA.

In the selection of colonies of bacteria that caty cloned DNA in
plasmids, such as pBR322, and that contain two antibiotlc resistance Senes:

A. one antibiotic

resistance gene

is nonfunctional in the desired

bacterial colonies.
B. untransformed bacteria are antibiotic resistant
C. both antibiotic resistance genes are functional
bacterial colonies.
D radiolabeled DNA or RNA probes play a role
E. none of the above

in the

desired

7. A technique for defining Sene arrangement in very long stretches
ol DNA (50-I00 kb) is:

A.

RFLP

B
C

nick translation.

chromosome walking.

D. Southern blotting.

E.
Refer

SSCP

to the following for Questions B-10:

A.

Antisense nucieic acid

B

Pol)..Tnerase

chain reaction

C. Site-directed

D
E

mutagenesis

Shuttle vector
Transfection

8. Contains both bacterial and eukaryotic replication signals.
9. Complementary to mRNA and will hybrldize to it, blocking
translation

10. Oligomer with one mismatched

base is used as a primer.

Questions 11 and 12: In this country, a major cause o[ death o[babies

during the first year is sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) One
study showed a strong correlation for an increased risk of SIDS wrth

a
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prolonged QT interval in their heart rate. In one child studied, a gene
associated with the long QT sl,ndrome had a substitution of AAC for
TCC. This gene codes for a protein associated with the sodium channel The mutation rvas detected by single-strand conformation poly-

morphism (SSCP)
I

I

Which o[ the follo'"r'ing statements about SSCP is/are correct?
A The electrophoretic mobility on polyacrylamide gel of sma11,
single-stranded DNA during the SSCP technique depends partly
on the secondary conformation
B There must be a restriction endonuclease site in the region
studied for SSCP to work
C Radiolabeling is not used in this technique
D It is not necessary to know the sequence of the DNA to be
studied.

E

A11

of the above are correct

12 In order to

get enough DNA to analyze in many techmques, including SSCB DNA is amplified by a polymerase chain reacrion
(PCR). The essential property of the DNA poll.rnerase employed in
PCR is that it:

A.
B.

C
D
E

E.

does

not require that the vector have an origin of replication

(ori).

14. Another clinical use for recombinant DNA technolos/ is to have
rapidly replicating bacteria produce large amounts o[ specific proteins (e.g., hormones). Expression o[ a eukaryotic gene in prokaryotes involves:
a Shine-Delgarno (SD) sequence in mRNA.
absence o[ introns.
C. regulatory elements upstream of the gene.

A.
B.

D. a fusion protein.

E. all of the
Problems

15. The X-ray autoradiograph of one strand of a fragment of DNA sequenced by the Maxam-Gilbert method is shown below. The 5'end of the nucleotide was Iabeled with 32P What is the sequence
o[ the fragment? Construct. the autoradiograph pattern of the complementary sequence.

does not. require a primer.
is unusually active.
is thermostable.

G
ToP

13. Expression of recombinant

genes

in mammalian

{-

C. does not require directional insertion of the gene into the vector.
D. requires that the vector have enhancer and promoter elements
enSineered

into the vector.

The ability to cleave DNA predictably at specific slres is essential to recombinant DNA technology. A, C, E. These techniques
or stmctures are involved in recombinant DNA technology but
came later.

Cyclic heating and cooling is part of the PCR process, nor of
restriction mapping A, B: Restriction mapping involves all
degrees of hydrolysis Partial hydrolysis gives fragments of
varying sizes, and complete hydrolysis gives the smallest possible fragments. C, D: Fragments are electrophoretically separated by size on agarose gel, which is stained to reveal the
DNA.

3. D The relative positions of G

C+T

-ti
-

C

rn

rt

I

r-

-

cells:

A. will not occur if the gene contains an intron
B. occurs most efficientiy if cDNA ls used in the vector.

2 E

A+G

replicates double-stranded DNA.
can replicate both eukaryotic and prokaryotic DNA.

Questions 13 and 14: The purpose of gene therapy is ro introduce a
normal gene into cells containing a defective gene. The first authorized
human gene therapy was given to a four-year-old girl with adenosine
deaminase deficiency (ADA). ADA children have a severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID) and usually die within the first few
years from overwhelming infections. A modified retrovirus was constructed to contain the human ADA gene, which could be expressed in
human ce1ls but the virus could not replicate The childs isolated T
cells were "infected" wlth the retrovirus to transfer the norma] ADA
gene to them. The modified T cells were reintroduced into the parient.
The girl is now 13 years old and doing well

I B

above.

are given by the bands in the lane
corresponding to the destruction of G; of A by the bands in rhe
AG lane that are not duplicated in the G 1ane, of C by the bands

Bottom

16. What would be the best vecror to use ro carry a segment of DNA
that is 250 kb in size? Would any other t)?e of vecror work? Why?

in the C lane; of T by the bands in the CT lane that are nor duplicated in the C lane A: Cleavage occurs at all such sites Limited destruction of the bases is random. B: Only the nucleotides
that contain the labeled 5'-terminal are detected. Other nucleotides are produced but are not detected by the method, and
do not contribute information to the analysis. C: Although
charge is, of course, required in order to produce movement of
a particle in a fieid, the separation of these fragments is not due

to charge differences, but to size differences, with the smallest
fragments migrating farthest. E: This is part of the Sanger
method.

4. E The

Sanger method can sequence about 400 bases while the
Maxam-Gilbert method is limited to about 250 bases. A: The
Sanger method involves a labeled 5'-end With the Maxam-

ANSWERS

if

Gilbert method either end could be labeled. B: Both methods
do this-. C: This statement reverses the methodologies. D: They
both use radioautography to detect fragmens in which one of
.
the termini is radioactively labeled.
5. D DNA ligase covalendy connects fragments held together by interaction of cohesive ends. A: This is the most desirable type of
restriction endonuclease to use, but it is not essential. B: Re, striction nucleases that make blunt cuts can also be used if necessary C: This is used in conjunction with poly (dA) if restriction endonucleases that make blunt cuts are employed, but it is
not essential to all of recombinant DNA preparation. E: cDNA
is only one type that can be used.
6. A The foreign DNA is inserted into one antibiotic resistance gene,
thus destroying it. B: Resistance is due to the plasmids. C: See
the comment for A above. D: Radiolabeling detects the DNA of
interest, not the colonies that contain cloned DNA.

7. B A: Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) is

8. D
9.

A

I0. C

lI. A

12.

13.

C

D

I lZl

t4.

I5

E

an intron is present. B: cDNA does not possess the required
controlling elements. C: The gene must be insened in the proper
orientation relative to the control elements. E: The vector must
replicate so it needs the sequence to promote replication.
A: The SD sequence is necessary for the bacterial ribosome to
recognize the mRNA. B: Bacteria do not have the intracellular
machinery to remove introns from mRNA. C: Appropriate regulatory elements are necessary to allow the DNA to be transcribed. D: A fusion protein may be a product of the reaction.
The sequence is C C T G A T C C C A A T C T A reading 5'
to 3'. The autoradiograph of the complementary strand should
Iook like:

G

A+G

C+T

C

a

characteristic of DNA, not a technique. C: Nick translation is
used to label DNA during chromosome walking. D: Southem
blotting is a method for analyzing DNA. E: Singfe-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) is a method for detecting base
changes in DNA that do not alter restriction endonuclease sites.
This allows a gene to be cloned and purified in large quantities
in bacteria and then the same vector can be expressed in a
mammalian cell.
This technology is part of an approach called reverse genetics.
This allows evaluation of the role o[ a specific amino acid in a
protein and can also be used to create or destroy a restriction
endonuclease site at specific locations in DNA.
A single base substitution usually modifies the conformation
enough to shift the mobility as detected by SSCP B: SSCP is the
method of choice if there is no restriction endonuclease site. C:
DNA is amplified by PCR in the presence of radiolabeled nucleotides. There has to be a detection method for the bands. D:
SSCP requires prior knowledge of the sequence.
PCR requires cycling between low temperatures, where hybridization of template DNA and oligomeric primers occurs,
and high temperatures, where DNA mels. The Taq DNA polymerase, isolated from a thermophilic organism discovered in a
hot spring on federal land, is stable at high temperatures and
makes the cycling possible with no addition of fresh polymerase
after each cycle.
Eukaryotic systems require controlling elements, which are not
necessary in bacterial systems. A: Expression may be improved

I6

YACs (yeast artificial chromosomes) would be the best vector
since they can accept DNA between 200 and 500 kb. Cosmids
accept the next largest piece but it is only 45 kb. Plasmids and
bacteriophages accept much smaller pieces.
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To survive, a living cell must be able to respond to changes in its environment. One
way in which cells adjust to changes is to alter expression of specific genes, which,

in [urn, affects the number of the corresponding protein molecules in the cell This
chapter will focus on some of the molecular mechanisms that determine when a
given gene is expressed and to what ex[ent. The attempt to undersland how expression of genes is regulated is one of the mos[ active areas of biochemical research
today.

It makes sense for a cell to vary the amount of a given gene product available
under different conditions. For example, the bacterium Eschenchia coli (E. coli) contains genes for about 4300 different proteins, but it does not need to slmthesize all
of these proteins a[ [he same time. Therefore it regulates the number of molecules
of these proteins that are made. The ciassic illustra[ion of this phenomenon is the
regulation of the number of p-galactosidase molecules in the cell This en4.,rne
converts the disaccharide lactose to the two monosaccharides, glucose and galactose. When E. coli grows in a medium con[aining glucose as the carbon source,
B-galactosidase is not required and only about five molecules of the enz].rne are
present in the cell. When lactose is the sole carbon source, however, 5000 or more
molecules of B-galactosidase occur in the ceLl. Clearly, the bacteria respond to rhe
need [o metabolize lactose by increasing the syethesis of B-galactosidase molecules.
If lactose is removed from the medium, the sJrrthesis of this enzyme stops as rapidly

as

it

began.

The complexity of eukaryotic cells means [hat they have even more extensive
mechanisms of gene regulation than do prokaryotic cells. The differentiated cells of
higher organisms have a much more complicated physical s[ructure and often a
more specialized biological function that ls determined, again, by the expression of
their genes For example, insulin is sl,,nthesized in B cells of the pancreas and not
in kidney cells even though the nuclei of all cells of the body contain the insulin
genes. Moiecular regulatory mechanisms facilitate the expression of insulin in pancreas and prevent its sl,nthesis in kidney and other cells. In addition, during development of the organism the appearance or disappearance of proteins in specific
cel1 tlpes is tightly controlled with respect to timing and sequence of the developmen[al even[s.
As expected from [he differences in complexities, far more is understood about
the reguiation of genes in prokaryotes than in eukaryotes. However, studies on the
control of gene expression in prokaryotes oflten provide exciting new ideas that can
be tested in eukaryotic systems. Sometimes, discoveries about eukaryotic gene
structure and regulation al[er the interpretation of data on the control of prokaryotic
genes.

In this chapter several of the best studied examples of gene regulation in bacwill be discussed, followed by some illustrations of the many protein transcription fac[ors that regulate expression of genes in the human genome.
teria

a.z .I uNrr oF TRANSCRTenoN rN

BACTERTA:

THE OPERON

The slngle E. coli chromosome is a circular double-stranded DNA molecule of
4 6 million base pairs whose entire sequence has been determined. Most of the approximately 4300 E. coli genes are not distributed randomly throughout this DNA;
instead, the genes that code for the en4rnes of a specific metabolic pathway are
clustered in one region of the DNA. In addition, genes for associated structural proteins, such as the 70 or so pro[eins [hat comprise the ribosome, are frequently adjacent to one another. Members of a set of clustered genes are usually coordinately
regulated; they are transcribed together [o form a "polycistronic" mRNA species that

uNTToFTRANSCRTeTION tN BACTERIA:THEOeERON

contains the coding sequences for several proteins. The term operon describes the
complete regulatory unit of a set of clustered genes. An operon includes the adjacent structural genes that code for the related en4Trnes or associated proteins, a
regulatory gene or genes that code for regulator protein(s), and control elements
that are sites on the DNA near the structural genes at which regulator proteins act.
Figure 8.1 shows a partial genetic map of the E. coli genome that gives locations o[
structural genes of a few of the many E. coli operons.

When transcription of the structural genes o[ an operon increases rn response

to the presence of a specific substrate in the medium, the effect is known as
induction. The increase in transcription of the B-galactosidase gene when lactose
is the sole carbon source is an example of induction. Bacteria also respond to nutritional changes by quickly turning off the sl,nthesis of enz)rynes thar are no longer
needed, As will be described below, E. coli slmthesizes the amino acid tryptophan
as the end product of a specific bioslmthetic pathway. However, if tryptophan is
supplied in the medium, the bacteria do not need ro make it themselves, and the
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FIGURE 8.1

Partial genetic map of E. coli.
Locations of a few of the 4300 genes in the circular E. coli genome are shown Three operons discussed in this chapter are indicated.
Reproduced with permission from Stent, G. S and Calendar, R Molecular Genetics, An Introductory Narrative San Francisco: Freeman,
Bacteriol Rev. 40:116, 1976
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syrrthesis of the enzymes flor this metabolic pathway is stopped. This process is
called repression. It permits the bacteria to avoid using their energy to make unnecessary and even harmful proteins.
Induction and repression are manifestations of the same phenomenon. ln one
case the bacterium changes its enzyme composition to utilize a specific substrate in
the medium; in the other it reduces the number of enz)ryne molecules so that it does
no[ overproduce a specific metabolic product. The signal for each tlpe of regulation is the small molecule that is a substrate for the metabolic pathway or a product of the pathway, respectively. These small molecules are called inducers when
they stimulate induction and corepressors when they cause repression
Section 8.3 will describe in detail the lactose operon, an extensively studled ser
of inducible genes. Section 8.4 will present the tryptophan operon, an example of
a repressible operon. Sections 8 5 and 8.6 will briefly describe other operons and
gene systems in which physical movement of the genes themselves within the DNA
(i.e., gene rearrangements) plays a role in their regulation.

r.s I Lecrosr oprnoN or r. corr
The lactose operon contains three adjacent structural genes as shown in Figure 8.2.
LacZ codes for the enzqe B-galactosidase, which is composed of four identical
subunits of 1021 amino acids. lacY codes for a permease, which is a275-amino-

acid protein that occurs in the ceil membrane and participates in the transport of
sugars, including lactose, across the membrane. The third gene, lacA, codes for
B-galactoside transacetylase, a 275-amino-acid enzyme that transfers an acetyl
group from acetyl-CoA to B-galactosides. Of these three proteins, only B-galactosidase participates in a known metabolic pathway However, the permease is clearly
important since it is involved in transporting lactose into the cell. The acetylation
reaction may be associated with detoxification and excretion reactions of nonmetabolized analogs of B-galactosides.
Mutations in lacZ or lacY that destroy the function of B-galactosldase or the
permease prevent cells from cleaving lactose or acquiring it from the medium, respectively Mutations in lacA that destroy transacetylase activity do not seem to have
an identifiable effect on cell growth and division. Perhaps there are other related en4rmes in the cell that serve as backups for this enzyme, or perhaps it has an unknown function that is required only under certain conditions.

lacP
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FIGURE 8.2
Lactose operon of E. coli.
Lactose operon is composed of lacl gene, which codes for a repressor, control eiements
of CAf; lacP, andlacO, and three structural gerres.lacZ,LacY, and lacA, which code for
B-galactosidase, a permease, and a transacetylase, respectively The lacl gerre is transcribed
from its owrl promoter The three structural genes are transcribed from the promoter, lacP,
to form a polycistronic mRNA from which the three proteins are translated.

LACrosE oPERoN oF

A single mRNA species containing the coding sequences of al1 three structural
is transcribed from a promoter, called lacf; located just ups[ream from the
lacZ gene. Inducrion of these three genes o..lrrt during initiation of their rranscription. Without the inducer, transcription of the gene cluster occurs only at a
very low level. In the presence of the inducer, transcription begins atlacP and proceeds through all three genes to a rranscription terminaror located sllghtly beyond
the end of lacA. Therefore the genes are coordinately expressed; all three are
transcribed in unison or none is transcribed.
genes

The presence of three coding sequences on the same mRNA molecule might
suggest that the relative amounts of the three pro[eins are always [he same under
varying conditions of induction. An inducer [ha[ causes a high rate of transcription
will result in a high leve1 of all three proteins; an inducer that stimulates only a 1ittle transcription of the operon will result in a low leve1 of the proteins. The inducer
can be thought of as a molecular switch that influences synthesis of the single
mRNA species for al1 three genes. However, it turns out that the number of molecules of each protein encoded by the same operon is often different, but this does
not reflect differences ln transcription; it reflects differences in rates of [ranslation
of the coding sequences or in degradarion of the proteins themselves.
The mRNA induced by Iactose is very unstable; it is degraded wirh a half-life
of about 3 min. Therefore expression o[ the operon can be altered very quickly.
Transcriptlon ceases as soon as inducer is no longer present, existing mRNA molecules disappear within a few minutes, and cells stop making the proteins.

Repressor of the Lactose Operon ls a Diffusible Protein
The regulatory gene of the lactose operon, lacl, codes for a protein whose only function is to control the initiation of transcription of the threela,c s[ructural genes. This
regula[or protein is called the lactose repressor. The IacI gene is locatedjust in front
of the controlling elements for the lacZYA gene cluster. However, it is not obligatory that a regu}atory gene be physically close [o the gene cluster it regulates. In
some of the other operons it is not. Tianscription of lacl is no[ regulated; instead,
this single gene is always [ranscribed from i[s own promoter at a low rate that is
relatively independent of the cell's status. Therefore affinity of the lacl promoter for
RNA polymerase seems to be the only factor involved in initiation of its transcnptron.
The lactose repressor is initially s1'nthesized as a monomer of 360 amino acids
and four monomers associate to form a homotetramer, the active form of the repressor. Usually there are about 10 tetramers per cel1. The repressor has a strong
affinity for a specific DNA sequence that lies be[ween lacP and [he start of lacZ. This
sequence is called the operator and is designatedlacO. The operator overlaps [he
promoter somewhat so [hat presence of repressor bound to the operator physically
prevents RNA polymerase from binding to the promoter and initiating transcription.
In addition to recognizing and binding to the IacO sequence, the repressor has
a strong affinity for inducer molecules of the lactose operon. Each monomer has a

binding site for an inducer molecule. Binding of inducer to the monomers causes
a conformational change in the repressor that greatly lowers irs affinity for the operator sequence (Figure 8.3). The result is that repressor no ionger binds to the operator so that RNA pol1,rnerase, in turn, can begin transcription from the promo[er.
A repressor molecule that is already bound to the operator when the inducer becomes available can still bind to inducer so [haL the repressor-inducer complex immediately disassociates from the operator
Study of the lactose operon was greatly facilitated by the discovery rhat some
small molecules fortui[ously serve as inducers bu[ are not metabolizedby B-galactosldase. Isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) is one of several thlogalactosides with this
property. They are called gratuitous inducers. They bind to inducer sires on the
repressor molecuie causing the conformational change but are not cleaved by the
induced B-galactosidase. Therefore they affect the system without themselves being
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FICURE 8.3

Control of lac operon.
(a) Repressor tetramer binds to operator and prevents transcription of structural genes.
(b) Inducer binds to repressor tetramer, which prevents repressor from binding to operator
Transcription of three structural genes can occur from the promoter.

altered (metabolized) by it. If it were not possible to manipulate the system wirh
these gratuitous inducers experimentally, it would have been much more difficult
to reach our current understanding of the lactose operon in par[icular and bacterial gene regulation in general.
The product of the iacl gene, the repressor protein, acts in trans; that is, it is a
diffusible product that moves through the cell to its site of action. Therefore
mutations in the lacl gene can exert an effect on the expression of other genes 1ocated far away. Lacl mutations can be of several types. One class o[ mutations
changes or deletes amino acids of the repressor that are located in the binding site
for the inducer. These changes interfere with interaction between the inducer and
the repressor but do not affect the affinity of repressor for the operator. Therefore
the repressor is always bound to the operator, even in [he presence of inducer, and
thelacZYA genes are never transcribed above a very low basal level. Another class
of lacl mutations changes the amino acids in the operator binding site of the repressor. Most of these mutations lessen the affinity of the repressor flor the operator. This means that the repressor does not bind to the operator and the lacZYA

genes are always being transcribed. These mutations are calied repressorconstitutive mutations because the lac genes are permanently turned on. Interestingly, a few rare IacI mutants actually increase the affinity of repressor for the
operator over [hat of wild-type repressor. In these cases inducer molecules can bind
to repressor, but they are less effective in releasing repressor from the operator.
Repressor-constitutive mutants iliustrate the features of a negative control system. An active repressor, in the absence of an inducer, shuts off expression of the
lac structural genes An inactive repressor results in the constitutive, unregulated,
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expression of these genes. It is possible, using recombinant DNA techniques described in Chapter 7, to introduce into consti[utive IacI mutant cells a recombinant

plasmid containing the wild-t1pe lacl gene (but not rhe resr of the lactose operon).
Therefore these cells have one wild-type and one mutan[ lacl gene and synthesize
both active and inactive repressor molecules. Under these conditions, normal wildtype regulation of the lactose operon occurs. ln genetic [erms, [he wild-type induction is dominant over the mutan[ constitutivity. This property is the main
feature of a negative control system.

Operator Sequence of the Lactose Operon ls Contiguous on
DNA with a Promoter Sequence and Three Structural Cenes
The control elements upstream of the structural genes of the lactose operon are the
operator and the promoter. The operator was identified, Iike the lacl gene, by mutations that affected the transcription of the lacZ\A region. Some of [hese muta[ions
also result in the constitutive s),nthesis of lac mRNA; that is, they are operatorconstitutive mutations. In these cases [he operator DNA sequence has undergone
one or more base pair changes so tha[ the repressor no longer binds as tightly to
the sequence. Thus the repressor is iess effective in preventing RNA polymerase
flrom initiating rranscription.

In contrast to mutations in the lccl gene that affect the diffusible repressor, muta[ions in the operator do not affect
product. They exert their influence
on transcrip[ion of only the three la
lie immediately downstream of the
operator on [he same DNA molecule. Thus if a second lac[ose operon is introduced
into a bacterium on a recombinant plasmid, the operator of one operon does no[
influence action on the other operon. Therefore an operon with a wild-t)?e operator will be repressed under [he usual conditions, whereas in the same engineered
bacterium a second operon that has an operator-constitutive mutation will be continuously transcribed.
Opera[or mutations are frequently referred [o as cis-dominant to emphasize
that these mu[a[ions affect only adjacent genes on the same DNA molecule and that
they are not influenced by the presence in the celi of other copies of [he unmutated
sequence. Cis-dominanl muLations occur in DNA sequences that are recognized by
proteins ra[her [han in DNA sequences that code for the diffusible proteins. Transdominant muta[ions occur in genes that specify the diffusible products. Therefore
cis-dominant mutations also occur in promoter and transcription [ermination sequences, whereas [rans-dominant mutalions also occur in the genes for the subunit
proteins of RNA poll.rnerase, the-ribosomes, and so on
Figure 8 4 shows the sequence of -both the lac operator and promoter. The
operator sequence has an axis of dyad symmetry. The sequence of the upper strand
on the left side,of the operator is nearly identical to the lower strand on the right

sv gu

f----->

mRNA

tmet thr met

5' ocemeceeocaorcAGcGcAAcGcl,cTTAATGTGAGTTAGCTcAcrcATTAGGCAccccAGGcrrrAcAcrrrATGcrrcccGcrccraroriffieffioie?noor*"*rrrcAcAcAGGAMcAGcrlrencclre
3' ccTTtcecccolcACTCGcGTTGoGTTAATTACACTCAATCGAGTGAGTAATcccTGGGGTCCGAMTGTGAAATAoGMGGccGAGcATAcMcAcAcCTTllcAcTcGCcTATTGTiAAAGTGTGTccTTTGtcoIucteotac

FIGURE 8.4

Nucleotide sequence of control elements of lactose operon.
The end of lacl gene (coding for the lactose repressor) and beglnning and below the sequence indicate s)..rnmetrical sequences within the
oilacZ gene (coding for B-galactosidase) are also shown Lines above CAP site and operator.
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side; only three differences occur between these inverted DNA repea[s This symmetry in the DNA recognition sequence reflects qrmmetry in the tetrameric repressor and facilitates tight binding of the subunits of the repressor to [he operator A
common feature of many protein-binding or recognition sites on double-stranded
DNA, including most recognilion siles for restriction enzymes, is a dyad symmetry
in the nucleotide sequence.
The 30 bp that constitute the la,c operator are an extremely smal1 fraction of
the total E. coli genome ol 4 6 miliion bp and occupy an even smaller fraction of
the total volume of the cell. Therefore it would seem that the approximately 10
tetrameric repressors in a cell might have trouble finding the lac operator if they
just randomly diffuse about the cell. However, at least two factors confine the repressor to a much smaller space than the entire volume of the cell. First, the repressor gene is located very close to the lac operator. This means that the repressor
does not have far to diffuse if its translation begins before its mRNA is ful1y synthesized. Second, and much more importantly, the repressor possesses a low general affinity for all DNA sequences. When the inducer binds to lhe repressor, its
affinity for the operator is reduced about a 1000-fold, but its low affinity for random DNA sequences is unaltered. Therefore all of the lactose repressors of the cell
probably spend the majority o[ the time in loose association with the DNA. When
the binding of the inducer releases a repressor molecule from the operaror, it
quickly reassociates with another nearby region of the DNA. Therefore induction
redistributes the repressor on the DNA rather than generating freely diffusing repressor molecules This confines the repressor to a smaller volume within the cel1
How does lac[ose enter a lactose-repressed cell in the first place if the lacY gene
product, the permease, is repressed, yet is required for lactose [ransport across the
cell membrane? The answer is [hat even in the fully repressed state, there is a very
Iow basal level of transcription of the lac operon that provides five or six molecules
of the permease per celi. Perhaps this is just enough to get a few molecules of 1actose inside the cell and begin the process
An even more curious observation is that, in fact, Iactose is not the na[ural inducer of the lactose operon as we would expect. When the repressor is isolated from
fully induced cells, the sma1l molecule bound to each repressor monomer is

allolactose, not lactose.
Allolactose, like lactose, is composed of galactose and glucose, but the linkage
between the two sugars is different. I[ turns out that a side reacrion of B-galactosidase
(which normally breaks down lactose to galactose and glucose) converts lhese two
products to allolactose. Therefore it appears that a few molecules oflactose are taken
up and converted by B-galactosidase to allolac[ose, whlch rhen binds to [he repressor and induces the operon. Further confirmation that lactose itself is not the
real inducer comes from experiments indicating that binding of lac[ose to purified
repressor siightly increases the repressor's affinity for the opera[or. Therefore, in the
induced state, a small amount of allolactose must be present [o overcome this "antiinducer" effect of the lactose substrate.

Promoter Sequence of Lactose Operon Contains Recognition
for RNA Polymerase and a Regulator Protein

Sites

Immediately upstream of the lac operator sequence is the promoter sequence. This
sequence contains the recognition sites for RNA polyrnerase and catabolite activator
protein (CAP; also called cAMP receptor protein or CRP). (Figure 8.4). The site
at which RNA poll.rnerase binds to DNA to initiate transcription has been identified by genetic and biochemicai approaches. Point mutations in this region [requently affect the affinlty with which RNA poll,rnerase will bind the DNA. Deletlons
(or insertions) that extend into this region also dramatically affect the binding of
RNA pol1'rnerase to the DNA The end points of the sequence to which RNA polymerase binds were identified by DNase protection experiments. Purified RNA polymerase was bound to the lac promoter region cloned in a bacteriophage DNA or a

LACrosE oPERoN oF

plasmid, and this protein-DNA complex was digested with DNase I. The DNA segmenL protected from degradation by DNase was recovered and its sequence determined The ends of this protected segment varied slightly with differenr DNA molecules but corresponded closely to the boundaries of the RNA poll,rnerase bindlng
site shown in Figure 8 4.
The sequence of the RNA poll,rnerase in[eraction site is not composed of s].rynmerrical elements like those described for the operator sequence. This is nor surprising since RNA polymerase musr associate with the DNA in an asymmetrical
fashion for RNA s)'nthesls to be initiated in only one direc[ion from the binding
site. However, [hat portion of the promoter sequence recognized by CAP does contain some symmetry. A DNA-protein interaction at this region enhances transcription of the lactose operon and is described next
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Catabolite Activator Protein Binds
at a Site on the Lactose Promoter
Escheichia coli prefers to use glucose instead of other sugars as a carbon source. For
example, if the concentralions of glucose and lactose in the medium are [he same,
the bacteria will selectively merabolize glucose and nol utilize lacrose. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8.5, which shows that the appearance of B-galactosidase, the lacZ product, is delayed until all of the glucose in the medium is depleted. Only then is lactose used as the carbon source. This delay indicates that

glucose in[erferes with the induction of the lactose operon, calied catabolite
repression since it occurs during the catabolism of glucose. An i,dentical effect is
exerted on a number of other inducible operons, including the arabinose and galactose operons, which code for enz)rmes involved in the utilization of other sugars as
energy sources. It is probably a general coordinating system for turning off sy,nthesis of unwanted enz).,rnes whenever the preferred substra[e, glucose, is present.
Catabolite repression occurs because the presence of glucose deactivates adeny1yl cyclase, which sgrthesizes cyclic AMP (cAMP), causi.ng a lower intracellular
concentration of cAMP cAMP binds [o catabolite activator protein (CAP), an allosteric protein [ha[, when combined wirh cAMf; is capable of binding to the CAP
regulatory siLe at the promoter of the lactose (and other) operons (Figure 8.6) The
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FIGURE 8.5

Lack of synthesis ofB-galactosidase in E. coli
when glucose is present.
Bacteria are growing in a medium containing initially 0.4 mg mL I of glucose and 2 mg ml-l
lactose. Left-hand ordinate indicates optical density of growing culture, an indicator o[ the num-

ber of bacterial cells Right-hand ordinate indicates units of B-galactosidase per milliliter Note
that appearance of B-galactosidase is delayed
until the glucose is depleted
Redrawn Jrom Epstein, W:, Naono, 5 , and Gros, E
Biochem Biophys Res. Commun 24:588,1966

Glucose

FIGURE 8.6
Control of lacP by cAMP

A CAP-cAMP complex binds to CAP site and
enhances transcrip tion at lacP. Catabolite repression occurs when glucose lowers intracellular
concentration of cAMP Thls reduces the amounr
of the CAP-cAMP complex and decreases transcription from lacP and from promoters of several other operons
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CAP-cAMP complex exer[s positive control on the [ranscripLion of these operons
Its binding to the CAP sire on the DNA double hellx causes rhe helix itself to undergo a dramatic bend, or kink, of about 90o ar the sire of the binding. This bend
in DNA and the lnteraclion be[ween the CAP-cAMP complex and E. coli RNA polymerase activate the initiation o[ transcription at lhe promoter. Alternatively, if the
CAP site is not occupied, RNA polymerase has more difficuky binding ro rhe promoter, and transcrip[ion of the operon occurs much less efficiently Thus, when glucose is presen[, the cAMP level drops, rhe CAP-cAMP complex does nor form, and
the positive influence on RNA polymerase does not occur. Conversely, when glucose is absen[, the cAMP leve1 is high, rhe CAP-cAMp complex binds to rhe CAp
site, and transcriplion is enhanced.
Thus the lactose operon demons[rates how bacteria can coordinate both a general response to a metabolic condition (the need to use a sugar as an energy or
carbon source) and a speclfic response to that condition (the need to utilize lactose
as the sugar). Other operons in E. coli illustrate how bacteria respond when confronted with other metaboiic si[uations.

TRYPTOPHAN OPERON OF

E.

Anolher issue faced by bacteria is the need for the proper amount and relative balance of the 20 amino acids that are the consli[uents of protelns. Thus the cell must
be able [o sense whether a given amino acid is avallable and whether its in[racelIular concentration is sufficient. Tryptophan, for example, is required for the s1,nthesis of all proteins thal con[ain tryprophan. Therefore if tryprophan is nor present in sufficient quantlry in rhe medium, the bacterial cell has to make it. In
contrast, lac[ose is not absolutely required for the cell's growth; many other sugars
can substitu[e for it, and, in fact, as we saw in the previous section, the bacterium
prefers to use some of these o[her sugars for the carbon source. As a result, syrithesis of biosynthetic enzymes for tryptophan is regulated differently than sFrthesis of the proteins encoded by the lactose operon.

Tryptophan Operon Is Controlled by a Repressor Protein
In E. coli tryptophan is si,,nthesized from chorismic acid in a five-step parhway rhar
is catalyzed by three different enzymes as shown in Figure 8.7. The tryptophan
operon contains flve structural genes that code for these three enzymes (two of
which contain two different subunits). Upstream from this gene cluster is a promoter where [ranscrip[ion begins and an operator to which binds a repressor protein encoded by the unlinked trpR gene. Tianscription of lhe lactose operon is generally "turned off" unless it is induced by a small molecule lnducer. The tryptophan
operon, on the other hand, is always "turned on" unless it is repressed by a sma11
molecule corepressor (a term used to distinguish it from the repressor protein).
Hence the lactose operon is inducible, whereas the trlptophan operon is repressible. When the tryptophan operon is being acrively transcribed, it is said to be
derepressed, since the tryptophan repressor is not preventing RNA polymerase
from binding. This is mechanistically the same as an induced lactose operon in
which the lactose repressor is no[ interfering with RNA poli.,rnerase.
The tryptophan biosyrthetic pathway is regulared by mechanisms that affecr
both the s),rrthesis and the activity of the enz).rynes that catalyze the pathway For example, anthranilate slrrthetase, which catalyzes the first step o[ the pathway, is a rwosubunit pro[ein encoded by the trpE and trpD genes of the tryptophan operon The
number of molecules of this enzyme that is present in the cell is determined by the
transcriplional regulation of the tryptophan operon. However, the activity of the en4,rne is regulated by feedback inhibition. This is a common shor[-[erm means of
regulating the first committed srep in a merabolic pathway. In this case, tryprophan,
the end product of the pathway, can bind to an allosteric site on the anthranilate syn-
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F!CURE 8.7
Genes of tryptophan operon of E. coli.
Regulatory elements are the primary promoter (trpP), operator (trpO).
attenuator (tlp a), secondary internal promoter (trpP2), and rerminator
(try t) Direction of mRNA s)'rrthesis is indicated on the wa'"y lines
representing mRNAs. CoI2 and CoIl2 signify components I and II,
respectively, of the anthranilate slmthetase (ASase) complex, PRanthranilate is N-5'-phosphoribosyl-anthranilate; CdRP is 1 -(o-car-

L-serine

boxy-phenylamino)-I-deoxrrrrbulose-5-phosphate, InGP is indole-3giycerol phosphate; PRPP is 5-phosphoribosyl- 1-pyrophosphate; and
TSase is tryptophan slmthetase.

I

H Miller and W RezniholJ (Eds ), The Operon Cold
Sping Harbor, NY Cold Sping Harbor ltboratory Press, 1978, p 263
Redrawn Jrom Platt, T. ln:

thetase and interfere with its catalytic activity at another site. Thus, as the concentration of tryptophan builds up, it binds to anthranilate slmthetase and immediately
decreases its activity on the substrate, chorismic acid In addition, rryptophan also
acts as a corepressor to shut down the synthesis of new enzqe molecules from the
tryptophan operon. Therefore feedback inhibition is a short-term control that has an
immediate effect on the pathway, whereas repression takes a little longer but has the
more perrnanent effect of reducing the number of enz).'rne molecules.
The tryptophan repressor is a homodimer of two identical subunits of
I08 amino acids each. Under normal condirions about 20 molecules of the repressor dimer are present. The repressor by itself does not bind to the trp operator. It
must be complexed with two molecules of t4,ptophan in order to bind ro the operator and therefore only acts inyiyoin the presence of tryptophan. This is opposi[e to the lactose repressor, which binds to its operator only in the absence of its
inducer. Interestingly, the tryptophan repressor also regulates transcription of trpR,
its own gene. As the tryptophan repressor accumulates in cells, the repressor-tryptophan complex binds to a region upstream of this gene, turning off lts transcription and maintaining the equilibrium of 20 repressors per celi. Another difference
from the lactose operon is that the trp operator occurs entirely within the trp promoter rather than adjacent to it, as shown in Figure 8.8. The operator sequence is
a region of dyad slrnmetry and the mechanism for preventing transcription is the
same as in the lactose operon. Binding of the repressor-corepressor complex to the
operator physically blocks binding of RNA poll-rnerase to the promoter.
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Promoter
Operator

l+

mRNA

FIGURE B.B

Nucleotide sequence of control elements of tryptophan operon.
Boxes above and below sequence indicate s).rnmetrical sequences

within operator.

Repression results in about a 70-foid decrease in the rate of transcriptron
initiation at the trp promoter. (In contrast, the basal level of lactose operon gene
products is about 1000-fold lower than the induced level.) However, the rryptophan operon contains additional regulatory elemen[s that impose further control
on the extent of i.ts transcription. One control site is a secondary promoter, designated trpP2, which is located within the coding sequence of the trpD gene (shown
in Figure 8.7) This promo[er is not regulated by rhe tryptophan repressor. Tianscription from it occurs cons[itutively at a relatively low rate and is terminated at
the same loca[ion as transcription from the regulated promoter flor the whole
operon, trpP. The transcription product from trpP2 is an mRNA that contains the
coding sequences for tryCBA, the last three genes of the operon. Therefore two
polycistronic mRNAs are derived from the rryptophan operon, one containing all
five structural genes and one possessing only the last three genes. Under conditions of maximum repression rhe basal level of mRNA coding sequence for the
last three genes is aboul five times higher than the basal mRNA level for the first

two

genes.

The reason for a second internal promoter is not clear. Perhaps the best explanation comes from the observation that three of the five proteins do not contain
tryptophan; only the trpB and trpC genes conrain the single codon rhat specifies
tryptophan. Therefore, under extreme tryptophan starvation, these two proteins
would not be syrrthesized, which would prevent rhe pathway from being acrivated.
However, since both of these genes lie downstream of the unregulated second promoler, their protein products will always be present at the basal level necessary to

maintain the pathway

Tryptophan Operon Has a Second
Control Site: The Attenuator Region
Another important control element of the tryptophan operon not present in the 1actose operon is the attenuator region (Figure 8.9). This lies within the 162 nucleotides
between the start of transcription from trpP and the initiator codon of the trpE gene.
Its existence was first deduced by the idenrification of mutations that mapped in
this region and increased transcription of all five structural genes. Within the 162
nucleotides, also called the leader sequence, are 14 adjacent codons that begin
with a me[hionine codon and end with an in-phase termination codon. These
codons are preceded by a canonical ribosome-binding site and could potentially
specify a l4-residue leader peptide. This pepride has never been de[ected in bacterial cells, perhaps because it is degraded very rapidly The ribosome-binding site
does function properly when its corresponding DNA sequence is ligated upstream
of a structural gene using recombinant DNA techniques.
The attenuator region provides RNA polymerase with a second chance to regula[e [ranscri.ption of the tryptophan operon, based on whether rhe cell needs the
tryptophan-biosyretheslzing enzyrnes. In rhe presence of rryptophan, transcripri.on
begins at the promoler but is prematurely termina[ed at rhe end of the attenuator
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Nucleotide sequence ofleader RNA from tryptophan operon.
The 1,1 amino acids of the putative leader pepride are indicated over

RedrawnwithpermissionJrom Oxender, D. L., Zurawshi, G., andYanoJshy,
Natl Acad Sci. USA 76:5521,1979.

their codons.

region to produce a short l40-nucleotide transcript. In the absence of tryptophan,
the attenuator region has no effect on transcription, and the entire polycistronic
mRNA of the five structural genes is synthesized. Therefore, at both operator and
attenuator, tryptophan exefis the same general influence. At the operator it participates in repressing transcription, and at the artenuator it participares in stopping
transcription by those RNA polymerases rhat have escaped repression. It has been
estimated that attenuation has about a l0-fold effect on transcription of the tryptophan structural genes. When multiplied by the 70-fold effect of derepression ar the
operator, about a 700-fold range exists in the level at which the tryptophan operon
can be transcribed.
The mechanism by which transcription is terminated at the attenuator site is a
marvelous example of the cooperative, linked interaction between transcription and
translation that can occur in bacteria to achieve the desired amount of a given
mRNA. The tryptophan leader peptide (Figure 8.9) of 14 residues conrains two adjacent tryptophans in positions l0 and 11. This is unusual because tryptophan is a
relatively rare amino acid in E. coli. These two try?tophan codons also provided an
early clue that tRNAtP is involved in arrenuation. lf the tryptophan in the cell is
low, the amount of the charged tryptophanyl-tRNAt'P will also be low and the ribosomes may be unable to translate through the two tryptophan codons of the
leader peptide region. Therefore they will srall at this place in the leader RNA
sequence.

The RNA sequence of the attenuator region can adopt several possible secondary stmctures (Figure 8.10). The position of the ribosome within the leader pepridecoding sequence determines the secondary structure that will form. This secondary
structure, in tum, is recognized (or sensed) by the RNA polymerase that has jusr

transcribed through the leader peptide-coding region and ls now located a small
distance downstream. The RNA secondary structure that forms when a ribosome is
not stalled at the tryptophan codons is a termination signal for the RNA polymerase.
Under these conditions the cell does not need to make rryptophan, and transcription stops after the slmthesis of a l40-nucleotide transcript, which is quickly degraded. On the other hand, the secondary srructure that results when the ribosomes
are stalled at the tryptophan codons is not recognized as a termination signal, and
transcription continues into the trpE gene.

Transcription Attenuation ls a Ceneral Mechanism of Control in
Operons for Amino Acid Biosynthesis
Tianscription attenuation does not occur in eukaryotic organisms because transcription (in the nucleus) and translation (in the cytoplasm) take place in different

C Proc.
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FICURE B.1O

Schematic model for attenuation in the tryptophan operon of E. coli.
(a) Under conditions of excess tryptophan, the ribosome (green sphere) translating the
newly transcribed leader RNA slrrthesizes rhe complete leader pepride. During this s)nrhesis the ribosome binds to regions I and 2 of the RNA and prevents formation of stem and

loop

I-2 or2-3. Stemandloop3-4will befreeroformandsignaltheRNApolynerase

molecule (not shown) to terminate transcription. (b) Under conditions of tryptophan starvation, try?tophanyl-rRNAr'p will be limiting, and the ribosome will stal1 ar rhe adjacenr rry?tophan codons at the beginning of region I in rhe leader peptide-coding region. Because
region 1 is bound to the nbosomes, stem and loop 2-3 will form, excluding formation o[
stem and loop 3-4, which is requrred as the signal for transcription termination. Therefore
RNA poll,rnerase continues transcription into the structural genes (c) Under conditions rn
which the leader peptide is nor translared, stem and loop I-2 forms, preventing formation
o[ stem and loop 2-3, and thereby permitting formation of stem and loop 3-4. This signals
transcription termination.
Repinted with permission Jrom Oxender, D L , Zurawshi, G , and YanoJshy, C Proc Natl Acad Sci USA
76:5524, 1979

cellular compartmenls separated by the nuclear membrane. Thus a direct link between the processes of transcription and transla[ion cannot be utilized as a form of
gene regulation in eukaryotes. Attenuation is a common phenomenon in bacterial
gene expression and occurs in at least six other operons that code for enz).rynes ca[alyzing amino acid blosprthetic parhways. Figure 8.11 shows the leader peptide
sequences specified by each of these operons. In each, the leader pepride contains
several codons for the amino acid product of the bioslmthetic parhway. The mosr
extreme case is the I6-residue leader pepride encoded in the histidine operon rha[
contains seven contiguous histidines. Slarvation for histidine results in a decrease
in [he amount of histldinyl-tRNAhi' and a dramatic increase in transcription of rhe
his operon. The nucleotide sequence of the at[enuator region suggests that ribosome

his
pheA

Begulatory
amino acids

Leader peptide sequence

Operon

Met-Thr-Arg-Val-Gln-Phe-Lys
Met-Lys-His-lle-Pro

Ala

Thr

Ser-

thr

Met-Lys-Arg

leu

Met-Ser-His{le-Val-Arg-Phe-Thr-Gly

ilv

Met-Thr-Ala

Arg

Hs

Pro-Asp
Pro

Phe

Gty-Asn-Gty-Ata-Gty

Se

Asn-Ala-Phe-lle-Val-Arg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Val-Gly-Gly-lle-Gln-His

Se

Pro-pro-Cys-Gty-Ala-Ala cty-Arg-Gty-Lys-Ata

Thr

lle

Leu

Leu, Val, lle

FIGURE 8.11

Leader peptide sequences specified by biosynthetic operons ofE.
coli.

of the leader peptide sequences contain multiple copies of amino
acid(s) slrrthesizedby enzyrnes coded for by that operon
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stalling at the histidine codons also influences the formation of alternate hairpin
loops, one of which resembles a termination hairpin followed by several U residues
In contrast Lo the trp operon, transcription of the his operon is regulated primarily
by attenuation; it does not possess an operator that is recognizedby a repressor protein. Instead, the ribosome acts rather like a positive regulator protein, similar to
the cAMP-CAP complex discussed with the lac operon. lf the ribosome is bound

to (i.e., stalled at) the a[tenuator site, then transcription of the downstream stmctural genes is enhanced. If the ribosome is not bound, then transcription of these
genes is greatly reduced

Tianscription of some of the other operons shown in Figure 8 I I can be attenuated by more [han one amino acid For example, the thr operon is attenuated
by threonine or isoleucine; the ilv operon by leucine, valine, or isoleucine. This effect can be explai.ned in each case by stalling of the rlbosome at the corresponding
codon, which, in turn, interferes with the formation of a termination hairpin. It is
possible that in the longer leader peptides, stalling at more than one codon is necessary [o achieve maximal transcription through the attenuation region.
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of Ribosomal Proteins ls
Regulated in a Coordinated Manner

Synthesis

Many bacterial operons possess [he same general regulatory mechanisms as the lac,
trp, and his operons, as discussed in Section 8.4. However, each operon has evolved

its own distinctive quirks. One interesting example concerns the struc[ural

genes

for the 70 or more proteins that comprise a ribosome (Figure 8.12). Each ribosome
contains one copy of each ribosomal protein (except for protein L7-L12, which is
probably present in four copies). Therefore all 70 proteins are required in equimo1ar amounts, and i[ makes sense lhat their syrthesis is regulated in a coordinated
fashion. Six different operons, containing aboul one-half of the ribosomal protein
genes, occur in two major gene ciusters. One cluster conlains four adjacent operons (Spc, SI0, str; and a), and the olher cluster has two operons (LlI and nf)located elsewhere in the E. coli chromosome. There is no obvious pattern in distribution of the genes among [hese operons Some operons contain genes for proteins
of just one ribosomal subunit; o[hers code for proteins of both subunits. In addition [o s[ruc[ural genes for ribosomal proteins, these operons also contain genes for
other (related) proteins. For example, the str operon contains genes for soluble
translation elongation factors, EF-Tu and EF-G, as well as genes for some proteins in the 30S ribosomal subunit. The a operon contains genes for proteins of 30S
and 50S ribosomal subunits plus a gene for the o subunit of RNA polymerase. The
ril operon has genes for the B and B' subunits of RNA poll.rnerase and genes for
ribosomal proteins

Operon

Regulator
Protein

spc

S8

sl0

L4

str
0

S7
S4

Ll1

L1

rl

L10

Proteins specified by the operon

L1

4-L24-L5-S1 4-S8-L6-L1 8-S5-L1 5-L30

s1 0-L3-L2-L4-L23-S
S1

1

9-122-S3-S1

2-57-EF.G-EF.Tu

S13-S1 1-S4-cr-L17
L1

L1

1

-L1

0-17-p-p',

7 -L1

6-L29

FICURE 8.12

Operons containing genes flor ribosomal proteins E. coli.
Genes for the protein components of the smal1 (S) and large (L) rlbosomal subunits of E. coli are clustered on several operons. Some of these
operons also contain genes for RNA poll,rnerase subunits a, B, and B' .
and protein s),nthesis factors EF-G and EF-Tu At least one of the protein products of each operon usually regulates expression of that operon
(see text).
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Common to the six ribosomal operons is that their expression is regulared by
one of their own structural gene products; that is, they are self-regulated. The precise mechanism for this self-regulation varies considerably with each operon and is

not yet completely understood. In some cases, regulation occurs at the level of
translation, not transcription as discussed for the lac and t,? operons. After the
polycistronic mRNA is made, the "regulatory" ribosomal protein binds to this
mRNA and determines which regions, i[ any, are translated. In general, the ribosomal protein that regulates expression of its own operon, or part of its own operon,
ls a protein that is associated with one of the ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) in the intact
ribosome. This ribosomal protein has a high affiniry for the rRNA and a lower affinity for one or more regions o[ its own mRNA. Therefore a competition between the
rRNA and the operon's mRNA for binding with the ribosomal protein occurs. As
the ribosomal protein accumulates to a higher level than the free rRNA, it binds to
its own mRNA and prevents initiatlon of protein synthesis at one or more of the
coding sequences on [his mRNA (Figure 8.13). As more ribosomes are formed, the
excess of this particular ribosomal protein is used up and transla[ion of its mRNA
can begin again.

Stringent Response Controls Synthesis of rRNAs and tRNAs
Bacteria respond in several ways [o emergency situations, that is, times of extreme
general stress. One of these situations is when the bacterium does not have a sufficient pool of amino acids to maintain protein syr:thesis. Under these conditions
the cell invokes the stringent response, a mechanism that reduces the synthesis of
the rRNAs and tRNAs about 20-fold. This response places many of the activities
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FIGURE 8.13

Self-regulation of ribosomal protein synthesis.
If free IRNA is not available for assembly of new ribosomal subunits, individual ribosomal proteins bind to

polycistronic mRNA from their own operon, blocking

further trans]ation.
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within the cell on hold until conditions improve. The mRNAs are less affected, but
rhere is also about a threefold decrease in their s).nthesis
The stringent response is triggered by the presence of an uncharged IRNA in
the A site of the ribosome. This si[uation occurs when the concentration of the
corresponding charged IRNA is very low. The first result, of course, is that further
peptide elongation by the ribosome stops. This event causes a protein called the
stringent factor, the product of the relA gene, to synthesize guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) and guanosine pentaphosphate (pppGpp), from AfP and GTP or
GDP as shown in Figure 8.14.

Stringent factor is loosely associated with some, but not all, ribosomes of the
cell. Perhaps a conformational change in the ribosome is induced by the occupation of the A site by an uncharged IRNA, which, in [urn, ac[ivates the associated
stringent factor. The exacl functions of ppGpp and pppGpp are not known. However, [hey seem to inhibit transcription initiation of the rRNA and IRNA genes. In
addition, they affect transcription of some operons more than others.

AMP
I

Y

Blocks rRNA and IHNA
synthesis

FICURE 8.14

Stringent control of protein s),nthesis in E.
coli.
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Transposons Are Mobile Segments

of DNA

So far we have discussed regulation of bacterial genes with fixed locations in the
chromosome. Their positions relative to the neighboring genes do not change. The
vast majodty of bacterial genes are of this t1pe. In fact, the genetic maps of E. coli
and Salmonella typhimuium are quite similar, indicating the lack of much evolutionary movement of most genes within bacterial chromosomes. A class of bacterial genes exis[s, however, in which newly duplicated gene copies 'Jump" from one

genomic si[e to another with a frequency of abour 10 7 per genera[ion, the same
rale as for spontaneous point mutations. These mobile segments of DNA containing these genes are called transposable elements or transposons (Figure 8.15).
Regulation of genes within bacterial transposons has several interesting fleatures;
some control [he presence and transposition of the transposon itself, whereas others, usually antibiotic resistance genes, can provide the bacterium with a selective
advantage against other bacteria.
Transposons were firsL detected as rare insertions of foreign DNA into structural genes in bacterial operons. Usually, these insertions interfere with expression
of the structural gene into which they have inserted and all downs[ream genes of
the operon. This is not surprising since they can potentially destroy the translatlon
reading frame, introduce transcription termination signals, affect the mRNA stability, and so on. Many [ransposons and the sites into which they insert have been isolated using recombinant DNA techniques and have been extensively characterized.
Transposons vary tremendously in length. Some consist of a few thousand base
pairs and con[ain only two or three genes; others are many thousands of base pairs
long, containing several genes. Sometimes, small transposons can occur within a
large transposon. A11 active transposons contain at least one gene that codes for a
transposase, an enzyrne required for the transposition or 'Jumping" event. Often
they contain genes that code for resistance [o antibiotics or heavy metals. Most
transpositions involve generation of an additionai copy of the transposon and insertion of this copy into ano[her location. The original transposon copy is the same
after the duplication as before; that is, the donor copy is unaffected by insertion of
its duplicate into the recipient site Transposons contain short inverted terminal
repeat sequences that are essen[ial for the insertion mechanism and are often used
to define the two boundaries of a transposon. The multiple target sites into which
most transposons can insert seem to be fairly random in sequence; other transposons
have a propensity for insertion at specific "hot spots." The duplicated [ransposon
can be located in a different DNA molecule than its donor. Frequently, transposons
are found on plasmids that pass from one bacterial s[rain to another and are the

During extreme amino acid starvation, an
uncharged IRNA in the A site of the ribosome
activales the reLA protein to synthesize ppcpp
and pppGpp, which are involved in decreasing
transcription o[ the genes coding for rRNAs and
tRNAs

Transposon

#

Genes that code for
transposition and antibiotic
resistances

FIGURE 8.15
General structure o[ transposons.
Transposons are reiatively rare mobile segments
of DNA that contain genes coding for their own
rearangement and (usually) genes that speclfy
resistance to various antibiotics.
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Transmissible Multiple Drug Resistance
Pathogenlc bactena are becoming increasingly resistant to a large
number ol antibiotics. This is viewed with alarm by many physicians.
Many cases have been documented in which a bacterial strain in a patient being treated with one antibiotic suddenly became resistant to
that anribiotic and, simultaneously, to several other antibiotics even
though the bacterial strain had never previously been exposed to
rhese other antibiotics. This occurs when the bacteria suddenly acquire from another bacterial strain a plasmid that contains several

different transposons, each containing one or more antibiotic resistance genes. Examples include the genes encoding B-lactamase, which

inactivates penicillins and cephalosporins, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, which inactivates chloramphenicol, and phosphotransferases that modify aminoglycosides such as neomycin and gentamicin

Neu,

HC

The crisis in antibiotic resistance. Science 257:1064,1992

source of a suddenly acquired resistance to one or more antibiotics by a bacterium
(see CIin. Corr. 8.1).
As for bacterial operons, each transposon or set of transposons has its own distinctive characteristics The well-charac[erized transposon fn3 is discussed as an
example of their general properties.

Transposon In3 Contains Three Structural Cenes
Transposon Tn3 contains 4957 bp including 38 bp at one end that occur as an
inver[ed repeat at the other end (Figure 8.16). Three genes are presen[ in Tlr3. One
gene codes for the enz)rrne B-lactamase, which hydrolyzes ampicillin and renders
the cell reslstan[ to this antibiotic. The orher rwo genes, tnpA and tnpR, code for a
transposase and a repressor protein, respectively The transposase contains 1021
amino acids and binds to single-stranded DNA. Ir recognizes the repetitive ends of
[he transposon and participates in the cleavage of the recipient site into which the
new Lransposon copy inserls The tnfR gene product is a protein of 185 amino
acids. In its role as a repressor it controls transcrip[ion of both the transposase
gene and ils own gene. The tnpA and tnpR genes are transcribed divergently from
a 163-bp control region iocated between the two genes that is recognized by the repressor. The tnpR product also participates in the recombination process that results
in the insertion of the new transposon but does not affect transcription of the ampi-

cillin resistance
Mu[ations

gene.

in the

transposase gene generally decrease the frequency of Tn3
transposi[ion. Mutations that des[roy the repressor funclion of the tnpR product
cause an increased frequency of transposition. These mutations derepress the tnpA

l

Transposase

I
I

lnverted-repeat
terminus

lnverted-repeat
terminus

FIGURE 8.16

Functional components of the transposon fn3.
Genetic and DNA sequence analyses show there are at least four klnds of regions: the
inverted repeat termini; a gene for the enzyme BJactamase, which confers resistance [o
ampicillin and related anribiotics; a gene encoding an enzyme required for transpositron
(transposase); and a gene for a repressor protein that controls transcription o[ the genes for
the transposase and the repressor itself. Horizontal arrows indicate direction in which DNA
of various regions is transcribed
RedrawnJromCohen,s N andshapiro,l A Sci Am 242:40,1980 W.H FreemanandCompany,
Copyright @ 1980

cENE

in more molecules of the transposase, which enhances the formation of more duplicated transposon copies. They also derepress the tnpR gene, but
since the repressor is inactive, this has no effect on the system.
gene, resulting

The transposons located on bacterial plasmids are of increasing importance in
the clinical use of antibiotics. Bacterial plasmids that have not been altered flor experimental use usually contain genes that facilitate their transfer from one bacterium
to another. As the plasmids transfer (e.g., between different infecting bacterial
strains), their transposons con[aining antibiotic resistance genes are moved into
new bacterial strains. Once inside a new bacterium, the transposon can be duplicated onto the chromosome and become permanently established in that cell's lineage. The result is that more and more pathogenic bacterial strains have become resistant to an increasing number of antibiotics.

8.7

I

GENE EXPRESSTON rN EUKARYOTES

in prokaryotes, gene transcription in eukaryotic organisms is regulated to provide the appropriate response to biological needs. However, especially in multicelIular organisms, de[ermination of developmental cell fate and expression of specialized genes by specific cell tlpes are also regulated transcriptionally. Some genes
(so-called housekeeping genes) are expressed in most cells, other genes are activated
upon demand, and still other genes are rendered permanently inactive in all but a
few cell t)?es. In eukaryotic cells the nuclear membrane sewes as a barrier that selectively allows some proteins access to DNA while keeping others in the cytosol.
Thus one of the differences between the regulation of gene expression in humans
and most prokaryotic organisms is the specialized activation and inactivation of
As

some genes

in differentiated

cells.

While in bacteria one RNA polymerase is responsible for transcription of all
RNAs (IRNA, rRNA, and mRNA ), in eukaryotic organisms the task is divided
among three different RNA polymerases (see p. 2i0). RNA polymerase I transcribes the rRNA genes, RNA polymerase II the protein-encoding genes whose
transcripts become the mRNAs, and RNA polymerase III the genes for tRNAs and
for most other small RNAs. Akhough some principles for eukaryotic gene activation and control are applicable for all three RNA polymerases, in this section [he
focus will be on transcription by RNA polymerase n. RNA polpnerase II is comprised of a[ least ten different subunils, ranging in size from l0 to 220 kDa. Some
of the subunits found in RNA polynerase II are also part of the RNA polymerase I
and III complexes, while others are unique to RNA polymerase II. The largest subunit of RNA poly.rnerase II has, depending on the species, as many as 52 repeats of
the amino acid motif PTSPSYS in its C-terminal region (or its CTD for C-terminal
domain). One of the distinguishing features of rhese repeats is that the threonines
(T), serines (S), and tyrosine (Y) can be phosphorylated.
To better understand the regulation of transcription in eukaryotes it is useful to
recall the organization of DNA into chromatin and the role of modification of DNA,
specifically methylation of the DNA bases, on gene activation. In addition, we'll consider how RNA polyrnerase Il is positioned at the appropriate spot in the promoter
of a gene to transcribe that gene by the formation of a preinitiation complex that involves the assembly of general transcription factors (TFs) with RNA poll,rnerase
IL Next, we'll look at how specific gene activity can be regulated through the use of
enhancers, transcription factor binding sites, and RNA pollmerase assembly
sites. Finally, we will discuss the activation of transcription by specific transcription
factors, some of their general charac[eristics, and how they are regulated.

Eukaryotic DNA Is Bound by Histones to Form Chromatin
Segments of eukaryotic DNA are wrapped around octamers of histone proteins
that contain two molecules each of histone H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 to florm
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nucleosomes (see p. 68). The associalion of the histones with rhe DNA is by electrostatic interac[ions beLween a large number of positively charged lysine residues
and the negatively charged phosphodiester backbone of DNA. ln mosr cells histone
Hl or H5 binds when rhe octamer-DNA associarion is established. The length of
DNA associated with each octamer has been esrima[ed by its differential accessibility of DNA to various nucleases About 200 bp of DNA make up a singie nucleosomal unit, with about 130-160 bp in direct conracr with the ocramer core. Some of
the remaining DNA binds his[ones Hl and H5 and rhe rest is the linker DNA between nucleosomes. Although the histone octamer-DNA interaction is not sequencespecific, some sequence-dependent patterns of association have been noted. when,
for inslance, the double-stranded DNA helix bends because of the presence of an AT rich region, the minor groove of the helix faces on the inside of a nucleosome core
particle. on the contrary in G-C rich regions [he minor groove faces away from rhe
histone octamer core. Despite these tendencies, there is not, as yet, any clear way to
predicg which specific sequences within a DNA duplex region will end up with rhe
major and minor grooves on the outside of the nucleosome complex. This positioning is important because assembly of the transcription initiation complex and
binding of other proteins that influence gene expression need access to [he grooves
in the DNA duplex. sequence-specific interactions occur via hydrogen bonds formed
between the edges of the paired bases of the DNA that face rhe major or minor
groove. When DNA is wrapped around a hisrone ocramer, the specific DNA sequences that transcription factors bind to may be occluded. It does not take the
complete removal of DNA flrom the nucleosome to allow access to specific sequences.
By rolling the DNA helix so that there is, for instance, a 5-bp shifi in rhe association of the DNA with the histone octamer, different major and minor groove contacts can be made available on the ourer surface of the nucleosome (Figure 8.I7).

FIGURE 8.,I7
Access to specific sequences in major and minor grooves of the DNA depends on
nucleosome positioning.
(a) DNA wrapped around the core histone octamer of two moiecules each of histone
H2A,ll.2B, H3, and H4 is called rhe nucleosome core parricle. Under most condirions
histone Hl or H5 (not shown) associates with DNA where the wrap around the histone octamer begins. DNA between nucleosome core particles is called linker DNA.
when exposed to agents like micrococcal nuclease, Iinker regions are more accessibre
than DNA wrapped around the histone core pafticle. (b) Within the nucleosome, rhe
side of the helix facing away from the histone core is accessible, but the side facing in
is not. If we rotate the helix with respect to the histone core of a nucleosome and fol1ow the position of the same five base pairs, access to the major and minor grooves for
other interactions ls dependent on whether the base pair is on the inside or the outside of the wrapped nucleosome core particle.
Redrawn from wolfJe, A P Chromarin: srrucrure and Function, 3rd ed New yorh: Acadtmic press,
1998
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FICURE B.1B

Strength of histone DNA association is modified by acetylation of lysine residues in
the N-terminus of histone proteins.
Histones that make up the core octamer have a number of lysine residues that, by virtue of
thetr posirively charged side group, can promote interac[ion with the negati\.e]y charge
phosphodiester linkages ol DNA. The modlflcation of the lyslnes by acetylation replaces the
positive charge wlth a neutral acetyl group (shown in red in (a)) and weakens the electrostatic interaction between the octamer core and the DNA This process is reversible (b), and
the acetylation and deacetylation of histones provides a way to loosen or tighten chromatin
structure
Rtdrawn Jrom V/o$e,

A

P Sci

Med 6:28,

1999

Genes that are not transcribed within a particular cel1 form highly condensed
heterochromatin. In conrrast, transcriptionally active regions of DNA have a less
condensed, more open s[ruc[ure. At least part of this difference is due to posttranslational modification of hr.stones. The acetylation of the ,-amino group of the
lysine residues near lhe N-termini of histones reduces the positive charge carried
by the histones and thus weakens the electrostatic altraction between the hi.stones
and the DNA. In general, the acetylation of hisrones leads to rhe activarion of gene
expression, while the deacerylation of histones reverses the effect. Acerylation of histones, and the subsequent repositioning of the nucleosome by the destabilization of
histone DNA interactions, is important in providing sequence-specific access to
DNA (Figure 8 18).
The relative position of a nucleosome can also be influenced by rhe SWVSNF
complex, first identified and best characterized in the yeast S. cerevisiqe and named
after mating type switching and sucrose nonfermenting strains. This complex of
about ten proteins interacls with the C-terminal domain of the large subunit of RNA
polymerase II. Its function is [o disrupt nucleosomal arrays in an AfP-dependent
manner. The result is to open regions of DNA for lnteraction with transcription factors and thus facilitate gene activation. There are fewer SWVSNF complexes in the
cell than genes being transcrlbed, suggesting that the SWVSNF complex acrs in a
catalytic manner (see C1in. Corr. 8.2).

activation and inactivation of gene expression.
Two major enzymes responsible for acetylation
of histones in mammalian cells are the acetyltransferases p300 and CBP p300 was named
for its molecular mass and CBP stands for
CREB binding protein, with CREB being a transcription factor that is a cAMP regulatory-element binding protein These acetyltransferases
allow activation o[ appropnate genes rn association with CREB and other transcription factors, Ieading to the opening o[ chromatin structure through the weakening of histone-DNA
rnteractl0ns.

Rubinstein-Taybi slmdrome, characterized by mental retardation and other developmental abnormalities, is caused by sequence
mutations in the CBP gene, Alterations identified include point mutations, small delerions,
and rearrangements. More severe developmental defects correspond to more substantial mu-

tations The complete ioss of the CBP gene
product is probably lethal.
Petrij, E, Gi1es, R. H , Dauwerse, H G, er al Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome caused by mutations in the

transcrrptional co-activator CBP Nature 376.348,
1995; and Wolffe, A P The cancer-chromatin connection 5ci. Med 6:28, 1999

Methylation of DNA Correlates with lnactivation of Cenes
Methylation in human DNA centers on the formarion of 5-methylcytosine (Figure 8 19) from cytosine in the sequence CG on both strands. About 70ob ol CG
sequences in human DNA are methylared. Methylarion is implicated in the
imprinting of genomic DNA. In DNA imprinting rhe differenr methylation parterns of DNA inherited from the sperm or egg correlate with choice of allelic expression. Methylation patterns are conserved after replication by the action of
hemimethylase (which methylates only one of the two strands conraining the CG),
although a de noyo methylase must also exist. At present only the hemimethylase

Cytosine

5-methylcytosine

H-*.H

has been identified

A terminology often encountered in the DNA methylation literature rs "CG isIands" or "CG-rich regions." The sequence CG is underrepresen[ed in the genome.
The underrepresentation is likely due to the accumulation, over many generatlons,
ol C to T transitions caused by the deamination of 5-methylcytosine. Mainlenance

FIGURE 8.19

The most common methylated base in
humans is 5-methyl cytosine.
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FIGURE B.2O

Methylation of DNA leads to altered gene
activity.
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In order for most genes to be maximally transcribed, transcription factors recognize and bind
to specific sequences of DNA in the promoter
region. Their interaction with the DNA and the
general transcription lactors in the RNA polymerase II rnitiation complex leads to the expression of a gene. Methylation of DNA, specifically
the formation of 5-methyl cytosine, provides a
new target for protein-DNA interaction. The
association of 5-methyl cytosine DNA-binding
proteins with methylated DNA may block the
ability of other transcription factors to find and
bind to DNA This inhibition is usuaily not
through the sequence-specific competition for
DNA binding, but rather by steric hrndrance
Redrawn from Alberts, B, Bray, D, Lewis, J, RalJ, M,
Roberts, K.,
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andWatson,I Molecular Biology of the Cell

New Yorh: Garland Publishing, 1994.
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of CGs are presumably due to selective pressure to maintain a regulatory region,
and CG islands are most commonly found in gene promoter regions.
Methylation of DNA often correlates with lack of transcriptional activity This
is thought to be mediated by proteins thar recognize and bind methylared DNA,
which prevents the binding of transcriplion factors. Methylation of DNA correlates
with the deacetylation of histones, providing rwo differenr means of repression of
transcription at a specific location (Figure 8.20).
Hypermethylation of DNA is a common fealure in cells of cancerous [issue.
There is increasing evidence that methylation occurs in genes encoding pro-

teins that would direct abnormally dividing cells into programmed celi dearh
(apoptosis). Conversely, in mammalian totipotent and pluripotent cells, such as a
fertilized egg and cells of the very early embryo, DNA undergoes fairly global
demethylation.

a.a

I rnuNrnATtoN coMpLEx tN EUKARyoTES:
TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS, RNA
POLYMERASE II, AND DNA

Unlike bacterial RNA poly'rnerase, eukaryotic RNA polymerase Il does not undergo
sequence-specific binding to eukaryotic promoters. Rather, an ini[iation complex is
formed through the initial contact of the promoter with the general transcription
factor TFIID. TFIID is one of at least six general transcription factors (TFIIA,
TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIE, and TFIIH) that are required for basal transcriprion
by RNA polymerase II. The nomenclature of these [ranscription fac[ors (TF) reflects
the fact that they are involved in the assembly of the RNA poll.rnerase II preinitiaLion complex (Table 8.I).
TFIID is a multisubunit complex that con[ains the protein TBP (TAIA binding protein) and a number of different TAFs (TBP-associared/actors). TFIID's contact with the DNA is via the binding of TBP in rhe minor groove of the DNA at a

PREINITIATION COMPLEX lN EUKARYOTES: TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS, RNA POLYMERASE ll, AND

TABLE

8.1

General Transcription Factors Found in Eukaryotes
Mass (hDa)

Number of Subunits
TFIID

I

TBP

3B

tz

TAFs

I5-250

TFlIA

3

t2,

TFIIB
TFIIE
TFIIF

I

I5

2

34, 57

2

TFITH

9

30,74
35-89

Sourre: Roeder,

R G I'ends

Biocherm

Sci

2l:

19

. 35

329, 1996

consensus sequence ca11ed the TATA box, u.hich is about 27 bp upstream ol the
transcription start site The -|AIA box must be accessible to TFIID, so, as mentioned above, it cannot be on the inner face ol a nucleosome core particle if the
preinitiation complex is to lorm Interaction ol TBP wirh the DNA causes a large
distortion ln the DNA duplex (Figure 8 21) TBP was originally rhought ro have
an irreplaceable role in the transcription of all RNA polymerase genes, bur the recent identifica[ion of fLF (TBP-like /actor) suggesrs rhat for some genes an a]rernate protein serves the same funclion. Binding to the TATA box by TBP dlrects assembly of the preinitiation complex by ordered addition of ser.eral general
[ranscriplion factors and RNA polymerase II (Figure 8.22) As menrioned earlier,

FICURE 8.21

The TATA binding protein (TBP) has been cocrystallized with DNA.
fhe first step in forming the transcnption complex rhat will allow RNA polymerase
il-mediated gene transcription ls the associatron ol the general transcription facror TFIID
r'vith DNA In most cases, the interaction rs mediared through one protein of the TFIIDprotein corrplex, TBII u.hich binds to DNA through contacrs wirh rhe sequence TATA The
cocrystallization of TBP with DNA allows a closer look at the interaction that occurs and
rndicates that the blnding of TBP introduces a signrficant bend in the DNA Included in rhe
figure are two other general transcription factors, TFIIA and TFIIB, neither of which are
involved in the initial contact r,r'ith DNA TFIIA binds to TBP and stabilizes the TBP-DNA
interaction TFI]B binds to TBP and leads to the recruitment of RNA poll.merase 1l to the
grorving complex and is involved in identifrcation of the transcription start site See Flgure
9 27 , p 391, for another r,lew o[ rhe TATA-binding prorern
Rtproductd.[romVoet,D ,Voet,] , andPratt, C W Fundamentals oIBiochemistr)r Ne)i, Yurh: Wiir1,, 7999
Refi'nteil by pe rmi.ssion
r l,tnircrui4,.
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FIGURE 8.22

Formation of the initiation cornplex for genes transcribed with RNA polymerase II is
ordered.
Many of the current models of initiation complex assembly include the following steps.
(a) The promoter region of a gene with a TATA box before TFIID binding. (b) TFIID,
which includes TBP, binds at the TATA box and bends the DNA. (c) The DNA-TFIID
complex serves as a coordination site for binding other general transcription factors.
The TFIID complex associates with TFIIA and TFIIB. TFIIA serves to stabilize the
TFIID-DNA interaction, and TFIIB provides an appropriate interaction site for the
binding of RNA polymerase II (d) TFIIF and RNA polymerase Il join the complex. At
this stage the carboy-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase Il is unphosphorylated. TFIIF is thought to destabilize nonspecific RNA polymerase II-DNA interactions,
thus targeting the RNA polymerase II to the growing initiation complex (e) Two additional generai transcription factors join the complex. TFIIE recruits TFIIH to the complex. TFIIH has helicase, ATPase, and kinase activity. TFIIH is though to have roles
in transient opening of the DNA to provide a single-stranded template for RNA polymerase to copy, and also in the phosphorylation of the CTD of RNA polymerase II,
which is required for the poiymerase [o leave the initiation complex and facilitate

transcription.
RedrawnfromVoet,D.,Voet,J.,andPratt,C WFundamentalsof BiochemisrryNewYorh:Wtley,
1999
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the large subuni[ of RNA poll.rnerase II has a C-terminal domain (CTD) containing the repeating amino acid sequence PTSPSYS. The entry of RNA poll,rnerase II
into the preinitiation complex only occurs when its CTD is not phosphorylated.
However, [he movement of RNA polymerase lI away from the assembly site is correlated w.ith the phosphorylation of CTD. Thus the assembly of rhe preiniriarion
complex does not ensure transcription; further signaling, such as phosphorylation,
mus[ occur for transcription to begin.
The formation of the prei.ni.tiation complex allows the AfP-dependent helicase
activity associated with TFIIH to open the two srrands of the DNA, providing a
template for the subsequent elongation phase of RNA sl,nthesis. TFIID then remains behlnd, still bound to the TATA box, to promote the assembly of additional
preinitiation complexes; TFIIF continues along with RNA polpnerase II during
elongation phase but the oLher general transcription factors dissociate from the
elongation complex.

Eukaryotic Promoter and Other Sequences
that I nfluence Transcription
Promoters of eukaryotic genes [ranscribed by RNA polyrnerase II are operationally
defined as those sequences thaL influence the initiation of gene transcription. The

hallmark of eukaryotic promoters is the utilization of multiple transcription factor
binding sites to regulate gene activity. ln general, these binding sites are relatively
close to the TATA box that marks rhe site of assembly of the preinitiation complex.
Other consensus sequences are often found in eukaryotic promoters, including the
CAAT and GC boxes Ghe GC box reflers ro a consensus sequence of GGGCGG)
(Figure 8.23). The exacr position of the CAAT box and rhe exact positions, orien[a[ion and number of GC boxes varies with the promoter. These sequences (like the
TAIA box) are present in mos[ but not all promoters. The CAAf box seryes as a
binding site for several different transcription facrors, including NFl. The placement of multiple GC boxes provides multiple sites where the transcriprion factor
SPI can bind. The presence of a CAAf box is usually taken as an indicator of a
strong promoter, and the GC box is characteristic of many housekeeping genes.
The binding of transcription faclors to other sequences in promoters is influenced either by the presence of a signaiing molecule, such as hormones associated
with steroid response transcription factors, or by phosphorylation of amino acid
side groups. DNA sequences tha[ bind to such [ranscription factors are often referred to as response elements. In addition, binding sites in promoters of some
genes are used by transcription fac[ors unique to specific tlssues or that appear at
developmenlally specific times. The relative effectiveness of the regularory sequences found in promoters is dependent on their orien[ation or directionality and
may be diminished by altering lheir distance from the TATA box
An additional regulatory sequence associated with many eukaryotic cellular
and viral genomes is an enhancer. Enhancer elements also provide a binding site
for specific proteins that regulate transcrip[ion. However, they differ from promoter
sequences in two impor[ant respects. First, enhancers can be located many thousands of base pairs away from the site where the preinitiation complex is assembled

Transcription start site

E

= 1o nucleotides

TATA box

FICURE 8.23

DNA sequences in genes transcribed in eukaryotes typically contain a TATA box and
may contain a CAAT box, GC-rich regions (GC boxes), and multiple transcription fac-

tor binding sites not shown.
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and can occur ei[her upstream or downstream of the transcription start site Second,
the enhancer elemenL can act in either orientation. The existence of enhancer ele-

ments illustrates the spa[ia1 conslrainls imposed on transcription factors that bind
to DNA and coordinate interaction with the preinitia[ion complex, affecting initiation of transcription. Transcription factors that bind to response elements close to
the transcription initiation site may act directly with the initiation complex or
through [he use of proteins that make a bridge to the initiator complex. lt is quite
common for proteins influencing [ranscription [o serve this bridging function. However, in the case of enhancer elements, the linear distance between the enhancer and
the preinitiation complex may be very large. The transcription factors bound to enhancers are brought together with the preinitiation complex by looping of the DNA,
that is, the bending of the DNA to bring elements well separated on rhe iinear DNA
into close proximity This flexibility also helps to explain how the enhancer can acr
at a distance, and why the orientation of the enhancer sequence does not matter As
long as the protein binds to the enhancer, the proper alignment of the protein with
the preinitiation complex can be adjusted as the DNA loops back

Modular Design of Eukaryotic Transcription Factors
Eukaryotic transcription factors have multipie domains that carry out specific inleractions. These domains include DNA recogni[ion domains that participate in sitespecific binding and activation domains that con[act general transcr.iption factors,
RNA poll,rnerase I1, or other regulators of transcription. Other domains in many
[ranscrip[ion factors are dimerization domains that promote the formation of homodimers or heterodimers with another monomeric [ranscriplion factor and protein interaction domains rhat allow association with other proteins such as histone
acetylase. ln addition, many transcription factors have domains that bind to coactivators. Examples of coactiva[ors include steroid hormones and cAMP that, when
bound, change the ability of the transcription factor to either bind to DNA or serve
as an ac[iva[or. Akhough their overall amino acid sequence and composition
uniquely identify each transcription factor, the domains involved ln each acti\.ity
can be grouped into a few characteristic motifs.

Common Motifs in Proteins that lnteract
with DNA and Regulate Transcription
Several characteristic amino acid motifs are commonly found

in transcription

facLors

(trans-acting regulators). The motifs include helix-turn-helix (HTH), zinc finger, helix-loop-helix (HLH), and basic region-leucine zipper (bZIP) domains (see p. 387).
These motifs account for about 80o/o of known sequence-specific binding proteins.
Examples of helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif proteins include the lac[ose repressor of E. coli (see Section 8 3) and a group of developmentally important tran-

scription factors called homeodomain proteins. The homeodomain is the DNA
recognition portion of these transcription factors, and received l[s name because it
was characteristic of proteins required for segmen[ specification in fruit fly development. Mutations in the genes encoding these proleins lead to homeosis, where,
for ins[ance [he normal developmental identity o[ antennae may be altered, resulting in legs forming where the antennae should be. Homeodomain proteins have
[urned out to be key regulators in mammalian development as well. The HTH motif is about 20 amino-acids and is thus often a relatively small part of a much larger
protein. It is the domain within the protein that allows sequence-specific interaction with DNA. Within the motif the first seven amino-acids form one helix [o1Iowed by a four-amino-acid [urn and then a nine-amino-acid helix The nineamino-acid helix is the "recognition helix" that binds in a sequence-speclfic manner
in the major groove, while hydrophobic interactions between the seven-residue he1ix and one side of the ni.ne-residue helix stabilize the structure The rest of the protein may have allosteric sites that can be occupied by regulators of structure or regions that a11ow other protein-protein interactions (Figure 8.24 and p. 387).
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FIGURE 8.24

Helix-turn-helix proteins use one helix to bind in the major
groove while the other supports that binding through hydrophobic

interaction.
(a) HTH domain of a protein is tlpically about 20 amino acids. These
20 amino acids form two indMdual a-helices, joined by a nonhelical
turn. (b) The dimensions of the a-helix of the protein allow it to fit
into the major groove of the DNA helix The helix (green) that interacts directly with the DNA (the recognition helix) includes about nine
amino acids with side chains capable of forming hydrogen bonds with
specific bases that are exposed

helix (blue) in the HTH motif does not directly inreracr with DNA, but
stabilizes the binding of the recognition helix through hydrophobic
interactions. Thus both helices include amino acids, Iike valine or
leucine, that allow these hydrophobic interactions to occur.
Redrawn Jrom Alberts, B , Bray, D , Lewis,1., naJJ, M , Roberts, K,, andWatson, J
Moiecuiar Biology of the Cell. New Yorh: Garland Publishing, 1994

in the major groove. The second

Examples of zinc finger proteins include the general transcription facror
TFIIIA that binds to the promoters of RNA polpnerase Ill-transcribed genes, Spl
(which gives I0- to 20-fold stimulation of all genes with GC boxes), Gal4 in yeast,
and the steroid hormone receptor superfamily Different subclasses o[ zinc finger
proteins are defined by the specific amino acids that coordinate Zn binding. For instance, in TFIIIA two Cys and two His coordinate Zn binding and are in the C2H2
class, whereas the steroid hormone receptor transcription factors use four Cys for
eachZrr and are of the C, class. The zinc finger moriflbinds in the major grove of

the DNA in a sequence-specific manner, mediated by an a-helix formed on one side
of the finger region. As was seen with HLH proteins, the ability o[ an e-helix to fit
in the major groove with amino acid side chains forming hydrogen bonds with the
bases in the major groove is the basis for sequence-specific binding (See p 388).
The two classes of zinc flinger proteins have binding sites characterisric of the
way each class positions itself on DNA. For TFIIIA, sequential zinc fingers follow
the major groove, each forming hydrogen bonds with specific bases. Zinc finger
proteins of the C, class, such as the steroid hormone receptor transcription factors,
use one zinc finger to bind to DNA and a second in a manner reminiscent of the
HTH proteins The second zinc finger stabilizes the binding of the first finger by a
protein-protein interaction. The steroid hormone receptor transcription factors associate with DNA as dimers, and the binding site in the DNA reflecrs this by having
two palindromic "half-sites" spaced to accommodate the two DNA-binding fingers

formed by dimer formation (Figure 8.25).
Examples of basic region-leucine zipper (bZIP) proteins include fos, jun, and
CREB. The bZIP proteins are named for the periodic repeat of leucine residues in
an o-helix. These leucines form hydrophobic interactions with a second protein in
which a similar helix allows the formation of a dimer. Thus rhe leucine zipper refers
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FIGURE 8.25

Two different zinc finger motifs are found in transcription factors.
Although both zinc finger proteins use the coordinare binding of a Zn
molecule to assume their final structure, there are recognizable differences in the two major motifs that have been identified. (a) Borh classes take advantage of the formation of a-helical structure to form
domains that bind in the major groove o[ DNA Either two cysteines
and two histidines or four or more cysteines may coordinate binding
of Zt. (b) The C2H2 class includes proteins that may have many zinc
finger domains. Each a-helix from a zinc finger has the potential ro
bind in a sequence-specific manner to sites along the major groove.
The result may be a procession of protein-DNA inreractions, each
dependent on the particular arruy of amino acid side chains found in

each a-helical domain of the zinc finger protein. (c) Cx class of zinc
finger proteins commonly has two zinc finger domains The a-helix
from one zinc finger binds the DNA in the major groove, while the a-

helix in the other zinc finger supports that interaction by hydrophobic
interactions with the domain binding to the DNA. The Cx class of zinc
finger proteins normaliy binds DNA by forming dimers. Shown is the
interaction o[ the glucocorticoid receptor dimer, with each monomer
contacting the DNA. Zn molecules are indicated by spheres
Reproducedfromvoet,

D

andVoet, J. G , Biochemistry,2na ed , New Yorh: Wiley,
oJ John Wley and Sons lnc Part @) courtesy oJ C

1995. Repinted by permission
Pabo, MIT.

to the protein-protein interac[ion domain. The dimer formed can be a homodimer
or a heterodimer (Figure 8.26 and see p. 389.).
The DNA contact surface of the protein is a basic region, defined by the presence
of arginine and lysine. This basic region assumes the conformation of two a-helices
with a small break that allows the helices to flollow the major groove of the DNA. The
basic amino acids serve to stabilize the DNA-protein associa[ion through electrostatic
interactions between the positively charged amino acids and the negatively charged
DNA backbone. The binding site on the DNA is different when the bZIP protein acts
as a homodimer than when it is a heterodimer. Homodimers bind to a site that has
dyad symmetry whereas this s1,rnmetry is not found when heterodimers bind.

FIGURE 8.25

Leucine zipper proteins bind to DNA as dimers.
Leucine zipper proteins form dimers by virtue of the periodic placement of leucines along
an a-helix domain. These leucines form a hydrophobic face that will interact with the
hydrophobic face of a protein with an a-helix with simllarly placed leucines. The proteinprotein interaction domains are indicated in blue. The a-helical regions may conrinue
beyond the protein-protein interaction domain, allowing binding ro rhe major groove of
DNA (green). For homodimers, the DNA-binding site is characterized by two recognlzable
and s)rmmetric half sites
ModiJied.

from Alberts, B , Bray, D , Irwis, 1., Rajf , M , Roberts, K., and, Watson,
Yorh: GarlandPublishing 1994.
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active HLS homodimer

inactive HLS heterodimer

FIGURE 8.27

Transcription factor dimer formation is mediated through helix-loop-helix interactions.
The helix-1oop-helix motif brings together two monomers to form a dimer that binds to DNA
(a) Each monomer has two helices joined by a 1oop. One helix (blue) is used for proteinprotein interaction; the other (green) is used to bind the major groove of DNA. Thus the
dlmer consists of a four-helix bundle. If the dimer is formed by two identical monomers,
then the DNA-binding sites are expected to be very slmilar or identical; however, if the
monomers are different proteins (forming heterodimers), then the DNA-binding sites may be
unrelated. (b) When transcription factors bind as dimers, the presence of a truncated monomer
can prevent DNA blnding even in the presence of full-length monomers. For example, if the
protein dimerization hellx is made without the DNA-binding domain, the dimerization wirh
a full-length monomer produces a product unable to bind effectively to DNA
ModiJiedJromAlberts,B,Bray,D,Lewis,J,RalJ,M,Roberts,K,andWatson,J,MolecularBlologyofrhe

Cell New
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rh: Garland Publishing,
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The helix-loop-helix class of transcription factors includes myoD, myc, and
max. Two amphipathic a-helical segmen[s separated by an intervening loop characterize helix-loop-helix proteins. The helices are not responsible for DNA binding, as in the zinc finger proteins, but for dimerization with another protein. As was
described for the bZlP proteins, the dimers formed can be homo- or heterodimers.
The DNA-binding domains extend from helices [hat are involved in the proreinprotein interaction that forms the dimer. (Figure 8.27).
The s[ructures of helix-turn-helix, zinc fingers, bZI\ and helix-loop-helix proteins are described in detail in Secion 9.4, DNA Binding Proteins (p. 387).

As indicated above, a relatively smal1 region of a protein may be dedicated to sequence-specific binding of DNA, while other domains are involved in proteinprotein or ligand interactions Several characteristic activa[ion domains have been
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identified, including acidic domains wi[h a high concen[ration of amino acids with
acidic side chains, glutamine-rich domains, and proline-rich domains. Experimentally, overproduction of any of these domains by recombinant techniques, even
without their corresponding DNA-binding domain, can lead to the inappropriare
ac[ivation of transcription from a variety of genes. These domains appear to ac[ivare
transcription by increasing the rate of assembly of the preinitiation complex. Some

act through direct interaction with TFIID to enhance binding to the TAIA box,
while others interact \Mith TFIIB or TAFs that are part of the TFIID complex. Thus
the binding of multiple transcrip[ion factors [o a promoter may have a combinatorial
effect on the binding and assembly of the preinitiation complex. An important observation is that the activation domains of many transcription factors mediate their
regulatory effect on [he same proteins in the preinitiation complex. Thus, for many
transcripLion factors, specific-gene interacrion is linked to the placement of DNAbinding sites and not to protein-protein interactions unique to a specific gene.
A second way that transcription factors can regulate gene expression is by the
recrui[ment of other proteins to the promoter area. These proteins may not bind
DNA but can form a regulatory bridge between the transcription factor bound to
DNA and the initiation complex. Alternatively, the interacting protein may bring
chromatin modification enzymes, such as hlstone acetylase (e.g., the CBP/p300
complex) to specific genes Acetylation of histones loosens chromatin s[ructure.
Some regulated transcription factors that recruit the CBP/p300 complex, and rhe
molecules or events to whlch they respond, are CREB and cAMP, SPEBP and cholesterol, NF-xB and cytokines, and p53 and growth arrest. Although few rranscriprion
factors that reduce gene expression have been identified, they may act in several
ways. A negative factor may preemptively bind to rhe DNA, either specificaliy to the
same site as a positive factor or more globally, such as the negative effect of methyIated DNA-binding proteins. Alternatively, negative factors may inhibit binding or assembly of the preinitiation complex. Finally, negative facrors may bind to a positive
transcription factor to prevent its binding to DNA or to speed its degradation.

Regulating the Regulators
Tianscription factors themselves are regulated in a variety of ways. Probably the
simplest examples are those that are only sy'nthesizedby certain cells, or at specific
times in development. The presence or absence of the transcrip[ion factor determines activity Some factors are regulated by cofactor binding, which may either inhibit or stimulate their binding to DNA. For transcription flacrors that bind as
dimers or multimers, [he formation of nonproduc[ive homo- or heterodimer complexes can alter DNA binding and protein-protein inreracrions thar allow gene
activation. Posttranslational modification, such as protein processing or phosphorylation, may affect not only the ability of transcription facrors to bind to DNA or
other proteins, but also their ability [o move from the cytoplasm into the nucleus
(see CIin. Corr 8.3 and 8.4).

CTINICAL CORRELATION

8.3

Thmoxifen and Targeting of Estrogen Receptor
Tamoxifen, a drug used to treat breast cancer, binds to the estrogen
receptor (ER) in place of estroSen Since estrogen activates the estrogen receptor, tamoxifen reduces the transcription from genes that are
regulated by the estrogen receptor, thus reducing the growth ofbreast
cancer cells There is a complication, however, in that sometimes tamoxifen treatment increases the risk for uterine cancer. The apparent
cause iies in the presence of two estrogen receptor subtlpes (a and
F). Both subtypes exist in breast tissue but estrogen receptor-a

predominates in uterine tissue When tamoxifen is bound to estrogen
receptor-a, it leads to activation rather than inhibition of transcription in conjunction wlth transcription lactors fos and jun.

K, Webb, P, Kuiper, G., Nilsson, S , Gustafsson, J -A, Kushner, P J,,
and Scanlan, T S Differential ligand activation of estrogen receptors ERa and
EM at AP1 sites Scimce 277:1508, 1997
Paech,
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Activation of Transcription of the LDL Receptor Gene lllustrates
Many Features Found in Eukaryotic Gene Regulation
The description of the regulation of expression of specific eukaryotic genes can
rapidly turn into an alphabet soup of transcription factors and regulators of transcrlption factors that makes sense to researchers studying that gene but is confusing [o mos[ others However, many fea[ures of transcription factors described
above are illustrated by the transcriptional control of the gene for the low density
lipoprotein (LDL) receptor. This gene is transcribed in response to the lack of
cellular cholesterol. Increased [ranscription of the gene leads to an increased
amount of the LDL receptor protein and enhanced uptake of LDLs and their cholesterol in the blood (see p.745).
The promoter of the LDL receptor gene has a TAIA box and several regions
that are binding sites for known [ranscription factors (Figure 8.28) The TAIA box
provides the site for TFIID binding and the formation of the preinitiation complex
with RNA polymerase II There are also three consensus sites at which the zinc
linger containing transcrlption factor Spl can bind (recall that SP1 binds to GC
boxes in promoters). The modular SpI protein has, in addition to the zinc finger
motif, a glutamine-rich activation domain, which is thought to assis[ in the recrui[ment of TFIID to the TATA box. This recruitmenl uses an additional factor
called the cofaclor required for Sp1 activation (CRSP) However, the binding of
Sp1 is not sufficient [o activate transcription of the gene when lhe gene is assembled into chromatin. Activation also requires the participation of a second transcription factor called SREBP-la (sterol responsive element-binding protein 1a).
SREBP-1a is a helix-1oop-helix-leucine zipper transcrip[ion factor that binds to
the sterol response elemenl sequence that lies between the Spl binding sites in rhe
LDL receptor gene.
The [ransport of SREB-1a into the nucleus affords the cell the capaciry ro respond to the concentration of cholesterol SREBP-1a contains two domains that
Ioop through lhe membrane of the endoplasmic reti.culum (ER), leaving the domains capable of sewing as a transcription factor exposed to the cytoplasm but tethered to the ER. In order for SREBP-]a [o move [o lhe nucleus it must be cleaved
by two proteolytic steps, the first of which is carried out by a protease found in an
active form in a post-ER compartment called the cis-Golgi Transport of SREBP-Ia
to the cis-Golgi depends on interaction with SREBP cleavage activating protein
(SCAP), which also is partially embedded in the ER membrane. SCAP has a
cholesterol-sensing region and when membrane cholesterol levels are low, the
SCAP-SREBP-1a complex

is transported to the cis-Golgi, where proteolysis of
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FIGURE B.2B

A schematic of the LDL receptor gene promoter.
The LDL receptor gene has a s[ructure typical of many eukaryotic genes with a number of
different transcription factor binding sites Shown here are the principal sites that are
rnvolved in the regulation of the LDL receptor gene in response to cholesterol levels These
sites include the TATA box, just upstream from the transcription rnitiarion site, several GC
boxes (Spl binding sites), and the steroid response element (SRE) where SREBP binds
\4odiJied.from Goldstein,l

L

andBrown,

M5

Nature 343:425, 1990
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8.4

Transcription Factors
and Cardiovascular
Disease
Among the genes recently identified as causing
human cardiovascular disease are two genes

encoding transcription factors. One gene,
NKX2-5, encodes a homeodomain containing

protein. Homeodomain proteins have been
recognized as regulators o[ gene expression
during embryonlc development, and NKX2-5
regulates genes involved in heart formation
Mutations in a single allele o[ NKX2-5 leads to
defects in the atrial septum, A,/V valve, and the
conduction system The null mutation, so far
only identified in mouse, is embryonic iethal.
The other gene, fbx is responsible for HoltOram sJndrome. Holt-Oram slmdrome causes
holes between the atria and sometlmes the
ventricles as well as hand and arm defects

M

Tracking down mutations that can stop
\2832, 1998; Schott, J J , Benson, D W, Basson, C. T, Pease, W, et al. Congenital heart disease caused by mutations rn the transcription factor NKX2-5 Science 281:108, 1998; and
Li, Q Y, Newbury-Ecob RA, Terrert, JA, Wilson,
D I , et al Holt-Oram syndrome is caused by mutations in TBX5, a member of the Brachyury (T)
Barinaga,

the heart Science

gene fami1y Nature Genet 15:21. 1997
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(o) Enough cholesterol

fb) Low cholesterol leads to SCAP mediated transport
of SREBP to cis-Golgi and processing that
releases the N-terminal region of SREBP.

fd Heleased N-terminal region of SREBP
can move into the nucleus.

FIGURE 8.29
SREBP is released from membrane-bound precursor by protease action.
(a) The steroid response element binding protein (SREBP) is synthesized low levels of cholesterol and moves with SREBP to the cis-Go1gi, where
as a Precursor protein that must be proteolytically processed before
two different proreases cleave (SREBP), (c) aliowing the cyroplasmic
acts as a transcription factor. The precursor is tethered to the membrane domain to move to the nucleus. In this way the SREBP does not acti\ate
of the ER by two membrane-spanning regions. It is in close association the LDL receptor gene unless cholesterol levels are low.
withSREBPcleavageactivatingprotein(SCAP)butremainsunprocessed AdaptedfromBrown,M.S.,Ye,J,Rawson,R B,andGoldstein,l LCeII 100:391,
when cholesterol ievels in the ER membrane are normal. (b) SCAP senses 2000

it

SREBP-Ia occurs, releasing the portion of the protein that can act as a transcriprion
fac[or to the nucleus (Figure 8.29). once in the nucleus, it can bind to the sreroid
response element (SRE) on the LDL promoter where it recruits a histone acetyltransferase called cBP and other proteins to the promoter area. Then, along with

the action of Spl and CRSB the LDL receptor gene becomes transcriptionally active
(Figure 8.30).
This example illustrates the composite nature of eukaryotic gene regulation, in
which the activation of transcription factors, coordination of multiple transcription
factors, and recruitmenl of chromatin remodeling enzl,rnes, all work in concert to
regulate gene expression.

FICURE B.3O

LDL receptor gene is activated through coordinate effect of several transcription factors.
Activation of the LDL receptor gene requires participation o[ several diflerent factors.
Once SREBP, Sp1, and the cofactor required for SpI activation (CRSP) bind, the hisrone
acetyltransferase, CB! is recruited to the promoter region A combinarion of factors provides
the positive signal needed to enhance binding of the initiation complex to the TAIA box,
and through recruitment of CBP also affects nearby chromatin structure
Naar,

A

M , Ryu,

S,

and Tijian, R Cold Spring Harbor S1,rnp Quanr Biol I_XIII:189, 1998.
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allolactose alone.
lac corepressor
operon:
each gene of [he operon can be transcribed independently ro
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controi may be exerted via rnduction or via repression.
operator and promoter may be trans to the genes they regulate
the structural genes are elther not expressed at all or they are
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A
B
C
D
E

control mechanlsm for eukaryotic genes
includes structural genes.
expected to code for polycistronic mRNA
contains control sequences such as an operator
can have multiple promoters
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Multiple Choice Questions

A
B
C
D
E

| :ot

control of gene expression consists exclusively o[ inducrion and

lor Questions 5-B:

A.
B.

repression

C
D

attenuation
stringent response

corepression

represslon

3

5. Associated with guanosine tetraphosphate and guanosine penThe E. colilacT{A region will be upregulated if:
A there is a delect in binding of the inducer to the producr of the

taphosphate.

6. lnhibition o[ transcription by a complex of a protein and a smal]

lacl gene

B

molecule.

glucose and lactose are both present in the growth medium, but

there is a defect

in the cells abllity to blnd the

CAP protein.

7

Involves a leader peptide containing several occurrences of the
same amino acid.
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C

The primary regulatory mechanism for the his operon

9. In eukaryotic transcription by RNA

poll,rnerase

II, formation of

E

preinitiation complex:
A begins r,r-ith the binding of a protein (TBP) to the TAIA box of
the promoter

B
C
D
E
lLl

involtes the ordered addition of several transcription factors
and the RNA polymerase
allos's an ATP-dependent opening of the two strands of DNA
requires that the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase
ll not be phosphorylated at this point.
all of the above are correct

Enhancers:

A

are sequences

in the promoter that bind to

hormone-

transcription factor complexes

B
C

are more effective the closer they are to the TAIA box
are DNA sequences that bind transcription factors but may be
thousands of base pairs away lrom the site of the preinitiation

must be upstream of the site of the preinitiation complex

E

bind transcription factors that act directly with the initiation

stmcture, which may occur by acetylation of histones One of the enzymes responsible for acetylation of histones is an acetyltransferase
ca11ed CBB CREB binding protein. CREB is a transcription factor. Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome is caused by mutations of the CBP gene
Rubinstein-Taybl patients are mentally retarded and have other developmental abnormalities, the severity of which depends on the extent o[
muta[10n

13 In chromatin:
A. a nucleosome consists of four molecules of hrstones

B

assembly.

C

complex.
Questions I I and 12: The problem of pathogenic bacteria becoming resistant to a large number of antibiotics is a serious public health concern. A bacterial strain in a patient being treated wrth one antibiotic
may suddenly become resistant not only to that antibiotic but to others as we1l, even though it has not been exposed to the other antibiotics This occurs when the bacteria acquire a plasmid from another
strain that contains several different transposons

tI

All of the lollowing

A
B
C

phrases describe transposons EXCEPT:
a means for the incorporation of antibiotic resistant genes into
the bacterial chromosome
contain short inverted terminal repeat sequences
code for an enzyme that syrrthesizes guanosine tetraphosphate
and guanosine pentaphosphate, whlch inhibit further transposltron.

D

include at least one gene that codes for a transposase.
E. contain vaDrng numbers of genes, from two to several
12. In the operation of transposons.
A the typical mode of action ls the physical removal of the transposon from its original site and relocation to a different site.
B. a duplicated transposon must be inserted into the same DNA
molecule as the oflginal

I nNswrns
I B

2 B

the transposase may recognize the repetitive ends of the transposon and participate in the cleavage of the recipient srte

Questions 13 and 14: Genes that are present in a region of DNA that
is in the highly condensed heterochromatin form cannot be transcribed
To be transcribed, this region of DNA must change to a more open

complex assembly.

D

all transposons are approxlmately the same size
sites must be in a consensus sequence

D. the insertion

a

D

surround-

ing a DNA core
DNA positioned so that the major and minor grooves are on
the outside of the nucleosome is more accessible for transcription than if the grooves face the interior
DNA must be completely removed from the nucleosome structure to be available for transcription.
linker DNA is the only DNA capable of binding transcription
[actors.

E.
14

the histone octamer consists of eight different kinds of histone
protelns.

Acetylation of histones can lead to a more open DNA structure by:
A. weakening the electrostatic attraction between histones and
DNA.
B. causing histones [o interact with the C-terminal domain (CTD)
ol RNA polyrnerase
C causing electrostatic repulsion between hlstones and DNA
D facilitating methylation of DNA
E. attracting transcnption factors to DNA

Problems
15 What will be the status o[ transcription of the lac operon in (a) the
presence of glucose and (b) the absence of glucose, in each case
with lactose present, if there is a mutation that produces an inactive adenyl cyciase?
16 In an operon for s)mthesis of an amino acid which is controlled
wholly or in part by attenuation, why does the presence o[ the
amino acid prevent transcription of the whole operon while the absence of the amino acid permits it?

I

The true inducer is allolactose, which is usually formed from
lactose by the action of B-galactosidase. A: See above C, D: In
addition to the sugar binding to the repressor, cAMP must bind
to the CAP protein, and the cAMP-CAP complex serves as a
positive control of transcription. E: The lac operon does not
involve corepression
Induction and repression are among the mechanisms used to
control operons. A: In an operon the structural genes are under
coordinate control. C: The operator and promoter are elements
of the same strand of DNA as the operon they control; they are

not diffusible D: Tlpically, regulation of operators is somewhat
leaky; some gene product is produced even in the repressed
state. E: Another mechanism for regulation of an operon is
attenuatl0n

3 D If the operator is unable to bind repressor, the rate of transcription is greater than the basal level A: The product ol the
lacl gene is the repressor protein When this proteln binds an
lnducer, it changes its conformation, no longer binds to the operator site of DNA, and transcription occurs at an increased
rate Failure to bind an inducer prevents this sequence. B, C: In

ANSWERS

4.4

5D

the presence of glucose, catabolite repression occurs. Glucose
lowers the intracellular leve1 of cAMP The catabolite activa[or
protein (CAP) then cannot complex with cAMB so there is no
CAP-cAMP complex to activate transcription E: The lac operon
does not. involve corepression
Operons are prokaryotic mechanisms B-D: An operon is the
complete regulatory unit of a set of clustered genes, including
the structural genes (which are transcribed together to form a
polycistronic mRNA), regulatory genes, and control elements,
such as the operator. E: An operon may have more than one
promoter, as does the tryptophan operon of E. coli.
The exact functions of these species are not yet known, but
their production is very rapid after the onset of amino acid starvat10n

6B

Tryptophan, for the tryptophan operon, is called a corepressor
to distinguish lt from the repressor protein to which it must

bind

7.C

Slmthesis of the leader peptide depends strongly on the availability of this amino acid, since it must be incorporated several
times When it is insufficiently available, the ribosome stalls,
and the secondary structure that forms is different from the
hairpin loop signaling termination, so transcription continues.

varies considerably, depending on the number of genes incorporated into the transposon D: Most target sites seem to be
fairly random in sequence although some transposons tend to
inser[ at specific "hot spots."
13. B Assembly of the transcription initiation complex and other proteins involved in gene expression need access to the grooves of
DNA. A, E: fhe core of the nucleosome is an octamer of two
molecules each of four different histones C: A 5-bp shift in the
assoclation of DNA with the histone core is sufficient to change
the orientation of the grooves and allow access. D: lt seems to
be the DNA associated with the nucleosome that is involved in
binding transcription factors and other proteins.
t4. A Acetylatlon of an e-amino group o[ Iysines near the N-terminus
of histones changes a positive charge to a neutral species so
there is less attraction to the negative phosphates of DNA B:
The entity that does this is a complex of proteins called the
SWI/SNF complex. C: The change is from positive to neutral,
not negatrve, so there is no electrostatic repuision. D: Methylation of DNA does affect transcription but is a separate phenomenon from acetylation of histones. E: Opening of the DNA
stmcture by acetylation may make it possible for transcription
factors to bind but acetylated histones do not attract transcrip-

B.C In this operon
9.E

t0c

the stalled ribosome stimulates transcription of
downstream structural genes
A: TBP is part of the general transcriptlon factor TFIID B: Many
proteins are involved. C: fhe helicase activity is associated with
one of the transcription factors (TFIIH). D: The CTD must be
in the unphosphory-lated form for RNA poll,rnerase to enter the
preinitiation complex Later it must be phosphorylated to move
away from the site of assembly.

tion factors.
I5

Normally, glucose lowers the intracellular level of cAMP There
is then little or no CAP-cAMP complex to activate transcription. The lack of positive control means transcription o[ the
operon is 1ow. The same situation would exist in this mutation.
Normaily, in the absence of glucose, cAMP is high, positive control is exerted, and the lac operon is transcribed. In this mutation, cAMP cannot form since the enz),rne for its formarion is
defective. fhere is no positive control and the lac operon will
not be transcribed elfectively even though there is no glucose
and lactose is present

16

Such operons will code for a leader peptide that has one
or more codons for the amino acid in question Once the RNA
for the leader peptide has been slmthesized, it can form different secondary structures depending on whether or not the ribosome is stalled at this region. If the ribosome does not stall
because there is enough amino acid (and thus charged IRNA),
the secondary structure is a termination signal and sy,nthesis
stops. If the ribosome stalls because o[ insufficient charged
IRNA, the secondary structure that forms is not recognized
as a [ermination slgnal and transcription through the operon

Tianscription factors bound to enhancers are brought together

with the preinitiation complex by looping of the DNA to bring
distant portions together A, B, E: fhese are characteristics of
response elements such as the steroid response element. D: Enhancers can act in either orientation, again because the DNA

loops back on itself

I1.

C These guanosine phosphates are s,'nthesized by the product of
the relA gene; they inhibit initiation o[ transcription o[ the
IRNA and IRNA genes, shutting off protein s)'rrthesis in general.
This is the stringent response
L2E This has been demonstrated for transposon Tn3 A: Most transpositions involve generation of an additlonal copy of the transposon, which is then inserted somewhere else in DNA B: The

copy could be inserted into a different DNA molecule C: Length

I Xl

conllnues.

Tite phcr-Loivpic e:<ptessions ol genes ir,re the clilferent proieins sl,nthesized bl,cells FLrncri.rL.rs Lrl
proteins inclLrcie sinrcl,nral. c:italytic, mtss.nger, reglriatorl.,, and transport The ligure rrL.rot,c ls ll
feprcser.ii\,i of .tr-l mportani ian-iii1. ttl'1:r6teins, tiie crtochromes P450, a dc-scripti6n ol tJ:t ::t.-.,
terii is presitnieil in Ftgure 11.1. Ttie lie\L fo'Jr chapLers descnbe Lhe strucrr-tre and lrit-rctit',r L i ..t.,
.flie
fcre nt classes ol prottins
acth.itie-s o[ speei[i,,: pro'.eins are describcd in late:r- clrtlpii;. .,. . --.
relate tr'r thr varir'rr.ts futr,tLiotts ol ceLLs .itrnclura] moditlcation ttI a protein due lo grr,:li. ..].i:r.:J>
or dire,ctiy- ity crcrgenous ir,rctors can pntcluce cliseasc conditions.
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The fundamentals of protein architecture including the physical and chemical properties of the amino acids, hierarchlcal organization of primary secondary tertiary
and quaternary s[ructure, and energetic forces that hold these molecules together
and provide the flexibility observed in their dy,namic motion were presented in
Chapter 3 Computatronal and experimenlal tools were introduced rhat enable the
analysis of high-resolulion structural features and their conforma[ional response to
perturbations, whlch may be a simple alteration of the solution environment or aspects of their interactions with olher molecules that define their biological function.
The concept [hat struc[ure and function are in[errelated was inlroduced through examples of conservation of s[ructure with function

In this chapter we examine the specific relationships between s[ructure and
function in four protein functional groups: immunoglobulins, serine proteases,
DNA-binding proteins, and hemoglobins. We pursue this study through the examina[ion of the variability in amino acid sequence, slructurai organization, and biological function. The significance of the struc[ure-func[ion relationship can best be
appreciated through observation of the range of such variations within specific
protein families.
The immunoglobulin family provides examples of multidomain architecture
that supports recognition and binding to foreign molecules and leads [o their sequestration. Diversity among family members is the source of specific recognirion
of molecular and indMdual binding capabilities.
Serine proteases provide examples of a family of enzymes that appear to have

diverged to perform unique physiological functions, frequently within highly
organlzed enzyme cascade processes. Thelr inherent similarities in the catalytic
mechanism and three-dimensional structure are a common link.
DNA-binding proteins are multifamily proteins that bind to regulatory sites in
DNA and regulate expression of a specific subset of genes, an amazing feat as the
mammalian genome contains approximately 30,000 unique genes. These proteins
conlain struc[ural motifs that allow them to seiectively bind the regulatory si[es of
specific genes.
The hemoglobin family offers examples of a highly fine-tuned protein that simultaneously performs multiple highly regulated physiological functions. The pro[eins can accommodate smali substitu[ions or mutations, many of which have been
studied as to their clinical implications, and still retain their physiological functions.
This family reveals the potential diversity of amino acid sequence substitutions that
can be tolerated and allow the protein to function in an acceptable physiological
manner.

g.Z I NNTIBODY MoLECULES: THE IMMUNOGLOBULIN
.
SUPERFAMILY OF PROTEINS
Antibody molecules are produced in response to invasion by foreign compounds
that can be proteins, carbohydrate polymers, and nucleic acids. An antibody molecule noncovalently associates with the foreign substance, initiating a process by
which the foreign substance can be eliminated from the organlsm.
Molecules tha[ induce antibody production are antigens and may contain multiple antigenic determinants, small regions of the antigen molecule that elicit the

ANTTBODY MOLECULES: THE TMMUNOCLOBULTN SUnERFAMILy OF pROTEtNS

production of a speciflic antibody to which the antigen binds. In proteins,

| :oe

an

antigenlc determinant may comprise only six or seven amino acids.
A hapten is a small molecule that cannot alone eiicit production of specific antibodies but when covalently attached to a larger molecule it acts as an antigenic
determinant and induces antibody sy,nthesis. Whereas hapten molecules need attachment to a larger molecule to elicit antibody s),nthesis, when detached from their
carrier, they will retain the ability to bind strongly to antibody
It is estimated that each human can potenrially produce about I x I08 different antibody structures. All antibodies, however, have a similar structure. The determination of the structure has been accomplished from studies of immunoglobuIin amino acid sequence and X-ray diffraction of the antibody molecule alone or in
complex with antigen.
Structural studies of proteins require pure homogeneous preparations. Such
samples of antibodies are extremeiy difficult to isolate from plasma because of the
wide diversity of antibody molecules present. Homogeneous antibodies can be obtained, however, by the monoclonal hybridoma technique in which mouse myeloma
celis are fused with mouse antibody-producing B ll,rnphocytes [o construct immortalized hybridoma cells tha[ express a single antibody

Antibody (lmmunoglobulin) Molecules
Contain Four Polypeptide Chains
Antibody molecules are glycoproteins with four polypeptide chains, two idenrical copies of each of two nonidentical polypeptide chains. Two light chains (L) of
identical sequence combine with two identical heary chains (H) to form the structure (LH)2. In the most common immunoglobulin t1pe, IgG, the H chains have approximately 440 amino acids (50 kDa). The smaller L polypeptide chains conrain
about 220 amino acids (25 kDa). The four chains are covalently interconnected by
disulfide bonds (Figures 9.1 and 9.2).Each H chain is associated with an L chain
such that the NH2-terminaL ends of both chains are near each other. Since the L
chain is half the size of the H chain, only the NH2-terminal half of the H chain is
associated with the L chain.
In the other classes of immunoglobulins (Table 9.1) the H chains are slighrly
longer than those of the IgG class. A variable amount of carbohydrate (2-l2o/o,
depending on immunogiobulin class) is attached to the H chain.

I

o

o
o

I

o
o
o

cx3

Constant regions (C)
ca2

FIGURE 9.1
Light
chain \,l

Linear representation of IgG antibody molecule.
Two H chains and two L chains are cooriented in their COOH-terminal to

cr

NH2-terminal directions, as shown. Interchain disulfide bonds link hear,y (H)
chains and light (L) chains to the H chains. Domains o[ the constant (C) region o[ the H chain are Csl, C112, and Cs3. The consunt region of the L
chain is designated C1, and variable (V) regions are V,. and V1 of H and L
chains, respectively

VL

NHz

AdoptedJrom Burton,

Variable regions (V)

lmmunoglobulin

D

R. In: F. Calabi

andM

S. Neuberger (Eds), Molecular Genetics

Amsterd.am: Elseyier, 1987, pp. 1-50.
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Papain splits
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I

FIGURE 9.2

Diagrammatic structure for IgG.
Light chains (L) are divided into domains V1 (vari-

Variable
region
Constant
region

able amino acid sequence) and C1 (constant amino
acid sequence). Heary chains (H) are divided into

-

domains Vu (variable amino acid sequence) and
CHI, CH2, and C63 Antigen-binding sites are V6V1. "Hinge" pollpeptides interconnect domains.
Positions of inter- and lntrachain cystine bonds are

Complementarity
determining
regron

shown.
From Cantor, C R and Schimmel, P R. Biophysical ChemisLry, Part I San Francisco: Freemon, 1980. Repinted with
permisston oJ Mr lwtng Geis, New Yorh

COOH COOH terminal

Constant and Variable Regions of Primary Structure
Comparison of amino acid sequences of antibody molecules elicited by differenr
antigens shows regions of sequence homology and other regions of sequence variability. In particular, sequences of the NH2-terminal half of L chains and the NH2[erminal quarter of H chains are highly variable. These NH2-terminal segments are
the variable (V) regions and designated Vs and V1 domains of H and L chains, respectively. Within these V domains certain segments are "hlpervariable." Three hypervariable regions of between 5 and 7 residues in the V1 domain and three or
four hlpervariable regions of between 6 and 17 residues in the V11 domain are commonly found. The hypervariable sequences are also termed the complementarity-
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lmmunoglobulin Classes
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1

The Complement Proteins
At least I1 distinct complement proteins exisr in plasma (see p. L032
for their designations) They are activated by IgG or IgM antibody
binding to antigens on the outer surface o[ invading bacterial cells,
protozoa, or tumor cells After the immunoglobuhn-binding event,
the I1 complement proteins are sequentially activated and associate
with the cell membrane to cause a lysis of the membrane and death
of the target cell
Many complemen[ proteins are precursors of proteolytic enz) nes present in a nonactive form Upon their activation, they wi11,
in turn, activate a succeeding protein of the pathway by the hydrolysis of a specific peptide bond in the second protein, leading to a cascade phenomenon. Activation by specific proteolysis (i e , hydrolysis
of a specific peptide bond) is an important general method for activating extracellular enz).rnes For example, the enzynes that catalyze
blood clot formation, induce fibrinoiysis of blood clots, and digest dietary proteins in the gut are all activa[ed by a specific proteolysis catalyzed by a second enzqe (see pp. 1034, 1098).
Upon association to a cellular antigen the exposure of a complement-bindlng site in the antibodys F. region occurs and causes the
blnding of the CI complement proteins, which are a protein complex
composed of three individual proteins: Clq, CIr, and CIs CIr and
CIs undergo a conformational change and become active enzymes on
the cell surface. The activated Cl complex (CIa) hydrolyzes a peptide bond ln complement proteins C2 arrd C4, which then also associate on the cell surface. The now active C2-C4 complex has a proteolytic activity that hydrolyzes a peptide bond in complement protein
C3. Activated C3 protein binds to the cell surface and rhe activated
C2-C4-C3 complex activates protein C5. Activated protein C5 will
associate with complement proteins C6, C7 , CB, and six molecules of

complement protein C9. This multiprotein complex binds to the cell
surface and initlates membrane lysis.
The mechanism is a cascade in which amplification of the trigger event occurs In summary activated CL can activate a number o[
molecules of C4-C2-C3, and each activated C4-C2-C3 complex
can, in turn, activate many molecules of C5 to C9 The reactions of
the classical complement pathway are summarized belorv, where "a"
and "b" designate the proteolytically modified proteins and a line
above a protein indicates an enz),rne acti\it):
rgG

clq Clr'Crs

C+b'C2^

c4b'

c2a

,

c3

dG

t"'

>

' c3b

tt

tu

,

t"t t' ,

There ls an "alternative pathway" for C3 complemenr actrvatron.
initiated by aggregates of IgA or by bacterial polysacchande in rhe absence of immunoglobulin binding to ce1l membrane antigens ThLS
pathway involves the proteins properdin, C3 proactivator conveilaie
and C3 proactivator.
A major role of the complement systems is to generate opsonins-an o1d term for proteins that stimulate phagocytosis by. neutrophils and macrophages. The major opsonin is C3b; macrophages
have specific receptors for this proteln. Patients with inherited deficiency o[ C3 are subject to repeated bacterial infections.

H R and Rosen, E S Complement deficiencies. Annu. Rey. lmmunol
10:809, 1992; and Morgan, B P Physiology and parhophysiology of complement: progress and trends Cit Rev. Clin ILtb Sci 32:265,1995
Colren,

determining regions (COns) as they form the antigen-binding site complementary
to the topology ol rhe antigen.
In contrast, the COOH-terminal three-quarters of H chains and the COOHterminal haif of L chains are homologous in sequence with other H or L chains of
the same class These constant (C) regions are designated Cs and C1 in the H and
L chains, respectively The Cs regions determine the antibody class, provide for
binding of complement proteins (see Clin Corr 9 1), and are the si[e necessary for
antibodies to cross the placental membrane The V regions determine the antigen
specificity of the molecule.

lmmunoglobulins in a Single Class Contain
Common Homologous Regions
Differences in sequence of the Cp regions be[ween immunoglobulin classes are responsible for the characteristics of each class. In some classes, the C6 sequence promotes the poli,,rnerization of molecules of the basic structure (LH)2. Thus antibodies of the IgA class are often covalently linked dimeric struc[ures [(t-U1r1, Similarly,
IgM molecules are pentamers [(LH)z]r The different H chains, designated r,a,6,
e , and p,, occur in IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD, and IgE classes, respectlvely (Table 9.1, see
CIln Corr 9 2). Two types of L chain sequences are synthesized, designated lambda
(,\) and kappa (rc) chains, either of which ls found combined wlth the five classes

of H chains.
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9.2

Functions of Different Antibody Classes
The IgA class of immunoglobulins is found primarily in the mucosal
secre[ions (bronchial, nasal, and intestinal mucous secretions, tears,
milk, and colostrum) These immunoglobullns are the initial defense
against invading r.iral and bacterial pathogens prior to their entry into
plasma or o[her internal spaces
fhe IgM class rs found primarily in plasma They are the first antibodies elicited in significant quantity on exposure of a foreign antigen. IgM antibodies promote phagocytosis of microorganisms by
macrophage and polymorphonuclear leukocytes and are also potent
activators of complement (see C1in. Corr. 9 l) IgM antibodies occur
in many external secretions but at leve1s lower than those ol IgA.
fhe IgG class occurs in high concentration in plasma. fheir response to foreign antigens takes a longer period of trme than that of
IgM At maximum concentration they are present in significantly

phagocytosis

in plasma and activate complement.

The normal biological functions of the IgD and IgE classes are
not knowrr; however, the IgE play an important role in allergic responses such as anaphylactic shock, hay fever, and asthma.
Immunoglobulin deficiency usually causes increased susceptibility to infection X-linked agammaglobulinemia and common variable
immunodeficiency are examples. fhe commonest disorder is selective
IgA deficiency, which results in recurrent infections of sinuses and the

respiratory tract,

S, Cooper, M D, andWedgewood, R J P Thepnmaryimmunodeficiencies N, Engl J Med 3ll.235 (Part 1); 300 (Part ID, 1984
Rosen, E

IgG is the major immunoglobulin in plasma. Biosynthesis of a specific lgG in
significant concentrations lakes about ]0 days after exposure to a new antigen (see
Clin. Corr. 9.3). In the absence of an initially high concentration of IgG to a specific antigen, antibodies of the IgM class, which are s),nthesized at a faster rate, associate with the antigen and serve as the first line of defense until large quantiries
of lgG are produced (Figure 9.3; see Clin. Corr. 9.3).
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higher concentration than IgM Like lgM, IgG antibodies promote
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Repeating Amino Acid Sequences and Homologous ThreeDimensional Domains Occur Within an Antibody

I

Antigen

Antigen

FICURE 9.3

Time course of specific antibody IgM and IgG
response to added antigen.
Redrawn.from Stryer,
Freemun, 1988,

p
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CLINICAL CORRETATION

Wirhin each of the polypeptide chains of an antibody molecule is a repeating pattern o[ amrno acid sequences. For the IgG class, the repetitive paltern contains segments of approximately 110 amino acids within both L and H chains This homology is far from exact, but clearly a number of amino aci.ds match identically
following alignment of 110 amino acid segments. Other residues are matched in the
sequence by having similar nonpolar or polar side chains. As the H chains are about
440 amino acids in length, the repetition of the homologous sequence occurs four

9.3

lmmu n ization
An immunizing vaccine consists of killed bacterial cells, inactivated
r'rruses, killed parasites, a nonvirulent form of live bacterium, a denatured bacterial toxin, or recombinant protein. The introduction of
a vaccine into a human can lead to protection against virulent forms
o[ microorganisms or toxic agents that contain the same antigen Antigens in nonvirulent material not only cause the differentiation of li,mphoid cells so that they produce antibody toward the foreign antigen

but also cause differentiation of some ll,rnphoid cells into memory
cells. Memory cells do not secrete antibody but place antibodies to
the antigen onto their outer surface, where they act as future sensors
for the antigen These memory cells are like a longstanding radar for
the potentially virulent antigen. On reintroduction of the antigen at a
Iater time, the binding ol the antigen to the ceil surface antibody in
the memory cells stimulates the memory cell to divide into antibody-

producing cells as well as new memory cells. This reduces the time
required for antibody production on introduction of an antigen and
increases the concentration of antigen-specific antibody produced
This is the basis for the protection provided by immunization
Vaccines recently introduced for adults include pneumococcal
vacclne (to prevent pneumonia d:ue to Diplococcus pneumoniae), hepatitis B vaccine, and influenza vaccine. The composition of the latter
each year to account for antigenic variation in the influenza

;}X:r*
Flexner, C Neu,approaches to vaccination Adv. Pharmacol 21:5L, 1990; and
Sparling, P E, Elkins, C, Wyrick, P B, and Cohen, M S Vaccines for bacterial sexually transmitted infections: a realistic goall Proc NatI Acad Sci USA

9\:2456,1994
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FIGURE 9.4

Immunoglobulin fold.
(a) Schematic diagram of folding of a C1 fold,
showing B-pleated sheet. structure. Arrows show
strands of B-sheet and bar (light blue) shows position of cystlne bond Pink arrows are for Bstrands in plane above and dark red arrows are

GDFECBC'A
V

NHz

p-strands in plane below. (b) Diagrammatic outline of arrangement (topology) of p-strands in
immunoglobulin fold motif Examples are for IgG
variable (upper diagram) and constant (lower diagram) regions. Thick arrows indicate p-strands
and thin lines loops that connect the B-strands.
Circles indicate cysteines that form intrafold
disulfide bond. Squares show positions o[ tryptophan residues that are an invariant component of
the core of the immunoglobulin fold Boldface
black letters indicate strands that form one plane
of the sheet, while other letters form the parallel
plane behind the first p1ane.
Port (a) repinted wtth permission Jrom Edmundson, A B
K R, Abolo, E E, SchilJea M, and Pa,taglotopoulos,
N. Biochemisrry 14:3953, 1975 Copynght @1975 by

,

El)i,

GDFECBA
(b)

Ameican Chemical

c

E In: E Calabi

Part @) redrawn Jrom Calabi,
Neuberger (Eds.), Molecular

Society.

andM S

Genetics of Immunoglobulin Amsterdam: Elseviet 1987,

p
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times along an immunoglobulin H chain. Based on rhis sequence patrern, rhe chain
is divided into one Vs region and three Cs regions (designated CH I , CH2 , and CH3)
(see Figures 9.I and 9.2). The L chain of about 220 amino acids is divided inro one
V1 region and one C1 region. Each repeat contains an intrachain disulfide bond
Iinking two cysteines (Figure 9.2).
The 1I0 amino acid segments form separate structural domains of similar tertiary structure as shown by X-ray diffraction studies. Each 110 amino acid segmen[
has a unique but similar arrangement of antiparallel B-strands, an arrangement of
secondary elements known as an immunoglobulin fold (Figure 9.4). This fold consists of 7 to 9 pollpeptide strands that form [wo anriparallel B-sheets aligned face-

to-face. Globular domains result from the strong interaction between two immunoglobulin folds from two separate chains (Figure 9.5). The associations are

F!GURE 9.5

a-Carbon (O) structure of F^6 fragment of IgG KOL
showing Vr-Vu and C1-C61 domains interconnected by
the hinge polypeptides.
Redrawn with permission Jrom Huber, R., Deisenhofey I , Coleman, P M.,
Matsushima, M., and Palm, W ln: The Immune System, 27th Mosbach

Variable region

Constant region

Colloquium Berlin: Spnnger-Verlag, 1976,

p
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FIGURE 9.5

Model of an IgG antibody rnolecule.
Only the a-carbons of the structure appear. The two L chains are represented by light gray spheres and H chains by lavender and blue
spheres. Carbohydrates attached to the two Cs2 domains are colored
light green and orange. The CDR of the V6-V1 domains are dark red
in the H chains and pink in L chains. The interchain disulflde bond
benyeen the L and H chains is a magenta ball-and-stick representation
(partially hidden). The heptapeptlde hinge between CsI and Cs2 doflurins, connecting the F^6 and F. units, are dark red. The center of the
Clq complement site in the Cg2 domains is yeliow, the protein A
docking sites at the junction of C112 and Cs3 are magenta, and the

tufsin-binding site in Cp2 is gray Tuftsin is a natural tetrapeptlde rhat
induces phagocytosis by macrophages and may be transported bound
to an immunoglobulin. Protein A is a bacterial protein with a high affinity to immunoglobulins. See Figure 9.8 for definition of Fab and Fc.
Photograph generously suppliedby Dr. Allm B. Edmundson, from Guddat, L. W,
Shan, L, Fon, Z.-C., et al FASEB J 9:101, 1995

Csl in the H and L chains. In the C-terminal half of the H chains, the two chains associate to generate domains CH2-CH2

between folds V1 and Vs, and C1 and

and Cs3-Cs3 (Figure 9.2). A "hinge" polypeptide sequence interconnects the two
VH-CHI folds with the Cs2-Cs2 folds of the H chains in the antibody structure
(Figure 9.2). Thus the antibody structure exhibits six domains, each domain due to
the association of two immunoglobulin folds (Figures 9.2 and 9.6). The NH2-terminal V1-Vs domains contain a shallow crevice in the center of a hydrophobic core
that binds the antigen. Hypervariable sequences in the V domain crevices form
Ioops that come close together and are the complementarity binding site (complementary-determining regions, CDRs) for the antigen (see Figures 9.6 and 9.7). The
sequences of the hypewariable loops give a unique three-dimensional conformation
for each antibody that makes it specific ro its antigenic determinant. Small changes

Hypervariable
regrons

t
(a)

(b)

H2(s2-s8)

L1(27-s2l

FIGURE 9.7

Hypervariable loops in immunoglobin.
(a) Schematic diagram showing hypervariable loops (CDRs) in V1-V6
domain that form the antigen-binding site (b) A cut through an antigen-binding site showing contributions of different CDRs using CPK
space-filling models of the atoms Numbers refer to amino acid
residue numbers in the sequence of the hypewariable ioop regions of
the light (L) and heavy (H) chains.

Part (o) redrawn Jrom Branden, C. and Tooze, J. Introduction to Protein Structure New Yorh: Garland Publishing, 1991, p. 187 Part b) redrawn Jrom Branden,
C and Tooze, l. Introduction to Protein Structure New Yorh: Garland L\tblishing,
1991, p. 189, and attibuted b Aothia, C and ksh, A J Mo1 Biol 196:914,
1987.
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in conformation of the CDRs occur on binding of antigen to V1-Vs domains, lndicating that antigen binding induces an optimal complementary fit to the variable
CDR site. Antigen binding may also induce conformational changes between rhe V1Vs domains and the other domains to activate effector sites, such as the binding of
complement to a site within the Cs2-Cs2 domain (see CIq site in Figure 9.6). The
strength of association be[ween antibody and antigen is due to noncovalent forces
(see p. 135). Complementarity of the structures of the antigenic determinant and
antigen-binding site results in extremely high equilibrium affinity consLants, between
105 and l0i0 M-1 (strength ol 7-I4 kcal mol-l) for this noncovalenr associarion.

There Are Two Antigen-Binding Sites per Antibody Molecule
The NH2-terminal variable (V) domains of each pair of L and H chains (V1-Vs)
comprise an antigen-binding site; thus there are lwo antigen-binding sites per antibody molecule. The exislence of an antigen-binding site in each LH pair is demonstrated by treating antibody molecules with the proteolytic enzpe papain, which
hydrolyzes a peptide bond in the hinge peptide of each H chain (see Figures 9.2,
9.6, and 9.8). The antibody molecule is cleaved into three fragments Two are identical, each consisting of the NH2-terminal half of the H chain (VH-CHI) associated
with the full L chain (Figure 9.8). Each fragment binds antigen with a similar affinlty to that of the lntact antibody molecule and is designated an F"r (antigen binding) fragment. The other product from the papain hydrolysis is the COOH-rerminal half of the H chains (Cs2-CH3) joined together by a disulfide bond. This is the
F" (crystallizable) fragment, which exhibits no binding affinity for the anrigen. The
L chain can be dissociated from its H chain fragment within the F"6 fragment by
reduction of disulfide bonds, which eliminates antigen binding. Accordingly, each
antigen-binding site must be formed from components of both the L chain (Vr) and
the H chain (V6) acting together.
In summary, the major features of antibody structure and antibody-antigen
interac[ions i.nclude the foliowing: (t) The polypeptide chains fold inro multiple
folds, each having an immunoglobulin fold structure. (2) Two immunogiobulin
folds on separate chains associate to form the six domains of the basic immunoglobulin structure. The V1 and Vs associate to form the two NH2-terminal domains that bind to antigen. (3) The antigen-binding site of the VL-Vp domains is
generated by hypervariable loops (CDRS), which form a continuous surface with a
topology complemenlary to the antigenic de[erminant. (4) The strong interactions
between antigen and antibody CDRs are noncovalent and include van der Waals,
hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic in[eractions. Ionic salt bridges participate in

Hinge peptide

c

Switch peptide

o
o

Carbohydrate

-ooc

coo-

FIGURE 9.8

Hydrolysis of IgG into two F"5 fragments and one F" fragment by papain, a

proteolytic enzyme.
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antigen-antibody associations to a much lesser extent. (5) Small conformational
changes.occur in the Vr-Vu domain upon binding of antigen, indicating an "induced-fit" mechanism in binding of antigen to antibody. (6) The binding of antigen
to the V1-Vs domains induces conformational changes between binding and distant domains of the antibody. These allosteric movements alter the binding affinity
of effector sites in the constant domains such as that for binding of complement
protein Clq to the Cs2-C62 domain (see CIin. Corr. 9.1).

Cenetics of the lmmunoglobulins
The V and C regions of the L and H chains are specified by distinct genes. There
are four unique genes that code for the C regions of the H chain in the IgG antibody class. Each gene codes for a complete constant region, thus coding for all the
amino acids of the H chain except for the V6 region sequence. These four genes are
known as gamma (7) genes-7t, 'lz, 72, and ya-that give rise to IgG isotlpes
IgGl, IgG2, IgG3, and IgGa. Figure 9.9 presents the sequences of three ^y-gerre
proteins. There is a 95o/" homology in amino acid sequence among the genes.
It is likely that a primordial gene coded for a single immunoglobulin fold sequence of approximately 110 amino acids, and gene duplication events resulted in

Constant Region Cl:
AlaserThrLysGlyProSerValPheProLeuAlaProSerserLysSerThrSerGlyGlyThrAlaAlaL€uGly

:
Cl"
Cl,
C7r

C

ES

B

C7r cysLeuvalLysAspTyrPheProcluPrcVafThrvalSerTrpAsnS6rGlyAlaLeuThrSerGlyValHisThr

cY"
C.t,

C7, PheProAlaValLeuGlnSerserGlyLeuTyrserLeuSerserValValThrvalProserserSerLeuGly

NF

ctz
c-|,.

C71

ThrGlnThrTyrll6CysAsnValAsnHiBLysProSerAsnThrLysValAspLysLysval

C'y"TDT
c?.KB

Hinge Reglon H:
C?, GluProLyssercysAspLysThrHisThroysProProoysPro

C't"RCVECPP--CttSYGPPS---

Conslant Region C2:
AlaPro GluLBuLeuGlyGlyProservalPheLeuPheProProLysProLysAspThrLeuMetll€S6rArg
-P V A

C7r

C't"
CytEFG

C7r ThrProGluValThrcysvalValValAspValSerHisGluAspPmGluvalLysPheAsnTrpTyrValAspGly

C'1"
c'vo

o
o

C7r VelGluvalHisAsnAlaLysThrLysProArgGluGluGlnTyrAsnserThrThrArgvalValServalLeuThr

C'y"
Cv,

F

F
Y

C7r ValLeuHisGlnAspTrpLeuAsnGlyLysGluTyrLysCysLysValSerAsnLysAlaLeuProAlaProlleGlu

crz

v

G

C"t,

SS

C7r LFThrllossrLysAlaLys

C^v,

T

Ct,

Constant Region C3:

F!GURE 9.9

C7r GlyGhProArgGluPrcGlnValTyrThrLauPrcProserArgAspGluLeuIhrLysAsnGlnValSsrLeuThr

Amino acid sequence of the heavy chain constant regions of

cyo

the IgG heavy chain y1, y2, and,74 genes.
Domains of constant region CsI, hinge region H, constant region
Cs2, and constant region Cs3 are presented Sequence for 71 is
complete and differences in 72 and 7a from /1 seeuence are shown
using singleJetter amino acid abbreviations. Dashed line (-) indicates absence of an amino acid in position correlated with 71, in
order to better align sequences to show maximum homologz
Sequenceof 71 chainJromEllison,J.W,Berson,B. 1.,and Hood, L E Nucleic
Acids Res. 1 0 :407 1, 1982; and sequences oJ the y 2 and. y a genes Jrom Ellison, l.

andHood, L. Proc.

Natl Acad Sci USA79:1984,

1982

ctz

o

EM

C7r CysLeuValLysGlyPheTyrProSBrAsplleAIaValGluTrpGluSerAsnGlyclnProGluAsnAsnTyrLys

cl"

cy,

Cy, ThrThrProProValLeuAspSerAspclySerPhePheLeuTyrSerLysLeuThrvalAspLysSerArgTrpGh

c"Y"
cvo

M
R

C71 GlnGlyAsnValPh6SerCysSerValMetHisGluAlaLeuHisAsnHisTyrThrGlnLysserLeuSerLeuSBr

ct"

c7.

E

C71 ProGlyLysStop
c'Y"
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FICURE 9.10
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lmmunoglobulins T-cellreceptors

P

Class lP.

(K' 1)

MHC Class

I

Diagrammatic representation of immunoglobulin
domain structures from different Proteins of
immunoglobulin gene superfamily.
Proteins presented include heary and llght chains
of immunoglobulins, T:cell receptors, major histocompatlbility complex (MHC) Class I and Class II

a

MHC Class ll

proteins, T-ce11 accessory proteins involved in Class
I (CD8) and Class II (CD4) MHC recognition and
possible lon channel formation, a receptor responsibie for transporting certain classes of immunoglobulin across mucosal membranes (poly-Ig),
B2-microgiobulin, which associates with Class I
molecules, a human plasma protein with unknown
function (a1/B-glycoprotein), two molecules of unknown function with a tissue distribution that includes lirmphocytes and neurons (Thy-I, OX-2),
and two brain-specific molecules, neuronal celladhesion molecule (N-CAM) and neurocy[oplasmic
Thy

1

at,$

poly lg

Glycoprotein

NCP3 N-CAM OX-2

CD4

(13T4)

protein 3 (NCP3).
CD8
(Lyt2,3)

T3.

T3u

the three repeating units within the same IgG H 7 gene Mutations modified the individual sequences so that an exac[ correspondence in sequence no ]onger exists.
However, each immunoglobulin fold has a similar length and folding pat[ern stabiTized by a cystine linkage. La[er in evolution further gene duplications led to the
multiple genes (71, "lz, h, and y) that code for the constant regions of the IgG
class sequences.

lmmunoglobulin Fold ls a Tertiary Structure Found in a
Large Family of Proteins with Different Functional Roles
The immunoglobulin fold motif is present in many nonimmunological proteins that
exhibit widely different func[ions Based on their structural homology they are
grouped into a protein superfamily (Figure 9.10). For example, the Class I major

histocompatibility complex proteins are in this superfamily; they have immunoglobulin folds that consist of two stacked antiparallel p-sheets enclosing an
internal space filled mainly by hydrophobic amino acids. Two cysteines in the structure form a disulfide bond linking the facing B-sheets. Tianscription factors NF-rcB
and p53 also contain an immunoglobulin fold motif. It can be speculated that gene
duplication during evolution 1ed to distribution of the structural fold in the func-

tionally diverse proteins.

9.3

I. PRoTEINS WITH A COMMON CATALYTIC
MECHANISM: SERTNE PROTEASES

Serine proteases are a family of enz).rnes tha[ use a single uniquely activated serine residue in their substrate-binding site to catalytically hydrolyze peptide bonds.
This serine can be characterized by the irreversible reaction of its side chain hydroxyl group with dilsopropylfluorophosphate (DFP) (Figure 9.I1) Of all the ser-

Redrawn Jrom llunhapiller, T. and Hood,

1986.

L

Nature 323:i5,
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Ser-

OH

I

Ser

FICURE 9.11

Reaction of diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFp) with the acrive-site serine in a serine
protease.

ines

in the protein, DFP reacts only with the catalytically

actir.e serine to form

a

phosphate ester.

Proteolytic Enzymes Are Classified
Based on Their Catalytic Mechanism
Proteolytic enzymes are classified according ro their catalytic mechanism. Besides
serine proteases, other classes utilize cysteine (cysteine proteases), aspartate (aspartate proteases), or metal ions (metallo proteases) to perform their catalytic
function. Proteases that hydrolyze pepride bonds within a polypeptide chain are
endopeptidases and those rhar cleave rhe pepride bond of ei.ther rhe CooH- or
NH2-terminal amino acld are classified as exopeptidases.
Serine proleases oflen activate other serine proleases from their inactive precursor form, termed a zymogen, by the catalytic cleavage of a specific peptide bond
Serine proteases participate ln carefully controlled physiological processes such as
blood coagulation (see Clin Corr. 9 4), fibrinolysis, complemenl acrivalron (see

9.4
Fibrin Formation in a Myocardial lnfarct and the Action
of Recombinant Tissue Plasminogen Activator (rt-pA)
CTINICAT CORRELATION

Coagulation rs an enzyme cascade process in which inactive serine
proteases (zymogens) are catalytically activated by other serine proteases in a stepwise manner (the coagulation pathway is described in
Chapter 23) These multiple activatton events generate catalyric products with a dramatic amplification of the inirial signal of the pathway.
The end product of the coagulation pathway is a cross-linked fibrin
clot. The z).rnogen of the serine prorease components of coagulation
include lactor II (prothrombin), fac[or MI (proconvertln), factor IX
(Christmas factor), factor X (Stuart facror), facror XI (plasma thromboplastin antecedent), and factor XII (Hageman factor) The roman
numeral designation was assigned in the order of their discovery and
not lrom their order of action within the pathway Upon activation of
rheir zl,mogen forms, the activated enzyrnes are noted with the suffix
"a-" fhus prothrombtn is denoted as facror II, and the activated enzyme, thrombrn, is factor IIa.
The main function of coagulation is to maintain the integrlty of
the closed circulatory system after blood vessel injury The process,
hower,,er, can be dangerously activated in a myocardial infarction and
decrease blood flow to heart muscle About I 5 milllon individuals

suffer heart attacks each year, resulting in 600,000 deaths. A fibrinolysis pathway also exists in blood ro degrade fibrin c1ots. This pathway also utilizes zymogen factors that are activated to serine proteases The end reaction is the acti.nation of plasmin, a serine protease.
Plasmin acts directly on fibrin to catalyze the degradarion of rhe librin
clot Tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) is one of the plasminogen
activators that activates plasminogen to form plasmin Recombinant
t-PA (rt-PA) is produced by gene cloning technology (see Chapter 7).
Clinical studies show rhat the adminisrrarion of rt-PA shortly after a
myocardial infarct significantly enhances recovery Other plasminogen
activators such as urokinase and streptokrnase are also effective
The GUSTO inves[igators (authors) An international randomized trial comparing four thrombolytic strategies for acure myocardial infarcrion N. Engl J
Med 329:673,1993; lnternational Study Group (authors) In hospital mortality and clinical course of 20,891 patients wtth suspected acute myocardial infarction randomized between alteplase and streptokinase with or without hepain Lancet 336:71, 1990; andGillis,J C,Wagstaff,A J,andGoa,K L
Alteplase A reappraisal of its pharrnacological properties and therapeuttc use
in acute myocardial infarction Drugs 50:102, 1995
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Some Serine Proteases and Their Biochemical and Physiological Roles

Protease

Action

Possible Disease Due to
Deflciency or Malfunction

Coagulation (see Clin.
Corr 9 4)

Cerebral infarction (srroke),
coronary infarction, rhrombosis,
bleeding disorders

Factor CIr
Factor Cls
Factor D
Factor B
C3 convertase

Complement (see
CIin. Corr. 9.1)

lnflammalion, rheumatoid
arthritis, autoimmune

Trypsin
Chl,rnotrypsin

Digestion

Plasma kallikrein

Factor XIIa
Factor XIa
Factor lXa
Factor VIIa
Factor Xa
Factor IIa (thrombin)
Actlvated protein C

disease

Pancreatitis

Elastase (pancreatic)

CTINICAT CORRETATION

Enteropeptidase

Urokinase plasminogen
ac[ivator
Tissue plasminogen
actlvator

Fibrinolysis, cell
mlgratlon,
embryogenesis,

9.5

lnvolvement of Serine
Proteases in Tumor Cell

Clotting disorders, tumor
metastasis (see Clin.

Corr. 9.5)

Metastasis

menstruatlon

Plasmin
The serine protease urokinase ls believed to be
required for the metastasis of cancer cells.
Metas[asis is the process by which a cancer

Tissue kallikreins

Hormone activation

Acrosin

Fertilization

a-Subunit o[ nerve
growth factor

Growth factor

cell leaves a primary tumor and migrates

activation

through the blood or lymph systems to a new
tissue or organ, where a secondary tumor
grows. Increased synthesis of urokinase has
been correlated with an increased ability to
metastasize in many cancers. Urokinase activates plasminogen to form plasmin. Plasminogen is ubiquitously located in extracellular
space and its activation to plasmin can cause

Infertility

7-Subunit of nerve
growth factor
Granulocyte elastase
Cathepsin G
Mast cell ch).nnases
Mast cell tryptases

Extracellular protein
and peptide
degradation, mast
cell function

Inflammation, allergic
response

Clin. Corr.9.I), fertilizatlon, and hormone production (Table 9.2) The protein activa[ions catalyzed by serine proleases are examples of "limited proteolysis" because
only one or two specific peptide bonds of the hundreds in a protein substrate are
hydrolyzed Under denaturing conditions, however, these same enzymes hydrolyze
multiple peptide bonds and lead to digestion of peptides, proteins, and even selfdigestion (autolysis). Several diseases, such as emphysema, arthritis, thrombosis,
cancer me[astasis (see Clin. Corr. 9.5), and some forms of hemophilia, are thought
to result from the lack of regulation of specific serine proteases.

Serine Proteases Exhibit Remarkable Specificity
for the Site of Peptide Bond Hydrolysis
Many serine proteases exhibit preference for hydrolysis of peptide bonds adjacent
to a particular tlpe o[ amino aci.d Thus trypsln preferentially cleaves followlng basic amlno acids such as arginine and lysine, and chymotrypsin cleaves peptide
bonds following large hydrophobic amino acid residues such as tryptophan,
phenylalanine, Lyrosine, and leucine. Elastase cleaves peptide bonds following small
hydrophobic residues such as alanine A serine protease may be called tr;,psin-like
if it prefers to cleave peptide bonds of lysine and arginine, chymotrypsin-like if it
prefers large hydrophobic amino acids, and elas[ase-like if it prefers amino acids

the catalytic degradation of the proteins in the
extracellular matrix through which the metastasizing tumor cells migrate, Plasmin can also
activate procollagenase to collagenase, promoting the degradation of collagen in the basement membrane surrounding the capillaries
and l1,rnph system. This promotion of proteolytic degradative activity by the urokinase secreted by tumor cells allows the tumor cells to
invade the target tissue and form secondary

tumor sites

K, Andreasen, P A., Grondahl-Hansen, J ,
Kdstensen, P, Nielsen, L S, and Skriver, L PIasminogen activators, tissue degradation and cancerAdv. Cancer Res 44:739,1985; Yu, H. and Schukz,
R M Relationship between secreted urokinase plasminogen activator activity and metastatic potential
in mudne 816 cells transfected with human urok'inase sense and antisense genes Cancer Res 50:7 623.
1990; and Fazioli, E and B1asi, E Urokinase-t1'pe
plasmrnogen activator and its receptor: new targets
Dano,

for anti-metastatic therapy? Trends Pharmacol
L5:25.1994
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with small side chain groups like alanine. The specificity for a certain type of amino
acid only indicaLes ils relative preference Try,psin can also cleave pepride bonds following hydrophobic amino acids, but at a much slower ra[e than for the basic
amino acids. Thus specificiry for hydrolysis of a peptide bond of a parricular rype
may noL be absolute, but may be more accurately described as a range of most likely
targets. Each of the identj.cal amino acid hydrolysis sites within a prolein substrare
is not equally susceptible. Trypsin hydrolyzes each of rhe arginine peptide bonds in
a particular protein at a different catalytic rate, and some may require a conformational change to make them accessible.

Detailed studies of the specificity of serine proreases for a parricular peptide
bond have been performed with synthetic subsrrares wirh fewer than 10 amino
acids (Table 9.3). Because these are significantly smaller than the natural ones, they
interac[ only with the catalytic site (primary binding site 51, see below) and are said
to be active-site directed. Studies with small subs[rates and inhibitors indicate thar
the site of hydrolysis is flanked by approximately four amino acid residues in both

directions that bind to the enzyme and impact on rhe reacriviry of the bond hydrolyzed. The two amino acids in rhe substrate rha[ conlribule rhe hydroiyzable
bond are designated Pr-Pr'. Thus in trypsin-like subs[rares Pl will be lysine or
arginine and in chFnotr,?sin-like substrates Pr w.i1l be a hydrophobic amino acid.
TABLE

9.3

Reactivity of c-Chymotrypsin and Elastase Toward Substrates of
Various Structures

H-

Glycyl

I

H.C.
"

Leucyl

I.6

x lol

2.+

x

lo4

CHr-

4.3

x

106

CHr-

8.2 X 106

)cH-cg,Hrc'
cH3-S-CHr-CHr-

Methionyl

C>

Phenylalanyl

\____7

Hexahydrophenylalanyl

O

T1'rosyl

3.7

x

to7

Iryptophanyl

43

x

LO1

Variation in chain length (elastase hydrolysis of Ala

N-terminal amide)b
Ac-AIa-NH2
Ac-Pro-Ala-NH2

I
I.4 X lor

Ac-Ala-Pro-A1a-NH2

X lO3
44XlO5
2.7 X lO5

Ac-Pro-Ala-Pro-Ala-NH2
Ac-Ala-Pro-AIa-Pro-AIaNHz

'

4.2

Calculated from values of h,^, f K^ found for N-acetyl amino acid methyl esters in chyrnorrypsin

substrates

bCalculated

fromvalues

of h,rfK^inThompson, R C

andBlout,

ER
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FiGURE 9.12
Schematic diagram of binding of a polypeptide substrate to
binding site in a proteolytic enzyme.
P5-P5' are amino acid residues in the substrate that bind to subsites
S5-S5' in the en4.,rne with peptide hydrolysis occurring between P1P1' (arrow). NH2-terminal direction of substrate polypeptide chain is
indicated by N, and COOH-terminal direction by C.
Redrawn Jrom Polgar, L. In A Neuberger and K. Brochlehurst (Eds), Hydrolltic En-

z4es.

Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1987, p. 174

The other interacting residues in the substrate are labeled P+-Pz on the NH2terminal side of Pr-pr' and the COOH-terminal residues to the scissile bond are
substrate residues P2'-pr' . Thus the residues in the substrate that interact with the
extended active site in the serine protease will be P4-P3-P2-Pr-P1'-P2'P.'-p*'. The complementary regions in the en4..rne that bind the amino acid
residues in the substrate are designated S+-S+' (Figure 9.12). It is the secondary
interactions with the substrate, outside Sr-Sr', that ultimately determine a protease's specificity toward a particular protein substrate. Thus the serine protease in
coagulation, factor Xa, only cleaves a particular arginine in prothrombin, activating
it to thrombin. lt is the secondary interac[ion that allows factor Xa to recognize the
pailicular arginine in [he structure of prothrombin to be cleaved. The interaction of
the substrate residues P+...P+' with the en4.ryne-binding subsites S*...S*' are due to
noncovalent interactions. The substrate interacts with the en4rme-binding site to
extend a B-sheet structure between the polypeptide chain in the en4.ryne and the
polypeptide chain of [he substrate, which places the scissile peptide bond of the
substrate into 51-S1' (Figure 9.13).

Serine Proteases Are Synthesized in a Zymogen Form
Serine proteases are sl,nthesized in an inactive zqogen form, that requires limited
proteolysis to produce the active enzpe. Those for coagulation are spthesized in

Tyr 39

s2
1gsaPhe

)i^

o

si

4',l

o \H

..

il
N

Lys

31

P1

I

/'H

Tyr 320

i;

FICURE 9.13

Schematic drawing of binding of pancreatic trypsin inhibitor to trypsinogen based on
X-ray diffraction data.
Binding-site region of trypsinogen in the complex assumes a conformation like that of active trypsin with inhibitor, which is believed to bind in a similar manner to a substrate in
the active enzyme-binding site One cannot obtain X-ray structures of a natural enzyrnesubstrate complex because substrate is used up at a rate faster than the time of the X-ray
diffraction experiment (see p. I48). Note that inhibitor has an extended conformation so
that amino acids Pe, P7, P5, P3, P1-P3' interact with binding subsites S5-S3' Potentially
hydrolyzable bond in inhibitor is between Pr-Pr'.
Redrawn Jrom Bolognesi, M , Gatti, B , Menegatti, E ,

Biol 162:839.1983.

Guarnei, M ,

Papamobos, E , ond Huber, R.

J

Mol.
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Activatlon
I55, 157 16.9
141

Catalytic domains

cHo
FIGURE 9.14

Schematic of domain structure for protein C showing multidomain structure.
"GlA" refers to the 7-carboxyglutamic residues (indicated by tree structures) in the NHzterminal domain, disulfide bridges are indicated by thick bars, EGF indicates positions of
epidermal growth flactor-like domains, and CHO indicates positions where sugar residues
are joined to the Pol)?eptide chain. Proteolytic cleavage sites leading to catalytic acrivarion
are shown by arrows. Amino acid sequence is numbered from NH2-terminal end, and catalytic sites of serine, histidine, and aspartate are shown in the catalytic domains by circled
one letter abbreviations S, H, and D, respectively.
Redrawn Jrom Long, G. L J Cell. Blochem 33:185, J987

liver cells and are secreted into the blood for subsequent activation by other serine
proteases following vascular injury Z;,rnogen forms are usually designated by rhe

-ooc coo\,/CH
I

CH,

t'
I

CH

,/ \+
-OOC
NHg

suffix -ogen to [he enz]Tne name; the zyrnogen form of trypsin is termed rrypsinogen
and for chl.rnotrypsin is termed chymotrypsinogen. ln some cases the zymogen form
is referred to as a proenzyme; the zyrnogen form of thrombin is prothrombin.
Several plasma serine pro[eases have z]rrnogen forms that conlain multiple
nonsimilar domains. Pro[ein C, involved in a fibrinolysis parhway in blood, has
four distinct domains (Figure 9.14). The NH2-terminal domain conrains the derived
amino acid 7-carboxyglutamic acid (Figure 9.I5), which is enzymarically formed
by carboxylation of glutamic acid residues in a vitamin K-dependent reacrion (see
pp. 1047 and 1146). The 7-carboxyglutamares chelare Ca2* and form part of a
binding site to membranes. The COOH-terminal segmen[ conrains the catalytic
domains. Activation of these zymogens requires specific proteolysis outside the
catalytic domains (Figure 9.14) and is conrrolled by the binding through the nine
7-carboxyglu[ama[e residues at the NH2-termina] end through calcium ions to a
membrane site that promotes activation.

FIGURE 9.15

Structure of the derived amino acid
7-carboxyglutamic acid (abbreviation Gla),
found in NH2-terminal domain of many
clotting proteins.

There Are Specific Protein lnhibitors of Serine Proteases
Evolutionary selection of this enzyne family for participation in physiological
processes requires a parallel evolution of con[rol factors. Specific proteins inhibit

PROTEINS WITH A COMMON CATALYTIC MECHANISM: SERINE PROTEASES

the activity of serine pro[eases after their physiological role has ended (Table 9.4).
Thus coagulation is limited to the site of vascular rnjury and complementation activation leads to lysis only of cells exhibiting foreign antigens. lnability to control
these proteases, such asby a deficiency of a specific inhibitor, can lead to undesirable consequences, such as thrombi formation in myocardial infarction and stroke
or uncontrolled reactions of complement in autoimmune disease. Natural inhibitors
of serine proteases, termed serpins for serine protease lnhibitors, have evolved. This
family of inhibitors occurs in animals that produce the proteases, but surprisingly
these inhibltors are also flound in plants that lack proteases.

Serine Proteases Have Similar Structure-Function Relationships
The complex relationships between structure and physiological function of the serine proteases require analysis of a number of observations. (1) Only one serine
residue is catalytically active and participates in peptide bond cleavage. Bovine
trypsin con[ains 34 serine residues with only one catalytically active or able to react with the inhibitor DFP (see Figure 9.11). (2) X-ray diffraction and amino acid
sequence homology studies demonstrate that a histidine and an aspartate are always
associated with the activated serine in the catalytic site Based on their positions in
chy,rnotrypsinogen, these three invariant active-site residues of serine proteases are
named Ser 195, His 57, and Asp 102. This numbering, based on their sequence
number in chymotrypsinogen, is used to identify these residues irrespective of their
exact position in any serine protease. (3) Eukaryotic serine proteases exhibit high
sequence and structural similarity with each other. (4) Genes that code for serine
proteases are organized similarly (Figure 9.16). In eukaryotic genes, exons are segments of the genomic DNA that are combined into the final mRNA that carries the
information for the protein. The exons are separated by introns, which are spliced
out of RNA and not present in the final messenger RNA (see p. 225). The exonintron patterns of serine proteases show that each of the catalytically essential
amino acid residues (Ser 195, His 57, and Asp L02) are on different exons. The catalytically essential histidine and serine are all almost adjacent to their exon boundary. The similarity in exon-intron organization exists for the serine protease family
of enz)rmes among eukaryotic species. The cross-species homology in serine protease gene structure further supports the concept that the serine proteases evolved

TABLE

9.4

Some Human Proteins that lnhibit Serine Proteases

a1-Proteinase lnhibitor

Inhibits tissue proteases including neutrophil
elastase; deficiency leads to pulmonary

emphysema

ar-Antichymotrypsin

Inter-a-trypsin inhibitor

Inhibits proteases of chl,rnotrypsin-like
specificity from neutrophils, basophils, and
mast cells including cathepsin G and ch),rnase
lnhibits broad range o[ serine protease activities

in plasma
a2-Antiplasmin

Antithrombin III

Inhibits plasmin
Inhibits thrombin and other coagulation
proteases

Cr Inhibitor
a2-Macroglobulin
Protease nexin I
Protease

nexin II

lnhibits complement reaction
General protease

inhibitor

Inhibits thrombin, urokinase, and plasmin
Inhibits growth factor-associated serine
proteases, identical to NH2-terminal domain
of amyloid protein secreted in Alzheimer's
disease

Plasminogen activator lnhibiror I
Plasmrnogen activator inhibitor ll

Inhibits plasminogen activators
I nhibits urokinase plasmrnogen activator

I ra:
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Trypsinogen

Chymotrypsinogen

*
Proelastase

Kallikrein
crNGF

T.IGF

ffi
ffi

Urokinase
Factor Xll

FICURE 9.16

Organization of exons and introns in genes that code for serine proteases.
t-PA is tissue plasminogen activator and NGF is nerye growth
protein is secreted. Light-colored boxes, on right, represent part of
and contains a structure homologous to a seilne protease . Exons
gene sequence transcribed into messenger RNA (mRNA), but not
shown by boxes and introns by connecting lines Position o[
translated into protein. Arrows show codons for residues at which
codons for active-site serine, histidlne, and aspartate are denoted by
proteolytic activation of zl,rnogen occurs.
H, and D, respectively. Red boxes, on 1eft, show regions that code
Redrawn from lrwin, D M., Rlberts, K. A , and MacGillivray, R T
Mol Biol
NH2-terminal part of polypeptide chain (signal peptide) cleaved before 200:31, 1988

factor
are
the
S,
for

I

flrom a common primordial gene. (5) The catalytic unit of serine proteases exhibits
two structural domains, of approximately equal size. The catalyric site is wirhin the
interface (crevice) between the two domains. (6) Serine pro[eases [hat func[ion
through direct interaction wirh membranes typically have an additional domain to
provide this specific function. (7) Natural protein substrates and inhibitors of serine pro[eases bind through an extended specificity sire (8) Specificity for na[ural
protein inhibitors is marked by extremely tight binding The binding constanr for
trypsin to pancreatic rrypsin inhibitor is about 1013 M-r, reflecting a binding free
energy of approximately 18 kcal mol-1. (9) Natural prorein inhibitors are usually
poor substrates with srrong inhibition by the inhibitor requiring hydrolysis of a peptide bond in the inhibiror by the protease. (I0) serine proreases in eukaryores are
synthesized in zy,rnogen forms to permit their production and transport in an inactive state to their sites of action. (I1) Zymogen activarion frequently involves hydrolysis by another serine protease. (12) Several serine proteases undergo autolysis or self-hydrolysis. Sometimes the self-reaction leads ro specific peptide bond
cleavage and activa[ion of the catalytic activity. At other limes autolysis leads to inactivation of lhe protease.

Amino Acid Sequence Homology in Serine Proteases
Much early knowledge of the serine prorease family came from trypsi.n and chymotry?sin purified from bovine materials. This has pelded a useful bur noninruitive nomenclature, which uses a sequence alignment against [he amino acid sequence of chymotrypsin, to name and number residues of other serine pro[eases.
As mentioned previously, the caralytically essential residues are Ser I95, His 57 , and
Asp 102. Insertions and deletions of the amino acids in another serine prolease are
compared to the numbering of residues in chymorrypsin. Alignment is made by algorithms that maximize sequence homology, with exact alignment of the essential
serine, histidine, and aspartate residues. These three residues are invariant in all serine proteases and the sequences surrounding them are invariant among the serine
proteases of the ch).,rnorrypsin family (Table 9.5).
Members of the ch).rynotrypsin family also occur in prokaryotes. Thus bacterial
serine proteases from streptomyces giseus and Myxobacteia 450 have a structural
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lnvariant Sequences Found Around the Catalytically Essential Serine (S) and Histidine (H)
Sequence (Identical Residues to Chymotrypsin Are

EnTyme

Residue s

ChlT notryPsin A
Trypsin

Pancreatic elastase

Thrombin
Factor X
Plasmin
Plasma kallikreln
Streptomyces

trypsin

Subtilisin

Around Cataly tically

F HF CGGS
L
YHF
CGGSL
A H T CGGTL
E L LCGASL
E GFCGGT
I
MHFCGGTL
S F ACGGVLVN
-CGGALYAAD
V GGA
S F VAG

Chl,rnotrlpsin A
Pancreatic elastase

Thrombin
Factor X
Plasmin
Plasma kallikrein
Streptomyces

trypsin

Source:Barrett,AJ

CAG
-ASGV
CAGY--LEGGK
CAG-GNGVRCAGYKPGEGKRG
CAGY-_DTQPE
CAGHLAGGTCAGY__LPGGK
CAGY-PDTGGV

AGVYSTYPTNTY

Suhtilisin

ln:AJ

Histtdine

I NENWVVTAAHCGV
T T
I N S QWVV
SAAHCYK
S G
I RANWVMTAAHCVD
R E
I S D RWV
L Y P
L TAAHCL
LNE
F Y V L TAAHCLHAAK
I S P EWVL
E KS
TAAHCL
P KWV
L TAAHCKNDNY
I V L TAAHCV
S GS
E AY N T D GNGHGTHVAG

Residues Ar ound Cataly

Trypsin

Essential

inBold

BarrettandG Sah,esen(Eds),Proteinaselnhibitors

tically Essential S eine

S S C

DSCa
S GCA
DACE
DACA
DSCa
DTCM
DTCa
ATLN

Amsterdam:Elsevier,1986,p

and funcrional homology with ch)-rnotrypsin. A separale family of serine proteases
initially discovered in bacteria has no structural homology to the mammalian chymotrypsin family The serine protease subtilisin, isolated from Bacillus subtilis, hydrolyzes peptide bonds and contains an ac[ivated serine with a histidine and aspailate in its active site but the active slte arises from structural regions of the
protein that bear no sequence or structural homology with the ch;.rnotrypsin serine proteases. This serine protease is an example of convergent evolution of an
enzyme catalytic mechanism. Apparently a completely different gene evolved with
the same catalyric mechanism utilizing an active-site serine. The primary and tertiary slructures are also different from that ol the rrypsin- and chymotrypsin-llke

slructures

Tertiary Structures of Trypsin Family of Serine Proteases Are Similar
Ser 195 in chymotrypsin reacts with diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP), with a
1:I enzymelDFP stoichiometry that inhiblts the enzyme The three-dimensional
structure of chymotrypsin reveals that the Ser 195 is situated within an in[ernal
pocket, with access to the solvent interface. His 57 and Asp 102 are oriented so that
they participate with the Ser 195 in the catalytic mechanism (see p.447).
Structure determinations by X-ray crystallography have been carried out on
many members of this family of proteins (Table 9.6). Structural data are available
for catalytlcally active enzyfi.:re forms, zymogens, the same enzyme in multiple
species, enzyme-inhibitor complexes, and a particular enzyme at differenr temperatures and in different solvents. The most complete analysis has been that of trypsin
Its X-ray diffraction analysis has pelded a three-di.mensional structure a[ better than
I 7-A resolution, which can resolve atoms at a separation of 1 3 A such as the C:O
on of the carbonyl group (1.2 A) rnis resolution, however, is not uniform over the
entire tr)?sin structure Different regions vary in their tendency to be localized in
space during the time course of the X-ray diffraction experiment, and for some
atoms in the struclure their exac[ positions cannot be as precisely defined as for

GDSGGPLV
GDSGGPVV
GDSGGPLH
GDSGGPFV
GDSGGPHV
GDSGGPLV
GDSGGPLI
GDSGGPMF
GTSMASPH

M

7

S D
I Q
L T
PW
R

P

R
E

GN
T
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TABLE

9.6

Serine Protease Structures Determined by X-Ray
Crystallography

Ch1.,rnotrypsin"

Bovine
Bovine
Porcine
Porcine

Yesb

-t.67'

No
Yes

2.5
2.5

Yes

2.05

Proteinase A
Proteinase B
Proteinase II

5

griseus

No

I.5

5. griseus

Yes

1.8

Rat

No

1.9

Trypsin"

Bovine
Bovine

YesD

t.4'

Yesb

I

Chymotrypsinogen

Elastase
Kallikrein

Irypsinogen"

65'

" Srructure of this en4,me molecule independently determined by two or more
rnvestrgators
D

Structure obtained with no inhibitor present (native stmcture) and with inhibitors lnhlbitors used include low molecular weight inhibitors (i e , benza-

midine, DFII and tosyl) and protein inhibitors
inhibitor)

(1

e , bovine pancrearic rrypsin

'Highest resolution for rhis molecule of the multiple deterninarlons

others. The structural disorder is especially apparent in surface residues nor in con-

tact with neighboring molecules. Rapid methods for X-ray data acquisition (see
p. 148) further support Lhis observation of dl,namic fluctuation. Tilpsin is globu-

lar and consisb of two distincl domains of approximately equal size (Figure 9.17),
which do not penerrare one anorher. There is little a-helix, except in the COOHterminal region. The structure is predominantly B-structure, with each of the do-

mains in a "deformed" B-barrel. Loop regions protrude from the barrel ends, being
almost symmetrically presented by each of the two folded domains. These loop
structures combine to form a surface region of the enz),rne that extends ou[ward,
above the catalytic site, and are stmc[urally and functionally similar to the CDRs of

immunoglobulins.

FIGURE 9.17
Two views of the structure of trypsin showing tertiary structure of two domains.
Active-site serine, histidine, and aspartate are indicated rn yellow.

DNA-BTNDTNC PRoTETNS

TABLE

9.7

I rsz

Structural Superposition of Selected Trypsin Family Serine Proteases and the Resultant Amino Acid Sequence Comparison
Number of Amino Acids

in Sequence
Comparison

Protease

Tiypsin-prekallikrein

223
223
223
223

Trypsin-S. griseus protease

22)

Trypsin--elastase

Trypsin-chymotrypsin
Tiypsin-mast cell protease

7

Number of Sttacturally
Protease 2

Equfialent Residues

Number of Chemically
Identical Residues

240

IBB

BI

24t

LB5

724
232
180

l88

93
69

194

B4

t2].

25

Ahgnment o[ three-dimensional slructures can be performed on serlne prousing a mathematical function that compares struclural equivalence and a1lows lor insertion and deletion of amino acids The data of Table 9 7 conlrast the
extent of structural superimposability with the homology of sequences brought into
coincidence by the strulctural superposition This table shows the total number of
teases

amino acids and the number that are statistically identical in each structure. Topologically equivalent amlno acids have the same relationship in three-dimensional
space to the point where they cannot be distinguished from one another by X-ray
diffraction. The last column presents the number of amino acids that are chemically
identicai. In these structural alignments the regions of greatest difference appear to
be localized to the CDR-like loop regions, which extend lrom the B-barrel domalns
[o form the surface region out from the catalytic site The effect of airerlng the amino
acids in these loops is to al[er the macromolecular binding specificity of the protease It is the struclure of the loop in factor Xa, for example, that allows it to bind
specifically to prothrombin Serpins interact with dilferent proteases based on their
affinity for the loop srructures. Bacterial proteases related to the eukaryotic serine
protease family contain the same two domains but lack most of the loop structures

This agrees with their lack of a requirement for complex interactions and the
observa[ion that bacterlal proteases are not q.nthesized in a zl,mogen form
Thus the serine protease family constitutes a structurally related seties of proteins that use a catalytically active serine. During evolution, the basic two-domain
s[ruclure and the caulytically essential residues have been maintained, but the region of the secondary interactions (1oop regions) have changed to give the different
members their specificities toward substrates, actl\,a[ors, and inhibitors, characteristic of their ph1,5i6l6gical functions

e.4

I

Major groove

pNA-BrNprNc PROTE|NS
Minor groove

p. 350)
Regulatory sites in DNA bind
These sites contaln a nucleot.ide sequence that binds regulatory proteins known as
transcription factors. The specilic DNA sequence, or transcription factor binding
element, is usuall1. less than I0 nucleotides long Noncovalent interactions between
the protein and DNA a1low the protein to recognize the nucleotide sequence and
bind. This ls highly selective as the human genome has about 30,000 genes, each
with its own reguiatory sequences While there are huge gaps in knowledge of how
proteins regulate gene expression, some common slructural motifs of DNA-binding
proteins are apparent.
proteins that control gene expressi.on (see

Three Major Structural Motifs of DNA-Binding Proteins
Along the double heiix of a DNA molecule in i[s most common form (B form) are
two grooves, the major and minor grooves (Flgure 9.18) (see p. 38), to which the
proteins must associate. A common structural motif found in many DNA-binding
proteins is the helix-turn-helix (HTH). A HTH places one of its a-helices, des-

B-DNA

FIGURE 9.18

Space-filling model of DNA in B conformation
showing major and minor grooves.
Reprinted witl'L permission.f rom Rich, A J Blotntrl Si:-:-:
D1-n 1;i. i983
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FIGURE 9.19

Binding of a helix-turn-helix motif into the
major groove of B-DNA.
The recognition helix lies across the major

ignated the recognition helix, across the major gr
re side chain residues
of the helix florm specific noncovalent interactions
base sequence of the
target DNA sequence. The interaction often induces distortion of the B-DNA-binding site that better accommodates the interactions with protein. Nonspecific interactions are made between the protein and sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA.
Most HTH proteins bind as dimers, which then form two helix-turn-helix motifs
per active regulatory protein)X-ray structures shOra, the two helix-qurn-helix motifs protruding from the stffcture of each r4orlomer domain binding at two adjacent turns of the major groove in the DNA, the dimer dual$iading interaction making a much stronger and more specific protein-DNA interac[ion than possible for
a single monomer protein-DNA interaction. The dimer p.otefhr are symmetrical
and the corresponding DNA binding sequences in the regulatory element are palindromes (see p.72', Figures 9.19-9.21).
The zinc finger motif of some DNA-binding proterns contains a repeating motlf. of aZn2+ atom bonded to two cysteine and two hist
Figure 9.22).
In some cases the histidines are substituted by cystei
structure for
the motifl contains two close cysteines separated by about 12 amino acids from a
second pair of Zn2+ Iigandrng amino acids (histidine or cysteine). The threedimensional structure o[ a common zinc finger structure has been deduced by
1H-NMR (Figure
9.23).The motif contains an a-helix segmen[ that can bind within

groove.
Redrown Jrom SchleiJ,

R

Science 241:241, 1988

Helix-turn-helix

(b)
FIGURE 9.21

FICURE 9.20

Association of two helix-turn-helix motifs
from a DNA-binding protein (dimer) into
adjacent turns of the major grooves of &DNA.
Redrawn from Brennan, R G and.Motthews, B W Tiends
Biochem. Sci 14:287, 1989

X-ray crystallographic stmcture of helix-turn-helix motif lac repressor protein in
association with target DNA.
(a) Repressor is a tetramer protein with individual monomers colored green and red (ieft),
red and yellow (right). The DNA targets are colored purple (top). Recognition helices are
shown to interact in adjacent major grooves of target DNAs. Each dimer in tetramer interacts with a discrete (separated) target consensus sequence present in DNA. (b) A different
view of the same tetramer.
Repinted with permission Jrom Lo,yis, M., Chang, G , Horton, N C , Kercher, M A., Pace, H C., Schumacher,
M. A., Brennan,

R G., and Lu, P Science 271:1247, 1996 Copynght
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FIGURE 9.22

,, H \Q
H'

Primary sequence of a zinc finger motif found
in DNA-binding protein Xfin from Xenopus.
Invariant and highly conserved amino acids in
structure are circled in red.

K

\tt-

Redrawn Jrom Lee, M. 5 , Gippert,

D A, ondwnght,P E

G P, Soman, K. V,

Case

Science 245:635,1989.

the major groove at its target site in DNA and makes specific interactions with the
nucleotide sequence (see p. 354).
A thlrd structural motif found in some of the DNA-binding proteins is the
leucine zipper. Leucine zippers are formed from a region of o-helix lhat con[ains
at least four leucines, each leuclne separated by six amino acids from one another
@)

helix motifs However, if a dimer is not formed the protein will not strongly bind
to DNA. The DNA-binding region is adjacent to the zipper motif toward the NH2terminal end in the primary structur
high
concentration of basic amino acids,
conserved basic region directly interacts
6ru
tive charges of the arginine lysine side chains are drawn to the negatively
Due to the DNA-binding region of basic amino
charged DNA phosphate gro
acids just NH2-terminal to rhe leucine-zipper region of each of the polypeptide
chains, the structure is designated a"bZlP" structure, where b is for the basic amino
acid region and ZIP for the adjacenr zipper motif (see p. 355).

(b)

FIGURE 9.24

Leucine-zipper motif of DNA-binding proteins.
(a) Helical wheel analysis of the leucine-zipper

motif in DNA-binding protein The amino acid
FIGURE 9.23

Three-dimensional structure obtained by
rH-NMR of zinc finger motif homXenopus
protein Xfin (sequence shown in Figure
9.22).
Superposition of 37 possible structures
derived from calculations based on the rHNMR NH2-terminal is at upper left and
COOH-terminal is at bottom right Zinc is
sphere at the bottom with Cys residues to the
left and His residues to the right.
Photograph protided by Michael Pique and Peter E
W"ight, Department of Molecular Biolog, Research
Institute oJ Scipps Clinic, La lolla, CaliJornia

in the wheel analysis is displayed endto-end down the axis of a schematic a-helix struc-

sequence

ture The leucines (Leu) are observed in alignment
along one edge of the helix (residues 1, 8, 15, and
22 in the sequence). (b) The X-ray structure, ln
side view, in which the helices are presented in
ribbon form and side chains in stick form
Contacting leucine residues in yellow and green.
Part (a) redrawn Jrom l-andschulz, W H , Johnson, P E, and
McKnight,5. L Science 240:1759,1988;part @) repnnted
Jrom Voet, D and Voet, Biochemistry 2nd ed Nevr Yorh:
Wiley, 1995 andbased on an X-ray structure by Peter Kim,
MIT, and Tom Alber lJniversitl of Lltah School oJ Medicine
Repinted by permission oJ I ohn Wiley 6 Sons, Inc

I
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FIGURE 9.25

schematic diagram of two proteins with leucine zippers in antiparallel association.
DNA-binding domains containing a high content of basic amino acids (arginines and
Iysines) are shown in pink.
Redrawn

from Landschulz, W H.,

Johnson,

p

F., and McKnight, S.

L. Science 2 40:1159, 1988.

The yeast transcription factor GCN4 contains the leucine-zipper (bZIP) motif.
Figure 9.26 shows its association with its palindromic DNA recognition element. It
is a dimer of two conrinuous a-helical subunits joined by a leucine-zipper interface. The a-helices cross at this interface and then diverge with thet two N-termi.nal
ends separated to pass directly through different sides of the same major groove of
the DNA target site (Figure 9.26). Amazingly, there are no bends or kinks in rhe
linear helical structure of each subunit of the dimer.
Many regulatory proteins that contain the leucine-zipper motif have been
shown to be oncogene products (Myc, Jun, and Fos). Fos forms a heterodimer with
Jun through a leucine-zipper interaction, and the Fos{un dimers bind to gene
regulatory sites. If these regulatory proteins are mutated or produced in an unregulated manner, the cell may be transformed to a cancer cell.

DNA-Binding Proteins Utilize a Variety

of Strategies for lnteraction with DNA
helix-turn-helix motif was the first motif to be identified for interaction with
DNA. X-ray studies of protein-DNA complexes show a great variety of other mechanisms for protein-DNA associarion. The TAIA box-binding protein (TBp) associThe

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 9.26

Structure of the bZIP GCN,+-DNA complex.
(a) bztp protein is a dimer (polypeptide chains colored blue) with each monomer joined by
a leucine-zipper motif. NH2-termini diverge to allow the basic region of the sequence to
interact in the major groove of DNA target site (DNA colored orange). (b) same inreracrion
viewed down the DNA axis.
RedrawnJromEllenberger,T.E,Brandl,C

J.,Struhl,K.,and,Harison,S. C. Cell 71:1223,

1992.

DNA-BTNDTNG PRoTETNS

(a)

| :st

(b)

FIGURE 9.27

Structures of TATA-binding protein (TBP)-DNA binary and TBP-TFIIB-DNA ternary complexes.
(a)ComputermodelgeneratedfromX-raystructureof
the"saddle- whenvisible.SeeFigure8.2I,p 35I,foranotherviewo[theIATAIike" structure of TBP; a-helices and p-strands are shown in red and
binding protein
b1ue, respectively, with the remainder in white (b) TBP-TFIIB-DNA Courtesy oJ S. K. Burley. Repinted with permission Jrom (a) Niholov, D. 8., Hu,
S.-H,Lin,J,Gasch,A,HolJmann,A,Hoihoshi,M,Chua,N -H,Roeder,R. G-,
complex. Proteins are depicted as o-carbon traces while the DNA is
shown as an atomic stickmodel. fFIIB first repeat is colored red and andBurley, S K Nature 360:40, 1992;and@)Niholo't,D B,Chen,H,Halay,
the second repear magenra. One domain of TBP ls lightblue while the \_?:-uth"uo'A A,Hisatahe'K,Lee,D K,Roeder,R G,andBurley,S K Nature
second is dark blue. DNA-coding strand is colored gi..., ,.rd noncoding strand is in yellow. N- and C-termini of TBP and TFIIB are

377:119' 1995 CopYnght @ 1992 and 1995 b1 Macmillan Mdgdzines Limited

labeled

ates with the TATA sequence of gene promoters. Associarion of TBP with the TATA
sequence forms the foundation for a large protein complex that imtrates gene transcription by RNA pol1.rnerase. The X-ray structure of the C-terminal domain of the
TBP bound to a TATA sequence shows that TBP contains two domains, each com-

posed of a curved antiparallel B-sheet with a concave surface. The two-domain
stmcture forms the shape of a "saddle" that sits over the DNA double helix. The
concave surface of the "saddle" distorts the B-DNA structure and partially unwinds
the DNA helix. This distortion, in [urn, produces a wide open, rhough shallow,
minor groove that interacts extensively with the underportion of the TBP saddle
(Figure 9.27a). One critical component of the initiation complex for RNA
transcription is TFIIB An X-ray structure shows TFIIB associales with one of the
"slirrups" of the TBP "saddle" in the TATA sequence complex (Figure 9.27b).
The p53 protein is a transcription factor that, on sensing damaged DNA, upregulates the expression of genes that inhibit cell division, to give the cell time ro
repair the damaged DNA. Alternatively, it can instruct the cel1 to undergo apoptosis (programmed cell death) if the DNA damage is too extensive for repair. This
transcription factor is a key tumor suppressor protein, as i[s absence allows mutated
DNA in a cell to accumulate, leading to its transformation to a cancer cell. Mutant
or inactive forms of p53 are found in the majority of human cancers. The DNAbinding domain of p53 consists of [wo sheets of antiparallel B-strands iike an immunoglobulin fold. This central fold provides the scaffolding for the loop-sheethelix motif and for the two large loops (15 and 32 residues) that inreract wirh the
DNA. The o-helix (designared H2) of the loop-sheet-helix motif fits into a major
groove with loop 1 (L1), while loop 3 (L3) interacts strongly with rhe adjacent minor groove (Figure 928a). Figure 9.28b shows the residues commonly found mutated in human cancers. Many are in residues that interact directly with DNA, such
as Arg248, which is a part of loop 3. Others are in residues within the domain core
required for protein stability p53 binds DNA as a [elramer (Figure 9.28c).
NF-rB transcription factors are ubiqui[ous members of the Rel family. They
regulate a yaiety of genes, especially genes with roles in cellular defense mechanisms against infection and in differentiation. The NF-rcB p50 protein has two
domains interconnected by a 10 amino acid linker region (Figure 9.29a). Each

/
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(a)

FICURE 9.28

Structure of p53-DNA complex.
(a) Structure of monomer p53 core domain complexed wirh DNA.
B-strands (S), a-helices
(H), loops (L), and zlnc atom (sphere) are lettered and numbered Helix (H2), loop 1 (Ll),
and loop 3 (L3) associate in major and minor grooves of target DNA (b) Frequently mutated amino acid side chains commonly found in human cancers are colored yellow. Zinc atom
is colored orange (c). Structure of tetramer p53 in association with DNA Each monomer of
tetramer binds to a discrete consensus binding site in the target DNA as shown in (a). Four
core domains of the tetramer are colored yel]ow, dark green, red, and lavender, and DNA is
colored blue.
RepinLedwtthpermissionJromCho,Y.,Goina,S,lejfteJ,PD,andPayletich,N
P Science 265:346, i994
Copynght @ 1994 $t the Ameican Associatton Jor the Advancement oJ Science Figures courtesy oJ Dr N P

(c)

Pavk ti,h. M e moi al Sloan - Ke ltc ring

(a)
FIGURE 9.29

Structure of the NF-rB p50 homodimer to DNA.
Only residues 43 through 352 of both subunis are shown in strucrures
NF-rcB p50 protein binds as a dlmer In each monomer, the N-terminal
domain is colored yellow and the C-terminal domain is colored red
(a) View along DNA axis (b) Alternative yiew of same complex

Repinted with permission lrom Miiller, C W, Rey, F. A., Sodeoha, M , Verdine, G. L
and Harison, 5 C Narure 37 3:3 I 1, 1995 Copy nght @ 1995 by Macmillan
Magazines Limited

,

HEMocLoBTN AND

domain contains a B-barrel core with antiparallel strands that have structural homology to the immunoglobulin fold. The C-terminal domairs provide the dimer interface, where the immunoglobulin folds back together to form the subunit interface. Both N-terminal and C-terminal domains, as well as the loop that connects
them, bind to the DNA surface, contributing t0 loops (5 from each subunit in the
dimer) that fill the entire major groove in the target DNA (Figure 9.29). N-terminal
domains also have an a-helical segment that forms a strong interaction in the minor groove near the center of the target element. In contrast to many other DNAbinding proteins, the NF-rB p50 dimer does not make contact with two separated
sites on the DNA target. Rather, the contacts from one monomer combine with
those of the second monomer to form a continuous interaction through the single
binding site in the DNA.
The structures of helix-tum-helix, zinc fingers, bZlP, and helixJoop-helix proteins are also described in Section 8.8, Preinitiation Complex in Eukaryotes: Tianscription Factors, RNA Polymerase II, and DNA (p. 354).

g.s I HrMoclostN nNo A4yoct-oslN
Hemoglobins are globular proteins, present in high concentrations in red blood
cells, that bind oxygen in the lungs and transpoft it to cells. They also transport
CO2 and H* from the tissues to the lungs. Hemoglobins also carry and release nitric oxide (No) in the blood vessels of the tissues. No is a porenr vasodilator and
inhibitor of platelet aggregation. The molecular srructure and chemistry of the he-

moglobins perform these multiple complex and. interrelated physiological roles
beautifully

Human Hemoglobin Occurs in Several Forms
A hemoglobin molecule consisrs of four polypeptide chains, rwo each of two different amino acid sequences. The major form of human adult hemoglobin, HbAr,

p chains (o, P). The a polypeptide has I4l and
the B polypeptide has 146 amino acids. Other forms of hemoglobin predominare
in the blood o[ the human fetus and early embryo (Figure 9.30). The fetal form
(HbF) contains the same a chains as HbA1, but a second rype of chain (7 chain)
occurs in the tetramer molecule and differs in amino acid sequence from that of the
B chain of adult HbAr (Table 9.8). Two other forms apper in the first months after .
conception (embryonic) in which the o chains are subsriruredby zeta (0 chains of
different amino acid sequence and the a chains serye as the p chains. A minor adult
hemoglobin, HbA2, comprises about 2% of normal adult hemoglobin and conrains
consists of two a chains and two

o/o

ol

Total
globin
synth€sis

12 18 24

30

361

6

12

18 24 30

36

B rth

Postconception age (weeks)

Postnatal age (weeks)

FIGURE 9.30

Changes in globin chain production during &velopment.
RedrawnJromNienhurs, A W andManiatts, T.In: G. Stafiidtoyannopoulos, A. W Menhuis, P lzder, andp W
Majerus (Els), The Molecular Basis of Blood Diseases. Philadelphia: Saunders,

1987 , p. 68, ia which refcrenceoJWeatheratt,D. l.andClegJ.B.,TheThalassemiaSyndromes,3rded.OxJord:Blackweltscintilic
Publications, 1 9 8 1, h achnowl e dge d.
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TABLE

9.8

Chains of Human Hemoglobin

Dettelopmental

Stage

Symbol

Chain
Compositiott

Adult
Adult

HbAr
HbA2

crz6z

Fetus

HbF
Hb Gower-I
Hb Portland

dzlz

Embryo
Embryo

azFz

(zez

tzlz

a chains and two chains designated delta (E) (Tab1e 9.8).
abnormal hemoglobins is presented in Clinical Correlation 9.6.

two

A discussion

of

Myoglobin: A Single Polypeptide with One 02-Binding Site
Myoglobin (Mb) is an O2-carrying protein that binds and releases 02 with changes
in the 02 concentration in the sarcoplasm of skeletal muscle cells In contrast to hemoglobin, which has four chains and four O2-binding sites, myoglobin contains
only a single polypeptide chain and one O2-binding site. Myoglobin is a model for
whal occurs when a single protomer molecule acts alone r,r,ilhout the interactions
exhibired among the lour O2-binding sites in the more complex tetramer molecule
of hemoglobin. The binding ol O2 in hemoglobin reveals that the four sites of
O2-binding do not act independently but acl in a cooperative manner.

CtINICAL CORRETATION 9.

6

Hemoglobinopathies
There are over 400 documented different mutant human hemoglobins Mutations cause instabiiity in hemoglobln structure, increased
or decreased oxygen affinity, or an increase in the rate o[ oxidation of
the heme ferrous iron (Fe2*) to the ferric oxidatlon state (Fe3*) A
nonfunc[ional lerric hemoglobin is designated methemoglobin and is
s).,rnbolized HbM Unstable hemoglobins anse by the subsritution of

proline for an amino acid within an a-helical region of the globin
fold Prolines do not participate in a-helical structure and the breaking ol an a-helical segment can cause an unstable hemoglobin (examples are Hbgr,'}r4JP'o ana UUp"3i.Li,"-"'"). Othe. unstable hemogiobins are generated by the substitution of an amino acid side charn

by one that is either too large or sma1l to make appropriate contacts,
or by placement of a charged or polar group on the inside of a domain Unstable hemoglobins easily denature and precipitate within
the erythrocyte, lorming Heinz bodies, which damage the erylhrocyte
membrane Patients with unstable hemoglobins may develop anemia,
reticulocytosis, splenomegaly, and urobilinuria A number o[ mutant
hemoglobins have an increased oxygen affinity (lower P56) An interesring example is uU€X#,LH-1"", in which the histidine that dissociates 50olo o[ the Bohr effect protons is lost This mutation impedes the
regulation of oxygen dissociatlon by hydrogen ion concentration and
destabilizes the T conformation relative to the R conformation, causing an increase in oxygen affinity. Hemoglobin mutations that impair
BPG binding also increase oxygen affinity. Hemoglobinopathies of increased ox1'gen affinity are also often characterlzed by hemolytic anemia and Heinz body formation. These hemoglobins cannot dlssociate
their oxygen to the tissues as needed.

Mutant hemoglobins that form methemoglobin include

HbMfflJ*-!-

and Hbnp"'qr'z6f'f*-p!', where rhe proxlmal h
chains, respectively, are mutated. In Hb
and ubvt("6,3p1Sffr- the distal hisridines E7 are mutated Mutations of
amino acids that pack against the heme or form the oxygen-binding
site often lead to methemoglobinemia. Patients with high concentrations of methemoglobin show a cyanosis (bluish color of the skin).
Two of the most prevalent mutations found in hemoglobin occur
at the same amino acid position, the B6Glu. When this glutamate is
replaced by vallne, the result is Hbsp6clurval, whereas replacement of
the glutamate by lysine yields HbCp6Gl'-t'. Ho*orygotes with HbS
er?ress sickle cell anemia in which the hemoglobin molecules precipitate as tactoids or long arrays. This formation produces the sickle
shape of the erythrocyte characteristlc of the disease (see Clin Corr.
3 3) HbC differs from HbS in that it forms a different aggregate structure, blunt-ended crystalloids. This reduces the sun ival time lor the
red blood cells but exhibits less hemolysis than HbS and this form o[
hemoglobinopathy exhibits more limited pathological effects. As both
HbS and HbC mutant hemoglobins are commonly found among certain black African populations, it is not unusual to find individuals
heterozygous for both mutant genes among this population. lndivtduals with HbSC will have an lntermediate anemia between that observed for homozygotes of HbS and HbC

in the a and B

Dickerson, R E and Geis, 1- Hemoglobtn: Structure, Function, Evolution, and
Pathologt. Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin-Cummings, 1983; and Arcasoy, M O
and Gallagher, P

G Molecular

dragnosis of hemoglobinopathies and other red

blood cell disorders Semin Hematol 36:328, 1999

HEMoGLoBTN AND MYoGLoarN

Heme Prosthetic Croup ls at the Site of 02 Binding

coo-

coo-

CHz

The four polypeptides of the globin subunits in hemoglobin and rhe one of myo-

/CH2

'cr,
tt

globin each contain a heme prosthetic group. A prosthetic group is a non-

I 39s

cHz

polypeptide moiety that forms a functional part of a protein. Without its prosthetic
group, a protein is designated an apoprotein. With its prosthetic group it is a

holoprotein.
Heme is protoporphyrin IX (see p. 1063) with an iron atom in its cenrer (Figure 9.31). The iron atom is in the ferrous (2* charge) oxidation state in functional
hemoglobin and myoglobin. The ferrous atom in the heme can form five or six ligand bonds, depending on whether or not 02 is bound to the molecule. Four bonds
are to [he pl,rrole nitrogen a[oms of the porphyrin. Since all pl,rrole rings of porphynn lie in a common plane, the four ligand bonds from the porphlmn [o the iron
atom will have a tendency to lie in the plane of the porphyrin ring. The fifth and
the potentially sixth ligand bonds to the ferrous atom are directed along an axis perpendicular to the plane of the porphyrin ring (Figure 9.32). The fifth coordinate
bond of the ferrous atom is to a nitrogen of a histidine imidazole. This is designated
the proximal histidine in hemoglobin and myoglobin s[ructures (Figures 9.32 and
9.33). 02 forms a sixth coordinate bond to the ferrous atom when bound to hemoglobin and myoglobin. In this bonded position the 02 is placed between the ferrous atom to which it is liganded and a second histidine imidazole, designated the
distal histidine. In deoxyhemoglobin, the sixth coordination position of the ferrous atom is unoccupied. The heme is positioned within a hydrophobic pocket of
each globin subunit, where approximately 80 interactlons are provided by abour 18
residues to the heme. Most of these noncovalent interactions are between apolar
side chains of amino acids and the apolar regions of rhe porphyrin. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the driving force for these interactions is the expulsion of water of solvation on association of the hydrophobic heme with the apolar amino acid side

tl
cHs

\r,

Heme

FIGURE 9.31

Structure of heme.

coo-

(l

FIGURE 9.32

Ligand bonds to ferrous atom in oxyhemoglo-

bin.

FlGURE 9.33
Secondary and tertiary stnrcture characteristics of globins ofhemoglobin.
Proximai His F8, distal His E7, and Val El1 side charns are shown Other amino acids of
pollpeptide chain are represented by a-carbon positions only; the letters M, ! and P refer
to the methyl, viny1, and propionate side chains o[ the heme
Repinted with permission Irom Perutz, M Br Med B:UJll 32: 1 9 5, 197 6
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chains in the heme pocket. In myoglobin, additional noncovalent in[eracLions are
made between the negatively charged propionate groups of the heme and positively
charged argini.ne and histidine side chains of the globin. However, in hemoglobin
chains a difflerence in the amino acid sequence in this region of the heme-binding
site leads to stabilization of the porphyrin propionates by in[eraction with an uncharged histidine imidazole and with water molecules of solvent [oward the outer
surface of the molecule

X-Ray Crystallography Has Assisted in Defining

the Structure of Hemoglobin and Myoglobin
The structures of deoxy and oxy forms of hemoglobin and myoglobin have been
resolved by X-ray crystallography. In fact, sperm whale myoglobin was the first
globular protein whose full three-dimenslonal structure was determined by rhis
technique. This was followed by the X-ray structure of the more complex horse
hemoglobin. These structures show that each globin in the hemoglobins and the
single subunit of myoglobin are composed of multiple a-helical regions connected by turns of the polypeptide chain that a1low the protein to fold into a
spheroidal shape characteristic of the globin fold (Figure 9.33, see also Figure
3.33). The cooperative associations of 02, discussed below, are based on the Xray structures of oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, and a variety of hemoglobin
derivatives.

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Structures of
Myoglobin and lndividual Hemoglobin Chains
The amino acid sequences of the globin of myoglobin of 23 different animal species
have been determined. A1l myoglobins conrain I53 amino acids in their polypeptide chains, of which 83 are invariant. Only 15 of these invarian[ residues in the
myoglobin sequence are identical [o the invariant residues of the sequenced globins
of mammalian hemoglobin. However, the changes are, in the great majority of cases,
conserva[ive and preserve the general physical properties of the residues (Table 9.9).
Since myoglobin functions as a monomer, many of its surface positions interact with
waler and prevent ano[her molecule of myoglobin flrom associating. In con[rast, surface residues of the individual subunits in hemoglobin are designed to provide hydrogen bonds and nonpolar contacts with other subuni[s in the hemoglobin quatemary structure. The proximal and distal histidines are preserved in the sequences

of all the polypeptide chains. Other invariant residues are in rhe hydrophobic
heme pocket and form essential nonpolar contacts with the heme that stabilize the
heme-protein complex.
While there is surprising variability in sequences among the different polypeptide chains, [o a first approximation the secondary and ter[iary structures are aimost iden[ical (Figure 9.34). Significant differences in physlological properties between o, B , y, and 6 chains of hemoglobins and the pollpeptide chai.n of myoglobin
are due to rather small specific changes in their structures. The similarity in tertiary struc[ure, resulting from widely varied amino acid sequences, shows that the
same fold structure for a polypepti.de chain can be arrived at by many different
sequences.

Approximately 70o/o of the residues participate in the a-helical secondary structures, generating seven helical segments in the o chain and eight in the B chain.
These latter eight helical reglons are commonly labeled A-H, starting from the first
(A) helix at the NH2-terminal end. The interhelical regions are designated as AB,
BC, CD, . . . , GH, respectively. The nonhelical region between the NH2-terminal
end and the A helix is designated the NA region; and the region between the
COOH-terminal end and the H helix is designated the HC region (Figure 9.33 and
Table 9.9). This system allows discussion of particular residues that have similar
functional and s[ructural roles in hemoglobin and myoglobin.
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The association of oxygen to myoglobin is charac[erized by a simple equilibrium
constant (Eqs 9.1 and 9.2).In Eq 9 2 [MbOr] is rhe solution concenrrarion of
oxymyoglobin, [Mb] is that of deoryrnyoglobin, and [Oz] is the concenrration of
oxygen, ln moles per liter. The equllibrium constant, K".,, has the uni[s of moles per
liter As for any true equillbrium constant, the value of K"u is dependent on pH,
ionic strength, and temperature
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FIGURE 9.34

Comparison of conformation of (a) myoglobin and (b) p chain of HbA1.
Overall structures arc very similar, except at NH2-terminal and
COOH-terminal ends.

Repinted with permlssion from Fersht, A. Enzyme Structure and Mechan'ism. Scn
Francisco: Freemdn, 1977, pp. 12, 13.

Since oxygen is a gas, it is more convenient to express its concentration as the pressure of oxygen in torr (I torr equals the pressure of I mm Hg at OoC and standard
gravity). ln Eq. 9.3 this conversion of units has been made: P56, the equilibrium
constant, and pO2, the concentration of oxygen, being expressed in torr.

^5u

r

[Mb] 'pOz

(e.3)

[Mborl

An oxygen-saturation curve characterizes the properties of an oxygen-binding protein. In this plot the fraction of oxygen-binding sites in solution that contain oxygen (Y, Eq. 9.4) is plotted on the ordinate versus pO2 (oxygen concentration) on
the abscissa. The Yvalue is simply defined for myoglobin by Eq. 9.5. Substitution
into Eq. 9.5 of the value of [MbOz] obtained from Eq. 9.3, and then dividing
through by [Mbl, results in Eq. 9.6, which shows the dependence of Y on the value
of the equilibrium constant, P56, and the oxygen concentration. It is seen from Eqs.
9.3 and 9.6 that the value of Pro is equal to the oxygen concentration, pO2, when
Y: 0.5 (50olo of the available sites occupied)-hence the designation of the equiIibrium constant by the subscript 50.

Y:

number of binding sites occupied
total number of binding sites in solution

(e.4)
(e.5)

(e.6)
A plot of Eq. 9.6 for Y versus pO2 generates an oxygen-saturation curve for myoglobin and has the form of a rectangular hyperbola (Figure 9.35).
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A simple algebraic manipulation of Eq. 9.6 leads to Eq. 9.7. Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. 9.7 resulls in Eq 9.8, rhe Hill equation. A plot of 1og
(lY/(1 - Y)l versus logpO2, according to Eq 9.8, yrelds a straight line with a slope
equal to I for myoglobin (Figure 9.36) This is the Hill p1ot, and the slope (nH) is
the

Hill coefficient

(see

Eq
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Binding of 02 to Hemoglobin lnvolves Cooperativity
Between Hemoglobin Subunits

Pso

Whereas myoglobin has a single O2-binding site per molecule, hemoglobins, with
four monomeric subunits, have four heme-binding sites for 02. Binding of the four
02 to hemoglobin manifests as positively cooperative, since binding of rhe first

02 to deoxyhemoglobin facilitates the binding of 02 to the other subunirs in rhe
molecule. Conversely, dissociation of the first 02 from fully oxygenated hemoglobin, Hb(Oz)+, will make the dissociation of 02 from the other subunlts of the
tetramer easier
Because of cooperativity in association and dissociation of oxygen, the
oxygen-saturation curve for hemoglobin differs from that for myoglobin A plor of
Y versus pO2 for hemoglobin i.s a sigmoidal line, indicating cooperativity in oxygen
association (Figure 9 35) A plot of the Hill equation (Eq. 9 9) gives a value of the
slope (nq) equal to 2 8 (Flgure 9 36)
Iog

:
I-

I

ns log pO2

-

Molecular Mechanism of Cooperativity in 02 Binding
X-ray diffraction data on deoxyhemoglobin show that the ferrous atoms actually sit
out of the plane of their porphyrins by about O4-0.6 A. this occurs for rwo reasons The electronic configuration of the five-coordinated ferrous atom in deoxyhemoglobin has a sllghtly larger radius than the distance from the center of the porphyrin to each of the pyrrole nitrogen aloms Accordingly, the iron can be placed

some distortion

(tc

FIGURE 9.35

Oxygen-binding curves for myoglobin and
hemoglobin.

Myoglobin
nn = 1.0

G,
>lr

tF

o

Hemoglobin

o

na=28

(e.e)

constant-

The meaning of the Hill coefficient
to cooperative 02 association can be evaluated
quantitatively as presented in Table 9.10. A parame[er known as the cooperativity
index, R, is calculated, which shows the fold-change of pO2 required to change Y
from a value of Y: 0.1 (10o/o ol sites filled) to a value of Y: 0.9 (90o/o of sites
filled) for designated Hill coefficient values found experimentally For myoglobin,
r1H : 1, and an 81-fold change in oxygen concentration is required to change from
Y : 0 I to Y : 0.9. For hemoglobin, where positive cooperativlty is observed, nr, :
2 8 and only a 4.8-fold change in oxygen concentration is required to change the
fractional satura[ion from 0.] to 0.9

in the center of the porphyrin only with

Nz

of the porphyrin

conformation. Probably more important is that if the iron a[om sits in the plane of
the porphyrin, the proximal His F8 imldazole will interact unfavorably with atoms
of the porphyrin. The strength of thls unfavorable steric interaction is due, in part,
to conformational constrain[s on the His F8 and the porphyrin in the deoxyhemoglobin conformation that forces the approach of the His F8 toward the porphyrin
to a particular path (Figure 9 37) These constrain[s become less significant in
oxyhemoglobin.
With the iron atom out of the plane of the porphyrin, the conformation is uns[rained and energeticaliy favored for the five-coordinate ferrous atom. When 02

log

Nz

FIGURE 9.36

Hill plots for myoglobin

TABLE

9.10

and hemoglobin

A.1.

Relationship Between Hill

Coefficient (nx) and
Cooperativity lndex (R )

rls

R*

09

6560
1520
533
243
132

IO

81.0

0.5
0.6
0.7
OB

I5

187

20

90

2.8

4B

35
60

35

100
200

I6
I3

Obsemation

Negative substrate

cooperatl\'rty

Noncooperativity

Positive substrate
cooperatlvlty

2T

Sourre: Based on Table 7

I

in Cornish-Bowden. A

Principles oJ Enzyme Kinetics London: Butterworths Sci-
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FIGURE 9.37

Steric hindrance between proximal histidine and porphyrin in deoryhemoglobin.
Redrawn Jrom Perut7,

M Sci Am. 239:92,

1978. Copynght @ 1978 by ScientiJic Ameican, Inc. AIL ights

resemed

binds the sixth coordinate position o[ the iron, however, this conformation becomes
strained. A more energetically favorable conformation for the 02 liganded iron is
one in which the iron atom is within the plane of the porphyrin structure.
On binding of 02 to a ferrous atom the favorable free energy of bond formation overcomes the repulsive interaction between His F8 and porphyrin, and the
ferrous atom moves into the plane of the porphyrin ring. This is the most thermodynamically stable position for the six-bonded iron atom, one axial ligand is on
either side of the plane of the porphyrin ring, and the steric repulsion of one of the
axial ligands with the porphyrin is balanced by the repulsion of the second axial
Iigand on the opposite side when the ferrous atom is in the center. If the iron atom
is displaced from the center, the steric interactions of the two axial ligands with the
porphyrin in the deoxy conformation are unbalanced, and the stability of the unbalanced structure will be lower than that of the equidistant conformation. Also,
the radius of the iron atom with six ligands is reduced so that it can just fit into the
center of the porphyrin without distortion of the porphlT in conformation.
Since steric repulsion between porphyrin and His F8 in the deoxy conformation must be overcome on 02 association, binding of the first 02 is characterized
by a relatively low affinity constant. However, when 02 association occuls to the
first heme in deoxyhemoglobin, the change in position of the iron atom ftom above
the plane of the porphyrin into the center of the porphynn triggers a confornational change in the whole molecule. The change in conformation results in a
greater affinity of 02 to the other heme sites after the first 02 has bound.
The binding of 02 pulls the Fe2+ atom into the porphyrin plane and moves
the proximal His F8 toward the porphyrin and with it the F helix of which the His
F8 is a part. Movement of the F helix, in turn, moves the FG corner of its subunit,
destabilizing the FG noncovalent interaction with the C helix of the adjacent subunit at an a1-B2 or a2-Bl subunit interface (Figures 9.38-9.40).
The FG to C intersubunit contacts act as a "switch," because they exist in two
differeht arrangements with different modes of contact between the FG corner of
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(a)

FICURE 9.38

+

Quaternary structure of hemoglobin showing
FG corner C helix interactions across c1-B2
interface.
(a) arPz interface contac$ between FG comers
and C helix are shown. (b) Cylinder representation o[ a1 and B2 subunits in hemoglobin showing ay and B2interface contacts between FG corner and C helix, viewed from opposite side of'xy
plane from (a).
Part (a) repinted with permission Jrom Dcherson, k E
ond Geis, I. The Structure and Action o[ Proteins. Menlo
Parh, CA: Benjamin, 1969, p. 56. Part S) repinted with
permissionJromBaldwrn,J andChothia, C J Mol Biol
129:175, 1979 Copynght @ 1979 by Academic Press, lnc

(b)

one subunit and the C helix of the adjacent subunit. The switch in noncovalent interactions between the two positions involves a relative movement of FG and C in
adjacent subunits of about 6 A. tn the second position of the "switch," the tertiary

conformation of the subunits participating in rhe FG to C intersubunit contact is
less constrained and the adjacent subunit changes to a new tertiary conformation
(oxy conformation) even without bound 02. This oxy conformation allows the His

(Iandon) Ltd
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NH3+-Hl0 ctl
-OOC

+.:
-H3N-NAI
HC3 a2

Ar1

oxyhemoglobin.
Im- is imidazolium; Gua+ is guanidinium; starred residues account for approximately- 60% of alkaline Bohr effect.

Rtdrax'nJromPerutz,M Br Med Bull 32:195, 1976

-

COO---'H3fi-C5

Salt bridges between subunits in deoxyhemoglobin that are broken in

-

A4

cr1

Asp

d1 Val

gF
Gua+----.-OOC

FICURE 9.39

Lys

H9

a1 Asp

cr1 Lys

HC3 p2 Hi:

FGI p2 Asp-CCO- '- .lmt
CD2 p2

Glu-COO- Gua+-

FG4 crl Arg

F8 residues to approach their porphyrins on 02 associa[ion with a less significant
steric repulsion lhan in the deoxy conformation (Figure 9.40). Thus 02 binds to
the empty hemes in the less cons[rained oxy conformation more easily than to a
subunit conforma[ion held by [he quaternary interactions in the deoxy conformation. In addition, ionic lnteractions stabilize the deoxy conformation (Figure 9 39)
and are destabilized on the binding of 02 [o one of the hemes
The deoxy conformation of hemoglobi.n is referred [o as the "tense" or T conformational state. The oxyhemoglobin conforma[ional form is referred to as the
"relaxed" or R conformational state. The allosteric mechanism describes how initial binding of the 02 to one of the heme subunits of the tetrameric molecule pushes
lhe molecular conforma[ion from the T to R conformational state. The affinity constant for 02 is greater in the R state hemes than the T state by a facror of 150-300,
depending on the solution conditions

(a)

b)

FIGURE 9.40

Stick and space-filling diagrams drawn by computer graphics showing movements of residues in heme environment on transition from
deoxyhemoglobin into oxyhemoglobin.
Similar movements of amino acid residue position in a p subunit
(a) Black line outhnes position of polypeptlde chain and His FB in car- using space-filling diagram are shown Resrdue 1abe1s centered in denbon monoxide hemoglobin, a model for oxyhemoglobin. Red line our- slty for the deoxyconformation
lines the positions of the same regions for deoxyhemoglobin Positiol Rer;,rawnwithpermissionJromBaldwin,J and,Chothia,C Mol Biol 129:175,
J
of iron atom is shown by circle Movements are for an a subunit. (b)
1979 Copynght @ 1979 by Academtc press, Inc (Londoi) Ltd
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Hemoglobin Facilitates Transport of CO2 and NO
The survival of cells relies on the ability of hemoglobin in red biood cells to borh
deliver 02 for cellular metabolism and to facilitate the transport of the end product
of cellular metabolism, CO2, away from the cells to the lung. In addition, hemoglobin binds the vasodilator, NO, and delivers the NO to the blood vessel walls in
the tissues. The T to R conformational equilibrium of the hemoglobin molecule
controls the delivery of C2, CO2, and NO by hemoglobin to their appropriate deIivery sites. Furthermore, the T
= R equilibrium is regulated by the hydrogen ion
concentration, which links the delivery of 02 and NO to the site of the tissues and
the transport of CO2 away from the tissues by hemoglobin.

Decrease in pf, of Acid Groups with Change in Conformation
from T to R Leads to Dissociation of Protons
Equation 9.I0 shows the release of protons as the T conformation is converted to
the R conformation. The release of pro[ons as the T conformation changes to the
R conformation at blood pH is called rhe alkaline Bohr effect and is of physiological impor[ance

Hb+4O2+Hb(Or)o*nH+

(9.r0)

TR
in Eq. 9.I0 (equivalents of protons released when one molecule of
deoxy-Hb is converted to oxy-Hb) will vary between 1.2 and 2.7 depending on soIution conditions and the concentration of chloride ion and 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate. According to the law of mass action, increasing rhe hydrogen ion concentration on the right side of the equilibrium sign of Eq.9.i0 forces the equilibrium ro
the left, toward increasing concentrations of deoxy-Hb and free 02, in order to
reestablish the equilibrium ra[io. Cells actively carq ng out metabolism release carbonic acid (hydrated CO2) and lactic acid (see p. 599), increasing the acidity of
[heir environment. The lowered blood pH (increase in H+ concentration) will force
oxy-Hb to deoxy-Hb and the delivery of 02 to the cells. This mechanism is a feedback loop, where the cellular merabolic waste (COz) induces increases in the concentration of a key substrate (O2) required for the continua[ion of cellular metabolism The proton concentration variation links the two processes of 02 delivery and
CO2 disposal by the hemoglobin molecule.
Why do protons dissociate from hemoglobin as the T conformation converts [o
the R conformation? Protons dissociate when acid side chain groups of the hemoglobin molecule are more acidic in the R conformation than in the T conformation.
This requires the pK. of these groups to be lower in the R conformation than in the
T conformation.
The imidazolium group of His 146(P) is the major contrlbutor to proron dissocia[ion on conversion of the T to R conformation. In the T conformation, the
positive charge on [he His 146(F) side-chain imidazolium is in an ion-pair with
the negative charge of the carboxylate side chain of the Asp 94(B) (Figure 9.41).
The negatively charged carboxylate stabilizes the positively charged imidazoiium.
Thus the T conforma[ion His 146(0 imidazolium in ion-pair with the Asp ga(F)
carboxylate has a higher than normal pK" (approxlmately 7.7). The conversion
of hemoglobin conformation to the R conformation breaks the ion pair between
Asp 94 and His 146 and places the two residues at new positions in the R conformation, where the oppositely charged groups no longer strongly interacr. Consequently, in the R conformation, the His 146(0 imidazolium rever[s ro a more
normal p& of approximately 7.3. The change in the His 146(D pK, to a more
acidic value on conversion of Hb from the T to R conformation results in the dissocia[ion of protons at the pH of blood (-7.4). Approximately 50o/o of the protons that dissociate come from the His 146(0 imidazolium. The other dissociated Bohr effect protons come from other acid groups of the protein that similarly
The value of n
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FIGURE 9.41

Ion pair between the His L46(F) imidazolium and the Asp 94(B) carboxylate side
chain groups in the deoxy (T) conformation of hemoglobin.
A partial structure of the B chain showing the backbone polypeptide chain for amino acids
87 through 95 arid 142 through 146 of the B chain in the deoxy conformation. Only the
side chains of Asp 94, His 146, and the F8 His 93 liganded to rhe B subunit heme are
shown. Oxygen atoms are colored red, nitrogen atoms are blue, and carbon and hydrogen
atoms are black. The hydrogen bond (broken line) is shown between the positively charged
imidazolium N-H of His 146(B) and negatively charged carboxylate oxygen of Asp 94(p).
Drawing made with the Swiss-PdbViewer using PDB stntcture lA3N

change their pK, from higher to lower values as [he conformation changes from

TroR.
In Figure 9.42 is shown the plot of the fractional sarura[ion of O2-binding sites

in hemoglobin versus 02 concentration for Hb at different values of pH. At more
acidic pH (higher [U+]), hemoglobin more easily dissociares irs Oz (Eq. 9 10) and
the curve is perturbed to the right of the curve a[ normal values of pH. Accordingly,
the P5s value at more acidic pH is higher than the value at normal pH reflecring a
p02 pressure
in capillaries of

p02 pressure

active muscle

in lungs

E

o

Lower pH

6
l
(!

a

poorer affinity of hemoglobin for 02. In the opposite pH direcrion, at higher than
normal pH (1ower [H*]), the hemoglobin association-dissociation curve is perturbed to the left of the normal pH curve and the O2-Hb dissociation equilibrium
has a lower Pre value, reflecting a higher affinity of 02 to hemoglobin.

Bohr Effect Protons Link COz Transport from Tissues
to Lung with 02 Transport from Lung to Tissues
Metabolizing cells utilize C2and produce CO2. The CO2 produced by the ce1ls diffuses lnto the surrounding blood and enters the red blood cell. There the CO2 is
rapidly converted by the enzpe carbonic anhydrase to carbonlc acid. The conversion of CO2 [o carbonic acid is a simple hydration reaction (Eq 9.lt).

Poz
Pso

FIGURE 9.42

co2+H2o+H2co3
H2CO3 iHCO3- + H+

(9.rr)
(e.r2)

Change in oxygen-hemoglobin saturation

curve to higher
(increase

P56

in IH+]).

value with decrease in pH

In [urn, the carbonic acid spontaneously dissociates ro HCO3- and a H* (Eq. 9.12).
The HCO3- diffuses out of the red blood cell and is carried to the lung by the

HEMocLoBTN AND

plasma (Figure 9.43).The transport of CO2 from the tissues to the lung as bicarbonate (HCO3-) is known as isohydric transport. Approximately 70-80% of
cellular produced CO2 is transported to the lung by this mechanism.
The hydrogen ion that dissocia[es from the carbonic acid is a major contributor to the increased acidity of the blood around rapidly metabolizing tissue. Fortunately, the pH of the blood is prevented from becoming too aci.dic due to the
binding of protons by hemoglobin, according to Eq. 9.I0. The binding of protons
to hemoglobin also forces Hb(O2)4 to dissociate its 02 by the equi.librium of Eq.
9.I0 The 02 then diffuses out of the redblood ceII to the cells. Hemoglobin thus
participates in the regulation of blood pH by binding the hydrogen ions released
from carbonic acid. The protons are bound to deoxy-Hb (H+Hb) by acid/base side
chain groups, such as the imidazolium side chains of the two Hls 146(F) of the

hemoglobin molecule. The deoxy H+Hb is transpor[ed to the lungs
blood cell.

in the red

In the lungs, the high pO2 levels promote the conversion of the deoxy (T conformation) Hb to oxy (R conforma[ion) Hb. On conversion [o the oxy-Hb, protons
dlssociate (Eq. 9.10). The protons [hen combine with HCO3- molecules, which diffuse back into the red blood cel1s from the plasma, to reform carbonic acid (H2CO3,
reverse ofEq.9.12). The enz).rne carbonic anhydrase, which catalyzed the hydration of CO2 to H2CO3 at the [issues, now catalyzes the conversion of the H2CO3
formed in the lung to CO2 and H2O (reverse of Eq. 9.1i). The CO2 diffuses out of
the blood into the lung alveoli and is expired into air (Figure 9.43).
A second mechanism of CO2 transport, accounting for l5-20o/o of the CO2
transported from tissues to lungs, is carbamino-hemoglobin. This transport mechanism makes use of [he spontaneous reaction of CO2 with the NH2-terminal amino
groups of Hb polypeptide chains to form carbamino-Hb (Eq.9.13). This reaction
also produces a H+.
HbNH2 + CO2

- 'HbNHCO2- +H+

(e.r3)

(a) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries ol Tissues

CO2+CO2
tissues

from cells of

+
y'/
H2CO3

HCO!

<-

H2O
catbonic anhydrase

+

Hb(O2)a

+

HCO3

+ H+Hb +

4O2 ------------->-

plasma

/

Q2

to cells of tissues

(b) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries of Lung

<air

CO2
expired into

HCO3+
plasma

CO2

y'

,/
H2CO3

HCO3

+

HzO

ca(bonic anhydrase

+

Hb(O2)4

t

+ lJ+Hb + 4Oz<-O2
from air

FIGURE 9.43
The isohydric transport of CO2 as bicarbonate.
(a) Reactions in the red blood cell at the tlssues. CO2 diffuses into red blood cell from
tissues and is converted into carbonic acid by carbonic anhydrase The carbonic acid spontaneously dissociates into H+ and HCO3- (Eq. 9.12) The proton that dissociates from carbonic acid (boldface H+) binds to deoxy-Hb forcing the O2-Hb equilibrium from oxyhemoglobin to deoxy-hemogiobin (Eq. 9.10) with the dissociation of 02, which diffuses out
of the red blood cel1 to the tissues The HCO3- diffuses out of the red blood cell and is
transported in plasma to the lung (outside of cell). (b) Reactions in the red blood at the level
of the lung. In the lung, the high 02 pressure forces the reactions in the opposite direction.
Reactions are the reverse of those in the capillaries.
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(b) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries ol Lung
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FIGURE 9.44

Transport of CO2 as carbamino-hemoglobin.
(a) Reactions in the red blood ce1l at the tissues CO2 diffuses into red biood cel1 and reacts
with the NH2-terminal amino group of hemoglobin chains to form carbamino-hemoglobin
The reaction releases a proton (boldface H+), which promotes the dissociation of 02 from
hemoglobin. The 02 dlffuses out of the red blood cel1 to the tissues (b) Reactions in the red
blood cell at the level of the lung. In the 1ung, the high 02 pressure forces the reactions in
the opposite dlrection, leading to the expiration of CO2 from the lung. Reactions are the
reverse of those in the capillaries

The increase in H+ due to carbamino-Hb formation promotes the dissociation and

delivery of 02 to the activeiy metabolizing ce1ls (Eq. 9.10). In the lung, the high
pO2 concentration generates the formation of oxy-Hb with dissociation of H+
(Eq. 9.10). The free H+ promotes the dissociation of the carbamino group from Hb
to reform CO2 (reverse of Eq. 9.I3), which is expired from the lung (Figure 9.44).

2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate (BPG) in Red Blood Cells Modulates
Oxygen Dissociation from Hemoglobin
An important modulator of the hemoglobin equilibrium is 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPG) (Figure 9.45). An alternative chemical name for BPG, often found in the
older literature, is 2,3-diphosphoglycerate, abbreviated DPG. BPG is an intermediate in a minor pathway for glucose metabolism and is present in small amounts
in all cells. However, in the red blood cell this metabolic pathway ls highiy active,
and BPG concentrations are approximately equimolar to that of hemoglobin. BPG
has an affinity to the deoxy (T) conformation of hemoglobin and not the oxy (R)
conformation. Binding of BPG to Hb stabilizes [he T conformation, and therefore
the presence of BPG will increase the concentration of the T conformation relative
to the R conformation. As BPG binds tightly only to the T conformation, a BPG
molecule dissociates as deoxy-Hb is converted to oxy-Hb (Eq. 9.la).
H+BPG
o.

Y'O

H-C-O- -P-:
/
o-c-H
I -O
u-o/
o\
H
//'\
|

oo

FICURE 9.45

Structure of 2,3-bisp rosph lglycerate (BPG).
Mole, ule has a charge of - 5 at pH 7 .4 .

.Hb + 4O2 +

Hb(Or)4 + BPG * nH*

(e.r4)

Increased concentrations of BPG will force the equilibrium to [he left, in order [o
reestablish the equilibrium ratio of reactants and products. In contras[, lower than
norrnal concentra[ions of BPG increase the concentrations of the oxy-Hb relative to
deoxy-Hb and free 02. High BPG concentrati.ons perturb the oxygen-Hb dissociation plot to the right wilh a corresponding increase in the Prs value (Figure 9.46).
At lower than normal concentrations of BPG, the P56 value is lower than for normai
Hb and the oxygen saturation plot will be to the left of the oxygen-Hb dissociation
plot at normal concen[rations of BPG.

HEMocLoBTN AND MYoGLoBTN

BPG binds within a pocket in the hemoglobin molecule formed at the
p1-subunit-p2-subunit interface. This site contains eight positively charged groups
[2 x His 143(il,2 X Lys 82(P),2 X His 2(O, 2 X NHr-terminal ammonium
from amino acid l(F)l (Figure 9.47).Ttle BPG molecule contains a charge of -5
(Figure 9.45) and is strongly attracted to the positive charges of the B-B interface
binding site. In the R conformation of hemoglobin, the size of the binding pocket
is decreased, resulting in an inability of the BPG molecule to easily fit into the
binding pocket.
Conditions that cause hypoxia (deficiency of oxygen) such as anemia, smoklng, and high altitude will increase BPG levels in the red blood cells. In rum, conditions leading to hlperoxia will result in lower levels of BPG. Changes in red blood
cell levels of BPG are not immediate, but rather occur over hours and days to
compensate for chronic changes in the pO2 levels.

Hemoglobin Delivers Nitric Oxide (NO) to the Capillary
Wall of Tissues Where lt Promotes 02 Delivery
Hemoglobin reversibly binds nitric oxide (NO), a potent vasodilator, which has a
very short lifetime in blood. By binding NO, hemoglobin sequesters the NO molecule from rapid destruction. Hb dissociates NO by transferring the bound NO to

pO2 pressure
in capillaries of
active muscle
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pO2 pressure
in lungs
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o
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FIGURE 9.45

Change in orygen-hemoglobin saturation
curve to higher Pt6 value with increase in
BPG concentration.

FIGURE 9.47

2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate-binding site at the
p-p interface of deoxy-hemoglobin.
Shown are the positively charged side chains of
two Val I(p) amino-terminus ammonium, His
2(B) imidazolium, Lys 82(p) a-ammonium, and
His I43(F) imidazolium. The negatively charged
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (designated as DPG)
binds in the middle of the ring of positively
charged groups.
Repnnted wrth permKsj'on Jrom Dcherson, R. E. and Geis,

I. Hemoglobin: Structure, Function, Evolution, and
Pathology. Menlo Parh, CA: Benjamin-Cummings, 1983.

Illustranonby lwingGeis, Geis Archives lizst Rights
owned by Howard Hughes Medical Insntute.
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FIGURE 9.48

The X-S-NO transporter glutathione (7-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine) transports NO bound
to the sulfhydryl side chain ofits cysteine.

small sulfhydryl (X-SH) molecules as hemoglobin changes from the oxy (R) conformation to the deoxy (T) conformatlon. A common X-SH molecule is glutathione
(Figure 9.48). The released NO in the form of X-S-NO also stabillzes NO against
rapid degrada[ion and allows efficient delivery of a bioactive NO equivalenr (X-SNO) to the NO receptors in cells of the blood vessel wall, promoting the relaxation
o[ the vascu]ar wall. This facilitates the transfer of gases between the blood and the
cells of the tissues. The molar concentration of NO in blood is I/7)rh the concentration of Hb. However, rhe low concenrration of rhe NO is physiologically significant due to the porenr biological acriviry of rhe NO (X-S-NO).
NO is first captured by the Fe2+ at the heme sites and, secondly, transferred ro
the sulfhydryl (S atom) of the B-chain cysteine Sl (BCyse3) residues. The heme iron
preferentially binds NO when in the T conformation. The NO is transferred from
the heme-binding sites to BCyse3 when hemoglobin is in the R conformation. Then
when the R conformation changes again to the T conformation to deliver 02 to the
tissues, the BCyse3-S-NO transfers the NO to small S-XH molecules such as glutathione (Figures 9.48 and 9.49). The ner effect is the catalysis by hemoglobin of
the conversion of unstable free NO to stable X-S-NO, in order to deliver the potent
vasodila[or to blood vessel targe[s, where needed.
Figure 9.50 shows the region of the hemoglobin protein that contains the modified BCyse3-S-NO. In the T conformarion rhe S-NO side chain of the BCyses is on
the outside of the molecule and accessible to glutathione molecules. This allows
trans-nitrosylation between the BCyse3-S-NO and X-SH molecules in solution. In
contrast, in the R conformation the BCyse3-SH is pointed toward the heme iron and
is inaccessible to the outside solvent. In the buried R-conformation position, the
distance is optimal for transfer of NO from its iron heme-binding site to the BCyse3SH. Thus the conformational changes in the hemoglobin molecule, induced by
changes in oxygen pressure between the lungs and tissues, regulates NO uptake and
release from the BCyr".The ner effect is delivery of bioactive NO to the capillaries of the [issues under low oxygen tension.

FIGURE 9.49

Binding and release of NO by hemoglobin
during the respiratory cycle.
The model shows the binding and dissociation of
NO, 02, and CO2 as a hemoglobin molecule
makes two complete cycles through the circulation. The first cycle involves intermediates 1-4
and the second cycle intermediates 5-8. The T
and R conformations are shown and the SH
groups are from the side chain ofpCyse3. The
NO is either directly bound to a heme iron or to
the BCyse3 SH. The key steps in the NO transport are its initial binding to a heme in intermediate 3 and transfer from a p-subunlt heme to
BCytnt in intermediate 6 (R conformation), and
its transfer to a small molecular thiol X-SH in
intermediate 7 (T conformation) when hemoglobin is converted from R to T. The hemoglobin
molecule depicted may be only I in 1000 hemoglobin molecules that are cycling, due to the iow
relative molar concentration of NO in blood.
RedrawnJrom Gross, S 5 andfuine, P Proc Natl Acad
Sci USA96:9967,1999.
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FICURE 9.50

Structure of pCyses and BCyse3-S-No in the T and R conformations.
al1 structures the heme (red) edge is pointed toward reader and is
shown to be bonded to proximal histidine imidazole. The two carbons
(grey) and sulfur (yellow-green) of the Cys 93 side chain are shown
with space-filling models. In panels (c) and (d), NO is bonded to the
sulfur of pCysn' with the N atom colored biue and the O atom colored red. (a) The deoxy (T) conformation with the FCyt" side chain
(-CHr-SH) on the sudace of the molecule away from the heme
The cysteine side chain is prevented from entering the heme-binding

In

which allows the folding of the pCys-SH toward the heme pocket. (c)
Model of BCyss'-SNO in the deoxy (T) conformation. SNO is positioned on the outside, accessible to reaction with X-SH small molecules
in the solvent. fu in (a), the cysteine side chain is prevented from entering heme site by the BHist46-BAspea ion pair. (d) Modei of BCyselSNO in o>q, (R) conformation. SNO is buried near the heme and away
from the outside solvent. This conformation facilitates [he transfer of
NO from the heme iron to [he cys[eine SH and prevents the reac[ion o[
rhe BCyse3-SNo wirh x-SH molecules in the solvent.

I

ted
toward rhe heme away from the solvent on the ouside of the molecule.
The BHisra6 to BAspea salt bridge is broken in the R conformation,
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Multiple Choice Questions

them.

can directly elicit the production of specific anribodies.

B-sheets align edge to edge

B. in each chain (H and L) the

C and V regions fold onto one another, forming C-V associations.
C. CL-VL associations form the complementary sites for binding

antl8ens.

D.
E.

Med.338:239, 1998.

Not a DNA-binding motif.
Motif in lATA-binding protein (TBP).
6. Contains a single a-helix.
7. trvo antiparallel p-sheets aligned face-to-face.

in forming tight co-

hinge domains connect globular domains.

ing amino acid residues?

A

asparagine

B.

7-carboxyglutamate

C. histidine
D. Iysine or arginine

following are believed to contribute to the stability of the

f

conformation of hemoglobin EXCEPT:

A. the larger ionic radius of the six-coordinated ferrous ion

as

compared to the five-coordinated ion.
B. unstrained steric interaction of His F8 with the porphyrin ring
when iron is above the plane.
C. interactions between the FG corner of one subunit and the C
helix of the adjacent subunit.
D. ionic interactions

globin:

A. it becomes more acidic and releases
B. carbamino formation is promoted.

4-7:

C. binding of

A. helix-turn-helix
B. leucine zipper
C. zinc finger
D. two-domain "saddle" of p-pleated

E. immunoglobulin fold

deoxy or

10. When hemoglobin is converted from the deoxy form to oxyhemo-

threonine

Refer to the following for Questions

Hemoglobin and myoglobin both have all of the following charac[eristics EXCEPf:
A. consist ofsubunits designed to provide hydrogen bonds to and
nonpolar interacdon with other subunits.
B. highly a helical.
C. bind one molecule of heme per globin chain.
D bind heme in a hydrophobic pocket
E. can bind one 02 per heme.

g A11 of the

-SH groups are preserved to function
valent bonds to antigens
free

3. The active sites of all serine proteases contain which of the follow-

E.

l.

r978
Perutz, M E, Fermi, G., and Shih, T-B. Structure of deoxy cowtown [His
HC3(146)beta to Leul: origin of the alkaline Bohr effect and e]ectrostaticinteractions rn hemoglobin. Proc. Natl. Acad Sci. USA 8I:4781, 198,1
Perutz, M. E, Wilkinson, A J , Paoli, M., and Dodson, G. G The s[ereochemical mechanism of the cooperative effects in hemoglobin revisited Annu Rev.
Biophys Biomol Struct. 27 :7, ).998
Veeramachaneni, N K., Harken, A. H , and Caims, C. B Clinlcal implications
ofhemoglobin as a nitric oxide carrier Arch Surg. 134:434,1999
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as antigenic determinants

2. In the three-dimensional structure of immunoglobuiins:

A

Engl.

Perutz, M. Hemoglobin structure and respiratory transport Sci. Am. 239:92,

5.

A. can lunction as antigens.
B. strongly bind to antibodies specific for
C. may be macromolecules
E.

Hemoglobin
Websrte of interest: The Globin Gene Server database o[ sequence alignments
and experimentai results for rhe B-like globin gene cluster of mammals
http://globin cse psu.edu/
Baldwin, J and Chothia, C. Haemoglobin: the structural changes related to ligand binding and its allosteric mechanism l. Mol Biol 129:175,1979
Dickerson, R E. and Geis,I. Hemoglobin: Structure, Function, Eyolution and Pathologl. Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin-Cummings, 1983
Gross, S S and Lane, P Physiological reactions of nitric oxide and hemoglobin:
a radical rethink Proc. Natl Acad Sci USA 96:9967, 1999
Hsia, C C W Mechanisms of disease: respiratory function of hemoglobin N

4.

1. Haptens:

D. never act

N P and Pabo, C. O. Zinc finger-DNA recognition: crystal strucrure
of a Zif-268-DNA complex at 2l A. Science 252:809, l99l

Pavletich,

D
E
sheets

protons.

BPG is favored.

bound NO is transferred to glutathione.
all of the above are correct.

Questions 1I and 12: Immunoglobulins (antibody molecules) are a
family of proteins that are produced in response to invasion by foreign

ANSWERS
substances, initiating a process by which the foreign substance can be
eliminated from the organism. Binding of antibodies to antigens on the
cell membrane of the invading organism, like bacteria, ac[ivates the
complement cascade. Activation of the complement system leads to the
production of proteins that stimulate phagocytosis by neutrophils and
macrophages. An individual with either an immunoglobulin deficiency
or a deficiency of one of the complement proteins is susceptible to re-

I3.

hydrolyze peptide bonds involving the carboxyl groups of serine residues.
B. are characteized by having several active sites per molecule,
each containing a serine residue.
C. are inactivated by reacting with one molecule ol diisopropylfluorophosphate per molecule of protein

In immunoglobulins all of the following are tme EXCEPT:

A.
B.

there are four polypeptide chains.
there are two copies of each type o[ chain.
al1 chains are linked by disulfide bonds.

12

class is determined

is found primarily in mucosal secretions

D

duced into the host's plasma

E

chain.

Questions 13 and 14: When a blood vessel is injured, the coagulation
process is initiated to prevent loss of blood and malntain the integrity
of the circulatory system Coagulation is a process in which zymogens
are converted to active serine proteases in a stepwise, cascade process
with the final result the production of a cross-linked fibrin clot. In a
myocardial infarction, the process can be activated to such an extent
that blood flow to the heart muscle is decreased. The fibrinolysis pathway to dissolve fibrin clots also involves activating zlrrnogens to active
serine proteases, the finai step being the activation of plasminogen to
plasmin, which acts directly on the fibrin clot. One of the current treatments for myocardial inlarctions is rapid administration of t-PA (tissue
plasminogen activator); actually recombinant t-PA, produced by gene
cloning technology, is used

2E

3.C

4B
5.D
6.C
7.

E

the protease.
genes that code for them are analogously organized.
catalytic units exhibit two structural domains of dramatically
different size.
conversion of zl,rnogen to active errzpe usually involves one
or more hydrolytic reactions.

C. the

C. has the highest molecular weight of all the immunoglobulins.

LB

only one serine residue is catalytically active
substrates and inhibitors bind very tightly to

B. natural protein

B. is the first antibody elicited when a foreign antigen is intro-

I nNswrns

recognize only the amino acids that contribute to the bond to
be broken

EXCEPT:

by the C1 regions.

D. contains carbohydrate covalently attached to the H
E. plays an important role in allergic responses

are exopeptidases

E.

A

IgG:

A

D.

14. AII of the following are characteristic of serine proteases as a class

C.
D. carbohydrate is covalently bound to the protein.

E. immunoglobulin

Serine proteases:

A

current infections.

Il
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Problems
15. One of the adaptations to high altitude is an increase in the concentration of BPG. What effect does this have on a saturatlon Yersus pO2 curve? Why does increasing [BPG] increase the delivery o{

02 to tissues?

16 How did papain

hydrolysis of an immunoglobulin molecule confirm that V1-V11 comprises the antigenic site of an immunoglobulin?

17. Both myoglobin and hemoglobin consist of globin (protein) bound
to a heme prosthetic group. One heme group binds one 02. Wh1'
is the oxygen saturation curve (saturation versus pO) of myoglobin a rectangular hyperbola while that of hemoglobin is slgmoidal?

I

Haptens are small molecules and cannot alone elicit antibody
production; thus they are not antigens They can ac[ as antigenic determinants if covalently bound to a larger molecule,
and free haptens may bind strongly to the antlbodies thereby
produced
See Figure 9.2 A: The p-sheets align face-to-face B: The V and
C regions are adjacent to each other. C: The complementarity
regions are the variable regions of both the heavy and light
chains [V(H)-V(L)]. D: Antigen binding is noncovalent.
Histidine participates in the catalytic mechanism. A: Aspartate,
not asparagine, is involved. B: y-Carboxyglutamate is essential
to some of the serine proteases, but it is not at the active site
D: These are the substrate specificities of the trypsin-like proteases. E: This is not involved.
The leucine zipper binds two subunits in a head-to-head manner but does not itself interact with DNA.
The saddle fits over the DNA double helix at the TATA box
The zinc finger has an a-helix and a B-sheet joined by a loop
This structure is found in immunoglobulins but also in other
proteins-for example, certain transcription factors.

8A
9.

A

Hemoglobin has four chains and four oxygen-bindrng sites,
whereas myoglobin has one chain and one oxygen-binding site
Each oxygen-binding site is a heme
Six-coordinated ferrous ron has a smaller ionic radius than the
five-coordinated species and just fits into the center of the por-

phyrin ring without distortion

10 A

1I E

Positively charged histidine is no longer stabilized by close proximity to an aspartate carboxylate group This is the Bohr effect.
B: Increased H+ lavors dissociatron o[ carbamino groups, which
is what happens in the lung C: BPG does not bind effectively to
oxyhemoglobin because the brnding pocket is too small D: In
oxyhemoglobin, NO is bound to c1'steine and it gets transferred
to glutathione when 02 is released (R lorm reverts to form).
The Ci1 regrons determine class A: There are two copies of each

f

of two types of pollpeptide chain.
are glycoproteins. A: IgA is associated
with mucosal secretlons. B: IgM arises first; IgG takes longer to
appear but eventually is present in higher concentration. C: lgM

12 D All immunoglobulins

has the highest molecular weight. E: IgE plays an important role

ln allergic responses

412 |
13.

C

I,1.

D

15.

pRorErNS u: sTRUCTURE-FUNCTtoN RELATToNSHTps rN pRorErN

This is the distinguishing characteristic of the serine proreases,
and of the serine hydrolases in general. A: They have various
specificities. B: There is only one active site per molecule. D:
They are all endopeptidases. E: An "extended acrive sire" containing the hydrolyzable bond and about four amino acids on
either side is responsible for specificitlz
The domains are of about equal size.
Binding of BPG to hemoglobin stabilizes the T conformarion, so
for any given amount of 02, less 02 will be bound [o hemo- 17.

globin. This shifts the saruration curve to the right and increases P5e. (Verifu this for yourself by drawing the curve.) The

equilibrium shown illustrates that increasing BPG causes the rewhich must happen in order for O, to enter tissues.

lease of 02,

tI+BpG . Hb +
16

FAMTLTES

4O2:

Hb(Or4 + Bpc

* nH+

(9.I4)

Papainhydrolyzes at the hinge region giving two idenrical prod-

ucts, Fu6, which consist of the N-rerminal portion of the H

chain plus the whole L chain. These are variable domains, V1
and V6. The third product, F., is the C-terminal portion of rhe
two heavy chains joined together covalently F"6 binds antigen
with the same affinity as the whole molecule, while F. has no
binding affinity for antigen. If F"6 is separated into two chains
(one L and one part of H), neither chain alone binds antigen.
Therefore the antigen-binding site requires both Vp and V,

working together
Myoglobin is a monomer with one globin and one heme binding one Oz. O, binding is a simple equilibrium wirh a Hill
coefficient of 1. Hemoglobin is a tetramer with four 02 bound
to the four hemes. Hemoglobin without oxygen is in the
T conformation in which binding of O, is difficult. Thus the
curve starts with a slow increase as pO2 increases. Binding
of the first 02 shifts the conformation of the whole molecule
to favor the R form, which binds 02 more readily. Thus
the slope rises steeply giving it a sigmoidal shape. This is an
example of cooperativity The Hill coefficient for hemoglobin
is 2.8.
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I

GENERAL CoNCEPTS

Enzymes are proteins tha[ function in the acceleration of chemical reactions in biological systems. Many reactions required for the living cell would not proceed flast
enough at the pH and temperature of the body without enzymes. The term definlng the speed of a chemical reaction, whether catalyzed or uncatalyzed, is rate or
velocity. Rate is the change in amount (moies) of starting materials or products per
unit time. Velocity is the change in concentra[ion of starting material or product per
unit time. Enzymes increase the rate by acting as catalysts. A catalyst increases the
rate of a chemical reaction but is not itself changed in the process. An enzlrne may
become temporariiy covalently bound to a molecule being transformed during inlermediate stages of [he reaction but at the end of the reaclion the enz].rne will again

be in its original form as the product is released.
Two important characteristics of en4ryne catalysts are that the enzyme is not
changed as a resul[ of catalysis and the etzqe does not change the equilibrium
constan[ o[ the reaction btt simply increases the rate at which the reaction approaches equilibrium. As will be discussed later, ir accomplishes the rate increase
by lowering the barrier [o reaction; that is, it lowers the energy of activation. Therefore a catalyst increases the rate but does not change the thermodynamic properties of the system with which it is interacting.
Severai terms need to be defined before we enter into a discussion of the mechanism of enz),rne action. An apoenzyme is the protein part of a\ enzqe without
any cofactors or prosthetic groups that may be required for the enzyme to be functional. The apoen4rrne is catalltically inactive. Not all en4,rnes require cofactors or
prosthetic groups Cofactors are small organic or inorganic molecules that an apoenz1,rne requires for its activity. For example, in lysine oxidase copper is loosely bound
but is required for the enzqe to be ac[ive. A prosthetic group is similar to a cofactor but is tightly bound to an apoenz),rne. For example, in the cytochromes, the heme
prosthetic group is very tightly bound and requires strong acids to disassocia[e it from
the apocytochrome. Addition of a cofactor or prosthetic group to the apoprotein
yelds the holoenzyme, that is, the active enzqe. The molecule acted upon by the
enzyrrre to form product is the substrate. Since most reactions are reversible, the
products of the forward reac[ion become substrates for the reverse reaction.
Enzymes have a grea[ deai of specificity. For example, glucose oxidase will oxidize glucose but not galactose. The specificity resides in a particu).ar region on the
enzqe surface, the substrate-binding site, a particular arrangement of amino acid
side chains in the polypeptide that is specially formulated to bind a specific substrate. Some enzymes have broad specificity; glucose, mannose, and fructose are
phosphorylated by hexokinase, whereas glucokinase is specific for glucose. The

cLASSrFrcAloN oF ENZvMES

substra[e-binding site may contain the active site. In some cases, however, the active si[e may not be within the substrate-binding site but may be contiguous to it
in the primary sequence. In other instances [he active-site residues lie in distant regions of the primary sequence but are brought adjacent to the substrate-binding site
by folding in the tertiary stmcture. The active site conrains the machinery in the
form of particular amino acid side chains, involved in catalyzing the reaction.
Some enz)rynes have variants called
the
same chemlgalr-eaction. Isoenz),rnes

are

use

of-nffritions in one or more amino acid
Some enz)rynes have a region of the molecule, the allosteric sile, that is not at
the active si[e or substrate-binding site but is a unique site where small molecules
bind and effect a change in rhe substrate-binding site or the activity oicuinng in
lecule at the allosteric site causes
s can cause the active site to beg or decreasing the affiniry of the
binding site for substrate. Such interactions regulate the enz)rme's activity and are
discussed in detail onpage 436.

10.2

I

cLASStFtcATtoN oF ENZYMES

The International Union of Biochemisrry and Molecular Biology (ruBMB) has established a system whereby all en4..rnes are classified in[o six major classes, each
subdivided into subclasses that are further subdivided. In naming an enz)ryne, the
subslrates are stated first, followed by the reaction rype to which the ending -ase is
affixed. For example, alcohol dehydrogenase is alcohol:NAD+ oxidoreductase
because it catalyzes an oxidation-reduction reac[ion and the electron donor is an
alcohol and the acceptor is NAD+. Many common names persist but are nor very
informative. For example, "aldolase" does no[ tell much about the substrates, although it does identify the reaction type. Tiivial names recognized by the IUBMB
and thar are in common usage will be used in this chapter. Table 10.1 summarizes
the six major classes and subclasses of enz)-rnes.

of the Enzyme Classes and
Major Subclasses

TABLE 10.1 . Sumrpary

1

3.

Oxidoreductases
Dehydrogenases

2

Tiansaldolase

Oxidases

and transketoiase

Reductases

Acyl, methyl,

Peroxidases

glucosyl, and

Catalase

phosphoryltransferases

Oxygenases
Hydroxylases
Hydrolases

Kinases

Phosphomutases
Lyases

Esterases

Decarboxylases
Aldolases
Hydratases
Dehydratases

Glycosidases
Peptidases
Phosphatases

Thiolases
Phospholipases
Amidases
Deaminases
Ribonucleases

5.

Transferases

Isomerases

Slnthases
Lyases

6.

Ligases

Racemases

Synthetases

Epimerases

Carboxyiases

Isomerases

Mutases (not all)

| +tl
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HO

tl

B-C-O-

Class 1 : Oxidoreductases
H + NAD+-=-

H-C-H + NAD-H

+

I

H

FIGURE 10.1

Oxidation of ettranol by alcohol dehydrogenase.

H+

These enzymes catalyze oxidation-reduction reactions. For example, alcohol:NAD+
oxidoreductase (a dehydrogenase-specifically, alcohol dehydrogenase) catalyzes

the oxidation of an alcohol to an aldehyde. Two electrons and [wo hydrogen atoms
are removed from the alcohol to yield an aldehyde. The two elecrrons in the

carbon-hydrogen bond of the alcohol are transferred to the NAD+, which is
reduced (Figure 10.1). NAD+, whose structure is presented in Figure 10.18, is a
cofactor that mediates many biological oxidation-reduction reactions. The redox
site in NAD+ is shown in Figure 10.19. ln addition to the alcohol and aldehyde
functional groups, dehydrogenases also act on the following functional groups as
electron donors:
-CH2-CHz-, -CHz-NH2, and -CH:NH, as well as the
coenz)tnes NADH, NADPH, FADH, and FMNH @. a26).
There are subclasses to the oxidoreductases. Oxidases transfer two electrons
from the donor to oxygen, ltelding hydrogen peroxide (HzOz). Usually the flow of
electrons from substrate to product is mediated by flavin coenzyrnes or metals. For
example, o-amino acid oxidase catalyzes the overall reaction

R-CH-COO- *

l

02 -------->

-

NHZ

R-C-COO- + H2O2
--

il

NH

ll-H2o

+ H-

L

n-c-cooo

* ,r+

The initial oxidation of the amino acid by FAD and the subsequent reoxidation of

the FADH, by oxygen is schematically shown in Figure 10.2. Cytochrome oxidase is a little unusual in that it produces H2O rather than H2O2 from the reduction of oxygen. Oxygenases catalyze the incorporation of oxygen into a substrate. With dioxygenases both atoms of 02 are incorporated in a single pro-

NHg*
I

H3C-C-COOI

H

o
I

H3C-C-COO- +

l
I

I

NH4+

Hzo

I

H3C-C-COO- +

H2O2

I

*NHz

FAD+

Hzoz

HsC-C-COO-

FIGURE 10.2

Oxidation of alanine by o-amino acid oxidase.
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duc[, whereas with the monooxygenases a single oxygen atom is incorporated
as a hydroxyl group and the other oxygen atom is reduced to water by electrons
from the substrate or from a second substrate that is not oxygenated. catechol

+

OH

Oz*

OH

oxygenase caLalyzes the dioxygenase reac[ion (Figure 10.3), sreroid hydroxylase illustrates a monooxygenase (mixed function oxygenase) reaction where one oxygen atom goes to water and the other to the steroid (Figure 10.4). peroxidases
utllize Hro2 rather than oxygen as the oxidant. NADH peroxidase catalyzes the
reactron

NADH + H+ + H2o2

| +tl

Catechol
I

Y

e

NAD+ + 2H2o

/oH
c:o
c:o
to*

cis,crb-Muconic acid

catalase is unique in that H2o2 serves
tions in the cell to detoxify H2O2:

as

both donor and acceptor. catalase func-

FIGURE 10.3

Oxygenation of catechol by an oxygenase.

H2O2+H2O2+C2+2H2O
CH:

CH20H

I

C:O

+O2 + NADPH +

H+ +

I

C:O

I

I

R

R

+ NADP+

+

H2O

FIGURE 10.4
Progesterone

Deoxycorticostetone

Hydroxylation of progesterone by a monooxygenase.

Class 2: Transferases
These enzymes lransfer functional groups between donors and acceptors. The
amino, acyl, phosphate, one-carbon, and glycosyl groups are the major moieties
tha[ are transferred. Aminotransferases (transaminases) transfer an amino group
from one amino acid to an a-kero acid acceptor, resulting in the formation of a new
amino acid and a new keto acid (Figure 10.5).
Kinases are enzymes that catalyze the transfer of the chemically labile 7 phosphoryl group from ATP or other nucleoside rriphosphate to alcohol or amino group
acceptors. These acceptors may be small organic molecules such as glucose or
macromolecules such as pro[eins. For example, protein kinase A transfers phosphate from ArP to the serine hydroxyl of specific enzymes. The phosphorylared
form of the protein may be more or less active than the nonphosphorylated species,
depending on the species.
In general the group to be lransferred must be activated, that is, made chemically labile before transfer can occur. This usually is accomplished by making an

with ATP

ester

as follows:

ATP

+ R-OH

=------^

R-O-ADP + p,

The "R" group can now be transferred to an accep[or to form a new compound.

cooH
I

HC-

NH2

o

+

il

I

CHe-C-COOH

I

R

(keto acid2)

NHz
I

H-C-COOH
I

R

(amino acidl)

cooH

(keto acidi)

I

cHs

(amino

acid,

FIGURE 10.5

Example of a reaction catalyzed by an aminotransferase.

Class 3: Hydrolases
This group of enzymes can be considered as a special class of the transferases in
which the donor group is lransferred to water. The generalized reaction involves the
hydrolytic cleavage of C-O, C-N, O-B and C-S bonds. The cleavage of a peptide bond is a good example of this reaction:
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cH

coNTRor

coo-

tt

HO-C-H
Fumarase

tl
coo-

_

A-

I

/\CH//O+
HN C'

cooL-Malate

+

I

CHO

HzO

uN/

Peptide chain

FICURE 10.7
The fumarase reaction.

\c//

HOpOs2-

Peptide chain

FIGURE 10.6

Hydrolysis of a phosphorylated protein by a phosphatase.

CH2OH

CH20H

c:o

c:o

I

o

eprmerase-

R1-C-NH-R2 +

I

HOCH

HCOH

t.

HCOH

I

I

H2COPO32-

H2COPO32-

D-xylulose
5-phosphate

D-Ribulose
5-phosphate

il

H2O

---+ R1-C-O-

+ H3N-R2

Proteolytic enzyrnes are a special class of hydrolases called peptidases.
Phosphatases are enzyrnes that replace a phosphate group with a hydroxyl
group ftom water (Figure t0 6) In the case of protein phosphatases, their action is
to negate the effects of the protein kinases.

I

HCOH

o

ll

I

I

cHz

cHz

H-C-H

Fumarate

I

I

I

HC

OH

oPo32-

Class 4: Lyases
cooH

cooH

I

Lyases add or remove the elements of water, ammonia, or carbon dioxide Decarboxylases remove the element of CO2 from a- or B-keto acids or amino acids:

I

racemaser

HCOH

HOCH

I

I

cHs

cHs

D-Lactic acid

ooo
lil
R-C-C-O- * H+--------+ R-C-H

L-Lactic acid

il

FIGURE 1O.B

Examples of reactions catalyzedby an
epimerase and a racemase.

lll

Class 5: lsomerases
This very heterogeneous group of en4,rnes catalyze isomerizations of several rypes.
These include cis-trans and aldose-ketose interconversions. Isomerases that catalyze inversion at asymmetric carbon atoms are either epimerases or racemases
(Figure 10.8). Mutases involve intramolecular transfler of a group such as a phosphoryl. The transfer may be direct but can involve a phosphoryla[ed enzyme as an
intermediate. Phosphoglycerate mutase catalyzes conversion of 2-phosphoglycerate
to 3-phosphoglycerate (Figure 10.9).

O

2-Phosphoglycerate

1l

I
l

CO2

Dehydratases remove H2O in a dehydration reaction. Fumarase converls fumarate
to malate (Figure 10 7).

coo- oll
H
-C- o- P- OHOH2C

+

phosphogtyceromurase

cooI

H-C-OH

O-

Class 6: Ligases

ll
cH2- o- P- o-

Since to ligate means to bind, these enzymes are involved in synthetic reactions
where two molecules are joined at the expense of a "high-energy phosphate bond"
of ATP The term synthetase is reserved for this particular group of enzymes. The
formation of aminoacyl tRNAs, acyl coenzy,rne A, and glutamine and the addition
of CO2 to pyruvate are reactions caLalyzed by ligases. Pyruvate carboxylase is a good
example of a ligase e.nzqe (Figure 10.10). The substrates bicarbonate and pyruvate are,ligated to form a four-carbon (C4) a-keto acid

II

o
3-Phosphoglycerate

FIGURE 10.9

Interconversion of the 2- and 3-phosphoglycerates.

ATP

+ HCO3 +

I

C:O

lt
cHs

niotin

cooI

----------->C:O

+

ADP

cHz
I

cooH
Pyruvate

Oxaloacetate

FlcuRE 10.10
Pynrvate carboxylase reaction.

+

P;
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KTNETICS

Kinetics Studies the Rate of Change of Reactants to Products
Since enz).rnes affect the rate of chemicai reactions, it is important to understand
basic chemical kinetics and how kinetic principles apply to enz)..rne-catalyzed reactions. Kinetics is a study of the rate of change of reactants to products. Velocity is
expressed in terms of change in the concentration of substrate or product per unit

KrNErcs

I +to

time, whereas rate refers [o changes in total quantity (moles or grams) per unit
time. Biochemists tend to use these terms interchangeabTy.
The velocity of a reaction A --+ P is determined from its progress curye or veIocity profiie. The progress curye can be determined by foliowing the disappearance
of reactants or the ippearance of product at several different times. In Figure 10. I I
product appearance is plotted against time. The slope of tangents to the progress
curve yields the ins[antaneous velocity at that point in time. The initial velocity is
the change in reactant or product concentration during the first few seconds of_the
reaction and is determined as the slope of the line through rhe Linear phase of the
1s2s1ien-gxtrapolated ro zero time (Figure I0.I1). Note that the velocity changes
constantly as the reaction proceeds to equilibrium, where it becomes zero. Ma[hematically, the velocity is expressed as

vetocrty=1):-dtAl:
d,

dtPl

Equilibrium

!

6

/

,vo

_I
,'!

E

lo
o

S2

(L
S1

Time

FIGURE 10.11

(10.1)

Progress curves for an enz)ryne-catalyzed reac-

and represents the change in concentration of reactants or products per unit time.

The initial velocity (vo) of the reaction is determlned from the slope of the progress curve at
the beginning of the reaction. The initial velociry
increases with increasing substrate concentration
(Sr-S+) but reaches a limiting value characreristic of each en4me. The velocity at any Lime, t,
is denoted as v,.

d,

tion.

Rate Equation
Determination of the velocity of a reaction reveals nothing about the stoichiometry
of the reactants and products or about the reaction mechanism. An equation is
needed that relates the experimentally determined initial velocity to the concenrration of reactants. This is the velocity or rate equation. In the reaction A -+ p, the
velocity equation is

-dlAl
dt

: u:

hlAl"

(r0.2)

Thus the observed initial velocity depends on the starting concentrarion of A to the
nth power multiplied by a proportionality constant (h). The larter is known as the
rate constant. The exponent n is usually an integer from I to 3 that is required to
satisfy the mathemarical identity of rhe velocity expression.

Characterization of Reactions Based on Order
Another term useful in describing a reaction is the order of reaction. Empirically
the order is determined as the sum of the exponents on each concentration term in
the rate expression. In the case under discussion the reaction is first order, since
the velocity depends on rhe concentrarion of A to the flirst power, v : h[A] r. In the
reaction A * B --+ C, if the order with respecr ro A and B is I, that is, v : h[A] 1 [B] 1,
overall the reaction is second order. Note that the order of reaction is independent
of the stoichiometry of rhe reacrion; rhar is, if the reac[ion were rhird order, the ra[e
expression could be either v : htAl [B]2 or v : hlA]'z[B] , depending on the order in

A and'B.
Since the velocity of the reaction is constantly changing as the reactant concentra[ion changes, first-order reaction conditions would not be ideal for assaying
an enz),rne-catalyzed reaction because one would have two variables, the changing
substrate concentration and the unknown enzqe concentration.
If the differential first-order rate expression Eq. I0.2 is inregrared, one obrains
k1

.1:23bg(Eft)

(10.3)

where [A] is the initial reactan[ concentration and [P] is rhe concentrarion of product formed at time t. The first-order rate constant hr has the units of reciprocal time.
If the data shown in Figure 10.I1 were replotted as loglpl versus rime for any one
of the substrate concentrations, a straight line would be obtained whose slope is
equai to ht/2.303. The rate constant h1 should nor be confused with rhe rare or
velocity of the reaction.
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Many biological processes proceed under first-order conditions. The clearance
of many drugs from the blood by peripheral tissues is a first-order process. A specialized form of the rate equa[ion can be used in these cases. If we define t172 as
the time required for the concentration of the reactants or the blood level of a drug
to be reduced by one-half the initial value, then Eq. I0.3 reduces to

ht

.tt/z:2.3tos(i) :

\tz:

z3tos2:

o.6e

0.69
ht

(10.4)

(r0.5)

Note that t172 is not one-half the time required for the reac[ion to be completed
The term t172 is referred to as the half-life of the reaction.
Many second-order reactions that involve water or any one of the reactants in
large excess can be treated as pseudo-flirst-order reactions. In the hydrolysis of an
ester,

o

o

ll

il

R-C-O-CH3+ H2O<-R-C-OH
the second-order rate expression
velocity

+

CH3OH

rs

:

y

:

hz[ester]t[HrO]1

(r0.6)

but since water is in abundance (55.5 M) compared to the ester (10-2-10 3 M),
the system obeys the firsrorder rate law Eq. I0.2, and the reacrion appears ro proceed as i[ it were a firsrorder reaction. Reactions in the cell that involve hydration,
dehydration, or hydrolysis are pseudo-first-order
The rate expression for the zero-order reaction is v : h6. Note that [here is no
concentration term for reactants, therefore the addition of more rcactan: does not
augment the rate. The disappearance of reactant or the appearance of product proceeds at a constant velocity irrespective of reactant concentration. The units of the
rate constant are concen[ration per unit time. Zero-order reaction conditions only
occur in catalyzed reac[ions where the concentration of reactants is large enough to
saturate all the catalytic sites. Under these conditions rhe ca[alysr is operating at
maximum velocity, and all catalytic sites are filled; therefore addition of more reactant cannot increase the rate.
Reve rs i bi I ity

of

Reacti o n s

Although most chemical reactions are reversible, some directionality is i.mposed on
particular steps in a metabolic parhway by rapid removal of end product by subsequent reactions in the pathway. Many ligase reactions involving the nucleoside
triphosphates result in release of pyrophosphate (PP,). These reactions are rendered
irreversible by the hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate to 2 moles of inorganic phosphate, P1. Schematically,

A + B + ATP --+
PPi

A-B + AMP + PPi

+ H2O

--> 2Pi

Conversion of the "high-energy" pyrophosphate to inorganic phosphate imposes
irreversibility on the system by virtue of the thermodl,namic stability of the products.
For reactions that are reversible, the equilibrium constant for

is

(10.7)

KrNErcs

| +zt

and can also be expressed in terms of rate constants of the forward and reverse
reactl0ns:
I?r

A+B-c
where
hr

:

hz

(r0.8)

rGo

Equation I0.7 shows the relationship between thermodpramic and kinetic quanrities. The term K.o is a thermody.namic expression of the state of the system, while
h1 and le2 are kinetic expressions tha[ are related to the speed at which that state is
reached.

Enzymes Show Saturation Kinetics
Terminology
En4rme activity is usually expressed as micromoles (g.mol) of substrate converted
to product per minute under specified assay condi[ions. one standard unit of enzyme activity (U) is that activity that caralyzes rransformarion of I g,mol min-I of
subslrate. Specific activity of an en4.rne preparation is defined as the number of
enzyme units per milligram of prorein (;r.mol min-I mg of protein-l or U/mg of
protein). This expression, however, does not indicate whether the sample tested
contains only the enzpe protein; during enzqe purification the value will increase
as contaminating protein is removed. The catalytic constant, or turnover number,
of an enz),rne is equal to the unirs of activity pei mole of enz).me (p,mol min-I moi
of enzl'rne-I). where the enz)ryne has more than one catalytic center, the catalytic
constant is often given on the basis of the particle weight of the subunit rather than
the molecular weight of the entire prorein.
The catalytic constan[ or turnover number ailows direct comparison of relative
catalytic ability between enzymes. For example, the constants for catalase and
a-amylase are 5 X 106 and 1.9 x 104, respectively, indicating that caralase is about
2500 times more active than amylase. Maximum velocity, v-.*, is the velocity
obtained under conditions of substrate saturation of the en4.,rne under specified
conditlons of pH, temperature, and ionic strength. V*"* is a constant for a given
concentra[ion of enzyme.

lnteraction of Enzyme and Substrate
The initial velocity of an enz),rne-catalyzed reaction is dependent on the concentration of substrate (S) (Figure 10.11). As concenrration of substrare increases (s1Sa), initial velocity increases until rhe enzpe is completely sarurared with substrate. If initial velocities obtained at given substrate concentrations are plotted
(Figure 10.I2), a rec[angular hyperbola is obtained like that obtained for binding
of oxygen to myoglobin as a function of increasing oxygen pressure. In general, a
rectangular hlperbola is obtained for any process that involves in[eraclion or binding of reactants or other substances at a speciflc but limited number of sites. The

Maximum velocity

(v)

E

E.9

>q
'6!
oo
o>o
(EEO
:o

FIGURE 10.12

Substrate concentration

Plot of velocity versus substrate concentration for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction.
Initial velocities are plotted against the substrate concentration at which they were determined The curve is a recrangular hyperbola, which asl,rnptotically approaches the maximum velocity possible with a given amount of enz)..rne.
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velocity of the reaction reaches a maximum at the point at which all the available
sites are saturated. The curve in Figure 10.12 is referred to as the substrate saturation curve of an enzyme -catalyzed reaction and reflects the fact that an enz).,rne has
a specific binding site for the substrate . Enzqe (E) and substrate must interacr in
some way if the substrate is to be converted to products. Initially there is formation
of a complex between [he enz)rme and substrate:
hL

E+S. -ES

(r0.e)

ha

_v0

E1

Time

FIGURE 10.13

Progress curves at variable concentrations of
enzqe and saturating concentrations of substrate.
fhe initial velocity (vo) doubles as the en4,rne
concentration doubles. Since the substrate concentrations are the same, the final equilibrium
concentrations of product will be identical in
each case; however, equilibrium will be reached
at a slower rate in those assays containing small
amounts of enz).rne

The rate constant for formation of the ES complex is defined as h1, and the rate
constant for disassociation of the ES complex is defined as h2. So far, we have described only an equilibrium binding of enz),rne and subsrrare. The chemical evenr
in which bonds are made or broken occurs in the ES complex. The conversion of
substrate to products (P) then occurs flrom the ES complex with a rate constant h3
Therefore Eq. I0.9 is transformed to
hr

E

h3

+ Si-ES-----+E+p

(r0.10)

h2

Equation 10.10 is a general statement of the mechanism of enzqe action. The
equilibrium between E and S can be expressed as an affinity constant, K., only if
the rate of the chemical phase of the reaction, k3, is small compared to hr; then
K^: h1fh2. Earlier we used K.o to describe chemical reactions. In enzl,rnology the
association or affinity constant Ko is preferred.
The initial velocity, v6, of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction is dependent on
amount of substrate presen[ and on enzqe concentra[ion. Figure 10.13 shows
progress cuwes flor increasing concentrations of enzqe, where there is enough
substrate initially to saturate the enz).rne at all levels. The initial velocity doubles as
the concentration of elzyme doubles. At the lower concentralions of enzyrne, equilibrium is reached more slowly than at higher concentrations, but the final equilibrium position is rhe same.

From this discussion, we can conclude that the velocity of an enz)'rne reaction
is dependent on both substrate and en4rme concentrations.

Formulation of the Michaelis-Menten Equation
In the discussion of chemical kinetics, rate equalions were developed so that
velocity of the reaction could be expressed in terms of subs[rate concentration. This
approach also holds for enzyme-catalyzed reacrions, where rhe goal is to develop a
relationship that will allow the velocity of a reaction [o be correlated with the
amount of enz).me. First, a rate equatlon must be developed that relates the velocity of the reaction to the substrate concentration.
Development of this rate equation, known as the Michaelis-Menten equation,
requires three basic assumptions based on Eq. 10.10. The first is that the ES complex is in a steady state; that is, during rhe initial phases o[ the reaction, rhe concentration of the ES complex remains constant, even though many molecules of
substrate are._converted to products via the ES complex. The second assumption is
that under saturating conditions all of the enzqe is converted to ES complex, and
none is free. This occurs when the substrate concentration is high. The third assumption is that if all the en4.ryne is in the ES complex, then the rate of formation

of products will be maximal, that is,

V-.*

:

h3[ES]

(10.rr)

lf we then write the steady-state expression for formation and breakdown of the ES
complex as

(r0.r2)

KrNElcs
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the rate expression obtained by algebraic manipulation becomes
velocirv

:

v^
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: v'n'^' [Sl
K., + [S]

(r0. r3)

where v6 is the i.nitial velocity at a subs[rate concentra[Ion [s]. Equation 10 13 is
the Michaelis-Menten equation. This ls the fundamental equation of enzymology
that relates the initial velocity of an enzyme-catalyzed reacrion to the substrate
concentration. The two constants in this rate equalion, V-o, and K., are unique
to each enzyme under specific conditions ol pH and temperature with a given concentration of enzyme. For enzymes in which h. 11 hr, K- becomes the reciprocal
of the enzyme-substrare binding constant, and v-u* reflects the catalytic phase of
the enzyme mechanism as suggesred by Eq. 10 11. Thus, in this mode1, activiry of
the enzyme can be separated in[o two phases: binding of substrate followed by
chemical modification of the substrate. This biphasic narure of rhe enzyme mechanism is reinforced in the ciinical example discussed ln Clinical Correlation 1O 1

A Case of Cout
Demonstrates Two
Phases in the
Mechanism of Enzyme

Action
The two phases of the Michaelis-Menten
model of enzyme actlon, binding followed by
modlfication of substrare, are illustrated by
studies on a family wirh gout The patient
excreted three times the normal amount of uric
acid per day and had markedly increased 1er-

els

Significance of K^
The concept of K- may appear to have no physiological or clinical relevance. The
truth is quite the contraDr As discussed in Secrion 10 9 (p 453), all valid en4rne
performed in the clinical laboratory are based on knowledge of K- values for
In terms of the physiologlcal control of glucose and phosphate metabolism, two hexokinases have evolved, one with a high K- and one with a low
K- for glucose Together, they contnbute to maintaining steady-state levels of blood
glucose and phosphate, as discussed on page 615.
In general, K- values are near the concentrations of substrate found in celis
Perhaps enzymes have evolr,ed substrate-binding sites with affinities comparable to
in vivo levels of their subslrates. occasionally, muta[ion of an enzyme-binding site
occurs, or an isoenzyme with an al[ered Kn is expressed Either of these events can
result in an abnormal physiology. An inreresring example (see clin Corr. 10.2) is
the expression of only the arypical form of aldehyde dehydrogenase in people of
Asiatic origin.
Note that if one allows the inirial velocity, v6, to be equal to ] V-,* in Eq 10.13,
K- will be equal to [S]:
assays

each substrate.

of

5'-phosphoribosyl-a-pyrophosphate
in his red blood ce1ls. PRPP is an inrermediate in the bioslnthesis of AMP and GMP
which are converted to ATP and GTP Uric acid
arises directly from degradation of AMP and
GMP Assays in yitro revealed that the patient's
(PRPP)

red cell PRPP synthetase activity was increased
threefold The pH optimum and the K- of the
en4.rrne for ATP and ribose 5-phosphate were
normal, but V-u* was increased threefold! This
increase v!'as not due to an increase in the

amount of enzlme; immunologic testing with
an antibody specific to the enzyme revealed
similar quantities ol the enz),Tne prorein as in

normal red cei1s. This findlng demonstrares
that the binding of substrate as reflecred by K*
and the subsequent chemical event in catalysis,
which is reflected in V-n*, are separate phases
of the overall catalytic process This situatron
holds oniy for those enzyme mechanisms in

which h, >>
Becker,

miller,

M A,

h2

Kostel, P

J,

Meyer,

L J,

and

Seeg-

J E Human phosphoribosylplrophosphate

sl,nthetase: increased enzyme specific acrivir)' in a
family with gout and excessive purine sl.nthesis
Proc Natl Acad Sci U|A70.2749,1973

0.2
Physiological Effect of Changes

CIINICAI CORRETATION

1

Enzyme K- Values

The unusual sensitivity of Asians to alcoholic beverages has a biochemical basis. In some Japanese and Chinese, much less ethanol is
requlred to produce vasodilatron that results in facial flushing and
rapid heart rate than is required to achieve the same e[fect in Europeans The physiological effects are due to acetaldehyde generated by
liver alcohol dehydrogenase:

cH3cH2oH + NAD+

<-

CHTCHO + H+

+

NADH

Acetaldehyde is normally removed by a mitochondrial aldehyde
dehydrogenase that converts rt to acetate. In some Asians, the normal

form of the mitochondrial aldehyde dehvdrogenase, with a 1ow Kfor acetaldehyde, is missing fhese indiriduals have only the cytosolic
high K- (lower afflnity) form of rhe enzrrne, rvhich leads to a high
steady-state level oI acetaldehl'de in the blood after alcohol
consumption. This accounrs for the increased sensitivity to alcohol

Crabb, D W, Edenberg. H J , Bosron, W E, and Li, T.-K Genotypes lor aldehyde dehydrogenase deliciency and alcohol sensiriviry: The ALDH2(2) allele
is dominant
Clin Invest 83:314, 1989
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Thus, from a substrate saturation curve, the numerical value of K- can be derived
graphical analysis (Figure I0.I4). Here the K- is equal to the substra[e concent+ation that gives one-half the maximum velocitir

v^",

hry

E ,,62

Linear Form of the Michaelis-Menten Equation
In practice the determination of K- from the substrate saturation curve is not very

E
=c

KM

tS]

accurate, because V-u* is approached asymptotically. If one takes the reciprocal of
Eq. 10 I3 and separates the variables into a forma[ consistenl with the equation of
a straight line (y : mx * b), then

lK-I
r./s V-r*

FIGURE 10.14

Graphic estimation of K- for the v6 versus
IS] plot.
K- is the substrate concentration at which the
enz)..Tne has

half-maximal activity.

I

tsl

V*u*

A plot of [he reciprocal of the initial velocity versus the reciprocal of the initial
subs[rate concentration yields a line whose slope is K^/V^n*and whose y-intercept
is 1/V-,*. Such a plot is shown in Figure 10.15. lt is oflten easier [o obtain the Kfrom the intercept on the x-axis, which is -1/KThis linear form ol the Michaelis-Menten equation is the Lineweaver-Burk or
double-reciprocal plot. Its advantage is that statistically significant values of Kand V-.* can be obtained directly with six to eight data points.

An Enzyme Catalyzes Both Forward and Reverse
Directions of a Reversible Reaction
,f,s ndicated previously, enzyrnes do

not alter [he equilibrium constant of a reac-

tion: consequently, in the reaction
.o

cfD

hr

'=;-'
the direction of flow of material, either in the forward or the reverse direction, will
depend on the concentration of S relative to P and the equilibrium conslant of the
reaction Since enz)..rnes caLalyze the forward and reverse reac[ions, a problem may
arise if product has an affinity flor the enzyme that is simiiar to that of substrate. In
this case the product can easily rebind to the active site of the enzyme and will compete with the substrate for that site. Product inhibition occurs when the product
progressively inhibits the reaction as concentration of product increases. The
Lineweaver-Burk plot will not be linear in [hose cases where the enzyme is susceptible to product inhibition. If the subsequent enzyme in a metabolic pathway removes the product rapidiy, then product inhibition should not occur.
Product inhibition in a metabolic pathway provides a limited means of controlling
modulating
or
flux of substrates through the pathwair As the end product of a pathway increases, each intermediate w111 also increase by mass action If one or more
enz)rrnes are particularly sensitive to product inhibition, output of end product of
the pathway will be suppressed. Reversibility of a pathway or a particular en4lmecatalyzed reaction is dependent on the rate of product removal. If the end product
is quickly removed, then the pathway may be physiologicaliy unidirectional.

1

lvo

6*"=

FIGURE 10.15

Determination of

K-

and

V-.* from the Lineweaver-Burk double-reciprocal plot.

Plots of the reciprocal of the initial velocity versus the reciprocal o[ the substrate concentration used to determine the initial velocity yield a ilne whose x-intercept rs

-t/K^

-1t(;

'llvnd

1/tsl

A.,^

=4r*
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Multisubstrate Reactions Follow Either a
Ping-Pong or Sequential Mechanism
Most enz)rynes utilize more than one substrate, or act upon one substrate plus a
coenzyme and generate one or more products. In any case, a K- must be determined for each substrate and coenzyme involved in the reaction when establishing
an enzylne assay.

Mechanistically, enzyme reactions are divided into two major categories, ping-

pong or sequential. There are many variations on these major mechanisms. The

ping-pong mechanism can be represented

as flollows:

PrB
E + A ------) EA ------) E'

-)

E'B ------) P2

+

E

where substrate A reacts with E to produce product P1, which is released before the
second substrate B binds to the modified enz)'rne E'. Substrate B is then converted
to product P2 and the en4rme is regenerated. A good example of this mechanism
is the transaminase-catalyzed reaction (see p. 782) in which the o-amino group of
amino acidl is transferred to the enz),rne and the newly formed a-keto acidl is released, as the first product, followed by the binding of the acceptor a-keto acid2
and release of amino acid2. This reaction is outlined in Figure 10.16.

\

H2NAmino acidl

cr-ketoacid2

FIGURE 10.16
Schematic representation of the transaminase reaction mechanism: an example of a ping-pong mechanism.
En4rme-bound pyridoxal phosphate (vitamin 86 coenzyrne) accepts the a-amino group from the first amino acid (AAr), which
is then released from the enryme as an a-keto acid. fhe acceptor
a-keto acid (AA2) is then bound to the enzgne, and the bound
amino group is transferred to it, forming a new amino acid,
which is then released from the etz)rme. The terms "oxy" and
"keto" are used interchangeably
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substrates A and B can bind in any
order, it is a random mechanism; if binding of A is required before B can be bound,
then it is an ordered mechanism. In either case the reaction is bimolecular; that is,
both A and B must be bound before reaclion occuls. Examples of these mechanisms
are found among the dehydrogenases in which the second substrate is a coenz).'rne
(NAD+, FAD, etc ) (see p. 427) Release of products may or may not be ordered in

In a sequential mechanism, if the two

CtINICAL CORRETATION 1 0.3

Mutation of a
Coenzyme-Binding
Site Results in

either case

Clinical Disease
C1'stathioninuria is a genetic disease in which
7-c1'stathionase is either deficient or inactive
Cystathionase catalyzes the reaction
cystathionine <+ cysteine

*

a-ketobutyrate

Deficiency of the enz).ryne leads to accumulation of cystathlonine in the plasma. Since cystathionase is a pyridoxai phosphate-dependent enz)T ne, vitamin 86 was administered to
patients whose libroblasts contained material
that cross-reacted with antibody against
cystathionase Many responded to 86 therapy
with a fall in plasma ievels of cystathionine
These patients produce the apoenzyme that
reacted with the antibody In one patient the
enz)rrne activity was undetectable in fibroblast
homogenates but increased to 3Iolo of normal
with the addition of 1 mM of pyridoxal phosphate to the assay mixture It is thought that
the K- for pyrldoxal phosphate binding to the
errz|rrre was increased because of a mutation
in the binding site. Activity is partially restored
by increasing the concentration of coenz).ryne

Apparently these patients require a higher
steady-state concentration of coenzyme to
maintain 7-cystathionase activity
Pascal,

N G , Gillam, B
H H, and Hirschhorn, K Viumin 86-

T A,

M,

Gaul1,

G

E-, Beratis,

Tallan,
responsive and unresponsive cyslathionuria: two
variant molecular forms Science L90 12O9, 1975-
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STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Coenzymes are smal1 organic molecules, often derivatives of vitamins, that func-

tion with the enzyme in the catalytic process. Often the coenz)rrne has an alfinity
for the enzyme that is similar to that o[ the substrale; consequently, the coenzyme
can be considered to be a second substrate. In some cases, the coenzyme is covalently bound ro the apoenzyme and functions at or near lhe ac[ive site in catalysis
In o[her enzymes the role of the coenzyme falls between these two extremes
Several coenzymes are derived from the B vitamins. vitamin 86, pyridoxine,
requires little modification to form the active coenz)T ne, pyridoxal phosphate (see

p. f 151) Clinical Correlation 10.3 polnrs our the importance of lhe

coenzyme-

binding site and holv alleralions in this site cause metabolic dysfunction.
ln conlrast to vitamin 86, niacin requires major alteration in mammalian cells
to form a coenzyrne (see p 850)
The structures and functions of the coenzymes of only two B vitamins, niacin
and riboflavin, and of AfP are discussed in this chapter. The struc[ures and functions of coenzyrne A (CoA) (see p. 852), thiamine (see p. 1148), biotin, and vitamin B12 are included in those chapters dealing with enzymes dependent on the
given coenzl.me for activity.

Adenosine Triphosphate May Be a Second
Substrate or a Modulator of Activity
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) olten funclions as a second subs[rate but can also
serve as a cofaclor in modulation of the activity of speclfic enzyrnes This compound
is central in biochemistry (Figure 10.17) and it is sprthesizeddenot,o in ai1 mammalian cells. The nitrogenous heterocyclic ring is adenine. The combination of the
base, adenine, plus ribose is known as adenosine; hence ATP is adenosine that has
ar the 5'-hydroxyl a triphosphate The biochemically functional end is the reactive
triphosphate The terminal phosphate-orygen bond has a high free energy of hydrolysis, which means that the phosphate can be transferred from ATP to o[her acceptor groups. For example, as a cosubstrate ATP is utilized by the kinases for the
transfer of the terminal phosphate [o vartous acceptors. A typical example is [he reaction catalyzed by glucokinase:
glucose

ooo
-o- P- o-

+ ATP -+ glucose 6-phosphate + ADP

where ADP is adenosine diphosphate.
AfP also serves as a modulator of the activity of some enzymes These enzymes
have binding sites for AfP, occupancy of which changes the affinity or reactivity of
the enzyme toward its substrates. In these cases, ATP acts as an allosteric effector

llll
P-o-

tl oo-

(see
P

p. 436)

-o
NAD and NADP Are Coenzyme Forms of Niacin

o-

tt

OH

OH

FICURE 10.17
Structure of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

Niacin is pyridine-3-carboxylic acid It is converted lo two coenzl,rnes involved in
oxidoreductase reactions. They are NAD (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)
and NADP (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate). The abbreviations
NAD and NADP are convenient to use when referring to the coenzymes regardless

coENZyMES: srRUCruRE AND FUNCToN

of their state of oxidation or reduction. NAD+ and NADP+ represent the oxidized
forms, and NADH and NADPH represent the reduced forms. Some dehydrogenases
are specific for NADP and others for NAD; some function with ei[her coenz].rne.
This arrangement allows for specificity and control over dehydrogenases that reside
in the same subcellular compar[ment.

coNH2

oI

P-O-

NAD+ consists of adenosine and N-ribosyl-ni.cotinamide linked by a
pyrophosphate linkage be[ween the 5'-OH groups of the two ribosyl moieties
(Figure 10.18). NADP differs structurally from NAD in having an additional phosphate esterified to the 2'-OH group of the adenosine moiety. Both coenzymes
function as intermediates in lransfer of two electrons between an electron donor
and an acceptor. The donor and acceptor need not be involved in the same metabolic pathway. Thus the reduced form of these nucleotides acts as a common
"pool" of electrons that arise from many oxidative reactions and can be used for
various reductive reactions. The adenine, ribose, and pyrophosphate components
of NAD are involved in binding of NAD [o the enz).rne. Enzymes requiring NADP
do not have a conserved aspafiate residue present in the NAD-binding site. If the
aspartate were present, a charge-charge interaction between the negative charged
aspartate and the 2'-phosphate of NADP would prevent binding. Since there is
no negatively charged phosphate on the 2'-Otl. in NAD, there is discrimination
between NAD and NADP binding. The nicotinamide reversibiy accepts and donates two electrons at a [ime. It is the active center of the coen4..rne. In oxidation
of deuterated ethanol by alcohol dehydrogenase, NAD+ accepts [wo elecrrons
and the deuterium from the ethanol. The orher hydrogen is released as a H+ (Fig-

ure I0.19).

il

o

o
N

N

oI

P-Otl

o
OH 9g

FMN and FAD Are Coenzyme Forms of Riboflavin
The two coenzyme forms of riboflavin are FMN (flavin mononucleotide) and
FAD (flavin adenine dinucleotide). The vitamin riboflavin consists of the hererocyclic ring, isoalloxazine (flavin), connected through N-10 to the alcohol ribitol
(Figure 10.20). FMN has a phosphate esterified to the 5'-OH group of ribitol. FAD
is structurally analogous to NAD in having adenosine linked by a pyrophosphate
Iinkage to a heterocyclic ring, in this case riboflavin (Figure 10.21) Both FAD and
FMN function in oxidoreduction reactions by acceptlng and donating 2e- in the
isoalloxazine ring. A tlpical example o[ FAD participation in an enz)..rne reaction is
the oxidation of succinate to fumarate by succinate dehydrogenase (see p. 556)
(Figure 10.22).In some cases, these coenzyrnes are le- acceptors, which lead to
flavin semiquinone forma[ion (a free radical).
Flavin coen4rmes tend to be bound much tighter to their apoenzyrnes than the
niacin coen4..rnes and often function as prosthetic groups rather than as coenzyrnes.

H

OH

Deuteroethanol

FtcuRE 10.19
Stereo-specific transfer of deuterium from deuterated ethanol to NAD+.

NADP+ contains
PO32- on th s
2'OH group

FIGURE 10.18

of coenz)rynes and substrates.

i^)u
a
- C\

<-

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+).

The binding of NAD+ to the enz).rne surface confers a chemically recognizable
"top side" and "bottom side" to the planar nicotinamide. The former is known as
the A face and the latter as the B face. In the case of alcohol dehydrogenase, rhe
proton or deuterium ion that serves as a tracer is added to the A face. Other dehydrogenases utilize the B face. This particular effect demonstrates how enzymes can
induce stereospecificity in chemical reactions by virtue of the asymmetric binding

cHs

| 427

CHa

H/

c:o

Acetaldehyde
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Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)

il

o

FlcuRE 10.21

Flavin mononucleotide (FMN)

FrcuRE 10.20
Riboflavin and flavin mononucleotide.

Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD).

Metal Cofactors Have Various Functions
Metals are not coen4{nes in the same sense as FAD, FMN, NAD+, and NADP+ but
are required as cofactors in approximately two-thirds of all enz)rrnes. Metals participate in enzqe reactions by acting as Lewis acids and by various modes of chelate
formation. Chelates are organometallic coordination complexes. A good example
of a chelate is the complex between iron and protoporphl,rin IX to form a heme
(see p. 1063) Metals that act as Lewis acid catalysts are found among the transition metals like Zn, Fe, Mn, and Cu, which have empty d electron orbitals that act
as electron sinks. The alkaline earth metals such as K and Na do not possess this
ability A good example of a metal functioning as a Lewis acid is found in carbonic
anhydrase, a zinc enzpe that catalyzes the reaction

co2+Hro*H2co3

Succinic
acid

il
RH

lt

Fumaric

FADH2

acid

FIGURE 10.22

FAD is the coenzyme in the succinic dehydrogenase reaction.

The first step (Figure 10.23) can be visualized as the in situ generation of a proton
and a hydroxyl group from water binding to the zinc (Lewis acid function of zinc).
The proton and hydroxyi group are then added to the carbon dioxide and carbonic
acid is released. Actually, the reactions presented in sequence may occur in a concerted fashion, that is, all at one time.
Metals can also promote catalysis either by binding substrate and promoting
electrophilic catalysis at the site of bond cleavage or by stabilizing intermediates in
the reaction pathway. In the case of carboxypeptidase and thermolysin, zinc proteases with identical active sites, the zinc functions to generate a hydroxyl group
from water, and then to stabilize the transition state resulting from attack of the hydroxyl on the peptide bond. Figure 10.24 depicts the generation o[ the active-site
hydroxyl by zinc. As shown, Glu 270 functions as a base in plucking the proton
from water. Stabilization of the tetrahedral transition state by zinc is shown in
Figure 10.25. The positive zinc provides a counterion to stabilize the negative oxygens on the tetrahedral carbon.
Role of the Metal as a Structural Element
The function of a metal as a Lewis acid in carbonic anhydrase and carboxypeptidase requires chelate formation. Various modes of chelation occur between metal,
enzqe, and substrate that are structural in nature, but in which no acid cataiysis
occurs.
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FIGURE 10.24

Zinc in the mechanism of reaction of carboxypeptidase A.
Enz).,rne-bound zinc generates a hydroxyl nucleophile from bound water, which auack the
carbonyl of the peptide bond as indicated by rhe arrow. Glu 270 assists by pulling rhe proton from the zinc-bound water.
RedrawnJromLipscomb, W N. Robert A Welch Found. Con[ Chem Res i5:140,1971
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FIGURE 10.25

Stabilization of the transition state of the tetrahedral intermediate by zinc.
Positive charge on the zinc stabilizes the negative charge rhat develops on the oxygens of
the tetrahedral carbon in the transition state. The tetrahedral intermediate then collapses as
indicated by the arrows, resulting in breakage of the peptide bond.

In

several kinases, creatine kinase being the best example, the true substrate is

nor AfP but Mg2+-ATP (Figure 10.26). In this case, Mg2+ does not interact directly with the enz),rne. It may serve to neutralize the negative charge density on
AfP and facilitate binding to the en4rme. Ternary complexes of this conformation
are known as "substrate-bridged" complexes and can be schematically represented
as Enz-S-M. A hypothetical scheme for the binding of Mg2+-ATp and glucose in
the active site of hexokinase is presented in Figure L0.27. All kinases excepr mus-

Zr?+

+ H++

H

-o-(o

\-

cle pymvate kinase and phosphoenolp)'ruvate carboxykinase are subsrrate-bridged
complexes.

In pyruvate kinase, Mg2+ chelates ATP to the enzyme. Absence of the metal
coflactor results in failure of ATP to bind to the enzyme. Enz]mes of this class are
"metal-bridged" ternary complexes, Enz-M-S. Metalloenzymes are of rhis type

FIGURE 10.23

Zinc functions as a Lewis acid in carbonic anhydrase.
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FIGURE 10.26

Stmcture of Mg2+-ATP

FtcuRE 10.27
Role of Mg2+ as a substrate-bridged complex in the active site of the kinases.
In hexokinase the terminal phosphate of ATP is transferred to glucose, yrelding glucose
6-phosphate Mg2* coordinates with the ATP to form the true substrate and may labilize
the terminal P-O bond of ATP to facilitate transfer of the phosphate to glucose. There are
specific binding sites (light blue) on the en4.,rne for glucose (upper left in red) as well as
the adenine and ribose moieties of ATP (black).

and contain a tightly bound transition metal such as Zn2+ or Fe2+. Several
enzymes that catalyze enolization and elimination reactions are metal-bridged
complexes.

In addition to the role of binding enzqe and substrate, metals may also bind
directly to the enz)'rne to stabilize it in the active conformation or perhaps to induce the formation of a binding site or active site. Not only do the strongly chelated
metals like Mn2* play a role in this regard, but the wbakly bound alkali metals (Na+
or K+) are also important. In plmrvate kinase, K+ induces an initial conformational
change, which is necessary, but not sufficient, for ternary complex formation. Upon
substrate binding, K+ induces a second conformational change to the catalytically
active ternary complex as indicated in Figure 10.28. Thus Na+ and K+ stabilize the
active conformation of the enz).ryne but are passive in catalysis.

.x. ,lf -x.

Role of Metals in Oxidation and Reduction
Iron-sulfur proteins, often referred to as nonheme iron proteins, are a unique class
of metalloenzymes in which the active center consists of one or more clusters of
sulfur-bridged iron chelates The stmctures are presented on page XXX. In some
cases the sulfur comes only from cysteine and in others from both cysteine and

FIGURE 10.28

Model of the role of K+ in the active site of
pyruvate kinase.
Plruvate kinase catalyzes the reaction: phosphoenolp),ruva[e

*

ADP

-+

ATP

*

pyruvate. Initial

binding of K* induces conformational changes
in the kinase, which result in increased affinity
for phosphoenolpyruvate. In addition, K+ orients the phosphoenolpynlvate in the correct position for transfer of its phosphate to ADP (not
shown), the second substrate. Mg2+ coordinates
the substrate to the enz),rne active site.
ModiJied with permission from Mildvan, A 5 Annu- Rev.
Biochem. 43:365, 1971 Copynght @ 1974 by Annual
Reviews, lnc.

free ionic sulfur. The free sulfur is released as hydrogen sulfide upon acidification.
These nonheme iron enzlrrnes have reasonably low reducing potentials (Ed) and
flunction in electron-transfer reactions (see p. 567).
Cytochromes are heme iron proteins that function as cosubstrates for their
respective reductases (see p. 57I). lron in hemes of cytochromes undergoes reversible le- transfers. Heme is bound to the apoprotein by coordination of an
amino acid side chain to iron of heme. Thus the metal serves not only a structural
role but also participates in the chemical event.
Metals, specifically copper and iron, also have a role in activation of molecular
oxygen Copper is an active paticipant in several oxidases and hydroxylases. For
example, dopamine B-hydroxylase catalyzes the introduction o[ one oxygen atom

from 02 into dopamine to form norepinephrine (Figure 10.29). The active enzpe
contains one atom of cuprous ion that reacts with oxygen to form an activated
oxygen-copper complex. The copper-hydroperoxide complex shown in Figure 10.29 is thought to be converted to a copper(Il)-O species that serves as the
"active oxygen" in the hydroxylation of DOPA. In other metalloenzymes other
species of "active oxygen" are generated and used for hydroxylation.
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FIGURE 10.29

Role of copper in activation of molecular oxygen by dopamine hydroxylase.
The normal cupric form o[ the enz].rne is not reactive with oxygen but on reduction by the
cosubstrate, ascorbate, generates a reactive enz),rne-copper bound oxygen species that then
reacts with dopamine to form norepinephrine and an inactive cupric enzyme

HIBITION OF ENZYMES
Mention was made of product inhibition of en4ryne activity and how an entire pathway can be controlled or modulated by this mechanism (see p. 425).ln addition
to inhibition by the immediate product, products of orher enzyrnes can also inhibit
or activate a particular enzyrne. Much of current drug therapy is based on inhibition of specific enzyrnes by a substrate analog. There are three major classes of inhibitors: competitive, noncompetitive, and uncompetirive.

Competitive lnhibition May Be Reversed by lncreased Substrate
Competitive inhibitors are inhibitors whose action can be reversed by increasLng
amounts of substrate. Competitive inhibitors are structurally similar to the substrate and bind at the substrate-binding site, thus competing with the substrate for
the enzyme. Once bound, the enzyme cannot convert the inhibitor to products.
Increasing substrate concentrations will displace the reversibly bound inhibitor
by the law of mass action. For example, in the succinate dehydrogenase reaction,
malonate is structurally similar to succinate and is a competitive inhibitor (Figure 10.30).
Clinical Correlation I0.4 illustrates how very subtle differences in the active
site of two similar enzyrnes can be utilized in the design of an inhibitor that will
differentially inhibit the two enzlrrnes.
Since substrate and inhibitor compere for the same binding site, the K- for rhe
substrate shows an apparent increase in the presence of inhibitor. This can be seen
in a double-reciprocal plot as a shift in the x-intercept (-1/K-) and in the slope
of the line (K-/V-"*). If we first establish the velocity at several levels of subsrrare

cooI

cHz
I

cHz
I

cooI

cHz
I

coo-

coo-

Succinate

Malonate

FtcuRE 10.30
Substrate and inhibitor of succinate dehydro
genase.
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Prostaglandins are a very important class of paracrine hormones derived from long chain unsaturated fatty acids (p. 766) One of the
earlr steps in their slmthesis involves an erlzyme, cyclooxygenase
qCO\\ -\mong the many physiological effects of the prostaglandins
are rhe pain and inflammation associated with arthritis lraditionally,

anhntis has been treated with aspirin and other nonsteroidal antiintlammatory drugs that have been shown to work by inhibiting the
c1'clooxygenases (p. 768), thus decreasing the levels of "bad"
prostagiandins causing the symptoms. A serious problem with these
drugs is the development of gastrointestinal bleeding and perforation
caused by a concomitant decrease in the "good" prostaglandins, whlch
are prorective of the gastrointestinal mucosa.
Recently, it has been observed that there are tu,o different cyclooxygenases, COX-I and COX-2 (see p 768) that have different tissue distributions The COX-2 enz).,rne is inducible by mediators from
the arthritic condition; whereas COX-I constitutively makes the mucosa-sparing prostaglandins The only significant difference in the active sites of the two enzymes is that COX-2 has a valine rather than
isoleucine at residue 523. The smaller valine allows for preferential
binding of custom-designed inhibitors, resulting in selective inhibition
ofCOX-2. Such a custom designed drug, VioxxrM (in green) is shown
modeled into the COX-I' active site.
Key amino acid side chains forming the substrate-binding pocker
are shown in red and the heme, which participates in prostaglandin
s)'1'rthesis, is shown in blue It has been shown that aspirin acetylates
Ser 530 in both COX-I and -2 whereas VioxxrM selectively binds to
and inhibits COX-L, thus preserving the production of "good"
prostaglandlns by COX-1 The phenyl group of aspirin occupies the
identical location in the active site as the phenyl group of Vioxx. Initially Vlon-like drugs appear to be competitive inhibitors, but with
COX-2 and not with COX-I, showing a time-dependent irreversible
inhibition that does not involve a covalent linkage. Vioxx came on the
market in 2000 and has made a tremendous difference in the quality
of life for arthritic patients
Gierse,J.

K, McDonald,J J, Hauser,S D,

and Seibert

K A single

Rangwala, S H, Koboldt, C M,
amino acid difference between cyclooxygenase-1

Tyr 385

sers3o

!r-{
Val 523

Arg 120

(COX-L) and -2 (COX-2) reverses [he se]ectivity o[ COX-2 specific inhibitors
Btol Chem 27I:15810, 1996

l.

and then repeat the experiment with a given but constan[ amount of inhibitor at
various substrate levels, lwo different straight lines wlll be obtained (Figure 10 31).
V-u- does not change; hence the intercep[ on the y-axis remains the same In the
presence of inhibitor, lhe x-in[ercept is no longer the negative reciprocal of the true
K-, but of an apparent value, K-,uoo where

K-,0.:

^-.(,

. +)

Thus the inhibitor constan[, K1, can be determined from lhe concentra[ion of inhibitor used and the K-, which was obtained from the x-intercept o[ the line obtai.ned i.n [he absence of inhibitor

Noncompetitive lnhibitors Do Not Prevent Substrate from Binding
A noncompetitive inhibitor binds at a site other than the subs[rate-binding site.
lnhibition is not reversed by increasing concentration of subslrate. Both binary (El)

rNHrBrrroN oF ENZYMES
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FIGURE 10.31

Double-reciprocal plos for competitive and uncompetitive inhibition.
A competitive inhibitor binds at the substrate-binding site and effectively increases the K- for the substrate. An uncompetitive inhibitor causes an equivalent shift in both V* and K-, resulting in a line parallel to that given by
the uninhibited enzyme.

and temary (EIS) complexes [orm, which are catalytically inactive and are therefore
dead-end complexes. A noncompetitive inhibitor behaves as though it were removing active en4rme from the solution, resulting in a decrease in V-o. This is
seen graphically in the double-reciprocal plot (Figure 10.32), where K- does not
change but V* does change. Inhibition can often be reversed by exhaustive dialysis of the inhibited enzyme provided that the inhibitor has not reacted covalently
with the en4lme as discussed under irreversible inhibitors.
An uncompetitive inhibitor binds only with the ES form of the enz'r.me in the
case of a one-substrate enzyme. The result is an apparent equivalent change in Kand V*, which is reflected in the double-reciprocal plot as a line parallel to that
of the uninhibited enzyme (Figure f0.31). In the case of multisubstrate enzymes
the interpretation is complex and will not be considered further.

lireversible lnhibition lnvolves Covalent
Modification of an Enzyme Site
When covalent modification occurs at the binding site or the active site, inhibition
will not be reversed by dialysis unless the linkage is chemically labile like that of
an ester or thioester. The active-site thiol group in glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase reacts with p-chloromercuribenzoate to form a mercuribenzoate
adduct of the enz)rme (Figure 10.33). Such adducts are not reversed by dialysis or
by addition of substrate. Double-reciprocal plots show the characteristic pattem for
noncompetitive inhibition (Figure 10.32). Many pesticides function by alkylating
the active site serine of acetylcholine esterase, thereby inhibiting nerve function.
Howevel, the esterase may be reactivated by a strong nucleophile as indicated in
Clinical Correlation 10.5.

"
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sHll
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p-chloromercuribenzoate

FIGURE 10.33
Enzyme inhibition by covalent modification of an active-site cysteine.
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FIGURE 10.32

Double-reciprocal plot for an enzyme subject
to reversible noncompetitive inhibition.
A noncompetitive inhibitor binds at a site other
than the substrate-binding site; therefore the effective K- does not change, but the apparent

V*

decreases.
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A Case of Poisoning
of acetylchol.ine in the synapse, resulting in constant stimulation of
the end organs of these neurons The most prominent effects of
pestlcide poisoning in humans are paralysis of the respiratory
muscles and pulmonary edema If given early enough, a drug
like Pralidoxime can displace the alkylphosphate from the pesticlde bound to the active- site serine and regenerate an active

Emergencl-room personnel encounter many instances of pesticide
poisoning and must be equipped [o recognize and treat these cases
lvtany' of the common insecticides are organophosphate compounds
that irrerersiblf inhibit the action o[ acetylcholine esterase, AChE,
in the postsvnaptic fibers of rhe choiinergic neurons (p 998)
-hv iorming stable phosphale esters wlth a specific serine in the acrle site of rhe esterase Inhibition of AChE prevents the hydrolysis
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Seryl (enzyme)
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il
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AChE

In the drsease myasthenia gravls, poisoning the AChE is good
medical practice. In thls condition there is a functional decrease in
the amount of postsynaptic acetylcholine receptor One way [o overcome this deficit is to increase levels of acetylcholine by treating the
patient with an AChE inhibitor.
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Active
AChE

lnactive
inhibitor

Main, R ln E Hodgson and E E Gurhrie (Eds ,) Introduction to
Toxicolog New York: Elsevier, 1980, pp 193-223

Biochemicql

Many Drugs Are Enzyme Inhibitors
Most modern drug therapy is based on the concepts of enzyme inhibition that were
described in the previous section. Drugs are designed to inhibit a specific enzyme
in a metabolic pathway. This application is most easlly appreciated with antiviral,
antibacterial, and antitumor drugs that are administered to the patient under conditions of limited toxicity. Such toxiclry is ofren unavoldable because, with the
exception of cell wal1 bioslnthesis in bacteria, there are few critical metabollc path-

ways that are unique to tumors, viruses, or bacteria Hence drugs that kil1 these
organisms will often kill host cells The one characteristic that can be taken advantage ol is the comparatively short generalion time of the undesirable organisms
They are much more sensitive to anlimetabolites and in particular those that inhibit
enzyrnes involved in replication Antimetabolites are compounds with some structural dlfference from the natural substrate and are inhlbitors In subsequent chapters, numerous examples of antimetabolites will be described. A few representative
exampies will be presented to illustrate the concept.
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FIGURE-I0.34

Structure of p-aminobenzoic acid and sulfanilamide, a competitive inhibitor.

Sulfa Drugs
Modern chemotherapy had its beginni.ng in compounds of the general formula
R-SO2-NHR' Sulfanilamide, the simplest member o[ the class, ls an anlibactertai agent because ol its compe[ltion with p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA), which is
required for bacterial growth. Struc[ures of these compounds are shown in Figure 10 34.
Bacteria cannot absorb lohc acid, a required vitamin for the host, but must

it Since sullanilamide is a structural analog olp-aminobenzoale, the bacterial dlhydropteroate s),nthetase is tricked into making an intermediate, conraining
sulfanilamlde, that cannot be converted to lolate Figure 10.35b shows the fully
reduced or coenzyme lorm of folate. Thus the bactenum is slarved of the required
s)nthesize

rNHrBrroN oF ENZYMES

Methotrexate

(a)
H

(b)

5,6,7,8-Tetrahydrololate
(Hafolate)

FIGURE 10.35

(a) Methotrexate (4-amino-Nro-methyl folic acid) and (b) tetrahydrofolic acid.
Contribution from p-aminobenzoaLe is shown in green.
folate and cannot grow or divide. Since humans obtain folate from dietary sources,
the sulfanilamide is not harmful at the doses that kill bactena.

Methotrexate
Biosynthesis of purines and pyrimidines, heterocyclic bases required for slnthesis
of RNA and DNA, requires folic acid, which serves as a coenzyrne in transfer of
one-carbon units from various amino acid donors (see p. 794). Methotrexate (Figure 10.35a), a structural analog of folate, has been used with great success in childhood leukemia. Its mechanism of action is based on competition with dihydrofolate for dihydrofolate reductase. It binds 1000-fold more strongly than the natural
substrate and is a powerful competitive inhibitor of the en4.ryne. The syrrthesis of
thymidine monophosphate stops in the presence of methotrexate because of failure

of the one-carbon transfer reaction. Since cell division depends on thymidine
monophosphate as well as the other nucleotides, the leukemia cell cannot multiply
One problem is that rapidly dividing human cells such as those in bone marrow
and intestinal mucosa are sensitive to the drug for the same reasons. Also, prolonged usage leads to amplification of the gene for dihydrofolate reductase, with increased levels of the enzyrne and preferential growth of methotrexate-resistant cells.
Nonc/assica I Anti m etab o I ite s
A nonclassical antimetabolite is a substrate for an enz)ryne that upon action of the
en4lrne generates a highly reactive species. This species forms a covalent adduct

with an amino acid side chain at the active site, leading to irreversible inactivation
of the en4.me. An example of this tlpe of inhibitor is the drug Omeprazole that is

in the treatment o[ excess stomach acidity These inhibitors are referred to as
suicide substrates and are very specific.
Another group of inhibitors contains a reactive functional group that is located

used

outside the active site. For example, the compound shown in Figure 10.36 is an irreversible inhibitor of dihydrofolate reductase because it is specifically bound to the
reductase and the reactive sulfonyl fluoride is positioned to react with a serine hy-

droxyl group in the substrate-binding site. Covalent binding of this substrate anaIog to the errzpe blocks binding of the normal substra[e and thus inhibits the
enzyme.

Other Antimetabolites
will be mentioned to emphasize
the structural similarity of chemotherapeutic agents to normal substrates.
Two other analogs of the purines and pyrimidines

| +ls
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CH2- CH2+ C-

Sitedirected inactivation of tetrahydrofolate
reductase.
The irreversible inhibitor, a substituted drhydrotriazine, structurally resembles dihydrofolate and binds
specifically to the dihydrofolate site on dihydrofolate
reducuse. The triazine portion of the inhibitor resembles the pterin moiety and therefore binds to the active
site,. The ethylbenzene group (in red) binds to the
hydrophobic site normally occupied by the paminoberzoyl group. The reactive end of the inhibitor
contains a reactive sulfonyl fluoride that forms a covalent linkage with a serine hydroxyl on the enzlrne sur[ace. Thus this inhibitor irreversibly inhibits the
enzpe by blocking access of dihydrofolate to the

H
N

NHz

Tetrahydrofolate

actrve srte.

Beductase

Fluorouracil (Figure 10.37) is a th)rmine analog in which the ring-bound methyl
is substituted by fluorine. The deo4mucleotide of this compound is an irreversible
inhibitor of thymidylate s)mthetase. 6-Mercaptopurine (Figure i0.37) is an analog
of hypoxanthine, adenine, and guanine, which is converted to a 6-mercaptopurine
nucleotide in cells. This nucleotide is a broad spectrum antimetabolite because of
its competition in reactions involving adenine and guanine nucleotides. 6-Mercap-

topurine is very effective

in the treatment of

childhood leukemias. The an-

timetabolites discussed relate to purine and pyrimidine metabolism but the general
concepts can be applied Lo any enzyme or metabolic pathway
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FIGURE 10.37

Structures of two antimetabolites.
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Allosteric Effectors Bind at Sites Different
from Substrate-Binding Sites
Although the substrate-binding and active sites of an enzqe are well-defined structures, the activity of many enzymes can be modulated by ligands acting in ways
other than as competitive or noncompetirive inhibitors. A ligand is any molecule
that is bound to a macromolecule; the term is not limited to small organic molecuies, such as ATf; but includes low molecular weight proteins. Ligands can be activators, inhibitors, or even the substrates of enz),rnes. Those ligands that change
enz)'rnatic activity, but are unchanged as a result of erz).ryne action, are referred to
as effectors, modifiers, or modulators. Most of the en4.rynes subject to modulation
by ligands are rate-determining enzy'rnes in metabolic pathways. To appreciate the
mechanisms by which metabolic pathways are controlled, the principles governing
the allosteric and cooperative behavior of individual enzlrrnes must be understood.
Enz).rnes that respond to modulators have additional site(s) known as allosteric
site(s). Allosteric is derived from the Greek root allo, meanrng "the other." An
allosteric site is a unique region of the en4.ryne quite different from the substratebinding site. The existence of allosteric sites is illustrated in Clinical Correlation
10.6. The ligands that bind at the allosteric site are called allosteric effectors or
modulators. Binding of an allosteric effector causes a conformational change of
the enzyme so that the affinity for the substrate or other ligands also changes.
Positive (*) allosteric effectors increase the enz)ryne affinity for substrate or other
ligand. The reverse is [rue for negative (-) allosteric effectors. The allosteric site at

ALLosrERrc coNrRoL oF ENZvME
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which the positive effec[or binds is referred to as an activator site; the negative
CTINICAT CORRETATION 1 0.6

effector binds at an inhibitory site.

Allosteric enzymes are divided into two classes based on the effect of the
ailosteric effector on the K- and V*"*. In the K class the effector alters the K* but
not ymax, whereas in the V class the effector alters V*n* buL not K-. K class
enzymes give double-reciprocal plots like those of competitive inhibitors (Figure 10.3I) and V class enzymes give double-reciprocal plots like those of noncompetitive inhibitors (Figure 10 32). The [erms compe[itive and noncompetitive are
inappropriate for allosteric enz)rrne systems because the mechanism of the effect of
an allosteric inhibitor on a V or K en4.ryne is different from that of a simple competitive or noncompetitive inhibitor. For example, in the K class, the negative effector binding a[ an allosteric site affects the affinity of the substrate-binding site
for the substrate, whereas in simple competi[ive inhibition the inhibitor competes directly with substrare for the site. In V class enzymes, positive and negative allosteric modifiers increase or decrease the rate of breakdown of the ES
complex to products, The catalytic rate cons[ant, h3, is affected and not the
substrate-binding constant. There are a few enzymes in which both K- and V*"*
are affected.

ln theory

A Case of Cout
Demonstrates the
Difference Between
an Allosteric and
Substrate-B i nd i ng Site
The realization rhat allosteric inhibitory sites
are separate from al]osteric activator sites as
well as from the substrate-binding and the catalytic sites is illustrated by a study of a gouty
patient whose red blood cell PRPP level was
increased (see Clin. Corr. 10.I). It was found
that the patients PRPP slnthetase had normal

K-

and

V-*

values, and sensitlvity to activa-

tion by phosphate. The increased

monomeric enz.,rrre can undergo an allosteric transition in response
to a modulating ligand. In practice, only two monomeric allosteric enzymes are
known, ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase and pyruvate-UDP-N-acetylglucosamine transferase. Most allosteric enz)rynes are oligomeric; that is, they consist
of several subunits. Identical subunits are designated as protomers, and each
pro[omer may consist of one or more polypeptide chains. As a consequence of the
oli.gomeric nalure of allosteric enz]rrnes, binding of ligand to one protomer can affect the binding of ligands on the other protomers in the oligomer. Such ligand effects are referred to as homotropic interactions. Transmission of the homotropic
effects between protomers is one aspec[ of cooperativity, considered later. Substrate
a

PRPP levels

and hyperuricemia arose because the end
products of the pathway (ATB GTP) were not
able to inhibit the sl,nthetase through the
allosteric inhibitory site (I) It was suggested
that a mutation in the inhibitory site or in the
coupling mechanism between the inhibitory
and catalytic site led to failure of the feedback
control mechanism.

influencing substrate, aclivalor influencing activator, or i.nhibitor influencing
inhibitor binding are homotropic interactions Homotropic in[eractions are almost
always posi[ive.

A heterotropic interaction is the effect of one ligand on the binding ol

a

di.fferent ligand For example, the effect of a negative effector on the binding of sub-

stra[e or on binding of an allosteric activator are hetero[ropic interactlons.
Heterotropic interactions can be positive or negative and can occur in monomeric
allosteric enzyrnes. Heterotropic and homotropic effects in oligomeric enzyrnes are
mediated by cooperativi[y between subunits
Based on the foregoing descriptions of allosteric enzymes, lwo models are
pictured in Figure 10.38. In (a) a monomeric en4.rne is shown, and in panel (b)
an oligomeric enzyrne consis[ing of two prolomers is visualized. In both models
he[erotropic interactions can occur between the activator and substrate sites. ln
model (b), homotropic inleractions can occur between the activator siLes or belween
the substrate sites.

Allosteric Enzymes Exhibit Sigmoidal Kinetics
As a consequence o[ in[eraction between substrate site, activator sile, and inhibitor
si[e, a characteristi.c sigmoid or S-shaped curve is obtained in vs versus [S] plots of
allosteric enzymes, as shown in Figure 10.39 (curve A). Negative allosteric effectors
move the curve toward hlgher substrale concentrations and enhance the sigmoidicity
of lhe curve. ]f we use JV-u* as a guldeline, Figure 10 39 shows that a higher concen[ration of substrate would be required to achieve ]V-u* in the presence of a negative effector (curve C) than required in the absence of negative effector (curve A).
In the presence of a positive modulator (curve B), |V-," can be reached at a lower
substrate concentration than is required in the absence of the positive modulator
(curve A) Positive modulators shift the Ve versuS [S] plots toward the hyperbolic
plots observed in Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

AMPGMP -

ATP
GTP

Sperling, O , Persky-Brosh, S, Boen, P, and DeVries,

A. Human erythrocyte phosphoribosylpyrophosphate sy.nthetase mutationally altered in regulatory
properties Biochtm, Med. 7 ,389, 1973
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FIGURE 10.38

Models of allosteric enzyme systems.
(a) Modei of a monomeric enzyrne. Binding of a
positive allosteric effector, A (green), to the activator
site, j, induces a new conformation to the enzyrne,
one that has a greater affinity for the substrate
Binding of a negative allosteric effector (purple) to
the inhibitor site, i, results in an enz)T ne conformation having a decreased affinity for substrate
(orange). (b) A model of a polymeric allosteric
enzlrrne Binding of the positive allosteric effector, A,
ar the j site causes an allosteric change in the conformation of the protomer to which the effector binds.
This change in the conformation is transmitted to
the second protomer through cooperative protomerprotomer interactions The affinity for the substrate
ls increased in both protomers. A negative effector
decreases the affinity for substrate of both pro-

2

\-

S,
\r

tomers.
(b)

The rates of aLlosteric-controlled enzymes can be finely controlled by small
fluctua[ions in the level of substrate; often the in vivo concentralion of substrate
corresponds with the sharply rising segment of the sigmoid Vs verSUS [S] plot; thus
large changes in enzyme activity are effected by small changes in substrate
concentration (see Figure 10.39) It is also possible to "turn an erzrrrre off" with
small amounts of a negative allosteric effector by having the apparent K- shifted to
vaiues well above the in yiyo level of substrate. Note that at a given in vivo concentration of substrate the initial velocity, ve, is decreased in the presence of a negative
effector (compare curves A and C)

Cooperativity Explains lnteraction Between
Ligand Sites in an Oligomeric Protein
Since allosteric enzymes are usually oligomeric with sigmoid V6 verSUS [S] plots, the
concept of cooperativity was proposed to explain the interaction between ligand
sites in oligomeric enzymes. Cooperativity is the influence [hat the binding of a
ligand to one protomer has on the binding of ligand to another protomer in an
oligomeric protein. It shouid be emphasized that kinetic mechanisms other than co-

No etfector
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o
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E
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*
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./c
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FIGURE 10.39

Kinetic profile of a K class allosteric enzyme.
The en4.,rne shows sigmoid vo versus [S] plots. Negative effectors shift the curye to the
right, resulting in an increase in K-. Positive effectors shift the curve to the left and effectively lower the apparent
The V-,* is not changed.

K-
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operativity can also produce sigmoid vo versus [S] plots; consequently, sigmoidicity
is not diagnostic of cooperativity in a v6 versus [S] plot. The relationship between
allosterism and cooperativity has frequently been confused. Conformational change
occurring in a given protomer in response to ligand binding a[ an allosteric site is
an allosteric effect. Cooperativity generally involves a change in conformalion of an
effector-bound pro[omer that in turn transforms an adjacent protomer into a new
conformation with an altered affinity for the efflector ligand or for a second ligand.
The conformation change may be induced by an allosteric effector or it may be induced by subslrate, as it is in the case of hemoglobin where the oxygen-binding site
on each protomer corresponds [o the substrate site on an enzqe rather than to an
allosteric site. Therefore the oxygen-induced conformational change in the hemoglobin protomers is technically not an allosteric effect, although some aurhors describe it as such. It is a homotropic cooperative in[eraction. Those who consider the
oxygen-induced changes in hemoglobin to be "allosteric" are using the term in a
much broader sense than the original definition allows; however, "allosteric" is now
used by many to describe any ligand-induced change in the tertiary structure of a
protomer.

An allosteric effect can occur in the absence of any cooperativity For example,
in alcohol dehydrogenase, conformational changes occur independenrly in each of
the protomers upon the addition of positive allosteric effectors. The active site of
each protomer is completely independent of the other and there is no cooperativity between protomers, that is, induced conformational changes ln one protomer
are not transmitted to adjacent protomers.
To describe experimentally observed ligand saturation curves mathematically,
several models of cooperativity have been proposed. The two most prominent are
the concerted model and the sequential induced-fit model. Ahhough [he concerred
model i.s ra[her restrictive, mos[ of the nomenclature associated with allosterism and
cooperativity arose from it. The concerted model proposes that the enzlrne exists
in only two states, the T (tense or taut) and the R (relaxed) (Figure 10 40a). The T
and R states are in equilibrium Activators and substrates favor [he R state and shift
the preexisting equilibrium toward the R state by the law of mass action. Inhibitors

T (taui)
conformat on

R (relaxed)
conformation

FIGURE 10.40

Models of cooperativity.
(a)

T conformation

(b)

4
R conformation

(a) The concerted modeI. The enzyme exists in
only two states, the T (tense or taut) and R
(relaxed) conformations. Substrates and activa- tors have a gteatet affinity for the R state and
inhibitors for the T state Ligands shift the equilibrium between the T and R states (b) The
sequential induced-fit model. Binding of a ligand
to any one subunit induces a conformational
change in that subunit. This conformational
change is transmitted partially to adjoining subunits through subunit-subunit interaction Thus
the effect of the first ligand bound is transmitted
cooperatively and sequentially to the other subunits (protomers) in the oligomer, resulting in a
sequentlal increase or decrease in ligand affinity
of the other protomers The cooperativity may be
either positive or negative, depending on the ligand.
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favor the T state. A conformational change in one protomer causes a corresponding
change in all protomers. No hybnd states occur. Although this model accounts for
the kinetic behavior ol many enzyrnes, it cannol account lor negative cooperativity.
The sequential model proposes that ligand binding induces a conforma[ional
change in a protomer. A corresponding conformational change is then partially induced in an adjacent protomer contiguous with the protomer containing the bound
ligand. The effect of ligand binding is sequentially transmitted through the oligomer,
producing increased or decreased affinity for the ligand by contiguous protomers
(Figure I0 40b). In this modeL numerous hybrid states occur, giving rise to cooperativity and sigmoid V6 versus [S] plots. Both positive and negative cooperativity
can be accommodated by the model. A positive modulator induces a conformation in the protomer, which has an increased affinity for the substrate. A negative

modulator induces a different conforma[ion in the protomer, one that has a

decreased affinity for substrate. Both effects are cooperatively transmitted to adjacent
protomers. For the V class enz)rrnes the effect is on the catalytic event (h3) rather

than on K-.
Active protein
kinase

Regulatory Subunits Modulate the Activity of Catalytic Subunits
FtcuRE 10.41
Model of allosteric enzyme with separate catalytic (C) and regulatory (R) subunits.
The regulatory subunit of protein kinase A contains a pseudosubstrate region in irs primary
sequence that binds to the substrate site of the
catalytic subunit. In the presence of cAMP the
conformation of the R subunit changes so that
the pseudosubstrate region can no longer bind,
resulting in release of active C subunits

ln the foregoing an allosteric site was considered to reside on the

same protomer as
the catalytic site and all protomers were considered to be identical. In several very
important enzyrnes a distinct regulatory subunit exlsts. These regulatory subunits
have no catalytic function, but their binding with the catalytic protomer modulates
the activity of the catalytic subunit through an induced conformational change. One
strategy for regulation by regulatory subunits is outlined in Figure 10.41 for the
protein kinase A (PKA) complex. Each regulatory subunit (R) has a segment of its
primary sequence that is a pseudosubstra[e for [he catalytic subunit (C). In the absence of cAMP, the R subunit binds to the C subunit at its ac[ive site through the
pseudosubstrate sequence, which inhibits the protein kinase activity. When cellular
cAMP levels rise, cAMP binds to a site on the R subunits, causing a conformational
change. This removes the pseudosubstrate sequence from the active site of the C
subunit. The C subuni[s are released and can accept other protein substrates containing the pseudosubstrate sequence.
Calmodulin (see p. 525), a 17-kDa Ca2*-binding protein, is a regulatory subunit for enzymes using Ca2+ as a modulator of their activity. Binding of calcium to
calmodulin induces a conformational change in calmodulin, allowing it to bind ro
Lhe Ca2+ enzyfie. This binding induces a conformational change in the enzyme,

resl-oring enz).,rnatic activity.

to.z I rNzvur sprcrnctry: rHr
Enz)rynes are [he most specific calalysts

ncrvr

slru

known, as regards the substrate and the type

ofreac[ion undergone by substrate. Specificity resides in the substrate-binding site
on the enz)'rne surface. The tertiary structure of the enzl,rne is folded in such a way
as [o crea[e a region that has the correct molecular dimensions, the appropriate
topology, and the optimal alignment of counterionic groups and hydrophobic regions to accommodate a specific substrate The tolerances in the active site are so
small that usually only one isomer of a diastereomeric pair will bind. For example,
o-amino acid oxidase will bind only o-amino acids but not r-amino acids Some
en4lrnes show absolute specificity for substrate. Others have broader specificity and
will accept several different analogs of a specifi.c substra[e. For example, hexokinase
catalyzes the phosphorylation of glucose, mannose, fructose, glucosamine, and 2deoxyglucose, but at different rates. Glucokinase, on the other hand, is specific for
glucose.
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The specificity ol the reactlon rests in Lhe actlve site and the amino acids
that participate in the bond-making and bond-breaking phase of catalysis (see

p +43).

Complementarity of Substrate and Enzyme
Explains Substrate Specificity
Various models have been proposed to explain lhe substrate specificity of enzymes.
The first proposal was the "lock-and-key" model (Figure 10.42), in which a negative impression of the substra[e is considered [o exist on the enzyme surface Substrate fits in this binding site just as a key fits into the proper lock or a hand into
the proper sized g1ove. Hydrogen and ionic bonding and hydrophoblc interactions
contribute in binding substra[e to the binding site. This model gives a rigid picture
of the enzyme and cannot accounl for the elfects of aliosteric ligands.
A more flexible model of the binding site is provided by the induced-fit model
i.n which the binding and active si[es are not fully preformed. The essential elements
of the bi.nding site are presen[ to lhe extent that the correc[ substrate can posilion

itself properly. Interaction of subs[rate with enzyme induces a conformational
change in the enz).,rne, resulting in the formation of a stronger binding site and the
repositioning of the appropriate amino acids to form the active sile A schematic of
the induced-fit model is showrr in Figure 10.43a. Figure 10 44 depicts a specific
example of induced fit: the glucose-induced conformational change in hexokinase
that results in formation of the catalytic site. The smalier lobe, shown in green, of
the hexokinase twists and moves some 12 A to close around the glucose and bring
the active-site residues into proximity wirh the glucose subslrate. There is very little change in conformati.on of the larger blue lobe.
Induced fit combined with substrate strain accounts for more experimental
observaLions concerning enzyme action than other models. In this model (Figure 10.43b), substrate is "srrained" [oward product formation by an induced conformational transition of the enzyme A good example ol enz).me-induced substrate
strain is that of lysozl.rne (Figure 10.45) in which the conformation of the sugar
residue "D" at which bond breaking occurs is strained from the stable chalr to the
unstable half-chair conformation upon binding. These conformations of glucose are
shown in Figure 10.46. The concept of substrate strain explains the role of the
enzyme in lncreasing the rate of reaction (see p. 445).

Asymmetry of the Binding Site
Not only are enzymes able to distinguish between isomers of the substrate,
but they are able to distinguish between two equivalent atoms in a symmetrical

+

-+
Enzyme

+

-+
Enzyme

FIGURE 10.43

Models for induced fit and substrate strain.
(a) Approach o[ substrate to [he enz)'me induces the formation of the active site (b)
Substrate strain, induced by substrate binding [o the enzyme, contorts normal bond angles
and "activates" the substrate.
ReprintcdwithpermissionJromKoshland,
Annual Retiews. Inc

D Annu Rev Brochem 37:374, 1968 CoptngfuA 1968b1

FIGURE 10.42
Lock-and-key model of the enzyme-binding
site.
The enzyme contains a negative impression ol
the molecular leatures of the substrate, thus
allowing specificity of the enzyme for a particular
substrate Specific ion palr iormation can contribute to recognition of rhe substrate
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 10.44

Glucose-induced conformational change of hexokinase.
(a) Hexokinase without glucose. (b) Hexokinase with glucose. The
rhree-cord ribbon traces the peptide backbone of hexokinase.

Drawn Jrom PDB Jiles IHKG and 2YHX; Bennett, W. S Jr. and Steitz, T. A J Mo1
Biol 140:2ll 1980

(a)

<--

Site of
Repeating Unit in
Lysozyme Substrate

Half -chair conformation

of the pyranose ring

Lysozyme

FIGURE 10.45

Chair conformation
of the pyranose ring

FlcuRE 10.46
Two possible conformations of glucose.

Hexasaccharide binding at active site of lysozyme.
ln the model substrate pictured, the ovals represent individual pyranose rings of the repeating units of the lysozl.rne substrate shown to the right Ring D is stralned by the enzyme to
the half-chair conformation and hydrolysis occurs between the D and E rings Six subsites
on the enzyme bind the substrate. Alternate sites are specilic for acetamido groups (a) but
are unable to accept the lactyl (P) side chains, which occur on the N-acetylmuramic acid
residues Thus the substrate can bind to the enzyme in only one orientation
Redrawnbasedonmodelproposedbylmoto,T.,etal
In:PBoyer(Ed),TheEnzymes,3rtled,Vot 7 New
Yorh: Academic Press, 1972,

p
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molecule. For example, glycerol kinase distinguishes between configurations of H
and OH on C-2 in the qrmmetric substrate glycerol, so that only the asymmetric
product l-glycerol 3-phosphate is formed. These prochiral substrates have two
identical substituents and two additional but dissimilar groups on the same car-

bon

(Coo.6a).

(a)

CHrOH
n''""'o'
CHoH (D.d)

l'ArPl
(a') CH,OH
Glycerol

CHrOH

*'n"t",

HocH

+ ADP

CH2OPO32r--Glycerol S-phosphate

Prochiral substrates possess no optical activity but can be converted to chiral
compounds, that is, ones that possess an aslanmetric center. The explanation for
this enigma is provided if the enz).'rne binds the two dissimilar groups at specific
sites and only one of the two similar substituents is able to bind at the active site
(Figure 10.47). Thus the enzpe is able to recognize only one specific orientation
of the qrmmetrical molecule. Aqrmmetry is produced in the product by modification of one side of the bound substrate. A minimum of three different binding sites
on the e\zqe surface is required to distinguish between identical groups on a
prochiral substrate.

1o.s

I MECHANTSM oF CATALYSTS
FIGURE 10.47

AIi chemical reactions have a potential energy barrier that must be overcome before
reactants can be converted to products. In the gas phase the reactant molecules can
be given enough kinetic energy by heating them so that collisions result in product
formation. The same is true with solutions. However, a well-controlled body temperature of 37"C does not allow temperature to be increased to accelerate the reaction, and 37oC is not warm enough to provide the reaction rates required for fasl

Three-point attachment of a symmetrical substrate to an asymmetric substrate-binding site.
Glycerol kinase by virtue of dissimilar binding
sites for the
-H and -OH groups of giycerol
binds only the a'-hydroxrr.,rnethyl group to the
active site. One stereoisomer results from the

moving species of animals. Enz),rnes employ other means of overcoming the barrier
[o reactlon.
Diagrams for catalyzed and noncatalyzed reactions are shown in Figure 10.48.
The energy barrier represented by the uncatalyzed curve in Figure 10.48 is a measure of the activation energy, E", required for the reaction to occur. The reac[ion coordinate is simply the pathway in terms of bond stretching between reactanLs and
products. At the apex of the energy barrier is the activated complex known as the
transition state, Ts, that represents the reactants in their activated state In this state
reactants are in an intermediate stage along the reaction pathway and cannot be identified as starting material or products. For example, in the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate,

kinase reaction, r--glycerol 3-phosphate.

o

o

ll'.."ll
cHs-c-o-cH2-cH3 -I!-

cxr-cHr-oH

+

cH3-c-oH

the Ts might look like

[';i ;-"-"]
The transition state complex can break down to products or go back to reactants.
The Ts is not an intermediate and cannot be isolated! In the case of the en4rrnecatalyzed reaction (Figure 10.48) the energy of the reactants and products is no different than in the uncatalyzed reaction. Enzymes do not change the thermodyTramics of the system bur they do change the pathway for reaching the final state.
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catalyzed

I

Beactants

Products
Reaction coordinate

FICURE 10,48

Energy diagrams for catalyzed versus noncatalyzed reactions.
The overall energy difference between reactants and products is the same in catalyzed and
noncatalyzed reactions The enz),rne-catalyzed reaction proceeds at a faster rate because the
energy of activation is lowered.

As noted on the energy diagram, there may be several plateaus or valleys on
[he energy contour for an en4rme reaction. At these points metastable intermediates
exis[. An important point is that each valley may be reached with the heat input
available in 37oC. The enz).,rne allows the energy barrier to be scaled in increments.
The Michaelis-Menren ES complex is not the transirion srare but may be found in
one of the valleys because in the ES complex substrates are properly oriented and
may be "strained." The bonds to be broken lie further along rhe reacrion coordinate.

If our concepts of the transition slate are correct, one would expect that
compounds designed to resemble closely [he transition state would bind more
tightly to the enz)..rne than the natural subs[rate. This has proved to be the case. In
such substrate analogs one finds affinities I02-105 rimes greater than rhose for
substrate. These compounds are called transition state analogs and are potent
enz:..arne inhibitors. Previously, lysozSrme was discussed in terms of substra[e strain,
and mention was made of the conversion of sugar ring D from a chair to a strained
half-chair conformation. Syrthesis of a transi[ion srate analog in the form of the
6-lactone of te[ra-N-acetylchitorerrose (Figure 10.49), which has a distorred halfchair conformation, followed by binding studies, showed that this transirion star.e
analog was bound 6000 times tighter than the normal substrate.
Enzymes Decrease Activation Energy
On the average, enz)rynes can enhance the ra[es of reaclion by a factor of 10e-1012
ti.mes that of the noncatalyzed reaction. Orotidine 5'-phosphate decarboxylase is
[he most efficlent enz)rme known with a rate enhancement of l017-fold. In general,
enzyma[ic rate enhancement can be accounted for by the following mechanisms:

(GlcNAc)sHOH2C

NHCOCH3

H

FICURE 10.49
A transition state analog (tetra-N-acetylchitotetrose-y-lactone) o[ ring D of the substrate
for lysozyme.

acid-base catalysi.s, substrate strain (transition state stabilization), covalenI catalysls,
ground state destabi.lization, and entropy effects. A given errzqe may utilize one
or more of these mechanisms to achieve the tremendous rate enhancements
observed.

Acid-Base Catalysis
Free prolons and hydroxide ions are not encountered in most enzqe reactions and
then only in some metal-dependent enzlrrnes (see p. 429). A general acid or base

MECHANTsM oF cArALYSrs

is a compound that is weakly ionizable. In the physiological pH range, the protona[ed form of histidlne is the most impor[ant general acid and its conjugate base is
an important general base (Figure 10.50). Other acids are the thiol-SH of cysteine,
tyrosine-OH, and the e-amino group of lysine. Other bases are carboxylic acid anions and the conjugate bases of the general acids.
Ribonuclease (RNase) exemplifies the role of acid and base catalysis at the
e\zqe active site. RNase cleaves an RNA chain a[ the 3'-phosphodiester linkage

of pyrimidine nucleotides with an obligatory formation of a cyclic 2',3'-

phosphoribose on a pyrimidine nucleotide as intermediate In the mechanism outIined in Figure 10.51, His II9 acts as a general acid to pro[onate the phosphodiester bridge, whereas His 12 acts as a base i.n generating an alkoxide on the
ribose-3'-hydroxyl. The latter then attacks the phosphate group, forming a cyciic
phosphate and breakage of the RNA chain at this locus. The cyclic phosphate is
then cleaved in phase 2by a reversal of lhe reactions in phase 1, but with water

|

++S

+

H3N

-

CHCOO-

-

CHCOOI

CHz

CHo

t-

HN-

H3N

-+

tt

r,/NH

tl
HN-

z,zN:

Histidine as a

Histidine as

general acid

a base

FIGURE 10.50

Acid and base forms of histidine.

replacing the leaving group. The active-site histidines revert to their original
protonated state.

Substrate Strain
Previous discussion of this topic related to induced fit of enzymes to substrate.
Binding of substrate to a preformed site on [he enzyme can induce strain in the
substrate. Irrespective of the mechanism of strain induction, the energy level of the
substrate is raised, and the bond lengths and angles of the substrate more closely
resemble those found in the transition s[ate
A combination of substrale strain and acid-base catalysis is observed in the action of lysozl,rne (Figure 10.52). X-ray evidence shows that ring D of the hexasaccharide subs[rate is strained to the half-chair conformation upon binding to isoz],rne.
General acid catalysis by active-site glutamic acid promotes the unstable half-chair
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FIGURE 10.51

Role ofacid and base catalysis in the active site ofribonuclease.
RNase cleaves the phosphodiester bond in a pyrimidine locus in RNA
Histidine resldues 12 and I I9, respectively, at the ribonuclease active
site function as acid and base catalysts in enhancing the formation of
an intermediate 2' ,3'-cyclic phosphate and release o[ a shorter fragment of RNA (product I) These same histidines then play a reverse

role in the hydrolysis of the cyclic phosphate and release of the other
fragment of RNA (product 2) that ends in a pyrimidine nucleoside 3'phosphate As a result o[ the formation of product 2, the active site o[
the enz)rme is regenerated.
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Glu 35

(Glucosamine)6

(a)

(b)

Asp 52
Lysozyme

I

Glu 35

Hzo

,"G

Ac-NH

.i."8.i'."
FIGURE 10.52

Mechanism for lysozyme action: substrate strain.
Binding of the stable chair (a) conformation of the substrate ro the
et|Zyme generates the strained half-chair conformarion (b) in the ES
complex In the transition state, acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of the glyco-

sidic linkage by an active-site glutamic acid residue generates a carbonium ion on the D ring, which relieves the strain generated in the initiat
ES complex and results in collapse of the transition state to products.

into the transition state. The oxycarbonium ion formed i,n the transition state is
stabilized by the negatively charged asparrare. Breakage of the glycosidic linkage
between rings D and E relieves the strained transition state by allowing ring D to
return to the stable chair conformation.
Covalent Catalysis

In covalent catalysis, the

attack of a nucleophiiic (negatively charged) or
electrophilic (positively charged) group in the enz)ryne active site upon the substrate
resul[s in covalent binding of the substrate to the enzyme as an intermediate in the
reaction sequence. Enz)ryne-bound coen4rmes often form covalent bonds with the
substrate. For example, in the transaminases, the amino acid substrate forms a
Schiff base with enz).me-bound pyridoxal phosphate (see p. 783). In all cases of covalent catalysis, the en4rme- or coenzyrne-bound substrate is more labile than the
original substrate. The en4.,rne-substrate adduct represents one of the valleys on
the energy profile (Figure 10.48).
Serine proteases, such as trypsin, chymotrypsin, and thrombin, are good representatives of the covalent catalytic mechanism (see p. 377). Acylated enz).rne has
been isolated in the case of chyrnorrypsin. Covalent catalysis is assisted by acidbase catalysis in these particular enz),rnes (Figure 10.53). In chymorrypsin the
attacking nucleophile is Ser 195, which is nor dissociated at pH 7.4 anda mechanism
for ionizing this very basic group is required. It is now thought that in the anhydrous
milieu of the active site, Ser 195 and His 57 have similar pK values and that the
negative charge on Asp 102 stabilizes the transfer of rhe proton from the OH of Ser
195 to N3 of His 57 (Figure 10.53). The resulting serine alkoxide attacks rhe car-
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Michaelis complex
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Active enzyme

CHc
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chain

Covalent catalysis in active site of chymotrypsin.
Through acid-catalyzed nucleophilic attack, as shown by red arrows,
the stable amide linkage of the peptide subsrrare is converred inro an
unstable acylated enz@e through Ser 195 of the en4rme. The latter is
hydrolyzed in the rate-determining step. The new amino-[erminal peptide, shown in blue, is released concomitant with formation of the acylated enz)rme.
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bonyl carbon of the peptide bond, releasing the amino-termrnal end of the proteln
and forming an acylated enzyme intermediate (through Ser 195). The acylated
errzpe is [hen cleaved by reversal of the reaction sequence, but with water as [he
nucleophile rather than Ser 195. Chemical evidence indicates the formation of two
tetrahedral intermediates, one preceding the formation of the acylated enzyme and
one following the attack of water on the acyl-enzyme (Figure 10.54).

Transition State Stabilization
The previously mentloned effects promote the substrate to en[er [he transition
state. Since the active site binds the transi[ion s[ate with a much greater affinity

Tetrahedryl intermediate

#1

Tetrahedryl intermediate #2
FIGURE 10.54

Tetrahedral intermediates.
(a) Model of tetrahedral intermediate #l that precedes formation of the acyl-enzlme intermediate. (b) Model of tetrahedral intermediate #2 resulting from the attack of water on acyl
enz),,rne intermedia te.
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than.the substrate, that small fraction of substrate molecules existing in a transi-

tion state geometry will be converted to products quickly Thus, by mass action,
all the substrate

ca.n

rapidly be converted to products. Any factor that increases the

population of substrate molecules resembling the transition state will contribute to
catalysis.

Entropy Effect

Entropy is a thermodynamic term, AS, which defines the extent of disorder in a
system. At equilibrium, entropy is maximal. For example, in solution two reactants
A and B exist in many different orientations. The chances of A and B coming together with the correct geometric orientation and with enough energy to react is
small at 37'C and in dilute solution. However, if an en4rme with two high-affinity
binding sites for A and B is introduced into the dilute solution of these reactants,
as suggested in Figure 10.55, A and B will be bound to the enz)'rne in the correct
orientation for the reaction to occur. They will be bound with the correct stoichiometry and the eflfective concentration of the reactants will be increased on the
enz]vrrre surface, all of which will contribute to an increased rate of reaction.
When correctly positioned and bound on the enzpe surface, the substrates
may be "strained" toward the transition state. At this point the substrates have been
"set up" for acid-base and/or covalent catalysis. Proper orientation and the nearness of the substrate with respect to the catalytic groups, which has been dubbed
the "proximity effect," contribute l03-105-fold to the rate enhancement observed
with enzl,rnes. It is estimated that the decrease in entropy contribu[es a flactor of
I03 to the rate enhancement.

FIGURE 10.55
Role of the erlrzyrrrre in enhancing reaction rate
by decreasing entropy.
Substrates

in dilute solution are concentrated

and oriented on the enzlme surface so as to
enhance the rate of the reaction.
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FIGURE 10.56

Model for the role of the enzyme in raising
the ground state energy of the ES complex.
This desrabilization of the ground state results in
a lou'ering of the energy of activation The
charge-charge repulsion, destabilized ground
srate, that develops on binding the substrate is
relieved by decarboxylation of the substrate

G rou nd State Destab i lizatio n
ln addirion to lowering the E. by the mechanisms just discussed, the energy barrier
also can be lowered by raising the energy of the ground state. Enz).rnes can ac-

complish this destabilization of the ground state by selec[ing conformations of subs[ra[es and enzyrne active-site residues that approach the bonding distances and angles found in the [ransition state. The formation of these near attack conformers is
enthalpy driven The ground state can also be destabilized by bringing like charges
belween enzyme and substrate [ogether so that chemical alteration of the substrate
will relieve [he unfavorable energetics as suggested in Figure 10.56, where the reIease of the carboxyl group as CO2 relieves the unfavorable charge inleraction of
substrate and enzyme

Abzymes Are Artificially Synthesized
Antibodies with Catalytic Activity

l-\-i':o'ir
\_/

-NR

I

H

(o) Transition state analog

abzymes.
Design of abz).rynes is based on two principles. The first principle is the ability
of the immune system to recognize any arrangement o[ atoms in the foreign antigen and to make a binding si[e on the resulting immunoglobulin that is exquisitely
suited to binding that antigen. The second principle is that strong binding of rransition state-iike substra[es reduces [he energy barrier along the reaction pathway
(see dlscussion on p 444).
In abzymes a transition s[ate analog serves as the hapten. For a lipase abzyme,
a racemic phosphonate (Figure 10.57) serves as a hapten. Two enan[iomeric fatty
acid ester substrates are shown in Figure I0 57b,c See page 448 lor the transition

fb) Substrate-(R) isomer

o
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If the principies discussed above for enzyme cataiysis are correc[, then one shou]d
be able to design an artificial eflzyme. This feat has been accomplished by the use
of several differenr approaches, but only the sJnthesis of antibodies that have caralytlc activity will be considered in this discussion. These antibodies are called

\__/

Substrate-(S) isomer

FIGURE 10.57

Hapten and substrate for a catalytic antibody

state struc[ure expected for ester hydrolysis. Among many antibodies produced
by rabbits on challenge with the protein-bound transition state analog (Figure

I0.57a), one hydrolyzed only the (R) isomer (Figure 10.57b) and another only the
(S) isomer. These ab4..rnes enhanced the rate of hydrolysis of substrates (a) and (b)
103-I05-fold above rhe background rate in a srereospecific manner. Acceleration of
106-fold, which is close to [he enzymatic rate, has been achieved in another esteraseIike system.

(abzyme).
Phosphonate (a) is the transition state analog
used as the hapten to generate antibodies with
lipase-like catalJtic activity. Specific abzymes can
be generated for either the (R) isomer (b) or the
(5) isomer (c) of methyl benzyl esters

I

Environmental Parameters lnfluence Catalytic Activity
A number of external parameters, including pH, temperature, and salt concentration, affect

erzqe activity

These effects are probably not important in vivo under
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Thermal Lability of Clucose 6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
Results
Hemolytic Anemia
In red cells, glucose 6-phosphate (G6PD) is an important enz),rne in
the red cell for the main[enance of the membrane integrity A deficiency or inactivity of this enzlme leads to a hemolytic anemia In

denature. The end result is a greatly decreased lifetime for those
red ce1ls that have an unstable G6PD. These red cells are also
susceptible to drug-induced hemolysis. See Clinical Correlation 15.1.

other cases, a vaianL enzyrne is present that normally has sufficient
activity to maintain the membrane but fails under conditrons of
oxidative stress. A mutation of this enzgne leads to a protein with
normal kinetic constants but a decreased thermal stability This
condition is especially critical to the red cell, since it is devoid of
protein-synthesrzing capacity and cannot renew enzymes as they

p

668

L and Mehta, A Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency In:
Scriver, A L, Beaudet, \M S Sly, and D Val1e (Eds,), fhe Metobolic and
Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disease, 7rh ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995,
p 3369
Ltzzato.
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normal conditions but are very important in seLting up enzyme assays ur \titrl
measure enzpe actlvity in samples of a patient's plasma or tissue.
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Temperature
Plots of velocity versus temperature for most enz)rynes reveal a bell-shaped curve
with an optlmum between 40'C and 45"C for mammalian enzyrnes, as indicated in
Figure 10.58 Above thi.s temperature, heat denaturation of the enzyme occurs. Between OoC and 40"C, most enzymes show a twofold increase in activity for every
1OoC rise Under conditions of hypothermia, most enzpne reactions are depressed,
which accounts for the decreased oxygen demand of lir,rng organisms at low temperature Mutation of an enz).me to a lhermolabile form can have serious consequences (see

Clin Corr

10 7).

=
o
o

010305070
Temperature ("C)

FICURE 10.58
Temperature dependence of a typical mam-

malian enzFne.
To the left of the optimum, the rate is low
because rhe environmental temperature is too

pH
Nearly a1l enzymes show a be11-shaped pH-velocity profile, but the maximum
(pH optimum) varies greatly with different enzymes. Alkallne and acld
phosphatases with very different pH opti.ma are both found in humans, as shown
in Figure 10 59 The bel1-shaped curve and its position on lhe x-axis are dependent on the particular ionized state of the subslrare that wlll be optimally
bound [o the enzyme. This in turn is related [o the ionization of specific amino
acid residues [hat constitute the substrate-binding site. In addition, amino acid
residues involved in catalyzing the reaction must be in the correct charge s[ate [o
be functional. For example, if aspartic acid is involved in catalyzing the reaction,
the pH optimum malr fs in the region of 4.5 at which the a-carboxyl of asparrare
ionizes; whereas 1[ the e-amino of lysine is the catalytic group, rhe pH oprimum
may be around 9.5, the p& of the e-amino group Studies of the pH dependence
of enzymes are useful for suggesting which amino acld(s) may be operarive in
catalysis.

Clinical Correla[ion I0.8 points out the effect of a mutation leading to a change

in the pH optimum of a physiologically important enz)Tne Such a murared enzyme
may function on the shoulder of the pH-rate profile, but nor be optimally active,
even under normal physiological conditions

When an abnormal condition such as alkalosis (observed in severe vomiting)

low to provide enough kinetic energy to overcome the energy of activation To the right of the
optimum, the enzyme is inactivated by heat
denaturation
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FrcuRE 10.59
The pH dependence of (a) acid and (b) alka-

line phosphatase reactions.
ln each case the optrmum represents the ideal

or acidosis (observed in pneumonia and often in surgery) occurs, the enzyme activity may decrease because the pH is inappropriate Thus, under normal condilions, the enzyme may be active enough to meet normal requiremenls, but under

ionic state for binding of enz).me and substrate
and the correct ionic state for the amino acid

stress conditions the enzyme may be less active.

side charns involved

in the catalytic evenr
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Alcohol Dehydrogenase lsoenzymes with Different pH Optima
In addition to the change in aldehyde dehydrogenase isoenzyme composition in some Asians (see C1in. Corr IO.2), different alcohol dehvdrogenase isoenzymes are also observed Alcohol dehydrogenase
1ADH) is encoded by three genes, which produce three different
poly-peptides: a, B, ar'd 7. Three alleles are found for the p gene that
differ in a single nucleotide base, which causes substitutions for argi-

nine The substitutions

are shown below:
Residue

F,

Atg

Pz

His

F.

A.g

47

in alcohol dehydrogenase is the release of NADH NADH is held on
the enzyme by ionic bonds between the phosphates of the coenzyme
and the arginines at positions 47 and 369. In the B1 isozyme this
ionic lnteraction is not broken until the pH is quite alkaline and
the guanidinium group of arginine starts to dissociate H+ Substitution of amino acids with lower pK values, as in B2 and p3, weakens
the interaction and lowers the pH optlmum Since the release of
NADH is facilitated, the V-,* values for B2 and B3 are also higher

than for

Residue 369

Arg
Atg
cys

B1

Burnell,J C,Carr,

The liver B3 form has ADH activity with a pH optimum near 7, compared with I0 for B1, and B 5 for B2. fhe rate-determining srep

10.e

L

G, Dwulet, F E, Edenberg, H

l,

Li,

T-K,

andBosron,

from plby a Cysfor 419-369 substitution which decreases NAD(H) binding Biochem Biophls

W

E The human p3 alcohol dehydrogenase subunit differs

Res Commun. 1461227. 1987

I cLrNrcAL AppLrcATtoNS oF ENZYMES

The principles of enz),mology outlined in previous sections are applied in the clinical laboratory in measurement of plasma or tissue enzyme activities and concentrations o[ substrates in patients.
The rationale for measuring plasma errzqe activities is based on the premise
that changes in activities reflect changes that have occurred in a specific [issue or
organ. Plasma enzyrnes are of two types: (1) one type is present in the highest concentration, is specific to plasma, and has a functional role in plasma; and (2) the
second is normally present at very low levels and plays no functional role i.n the
plasma The former includes the enzymes associated with blood coagulation (e g.,
thrombin), fibrin dissolution (plasmin), and processing of chylomicrons (lipoprotein lipase). In disease of [issues and organs, the nonplasma-specific enzymes are
most important. Normaliy, the plasma levels of these enzymes are low to absent. A
disease process may cause changes in cell membrane permeability or increased cell
death, resulting in release ol intracellular enzymes into the plasma. When permeability changes, those enzyrnes of lower molecular weight will appear in the plasma
first and the greater the concentration gradient between intra- and extracellular levels, the more rapidly the enzyme dlffuses out Cytosolic enzymes will appear in the
plasma before mitochondrial enzymes, and the grealer the quantlty of tissue damaged, the larger the increase ln plasma level. The nonplasma-specific enzymes will
be cleared from the plasma at varyng rates, which depend on the stability of the
enzyrne and its uptake by the reticuloendothelial system.
In the diagnosis of specific organ involvement in a disease process it would be
ideal if en4rrnes unique to each organ could be identified This is unlikely because
the metabolic processes of various organs are very similar. Alcohol dehydrogenase
of the liver and acid phosphatase of the prostate are useful lor speciflc identification of disease in these organs. Other than these two examples, there are few
enzymes lhat are tissue or organ specific However, the ratio of various enzyrnes
does vary from tissue to tissue. This fact, combined with a study of the kinerics of
appearance and disappearance of particular enzymes ln plasma, allows a diagnosis

of specific organ involvement [o be made. Figure 10.60 illustrates the time dependence of the plasma activities of enzymes released from the myocardium
following a heart attack. Such profiles allow one to establish when the attack
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FICURE 10,60

Kinetics of release of cardiac enzlrmes into serum following a myocardial infarction.
CPK, creatine phosphokinase; LDH, lactic dehydrogenase; HBDH, a-hydroxybutyric dehydrogenase. Such kinetic profiles allow one to determine where the patient is with respect to
the infarct and recovery Note: CPK rises sharply but briefly; HBDH rises slowly but persists
RepintedwiLhpermlssionJromCoodley, E L Diagnostic Enzymes Philadelphia:kaOFebiger, 1970,p 61

occurred and whether treatment is effective. Clinical Correlation I0.9 demonstrates

how diagnosis of a specific enzlrrne defect led to a rational clinical trea[ment that
restored thg patient to health
Studies of the kinetics of appearance and disappearance of plasma enz)rrnes require a valid en4.ryne assay A good assay is based on [empera[ure and pH con[rol, as
well as sa[urating levels of all substrates, cosubstrates, and cofactors. To accomplish
the latter, the K- must be known for those particular conditions of pH, ionic strength,
and so on, that are to be used in the assay Recall that K* is the substrate concentration at half-maximal velocity (]y-"") To assure that the system is saturated, substrate
concentration is generally increased five- to tenfold over the K^. With saturation of
the enz).,rne with substrate, the reaction is zero order. This fact is emphasized in Figure l0 61. Under zero-ordet conditions, changes in velocity are proponional to enz)rrne concentration alone. Under first-order conditions, the velocity is dependent on
both the substrate and enz),rne concenlrations. Clinical Correlation 10.10 demonstrates the importance of determining if the assay condi[ions accura[e1y reflect the
amount of enzpe actually presen[. Clinical laboratory assay conditions are optimized
for the properties of the normal enzpe and may not correctly measure leve1s of mutated enz).rne. pH dependence and,/or the K- for substrate and cofactors may drastically change in a mutated enzpe. Under optimal conditions a valid enzpe assay
reflects a linear dependence of velocity and amount of enz)..rne. This can be tested by
determining if the velocity of the reaction doubles when the plasma sample volume
is doubled, while keeping the total volume of the assay constant (Figure I0 62)
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Coupled Assays Utilize the Optical Properties of
NAD, NADP, oT FAD
that employ the coenzymes NAD+, NADP+, and FAD are easily measured
because of the optical properties of NADH, NADPH, and FAD. The absorption
spectra of NADH and FAD in the ultraviolet and visible light regions are shown in
Figure 10.63. Oxidized FAD absorbs strongly at 450 nm, while NADH has maxi.mal
absorption at 340 nm. The concentrations of both FAD and NADH are related to
Enz)..rnes

their absorption of light at the respective absorption maximum by the BeerLambert relation

A:e'c'l

FlcuRE 10.61
Relation of substrate concentration to order of
the reaction.
When the enz),rne ls completely satura[ed, the
kinetics are zeto order with respect to substrate
and are first order in the enzl,rne; that is, the rate
depends only on enzyrne concentration When
the substrate concentration falls below saturating
levels, the kinetics are first order in both substra[e and erlzqe and are therefore second
order; that is, the observed rate is dependent on
both en4rme and substrate
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ldentification and Treatment of an Enzyme Deficiency
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1

Enzlme deficiencies usually lead to increased accumuiation of specific
intermediarl' metabolites in plasma and hence in urine Recognition
o[ the intermediates that accumulate in biological fluids is usefu] in
pinpointing possible enzyrne defects. Afte; thc enzpe deficiency is
estabhshed, metabolites that normally occur in the pathway bur are
distal to the block may be supplied exogenously in order to overcome
the metabolic effects of the enzyme deficiency
In hereditary orotic aciduria there is a double enzqe deficiency
in the plrimidine biosynthetic pathway, leading to accumulation o[
orotic acid. Both orotate phosphoribosyltransferase and ororidine 5'phosphate decarboxylase are deficient, causing decreased in viyo levels of CTP and TTP The two actiyities are deficient because they reside in separate domains of a bifunctional polypeptide o[ 480 amino

acids. dCTP and dTTP, which arise from CTP and TTP, are required
for cell division. In these enzqe deficiency diseases rhe patients are
pale, weak, and fail to thrive. Administration of the missing pyrimidines as uridine or cytidine promotes growth and general well-being
and also decreases orotic acid excretion. The latter occurs because the
TTP and CTP formed from the supplied uridine and cytidine repress
carbamoyl-phosphate sl,nthetase, the committed step, by feedback inhibition, resulting in a decrease in orotate production.
Webster, D R, Becroft, D M O., and Suttie, D P Hereditary orotrc aciduria
and other diseases of pyrimidine metabolism In C R. Scriver, A L. Beaudet,
W S. S1y, and D. Valle (Eds), The Metabolic andMolecular Bases oJ lnheited
Disease,Tth ed NewYork: McGraw-Hil1, 1995, p. 1799
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where I is the pathlength of the spectrophotometer cell in cenrimerers (usually
I cm), e is absorbance of a molar solution of the substance being measured at a
specific wavelengrh of 1ight, A is absorbance, and c is concentration. Absorbance is
the log of transmitrarce (Io/I).Is is the fac[ion of the light transmitted in the
absence of the sample and I in the presence of the sample The term e is a constant
that varies from substance to substance; its value can be found in a handbook of

Ambiguity in the Assay of Mutated Enzymes
Structurai gene mutations leading to production of enz),rnes with increases or decreases in K- are frequently observed. A case in point. is
a patient with hyperuricemia and gout, whose red blood cell hypoxanthine-Suanine-phosphoribosyltrans[erase (HGPRT) showed little
activity in assays in vitro. This enzyme is involved in the salvage of
purine bases and catalyzes the reaction
hypoxanthine

+

PRPP

-+ inosine monophosphate

*

PP,

where PRPP is phosphoribosylpyrophosphate.
The absence of HGPRT activity results in a severe neurological
disorder known as Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (see p 836), yet this
patient did not have the clinical signs of this disorder Immunological testing with a specific antibody to the en4,me revealed as much

cross-reacting material in the patient's red blood cel1s as in normal
controls. The enz).,rne was therefore being sl,nthesized but was inactive in the assay in vitro. Increasing the substrate concentration in the
assay restored full activity in the patient's red cell hcmolysate. This
anomaly is explained as a mutatlon in the substrate-binding site of
HGPRI leading to an increased K- Neither the substrate concentration in the assay nor in the red blood cells was high enough to bind
to the enzyme. This case reinforces the point that. an accurate enzlrrne
determination is dependent on zero-order kinetics, that is, the enzyme being saturated with substrate.
Sorenson, L and Benke, P J Biochemical evidence for a distinct type of
primary gour Narure 213:1122, 1967
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biochemistry. In an optically clear solution, the concentration c can be calculated
after determination of the absorbance A and substituting into the Beer-Lambert
equation.

c
.E

Many enzymes do not employ NAD+ or FAD but do generate products that
can be utilized by a NAD+- or FAD-linked en4rme. For example, glucokinase

0
J
!,o
o

calalyzes the reaction

E

glucose + AfP <-

c

glucose 6-phosphate

+ ADP

ADP and glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) are difficult to measure directly; however, glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase catalyzes the reaction
glucose 6-phosphate

+ NADP+

*

6-phosphogluconolactone

+ NADPH + H+

Thus by adding an excess of G6P dehydrogenase and NADP+ to the assay mixture,
the velocity of production of G6P by glucokinase is proportional to the rate of reduction of NADP+, which can be measured directly in the spectrophotometer.

ClinicalAnalyzers Use lmmobilized Enzymes as Reagents
Enzymes are used as chemical reagents in desktop clinical analyzers in offices or for
screening purposes in shopping centers and malls. For example, screening tests for
cholesterol and triacylglycerols can be completed in a few minutes using 10 mL of
plasma. The active components in the assay system are cholesterol oxidase for the

cholesterol determination-and lipase for the triarylglycerols. The enzpes are immobilized in a bilayer along with the necessary buffer salts, cofactors or cosubstrates, and indicator reagents. The ingredients are arranged in a multilayered vehicle the size and thickness of a 35-mm slide. The plasma sample provides the
substrate and water necessary to activate the system. In the case of cholesterol oxidase, hydrogen peroxide is a product that subsequently oxidizes a colorless dye to
a colored product that is measured by reflectance specffoscopy. Peroxidase is included in the reagents to catalyze the latter reaction.
cholesterol

* o,- ryH2o2
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FIGURE 10.63

Absorption spectra of niacin and llavin coenzymes.
The reduced form of NAD (NADH) absorbs strongly at 340 nm. The oxidized form of flavin
coenzymes absorbs strongly at zl50 nm. Thus one can follow the rate of reduction of NAD+
by observing the increase in the absorbance at 3,[0 nm and the formation of FADH2 by following the decrease in absorbance at 450 nm.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
mL of plasma
or units of a pure enzyme

FIGURE 10.62
Assessing the validity of an en4rme assay.
The line shows what is to be expected for any
reaction where the concentration of substrate is
held constant and-the amount of enzyme is
increased. In this example linearity between initial velocity observed and amount of erupe,
whether pure or in a plasma sample, is only
observed up to 0.2 mL of plasma or 0.2 units of
pure enzyme. I[ more than 0.2 mL is used, the
actual amount of. enzqe in the sample would be
underestimated.
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Each slide packet is constructed to measure a specific substance or enzyme and is
s[ored in the cold for use as needed. In many cases the slide packet contains several enzymes in a coupled assay sys[em thal eventually generates a reduced nucleotide or a colored dye that can be measured spectroscopically This technology
has been made possible, in part, by the fact that the enzymes involved are stabilized when bound to immobilized matrices and are stored j.n the dry state or in the
presence of a stabilizing solvent such as glycerol.

Enzyme-Linked lmmunoassays Employ Enzymes as lndicators
Modern clinical chemistry has benefitted from the marriage of enz),rne chemistry
and immunology. Antibodies specific to a protein antigen are coupled to an indicator enzyme such as horseradish peroxidase to generale a very specific and sensitive
assay After binding of the peroxidase-coupled antibody to the antigen, the peroxidase is used to generate a colored product lhat is measurable and whose concen[ration is related to the amount of anligen in a sample. Because of the catalytic na[ure of the en4.rne the system gteaLly amplifies the signal. This assay has been given

[he acronym ELISA for enzyme-linked immunoadsorbent assay
Application of these principles is demonstrated by an assay for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) coat protein antigens. This virus can lead to development of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) Antibodies are prepared in a rabbit against HIV coat proteins. In addition, a reporter antibody is
prepared in a goat against rabblt IgG directed against the HIV protein. To this goat
anti-rabbit IgG is iinked the enzyme, horseradish peroxidase. The test for the
virus is performed by incubating patient serum in a polystyrene dish that binds
the proteins in the serum sample. Any free protein-binding sites remaining on [he
dish after incubation with patient serum are then covered by incubating with a
nonspecific protein like bovi.ne serum albumln. Next, the rabbit IgG antibody
against the HIV protein is incubated in the dish, during which time the lgG attaches to any HIV coat proteins that are artached ro rhe polysryrene dish. AIl unbound rabbit IgG is washed out with buffer. The goat anti-rabbit IgG-peroxidase
is now placed in the dish where it binds to any rabbir IgG atrached ro the dish
via the HIV vlral coat pro[ein. Unattached antibody-peroxidase is washed out.
Peroxidase substrates are added and the amount of color developed in a given
time period is a measurement of the amoun[ of HIV coat protein present in a
given volume o[ patient plasma when compared against a s[andard curve. This
procedure is schematically diagramed in Figure 10 64. This assay amplifies the
signal because of the catalytic nature of the reporter group, [he enzyme peroxidase. Such amplified enzyme assays allow the measurement of remarkably small
amoun[s of antigens.

Measurement of lsozymes Is Used Diagnostically
Isozymes (or isoenz)..rnes) are enz),rnes that catalyze the same reaction but migrate
differently on electrophoresis Their physical properties may also differ, but no[ necessarily The most common mechanism for the formation of isoz)rmes involves the
arrangemen[ of subunits arising from two different genetic loci in different combinations to form the active poll,rneric enzpe Isozpnes that have wide clinical application are lactate dehydrogenase, crea[ine kinase, and alkaline phosphatase.
Creatine phosphokinase (CPK) (see p. I028) occurs as a dimer with two types of
subunits, M (muscle type) and B (brain type). In brain both subunits are electrophoretically the same and are designated B. In skeletal muscle the subunits are
both of the M type The iso4.,rne containing both M and B type subunits (MB) is
found only in the myocardium. Other tissues contain variable amounts of the MM
and BB isozymes. The isozymes are numbered beginning with the species migrating the fastest to the anode on electrophoresis-thus, CPK1 (BB), CPKz (MB), and
CPK3 (MM)
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Result: Amount ol colored product formed in lixed time is proportional to the amount o, peroxidase present in plate which
equals amount of HIV envelope protein.

FlcuRE 10.64
Schematic of ELISA (enzyme-linked immunoadsorbent assay) for detecting the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) envelope proteins.

Lactate dehydrogenase is a tetrameric enzrme containlng only two distinct
subunits: those designated H for heart (myocardium) and M for muscle. These two
subunits are combined in five differen[ ways. The lactate dehydrogenase iso4,rnes,
subunit compositions, and major locations are as follows:

LDHI

Myocardium and RBC
Myocardium and RBC
Brain and Kidney

E

LDH4

HHHH
HHHM
HHMM
HMMM

LDH5

MMMM

Liver and Skeletal muscle

o

LDH2
LDH3

E

o

c
6

o

To illustrate how kinetic analyses of plasma enz)ryne activities are useful in med-

=

icine, activities of some CPK and LDH iso4.,rnes are plotted in Figure 10.65 as a
function of time after infarction. After damage to heart tissue the cellular breakup
releases CPK2 into the blood wirhin rhe firsr 6-18 h after an infarct, but LDH reIease lags behind the appearance of CPK2 by I-2 days. Normally, rhe activity of the
LDH2 isozyme is higher than rhat of LDHI; however, in lhe case of infarction the
activity of LDHI becomes greater than LDH2, at about the time CPK2 levels are back

o
6

to baseline (48-60 h). Figure 10.66 shows rhe fluctuarions of all five LDH iso4.rnes
af[er an infarct. The increased ra[io of LDH2 and LDHI can be seen in the 24-h tracing. The LDH iso4..rne "switch" coupled with increased CPK2 is diagnostic of myocardial infarct (Ml) in virtually 100% of [he cases. Increased activity of LDH, is an
indicator of liver congestion. Thus secondary complicalions of heart failure can be

monitored.
The electrophoresis method for determining cardiac enzymes is too slow and
insensitive to be of value in the emergency room situation ELISAs based on monoclonal antibodies to CPK2 are both quick (30 min) and sensirive enough ro delecr
CPK2 in the serum within an hour or so of a heart attack.
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Days after inlarct

FIGURE 10.65

Characteristic changes in serum CPK and
LDH isozymes following a myocardial infarction.
CPK, (MB) isozyme increases lo a maximum

within

I

day of the infarction CPK3 lags behind
I day lotal LDH level increases
more slowly. The increase of LDHI and LDH2
within 12-24 h coupled with an increase ln
CPK2 is diagnostic of myocardial infarction
CPK2 by about
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FrcuRE 10.66
Tracings of densitometer scans of LDH isozlnnes at time intervals follow-

ing

a

myocardial infarction.

Totai LDH increases and LDHI becomes greater than LDH2 between 12 and 24
h. Increase in LDH5 is diagnostic of a secondary congestive liver involvement.
Note the Y-axis scales are not identical. After electrophoresis on agarose gels,
the LDH activity is assayed by measuring the fluorescence of the NADH formed

in LDH-catalyzed reactlon.
Courtesy oJ Dr. A. T. Gajda, Clinical ktboratoies, The UniversitJ of Arhansas Jor Medical
Science
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Some Enzymes Are Used as Therapeutic Agents
In a few cases enzymes have been used as drugs in the therapy of specific medical
problems Streptokinase, an enzyme mixture prepared from a streptococcus, is
useful in clearing blood clots that occur in myocardial infarcts and in the lower extremities. lt activates the fibrinolytic proenzy,rne plasminogen that is normally present in plasma. The activated enzyme is plasmin.
Plasmin is a serine protease that cleaves the insoluble fibrin in blood clors into
several soluble components (see p. 1045). Another serine protease, human tissue
plasminogen activa[or, t-PA, is being commercially produced by bioengineered
Escherichia coli (E. coli) for use in dissolving blood clots in patients suffering
myocardial infarction (see p. 1045). t-PA also functions by activating the patient's
plasminogen.

Asparaginase therapy is used for some types of adult leukemia. Tumor cells
have a requirement for asparagine and must scavenge it from the hosts plasma. Intravenous (i.v) administration of asparaginase lowers the hosts plasma level of asparagine, which results in depressing the viability of the leukemia cells

RECULAToN oF ENzyME

Most enz),rnes have a short halflife in blood; consequenrly, unreasonably iarge
amounts of en4.rne are required to maintain therapeutic leveis. Work is in progress
to enhance enzyrne stability by coupling en4Trnes to solid matrices and implanting
these materials i.n areas [ha[ are well perfused. In the fu[ure, enz].rne replacement in
individuals [hat are genetically deficient in a particular en-4,rne may become feasible.

Enzymes Linked to lnsoluble Matrices
Are Used as Chemical Reactors
Specific enz),rnes linked to insoiuble matrices are used in the pharmaceutical industry as highly specific chemical reactors. For example, immobilized B-galactosidase is used to decrease the lac[ose content of milk for lactose-intolerant people. In
production o[ prednisolone, immobilized steroid 11-B-hydroxylase and a 6-1,2dehydrogenase convert a cheap precursor to prednisolone i.n a rapid, stereospecific,
and economical manner.

10.10

I

REGULATTON OF ENZYME ACTtVtTy

Our discussion up to this point has centered on the chemical and physical characteristics of individual enzymes, but we musr be concerned with the physiological
integration of many en4lrnes in[o a metabolic pathway and the interrelationship of
the products of one pathway with the metabolic acriviry of other pathways. Conrrol
of a pathway occurs through modulation of the activity of one or more key enzyrnes
in the pathway One of the key enzyrnes ls the rate-limiting enzyme, which is rhe
errzpe with the lowest V*"*. It usually occurs early in the pathway
Another is that catalyzing the committed step of rhe parhway, the first irreversible reac[ion that is unique to a metabolic pathwair The rate-limiting enzyme is
not necessari.ly the enzy,rne associated with the committed step. Specific examples
of these reguiatory enzyrnes will be pointed out in discussions of metabolic pathways.
The activity of the en4rme associated with the committed step or wrth the rateIimiting step can be regulated in a number of ways. First, the absolute amount of
the enzyme can be regulated by change in de noyo slrrthesis of the en4..rne. Second,
the activity of the en4.,rne can be modulated by activators, by inhibitors, and by covalent modi.fication through mechanisms previously discussed. Finally, the activity
of a pathway can be regulated by physically partitioning the pathway from its initial substrate and by controlling access of the substrate [o the enz]Tnes of the path-

way This is referred to as compartmentation.
Anabolic and catabolic pathways are usually segregated into different organelles

in order to maximize the cellular economy There would be no point to oxidation
of fatty acids occurring at the same time and in the same compartmen[ as biosy,nthesis of fatty acids If such occurred, a futile cycle would exist. By maintaining fatty
acid biosynthesis in the cytoplasm and oxidation in the mitochondria, conrrol can
be exerted by regulating [ransporl of common intermediates across the mitochondrial membrane. Table 16 4 (p 717) contains a compilation of some of the meta-

bolic pathways and their intracellular distribution.
As indicated earlier, the velocity of any reaction is dependent on the amount
of enzyme present. Many rate-controlling enzyrnes are present in very low concentra[ions. More enzyme may be synthesized or existing rates of synthesis repressed
through hormonally instituted activation of the mechanisms controlling gene
expression. In some instances substrate can repress the syrrthesis of enzyme. For example, glucose represses Lhe de noyo s).nthesis of pyruvate carboxyki.nase, which is
the rate-limiting enzl,rne in the conversion o[ pymvate to glucose lf there is plenty
of glucose available there is no point in sy-nthesizing glucose. This effect of glucose
may be mediated by insulin and is not direct feedback inhibition.
Many rate-controlling enzymes have rela[ively short halfJives; for example, rhat
of pyruvate carboxykinase is 5 h. Teleologically this is reasonable because it pror.rdes a mechanism for effecting much larger fluctualions in the actlvity of a pathway than would be possible by inhibition or activation of existing levels of enzqe.

Acrvrry
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Model of feedback inhibition and cross-regulatron.
Open bar indicates inhibition and broken iine
indicates activation Product Z cross-regulates
production of C by its inhibitory effect on the
enz).'me responsrble for the converslon of A to B
in the A --+ B pathway C in turn cross-regulates
the production of Z. Ihe product Z inhiblts its
own formation by leedback inhibition of the
conversion ol X to Y.

!
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Short-term regulation occurs through modi.fication of the activity of existing
enzyme. For example, when the cellular concentrati.on of deoxyribonucleotides
builds up such that the ceil has sufficient amounts for synthesis of DNA, the key
enz)ryne of the sl,nthetic pathway is inhibited by the end products, resulting in shutdown of the pathway This is referred to as feedback inhibition.
The inhibltion may take the form of competitive inhibition or allosteric inhibition. In any case, the apparent K* may be raised above the in vivo levels of subs[rate, and the reaction ceases or decreases ln velocity.
In addition to feedback within the pathway, feedback on other pathways also
occurs. This is referred to as cross-regulation. In cross-regulation a product of one
pathway serves as an inhibitor or activator of an enzyme occurring early in another
pathway as depicted in Figure 10.67. A good example, considered in detail on
p. 844, is the cross-regulation of the production of the flour deoxFribonucleotides
for DNA synthesis. This is important since ail four must be present in similar
amounts for DNA s)'nthesis.
An example of reversible covalent modification is glycogen phosphorylase, in
which the interconvertible active and inactive forms are phosphorylated and dephosphorylated proteins, respectively Protein kinases and protein phosphatases are
also regulated by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. Other examples of reversible covalent modification include acetylation-deacetylation, adenylylationdeadenylylatlon, uridylylation-deuridylylation, and methylation-demethylation.
The phosphorylation-dephosphorylation scheme is most common.
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Multiple Choice Questions
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3

pear irreversible:

ln all enzfnes the active site:

A
B

conlains the substrate-binding srte
is contiguous with the substrate-binding site

A. if
in the primary

B. under equilibrium

substrate-bindi ng site.

E.

contains a metal ion as a prosthetic group
contains the amino acid side chains involved in catalyzing the

Metal cations may do all of the following EXCEPT:
donate electron pairs to functional groups found in the primary
structure of the enzpne protein.
D
sewe as Lewis acids in enzymes.
C participate in oxidation-reduction processes.
D stabilize the active conformation of an enz)rme.
E form chelates with the substrate, with the chelate being the true

enz,'rnes usually

form hydrogen peroxide (HrO2) as one of its products?

B
C

at high temperatures.

A.

react10n.

A.

conditions.

C. if a product accumulates
D. at high enzyme concentrations.

C. lies in a region of the primary sequence distant from the

2. Which ol the following types of oxidoreductase

the products are thermodlmamically far more stable than the

reactants.

sequence.

D
E

Although enzpnic catalysis is reversible, a given reaction may ap-

dehydrogenases
oxidases

substrate.

oxygenases

D.

peroxidases

E

none of the above

5.

Enzymes may be specific
EXCEPT:

with respect to all of the following

euESroNS

A
B.

chemical identity of the substrate.
the atomic mass of the elements in the reactive group (e.g.,

I1.
12C

bur not 1ac).

C. optical activity

D,
E.

of product formed from a s),rnmetrical substrate
type of reaction catalyzed.
which of a pair of optical isomers will react.

All of the lollowing can be chemically isolared EXCEPf:

A

enz),rnes

B.

enz).rne-substrate compiexes.

C.
D.

enz).T

E

transition states.

A.
B,

differs from the mitochondrial enzqe

cpd + -5

cpo s $

cpo

o

Questions 13 and 14: A research technician who is working with
organophosphate compounds is required to have a weekly blood
test for acetylcholine esterase activity. Iypically, esterase acrivity remains relatively constant for some time and then abruptly drops to
zero. If this happens, the technician musr immediately stop working
with the organophosphate compounds. The organophosphate compounds form stable esrers with a crirical serine hydroxyl group in the
esterase.

13 In this type of

enzyme, serine transfers a proton to a histidine

residue Serine is acting as

B.

D.

E.

E.

C. specific base.

If the plasma activity of an inrracellular enzpne is abnormally high
ai1 of the following may be a valid explanation EXCEPT:
A. the rate of removal of the enzyme from plasma may be
depressed.
tissue damage may have occurred.
the enz)..rne may have been activated.

C.
D. determrnation of the isozyme dlstribution may yield useful

D
E

enz).,rne acrivity

general acid.
general base
a transition stabilization catalyst

14. Histidine accepts a proton in the above mechanism and, in a subsequent step, donates the proton to another species. Such a hisrldine would be most likely to have a pH-activity profile resembling
which curve on the foliowing drawing?

include all of

the following EXCEPT:

covalentmodiflcation

changes in rate of synthesis of the
C. allosteric activation

enz1ryne.

=o

suicide inhibition
competitive inhibirion

Questions 11 and 12: A man of Japanese ancesrry found himself to be
experienclng severe flushing and a very rapid heart rate after consuming one alcoholic beverage His companion, a Caucasian male, did not
have the same symptoms even though he had finished his second
drink. These physiological effecrs are related to the presence of acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) generated from the alcohol. Acetaldehyde is
normally removed by the reaction of mirochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase. which catalyzes rhe reaction

cH3cHo + NAD+

+

CH3COO- + NADH + H+

a:

specific acid

information
the rate of synthesis of the enzyme may have increased

t0 Types of physiological regulation of

D
E

has a higher

than the mitochondrial enzyme
steady-state level of acetaldehyde following
alcohol consump[ion

A.

B.

in that it

E. produces a low

D.

A

thar

CH3CHO.

A
B

E.

is

does not react with CH3CHO.
activates the enzyne that produces CH3CHO

K- for

CC

B.

effects

D. would be expected to have a greater affinity for the substrate

ll"

=5

a ligase.

an

Cpd 3

cpo z

E.

A
B
C

In the reaction sequence below the best point for controlling production ol Compound 6 is reaction:

cpd

a transferase
a hydrolase.
a lyase.

mltochondrial aldehyde
dehydrogenase and had only a cytosolic isomer The cytosolic

enzyme-substrate intermediate?
A. substrate straln
B. acid-base catalysis
C. entropy effecrs
D. allosteric regulation
E. covalent catalysis

r\l

B
C
D

the Japanese man was missing the normal

ne-inhibitor comPlexes.
enz)..rne-substrate covalent intermediates.

1 -------)

Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase is:
A an oxidoreductase.

12 The explanation for the difference in physiological

Which of the following necessarily results in formation of

8

| +0t

A.

B
C
D
E.

Curve
Curve
Curve
Curve
Curve

A
B

C

D
E
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Is substance A an activator or an inhibitor?
kind of inhibitor is it?

Problems

15 An

experiment measuring velocity versus substrate concentration

was run, first in the absence o[ substance A, and then in the presence of substance A. The followlng data were obtained:

ISI
GrM)
).5
3.3
5.0
100

Yelocity in Absence of

I nNswrns
1E

)B

3.A

4A

5.8

6E

E

D

min-l)
0.32
0.40
0 52
069

(p.mol

A

Ifit

is an inhibitor, what

I6 For the experiment in Question 15, calculate the K- and V*,* both

in the

absence and in the presence of substance A. Are these results consistent with your answer for Question 15?

Velocity inPresence of A
(p,mol min-l)
0.20
0.26
0.36

056

I

The active site contains all of the machinery, including the
amino acid side chalns, involved in catalyzing the reaction.
A-D are aIl possible, but none is necessarily true.
Most oxidases produce H2O2 as a product of the transfer of two
electrons from the donor to oxygen A: Dehydrogenases produce reduced pyridine or flavin coenz),rnes C: Oxygenases add
one or both atoms of oxygen to the substrate D: Peroxidases

9. E

degrade H2O2
Stabie products do

not react in the reverse direction at aL appreciable rate B: At equilibrium the forward and reverse reactions proceed at identical rates. C: Product accumulation wouid
tend to reverse the reaction. D: En4,rnes merely catalyze reactions and do not affect the equilibrium of the reaction. E: Tempera[ure affects the rates of reactions and may also affect the position of the equilibrium, but does not interconvert reversible
and irreversible reactions
Metal cations are electron deficient and may accept electron
pairs, serving as Lewis acids, but they do not donate eiectrons
to other functional groups. C: On the contrary they sometimes
accept electron pairs from groups in amino acid side chains. D:
In doing so they may become chelated, which may stabilize the
appropriate structure. E: Sometimes they are chelated by the
substrate, with the chelate being [he true substrate
Enzlmes do not distinguish among different nuclides of an element, although the rate of reaction of a heavier nuclide might
be less than that of a lighter one. A, D: Enz)..rnes are specific for
the substrate and the type of reaction. C, E: The asl,rnmetry of
the binding site generally permits only one of a pair of optical
isomers to react, and only one optical isomer is generated when
a symmetdc substrate yields an aslmmetric product
fhe transition state ls not an intermediate and cannot be isolated. Rather, it can be thought of as a state in which old bonds
arc pafily broken and new bonds partly formed A-D: A11 the
other species can be isolated under suitable experimental conditions.
Only in covalent catalysis is a covaient bond between enzyrne
and a portion of the substrate involved. A-D: AI1 enzyrne-catalyzed reactions involve an enzFne-substrate complex but this
is different than an intermediate, which requires formation of a
covalent bond. There is always at least one transition state involved
Reaction D is irreversible; if it were not controlled, Cpd 5 mighr
build up to toxic levels A: Control of reaction A would control

6 B: Reaction B is not on the
direct route C, E: Reactions C and E are freely reversible, so do
not need to be controlled.
Since appearance of intracellular enzymes in plasma arlses lrom
leakage, tJpically from damaged or destroyed cel1s, changes in
their rates of sy,nthesis within the cell would not be expected to
affect plasma concentration A: This would lead to elevated
leve1s B: Intracellular enzymes may appear in abnormal
amounts when tissues are damaged C: Laboratory assays depend on all factors except amount of en4.ryne being constant.
D: Different tlssues have characteristic distributions of lsozlmes
Suicide inhibitors are sometimes used as drugs but would be
inappropriate as a regulatory mechanism because the inhibition
is irreversible. A: Covalent modilication includes zl,rnogen activation and phospho-dephospho protein conversions. B: Enz).,rne levels may be controlled, often by hormones C: Allosteric
activation is common E: End products o[ a reaction or reaction
sequence may inhibit their own formation by competitive inhiproduction of both Cpds 3 and

10

D

bition

lt A
1)

C

I3

B

14

B

15

Aldehyde to acid conversion is an oxidation. This ls of the subclass dehydrogenases as indicated by the presence of the NAD+
The lower affinity (higher K-) makes it more difficult for the
erLzqe to remove CHTCHO A: Isozpnes, by definition, car
alyze the same reaction B: It is highly unlikely that one erulme
would activate another errzqe. D: With a greater affinity (1ower
K-) the reaction would be occurring at a rapid rate, thus removing CH3CHO E: These effects are due to a high steadystate concentratlon
General acids are weakly ionized at physiological pH. The particular environment o[ the senne in the proteln facilitates its ability to transfer a proton and thus act as a nucleophile. A, C: Specific acids and bases do not exist at physiological pH. D: Bases
accept protons E: There is no indication that serine does this
A group must be in the correct ionization state to act catalytically For a histidyl group to serve as a generul acld and a general base, the pH must be compatible with both ionization
states of histidine. Since the pK of the histidyl side chain is
about 6.8, the maximum activity is likely to be near that pH
A, C: These peaks are out of the normal physiological range D,
E: Both of these curves indicate that the species is acting as only
an acid or a base but not both
The best way to handle the data is to take the reciprocals o[

both [S] and v and construct a Lineweaver-Burk plot

You

ANSWERS

| +01

should find that the two curves cross the y-axis at the same With a competitive inhibitor, V-u* remains constant (be sure you unpoint but the curve in the presence ofA crosses the x-axis closer derstand why) but the apparent K- is larger. It takes more substrate to
to the origin. fhis pattern indicates that A is a competitive in- reach a given velocity because the substrate has to compete with the
hibitor.
inhibitor.
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rHE cyrocHRoMES p4s0 AND NrrRrc oxrDE svNTHASES

11.r I ovERVlEw
The term cytochrome P450 refers to a unique family of heme proteins present in
bac[eria, fungi, insects, plants, fish, mammals, and primates, which can be considered [o be universal oxygenases (oxygen-utilizi.ng enzymes) because of the variety
of reaclions they catalyze and the structurally diverse compounds that serve as substrales. Cytochrome P450 proteins are encoded by a gene superfamily that contains
hundreds of genes. Substrates for this enzyme system include endogenously s1,nthesized compounds, such as cholesterol, steroid hormones, and fatty acids, as well
as exogenous compounds, such as drugs, food additives, components of cigarette
smoke, pesticides, and chemicals used for industry that enter the body by ingestion
of foods, inhalation, or absorption through the skin.
The cytochrome P450 syslem has far reaching lmplications in medicine. It is
involved ln (1) i.nactivation or activation of therapeutic agents; (2) conversion of
chemicals to highly reactive molecules, which may produce unwanted cellular damage, cell death, or mutations; (3) production of steroid hormones; (4) metabolism

of fatty acids, prostaglandins, Ieukotrienes, and retinoids; and (5) enzyme inhibition or lnducti.on that results in drug-drug interactions and adverse effects. Cytochrome P450 proteins are cysleine thiolate-bound heme proteins that share catalytic mechanisms with thromboxane, prostacyclin, and allene oxide syrrthases and
nitric oxide synthases. This chapter will address these heme-cysteine thiolate proteins by discussing the cytochromes P450 in detail and wlli provide an introduc[ion to the various nitric oxide svnthases.

11.2

I

| CYTOCHROME

P450: GENERAL CLASSIFICATION

AND OVERALL REACTION DESCRIPTION

Designation of a particular protein as a cytochrome P450 originated from irs spectral properties belore its catalytic function was known. This group o[ proteins has
a unique absorbance spectrum that is obtained by adding a reducing agent, such as
sodium dithionite, [o a suspension of endoplasmic reliculum vesicles (mlcrosomes)
followed by bubbling of carbon monoxide (CO) gas into the solution. CO is bound
to the reduced form of the heme protein and produces an absorbance spectrum
with a peak at approximately 450 nm (Flgure 11.1); rhus the name P450 for a pigment with an absorbance at 450 nm CO binds to the heme iron, in lieu of oxygen,
with a much higher binding affinity and thereby is a potent inhibitor of its function. Specific forms of cytochromes P450 differ in therr maximum absorbance wavelengths, with a range between 446 and 452 nm.
The general reaction catalyzed by a cytochrome P450 is wrilten as foliows:

o

o
c
!6

NADPH

a

!

400

450

500

Wavelength (nm)

FIGURE 11.1

Absorbance spectrum of the carbon monoxidebound cytochrome P450.
The reduced-form of this hemeprotein binds
carbon monoxide to produce a maximum
absorbance at approximately 450 nm Hence this
cytochrome was designated P450.

+ H+ + 02 +

SH -+ NADP+

+ H2O +

SOH

where the substrate (S) may be a steroid, fatty acid, drug, or o[her chemical that
has an alkane, alkene, aromatic ring, or heterocyclic ring substituent [hat can serve
as a site for oxygenation. The reaction is a monooxygenation and the enzyme is a
monooxygenase due to the incorporation of only one of the [wo oxygen a[oms inlo
the subslra[e. In mammalian cells, cytochromes P450 serve as lerminal elec[ron acceplors in electron transport systems, which are present either in the endoplasmic reticulum or inner mitochondrial membrane. The cytochrome P450 protein
contains a single iron protoporphyrin IX (heme) prosthetic group (see p I063),
which binds oxygen and contains binding sites for subs[rates. Heme iron of cylochromes P450 is bound to the four pyrrole nitrogen a[oms of the porphyrin ring
and two axial ligands, one of which is a sul{hydryl group from a cysteine residue
Iocated [oward the carboxyl end of the cytochrome P450 molecule (Figure 11.2).
Heme iron may exist in two different spin states: (1) hexa-coordinated low-spin
state or (2) penta-coordinated high-spin state Low- and high-spin states are de-
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FIGURE 11.2

Model of the active site of P450 from Bacillus megateium (known as BM3 or CYP102).
The model shows the proroporphyrin IX prosthetic group (red) with the cysteine thiolate
ligand (yel1ow) attached to the heme iron The substrate palmitate (in green) is in the active
site of the P450 The white area represents the substrate channel of the enz)"rne.
Grneratedby DawnHarisJromDr TomPoulos\P4508M3 (CW102) structure usingGlaxoWellcome
Fxpeimental Research\ Swiss Pdb Viewer. Guex, N and Patsch, M C Electrophoresis 18:27 14, 1997

scriptions of the d-electronic shells around the iron atom. When a cytochrome P450
molecule binds a substrate, there is a conformational change of [he protein structure surrounding the heme iron, Iesulting in a more positive reduction potential
(-170 mV) than in the absence of substrate (-270 mV). This accelerates the rate
at which the P450 may be reduced by electrons donated from NADPH through the
flavoprolein e1zqe NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase (Figure ll.3). In order
for hydroxylation (monooxygenation) to occur, heme iron must be reduced from

NADPH

/

lro

(1st)

e-

FICURE 11.3
Sequence ofreactions at cytochrome P450.
Diagram shows the blnding of substrate, transfer of the first and second electrons from
NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase, and binding of 02.
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the ferric (Fe3+) to its ferrous (Fe'*) srare so thar oxygen may bind to the heme
iron. Two electrons are required flor the monooxygenation reaction. They are transferred to the P450 molecule individually, the first to allow oxygen binding and the
second to cleave the oxygen molecule to generate the active oxygen species for insertion of a hydroxyl group into the subsrrate.

113 | cYTocHRoME

P4so ELECTRoN
TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

The two electrons required for the monooxygenase reaction are provided by NADPH,

but a basic mechanistic problem is the facilitatlon of electron transfer from NADPH
to the cytochrome P450. NADH and NADPH are two elecrron donors (see p. 427),
but cytochrome P450, with its single heme prosthetic group, can only accept one
electron at a [ime. Thus a protein tha[ transfers electrons from NADPH to the cytochrome P450 molecule must have the capacity to accept two electrons but serve
as a one-electron donor. This problem is solved by the presence of a NADPHdependent flavoprotei.n reductase, which accepts two electrons from NADPH
simultaneously but transfers [he electrons individually, either to an intermediate
iron-sulfur protein (mitochondria) or directly to cyrochrome P450 (endoplasmic
reticulum). The active redox group of the flavoprotein is the isoalloxazine ring (see
p.427). The isoalloxazine nucleus is uniquely suj.ted to perform this chemical
task since

it

can exist

in fully oxidized and one- and two-electron reduced

states

(Figure I1.4). The transfer of electrons from NADPH [o cy[ochrome P450 is accomplished by two distinct electron transport systems that reside almosr exclusively
in either mitochondria or endoplasmic reticulum

NADPH-Cytochrome P450 Reductase ls the Flavoprotein Electron
Donor in the Endoplasmic Reticulum
Most mammalian cytochrome P450 proteins are found in the endoplasmic reticuIum in hepatocytes, in renal cells, and in cells of the respirarory tract. In the endoplasmic reticulum, NADPH donates elecrrons to a flavoprotein called NADPHcytochrome P450 reductase. The human enzqe has a molecular mass of 76,558
Da and contains both flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucleotide
(FMN) as prosthetic groups. Untll the recent characterization of nitric oxide syrthases, it was the only mammalian flavoprotein known to contain both FAD and
FMN. A significant number of residues at the amino end of the molecule are hydrophobic and this segment of the protein is embedded in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane (Figure If .5). The FAD moiety serves as rhe entry point for eiectrons from NADPH, and FMN serves as the exit point, [ransferring electrons
individually to cytochrome P450 Because a single flavin moiecule may exisr as oneor two-electron-reduced forms and two flavin molecules are bound per reductase
molecule, the enz),rne may receive electrons from NADPH and store them between

RH

R
I

)'--",ro

e-+

H+

\-**
I

o-

o
FAD or FMN
(oxidized)

FAD or FMN'
(semiquinone)

FIGURE 11.4

Isoalloxazine ring of FMN or FAD in its oxidized, semiquinone
fully reduced (2e- reduced) state.

(Ie-

reduced form), or

FADH2 or FMNH2
(reduced)

cyrocHRoME p4s0

Reductase

+ 2e-

Cytochrome P450

FICURE 11.5

Components of the endoplasmic reticulum (microsomal) cytochrome P450 system.
NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase is bound by its hydrophobic tail to [he membrane,
whereas cytochrome P450 is deeply embedded in the membrane Also shown is cytochrome
b5, which may participate in selected cytochrome P450-mediated reactions.

the two flavin molecules before transferring them individually to the cytochrome
P450.

In certain reac[ions catalyzed by the microsomal cytochrome P450, [he transfer
of the second electron may no[ be directly from NADPH-cytochrome P450 reduclase, but may occur from cytochrome b5, a small heme protein of molecular mass
of 15,199 Da. Cytochrome b5 is reduced either by NADPH-cytochrome P450
reduclase or another microsome-bound flavopro[ein, NADH-cytochrome b5
reductase. lt is not known why reactions catalyzed by specific cytochromes P450
apparently require cytochrome b5 for optimal enz)-rnatic activity

NADPH-Adrenodoxin Reductase ls the Flavoprotein
Electron Donor in Mitochondria
In mitochondria, a flavopro[ein reductase also acts as the electron acceptor from
NADPH. This protein is referred to as NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase because
its charac[eris[ics were described for the flavoprotein first isolated from the adrenal gland. This protein contains only FAD and the human NADPH-adrenodoxin
reductase has a mass of 50,709 Da. Adrenodoxin reductase is only weakly associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane, unlike the integration of the NADPHcylochrome P450 reductase in the endoplasmic re[iculum. Adrenodoxin reduc[ase
cannot directly [ransfer either the first or second electron to heme iron of cytochrome P450 (Flgure II.6). A second protein, called adrenodoxin (molecular
mass 12,500 Da) serves as an electron carrier belween the adrenodoxin reduc[ase
and mitochondrial cytochrome P450. The adrenodoxin molecule is also weakly
associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane through its interaction with the
membrane-bound cytochrome P450 Adrenodoxin con[ains two iron-sulfur clusters, which serve as redox centers for this molecule and function as an eleclron
shuttle between the adrenodoxin reduc[ase and the mitochondrial cytochromes
P450 One adrenodoxin molecule receives an electron from its mitochondrial flavoprotein reductase and interacts with a second adrenodoxin, which then transfers its
electron to the cytochrome P450 (Figure 11.6). Components of the mitochondrial
cytochrome P450 system are sy,nthesized in the cytosol as larger molecular weight
precursors, transported into mitochondrla, and processed by proteases into smaller
molecular weight. mature proteins.
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FIGURE 11.5

Components of mitochondrial rytochrome P,150
system.
Cytochrome P450 is an integral protein of the inner
mitochondrial membrane. NADPH-adrenodoxin
reductase and adrenodoxin (ADR) are peripheral
proteins and are not embedded in the membrane
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p450: NoMENCLATURE
AND TERMINOLOGY

Within the superfamily of cytochrome P450 proteins are several related cytochrome
P450 proteins within a species or in different species that share, to varying degrees
of similarity, common amino acid sequences. As researchers began to isolate different cytochrome P450 forms from various species including mouse, rat, rabbit, and
humans, it became apparent that it was difficult to discuss the numerous P450 proteins because a uniform system of nomenclature was lacking. Thus a classiflication
system was developed in which the cytochromes P450 are identified according to
their amino acid sequences into various families and subfamilies, which are designated by numbers and letters, respectively. Cytochrome P450 forms in the same
family may metabolize different substrates but are assigned to the same family because of the similarities in amino acid sequences. It was decided that a cytochrome
P450 family will contain proteins that share at least 40olo seQuence homology at the
amino acid level and is identified by an Arabic number. Cytochrome P450 proteins,
assigned to the same family, that share at least 55olo sequence homology are further
classified into a subfamily by assignment of capital letters. Thus cytochrome P450
forms that are designatedZA,2B,2C represent cltochrome P450 proteins that share
at least 40olo seQuence homology to be classified as members of the 2 family. Those
cltochrome P450 proteins that share 55-99ok homology are then further grouped
into subfamilies that are identified by a capital letter. Cytochrome P450 forms in
the same subfamily may be from different species. Finally, to identify individual cytochrome P450 proteins in a subfamily, the protein is assigned a second number,
for example, 2AI,2A2, or 2A3. The term CYR which represents the first two letters of cytochrome and the first letter in P450, has been designated as the preface
for a cytochrome P450 gene or protein. Thus cytochromes P450 lA2 and P450 2D6
are abbreviated CYPIA2 and CYP2D6 in this nomenclature system. At one time the
term CYP was used to designate the gene whereas P450 referred to the protein, but
today it is common to use the designations P450 or CYP interchangeably to identify either a gene or a protein. Table 11.1 lists several human P450 forms.
With certain cytochrome P450 forms, the nomenclature rules have been modified and there is only a single identifier, for example, CYP2EI, to describe the proteins that are in a particular CYP subfamily desplte the fact that distinct gene sequences are present for these cytochrome P450 proteins in different specles. The
explanation is that, although there are distinct amino acid sequences in various
species, the reaction or reactions catalyzed in this subfamily are similar and they
share common substrates across species. In addition, there are cytochrome P450
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11.1 Major Human
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Cytochrome P450 Forms

tA1 2A6 3A4 4Au
lA2 247 3A5 4Bl
tB1 2AI3 3A7 4F2
286
4F3
2CB
4F8

11A1

t7"

1181
I 182

19"

2lA2 26A1

5lo

2681

2C9

2C18

zct9
2D6

2Et
212

"P450 forms

in

these subfamilies are designated by number only, because of the existence o[ only one

gene product

en4lrnes in a single cytochrome P450 family that are identified by only a single
number, for example, C\?17 or CYP19. These cytochrome P450 proteins catalyze
a distinct reaction with specific steroid substrates and the number designates the
specific carbon atom in the steroid molecule that is hydroxylated.
Although cytochromes P450 are enz).,mes, the terms isoenz).rne or isoz)rmes are
generally not used to describe these related proteins. The terms "form" or "isoform"
have been used to describe related cyrochrome P450 proteins.

11.s I SUBSTRATE spEctFlctry oF cyrocHRoMES p450:
PHYSIOLOG ICAL FUNCTIONS

Cytochromes P450 metabolize a vaiety of lipophilic compounds of endogenous or
exogenous origin. They may catalyze hydrorylation of the carbon atom of a methyl

group, the methylene carbon of an alkane, hydroxylation of an aromatic ring to
form a phenol, or addition of an oxygen atom across a double bond to form an
epoxide. Reactions catalyzed by cytochrome P450 forms are shown in Figure I L7.
Cytochrome P450 proteins also catalyze dealkylation reactions in which alkyl
groups attached to oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur atoms are removed. Oxidation of
nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus atoms and dehalogenation reactions are also
catalyzed by cytochrome P450 forms.
It i.s important to characterize the substrares metabolized by individual cytochrome P450 forms. This is essential for researchers who are characterizing the
human c),tochrome P450 forms because of the need to determine how therapeutic
drugs are metabolized and whether cytochrome P450 forms can be inhibited by different compounds. The Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) drug approval
process requires that extensive information be submitted on the metabolism of
drugs before they are finally approved for general human use. Recombinant DNA
techniques have made it possible to determine the substrate profiles of human cytochrome P450 proteins by expressing the cDNA flor the particular protein in an appropriate cellular expression system. This has been achieved in bacterial, insect,
yeast, and mammalian cell systems and permits the unequivocal determination of
substrate specificitlz The assumption is that knowledge of the nucleotide sequence
of the expressed gene leaves little doubt as to the source of enz).rne activity expressed in those cells. The ability to express recombinant cytochrome p450 forms
has permitted extensive in vitro studies to characterize the substrate specificity of a
given cytochrome P450 and its inhibition by various compounds. In yitro studies
with expressed human recombinant cytochrome P450 proteins will identify which
cytochrome P450 form or forms catalyze the metabolism of a resr drug, which product or products are formed, whether the test drug inhibits rhe metabolism of other
drugs, or if other drugs may reduce or stimulate the metabolism of the test drug.
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Aliphatic Hydroxylation

R-CH2-CH3 ---> R--CHz-CHz--OH
R-CH2-{H3 + R-€HzOH-CH3

-o-',so,

Aromatic Hydroxylation

Epoxidation

R--CH2:CH2-CH3 ---> R-CH-CH-CH3

Y

--o--^a'
Dealkylation Reactions
N-dealkylation

R-CH2-CH2-NH--CH3

+

R--CH2-CH2-NH--CH20H

O-dealkylation

R-CH2--{H2--+-CH3

---> R-CH2-CH2-O-CH2OH

+ H--CH2--CH2-NH2 +

HCHO

--> R--CH2--CH2--OH +

HCHO

R--CH2-CH2-S +

HCHO

S-dealkylation

R-CH2-CH2-S--€H20H

--->

N-Oxidation Reactions
Primary Amines

R--CH2-€H2-NH2 +

Secondary Amines

R-CH2--CH2-NH-CH3
Sulfoxidation

Common reactions cataly

zed,

by

R--CH2-CH2-NOH--CH3

o

R--CH2-S--CH2R' +

FIGURE 11.7

cytochromes P450.

+

R-CH2-CH2-NH-OH

lt

R-CH2-S--CH2R',

Dehalogenation

F3C-CHBrC|

---> FBC-COOH+HCl+HBr

Cytochromes P450 Participate in the Synthesis of Steroid
Hormones and Oxygenation of Endogenous Compounds
The importance of cytochrome P45O-catalyzed reacrions is illusrrared by the ry.nthesis of steroid hormones from cholesterol in the adrenal cortex and sex organs.
Mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum cylochromes P450 are required to conver[ cholesterol to aldosterone and coilisol in adrenal cortex, testosterone in testes,
and estradiol in ovaries. Cytochrome P450 forms are responsible for several steps
in the adrenal synthesis of aldosterone, [he mineralocorticoid responsible for regulating salt and water balance, and cortisol, the glucocorticoid that govems protein, carbohydrate, and lipid metabolism. In addition, adrenal cytochromes P450
catalyze the sprthesis of small quantities of the androgen, androstenedione, a reguiator of secondary sex characteristics and a precursor of both estrogens and testosterone. Figure 11.8 presents a summary of these pathways.
In adrenal mitochondria, a cytochrome P450 (CYPIIAI) catalyzes the side
chain cleavage reaction converting cholesterol to pregnenolone, a committed step
in steroid biosynthesis. The removal of isocaproic aldehyde is the result of sequential hydroxylation at carbon atonrs 22 and 20 to produce 22-hydroxycholesterol and
rhen 20,22-dihydroxycholesterol, respectively (Figure 11 9). An additional cy[ochrome P45)-catalyzed step is necessary to cleave the carbon-carbon bond between C-20 and C-22 to produce pregnenolone, a 2l-carbon steroid. This reaction
sequence requires three NADPH and three 02 molecules and is catalyzed by a single
cytochrome P450 enzy-rne, CYPIIAt. Two intermediates are produced and remain
in the active site until the final product, pregnenolone, is formed. After pregnenolone is produced in mitochondria, i[ moves [o the cytosol where it is metabolized by 3B-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenasey'A4'5-isomerase to progesterone. Progesterone is metabolized to deoxycorticosterone (DOC) by an endoplasmic
reticulum cytochrome P450 (CYP21), which catalyzes the 2l-hydroxylarion reaction. DOC is hydroxylated a[ carbon atom 11 by a mitochondrial cytochrome P450,
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FICURE 11.8

Steroid hormone slmthesis in the adrenal gland.
The reactions catalyzed by cytochromes P450
(CYP) are indicated.

I

f

Aldosterone

CYPIIBL, to form corticosterone and then hydroxylated by another mitochondrial cytochrome P450 en4rrne, CYPIIB2, at carbon atom 18 to form the mineralocorticoid aldosterone (see p. 967). Although it was stated above that cytochrome
P450 forms that hydroxylate steroids are given CYP designations that identify the
carbon atom that is hydroxylated, there are exceptions to this process as noted for
CYP1 lAI and CYPl1B2, which catalyze hydroxylation reactions at carbon positions
other than carbon atom 11.

Cholesterol (C-27)

20,22-Dilry dt oxy choleste rol

22-Hydroxycholesterol

cHo

c:o
I

""\ CH-CH2- CH2Hsc/

H

C

lsocaproic aldehyde

FIGURE 1T.9
Side chain cleavage reaction of cholesterol.
Three sequential reactions are catalyzed by cytochrome P450 to produce pregnenolone and
isocaproic aldehyde.

:O

+
Pregnenolone (C-21 )
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Synthesis of cortisol proceeds from either pregnenolone or progesterone and
invoives a cy[ochrome P450 (cYP17), an endoplasmic rericulum cytochrome p450,
which catalyzes the I7a-hydroxylation reaction. Hydroxylatlon at carbon atom 2L
of 17a-hydroxyprogesterone by CYP21 produces 1l-deoxycortisol, which is rransported into the mitochondrlon, where it is further hydroxylated by cypltBt ar
carbon atom 11 to form cortisol. Congenital deficlencies resulting from mutations
in the gene that codes for CYP21 are discussed in clinical correlation rI 1
Synthesis o[ steroids containing 19 carbon atoms from the precursors, 17ahydroxypregnenolone or t7o-hydroxyprogesterone, is the result ol the loss of
the acetyl group ar carbon atom L7 This reaction is also catalyzed by Cypl7,
identified as the same cyrochrome P450 that hydroxylates steroids at C-17 . The factors that determine whether this cytochrome P450 performs only a srngle hydroxylation step to produce the 17-hydroxy product or proceeds lurther [o cleave the
C-17-C-20 bond has not been determined, although ir was shown that the presence of cytochrome b, in gonadai tissues caused the CYPIT enzyme to catalyze the
cleavage reaction. The products that are formed alter removal of the acetyl group
are dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) from 17a-hydroxypregnenolone or androstenedione from 17a-hydroxyprogesterone DHEA may be dehydrogenated ar
rhe 3-oH group to androstenedione, a potent androgenic steroid that serves as the
immediate precursor of [estosterone.
Another physiologically importanr reacrion catalyzed by a cyrochrome p450 is
the synthesis of estrogens from androgens, a reaction called aromatization because
an aromatic ring is produced in ring A of the steroid product In this complex reaction, not unlike rhe side-chain cleavage ol cholesterol, multiple hydroxylation reacflons are caLalyzed by a single cytochrome P,150 enzyme, to form the aromatic
ring with removal of rhe methyl group ar c-19 Flgure 1l L0 outlines rhe aromalizatron reaction. Two sequentiai hydroxylation reactions at methyl C-19 result
in the introduction of an aldehyde group. The flnal step may invoh,e a peroxldative attack at C-19 with the loss of th merhyl group and elimination of rhe hydrogen atom to produce the aromaric ing. A11 three hydroxylation reactions are
catalyzed by the same cytochrome P450 and the enzyme is cal1ed aromatase or
P450o.o-, a member ol the CYPIS subfamrly. The complexity of steroid hormone

CTINICAT CORRETATION 1

1.1

Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia: Deficiency of Cyp21A2
The adrenal cortex is a major site of steroid hormone productton during fetal and adult life. The adrenal gland is merabolically more acrrve

in fetal life and may produce 100-200 mg o[

steroids per day in
comparison to the 20-30 mg produced per day in [he nonstressed
adult adrenal gland. Enzi.,rne deficiencies have been reported at all
steps of cortisol production Diseases associated with insufficient cortisol production are referred to as congenital adrenal hyperplasias
(CAHs). The enzyme deficiency that is mosr common in CAHs is a
defective 21-hydroxylase en4rrne or CYP2IA2, resulting in rhe failure
to metabolize 17a-hydroxyprogesterone to Il-deoxycortisol and its
conversion to cortisol This causes an increase in ACTH secretion, the
pituitary horrnone that regulates adrenal cortex production o[ corrisol Prolonged periods of elevated ACTH levels cause adrenal hyperplasia and an increased production of the androgenic hormones,
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and androstenedione. Clinical problems arise because the additional production of androgenic steroids
causes virilization in females, precocious sex organ development in
prepubertal males, or diseases related to salt imbalance because of
decreased levels of aldosterone Cllnical consequences ol severe 2l-

hydroxylase deficiency may be recognizable ar birrh, particularly in
females, because the excesslve buildup of androgenic steroids may
cause obvious irreguiar development o[ their genitalia In male newborns, a deficiency in 2I-hydroxylase activiry may be overlooked, because male genltalia will appear normal, but rhere will be precocious
masculinization and physical development In lare onser CAH, indivrduals are born without obvious signs o[ prenatal exposure to excessive androgen levels, and clinical s),rnproms may vary considerablv
from early development of pubic hair, early fusion of epiphyseal
growth plates causing premature cessation ol growth, or male baldness patterns in females

Donohoue, P

A,

K, and Migeon, C J Congeniral adrenalhyperplasia
Beauder,WS SIy,andD Valle(Eds),TheMetabo'lic

Parker,

In: C S Scriver,A

L

and Molecular Bases oJ lnheited Disease, 7rh ed Vol Il, New York, McGrawHill, 1995, Chap 94, p 2929; and Whire, P C and Speiser, P W Congenital
adrenal hyperplasia due ro 21-hydroxTlase deficiency. End,ocr. Rey.2l:245,
2000
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FlcuRE 11.10
Sequence o[ reactions leading to the aromatization of androgens to estrogens.
AdaptedJromGraham-Inrence,S,Amarneh,B,White
R E,Peterson, l A,andSimpsonE R Athree
dimensional model oJ aromatase cytochrome P450 Protein Sci 4:1065, 1995

production during pregnancy and the role of P450 forms are illustrated in Clinical
Correlation 11.2.
Cytochrome P450 forms also metabolize o[her endogenous compounds and are

important in regulating their activity. For example, CYP27B1 catalyzes the
I-hydroxylation of 25-hydroxy-vitamin D3 to produce the 1,25-dihydroxy metaboIite, which is the active form of this important hormone (see p. I141) Leukotriene

Ba is a polymorphonuclear leukocyte chemoattractan[ and is hydroxylated
by CYP4F3 to the less active 20-hydroxy-leukotriene Ba. Arachidonic acid is a

CI.INICAL CORRELATION

Steroid Hormone Production During Pregnancy
Cytochrome P450 forms play a major role in estrogen slrlthesis as described in lhe [ext.. During pregnancy, a unique interactlon among cytochrome P450 forms in different organs is needed in order to s1'n-

thesize the large quantities that are required. Steroid hormone
production increases dramatically during pregnancy and, at term, the
pregnant woman produces 15-20 mg of estradioi, 50-100 mg of estriol, and approximately 250 mg of progesterone per 24-h period. The
amount of estrogens sy'nthesized during pregnancy far exceeds the
amount slmthesized by nonpregnant women For example, the pfegnant woman at the end o[ gestation produces 1000 times more
estrogen than premenopausal women per day.
The corpus luteum of the ovary is the major site for estrogen
production in the first few weeks of pregnancy, but at approximately
4 weeks of gestation, the placenta begins synthesizing and secreting
progesterone and estrogens After B weeks of gestation, the placenta
becomes the dominant source for the syrLthesis of progesterone, An
interesting difference between the steroid hydroxylating systems in
the placenta and the ovary is that the human placenta lacks the cytochrome P450 (CYP17) that catalyzes both the l7a-hydroxylation
reaction and the cleavage of the CI7-C20 bond. (see p. 963, for details of synthesis of steroid hormones). Thus the placenta cannot

sl'nthesize estrogens from cholesterol. The placenta caLalyzes the side
chain cleavage reaction to form pregnenolone from cholesterol and
oxidizes pregnenolone to progesterone but releases this hormone into
the matemal circulation. How then does the placenta produce estrogens if it cannot s),ntheslze DHEA or androstenedione from progesterone? fhis is accomplished in the fetal adrenal gIand, a highll' active steroidogenic organ during feral life, which calalyzes the slnthesis
of DHEA from cholesteroi and releases it into the fetal circulation A
large proportion of fetal DHEA is metabolized by the letal adrenal
gland and liver to l6a-hydroxy-DHEA, which is converted by C\"19
(or CYPu,o*) in the placenta to the estrogen estriol This is an elegant
demonstration of the cooperativity of the cytochrome P45O-mediated
hydroxylating systems in the fetal and maternal organ systems lead-

ing to the progressive formation ol estrogens during the gestational
development of the human fetus

G, MacDonald, P C, Gant, N E, Leveno, K.J., Gilstrap,
G D V, and Clark, S L The placental hormones In: Williams

Cunningham, E
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C, Hankins,
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East Norwaik, CT: Appleton and l-ange, 1997, Chap. 6,
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subs[rate for CYP2J2, CYP2B6, and GYP4AIl and is me[abolized ro various epoxides or hydroxy and dihydroxy derivatives, which may have important regulatory
functions (see p. 766). Retinoic acid is metabolized by CYP26AI ro rhe 4-hydroxy
derivative, which may have greater activity than retinoic acid in certain organs.

Cytochromes P450 Oxidize Exogenous Lipophilic Substrates
Exogenous substrates, oflten referred ro as xenobiotics, meaning "foreign to life,"
are important substrates for cytochrome P450 forms. They include therapeutic
drugs, chemicals used in the workplace, industrial by-products that become environmental contaminan[s, and food additives. Cytochromes P450 oxidize a variery
of xenobiotics, particularly lipophilic compounds. Addition of a hydroxyl group
makes the compound more polar and, therefore, more soluble in the aqueous environment of the cell. Many exogenous compounds are highly lipophilic and will
accumulate within cells over time, and interfere with cellular function. Examples of
xenobiotics that are oxidized by cytochrome P45o are presented in Tables 11.2 and
11.3. In many cases, the action of the cytochromes P450 leads to a compound with
reduced pharmacological activity, which can readily be excreted in the urine or fe;
ces. It is estimated that CYP3A4 metabolizes approximately 50o/o of therapeutic
drugs, CYP2D6 approximately 2Oo/o, CYP2C7 and CYP2CIS approximately l5o/o,
wirh CYPlA2, CYP2A6, Cyp2B6, and other p450 forms the remaining l5ok of
drugs. It should be noted that because P450 forms have broad substrare specificities, a compound may be metabolized in yiyo by more than one cytochrome p450
form and at different sites of the molecule as shown in Figure II.II for the compound diazepam. If more than one P450 metabolizes a substrate, the products that
are formed in individuals may differ because there may be different amounts of rhe
proteins expressed and cytochrome P450 forms may differ in their K- and V-*
values.

Xenobiotics can also be modified by a variety of conjugating enz)ryne systems,
which form products thal are nontoxic and readily eliminated from the body A list
of enzymes that metabolize xenobiotics is presented in Table 11.3. Many of these
enzymes, including those catalyzing conjugation reactions occur primarily in the
liver.

One example of a xenobiotic whose metabolism has received considerable attention is benzo[a]pyrene, a common environmental contaminant produced from
TABLE

11.2

Types

of Reactions Catalyzed by Cytochromes p450

Aliphatic hydroxylation
Aromatic hydroxylation
N-hydro>rylation

Hydroxylation ol ibuprofen at its alkyl side chain
Hydroxylation oI S-warfarin
Hydroxylation of aminoglutethimide to its N-hydroxy

Epoxidation

derivative
Metabolism of aflatoxin Br to its epoxide derivative, a liver
carclnogen

Oxygen and
nitrogen dealkylation

agent

Oxidative deamination

N-demethylation of diazepam (Valium) ro nordazepam
Removal of the amine group of amphetamine to form

O-demethylation of codeine to morphine, its active analgesic

phenylacetone

Phosphorus oxidation

Oxidation of malathion, an insecticide, to malaoxon, its
actrve aSent

Sulfur oxidation
Dehalogenation

Dehydrogenation

Oxidation of cimetidine (Iagamet) to its sulfoxide derivative
Dechlorination of the solvent carbon terrachloride (CCl+) to
form the radical CCI3.
Metabolism of ethanol (CH3CH2OH) to acetaldehyde

(cHscHo)

suBSTRATE spEcrFrcrry

TABLE 11.3

Oxidation

Examples

of Xenobiotic-Metabolizing Reactions and Enzymes

Dehydrogenases

Flavin-containing
monooxygenases (FMO)
Monoamine oxidases

Cytochrome P450
Reduction

oF cyrocHRoMES p450: pHysrolocrcAL FUNCTToNS

Aldehyde and ketone
reductases
Azoreductases

Oxidation of alcohol or aldehyde groups
Oxidation of primary, secondary and
tertiary amines, nitrones, thioethers,
thiocarbamates and phosphlnes
Removal of an amine by oxidative
deamination
See Table 11.2 and Figure 11 7 for
reactions catalyzed by P450 enz)rynes
Reduction of carbonyl group to a
hydroxyl group
Reduction of azo group to form primary
amrnes

Quinone reductases

Reduction of quinones to hydro-

Hydrolysls

Epoxide hydrolases

Addition of water to arene oxide or
epoxide groups to form vicinal hydroxy

Conjugation

Carboxylesterases
Amidases
N-acetyltransferases

Addition of water to an ester bond
Addition of water to an amide bond
Addition of CoA from acetyl-CoA to
aromatic amines or compounds

UDP-giucuronosyl

Addition of glucuronic acid from
uridine-5' -diphosphate (UDP)-g]ucuronic acid to carboxyl, phenolic,
aliphatic hydroxyl, aromatic or aliphatic
amines, or sul{hydry1 groups
Addition of sulfate group from

qurnones

grouPs

containing hydrazines
transferases

Sulfotransferases

Methyhransferases

phosphoadenosyl phosphosulfate (PAPS)
to phenolic groups, aliphatic alcohols,
or aromatlc ammes
Addition of methyl group from 5adenosyl methionine to compounds
containing phenolic, catechol, aliphatic
or aromatic amines, or sulfhydryl
Sroups

Glutathione 5-transferase

Conjugation of compounds containing
electrophilic heteroatoms, nitrenium
ions, carbonium ions, free radicals,
epoxide, or arene oxide groups

the burning of coal, from the combustion of materials in tobacco products, from
food barbecued on charcoal briquettes, and from industrial processing
Benzo[a]pyrene, a weak carcinogen, is me[abolized to a potent carcinogen in animals and [o a mulagen in bacteria, prompting considerable work in identifying the
enzymes involved in this process. Benzo[a]pyrene is metabolizedby P450 1A1,
1A2, and 1Bl. Benzo[aJpyrene also binds to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)
and induces these P450 forms, thus lncreasing its own metabolism. The product

found to be the ultimate carcinogen is benzo[a]pyrdne-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,10epoxide, whose formation is illustrated in Figure I1.12. The reactions involve a cyLochrome P45)-catalyzed epoxidatlon at the 7,8 position, hydrolysis by epoxide
hydrolase to the vicinal hydroxy derivative, benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol, and
a second epoxidation reaction [o form benzoIa]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,I0epoxide. This latter metabolite has been shown to form guanine adducts, which are

capable

of disrupting

gene funclion leading

benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,I0-epoxide

to

mulations. The action of

on the p53 gene was a critical step in
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FIGURE 11.11

Metabolism of diazepam by cytochromes P450 3A1 ard,2Cl9.
Diazepam may be meubolized by more than one P450. The metabolites that are formed from a compound will be affected by the amount
of P450 form that is expressed in tissues.

understanding the mechanism by which benzo[a]pyrene, a compound that is present in cigarette smoke, is carcinogenic in humans. Elucidation of the metabolic
pathway of benzo[a]pyrene played a key role in understanding how it exerrs irs
toxic effects on cells.
The metabolism of the common analgesic agent acetaminophen is another example of the conversion of a xenobiotic to a toxic metabolite. The metabolism of

acetaminophen demonstrates the complex roles that P45o and other drugBenzo[a]pyrene

P,tso

BenzoIa]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,

1

0-epoxide

O,

eooxide
---+

hydrolase

FIGURE 11.12

Metabolism of benzopyrene by rytochrome
P450 and epoxide hydrolase to form benzopyrene-7,&dihydrodiol-9, I O-epoxide.

BenzoIa]pyrene-7,8-epoxide

BenzoIa]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol
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metabolizing enzymes play in drug-induced toxicities. Normally, acetaminophen is
metabolized primarily by sulfation and glucuronidation pathways to polar, inactive
conjugates that are readily excreted (Figure 11.13). Acetaminophen is also metabolized by CYP2EI to a highly reactive intermediate, N-acetyl-p-benzoqulnonermlne
(NAPQI). The amount of acetaminophen that is metabolized by CYP2El is normally
low in comparison to sulfation and glucuronidation. When small amounts of NAPQI
are formed, they are rapidly conjugated by glutathione (see p. 818) to a nontoxic
metabolite. However, if glutathione levels are depleted, NAPQI will escape glutathione conjugation and react with liver cell components to cause cell damage.
Normally, the levels of CYP2EI that are present are low in comparison to other
P450 forms and the production of NAPQI, when normal doses of acetaminophen
are [aken, is small. However, when individuals take large quantities of acetaminophen, there will be an increase in the production of NAPQI that may .urrr" ,.i"."
Iiver damage. Another factor in acetaminophen-induced liver toxicity is that the
consumption of alcoholic beverages induces CYP2E1, which will increase the production of NAPQI. However, alcohol is also a substrate for this cytochrome P450
and will inhibit the metabolism of other CYP2EI substrates. The extent of liver
damage depends on the timing and amount of acetaminophen taken. A description
of the effects of alcohol on acetaminophen metabolism is presented in Clinical
Correlation 11.3.
As exemplified by benzo[a]pyrene and acetaminophen, the P450 system can
produce metabolites thal are toxic. Formation of toxic compounds by the cytochrome P450, however, does not mean that cell damage or a tumor will occur.
Other cellular processes will determine the extent of cellular damage, for example,

o
tl

+

Acetaminophen

Cell
Death

NAPO!

I

i

o
II

HNCCH3

O-Sulfate
FIGURE 11.13

Acetaminophen may be metabolized by the phase II enzymes, sulfotransferase and
glucuronsyltransferase, and by CYP2El.
Metabolism by CYP2El will lead to the formation of N-acetyl-p-benzoquinoneimine
(NAPQD. When NAPQI formation is low, NAPQI can be conjugated by glutathione (GSH)
to a nontoxic metabolite; however, if NAPQI is formed in excessive amounts, it may escape
glutathione conjugation and react with liver cell components to cause cell damage.
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.3

Role of Cytochrome P45O 2E1

Acetaminophen-lnduced Liver Toxicity

Acetaminophen-induced liver toxicity involves multiple factors. The
pathway of acetaminophen metabolism is shown in Figure 11.13.
One occurrence that has a profound eflfect on acetaminophen metabotsm is the consumption of alcohol, which is both an inducer and a
substrate for CYP2E1. In studies in which individuals consume alcohol that is the equivalent of drinking a 750 mL bottle of wine, six
12-oz. cans of beer. or 9 oz. of 80 proof liquor over a 6-7-h period,
there is a 22o/o irlcrease in CYP2El-mediated metabolism of acetaminophen This increase in CYP2E1-mediated acetaminophen metaboiism was only observed when acetaminophen was given several
hours after alcohol was administered The timing between acetamin-

ophen administration and the last consumption of alcohol may be
very critical in the development of acetaminophen-induced liver injury In a person drinking alcohol, the metabolism of acetaminophen
by CYP2EI is delayed because ethanol is also a substrate for CYP2EI
and competes with other CYP2EI substrates, such as acetaminophen.
In chronic alcohol consumption, a high CYP2EI level is induced and
produces greater amounts of N-acetyl-p-benzoquinoneimine (NAPQI);
however, the aicohol consumed may actually protect drinkers from
acetaminophen-induced Iiver injury if they take the aceraminophen
at the same time as the alcohol or shortly rhereafter. If they take the
acetaminophen several hours after they have stopped drinking, then

increased levels of CYP2El may metabolize acetaminophen in the absence o[ alcohol, and there wi]l be a greater risk of liver damage.

The length of time and amount of alcohol consumed daily affect
the amount of CYP2EI expressed in hepatocytes. The amount of acer
aminophen consumed is a major determining factor as normally recommended doses do not usually generare sufficient NAPQI to produce liver cell damage. Higher doses of drug increase the risk of liver

cell injury as more drug will be metabolized through the CYP2EI
pathway Both the suifation and glucuronidation pathways are essential in determining the amount of acetaminophen that will be metabolized by CYP2EI. An additional factor is the presence of glutathione,

which conjugates with NAPQI to protect the liver lrom this reactive
metabolite.
Brunner, L. J , McGuinness, M. E , Meyer,

M

M., and Munar, M. Y. Acute acet-

aminophen toxicity during chronic alcohol use U.S Pharmacist Sept:HS11HSI9, 1999 This article may be accessed from the website at http://www.uspharmacistcom./; and Thummel, K E, Slattery J T, Ro, H, Chien, J Y,
Nelson, S. D, Lown, K E, andWatkins, P B Ethanol and production of the
hepatotoxic metabolite o[ acetaminophen in healthy adu]s CIin Pharmacol.
Ther. 67.591,2000; and S1auery J. T., Nelson, S D , and Thummel, K E. The
complex interaction between ethanol and acetaminophen Clin Pharmacol
Ther. 60:241,1996

conjugation of the benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-9,10-epoxide by glutathione
transferases was shown to play a key protective role in inhibiring DNA adduct formation and reducing its carclnogenic activitir The role of various detoxification en4/rne systems including conjugation reactions such as glucuronidation and sulfation, the status of the immune system, nutritional sta[e, genetic predisposition, and
exposure to various environmental chemicals may play a key part in determining
the role of P450 forms in cell damage and toxicity. One may ask: Why should the
mammalian system possess an enzyme that would create highly toxic compounds?
The purpose of the cytochrome P450 system is to add or expose functional groups
making the molecule more polar and-/or more suscep[ible to metabolism by other
detoxiflication erLzpe systems and the crea[ion of toxic metabolites is an unexpecled
consequence of this process. The need to eliminate xenobiotics is more important
than if these chemicals were permitted to accumulate in cells.

Due to the many known forms of cytochrome P450, it is of interest to examine the
metabolic roles of [hese various enzymes ln the organs in which they function.
Cytochrome P450 inhibition has become a topic of clinical importance, because
there is interest in the design of specific inhibitors to prevent the metabolism of endogenous and exogenous compounds. There is also significan[ interest in P450 inhibition because altering the metabolism of a drug from its predicred ra[e may cause
drug accumulation and the onset of adverse effects.
An example of a therapeutic benefit for selective cytochrome P450 inhibition
is the use of anti-fungal azole inhibitors (ketoconazole, itraconazole, and fluconazole) [o control yeast infections. Yeast infections are associated with AIDS patients, in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy, and in patients who are treated
with immunosuppressive drugs. CYP5I caLalyzes rhe demerhyla[ion of sterol molecules and in yeasts this reaction is involved in rhe slnthesis of ergosrerol, an im/'t
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portant membrane lipid. A related P450 form, also identified as CYP51, is present
in humans and catalyzes the demethylation of lanos[erol, a reaction that is essential
in cholesterol s1'nthesis for the formation of steroid hormones. Although the human
and yeast CYP5I proleins are similar, there are suflficient differences between
mammalian and yeasl P450 forms that permit azole antifungal agents to be effective inhibitors of ergosterol formation
Because of the broad substrate speciliclty of P450 forms, some chemicals that
are substra[es for P450 can also serve as competitive or noncompetitive inhi,bitors
of these proteins. This inhibition of P450 forms by various drugs is slgnificant
because a reduction in the metabolic activity of P450 proteins may create problems
in,'tiyo for individuals who take a combination of drugs The observation that a drug
may lnhibit a cytochrome P450 enzyme in yitro using recombinanl forms has helped
to identify potential drug-drug interactions For certain drugs, whose elimination
from the body is dependent on its metabolism, in vivo inhibition will produce accumula[ions of the parent drug that may lead to the development of adverse effects.
ln certain cases, lhe severity of the adverse effects has led to the withdrawal of the
drug for further human use (see Clin. Corr. 11.4). It should be noted that, although
a drug inhibits a cytochrome P450-mediated reaction in vitro, it does not necessarily mean that the inhibitory effect will be observed in yiyo, because the drug concenlration that is needed to inhibit a P450 in yitro may not be attainable in yiyo.

cUNlcAr coRRErATloN 1 1 .4

Consequences of P450 lnhibition: Drug-Drug lnteractions
and Adverse Effects
The role that cytochrome P450 plays in drug metabolism and the serious consequences of drug-drug interaclions were clearly shown for
two drugs, terfenadine (Seldane) and cisapride (Propulsid), when
their metabolism was inhibited by other drugs A small percentage of
their users experienced severe adverse effects that forced their manufacturers and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to issue warnings that the drugs should not be taken wrth other drugs that inhibit
CYP3A4 fhe seriousness of these adverse effects forced the FDA to
have both drugs removed from the market.
The FDA approved terlenadine in I9B5 to treat seasonal allergies Terfenadine is rapidly metabolized in the liver by CYP3A4 to fexofenadine, resulting in low levels of the parent drug soon after drug
ingestion This rapid metabolism does not reduce the therapeutic effects of terfenadine because the effects are associated with fexofenadine Because a number of other drugs are substrates for or serve as
inhibitors of CYP3A4, the metabolism of terfenadine is potentially inhibitable. Individuals who took terfenadine wlth the macrolide antibiotic erythromycin or the antifungal agent ketoconazole were found
to have significantly elevated plasma levels o[ terfenadine since these
drugs bind to CYP3A4 and are strong inhibitors of this P450 form In
a small percentage of individuals who used terfenadine, serious cardiac problems developed as a result o[ this rise in plasma levels of
terfenadine, because the parent drug caused alteration in cardiac
potassium channels and increased the risk of a rare ventricular tachycardia, called torsades de pointes. fhere were reports of individuals

who died from cardiac problems that developed after taking
terfenadine with erythromycin or ketoconazole. The FDA lssued warnings that terfenadine should not be coadministered with erythromycin or ketoconazole, or to lndividuals who had reduced liver function
and could not metabolize drugs normaliy However, because of the

continued reports of serious drug interactions with terfenadine, the
FDA reevaluated this drug and took the unusual action in 1998 of
proposing to withdraw its approval. The fact that the therapeutic
properties of terfenadine were associated with its metaboiite led rhe
pharmaceutical manufacturer to test fexofenadine as a new medication
and seek FDA approval for this metabolite, now marketed as Allegra
Cisapride was approved in 1993 for patients who suffer from
symptoms of nighttime heartburn as a result of gastroesophageal reflux disease or GERD The elimination of this drug from the bodf is
dependent on its metabolism by CYP3A4. When administered alone
or with other drugs, that do not inhibit CYP3A4, the parent drug does
not accumulate in the plasma. However, when cisapride is taken u.ith
certain drugs that are substrates or inhibitors of CYP3A4, its metabolism is reduced, resulting in an accumulation of the parent compound with subsequent administrations of the drug. In some individuais, increased cisapride levels cause cardiac arrhlthmias By the
end of 1999, heart rhythm abnormalities were reported in 341 patients taking cisapride, resulting in B0 deaths Accordingly, the FDA
issued strict warnings to doctors and pharmacists about using cisapride with drugs that were substrates or inhibitors o[ CYP3A4 and,
as a result, the manufacturer of cisapride decided to stop marketing
this drug in the United States after 2000.

Terfenadine: proposal to withdraw approval o[ two new dmg applications and
one abbreviated new drug application Fed Reg 62:1889, 1997 (This document may be accessed from rhe internet site for the Federql Register al
http://www.access gpo gov/su_docs/aces,/acesI40.html); and Desta, Z.
Soukhova, N., Mahal, S K , and Flockhart, D A Interaction of cisapride with
the human cytochrome P450 system: metabolism and inhibition studies Drug
Mehb. Aspos 28:789, 2000
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Mechanism-based inhibitors, so-called suicide substrates, bear strong resemblance to a subs[rate of an enz].rne but during catalytic turnover form an irreversible inhibition producr wirh the enzyme prosrheric group or protein. Such in-

hibitors would be highly specific for a parricular cyrochrome P450 form. This
represents a possible tactical approach to drug design. There ls an interes[ in [he
design of mechanism-based inhibitors of CYP19, rhe cyrochrome P450 rhar ca[alyzes estradiol formation from androstenedione. Certain tumors are dependent on
estrogen for their growth, such as breast tumors, and the prevention of estrogen
sJTrthesis in tissues without inhibiting production of other steroid hormones can

serve as a selective chemotherapeutic tool to reduce and eliminate tumors.

Over 1000 cytochrome P450 genes, coding for differenr proreins and catalyzing the
oxygenation of a variety of endogenous and exogenous substrates, have now been
characterized in mammals, insects, bacteria, fungi, and plants. There remain other
members of this gene superfamily for which sequences have not yet been determined. Within a single species i[ is estimated rha[ [here may be 20-60 differenr cytochromes P450 present in different organs and tissues. Some P450 proteins may
be present only at cer[ain s[ages of life, such as during fetal development. Others
may be present in low amounts but increase when the animal is exposed to chemicals
termed inducers.
Numerous cytochrome P450 forms have emerged due [o gene duplication and
mutational events occurring in the last 5-50 million years. The different forms of
cytochrome P450 among various prokaryotic and eukaryotic species have likely
arisen from the selective pressure of environmental influences, such as dietary
habits or exposure to environmental agents. An examination of the phylogenetic
tree, generated by comparing amino acid sequences and assuming a constan[ evolutionary change rate, leads to the conclusion that the earliest cytochromes p450
evolved to metabolize cholesterol and fatty acids. Therefore rhey may have played
a role in the maintenance of membrane integrity in early eukaryotes.

lnduction of Cytochrome

P450

Induction of various cylochromes P45O by both endogenous and exogenous compounds has been known since the mid-1960s. Induction is the increase in amounr
of an enz).rne in response to a chemical agent, called an inducer. The mechanisms
of induction of cytochromes P450 have been demonstrated to be a[ either the transcriptional or pos[transcriptional level (e.g., stabilization of mRNA or a decrease in
protein degradation) It is not possible ro predict the mode of inducrion based on
the inducing compound. An example of the complexity of the induction process
occurs with rat CYP2E1. The amount of this cytochrome P450 in liver is increased
as a result of treatment with small organic molecules, such as ethanol, acetone, or
pyrazole, or under fasting or diabetic conditions. Administration of these small organic compounds increases the amount of the CYP2E1 protein without affecting the
levels of mRNA for the protein. While the mechanism is nor comple[ely undersrood,
pyrazole may stabilize this specific P450 from proteolytic degradation. However, in
diabetic rats the sixfold induction of CYP2EI prorei.n is accompanied by a tenfold
increase in mRNA without invohnng an increase in gene Lranscription. suggesting
stabilization of the mRNA.
The role of specific cytosollc receptor proteins has been indicated for some of
the inducing agents. One of the most extensively studied is the cytosolic receptor
called the aryl hydrocarbon (or Ah) receptor, which inreracts with 2,3,7,8tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) and causes induction of CYPlAI, CYPlA2,
and CYPIB1 forms Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are ligands for rhe Ah recep-

RECULAToN oF cyrocHRoME p4s0 EXeRESSToN

tor, producing a ligand-receptor complex that is transiocated into the nucleus and
binds to specific response elements in the upstream regulatory regions o[ cytochrome P450 genes. A second protein called the Ah receptor nuclear translocator (Arnt) protein was found to interact with the ligand-bound Ah receptor. The
Arnt protein seryes as a heterodimeric receptor partner that is essential for the ligand-Ah receptor complex to recognize and bind its specific DNA response element.
Figure t J. 14 iliustrates the interaction of the ligand with its receptor and the binding of the heterodimer receptor partner. Utilizing cytochrome P450 gene transfection and expression vector technology, it has been possible to express those portions
of the P450 DNA representing the RNA polymerase ll promoter region and the upstream DNA sequences in conjunction with another gene coding for an enz)ryne that
is not expressed in eukaryotes. In an assay of the prokaryotic enzyme activity, for
example, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) in the expressron system, rt rs
possible to determine which specific nucleotide sequences of DNA are involved in
regulating these genes.
Another receptor system of P450 genes is the pregnane X receptor (PXR),
which regulates the CY?3A genes. Pregnane refers to 2l-carbon steroids such as the
progesterone metabolite 5a-pregnane-3,20-dione. This compound was identified as
a ligand for PXR and is a potent inducer of the human CYP3A4 gene. In addition
to C21 steroids, other structurally dissimilar compounds such as carbamazepine (a
drug used for the treatment of con'"'ulsions) and rifampin (an antituberculosis
drug), as well as St. John's wort (a nonprescription herbal agent used to treat mood
disorders) are ligands for PXR. PXR, like the Ah receptor, also requrres a receptor
partner to recognize specific response elements in the 5'-flanking region of CYP3A
genes. This protein is the retinoid X receptor (RXR), which forms a heterodimeric
complex (PXR-RXR) that initiates transcription of CYP3A and other genes after this
complex recognizes its response element. The induction of the C\"3A4 gene is important because approximately 50olo of prescription drugs are metabolized by this
cytochrome P450 form.
Another inducer of cytochrome P450 genes is phenobarbital, which increases
the transcription rate of several cytochrome P450 forms in different species. A

L+B
Binding ol ligand (L) to specific receptor (R)
(AhR, CAB, PXR, or PPAR)

Rx

Arnt or RxR

Binding of heterodimeric receptor partner (Arnt or
to form ligand-heterodimeric receptor complex

of

Recognition of DNA response elements
specific P450 genes by receptorcomplex

I
i

o"n"
"rao "
p450 gene

Response element

,".,'"X.""T|i'i"n?o"f;ffi i',3:?"JfJf
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FIGURE 11.14

Flowchart demonstrating the interaction of a ligand with its receptor and receptor
partner to form the heterodimeric receptor complex to initiate induction of
cytochrome ?450 forms.
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protein ca1led the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) was found to mediate
the induction of CW2B genes by phenobarbital CAR aiso forms a he[erodimeric
complex with RXR and interacts with a specific response element that is present in
the 5'-flanking region of CYP2B genes It was found that two endogenous androstane steroids, androstanol and androstenol, are ligands for CAR and when either ligand is bound to CAR, they prevent rhe inreractlon of the CAR-MR receptor complex with the protein SRC-I. SRC-I is a coactivator of nuclear receptors
and is required for transcriptional ac[ivation. Administration of phenobarbital or
other phenobarbital-1ike inducers displaces rhe androsrane ligands, permitting SRCi binding and the transcription of the CYP2B gene
Another nuclear receptor is the peroxisome proliferator activated receptor
alpha (PPARa), which forms a heterodimeric complex with RXR, permitring recognition of response elements for CW4A genes in rat, mouse, and rabbit. The human
liver CYP4A1 I protein has no[ been reported to be induclble. A wide variery of exogenous and endogenous compounds have been reported to serve as ligands for the
PPARa including fatty acids, leukotrienbs, hypolipidemic drugs, and phthalate
plasticizers.
Because cytochrome P450 forms metabolize a number of therapeutic agents,
their induction increases the rates at which therapeutic drugs are metabolized and
may have profound effects on therapeutrc outcomes. Certain medications may
become lneffective and others may not be activaled. Clinical consequences that
relate to induction of drug-metabolizing enzymes are presenled in Clinical

Correiation I 1.5

Genetic Polymorphisms of Cytochrome P450

In addition to exposure to various inducing

agents that may change the cytochrome P450 expression pattern in the liver and other organs, individuals may
differ in their metabolism rates for particular drugs because of unique cytochrome
P450 genes or alleles they possess. These genetic polymorphisms cause the expression o[ a cytochrome P450 prolein that is unable to metabolize a drug at
a sufficient rate, thereby producing significantly elevated drug 1eve1s Genetic
polymorphisms are characterized as being present in over lolo of a population.
There may be greater expression of specific allelic variants ln ethnic populations;

CIINICAI CORRETATION 1 1 .5

Consequences of lnduction of P450 Enzymes
Induction of specific P450 forms may decrease the therapeuric effecrs
of drugs, because lncreases in liver P450 levels increase rates o[ metabolism and faster inactivation and./or excretion of drugs. Induction
of the P450 system may have adverse effects due to the increased
formation of toxic metabolites
A drug-drug interaction that is caused by P450 induction is the
enhanced elimination o[ oral contraceptives that may occur when a
woman is treated with rifampicin, an antituberculosis drug that is a
potent CYP3A4 inducer Induction of hepatic CYP3A4 will enhance
the metabolism of ethinyl estradiol, an active contraceptive agent. The
accelerated turnover results in lower levels of the contraceptive drug,
rvhich increases the dsk ol pregnancy. Tieatment with the anticonurlsant drugs phenytoin and carbamezepine may also induce CYP3A4

and reduce the contraceptlve potency of ethinyl estradiol It is imperative tha[ a woman taking ethlnyl estradiol, as an ora] contraceptive simultaneously with a CYP3A4 inducer, increase the dose of rhe

contraceptive or use an alternatlve contraceptive method or drug.
The widely used herbal agent St Johns wort, which can be purchased without a prescrlption, induces CYP3A4 activity. This has
raised concerns that individuals who take St. John's wort may not receive the therapeutic benefits of drugs thar are CYP3A4 substra[es A
reduction in plasma levels of orai contraceptives, HIV antiprorease
drugs, the immunosuppressive drug cyclosporin, or certaln statin
drugs, used to lower cholesteroi leve1s, can occur because each of
these drugs is a substrate for CYP3A4 individuals may take St John's
wort without knowing its effects upon the efficacy of other drugs they
are taking
Roby, C A, Anderson, G D, Kantor, E, Dryer, D A, and Burctein, A H St
Johns wort: effect on CYP3A4 activity. CIin Pharmacol Ther. 67:451, 20OO,
and Shader, R I. and Oesterheld,J. R Contraceptive effectiveness: cyrochromes
and induction J Clin. Psychopharmacol 20:119, )000
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therefore specific ethnic groups may experience more frequent adverse effects with

certain drugs. The varianl alleles may code for proteins [hat conlain an altered
substrate docking site or an altered binding site for the NADPH-cytochrome P450
reductase, which reduces electron transfer. ln some cases, [he variant aliele is
caused by a single nucleotide substitution or a frameshlft or mtssense mutatron,
whereas in other cases, the mutation leads to an early termination codon that
codes for a truncated or shor[ened protein that is inactive. Such allelic variants
result in individuals who are poor metabolizers. These subjects may be at risk
for a dose-dependent toxicity i.f the unmetabolized form of the drug is pharmacologically active and the drug accumulates in the body with repeated dosing (see
Clin. Corr. 11.6). It is estimated that 40% of the different human cy[ochrome
P450 forms that metabolize xenobiotics are polymorphic. In [he case of CYP2D6,
65 different alleies have been identified in humans. It should be noted that the
existence of allelic variants for a cytochrome P450 gene does not mean that the
expressed protein will be nonfunctional or demonstrate less metabolic [urnover
In some cases, the amino acid substitution will not affect either the substrate-binding site or the docking of the NADPH cy[ochrome P450 reductase with the specific cytochrome P450
Polymorphisms in which more than one active gene is expressed have also been
reported and are due to gene duplication of a cytochrome P450 gene such lhat two
or more copies of a gene are transcribed, leading to greater amounts of active
protein and an accelerated rate of metabolism for substrates for this form. These individuals are extensive or rapid metabolizers.

CLINICAT CORRETATION 1 1

.6

Cenetic Polymorphisms of P450 Enzymes
Muitiple alleies have been demonstrated for approximately

10o/o

of

human P450 genes. These genetic polymorphisms may produce defective P450 proteins. A description of the poll,rnorphic CYP2I and
its importance in the metabolism of an endogenous compound was
given in Clinlcal Correlations 11.1. The absence of aP45O form or
the expression of nonfunctional protein may cause an individual
many problems due to the accumulation of therapeutic drugs that
cannot be metabolized. The discovery of an individual who suffered
exaggerated hypotensive effects when administered the antihypertensive drug debrisoquine led to the characterization of individuals who
inefficiently metabolized substrates caralyzed by CYP2D6. Approximately 5-10% of the Caucasian, 8% of the African and AfricanAmerican, and 1% of the Asian populations are deficient for the caralytically active CYP2D6 form In addition to debrisoquine, o[her
drugs that are metabolized by CYP2D6 are sparteine, amitriptyline,
dextromethorphan, and codeine. In the case of codeine, CYP2D6 catalyzes the O-demethylation of codeine to morphine Approximately
I0o/o of the dose of codeine is metabolized to morphine in individuals who have a normal CYP2D6. Individuals who lack the normal
gene for CYP2D6 are unable to catalyze this reaction and do not
achieve the analgesic effects associated with codeine
Another genetic polymorphism has been demonstrated in individuals who are poor metabolizers of the drug mephenytoin This
drug is used in the treatment of epilepsy Poor metabolizers of this drug
suffer greater sedative effects at normal dosages. The 4-hydroxylation

of the S-enantiomer of mephenytoin is carried out by CYP2C19.
Approximately l4-22ok of the Asian, 4-7o/o of the African and African-

American, and 3ok of the Caucasian populations are reported to be
iacking the active form of the CW2C19 gene.
Poll,rnorphisms associated with CYP2C9 have been found in less
than 0 003o/o of the African or African-American, 0 08o/o o[ the Asian,
and 0 36ok of the Caucasian popuiations. The absence of a lunctional
CYP2C9 may have serious consequences in an individual who is prescrlbed S-warfarin, an orally administered drug used to inhibit blood
coagulation. This drug is used for extensive periods in patients who
have suffered a heart attack or a stroke, to prevent the reoccurrence
of clots that may precipitate another Ilfe-threatening episode. It is very
important that plasma levels of the drug be maintained in a specific
range because excessive amounts of the drug will cause uncontrolled
bleeding and, possibly, death. Warfarin is dependent on CYP2C9 for
its metabolism and elimination. A substitution of an isoleucine for a
leucine at residue 359 in this P450 w111 cause a substantial loss o[
en4rmatic acti!'lty. fhis allelic varianl is denoted as CYP2C9*3 lf a
5-mg dose of warfarin were prescribed each day to an indir.idual lackrng a functional CYP2C9, uncontrollable bleeding could resul[ from a
simpie cut. lndividuals deficient in CYP2C9 may require only 0
mg of warfarin per week in contrast to the 4-5 mg per day prescribed
for an individual who possesses the normally active form o[ this P450
enzyrne.

5-l

lngelman-Sundberg , M , Oscarson, M., and Mclellan, R A Po1).,rnorphic human cytochrome P450 enzymes: an opportunity for individualized drug treatment Irends Pharmacol Sci20:342, 1999
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| orHER HEMopRorElN

AND FLAVopRorEtN-

M EDIATED OXYG ENATI ONS:

SOLUBLE CYTOCHROMES P45O AND
THE NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASES
The yeast CYP5I was described earlier with regard to its sensitivity to azole antifungal agents to reduce yeast infections. Bacterial cytochrome P450 proteins because of their unique structures have proved to be an important research tool in
providing basic structural information on different cytochromes P450 including
mammalian forms.
A Bacillus megaterium cytochrome P450, CYPIO2, has undergone extensive
analysis and its unique structure has permitted one of the first detailed examinations at the atomic level of the substrate-binding and heme-containing domains of
cytochrome P450 proteins. The cytochrome P450 in Bacillus megateium is similar
to the mammalian microsomal enzymes in that FAD, FMN, and heme prosthetic
groups are required for cytochrome P450 activity. However, its structure is unique
because these prosthetic groups are incorporated into a single polypeptide chain
in which the reductase and heme-containing peptides are fused into a single large
protein. Our basic understanding of the structural properties of a particular cyLochrome P450, such as protein folding pattem and composition of B-sheets and
a-helices, was developed from bacterial cytochromes P450, because they are soluble and more readily crystallized. Unlike mammalian cylochrome P450 proteins,
which are integral membrane proteins and difficult to crystallize, CYPIO2 could be
cleaved into distinct heme and flavin proteins, which were crystallized and studied
by X-r ay crystallography.
Another bacterial cytochrome P450, the CYP5l from Mycobacteium tuberculosis, was recently characterized and was found to be a soluble protein that was not
fused with the FAD/FMN domain of the NADPH-cyrochrome P450 reduclase as in
CYPI02. This solubie CYP51 has been crystallized and its three-dimensional structure has been determined
Although the CYP102 protein is unique among bacterial cytochrome P450
forms because its reduc[ase and heme-containing domains are fused into a single
soluble protein, there is another group of mammalian proteins thar resemble CYP102
in its molecular and biochemical properties. These mammalian proteins are the nitric oxide synthases (NOS), which have received considerable attention in the last
decade The NOS proteins are the first mammalian proteins to be identified to contain FAD, FMN, and heme prosthe[ic groups in a single pollpepride chain. The
NOS proteins function in a variety of important physiological processes and the significance of these enz),rnes in mammalian biology was recognized by the awarding
of the 1998 Nobel Prize to Drs. Ferid Murad, Louis J. lgnarro, and Robert E Furch-

gott for their elucidation of the physiological functions o[ nitric oxide (NO) in
health and disease.

Three Nitric Oxide Synthases Display Diverse
Physiological Functions
of nitric oxide from [herapeutic drugs has been used as a treatment for
angina pec[oris since 1867, when Sir Thomas Lauder Brun[on reported the use of
nitroglycerin and amyl nitrate in his patients. However, it was not known until the
I980s that nitric oxide, or NO., was the active agent in the dilation of blood vessels. The demonstration that this free radical diatomic gas was the primary endogenous vasodilator released by the vascular endothelium led to the search for an
enzymatic source of NO.. The source of NO. is the guanidino group of the naturally occurring amino acid r-arginine. The reaction catalyzed by the enzyrnes responsible for the conversion of l-arginine to r--citrulline and NO. is
Release

r--arginine

+ NADPH

--+ r-citrulline

* NO. + NADP+
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Three genes have been identified for the isoforms of NOS. The respectrve enzymes
have been designated as neuronal (NOS-I), macrophage or induced (NOS-II), or
endothelial (NOS-III). Any tissue or cell may contain more than one isoform of ni-

tric oxide synthase, thus contributing to the production o[ NO. under various
physiological circumstances. Studies of [he macrophage-type of nitric oxlde s1nthase 1ed [o the conclusion that, upon treatment of animals wi.th cytokines or
lipopolysaccharide, the increase in production of NO. was due to thi.s isoform,
since it is quantita[lvely the major source of NO.. Subsequently, r-arginine was
shown to be the precursor of NO. in both endothelial and neuronal cells. Production of NO. is necessary for the maintenance of vascular tone, platelet aggregation, neural transmission, and bacterial and/or tumor cytotoxicity (see
Clin. Corr 11.7).

Structural Aspects of Nitric Oxide Synthases
Although the written reactlon does not reveal the overall stoichiometry 1t rs representative of a monooxygenation reac[ion and the mechanism is simllar to that catalyzed by cy[ochromes P450. The oxygen aloms incorporaled into both r-citrulline
and NO. are derived from atmospheric oxygen lt was originally assumed that the
oxygenatlon was occurring through the mediation of tetrahydrobiopterin (H+B),

a

CIINICAI CORRELATION 1 1 .7

Clinical Aspects of Nitric Oxide Production
Although NO. is essential in tumoricidal and bactericidal functions of
macrophages, overproduction of NO. (from the inducible isoform o[
nitric oxide synthase, 1NOS or NOS-II) has been implicated in
septidcytokine-induced circulatory shock in humans through the ac-

tlvation ol guanylate cyclase This mechanism is responsible for
profound hypotension in postoperative patients whose recovery is
complicated by bacterial infections that produce endotoxins Hypotension in these patients is often refractory [o treatment with conventional
vasoconstrictor drugs Therapeutic intervention by NOS inhibitors is
being examined in inflammatory diseases of the gastrointestinal tract,
such as pancreatitis and ulcerative colitis, and in arthntis
The endothelial isoform ol nitric oxide slarthase, eNOS or NOSIII, is thought to play a critical role in maintaining a basic vasotonus
in hemody-ramic reguiation such that an imbalance in the production

of NO. could result in hypertension, thrombosis, or atherosclerosis
On the other hand, direct application of NO. gas may also be beneficial in the treatment of pulmonary hJpertension. Following reports
of the administration of inhaled NO. in the laboratory and to aduit
patients with primary pulmonary hypertension, its clinical utility was
determined In selected populations of patlents, for example, hypoxic
children and adults, inhaled NO. has been shown to improve arterial
oxygenatlon and reduce pulmonary arterial hypertension. It has been
used in newborn patients wlth hypoxic resplratory failure to reduce
the need lor extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, which is both expensive and invasive. lnhaled NO. has also been used to treat acute
respiratory distress sgrdrome (ARDS), resulting in NO.-induced pulmonary vasodilation, decreased pulmonary arterial pressure (MPAP),
and increased cardiac index.
Recent experiments with mice in which the gene for nNOS or
NOS-I has been deleted have produced animals with distended

stomachs due to constriction of the pyloric sphincter. nNOS is Iocated in the neurons that innervate the myenteric plexis. Thls work
has unexpectedly produced a model for the clinical disease infantile
hypertrophic pyloric stenosis These nNOS-deficient mice are resis[ant to brain damage as a result of ischemic injury, which produces
vascular strokes, suggesting that nNOS is involved in this injurious

process While the direct connection to human disease has not yet
been made, in this instance, it presents a paradigm, which can norv
be examined in clinical and pathological settings Such a paradigm
must include the contlnuum oi effects from physiological to pathophysiological events that NO. produces as a signaling molecule As
the

NO. concentration

increases, there is a gradient of consequences

ranging from the activation o[ guanylate cyclase, acrion as an antioxidant, inactivatron of enzymes, induction of s[ress proterns, apoptosis, and, finally, DNA damage The existence of this gradient suggests that speciflc inhlbition of the isoforms of nitric oxide slnthase
is an ideal goal for therapeutlc intervention in various circumstances
The development of potent, specific inhibitors o[ the isoforms of nitric oxide s),rithase is an active area o[ research being pursued co1laboratively by lnvestigators in academia and the pharmaceutical
industry

Hurford, W E , Steudel, W, and ZapoJ. W Clinical therapy with inhaled nitric oxide rn respiratory diseases 1n: Louis J lgnarro (Ed ), Mtric Oxide Biolog andPathobiolog,,. San Diego, CA: Academic Press, 2000, Chap 56, p 931:
and Kim, Y -M , Tzeng, E , and Billiar, T M Role o[ NO and ni.trogen intermediates in regulation of cell functions In: M S Goligorsky and S S Gross
(Eds ), Mtric Oide and the Kidney. Physiolop and Pathophysiologr. New York:
Chapman and Hall, 1997, Chap 2, p 22
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required cofactor for the overall reaction, analogous to the phenylalanine hydroxyIase reaction (see p. 797).Tlne discovery thar heme (iron protoporphyrin IX) is a
functional prosthetic group associated with all three isoforms of NOS has directed
subsequent studies to include interactions be[ween the flavoprotein and hemoprotein domains of these enz)rynes. These complex proteins must now be understood
from the standpoint of the roles of the flavins, heme, and HaB, under the control
of Ca2+/calmodulin in the case of the neuronal (NOS-I) and endothelial (NOS-III)
isoforms. Figure 11.15 shows the overall structural organization of neuronal NOS
(NOS-D.

The flow of electrons may occur in an analogous fashion to that o[ cytochrome
P45O-mediated systems. The electron donor is NADPH, which donates rwo electrons to FAD, which, in turn, reduces FMN. The FMN reduces rhe heme iron prosthetic group to its ferrous form to which oxygen can now bind for the oxygenarion
of the substra[e, L-arginine. The overall reaction is inhibited by carbon monoxide
and enzqe activity is totally dependent on bound calmodulin, which requires high
concen[rations of Ca2+ for the neuronal and endothelial isoforms. Calmodulin (see

p. 525) is involved in the control of elec[ron flow between the flavin prosthetic
groups and between the exit flavin, FMN, and the heme prosthetic group in the
oxygenase module.

Similar to the situation observed with the cytochrome P450-mediated hydroxylation systems, lhere can be leakage of electrons to molecular Oz to form the oneelectron-reduced, superoxide anion, under conditions in which electron flow to
the heme does not occur ("uncoupled"). This can occur in the absence of HaB, for
example, in the case of endothelial nitric oxide synthase. The addition of
Ca2+ /calmodulin to the nitric oxide sJrrthase isoforms in the absence of r-arginine
and/or HaB increases electron flux, which is dissipated in the form of superoxide
anion production. The formation of reduced oxygen species, such as superoxide anion, has been implicated in ischemia/reperfusion injury under circums[ances in
which tissues are first depleted of oxygen and then reperfused wirh oxygen-rich
blood. This qpe of injury occurs in cerebral thrombosis and in rissues rhat have
been removed for transplantation.
The analogy between the systems synthesizing nitric oxide and the cytochrome
P45O-mediated systems is remarkable but the differences are significant and the
oxygenase module probably represents an example of convergent evolution with

the cytochromes P450. The three-dimensional structures of mammalian representatives of both the cytochromes P450 and rhe heme domains of nitric oxide synthases have been determined.

motif
(PDZ

, domain)
Domains
involved in

,

Catalytic domains

protein-protein
interactions

FlcuRE 11.15
Modular structure of neuronal nitric oxide synthase showing approximate locations of
prosthetic groups and cofactors.
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3. Flavoproterns are usually intermediates in the transler o[ elecrrons
from NADPH ro cyrochrome P450 because:

of the following are correcr about a molecule designated as a

A.

NADPH cannot enter the membrane
flavoproteins can accept two electrons from NADPH and donate them one at time to cytochrome P450
C. they have a more^ negative reduction potenrial rhan NADpH
and so accept electrons more readil;l
D. as proteins, they can bind to cytochrome p450 while the non-

B

E

protein NADPH cannot
they contain iron-sulfur centers

Known roles for cytochromes P450 include all of the following
EXCEPT:

A.
B.
C.

D
E.

sy,nthesis of steroid hormones.
conversion of some chemicals to mutagens
hydroxylation of an amino acid.
inactivation o[ some hydrophobic drugs
metabolism of fatty acid derivatives.

interacrions in-
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cytochrome P450 EXCEPT:
A. it contains a heme as a prosthetic group
B. it catalyzes the hydroxylation of a hydrophobic subsrrare.
C it may accept electrons from a substance such as NADPH.
D it undergoes a change in the heme iron upon binding a substrare.
E. it comes from the same gene family as all other molecules designated as cytochromes P450
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NADPH-cyrochrome P450 reductase:
uses both FAD and FMN as prosrheric groups.
B. is found in mitochondria
C. requires an iron-sulfur center for activity
D always passes its electrons to cytochrome br.
E. can use NADH as readrly as NADPH.

A
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NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase:

A

B.

B.

is located in the endoplasmic reticulum.
passes its electrons to a protein with iron-sulfur centers

C

has a stretch of hydrophobic amino acid residues at the

priate mRNA

D. necessitates the formatlon of an inducer-receptor protein

N-terminal end

D
E
6

with cytochrome P450.
with cytochrome b5

reacts directiy
reacts directly

E.

1I.

Cltochrome P450 systems are able to oxidize:

A -CH2- groups
B benzene rings
C nitrogen atoms in an organic compound
D sulfur atoms in an organic compound
E all o[ the above.

7. In the conversion of cholesterol to steroid hormones in the adrenal gland:

A

all of the cytochrome P450 oxidations occur in the endoplasmic reticulum.

B.

all of the

cytochrome P450 oxidations occur

in

the

mitochondria
C. side chain cleavage o[ cholesterol to pregnenolone ls one of the
cytochrome P450 systems that uses adrenodoxin reductase.
D. cytochrome P450 is necessary for the formation of aldosterone
and cortisol but not for the formation of the androgens and
estrogens.

E.

aromatization o[ the first rlng of the steroid does not use cytochrome P450 because it involves removal of a methyl group,

not a hydroxylation

8

occurs oniy at the transcriptional leveI

C. necessarily results from increased transcription of the appro-

Benzopyrene, a xenobiotic produced by combustion of a variety of

complex.
may occur by posttranscriptional processes.

Statins could be considered xenobiotics (exogenous substances
metaboiized by the body). Many xenobiotics are oxidized by cytochromes P450 in order to:
A make them carcinogentc.
B. increase their solubility in an aqueous environment
C enhance their deposltion in adipose tissue.
D increase their pharmacological activity.
E. all of the above

Questions 12 and I3: Some patients show profound hypotension after
abdominal surgery or abdominal trauma complicated by bacterial infections that produce endotoxins. Such hypotension is often refractory
to treatment with conventional vasoconstrictor drugs. This hypotension
is thought to be caused by an overproduction ofnitdc oxide by the induced form of nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Administration of NOS inhibitors specific to this form might be an appropriate treatment for such
patlents.

12 Nitric

oxide:

A
B

is formed spontaneously by a reduction of NO2
is sy,nthesized only in macrophages

C.

is sl,nthesized from arginine
acts as a potent vasoconstrictor.
has three lsoforms

D
E

substances:

A.

B
C

lnduces the synthesis o[ cytochrome P450.
undergoes epoxidation by a cytochrome P450
is converted to a potenr carcinogen in animals by cytochrome

D

would be rendered more water-soluble after the action of cy-

P450.

tochrome P450.

E. all of the above.

9

Genetic poll,rnorphism in genes for cytochromes P450:
could cause an individual to poorly metabolize certain drugs.

A

catalyzes a dioxygenase reaction.

is similar mechanistically to phenylalanine hydroxylase slnce it
requires tetrahydrobiopterin
C. accepts electrons lrom NADH.
D uses a flow of electrons from NADPH to FAD to FMN to heme

B.

E.

lron
is inhibited by Ca2*

A

Problems

B. could cause an individual to metabolize certain drugs more

14. Phenobarbital is a potent inducer of cytochrome P450. Warfarin,
an anticoagulan[, is a substrate for cytochrome P450 with the result that the drug rs metabolized and cleared from the body more
rapidly than normal. If phenobarbital is added to the therapeutic
regimen of a patient, with no change in the dosage of warfarin,
what wouid the expected consequence be? What would happen if
the warfarin dosage were adjusted for a proper response, and then
phenobarbital were withdrawn without adjusting the warfarin

rapidly than normal.
C. could lead to a specific ethnic group experiencing more frequent adverse effects with certain drugs
are coffect
none ol the above is correct

D. all of the above

E.

I0 and II: Because herbal remedies are not prescription
drugs, many patients fail to inform their physicians that they are using
such products A patient was told by his physician that his blood cholesterol levels were not responding to the statin drug he was taking although the drug is usually very e[fective. Further investigation elicited
the fact that the patient was also taking St. Johns wort, a widely used
herbal agent, to improve his mood. St. Johns wort induces a cytochrome
P450 (CYP3A4) activity Sutins are one of the many drugs that are metabolized by CYP3A4
Questions

I0

13. Nitric oxlde sy,nthase:

The induction of cytochromes P450:
occurs only by exogenous compounds.

A.

dosage?

15. Acetaminophen is primarily metabolized by sulfation and glucuronidation to compounds that are excreted. It can also be metabolized by a cytochrome P450 (CYP2E1) to a highly reactive intermediate (NAPQD, which can damage liver ce11s. Alcohol is an
inducer and substrate for CYP2E1. If acetaminophen is taken several hours after drinking alcohol, Iiver toxicity of acetaminophen
is greatly enhanced. If acetaminophen and alcohol are consumed
simultaneously, this enhancement of toxicity is not observed
whv?

ANSWERS

I nNswrns
I.

E

| +st
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Several gene families are known. The number after CYP designates the family A: A11 cytochromes are heme proteins B: The

tlpes of substrates are hydrophobic. It is classified as a monooxygenase. C: Thls is the usual electron donor. D: The change from
hexa to penta coordinated gives the compound a more posirive
reduction potential
2.C Cytochromes P450 are not the only hydroxylases and other
t)?es are active with amino acids
3B Heme can accept only one electron at a time while NADPH always donates two at a time A: NADPH passes only electrons;
it does not have to enter the membrane. C: If this were true,
the flow o[ electrons would not occur in the way it does D: Protein-protein binding is not known to play a role here E: Ironsulfur centers play a role in some, but not aIl, systems. Flavoproteins are not the only system with iron-sulfur centers
4.4 This enz)rme is one of two mammalian proteins known to do
so. B: This is in the endoplasmic reticulum C: Some reductases
do so but not this one D: Only certain reacrions catalyzedby
the enz).,rne do. E: There are NADH-dependent reductases but
they are different enzyrnes
The iron-sulfur protern is adrenodoxin, which passes the electron to cytochrome P450. A, C: This rs a mitochondrial enz),.rne.
D, E: See B
6E These are all Legitimate reaction types
This is a mitochondrial process. A, B: Hormone s,'nthesis involves a series o[ reactions that move back and forth between
mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum D, E: Removal of
side chains frequently beglns with oxidation reactions.
B.E A: It is not uncommon for xenobiotics to induce s)mthesis of
something that will enhance their own metabolism. B, C: Epoxidation is the first step in the conversion o[ thls compound to
one [hat is carcinogenic-again, a common occurrence D: Benzopyrcte, with its four fused benzene rings, is highly hydrophobic; introducing oxygens increases water solubllity
D A: fhis occurs if the allelic variants code for inactive or less
active proteins B: If there ls gene duplicatron, an indivldual
may have larger amounts o[ active protein. C: There may be
greater expression of specific allelic variants in specific ethnic
populations.
IO E There may be a stabilization of mRNA (as seen in diabetic rats)
or decrease in the degradation of the protein, which may be a
mechanism for pyrazole A: Both endogenous and exogenous

substances can induce cytochromes P450. B, C: Tianscriptional

modification is oniy one of the mechanisms of induction (see
E) D: This has been shown with induction by some compounds, but with others, like phenobarbital, this is not so.
I1 B The tlpes o[ xenobiotics oxidized by cytochrome P450 are usually highly tipophilic but must be excreted in the aqueous urine
or bile. A: This may happen but is certainly not the purpose. C:
They do that prior to oxidation. D: Oxidation tends to reduce
pharmacological activity
D.. C The other product is citrulline. A: It is formed from arginine B:
One of the isoforms of NO synthase has been found in
macrophages bu[ neuronal and endothe]ial isoforms also exist.

13

5B

D

The macrophage isoform is inducible D: Nitric oxide is a vasodilator, which is the basis for the use o[ nitroglycerin in angina
pectoris. E: Three isoforms o[ nitric oxide synthase have been
identified but nitric oxide is a specific compound.
This is the second mammalian enzyme known to use both FAD
and FMN. A: The reaction is a monooxygenation. F: BHa is required but the action of the enz).,rne is similar to a cytochrome
P450-mediated system. C: The donor is NADPH. E: The sysrem
requires Ca2+-calmodulin, at least the neuronal and endothelial
iso[orms.

I4

7C

I5

If warfarin is metabolized and cleared more rapidly by cytochrome P450, its therapeutic efficiency is decreased. Therefore, at the same dosage, it will be less effective as an anticoagulant and there is an increased possibiiity of clot formation. If
the phenobarbital is withdrawn, the cyrochrome P450 levels
wrll decrease with time to the uninduced level With no change
in the warfarin level, eventually there will be an increased possibility of hemorrhaging.
The toxic effects of acetaminophen are due to the production of
NAPQI generated by CYP2EI. In the presence of alcohol,
CYP2EI levels are increased (induced). When acetaminophen

and alcohol are consumed together, they compete for the

ertzqe and the metabolism of acetaminophen by this pathway
is slowed If alcohol is consumed alone, it induces the enz),rne.
When acetaminophen is later consumed, its metabolism by this
pathway is more rapid (there is no competition \,\rith alcohol)
and more NAPQI is formed. Obviously the levels of acetaminophen consumed is also a factor Smal1 amounts may be able to
be handled by the normal conjugation pathways in a nontoxic
[ashion.
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e.1 | ovERVrEw
Biological membranes from eukaryotic or prokaryotic cells have the same classes
of chemical components, are similar in structural organization, and have many
properties in common. There are major differences, however, in specific lipid, protein, and carbohydrate components but not in physicochemical interaction of these
molecules. Membranes have a trilaminar appearance when viewed by electron microscopy (Figure I2.I), with two dark bands on each side of a light band. The overail width of most mammaiian membranes is 7-10 nm but some are significantly
thinner. Intracellular membranes are usually thinner than plasma membranes. Many
do not appear spnmetrical, with an inner dense layer often thicker than an outer
dense layer. There is a chemicai aq.rrnmetry of membranes. With development of
sophisticated techniques for preparation of tissue samples and staining, including
negative staining ard freeze fracturing, surfaces of membranes have been viewed;
at the molecular level surfaces are not smooth but dotted with protruding globularshaped masses.

FIGURE 12.1

Electron micrograph o[ the erythrocyte
plasma membrane showing the trilaminar apPearance.

A clear space separates the [wo electron-dense
lines. Electron microscopy has demonstrated
that the inner dense line is frequently thicker
than the outer line. Magnification about X
150,000.
Courtesy

oJ

I

D.

North Carolina

Robertson, Duhe Uni,rersity, Durham,

Membranes are yery dynamic struclures and undergo movement that permits
cells and subcellular stmctures to adjust their shape and to change position. Chemical components of membranes, that is, Iipids and protein, are ideaily suited for this
dyrramic ro1e. Membranes are an organized sea of lipid in a fluid state, in which
both proteins and lipids are able to move and interact
Cellular membranes control the composition of space that they enclose by excluding a variety of molecules and by selective transport systems allowing movement
of specific molecules from one side to the other. These transporters are proteins. By
controlling [ranslocalion of substrates, cofactors, and ions, the concentrations of
substances in cellular compartmen[s are modulated, thereby exerting an influence
on metabolic pathways. Hormones, and growth and metabolic regulators bind to
specific protein receptors on plasma membranes (Chapter 2I) and information of
their presence is transmi[ted from the membrane receptors to the appropriate metabolic pathway by a series of intracellular intermediates, termed "second messengers." Plasma membranes of cells have a role in cell-cell recognition, in maintenance of the cell shape, and in cell locomotion.
The discussion that follows is directed at the chemistry and [ransport functions
of membranes, primarily of mammalian cells, but the observations and activities
described are applicable to all biological membranes.

n.2 | cHEMTcAL coMposrnoN oF MEMBRANES
Lipids and proteins are the two major components of all membranes. The amount
of each varies greatly in different membranes (Figure 12.2). Protein ranges from
about 20olo in the myelin sheath to over 70o/o in the inner membrane of the mitochondria. Proteins are responsible for the dlnamic function of membranes and,
thus, individual membranes have very specific complements of proteins. Intracellular membranes have a high percentage of protein because of the large number of
en4rmic activities of these membranes. Membranes also contain a small amount of
various polysaccharidis in the form of glycoprotein and glycolipid, but contain no
free carbohydrate.

cHEMTcAL

Lipids Are Major Components of Membranes

[--__l

The three major lipid componen[s of eukaryotic membranes are glycerophosphoIipids, sphingolipids, and cholesterol. Glycerophospholipids and sphingomyelin, a
sphingolipid containing phosphate, are classi.fied as phospholipids. Bacreria and
blue-green algae contain glycerolipids in which a carbohydra[e is attached directly
to the glycerol. Individual membranes also contain small quantities of other lipids,
such as triacylglycerol and diol derivatives (see the Appendix (p. 1175) for srrucrures), as well as lipid covalently linked to proterns.

a

phosphate esterified at the d-carbon (Fi.gure 12.3) and two long-chain fatty acids
esterified to the remaining carbon atoms (Figure12.4). Glycerol does nor have an
asymmetric carbon, but the a-carbon atoms are not stereochemically identical. Esterification of a phosphate to an a-carbon makes the molecule asymmetric. Naturally
occurring glycerophospholipids are designated by the srereospecific numbering system (sn)(Figure L2.3) discussed on p. 728.
1,2-Diacylglycerol 3-phosphate, or phosphatidic acid, is the paren[ com-

pound of a series of glycerophospholipids, where different hydroxyl-containing
compounds, some of which are polar, are estedfied to the phosphate. The major

x
I

o

r-ipio
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f

Membrane
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Clycerophospholipids Are the Most
Abundant Lipids of Membranes
Glycerophospholipids (phosphoglycerides) have a glycerol molecule with

coMposrroN oF

Bough
endoplasmic
reticuium
Nuclear

Outer
mitochondrial
lnner
mitochondrial

FICURE 12.2
Representative values for the percentage of
lipid and protein in various cellular membranes.
Values are for rat liver, except for the myelin
and human erythrocyte plasma membrane Values for liver from other species, including human, indica[e a similar pattern
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FICURE 12.3
Stereochemical configuration of r-glycerol 3phosphate (sn-glycerol 3-phosphate).
The H and OH attached to C-2 are above and
C-L and C-3 are below the piane of the page
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CHz

Structure of glycerophospholipid.

CHs

Long-chain fatty acids are esterified at C-I and C-2 of the r-glycerol 3-phosphate X can be a H
(phosphatidic acid) or one of several alcohols presented in Figure 12.5.
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FIGURE 12,5

Structures of major alcohols esterified to
phosphatidic acid to form glycerophospho-

lipids.

FIGURE 12.5

Common glycerophospholipids.
(a) Structures of the two most common glycerophospholipids: phosphatidylcholine and
phosphatidylethanolamine. (b) Space-filling modei of phosphatidylcholine C gray, vinyl C
yellow, O red, N blue, and P green. H not shown.
figure b) generously supplied by Richard Pastor and Richard Venable, FDA, Bethesda, Maryland

by a phosphodiester bridge to glycerol are choline,
ethanolamine, serine, glycerol, and inositol (Figure 12.5). Phosphatidylethanolamine (ethanolamine glycerophospholipid or the trivial name cephalin) and
phosphatidylcholine (choline glycerophospholipid or lecithin) are the most
common glycerophospholipids in membranes (Figure 12.6). Phosphatidylglycerol
phosphoglyceride (Figure 12.7) (diphosphatidylglycerol or cardiolipin) contains
compounds attached

CH2-CHOH-CH2O

o

O:P-OI

o
I

CH

FICURE 12.7

Phosphatidylglycerol phosphoglyceride (cardiolipin).
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FIGURE 12.8

Phosphatidylinositol.

Saturated truns

Phosphate groups are also found on C-4 or C-4 and C-5 of the inositol. The additional
phosphate groups increase the charge on the polar head of this glycerophospholipid.

chain

Double

bond

crb

Double bond

FIGURE 12.9

Conformation of fatty acyl groups in phos-

two phosphatidic acids linked by a glycerol and is found nearly exclusively in mitochondrial inner membranes and bacterial membranes.
Inositol, a hexahydroxy alcohol, is esterified to phosphate in phosphatidylinositol (Figure 12.8). 4-Phospho- and 4,5-bisphosphoinositol glycerophospholipids (Figure 12.8) are present in plasma membranes; the latter is the source of inositol trisphosphate and diacylglycerol, referred to as "second messengers," that are
involved in the action of some hormones (see p. 930).
Glycerophospholipids contain two fatty acyl groups esterified to carbon atoms
I and 2 of glycerol; some of the major fatty acids found in glycerophospholipids
are presented in Table L2.1. A saturated fatty acid is usually found on C-l of the
glycerol and an unsaturated fatty acid on C-2. Designation of the different classes
of glycerophospholipids does not specify which fatty acids they contain. Phosphatidylcholine usually contains palmitic or stearic acid in the sn-I position and a
Cl8 unsaturated fatty acid, oleic, Iinoleic, or linolenic, on the sn-2 carbon. Phosphatidylethanolamine contains palmitic or oleic acid on sn-1 but a long-chain
polyrrnsaturated fatty acid, such as arachidonic, on the sn-2 position.
A saturated fatty acid is a straight chain, as is a fatty acid with an unsaturation
in the trans position. Cis double bonds, which occur in most naturally occurring
fatty acids, create a kink in their hydrocarbon chain (Figure 12.9). A straight chain
diagram, as shown in Figures 12.4 and I2.9, does not adequately represent the

TABLE

pholipids.
Saturated (palmitic) and unsaturated fatty acids
(palmitoleic) with trans double bonds are
straight chains ln their minimum energy conformation, whereas a chain (palmitoleic) with a cis
double bond has a bend. The trans double bond
is rare in naturally occurring fatty acids.

12.1 Malor Fatty Acids in Glycerophospholipids

Myristic acid
Palmitic acld
Palmitoleic acid
Stearic acid
Oleic acid
Lrnoleic acid
Linolenic acid

Arachidonic acid

n-Tetradecanoic
n-Hexadecanoic
cis-9-Hexadecenoic
n-Octadecanoic
cis-9-Octadecenoic acid
cis,

cis-9, I 2-Octadecadienoic

2,I5-Octadecatrienoic
cis,cis,t is,cis-5,8, I I, I4-Icosatetraenoic
ris, c is,cis-9, I

cH3-(cH2)12-cooH
CH:-(CHz)r+-COOH

CH3-(CH2)5-CH:CH-(CH2)7-COOH
CH:-(CHz)ro-COOH

CH3-(CH2)7-CH:CH-(CH2)7-COOH
CH3-(CH2)

j-(CHz-CH:CH)2-(CH2)7-COOH

CH3-(CH2-CH:CH):-(CH2)7-COOH
CH3-(CH2)3-(CHz-CH:CH)4-(CH2)3-COOH
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FIGURE 12.10

Ethanolamine plasmalogen.
Note the ether linkage of the aliphatic chain on
C-l of glycerol

chemical configuration of a long-chain fatty acid. Actually, there is a high degree of
coiling of the hydrocarbon chain in a glycerophospholipid that is disrupted by a
double bond. The presence of unsaturated fatty acids has a marked eflfect on the
physlcochemical state of rhe membrane (see p. 509)
Glycerol ether phospholipids contain a long aliphatic chain in ether linkage
to the giycerol at the sn-l positlon (Figure 12.10) Ether phospholipids contain an
alkyl group (alkyl acyl glycerophospholipid) or an a,B-unsaturated ether, termed a
plasmalogen. Plasmalogens containing ethanolamine (ethanolamine plasmalogen) or choline (choline plasmalogen) esterified to the phosphaLe ate abundant in
nervous [issue and heart but not in iiver In human hearts more than 50olo of the
ethanolamine glycerophospholipids are plasmalogens. High levels of ether-linked
lipids in plasma membranes of very metastatic cancer ce1ls have been reported, suggesting that they may have a role in the invasive properties of these cells.
Glycerophospholipids are amphipathic, containing both a polar end, or head
group, due [o the charged phosphate and substitutions on the phosphale and a
nonpolar tail due to hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains of the fatty acyi groups Polar groups are negatively charged at pH 7.0 due to ioniza[ion of phosphate
(pK- 2) and carry the charge of groups esterified to phosphate (Table I2.2).
Choline and ethanolamine glycerophospholipids are zwitterions at pH 7.0, as they
carry a negative charge on phosphate and a positive charge on nitrogen. Phosphatidylserine has a positive charge on the @-amino group of serine and two negative charges, one on phosphate and one on the carboxyl group of serine, with a
net charge of - 1. In contrast, glycerophospholipids containing lnositol and glycerol have only a single negative charge on phosphate. The 4-phosphoinositol and
4,5-bisphosphoinositol derivatives are very polar compounds with nega[ive charges
on phosphate.
Each type of cell membrane has a distinctive fatty acid composition in its glycerophospholipids. Fatty acyl groups of [he same tissue in a variety of species are
very simi.lar ln addition, the fatty acid content of the glycerophospholipids can vary,
depending on the physiological or pathophysiological sta[e of the tissue.

Sphingolipids Are Present in Membranes
The amino alcohols sphingosine (o-4-sphingenine) and dihydrosphingosine
(Figure 12 11) are the basis for the sphingolipids. Ceramides have a saturated or
unsaturated long-chain fatty acyl group in amide linkage on the amino group of
sphingosine (Figure 12.12). With two nonpoiar tails a ceramide is similar in structure to diacylglycerol. Various substitutions are found on the hydroxyl group at position 1. The sphingomyelin series has phosphorylcholine esterified to the l-OH
(Flgure 12.13) and is the most abundant sphingolipid in mammalian tissues. The
similarity of the sphingomyelin structure to that of choline glycerophospholipids is
apparent, and they have many properties in common. Note that the sphingomyeiins

TABLE

12.2

Predominant Charge on Glycerophospholipids and
Sphingomyelin at pH 7.0
Phosphate

Lipid
Phosphatidylcholine
Phosphatidylethanolamine
Phosphatidylserine
Phosphatidylglycerol
Diphosphatidylglycerol

(cardiolipin)
Phosphatidylinositol
Sphingomyelin

Group

Base

-1
-1
-1
-1

+1
+1

-2
-i
-t

0

+I,-I
0

0

+1

Net
Charge
0

0

_I
-I

-2
-1
0
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Structures of sphingosine and dihydrosphingosine.

are amphipathic compounds with a charged phosphate. Sphingomyelins and glycerophospholipids are classified as phospholipids. Sphingomyelin of myelin conrains
predominan[ly the longer chain fatty acids, with carbon lengths of.24; as wirh glycerophospholipids, there is a specific fatty acid composi[ion of the sphingomyelin,
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depending on the tissue.

Glycosphingolipids have a sugar attached by a p-glycosidic linkage ro the
I-OH group of sphingosine in a ceramide; they do not contain phosphate and are

ilt
CH
ltCHz
tl
CHz

electrically neutral. A subgroup is the cerebrosides, which contain either a glucose
(glucocerebrosides) or galactose (galactocerebrosides) attached to ceramide.
Figure 12.14 presents the structure of phrenosine, a galactocerebroside with a 2OH C24 fatty acid. Galactocerebrosides are predominantly in brain and nervous tissue, whereas the small quantities of cerebrosides in nonneural tissues usually contain glucose. Galactocerebrosides containing a sulfate group esterified on the 3
position of the sugar are classified as sulfatides (Figure 12.15). Cerebrosides and
sulfatides usualiy contain fatty acids wiLh 22-26 carbon atoms.
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(dihexosides), 3 (trihexosides), or 4 (tetrahexosides) sugar residues attached to rhe
1-OH group of sphingosine. Diglucose, digalactose, N-acetylglucosamine, and
N-acetyldigalactosamine are the usual sugars.
Gangliosides, [he most compiex glycosphingolipids, contain an oligosaccharide group with one or more residues of N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid);
they are amphipathic compounds with a negative charge at pH 7.0. The gangliosides represent 5-8o/o of the total lipids in brain. Some 20 different types have been
identified differing in the number and relative position of the hexose and sialic acid
residues. A detailed description of the nomenclature and structures of gangliosides
is presented on p. 760. The carbohydrate moiety of gangliosides extends beyond
the surface of the membrane, is involved in ceil-cell recognition, and serves
as binding site for hormones and bacteria toxins such as choiera toxin.
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Structure of a ceramide.
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FIGURE 12.14

Structure of a galactocerebroside containing a C24 fatty acid.

Cholesterol ls an lmportant Component of Plasma Membranes

(b)

F]GURE 12.13

Sphingomyelin.

Cholesterol is the third major lipid in membranes. With four fused rings and a C8
branched hydrocarbon chain attached to the D ring at position 17, cholesterol is a
compact, rigid, hydrophobic molecule (Figure 12.16).lt also has a polar hydroxyl
group at C-3. Cholesterol alters the fluidity of membranes and participates in controlling the microstructure of plasma membranes (see p. 510).

(a) Structure of a choline-containing sphin-

gomyelin (b) Space-filling model with C gray,
vinyl C yellow, O red, N blue, and P green. H
not shown.
Figure (b) generously supplied by Richard, Pastor and.
Richard Venable , FDA, Bethesda, Marylond

Lipid Composition Varies Between Membranes
Each tissue and various cell membranes have a distinctive composition of lipids
(Figure 12.17). The same intracellular membranes of a specific tissue, for example, liver, in different species have very similar classes of lipids. The plasma membrane exhibits the greatest variation in percentage composition because the amount
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FIGURE 12.15

(b)

Structure of a sulfatide.

FIGURE 12.16

Cholesterol.

of cholesterol is affected by the nutritional state of the animal. Myelin membranes
of neuronal axons are rich in sphingolipids, with a high proportion of glycosphingolipids. Intracellular membranes primarily conrain glycerophospholipids with
Iittle sphingolipids. The membrane lipid composition of mitochondria, nuclei, and
rough endoplasmic reticulum are similar, with Golgi membrane being somewhere
between other intracellular membranes and the plasma membrane. The amount of
cardiolipin is high in the inner mitochondrial membrane and low in the outer
membrane but essentially none in other membranes. Choline-containing lipids,

phosphatidylcholine

and sphingomyelin, are predominant, followed

(a) Structure o[ cholesterol. (b) Space-filling
model with C gray, vinyl C yeliow, O red, N
blue, and P green. H not shown.
Figure (b) generously suppliedby RichordPastor and
Richard Venable

, FDA,

Bethesda, Maryland.

by

ethanolamine glycerophospholipid. The constancy of composition of various membranes indicates the relationship between lipids and the specific functions of indi-

vidual membranes.
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Lipid composition of cellular membranes isolated from rat liver.
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(b) Phospholipid composition as percentage of total phospholipid
Values Jrom Harison, R and Lunt, G G Biological Membranes. New Yorh: Wiley, 1975.
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Membrane Proteins Are Classified Based on Their Ease of Removal

H

HNCOCH3

llAcetyl-0-D-glucosam ine

Membrane proteins are classified on the basis of ease of their removal from isolated
membrane frac[ions. Peripheral (or extrinsic) proteins are released by treatment
with salt solutions of different ionic strength or extremes of pH. Their names imply a physical location on the membrane surface Isolated peripheral proteins, many
of which arc enzymes, are typical water-soluble proteins. Integral (or intrinsic)
proteins require rather drastic treatment, such as use of detergents or organic solvents, [o be released from a membrane. They usually conrain rightly bound lipid,
which if removed leads to denaturation of rhe protein and loss of biological function. Integral proteins contain sequences of hydrophobic amino acids, which create
hydrophobic domains thal interact with the hydrophobic hydrocarbons of the lipids
and stabilize the protein-1ipid complex. Removal of integral proteins leads to disruption of the membrane, whereas peripheral proteins can be removed with little
or no change in the integrity of the membrane.
Proteolipids are hydrophobic lipoproteins soluble in chloroform and methanol
but insoluble in water. They are presen[ in many membranes but particularly in
myelin, where they represent about 50olo of the prorein component. An example is

lipophilin,

H

HNCOCH3

,*Acetyl-(t-D-galactosamine

a major lipoprotein of brain myelin [ha[ contains over 65% hydrophobic amino acids and covalently bound farry acids.
Glycoproteins are another class of integral membrane proteins Plasma membranes contain a number of different glycoproteins, each with ils own unique car-

bohydrate content
The complexity, variety, and interaction of membrane glycoprotelns with lipids
are being resolved. Many membrane proteins are enzymes located within or on
specific celluiar membranes. Membrane proteins have a role in transmembrane
movement of molecules and as receptors for the binding of hormones and growth
factors. In many cells, such as neurons and eryLhrocy[es, membrane proteins have
a structural role to maintain the shape of the cell.

Membrane Carbohydrates Are Present
as Glycoproteins or Glycolipids

o
il

CHs-C-

OHH
il

ISAcetyl-o-neuraminic acid

FICURE 12.18

Structures of some membrane carbohydrates.

Carbohydrates are present in membranes as oligosaccharides covalently attached to
proteins to form glycoproteins and [o a lesser amount to lipids to form glycolipids.
Their sugars include glucose, galactose, mannose, fucose, N-acetylgalactosamine,
N-acetylglucosamine, and sialic acid (see Figure 12.18 and the Appendix for srructures). S[rucrures of glycoproteins and glycolipids are presented on pages 679 and
756, respectivelir The carbohydrate is on the exterior side of the plasma membrane
or the luminal side of the endopiasmic reticulum. Roles for membrane carbohydrates include cell-cell recognltion, adhesion, and receptor action.

12.3

I MTCELLES ANp LtPosoMES

Lipids Form Vesicular Structures
The basic structural charac[eris[ic of membranes is derived from the physicochemical properties of the major lipid components, the glycerophospholipids and sphin-

golipids. These amphipathic compounds contain a hydrophilic head and a
hydrophobic tail (Figure l2.l9a), which ar appropriate concenrrations inreract in
aqueous systems in yitro to form spheres, termed micelles (Figure l2.I9b). Charged
polar head groups will be on the outside of the sphere while hydrophobic tails interac[ to exclude wa[er The specific concentration of lipid required for micelle formation is referred to as the critical miceile concentra[ion Micelles lhat contain a
single lipid or a mix[ure of lipids can be prepared. Formation of micelles also depends on [he temperature of the system and, if a mixture of lipids is used, on the
ratio of concen[rations of the different lipids in rhe mixrure (see p. II07). The mi-

MTcELLES

celle s[ructure is very stable because of hydrophobic interaction of hydrocarbon
chains and attraction of polar groups to water. Micelles are important in the intestinal digestion and absorption of lipids (see p. 1108).

AND LrPosoMES
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Polar head

Liposome Membranes Are Similar to Biological Membranes

Hydrophobic
tail

Depending on conditions, amphipathic lipids such as glycerophospholipids form a
bimolecular structure that consists of two layers of lipid. The polar head groups will
be at the i.nterface be[ween lhe aqueous medium and the lipld, and the hydrophobic tails will interact to form an environment that excludes water (Figure l2.I9c)
This bilayer conforma[ion is the basic lipid structure of all biological membranes.
Lipid bilayers are extremely stable structures, being held together by hydrophobic forces of the hydrocarbon chains and ionic interac[ions of charged head
groups wi[h water. Interactlons of the hydrocarbon chains lead to the smallest possible area for wa[er to be in contact with the chains, and wa[er is essentially excluded from the interior of the bilayer. If disrupted, bilayers self-seal because hydrophobic groups will seek to establish a struclure in which there is minimal
contact of the hydrocarbon chains with water, a condition that is most favorable
thermodl.namically A lipid bilayer will close in on itself, forming a spherical vesic1e separating the external environmenl from an internal aqueous compartment
Such vesicles are termed liposomes. Because lndividual lipid-lipid interactions have
low energies of activation, lipids in a bilayer have a circumscribed mobility, breaklng and forming inLeractions with surrounding moiecules but not readily escaping
from the lipid bilayer (Figure 12.L9d). Self-assembly of amphipathic lipids inro bilayers is an important property and is involved in formation of cell membranes.
Individual phospholipid molecules exchange places with neighboring molecules in a bilayer, Ieading to rapid lateral diffusion in the plane of rhe membrane
(Figure 12.20). There is rota[ion around [he carbon-carbon bonds in fatty acyl
chains; in fact, there is a greater degree of rotation nearer [he methyi end, leading
[o greater motion at the center than at the peripheral region of the lipid bilayer. lndividual lipid molecules, however, do not migrate readily from one monolayer to
rhe other, a transverse movement termed flip-flop, because of thermodlnamic cons[rainls on movement of a charged head group through the lipophilic core. Thus

/-\--\-Jz\
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x,

(d)

\,.)-/._,J

f,,--=-)

Rapid rotational
ditfusion

Very slow

lransverse
(flip{lop) exchange

Rapid lateral
diffusion

Bapid flexing of
hydrocarbon chains

FICURE 12.20

Mobility of lipid components in membranes.

FlcuRE 12.19
Interactions of phospholipids in an aqueous
medium.
(a) Representation of an amphipathic lipid (b)
Cross-sectional view of the structure ol a mrcelle
(c) Cross-sectional view of the structure of lipid
bilayer (d) Cross section of a liposome. Each
structure has an inherent stability due to the
hydrocarbon chains and the attraction of the
polar head groups to water
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CIINICAI CORRETATION

1

2.1

Liposomes as Carriers
of Drugs and Enzymes
A major obstacle in the use of many drugs is
lack of tissue specificity in the action of the
drug Administration of drugs oraliy or intravenously Ieads to a drug acting on many tissues
and not exclusively on a target organ, resulting
in toxic side effects. An example is the commonly observed suppression of bone marrow
cells by anticancer drugs. Some drugs are metabolized rapidly and their period of effectiveness is reiatively short Liposomes have been
prepared with drugs, enzyrnes, and DNA encapsulated inside and used as carriers for these
substances to target organs Liposomes prepared from purified phospholipids and cholesterol are nontoxic and biodegradable. Alter-

ation of surface charge enhances drug
incorporation and release. Attempts have been
made to prepare iiposomes for interaction at a
specific target organ. Antibiotic, antineoplastic,
antimalarial, antMral, antifungai, and anti-inflammarory agents have been found to be effective when administered in liposomes. Some
drugs have a longer period ofeffectiveness when
administered encapsulated in liposomes. It may
be possible to prepare liposomes with a high
degree of tissue specificity so that drug administration and perhaps even enz)'rne replacement
can be carried out with this technique.
V V Drug delivery systems. I Site-speclflc
drug delivery using liposomes as carriers J Clin
Pharmacol 29:685, 1989; Caplen, N J , Gao, X,
Hayes, P, et al Gene therapy for cystic fibrosis in
humans by liposome-mediated DNA [ransfer: the
Ranade,

production of resources and the regulatory process
Gene Ther. 1:J.39, 1994; Desormeaux, A and Bergeron, M G Liposomes in drug delivery systems: a
strategic approach for the treatment of HIV infection J Drug Targeting 6:1, 1998: and Gregoriadis, G
Engineering liposomes for drug delivery: progress
and problems Trends Biotechnol. L3:527,1995.

FIGURE 12.21

Model of a lipid bilayer stopped at a moment in time.
An artificial brlayer consrsting of dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine surrounded by water as
modeled by computer Atom colors are chain C gray (except terminal methyl C yellow and

glycerolCbrown),esterOred,PandOgreen,cholineCandNpaleuoler,waterOdark
blue, and water H light blue Lipid H have been omitted.
Figure generously supplied by Richard Pastor and Richard Venable, FDA, Bethesda, Maryland

lipid bilayers have an inherent stabllity and fluidity in which individual molecules
move rapidly in their own monolayer but do not readily exchange with an adjoini.ng monolayer. Lipid components distributed themselves randomly in the monoIayers in artificial membranes composed of different lipids.
In[eraction of lipids in membranes is very different from [hat illustrated in
Figure 12.19 The interior of membrane bilayers is very fluid and in constant motion. Acyl chains of phospholipids have a random mo[ion, intercalating with
chains i.n the opposing surface. The viscosity increases slgnificantly closer to lipid
head groups A computer representation of the arrangement of phospholipids in
a bilayer at a momen[ in time is presented in Figure 12.21. Severai layers of
ordered water molecules cover the surface and influence the environment of a
membrane

Artificial membrane systems have been studied extensively in an effort to understand the properties of biological membranes. A variety of techniques are available to prepare liposomes, using sy,nthetic phospholipi.ds and llpids extracted from
natural membranes. Depending on the procedure, unilamellar and multilamellar
(vesicles within vesicles) vesicles of various sizes (20-nm to 1-pcm diame[er) can
be prepared. Figure 12.19d represents a liposome structure. The interior of the
vesi.cle is an aqueous environment, and it is possible to prepare liposomes with different substances entrapped. Both the external and internal environments of liposomes can be manipulated and properties-including ability to exclude molecules,
interaction with various substances, and stability under different condi[ions-of
these slmthetic membranes have been studied. Na*, K*, CI-, and most polar molecules do not readily diffuse across lipid bilayers of iiposomes. Lipid-soluble nonpolar substances such as triacylglycerol and undissocj.ated organic acids readily diffuse into the bilayers and remain in the hydrophobic environment of the
hydrocarbon chains. Membrane-bound enzymes and proteins involved in translocation of ions have been isolated from various tissues and incorporated into the
membrane of liposomes for evaluation of their function. With liposomes it is easier to manipulate various parameters of membrane systems and, thus, study various activities free of interfering reactions present in cell membranes. Liposomes are
used i.n delivery of drugs in humans (see Clin. Corr l2.L ) and have been tested
as vectors in gene therapiz
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Fluid Mosaic Model of Biological Membranes
Knowledge of membrane s[ructure has evolved based on evidence from physicochemical, biochemical, and electron microscopic investigations. AII biological membranes have a bilayer arrangemen[ of lipids, as in liposomes. Amphipathic lipids
and cholesterol are oriented so that their hydrophobic portions interact [o minimize
[heir contact with water or other polar groups, and polar head groups of lipids are
at the interface with the aqueous environment. J. D. Davson and J. Danielli in 1935
proposed this model, which was refined by J. O. Robertson. A major question with
the earlier models was how to explain the interaction of membrane proteins with
the lipid bilayer. In the eariy 1970s, S. J. Singer and G. L. Nicolson proposed the
fluid mosaic model for membranes in which some proteins (intrinsic) are actualiy
immersed in the lipid bilayer while others (extrinsic) are loosely attached to the surface. It was suggested that some proteins span the lipid bilayer and are in contact
with the aqueous enr,,rronment on both sides. Both lipids and proteins were proposed to diffuse laterally Figure 12.22 is a current representation of a biological
membrane. The characteristics of the lipid bilayer explain many of the observed
properties of the cellular membrane, including fluidity, flexibility that permits
changes of shape and form, ability to seif-seal, and impermeability. The model continues to undergo modification and refinement. Thus lipids in a membrane are now
considered [o assume nonlamellar structural domains, and long acyl chains in one
layer can interdigitate with those of the opposite layer.

lntegral Membrane Proteins Are lmmersed in Lipid Bilayer
The development of techniques for isola[ion of integral membrane proteins, for

determination of rheir primary structure, and for identification of their specific
functional domains has led to an understanding of [he structural relationship

Oligosaccharide

lntegral
protein

,)

J

),

,a

Phospholipid

0holesterol

FlcuRE 12.22

Fluid mosaic model of biological membranes.
Ftgtre reproduced Jrom Voet, D. and Voet, J Biochemistry
mission of John Wiley

&

Sons, Inc

2nd ed New Yorh: Wiley, 1995 Reprinred by per-
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lntegral membrane proteins

Peripheral membrane proteins
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FIGURE 12.23

Interactions of membrane proteins with the lipid bilayer.
Diagram illustrates the multiple tlpes of binding of proreins rn or ro
the lipid bilayer: (a) a single transmembrane segment; (b) muhiple
transmembrane segments; (c) bound to an integral protein; (d) bound

electrostatically to the lipid bilayer; (e) attached by a short terminal
hydrophobic sequence of amino acids; and f) attached by covalenrly
bound lipid.

between the hydrophobic lipid bilayer and membrane proreins. Figure 12.23 illustrates various ways of attachment of pro[eins to a biological membrane. Some integral membrane pro[eins (see p 502) span the membrane, whereas others may be
immersed only partially in the bilayer. Measurements of the hydrophobicity of the
amino acid residues and partial proteolytic digestion of proteins have revealed sequences of amino acids that are embedded in the membrane Soine proreins contain an o-helical s[ructure consisting primarily of hydrophobic amino acids (such
as ieucine, isoleucine, valine, and phenylalanine), which is the [ransmembrane sequence. This is illustrated in Figure \2 23a. An example is glycophorin, a polypeptide of 131 residues present in the plasma membrane of human erythrocyres; amino
acid residues 73-91 are the [ransmembrane sequence and are predominantly hydrophobic. Glycophorin has three domains: a sequence exterior ro the cell containing
the amino-terminal end, the transmembrane sequence, and a sequence exrending
into the cell with the carboxyl-terminal segmen[. In other transmembrane proreins
the amino acid chain loops back and forth across rhe membrane (Figure I223b).
In some cases [here are 12 loops snaklng across [he llpid bilayer Often multiple
o helices spanning the membrane are organized to form a tubular structure The

anion channel of human erythrocyres, a glycopeptide wirh 926 amino acids

re-

sponsible for the exchange of CI and HCO3 across rhe membrane, has a tubular
stmcture (p 520). Secondary and tertlary structures of proteins are critical in the
topography of the protein in the membrane Some proteins in membranes form a
quaternary structure with multiple subunits.

Integral membrane proteins may con[ain specific domains, for ligand binding,

for catalytic activity, and for attachment of carbohydrare or lipid. The anion
channel of the erythrocyte has two major domains: a hydrophilic amino-[erminal
domain on the cytosolic side of the membrane wi.th binding sires for ankyrin, a
protein [hat anchors the cytoskeleton and other cytosollc protelns, and a domain

with 509 amino acids that lraverses the membrane 12 times and mediates the exchange of Cl and HCO3- Glycophorin conlains 60o/o by weight carbohydrate,
all of which is a[tached to [he extracellular domain of the pro[ein. Integral membrane proteins have a defined, rather than a random, orienta[ion in the membrane.
Specific structural orientation of both lipids and proteins demonstrates another important aspect of membrane struc[ure: biological membranes are asymmetric, wirh

srRUCruRE oF BrolocrcAL MEMBRANES
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each surface having specific characteristics. The orientation of proteins is determined during synthesis of the membrane or replacement of the protein; the bulkiness of the proteins, as well as thermodynamic restrictions, prevents transverse

(flip-flop) movement.
Many en4rmes tha[ are integral membrane proteins require a membrane llpid

for activity Examples are o-B-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase, located in the inner
mitochondrial membrane that requires phosphatidylcholine, and Ca2*-ATPase of
skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum, which has a specific binding site for lipid.
Cholesterol has been implicated in the activity of various membrane ion pumps, including Na+fl(+-exchanging AfPase ( see p. 522), Ca2+-transporting AfPases (see
p.523), and acetylcholine receptors. Some modulating effects of lipids may reflect
a change in ordering and fluidity of the membrane but the lipid may also have
direct influence on the activity.

a

Cytosolic
side

Peripheral Membrane Proteins Have Various Modes of Attachment
Peripheral membrane proteins are loosely attached to membranes and if removed
do not disrupt lipid bilayers. Some bind to integral membrane proteins, such as
ankyrin binding to the anion channel in erythrocytes (Figure I2.23c). Negatively
charged phospholipids of membranes interact with positively charged regions of
proteins, allowing electrostatic binding (Figure 1223d). Some peripheral proteins
have sequences of hydrophobic amino acids at one end of the peptide chain rhat
serve as an anchor in the membrane lipid (Figure 12.23e); cytochrome b5 is attached to the endoplasmic reticulum by such an anchor.

FIGURE 12.24

Attachment of a protein to a membrane by
glycosyl phosphatidylinositol anchor.

Phosphatidylinositol also anchors proteins [o membranes (Figures 12.23J and

12.24). A glycan, consisting of ethanolamine, phosphate, mannose, mannose,
mannose, and glucosamine, is covalently bound to the carboxyl terminal of the
protein. Thls glycan has been conserved throughout evolution because it ls found
in different species attached to carboxyl-terminal residues of various membranebound proteins. Additional carbohydrate can be attached to the last mannose. The
glucosamine of the glycan is covalently linked to phosphatidylinositol. The fauy
acids o[ this glycerophospholipid are inserted into thg lipid membrane, thus anchoring the protein. These molecules are referred to as glycosyl phosphatidyli
nositol (GPI) anchors. Over 50 proteins are so attached in this manner including enzymes, antigens, and cell adhesion proteins; a partial list is presented in
Table I2.3. Farty acyl groups of phosphatidylinositol are apparently specific for different proteins. To date, proteins found to be attached by a GPI anchor are on the
ex[ernal surface of plasma membranes. The significance of this form of anchoring
has yet to be determined but it may be important for localization of the prorein on
a membrane, control of function of the protein, and con[rolled release of the protein from the membrane. A specific phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase
C catalyzes the hydrolysis of the phosphate-inositol bond, leading to release of the
proteln.

Ml,ristic and palmitic acid can also be covalently linked to proteins and serve
[o anchor proteins by lnsertion of the acyl chain in[o the lipid bilayer (Figure
1223f). Myristic acid (CI4) is attached by an amide linkage to an amino-terminal
glycine, and palmitic acid (Ct6) is mos[ often attached by a thioester linkage to cysteine or by a hydroxy ester bond to serine or threonine.
Although membrane modeis suggest that some proteins are randomly distributed throughout and on the membrane, there is a high degree of functional
organization with definite restrictions on lhe localiza[ion of some proteins As an
example, proteins participating in the electron transport chain ln the inner membrane of mitochondria function in consort and are organized into functional units
both laterally and transversely The location of specific proteins on the surface of
plasma membranes is also controlled. Cells lining the lumen of kidney nephrons
have specific plasma membrane enz),rnes on the luminal surface but not on the
contraluminal surface of cells; enzymes restricted to a particular region of the

TABTE

12.3

Proteins that Have a Glycosyl
Phosphatidylinositol Anchor

Alkaline phosphatase
5'-Nucleotidase
Acetylcholinesterase
Trehalase

Renal dipeptidase
Lipoprotein lipase

Carcinoembryonic antigen
Neural cell adhesion molecule
Scrapie prion protein
Oligodendrocyte-myelin protei n

G Glycosyl-phosphatidyltnositol: a
versatile anchor for cell surface proteins FASEBJ
3:I600, 1989
Source: Low, M

a
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membrane are located to meet specific functions of these cells. Thus there is a high
degree of molecular organization of biological membranes that is not apparenr from
diagrammatic models.

Human Erythrocytes Are ldeal for Study of Membrane Structure
The structure of the plasma membrane of the human erythrocyte has been investigated extensively because of the ease \Mith which the membrane can be purified
from other cellular components. Figure I2.25 is a representation of the interaction
of some o[ the many proteins in this membrane.

Lipids Are Distributed in an Asymmetric Manner in Membranes
There

is an

asymmetric distribution

of lipid

components across biological

membranes. Each layer of the bilayer has a different composition with respect to
individual glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids. The asymmetric distribution of

lipids in the human erythrocyte membrane is shown in Figure 12.26. Sphingomyelin is predominantly in the outer layer, whereas phosphatidylethanolamine is
predominantly in the inner lipid layer. In contrast, cholesterol is equally distributed
on both layers.
Uncatalyzed transverse movement from one side ro the other (i.e., flip-flop) of
glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids is slow. Aq.rynmetry of lipids is maintained
by specific membrane proteins, rermed lipid transporters, which promote the

Tropomyosin

Band 4.1

Anion channel

FIGURE 12.25
Schematic diagram of the erythroryte membrane.
Diagram indicates the relationship of four membrane-associated proteins with the lipid bilayer. Glycophorin is a glycoprotein rhar contains
131 amino acids but whose function is unknown. Band 3, so designared because of its mobility in electrophoresis, contains over 900 amino
acids and is involved in interacting with ankyrin and possibly in the

Glycophorin A

facilitated diffusion of Cl- and HCO3-. An\rrin and spectrin are part
of the cytoskeleton and are peripheral membrane proteins. Ankpin
binds to band 3 and spectrin is anchored to the membrane by anky,rin.
Figure reproducedfromVoet,

D andVoet,l.

1995 Reprinted by permission

of John

Biochemistry 2nd ed New Yorh: Wilry,

Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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FIGURE 12.26

Distribution of phospholipids between inner and outer layers of the
human erythrocyte membrane.
Values are percentage of each phospholipid

in the membrane.

RedrawnJromVerhaj, A. J., Zwaal,R. F. A.,RoeloJsen,B., ComJuius,P,Kastelijn,D
andVanDeenan,
L. M Biochim. Biophys. Acta323:178,1973.
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transverse movement of specific lipids from one layer to the other. Three transport
proteins for movement of phospholipids between membrane layers have been iden-

tified. An ATP-dependent transporter specific for phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylethanolamine catalyzes the inward transport of the aminoglycerolipids. The
protei.n, which has been given the trivial name "flippase," maintains the low concentration of these phospholipids in the outer layer of the plasma membrane. An
outward-directed transporter, termed "floppase," is nonspecific for phospholipids
and may be energy dependent. Floppase may be the P-glycoprotein present in
plasma membranes and responsible for multidrug resistance of some cancer cells
(see p. 858). A thlrd lipid transporter, termed "scramblase," mixes phospholipids
between the two layers; it is nonspecific with respect to phospholipids and its activity is stimulated by increases in intracellular Caz* . Scramblase apparently has an
important role in the cell-mediated coagulation cascade (see p. 103I) and recognition of injured cells for removal by the reticuloendothelial system. In both responses
it is proposed that movement of phosphatidylserine into the outer layer initiates the
response. The aqrmmetric partitioning of phospholipids can be controlled by these

Iipid transporters.

Proteins and Lipids Diffuse in Membranes
lnteractions among difflerent lipids and between lipids and proteins areyery complex
and dynamic. There is a fluidity in the lipid portion of membranes so that both
Iipids and proteins move. The degree of fluidity is dependent on the temperature
and membrane composition. At low temperatures, lipids are in a gel-crystalline
state, with lipids restricted in their mobility As temperarure is increased, there is a
phase transition into a liquid-crystalline state, wi[h an increase in fluidity (Figure 12.27). With liposomes prepared from a single pure phospholipid, the phase
transition temperature, T-, is rather precise; but with liposomes prepared from a
mixture of lipids, T- becomes less precise because individual clusters of lipids may
be in either the gel-crystalline or the liquid-crystalline sta[e. T- is not precise for

,
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(a)
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Above transition temperature

Below transition temperature

FIGURE 12,27

Structure of lipid bilayer above and below transition temperature.
FigurereproducedJromVoet,D andVoet,
mission of John Wiley & Sons, lnc

l

Biochemistry 2nded NewYorh:W\ey,1995 Reprinred byper-

biological membranes because of their heterogeneous composition. Interactions between lipids and proreins lead ro variarions in the gel-liquid srare throughour the
membrane and differences in fluidity in differenr areas
The speciflc composition of individual biological membranes leads to differences
in fluidity Glycerophospholipids containing short-chai.n fatty acids increase the fluidity as does an increase in unsarurarion of the fatty acyl groups. Cis double bonds
in unsaturated fatty acids of phospholipids lead to kinks in rhe hydrocarbon chain,
prevenl the tighr packing of the chains, and crea[e pockets in the hydrophobic areas. It is assumed that these spaces, which are mobile due to the mobility of the
hydrocarbon chains, are filled wirh water molecules and smali ions. Cholesterol
with its flat stiff ring s[rucrure reduces rhe coiling of the fatty acid chain and decreases fluidity Consideration has been given to the potential ciinical significance
of high blood cholesrerol on the fluidity of cell membranes (see CIin. Corr. I2.2).
Ca2* ion decreases the fluidiry of membranes because of iLs interaction with the
negatively charged phospholipids, reducing repulsion berween polar groups and
increasing packing of lipid molecules. This ion causes aggregarion of lipids inro
clusters, reducing membrane fluidity
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Abnormalities of Cell Membrane
Membrane fluidity can control the activity of membrane-bound en4.rnes and functions such as phagocytosis and cell growth. A major
factor in controlling the fluidiry o[ the plasma membrane in higher
organisms and mammals is the presence of cholesterol. With increasing cholesterol content the lipid bilayers become less fluid on their
outer surface but more fluid in the hydrophobic core. Erythrocyre
membranes of indMduals with spur cell anemia have an increased
cholesterol content and a spiny shape, and the cells are destroyed prematurely in the spleen. This conditlon occurs in severe Iiver disease
such as alcoholic cirrhosis of the liver. Cholesterol content is rncreased 25-65yo, and the fluidity of the membrane is decreased Erythrocyte membranes require a high degree of fluidity for their function and anlr de.r.ut. would have serious effects on the cell's ability
to pass through the capillaries. lncreased plasma membrane cholesterol in other cells leads to an increase in intracellular membrane

ity in Disease

States

choleslerol, which also affects their fluidity. The intoxicating effect of
ethanol on the nervous system is probably due to modification of
membrane fluidity and alteration of membrane receptors and ion
channels. Indir,rduals with abetalipoproteinemia have an increase in
sphingomyelin content and a decrease in phosphatidylcholine in cellular membranes, thus causing a decrease in fluidity The ramifications of these changes in fluidity are not completely understood, but
as techniques for the measurement and evaluation of cellular membrane fluidity improve, some of the pathological manifestations in disease states will be explained on the basis of changes in membrane
structure and function

Cooper, R A Abnormalities of cell membrane fluidity
disease N Engl J. Med 297:371,1977

in the pathogenesis of
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Fluidity at different levels within the membrane also varies. The hydrocarbon r=to
chains of the lipids have a motion, which produces fluidity in the hydrophobic core
The central area ol a bilayer is occupied by ends of the hydrocarbon chains and is
more fluid than areas closer to the two surfaces, where there are more constrain[s
due to stiffer portions of the hydrocarbon chains. Cholesterol makes membranes
more rigld toward the periphery because it does not reach into their central core.
Individual lipids and proteins move rapidly in a lateral motion along the
surface of membranes. Electrostatic interactions of polar head groups, hydrophobic
interactions of cholesterol with selected phospholipids or glycolipids, and proleinlipid interactions, however, Iead to constrainls on movement. There are lipid domains in which lipids move toge[her as a unit Glycerophospholipids (G) and r=tr
cholesterol (C) cluster [ogether in distinct microdomains, G,C-lipid rafts, and

In some cells these G,C-rafts along with specific glycosyl
phosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins (see p. 507) are involved in formation of
caveolae, flask-like lnvaginations of the plasma membrane. These structures are involved in cell signaling and may be responsible for the separation at distinct poles
of specific proteins in epithelial cells.
Movement of integral membrane proteins in the membrane has been demonstrated by fusion o[ human and rat cells. When antigenic membrane proteins on
cells of these species were labeled with different antibody markers, the markers indicated the localization of the proteins on the membrane. Immediately following fusion of the cells, proreins on the membranes of the human and rat ce1ls were segregated in different hemispheres of [he new cell, but within 40 minutes rhe [wo
groups of proteins were evenly disrributed over lhe membrane of the new cell.
These observations may apply only to some membrane proteins because in most
cells protein movemen[s are restric[ed by other membrane proteins, matrix proteins,
or cellular structural elemen[s such as microtubules or microfilaments to which they
may be attached.
Evidence is accumulating that the fluidity of cellular membranes can change in
response to changes in diet or physioiogical sta[e Fatry acid and cholesterol content of membranes is modified by a variety of factors. In addition, pharmacological
agenls may have a direc[ effect on membrane fluidiry Anesthetics that induce sleep
and muscular relaxation may have their action because of their effect on membrane
fluidity of specific cells. A number of structurally unrelated compounds induce
anesthesia, but their common fea[ure is lipid solubility. Anesthetics increase membrane fluidity in vitro
Thus cellular membranes are in a cons[antly changing state, with not only
movemenl of proteins and lipids laterally on the membrane but with molecules
moving into and out of the membrane. The membrane creates a number of microenvironmen[s, from the hydrophobic portion of the core of the membrane to the
interface with the surrounding environments. It is difficult to express in words or
move as a unit.

pictures the very fluid and dynamic state, in that neither captures the timedependent changes tha[ occur in the structure of biological membranes. Figure 12 28 attempts to illustra[e [he structural and movement aspects of cellular
membranes.

12.s I MOVEMENT oF MOLECULES
THROUGH MEMBRANES
The lipid narure of biological membranes severely reslricrs the type of molecules
that diffuse readily from one side to anoLher. Inorganic ions and charged organic
molecules do not diffuse at a significant rate because of their atlraction [o water
molecules and exclusion of charged species by the hydrophobic environment o[
lipid membranes The size of large molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids precludes significant diffusion Diffusion rates of most nutrien[s and inorganic ions is
too slow to accommodate a cells requirements for the substance. To overcome this,

r

= rz

FIGURE 12.28

Modified version of the fluid mosaic model of
biological membranes to indicate the mobility
of membrane proteins.
t6, t1, and t2 represent successive points in time
Some integral proteins (GPz) are free to diffuse
laterally in the plane of the membrane directed
by the cytoskeletal components, whereas others
(GPr) may be restricted in their mobilltyr
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translocation of water, ions, nutrients, and even waste products across membranes

involve a variety of specialized transporters and channels Several hundred
transporters have been identified, many by use of recombinant technology
The basic mechanisms by which molecules cross cellular membranes is presented in the following sections with examples of the processes. In later chapters
the roles of some transporters in cellular homeostasis are discussed. Many inherited
diseases are due to changes in transport mechanisms.

Some Molecules Diffuse Through Membranes
Diffusion of a substance through

a

membrane involves three major steps: (1) solute

Ieaves the aqueous environment on one side and enters the membrane; (2) solute

FtcuRE 12.29

Diffusion of a solute molecule through

a

membrane.
51 and 52 are the solute on each side of the
membrane, and S- is solute in the membrane

traverses the membrane; and (3) solute leaves the membrane to en[er a new environment on the opposite side (Figure 12.29). Each step involves an equilibrium of
solute between two states. Thermodynamic and kinetic constraints control [he concen[ra[ion equilibrium of a subs[ance on two sides of a membrane and the rate
^t
which it attains equilibrium. Diffusion of gases such as Oz, Nz, CO2, and NO occurs
rapidly and depends entirely on [he concentralion gradient. Water diffuses through
biological membranes under osmotic forces, presumably via gaps in the hydrophobic environment created by random movement of fatty acyl chains of lipids. For diffusion of a solute with strong in[eraction with water molecules, the shell of water
surrounding the solu[e must be stripped away before it enters the lipid milieu and
then regained on leaving the membrane. Distribution of hydrophobic substances
between the aqueous phase and lipid membrane will depend on the degree of lipid
solubility of the substance; very lipid-soluble materials will dissolve readily in the
membrane.
The rate of diffusion of a lipophilic subsrance is directly proportional to its lipid
solubiliry and diffusion coefficient in lipids; the latter is a function of the size and
shape of the substance.

Direction o[ movement of solutes by diffusion is always from a higher to
lower concen[ration and the rate is described by Fick's first law of diffusion:

a

"/: -Df!q)
\ 6,/
where J is the amount of substance moved per time, D is the diffusion coefficient,
and 6cf 6x is the chemical gradient of substance. As the concentration of solule on
one side of the membrane is increased, there will be an increasinginitial rate of dif.Mediated transport
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fusion as illustrated in Figure 12.30. A net movemen[ of molecules from one side
to another will continue until the concentration in each is at chemical equilibrium.
A continued exchange of solute molecuLes from one side to another occurs after
equilibrium is attained but no net accumulation on either side can occur because
this would recreate a concentration gradient if it occurred.
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Movement of Molecules Across
Membranes Can Be Facilitated
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I(!

tr
Diffusion
Concentralion of solute ----->

FIGURE 12.30

Kinetics of movement of a solute molecule
through a membrane.
Inirial rate of diffusion is directly proportional to
the concentration of solute. In mediated transport, rate will reach a V*"* when carier is saturated

Membranes have translocation mechanisms wirh a high degree of specificity for
various substances. They involve intrinsic membrane proteins and are classified on
the basis of their mechanism of substrate translocation and the energetics of the system. A classification of transport systems is presented in Table 12 4. Each will be
discussed in more detail in subsequent sections but for now it is important lo
distinguish the three main types.

Membrane Channels
Membranes of most cells contain specific channels, in some

cases referred to as
pores, which permit rapid movement of specific moiecules or ions from one side of
a membrane to the other. The tertiary and quaternary structures of these intrinsic

MovEMENT oF MoLECULEsTHRoucH MEMBMNES
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12.4

Classification of Membrane Translocation Systems

I

Voitage regulated

2 Agonist regulated
3 cAMP regulated
4 Other
Tiansporter

l.
2

Facilitated diffusion
Active mediated
a. Primary-redox coupled
Primary-ATPases

AfP-binding cassette
b. Secondary
Group translocation

Na+ channel
Acetylcholine receptor

Cl- channel
Pressure sensitive
Stretch sensitive
Heat sensitive
Glucose transporter

Respiratory chain linked
Na+, K*-ATPase
Muitidrug reslstance protein
transporter
Na+-dependent glucose
transPort
Amino acid translocation

membrane proteins create an aqueous hole that permits diffusion of substances in
both directions through the membrane. Substances move only in the direction of a
lower concentration and while the channel is open many molecules move to the
other side of the membrane. Channel proteins do not bind the molecules or ions to
be transported, but can be inhibited. The channels have some degree of specificity,
however, based on the size and charge of the substance. FIow through channels is
regulated by various mechanisms (Table 12.4) that open and shut the passageway

Transporters

Transporters actually translocate the molecule or ion across the membrane by
binding and physically moving the substance. The activity can be evaluated in the
same kinetic terms as an enzlrrne-catalyzed reaction except that no chemical reaction occurs. Tiansporters have specificity for the substance to be transported, referred to as the substrate, have defined reaction kinetics, and can be inhibited by
both competitive and noncompetitive inhibitors. Some transporters only move substrates down their concentration gradient (referred to as passive transport or facilitated diffusion), while others move substrate against its concentration gradient (active transport) and require expenditure of some form o[ energy. With both channels
and transporters the molecule is unchanged following translocation across the
membrane.
A major difference between channels and transporters is the rate o[ substrate
translocation; for a channel, rates in the range of I07 ions s-Iare usual, whereas
with a transporter the rate is in the range of 102-103 molecules s-1. The activity
of all translocation systems can be modulated, permitting cells and tissues to control the movement of substances across membranes. Drugs for specific channels and
transporters have been developed to control these processes.

Group Translocation
Group translocation involves not only movement of a substance across a membrane but also a chemical modification of the substrate during the process. One
mechanism of uptake of sugars by bacteria involves transport and then phosphorylation of the sugar before release into the cytosol. In some mammalian tissues uptake of amino acids involves a group translocation mechanism.

Membrane Transport Systems Have Common Characteristics
The proteins or protein complexes involved in transport systems have been designated by a variety of ,names, including transporter, translocase, translocator,

I stf
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TABLE

12.5

F a,cilitate

Characteristics of Membrane Transporters

d Diff usion

Actit,e Mediateil

1. Saturation kinetics

I

2. Specificity for solute transported
3. Can be inhibited
4. Solute moves down concentration

2 Specificity
3 Can be

Sr+Tt

s-Tr
S-Tz

Release:
Recovery:

T2

s -Tr
S-Tz
T2+ 52
T1

FICURE 12.31

Reactions involved in mediated transport
across a biological membrane.
S1 and 52 are solu[es on sides I and 2 of the
membrane, respectively; T1 and T2 are binding
sites on the transporter on sides I and 2, respec-

tively

gradient
Requires coupled

Recognition Sr

input of energy

permease, and pump, or termed transporter system, translocation mechanism,
and mediated transport system. These designa[ions are used interchangeably, but
for convenience we will use transporter when referring to the proteins involved in
translocation. Transpor[ers have a number of characteristics in common. They facilitate [he movemen[ of a molecule or molecules through the lipid bilayer aL a raLe
that is significantly faster than can be accounted for by simple diffusion. lf S1 is the
solu[e on side 1 and 52 on side 2, then the transporter promotes the establishment

of an equilibrium as follows:
[Sr]

*

[Sz]

where the brackets represent the concentration of solute
included in the equilibrium the reaction is

lsll +TilS-Tl:
Side

inhibited

4 Solute can move against concentration

gradient
5. No expenditure of energy

Recognition:
Transporl:

Saturation kinetics
for solute transported

[S2]

If [he lransporter (T)

is

+T

If no energy is used, [he concentration on both sides of the membrane will be
equal at equilibrium, but if there is an expenditure of energy, a concentrarion gradient can be established. Note the slmilarity of the roie of a transporter to that of
an er:zlzrrre', in both cases the protein increases [he rate but does not determine the

1

=-

final equilibrium
Table 12.5 lists major characteristics of membrane transporL systems. As prein Figure 12.30, transporters demonstra[e saturation kinetics; as the concentration of the substance to be translocated increases, the initial rate of transport
increases but reaches a maximum when the substance saturates the protein transporter. Simple diffusion does not demonstrate saturation kinetics. Constanls such
as V-.* and K* can be calculated for [ransporters. As with en4rmes, transporters
can caLalyze movemenl of a soiute in both directions across the membrane depending on the AG' for the reaction.
Mos[ transporters have a high degree of structural and stereo specificity for the
substance transported. An example is mediated transport of o-glucose in erythrocytes, where the K- for o-galac[ose is 10 times larger and for l-glucose 1000 times
Iarger than for o-glucose. The transporter has essentialiy no activiry with o-fructose
or disaccharides. Structural analogs of the substrate inhibit competitively and
reagents that react with specific groups on proteins are noncompetitive inhibitors.
sented

Transport

S1

Release

@

Becovery

Four Common Steps in the Transport of Solute Molecules

FIGURE 12.32

Model for a mediated transport system in
biological membrane.

a

Model is based on the concept of specrfic sites
for binding of substrate and a conformational
change in the transporter to move bound solute
a short distance but into [he environment of the
other side of the membrane Once moved, solute
is released from the transporter.

We need to expand the equation above and consi.der four aspects of mediated transport (Figure 12.31). These are (l) recognition by the [ransporter of appropriate
solu[e from a variety of solutes in the aqueous environment, (2) transloca[ion of
soiute across the membrane, (3) release of soiute by the transporter, and (4) recovery of transporter to its original condition to accept another solute molecuie.

The first step, recognition of a specific substrate by the transporter, is explained on the same basis as thar described for recognition of a subs[rate by an enzyme (see p.441). Specific binding sites on the protein recognize [he correct structure of solule to be translocaled. The second step, translocation, occurs when the
bound subs[ra[e induces a conformational change in the protein (Figure 12.32).

MovEMENT oF MoLECULESTHRoucH MEMBRANES

This moves the substrate a short distance, perhaps only 2 or 3 A into the environment of the opposite side of the membrane. In this manner, it is not necessary for
[he transporter to move the molecule the entire distance across the membrane Step
3, release of the substrate, occurs if the concentra[ion of substrate is lower in the
new environment than on the initial side of binding Without a change in affiniry
of protein for substrate (K"o), there would be a shift in the equilibrium and release
of a portion of the solute. For transpor[ers that move a solute against a concentration gradient, release of the solute at the higher concentration requires a decrease
in affinity for the solute by the [ransporter. A change in conforma[ion of transpor[er
can lead [o a decrease in affinity In group translocation (p. 819) the solute is chemically altered while attached to the transporter and the modified molecule has a
lower affinity for the transporter. Finally, in recovery (step 4), the transporter returns to its original conformation upon release of substrate.
The dlscussion above has centered on the movemenL of a single solute molecule by a transporter. There are systems that move two molecules simultaneously
in one direction (sl,rnport mechanisms), two molecules in opposite directions (antiport mechanism), as well as a single molecule in one direction (uniport mechanism) (Figure 12.33). When a charged substance, such as K+, is translocated and
no ion of the opposite charge is moved, a charge separation occurs across the membrane. This mechanism is termed elec[rogenic and leads to development of a membrane potential. If an oppositely charged ion is moved to balance the charge, the
mechanism is called neutral or electrically silent.

Transporter

52

Symport
S'1

s'2

sl

s2
Antiport

S'1

L,G'

:,

3RI l"C

(;)

(12.1)

When AG' is negative-that is, there is release of free energy-movement of solute
will occur without the need for a driving force. When AG' is positive, as would be
the case if C2 is larger than C1, then there needs to be an input of energy to drive
[he transport For a charged molecuie (e g., Na+) both the electrical porential and
concentrations of solute are involved in calculating the change in free energy, as indicated in Eq. 12.2:

L,G'

:2

3Rr rog

(z) . 'o*

(t2.2)

where Z is the charge of the species moving, S is the Faraday cons[ant (23.062 kcal

V

1mo1-1), and

V is the difference in eiectrical potential ln volts across rhe
membrane. The elecrrical component is the membrane po[ential and AG' is the
electrochemical potential.
A facilitated transport system is one in which AG' is negative and the movement of solute occurs spontaneously When AG' is positive, coupled input of energy
from some source is required for movement of the solute and the process is called
active [ransport. Active transport is driven by either hydrolysis of ATP to ADP or
utilization of an eiectrochemical gradient of Na+ or H+ across the membrane. In
the first the chemical energy released on hydrolysis of a pyrophosphate bond drives
the reaction, whereas in the latter an electrochemical gradient is dissipated to [ransport the solule.
Tiansport systems [hat maintain very large concentration gradients are presen[
in various membranes. An example is the plasma membrane transpor[ system that
maintains the Na+ and K+ gradients One of [he most striking examples of an active
transport system is that present in the parietal ce1ls of gastric glands, which are responsible for secretion of HCI into the lumen o[ the stomach (see p. I096) The pH

s'2

FIGURE 12.33

Uniport, symport, and antiport mechanisms
for translocation of substances.
S

and S' represent different molecules; subscripts
and 2 indicate S moiecules on different sides ol

membrane.

The change in free energy when an uncharged molecule moves from concentration
C1 to concentration C2 on the other side of a membrane is given by Eq. 12 I:

Uniport

s2

I
Energetics of Membrane Transport Systems
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of plasma is about 7.4 (+ x l0-B M H+), and the lumi.nal pH of the stomach can
reach 0.8 (0.i5 M H+). The cells Lransport H+ against a concentration gradient of
I X 106 6 Assuming there is no electrical componen[, the energy for H+ secretion
under [hese conditions can be calculated from Eq 12.1 and is 91 kcal mol I of
HC1.

12.6
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CHANNELS
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Channels and Pores in Membranes Function Differently
Membrane channels and pores are intrinsic membrane proleins and are differentiated on the basis of their degree of specificity for molecules crossing the membrane.
Channels are selective for specific inorganic cations and anions, whereas pores are
not selective, permitting inorganic and organic molecules [o pass through the membrane. The Na+ channel of plasma membranes of eukaryotlc cel1s, for example,
permits movement of Na+ aLatate more than ten times greater than that for K+.
This difference between channels and pores is due to differences in size of the aqueous area crea[ed in the protein structure as well as amino acid residues lining the
channel area Over 100 families of channel-forming proteins have been identified.
A common motif is a structure formed by amphipathic a helices of associated protein subunits or from domains within a single polypeptide chain creati.ng a central
aqueous space as pictured in Figure 12.34. Exceptions to the a-helical structure are
the porins (see below) o[ Gram-negative bacteria, which have a B-sheet structure
Iining the central pore

Opening and Closing of Channels Are Controlled
Opening and closing of membrane channels involve a conforma[ional change in the
channel protein. Those controlled by changes in the transmembrane potential are
referred to as vohage-gated channels; a specific sensor detects membrane potential
changes and transfers i[s energy to the channel to control its gate In the case of the
Na+ channel, depolarization of the membrane leads to an opening of the channel.
Voltage-gated channels for Na+, K+, and Ca2* are present in the plasma membrane
of most celis; Clinical Correlation 23.1 (p. 997) describes changes in voltage-gated
channels in myotonic muscle disorders. Mitochondria have a voltage-dependent
channel for anions. Binding of a specific agent, termed an agonist, is ano[her mechanism to control opening of a channel. Binding of acetylcholine opens the channel

in the nicotinic-acetylcholine receptor, allowing the flow of Na+ into the ce1l.
This is important to neuronal electrical signal transmission (see p. 998). In addi[ion, some channels are controlled by cAMP (see p. 928), Clinical Correlation 12.3
describes the modification of the Cl- channel in cystic fibrosis These forms of control for opening channels are very fast, permitting bursts of ion flow through the
membrane at rates of over 107 ions s-r, which is near their diffusion rate in solution. This rate is necessary because these channels are involved in nerve conduction and muscle contraction. The surface of a nerve [erminal can contain several
hundred different channel molecules, including voltage-dependent Ca2* channels,
K+ channels, Caz+-gated K+ channels, CI- channels, Iigand-gated channels, and
stretch-activated channels. A number of pharmacological agents are used [herapeutically to modulate channels.

Sodium and Chloride Channels
5C
FIGURE 12,34

Arrangement of protein subunits or domains

to form a membrane channel.

Voltage-sensitive Na+ channels mediate rapid increase in intracellular Na+ following depolarization of the plasma membrane in nerve and muscle cells. The channel
consists of a single large glycopolypeptide and several smaller glycoproteins. Genes
for some of the peptides of Na+ channels have been cloned and the amino acid

CHANNELS AND

in the channel, each
with six transmembrane a helices A modei for this lranspor[er is presented in
Figure 12 35a and a possible arrangement of the helices in the membrane as viewed
looking down at a membrane is presented in Figure 12.35b One transmembrane

PoRrs
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sequences determined. There are four repeal homology units

segment, labeled as SIV has a posrtively charged amino acid at every rhird position
and may serve as a voltage sensor A mechanical shift of this region due to a change
in the membrane potential may lead to a conformalional change in the protein, resulting in the opening of the channel The channel size crealed by the protei.n, however, cannot totally explain the specificity for Na+.
Chloride channels participate in regulating cell volume, srabilizing membrane
potential, controlling signal transduction, and regulating transepi.theal transport
Ligand-gated, vohage-gated, ATP-binding casselte types (see p. 525) have been
identlfied Some are activated by cyclic AMP (cAMP) and Ca2* The cystic fibrosis
transmembrane regulator is a C1- channel (see Clin Corr 12.3).

Extracellular

CIINICAI CORRETATION

1

2.3

Cystic Fibrosis and the
Cl- Channel
Cystic fibrosis (CF), an autosomal recessive
disease, is the commonest, fatal, inherited disease

of Caucasians, occurring with a lrequency

of I rn 2000 live birrhs It is a multiorgan disease, with a principal manifestation being pu1monary obstruction. thtck mucou, >ecretions
obstruct the small airways, allos'ing recurrent
bacterial infections Exocrine pancreatic dvsfunction occurs early and leads to steatorrhea
(fatty stool) in CF patients, see p 110-1 tor a
discussion of the role of the pancreas rn iat digestion and absorption. CF patients hare reduced Cl- permeability, which impairs l1uid
and electrolyte secretion, leading to iuminal
dehydration Diagnosis of CF is confirmecl br
a significant increase of CI- content of sseat
o[ afected individuals in comparison to norma1 individuals
The gene responsible for CF was ldentified in 1989 and over 400 mutations leading
to CF have been found. The most common
mutation (about 70olo) leads to a deletion of a
single phenylalanine at position 508 on the
protein, but missense, nonsense, frameshilt,
and splice-junc[ion mutations (see p. 192)
have also been reported. Many mutations lead

to a change in protein folding The CF gene
product is the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) CFTR is a
cAMP-dependent Cl channel and may itself
regulate other ion channels; lt is expressed in
epithelial tissues Phosphorylation of a cytoplasmic regulatory domain by protein kinase
A activa[es the channel. CFTR is a polypeptide
of 1.480 amrno acids with structural homology
to the superfamily of ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporters The gene has been cloned
(see p. 287) and a major effort is under way to
treat the disease by gene therapy, using both
viral and nonviral vectors including liposomes
(see Clin Corr 12 I)

D M Gene therapy for
cystic fibrosis; a clinical perspective Gene Ther 2'.88,
).995;Fizzell R A Functions of the cystic fibrosls
transmembrane conduc[ance regulator protein Am
J Respir Cit Care Med 751:54,1995; Naren, A P,
Cormet-Boyaka, E , Fu, J , et al CFTR chloride channel regulation by an interdomain interaction Science
286544, 1.999; and Wagner, J A, Chao, A C, and
Gardner, P Molecular strategies for therapy of cystic
fibrosis Annu Rer. Pharmacol Toicol 35:257,1995
Alton, E W and Geddes,

(b)

I

FIGURE 12.35

Possible model of the Na+ channel.
(a) The single pepride consists ol lour repeating units wrth each unit folding into six transmembrane helices (b) Proposed arrangement of the transmembrane sequence as viewed
down on the membrane
Redrawnt'rom Noda,

M,

et

cl

Nalure 320:188, 1986
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CH3- C-O -CH2 -CH2
FIGURE 12.36

Structure of acetylcholine.

Nicotinic-Acetylcholine Channel (nACh

+

- N-

(CHs)s

R)

The nicotinic-acetylcholine channel, also referred to as the acetylcholine receptor, is an example of a chemically regulated channel, in which binding of acetylcholine (Figure 12.36) opens the channel. The dual name is used to differentiate
this receptor from other acetylcholine receptors, which function in a different manner. Acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter, is released at the neuromuscular junction by
a neuron when electrically excited. The acety'choline diffuses to the skeletal muscle membrane where it interacts with the acetylcholine receptor, opening the channel and allowing selective cations to move across the membrane (see p. 998). The
change in transmembrane potential leads to a series of events culminating in mus-

cle contraction. The nicotinic-acetylcholine receptor consists of five polypeptide
subunits, with two a subunits and one each of B, y, and 6; each o subunit is glycosylated and two others contain covalently bound lipid. Phosphorylation of the
a subunit is required for activity. The channel opens when acetylcholine molecules
bind to each of the two a subunits, causing a conformational change in the protein;
closure of the channel occurs within a millisecond due to hydrolysis o[ acetylcholine
to acetate and choline, and their release from the protein. In the open conformation,
cations and small nonelectrolytes flow through the channel but not anions;
negatively charged amino acid residues in the channel are sufficient to repel nega-

tively charge ions.
The nicotinic-acetylcholine receptor is inhibited by several deadly neurotoxins
including d-tubocurarine, the active ingredient of curare, and several toxins from
snakes including c-bungarotoxin, erabutoxin, and cobratoxin. Succinylcholine,
a muscle relaxant, opens the channel, leading to depolarization of the membrane;
succinylcholine is used in surgical procedures because its activity is reversible due
to the rapid hydrolysis of the compound after cessation of administration.

Gap Junctions and Nuclear Pores
junctions and nuclear membrane pores are relatively large
openings created by specific proteins. Gap junctions are channels lined by proteins
spanning two plasma membranes that create aqueous connections between two
cells. They mediate the electrical coupling between cells, and the exchange of ions
and metabolites but not large molecular weight compounds such as proteins. The
Plasma membrane gap

Cytosolic side

Plasma membrane

e*tr""" ,

",'
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Plasma membrane

Cytosolic side

FtcuRE 12.37
Model for a channel in the gap junction.

PASSIVE MEDIATED TRANSPoRT SYSTEMS

FlGURE 12.3B

Molecular organization o[ recombinant cardiac gap junction.
Model developed from electron crystallography (a) A tu1l side view is shown and (b) rhe
density has been cropped to show the channel intenor M, membrane bilayer; E, extracellular spar'e: and C. cyroplasmic space
RepinLed with permission Jrom Unger, V. M , Kumar, N M , Gilula, N B , and Ytager,
1999 Coplrigllt@ 1999 by American Associatton Jor the AdyancemenL oJ Science
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di.ameter of the opening ranges from 12 ro 20 A Oligomers of the gap juncrion
polypeptide (32 kDa), referred to as connexin, form the channel Twelve subuni[s,
six in each cell, form a hexameri.c structure in each membrane as shown in Figure 12.37. The molecular organization of a recombinant gap junction is presented
in Figure 12.38. The channels are normally open but increases in cytosolic Ca2+,
a change in metabolism, a drop in transmembrane potenlial, or acidifi.cation of the
cytosol cause closure. When the channel is open [he subunits appear to be slightly
tilted but when closed they appear to be more nearly parallel to a perpendicular to
[he membrane, suggesting that subunits slide over each other.
Like gap junctions, nuclear pores span two membranes, creating aqueous channels in Lhe nuclear envelope Pores are about 90 A in diameter and permit the
movemenl of large macromolecules They are very complex structures and partlcipate in [he movement of RNA from the nucleus to the cytosol The plasma
membranes of Gram-negative bacteria contain protein pores, termed porins. Over
40 different porins have been isolated and they range in size from 28 to 48 kDa In
contrast to most mammalian channels, these transmembrane segmen[s are B sheets
not a helices and exist in the membrane as trlmers Porins are water-fi1led transmembrane channels and range in diameter from 6 to 23 A with some degree of selectivity for inorganic ions; some, however, permit the uptake of sugars

Passive mediated transport, also referred to as facilitated diffusion, is a mechanism for translocation of solutes through cell membranes without expendilure of
metabolic energy (see Table 12.5,p.5I4). As with nonmediated diffusion the di-
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TABLE

12.6 Major lsoforms of Clucose Transporter

Isoform

fissue

CellularLocalization

Comments

GLUTl

Muscle

Plasma membrane

Activrty in muscle increased by
insulin, hypoxia, and diet

Heart

Blood-brain
barrier
Glia cells
Placenta

GLUT2

Liver

Plasma membrane

Pancreas

GLUT3

Intestine
Kidney
Neuron
Kidney

Plasma membrane

Placenta

GLUT4

Muscle

Plasma membrane

Adipose
Heart
GLUT5

Blastocysts
Muscle

Sarcolemmal vesicles

Activity in muscle and adipose
tissue stimulated by insulin,
and in muscle by hypoxia
and diet
Fructose ln substrate

Spermatozoa

-"O"-"*r-"rr-elo,
I

.:/

o

rection of flow is always from a higher to a lower concentration. The distinguishing differences be[ween the process of nonmediated diffusion and passive mediated
lransport are lhe demonstra[ion of sa[uration kinetics, a s[ructura1 specificity for the
class of molecule moving across the membrane, and specific inhibition of solute
movement in the latter process.

Phloretin

Clucose Transport ls Facilitated
C-CH"

il"

o

2,4,6-Trihydroxyacetosphenone

FrcuRE 12.39
Inhibitors of passive mediated transport of
o-glucose in erythrocytes.

Eight members of a superfamily of membrane proteins that mediate o-glucose transport have been reported in mammalian cells. The proteins are products of unique
genes that are expressed in a tissue-specific manner. The glucose transporters are
designated as GLUTI, GLUT2, and so on (Table 12.6). All have 12 hydrophobic
segments considered to be the transmembrane regions and there is significant
amino acid similarity between the transporters. Most are in the plasma membrane
where direction of movement of glucose i.s usually out to in. GLUT2, however, may
be responsible for glucose export from liver cells. The transporters catalyze a
uniport mechanism and are most active with o-glucose. D-Galactose, D-mannose,
o-arabinose, and several other o-sugars as well as glycerol are translocated by some
isoforms GLUT5 of sarcolemmal membranes of skeletal muscle transports fruc[ose
preferentiallir The affinity of the erythrocy[e transporter is highest with glucose with
a K- of -6.2 mM, whereas for other sugars the affinity is much lower. With isolated
erythrocytes, glucose moves into or out of the erythrocyte, depending on the direc[ion of the concentration gradient, demonstrating [he reversibility of the system.
GLUT4 is an insulin-responsive transpor[er Activity of some GLUTs in muscle is
stimulated by exercise and hi,poxia, under these conditions there is an increase in
glucose utilization by muscle Several sugar analogs as well as phoretin and2,4,6-

trihydroxyacetophenone (Figure ).2 39) are competitive inhibitors

Cl- and HCO3+ Are Transported by an Antiport Mechanism
FIGURE 12.40
Passive anion antiport mechanism

for move-

ment of Cl- and HCO3- across the erythrocyte plasma membrane.

An anion [ranspor[er in erythrocytes and kidneys involves the antiport movement
of C1 and HCO3 (Figure 12.40). The transporter is referred [o as the Na+independent Cl--HCOr- exchanger or anion exchange protein and, in erythro-

PASSIVE MEDIATED TRANSPoRT SYSTEMS

3, the latter because of its position in SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of erythrocyte membrane proteins. The direction of ion flow is reversible and depends on the concentration gradients of the ions across [he mem-

I
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cytes, band

brane. The lransporter is important in adjusting the erythrocyte HCO3concentration in arterial and venous blood.

ADFs-

The kidney transporter is a trunca[ed form of the erythrocyte protein and is responsible for base (HCO3-) efflux to balance rhe AfP-driven H+ efflux.

Mitochondria Contain a Number of Transport Systems

HPO42-

The inner mitochondrial membrane contains antiport systems for exchange of
anions between cytosol and mitochondrial matrix, including (1) a transporter for
exchange of ADP and ATB (2) a spnporrrransporrer for phosphate and H+, (3) a
dicarboxylate carrier that catalyzes an exchange of malate for phosphate, and (4) a
lranslocator for exchange of aspartate and glutamate (Figure 12.+l). The relationship of these transporters and energy coupling are discussed on p. 583. In the absence of an input of energy these [ransporters mediaLe a passive exchange of metabolites down their concentration gradien[ to achieve a thermodlnamic equilibrium.

Malate2-

As an antiport mechanism, a concentration gradient of one compound can drive the
movemen[ of the other solute. In several cases, the transporter mediates the antiport
movement of an equal number of electrical charges on Lhe substrates, in such move-

ment the mitochondrial membrane porenrial influences the equilibrium. ADp-Arp
and phosphate transporters, as well as an uncoupling protein (see p. 586) thar
translocates H+, have significant amino acid homology and are presumably derived
from a common ances[or. lt has been suggested that each subunit has six transmembrane a helices. The uncoupling protein, found in mitochondria of brown adipose tissue, is involved in generation of heat.
The ATP-ADP transporter is very specific for ATp and ADp but does not
transport AMP or other nucleotides. The protein represents about l2o/o of the total
protein in heart mitochondria lt ls very hydrophobic and can exist in two conformations. Atractyloside and bongkrekic acid (Figure 12 42) are specific inhibitors,

HPO42-

HPO42-

Aspartate-

Glutamate-

Glutamate-

FlcuRE 12.41
Representative anion transport systems in

liver mitochondria.
Note that each is an antiport mechanism.
Mitochondrial transport sysrems are discussed in
Chapter 13.
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FrcuRE 12.42
Structure of two inhibitors of the ATP-ADP transport system o[ liver mitochondria.
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with a different conformation of the protein The mitochondriai membrane potential can drive the movement of the nucleotides by this
[ranslocator, but in the absence of the membrane potential it functions as a passive
mediated transporter.
each apparently reacting

ATP driven
transport

ADP

+ P;

ATP
S2

Na+ driven
transport

Na+ gradient

Na+

Na+

Nal

Na+

is maintained
by ATP

ATP

ADP +

P;

FlcuRE 12.43
Involvement of metabolic energy (ATP) in
active mediated transport systems.
Chemical energy released on hydrolysts of AfP to
ADP and inorganic phosphate ls used to dnve
active transport oI various substances, includlng
Na+ The transmembrane concentration gradrent
of Na+ is also used for actl.e transpoft of subSTANCCS

Active mediated [ransporters have the same [hree characteristics as facilitated transport systems, that is, saturation kinetics, substrate specificity, and inhibitability (see
Table 12.5). They also require utilization of energy to [ranslocate solutes Ac[ive
lransporters are classified as primary active transporters if they require ATP as the
energy source, or secondary active transporters if a lransmembrane chemical gradient of Na+ or H+ is required for translocation (Figure t2 43).Transporters utilizing ATP are also referred to as an ATPase, an errzyrrre activity, because during
translocation AfP is hydrolyzed to ADP and phosphate
Primary ac[ive transporters are classified as P type transporters if the protein
is phosphorylated and dephosphorylated during the lransport activity ! for vacuole,
lype are responsible for acidification (proton pumps) of the interior of lysosomes,
endosomes, Golgi veslcles, and secrelory vesicles F type transporters are involved
in ATP s).nthesis and are present in mitochondria and chloroplasts (see p. 579)
Secondary active transporters use the lransmembrane electrochemical gradient
of Na+ or H+ [o drive [ransport of sugars and amino acids Maintenance of a Na+
gradient across celi membranes is achieved by expenditure of ATP (Figure I2.43)
by the activity of a primary active transporter Inhibition of AfP rynthesis leads to
dissipation of the Na+ gradient, which in turn causes a cessation of secondary active
transport actrvlty.

Translocation of Na+ and K+ Is by Primary Active Transport
mammalian cells contain a Na+-K+ transporter, of type P, which utilizes AfP
to drive translocation of Na+ and K+ Informalion about this transporter developed
along two paths: (1) from studies of a membrane enzyme that required Na+ and
K+ to caLalyze ATP hydrolysis; the activity was termed Na*/K*-ATPase; and (2)
from measurements of Na+ and K+ movements across intact plasma membranes by
a protein referred to as the Na*/K*-pump or just Na* pump The two activities
are catalyzedby the same protein, the Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase; it is frequently
referred to just as Na*/K+- ATPase or the trivial name, Na+ pump.

A11

All Plasma Membranes Contain a Na+/K+-Exchanging
A11

ATPase

plasma membranes catalyze [he reaction

ArP?ADP+Pi

Extracellular

with an absolute requirement for both Na+ and K+ ions, and for
ATPase activities in plasma memactivity.
Excitable tlssues, such as musbranes correlate with the Na*/K*-lransport
involved
in
movement
of Na+ ion, such as those
cle and nerve, and cells actively
have
high
activities
of Na*/K*-exchangin rhe salivary gland and kidney cortex,
i[
is an oligomer with
protein;
ing AfPase The transporter is an integral membrane
of
about
55 kDa each
two a subunits of about 110 kDa each and two B subunits
subunits
are
glycoproThere are several isoforms of both subunits The smallest
AfPase
The
teins Figure 12 44 is a schematic diagram of the Na+/K+-exchanging

by an

ATPase

Mg'*, u cofactor for ATP-requiring reactions

FIGURE 12.44

activity has a requirement for phospholiplds During transport the larger subunit

Schematic drawing o[ the Na+/K+-exchanging
ATPase of plasma membranes.

is phosphorylated and dephosphorylated on a specific aspartic acid residue to form
a B-aspartyl phosphate Phosphorylation of the protein requires Na+ binding and
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FIGURE 12.45

Proposed sequence ofreactions and intermediates in hydrolysis ofATP by the
Na

+/K+-exchanging ATPase.

E1 and E2 are different conformations of the enz)rme. Phosphorylation of

the erzilrrrre

requires Na+ and Mg2+ and dephosphorylation involves K+.

Mg2+_but not K+, whereas dephosphorylation requires K+ binding but not Na+
or Mg2*. Reactions for the enzwe are presented in Figure 12.45. the isolated en4rme has an absolute requirement for Na+, but K+ can be replaced with NH.+ or
Rb+. The protein complex has two distinguishable conformations and thus is classified as an E1-E2 type transporter. various isoforms of the transporter are reguIated by different mechanisms including substrate concentrations, the cyroskeleton,
circulating inhibitors, and a vaiety of hormones. cardiotonic steroids such as digitalis are inhibitors of the Na+/K*-ATPase and increase rhe force of contraction of
heart muscle by altering the excitability of the tissue. ouabain (Figure 12.46) is
one of the most active inhibitors of Na+/l(+-exchanging ATPase; it binds on the
smaller subunit of the en4.me complex on the external surface o[ the membrane
and at some distance from the ATP-binding site of the larger monomer on the inside surface.

Movement of Na+ and K+ is an electrogenic antiport process, with three Na+
ions moving out and two K+ ions into the ceII. This leads to an increase in external positive charge and is part of the mechanism for the maintenance of the transmembrane potential in cells. AfP hydrolysis by the rransporter occurs only if Na+
and K+ are translocated. This transporter is responsible for maintaining the high
K+ and low Na+ concentrations in a mammalian cell (see p. I5).
A model for movement of Na+ and K+ is presented in Figure 12.47 . The protein goes through conformational changes during which the Na+ and K+ are moved
short distances. During this conformational transition a change in the affinity of the
binding site for the cations occurs such that there is a decrease in affinity constants,
resulting in the release of rhe cation into a milieu where the concentration is higher
than rhat from which it was transported.
As an indication of the importance of this enzqlr.e, it has been estimated rhat
Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase uses about 6O-7Ook of the AfP rynthesized by nerve
and muscle cells and may utilize about 35olo of ATP generated in a resting individual.

Another Example of a
Primary Active Transport System

Ca2+ Translocation ls

Ca2+ is an important intracellular messenger that regulates cellular processes as var-

ied as muscle contraction and carbohydrate metabolism. The signal initiated by
some hormones, the primary messenger to direct cells to alter their function, is
transmitted by changes in cytosolic Ca2+; for this reason Ca2* is referred to as a
second messenger. Cytosolic Ca2* concentration is in the range of 0.10 pM, over

OH

OH

FIGURE 12.46

Structure of ouabain, a cardiotonic steroid,
potent inhibitor of the Na+/I(*-exchanging
ATPase.
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/
2K*

o

^
l-anp
3 Na*

FIGURE 12,47

Hypothetical model for translocation of Na+ and K* across plasma membrane by the Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase.
(I) Transporter in conformation I picks up Na+ (2) Transporter in
formation 2 picks up K*. (4) Iransporter in conformation 1 transloconformation 2 translocates and releases Na+. (3) Ttansporter in con- cates and releases K+,

I0,000 times lower than that of extracellular Ca2+.Intracellular Ca2+ concentrations can be increased rapidly (I) by transient opening of Caz* channels in rhe
plasma membrane, permitting flow of Ca2* down the large concentration gradient,
or (2) by release from stores of. Ca2+ in endoplasmic or sarcoplasmic reticulum. To
reestablish low cytosolic leve1s, Ca2+ is actively transpor[ed out of cells across the
plasma membrane or into the endoplasmic or sarcoplasmic reticulum by aCa2+transporting ATPase. The various Ca2* transporters are an E1-E2 type, having two
conflormations, and are structurally and mechanisticaily similar to Na*/K+exchanging ATPase (Figure 12.48)
Ca2*-ATPase of sarcoplasmic reticulum of muscle, which is involved i.n the
contraction-relaxa[ion cycles of muscle, represents 80o/o of the integral membrane
protein and occupies one-third of the surface area (see p. 1025). The protein has
ten membrane-spanning helices and is phosphorylated on an aspartyl residue during Ca2+ translocation. Two Ca2* ions are translocated for each AfP hydrolyzed
and it can move Ca2+ against a very large concentra[ion gradient.
The Ca2+ transporter of piasma membranes has properties similar to the enzqe of sarcoplasmic reticulum. In eukaryotic cells, the transpor[er is regulated by

cytosolic Ca2* levels through a calcium-bindlng protein termed calmodulin. As
cellular Ca2* Ievels increase, Ca2* is bound to calmodulin, which has a dissociation constant of --I pM. The Ca2+-calmodulin complexbinds to the Ca2+ transpor[er, Ieading to an increased rate in Ca2* transport. This rate is increased by low-

ATP

ADP

\ trrto'*/

E.t.

2Ca2+

E1-

P

.

2Ca2+

2ca2+

2ca2+

|l
Pi

E2

H2O

FIGURE 12.48

Proposed sequence of reactions and intermediates in translocating Ca2* by Ca2*-trans-

porting ATPase.
Er and E2 are difflerent conformations of enz]rne

ering the K- for Ca2* of the transporter from about 20 to 0.5 pM. Increased activity
reduces cytosolic Caz* to its normal resting level (-0.10 trr,M) at which concentration the Ca2+-calmodulin complex dissociates and the rate of the Ca2+ transporter
returns to a lower value. Thus the Ca2+-calmodulin complex exerts fine control on
the Ca2+ transporler. Calmodulin is one of several Ca2+-binding proteins, including parvalbumin and troponin C, all of which have very similar structures. The
Ca2+-calmodulin complex is also involved in control of other cellular processes,
which are affected by Ca2+ . The protein (17 kDa) has the shape o[ a dumbbell with
two globular ends connected by a seven-turn o helix; it contains four Ca2*-binding
sites, two of high affinity on one lobe and two of 1ow affinity on the other It is believed that binding ol Ca2* to the lower affinity blnding sites causes a conformational change in the protein, revealing a hydrophobic area that can interact with a
protein that ir controls. Each Ca2*-binding sire consists of a helix-loop-helix structural motif (Figure 12.49) and Ca2* rs bound in the loop connecting the helices. A
similar s[ruc[ure is found in other Ca2*-binding proteins. The motif is referred to
as the EF hand, based on studies with parvalbumin where the Ca2+ is bound
between helices E and F of the protein.
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ATP-Binding Cassette Transport Proteins
Both eukaryotes and prokaryotes have a number of remarkable AfP-dependent
[ransporters that belong [o a superfamily of proteins termed ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transport proteins. The AfP-binding site of all these [ransporters share extensive sequence homology and a conserved domain organiza[ion: thus the name,
ATP-bindlng casselle, to indica[e that the genetic information for the common
highly conserved binding site was inserted into the genes for the transmembrane
segment of lhe transporters during evolu[ion, as a casset[e ls inserted into a casse[te
player. The ABC domain is the driving force for transporr These transporters
translocate a variety of substances, including ions, healy metals, sugars, drugs,
amino acids, peptides, and proteins. Over 30 ABC transporters, grouped into eight
subfamilies, have been identified. Many have a broad range of subs[ra[e specificity.
They all consist of a membrane-spanning domain that recognizes the substrate and
an ATP-binding domain.
Depending on the subclass of transporter, translocation occurs by several
different mechanisms, including channels, transporters, and receptors. Little is
known about [he mechanism for coupling the energy of ATP hydrolysis wirh
movement of substrate. One subfamily of ABC transporters in humans is coded in
DNA by the multidrug resistance (MDR) family of genes. The gene products
are giycoproteins, termed P-glycoproteins, which transpor[ a wide range of hydrophobic drugs and various analogs of naturally occurring lipids such as phosphatidylcholine. The multidrug resistance associated proteins (MRPs) have a
tandem repeat ol six transmembrane helices each with an ATP-binding domain
Overexpression of MDR genes leads to increased resis[ance [o a variety of drugs in
many tumor cel1s. With increased numbers of transporters, chemo[herapeutic
agents are rapidly transported out of the cells and do not attain effective intracellular concentra[ions P-glycoproteins are responsible for extrusion from ce1ls of a
variety of xenobiotics. Other P-glycoprotein transporters are responsible for efflux
of cholesterol from cells and for [ransport of bile acids across the canalicular
plasma membrane of hepatocytes (see p. 1083). Another ABC transporrer is rhe
sulfonylurea receptor, which has an impor[ant role in the regulation of glucoseinduced insulin secretion

The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) is

a

unique member of the ABC transporter family in that it is both a conduclance regulator and a C1-channel. The channel mediates transepithelial salt and liquid movement in the apical plasma membrane of epithellal cells. A dysfunction of CFTR is
the cause of the genetic disease cystlc fibrosis. CFTR consisrs of five domains, rwo
membrane-spanning domalns, two nucleotide-binding domains, and a regula[ory
domaln. Figure 12 50 is a representation of rhe CFTR. Phosphorylation of the

EF
Hand

FrcuRE 12.49
Binding site for Ca2* in calmodulin.
Calmodulin contalns four Ca2*-binding sites,
each with a helix-loop-helix moril. Ca2' ion is
bound in the loop that connects two helices
This motif occurs in various Ca2*-binding proteins and is referred to as the EF hand

FtcuRE 12.s0
Schematic diagram of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), a
member of the ABC transporter family.
NBF-1 and NBF-2 are ATP-bindlng subunits and
R is a regulatory subunit. F50B is the site of deletion of phenylalamne, which occurs in about
70o/o of patients wrth cystic fibrosis.
Redrawn with permission based on a Jigure in Ko, Y.
Pedersen,

PL
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regulatory domain regulates channel activity and ATP hydrolysis by the ABC domain con[rols the gating of the channe].. A deletion of phenylalanine residue F508
in the AfP-binding subunit NBF-I (also referred to as NBD-I) is the cause of about
70ok of the cases of cystic fibrosis. Thi.s deletion prevents the proper folding of NBFt. Other genetic diseases attributed to defects in specific ABC transport protein
genes incJ.ude adrenoleukodystrophy and Stargardt's disease, a hereditary degenerative disease of the macula lutea leading to rapid loss of visual acuity

Na+-Dependent Transport of Clucose and Amino Acids Are
Secondary Active Transport Systems
The Na+ electrochemical gradient across the plasma membrane (see p. 1095) is an
energy source for active slrnport movement with Na+ of sugars, amino acids, and
Ca2*. The general mechanism is presented in Figure 12.51 for the sodium/glucose
cotransporter (SGLI). The diagram represenls transport ofo-glucose driven by the
movement of Na+. In the process two Na+ are moving by passive facilitated transport down the electrochemical gradient and glucose can be carried along against its
concen[ration gradient. ln the transport the Na+gradient is dissipated and unless it
is con[inuously regenerated, transport of glucose will cease. The Na+ gradient is
maintained by the Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase described above and also represented in Figure 12.51. Thus metabolic energy in the form of AfP is indirectly lnvolved in cotransport because it is required to maintain the Na+ ion gradient. A decrease in cellular ATP concentra[ions or inhibition of the Na+/K+-exchanging
ATPase will cause a decrease in the Na+ gradient and preven[ glucose uptake by
this mechanism. Over 35 members of the SGLT gene family have been identified in
animal cells, yeast, and bacteria. Some isoforms are expressed in proxi.mal renal
tubules and sma1l intestinal epithelium (see p. 1103 for a discussion of SGLT in
sugar absorption) A11 SGLk have a common core structure of 13 transmembrane
helices; different isoforms have additional transmembrane spans Na+/glucose cotransporters catalyze a uniport movement of Na+ and water in the absence of
glucose.

Amino acids are [ranslocated by luminal epithelial cells of intestines by
Na+/amino acid cotransporters by a si..rnport mechanism. At least seven different
cotransporters have been identified for different classes of amino acids (see p. 1099
for details). The Na+ gradient across the plasma membrane is also utilized to drive
the transport of other ions, including a symport mechanism for uptake of Cl and
an antiport mechanism for the excretion ol Ca2* Symport movemen[ of molecules
utilizing the Na+ gradient involves coopera[lve interaction of Na+ ions and another
molecule translocated on the protein. A conformational change of the protein
occurs following associatlon of llgands, which moves them the necessary distance
in the transporter to bring them into con[act with the cy[osolic environment. Dissociation of Na+ ion from the transporter because of the low intracellular Na+ concenlration leads to a return of the protein to its original conformation and a decrease in affinity and release of the other ligand

Extracellulal
Glucose

Na*

Group Translocation lnvolves Chemical Modification
of the Transported Substrate

3 Na*

2K+
P.DF + P,

FIGURE 12.51

Na+-dependent symport transport of glucose
across the plasma membrane.

As discussed previously, a major hurdle for any active [ransport system is release of
Lhe transported molecule from the binding site after translocation. If affiniry of the
transporter for the translocated molecule does not change there cannot be movement
against a concenlration gradient. In active transporl systems described above a
change in affinity for the substrate by the transporter occurs by a conformational
change of the protein. An alternate mechanism for release of a subs[rate is by chemica1ly changing the substrate while still on the transporter. The process is termed
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FIGURE 12,52

7-Glutamyl cycle.
Represented are key reactions involved rn group translocation of amino acids across liver
cell plasma membranes. Continued uptake of amlno acids requires constant res),nthesis of

glutathione via a series ofATP-requiring reactions described in Chapter IB, page 8i9.

group translocation. The modified substrate bound to the transpor[er has a lower
affinity for the transporter and will be released. In the 7-glutamyl cycle for rransporr
of amino acids across plasma membranes of some tissues the original substrate is
chemically changed and released into the cell as a different molecule (Figure f2.52) .
7-Glutamyltranspeptidase, a membrane-bound enzyrne, caLalyzes transfer of a yglutamyl resldue from glutathione (Figure 12.53 see p 1242) ro an amino acid
being translocated forming a dipeptide. The dipeptide is released from the
translocator because of its low affinity and subsequenrly hydrolyzed, yielding rhe
translocated amino acid and oxoproline.
A11 amino acids except proline can be transported by group translocation. The
energy for transport comes from hydrolysis of a peptide bond in glutathione. For
the system to continue, glutathione must be reslrrthesized, which requires [he expenditure of three AfP molecules (see p. 1242). Group translocalion is an expensive energetic mechanism for transport o[ amino acids. The pathway is presenr in
many tissues but some doubt has been raised about its physiological slgnificance in
that individuals who genetically lack 7-glutamyltranspeptidase have no apparent

difficulty in amino acid transport
A group translocation mechanism for uptake of sugars is found in bacteria. This
pathway involves phosphorylation of the sugar, using phosphoenolpyruvare as rhe
phosphate donor. The mechanism is referred to as the phosphoenolpyruvatedependent phosphotransferase system (PTS).
SH
I

Summary of Transport Systems

C

wide variety of different rransport systems and in many instances different mechanisms to translocate the same subs[ra[e. Table 12.7 summarizes characteristics of
some major transport systems found in mammalian cel1s. The same membranes
can have avariety of different transporters. In many lnstances the rate of [ransport
of a substance across a membrahe is controlled by the number of transporlers

tt

I

The foregoing has presented the major mechanisms for movement of molecules
across cellular membranes, particularly plasma membranes Mammalian cells have
a
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FIGURE 12.53

Glutathione (7-glutamylcysteinylglycine).
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12.7 Major Transport

Systems

in Mammalian Cellsu

Sugars

Glucose
Fructose

Amino acids
Amino acid-specific transporters
amino acids except proline
Specific amino acids

A11

Passive

Widespread

Active syrnport with Na+

Small intestines and renal tubular
lntestines and liver

Passive

Passive

Intestines, kidney, and liver
Liver
Small intestine

Antiport transport of nucleotides; can

Mitochondria

Active symport with Na+
Active group transiocation

ce1ls

Other organic molecules
,ATP_ADP

Ascorbic acid

Biotin
Cholesterol
Cholic acid deoxycholic acid, and
taurocholic acid
Dicarboxylic acids
Folate

Various drugs

be active transport.
Active symport with Na+
Active lT nPort with Na+
Active: ABC transporter
Active ryrnport with Na+ and
ABC transporter
Active symport with Na+
Active
Active: ABC transporter

Widespread
Liver
Widespread
Intestines and liver
Kidney
Widespread
Widespread

Active spnport with H+
Active symport with Na+

Widespread
Braln

Antiport with counterorganic anion

Jvlitochopdria

Peptides (2 to 4 amino acids)

Active syrnport wirh H+

Intestines

Urea

Passive

Erythrocytes and kidney

H+
H+

Active
Active; vacuolar AfPase

Mitochondria

Na*
Na*, H+

Active antiport

Lactate and monocarboxylic acids

Neurotransmitters (e. g., y-amino butyric
acid, norepinephrine, glutamale,
dopamine)
Organic anions
(e g., malate, a-ketoglutarate, glutamate)

Inorganic ions

Na+, K+

Na*, HPooz
Caz*

Active: ATP driven
Active cotransport
Active :ATP driven

Widespread; lysosomes, endosomes,
and Golgi complex
Distal renal tubular cells
Proximal renal tubular cells and small
inteslipes
Plasma membrane of all cells
Kidney
Plasma membrane and endoplasmic

Active antiport
Active antiport

Widespread
Parietai cells of gastflc mucosa

Passive

(sarcoplasmic) reticulum

ca2*, Na*

H*,

K*

ci-, HCo3-

secreting H+
Passive

antiport

Erythrocytes and kidneys

,The transpor[ systems are only indicatrve o[ the vanery o[ transporters known; others responsible for a variety of substances have been proposed Most systems
have been studied in only a few tissues and therr localization may be more extensive rhan indicated ABC, ATP-binding cassette

in a membrane at a given time. Many genetic diseases are attributable to defects
in rransport sysrems (see Clin. Corr. I2.4). We have emphasized the role of
Na+ in transport, but it is important to note the important role of the proton gradlent in translocation in mitochondria (see p. 577). Transpor[ systems analogous
to [hose in eukaryotes are found in prokaryotes.

ToNoPHoRES

cuNlcAr coRRErAroN

Diseases Due

1

2.4

to Loss of Membrane Transport

A number of pathologicai conditions are due to an alteration in the
transport systems for specific cellular components Some of these are

in the appropriate sections describing the metabolism of the
intermediates. lndividuals have been observed with a decrease in gIucose uptake from the intestinal tract due to a loss of the specific
sodium-coupled glucose-galactose transporter Fructose malabsorption slndromes have been observed, which are due to an alteration in
the activity of the transport system for fructose In Hartnup's disease
there is a decrease in the transport o[ neutral amino actds in the epithelial cells of the intestine and renal tubules
In cystinuria, renal reabsorption of cystine and the basic amino
acids lysine and arginine is abnormal, resulting in formation o[ cysdiscussed

D.s I

I sze

Systems

tine kidney stones In hypophosphatemic, vitamin D resistant ilckets, renal absorption of phosphate is abnormal. Little is known concernlng possible changes of rransport activities in tissues such as
muscle, liver, and brain but it is likely that pathological states due to
the loss of specific transpoft mechanisms
covered

in these

trssues

will be dis-

, Grasset, E , Heyman, M , et al. Congenital selective malabsorption of glucose and galactose I Pediatr. Gastroenterol Nutr: 4:878, 1985;

Evans, L

and Mueckler,

M

Facilitative glucose transporters Eur

t99+

I

Biochem 219:713,

ToNoPHoRES

An interesling class of antibiotics of bacterial origin facilitates the movemenl of
monovalent and divalent inorganic ions across biological and s1'nthetic membranes.
These molecules, called ionophores, are relatively small molecular weight compounds (up to several thousand daltons). Ionophores are divided into two ma.1or
groups. (1) Mobile carriers are ionophores that readily diffuse in a membrane and
can carry an ion across a membrane (2) Channel formers are ionophores that
create a channel that transverses the membrane and through which ions can diffuse Some major ionophores are listed in Table 12 8
Each ionophore has a definite ion specificity Valinomycin (Figure I2.54) has
an affinity for K+ 1000 times grealer than for Na+, and A23187 (Figure 12.55) an
affinity for Caz+ 10 times greater than lor Mg2*. Severai of the dlffusion type
ionophores have a cyclic structure and the ion coordina[es to oxygen atoms in the
core of the s[ructure. The periphery of the molecule consists of hydrophobic groups
When an ion is chelated by rhe ionophore, its water shell is stripped away and the
ion is encompassed by a hydrophobic shell Thus an ionophore-ion complex freely
diffuses across the membrane. Since inleraction of ion and ionophore is an equilibrium reaction, a steady-state concentration of the ion will develop on both sides

of the membrane
Valinomycin transports K+ by an electrogenic uniport mechanism that crea[es
an electrochemical gradient across a membrane as it carries a positively charged K+.
Nigericin is an elec[rical1y neutral antiporter, its carboxyl group when dissociated
binds a positive i.on, such as K+, Ieading [o a neutral complex that moves across a
membrane. On diffusion back through the membrane i[ transports a proton; overall K+ exchanges for H+. These mechanisms are presented in Figure 12.56

TABLE

12.8 Major

Compound

Abbreviations: o-Val, o-vahne; r-Val, r-r,a1ine; r,
rJacta[e, and H, o-hydroxyisovalerate

lonophores
M aj

or C ations

Tr ansp or

Valinomycln
Nonactin
A23tB7

K+ or Rb*
NH4+, K*

Nigericin

K*/LI*
Na*/H*

Monensin
Gramicidin
Alamethicin

FIGURE 12.54

Structure of valinomycin-K+ complex.

caz* /2

H*

H+, Na*, K+, Rb+

K*. Rb*

te

d

Action
Uniport, electrogenic
Uniport, electrogenic
Antiport, electroneutral
Antiport, electroneutral
Antiport, electroneutral
Forms channels
Forms channels

NH
I

cHs
FIGURE 12.55

Structure of A23I87, aCa2* ionophore
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Extracellular side

Cytosolic side

Extracellular side

K*

CYtosolic side

(b)
FIGURE 12.56
Proposed mechanism for ionophoretic activities of valinomycin and nigericin.
(a) Transport by valinomycin (b) Transport by nigericln The valinomycln-K+ complex is
positively charged and translocation o[ K+is electrogenic, leadlng to creation of a charge
separation across membrane Nigericin translocates K+ in exchange for a H* across membrane and the mechanism is electrically neutral
DiagramadoptedfromPressman, B C Annu Rev Biochem 45:501,1976

The polypeptide gramicidin A forms a channel when lwo molecules in a membrane hydrogen bond at their N-terminals [o form a dimer that transverses the
membrane (Figure t2 57) Ions can diffuse through the aqueous channel that is
formed. Association and dissociation of monomers conlrol the rate of ion flux. Polar

peptide groups line the channel and hydrophobic groups are on the periphery of
the channel interacting with the lipid membrane Thls type of ionophore has a low
ion selectivity
Ionophores are valuable experlmental tools in studies of ion transiocation in biological membranes and for manipulation of the ionic compositions of cells

Gramicidin A

FlcuRE 12.s7
Action of gramicidin A.
Two molecules of gramicidin A form a dimer by hydrogen bonding at the amino ends of the
peptides, creating a channel in a membrane
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Schultz,

I c. N.ANcsrRor
B. release of the transporter from the membrane following

Multiple Choice Questions

I.

2

The glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids of membranes:
A all contain phosphorus
B are al1 amphipathic
C. all have individual charges but are zwitterions (no net charge)
D. are present in membranes tn equal quantities
E. all contain one or more monosaccharides
According to the fluid mosaic model of a membrane:
A proteins are always completeiy embedded in the lipid bilayer.
B transverse movement (flip-flop) of a protein in the membrane
is thermodyrramically favorable.
C. the transmembrane domain has largely hydrophobic amino
proteins are distributed s)T nmetrically in the membrane.
peripheral proteins are attached to the membrane only by noncovalent [orces.

3. Characteristics of a mediated transpofi system include:

A.

nonspecific binding of solute to transponer.

transport
a rate of transpon directly proportional to the concentration of

D.

solute.
release of the solute only

E.

if the concentration on the new side
is lower than that on the original side
a mechanism for translocating the solute from one side of the
membrane to lhe other

4 Which of the following require(s) a transporter that specificalIy

binds a solute?

A
B

active mediated transport
gap

junction

C. membrane channel
D. simple diffusion

acids.

D
E

C

E
5

all of the above

Which of the following can transport a solute against its concentration gradient?

A
B

active mediated transport
passive mediated transport

fi2

I
C
D
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D
E

both of the above systems
neither of the above systems

6. The transport system that maintalns the Na+ and K+ gradients

12 Which ol the followrng

across the plasma membrane of cells:
involr'es an enzlrne that is an AfPase.
is a synport system.
moves Na+ either into or out of the cell.
is an electrically neutral system.
in rhe membrane, hydrolyzes ATP independently of the move-

A The major lipid of inner mitochondrial
B
C

B

exhibit structural andlor stereospecificity for the substance

transported.
be slower than that of a simple diffusion system
D. establish a concentration gradient across the membrane
E. exist only in plasma membranes.

C

8

The translocation of Ca2+ across a membrane:
is a passive mediated transport.
is an example of a symport system.
C. involves the phosphorylation of a serine residue by ATP
D. may be regulated by the binding of a Ca2+ -calmodulin complex to the transpofter.
E. maintains [Ca2+] very much higher in the cell than in extracellular fluid.

A.
B.

9

E

B

involves the transpor[

E

uses ATP

perfamily of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters

13

14

B
C.

D
E

Questions I1 and l2: Two of the major problems encountered with rhe
oral or intravenous administration o[ drugs are the lack of tissue specificity in the action of the drug and the rapid metabolism, and therefore
Iimited period of effectiveness, of some drugs. One attempt to circumvent these problems is the use of liposomes to encapsulate the drugs.
Some drugs have a longer period of effectiveness when administered
this rvay. Research is ongoing to prepare liposomes with a high degree
of tissue specificity. Liposomes are also very useful as a research tool to
study the properties of biological membranes since they have a similar

ATP-binding casset[e (ABC) transporters:
A all have both a membrane-spanning domain that recognizes the
substrate and an ATP-binding domain
B. all effect translocation by forming channels.

C
D

transpofi process.
to maintain a concentration gradlent

requires the input of metabolic energy for mediated transpoft
of an ion.
may diffuse back and forth across a membrane
may form a channel across a membrane through which an ion
may diffuse.
may catalyze electrogenic mediated transport of an ion.
will have specificity for the ion it moves.

Membrane channels:
have a large aqueous area in the protein structure so are not
very selective
B commonly contain amphipathic a helices
C. are opened or closed only as a result o[ a change in the transmembrane potential.
D are the same as gap junctions
E. allow substrates to flow only from outside to inside the cell

A.

in eukaryotes.
all have two functions-forming a channel and conductance
are found only

regulation.

A1l of the following are correct about an ioiore EXCEPf it:

A

of transverse (flip-flop) movemen[, the lipid compositions of the two layers of the membrane equilibrate
As demonstrated with liposomes, the membrane is most fluid
at the surfaces
An rncrease in the cholesterol content of a membrane decreases
the fluidity of the membrane
A1l of the above are correct
Because

Questions 13 and 14: Cystrc fibrosrs is a relatively common (I in 2000
live births) genetic disease of Caucasians Although it affects many organs, pulmonary obstruction is a major problem CF patients have reduced Cl permeability and the disease can be diagnosed by elevated
[C1-] in sweat. Genetic mutations lead to defects in cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) protein, which is a cAMPdependent Cl- channel. CFfR shows structurai homology with the su-

The group translocation type of transpon system:
A does not require metabolic energy

of two different solute mo]ecules
simultaneously
C. has been demonstrated for fatty acids.
D. results in the alteration ol the substrate molecule during the

I0.

D

A mediated transport system would be expected to:
A show a continuously increasing initiai rate of transport with inng subst.rate concent ration.

E.

are all P-glycoproreins.

Problems

15

Draw a curve illustrating the rate of movement of a solute through
a membrane as a function of the concentration of the solute for (a)
02 and (b) uptake of glucose into the erythrocyte

16

Using the figure shown below, identify each of the types of transport systems illustrated by the letters A through E

ABCDE
Extracellular side

51

Sr 52 Sr Sz

51

Sl

structure and properties. Much of our understanding of biological
membranes has been obtained using these artificial membranes

XY

ATF

11. Cell membranes typically:

A
B
C

are about 90olo phospholipid
have both integral and peripheral proteins.

contain cholesteryl esters

membrane is

sphingomyelln.

ment of Na+ and K+

creasi

statemens concerning membranes is/are

colrect?

A
B
C
D
E
7

contain free carbohydrate such as glucose
contain large amounts of triacylglycerols.

Sr
ADP + Pi

Cytosolic
side

sz

51

ATP ADP +

X
Pi

S-Y

\S2+ Z

52

ANSWERS

I nNswrns
I B

I

This property is essential to their function in membranes. A:
Sphingolipids, except for sphingomyelins, do not. C: Cerebrosides are not charged; some gylcerophospholipids and sphingomyelins are neutral; others have net negative charges. D:

12 D

Glycerophospholipids are usually present in much larger quan-

tities than sphingolipids. E: Only sphingolipids, except for

2.

C

sphingomyelin, contain carbohydrate.
Hydrophobic domains will be in the interior, hydrophilic domains will be at either surface of the membrane. A: Proteins
may also be on the surface. B: Transverse motion of proteins
is very limited D: Proteins are distributed asymmetrically.
E: Glycans bind covalently to an amino acid as part of GPI

13 B

anchors.

3. E This is

4A
5A
6A
7B

B.

D

essential to having the solute transported across the
membrane. A: Specificity of binding ls an integral part of the
process B: Recovery of the transporter to its original condition
is one of the characteristics of mediated transport C: Only at
low concentrations of solute; transpor[ers show saturation kinetics D: Active transport, movement against a gradient, is also
mediated transport
Specific binding by the transporter is a characteristic of mediated systems. B-D: These do not require a transporter.
Transportation against a gradient requires the input of energy

The Na+-K+ transporter is the Na+/K*-ATPase. It is an antiport, vectorial (Na+ out), electrogenic (3Na*, 2K+) system E:
ATP hydrolysis is not useless
A, B: Mediated transport systems show saturation kinetics and
substrate specificity C: fhe purpose of the transporter is to aid

10.

A

11.

B

A

These are the common features B: They operate by a variety of
mechanisms, including transporters and receptors. C: Both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes have them D: CFTR is unusual in
having both of these functions E: Some, such as those coded
for by the MDR gene family or the transporter for cholesteroi
out of cells, are P-glycoproteins, but others are not.

l5
Mediated transport
G

o.

3+

the transport o[ water-soluble substances across the lipid membrane. D: This would be true only if the system were an active
one. E: Mediated sys[ems are also presenl in other membranes,
for example, mitochondrial membrane.
This occurs with the eukaryotic plasma membrane. A, B: Ca2+
phosphorylation occurs on an aspartyl residue. E: Extracellular
Ca2* is about 10,000 times higher than intracellular.
In some eukaryotic celis, amino acids are transported by group
translocation in which they are converted to a 7-glutamyl amino
acid during transport. A, E: It is an active system with the ATP
used to resynthesize the intermediate, glutathione. B, C: The
system transports a slngle amino acid at a time.
Ionophores transport by passive mediated mechanisms. B, C:
fhese are the two major tlpes of ionophores. D: Valinomycin
transports K+ by a uniport mechanism There are also antiport
systems that are electroneutral E: For example, valinomycin
has an affinity for K+ 1000 times greater than for Na+
Some proteins are embedded in the membrane while others are
at the surface. A: This is more than the total lipid. C: Cholesterol in membranes is unesterified D: A11 carbohydrate in membranes is in the form of glycoproteins and glycolipids E: This
is a minor component, if present

Cholesterol is a rigid structure. Its orientatlon, with the hydroxyl group near the surface and the rings projecting lnto the
hydrophobic core, restricts the movement of the acyl chains of
the liplds. A: Phosphatidylcholine is the major lipid of most
membranes B: Moving a charged head group through the
lipophilic core of the membrane is thermodynamically unfavorable. The two layers of the membrane do not equilibrate. C:
The area of greatest fluidity is the center of the membrane
where the methyl ends of the acyl chains are located.
The helices typically form the channel with hydrophilic side
chains lining the channel and hydrophobic ones facing the lipid
core of the membrane. A: This describes a pore; channeis are
quite specific. C: Voltage-gated channels, like that for Na+, are
controlled this way but others, like the nicotinic acetylcholine
channel, are chemically regulated D: Clusters of membrane
channels work together to form a gap junction. E: Substances
may move in either direction as dictated by the concentration
gradient

14.

El

=o
yd

64
>F
96
EE
b6

translocation is an active uniport. C: Like Na*/K*-ATPase,

9. D

| :rr

a

(U

E

Ditlusion

Concentration of solute

(a) Oz is

I6

+

a gas and crosses membranes by simple diffusion and,
thus, rate increases with concentration as illustrated b1- the
lower curve on the above figure
(b) Uptake of glucose by erythrocytes is a passive mediated
transport so should show saturation krnetics as illustrated
by the upper curve in the figure
AII of the systems illustrated represent mediated transport. A:
An active uniport. B: A passive antiporq for example, CI-HCO3-. C: An active antiport; for example, Na*/K*-ATPase.
D: A group translocation representing a change in 51 during
transpoft. E: A si.,rnport system; in this case, 51 could be glucose and 52 could be Na+
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ENERGY-PRoDUCING AND
EN ERGY- UTI LIZI NG SYSTEMS

Living cells are composed of a complex, intricately regulated system of energyproducing and energy-utilizing chemical reactlons called metabolism. Metabolism
consists of two contrasting processes, catabolism and anabolism, which represent
the sum of chemical changes that convert foodstuffs into usable forms of energy and
into complex biological molecules. Catabolism involves degradation of ingested
foodstuffs or stored fuels such as carbohydrate, Iipid, and protein into either usable
or storable forms of energf These reactions generally result in conversion of large
complex molecules to smaller molecules (ultimately CO2 and H2O), and in mammals

often require consumption of 02. Energy-utilizing reactions perform various
necessary and,

in many ins[ances, tissue-specific, cellular functions, flor example,

newe impulse conduction, muscle contraction, growth, and cell division. Catabolic
reactions are generally exergonic with the released energy generally trapped in the
formation of AfP The oxidative reac[ions of catabolism also resuh in transfer of
reducing equivalents [o the coenzymes NAD+ and NADP+ to form NADH and
NADPH and a proton (H+). Anabolic pathways are involved in biosgrthesis of
large, complex molecules from smaller precursors and require expenditure of energy
either in the form of ATP or using reducing equivalents stored in NADPH (Fig-

ure 13.1).

ATP Links Energy-Producing and Energy-Utilizing Systems
The relationship between energy-producing and energy-utilizing fupctions of cells
is illustrated in Figure 13.1. Energy may be derived from oxidation of metabolic

"or,To,.""/

FIGURE 13.1

Energy relationships between energy production (catabolism)
and energy utilization (anabolism).
Oxidative breakdown of foodstuffs is an exergonic process releasing free energy and reducing power that are trapped as ATP and
NADPH, respectively Anabolic processes are endergonic and use
chemical energy stored as ATP and NADPH.
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Structures of ATP and ADP complexed with Mg2+.
High-energy bonds are highlighted

fuels presented to the organism usually in the form of carbohydrate, Iipid, and protein. The proportion of each fuel utilized as an ener5/ source depends on the tissue
and the dietary and hormonal state of the organism. For example, mature erythrocytes and adult brain in the fed state use only carbohydrate as a source of energy,
whereas the liver of a diabetic or fasted individual metabolizes primarily lipid to
meet the energy demands. Energy may be consumed during performance of various energy-linked (work) functions, some of which are indicated in Figure 13.1.
Note that liver and pancreas are primarily involved in biosynthetic and secretory

work functions, whereas the primary function of cardiac and skeletal muscle
involves converting metabolic energy into mechanical energy during muscle
contraction.
The essential link between energy-producing and energy-utilizing pathways is
the nucleoside triphosphate, adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) (Figure 13.2). ATP
is a purine (adenine) nucleotide in which adenine is attached in a glycosidic linkage to o-ribose. Three phosphoryl groups are esterified to the 5f position of the
ri.bose moiety in phosphoanhydride bonds. The two terminal phosphoryl groups
(1.e., I and 7) are designated as energr-rich or high-energy bonds. SyT rthesizing
AfP as a result of a catabolic process or consuming AfP in an energy-linked cellular
function involves formation and either hydrolysis or transfer of the terminal phosphate group of AfP The physiological form of this nucleotide is chelated with a divalent metal cation such as magnesium.

Carbohydrate
I

H

-C-

OH

I

I

NAD+ and NADPH in Catabolism and Anabolism

H-C:O

Many catabolic processes are oxidative in nature, because [he carbons in the substrates, carbohydrates, Iats, and proteins, are in a partially or highly reduced state
(Figure 13.3). Reducing equivalents are released from substrates in the form ofhydride ions (a proton containing two electrons H: -), which are transferred from the
substrates to nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide-{*Or*; by enzy,rnes called dehydrogenases

H-l-oH
j
oxidized

with formation of NADH (Figure i3.4). The NADH is then trans-

ported into mitochoncliia where reducing equivalents are transferred in a series of
reactions by the electron transport chain to 02 as the ultimate electron acceptor.
The oxidative reactions in mitochondria are exergonic, producing energy rr"d fo.
slrrthesis of AfP in a process called oxidative phosphorylation. The reductive and
oxidative reactions in the NAD+-NADH cycleplay a central role in conversion of

Lipid
I

'-i-*
Beduced

thechemrcalenergyof.e+@4infoodstuf[sintochemica1energyofFIGURE13.3
phosphoric anhydride bonds of ATP This process, called energy transduction,
be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
r. ,
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Oxidation stares of typical carbon atoms in
carbohydrates and lipids.
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Structure of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD).
Hydride ion (H: , a proton with rwo electrons) transfer to NAD+ forms NADH

Anabolism in contrast to catabolism is largely a reductive process as small more
highly oxidized molecules are converted into large complex molecules (Figure 13.I).
The reducing power used in biosynrhesis of highly reduced compounds, such as
fatty acids, is provided by NADPH, a 2' phosphorylated NAD (see p. 426), produced by transfer of electrons to NADP+ (Figure 13.5).

8.2 | THERMoDyNAMtc
EN

RELATIoNSHIps AND
ERGY.RICH COMPONENTS

Living cells can interconvert different forms of energy and also may exchange energy with their surroundings. Hence it is necessary to review the principles of
thermodynamics, which govern reactions of this type. Knowledge of rhese principles

will facilitate a perception of how energy-producing and energy-urilizing me[a-

bolic reactions are permitted to occur within the same cell and how an organism

is

able to accomplish various work functions.
The first law of thermodynamics states that energy can neither be created nor
destroyed. This law of energy conservation stipulates that, although energy may be
converted from one form to another, the total energy in a system musl- remain constant. For example, chemical energy available in a metabolic fuel such as glucose is
converted in the process of glycolysis to another form of chemical energy, AfP In
skeletal muscle chemical energy involved in energy-rich phosphate bonds of AfP
may be converted to mechanical energy during the process of muscle contraction.
The energy involved in an osmotic electropotential gradient of protons across the
mitochondrial membrane may be converted to chemical energy using the proton

F!GURE 13.5

Transfer of reducing equivalents during catabolism and anabolism using NADPH and
NADH.

gradient to drive AfP slmthesis.
To discuss the second law of thermodynamics the term entropy must be defined. Entropy, designated by S, is a measure or indicator of the degrepcf disorder
or randomness in a system. Entropy is viewed as the energy in a sys"tem that is unavailable to perform useful work. A11 processes, whether chemical or biological,
Lend to progress toward a situation of maximum en[ropy Hence living systems that

THERMoDvNAMTc RELATToNSHTps AND ENERCy-RrcH coMpoNENTS

are highly ordered are never at equiiibrium with their surrounding as equilibrium
in a system will result when the randomness or disorder (entrop/) i.s at a maximum.
In biological systems, however, it is nearly impossible to quantitate entropy changes
as such systems are rarely at equilibrium. For simplicity and because of its inherent utility in these considerations, a quantity termed free energy is employed.

Free Energy ls the Energy Available

for Useful Work

The free energy (denoted by G or Gibbs free energy) o[ a system is that portion
of the total energy in a system that is avallable for useful work. It is further defined by

AG:AH-TAS
In this expression for a system proceeding toward equilibrium at a constant temperature and pressure, AG is the change in free energy, AH is the change in enthalpy or the heat content, T is the absolute temperaLure, and AS is the change in
entropy of the system. If AG is equal to zero, [he process is at equilibrium and there
is no net flow in either direction of the reaction. Furthermore, any process that exhibits a negative AG (free-energy change) will proceed spontaneously toward equiIibrium in the direction written, in part, due to an increase in entropy or disorder
in the system. Such a reaction releases energy and is called an exergonic reaction.
A process that exhibits a positi.ve AG will proceed spontaneously in the reverse direction as wrilten. Energy from some other source must be applied to this process
to a1low it to proceed toward equilibrium. This process is termed an endergonic
reaction. It should be noted that the sign and value of AG do not predict how fast
the reaction will go. The rate of a given reaction depends on [he free energy of activation but not on the magnitude of AG. In addition, the change in free energy in
a biochemical process is the same regardless of the pathway or mechanism employed to attain the final state. The change in free energy for a chemical reaction is
related to the equilibrium constant of that reaction. For example, an enzyrnatlc reaction may be described as

A+Bi-C+D
and an expression for the equilibrium constant may be written

., :

^"0

as

tcltDl
[A][B]

Under standard conditions, when reactants and products are initially present at I M
concen[rations, aL 1 atm pressure and t M [H+] or pH 0, the standard free-energy
change is defined as AGo. Biochemists have modified this expression and define the
standard free energy at pH 7.0 (tH*l : 10-7 M), where biological reactions generally occur. Under these conditions the change in free energy is expressed as AGo'
and Kio. Since the value of LG is zero at equilibrium, the following relationship is
defined:

AGo'

:

-RT ln Klo

R is the gas constant, which ls 1.987 cal mol 1 K-I or 8.134 J mol-1 K-I, depending on whether the resultant flree-energy change is expressed in calories (cal)
or joules (J) per mole; and f is the absolute temperature in kelvin units (K).
Hence, if the equilibrium constant for a reaction is determined, the standard
free energy change (AG'') for that reaction also can be calculated. The relationship
between AGo' and Klo ls illustrated in Table I3.I. When the equilibrium constant
of a reaction is less than unity, the reaction is endergonic, and AGo' is positive.
When the ^ouilibrium constan[ is greater than unity, the reaction is exergonic, and
AGo' is negative.
As discussed above, AGo'of a reaction defines work available in a reaction when
substrates and products are present at I M concentrations. In ceils this situation

I s+t
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\
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B

does not occur, as compounds are rarely present at I M concentration. Hence an
expression related to actual intracellular concentrations of substrates and products
can provide insight into work available in a reaction. The expression for AG at any
concentration of substrate or product includes the energy change for a I M con-

centration of substrate and product to reach equilibrium (AG'') and the enerry
change to reach a I M concentration of substrates and products:
AG

: AGo,* Rr rn (ffii#)

For example, in a muscle cell the concentration of ATP : 8.1 mM, [ADP]
0.93 mM, and P, : 8.I mM. lf AG"' for the reaction ATP + HOH iADP +
is 7.7 kcal mol-r at 37'C, pH 7.4, then the overall AG for the reaction is
AG

:

LG

: -7.7 kcal mol-1 + (-4.2 kcal mol-1) : -12 kcal mol-l

AGo'

*

RT

ln / tADPltPil

\

:
Pi

\

IArPI I
:
AG
AGo' * RT ln [0.93 x 10-3]

These calculations demonstrate that considerably more free energy is available for
work in a muscle cell than indicated by the value of AGo'. Moreover, synthesis of
AfP in muscle cells under these conditions, the reverse reaction, would require

*12 kcal mol-1 of energy.
ln energy-producing and

energy-utilizing metabolic pathways

in cellular sys-

tems, free-energy changes characteristic of individual en4lmatic reactions in a metabolic pathway are additive; flor example,

A--+B-+C+D
:
+ AGB'- c * AG3AGfl-B
AGflID

o

Although any given en4rmatic reaction in a sequence may have a characteristic positive free-energy change, as long as the sum of all free-energy changes is negative,
the pathway will proceed. Another way of expressing this principle is that enzymatic reactions with positive free-energy changes may be coupled to or driven by
reactions with negative free-energr changes associated with them. In a metabolic
pathway such as glycolysis, various individual reactions either have positive AG"'
values or AGo' values close to zero. On the other hand, there are other reactions
that have large and negative AGo' values, which drive the entire pathway The crucial consideration is that the sum of AGo' values for individual reactions in a pathway must be negative in order for such a metabolic sequence to be thermodynamically feasible. Also, as for all chemical reactions, individual en4rmatic reactions in
a metabolic pathway or the pathway as a whole would be facilitated if the concentrations of the reactants (substrates) of the reaction exceed the concentrations of
products of the reaction.
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Caloric Value of Dietary Substances
During comple[e stepwise oxidation of glucose, a primary metabolid fuel in cells, a
large quantity of energy is available. The free energy released during oxidation of
glucose in a functioning cell is illustrated in the following equation:
C6H12O6

+ 6 Oz-+ 6 CO2 +

6

H2O,

AGo'

:

-686,000 cal mol-l

When this process occurs under aerobic condi[ions in most cel1s, it is possible to
conserve less than one-half of this "available" energy as 38 molecules of ATP The
AGo'and caloric values for oxida[ion of other metabolic fue]s are listed in
Table 13.2. Carbohydrates and proteins (amino acids) have a caloric value of 3-4
kcal g-1, while lipid (i.e., palmitate, a long-chai.n fatty acid, or a triacylglycerol) exhibits a caloric value nearly three [imes greater. The reason that more energy is derived from lipid than from carbohydrate or protein relates to lhe average oxidation

in these substances. Carbon atoms in carbohydrates are considerably more oxidized (or less reduced) than those in lipids (Figure 13.3). Hence
state of carbon aloms

during sequential breakdown of lipid nearly three times as many reducing equivaIents (a reducing equi.valen[ is defined as a proton pius an electron, i.e., H+ + e-)
can be extracted than from carbohydrate.

Compounds Are Classified on the Basis of Energy
Released on Hydrolysis of Specific Croups
The two terminal phosphoryl groups of AfP are referred to as high-energy bonds,
indicating that free energy of hydrolysis of an energy-rich phosphoanhydride bond
is much grea[er than would be obtained for a simple phosphate ester. High energy
is not spronymous with stability of the chemical bond in question, nor does it refer

to the energy required to break such bonds. The concept of high-energy compounds implies that products of hydrolytic cleavage of the energy-rich bond are in
more stable forms Lhan the original compound. As a rule, simple phosphate esters
(1ow-energy compounds) exhibit negative AGo' values of hydrolysis in the range
t-3 kcai mol-], whereas high-energy bonds have negative AGo'values in the
1.
range 5-15 kcal mo1 Phosphate es[ers such as glucose 6-phosphate and glycerol 3-phosphate are examples of low-energy compounds. Table I3.3 lists various
types of energy-rich compounds with approximate values for their AGo' values of
hydrolysis.
There are various reasons why certain compounds or bonding arrangements are
energy rich. First, products of hydrolysis of an energy-rich bond may enst 1n more
resonance forms than the precursor molecule. The more possible resonance forms
in which a molecule can exist stabilize that molecule. The resonance forms for inorganic phosphate (Pi) can be written as indicated in Figure 13.6. Fewer resonance
forms can be written for AfP or pyrophosphate (PPJ than for phosphate (P).
Second, many high-energy bonding arrangements have groups of similar electroslalic charges located in close proximity Lo each other in such compounds. Because like charges repel one ano[her, hydrolysis of energy-rich bonds alleviates this

TABLE

1

3.2

Free-Energy Changes and Caloric Values Associated

with the Total Metabolism of Various Metabolic

Glucose
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Tiipalmitin
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180
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FIGURE 13.6

(a) Resonance forms of phosphate. (b) Structure of pyrophosphate.

situation and, again, lends srability to products of hydrolysis. Third, hydrolysis of
cerlain energy-rich bonds results in formation of an unstable compound, which
may isomerize spontaneously to form a more stabie compound. Hydrolysis of phosphoenolpyruvate is an example of thi.s tlpe of compound (Figure 13.7). The AG"'
for isomerization i.s considerable, and the final product, in this case pyruvate, is
much more stable. Finally, if a product of hydrolysis of a high-energy bond is an
undissociated acid, dissociation of the proton and its subsequent buffering may
con[ribute [o the overall AG"' of the hydrolytic reaction. In general, any property
or process that lends stability to produc[s of hydrolysis tends to confer a highenergy characler to that compound. The high-energy character of 3',5'-cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) has been attributed to the fact that the phosphoanhydride bondi.ng character in this compound is strained as it bridges the 3'
and 5' positions on ribose. The energlr-rich character of thiol es[er compounds such
as acetyl CoA or succinyl CoA results from the relatively acidic character of the
rhiol group. Hence the lhioester bond of acetyl CoA is nearly equivalent in energy
terms [o a phosphoanhydride bond rather than to a simple thioester.

Free-Energy Changes Can Be Determined

CHz

in Coupled Enzyme Reactions
AG'' value of hydrolysis of the terminal phosphate of ATP is difficult to de[ermine simpiy because the Ilo of the hydrolytic reaction is far to the right.
The

ATP

+ HOH

i-

ADP

+

Pi

O

ilil
c-o - P-ott
coo- oPhosphoenorpyruvate

+ H+

I

However, AGo' of hydrolysis of AfP is determined indirectly because of the additi.ve nature of free-energy changes discussed above. Hence free energy of hydrolysis
of ATP is derermined by adding AGo' of an ATP-utilizing reaction such as hexokinase to AGo' of a reaction that cleaves phosphate from the product of the hexokinase reac[ion, glucose 6-phosphate (G6P), as indicated below:
hexokinase

G6P + ADP + H+
ff
gluco'e o-phosphatase
glucose * Pi
G6P + HoH ffi
ATP+HOH;-ADP+Pi+Hl
glucose

+ ArP

AG'

=

-14.8 kcal mol-1lr- HOH
I
I

I
I

+

CHo

: -4.0 kcal mol-t
AGo' : -3.3 kcal mo1-I
LG"'

AGo'

Enolpyruvate

: -7.3 kcal mol-l

Free energies of hydrolysis for other energy-rich compounds are determined
similar fashion.

in

O

ll'll
c-oH + Ho - P- Oll
ocoo-

'l

|

{roon,"n"or" isomerization)

cHs

a

I

C-O
I

High-Energy Bond Energies of Various Groups Can Be
Transferred from One Compound to Another

cooPyruvate (stable torm)
FTGURE 13.7

Energy-rich compounds can transfer various groups from the parent (donor) com- Hydrolysis of phosphoenolpyruvate indicating
pound to an acceptor compound in a thermodpamically feasible fashion as long the free energy released.
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FIGURE 13.8

Examples of reactions involved in transfer of "high-energy" phosphate.

(c)

as an appropriate enzyme is present to facilitate transfer. The energy-rich interme-

diates

in the glycolytic pathway such as I,3-bisphosphoglycerate and phospho-

enolpyruvate can transfer their high-energy phosphate moieties to AfP in the phosphoglycerate kinase and p)rruvate kinase reactions, respectively (Figure 13.8a). The
AGo' values of these two reactions are - 4 .5 and -7 .5 kcal mol- 1, respectively, and
hence transfer of "high-energy" phosphate is thermodynamically possible, and AfP
synthesis is the result. AIP can transfer its terminal high-energy phosphoryl groups
to form compounds of relatively similar high-energy character [i.e., creatine phosphate in the creatine kinase reaction (Figure 13.8b)l or compounds of considerably
lower energy, such as glucose 6-phosphate formed in the hexokinase reaction

(Figure 13.8c).
Thus phosphate or other transferable groups can be transferred from compounds that contain energy-rich bonding arrangements to compounds that have
bonding characteristics of a lower energy in thermodynamically permissible enzymatic reactions. This principle is a major premise of interaction between energyproducing and energy-utilizing metabolic pathways in living cells.
Although adenine nucleotides are mainly involved in energy generarion or
conservation, various nucleoside triphosphates, including ATP, are involved in
transferring energy during bioslmthetic processes. As indicated in Figure 13.9, the
guanine nucleotide GTP serves as the source of energlz in gluconeogenesis and protein slmthesis, whereas UTP (uracil) and CTP (cytosine) are utilized in glycogen

o
il

"i ii \,
uru/\c'-N
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^rr"\*/"^
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R

Guanine (GTP)
(Gluconeogenesis
and protein synthesis)

R

Cytosine (CTP)

Uracil (UTP)

(Lipid synthesis)

(Glycogen synthesis)

FICURE 13.9

Structures of purine and pyrimidine bases involved in various biosynthetic pathways.
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FIGURE 13.10

Nucleoside diphosphate kinase and nucleoside monophosphate kinase reactions.
N represents any purine or plrimidine base; (d) indicates a deoxgibonucleotide.

in the terminal phosphate bonds of
AfP may be transferred to the other nucleotides, using either the nucleoside
and lipid s),nthesis, respectively. The energy

diphosphate kinase or the nucleoside monophosphate kinase reactions illustrated

in Figure 13.10. Two nucleoside diphosphates are converted to a nucleoside
triphosphate and a nucleoside monophosphate in various nucleoside monophosphate kinase reactions, such as the adenylate kinase reaction (Figure I3.1I). The
significance of these types o[ enzyrnes is that the terminal energy-rich phosphate
bonds of ATP may be transferred to appropriate nucleotides and utilized in a variety of bioslmthetic processes.
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SOURCES AND FATES OF ACETYL COENZYME A

The acetate group that seryes as the source of fuel for the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle is derived from the major energy-generating metabolic pathways of cells.
These pathways include oxidation of long-chain fatty acids by B-oxidation, break-

down of ingested or stored carbohydrate by glycolysis, oxidation of ketone bodies, acetoacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate, and oxidation of ethanol as well as oxidative breakdown of certain amino acids (Figure 13.12). All of these processes
eventually result in production of the two-carbon unit acetyl coenzyme A (CoA).
As indicated in Figure 13.13, coenz)ryne A, abbreviated either as CoA or CoASH, is
a complex molecule composed of B-mercaptoethylamine, the vitamin pantothenic
acid, and the adenine nucleotide, adenosine 3'-phosphate 5'-diphosphate. In cells,
coenzyme A exists as the reduced thiol (CoASH), which forms high-energy thioester
bonds with acyl groups and is involved in a vaiety of acyl group transfer reactions.
As such, CoA altemately serves as acceptor, then donor, of the acyl group. Various
metabolic pathways involve only acyl CoA derivatives, for example, B-oxidation of

FIGURE 13.11

Adenylate kinase (myokinase) reaction.
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Free latty acid

Amino acids

Deamlnatlon and

oxidation

FIGURE 13.12

General precursors of acetyl CoA.
Carbohydrates, Iipids, and proteins are broken down to form acetyl CoA.

fatty acids and branched-chain amino acid degradation. Because CoA is a large,
hydrophilic molecule, derivatives of CoA such as acetyl CoA, are not freely transported across cellular membranes. This property has necessitated evolution of
certain transport or shuttle mechanisms by which various intermediates or groups
are transferred across membranes. Such acyltransferase reactions for acetyl groups
and long-chain acyl $oups will be discussed in Chapter 16. Since the thiol ester
linkage in acyl CoA derivatives is an energy-rich bond, these compounds can serve
donors of acyl groups in acyltransferase reactions. AIso, to synthesize an
acyl CoA derivative a high-energy bond of AfP must be expended, such as in the
acetate thiokinase reaction,

as effective

acetate

*

CoASH

+ ATP acetate kire, acetyl CoA + AMP +

HO-

Hsc-

o
il
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I
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FIGURE,I3.13

Structure of acetyl CoA.
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Metabolic Sources and Fates of Pyruvate
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Glucose

During aerobic glycolysis (see p. 599), glucose or other monosaccharides are converted to pyruvate, the end product of this cytosolic pathway Pyruvate, formed in
degradation of amino acids such as alanine or serine, has a number of fates depending on the tissue and its metabolic state. The fates of pyruvate and tlpes of reactions in which it participates are indicated in Figure 13.14. The oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate in the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction is discussed next;
see p 782 for a discussion of other reactions involving pyruvate

I

lGlycolysis
I

t
Transamination Pyruvate-

\Reduction

69*'"^*o*l"on\,.")@

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase ls a Multienzyme Complex
Pyruvate is converted to acetyl CoA by the pyruvate dehydrogenase multienz).me
complex:

pymvate + NAD+ + coASH

* NADH * H+;

pvruvare dehvdrosenase

, acetyl coA + co2
AG"': -8 kcal mol I

The mechanism of this reac[ion is more complex than might be inferred from the
overall stoichiometry Three catalytic cofactors, thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP),
lipoamide, and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), are bound to subunit proteins
of the complex in addition to the stoichiometric cofactors, CoASH and NAD+. The
p)'ruvate dehydrogenase reaction has a AGo' of -8 kcal mol-1 and hence is irreversible under physiological conditions. The mammalian pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex consists of three different tlpes of catalytic subunits associa[ed in a multienz).rne complex with molecular weights of the'complex from kidney, heart, or
liver ranging from 7 to 8 5 X 106. The catalytic subunits with their associated catalytic cofactors are presented in Table 13.4
The structure of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex derived from Eschenchia
coli with a particle weight of 4.6 x 106 has been visualized by electron microscopy.
These electron micrographs of the bacterial enzyme (Figure 13.15) indicate tha[
transacetylase, which consists of 24 identical polypeptide chains (UW : 64,500),
forms the cube-like core of the complex (white spheres in model shown in Figure
13 15) Twelve pyruvate dehydrogenase dimers (b1ack spheres; MW : 90,500) are

distributed symmetrically on the 12 edges of the transacetylase cube. Six dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase dimers (gray spheres; MW : 56,000) are distributed on
the six faces of the cube. The arrangement of these subunits in a structured multienzlrne complex provides for greater efliciency in the overall reaction of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex as the intermediates of the reaction are tightly bound
to the enzyme subunits and are nol released into soLution.
The functional group of TPP participates in the formation of a covalent intermediate (Figure 13.16) Lipoic acid forms an amide bond with a lysine on
the transacetylase and is called lipoamide, while FAD is tightly bound to the

TABTE

13.4

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex of Mammals

of
Chains

Number

EnTyme
P)'ruvate

Prosthetic
Group

20 or 30

TPP

60

Lipoamide

6

FAD

dehydrogenase

Dihydrolipoyl
transacetylase

Dihydrolipoyl
dehydrogenase

Reaction Catalyzed,
Oxidative decarboxylation
of pyruvate
Tiansfer o[ the acetyl
group to CoA
Regeneration of the

oxidized form of lipoamide
and transfer of electrons
to NAD+

FIC

Metabolic fates of pyruvate.
Pyruvate is a[ a crossroads of metabolism P1'ruvate can be converted to lactate, alanine, oxaloacetate, or acetyl CoA depending on the
needs of the cell
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FIGURE 13.15

Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from E. coli.
(a) Electron micrograph. (b) Molecular model. The

erzpe

complex was

negatively stained with phosphotungstate (X 200,000).
Couftesy oJ Dr Lester

l.

Reed,, Uni,tersity oJ

Texa, Austin.

dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase subunit. The structures of NAD+ and CoASH are presented in Figure 13.4 and 13.13, respectively The mechanism of the reaction is illustrated in Figure 13.17.

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase ls Strictly Regulated
trvo tlpes of regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex have been characterized. First, two products of the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction, acetyl
CoA and NADH, inhibit the complex in a competitive fashion, as feedback inhibitors. The second and most important regulation of the p1'ruvate dehydrogenase
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lI
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o
Flavin adenine dinucleotide
(oxidlzed)

(Reduc€d)

FIGURE 13,16

Structures of coenzymes involved in the pynrvate dehydrogenase reaction.
See Figure I3.4 for strucLure of NAD+and Figure 13.13 for structure of CoA.
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NAD+

OH
L

I

CH3-CH -TPP

,s
p..l

Dihydrolipoyl

NADH + H+

dehydrogenase

Dihydrolipoyl

Pyruvate
dehydrogenase

transacetylase

FIGURE 13.17

o

Mechanism of the pyruvate dehydrogenase
multienzyme complex.
Plruvate dehydrogenase catalyzes oxidative decarboxylation of pymvate and transfer of the
acetyl group to lipoamide. Dihydrolipoyl
transacetylase transfers the acetyl group lrom
lipoamide to coenzyme A. Drhydrolipoyl dehy-

il

CH3-C-S -Lip -

SH

TPP = Thiamine pyrophosphate
LiP =

L;P6"';6"

drogenase oxidizes reduced lipoamide.

complex involves regulation by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. Two forms
of the complex have been described: (I) an active, dephosphorylated complex and
(2) an inactive, phosphorylated complex. Inactivation of the complex is accomplished by a Mg2+-AfP-dependent protein kinase, which is tightly bound to the
enzyrne complex. Reactivation is accomplishedby a phosphoprotein phosphatase,
which is also bound to the complex and dephosphorylates the complex in a Mg2+and Ca2*-dependent reaction. The differential regulation of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase and phosphatase is the key to the overall regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. Essential features of this complex regulatory system are illustrated in Figure 13.18. Acetyl CoA and NADH inhibit the dephospho (active)

FtcuRE 13.18
Regulation of the pynrvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex.
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Pyruvate
Dehydrogenase

Deficiency
A 'r'arietv of disorders in pl.ruvate metabolism
have been detected in chrldren. Some involve
deficiency of the catalytic or regulatory subunits of the pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyne compiex Children dlagnosed with pyruvate dehydrogenase deficiency usually exhibit
elevated serum levels of lactate, pyruvate, and
alanine, which produce a chronic lactic acidosis. They frequently exhibit severe neurological defects, and in most sltuations this type of
enzymatic defect results in death The diagnosis of pyruvate dehydrogenase deficiency is
usually made by assaying the enzgne complex
and./or its various enzymatic subunits in cultures ol skin fibrobiasts taken from the patrent
In certain instances patrents respond to dietary
management in which a ketogenic diet is administered and carbohydrates are minimized
Patients may be in shock from lactic acidosis
because decreased delivery of 02 to rissues inhibits pyruvate dehydrogenase and increases
anaerobic metabolism Patients with this condition have been trea[ed with dichloroacetare,
an inhibitor o[ the kinase subunit of pyrr.vare
dehydrogenase lnhibition of the kinase, which
causes inhibition of the en4rne, will therefore
activate the enzlrne complex.
Patel, M S and Harns, R A. Mammalian a-kero
acid dehydrogenase complexes: gene regulation and
genetic defects FASEB
9:1164.1995

I

Tricarboxylic acid cycle

Sterols and fatty acids

FlcuRE 13.19
Sources and fates of acetyl CoA.

form of the enz)..rne. These two compounds also stimulate the protein kinase reaction, leading to an interconversion of the complex to its inac[ive form. ]n addition,
free CoASH and NAD+ inhibit the prorein kinase. Hence any increase of the mitochondrial NADH/NAD+ or ace[y1 CoA/CoASH ratio wirh concomirant lowering of
NAD+ and CoASH will result in an inactivation of pyruvare dehydrogenase by the
stimulated kinase reaction. In addition, pymvate, lhe substra[e of [he enz).ryne, is a
potent inhibitor of rhe protein kinase, and therefore in the presence of elevated tissue p)Tuvate levels the kinase will be inhibited and the complex maximally acrive.
The activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is stimulared by C** rhat acrs
as a potenl activa[or of the protein phosphatase reaction These effects of Ca2* may
play an important role in skeletal muscle where the release of Ca2+ during con[raction will activate the protei.n phosphatase of pyruvate dehydrogenase, thus stimulating the oxidation of pyruvate by this enzyme and hence energy producrion. Finally, insulin administration activates pyruva[e dehydrogenase in adipose tissue, and
catecholamines, such as epinephrine, activate pyruvate dehydrogenase in cardiac
tissue. The mechanisms of these hormonal effects are not well understood, but alterations of intracellular distribution of Ca2+, such rhat the phosphoprotein phosphatase reactlon is stimulated in the mitochondrial matrix, may be involved. These
hormonal effects are not mediated directly by alterations ln tissue cAMP levels, because pyruvate dehydrogenase protein kinase and phosphatase are cAMPindependent or insensitive (see Clin. Corr. 13.I).

Acetyl CoA ls Used by Several Different Pathways
in the mitochondrial matrix include (1) complete
oxidation of the acetyl group in the TCA for energy genera[ion; (2) in liver, con-

Fates of acetyl CoA generated

version of excess acetyl CoA in[o ketone bodies, aceloacelate, and B-hydroxybutyrate; and (3) transfer of acetyl unils as citrate [o the cytosol with subsequent
biosynthesls of long-chain fatty acids (see p 698) and sterols (Figure 13 19) (see p
742).

13.4

I rRrcARBoxYLtc ACrp cyclE

Acetyl CoA produced in energy-generaring catabolic pathways of mosr cells is completely oxidized to CO2 in a cyclic series of reactions termed the tricarboxylic acid

rRrcARBoxYLrc ACrD cYCLE

| ::f

(TCA) cycle. This metabolic cycle is also commonly referred to

as the citric acid
cycle or the Krebs cycle after Sir Hans Krebs who postulated its essential features
in 1937. The primary location of enz).rnes of the TCA cycle is in mitochondria although isoz).,rnes of some enzyrnes are found in cytosol. A mitochondrial iocation
for the TCA cycle is appropriate as [he pyruvate dehydrogenase multienz)..rne complex and the fatty acid p-oxidation sequence, the lwo primary sources of acetyl
CoA, are also located in mi[ochondria. Four reactions, involved in oxidation of
acety' CoA by rhe TCA cycle, transfer electrons to either NAD+ or FAD. The resulting NADH * H+ or FADH2 are subsequenrly oxidized by the mirochondrial
electron transport chain (a1so referred [o as the electron transfer chain or
respiratory chain) to generate energy that is used to form AfP in a process called
oxidative phosphorylation, discussed on page 577. The enzymes of rhe elecrron
transport chain and those involved in ATP s),nthesis are also exclusively localized
in mitochondria. Figure 13.20 is an overview of reactions of rhe TCA cycle. In the
first step of the TCA cycle, the acetyl moiety of acetyl CoA is condensed with oxaloacetate (a four-carbon dicarboxylic acid) to form citrate (a six-carbon tricarboxylic acid). After rearrangement of the carbons of cilrate, two oxida[ive decarboxylation reactions result in formation of two molecules of CO2. two moiecules of
NADH * H+ and succina[e (a four-carbon dicarboxylic acid) with production of
the high-energy bond as GTP In the next steps of the cycle two more oxidations
occur with production of another NADH * H+ plus one FADH2 and regeneration

Tricarboxylic acid
cycle

(4)

of oxaloaceta[e
In summary the subs[rate of the TCA cycle is the two-carbon unit acetyl CoA
and the products of a complete rurn of the cycle are rwo CO2, one high-energy
phosphate bond (as GTP), and four reducing equivalenrs (i.e., three NADH and one
FADH2). The NADH and FADH2 are subsequently oxidized by rhe electron transport chain with the production of 9 ATP (see p. 578 for yieids of ATp during oxidation of the coen4.,rnes).

2H+

+ 2e-

(reducing equivalents)

9 ATP

FIGURE 13.20

General description of synthesis of ATP

within mitochondria.

Reactions of Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle
The individual enzymatic reactions of the TCA cycle are presented in Figure t3 21.
The initial step of the cycle is caralyzed by citrate synthase, an enzqe localized
in the matrix. This highly exergonic reaction commits acetyl groups to citrate formation and complete oxidation in the Krebs cycle. As shown below citrate synthase
involves condensation of an acetyl moiety and the a-keto carbon of the dicarboxylic
acid oxaloacetate. The citroyl-SCoA inlermediate is not released but remains bound

to the catalytic si[e on citra[e sy,nthase.

o

cuil-scon
Acetyl CoA

o
tl
'C-SCoA

I

c-cooI

+

.coo

I

"CH,

t-

HO-C-COO
o

CoASH

I

CHa

t-

coo-

cH2coo-

Enzyme-bound

Oxaloacetate

citroyl-SCoA

.CH,
I

l-

HO-C-COOI

cHo

t-

coo
Citrate

CITRATE SYNTHASE

The equilibrium of this reactlon is far toward citrate formation with a AGo' near
-9 kcal mol I It should be noted that the inrramitochondrial concenrrarion
of oxaloacetate is very low (less than I pM); however, the strong, negative

Acetyl CoA produced by oxidation of p),ruvare
and fatty acids is metabolized by the tricarboxylic acid cycle to reducing equivalents,
which are oxidized by the electron transport system. Energy released during the oxidative
process is used to drive slnthesis of ATP
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FIGURE 13.21

Tricarboxylic acid cycle.
Asterisked carbons indicate fate of the carbons of the acetyl group

AG"' serves to drive the reaction forward. The low concentrations o[ oxaloacetate,
which are below the K^ of the reaction, may also be a major factor controlling this
reactron.

Citrate is converted to isocitrate by a reversible reaction catalyzed by aconitase in which the hydroxyl group of citrate is transferred to an adjacent carbon
with a C-H bond. The hydroxyl group is thus located next to the carboxyl group
of isocitrate where oxidative decarboxylation can occur. eonversion of citrate to
isocitrate occurs on the surface of the aconitase enzqe without release of the pro-

posed intermediate cis-aconitate. Aconitase contains a nonheme iron-sulfur

rRrcARBoxYLrc ACID cYCLE

cluster that is involved in the catalytic mechanism. The overall equilibrium of the
reaclion favors the formation of ci[rate.

c,.s-Aconitate

Citrate

lsocitrate

ACONITASE

Fluoroacetate is a potent inhibitor of the cycle, although it does not inhibit directly any of the en4rmes of the cycle. The mechanism of inhibition is explained
by the observation that fluoroacetate is converted in two steps to fluorocitrate,
which is a potent inhibitor o[ aconitase. Fluoroacetyl CoA is formed by action of
acetyl CoA s)mthetase. Citrate slrrthase then converts fluoroacetyl CoA to fluorocitrate. Fluoroacetate is lethal in small doses and has been used as a rat poison; the
LDro, the lethal dose for 50olo of animals consuming it, is 0.2 mg per kilogram of

body weight.

In the next step of the TCA cycle, isocitrate dehydrogenase converts
isocitra[e to a-ketoglutarate in an oxidative decarboxylation reaction with concomitant reduction of NAD+ to NADH + H+. The isocitrate dehydrogenase present in mammalian mitochondria requires NAD+ as the acceptor of reducing
equivalents, has a molecular weight of 380,000, and consists of eight identical
subunits. The reaction requires a divalent metal cation (e.g., Mn2* or Mg2*) in
decarboxylation of the B position of oxalosuccinate. The equilibrium of this reaction lies strongly toward d-ketoglutarate formation with a AGo' of nearly -5
kcal mol-1.
.coo-

*cooI

I

.CHz

.CHz

NAD*

NADH + H*

\rr
HC-COO- =-.--T-I

I

HO-C-H
I

coolsocitrate

I

H-C-COOI

c :Q

I

coo-

coo-

Oxalosuccinate

ct-Ketoglutarate

C:O

I

ISOCITRATE DEHYDROGENASE

Mitochondria also have an isocitrate dehydrogenase tha[ requires NADP+. The
NADP+-linked en4rme is also found in the cytosol, where it is involved in providing reducing equivalen[s for cytosolic reductive processes.
Conversion of o-ketoglutarate to succinyl CoA is catalyzed by the aketoglutarate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex, which is nearly identical to
the plmrvate dehydrogenase compiex in terms of the individual reactions catalyzed
and its structural features. Again, thiamine pyrophosphate, lipoic acid, CoASH,
FAD, and NAD+ participate in the catalytic mechanism. The multienzyme complex
consists of a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, dihydrolipoyl transsuccinylase, and
dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase as three catalytic subunits. The equilibrium of the
@-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase reaction lies strongly toward succinyl CoA formation with a LG"' of -8 kcal mol-r. In this reaction the second molecule of CO2
and the second reducing equivalent (i.e., NADH + H*) of the TCA cycle are produced. Another product of this reaction, succinyl CoA, is an energy-rich thiol ester compound similar to acetyl CoA.
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a substrate-level phosphorylation reaction in [he next step of the TCA cycle.
Succinyl-CoA synthetase (or succinate thiokinase) converts succinyl CoA to succinate and in mammalian tissues results in the phosphorylation of GDP to GTP
rhe energy-ri.n
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Succinyl CoA

Succinate
SUCCINYL CoA SYNTHETASE

This reacti.on is freely reversible with a AG'' : -0.7 kcal mol-1 and the catalyti.c
mechanism involves an enz)'rne-succinyl phosphate intermediate
:

succinyl CoA
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*
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enz-succinyl phosphate
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cooI

cHz
I
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cooI
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*
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\./c
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C
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coo-

Succinate Malonate

#
+

enz-succinyl phosphate

The enz).ryne is phosphorylated on the 3 position of a histidine residue during the
reaction, which conserves the energy of the thioester for formation of GTP The
presence of the nucleoside diphospha[e kinase provides the mechani.sm for the
transfer of the 7-phosphate of GTP to ADP to genera[e ATP (Figure 13 10)
Succinate is oxidized to fumarate by succinate dehydrogenase, a complex enzyrne rightly bound to the inner mitochondrial membrane. Succinate dehydrogenase is composed of four subunits, a 70,000 MW subunit contains the substratebinding site (FAD covalently bound to a histidine residue), and a 30,000 MW
subunit that contains three iron-sulfur centers (nonheme iron), plus two small
hydrophobic proteins. This enz).,rne is a typical flavoprotein in which electrons and
protons are transferred from the substrate, succinate, through covalently bound
FAD and the iron-sulfur centers in which the nonheme iron undergoes oxidation
and reduction. The electrons are eventually transferred to coenzyme Q for further
transport through the electron transfer chain as will be discussed in Section 13.6
(see p. 564). Succinate dehydrogenase is strongly inhibited by malonate and
oxaloacetate and is activated by ATP, Pi, and succinate. Malonate inhibits succinate
dehydrogenase competitively with respect to succinate due to the very close structural similarity between malonate and succinate (Figure 13.22).

I

I

Maleate

FrcuRE 13.22
Structures of succinate, a TCA cycle intermediate; malonate, an inhibitor of succinate dehydrogenase and the cycle; and maleate, a
compound not involved in the cycle.
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Fumarate is then hydrated to form r-malate by fumarase. Fumarase is a
tetramer (MW 200,000) and is stereospecific for the trans form of substrare (the cis
[orm, maleate, is not a substrate; Figure 13 22).The reac[ion is freely reversible under physiological conditions. Clinical Correlation 13.2 describes a genetic deficiency of fumarase

H

COO-

COO

Fumarate

L-Malate
FUMARASE,

The final reaction in the TCA cycle is catalyzed by malate dehydrogenase in
which the reducing equivalenls are transferred to NAD+ [o form of NADH * H+.
The equilibrium of the malate dehydrogenase reaction lies far loward l-malate formation with a AGo' : +7 .O kcal mol- 1 in the reac[ion as wri[ten below. This endergonic reaction is pulled in the forward direction by rhe actions of citrate syrrthase and other reactions o[ the cycle, which remove oxaloacetate. In addition, the
NADH produced in the three NAD+-linked dehydrogenases in rhe TCA cycle is oxidized rapidly to NAD+ by the respiratory chain, anorher factor favoring the forward direction of malate dehydrogenase.
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I

CH,

CH.
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coo
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MALATE DEHYDROGENASE

Conversion of Acetyl Group of Acetyl CoA

to CO2 and H2O Conserves Energy
In summary the TCA cycie (Figure 13.20)

serves as a terminal oxidative parhway
for most metabolic fuels. Two-carbon moieties in the form of acetyl CoA are oxidized

completely to CO2 and H2O. During this process 4 reducing equivalents (3 as
NADH * H+ and I as FADH2) are produced, which are used subsequenrly for energy generation. Oxidation of each NADH * H+ results in the formation of 2.5 AfP
in oxidative phosphorylation, while oxldation of FADH2 formed in the succinare

CTINICAL CORRETATTON 1

3.2

Fumarase Deficiency
Deficiency of enzymes of the TCA cycle is rare, indicating the importance of this pathway for survivai. Several cases, however, are on
record in which there is a severe deficiency o[ fumarase in both
mitochondria and cytosol o[ tissues (e.g , blood lgnphocytes) The
condition is characterized by severe neurological impairment, encephalomyopathy, and dystonia developing soon after birth Urine
contains abnormal amounts of lumarate and elevated levels of succinate, a-ketogluhrate, citrate, and malate. Both mitochondrial and
cytosolic iso4rmes of fumarase are derived from a single gene. In the

patients described with fumarase deficiency, both parents had halfnormal levels of etvyfie activity but were clinically normal, as expected for an autosomal recessive disorder. The lirst description of a
mutadon in the gene for fumarase reported that glutamate at residue
319 was replaced by glutamine.
Bourgeron, T, Chretien, D , Poggi-Bach, J , er al. Mutation of the fumarase
gene in two siblings with progressive encephalopathy and fumarase deficiency.
J. Clin hwest. 93:2514, 1994
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dehydrogenase reaction yields I.5 AfP AIso, a high-energy bond is formed as GTP
in the succinyl-CoA synthetase reaction. Hence the net yield of AfP or its equivaIent (i.e., GTP) for the complete oxidation of an acetyl group in the Krebs cycle
is 10.

Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle Serves as a Source
of Biosynthetic lntermediates
The discussion of the TCA cycle thus far has concentrated on its catabolic role in
the oxidative breakdown of acetate to CO2 and H2O with the formation of reduced
coenz)'rnes and the synthesis of AfP ln general, the TCA cycle serves as the final
steps in the breakdown of foodstuffs; however, as summarized in Figure 13.23, the
four-, five-, and six-carbon compounds generated in the reactions of the TCA cycle
are importan[ intermediates in biosynthetic processes. Succinyl CoA, oxaloacetate,
a-ketoglutarate, malate, and citrate are all precursors in the bioslT rthesis of important cellular compounds.
Transamination converts a-ketoglutarate to [he amino acid glutamate, which
can leave mitochondria and ser
precursor for several other amino acids. In
nervous tissue, a-ketoglutarate is converted to the neurotransmitters, glutamate and
7-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Glutamate is also produced from o-ketoglutarate by
the action of the mitochondrial ervrye glutamate dehydrogenase in the presence
of NADH or NADPH and ammonia. The amino group incorporated into glutamate
can then be transferred to a variety of amino acids by different transaminases. These
en4rrnes and the relevance of the incorporation or release of ammonia into or from
c-keto acids are discussed in Chapter 18. The four-carbon compound, succinyl
CoA, represents a metabolic branch point in that intermediates may enter or exit
the TCA cycle at this polnt (Figure 13 .24).
may be formed either from
a-ketoglutarate in the cycle or from methy
in the flinal steps of breakdown o[ odd-chain length fatty acids or the branched-chain amino acids valine and
isoleucine. Metabolic fates of succinyl CoA include its conversion to succinate in
the succinyl-CoA syethetase reaction of the Krebs cycle and its condensa[ion with
glycine to florm 6-aminolevulinate by D-aminolevulinate synthase, the initial reaction
in porphyrin bioslmthesis (see p. 1065).
Oxaloacetate is transaminated to aspartate, akey intermediate in bioslmthesis
of othe.liliilo acids. oxaloacetate is con erted to pirosphoenolpyruvate (pgp), ,
key intermediate in syrrthesis of glucose by gluconeogenesis (see p. 631). Oxaloacetate cannot cross the mitochondrial membrane and hence it is first converted
to malate, which is transported on a specific carrier out of mitochondria where it
is oxidized to regenerate oxaloacetate, which is then converted to PEP (see p. 631).
Acetyl CoA

acid <--synthesis

Gluconeogenesis

<-- -

Citrate

Oxaloacetate

/
I

------5
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-

--+
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I
I

*
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Neurotransmitters

I
I

*
Heme synthesis

FIGURE 13.23

The TCA cycle serves as a source of precursors for amino acid, fatty acid, and glucose synthesis.
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Acetoacetyl CoA
FlcuRE 13.24
Sources and fates of succinyl CoA.

Finally, cjtrate is expor[ed from mitochondria into the cytosol. Citrate lyase
converts it to oxaloacetate and acetyl CoA, a precursor for biosl,nthesis of longchain fatty acids and sterols. The oxaloacetate produced in this reaction is rapidly
reduced to malate, which is converted by action of malic errzqe to form pymvate
and NADPH, a source of reducing equivalents for biosynthetic processes in cytosol.
In addition, citrate serves as a regulatory effector of other metabolic pathways (see
Chapters 14 and 16).

Anaplerotic Reactions Replenish lntermediates
of Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle
In its role in catabolism, the TCA cycle oxidizes acety' CoA with

release of two acetate carbons as CO2 with no concomitant loss of carbons from the four-carbon di-

carboxylic acids, succinate, fumarate, malate, and oxaloacetate. Indeed, oxaloacetate, the acceptor of the acetate group, is regenerated during the cycle. However,
metabolic pathways in all tissues remove intermediates of the TCA cycle for biosynthetic pathways. Hence, in order to maintain a functional TCA cycle, a source of
four-carbon acids is required to replenish the resultant loss of oxaloacetate. The reactions that supply four- or five-carbon intermediates to the cycle are calied
anaplerotic (meaning "filling up") reactions (Figure 13.25). The most imporranr is
catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase, which catalyzes conversion of pynrvate and
CO2 to oxaloacetate (Figure 13.26). The en4.,rne contains a covalently bound cofactor, biotin, which binds CO2 in the presence of ATP and Mg2+ ions. The CO2
group is then transferred to pyruvate as a carboxyl group (see p. 731). Levels of
pymvate carboxylase are high in both liver and neryous tissues, because these [issues have a constant efflux o[ intermedia[es used for gluconeogenesis in liver and
neurotransmitter sl,nthesis in nervous tissues.
Amino acids also serye as sources of four-carbon intermediates. Glutamate is
converted to o-ketoglutarate in mitochondria by action of glutamate dehydrogenase. Aspartate is converted to oxaloacetate by transamination, while valine and
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Amino acids
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Pyruvate

Aspartate --------> Oxaloacetate
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/

I
I

+

I

I

I

Amino acids

Amino acids

\

Fumarate

\/

o-Ketoglutarate

\,/\

Succinyl CoA

I
I

<-

Glutamate

-

I
I
I

Valine and isoleucine --------> Propionyl CoA

FIGURE 13.25

Anaplerotic reactions replenish intermediates of the TCA cycle.
isoleucine are broken down to propionyl CoA that enters the TCA cycle as succinyl
CoA. Amino acids derived from muscle breakdown become an important source of
four-carbon acids as substrates for gluconeogenesis during fasting (see Chapter I4).

Activity of Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle ls Carefully Regulated

cooH
I

+ C:O

ATP +

I

cHs
Pyruvate
(+)

AcetylCoA-::->

PyruvateCarboxylase

cooH

c:o
I

I

CH.

t'

cooOxaloacetate

FIGURE 13.25

$mrvate carboxylase reaction.

Various factors regulate of the activity of the TCA cycle. First, the supply of acetyl
units, whether derived from pyruvate (i..e., carbohydrate) or fatty acids, is a crucial
factor in determining the rate of the cycle. Regulation of pyruvate dehydrogenase
has an important effect on the cycle. Similarly, any control exerted on transport of
fatty acids into mi[ochondria or rate of B-oxidation of fatty acids would serve as an
effective determinant of the cycle activiqr Second, because the dehydrogenases of
the cycle are dependent on a continuous supply of both NAD+ and FAD, their activities are very stringently controlled by the respiratory chain, which is responsible for oxidizing NADH and FADH2. As discussed in Section 13.7 (see p. 577), the
activity of the respiratory chain is coupled obligatorily to generation of AfP in reactions of oxidative phosphorylation, a process called respiratory control. Consequently, activity of the TCA cycle is very much dependent on rate of AfP slrrthesis
(and hence rate of electron transport), which is strongly affected by availability of
ADP, phosphate, and 02. Hence an inhibitory agent or metabolic condition that
interrupts supply of 02, the con[inuous supply of ADB or the source of reducing
equivalents (e.g., substrate for the cycle) would result in decreased activity of the
TCA cycle. In general, these control mechanisms of the TCA cycle are considered
to function as a coarse control of the cycle. There are a variety of postulated effectormediated regulatory interactions between various intermediates or nucleotides and
individual enzymes of the cycle, whlch may serve to exert a fine control on the activity of the cycle. Illustrations of these interactions are shown in Figure 13.27. lt
should be noted that the physiological relevance o[ many of these types of individual regulatory interactions has no[ been established rigorously in intact metabolic
systems.

Purified citrate slmthase is inhibited by ATf; NADH, succinyl CoA, and longchain acy' CoA derivatives, however, these effects have not been demonstrated in
intact me[abolic systems under physiological conditions. The most probable means
for regulating the citrate s)'nthase reaction is the availability of its two substrates,
acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate. As discussed above, very low concentrations of oxaloacetate (lower than the K^ for oxaloacetate on citrate s),nthase) are present in
mitochondria.
The NAD+-linked isocitrate dehydrogenase, often considered to be the key regulatory enzlrrne of the TCA cycle, is stimulated by ADP and in some cases AMP and
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FIGURE 13.27
Representative examples o[ regulatory interactions

mnou O

in the TCA cycle.

is inhibited by ATP and NADH. Hence, under high-energy conditions (i.e., high
ATP/ADP * P, and high NADH/NAD+ ratios), the activity of NAD+-linked isocitrate dehydrogenase of the TCA cycle is inhibited. By contrast, during periods of
low energy the activity of this enzyme and consequently the complete TCA cycle is
stimulated. Respiratory control by the electron transport chain coupled to AfP synthesis thus acts to regulate the TCA cycle at the NAD+-linked isocitrate dehydrogenase step by affecting levels of ADP and NAD+ necessary to activate or inhibit
the en4rme.

The other irreversible enzyme of the TCA cycle, the o-ketoglutarate dehydrocomplex, is inhibited by both AfP and GTB NADH, and succinyl CoA, while
Ca2* has been shown to activate the complex in certain tissues. Unlike the py'mvate dehydrogenase complex, a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase is not regulated by a
protein kinase-mediated phosphorylation.
genase

13.5

I. STRUCTURE AND COMPARTMENTATION
BY MITOCHONDRIAL MEMBRANES

The final steps in breakdown of carbohydrates and fatty acids are located in mitochondria where energy released during oxidation of NADH and FADH2 is transduced into chemical energy of AfP This process is ca1led oxidative phosphorylation
and mitochondria are often called the "powerhouse of the cell." The role of a
given tissue in aerobic metabolic functions and its need for energy based on its
physiological function are reflected in the number and activity of its mitochondria
(Figure 13 28). Cardiac muscle is highly aerobic, needing a constant supply of ATP
It has been esrimated that about one-half of the cytoplasmic volume of cardiac cells
is composed of mitochondria, which contain numerous infolding of the inner membrane called cristae and, consequently, a high concentration of the enz)'rne complexes of the eleclron transport chain. The liver is also highly dependent on aerobic metabolic processes for its various functions, and it has been estima[ed that
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FICURE 13.28

Electron micrographs of mitochondria (a) in hepatocytes from rat
liver (x 39,600) and (b) in muscle fibers from rabbit heart

(x39,600).
Courtesy oJ Dr W B Winborn, Department oJ Anatomy, The Unirersity oJ Teras
Health Science Cefiter at San Antonio, and the Electron Microscopy Laboratory, Deportment oJ Pathology, The University oJ Texas Health Science Center dt San Antonio
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mammalian hepatocytes contain between 800 and 2000 mitochondria. By contrast,
erythrocytes have no mitochondria and do not possess the capacity to generate
energy using 02 as a terminal electron acceptor and instead obtain energy from glycolysis. Mitochondria exist in a varieLy of different shapes, depending on the cell
type from which they are derived. As is seen in Figure 13.28, mitochondria from
liver are nearly spherical in shape, whereas those found in cardiac muscle are oblong or cylindrical and contain more numerous cristae than do liver mitochondria.

lnner and Outer Mitochondrial Membranes Have
Different Compositions and Functions
Mitochondria have two membranes, an outer membrane and a structurally and
functionally complex inner membrane (Figure 13.29); the space between is the
intermembrane space. Several enzymes involved in transfer of the high-energy

ofAfB such as adenylate kinase, creatine kinase, and nucleoside diphosphate
kinase, are located in the intermembrane space (Table 13.5). The outer membrane
is composed of about 30-40ok lipid and 60-70'b protein, with relatively few enzymatic or transport functions The outer membrane is rich in a protein called porin,
a membrane-spanning protein consisting of B-sheets, which forms a channel to permit the movement of molecules with molecular weights up to 10,000 through the
membrane. In addition, monoamine oxidase and lgmurenine hydroxylase, enzymes
of importance in neryous tissues for removal of neurotransmitters, are located on
the outer surface of the outer membrane.
The inner membrane, a complex membrane, conslsts of 80% protein and is
rich in unsaturated fatty acids. In addition, cardiolipin and diphosphatidylglycerol
are present in high concentrations in this membrane. The enz),rne complexes involved in electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation are located in the inner
membrane as well as various dehydrogenases and several transport systems, which
are involved in transferring substrates, metabolic intermediates, and adenine nucleotides between cytosol and matrix. The inner membrane appears to be invaginated forming folds termed cristae, increasing the surface area (Figure 13.29). The
space inside the inner membrane, the matrix, contains the enz)rmes of the TCA cycle with the exception of succinate dehydrogenase, which is bound to the inner
membrane, and enzl,rnes for fatty acid oxidation. In addition, mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA), ribosomes, and proteins necessary for transcripti.on of mtDNA and transIation of mRNA are located in the matrix.

bond

lntermembrane
space

Matrix

FtcuRE 13.29
Diagram of various submitochondrial compartments.
Green spheres represent localization of F1 portion of ATP syrrthase on the inner mitochondrial membrane.
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13.5

Enzymatic Composition of the Various Mitochondrial Subcompartments

Outer Membrane

lntermembrane Space

Monoamine oxidase
Kyrrurenine hydroxylase

Adenylate kinase
Nucleoside diphosphate

Nucleoside diphosphate kinase

Creatine kinase

Matrix

Inner Membrane
Succinate dehydrogenase
FlF. ATP slmthase

Pyruvate dehydrogenase
Citrate syrrthase

NADH dehydrogenase

Isocitrate dehydrogenase
a-Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase

kinase
Phospholipase A

B-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase
Cytochromes b, q, c, a, a3
Carnitine: acyl-CoA transferase

Fatty acyl-CoA s)'nthetases
NADH: cytochrome-c reductase
(ro tenone-insensitive)

Choline phosphotransferase

Adenine nucleotide translocase
Mono-, di-, and tricarboxylate
translocase

Glutamate-aspartate translocase
Glycerol 3-phosphate

I

Succinyl-CoA s).nthetase
Malate dehydrogenase
Fatty acid p-oxidation system
Glutamate dehydrogenase
Clutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase

Ornithine transcarbamoylase
Carbamoyl phosphate s),nthetase I
Heme syrithesis enzlrnes

dehydrogenase

13.6

Aconitase
Fumarase

ELECTRoN TRANSeoRT cHAtN

During reactions involved in fatty acid oxidation and the TCA cycle, reducing
equivalents are derived from sequential breakdown and oxida[ion of the substrates.
The reducing equivalents are [ransferred to NADH and FADH2, which are subsequentiy oxidized by the electron transport chain, a system of electron carriers Iocated in the inner membrane. In the presence of 02, this system converts reducing
equivalents into utilizable energy, as AfB by the process of oxidative phosphorylation. The complete oxidation of NADH and FADH2 by the electron transport chain
results in production of approximately 2.5 and 1.5 mol of AfP per mole o[ reducing equivalent transferred to 02, respectively.

Oxidation-Reduction Reactions
The mitochondrial electron transpor[ syslem is little more than a sequence of linked

oxidation-reduction reac[ions. Oxidation-reduclion reactions occur when there is
a transfer of electrons from a suitable electron donor (reductant) to a suitable elec[ron acceplor (oxidant). In some oxidation-reduction reactions only electrons are
Lransferred from reductant to oxidant (i.e , electron transfer between cytochromes),
cytochrome c (Fe2*)
whereas

*

cytochrome a (Fe3+)
<- cytochrome c (Fe3+)

*

cytochrome a (Fe2+)

in other tlpes of reac[ions, both electrons and protons (hydrogen atoms)

are transferred (e g , elec[ron transfer between NADH and FAD):

NADH + H+ + FAD

i--

NAD+ + FADH2

Oxidized and reduced forms of compounds or groups operating in oxidation-reduction reac[ions are referred to as redox couples or pairs. The facllity with
which a Siven electron donor (reductant) gives up its elec[rons to an electron acceptor (oxidant) is expressed quantitatively as the oxidation-reduction potential of
the system. An oxidation-reduction potenlial is measured in voLts as an electromotive force (emf ) of a half-celi made up of both members of an oxidation-reduction
couple when compared to a standard reference half-cell (usually the hydrogen electrode reaction). The potential of the standard hydrogen electrode is set by convention at 0 0 V at pH 0.0; however, in biological systems where pH is 7 0, the reference hydrogen potential becomes -0.42Y. The oxidation-reduction potentials for
a variety of important biochemical reactions are tabulated in Table 13.6. To interpret

ELECTRoN TRANSPoRT

TABLE

13.6

Potentials for Various

Standard

Biochemica! Reactions

+ 2H+ + 2e-

-.. acetaldehyde
Aceroacerate + 2H+ + 2e #
B-hydroxyburyrate
NAD+ + 2H+ + 2e- -'NADH +H+
Acetaldehyde + 2H+ + 2e- . - ethanol

-0.60

P),ruvate + 2H+ + 2e- r-..-... lactate
Oxaloacetate + 2H+ + 2e- r......^ malate
Coenzyme Qo*
2ecoenzyme Q,.4

-0

Acetate

2H+

+2e #H,

*

-0 42
-0 35
-0 32
-0.20

<-

+0.10
+0.12
+0.22

Cytochrome b (Fe3+) * e- t.....^ cytochrome b (Fe2+)
Cytochrome c (Fe3+) * e- r.... cytochrome c (Fe2*)
Cytochrome a (Fer+) * e- rcytochrome a (Fe2+)

]o, + 2H* *

2e-

r-^

19

-0.17

+0

H2o

29

+0.82

the data in the table, remember that the reductant of an oxidation-reduction pair
a large negative potential will give up its electrons more readily than redox pairs
with smaller negative or positive redox potentials. Compounds wifi-.large*Eegative
potentials are considered to be strongJghs,i4g.agelrls. By contrast, a strong oidant
(e.g., charactenzedby a large positive potential) has a very high affinity for elecrrons
and will act to oxidize compounds with more negative standard potentials.
The Nernst equation characterizes the relationship between standard oxidationreduction potential of a particular redox pair (E'o), observed potential (E), and ratio of concentrations of oxidant and reductant in the system:

with

E:

Eb+ 2.3 run?F.*

(ffi)

where E is observed potential when all reactants are present at a concentration of
I M. Eb is the standard potential at pH 7.0. R is the gas constant of 8.3 J deg-l
mol-r, T is absolute temperature in kelvin units (K), n is number of electrons being transferred, and I is the Faraday constant of 96,500 J V-r.
When an observed potential is equal to the standard potential, a potential is
defined that is referred to as the midpoint potential where concentration of oxidant
is equal to that of reductant. Knowing standard oxidation-reduction potentials of
a diverse variety of biochemical reactions allows one to predict direction of electron
flow or transfer when more than one redox pair is linked together by the appropriate enzyme that causes a reaction to occur. For example, Table 13.6 shows that
the NAD+-NADH pair has a standard potential of -0.32 ! and the pyruvatelactate pair has a standard potential of -0.19V This means that electrons will flow
from NAD+-NAD\H to pyruvate-lactate as long as lactate dehydrogenase is present
as indicated below:
pyruvate

+ NADH

*

H+

r--

lactate

*

NAD+

In the electron transfer system, electrons or reducing equivalents are produced in
NAD+- and FAD-linked dehydrogenase reactions, which have standard potentials
at or close to that of NAD+-NADH. The electrons are subsequently transferred
through the electron transfer chain, which has as its terminal acceptor the O2-wa[er
couple with a standard redox potential of +0.82 V

Free-Energy Changes

in Redox Reactions

Oxidation-reduction potential differences between two redox pairs are similar to
free-energlr changes in chemical reactions, in that both quantities depend on con-
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centration of reactants and products of the reaction and the foilowing relationship
CXISTS:

AGo'

:

-n?F LEs

Using this expression, the free-energlr change for electron transfer reactions can be
calculated if the potential difference berween rwo oxidation-reduction pairs is
known. Hence, for the mitochondrial electron transfer process in which eleclrons are
transferred between rhe NAD+-NADH couple (Ed: -0.32 V) and rhe +O2-H2O
couple (fd : *0.U2 V), the free-energy change for this process can be calculated:
L-ot
:- -n?FLEI:-2x96.5kJV-1 xI.l4V
aGAG"' : -219 kJ mol-I

where 96.5 is the Faraday constant in kJ V-I and n is number of electrons transferred; for example, in [he case of NADH -+ Oz, n : 2. The free energy available
from the potential span between NADH and 02 in the electron transfer chain is capable of generating more than enough energy to rynthesize three molecules of ATP
per two reducing equivalents or two electrons transported to 02. ln addition, because of the negative sign of the free energy available in the electron transfer, this
process is exergonic and will proceed provided that the necessary enzymes are
present.

Mitochondrial Electron Transport ls a Multicomponent System
in the overall oxidation of foodstuffs-carbohydrates, fats, and
amino acids-results in formation of NADH and FADH2 in the matrix. The electron lransport chain oxidizes these reduced cofactors by transferring eiectrons in a
series of steps to 02, the terminal electron acceptor, while capturing the free energy
of the oxidation-reduc[ion reactions to drive the synthesis of Rfe During removal
of electrons from the coenzyrnes, protons are also removed and pumped from the
ma[rix across [he inner membrane to form an electrochemical gradient, which provides energy for synthesis of AfP (Figure 13.30). The various electron carriers involved in transfer of electrons from NADH to 02 have standard redox potentials
that span the range from that of the most elec[ronegative electron donor NADH,
with a standard redox potential of -0.32 ! to the most electroposi[ive electron accep[or 02 wirh a standard redox potential of *0.82 V (Table I3.6). While electrons
are removed from reactants with more negative reduction potentials and transferred
to electron acceptors with more positive reduction potentials, the mitochondrial
The final steps

Complex

I

Succinate:ubiquinone (Q)
oxidoreductase

FIGURE 13.30

Overview of the complexes and pathways of electron transfer in mitochondrial elec-

tron transport chain.
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Oxidation-reduction potentials of the mitochondrial electron transport chain carriers.

elec[ron carriers do not exist in a linear arrangemen[. ]nstead, the electron carriers
are grouped into four large multisubunit enzyme complexes (complexes I-IV) that
catalyze different partial reactions of the electron transport chain
The four complexes of the electron lransport chain include: complex I, NADHubiquinone oxidoreductase, that calalyzes [he transfer of electrons from NADH to
ubiquinone (UQ) or also referred to as coenzyrne Q (CoQ); complex II, succinateubiquinone oxidoreductase or succinate dehydrogenase, that transfers electrons from
succina[e to coenz],rne Q; complex III, the cytochrome bc1 complex, ubiquinolcytochrome c reductase, that lransfers electrons from ubiquinol (reduced form of
ubiquinone abbreviated as CoQH2 or UQHz) to cytochrome c; and complex IV, cytochrome c oxidase, [ha[ transfers electrons from cytochrome c to 02 (Figure 13.30).
Another mul[iprotein complex, the ATP synthase, also cailed complex Y uses energy of the electrochemical gradient produced during electron transfer for slmthesi.s
of ATP (Figure 13 30). As shown in Figure I3.31, the standard reduction porenrials
of electron carriers in the four complexes span the range of redox po[entials from
NADH to 02. These four complexes consist of several different eiectron carriers including flavoproteins that contain tightly bound FMN or FAD and can transfer one
or two elec[rons, the heme-containing proteins, cytochromes (cytochromes b, c1, c,
a, and at), that transfer one electron from Fe2+ of heme, iron-sulfur proteins containing bound inorganlc Fe and S that transfer one electron, and copper in complex
lV tcytochrome c oxidase) that is involved in one electron trans[er. UQ participates
in eilher one or two elec[ron transfer reactions. In the following section, the structure and function of the four complexes will be described in detail.

Complex l: NADH-Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase
Complex I is the most complicated and, ln mammals, consists of at least 40 dlfferent
polypeptides with a molecular mass of approximately 1,000,000 Da Complex I, often called NADH dehydrogenase, oxidizes NADH and transfers electrons to
ubiquinone (coenz)ryne Q). The first step in oxidation of NADH involves transfer of
two electrons and two piotons from NADH to FMN, flavin mononucieotide (Figure 13.32), a cofac[or tightly bound to one pollpeptide subunit o[ complex I Two
electrons and [wo protons are added across the double bond of riboflavin, the reac[ive part of FMN, also known as vitamin 82.

NADH + H+ + FMN

<-

NAD+ + FMNH2

The electrons are subsequently transferred from FMN via a series of FeS centers,
both 2Fe2S and 4Fe4S (Figure 13.33) to ubiquinone. One important role of FMN
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FrcuRE 13.32
Structures of flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD) and flavin mononucleotide (FMNHT).
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FelSsCysa

FezSzCysq

Fe+SlCysl
lron

Sufiur
Sutfur in cysteine

O
O

FIGURE 13.33

Structures of iron-sulfur centers.
Yellow, inorganic sulfur; gray, sulfur in cysteine; and red, iron.

in complex I is to serve as both a two-electron acceptor from NADH and as a oneelectron donor to the FeS centers. The ability of FMN to act as both a one- and
two-electron carrier results from existence of a stable semiquinone form of FMN.
Ubiquinone, the terminal eleclron acceptor of complex I, can also act as a one- or
o

cHao..-\cus

x tt

cH3o^>f"\

[cHz- cH

: ?'.
c - cuz],n

U

Oxidized coenzyme O

complex I, four pro[ons are also pumped across the mitochondrial membrane from
the matrix side (N for negative face) to the cytosolic side (P for positive face). The
energy released during oxidative reactions occurring in complex I is conserved by
concomitant pumping of protons across the membrane. Little is known of the
mechanism by which protons are transferred across the membrane during electron
Lransfer in complex I. Figure 13.35 provides a schemalic representation of the
events occurring during electron [ransfer and pro[on pumping through complex I.
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two-electron acceptor due to [he presence of a stable semiquinone intermediate
(Figure 13.34) In addition to its hydrophilic quinone portion, ubiquinone also has
a long hydrophobic side chain consisting of l0 isoprene units, which is buried in
the membrane lipid bilayer. Ubiquinone and ubiquinol are both freely diffusible in
the membrane and can act to transfer electrons from complexes I and II to complex III, ubiquinol-cytochrome c oxidoreductase.
During oxidation of one NADH and transfer of two electrons to ubiquinone by

: c?'.- cHzl,n
4H+
lntermembrane space
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Semiquinone form of coenzyme O (free radical)
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Reduced coenzyme Q

2H+

FMN

lCHz-CH:C-CHzlnH

Complex

I

NADH

N-side

NAD+

FIGURE 13.34

FIGURE 13.35

Oxidation-reduction of ubiquinone (coen-

Model of complex I.
The presence of both the membrane and peripheral domains are indicated. Electrons are
transferred from NADH to ubiquinone (UQ) in the membrane via FMN and several FeS

zyme Q).
Note that ubiqurnone can accept. one electron at
a time, forming an intermediate semiquinone.

centers
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Complex ll: Succinate-Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase
Complex II, better known as succinate dehydrogenase, catalyzes oxidation of succinate: The complex is-composed of four subunits: a 70,000-MW subunit that contains FAD covalently bound to a histidine residue, a 30,000-MW subunit that con-

tains three iron-sulfur centers, and two small hydrophobic proteins. During
oxidation of succinate to fumarate, two electrons and two plotons are first transferred to FAD (Figure 13.36). The FADH2, thus formed, transfers electrons to
ubiquinone via FeS centers of complex Il in the following two reactions:

-+ fumarate + 2H+ * 2 e--+ UQHz
+
+
. UQ 2H+ 2 e(overall) succinate + UQ + fumarate + UQH2
AG"' : -5.6 kJ mol-r
Af5 : 0.029 V;
succinate

The small amount of free energy liberated during oxidation of succinate and transfer of electrons to ubiquinone is insufficient for proton pumping across the mitochondrial membrane and hencd no gain in free energy is accomplished by the reactions of complex II. Figure 13.36 provides a schematic representation of events
occurring during electron transfer through complex II.
M itochond rial Flavoprotein Dehydrogenases
Other dehydrogenases located in mitochondria feed electrons into the electron

Other

transport chain at the level of ubiquinone. Glycerol 3-phosphate, formed by release
of glycerol from triacylglycerols or by reduction of dihydroxyacetone phosphate
produced during glycolysis, is oxidized by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(Figure 13.36). This flavoprotein contains a single polypeptide chain and is localized
on the outer face of the inner membrane where it transfers electrons directly to
ubiquinone in the mitochondrial membrane. The importance of glycerol 3phosphate dehydrogenase in shuttling of reducing equivalents from NADH in the
cytosol to the mitochondrial electron transport chain will be discussed in Section

I3.8

(see

p. 583).

Glycerol 3-phosphate
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FIGURE.I3.35

Reduction of ubiquinone (UQ) in the mitochondrial inner membrane by the flavoproteins NADH, succinate, glycerol 3-phosphate, and fatty acyl-CoA dehydrogenases.
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The second dehydrogenase of importance in intermediary metabolism is acyl-

CoA dehydrogenase, a flavoprotein that catalyzes the first step in B-oxidarion of
fatty acids. This en4.,rne transfers electrons from fatty acyl-CoA to FAD on the dehydrogenase, which are then transferred [o electron transferring flavoprotein (ETF).
Electrons are then transferred from ETF to ETF-ubiquinone oxidoreductase that
transfers electrons directly to ubiquinone in the inner membrane. Figure 13.36 illustrates the reduction of the ubiquinone pool by all of these flavoprotein dehydrogenases including complex I, complex ll, glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase,
and ETF-ubiquinone oxidoreductase. Ubiquinol produced by these dehydrogenases is oxidized by complex III.

Complex lll: Ubiquinol-Cytochrome c Oxidoreductase
Complex III, also caLled the cytochrome bcl complex, catalyzes transfer of eleclrons

from ubiquinol [o cytochrome c coupled to the translocation of pro[ons across [he
inner mitochondrial membrane. In mammals this multisubunit enzyme complex
consis[s of 11 subunits of which three have prosLhe[ic groups thal serve as redox
centers, cytochrome b and cytochrolle c1, whlch each con[ain a heme group, and
the Rieske iron-sulfur protein, which contains a 2Fe2S clus[er The recent resoluti.on of the complete struc[ure of complex III by X-ray crysrallography has provided valuable structural information that has proved useful in explaining previous
biochemical observations and in suggesting novel insights into [he function of this
complex (Figure 13.37). In the crystal structure, the dimeric complex with a moIecular mass of 250,000 Da for each monomer, is pear-shaped wirh a large domain
protruding 75 A into the mitochondrial marrix and a smaller domain con[aining Lhe
head groups of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein and cytochrome c1 protmding into
the inlermembrane space. The transmembrane domain of complex III consists of
eight a-helices of the hydrophobic prorein, cytochrome b, plus membrane-anchoring
helices of the iron-sulfur protein, cy[ochrome c1, and other subunits of the complex.

Subunit 8
IEF

Cyt. b
Subunit 1,
Subunlt 10
Subunit 7

Subunit 6
FIGURE 13.37

Model of the crystal structure of the dimeric cytochrome bcl
complex.
The a helices of cytochrome b (pale green) form the transmembrane
domain of the complex. The enzpne protrudes 75 A into the matrix
and 38 A lnto the intermembrane space. Colors identifying the subunits are shown on the left.
Repinted with petmission Jrom Kim, H, Xia, D, Yu, C -A, Xia, I -2, Kachuin,
A M,Zhang,L,Yu,L,and,DeisenhoJer,l Proc Narl Acad, Sci USA95:8026,
1998 Copynght 1998, Nationol Academy
supphedby Dr

J

DeisenhoJer.
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Cytochromes
The cytochromes are a class of proteins that contain an iron-containing heme group
tightly bound to the protein (see p. i063). Unlike the heme group in hemoglobin
or myoglobin in which heme iron remains in the Fe2+ state, iron in heme of a cytochrome is altemately oxidized (Fe3+) or reduced (Fe2+) as it functions in the electron transport chain. The cytochromes of mammalian mitochondria are designated
as a,b, and c on the basis of the a band of their absorption spectrum and the type
of heme group attached to the protein (Flgure 13.38). The absorption band of the
diflerent cytochromes and their standard redox potentials depend on the stmcture

of the heme and its environment in the protein. Cytochrome b and other htype
cytochromes contain iron-protoporphynn lX (Figure 13.38), the same heme found
in hemoglobin and myoglobin. The heme of cytochrome b, however, is buried in
the membrane and cannot bind 02. The c-t1Ae cytochromes contain heme c that
is covalently bound to cysteine residues of the protein via thioether linkages involving vinyl side chains of protoporphyrin IX. The d-We cytochromes contain
heme a that is a modified form of protoporphyrin IX (see p. 1063) in which a
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formyl group and an isoprenoid side chain have been added to the molecule. Two
forms of cytochrome c are present in cytochrome c oxidase, complex IV of the electron transport chain.
Q-Cycle Mechanism for Electron Transfer
and Proton Pumping in Complex lll
Two heme b groups with different redox potentials, a high-potential heme of *0.50
V and a low-potential heme of -0.100 ! are bound [o cytochrome b in the cytochrome bc1 complex, or complex III. Complex III also contains one c-type cy-

Center

N

O

FIGURE 13,39

The Q cycle.
Q cycle explains electron transfer through
cltochrome,}c1 complex. QH2 ls reduced
ubiquinol, [Q-rl is the semiquinone formed at
center Q6 and Q is the semiquinone formed at
"
center Q1. ISP is iron-sulfur protein. Sites of
inhlbltors myxothiazol (Mp<o), stigmatellin
(Stig), and antimycin (Anti) are indicated.

tochrome, known as cytochrome c1. The [ransfer of electrons through complex III
is best explained by the Q-cycle mechanism in which four protons are translocated
across the mitochondrial membrane per two elec[rons [ransferred from ubiquinol
to cytochrome c (Figure 13.39). For electron lransfer to continue according to the
Q cycle, Lwo separate ubiquinone or ubiquinol-binding sites are required in the bc1
complex. A ubiquinol oxidizing site (Qo) involving the low-potential heme b (heme
bL ) is located at the positive (P) side of the membrane, where inhibitors such as
myxothiazol bind. A ubiquinone-reducing slte (Qr), involving the high-potential
heme b (heme bn) is located at [he negative (N) side of the membrane, where inhibitors such as antimycin bind. The oxidation of ubiquinol at the Qo site results
in the transfer of one electron to the 2Fe2S cluster of the iron-sulfur protein, which
subsequently is oxidized by transfer of an electron to heme of cyLochrome c1. The
strongly reducing ubisemiquinone anion flormed during ubiquinol oxidation in the
Qe site immediately reduces low-potential heme of cytochrome by that rapidly
transfers an electron to high-potential heme of cytochrome bs at the Qi site The
reduced cytochrome bs is then oxidized by transfer of an electron to ubiquinone at

the Qr site to form a stable ubisemiquinone. To complete the Q cycle, a second mo1ecule of ubiquinol is oxidized at the Q6 site and [ransfers one electron [o the iron-

sulfur protein and the second electron to heme b with eventual reduction of
ubisemiquinone at the Qi site to form ubiquinol. Overall, the Q cycle provides a
mechanism to explain the observation that four pro[ons are pumped across the inner membrane during transfer of two electrons from ubiquinol to cytochrome c.
Two pro[ons are taken up on the matrix side of [he inner membrane to reduce the
ubiquinone at the Qi site, while four protons are reLeased on the cytosolic side of
the membrane during transfer of two electrons to the iron-sulfur protein and
cytochrome c1.
Proposed Movement of the lron-Sulfur Protein

During Electron Transfer in Complex

lll

Recent crystallographic studies have indicated that the iron-sulfur protein can exis[ in several different conformations in complex III depending on both crystal form
and presence of specific inhibltors. In one conformation the head group of the iron-

sulfur protein containing the 2Fe2S cluster is located next to one of the extramembranous loops of cytochrome b that form the Q6 site. In a second conformation, the 2Fe2S cluster of the head group is close to its electron acceptor, the
heme of cy[ochrome c1, while in other conforma[ions the 2Fe2S cluster is located
between cy[ochrome b and cytochrorrie c1. Thus this head group of the iron-sulfur
pro[ein may move during electron transfer through complex lII. Several experimental approaches have provided biochemical evidence for this suggestion. A
model to explain electron transfer through the bcy complex suggests that when
ubiquinol binds in the Q6 sire and is depro[onaled, the head group of the ironsulfur protein moves closer to cytochrome b and assumes the "b" state. The deprotonated ubiquinol bound at the Qo site is oxidized then by a concerted mechanism
in which one electron is transferred to the 2Fe2S cluster of iron-sulfur protein and
the second electron is immediately transferred to the low-potential heme at the Qo
site. Ubiquinone is released from the Qg-binding pocket followed by subsequent
movement of reduced iron-sulfur protein to the "cr" state close to the heme of cytochrome c1 (Figure 13.40).
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FIGURE 13.40

Proposed moyement of iron-sulfur protein during electron transPort through

cytochrome bcy complex.
In "b" position, the iron-sulfur cluster (2Fe2S) is located on the head group of iron-sulfur protein
(ISP), which is docked on cytochrome b near Q6 site. In "c1" position, the head group ofISP is docked
such that the 2Fe2S cluster is close to the heme of cytochrome cr.

Cytochrome c ls a Mobile Carrier of Electrons
Electrons are transferred through complex III to cytochrome c, a small hydrophilic
protein with a molecular mass of 13,000 Da. Cytochrome c is a globular protein
with the planar heme group located in the middle of the protein surrounded by hydrophobic residues and covalently bound to two conserved cysteine residues on the
protein through vinyl ether linkages (Figure 13.38). The iron in the porphyrin ring

is coordinated to nitrogen of a histidine and a sulfur atom of a methionine, thus
preventing the interaction of the heme with 02 (Flgure 13.41).

CH3

Cytochrome c, Iike ubiquinone, functlons as a mobile carrier in the electron
transport chain. The protein is held loosely to the outer face of the inner membrane
by electrostatic forces where it binds to cytochrome c1 of complex III and accepts
electrons. The reduced cy'tochrome c then apparently moves along the membrane
surface where it interacts with subunit II of cytochrome c oxidase, again through
electrostatic linkages, and donates electrons to the CuA site.

- S

Methionine-€O

N

N

Complex lV: Cytochrome c Oxidase
Complex IY catalyzes transfer of electrons from cytochrome c to 02, the terminal
electron acceptor, to form water coupled to translocation of protons across the
membrane. This multisubunit enz)rme complex in mammalian mitochondria consists
of 13 subunits with a molecular mass of 200,000 Da and contains as redox components two cltochromes,4 and a3, and two copper centers, known as Cu6 and
Cus. A simpler cytochrome c oxidase containing only three or four subunits but
catalyzingsimilar electron transfer and proton pumping reactions as the more complex mammalian en4rme is present in bacterial membranes. Thus only three subunits of complex IV appear to be essential for a functional errzpe. The three
subunits present in bacterial cytochrome c oxidases are homologous to the three
largest subunits of cytochrome c oxidase, which are encoded in mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA). The remaining subunits of mammalian complex IV are encoded in
nuclear DNA and may function either as regulatory subunits or in assembly of the
enzqe. In addition, identification of tissue-specific iso4rmes of certain nuclear-

Histidine-18

encoded subunits of complex IV has provided tentative evidence of a regulatory role
for these subunits.

FIGURE 13.41

The crystal structures of both a bacterial cytochrome c oxidase and a complex IV isolated from beef heart mitochondria have been solved (Figure 13.42).

Six coordination positions of
cytochrome c.
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FrcuRE 13.42

Modcl of crystal structure of rytochrome c oxidase from bacteriumParococcus denitnJSubunit I is yellow, subunit II is purple, and subunit III is blue with an embedded phospholipid ln pink The antibody fragment used ro drive crystallizarion is cyan
RepintedwithpermissionJromlwata,s,Ostermaer,C,Ittdwig,B,Michel,H,etal.Nature3T6:660,J995.
Copynght 1995, Macmillan Magazines Limited. Figure generously supplied by

ProJessor S,

Iwata

Subunit I, the largest polypeptide of the complex, conrains 12 transmembrane heIices but lacks any significant extramembranous domains. Two heme groups, a and
03, ate bound to subunit I such rhat the iron in the protoporphyrin ring is coordi-

nated by nitrogen atoms of conserved histidine residues. The plane of both heme a
and a3 lies perpendicular to the membrane. In addition, subunit I contains a copper a[om (Cur) that with heme a3 forms a binuclear center involved in transfer of
electrons from heme a to 02 (Figure 13 .43) . Subunit II of cytochrome c oxidase has
a large domain protruding from the cytosolic face of the inner membrane, where

reduced cytochrome c bl4fls, and contains two atoms of copper bound through
sulfhydryl groups to two cysteine moieties (called Cuj. Subunit III contains seven
transmembrane helices with negligible extramembranous domains but does not
have any redox carriers Subunits II and III are localized on opposire sides of subunit I, the role of subunir lll is unclear.

Copper "B"

Heme a3

FIGURE 13.43

Binuclear center of cytochrome c oxidase indicated heme a3 and Cus.

Pathways of Electron Transfer Through Complex tV
Electrons are transferred from reduced cytochrome c to the Cua site on subunit II
and then to heme a on subunit I of complex IV (Figure L3.44) . The Cua and heme
a areloca\ized within 1.5 A of each other, permitting rapid electron transfer to occur. Electrons are then transferred to the binuclear center consisting of Cus and
heme a3 where final lransfer of electrons to 02 occurs. Initially, two electrons are
transferred [o an 02 tightly bound to the binuclear center to form a peroxy derivative of oxygen (Or'-). Two additional eleclrons are transferred to the binuclear
center with concomitant uptake of four protons from the matri.x to form water.
Since each of the redox carriers present in complex IV is a one-electron carrier and
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the reduction of 02 to water requires four electrons, the reac[ions caLalyzed by this
erzpe have evolved to prevent the release of partially reduced toxic oxygen intermediates such a superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, or hydroxyl radicals (see Section 13.10, p. 590). Each of the intermediates formed in the reduction of 02 remains tightly bound to the binuclear center and is thus preven[ed from dissociating
from the enzqe untii water is produced.

Complex lV also Pumps Protons
As discussed above, the reduction of 02 by four electrons to form water by complex IV also involves the uptake of four protons from the mitochondrial matrix. The
pathway for pro[on uptake is unclear, but experimental evidence has suggested that
charged amino acids located on subunit I are involved in forming a channel for proton movement. In addition to the protons required for water formation, cytochrome
c oxidase also pumps additional protons across the membrane [o conlribute to the
electrochemical gradient. In the overall stoichiometry for proton pumping in cytochrome c oxidase during transfer of two electrons [o 02, two protons are released
to the cytosol for every four pro[ons taken up from the matrix (Figure 13.44).

2H+ \O,
Overview of Electron Transport Chain lncluding lnhibitors
A dynamic picture of the electron transport chain has developed with our increasing knowledge of the detailed chemistry of the different respiratory chain
complexes (Figure 13.45) . Each of the four complexes exists independently in the
inner membrane and is freely mobile. Complexes I and lI, plus the other flavoprotein dehydrogenases, diffuse in the membrane and [ransfer electrons to [he
ubiquinone pool in the membrane. The reduced ubiquinol aiso freely diffuses in
the membrane where it interacts with and is oxidized by complex IlI. The electrons are transferred lrom complex III to cytochrome c, which moves aiong the
membrane to complex IV where it is oxidi.zed and the electrons are eventually
transferred to 02 During elec[ron transport from NADH or reduced flavoproteins
down the electron transport chai.n [o 02, a total of ten protons are pumped across
the inner mitochondrial membrane from the matrix to the intermembrane space
Four protons are pumped during transfer of two electrons through complexes I
and III and two protons during transfer of two elec[rons through complex IV The
electrochemical gradient, thus formed, provides a source of potential energy that
is used to drive the synthesis of ATP by the AfP syrithase as will be discussed in

Section 13.7 (p. 577)
. Figure 13.45 also indicates the sites where specific inhibitors bind to the complexes of the electron transport chain and block electron flow. For example,
rotenone, a commonly used insecticide, binds stoichiometricaLy to complex I and
prevents the reduction of ubiqui.none Other agents, such as piericidin, Amytal,
and other barbiturates, also inhibit complex I by preventipg the transfer of electrons
from the iron-sulfur centers to ubiquinone. Complex II is inhibited by carboxin
and thenoyltrifluoroacetone as well as by malonate that acts as a competi[ive inhibitor with the substrate succinate. Antimycin inhlbits electron transfer through
complex III, the bc1 complex, by binding to the Qr site and blocking the transfer of
electrons from the high-potentlal heme br to ubiquinone. Other antibiotics, such
as myxothiazol and stigmatellin, inhibit electron transfer through complex III by
binding to the Qo site and blocking the transfer of elec[rons from ubiquinol to the
2Fe2S center of the iron-sulfur protein Complex IV is inhibited by cyanide (CN-;,
azide (Na-), and carbon monoxide (CO). Cyanide and azide bind tightly to the
oxidized form of heme a3 (Fe3*) and prevent the transfer of electrons from heme
a to the binuclear center. By con[rast, carbon monoxide binds to the reduced form
of heme at (Fe2*) competitively with 02 and prevents electron transfer to 02.
Hence inhibition of mitochondrial electron transpon resuits in impairment of the
energy-generating function of oxidative phosphorylation leading to the death of the
organism (see Clin. Corr. 13.3 for a discussion of cyanide toxicity)

HzO

FIGURE 13.44
Pathways of electron transfer through
cytochrome c oxidase Cytochrome c binds on
the surface of subunit II and transfers electrons
to Cua Electrons are transfeired from Cue to
heme a and then to the blnuclear center (heme
a3 and

Cus) where oxygen is reduced to water
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FtcuRE 13.45
Overview of mitochondrial electron transport chain indicating pathways of electron
transfer and binding sites for specific inhibitors, rotenone, amytal, antimycin A,
myxothiazol, stigmatellin, carbon monoxide, sodium azide, and potassium cyanide.

Each of the four complexes can be isolated and studied independently ol the
other complexes The electron [ransfer and proton pumping reactions of each
individual complex occurs in the isolated complexes where the mechanisms involved can be more easily investigated The polypeptides present in each of the
complexes are tightly associaled in stoichiometric rela[lonships to form [hese multiprotein enzyme complexes, which catalyze the parLial reactions of the electron
transport chain. Recent successes in determining the crystal structures of complexes
III and IV and the AfP s),nthase have pror,rded a greater understanding of their

slructures and functions
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3.3

Cyanide Poisoning
Inhalation ofhydrogen cyanide gas or ingestion of potasslum cyanide
causes a rapid and extensive inhibition of the mitochondrial electron
transpofi chain at the cytochrome oxidase step. Cyanide is one of the
most potent and rapidly acting poisons known It binds to the Fe3*
in the heme a3 of cytochrome c oxidase that catalyzes the terminal
step in the electron transport chain. Cyanide thus prevents the binding of oxygen to the binuclear center and the role of oxygen as the finai electron acceptor. Mitochondrial respiration and energy production cease, and cell death occurs rapidly Death due to cyanide
poisoning occurs from tissue asphyxia, most notably of the central

8.7 |

nervous system. An antidote to cyanide poisoning, if the poisoning is
dlagnosed rapidly, is the administration of various nitrites that convert oxyhemoglobin to methemoglobin by oxidizing Fe2+ of hemoglobin to Fe3+. Methemogiobin (Fe3+) competes with cytochrome a3
(Fe3*) for cyanide, forming a methemoglobin-cyanide complex Administration of thiosulfate causes the cyanide to react with the enzlme rhodanese, forming the nontoxic thiocyanate.
Holland, M A and Kozlowski, L M Clinical features and management of
cyanide poisoning CLin Pharmacol 5:737,1986
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During [he transfer of electrons from NADH and other respiratory substrates to 02 via
the mitochondrial electron transport chain, pro[ons are translocated across the inner
membrane to establish a proton and charge gradient (Figure 13.46). The energy reIeased during the electron transfer reactions, which are exergonic, is used to pump
pro[ons across the inner mitochondrial membrane. This pumping of protons across
the membrane results in a difference in proton concentration on lhe two sides of the
membrane such that the intermembrane space becomes more acidic and the matrix
space becomes more alkaline Simultaneously, the externai face of the inner membrane
becomes more posilively charged and the matrix face becomes more negativeiy charged
due lo the electrical potential energy resulting from the transfer of a positiveiy charged

ion (H+) across the membrane without a compensating negatively charged ion.
During the transfer of [wo electrons from NADH to 02, approximately 10 protons are pumped across the membrane to establish [he electrochemical gradient.
The total free energy obtained by the translocation of protons and charge distributlon across [he membrane can be calculated by the following equa[ion in which Z
is the absolute value of the charge,
brane potential:

AG:

I

is the Faraday constant, and Ary' is the mem-

2.3Rr ApH + Zg L{r

ln actively respiring mitochondria, the observed change in pH across the membrane
is 0.75-1.0 pH units and the observed change in membrane potential is 0 15-2.0 V
Hence [he AG calculated for respiring mitochondria is roughly 200 kJ for the transfer of 10 H+ across lhe membrane during the lransfer of elec[rons from NADH to
02. The AG for this reaction can also be calculated from the difference in s[andard
redox potentials of the electron donor and electron accep[or. The calculated AG for
the electron pairs NADH and 02 is 219 kJ mol-I (Section 13.6, see p. 566), suggesting that the energy of the electron transfer reactions is efficiently captured in
the electrochemical potential The energy stored in the electrochemical gradient,
often called the protonmotive force, is used to drive the s;,nthesis of ATP by the
movement of protons down the electrochemical gradient through the ATP symthase.
This process, called chemiosmosis, was proposed originally by Professor Peter
Mitchell who won the Nobel Prize in 1978. The detailed mechanisms by which the
movement of protons through the AfP slrrthase is coupled to the chemical synthesls of AfP will be discussed later in this section.

lntermembrane space
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FIGURE 13.46

Coupling of ATP Synthesis and Electron Transport
The rate of AfP utilization, reflecting the need of a cell for AfB regulates the rate
of ATP synthesis in mitochondria, which in turn regulates the ra[e of electron trans-

The electrochemical gradient consists of a gradient of charges (A{r) and proton concentra-

tion (ApH) across inner mitochondrial membrane.
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fer. The coupling of AfP synthesis to electron Lransport is achieved by the
electrochemical gradient as iilustrated by rhe experlmen[ shown in Figure 13 47.

Liver
mitochondria

I

c

The rate ol mitochondrial electron [ransport monitored by measuring lhe rate of 02
consumption by a suspension of liver mitochondria can occur at a rapid rate only
following rhe addition of an eleclron donor (succinate in this experiment) and ADP
(a phosphate acceptor) plus phosphate (P,). Follor.ving conversion of all the exrernally
added ADP to AfP, [he ra[e of electron transport relurns to the rate observed prior

IrI

Succinate

.9
6
c
o
c

to addition of ADP Hence the rate of electron rransport, or respira[ion, is tightly
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FICURE 13.47

Demonstration of coupling of electron trans-

port to oxidative phosphorylation in a suspension of liver mitochondria.
Addition of ADP stimula[es rate of electron transfer measured as oxygen uptake deflned as respi-

ratory control

coupled to ATP synthesis The chemiosmoric model can readily explain thls relationshlp, termed respiratory control When the energy needs of the cell are 1ow, AfP
will accumulate and the proton gradient will not be used for ATP syrethesis. The
magnitude of the proton gradient will increase until the energy required to pump
prolons across the membrane from the matrix against the existing electrlcal gradient equals the energy released during the transfer of electrons from NADH to 02.
At this point, electron [ransport will cease as equilibrlum has been obtained. In cells
using AfP, ADP will accumulate, leading to a stimulation of the AfP synrhase As
ATP is sl,nthesized, the magnirude of the proton gradient will decrease as prorons
move through the AfP s)nthase to provide the energy for ATP ry.rrrhesis As a result, the proton back-pressure on the electron transport chain will decrease The increased rale of electron transpor[ through the chain will stimulate the oxldation of
NADH, resuiting in the formation of NAD+. The increased concentrations of NAD+
coupled with the increased concentrations of ADP in cells actively using ATP act to
stimulate the reactions of the TCA cycle and fatry acid oxidation. In this way, rhe
need for ATP in a cell acts to regulate in a coordinated fashion the rate of electron
flow through the respiratory chain as well as lhe reacrions of the TCA cycle and
fatty acid oxidation.

P/O Ratios for Mitochondrial Electron Transport
and Oxidative Phosphorylation
The P/O ratio (phosphate incorporated inro AfP to aroms of Oz utilized) is a measure of the number of AfP molecules formed during the [ransfer of two electrons
through a segment of the electron lransport chain Classlcally, the P/O ratio had
been thought to be a whole number, 3 with transfer of [wo electrons from NADHlinked substrates to 02, 2 with succinate to 02, and I with reduced cytochrome c

Liver
mitochondria

to 02. These P/O ratios had suggesred rhar one ATP could be produced during elec[ron transfer through each of the proton-pumping complexes I, II], and IV Questlons about actual P/o ratios, however, have arisen with the determination that ren
protons are pumped across the mitochondrial membrane during the transfer of two
electrons from NADH to 02 and that four protons are required for the synthesis
(and translocation) of one ATP molecule. These proton stoichiometries result in a
caiculated P/O ratio of 2.5. Indeed, recent experimental de[erminations of the P/O
ralio have provided values ol approximately 2.5 with NADH-llnked substrates and
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1.5 with succinate.

Effects of Uncouplers and lnhibitors of the Electron

rt- Oxi d ative Ph os pho ryl ati on System
in Figure 13.48 addition of an inhibiror of the ATP synthase,
oligomycin, to liver mitochondria actively respiring in the presence of ADP results
in an inhibition of the rate of 02 uptake Oligomycin blocks the sJrrrhesis of AfP
Tran s po

As illustrated
Time

+

FIGURE 13.48

Inhibition and uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation in liver mitochondria.
Stimulation ol oxygen uptake by ADP is inhibited by' oligoml'cin, which blocks proton movements through Fs oIATP synthase Addition of
the uncoupler, dinitrophenol, relieves inhibltion
by oligomycin and s[imulates rate of oxygen
uptake

by preventing the movement of protons through rhe ATP s)-nthase. Since ATP s1-rLthesis and electron flow are tightly coupled, respiration or elec[ron transporl de-

to the rate observed ln the absence of ADP
The mandatory coupling between electron transport and AfP synthesis can be
"uncoupled" by certain conditions and chemical reagents such as 2,4-dinitrophenol or carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxy phenylhydrazone. After addition of an
uncoupler to a system in which both 02 consumption and AfP have been inhibited by oligomycin as in Figure i3 48, a rapid increase ln rhe rate of 02 consumpcreases
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Low pH

2,4-Dinitrophenol

,OO
FlcuRE 13.49

Action of the uncoupler, dinitrophenol,
the inner mitochondrial membrane.

a

proton ionophore that equilibrates pH across

a weak acid that picks up a proton from the intermembrane space (P-side
of membrane) that has a high proton concentration and carries it across the membrane to
the matrix (N-side o[ membrane) where the proton dissociates due to the low proton concentration there

Dinitrophenol ls

tion is observed. Because respiration or electron transport is now uncoupled from

AfP slnthesis, electron transpor[ may contlnue but without AfP sl.nthesis Uncouplers are hydrophobic weak acids that are protonated in the intermembrane space
where a higher concentration of protons results from active eiectron transfer. These

protonated uncouplers due to their lipophilic nature rapidly diffuse across rhe
membrane into the mitochondrial matrix where they are deprotonated since the
matrix has a lower concentration of protons there In this way the proton gradient
can be completely dissipated as shown in Figure 13.49.

ATP Synthase
ATP synthase, or complex ! a multiprotein enzyme found in the inner mitochondrial membrane of rriammals, yeast, and fungi and in the cytoplasmic membrane of
bacteria, catalyzes ATP synthesis using the energy of the proton gradient The flow
of protons through the ATP syrrthase down the electrochemical gradient from the
positive inlermembrane space to the negative matrix provides the energy for ATP
s),rrthesis in all of these organisms. ATP syrrthase consists of two domains: F1, a peripheral enzyrne complex originally observed in electron micrographs as smal1 parti.cles bound to the inner mitochondrial membrane (Figure 13.50), and Fs, an integral membrane protein complex. The F1 domain of the AfP s),nthase contains the
binding sites for ATP and ADP and is involved in the catalytic reactions of ATP spthesis. The F6 domain is embedded in the membrane and provides a channel for
the translocation of protons across the membrane. The removal of F1 from [he mitochondrial inner membrane by gentle agitation leaves an intact electron transport
chain capable of electron transfer without formati.on of a proton gradient The protons pumped across the membrane during electron transfer flow back into the matrix through the Fe domain in the absence of F1. Adding the F1 domain back to the
stripped membranes again permits the formation of a pro[on gradient as F1 reconstitutes with Fo and acts as a plug to block the flow of protons through F6. In
addition, the ability to slrrthesize AfP is restored in the stripped membranes reconstltuted with Fr. Isolated F1 i.s an ATPase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of ATf;
[he reverse reaction to AfP s],nthesis. Consequently, the ATP synthase was originally
called the F1lFe ATPase. The entire AfP slnthase, conlaining both F1 and Fe, can
be isolated and, when incorporated into artificial membrane vesicles, is able to sy,n[hesize AfP when an elecLrochemical gradient is established across the membrane.
Incorporation of purified Fs into an artificial membrane renders the membrane permeable [o protons.

FrcuRE 13.50
Electron micrograph of mitochondrial Flcourtesy o[ Dr. Parsons. Reprinted with permission from Parsons, D. E Science 140:985,
1963. Copyright 1963, American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
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Subunits of F1F6-ATP Synthase ftom Escherichia coli
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The AfP slrnthase is a muhicomponent complex having a molecular weight of

480,000-500,000 (Table 13.7 and Figure 13.51). The Fr domain consists of five
nonidentical subunits (a, F, y,6, and e) with a subunit stoichiomefiy of. d3,83, y,
6, e and a molecular weight of 350,000-380,000. Binding sites for AfP and ADP
have been identified on both the a and B subunits. The catalytic sites are on rhe
B subunits, while the function of [he nucleotides bound to the a subunirs is unknown. The 7 subunit forms the central core o[ F1, while the 6 subunit may be involved in the attachment of the F1 domain to the membrane The Fs domain of the
E. coh enzqe consists of three nonidentical hydrophobic subunits termed a, b, and
c that are present in the apparent stoichiometry of ar, bz, ce-12. The c subunits
each con[ain an essential charged amino acid (aspartate 61 in E. coli) that is involved
in proton pumping. Each individual c subunit consists of two a hellces bent to form
a hairpin with aspartate residue 61 located in the middle of the membrane. Muraring this aspartate to an asparagine abolishes proron pumping. Similar murarions of
charged amino acids have also implicated [he a subunit of F6 in proton movemen[s,
while the b subunits apper to act [o attach rhe F1 domain ro Fe. The F6 domain
of AfP slnthase found in mitochondria contains subunits homologous to subunits
a, b, and c of the E. coli enzyme; however, additional subunirs thar appear to be integral parts of Fo are also present.

Synthesis of ATP on the Surface of F1
Insights into the mechanism of AfP slrrthesis on the catalytic surface of F, were derived from isotope exchange experimenb, which revealed the fact that when stoichiometric amounts of ADP, AfB and inorganic phosphate were presen[ with isolated F1 the reaction was essen[ially in equilibrium with a LG"' close to zero. This
exchange reaction
enz:ADP

FIGURE 13.51

A model for mitochondrial FIFg-ATP s)'nthase, a rotating molecular motor.
ATP sl.nthesis occurs on F1 domain, while F6
domain contains a proton channel The a, b, a,
p, and 6 subunits constitute the stator while the
c, 7, and e subunits provide the rotor. Protons
flow through the structure causing the rotor to
turn, resulting in conformational changes in the
B subunits where ATP is sprthesized
Figure generously suppliedby

Drs

Peter L, Pedersen,Young

Hee Ko, and Sangin Hong, The Johns Hophins Unitersity
School oJ Medicine Repinted with permission Jrom
Pedersen, P

L,

Ko, Y.

H,

Biomembr 32:325.2000

and Hong, 5

J

Bioenerg

+

Pi

=- enz{lP

proceeds readily on the surface of the enzqe even in the absence of a proton gradient. It was concluded that the ry.nthesis of AfP tightly bound to F1 does not require energy because of the na[ure of the binding of the substrates to conserved
residues of the B subunit of F1. The movement of protons through rhe ATP syr[hase was required for the release of ATP from F1. Proton movement through the
channel in F6 thus must affect the binding site for AfP on the B subunit, resulting
in the release of ATP It was proposed that the energy released during the movement
of protons across [he membrane caused a conformational change in the ATP sprthase resulting in the release of the rightly bound ATP The binding-change mechanism suggests that the three B subunits of the AfP slrrthase adopt different conformations that change during catalysis with only one B subunit acting as the
catalytic site. As depi.cted in Figure 13 52, one subunit has an open conformarion
(O) with a low affinity for ligands and is empty. A second subunit has a loose conformation (L) with a iow affinity for ligands and is inactive, while the third subunir
has a tight conformation (T) thar has a high affinity for ligands and is active in catal-
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FIGURE 13.52
The binding-change model for

ysis. According to this model, the synthesis of AfP occurs on the surface of the
B subunit in the T conformation. During catalysis, ADP and P,, the substrates of the
enzyme bind to the B subunit in the L conformation. The energy provided by passage of protons through F6 to F1 results in the following conformational changes in
the different B subunits: the L site changes to the T conformation with the resultant ry.nthesis of ATf; the O site changes to the L conformation and binds ADP and
Pi, and the T site changes to the O conformation with the release of ATP According to this model, the energy released by electron transfer is conserved as a proton
gradient that drives conformational changes in the ATP slmthase, resulting in the
binding o[ substrates, the q,nthesis of AfP on the enz]ryne, and the release of the
product AfP

Structural Studies of the ATP Synthase
Resolution of the crystal structure of F1 has provided dramatic visualization of the
conflormations of the different B subunits that provide evidence for the bindingchange model described above. In this crystal structure, alternatingcr and B subunits florm the knob of F1 with the single 7 subunit forming a central shaft through
the center of F1 (Figure 13.53a, b) Each B subunit had a different conformation
depending on the presence of substrate. Thus F1 crystallized in the presence of ADP
and a nonhydrolyzable analog ofAfP revealed binding ofATP analog to one B subunit, binding of ADP to a second B subunit, and an empty third B subunit (Figure
13.53c).

The model for AfP s)'nthesis that has developed is that protons flow through
the membrane by first binding to conserved acidic amino acid present in the c
subunit of Fe, causing the ring of c subunits attached to 7 and e subunits to rotate
(Figure 13.51). The movement of the 7 subunit causes conformational changes in
B subunits as the 7 subunit associates sequentially with each B subunit in turn. The
a and b subunits of F6 plus the 6 subunit of F, form the "stator" to hold a and B
subunits in position while 7 and c subunits form the moving rotor. The binding-

in one direction during AfP
slrrthesis and in the opposite direction during AfP hydrolysis, when the energy reIeased during breakdown of AfP is converted into a proton gradient. The rotation
of the 7 subunit in a single F1 subunit was demonstrated by attaching a fluorescent
actin polymer to the 7 subunit of an F1 in which a3B3 subunits were fixed to a microscope slide. Rotation of the fluorescent 7 subunit was observed upon addition
of ATP Similar experiments were performed using the entire F1lFs complex in
change model predicts that the 7 subunit should move

AfP synthesis by ATP

sy'nthase
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FIGURE 13,53

Mitochondrial ATP synthase complex.
(a) Side view of Frcomplex structure deduced from the crystal structure. Three a (red) and
three B (yellow) subunits alternate around a central shaft, the 7 subunir (blue). (b) Side
view of F1 subunit in which two a and p subunits have been removed to reveal the central
7 subunit. Subunits are colored as indicated for part (a). (c) Top view o[ F. complex shows
alternating a arrd B subunits surrounding central 7 subunit..
RepintedwithpermissionJromAbrahams,J P,Leslie,A
1994 Copynght 1994, Macmillan Magaznes Limited

G W,Lutter,R,and,Walher,l

E. Nature 370:621,

which the complex of c subunits along with the 7 subunit ro[ated as indicated by
the fluorescent actin attached [o one c subunit (Figure 13.54). Underboth expedmental conditions, the rotor movement was no[ continuous but occurred in discrete
steps of approximately 120", which is consistent with stepwise movement of the
7 subunit from one B subunit to another AfP slnthase is the smallest known molecular motor.

FIGURE 13.54

Experimental evidence for rotation of 7 and c subunits.
Fr domain is attached to a nickel-coated coverslip by histidine residues generically engineered at the N terminus of the a subunits Biotin, covalently attached to c subunits, binds
very tightly to the protein streptavidin that is covalently attached to an actin fiiament containing a fluorescent probe. Addition ofATP that is hydrolyzed by rhe AfPase of Fr causes
actin filament to rotate in one direction, proving that c subunit of F6 rotates. Earlier experiments in which actin filament was attached to 7 subunit provided evidence that 7 subunit
can also rotate Presumably, both 7 and c subunits rotate as a unit.
RedrawnfromSambongi,Y.,Iho,Y.,Tanabe,M.,Omote,H

etal

Science 286:1722, 1999.
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Whereas lhe ou[er membrane presen[s little or no permeability barrier to subs[ra[e
or nucleotide molecules of interes[ in energr metabolism, the inner membrane limits the types of substrates, intermediates, and nucleotides that can diffuse from cytosol into the matrix. Various transport syslems have been described in mitochon-

dria (Figure 13.55), some of which have been thoroughly characterized.

These

transport syslems facilitate selective movement of various substrates and in[ermediates back and forth across the inner mitochondrial membrane. Through these
transporters, various substra[es can be accumulated in the matrix, since the transporters can move the substrate against a concen[ration gradient.

Transport of Adenine Nucleotides and Phosphate
Continued synthesis of AfP in the mitochondrial matrix requires that cytosolic
ADP formed during energy-consuming reactions be transported back across the inner membrane into the matrix where it is converted to AfP Similarly, newly si.nthesized ATP must be [ransported back across [he inner membrane into the cytosol to meet the energy needs of the cell. This exchange of adenine nucleotides,
which are very highly charged hydrophilic molecules, is caLalyzed by a very spe-

cific adenine nucleotide translocase located in the inner membrane (Flgure
13.56). The adenine nucleotlde translocase, a homodimer consisting of two subunits with molecular weights of 30,000, catalyzes a 1 : 1 exchange of AfP for ADp
The presence of one nucleotide-binding site on the transporter suggests that the
enzyme alternately faces [he ma[rix or the inner membrane space during the trans-

port process. Newly sy,nthesized AfP is bound to the translocase in the ma[rix,
which then changes its conforma[ion to face the cytosoi where the ATP ls released

lnner
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FIGURE 13.56
FIGURE 13.55

Mitochondrial metabolite transporters.

Adenine nucleotide and phosphate translocators.
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exchange for an ADP The translocase then changes i[s conformation again to
bring the nucleotide-binding site conlaining ADP back to face the matrix. The
[ranslocase favors outward movement of ATP and inward movement of ADP despite observations that both nucleotides bound equally well to rhe binding sire.
The explanation for this observation suggests that, ar pH 7, ADP has three negative charges and ATP has four. Hence the even exchange of one ATP for an ADP
resuits in net outward movement of one negative charge, which is equivalent to
import of one proton. The membrane potential established during electron transfer is positive outside, which would favor outward transport of more negatively
charged ATP over that of ADP The adenine nucleotide translocase is present in
high concentrations, up to l4o/o of total protein, in the inner membrane. Hence it
is unlikely [hal transport of adenine nucleotides across the inner mitochondrial
membrane is ever rate limitlng.
A second transporter essential for oxidative phosphorylation is the phosphate
translocase, which transports cytosolic phosphate into the matrix along with a proton (Figure 13.56) This symport also requires the pro[on gradient as phosphate
and pro[ons are transported into the matrix in a 1: I ratio. This transport of ADP
and phosphate requires a significant fraction of the energy presenl in the elec[rochemical gradient produced during electron transfer. Thus the protonmotive force
provides energy for AfP slnthesis by ATP slrrrhase as well as for uptake of the two
required substrates.

Substrate Shuttles Transport Reducing Equivalents
Across the lnner Mitochondrial Membrane
The nucleotides involved in cellular oxidation-reduction reactions (e.g., NAD+,
NADH, NADP+, NADPH, FAD, and FADH2) and CoA and irs deriva[ives are nor
permeable to the inner mltochondrial membrane. For example, to [ransport reducing equivalents (e.g., protons and electrons) from cytosol to matrix or the reverse,
"subsLra[e shuttle mechanisms" involving reciprocal transfer of teduced and oxidized members of various oxidation-reduction couples are used-to accomplish net
transfer of reducing equlvalents across the mlmbrane.
Two examples of how this transfer of reducing equivalents from cy[osol to ma[rix occurs are shown in Figure 13.57 The malate-aspartate shuttle and a-giycerol
phosphate shuttle are employed in various tissues to lranslocate reducing equivalents from cytosol to matrix, where they are oxidized to yield energy The operation
of such substrate shuttles requires that appropria[e enz),rnes are localized on rhe
correct side of the membrane and that appropriate transporters or [ranslocases be

present on/in the mitochondrial inner membrane. In the glycerol phosphate
shuttle, two different glycerol phosphate dehydrogenases, one located in the cytosol and one on the outer face of the inner mitochondrial membrane are involved.
NADH produced in the cytosol is used to reduce dihydroxyacetone phosphate ro
glycerol 3-phosphate catalyzed by the cytosolic glycerol phosphare dehydrogenase.
The glycerol 3-phosphate in turn is oxidized by glycerol phosphare dehydrogenase,
an FAD-con[aining enz1.rne, in mitochondria to produce dihydroxyacetone phosphate and FADH2 that is oxidized by the elecrron rransport chain.
The second shuttle, the malate-aspartate shuttle, operates on the same principle. NADH in the cytosol reduces oxaloacetate to malate, which enters mitochondria on [he dicarboxylic acid carrier. This malate is readily oxidized by mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase to form oxaloacerare and NADH that is oxidized
by the electron transport chain. The oxaloacetate produced is then converted to aspafiate by mitochondriai aspartate aminotransferase since the inner membrane does

not contain a specific transpor[er for oxaloacetate. Aspartate can [hen cross the
membrane via the aspartate-glutamate carrier to the cytosol rvhere cytosoiic aspartate[ransferase converts it to oxaloacelate. In conlrast to the glycerol phosphate

shuttle, the mala[e-aspar[ate shuttle is reversible and serves as a mechanism to
bring reducing equivalents out of mitochondrial matrix to cytosol

MIToCHoNDRIAL INNER MEMBRANES CoNTAIN
MALATE-ASPABTATE SHUTTLE
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FIGURE 13.57

Transport shuttles for reducing equivalents

Acetyl Units Are Transported by Citrate
The inner mitochondrial membrane is impermeable to acetyl CoA but acetyl groups
are [ransferred from the mitochondrial compartment to cytosol, where acetyl moi-

e[ies are required for fatty acid or sterol biosyrrrhesis (Figure f 3.58) Intramirochondrial acetyl CoA is converted to cirrare by citrate synthase of the TCA cycle.
Subsequently, citrate is exported to cytosol by a tricarboxylate transporter in exchange for a dicarboxylale such as mala[e. Cytosolic cilrate is then cleaved to acetyl
CoA and oxaloacetate at the expense of an ATP by ATP: citrare lyase (see p.702).
Substrate shuttle mechanisms in liver are involved in movement of appropriate substra[es and intermediates in both directions across the inner membrane during periods of acti.ve gluconeogenesis and ureagenesis (see p. 635).

Mitochondria Have a Specific Calcium Transporter
Mitochondria in most mammalian tissues possess a [ransport system for [ranslocating Ca2+ across the inner membrane. The distriburion/redistribution of cellular
Ca2+ pools within cells is critical for different cell func[ions, such as muscle contrac[ion, neural transmission, secretion, and hormone action. Distinct pools of Ca2*

SUBSTRATE TRANSPoRT SYSTEMS

I :SS
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FICURE 13.58

Export of citrate generated in mitochondria to cytosol where it seryes as a source of
acetyl CoA for biosl,nthesis of fatty acids or sterols.

in highest concentra[ion in endoplasmic reticulum (or sarcoplasmic reticulum) but Ca2* pools have also been detected in the cytosol, mitochondria, nuclei, and Go1gi. Some intracellular Ca2+ is bound to nucleotides,
mefabolites, or membrane ligands, while a portion of intracellular Ca2* is free in
solution. Estima[es o[ intracellular cytosolic Ca2* are in the range of 10-7 M,
whereas exlracellular Ca2+ is a[ least four orders of magnitude greater. Mitochondria
take up Ca2* by a uniporter in the inner membrane using the energy of the electrochemical gradient (Flgure 13.59). Recent studies using confocal microscopy of
Iiving cells have provided convincing evidence that mitochondria may take part in
have been detected

regulation of intracellular Ca)+ concentra[ion. Mitochondria are localized in cells
in close proximity to both endoplasmic reticulum and sarcoplasmlc reticulum. The
binding of hormones to cel1 membranes results in release of inositol 3-phosphate
(1P3) from phosphatidyl inositol, which acts to cause release of. Ca2* from endoplasmic reticulum ( see p. 928). The resulting transi.ent microdomains of high Ca2+
concentra[ions within cells may be modulated by uptake into nearby mitochondria.
In mitochondria Ca2+ ac[s [o regulate Ca2+-sensitive dehydrogenases of the TCA
cyc1e, while also acting to remove Ca2+ from loca1 areas of the cytosol. Hence sequesteringandreleaseof aninrraceilulars[ore of Ca2* influencesintracellularCa2+
pools and various cell functions One consequence ofuptake ofhigh concentrations
of. Ca2* into mitochondria is the opening of a pore on the outer membrane leading to release of cytochrome c and consequent activation of cel1 death by apoptosis
or necrosls.

lnner
mitochondrial
membrane

Bequires
energy

FIGURE 13.59

Mitochondrial calcium carrier.

Uncoupling Proteins
Brown adipose tissue plays a major role in nonshivering thermogenesis in newborns, in hibernatlng animals, and in experimentai animals in diet-induced thermogenesis. The primary agent involv6d in cold-induced thermogenesis in brown fat
is the uncoupling protein, UCP-I, which is localized exclusively in the inner membrane of brown adipose tissue. UCP-I functions to carry protons back across the
inner mitochondrial membrane and thus acts to uncouple AfP synthesis from electron transport (Figure 13.60). Thermogenesis results from aclivation of sympathetic
nerves in brain respondi.ng to cold exposure with the resultant reLease of norepinephrine that binds to B-adrenergic receptors on cel1 membranes of brown fat cells.
The binding of norepinephrine to the B-adrenergic receptors causes release of cAMP

MrrocHoNDRrAL cENES AND MrrocHoNDRrAL DTsEASES
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FlcuRE 13.60

Activation of UCP-I by cold adaptation.
Cold stimulates release of norepinephrtne from s).mpathetic nerve cells The norepinephrine
binds to the B-adrenergic receptor resulting in activation of a lipase with production of free
fatty acids, which activate proton conducting protein, UCP-1

and the ac[ivation of protein kinase A, which resuks in stimulation of lipolysis The
production of free fatty acids during lipolysis activares UCP-I for transporr of protons back across the membrane (Figure 13 60). The stimulation of proton transport
by free fatty acids is believed to result from release of a proton from the carboxyl
group of the free fatty acid The UCP-I is a member of the mitochondrial rransporter family with close s[ructural similarities to the adenine nucleotide translocator but with a specific pore for the [ranspor[ of protons lnto the matrix. Chronic
cold-induced stimulation of the B-adrenergic receptor by norepi.nephrine resuhs in
increased transcription of the UCP-I gene, stimulation of mitochondrial biogenesis,
and eventual hlperplasia of brown adipose tissue. In large mammals such as dogs,
cats, and primates including humans, who do not hibernate, discrete deposits of
brown fat are present at birth, but become sparse during later development. Re-

cently, four other uncoupling proteins, UCP-2, UCP-3, UCP-4, and UCP-5 wirh
amino acid sequences similar to that of UCP-1 have been discovered in [issues other
than brown adipose tissue The presence of uncoupling proteins in tissues such as
skeletal muscle has prompted investigations into the possible role of these proteins
in regulation of energy expenditure and perhaps obesitlz Development of potential
pharmacoiogical agents that might affect uncoupling proteins has been suggested as
a possible treatmen[ for obeslty
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Mitochondria con[ain their own genome, a circular double-stranded DNA that con[ains struclural genes for 13 protelns of the electron transport chain including seven

subunits

of

NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex

I), one subuni[
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Subunits of Electron Transport Complexes Encoded by Human
Mitochondrial DNA
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FrcuRE 13.61
Map of genes on mitochondrial DNA.

(cytochrome b) of ubiquinoi:cytochrome c oxidoreduc[ase (complex III), three
subunlts of cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV), and two subunits of AfP s)Trthase
(Table 13.8) In addition, mltochondrial DNA (mtDNA) conlains genes encoding
two ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) plus all necessary transfer RNAs (tRNAs), which are
required for protein s)-nthesis in mitochondria (Figure 13.61). While mitochondria
have the ability to transcribe thetr own DNA and translate the resulting messenger
RNAs, mitochondria are not self-replicating organelles Over 90ob of all mitochondrial protelns are encoded in nuclear DNA, sy,r-rthesized ln the cytosol, and imported

into mitochondria in a subsequent

step.

Mitochondrial defects have been implicated in a number of degenerative diseases of aging including Parkinsons and Alzheimer's diseases. Several diseases result from point mutations in mtDNA involving either tRNAs or one of the structural genes Other mltochondnal drseases result from deletions of large porrions
of mtDNA. One hallmark ol all mltochondrial diseases is that these dlseases are
invariably maternally inherited, because essentially all mitochondrla presenr tn a
fertilized ovum are derived from the egg. Generally, mitochondrial diseases result
ln decreased activity of the electron transport chain and consequently pyruvate
and fatty acids accumulate, leading to a lactate acidosis and accumulation of
triglycerides. ln addition, the rate of ATP synthesis is decreased, resulting in musc1e weakness and exercise intolerance. See Clinical Correlations 13 4, 13 5, and
I3.6 for a discussion of diseases resulting from three different types of mutations

in mtDNA.

Leber's Hereditary

Optic Neuropathy

The first mitochondrial dlsease to be elucidated at the molecular 1evel
is maternally inherited Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON),
which affects the central nervous system, including the optic nerves,
causing sudden-onset blindness in early adulthood due to the death
of the optic nerve In nearly al1 families, LHON results from single
base changes in the mirochondrial genes for three subunits of com-

plex I (NDl, ND4, and ND6), resulting in a lowered actlvity of
NADH-ubiquinone oxldoreductase (complex I)
The severity of the diseases resulting from mutatlons in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) depends on the content of mutated mtDNA
present ln a given cell or tissue. The presence of hundreds or rhousands of mitochondria in each cell allows for different percentages of
mutant mtDNA to exist in a tissue as a consequence of the random
distribution of mutant mtDNA to the daughter cells at ce1l division
The more mutant mtDNA in a tissue the more the deleterious effects

on mitochondrial functions, especially energy production An example is the LHON that results from a point mutation in the gene for
ND6 in which a valine is substituted for a conserved alanine, Patients
with a lower percentage of mutant mtDNA deveiop the sudden-onset
blindness in early adulthood and other symptoms typical of LHON.
Patients with a higher percentage of mutant mtDNA carrying the
identical muta[ion develop dystoma, a severe disease characteizedby
early onset of generalized movement disorder, impaired speech, and
mental retardation. This rndicates the difficulties ol making generalrzations about diseases resulting irom specific mutations in mtDNA

Chalmers, R M and Schapira, A. H V Clinical, biochemical and molecular
genetic features of LeberS hereditary optic neuropathy. Biochim Biophys Acta

t4l0:147.

1999.
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3.5

Mitochondrial Myopathies Due to Mutations in IRNA genes
Point mutations in genes encoding mitochondrial tRNAs result in two
of the most common mitochondrial dtseases characterized by abnormalities of the central nervous system as well as mitochondrial myopathy with ragged-red fibers, an association known as mitochondrial
encephalomyopathy. A mutation in the IRNA gene for l5be caur"t
myoclonic epilepsy and ragged red fibers (MERRF) Sy.rnptoms include myoclonus and ataxia with generalized seizures and myopathy.
The skeletal muscles of patients with MERRF have abnormally shaped

mitochondria that contain paracrystalline stmctures called ragged red
fibers (see figure) and decreased cytochrome c oxidase acriviry.
Mutation in the mitochondrial gene for the IRNA for leuciee results in the most complex of all mtDNA defecrs, rhe common MEIAS
mutation resulting in mitochondrial encephaloparhy, Iactic acidosis,
and stroke-like activity The skeletal muscles of patients mth MELAS
have ragged red fibers but retain cytochrome c oxidase acriuty. The
severity of symptoms observed in patients wlth the mutation in the
IRNAL"" varies with the percentage of mitochondrial DNAs containing the mutant IRNA gene. Patients with >85olo mutant genes present
with the more severe central nervous slmptoms described above,
while patients with 5-30% mutant genes often present with materna1Iy inherited diabetes mellitus and deafness. The biochemical consequence of both of these IRNA murarions is impaired mitochondrial
protern sPrthesis leading to decreased actiyities of complex I and cytochrome c oxidase Explaining the different phenotypes of affected
individuals with similar murarions is a challenge facing the mitochond rial research commun ity

Example of paracrystalline inclusions in mitochondria from
muscles of ocular myopathic patients (x 36,000).
Courtesy oJ Dr D N lLtndon,Institute oJ Neurolog,IJni.versity of Inndon.

Wallace,

DC

Mitochondrial diseases in man and motse

Science

283:1482.

1999

Other mutations in mitochondrial genes lead to progressive muscular weakness, retinitus pigmentosa (loss of retinal response), hearing loss, and ataxia (irregLllar muscrular action), as well as enlargement and deteriorarion of heart muscle. The

deleterious effects of aging may also result from mutations that are proposed to accumula[e in mtDNA throughout the life of the individual resulting from consrant
exposure to DNA-damaglng agents such as oxygen radicals.

3.5
Exercise Intolerance in Patients with Mutations in cytochrome b

CIINICAI CORRETATION

In

1

1993, the first report o[ a mutation in cytochrome b resulting in
lowered activlty of the cytochrome bc1 complex was reported it a 25year-old man who presented with exercise intolerance. The mutation
in the cytochrome b gene involved the substirution of an aspartate
residue for a conserved glycine at position 290. Subsequenrly, patients with similar symptoms of progressive exercise intolerance and
proximal weakness wrth lowered bc1 complex activity were shown to
have mutations in the cytochrome b gene in which a glutamate was
substituted for a conserved glycine at position 339, and a serine for
a conserved glycine at position 34. More recently, a patient with severe hypertrophlc cardiomyopathy was shown to have a mutation in
the cytochrome b gene ln which a glutamate was substituted for a
conserved glycine at position 166 The glycine ro asparrare and g1utamate muta[ions were located in the cytochrome b protein close to
the Q6 site for ubiquinol oxidation, while the glycine to serine mutation was located near the Q, site of ubiquinone reduction AIl these
mutations of cytochrome b involved a guanine to adenine transition
in the mtDNA suggesting that the mutation might have resuhed from
oxidative damage Moreover, in each of the missense mutations a

conserved glycine was replaced by alarger charged molecule, which
may aiter significantly the structure of cytochrome b, leading ro rhe
observed lowered catalytic activity of the bc1 complex Additional
nonsense mutations resulting in the synthesis oI truncated c1'tochrome b have been identified in the cytochrome b gene as rve1l as
mutations involving deletlons of I to 24 base pairs ol mrD\A These
nonsense and deletion mutations often lead to severe exercise intolerance, iactic acidosls in the resting state, and occasionally myglobinuria resulting from the decreased activitv of rhe bc1 complex. In
contrast to the majority o[ mutations in mtD\A, the mutations identified in the cytochrome b gene are not maternally lnherited. Moreover, most of these mutations have only been expressed in muscle
tissues, suggesting that the mutarions identified in the cytochrome b
gene are somatic and occur during germ-1ayer differentiation of myogenic stem celIs.

Andreu, A L , et al Exercise intolerance due to muutions in the cytochrome
b gene o[ mitochondrial DNA N Engl J Med. 341:1037, 1999
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One-electron steps in reduction of oxygen
leading to formation of reactive oxygen
species superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and

hydroxyl radical.
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Oxygen is essential to life. The majorlty of intracellular oxida[ion of substrates results in transfer of two-eleclrons to appropriate acceptors such as NAD+ or FAD,
which are subsequentiy oxidized by the electron transport chain. The terminal step
in which 02 is reduced to water is catalyzed by cytochrome c oxidase, which tightly
binds 02 to the binuclear center where stepwise reduction of 02 occurs without release of intermediates in the oxidation process (see Section 13.6, see p. 574). The
elec[ronic structure of 02, however, favors its reduction by addition of one electron
at a time leading to the generation of oxygen radicals that can cause cellular damage A radical is defined as a molecule with a highly reac[ive unpaired elec[ron in
an outer orbital, which can initiate chain reactions by removal of an electron from
another molecule to comple[e its own orbital. The stepwise transfer of electrons to
02 results in formation of the following intermediates as indicated in Figure I3.62:
namely, superoxide anion (Ou -), the partially reduced hydrogen peroxide (HzOz),
and hydroxyl free radical (OH.). Of these in[ermediates in reduction of 02 to water, the hydroxyl radlcal is undoubtedly the most dangerous free radical as i[ is involved in reactions such as lipid peroxidation and generatlon of other toxic radica1s. Hydrogen peroxide itself is nol a free radical but is converted by the Fenton
or Haber-Weiss reactions to the hydroxyl radical in the presence of Fe2+ or Cu*
prevalent in cells (Figure 13.63).

Production of Reactive Oxygen Species

Fenton Reactio

Fez++H2O2+ fs3+*

I nrncilvE oxycEN

Oz+ HzO+

FIGURE 13.63

The Fenton and Haber-Weiss reactions for
formation of toxic hydroxyl radical.

processes in cells generally result ln transfer of electrons to 02 to
form water without release of in[ermediates, a small number of oxygen radicals are
inevitably formed due to leakage ln electron [ransfer reactions. The major lntracellular source of oxygen radicals is the mitochondrial electron transporl chain where
superoxide is produced by transfer of one electron to 02 from the stable semiquinone
produced during reduction of ubiquinone by complexes I and II of the eleclron
[ransport chain (Figure 13.64). The oxygen radicals produced in mitochondria include superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical. Toxic oxygen species
are also produced in peroxisomes; they oxidize fatty acids and other compounds by
transfer of two electrons from a FADH2 to 02 with formation of hydrogen perox-

While oxidative

Complex

I

FMN
FeS centers

UOH.
+
Q2-

Succinate
FAD
FeS centers
Fumarate

Complex ll

FIGURE 13.64

Generation of superoxide anions by mitochondrial electron transfer chain.
Stable semiqulnone formed during the two-electron reduction o[ ubiquinone by the
iron-sulfur centers of both complexes I and It can transfer an electron to oxygen to form
the superoxide anion. By contrast, the binuclear center of cytochrome c oxidase prevents
in the reduction of oxygen

release of intermediates

REACTvE

ide, which is readily converted to hydroxyl radical (Figure 13 63) The cytochrome
P450 system localized in endoplasmic reticulum can also produce oxygen radicals
Oxygen radicals are also produced in cells during processes such as inflammation due to bacterial infection. To combat mlcrobial infections, phagocytes produce
and release toxic oxygen radicals to kill invading bacteria in a process known as resplratory burst. The phagocytes (Figure 13.65) then engulf kl11ed bacreria In an
acute rnfection, production of oxygen radi.cals and killing of bacteria are efficient
processes; however, in prolonged infectlons, phagocytes tend to die, releasing roxic
oxygen radicals that affect surrounding ce1ls
In addition, cosmic radlation, ingestion of chemicals and drugs, as well as smog
can lead to formalion of reactive oxygen species. Damage due to reactive oxygen
species of[en occurs during perfusion ol [issues with solutions conlaining hlgh concentrations of 02; this procedure rs used with patients who have suffered an ischemic episode ln whlch locaiized 02 leve1s are lowered due to blockage of an artery
(see

Clin Corr. 13.7),

Damage Caused by Reactive Oxygen Species
Reactive oxygen species react wrth and cause damage to all ma.lor classes of macromolecules in cells. The phospholipids present in plasma and organelle membranes
are subject to lipid peroxidation, a free radical chain reaction initiated by removal

oxycEN

Bacteria

spECrES

rnosl
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Respiratory burst in phagocvtes.
An electron transfer chain inr-oh rng

a unrque

cytochrome b transfers eleclrons lrtrm \-\DPH Lo
oxygen with formation of superoxide anr..n
Superoxide is converted to the hvdroxr i radrcal
that kills bacteria subsequently engul[ed bv
phagocytes

of hydrogen from a pollunsaturated fatty acid by hydroxyl radical. The resulting
lipid radicals then react wlth 02 to lorm lipid peroxy radicals and lipid peroxlde
along with malondialdehyde, rvhich is water soiuble and can be detected in blood.
An example of the effects of lipid peroxidation in humans ls the brown spols commonly observed on hands of the elderly These "age"spots contain the pigment lipofuscin, suggested to be a mixture of cross-linked lipids and products of lipid peroxidation, which accumulate in indivlduals over the course of a lifetime One
signlficant consequence ol Iipid peroxidation is increased membrane permeability
leading to an influx ol Ca2* and other ions with subsequent swelling of the cel1.
Slmilar increases in permeabllity of organelle membranes may also resuit in ma1dlstribution of ions and result in intracellular damage For example, accumulation
of excessive amounts of Ca2* in mitochondria may trigger apoptosis

3.7
lschemia/Reperfusion lnjury

CTINICAL CORRETATION 1

The occlusion of a major coronary artery during myocardial infarctlon
results in ischemia or lowered oxygen supply Consequently, the mito-

chondrial electron transport-oxidative phosphorylation sequence rs
inhibrted, resulting in a decline of intracellular levels of ATP and creatine phosphate As cellular ATP levels diminish, anaerobrc glycoiysis
is activated in an attempt to maintain normal cellular functions Glycogen 1eve1s are rapidly depleted and lactic acid levels in the cytosol increase, lowering the intracellular pH Despite the direct consequences
o[ ischemia, the damage to the affected [issues appears to become more
severe when oxygen is reintroduced (or reperfused) and oxygen radicals including superoxrde (O2 ), hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl

radical (OH.) are formed One recent study observed the formation of
oxTgen radicals including peroqmitrite (ONOO-) produced from nitric oxide (NO) and superoxide during acute reperlusion of the ischemic heart. Peroxr,nitrite has been shown to contribute to the poor
recovery of mechanical function in ischemic hearts, while antioxidants
such as glutathione that scavenge the peroxpritnte radicals protect
against damage to mechanical function Reperfusion of the ischemic
heart may also lead to the activation of leukocytes, which act as mediators of the inflammatory process leading to further tissue injury

Myocardlal ischemia/reperfusion represents a clinicai problem
wrth thrombolysis, angioplasty, and coronary bypass surgery Injury to the myocardium due to ischemia,/reperfuslon include
associated

cardiac contractile dysfunctlon, arrhythmias, and irreversible myocyte

damage Ischemia may also arise during surgery especially during
transplantation of tissues. The postulated role of oxygen radicals in
rschemia/reperfusion injury is strengthened by the obsen,ations that
antioxidants protect against reperfusion injury to ischemic trssue
Currently, active investigations of methods to protect against reperfusion injury are underway using animal models in which the effects of
administering antioxidants and preventing the generation of oxygen
radicals are being explored The increased use of invasive procedures
used in clinical medicrne indicates the importance o[ developing
methods to protect agatnst ischemia./reperfuslon injury

Cheung, P Y, \4hng, W, and Schulz, R Glurathione prorects againsr myocardial ischemia-reperfusion injury by detoxifying peroxynirrire J Mol Cell Car-

diol 32:1669,2000
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The enzy,rnes superoxide dismutase and catalase protect cells by removing superoxide and
hvdrogen peroxide.

Proline, histidine, arginine, cysteine, and methionine are susceptible to a[tack
by hydroxyl radicals with subsequen[ fragmentation of proteins, cross-linking, and
aggregation. Pro[eins that have been damaged due to attack by oxygen radicals may
be subjected to increased rates of digestion by intracellular proteases.
Undoubtedly, the most important consequence of oxygen radicals is damage to
both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA resuLting in mutations. The nonspecific binding of ferrous ions (Fe2*) to DNA may result in localized formation of hydroxyl
radicals that attack individual bases and cause s[rand breaks. Mitochondrial DNA
is more susceptible to damage by oxygen radicals, since the electron transport chain
is a major source of toxic oxygen radicals. Nuclear DNA is protected from permanent damage by a protective coat of histones as well as by active and efficient mechanisms for DNA repair. Damage to mtDNA will generally result in muta[ions that
affect energy production. The symptoms in affected individual will be manifest in
energy-requiring processes such as muscle contraction. An example of the consequences of a somatic mutation in the mitochondrial gene for cy[ochrome b that may
have been caused by oxygen radicals is presented in Clinical Correlation 13.7.

Cellular Defenses Against Reactiye Orygen Species

Glutathione
peroxidase

HzozTzl>
2GSH

\/

znzo

GSSG
NADPH + H+

\--/Glutathione
reductase

FtcuRE 13.67
Glutathione peroxidase removes hydrogen
peroxide as well as lipid peroxides.
Electrons are transferred to hydrogen peroxide
lrom the sul{hydryl groups of reduced glutathione (GSH) with formation of oxidized glutathione (GSSG). Glutathione reductase then
reduces GSSG to GSH with NADPH as the
reducing agent

I ersrrocRAPHY

Cells that live in an aerobic environmenl have developed multiple ways to remove
reactive oxygen species and thus pro[ect [hemselves against deleterious effects of
these radicais. Mammals have [hree different isozymes of superoxide dismutase
that catalyzes conversion of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide (Figure 13.66). The
cytosolic form of superoxide dismutase contains Cu/Zn at i[s active site, as does the
extracellular form of the enzyme; however, a unique mitochondrial form of superoxide dismutase exists with Mn at its active site. The importance of superoxide removal in cells is emphasized by the presence of these three forms of superoxide dismutase in different cell compartments. Hydrogen peroxide is removed by catalase,
a heme-containing enzl,rne present in highest concentration in peroxisomes and [o
a lesser extent in mitochondria and cytosoi (Figure 13.66).
A major mechanism for protecting against the damage caused by oxygen radicals is glutathione peroxidase, which catalyzes reduction of both hydrogen per-

oxide and lipid peroxides (Figure 13.67). This selenium-containing enzyme uses
sulfhydryl groups of glutathione (GSH) as a hydrogen donor with formation of the
oxidized disulfide form of glutathione (GSSG). Glutathione reductase converts [he
disulfide form of glutathione back to the sulfhydryl form using NADPH produced

in the pentose phosphate pathway

as an electron donor. Protection against reactive
oxygen species may also be gained from ingestion of oxygen scavengers such as vitamins C and E and B-caro[ene.
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1. A bond may be "high energy" for any of the following reasons
EXCEPT:

B
C.
D.

E.

2

3.

products of its cleavage are more resonance stabilized than the
original compound.
the bond is unusually stable, requiring
energy input to

^lrge

cleave it
electrostatic repulsion is relieved when the bond is cleaved.
a cleavage product may be unstable, tautomerizing to a more
stable form.
the bond may be strained.

At which of the following enzpe-c

t^1yzed steps of rhe tricarboxylic acid cycle does net incorporation of the elements of water
into an intermediate o[ the cycle occur?

A.
B.
C.
D.

aconitase
ci[ra[e s]'nthase
malate dehydrogenase
succinate dehydrogenase

E.

succinyl-CoA s),nthase

oxide. FA5EB

4

Multiple Choice Questions

A

Reactive Oxygen Species
Fridovich, I Superoxide radical and superoxrde dismutases. Annu Rey. Biochem
64:97, 1995
Hansford, R, Tsuchiya, N , and Pepe, S Mitochondria in heart ischaemia and
aging Biochem Soc. Symp.66:141, 1999
Sohal, R S Mitochondria genera[e superoxide anion radicals and hydrogen per-

of the following tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates may be
added or removed by other metabolic pathways EXCEPT:
A. citrate

J

ll,:1269, 1997

Regulation of tricarboxylic acid cycle activity in vivo may involve
the concentration of all of the following EXCEPT:
A acetyl CoA
B ADP

C. AIP

D. CoA

E.

oxygen.

5. The mitochondrial membrane contains a transporter

A.

B
C.
D.

E,

for:

NADH.
acetyl CoA.
GTP
ATP
NADPH-

If rotenone is added to the mitochondrial electron transport chain:
the P/O ratio of NADH is reduced from 3:l to 2:I.
B. the rate of NADH oxidation is diminished to two-thirds of its

A

initial value.

C. succinate oxidation remains normal.
D. oxidative phosphorylation is uncoupled at site I.
E. electron flow is inhibited at site II

A11

B

fumarate

C. isocitrate
D. a-ketoglutarate

E.

oxaloacetate

7 If cyanide is added

to tightly coupled mitochondria that are

tlvely oxidizing succinate:
A. subsequent addition

of

2,,1-dinitrophenol

will

ac-

cause ATP

hydrolysis.

B.

subsequent addition of 2,4-dinitrophenol

oxidation.

will

restore succinate
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electron flow will cease, but ATP syrrthesis will continue.
electron flow will cease, bu[ ATP synthesis can be restored by
subsequent addition of 2,4-dinitrophenol

E.

8

The heme iron of which of the following is bound to the prorern
by' onll- one coordination llnkage?

-{
B
C
D
E
9

10

subsequent addition of 2,4-dinitrophenol and the phosphorylation inhibitor, oligomycin, will cause ATP hydrolysis.

cltochrome a
cltochrome a3
c1'tochrome b
c1'tochrome c

none of the above

Copper is an essential component, participating in the transfer o[
electrons, of:
A complex I
B complex II.
C complex III.
D complex IV
E all of the above.

12. Suppose the specific defect were a mutant pyruvate dehydrogenase
(the first catalytic subunit) with poor binding o[ its prosthetic
group. In this tlpe of defect, sometimes greatly increasing the dietary precursor of the prosthetic group is helpful. In this case, increasing which ol the followrng might be helpful?
A lipoic acid
B niacin (for NAD)
C pantothenic acid (for CoA)
D. riboflavin (for FAD)
E. thiamine (for TPP)
Questions 13 and 14: When a major coronary artery ls blocked, ischemia (lowered oxygen supply) results, inhibitlng mitochondrial electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation The ischemra causes
damage to affected tissues Reperfusion (introducing oxygen), however,
appears to cause even more tissue damage as oxygen radicals are formed
Some hope for mlnimizing the reperfusion damage lies in the administration of antioxidants.

I3

AII of the following statements are coffect EXCEPT:

A

reactive oxygen species (oxygen radicals) result when there is
concerted addition of four electrons at a time to 02

a

superoxide anion (Oz-) and hydroxyl radical (OH.) are two
forms of reactive oxygen.
C. superoxide dismutase is a naturally occurring enzlme that protects against damage by converting 02- to H2O2
D. reactive oxygen species damage phospholipids, proteins, and
nuclerc acids.
E. glutathione protects against H2O2 by reducing ir ro warer.

B.

The chemiosmotic hypothesis rnvolves all of the following EXCEPT:
a membrane impermeable to protons.

A

B.

electron transpofi by the respiratory chain pumps protons out
ol the mitochondrion
C proton flow into the mitochondna depends on the presence of
ADP and P;
D. ATPase activity is reversible

E. only proton transport is strictly regulated; other positively
charged ions can diffuse freely across the mitochondrial
membrane.

Questions lI and 12: A child presented with severe neurological defects. Blood tests indicated elevated serum levels of lactate, pyruvate,
and alanine Cultures of skin fibroblasts showed deficient activiry of rhe
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. Furrher srudy mighr indicate which
subunit o[ the complex is defective, although the metabo]ic elfecrs are
essentially the same regardless of which subunit is defective.

11. The active form of p,,ruvate dehydrogenase is favored by the influence of all of the following on pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase
EXCEPT:

A

low [Ca2+]
B. low acetyl CoA/CoASH
C. high lpyruvate].

D. low NADFT/NAD'

I nNswrns
I B

14 All of the following result from ischemia EXCEPT:
A. decrease in intracellular ATP

B
C

decrease
decrease

D. lactlc

E.

in intracellular creatine phosphate
in NADH/NAD+.

acidosis.

depletion of cellular glycogen.

Problems

A . ..^ B, AGo' -- -7 I kcal mol 1. At 37'C,
RT:
-2.303
-1 42kcal mol-1. What is the equilibrium rario of

15. For the reacrion
B/A?

16. Using pyruvate, labeled with t*C in its keto group, via the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction and the TCA cycle, where would the
carbon label be at the end of one turn o[ the TCA cycle? Where
would the carbon label be at the end of the second turn of the
cycle?

I

High energy does not refer to a high energy of formation (bond
stability). A "hlgh-energy" bond is so designated because it has
a high free energy of hydrolysis This could arise for reasons A,

C,D,orE
2. B \lhter is required

to hydrolyze the thioester bond of acetyl CoA

A: Acomtase removes water, then adds it back C, D: The dehydrogenases remove two protons and two electrons E. Here
the thioester undergoes phosphorolysis, not hydrolysis; the
phosphate is subsequently transferred from the intermediate
succinyl phosphate to GDP

3. C A: Citrate is transported out

of the mitochondria to be used as
a source of cytoplasmic acetyl CoA. B: Fumarate is produced
during phenylalanine and t),rosine degradation. D: This can be
formed from glutamate. E: Oxa]oacetate is produced by py*vate carboxylase and is used in gluconeogenesis Clearly most
of the tricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates play multiple roles

in the body.

4 D CoA is not a regulator, though

there is a reciprocal relationship
between CoA and acetyl CoA in the short term. A ls the substrate. B activates isocitrate dehydrogenase, and C inhibits it E:

ANSWERS

The cycle requires oxygen to oxidize NADH and ADP to be

5.D

6.C

7.4

8.8

9.D
IO.

E

converted to ATP (respiratory control).
ATP and ADP are transported in opposite directions. A, B: Reducing equivalents from NADH are shuttled across the membrane, as is the acetyl group of acetyl CoA, but NADH and
acetyl CoA themselves cannot cross C: Of the nucleotides, only
ATP and ADP are transported. E: Like NADH, NADPH does not
cross the membrane.
Rotenone inhibits at the level of NADH dehydrogenase (site I),
preventing all electron flow and all AfP synthesis from NADH.
Flavin-linked dehydrogenases feed in electrons below site I and
are unaffected by site I inhibitors.
Cyanide inhibits electron transport at site III, blocking electron
flow throughout the system. In coupled mitochondria, ATP synthesis ceases too Addition of an uncoupier permits the mitochondrial AfPase (which is normally driven in the syrrthetic direction) to operate, and it catalyzes the favorable ATP hydrolysis
reaction unless it is inhibited by a phosphorylation inhibitor
such as oligomycin.
Fe2+ has six coordination positions. In heme, four are filled by
the porphyrin ring In cytochromes a, b, arld c the other two
are filled by the protein. But in cytochrome 43, one position
must be left vacant to provide an oxygen-binding site
The copper is directly involved in cytochrome a3 reacting with
02. A-C: These complexes contain Fe-S protein clusters but
do not contain copper.
If the charge separation could be dissipated by free diffusion of
other ions, the energy would be lost, and no ATP could be sprthesized

1I. A High

Ca2+ favors the active dehydrogenase but by activating
the phosphatase. B-D: NADH and acetyl CoA activate pyruvate
dehydrogenase kinase, thus inactivating pyruvate dehydrogenase. Pyruvate inhibits the kinase, favoring the active dehydrogenase.

t)E

A, C: These are cofactors for the dihydrolipoyl

transacetylase. B,
dehydrogenase.

14.
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I6

D: These are cofactors for the dihydrolipoyl

Four-electron ransfer to oxygen produces water. Oxygen radicals occur when electrons are added stepwise to 02. B: H2O2 is
also included as reactive oxygen because it can produce OH..
C: The H2O2 is then degraded by catalase. D: All of these are
subject to oidation with deleterious effects E: Glutathione peroxidase catalyzes this reaction.
Inhibition of electron transpofl because of low 02 prevents reoxidation of NADH and, therefore, the NADH/NAD+ increases.
A, B: ATP decreases because oxidative phosphorylation is inhibited. This will shifr the creatine kinase reaction toward ATP
D: Anaerobic glycolysis is stimulated to provide Aff; leading to
increased lactate. E: Glycogen is the substrate for anaerobic
glycolysis.

I5

SeS

TPP is the cofactor for the first reaction, which decarboxylates

pyruvate.
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AGo' : -Rf In KLq: -2.303 Rf log K!o. Substitution gives
Iog Klo - t. K'"c then is 100,000 so rhe B/A = 100,000/1.
The labeled keto carbon of pyruvate becomes the labeied carboxyl carbon of acetyl CoA. After condensation with oxaloacetate, the first carboxyl group of citrate is labeled. This label is
retained through subsequent reactions to succinate However,
succinate is a symmetrical compound to the enzlrne so, in effect, both carboxyl groups of succinate are labeled. This means
that the oxaloacetate regenerated is labeled in both carboxyl
Sroups at the end of one turn (actually half the molecules are
labeled in one carboxyl and half in the other but this can't be
distinguished experimentally). Note that CO2 is not labeled. In
the second tum, the same carboxyl labeled acetyl CoA is added
but this time to labeled oxaloacetate. Both carboxyl groups of
the oxaloacetate are released as CO2 so it will be labeled, as will
the regenerated oxaloacetate.
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fhe major pathways of carbohydrate metabolism ei[her begin or end with

ft?I:.:-;

glucose
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the form of glycogen for later use, and release o[ glucose from glycogen for use by
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which carbohydrate absorbed from the intestinal tract is presented to cells of the
body Glucose is the only fuel used to any si.gnifican[ extent by a few specialized
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kidney disease, and blindness.
The discussion begins with glycolysis, a pathway used by all cells of the body
[o ex[ract part of the chemical energy inherent in the glucose molecule. This pathway also converts glucose to pyruvate and sets the stage for complete oxidation of
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Relationship of glucose to major pathways
carbohydrate metabolism.
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volved to make the overall process of gluconeogenesis exergonic. How regulation is
exerted at key en4Tne-catalyzed steps will be stressed throughout the chapter. This
will be particularly true for giycogen synthesis (glycogenesis) and degradation
(glycogenolysis). Many cells store glycogen for the purpose of having glucose

GLYCOLYSIS

I

soo

available for Iater use. The liver is less selfish, storing glycogen not for i[s own need,

but for maintenance of blood glucose in order [o ensure that other [issues,

espe-

cially the brain, have an adequa[e supply of this impor[ant subs[rate. Regulation of
the slmthesis and degradation of glycogen i.s a model for our understanding of how
hormones work and how o[her metabolic pathways may be regulated This subject
contributes to our understanding of the diabetic condition, starvation, and how tissues of rhe body respond to s[ress, severe trauma, and injury The Appendix (see
p ll72) presents the nomenclature and chemistry of the carbohydrates.

HOH
(I-D-Glucose

2 ADP3- + 2Pi2-

2

14.2

oo\",

I GLYCOLYSTS

Clycolysis Occurs in All Human Cells

2

The Embden-Meyerhof or glycolytic pathway represenls an anclent process, possessed by all cells of the human body, in which anaerobic degradation of glucose to
lactate occurs. This is one example of anaerobic fermentation, a [errn used to refer to pathways by which organisms extrac[ chemical energy from high-energy [uels in the absence of molecular oxygen. For many tissues glycolysis is an emergency
energy-yielding pathway, capable of producing 2 mol of ATP from 1 mol of glucose
in the absence of molecuiar oxygen (Figure I4.2). Thus when the oxygen supply to
a tissue is shut off, ATP levels can still be maintained by glycolysis for at least a
short period of time. Many examples could be given, but the capacity to use glycolysis as a source of energy is particularly important to the human belng at birth.
With the exception of the brain, circulation of blood decreases to most parts of the
body of the neonate during delivery The brain is not normally deprived of oxygen
during delivery but other tissues musL depend on glycolysis for their supply of ATP
until circulation returns [o normal and oxygen becomes available again. This conserves oxygen for use by the brain, illustrating one of many mechanisms that have
evolved to assure survival of brain tissue in times of stress. Oxygen is not necessary
for glycolysis, and the presence of oxygen can indirectly suppress glycolysis, a phenomenon called the Pasteur effect, which is considered later. Nevertheless, glycolysis can and does occur in cells with an abundant supply of molecular oxygen. Provided cells also contain mitochondria, the end product of glycolysis in the presence
of oxygen ,s_gytgyllg_lS.thgl$l lagglg.Pyruvate can then be completely oxidized
to CO2 and H2O by enzl,rnes housed within the mi[ochondria Glycolysis therefore
sets the stage for aerobic oxidation of carbohydrate. The overall process of glycolysis plus the subsequent mitochondrial oxidation of pyruvate to CO2 and H2O has
the following equation:
o-glucose

+

6 02

+ 32 ADP3- + 32 Pi2- * 32 H+ --->
6 CO2 + 6 H2O + 32 NP4-(C6H12O6)

Much more AfP is produced in complete oxidation of glucose to CO2 and H2O
than in the conversion of glucose to lac[a[e. This has important consequences,
which are considered in detail later. For glucose to be completely oxidized to CO2
and H2O, it must first be converted to pyruvate by glycolysis (Figure 14.3) The im-

o-Glucose

2 pyruvate

/t
a
2 L-lactate

No 02 requirement
for glycolysis

ATPI.

4CO2

02 requirement for pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH) plus
TCA cycle activity

FICURE 14.3

Glycolysis is a preparatory pathway for aerobic metabolism of glucose.
TCA refers to the tdcarboxylic acid cycle

I

HO-C-

H

I

cHs
L-Lactate

FIGURE 14.2

Overall balanced equation for the sum of
r€actions of glycolytic pathway.
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portance of glycolysis as a preparatory pathway is best exemplified by the brain.
This tissue has an absolute need for glucose and processes most of it via glycolysis.
Pyruvate produced is then oxidized to CO2 and H2O in mitochondria. An adult human brain uses approximately 120 g of glucose each day in order [o meet its need
for ATP In contrasl, glycolysis with lactate as the end product is the major mecha-

nism of ATP production in a number of other tissues. Red blood ce1ls lack mitochondria and therefore are unable to convert pyruvate to CO2 and H2O. The
cornea, lens, and regions of the reti.na have a limited blood supply and also lack
mitochondria (because mitochondria would absorb and scat[er lighr) and depend
on glycolysi.s as the major mechanism for AfP production. Kidney medulla, testis,
Ieukocytes, and white muscle fibers are almost totally dependent on glycolysis as a
source of ATP because these tissues have relatively few mitochondria. Tissues
dependent primarily on glycolysis for AfP production consume about 40 g of glu-

in a normal adult
Starch is the storage form of glucose in plants and contains c-I,4-glycosidic
linkages along with c-I,6-glycosidic branches. Glycogen is the storage form of
glucose in animal tissues and con[ains the same type of glycosidic linkages and
branches. Exogenous glycogen refers to that which we eal and digest; endogenous
glycogen is that syrrthesized or s[ored in our tissues. Exogenous starch or glycogen
is hydrolyzed in the intestinal tract with the production of glucose, whereas stored
glycogen endogenous [o our tissues is converted to glucose or glucose 6-phosphate
by enzymes present within the cells. Disaccharides [hat serve as important sources
of glucose in our diet include milk sugar (lactose) and grocery store sugar (sucrose).
Hydrolysis of these sugars by enzymes of the brush border of the intestinal tract is
discussed on page 1102 Glucose can be used as a source of energy for cells of the
intestinal tract However, these cells do not depend on glucose to any greal extent;
most of their energy requirement is met by glutamine catabolism (p. 784). Most of
the glucose passes through the cells of the intestinal tract into the portal vein blood
and then the general circulation to be used by other tissues. Liver is the first major
tissue to have an opportunity [o remove glucose from the portal vein blood. When
blood glucose is high, the liver removes glucose for the glucose-consuming processes
of glycogenesis and glycolysis. When blood glucose is low, the liver supplies the
blood with glucose by the glucose-producing processes of glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. The liver is also the firs[ organ exposed to the blood flowing from the
pancreas and therefore "senses" the highest concentrati.ons of the hormones
(glucagon and insulin) released from this endocrine tissue. These important hormonal regulators of blood glucose levels have effecLs on key enzy,rne-catalyzed steps
in the liver.
cose per day

Glucose ls Metabolized Differently in Various Cells
After penetrating the plasma membrane by facilitated [ransport by way of GLU]I
(glucose transporter isoform I), glucose is metabolized mainly by glycolysis in
red blood cells (Figure 14.4a). Since red blood ce1ls lack mitochondria, the end
product of giycolysis is lactic acid, which is released into the blood plasma. GIucose used by the pentose phosphate pathway in red blood cells provides NADPH

FICURE 14.4

Overviews of the major ways in which glucose is metabolized within cells of selected
tissues of the body.
(a) Glucose transport into a cell by a glucose transpo( protein (GLUT), (b) glucose phosphorylation by hexokinase; (c) pentose phosphate pathway; (d) glycolysis; (e) Iactic acid
transpofi out of the cell; @ pyruvate decarboxylation by pFuvate dehydrogenase; (g) TCA
cycle; (h) glycogenesis; (i) glycogenolysis; () lipogenesis; (h) gluconeogenesis; (l) hydrolysis
of glucose 6-phosphate and release of glucose from the cell into the blood; (m) formation
of glucuronides (drug and bilirubin detoxilication by conjugation) by the glucuronic acid
pathway
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Glutathione
reductase

H+

+

NADPH

Glutathione
peroxidase

2H2O

FIGURE 14.5

Destruction of H2O2 is dependent on
reduction of oxidized glutathione by NADPH
generated by pentose phosphate pathway.

coNrRoL

to keep glutathione in the reduced s[ate, which has an importanr role in the destruction of organic peroxides and H2O2 (Figure I4.5). Peroxides cause irreversible
damage to membranes, DNA, and numerous o[her cel1u1ar components and must
be removed [o prevent cell death (see p. 22).
The brain takes up glucose by facilitared rranspor[ in an insulin-independent
manner by GLU?3 (glucose rransporrer isoform 3) (Figure I4.4b) . Glycolysis in
the brain yields pyruvate, which is subsequently oxidized to CO2 and H2O by the
combination of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and the TCA cycle The pentose phosphate pathway is active in these cells, generating part of the NADPH
needed for reductive slrrthesis and the maintenance of glutathione in the reduced
state.

Muscle and heart cells readily utilize glucose (Figure 14 flc).Insulin slimulates
transport of glucose into these cells by way of GLUT-,+ (glucose transporter isoform 4). In the absence of insulin, GLUT-4 exisls ln membrane vesicles located
within the cytosol of cells where i[ cannot facilirare glucose transporr (Figure 14.6).
Binding of insulin [o its receplor on Lhe plasma membrane initiates a signaling cascade that promo[es translocation and fusion of GlU]4-containing vesicles wirh the
plasma membrane, thereby placing GLU?4 in a position where it can facilitate g1ucose transport. Glucose taken into muscle and heart cells can be utilized by glycolysis to give pyruvate, which is used by the combination of the p),ruvare dehydrogenase
complex and the TCA cycle to provide ATP Muscle and heart, in contrast ro rhe tissues just considered, are capable of syrrrhesizing significant quantities of glycogen,
an impor[ant fuel that the cells of these tissues store for later consumption
Like muscle, the uptake of giucose by adipose tissue is dependent on and
stimulated by insulin (Figure 14.4d).Insu1in works by rhe same mechanism; tha[

Plasma
membrane

Kinase-mediated signaling cascade

FICURE 14.6

Insulin stimulates glucose uptake by
adipose tissue and muscle by increasing the
number of glucose transporters (GLUA4) in
the plasma rnembrane.

Microvesicle
with GLUT4

rHE cLYCoLYrc PATHWAY

is, it initiates a signaling cascade that culminates in fusion of intracellular GLUT-4
vesicles with the plasma membrane of adipocytes where GLUT:4 functions to bring
glucose into the cell (Figure 14.6). Pyruvate, as in other cells, is generated by glycolysis and is oxidized by the p)rmvate dehydrogenase complex to give acetyl CoA,
which is used primarily for de now fatty acld sy,nthesis. The pentose phosphate
pathway is important because it produces the NADPH necessary for the reductive
steps of fatty acid sgrthesis. Adipose tissue has the capacity for glycogenesis and
glycogenolysis, but these processes arc very limited in this tissue relative to that of
muscle, heart, and liver.
Liver has the greatest number of ways to utilize glucose (Figure L4.4e). Uptake
of glucose occurs independent of insulin by means of GLUT2, a low-affinity, highcapacity glucose transporter. Glucose is used rather extensively by the pentose
phosphate pathway for the production of NADPH, which is needed for reductive
slrrthesis, maintenance of reduced glutathione, and numerous reactions catalyzed
by endoplasmic reticulum enzyme systems. A quantitatively less important but nevertheless vital function of the pentose phosphate pathway (see p. 666) is the provision of ribose phosphate, required for the s),nthesis of nucleotides such as ATP
and those in DNA and RNA. Glucose is also used for glycogen synthesis, with glycogen storage being a particularly important feature of the liver. Glucose can also be
used in the glucuronic acid pathway, which is important in drug and bilirubin
detoxification (see Chapters 1I, p.477 ar'd24, p. 1073). The liver is also capable
of glycolysis, the pyruvate produced being used as a source of acetyl CoA for
complete oxidation by the TCA cycle and for the synthesis of fat by the process of
de noyo fatty acid slmthesis. In contrast to the other tissues, the liver is unique in
thar it has the capacity to convert three-carbon precursors (lactate, pyruvate,
glycerol, and alanine) into glucose by the process of gluconeogenesis to meet the
glucose need of other cells.

14.3
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Glucose is combustible and will burn in a test tube to yield heat and light but, of
course, no ATP Cells use some 30 steps to take glucose to CO2 and H2O, a seemingly inefficient process, since it can be done in a single step in a test tube. However,
side reactions and some of the actual steps used by the cell to "burn" glucose to
CO2 and H2O lead to the conservation of a significant amount of energy in the form
of AfP In other words, AfP is produced by the controlled "burning" of glucose in
the cell, glycolysis representing only the first flew steps, shown in Figure l4.7,in

the overall process.

Clycolysis Occurs in Three Stages
Glycolysis can conveniently be pictured as occurring
ure L4.7).
Priming stage:
o-glucose

in

three major stages (Fig-

+ 2 AlP4- --+ o-fructose 1,6-bisphosphatea- + 2 ADP3- + 2H+

Splitting stage:
D-fructose 1,6-bisphosphatea

Oxidoreduction-phosphorylation
2 o-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate2-

- -+ 2 o-glyceraldehyde

3-phosphate2

-

stage:

+ 4 ADP3- + 2 Pi2-+ 2H+ --->
2 t-lactate- + 4 AfP4- + 2 H2O

Sum:

o-glucose

+ 2 ADP 3- + 2P,'-

-

2 t-lactate- + 2 AfP4- + 2 H2O

I
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FICURE 14.7

The glycolytic pathway, divided into its rhree stages.
The s1,rnbol P refers to phosphoryl group PO32-; -indicares a high-energy phosphate
bond. (a) Priming stage, (b) splitting stage, and (c) oxidoreduction-phosphorylation stage
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The priming stage involves input of two molecules of AfP to convert glucose
into a molecule of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate. AfP ls [herefore "invested" in the

priming stage of glycolysis. However, ATP beyond this investment is subsequently
gained from the glycolytic process. The splitting stage "splits" [he six-carbon molecule fructose 1,6-bisphosphate into two molecules of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate. In the oxidoreduction-phosphorylation stage two molecules of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate are converted into two molecules of lactate with the
production of four molecules of AfP The overall process of glycolysis therefore
genera[es two molecules of lactate and lwo molecules of ATP at the expense of one
molecule of glucose.

o-o-Glucose 6-phosphate

ct-D-Glucose

Stage One Primes the Clucose Molecule
the first step of glycolysis (see Figure I4.7aand Step 1). AIthough this reaction consumes ATB it gets glycolysis off to a good sLart by trapping
glucose as glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) within the cytosol of the cell where all of the
glycolytic enzymes are located. Phosphate esters are charged, hydrophilic compounds that do not readily penetrate cell membranes. The phosphorylation of glucose with ATP is a thermodlnamicaily favorable reaction, requiring the use of one
high-energy phosphate bond It is irreversible under celluiar conditions. It is not,
however, a way to synthesize AfP or to hydrolyze G6P to give glucose by the reverse reaction. Hydrolysis of G6P is accomplishedby a different reacrion, catalyzed
by glucose 6-phosphatase:

Hexokinase

caLalyzes

glucose 6-phosphate2-

+ H2O -+ glucose

*

a-o-Glucose 6-phosphate

1t

P,2-

This reaction is thermodl.namically favorable in the direction written and cannot
in cells for the synthesis of G6P from glucose. (A common mi.stake is to
note tha[ ATP and ADP are involved in the hexokinase reaction and then assume
that they are also involved in the glucose 6-phosphaLase reaction.) Glucose 6phosphatase is an important enzyme in liver, functioning [o produce free glucose
from G6P in the last step of both gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis; it has no
be used

role in glycolysis.
The next reaction is a readily reversible step of the glycolytic pathway, catalyzed
by phosphoglucose isomerase (Step 2). This step is not subject to regulation and,
since i[ is readily reversible, functions in both glycolysls and gluconeogenesis.
6-Phosphofructo-l-kinase (or phosphofructokinase-l) catalyzes the next reaction, an AfP-dependent phosphorylation of fruc[ose 6-phosphate (F6P) ro give
fructose l,6-bisphosphate (FBP) (Step 3). This is a favorite enzyrne of many srudents ofbiochemistry, being subject to regulalion by several effectors and often considered the most important regulatory errzyrrre of the glycolytic pathway The reaction is irreversible under intracellular conditions; that is, it represen[s a way to
produce FBP but not a way [o produce ATP or F6P by the reverse reaction. This reaction utilizes the second AfP needed to "prime" glucose, thereby completing the

first stage of glycolysis.

Stage Two ls Splitting of a Phosphorylated lntermediate
Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase catalyzes the cleavage of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate into a molecule each of dihydroxyacetone phosphate and glyceraldehyde 3phosphate (GAP) (see Figure I4.7b; Step 4). This is a reversible reacrion, the enzyme being called aldolase because the overail reaction is a variant of an aldol
cleavage in one direction and an aldol condensation in the other. Triose phosphate
isomerase then catalyzes the reversible interconversion of dihydroxyacetone phosphate and GAP to complete the splitting stage of glycolysis (Step 5). With rhe rransformation of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) into GAP, one molecule of
glucose is converted into two molecules of GAP

o-o-Fructose 6-phosphate

Step 2
cH20H
I

C:O
I

HOCH

|

+ Rte4

HCOH
I

HCOH
I

CH2OPO32o-Fructose 6-phosphate

I
t

N/s'*

CH,OPO.2

t-

C:O
|

+ADP3 +H+

HOCH
I

HCOH
I

HCOH
I

cH20Po32D-Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate

Step 3
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Stage Three lnvolves Oxidoreduction
Reactions and Synthesis of ATP

CH20PO32I

C:O

The first reaction of the last stage of glycolysis (Figure 14.7c) is catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Step 6). This reaction is of considerable
interes[ because of what is accomplished in a single enzy,rne-catalyzed step An aldehyde (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphare) is oxidized ro a carboxylic acld with the reduc-

I

HOCH
I

HCOH
I

HCOH

tion of NAD+ to NADH. In addition to NADH, the reac[ion produces I,3-

I

CH20PO32D-Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate

cHzoPos2

o

lll
C:o

CH

tl
cH2oH

blsphosphoglycera[e, a mixed anhydride of a carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid.
I,3-Bisphosphoglycerate has a large negarive free energy of hydrolysis, enabling it
to participate in a subsequenr reaction that yields ATP The overall reacrion caralyzedby glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase can be visualized as rhe coupling of a very favorable exergonic reaction with an unflavorable endergonic reactlon The exergonic reaction can be thought of as being composed of a half-reaction
in whi.ch an aldehyde is oxidized to a carboxylic acid, which is rhen coupled with
a half-reaction in which NAD+ is reduced to NADH:

??

HCOH

Dihydroxyacetone

I

CH2OpO32-

R-CH + H2O ----+R-COH + 2H+ + 2e-

phosphate
o-Glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate

Step 4

NAD+ + 2H+ + 2e- -----+NADH + H+

The overall reaction (sum of the half-reactions) is quite exergonic, with the aldehyde being oxidized to a carboxylic acid and NAD+ being reduced to NADH:

cH2oH

o

(:O
I

o

tl

I

( H2OPO32Dihydroxyacetone phosphate

R-CH

COH + NADH +

H+, AG-,: -10.3

kcal mol-1
a

mixed anhydride between the carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid:

IV

o
R

CH

tl

-

A second endergonic component of the reaction corresponds to lhe formation of

lt
II

+ NAD+ + H2O -------)R

-

oo
ilil
COH + HPO32-

------+ R

- C-

+ H2O, AG''

OPO

:

+

1 1

.8 kcal mol-

1

"2-

The overall reaction involves coupiing of the endergonic and exergonic components
to gi.ve an overall standard free energy change of *1.5 kcal mol 1.

I

HCOH
I

cH20Po32
D-Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

o
tl

Sum:

R-CH + NAD+ + HpO32- ---|

Step 5

?

R-COPO32- + NADH +

o

H+,

act'

:

+ 1.5 kcal mol-1

The reaction is freely reversible in cells and is used in borh the glycolytic and

ll

CH
+ NAD++ HPO32-

I

HCOH
I

cH2oPo32o-Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
/11

b
o
tl

CoPotz+NADH+H+

|

HCOH
I

CH2OPO321,3-Bisphospho-D-glycerate

Step 6

gluconeogenic pathways. The proposed mechanism for the enzlme-catalyzedreaction
is shown in Figure 14.8. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate reacts with a sulfhydryl group
of a cysteine residue of the en4..rne [o generate a thiohemiacetal. An in[ernal oxidation-reduction reaction occurs in which bound NAD+ is reduced to NADH and
the thiohemlacetal is oxidized to give a high-energy rhiol ester. Exogenous NAD+
then replaces the bound NADH and the high-energlr thiol ester reac[s wirh Pi to form
the mixed anhydride and regenerate the flree sulfhydryl group. The mixed anhydride
dissociates from the enzqe. Note that a flree carboxylic acid group (-COOH) is not
generated during the reaction. Instead, [he enz]rme generates a carboxyl group in the
form of high-energy thiol ester, which is converted by reaction with Pi into another
high-energz compound, a mixed anhydride of carboxylic and phosphoric acids.
The reaction catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase requires
NAD+ and produces NADH. Since rhe cytosol has only a limited amoun[ of NAD+,
con[inuous glycolyric activity can only occur if NADH is oxidized back to NAD+,
otherwise glycolysis will stop for want of NAD+. The options that cells have for regeneraLion of NAD+ from NADH are described in a later section (see p. 609).

rHE GLYCoLYTc PATHWAY

condensation

NADH

nucleotide
displacement

NAD+

o

o-o-l-*

i

\
acyl

transfer

o
il

FIGURE 14.8

Mechanism of action of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
Large circle represents enz4e small clrcle binding site for NAD+; RCOH, glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate;
the sullhydryl group of the cysteine residue located ar the active site;
-SH,
and -B the high-energy phosphate bond of I,3-bisphosphoglycerate.

coPo.2-

|

+ ADPr'-

HCOH
I

CH20PO321,3-Bisphospho-o-glycerate

The next reaction, catalyzed by phosphoglycerate kinase, produces AfP from
the high-energy compound I,3-bisphosphoglycerate (Figure 14.7c; Step 7). This is
the first site of AfP production in the glycolytic pathway Because two ATP molecules were invested for each glucose molecule in the primlng stage, and because
[wo molecules of l,3-bisphosphoglycerate arc produced from each glucose, all of
the ATP "invested" in the priming stage is recovered in this step of glycolysis. Since
AfP production occurs in the forward direction and ATP utilization in the reverse
direction, it may seem surprising that this reac[ion is freely reversible and can be
used in both the glycolytic and gluconeogenic pathways. The reaction provides a
means for the generation of ATP in the glycolytic pathway but, when needed for
glucose synthesis, can also be used in the reverse direction for the syrrthesis of
I,3 bisphosphoglycerate at the expense of ATP The glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

dehydrogenase-phosphoglycerate kinase system is an example of substratelevel
phosphorylation, a term used for a process in which a substrate participa[es in an
enzsyne-caLalyzed reaction that yields AfP or GTP Substrate-level phosphorylation stands in con[rast to mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (see p.577).
Note, however, that the combination of the reactions catalyzed by glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate dehydrogenase and phosphoglycerate kinase accomplishes the coupling of an oxidation (an aldehyde is oxidized to a carboxylic acid) to a phosphorylation.
Phosphoglycerate mutase converts 3-phosphoglycerate to 2-phosphoglycerate
(Step 8). This is a freely reversible reaction in which 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (or
2,3-diphosphoglycerate) functions as an obligatory intermediate at the acrive sire
of the en4.me (E):
E-phosphare

E

+

*

3-phosphoglycerate

2,3-bisphosphoglycerate

Sum:

i- E + 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate
- --.E-phosphate * 2-phosphoglycerate

3-phosphoglycerate+2-phosphoglycerate

4lrn'.
IV

o
tl

co-

+ ATp*

;

HCOH
I

cH20Po323-Phospho-o-glycerate

Step 7

o
tl

coI

HCOH
I

CH20PO32
3-Phospho-o-glycerate
4t
IV

o
il

co
I

HCOPO32I

cH2oH
2-Phospho-o-glycerate

Step

I

| 1Ot
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The involvement of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate as an intermediate creates an absolute
requirement for the presence of a catalytic amount of this compound in cells. This
can be appreciated by noting that E-P in this reaction cannot be generated without
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate. Cells synthesize 2,3-bisphosphogiycerate, independent of
[he reaction catalyzed by phosphoglycerate mutase, by a reaction catalyzedby 2,3bisphosphoglycerate mutase:

o

o

il

il

coPo",-

|

---->

HCOH
I

co|

*Ht

HCOPO32I

cH2oPo32-

cH2oPo32-

1,3-Bisphospho-o-glycerate 2,3-Bisphospho-D-glycerate

enzqe is unusual in that it is catalytically bifunctional, functioning
first as a mutase for the formation of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate and then as a phosphatase that hydrolyzes 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate to 3-phosphoglycerate and P,. All
cells contain minute quantities of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate to produce the phosphorylated form of newly synthesized phosphoglycerate mutase. The amounts
The latter

o
tl

coI

HCOPO32I

cH2oH
2-Phospho-o-glycerate

lt

IV

o
il

coC- OPO32- + H2O
I

lt

CHz
Phosphoeno/pyruvate

Step 9

needed are small because phosphorylation needs ro occur only once, rhe phosphorylated enzyrne being regenerated by reaction with the substra[e during each reaction cycle. In contrast to all others, red blood cells contain very high concentrarions
of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate where this compound serves as a negative allosteric effector for regulation of oxygen binding with hemoglobin (see p. a06). From 15%
to 25o/o of the glucose converred to lactate in red blood cells goes by way of the
steps of the "BPG shunt" (Figure 14.9). No net production of ATP occurs when a
molecule of glucose is converred to two molecules of lactare by way of this shunr
around the phosphoglycera[e kinase step.
Enolase catalyzes elimination of water from 2-phosphoglycerate to form phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) in the next reacrion (Step 9; Figure I4.7c). this is a remarkable reaction from the standpoint that a high-energy phosphate compound is
generated flrom one of markedly lower energy level. The standard free energy
change (AG"') for the hydrolysis of phosphoenolpyruvare is -14.8 kcal mol-I, a
much greater value rhan 2-phosphoglycerate (-4.2 kcal mol-I). Ahhough rhe reaclion catalyzed by enolase is freely reversible, a large change in the distribution
of energy occurs within the molecule as a consequence of its action. Although
the free energy levels of PEP and 2-phosphoglycerate are not markedly different,
the free energy levels of their products of hydrolysis (pyruvate and glycerare, respectively) are quite different. Since AG"' : G$foa..," - Go,1,u.,,",",, this accounts
for the marked differences in the standard free energy of hydrolysis of these two

compounds.

1/2 Glucose

*
1,3-Bisphosphoglycerate

FIGURE 14.9

The 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (2,3-BPG) shunt consists of reacrions
catalyzed by the bifunctional enzyme, 2,3-BPG murasey'
phosphatase.

2-Phosphoglycerate

i

Lactate

THE CLYCOLYTIC PATHWAY

Pyruvate kinase (Step I0, Figure I4.7c) accomplishes another substrate-level

phosphorylation: that is, the syrrthesis of ATP with the conversion of the highenergy compound PEP into p),mvate. The reaction is not reversible under intracellular conditions. It constitu[es a way to s],nthesize ATP but is not reversible under
conditions that exist in cells and cannot be used for rhe rynthesis of PEP when
needed for glucose ryTrthesis.
The Iast step of the glycolytic pathway is an oxidoreduction reactlon catalyzed
by lactate dehydrogenase (Step Il, Figure L4.7c). Pyruvate is reduced to give rlactate and NADH is oxidized to NAD+ by this freely reversible reaction. This is the
oniy reaction of the body that produces r-lac[ate. It also is the only reaction by
which the body can utilize r-lactate.

o
il

coI

C-OPO32- +ADP3- + Hl
il

CHz
Phosphoeno/pyruvate

tI

*

r,rs"*

o
il

coC:O
I

ATP Yield and Balanced Equation

for Anaerobic Clycolysis

Conversion of one molecule of glucose to two molecules of lactate by glycolysis results ln the net lormation of two molecules of AfP Two molecules of AIP are used
in the priming stage to set glucose up so that it can be cleaved. However, subsequent steps then peld four molecules of AfP so that the overall net production of
ATP by the glycolytic pathway is two molecules of AfP:
o-glucose

+ 2 ADP3- + 2Pi2- -+ 2 r-iactate- + 2 AIP4- + 2iH2O

CHe

Pyruvate

Step 10

o
il

Biological ce1ls have only a limited amount of ADP and P1. Flux through the glycolytic pathway is therefore dependent on an adequate supply of these subsrrates.
If the AfP is not utilized for perflormance of work, glycolysis will stop for wan[ of
ADP and/or Pi. Consequently, the AfP generated has to be used, that is, [urned over,
in normal work-related processes in order for glycolysis to occur. The equation for
the use of AfP for any work-related process is simpiy

ATp4- + H2o -+ ADp3-

+ ATPa-

I

* p,'- + H+ + "work"

coC:O
I

+NADH+H+

I

CHs
Pyruvate
/11

b

o

When this equation is doubled and added to that given above for glycolysis, excluding the work accomplished since this is understood to be necessary for ATP

il

coI

HOCH + NAD+

turnover, the overall balanced equation becomes

I

o-glucose --+ 2 lactate-

+ 2 H+

CHs

The equation illustrates an extremely impor[ant point-anaerobic glycolysis generates acid, a problem created by metabolism for cells since intracellular pH musr be
maintained near neutrality for optimum enzyrne actiyities.

NADH Generated During Clycolysis Has to Be Oxidized
Back to NAD+: Role of Lactate Dehydrogenase
NADH and NAD+ do not appear in the balanced sum equa[ion for the steps of
anaerobic glycolysis. A perfect coupling exists between the generation of NADH and
its utilization in glycolysis (Figure 14.7 c). Two molecules of NADH are generared ar
the levei of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and two molecules of
NADH are utilized by lactate dehydrogenase during conversion of one molecule of
glucose into two molecules of lactate. NAD+, a soluble cytosolic molecule, is available in only limited amounts and must be regenerated from NADH for glycolysis to
continue unabated. The two reactions involved are
o-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

*

NAD+

*

Pi

--->

1,3-bisphospho-o glycerate
pyruva[e

+ NADH

*

*

NADH

*

H+

H+ -+ r-lac[a[e + NAD+

Coupling of these reactions gives the sum reac[ion:
o-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

*

pyruvate

*

P, -->

1,3-bisphosphoglycerate

+

L-lacrare

L-Lactate

Step

11

I

ooe
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Perfect coupling of reducing equivalents by these [wo reactions has [o occur under
conditions of anaerobiosis or in cells that lack mitochondria for glycoiysis [o occur.
With the availability of oxygen and mitochondria, reducing equivalents in the form
of NADH generated at the level of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase can
be shuttled into the mitochondria for the synthesis of AfB leaving pyruvate rarher
[han lactate as the end product of glycolysis. Two shuttle systems are known to exis[
for the transport of reducing equivalents from the cytosolic space to the mitochondrial matrix space (mitosoi). The mitochondrial inner membrane is not permeable
to NADH (see p. 584).

NADH Generated During Clycolysis Can Be
Reoxidized Via Substrate Shuttle Systems
The glycerol phosphate shuttle is shown in Figure 14.l)a and the malateaspartate shuttle in Figure l4.l0b (also see p. 584). Tissues with cells that contain mitochondria have the capability of shuttling reducing equivalents from the cy-

)Glucose

0
Glyceraldehyde 3phosphate

Pi

Glycerol 3-phosphate -

FAD

Dihydroxyacetone
phosphate

FADH2

1,3-Bisphosphoglycerate

vll
Pyruvate

(a)

FtcuRE 14.10
Shuttles for the transport of reducing
equivalents from the cytosol to the
mitochondrial electron transfer chain.
(a) Glycerol phosphate shuttle: a, cytosohc
glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase oxidizes NADH; b, mitochondrial glycerol 3phosphate dehydrogenase of the outer surface of the inner membrane reduces FAD.
(b) Malate-aspartate shuttle: a, cytosolic
malate dehydrogenase reduces oxaloacetate
(OAA) to malate; b, dicarboxylic acid anriport of the mitochondrial inner membrane catalyzes electrically neutral exchange of malate for a-ketoglutarate
(a-KG); c, mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase produces intramitochondrial
NADH; d. mitochondrial aspartate amino[ransferase transaminates glutamare and
oxaloacetate; e, glutamate-aspartate anriport oI rhe mitochondrial inner membrane catalyzes electrogenic exchange of
glutamate for aspartate; f, cytosolic aspartate aminotranslerase Iransaminates aspartate and a-ketoglutarate

Cytosol

I Gtr"o""

n

Mitochondrial inner membrane

(b)

THE

[osol to the mitosol. The relative proportion of the activities of the two shuttles
varies from tissue to tissue, with liver making greater use o[ the malate-aspartate
shuttle, whereas some muscle cells may be more dependent on the glycerol phosphate shuttle. The shuttle systems are irreversible; that is, they represent mechanisms for moving reducing equivalen[s into the mitosol, but not mechanisms for
moving mitochondrial reducing equivalents into the cytosol.
The mitochondrial inner membrane has a large number of transport systems
(see p. 583) but lacks one that is effective for oxaloacetate For this reason oxaloacetate transaminates with glutamate to produce aspartate, which then exits from
the mitochondrion in exchange for glutamate. This is the irreversible step of the
shuttle. The aspartate entering the cytosol transaminates with o-ketoglutarate to
give oxaloacetate and glutamate. The oxaloacetate accepts the reducing equivalents
of NADH and becomes malate. Malate then penetrates the mitochondrial inner
membrane, where it is oxidized by the mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase. This
produces NADH within the mitosol and regenerates oxaloace[ate to complete the
cycle. The overall balanced equation for the sum of all the reactions of the malareaspartate shuttle is simply
NADH.r,orol * H*.)no.ol * NAD+-1soro1 -+ NAD+.r.orol + NADHmirosol * H*-i,orol
The glycerol phosphate shuttle is simpler, in the sense that fewer reaclions are
involved, but FADH2 is generated within the mitochondrial inner membrane rarher
than NADH within the mitosolic compar[ment. The irreversible step of the shuttle
is catalyzed by the mitochondrial glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. The active site of this en4.ryne is exposed on the cytosolic surface of the mitochondrial inner membrane, making it unnecessary for glycerol 3-phosphate to penetrate into
the mitosol for oxidation. The overall balanced equation for the sum of the reactions of the glycerol phosphate shuttle is
NADH.rlorol * H*.y,o"ot + FADi....

membrane

J
NAD+.r1o.o1

+ FADH2

inner membrane

Shuttles Are lmportant in Other Oxidoreductive Pathways
Alcohol Oxidation
The first step of alcohol (i.e., ethanol) metabolism is its oxidation to acetaldehyde

with production of NADH by alcohol dehydrogenase.

o
il

cH3cH2oH + NAD+ -------+ CH3CH + NADH + H+

Ethanol

Acetaldehyde

This enz)..rne is located almost exclusively in the cytosol of liver parenchymal cel1s.
The acetaldehyde generated traverses the milochondrial inner membrane for oxidation by a mitosolic aldehyde dehydrogenase.

o

o

il

ll

cH3cH + NAD* + HrO -------+ CHSCO + NADH + 2H+

Acetaldehyde

Acetate

The NADH generated by the last step can be used directly by the mitochondnal
electron transfer chain. However, NADH generated by cytosolic alcohol dehydrogenase must be oxidized back to NAD+ by one of the shuttles. Thus the capacity
of human beings to oxidize alcohol is dependent on the ability of their liver to [ransport reducing equivalents from the cytosol to the mitosol by these shuttle sys[ems

Glucuronide Formation
The shuttles play an important role in the formation of water-soluble glucuronides
of bilirubin and various drugs (see p. 477) so [hat these compounds can be elim-
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CI.INICAL CORRETATION 1

coNrRoL

4.1

Alcohol and Barbiturates
Acute alcohol intoxication causes increased sensitivity of an individua1 to the general depressant effects of barbiturates. Barbiturates and
alcohol both interact with the 7-aminobutyrate (GABA)-activated
chloride channel. Activation of the chloride channel inhibits neuronal
finng, which may explain the depressant eflfects of both compounds.
This drug combination is very dangerous and normal prescription
doses of barbiturates have potentially lethal consequences in the presence o[ ethanol. In addition to the depressant effects of both ethanol
and barbiturates on the central nervous sys[em (CNS), ethanoi inhibits the metabolism of barbiturates, thereby prolonging the time
barbiturates remain effective in the body Hydroxylation of barbiturates by the endoplasmic reticulum of the liver is inhibited by ethanol.
This reaction, catalyzed by the NADPH-dependent cytochrome
system, forms water-soluble derivatives of the barbiturates that are
eliminated readily from the clrculation by the kidneys. Blood levels of
barbiturates remain high when ethanol is present, causing increased
CNS depression.

Surprisingly, the alcoholic when sober is less sensitive to barbi-

turates Chronic ethanol consumption apparently causes adaptive
changes in the sensitivity of the CNS to barbiturates (cross-tolerance).
It also results in the induction of the enz),rnes o[ liver endoplasmic
retlculum involved in drug hydroxylation reactions. Consequently,
the sober alcoholic is able to metabolize barblturates more rapidly.
fhis sets up the following scenario. A sober alcoholic has trouble
falling asleep, even after taking several sleeping pi11s, because his/her

liver has increased capacity to hydroxylate the barbiturate contained
in the pilis In frustration helshe consumes more pills and then alcohoi. Sleep results, but may be followed by respiratory depression and
death because the alcoholic, although less sensitive to barbiturates
when sober, remains sensitive to the s),nergistic effect of alcohol

S, Lefevre, A., Ishii, H, Rubin, E, and Lieber, C S. Increase of
ethanol, meprobamate and pentobarbital metabolism after chronic ethanol administration in man and in rats Am Med 5l346, l97l
Misra, P

I

inated from the body in the urine and bile. In this process UDP-glucose (structure
on p. 673) is oxidized to UDP-glucuronic acid (structure on p. 674).
UDP-o-glucose

*

2 NAD+

+ H2O --+ UDP-o-glucuronic acid * 2 NADH + 2 H+

In

a reac[ion that occurs primarily in the liver, the "activated" glucuronic acid molecule is [hen transferred to a nonpolar, acceptor molecule, such as bilirubin or a
compound foreign to the body:

UDP-o-glucuronic acid

+ R-OH

--+

R-O-glucuronic acid *

UDP

Excess NADH generated by the first reaction has to be reoxidized by the shut-

tles for this process to continue Since ethanol oxidation and drug conjugation
are properties of the liver, the [wo of [hem occurring together may overwhelm
the combined capacity of the shuttles. A good thing to tel1 patients is nor to
mix the intake of pharmacologically active compounds and alcohol (see C1in.

Corr I4.1).
Two Shuttle Pathways Yield Different Amounts of ATP
The mitosolic NADH formed by the malate-aspartate shuttle activity can be used
by the mitochondrial respiratory chain for the production of 2.5 molecules of ATP
by oxidative phosphorylation:
NADH-no.o1

+ H+ + i o, + 2]ADp + 2] pi --> NAD+-1.o,o,

*

2] ATp + H2o

ln contras[, the FADH2 obtained by the glycerol phosphate shuttle yelds only 1.5
molecules of ATP:
FADH2 inner membrane

+

i

O, +

1+

ADp

* Il

p,

--->

FADi..",

membrane

+

1] ATP

+

H2O

Thus, with the availability of oxygen and mitochondria, the AfP yield from the oxidation of the NADH generated by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase in
the conversion of one molecule of glucose to two molecules of pyruvate is either 3

or 5, depending on the shuttle system.
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Glycolysis ls lnhibited by Sulfhydryl Reagents and Fluoride
Sulfhydryl reagents and fluoride are among the best-known inhibitors of the glycolytic pathway Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase is r.rrlnerable to inhibition by sulfhydryl reagents because of a catalytically important cysteine residue
at ils active site. During a catalytic cycle the sulfhydryl group of this cysteine residue
normally reacts with glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate to form a thiohemiacetal (Figure 14.8). Sulfhydryl reagents, which are usually mercury-containing compounds
or alkylating compounds such as iodoacetate, prevent formation of the thiohemiacetal by forming a covalent bond with the cysteine sulfhydryl group (Fig-

ure 14.11).

Fluoride is a potent inhibitor of enolase. Mg2* and Pi form an ionic complex
with fluoride ion, which is responsible for inhibition of enolase by interfering with
binding of its substrate (Mg2* 2-phosphoglycerate2-).
Arsenate Prevents ATP Synthesis

but Does Not lnhibit Glycolysis

Pentavalent arsenic or arsenate is special with respect to its effects on glycolysis.
It is not an inhibitor o[ the process, and under most conditions actually stimulates
glycolytic flux. Arsenate prevents net slmthesis of ATP by causing arsenolysis in
the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction. Arsenate looks like P, and
is able to substitute for Pi in enzyme-catalyzed reactions. The result is the forma-

tion of a mixed anhydride of arsenic acid and the carboxyl group of

3-

phosphoglycerate during the reaction catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphare de-

L4.I2). 1-Arsenato 3-phosphoglycerate is unsrable,
undergoing spontaneous hydrolysis to give 3-phosphoglycerate and inorganic arsenate. As a consequence, glycolysis continues unabated in the presence of arsenate, but 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate is not formed, resulting in the loss of the capacity to slmthesize AfP at the step catalyzed by phosphoglycerate kinase. Thus net
AfP synthesis does not occur when glycolysis is carried out in the presence of arsenate, the ATP invested in the priming stage being balanced by the AfP generated in the pyruvate klnase step. This, along with the fact that arsenolysis also inhydrogenase (Figure
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FlcuRE 14.11
Mechanism for inactivation of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase by

sulfhydryl reagents.

FIGURE 14.12

Arsenate uncouples oxidation from
phosphorylation at the step catalyzed by
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
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terferes with AfP forma[ion by oxidative phosphorylation, makes arsenate a toxic
compound (see Clin. Corr. 14.2).

4.2

Most forms of arsenic are toxic, but the trivaIent form (arsenite as AsOz-) is much more
toxic than the pentavalent form (arsenate or
HAsO42-). Less ATP ls produced whenever arsenate substitutes for Pt ln biological reactions.
Arsenate competes for P;binding sites on en-

resulting in the formation of arsenate

z,;.rnes,

esters that are unstable. Arsenite works

by

a

completely different mechanism, involving the
formation of a stable complex with enz).'rne-

bound lipoic acid:

o
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I
I

tt
SH

il

(CHr)oC-enzyme

+ASo2-+H'

SH
I
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II
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For the most part arsenic poisoning is explained by inhibition of those en4rrnes that require lipoic acid as a coenzFne. These include
pyruvate dehydrogenase, a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, and branched-chain o-keto acid
dehydrogenase. Chronic arsenic poisoning
from weil water contaminated with arsenical
pesticides or through the efforts o[ a murderer
is best diagnosed by determining the concentradon o[ arsenic in the hair or fingemails of
the victim. About 0.5 mg of arsenic would be
found in a kiiogram of hair from a normal individual. The hair of a person chronically exposed to arsenic could have I00 times as
much
Hindmarsh,

JT

and McCurdy,

R E Clinical and en-

vironmental aspects o[ arsenic toxicit] CRC Cnt
Re'r. Clin. Lab Sci 23:315, 1986; and Mudur, G Half
of Bangladesh populatlon at nsk o[ arsenic poison-

ing Br Med J. 320:872.200A.

the glycolytic pathway is determined by the activities of several enzyrnes rather than
a single "rate-limiting" enzyrne. Furthermore, the relative contribution of an individuai enzyme to glycolytic flux varies from tissue to tissue and with changes in nutntional and hormonal state. Quantitative information with respect to the relative
contribution of a particulat ervqe to flux through a pathway under a particular
set of conditions is best obtained by determination of "control strength" for the
enzyme Making this measurement is not trivial since it depends on being able to
determlne the effect that a small inhibition of the activity of one particular enzyme
has upon the flux through a pathway. For the purpose of illustration, let's assume
inhibltion of the activity of a particular enzlrrne by l0'/o has no effect upon flux
through a pathway The control s[rength o[ the enz].ryne is then zero (0 divided by
10), which means that the activity of this enzyme does not determine flux under
the selected conditions. Now assume that lnhibition of an enzyme by 10% results

in

I

o

Like other complex pathways involving multiple steps, regulation of flux through

10o/o inhibition of flux through a pathway In this circumstance, the conrrol
strength of the enzyme would be 1.0 (10 divided by 10), which means that flux is
entirely dependent on the activity of the errzpe under these conditions; that is, the
activity of the en4.ryne is totally rate limiting for this pathway Now assume that inhibition of an enzgne by l0o/o results in only 5% inhibition of flux through the
pathway The con[rol strength of the enzyme is 0.5 (5 divided by 10), which would
mean tha[ half of the control of flux through the pathway is determined by rhis en4.ryne. The rest of the control is presumably spread over one or more other sleps,
since the control strengths of steps of a linear pathway must sum to l.0 by definition.
With the caveat that regulation oJ flux through glycolysis is dependent on the tissue
under consideration and the nutitional and hormonal state of the tissue, the enzymes
most generally believed to play the most important regulatory roles in the glycolytic
pathway, that is, with the greatest conlrol strength, are hexokinase, 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase, and pyruvate kinase. A summary of the important regulatory features of these enzymes is presented in Figure 14.13. These enzymes are viewed as
regulatory based on their evolved sensitivity to regulation by allosteric effectors
and/or covalent modification. An enzyme that is not subject to regulation will most
Iikely catalyze a "near-equilibrium reaction," whereas a regulatory enz).,rne will
most llkely caLalyze a "nonequilibrium reaction" under i.n[racellular conditions.
This makes sense because flux through the regulated enzqe is restricted by controls
imposed on tha[ enz],me. A nonregulatory enz]rrne is so active it readily brings its
substrates and products to equilibrium concentrations. Whether aL errzymecatalyzed reaction is near equilibrium or nonequi).ibrium can be determined by
comparing the established equilibrium constant for the reaction with the massaction ratio as it exists within a cell. The equilibrium constant for the reaction A +
B -+ C * D is defined as

^.0

_

tcltDl
[A][B]

where the brackets indicate the concentrations at equilibrium. The mass-action ratio is calculated in a similar manner, excep[ that the steady-state (ss) concentrations
of reactants and products within the ce1l are used in the equation:

-. :

mass_ac,on ra.o

[c],,1D],,

tAl_tB[

If the mass-action ratio is approximately equal to the Keq, the en4,rne is said to be
active enough to catalyze a near-equilibrlum reaction and [he enzyme is not
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14.13

Important regulatory features of the glycolytic pathway.
Because of tissue differences in isoenz),rne expression, not all tissues of the body have all
of the regulatory mechanisms shown here.

considered likely to be subject to regulation. When the mass-action ratio is considerably different from the ICo, the enzrrr,e is said to catalyze a nonequilibrium reaction and usually is subject to regulation by one or more mechanisms. Comparison

of mass-action ratios and equilibrium constants for reactions catalyzed by the
glycolytic enzrrrres of liver indicate that many of them catalyze equilibrium reacrions.

The reactions catalyzed by glucokinase (liver isoenz).rne of hexokinase), 6phosphofructo-1-kinase, and plmrvate kinase in the intact liver are far from equiIibrium, suggesting that these enzymes are likely sites for regulation of glycolysis in
this tissue.

Hexokinase and Glucokinase Have Different Properties
Different isoenz),rnes of hexokinase are expressed in different tissues of the body.
The hexokinase isoenzymes found in most tissues have a low K- for glucose
(<O.t mU) relative to its concentration in blood (-S mtvt; and are strongly inhibited by the product of the reaction, glucose 6-phosphate (G6P). The lauer is an important regulatory feature because it prevents hexokinase from tying up all of the
inorganic phosphate of a cell in the form of phosphorylated hexoses (see CIin. Corr.
14.3). Thus the reaction catalyzed by hexokinase may not be at equilibrium within
cells that contain this enzyme because of the inhibition imposed by G6P Liver

oFrHE Glycolyrc eATHWAv
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Fructose lntolerance
with hereditary fructose intolerance are deficient in the liver
aldolase responsible for splitting fructose I-phosphate into dihydroxvacetone phosphate and giyceraldehyde. Consumption of fructose
bv these patients results in the accumulation of fructose 1-phosphate
and depletion of Pi and ATP in the liver. The reactions involved are
Patients

those catalyzed by fructokinase and the enzymes

of

oxidative

phosphorylation:
fructose
ADP

+

P,

*

AfP --+ fructose l-phosphate

*

ADP

* "energy provided by electron transport chain" -+ ATP
Net: Pr * fructose + fructose I-phosphate

in the form of fructose l-phosphate makes it impossifor liver mitochondria to Senerate ATP by oxidative phosphorylation. The ATP levels fall precipitously, making it also impossible for the liver to carry out its normal work functions Damage
results to the celIs in large part because they are unable to maintain normal ion gradients by means of the ATP-dependent cation
pumps fhe cells swell and eventually lose their internal contents
Tying up P,

b1e

by osmotic lysis

Although patients with fructose intolerance are panicularly sensitive

to fructose, humars in general have a limited capacity to handle this
sugar. The capacity of the normal liver to phosphorylate fructose greatly

is capacity to split fructose l-phosphate This means that fructose use by the liver is pooriy controlled and that excessive fructose
could deplete the liver o[ P1 and AfP Fructose was actually tried briefly
in hospiuls as a substitute for glucose in patients being maintained by
parenteral nutrition fhe rationale was that fructose would be a better
source of calories than glucose because fructose utilization is relatively
independent of the insulin status of a patient Delivery of large amounts
of fructose by intravenous feeding was soon found to result in severe
liver damage. Similar attemps have been made to substitute sorbitol and
xylitol for glucose. These sugars also tend to deplete the liver of AfP
and, like fructose, should not be used for parenterai nutntion.
exceeds

G

Disorders of fructose
D Valle (Eds ), fhe
Metabolic ond Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disease, 7th ed New York: McGrawHill, 1995, pp 905-934; and Ali, M, Rellos, P, and Cox T. M Hereditary
fructose intolerance J. Med. Genet 35:353, 1998
Gitzelmann, R , Steinmann, B , and Van den Berghe,

metabolism In:

CR

Scriver, A,

L

Beaudet,

WS

SIy, and

parenchlrnal cells are unique in that they contain glucokinase, an i.soenzyme of
hexokinase with strikingly different kinetic properties from the other hexokinases.
This isoen4..rne catalyzes an ATP-dependent phosphorylation of glucose like the
other hexokinases, but its So 5 (substrate concentration that gives enzyme activiry
of one-half maximum velocity) for glucose is considerably higher than the K* for
glucose of the other hexokinases (Figure 14.14) Furthermore, glucokinase is not
subject to product inhibition by G6P The glucose saturatlon curve for glucokinase
ls sigmoidal (Figure 14.4);that is, cooperativity is observed as a function of glucose concenlration and therefore does not follow simpie Michael-Menten kinetics

(seep 422). The kinetics of glucokinase are therefore described in terms of an 565
value ra[her [han a K- value for glucose. Although glucokinase is not inhibited by
G6P like other hexokinases, its activity is sensitive to indirect inhibition by fructose
6-phosphate, which is just one srep removed and in equilibrium wirh G6P A special giucokinase regula[ory protein, which surprisingly is located in [he nucleus of
liver cells, is responsible for this effect (Figure 14.15). It works by sequestering glucokinase in an inactive complex in the nucleus. Fruc[ose 6-phosphate promotes
binding of glucokinase to the inhibitory protein by an allosteric mechanism, thereby

Hexokinase

inhibiting glucokinase Fructose 6-phosphate in effect promotes transloca[ion of
glucokinase from the cy[osol to the nucleus where glucokinase is completely inhibited by the regulatory protein (Figure 14.15). This inhibitory effect of fruc[ose

-o
6
o

6-phosphate on giucokinase is opposed by glucose and can be completely overcome

E
N

by alarge enough increase in glucose concentration. Again by an allosteric mechanism, glucose triggers dissociation of glucokinase from the regulatory protein,
thereby promoting translocation of glucokinase from the nucleus to the cytosol

Glucokinase

c
o
o
6
o
(I

5

10

'15

20

Glucose concentration (mM)

FIGURE 14.14

Comparison of the substrate saturation
curves for hexokinase and glucokinase.

where i[s catalytic activity can be expressed (Figure 14.15) AII of these special regulatory features of glucokinase (high Ss 5 for glucose, cooperativity wi[h respect to
glucose concentration, and glucose stimulated [ranslocation from the nucleus to the
cytosol) con[ribute to the capacity of the liver to "buffer" blood glucose levels. Because GLUT-2, the glucose transpor[er present in liver cells, brings about rapid
equilibration of glucose across the plasma membrane, lhe concentration of glucose
within liver ce1ls is lhe same as the concen[ration of glucose in the blood. Since the
56 r of glucokinase for glucose (-7 mM) is considerably greater than normal blood

REcuLAroN oF rHE clycoLyrc pArHWAy
glucose concentrations
nase from the nucleus

(-5

mM) and glucose promotes translocation of glucoki-

in portal blood glucose above
normal leads to a dramatic increase in [he rate of glucose phosphorylation by
glucokinase in the liver (Figures 14.14 and 14.15). Likewise, any decrease in glucose concentration leads to a marked decrease in the rate of glucose phosphorylato

the. cytosol, any increase

tion. Thus liver uses glucose at a signi.ficant rate only when blood glucose levels are
elevated and shuts down its use of glucose when blood glucose levels are low. This
buffering effect of liver glucokinase on blood glucose levels would not occur if glucokinase had the low K- for glucose charac[eristic of other hexokinases and was,
therefore, completeiy saturated at physiological concentrations of glucose (Figure
14.14). On the other hand, a low K* form of hexokinase is a good choice for rissues such as the brain in that it allows phosphorylation of glucose even when blood
and tissue glucose concentrations are dangerously low.
The reaction catalyzed by glucokinase is not at equilibrium under the intraceilular conditions of liver cells. The explanation lies ln the rate res[riction imposed
by the high Ss 5 of glucokinase for glucose and inhibition of glucokinase acriviry by
the regulatory protein Yet another importan[ factor is opposition to the activity of
glucokinase provided by the activity of glucose 6-phosphatase. Like glucokinase,
this en4.rne has a high K- (3 mM) with respect ro rhe normal intracellular con-

centration (-0.2 mM) of its primary substrare, glucose 6-phosphate. Thus flux
through this step is almost directly proportional to the intracellular concentration
of glucose 6-phosphate. As shown in Figure 14. 16, the combined action of glucokinase and glucose 6-phosphatase constitutes a furile cycle; rhat is, the sum
of their reactions is hydrolysis of ATP to give ADP and P, without the performance
of any work. When blood glucose concentrations are about 5 mM, the activity of
glucokinase is almost exactly balanced by the opposing acriviry of glucose 6phosphatase. The result is that no net flux occurs in either direction. This futile cycling between glucose and glucose 6-phosphate is wasteful of AfP but, combined

with the process of gluconeogenesis, conrributes significantly to the "buffering"

ac-

tion of the liver on blood glucose levels. Furtherrnore, it provides a mechanism for
preventing glucokinase from tying up all of the Pi of the liver (see CIin. Corr. 14.3).
Fructose, a component of many vegetables, fruits, and swee[eners, promotes
hepatic glucose utilization by an indirect mechanism. It is converted in liver to fructose l-phosphate (see Clin. Corr. 14.3), which ac[ivares glucokinase acriviry by
having the opposite effect of fructose 6-phosphate on binding of glucokinase [o its
regulatory protein; that is, fructose l-phosphare promotes dissociation and therefore translocation ou[ of [he nucleus and activation of glucokinase. This may be a
factor in the adverse effects, for example, hypertriacylglycerolemia, sometimes associated with excessive dietary fructose consumption.
Glucokinase is also an inducible enzyme. Under various physiological con-

ditions the amount of the en4rme protein increases or decreases. lnduction of syrrthesis and repression of syrrthesis of an enz)ryne are relatively slow processes, usually requiring several hours before significant changes occur. Insulin increases the
amount of glucokinase by promoting transcription of the glucokinase gene. An increase in blood glucose levels signals an increase in insulin release from the B cells
of the pancreas. This results in an increase in blood insulin levels, which promotes

ATP
glucose 6phosphatase

glucokinase

Hzo
Glucose 6-phosphate

FlcuRE 14.16
Phosphorylation of glucose followed by dephosphorylation constitures a futile cycle
in parenchymal cells o[ the liver.
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FIGURE 14.15

Glucokinase activity is regulated by
translocation of the enz).me between the
cytoplasm and the nucleus.
Giucose increases glucokinase (GK)

actiritl' by

promoting translocation to the cytoplasm. Fructose 6-phosphate decreases GK by stimulating
translocation into the nucleus Binding to its
regulatory protein (RP) in the nucleus completely inhibits CK activiry.
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Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease characterized by derangements

in

carbohydrate, far, and protein metabolism. Two major types are
recognized clinically-type I (insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus;
see Clin Corr 20 8) and type 2 (noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. see Clin. Corr 20 7)
In patients who do not have fasting hyperglycemia, the oral glucose tolerance test can be used for the dlagnosis of diabetes. It consists of determining the blood giucose leve1 in the fasting state and at
intervals of 30-60 min lor 2 h or more after consuming a 100-9 carbohydrate meal. In a normal individual blood glucose returns to normal levels within 2 h after ingestion o[ the carbohydrate meal In the
diabetic patient, blood glucose will reach a higher leve1 and remain
elevated for longer periods of time, depending on the severity of the
disease. However, many factors may contribute to an abnormal glu-

cose lolerance test The patient must have consumed a highcarbohydrate diet for the preceding 3 days, presumably to allow for

(presumably by effects on the sympathetic nervous system) can result
glucose tolerance test Because of
problems wlth the glucose tolerance test, elevation of the fasting glucose level should probably be the sine qua non for the diagnosis of diabetes Glucose uptake by ce1ls ol insulin-sensitive tissues, that is,
muscle and adipose, is decreased in the diabetic state, Insulin is
required for glucose uptake by these tissues, and the diabetic patrent
either lacks insulin or has developed "insulln resistance" in these tissues. Resrstance to insulin is an abnormality of the insulin receptor or

in (transient) abnormalities of the

in

subsequent steps mediating the metabolic effects of insulin

Parenchymal cells of the liver do not require insulin for giucose
uptake. Without insulin, however, the liver has diminished enzymatic
capacity to remove glucose from [he blood This is explained in part
by decreased glucokinase activity plus the loss of insulin's action on
key enzpnes of glycogenesis and the glycolytic pathway.

inductionpI enzymes o[ glucose-ryilizing paLhways, lor exarpple. glu-

Taylor,S

cokinase,/latty acid synthase. a(d acetyl-CoA carboxylasel In addition, almost any infection (even a cold) and less well-defined "stress"

D

I

Diabetesmellirus

In:C R Scriver,A L

Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases
New York: McGraw-Hili, 1995, pp 843-896

oJ

Beaudet,WS Sly,and

Inheited Disecse, 7th

ed

transcrip[lon of the giucokinase gene and increases the amount of liver glucokinase
enzyme protein Thus the amounl of glucokinase in liver rellects how much glucose is being delivered to the liver via the portal vern In other words, a person consuming large meals rich in carbohydrate will have greater amoun[s of glucokinase
in the liver than one who is not. The liver in which glucokinase has been lnduced
can make a grealer contribution to the lowering ol elevated blood glucose 1eve1s.
The absence of insulln makes the liver of the diabetic patient deficient in glucokinase, in spite of high blood glucose levels, and this is one of the reasons why the
liver of the diabetic has less blood glucose "buffering" action (see Clin Corr 14.4)
Defects in the gene encoding glucokinase cause maturity-onset diabetes of the young
(MODY), a form of type 2 diabetes mellitus.

6-Phosphofructo-'l -kinase Is an lmportant
Regulatory Site for Glycolysis
Evidence suggests that 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase is a very important regulatory
site of glycolysis in most tissues. Usuaily we think of the first step ol a pathway as
the most logical choice for lhe most imporlanl regulatory step. However, the step
lhat commits carbon to a pathway is an appropriate site for considerable control,
and 6-phosphofructo-t-klnase catalyzes the first committed step of the glycolytic
pathway. Thls is because the phosphoglucose isomerase catalyzed reaclion 1s reversible, and every cel1 uses glucose 6-phosphate in the pentose phosphate pathway and many use it for glycogen s)Trthesis The reaction catalyzed by 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase commits the ceil to the metabolism of glucose by glycolysis and is,
therefore, a logical slte for regulatlon by allosteric elfectors Citrate, ATP, and hydrogen ions (1ow pH) are the most important negative allosteric effectors, whereas
AMP and fructose 2,6-bisphosphate are the most important positive allosteric effectors (Figure 14.13) Through their actions as strong inhibitors or ac[ivators of
6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, [hese compounds signal drflerent rates of glycolysis in
response to changes in (I) energy state of the cell (ATP and AMP), (2) lnlernal
environment of the cell (hydrogen ions), (3) availability of alternate [ue1s such as
fatty acids and ketone bodies (citrate), and (4) lnsulin/glucagon ratio in the blood
(fructose 2,6-bisphosphate)

REcuLAroN oFTHE clycolyrc pATHwAy

Regulation of 6-Phosphofructo-'l-kinase by ATP and AMP
The Pasteur effect refers to the inhibition of glucose utilization and lacrate accumulation that occurs when respiration (oxygen consumption) is initiated in a
suspension of cells or by a tissue. This phenomenon is readily understandable on
a thermodlmamic basis, the complete oxidation of glucose to CO, and H2O yielding much more AfP than anaerobic glycolysis.

Glycolysis:

o-glucose

Complete oxidation: o-glucose

+ 2ADP3- +2Pi2- --->2t-Iactate- + 2 ATp4+ 6 O2 + 32 ADP3 + 32 Pt2- * 32 H+ -->
6 COz + 6 H2O + 32 Arc4-

Cells use ATP to meet their metabolic demand, ghat is, to provide the energy necessary for their inherent work processes. Since so much more AfP is produced from
glucose in the presence of oxygen, much less glucose has to be consumed to meet
the metabolic demand of the cell. This occurs in part by ATP inhibition of glycolysis at the level of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase. This can readily be rationalized since

AfP is a well-recognized inhibitor of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, and more Afp is
generated in the presence than in the absence of oxygen. However, AfP levels often
do not change significantly between two conditions in which glycolytic flux is greatly
altered. Since 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase is severely inhibited at concen[rations of
ATP (2.5-6 mM) normally present in cells, small changes in ArP concenrrarion cannot account for large changes in flux rhrough 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase. However,
much greater changes, percentage wise, occur in the concentrations of AMf; a positive allosteric effector of6-phosphofructo-l-kinase. The change rhar occurs in steadystate concentrations of AMP when oxygen is introduced into a system is exactly what
might have been predicted; that is, the level goes down dramatically This change results in less 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase activity, which greatly suppresses glycolysis
and accounb in part for the Pasteur effect. Levels of AMP automarically go down in
cell when ATP levels increase. The reason is that the sum of the adenine nucleotides
consrant under most physlological
conditions, but the relative concentrations are such that the amount of Arp is always
much greater than the amount of AMP Furthermore, adenine nucleotides are maina

in a cell, that is, ATP + ADP + AMB is nearly

tained in equilibrium in the cytosol through acrion of adenylate kinase (also referred to as myokinase), which catalyzes the reacrion 2ADP -+ ATP + AMp The
equilibrium constant (KLq) for this reaction is given by

f,, [ATP][AMP]
+q:
tnr,pp
Since this reaction is "near equilibrium" under intracellular conditions, the concentration of AMP is given by

IAMPI

: I(olnoPl'
IATP]

intracellular [ATP]

>>

>>

[AMP] , a small decrease in [ATP] causes
[ADP] , and, since [AMP] is related to
the square of [ADP] , an even greater percen[age increase in [AMP] . Because of this
relationship, a small decrease in ATP concentration leads to a greatet percent increase in [AMP] than in rhe percen[ decrease in [ATP] . This makes the [AMp] an
Because

[ADPI

a substantially greater percentage increase

in

excellent signal of the energy status of the cell and allows it to function as an important allosteric effecror of 6-phosphoflructo-1-kinase activitlz Furthermore, [AMp]
influences in yet another way the effectiveness of 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase. An enz1,rne called fructose I,6-bisphosphatase catalyzes an irreversible reaction that opposes the reaction catalyzed by 6-phosphoflructo- I -kinase :

fructose 1,6-bisphosphate

+ H2O --+ fructose 6-phosphate *

P,

This en4.ryne sits "cheek by jowl" with 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase in the cytosol of
many cells. Together they catalyze a futile cycle (ATP + H2O -+ ADP + Pi +

I

OtS
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"heat"), and, at the very 1east, they decrease "effectiveness" of one another. AMP
concentration is a perfect signal of the energy sta[us of the cell-not only because
AMP activates 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase but also because AMP inhibits fructose
1,6-bisphosphatase. Thus a small decrease in AfP concentration triggers, via an increase in AMP concentration that percentage wise is much Ereater, a large increase
in net conversion of fructose 6-phosphate into fructose I,6-bisphosphate. This increases glycolytic flux by increasing Lhe amount of substrate available for the splitting stage. In cells containing hexokinase, there is also greater phosphorylation of
glucose because a decrease in fructose 6-phosphate automatically causes a decrease
in glucose 6-phosphate, which, in turn, results in less inhibition of hexokinase.
The decrease in lactate production in response to onset ofrespiration is another
feature of the Pasteur effect that can readily be expiained. The most important factor is decreased glycolytic flux caused by oxygen. Other factors include competition between lactate dehydrogenase and the p)mrvate dehydrogenase complex for
pymvate, as well as competition between lactate dehydrogenase and shuttle systems
for NADH. For the most part, lactate dehydrogenase loses the competition in the
presence of oxygen.
I

ntrace I I u I ar

p

It would make

H

Regu I ates 6 - P h os p h of ru cto - 7 - ki n ase
sense that lactate, as the end product of glycolysis, should

inhibit

a

regulatory enzyme of glycolysis. It does not. However, hydrogen ions, also end
products of glycolysis, do inhibit 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase. As shown in Figure
14.17, glycolysis in effect generates lactic acid, and the cell must dispose of it as
such. This explains why excessive glycolysis in the body lowers blood pH and leads
to an emergency medical situation termed lactic acidosis (see CIin. Corr. 14.5).
Plasma membranes of cells contain a q/rnport for lactate and hydrogen ions that allows release of lactic acid into the bloodstream. This is a defense mechanism, pre-

venting pH from getting so low that everything becomes pickled (see CIin. Corr.

Glucose

FIGURE 14.17

Unless lactate formed by glycolysis is transported
out of the cell, the intracellular pH will decrease
by the accumulation of intracellular lactic acid.
The low pH decreases 6-phosphofructo-L-kinase activity so that further lactic acid production by glycolysis is shut off. (a) Glucose transport into the cell,
(b) all work performances that convert ATP back to
ADP and P'; (c) lactate-H+ sl,rnport (actual stoichiometry of one lactate- and one H+ transported
by the symport)
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Lactic Acidosis
This problem is characterized by elevated blood lactate levels, usually
greater than 5 mM, along with decreased blood pH and bicarbonate
concentrations. Lactic acidosis is the most commonly encountered
form of metabolic acidosis and can be the consequence of overproduction of lactate, underutilization of lactate, or both Lactate production is normally balanced by lactate utilizarion, with the resuit that
Iactate is usually not present in the blood at concentrations greater
than 1 2 mM. Al1 tissues of the body have the capacity to produce lactate by anaerobic glycolysis, but most tissues do not produce large
quantities because much more ATP can be gained by the complete oxidation of the pyruvate produced by glycolysis However, all tissues
respond with an increase in lactate generation when oxygenation rs
inadequate. A decrease in ATP resulting from reduced oxidative
phosphorylation allows the activity of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase to
increase These tissues have to rely on anaerobic glycolysis for AfP
production under such conditions and this resuls in lactic acid production. A good example is muscle exercise, which can deplete the
tissue of oxygen and cause an overproduction of lactic acid. Tissue
hypoxia occurs, however, in all forms of shock, during convulsions,
and in diseases involving circulatory and pulmonary failure.

The major fate of lactate in the body ls either complete combustion to CO2 and H2O or conversion back to glucose by the process
of gluconeogenesis. Both require oxygen Decreased oxygen availability, therefore, increases lactate production and decreases lactate utilization The latter can also be decreased by liver diseases, ethanol,
and a number of other drugs Phenformin, a drug that was once used
to treat the hyperglycemia o[ insulin-independent diabetes, was we]ldocumented [o induce lactic acidosis in certain patients
Bicarbonate is usually administered in an attempt to control the
acidosis associated with lactic acid accumulation The key to successful
treatment, however, is to find and eliminate the cause o[ the overproduction and,/or underutilization o[ Iactic acid and most often involves the restoration of circulation of oxygenated blood
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14.6). The sensitivity of 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase to hydrogen ions is also part of
this mechanism. Hydrogen ions are able to shut off glycolysis, [he process responsible for decreasing pH. Transport of lactic acid out of a cell requires rhat blood be
available to carry it away. When blood flow is inadequate, for example, in hear,y exercise of a skeletal muscle or an attack of angina pectoris in [he case of the heart,
hydrogen ions cannot escape from cel1s fast enough. Yet, the need for AfP wirhin
such cells may partlally override inhibition of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase by hydro-

CTINICAL CORRELATION

Pickled Pigs and Malignant Hyperthermia
In patients with maiignant hyperthermia, a variety of agents, especialIy the widely used general anesthetic halothane, will produce a
dramatic rise in body temperature, metabolic and respiratory acidosis, hyperkalemia, and muscle rigidity This genetic abnormality occurs in about I in 15,000 children and I in 50,000-100,000 adults
It is dominantly inherited Death may result the first time a susceptible person is anesthetized. Onset occurs within minutes of drug exposure and the hlperthermia must be recognized immediately. Packing the patient in ice is effective and should be accompanied by
measures to combat acidosis The drug dantrolene is also effective.
A phenomenon simiiar, if not identical, to malignant hyperthermia is known to occur in pigs. Pigs with this problem, called porclne
stress slmdrome, respond poorly to stress This genetic disease usually manifests itself as the pig is being shipped to market. Pigs wrth
the syrrdrome can be identified by exposure to halothane, which triggers the same response seen in patients with malignant hyperthermia
fhe meat of pigs that have died as a result of the syndrome is pale,
watery, and of very low pH (i e , nearly pickled)
Muscle is the site of the primary lesion in both malignant
hlperthermia and porcine stress slndrome. ln response to halothane

the skeletal muscles become rigid and generate heat and lactic acid
The sarcoplasmic reticulum of such pigs and patrents have a genetic
abnormality in the ryanodine receptor, a Ca2* release channel, that
plays an important function in excitation-contraction coupling in
muscle Because of a defect in this protein, the anesthetic tnSgers inappropdate release of Ca2* from the sarcoplasmic reticulum This results in uncontrolled stimulation of a number of heat-producing
processes, including myosin ATPase, glycogenoll'sis, gly'colysis, and
cyclic uptake and reiease of Ca2* by mitochondna and sarcoplasmic
reticulum.
Muscle cells become irreversibly damaged as a consequence of
excessive heat production, lactic acidosis, and ATP 1oss.
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4.7
Angina Pectoris and Myocardial lnfarction
CtINICAI CORRETATION

1

Chest pain associated with reversible myocardial ischemia is termed
angina pectoris (litera1ly, strangling pain in the chest) The pain is the
result of an imbalance between demand for and supply of blood flow
to cardiac muscles and is most commonly caused by narrowing of the
coronary arteries The patient experiences a healy squeezing pressure
or ache substernally, often radiating to either the shoulder and arm or
occasionally to the jaw or neck. Attacks occur with exertion, Iast from
1 to 15 min, and are relieved by rest. fhe coronary ar[eries involved
are obstructed by atherosclerosis (i.e., lined with characteristic fatty
deposits) or less commonly narrowed by spasm. Myocardiai infarctlon
occurs if the ischemia persists long enough to cause severe damage
(necrosis) to the heart muscle Commonly, a blood clot forms at the
site of narrowing and completely obstructs the vessel. in myocardial
infarction, tissue death occurs and the characteristlc pain is longer
lasting, and often more severe.
Nitroglycerin and other nitrates are frequently prescribed to relieve the pain caused by the myocardial ischemia of angina pectoris.
These drugs can be used prophylactically, enabling patients to participate in activities that would otherwise precipitate an attack of angina
Nitroglycerin may work in part by causing dilation of the coronary
arteries, lmproving oxygen delivery to the heart, and washing out lactic acid. Probably more important is the effect of nitroglycerin on the
peripheral circulation. Breakdown of nitroglycerin produces nitric oxide (NO), a compound that reiaxes smooth muscle, causing venodilation throughout the body This reduces arterial pressure and a1lows
blood to accumulate in the veins The result is decreased return o[

blood to the heart, and a reduced volume of blood the heart has to
pump, which reduces the energy requirement of the heart In addition, the heart empties itself against less pressure, which also spares
energy The overall effect is a lowering of the oxygen requirement of
the heart, bringing it in line with the oxygen supply via the diseased
coronary arteries Other useful agents are calcium channel blockers,
which are coronary vasodilators, and p-adrenergic blockers The
B-blockers prevent the increase in myocardial oxySen consumption
induced by sl.mpathetic nervous system stimulation o[ the heart, as
occurs

with physical exertion

fhe

coronary artery bypass operation is used in severe cases o[
angina that cannot be controlled by medication In this operation
veins are removed from the leg and interposed between the aorta and
coronary arteries of the heart fhe purpose is to bypass the portion
of the artery diseased by atherosclerosis and pronde the affected tissue with a greater blood supply Remarkable relief from angina can be
achieved by this operatlon, with the patient being able to retum to
normal productive life in some cases.
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oxide formation during degradation ol organic nitrates and activation of guanylate cyclase Eur. J. Pharmacol 139: 19, 1987; and Ignarro, L J. Biological actions and propeilies of endothelium-derived nitric oxide formed and released
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gen ions. Unabated accumulation of hydrogen ions then results in pain, which, in
[he case of skeletal muscle, can be relieved by slmply terminating the exercise In
[he case of the heart, res[ or pharmacologic agents tha[ increase blood flow or decrease the need for AfP within myocytes may be effective (see CIin. Corr. I4.7).
ntrace I I u I ar Citr ate leve/s Re gu I ate 6- P h o s p h of r u cto - 1 - ki n as e
Many tissues prefer to use fatty acids and ketone bodies as oxidizable fuels in place
of glucose. Most of these tissues can use glucose but actuaily prefer to oxidize fatty
acids and ketone bodies. This helps preserve glucose for tissues, such as brain, that
are absolutely dependent on glucose as an energy source. Oxidation of both fatty
acids and kelone bodies eleva[es levels of cytosolic citrate, which inhibits 6phosphofructo-l-kinase. The result is decreased glucose utilization by the tissue
when fatty acids or ketone bodies are available.
I

Hormonal Control of 6-Phosphofructo-1 -kinase
by cAMP and Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate
oPo32G)
CHzOH

OHH
FICURE 14.18

Structure of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate.

Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (Figure 14 l8), Iike AMB functions as a positive allosteric effector of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and as a negatlve allos[eric effector of
fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase. lndeed, without the presence of this compound, glycolysis could not occur in liver because 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase would have insufficient activity and fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase would have too much activity for
ne[ conversion of fructose 6-phosphate to fructose 1,6-bisphosphate.
Flgure 14 19 gives a brief overview of the role of fructose-2,6-bisphosphate in
hormonal control of hepatic giycolysis. Understanding this mechanism requires an
appreciation of the role of cAMP (Figure 14.20) as one of the "second messengers" of hormone action. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 20, glucagon is
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FlcuRE 14.19
Overview of mechanism for glucagon inhibition of hepatic glycolysis.

I

Binding of glucagon to its receptor (a protein that spans the membrane seven times) activates adenylyl cyclase (an intrlnsic membrane protein) activity through the action of a
stimulatory G protein (G,; also an intrinsic membrane prorein). The (+) slnnbol indicates
activation

O-

CH2

a celis of pancreas and

circulates in blood until it comes in contact
with glucagon recep[ors located on lhe outer surface of liver plasma membrane
released from

(Figure 14.19) Binding of glucagon Lo rhese receprors is sensed by adenylyl cyclase,
an enzyme located on the inner surface of the plasma membrane, stimulating it to
convert AfP into cAMP Cyclic AMP triggers a series of intracellular events lhar
result ultimately in a decrease in fructose 2,6-bisphosphate levels. A decrease in this
compound makes 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase less effective but makes fructose 1,6bisphosphatase more effective, thereby severely restricting flux from fructose 6phosphate [o fructose 1,6-bisphosphate in glycolysis.
Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate is a side product, rather than an intermediate, of
glycolysis that is produced from F6P by the enzyme 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase
(Figure 14.2I). We now have two "phosphofrucrokinases" ro contend with: one
produces an intermediate (fructose 1,6-bisphosphate) of glycolysis and the other
produces a positive aliosteric effector (fructose 2,6-bisphosphate) of rhe first enzyme.
Fruclose 2,6-bisphosphatase destroys fruclose 2,6-bisphosphate by converring ir
back to F6P by simple hydrolysis (Figure 14.21) No ATP or ADP is involved in this
reaction. A bifunctional enzyme in which both catalytic activities are par[ of the
same protein is responsibie for both synthesis and degradation of fructose 2,6-

o:P_o

oH

I
I

o-

Cyclic AMP
FlcuRE 14.20
Structure of cAMP

bisphosphate. Thus the enzyme is named 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose
2,6-bisphosphatase to emphasize its abiliry ro syn[hesize and hydrolyze fructose
2,6-bisphosphate.
cAMP regulates fruc[ose 2,6-bisphosphate levels in liver. How is this possible
when the same enzyme carries out both sprthesis and degradation of the molecule?

Fructose 6-phosphate

Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate

Hzo

FIGURE 14,21

Reactions involved
bisphosphate.

in the formation and degradation of fructose

2,6-
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Tyrosine and threomne residues are also important sites of covalent modifica-

tion by phosphorylation.

Peptide chain

Peptide chain

The answer is that a mechanism exists by which cAMP signals concurrent activation of the phosphatase activity and inactivation of the kinase activity of this

bifunctional enzyme.

cAMP Activates Protein Kinase A
Cyclic AMP activa[es protein kinase A (also called cAMP-dependent protein kinase). In its inactive state, protein kinase A is a hetero[etramer of two regulatory
and two catalytic subunits. Binding of cAMP ro the regulatory subunits causes conformational changes that result in release of the catalytic subunits, which are then
catalytically active. The liberated protein kinase then catalyzes phosphorylation of
specific serine residues present in many differenr enzymes (Figure 14.22).
Phosphorylation of an enzyme can conveniently be abbreviated as

E+ATP+O-P+ADP
E and O-P are used to indicate dephosphorylated and phosphorylated enzBes, respectively Circle and square $.,rnbols are used because phosphorylation
causes a change in conformation that affects the active site of the en4..rne. The car

where

alytic activity of some enzyrnes is increased whereas the catalytic activity of others
is decreased by this altera[ion in the active site. The direction of the activity change
depends on the enzyme involved. Many enzymes are subject to this t)?e of regulation, an important tlpe of covalent modification lhat can be reversed by simply
removing the phosphate. Regardless of whether phosphorylation or dephosphorylation activates the enz),rne, the active form of the en4,rne is called the a form and
the inactive form the b form. Likewise, regardless of the effect of phosphorylation
on catalytic activity, the action of a protein kinase is always opposed by rhat of a
phosphoprotein phosphatase, which catalyzes the reaction of

o-P+H2O---+E+Pi
Putting these together creates a cyclic control system (Figure L4.23), such that the
ratio of phosphorylated enzyme to dephosphorylated enz),me is a function of rhe
relative activities of protein kinase and phosphoprotein phosphatase. If kinase activity is increased relative to phosphatase activity, more enz),rne will be in the phosphorylated mode, and vice versa. Since activity is determined by whether the en4rme is phosphorylated or dephosphorylated, the relative activities of kinase and
phosphatase de[ermine the reiative amount of a particular enzyrrte that is in the catalytically active state.

Gp

Phosphofructo-2-kinase/Fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase
ls Regulated by Phosphorylation-Dephosphorylation

6-

General model for the mechanism for
regulation of enzymes by phosphorylationdephosphorylation.
The symbols E and O-P indicate that different
conformational and activity states of the enzl.rne
are produced as a result of phosphorylation-

Most en4,rnes are either turned on or turned off by phosphorylation. However, wi[h
6-phosphofructo-2-kinase and fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase advantage is taken of
the bifunctional nature of the en4..rne. Specifically with the liver isoenzyme, phosphorylation causes inactivation of the active site responsible for syrrthesis of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate bu[ activation of the active site responsible for hydrolysis of
fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (Figure L4.24). Dephosphorylation of the enz)rme has the
opposite effects. A sensitive mechanism has evolved, therefore, to set the intracellular concentration of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate in liver cells in response to changes

dephosphorylation

in blood levels of glucagon or epinephrine (Figure 14.25).Increased levels of

FIGURE 14,23
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FIGURE 14.24

Mechanism responsible for covalent modification of the bifunctional enzyme
6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,Gbisphosphatase.
Name of the enzlme is abbreviated as 6-PF-2-K/F-2,6-P'ase. Letters a and b indicate the
active and inactive forms of the enzpnes, respectively
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Mechanism of glucagon and epinephrine
inhibition of hepatic glycolysis via cAMPmediated decrease in fructose 2,6bisphosphate concentration.
See legend for Figure 14 19 Heary arrows indicate the reactions that predominate in the presence of glucagon. Small arrow before fructose

2,6-bisphosphate indicates a decrease in concentration of this compound
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FIGURE 14.26

Schematic diagram of the primary structure of the liver isoenzyme of
6-phosphofruc to-2-kinase/fructose-2, 6-bisphosphatase.
N3H- and -COO- designate the N-terminal and C-terminal ends of the enzyme, respectively Domain with kinase activity is located in the N-terminal half of the enzpne; domain
with phosphatase activity in the C-terminal half of the en4.me. fhe letter P indicates the
serine 32 phosphorylated by protein kinase A

glucagon or epinephrine, acting through plasma membrane glucagon receptors
and B-adrenergic receptors, respectively, have the common effect of inducing an
increase in intracellular levels of cAMP This second messenger activates protein
kinase A, which phosphorylates a single serine residue of 6-phosphofructo-2kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase (Figure 14.26). This inhibits 6-phosphofructo2-kinase and activa[es fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase. The resulting decrease in fructose 2,6-bisphosphate makes 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase less effective and fmcrose
1,6-bisphosphatase more effective. The result is inhibition of glycolysis at the level
of the conversion of fructose 6-phosphate to fructose 1,6-bisphosphate. Decreased
levels of either glucagon or epinephrine in blood result in less cAMP in liver because adenylyl cyclase is less active and cAMP that had accumulated is converted
to AMP by the action of cAMP phosphodiesrerase. Loss of the cAMP signal results
in inactivation of protein kinase A and a corresponding decrease in phosphorylation of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/frucrose 2,6-bisphosphatase by prorein kinase A.
A phosphoprotein phosphatase removes phosphate from the bifunctional enzyme
Lo produce active 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase and inacrive frucrose 2,6-bisphospha[ase. Fructose 2,6-bisphospha[e can now accumulate to a higher steady-state
concentration and, by activating 6-phosphofruc[o-1-kinase and inhibiting frucrose
i,6-bisphosphatase, greatly increases [he rate of glycolysis. Thus glucagon and epinephrine are extracellular signals that stop liver from using glucose, whereas fructose 2,6-bisphosphate is an intracellular signal that promotes glucose utilization by

thls tissue

Insulin opposes the actions of glucagon and epinephrine by means of a signaling cascade that begins with activation of the tyrosine kinase activity of its receptor (see Chapter 2I). By mechanisms rhal are srill nor entirely defined, insulin
brings about activaLion of cAMP phosphodiesterase (lowers cAMP levels), lnhibition
of protein kinase A, and activation of phosphoprotein phosphatase, all of which oppose the effects of glucagon and epinephrine (Figure 14.27).Insulin lherefore acts
in the opposite direction from that of glucagon and epinephrine in determining the
levels of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate in liver cells and, therefore, acts to stimulate [he
rate of glycolysis.

Heart Contains a Different lsoenzyme of the Bifunctional Enzyme
An increase in blood 1evel of epinephrine has a markedly different effect on glycolysis in heart from that in liver. Glycolysis is inhibited in liver to conserve glucose for use by other lissues. Epinephrine stimula[es glycolysis in heart as part of
a mechanism to meet the increased demand for ATP caused by an epinephrinesignaled increase in work load. As in liver, epinephrine acts on the hearr by way
of a B-adrenergic receptor on the plasma membrane, promoting formation of
cAMP by adenylyl cyclase (Figure 14.28). This results in the activation of protein
kinase A that in turn phosphorylates 6-phosphofruc[o-2-kinase/frucrose 2,6-bisphosphatase. However, in contrast to wha[ happens in liver, phosphorylation of
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the bifunctional enzyme in heart produces an increase rather than a decrease in
fruc[ose 2,6-bisphosphate ]evels. This is made possible by expression of a differen[ isoenz]'rne of the bifunctional erzpe in heart. Although it still carries our [he
same reactions as the liver enzyme, the amino acid sequence of the heart isoenzyme is different, and phosphorylation by protein kinase A occurs at a sire that activa[es rather than inhibits 6-phosphofruc[o-2-kinase (Figure 14.29).Increased
fructose 2,6-bisphosphale concentrations in response to epinephrine result in increased 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase activity and increased glycolytic flux in the
heart.

Mechanism responsible for accelerated rates
of hepatic glycolysis when the concentration
of glucagon and epinephrine are low and that
of insulin is high in the blood.
See legends to Figures 14 19 and 14 25 The insulin receptor is an intrinsic component of the
plasma membrane. Smail arrow before fmctose
2.6-bisphosphate indicates an increase in concentratl0n.
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Pyruvate Kinase
Deficiency and
Hemolytic Anemia
Mature erythrocytes are absolutely dependent
on glycolytic activity for ATP production ATP
is needed for the ion pumps, especially the
Na*, K+-ATPase, which maintaln the biconcave disk shape of erythrocytes, a characteristic that helps erythrocytes slip through the
capillaries as they deliver oxygen to rhe tissues. Without ATP the cells swell and lyse
Anemla due to excessive erythrocyte destruction is referred to as hemoiytic anemia. Pyruvate kinase deficiency is rare bur is by far the
most common genetic defect of the glycolytic

pathway known to cause hemolytic anemia.
Most pyruvate kinase-deficient patienrs have
5-25ok of normal red blood cell pyruvate kinase levels and flux through the glycolytic

pathway is restricted severely, resulting in
markedly lower ATP concentrations. The expected crossover of the giycolytic intermediates is observed; that is, those intermediates
proximal to the pyruvate kinase-catalyzed step
accumulate, whereas pyruvate and lactate con-

centratlons decrease Normal ATP levels are
observed in reticulocytes of patients with this
disease Although deficient in py.mvate kinase,
these "immature" red blood cells have mitochondria and can generate ATP by oxidative
phosphorylation. Maturation of reticulocyres
into red blood cells results in the loss of mitochondria and complete dependence on glycolysis for ATP production. Slnce glycolysis is defective, the mature cells are lost rapidly from
the circulation. Anemia results because the

cells cannot be replaced rapidly enough by
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FICURE 14.28

Mechanism for accelerated rates of glycolysis in the heart in response to epinephrine.
See legends to Figures I4.I9 and 14 27

Pyruvate Kinase ls a Regulated Enzyme of Glycolysis
Pyruvate kinase is another regulatory enzyme of glycolysis (see C1in. Corr. 14.8)
This en4.,rne is drastically inhibited by physiological concenrrarions of ATB so much
so that its potential activity is probably never

fully realized under physiological con-

ditions. The isoen4.,rne found in liver is greatly aclivared by frucrose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP), thereby linking regulation of pyruvate kinase to what is happening to
6-phosphofructo-I-klnase. Thus if condi.tions favor increased flux through 6phosphofructo-]-kinase, the level of FBP increases and acrc as a feed-forward activator of pyruvate kinase. The liver enzqe is also subject to covalent modification
by protein kinase A, being active in the dephosphorylated s[a[e and inacrive in the
phosphorylated state (Figure 14.30). Concurrent inhibition of hepatic glycolysis
and stimulation of hepatic gluconeogenesis by glucagon can be explained in part

erythropolesis.
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FIGURE 14.29
Schematic diagram of the primary structure of the heart isoenzyme o[
6-phosphofruc to-2-kinasey'fruc tose-2, 6-bisphosphatase.
See legend to Figure 14.26.Ihe letter P indicates the sire (serine 466) phosphorylated by
protein kinase A.
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Glucagon acts via cAMP to cause the phosphorylation and inactivation of hepatic
pyruvate kinase.
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Hypoglycemia and
Premature lnfants
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and

smail-for-gestational-age

neonates have a greater susceptibility to hypoglycemia than full-term, appropriate-for-gestational-age infants Several factors appear to be
involved Children in general are more sus-

ceptible than adults to hypoglycemia, simply
because they have larger brain/body weight ra-

by inhibition of pyruvate kinase caused by activation of protein kinase A by cAMP
This aspect is explored more [horoughly in Section 14 5 (see p 6a1) in the discussion ol gluconeogenesis.
Pyruvate kinase, like glucokinase, is i.nduced to higher steady-sta[e concentra-

tions in liver by combination of high carbohydrate intake and high insulin levels
This increase in enzyme concentration is one reason why liver of the well-fed
individual has much greater capacity for utilizing carbohydrate than a fasting or diabetic person (see Clin. Corr. 14 4)

tone bodies. The consequence is that the
neonate's brain is almost completely dependent on glucose obtained from liver glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis.

14.s I GLUCONEOGENESTS
Glucose Synthesis ls Required for Survival
Net synthesis or forma[ion of glucose from noncarbohydrate substrates is termed
gluconeogenesis. This includes use of various amino acids, lactate, pyruvate, propionate, and glycerol as sources of carbon for the pathway (see Figure I4.31) Glucose can also be produced from galactose and fructose. Glycogenolysis, that is, formation of glucose or glucose 6-phosphate from glycogen, should be differentiated
from gluconeogenesis; glycogenolysis refers to
glycogen or (glucose),

tios and the brain utilizes disproportionately
greater amounts of glucose than the rest ol the
body Newborn infants have a limited capacity
for ketogenesrs, apparent]y because the transport of long-chain fatty acids into liver mitochondria of the neonate is poorly der.eloped
Since ketone body use by the brain is directly
proportional to the circulating ketone body
concentration, the neonate is unable to spare
glucose to any signlficant extent by using ke-

-+ n molecules of glucose

and thus does no[ correspond to de noyo s],nthesis of glucose, the hallmark of the
process o[ gluconeogenesis
The capacity to s),nthesize glucose is crucial for survival of humans and other
animals. Blood glucose levels have [o be maintained to support metabolism of tissues that use glucose as their primary substrate (see CIin Corr. 14 9). These include
brain, red blood cells, kidney medulla, lens, cornea, Lestis, and a number of other
tissues. Gluconeogenesis enables the maintenance of blood glucose levels long after
all dietary glucose has been absorbed and completely oxidized.

The capacity for hepatic glucose s]Trthesis from lactate and alanine is also limited in
newborn infants. This is because the ratelimiting enzyme phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase is present in very 1ow amounts
during the first few hours after birth. Induction of this enz).,rne to the 1eve1 required to
prevent hypoglycemia during the stress of fasr
ing requires several hours. Premature and
sma1l-for-gestational-age infants are believed
to be more susceptible to hlpoglycemia than
normal infants because o[ smaller stores o[
liver glycogen. Fasting depletes their glycogen
stores more rapidly, making these neonates
more dependent on gluconeogenesis than norma1 infants
Ballard, E J The development of gluconeogenesis in
rat liver: controlling factors in rhe neu-born Biochem
124:265,1971; and Newsholme, E A and Leech,
A R Biochemistry Jor the Medical Sciences New York:

I

Cori and Alanine Cycles

Wiley, 1983

Two important cycles between tissues are recognized that involve gluconeogenesis
The Cori cycle and the alanine cycle (Figure 14.32) depend on gluconeogenesis in
liver followed by delivery of glucose and its use in a peripheral [issue. Both cycles

FIGURE 14.31

Abbreviated pathways of gluconeogenesis, illustrating the major substrate
precursors for the process.
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Hed blood call

(b)
FIGUR,E 14.32

Relationship between gluconeogenesis in the liver and glycolysis in the ibst of the
body.
(a) Cori cycle. (b) Alanine cycle.

provide a mechanism for continuously supplying tissues that require glucose as their
primary energy source. The cycles are only functional between liver and tissues that
do not completely oxidize glucose to CO2 and H2O. In order to participate in these
cycles, peripheral tissues must release either alanine or lactate as the end product of
glucose metabolism. The type o[ recycled three-carbon intermediate is the major difference between theCori eycte{Figure 14.32a) and the alanine cycle (Figure 14.32b),

carbon retuming to liver as lactate in the Cori cycle but as alanine in the alanine cycle. Another difference is that NADH generated by glycolysis in the alanine rycle is
not used to reduce pyruvate to lactate, otherwise pyruvate would not be available
for conversion to alanine by transamination with glutamate. In tissues that have mitochondria, electlons of NADH can be transported into the mitochondria by the
malate-aspartate shuttle or the glycerol phosphate shuttle for the synthesis of ATp

by oxidative phosphorylation:
NADH + H+ +

i o, + 2+ ADp + z+pl+

NAD+ + 2+ ATp

cLUCoNEoGENrsrs

FADH2 +

] O' +

I+ ADP

+ tj r'

--+ FAD

+

1; ATp

The consequence is that five to seven molecules of ATP can be formed per glucose
molecule in peripheral tissues that participate in the alanine cycle. This stands in
contrast to the Cori cycle in which only two molecules of AfP per molecule of g1ucose are produced. Overall stoichiometry for the Cori cycle is
6 AfP1i,..

+ 2 (ADP * Pi)."a bloodcerrs -+ 6 (ADP *

Pi)riu".

*

2 ATP..ablood

ceus

Six molecules of ATP are needed in liver to provide the energr necessary for glucose slmthesis The alanine cycle also transfers the energy from liver to peripheral
lissues and, because of the five to seven molecules of ATP produced per molecule
of glucose, is an energetically more efficient cycle. However, participation o[ alanine
in the cycle presents liver with amino nitrogen that must be disposed of as urea
(Figure 14.32b and p. 787). This is expensive since fourAfP molecules are consumed
for every urea molecule produced by the urea cycle. This need for urea synthesis
increases the amount of AfP required in the liver to 10 molecules per glucose molecule during the alanine cycle:

I0 ATPli,". + 5-7 (ADP + Pi)-rr.r"

*

02 -rr.t.

J
10 (ADP

*

P1)1r,".

+

5-7 AfP-,,.1.

This and the requirement in peripheral tissue flor oxygen and mitochondria distinguish the alanine cycle from the Cori cycle.

Clucose Synthesis from Lactate
Gluconeogenesis from lactate is an AfP-requiring process with the overall equation

of

2t-lactate + 6ATP4- + 6H2O-+ glucose+ 6ADP3- + 6Pi2- +4H+
Many enzl,rnes of glycolysis are common to the gluconeogenic pathway Additional
reactions have to be involved because glycolysis produces 2 AfP and gluconeogenesis requires 6 ATP per molecule of glucose. Also, certain steps of glycolysis are
irreversible under intracellular conditions and are replaced by irreversible steps of
the gluconeogenic pathway. The reactions of gluconeogenesis from lactate are given
in Figure 14.33. The initial step is conversion of lactate to p),mvate by lactate dehydrogenase. The NADH generated in this step is needed for a subsequent step in
the pathway Pyruvate cannot be converted to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) by pfruvate kinase because the reaction is irreversible under intracellular conditions. P)rnrvate is converted into the high-energlr phosphate compound PEP by coupling of
two reactions requiring high-energy phosphate compounds (an ATP and a GTP).
Pyruvate carboxylase catalyzes the first reaction, PEP carboxykinase the second
reactlon (see Figure 14.34). GTf; required for the PEP carboxykinase, is equivalent
to an AfP through the action of nucleoside diphosphate kinase (GDP + ATP -GTP + ADP). The CO2 generated by PEP carboxyklnase and the HCO3- required
by pyruvate carboxylase are linked by the reaction catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase (COz + H2O :
H2CO3 iH+ + HCO3-). Summing these reactions
with the reactions of Figure 14.34 ylrelds

pyruvate

+ 2 Nrc4- -+ phosphoenolpy,n:varer- +

2 ADP3-

+ Pi2- + 2 H+

Thus conversion of pymvate into PEP during gluconeogenesis costs the cell two
molecules of ATP This stands in contrast to the conversion of PEP to pyruvate during glycolysis, which yields the cell only one molecule of ATP
The intracellular location of pyruvate carboxylase makes the mitochondrion
mandatory for conversion of cytosolic pyruvate in[o cytosolic PEP (Figure 14.33).
Because PEP carboxykinase is present in both the cytosollc and mitosolic com-
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*Glucose

l

Fr,,

+ Glucose G-phosphate

1

I Fructte

1

6-phosphate

l*,

Glycoraldehyde 3-phosphate

NADH + H+

1,$Bisphosphoglycerate

Pyruvate

F!GURE 14.33
Pathrvay of gluconeogenesis from lactate.
The involvement of the mitochondrion in the process is indicated. Dashed arrows refer to
an altemate route, which employs mitosolic PEP carboxykinase rather than the cytosolic
isoenzyme. Abbreviations: OAA, oxaloaceute; c-KG, o-ketoglutarate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; and DHAB dihydroxyacetone phospfute

partments, there are two routes that oxaloacetate takes to glucose. For the pathway involving the mitochondrial PEP carboxykinase, oxaloacetate is converted
into PEP that then
rial inner
thway would be ju
ate could
inner megnbrane, b
want of a
transporter for oxaloacetate (Figure-l +.10b). Thus oxaloacetate is converted into
aspartate, which exits into the cytosol by way of the glutamate-aspartate antiport. Aspartate transaminates with c-ketoglutarate in the cytosol to produce
oxaloacetate, which is used by cytosolic PEP carborykinase for the synthesis
of PEP

cLUCoNEocENesrs
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coo-

coo-

I

I

C:O

+

ATPa-

+

HCO3- -----------> C:O

+

ADP3-

+ Pi2- +

H+

I

I

cHz

cHs

I

cooOxaloacetate

Pyruvate

coo-

coo-

I

+

C:O

I

c-oPo32-

GTP4-

+ GDP3- +

CO2

il

I

cHz

cHz

I

coo-

and PEP carboxykinase, respectively

Phosphoenorpyruvate

Oxaloacetate

F!GURE 14.34

Energy-requiring stePs involved in
phosphoenolpyruvate formation from
pyruvate.
Reactions are calalyzed by pymvate carboxylase

Gluconeogenesis Uses Many Clycolytic
Enzymes but in the Reverse Direction

CH2OPO32-

CH2OH

c:o

c:o

I

I

I

I

I

I

HOCH
HOCH
Enzpnes of the glycolytic pathway operate in reverse to convert PEP to fructose
lactate
by
dehydrogegenerated
NADH
1,6-bisphosphate during gluconeogenesis.
HCOH + HPO32HCOH + H2O ----->
I
nase is utilized by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, establishing an
HCOH
HCOH
equal balance of generation and utilizarion of reducing equivalents.
CH2OPO32CH2OPO326-Phosphofructo-1-kinase catalyzes an irreversible step in glycolysis and canA
way
around
this
step
6-phosphate.
not be used for conversion of FBP to fructose
Fructose
Fructose
6-phosphate
is provided by fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase, which catalyzes irreversible hydroly- 1,6-bisphosphate
FIGURE 14.35
sis of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate to F6P (Figure 14.35).
Phosphoglucose isomerase is freely reversible and functions in both glycolytic Reaction catalyzed by fructose 1,6and gluconeogenic pathways. Glucose 6-phosphatase, which has to be used in- bisphosphatase.
stead of glucokinase for the last step of gluconeogenesis, catalyzes an irreversible
hydrolytic reaction under intracellular conditions (Figure 14.36). Nucleotides are
nor involved in this reaction; the function of this enzqe is to generate glucose, not
ro convert glucose into glucose 6-phosphate. Glucose 6-phosphatase is a membrane-bound enzyme,located within the endoplasmic reticulum, with its active site
available for G6P hydrolysis on the cisternal surface of the tubules (see Figure
L4.37). A translocase for G6P is required to move G6P from the cytosol to its site
of hydrolysis within the endoplasmic reticulum. A genetic defect in either the
translocase or the phosphatase interferes with gluconeogenesis and results in accuI

I

mulation of glycogen in liver.

+

+

H2O

------->
ate

FIGURE

Reaction

1

6-phosPhatase.

HPO32-

I
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Glucose
FTGURE r

P;

4.37

Glucose 6-phosphate is hydrolyzed by glucose 6-phosphatase located on the cisternal
surface of the endoplasmic reticulum.
Three transporters are involved: one moves glucose 6-phosphate into the lumen, a second
moves Pi back to the cytosol, and a thlrd moves glucose back into the cytosol

Clucose ls Synthesized from Carbon
Chains of Some Amino Acids
A11

amino acids except leucine and lysine can supply carbon for ner syrthesis of

glucose by gluconeogenesis. If catabolism of an amino acid can result in either pyru-

vate or oxaloacetate forma[ion, then net glucose rynthesis can occur from that
amino acid. oxaloace[ate is an intermediate in gluconeogenesis and pyruvate is
readily conver[ed to oxaloacerate by action of pyruvate carboxylase (Figure 14.33).
The abbreviated pathway given in Figure 14.31 shows where amino acid ca[aboIism fits with the process of gluconeogenesis. Catabolism of amino acids feeds carbon into the tricarboxylic cycle at more than one point. As long as net slmthesis of
a TCA cycle intermediate occurs as a consequence of catabolism of a particular
amino acid, net synthesis of oxaloacetate will follow. Reactions that lead [o ne[ s]Trthesis o[ TCA cycle intermediates are called anaplerotic reactions (anaplerosis)
and support gluconeogenesis because they provide for net rynthesis of oxaloacetate.
Reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase and glutamate dehydrogenase are good
examples o[ anaplerotic reactions:

pyruvate- + ATP4- + HCO3- -+ oxaloacetate'- + ADp3- + pi2- + H+
glutamare- + NAD(P)+ -+ a-keroglutaraLe2- + NAD(P)H + NH4+ + H+
On the other hand, the reaction catalyzed by glutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase
(a-ketoglutarate

*

asparlate

-+

glutamate

*

oxaloacetate) is not anaplero[ic be-

cause net sl,nthesis of a tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle intermediate is

not accom-

plished; that is, generation of a TCA cycle intermediate (oxaloacetate) from aspartate is counterbalanced by conversion of a TCA cycle intermediate (a-ketoglutarare)

to glutamate.
Since gluconeogenesis from amino acids imposes a nitrogen load on liver, a
close relationship exists between urea slnthesis and glucose s),nthesis from amino
acids. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 14.38 for alanine. Two alanine molecules are shown being metabolized, one yielding NHr+ and the other asparrate,
the primary substrates for the urea cycle. Asparta[e leaves the mitochondrion and
becomes parr of the urea cycle after reacting with citrulline. The carbon of aspartate is released from the urea cycle as fumarate, which is converted to malate by cy-

cLUCoNEocENrsrs
Glucose

n
il
Alanine

U

(2)

Glyceraldehyde3-phosphate

(2)

1,3. B sphos

(2\

(2)

Malate

Pyruvate

Alanine

FIGURE 14.38

Pathway of gluconeogenesis from alanine and its relationship to urea s1'nthesis.

tosolic fumarase. This malate along with another malate from the mitochondria are
converted to glucose by cytosolic enzyrnes of gluconeogenesis. A balance is achieved
be[ween reducing equivalents (NADH) generated and those required in the cytosol
and the mitosol. Summa[ion of the reactions given in Figure 14.38 pelds simply

2 alanrne + 10 ATP + CO2 --+ glucose

*

urea

+

10 ADP

+ I0 Pi

Leucine and lysine are the only amino acids that cannot function as carbon
sources for net slmthesis of glucose. These amino acids are ketogenic bu[ not glucogenic. AII other amino acids are classified as glucogenic or both glucogenic and ke-

togenic (Table I4.1). Glucogenic amino acids give rise to net synthesis of either
pyruvate or oxaloacetate, whereas amino acids lhat are both glucogenic and ketogenic also yield the ketone body acetoacetate, or aeetyl CoA, which is readily converted into ketone bodies. Acetyl CoA is the end product of lysine metabolism, and
acetoace[ale and acetyl CoA are end products of leucine metabo]ism. No pathway
exists for converting acetoacetate or acetyl CoA into p)'ruvate or oxaloacetate in humans and other animals. Acetyl CoA cannot be used for net slmthesis of glucose
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14.1

TABTE

Clucogenic and Ketogenic Amino Acids

Glycine

Threonine
lsoleucine

Leucine
Lysine

Serine

Valine

Histidine

Phenylalanine
Tyrosine

Arginine

Tryptophan

Cysteine

Proline
Hydroxyproline
Alanine
Glutamate

Glutamine
Aspartare
Asparagine

Methionine

because the reaction catalyzed by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is irreversible:

pyruvate

+ NAD+

*

CoASH

-+

aceryl CoA

*

NADH

+ CO2

It might be argued thar oxaloacerare is generated from acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle through this series of reactions:
acetyl CoA --+ citrate

-> -+ 2 CO2 + oxaloace[a[e

However, this pathway is wrong because it fails to consider the oxaloacetate required for the formation of citrate from acetyl CoA:
acetyl CoA

*

oxaloacetate

-+ citrate

*

CoA

Decarboxylation of citrate by the TCA cycle regenerates the oxaloacetate:
citrate ---)

--->

2 CO2 + oxaloace[ate

Summing these reactions gives the sum reaction for one [urn of the TCA cycle:
acetyl CoA --> 2 CO2 * CoA
Thus net synthesis of a TCA cycle intermediate does no[ occur during complete oxidation of acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle. It is therefore impossible for animals ro s)mthesize glucose from acetyl CoA

Glucose Can Be Synthesized from Odd-Chain Fatty Acids

Fatty acid with even
number (n) of carbon atoms

I .o*
V

/\
f; ketone

f

acetyl CoA

bodies

nCO2

FFIGURE 14.39

Overview of the catabolism of fatty acids to
ketone bodies and CO2.

Lack of an anaplerotic pathway from acetyl CoA also means thar in general it is impossible to slmthesize glucose from fatty acids. Most farry acids found in humans
have straight chains with an even number of carbon atoms. Their catabolism by
fatty acid oxidation followed by ketogenesis or complete oxidation to CO2 can be
abbreviated as shown in Figure 14.39. Since acetyl CoA and other intermediates of
even numbered fatty acid oxidation cannot be converted to oxaloacetate or any
other intermediate of gluconeogenesis, it is impossible ro synrhesize glucose from
fatty acids. An exception to this general rule applies to fatry acids with methyl
branches (e.g., phytanic acid, a breakdown producr of chlorophyll; see discussion
of Refsum's disease, Clin. Corr. 16.6) and fatty acids with an odd number of carbon atoms. Catabolism of such compounds l,relds propionyl CoA:

fatty acid with an odd number (lr) of carbon atoms --)

(n-cl
,a

acetyl CoA

* I propionyl

CoA

GLUCoNEocENmrs

Propionate is a good precursor for gluconeogenesis, generating oxaloaceta[e by the
anaplerotic pathway shown in Figure 14.40. The coenz)ryne A ester of propionate
is also produced during the catabolism of valine and isoleucine and in the conversion of cholesteroi into bile acids.
It is sometimes loosely stated that fat cannot be converted into carbohydrate
(glucose) by liver. This is certainly true for fatty acids with an even number of carbon atoms. However, Lhe term "fat" usually refers to triacylglycerols, which are composed of three O-acyl groups combined with one glycerol molecule. Hydrolysis of
a triacylglycerol 1,relds three fatty acids and glycerol, the latter compound being an
excellent substrate flor gluconeogenesis (Figure 14.41). Phosphorylation of glyceroi
by glycerol kinase produces glycerol 3-phosphate, which can be converted by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase into dihydroxyacetone phosphate, an intermediate
of the gluconeogenic pathway (see Figure 1433). The last stage o[ glycolysis can
compete with the gluconeogenic pathway and convert dihydroxyacetone phosphate
into lactate (or into pyruvate for subsequent complete oxidation to CO2 and HzO).

!
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Glucose ls Synthesized from Other Sugars

coz

ATP

propionyl CoA
carboxylase (biotin)

Fructose

ADF

Humans consume considerable quantities of fructose in the form of sucrose, which
pelds glucose and fructose upon hydrolysis by sucrase in the small bowel. In the
Iiver, flructose is phosphorylated by a special AfP-linked kinase (Figure 14.42),
yielding fructose l-phosphate (see CIin. Corr. 14.3). A special aldolase then cleaves
fructose I-phosphate ro yield one molecule of dihydroxyacetone phosphate and one
of glyceraldehyde. The latter is probably reduced to glycerol and used by the same

pathway given in the previous figure. Two molecules of dihydroxyacetone phosphate obtainable from one qrolecule of fructose can be converted to glucose by enzyrnes of gluconeogenesis /r, alternatively, into pyruvate or lactate by the last stage
of glycolysis. In analogy to glycolysis, conversion of fructose into lactate is called

fructolysis.
The major energy source of spermatozoa i.s fructose, flormed from glucose by
cells of seminal vesicles as shown in Figure 14.43. An NADPH-dependent reduction of glucose to sorbitol is followed by an NAD+-dependent oxidation of sorbitol
[o fructose. Fructose is secreted from seminal vesicles in a fluid that becomes part
of semen. Although the fructose concentration in human semen can exceed I0 mM,
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t
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FIGURE 14.41

Pathway of gluconeogenesis from glycerol, along with competing pathways.
Large arrows indicate steps of the glycolytic and giuconeogenic pathways that have been
given in detail in Figures 14.6 and 14.33, respectively The large arrow pointing to fat
refers to the syrrthesis of triacylglycerols and glycerophospholipids.

Gtr"o""

FIGURE 14.40

Pathway of gluconeogenesis from propionate.
The large arrow refers to steps o[ the tricarboxylic acid cycle plus steps of lactate gluconeogenesis (see Figure 14.33).
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\
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FIGURE 14.42

Pathway of glucose formation from fructose, along with the competing pathway of
fructolysis.
Large arrows indicate steps of the glycolyric and gluconeogenic pathways that have been
given in detail in Figures 14.6 arld 14.33, respecrively

tissues that come in contact with semen utilize frucrose poorly, allowing this substrate to be conserved to meet the energlr demands of spermatozoa in their search
for ova. spermatozoa contain mitochondria and thus can metabolize fructose com-

pletely to co2 and H2o by the combinarion of fructolysis and TCA cycle activity.

Galactose

Milk sugar or lactose is an important source of galactose in the human diet. Glucose formation from galactose follows the pathway shown in Figure 14.44. UDpglucose serves as a recycling intermediate in the overall process of converting
galactose into glucose. Absence of the enz).ryne galactose l-phosphate uridylyltransferase accounts for most cases of galactosemia (see Clin. Corr. I5.5).

Gluconeogenesis Requires Expenditure of ATP
sl.nthesis of glucose is costly in terms of ATP Six molecules are required for syrrthesis of one molecule of glucose from lactate; ten for synthesis of glucose from alanine. AfP needed by liver cells for glucose syrrthesis is provided in large parr by
CHzOH
I
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I

HOCH
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+
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I

cH2oH
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o-tructose

+

NADH

+

H+

FIGURE 14.43

Pathway responsible for the formation of sorbitol and fructose from glucose.
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Pathway of glucose formation from galactose.

fatty acid oxidation. Metabolic conditions under which liver is required to synthesize glucose generally favor increased availability of fatty acids in blood. These fatty
acids are oxidized by liver mitochondria to ketone bodies with concurrent production of large amounts of AfP This ATP is used to support the energy requirements
of gluconeogenesis, regardless of the substrate being used as the carbon source for
the process.

Cluconeogenesis Has Several Sites of Regulation
I

Regulation of gluconeogenesis occurs at multiple sites (Figure 14.45). Those en4rmes that are used to "go around" the irreversible steps of glycolysis are primarily
involved in regulation of the pathway, that is, pymvate carboxylase, PEP carboxyki-
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Important allosteric regulatory features of the

6-phosphate

gluconeogenic pathway.
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v
Glucose

nase, fructose I,6-bisphosphatase, and glucose 6-phosphatase. Regulation ofhepatic
gluconeogenesis is almost the same as regulation of hepatic glycolysis. Inhibition of

glycolysis at its chief regulatory sites, or repressing slrrrhesis of enzymes involved
at these sites (glucokinase, 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase, and pyruvate kinase), greatly
increases effectiveness of opposing gluconeogenic enz),rnes. Turning on gluconeogenesis is therefore accomplished in large part by shutting off glycolysis.
Fatty acid oxidation invariably occurs hand in hand with gluconeogenesis. It
promotes glucose synthesis, in part by supplpng rhe AfP needed for the process
and in part by increasing the steady-state concen[rations of mitochondrial acetyl
CoA and NADH. Both of these products of fatty acid oxidation are porent acrivators of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, which phosphorylates and inactivates the
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. This prevents pyruvat
converted
into acetyl CoA, thereby conserving pyruvate for glucose
tyl CoA is
also a positive allosteric effector of pyruvate carboxylase,
mbination
rogenase complex,
direct the carhe syrrthesis of gluc
increase in oxcarboxylase activity
th the increase
in acetyl CoA from fatty acid oxidation also promotes greater synrhesis of citrate, a
negative allosteric effector of 6-phosphofructo-l- secondary effect of inhibition of 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase is a decrease
e 1,6-bisphosphate concentration, an activator of pyruvate kinase. This decreases the flux of PEP to pyruvate by pyruvate kinase and increases the effectiveness of the combined e
of
pyruvate carboxylase and PEP carboxykinase in conversion of pyruvate to
An
increase in AfP levels with the consequential decrease in AMP levels favors gluconeogenesis by way of inhibition of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and pyruvate kinase
and activation of fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (see Figure 14.45 and the discussion
of regulation of glycolysis, p. 614). A shortage of oxygen for respiration, a shortage

cLUCoNEocENmrs

of fatty acids for oxidation, or any inhibition or uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation would cause the liver to turn from gluconeogenesis to glycolysis.

Hormonal Control of Cluconeogenesis ls Critical for Homeostasis
Hormonal control of gluconeogenesis is a matter of regulating the supply of fatty
acids to liver and the activities of enzymes of both the glycolytic and gluconeogenic
pathways. Glucagon increases plasma fatty acids by promoti.ng lipolysis in adipose
tissue, an action opposed by insulin. The greater availability of fatty acids resuhs in
more fatty acid oxldation by liver, which promotes glucose s),nthesis. Insulin has
the opposite effect by way of its ability to inhibit lipolysis in the adipose rissue.
Glucagon and insulin also regulate gluconeogenesis directly in the liver by influencing [he state of phosphorylation of the hepatic enzyrnes subject to covalent modification. As discussed previously (Figure 14.30), pyruvate kinase is active in the
dephosphorylated mode and inactive in rhe phosphorylated mode. Glucagon activates adenylyl cyclase to produce cAMB which activates protein kinase A, which,

in turn, phosphorylates and inactivales pyruvate kinase. Inactivation of this gly-

colytic enzyme stimulates the
pathway gluconeogenesis by blocking the
futile conversion of PEP to py
lucagon also stimulates gluconeo,genesis at
the conversion of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate to fructose 6-phosphate by decreasing
the concentrati.on of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate in liver. Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate
is an allosteric activator of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and an allosteric inhibitor of
fructose l,6-bisphosphatase Glucagon via its second messenger cAMP lowers fructose 2,6-bisphosphate levels by stimulating the phosphorylation of the bifuncrional
enzlrrne 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase. Phosphorylation of

this enzyme inactivates the kinase activity that makes fructose 2,6-bisphosphate
from F6P but activates the phosphatase activity that hydrolyzes fructose 2,6-bisphosphate back to F6P The consequence is a glucagon-induced fall in fructose 2,6-

bisphosphate levels, Ieading to a decrease in activity of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase
while fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase becomes more acrive (Figure 14.45). The overall
effecr is an increased ersion of FBP to F6P and a corresponding increase in the
rate of gluconeogenes resuiting increase in fructose 6-phgsphate also favors gluconeogenesis by inhibition of glucokinase/via its regulatory protein (see discussion
of the regulation of glycolysis, p. 615)!Insulin has effects opposite to rhose of
glucagon by signaling activation of cAMP phosphodiesterase, inhibition of protein
kinase A, and activation of phosphoprotein phosphatase (see discussion of the regulatory effects of insulin, p. 622).
Glucagon and insulin also have long-term effects on hepatic glycolysls and gluconeogenesis by induction and repression of synthesis of key enzyrnes of the pathways. A high glucagon/insulin ratio in blood increases the enzymatic capacity for
gluconeogenesis and decreases enzymatic capacity for glycolysis in liver. A low
glucagon/insuiin ratio has the opposite effects The glucagon/insulin ratio increases
when gluconeogenesis is needed and decreases when glucose is plentiful from the
gastrointestinal track. Glucagon signals induction of rynthesis of greater quantities
of PEP carboxykinase, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, glucose 6-phosphatase, and
various aminolransferases. A model for how this occurs is given in Figure 14.46.
Binding of glucagon to its plasma membrane receptor increases cAMP, which activates pro[ein kinase A. Protein kinase A then phosphorylates a protein called the
cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB), a trans-acting factor that in its
phosphorylated form can bind to a cAMP-response element (CRE), a cis-acring
element within the regulatory region of genes that respond to cAMP This promotes
transcription of genes encoding key gluconeogenic enzymes such as PEP carboxykinase (Figure 14.46). By a simiiar mechanism, bu[ one that causes repression
of gene transcription, glucagon acts to de
the amounts of glucokinase, 6phosphofructo- l-kinase, and pyruvate kinas
lin opposes the action of glucagon
(Figure 14.46), acting through a signal cascade that results in activation o[ an
insulin-response element binding protein (IREB), which inhibits transcription of
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Abbreviations: PEPCK, PEP carboxykinase;
CRE, cAMP-response element; CREB, cAMPresponse element binding protein; IRE, insulinresponse element; IREB, insulin-response element binding protein.

genes encoding key gluconeogenic enzymes by binding to an insulin-response
element (IRE) in the regulatory region of such genes. When glucose s),nthesis is
not needed, slrrthesis of key gluconeogenic enzyrnes is turned off and syrthesis of
key glycolytic enzyrnes is turned on as a consequence of a decrease in the blood
glucagon/insulin ratio.

Ethanol lngestion lnhibits Gluconeogenesis
Ethanol inhibits gLuconeogenesis by liver (see Clin. Corr. 14.10). It is oxidized primarily in liver with production of a large load of reducing equivalents that must be
transported into the mitochondria by the malate-aspartate shuttle. This excess
NADH in the cytosol creates problems for liver gluconeogenesis because it forces
the equilibrium of the lactate dehydrogenase- and malate dehydrogenase-catalyzed
reactions in the directions of lactate and malate formation, respectively:

o
il

+ NAD+ --+ CH3CH + NADH + H+

CH3CH2OH
Ethanol
pyruvate

Sum:

Aceraldehyde

+ NADH

erhanol

oxaloacetate

Sum:

*

f

*

*

NAD+

pyruvate --+ acetaldehyde

+ NADH

ethanol

H+ --+ iactate

*

*

lactate

H+ -> malate + NAD+

oxaloacetate --+ acetaldehyde

*

malate

clycocENolysrs AND cLycocENESrs

This inhibits glucose s1'nthesis by limiting the amounts of pyruvate and oxaloacetate available for the reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase and PEP carboxykinase. respectively.

Glycogenolysis refers to breakdown of glycogen to glucose or glucose-6-phosphate; and glycogenesis to slnthesis of glycogen. These processes occur in almost
every tissue but especially in muscle and liver because of the greater importance of
glycogen as a stored fuel in these tissues. The liver has tremendous capacity for
storing glycogen. In the weil-fed human, liver glycogen conlent can account for as
much as l0o/o of wet weight of this organ Muscle stores less when expressed on
the same basis-a maximum of only l-2o/o of its wet weight. However, the average person has more muscle than liver, adding up to about twlce as much total musglycogen as liver glycogen.

Glycogen is s[ored in muscle and liver for quite different reasons. Muscle
glycogen serves as a fuel reserve for the slrrthesis of ATP within that tissue, whereas
liver glycogen func[ions as a glucose reserve for the maintenance of blood glucose
concentrations. Liver glycogen levels vary greatly in response to the intake of food,
accumuiating to high levels shortly after a meal and then decreasing slowly as ir is
mobilized to help maintaln a nearly constan[ blood glucose level (see Figure 14.47).
Liver glycogen is called into play between meals and to a greater extenr during the
nocturnal fast In both humans and the rat, the s[ore of liver glycogen lasts somewhere between 12 and 24 h during fasting, depending greatly, of course, on whether
the individual under consideration is caged or running wiid.
Muscle glycogen is a source of AfP for increased muscular activity Most of the
glucose of glycogen stored in this tissue ls consumed within muscle cells without
formation of free glucose as an intermediate. However, because of a special feature
of glycogen catabolism to be discussed below, about 8o/o of muscle glycogen is converted into free glucose within the tissue. Some of this glucose may be released into
the bloodstream, but most is metabolized by glycolysis in muscle. Since muscle
lacks glucose 6-phosphatase, and most free glucose formed during glycogen breakdown is further catabolized, muscle glycogen is not of quantitative importance in
maintenance of blood glucose levels in the fasting state. In contrast, conversion of
liver glycogen to glucose by glycogenolysis and glucose 6-phosphatase is of critical
imporlance as a source of blood glucose in the fasting state. Conversion of glucose
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Variation of liver glycogen levels between meals and during the nocturnal fast.

Consumption of alcohol, especially by an undernourished person, can cause hypoglycemia.
The same effect can result from drinking alcoho1 after strenuous exercise ln both cases the
hypoglycemia results from the inhibitory effects of alcohol on hepatic gluconeogenesis
and thus occurs under circumstances of he-

patic glycogen depletion.

fhe

problem is

NADH produced during the metabolism of alcohol. The liver simply cannot
handle the reducing equivalents pror,rded by
caused by the

ethanol oxidation fast enough to prevent meta-

bolic derangements. The extra reducing equivaients block the conversion of lactate to g1ucose and promote the conversion of alanine
into lactate, resulting in considerable lactate
accumulation

in

the blood. Since lactate has

no place to go, lactic acidosis (see Clin Corr.

it is usually mild
Low doses of alcohol cause impaired motor and intellectual performance; high doses
have a depressant effect that can lead to stupor and anesthesia. Low blood sugar can contribute to these undesirable effects o[ aicohol
What is more, a patient may be thought to be
inebriated when in fact the patient is suffering
14 5) can develop, although

from hypoglycemia that may lead to irreversible damage to the central nervous system
Children are highly dependent on gluconeogenesis while fasting, and accidental ingestion
of alcohol by a chiid can produce severe hypoglycemia (see Clin. Corr. 14.9).
Krebs, H, A,, Freedland, R A., Hems, R, and Stubbs,

M lnhibition of hepatic gluconeogenesis by ethanol
Biochem J II2:1I7, 1969; and Sewice, EJ Hypoglycemia Med Clin. North Am 79:I, 1995
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to glycogen in muscle plays an important role in lowering blood glucose ler.els
elevated by a high-carbohydrate meaL. Glycogenesis in liver also contributes to the
iowering of blood glucose but may be less importanr in this regard than glycogen
slrrthesis in muscle.
Exercise of a muscle triggers mobilizarion of muscle glycogen for formation of
ATP The yreld of AfP and the fare of the carbon of glycogen depend on wherher
[he muscle fiber ls "white" or "red." Red muscle fibers are supplied with a rich
blood flow, contain large amounts of myoglobin, and are packed with mitochondria. Glycogen mobilized within these cel1s ls converred into pyruvate, which, because o[ the availability of 02 and mitochondria, can be converted into CO2 and
H2O. In contras[, white muscle fibers have less myoglobin and fewer mitochondria. Glycogenolysis within this tissue supplies substrare for glycolysis, with the end
product being primarily lactate. White muscle fibers have enormous capacity for
glycogenolysls and glycolysis, much more than red muscle fibers Since their glycogen stores are limited, however, whi[e muscle fibers can only function at full capacity for relatively short periods of time. Breasr muscle and the hearr of chicken
are good examples of white and red muscles, respectively. The heart has [o beat continuously and has many mi[ochondria and a rich supply of blood via the coronary
arleries. The heart stores glycogen to be used when a greatet work load is imposed.
Breast muscle of chicken is not continuously carrying out work. Its important function is [o enable the chicken to fly rapidly for short disrances, as in fleeing from
predators (or amorous roosters). Because glycogen can be mobilized so rapldly,
breast muscle is designed for maximal activity for a relatively short period of time.
Although white and red muscles are readily recognizable in the chicken, most skeletal muscles of the human body are composed of a mixture of red and white fibers,
which provide Lhe muscle with both rapid and sus[ained capacity for contracrion.
The distribution of white and red muscle fibers in cross sections of a human skeleta1 muscle is demonstrated by special staining procedures in Figure 14.48.
Glycogen granules are abundant in liver of well-fed animals but are virtually absent from liver of the 24-h-fasted animal (Figure 14.49). Healy exercise causes rhe
same loss of glycogen granules in muscle fibers. These granules of glycogen correspond to clusters of glycogen molecules, the molecular weights of which can approach 2 x lO7 Da. Glycogen is composed of glucosyl residues, the majority of which
are linked together by a-I,4-glycosidic linkages (Figure 14.50). Branches also occur
in the glycogen molecule as a result of frequenr a-I,6-glycosidic linkages (Figure
14.50). A limb of the glycogen "tree" (see Figure I4.51) is characterized by branches
at every fourth glucosyl residue within the more central core of the molecuie. These
branches occur much less frequently in outer regions of the molecule. An interesting
question, which we shall attempt [o answer below, is why this polymer ls construc[ed

with so many intricate branches and loose ends. Glycogen certainly stands in conrrast
to proteins and nucleic acids in this regard but, of course, it is a storage form of fuel
and never has to catalyze a reaction nor convey information within a cel1.

Clycogen Phosphorylase Catalyzes the
First Step in Glycogen Degradation
Glycogen phosphorylase ca[alyzes phosphorolysis of glycogen, a reacrion in
which P1 is used in the cleavage of an a-1,4-glycosidic linkage to 1,reld g).ucose 1phosphate (Figure 14.52). This always occurs ar one of the many rerminal, nonreducing ends of a glycogen molecule:

Glycogen (partial structure)

o-o-Glucose 1 -phosphate

Glycogenn

,

cLycocENoLysrs AND cLycocENESrs

FIGURE 14.48
Cross section of human skeletal muscle showing red and white muscle fibers.
Sections were stained for NADH dlaphorase activity in (A); for ATPase activiry in (B). Red
fibers are dark and white fibers are light in (A); vice versa in (B)
Pictures generously protidedby Dr Mtchael H Broohe oJ the Jerry Lewis Neuromuscular Research Center, St
Louis. Missoui

FIGURE 14.49

Electron micrographs showing glycogen granules (darkly stained material) in the
liver of a well-fed rat (a) and the relative absence of such granules in the liver of a
rat starved for 24 h (b).
Micrographs generously prortdedby Dx Robert R Cardell oJ the Department oJ Anatoml at the Uniyersity of
CincinnaLi
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The reaction catalyzed by glycogen phosphorylase should be distinguished from
that catalyzed by o-amylase, which degrades glycogen and starch in the gut (see
p. 1101). a-Amylase acts by simple hydrolysis, using water rather than inorganic
phosphate to cleave a-1,4-glycosidic bonds. Although glycogen may contain up ro
100,000 glucose residues, its structure can be abbreviated simply as (glucose),,
where n refers to the number of glucosyl residues in the molecule. The reaction catalyzedby glycogen phosphorylase can then be written as

(glucose),

* P,'- --+ (glucose),-, *

a-o-glucose l-phosphate2-

The next step of glycogen degradation is catalyzed by phosphoglucomutase:

CH2OH

glucose I-phosphate

glucose 6-phosphate

This is a near-equilibrium reaction under intracellular conditions, allowing it to
function in both glycogen degradation and sy'nthesis. Like phosphoglycerate mutase (p. )fiX), a bisphosphate compound is an obligatory intermediate:

P.

/\
""o \_/

-+

A

E-P

o

E

a-l,6-Glycosidic linkage
(b)
FIGURE 14.50

Two tlpes of linkage between glucose
molecules are present in glycogen.

*

glucose l-phosphate

+

E

*

glucose 1,6-bisphosphate

* glucose I,6-bisphosphate -+ E-P * glucose 6-phosphate
Sum: glucose l-phosphate --+ glucose 6-phosphate

A catalytic amount of glucose 1,6-bisphosphate must be present for the reacrion ro
occur. It is produced in small quantities for this specific purpose by an enzy,rne
called phosphoglucokinase:
glucose 6-phosphate

+ ATP ---> glucose I,6-bisphosphate

*

ADP

The next enzqe involved in glycogenolysis depends on the tissue under consideration (Figure 14.52).In liver, glucose 6-phosphare produced by glycogenolysis is hydrolyzed by glucose 6-phosphatase ro give free glucose:
glucose 6-phosphate2-

+ H2O ->

glucose

*

Pi:

(Glucose)n

Pr---

I

\

gtycogenphosphorylase
I

Y

Glucose 1-phosphate
I

I

phosphoglucomutase

I

FIGURE 14.51

I

The branched structure of glycogen.
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Glycogenolysis and the fate of glycogen degraded in liver versus its fate in peripheral
tissues.
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Lack of this enzyme or of the translocase tha[ transports G6P into the endoplasmic
reticulum (Figure 14 37) results ln type I glycogen slorage disease (see C1in. Corr

t41I)

The overall balanced equation for removal ofone glucosyl residue from
in liver by glycogenolysis ls then

gl1,cogen

+ H2O -+ (glucose), , * glucose
In other words, glycogenolysis in liver involves phosphorolysis but,
(glucose),,

because lhe

phosphate ester is cleaved by a phosphalase, the overall reaction adds up to hydrolysis of glycogen AfP is neither used nor produced in the process.
ln peripheral [issues the G6P generated by glycogenolysis is used by glycolysis, leading primarily to the generation ol lactate in whlte muscle fibers and primarily to complete oxidation to CO2 in red muscle fibers. Since no ATP had to be in-

CTINICAT CORRELATION 1

4.1

1

Glycogen Storage Diseases
There are a number of well-characterized glycogen storage diseases,
all due to inherited defects of one or more o[ the en4.,rnes involved
in the syrrthesis and degradation of glycogen. The liver is usually the
tissue most affected, but heart and muscle glycogen metabo]ism can
also be defective
Chen, Y-T. and Burchell, A Glycogen storage diseases ln: C R Scriver, A L
Beaudet, \M 5 Sly, and D Valle (Eds ), fhe Metabolic and Molecular Basis oJ Inheited Disease ,7th ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995, p 935

Von Gierke's Disease
The most common glycogen storage disease, relerred to as type I or
von Gierke's disease, is caused by a deficlency of 1iver, intestinal mucosa, and kidney glucose 6-phosphatase. Thus diagnosis by small
bowel biopsy is possible Patients with this disease can be further subclassifled lnto those lacking the glucose 6-phosphatase enzyme per se

(type Ia) and those lacking the glucose 6-phosphate translocase
(type Ib) (see Figure 14 37). A genetic abnormality in glucose
6-phosphate hydrolysis occurs in only about 1 person in 200,000 and
is transmitted as an autosomal recessive trait. Clinicai manifestatrons
include fasting hypoglycemia, lactic acidemia, hyperlipidemia, and

hyperuricemia with gouty arthritis The fasting hypoglycemia is
readily explained as a consequence of the giucose 6-phosphatase deficiency, the enz),me required to obtain glucose from liver glycogen
and gluconeogenesis. The liver of these patients does release some
glucose by the action of the glycogen debrancher enz),me The lactic
acidemia occurs because the liver cannot use lactate effectlvely for
glucose slnthesis In addition, the liver inappropriately produces lactic acid ln response to glucagon. This hormone should trigger glucose
release without lactate production; however, the opposite occurs because of the lack of glucose 6-phospharase Hyperuricemia results
from increased purine degradation in the liver; hyperlipidemia because of increased availabiiity of lactrc acid for lipogenesis and lipid
mobilization from the adipose tissue caused by high glucagon levels
in response to hypogll,cemia. The manifestations of von Gierke3 disease can greatly be diminished by provlding carbohydrate throughout
the day to prevent hypoglycemia During sleep this can be done by
infuslon of carbohydrate into the gut by a nasogastric tube

Cori, G T and Cori, C E Glucose-6-phosphatase
agedisease
Biol Chem 199:661,1952

I

of the liver rn glycogen stor-

Pompe's Disease
Type II glycogen storage disease or Pompes disease is caused by the
absence of a-1,4-glucosidase (or acid maltase), an e:nzqe normally

found in lysosomes. The absence of this en4.,me leads to the accumulation of glycogen in virtually every tissue This is somewhat
surprising, but lysosomes take up glycogen granules and become defective with respect to other functlons if they lack the capacity to destroy the granules. Because other s),nthetic and degradative pathways
of glycogen metabolism are intact, metabolic derangements such as
those in von Gierke's disease are not seen The reason for extralysosomal glycogen accumulation is unknown. Massive cardiomegaly
occurs and death results at an early age lrom heart fallure.
Hers,

H G a-Glucosidase

(Pompe's disease). Biochem

deficiency in generalized glycogen storage disease

J

86:1I, 1963

Cori's Disease
Also called type III glycogen storage disease, Coris disease is caused
by a deficiency of the glycogen debrancher enzyme. Glycogen accumulates because only the outer branches can be removed from the
molecule by phosphorylase. Hepatomegaly occurs, but diminishes
with age The clinical manifestations are similar to but much milder
than those seen in von Gierke's disease, because gluconeogenesis is
unaffected, and hypoglycemia and its complications are less serere
Van Hoff, E and Hers, H.
Biochem 2)65, L967

G

The subgroups of type

IlI

glycogenosis Eur:

/

McArdle's Disease
Also called the type V glycogen storage disease, \{cArdles disease is
caused by an absence of muscle phosphorylase Patients suffer from
palnful muscie cramps and are unable to perform strenuous exercise,
presumably because muscle glycogen stores are not avallable to the
exercising muscle. Thus rhe normal increase in plasma lactate (released from the muscle) following exercise is absent. The muscles are
probably damaged because of inadequate energy supply and glycogen
accumulation Release of muscle enzymes creatine phosphokinase
and aldolase and of myoglobin is common; elevared levels of these
substances in the blood suggest a muscle disorder.
McArdle,

B

Myopathy due to a defect in muscle glycogen breakdown Clin

Sci I0:13. 1951
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vested to produce G6P obtained from glycogen, the overall equation for glycogenolysis followed by glycolysis is
(glucose)n

+

3 ADP3-

+ 3Pi2- * H+ -+ (glucose),-, + 2lactate+3ArP4- +2H2O

Debranching Enzyme ls Required for Degradation of Glycogen
Glycogen phosphorylase, the first enzqe involved in glycogen degradation, is specific for a-I,4-glycosidic linkages. However, it stops attacking a-1,4-glucosidic linkages four glucosyl residues from an c-1,6-branch point. A glycogen molecule that
has been degraded by phosphorylase to the limit caused by ttre branches is called
phosphorylaselimit dextrin. The action of a debranching enzyme is what allows
glycogen phosphorylase to continue to degrade glycogen. Debranching en4rme is a
bifunctional erlzqe that catalyzes two reactions necessary for debranching of
glycogen. The first is a 4-a-o-glucanotransferase activity in which a strand of three
glucosyl residues is removed from a four glucosyl residue branch of the glycogen
molecule (Figure 14.53). The strand remains covalently attached to the enzyme until it can be transferred to a free 4-hydroxyl of a glucosyl residue at the end of the
same or an adjacent glycogen molecule. The result is a longer amylose chain with
only one glucosyl'residue remaining in o-I,6-linkage. This linkage is broken hy-

FIGURE I4.53
Action of the glycogen debranching enzyme.

I

clycocENolysrs AND clycocENESrs

drolytically by the second errzyme activity of debranchitg enzyme, which is its
amylo-c- 1,6-glucosidase activi ry:

I

O+S

Glucose

t_
l'
I

hexokinase

+

Glucose 6-phosphate
phosphoglucomutase

HrO

I
I

+

Glucose 1-phosphate

cr-o-Glucose

....o

UTP

glucose 1-phosphate
uridylyltransferase

Glycogen

PPi

-7+2Pi
Hzo

Glycogen

The cooperative and repetitive action of phosphorylase and debranching enzl.rne results in comple[e phosphorolysis and hydrolysis of glycogen. Glycogen storage diseases result when either of these enzymes is defective. The average molecule of
glycogen yields about 12 molecules of glucose t-phosphate by acrion of phosphorylase for every molecule of free glucose produced by the action of debranching
enzyme.

There is another, albeit quantitatively less important, pathway for glycogen
degradation. A defect in this minor pathway, however, creates a major problem. As
pointed out in Clinical Correlation 14.ll, a glucosidase present in lysosomes degrades glycogen that enters [hese organelles during normal turnover of intracellular components.

UDP-glucose HO

l,-

(Gtucose)n *
UDP

of Glycogen Requires Unique Enzymes

FIGURE 14.54

The first reaction involved in glycogen synrhesis (Figure 14.54) is aheady familiar,
being catalyzed by glucokinase in hepatic tissue and hexokinase in peripheral rissues:
glucose

+ AfP --+ glucose 6-phosphare + ADP

Phosphoglucomutase, discussed in relation ro glycogen degradation, catalyzes
readily reversible reaction as follows:
glucose 6-phosphate

a

-+ glucose t-phosphate

A unique reaction found at the next step involves formation of UDP-glucose by action of glucose I-phosphate uridylyltransferase:
glucose l-phosphate

+

UTP --+ UDP-glucose

*

PPi

This reaction generates UDP-glucose, an "activated glucose" molecule, which is
used to build the glycogen molecule. Formarion of UDP-glucose is made energeri-

cally favorable and irreversible by hydrolysis of pyrophosphate by pyrophosphatase:

PPi4-+H2O->2P,'Clycogen Synthase
Glycogen synthase catalyzes transfer of the activated glucosyl moiety of UDpglucose to a glycogen molecule to form a new glycosidic bond berween the hydroxyl
group of C-I of the activated sugar and C-4 of a glucosyl residue of the growing
glycogen chain. The reducing end of glucose (C-1 of glucose is an aldehyde thar
can reduce other compounds during its oxidation to a carboxylic acid) is aiways
added to a nonreducing end of the glycogen chain. The glycogen molecule, regardless of its size, theoretically has only one free reducing end tucked away within
its core. UDP formed as a product of glycogen s),nthase is converred back ro UTP
by action of nucleoside diphosphate kinase:
UDP + ATP

i-

UTP + ADP

(ctucose)n

glycogen synthase I

l.-.-------------

Synthesis

OH

Pathway of glycogen synthesis.

1
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Glycogen synthase creates chains of glucose molecules with a-1,4-glycosidic link-

but cannot form the a-I,6-glycosidic branches. Its action alone would only
produce amylose, a straighrchain polymer of glucose with o-1,4-glycosidic linkages. Once an amylose chain of at least 1I residues has been formed, a "branching" enzyme comes into play Its name is l,4-a-glucan branchiirg enzyme because
it removes a block of about seven glucosyl residues from a growing chain and transfers it to another chain to produce an a-1,6-linkage (see Figure 14.55). The new
branch has to be introduced at least four glucosyl residues from an adjacent branch
point. Thus the creation of the highly branched structure of glycogen requires the
concerted efforts of glycogen synthase and branchin g enzpe. The overall balanced
equation for glycogen synthesis by the pathway just outlined is
ages

(glucose),

*

glucose

+ 2 KlPa,-

*

H2O

--->

(glucose),*r + 2 ADP3-

(7) UDP-glucose

(7) UDP

FIGURE 14.55

Action of the glycogen branching enzyme.

+ 2Pi2- +

glycogen
synthase

2 H+

clycocENolysrs AND GLycocENESrs
As noted above, combination of glycogenolysis and glycolysis yields only three mol-

ecules of AfP per glucosyl residue:

(glucose),

+

3 ADP3-

+ 3 Pi2-

*

H+ --->
(giucose),-, -l 2 Tactate- + 3 ATP4-

+ 2 H2O

Thus the combination of glycogen synthesis plus glycogen degradation to lactate actually l,relds only one AfP:
glucose

+ ADP3-

* P,'- -+ 2lactate-

+ ATP4- + H2O + H+

However, glycogen slrrthesis and degradation are normally carried out at different
times in a cell. For example, white muscle fibers slmthesize glycogen at res[ when
glucose is plentiful and less AfP is needed for muscle contrac[ion. Glycogen is then
used during periods of exertion. Although in such terms glycogen srorage is nor a
very efficient process, it provides cells with a fuel reserve that can be very quickly
and efficiently mobilized.

Special Features of Glycogen Degradation and Synthesis
Why Store Glucose as Clycogen?
The fact that glycogen is such a good fuel reserve makes it obvious why we
synthesize and store glycogen in liver and muscle. But why not store our excess
glucose calories entirely as fat inslead of glycogen? The answer is at least threefold:
(1) we do store fat, but fat cannot be mobilized nearly as rapidly as glycogen; (2)
fat cannot be used as a source of energy in the absence of oxygen; and (3) fat cannot be converted to glucose to maintain blood glucose levels required by the brain.
Why not just pump glucose in[o cells and srore it as free glucose until needed? Why
waste so much AfP making a pol1.,rner out of glucose? The problem is that glucose
is osmotically active. It would cost ATP to "pump" glucose into a cell againsr. a concentration gradient, and glucose would have to reach concentrations of the order of
400 mM in liver cells to match the "glucose reserve" provided by the usual liver
glycogen levels. Unless balanced by outward movement of some other osmotically
active compound, accumulation of such concenlrations of glucose would cause uptake of considerable water and osmotic lysis of the cell. Assuming the molecular
mass of a glycogen molecule is of the order of 107 Da, 400 mM of glucose is in effect stored at an intracellular glycogen concentration of only 0.01 pM. Storage of
glucose as glycogen, therefore, creates no osmotic pressure problem for the cell.

Glycogenin ls Required as a Primer for Glycogen Synthesrs
Like DNA sprthesis, a primer is needed for glycogen slnthesis. No template, however, is required. Glycogen itself is the usual primer, in that glycogen s)'nrhesis can
take place by addition of glucosyl units to glycogen "core" molecules, which are
almost invariably present in the cell The outer regions of the glycogen molecule are
removed and resyrrthesized more rapidly than the inner core. Glycogen within a cell
is frequently sheared by the combined actions of glycogen phosphorylase and debranching enzqe but is seldom obliterated before glycogen synthase and branching enzl,rne rebuild the molecule. This begs the question why glycogen is a branched
molecule with only one real beginning (the reducing end) and many branches terminating with nonreducing glucosyl units. The answer is that this gives numerous
sites of attack for glycogen phosphorylase on a mature glycogen molecule and the
same number of sites that function as primers for the addition of glucosyl uni.ts by
glycogen s),nthase. If cells syrrthesized a-amylose, that is, an unbranched glucose
poll.rner, there would only be one nonreducing end per molecule. This would
surely make glycogen degradation and slnthesis much slower. As it is, glycogen
phosphorylase and glycogen s)mthase are flound in tight association with glycogen
granules in a cell. By taking up residence in the branches of the glycogen tree, both
enzymes have ready access to a multitude of nonreducing sugars at the ends of the
Iimbs. Why is a primer needed for glycogen syrthesis? Because it is impossible to

I O:t
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initiate glycogen syrthesis with simply a glucose molecule as the acceptor of an activated glucosyl residue from UDP-glucose. Glycogen s)mthase has a very low K^
for large giycogen molecules, and therefore readily adds glucosyl residues to make
even larger glycogen molecules. However, the K- gets larger and larger as the glycogen molecule gets smaller and smaller. This phenomenon is so pronounced that glu-

cose, at its physiological concentration, cannot function as a primer. This led for
some [ime to the notion that glycogen might be immortal; that is, some glycogen

might have to be handed down from one cell generation [o the nex[ in order for
glycogen to be slmthesized. However, it is now known that a polypeptide of 332
amino acids ca1led glycogenin functions as a primer for glycogen slrrthesis. Glycogenin is a self-glucosylating enzy,rne that uses UDP-glucose to link glucose [o one
of ils own tyrosine residues (Figure 14.56). Glycosylated glycogenin then serves as
a primer for synthesis of glycogen. Alas, glycogen is not immortal.

Clycogen Limits lts Own Synthesrs
If glycogen qmthase becomes more efficient
Glycogenin-Glycogen Complex

FlcuRE 14.s6
Glycogenin provides a primer for glycogen
synthesis by glycogen synthase.
Y designates a tyrosine residue of glycogenin

as the glycogen molecule gets bigger,

how is synthesis of this ball of sugar curtailed? Adipocytes have an almost unlimited capacity to pack away fat-but then adipocytes have nothing else to do. Muscle cells participate in mechanical activity and liver cells carry ou[ many processes
other than glycogen s),nthesis. Even in the face of excess glucose, there has to be

a

way to limit the intracellular accumulation of glycogen. Glycogen itself inhibits
glycogen ryTrthase by a mechanism discussed later (p. 654).

Glycogen Synthesis and Degradation
Are Highly Regulated Pathways
Glycogen slrrthase and glycogen phosphorylase are regulatory enzymes of glycogen
slrnthesis and degradation, respec[i.zely Both catalyze nonequilibrium reactions, and

both are subject to control by allosteric effec[ors and covalen[ modificadon.
Regulation of Clycogen Phosphorylase
Glycogen phosphorylase is subject to allosteric activation by AMP and allosteric

inhibition bv
grr,.a[r*irr, ,

in an

\

form

forms {re int
protein phosphatase (Figure 14.57). A conformational change caused by phosphorylation transforms the enzyme into a more active catalytic state. Although
phosphorylas e b has low catalytic activity, it can greatly be stimulated by AMP This
allosteric effector has little activating effect, however, on the aheady active phosphorylase a. Thus regulation by covalent modification can be bypassed by an AMPmediated allosteric mechanism and vice versa.

Phosphorylase kinase is responsible for phosphorylation and activation of
phosphorylase (Figure 14.57). Moreover, phosphoryiase kinase itself is also subject
to regulation by a cyclic phosphorylation-dephosphorylation mechanism. Protein
kinase A phosphorylates and activates phosphorylase kinase; phosphoprotein phosphatase in turn dephosphorylates and inactivates phosphorylase kinase. Phosphorylase kinase is a large enzyme complex (1.3 x 106 Da) composed of four subunits
with four molecules of each subunit in the complex (aaBaya6a) Catalytic activity
resides with the 7 subunit, a, B, and 6 subunirs exert regulatory control. The a and
B subunits are phosphorylated i.n the transltion from the inactive b form to the acrive a form of the enry-e. Protein kinase A can 6n1y exert an effect on phosphorylase via its ability to phosphorylate and ac[ivate phosphorylase kinase Thus a bi-

cyclic system is required for activation of phosphorylase in response to
cAMP-mediated signals (Figure 14.57).
The 6 subunit of phosphorylase klnase also plays a regulatory role. lt corresponds to a Ca2+-binding regulatory protein, called calmodulin. Not unique to
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Regulation of glycogen phosphorylase by covalent

1
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Phosphorylation converts glycogen phosphorylase and phosphorylase kinase from their inactive b forms to their acrive a
forms

phosphorylase kinase, calmodulin is found in cells as the free molecule and also
bound to other en4rrne complexes. It functions as a Ca2+ receptor in the cell, responding to changes in intracellular Ca2* concentration and affecring the relative
activities of a number of enz)ryne systems. Binding of Ca2* to the calmodulin subunit of phosphorylase kinase changes the conformation of the complex, making rhe
enzyme more active with respect to the phosphorylation of phosphorylase. As
shown in Figure 14.57, Caz+ is an activator of both phosphorylase kinase a and
phosphorylase kinase b. Maximum activation of phosphorylase kinase requires both
phosphorylation of specific serine residues of the en4.ryne and interaction of Ca2+
with the calmodulin subunit of the en4rme. This is one mechanism by which Ca2+
functions as an important "second messenger" of hormone action, as will be discussed below.

Activation of phosphorylase kinase by phosphorylation and Ca2+ will have a
substantial efflect on the activity of glycogen phosphorylase. It is equally obvious,
however, that turning off the phosphoprotein phosphatase that modulates the phosphorylation states of both phosphorylase kinase and glycogen phosphorylase
(Figure 14.57) could achieve the same effect. Ultimate control of glycogen phosphorylase would involve the reciprocal regulation of phosphoprotein phosphatase
and phosphorylase kinase activities. Although numerous details remain ro be understood, there is evidence that activities of phosphoprotein phosphatase and phosphorylase kinase are controlled in a reciprocal manner. Regulation of phosphoprotein phosphatase activity may be linked to cAMP (see p. 655). The important point
in Figure 14.57 is that hormones that increase cAMP levels, such as glucagon and
epinephrine, promote activation of glycogen phosphorylase by signaling acrivarion
of phosphorylase kinase and inactivation o[ phosphoprotein phosphatase. On rhe
other hand, insulin, though a kinase-mediated signal cascade, exerts the opposite
effect on phosphorylase by promoting activarion of phosphoprotein phosphatase
activity.
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The Cascade that Regulates Glycogen Phosphorylase
Amplifies a Small Signal into a Very Large Effect
There is a good reason for the existence of the bicyclic con[rol system for phosphorylation of glycogen phosphorylase. It provides a rremendous amplification
mechanism of avery small inltial signal. Activation of adenylyl cyclase by one molecule of epinephrine causes formation of many molecules of cAMP Each cAMP molecule activates a protein kinase A molecule, which in [urn activates many molecules

of phosphorylase kinase and inhibits many molecules of phosphoprotein phosphatase. In turn phosphorylase kinase phosphorylates many molecules of glycogen
phosphorylase, which in turn catalyzes phosphorolysis of many glycosidi.c bonds of
glycogen. An elaborate amplification sysrem is provided, therefore, in which the signal provided by just a few moiecules of hormone is amplified into production of an
enormous number of glucose 1-phosphate molecules. If each step represents, for
argument's sake, an amplification factor of 100, then a total of four sreps would result in an amplification of I00 million! This system is so rapid, in large parr because
of this amplification mechanism, that all of the stored glycogen of white muscle
fibers could be mobilized complerely within just a few seconds.
Regulation of Glycogen Synthase
Glycogen synthase has to be ac[ive for glycogen sl,nthesis and inactive for glycogen degradation. The combination of the reac[ions catalyzed by glycogen s]Trthase,
glycogen phosphorylase, glucose l-phosphate uridylyltransferase, and nucleoside
diphosphate kinase adds up to a futile cycle with the overall equarion ATP + H2O
-+ ADP * Pi. Hence glycogen synthase needs to be [urned off when glycogen phosphorylase is turned on, and vice versa.
Activa[ion of glycogen s],nthase by glucose 6-phosphate, an allosteric effector,
is probably of physiological significance under some circumstances (Figure 14.58).
However, as with glycogen phosphorylase, this mode of control is integrated with
regulation by covalent modification (Figure 14.58). Glycogen synrhase exis[s in two
forms. One is designated the D form because it is dependent on the presence of
G6P for activity. The other is designated the I form because its activity is independent of the presence of G6P The D form corresponds to the b or inactive form
of the enz).,rne, the I form to the a or active form of the enzyme. Phosphorylation
of glycogen slrrthase is catalyzed by several different kinases, which in turn are regulated by second messengers of hormone action, including cAMP, Ca2+, diacylglycerol, and probably yet to be identified signaling mechanisms. Each of the protein kinases shown in Figure 14.58 is capable of catalyzingthe phosphoryla[ion and
contributing to inactivation of glycogen sJ'nthase. Although glycogen slrrrhase is a
simple tetramer (o+) of only one subunit tlpe (MW 85,000 Da), ir can be phosphorylated on at leasl nine different serine residues. Eleven different protein kinases
have been identified that can phosphorylate glycogen s),nthase. This srands in striking con[rast to glycogen phosphorylase, which is regulared by phosphorylarion of
one site by one specific kinase.
Cyclic AMP is an extremely important intracellular signal for reciprocally
controlling glycogen synthase (Figure 14.58) and glycogen phosphorylase (Figure 14.57). An increase in cAMP signals activation of glycogen phosphorylase and
inactivation of glycogen
via acrivation of prorein kinase A and inhibltion
of phosphoprotein phos
Ca2+ likewise can influence the phosphorylarion
state of both en4..rnes and reciprocally regulate their activity via its effects on phosphorylase kinase. Two cAMP-independent, Ca2*-activated protein kinases have
been identified that also may have physiological significance. One of rhese is a
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase and rhe orher a Ca2+ - and phospholipiddependent protein kinase (protein kinase C). Borh enzyrnes phosphorylate glycogen s)rnthase, but neither can phosphorylate glycogen phosphorylase. Protein kinase C requires phospholipid, diacylglycerol, and Ca2* lor full actlvity There is
considerable interest in protein kinase C because lumor-promoting agents called
phorbol esters have been found to mimic diacyiglycerol as activators of this en-
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Regulation of glycogen synthase
by covalent modification.
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zyme. Diacylglycerol is considered an impor[ant "second messenger" of hormone
action, acting via protein kinase C to regulate numerous cellular processes (see p.
930).
Glycogen synthase is also phosphorylated by glycogen synthase kinase-3, casein kinase l, and casein kinase ll. These kinases are not subject to regulation by
cAMP or Ca2* .It is likely, however, that special regularory mechanisms exisr to reg-

ulate these kinases. Herein may lie solutions to unsolved problems such as the
mechanism of action of insulin and other hormones. lndeed, recent eyidence su3ests
insulin may signdl inqctivation of glycogen synthase hinase-3, an action that would allow
actitation of glycogen synthose to occur via dephosphorylation by phosphoprotein phosphatase.

The phosphoprotein phosphatase that converts glycogen synthase b back to
glycogen s),nthase a (Figure 14.58) is regulated in a manner analogous to that described in the discussion of glycogen phosphorylase regulation (Figure 14.57).
Cyclic AMP promotes inactivation whereas insulin promotes activation of glycogen
slrrthase through opposite effects on phosphoprotein phosphatase activity.
Regulation of Phosphoprotein Phosphatases
Several phosphoprotein phosphatases with specificity for removal of phosphate
from serine residues of proteins are currently being studied. In general, phospho-

protein phosphatases occur as catalytic subunits associated with a number of
different regulatory subunits that control the activity of the catalytic subunit, determine which substrate(s) the catalytic subunit can interact with and dephosphorylate, and target the association of a catalytic subunit with a specific structure or
component within a cell. One such regulatory protein important for glycogen me-

tabolism has been given the name G subunit, denoting a glycogen-binding

Phosphorylation converts glycogen
slrlthase from its active 4 form to its
inactive b form
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FIGURE 14.59

Mechanism for regulation of a phosphatase that binds to glycogen.
The glycogen binding subunit G binds directly to glycogen; the phosphoprotein phosphatase catalytic subunit C binds to glycogen via the G subunit, and the phosphorylated inhibitor I (I-1) binds the free catalytic subunit.

protein. G subunit binds both glycogen and a phosphatase catalytic subunit (Figure 14.59). This association makes the phosphatase ten times more active toward
glycogen sy'nthase and glycogen phosphorylase, and thereby greatly promotes their
dephosphorylation. However, phosphorylation of the G subunit by protein kinase
A results in release of the phosphatase catalytic subunit, which is then less active
Interaction of the free caralytic subunit with yet another regulatory protein (called

l) then causes further inhibition of phosphatase activity Effective inhibition of the residual phosphatase activity of the catalytic subunit requiret phosphorylation of inhibitor I by protein kinase A, thereby creating yet another link to horinhibitor

mones that increase cAMP levels. Insulin has effects opposite to those of cAMP; that
is, insulin promotes activation of the catalytic subunit of phosphoprotein phosphatase. This presumably involves reversal o[ the steps promoted by cAMf; but details of how this is accomplished remain to be established.

Effector Control of Glycogen Metabolism
Certain muscles are known to mobilize their glycogen stores rapidly in response to
anaerobic conditions without marked conversion of phosphorylase b to phosphorylase a or glycogen synthase a to glycogen synthase b. Presumably this is accom-

leve
levels
increase,
AfP

of

te

of
se.

This enables muscle to keep working, for at least a short period of time, by using
AfP produced by glycolysis of glucose 6-phosphate obtained from glycogen.
Proof that effector control can operate has also been obtained in studies of a
special strain of mice that is deficient in muscle phosphorylase kinase. Phosphorylase b in muscle of such mice cannot be converted into phosphorylase a. Nevertheless, heary exercise of these mice results in depletion of muscle glycogen, presumably because of stimulation of phosphorylase b by effectors.
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Negative Feedback Control of Clycogen Synthesis by Glycogen
Glycogen exerts feedback control over its own formation The portion of glycogen
slrrthase in the active a form decreases as glycogen accumulales in a particular tissue. The mechanism is not weli understood, but glycogen may make the a form a
better substrale for one of the protein kinases, or, alterna[ively, glycogen may inhibit dephosphorylation of glycogen s),nthase b by phosphoprotein phosphatase.
Ei.ther mechanism would account for the shift in the steady state in favor o[ glycogen slrrthase b that occurs in response to glycogen accumulation.

Phosphorylase a Functions as a "Clucose Receptor" in the Liver
Consumption of a carbohydrate-containing meal results in an increase in blood and
Iiver glucose, which signals an increase in glycogen synthesis in the latter tissue.
The mechanism involves glucose stimulation of insulin release from the pancreas
and its effects on hepatic glycogen phosphorylase and giycogen slrr[hase. However,

hormone-independent mechanisms also appear to be important in liver (Figure 14.60). Direct inhibition of phosphorylase aby glucose is probably of importance. Binding of glucose to phosphorylase makes the a form of phosphorylase a
better substrate for dephosphorylation by phosphoprotein phosphatase Therefore
phosphorylase a functions as a glucose receptor in liver. Binding of glucose to
phosphorylase d promotes inactiva[ion of phosphorylase a, with the overall result
being inhibition of glycogen degradation by glucose. This "negative feedback" control of glycogenolysis by glucose would not necessarily promo[e glycogen s],nthesis. However, there also is evidence that phosphorylase a is an inhibitor of dephosphorylation of glycogen synthase b by phosphoprotein phosphatase. This inhibition
is lost once phosphorylase ahas been converted to phosphorylase b (Figure 14.60).
In other words, phosphoprotein phosphatase can turn its attention to glycogen synthase b only following dephosphorylation of phosphorylase a. Thus, as a resuk of
interaction of glucose with phosphorylase a, phosphorylase becomes inactivated,
glycogen s),nthase becomes activated, and glycogen is synthesized rather than degraded ln liver. Phosphorylase a can serve this function of "glucose receptor" in liver
because the concentration of glucose in liver always reflects the blood concentration of giucose This is no[ [rue for extrahepa[ic tissues. Liver ce1ls have a very highcapacity transport system for glucose (GLUT-2) and a high-K- enzpe for glucose

Glucose

FIGURE 14.60

Overview of the mechanism for glucose stimulation o[
glycogen synthesis in the liver.
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phosphorylation (glucokinase). Cells of extrahepatic tissues as a general rule have
glucose [ransport and phosphorylation systems that maintain intracellular glucose
at concentra[ions too low for phosphorylase c [o function as a "glucose receptor."

Clucagon Stimulates Glycogen Degradation in the Liver
Glucagon is released from a cells of pancreas in response to 1ow blood glucose
Ievels. One of glucagons primary jobs during periods of low food intake (fasting or
starvation) is to mobilize liver glycogen, that is, stimulate glycogenolysis, in order
to ensure that adequate blood glucose is available to mee[ the needs of glucosedependent tissues. Glucagon circulates in blood until it interacts with glucagon receptors such as those located on the plasma membrane of liver cells (Figure i4 6I).
Binding of glucagon to these receptors aclivates adenylyl cyclase and triggers the
cascades [hat result in activation of glycogen phosphorylase and inactivation of
glycogen s),nthase (Figures 14 57 and 14.58, respectively). Glucagon also inhibits
glycolysis at the level of 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase and pymvate kinase as shown
in Figures 14.27 and 14 30, respectively. The net result of these effects of glucagon,
all mediated by the second messenger cAMP and covalent modification, is a very
rapid increase in blood glucose levels. Hyperglycemia might be expected but does
not occur because less glucagon is released from the pancreas as blood glucose
levels increase

Epinephrine Stimulates Clycogen Degradation in the Liver
Epinephrine is released lnto blood from chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla in
response to stress This hormone is our "fright, flight, or fight" hormone, preparing
the body for either combat or escape.
Binding of epinephrine with B-adrenergic recep[ors in the plasma membrane
of liver cells causes activation of adenylyl cyclase (Figure 14.61). The resulting increase in cAMP has [he same effect as that caused by glucagon, that is, activarion
of glycogenoiysis and inhibition of glycogenesis and glycolysis to maximize the
release of glucose from liver. ln addition, binding of epinephrine [o a-adrenergic
receptor in the plasma membrane of liver cells signals formation of inositol 1,4,5-

Adenylyl
cyclase

lr
f+
FAT

Epinephrine

Glucose

FlcuRE 14.61
Cyclic AMP mediates the stimulation of glycogenolysis in liver by glucagon and B
agonists (epinephrine).
See legends to Figures L4.19 and 14.25.

membrane
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trisphosphate (IP:) and diacylglycerol (Figure 14.62 and

see p. 930). These compounds are second messengers, produced in the plasma membrane by the action of
a phospholipase C on phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (Figure 14.63). Inositol I,4,5-trisphosphate stimulates the release of. Ca2* from the endoplasmic reticulum (Figure 14.62). As previously discussed (Figure 14.57), the increase in Ca2*
ac[ivates phosphorylase kinase, which in turn activates glycogen phosphorylase. Likewise (Figure 14.58), Ca2+-mediated activation of phosphorylase kinase,

calmodulin-dependent pro[eln kinase, and protein kinase

C, as well

I

O:e

Epinephrine
cr-Adrenergic

as

diacylglycerol-mediated activation of protein kinase C, may all be important flor inactivation of glycogen synthase.
An increased rate of glucose release into the blood is a major consequence of
epinephrine action on the liver. This makes more blood glucose available to tissues
that are called on [o meet the challenge of the stressful situation that triggered the
release of epinephrine from adrenal medulla.
Epinephri ne Stimulates Clycogen Degradation

in Heart and Skeletal Muscle
Epinephrine also stimulates glycogen degradation in heart and skeletal muscle.
Cyclic AMf; produced in response to epinephrine stimulation of adenylyl cyclase
via B-adrenergic receptors (Figure 14.64), signals concurren[ activarion of glycogen phosphorylase and inactivation of glycogen rynthase by mechanisms given pre-

in Figures 14.57 and 14.58, respectively This does not lead, however, to
glucose release inro blood from these tissues. Heart and skeletal muscle lack glucose 6-phosphatase, and in [hese tissues cAMP stimulates glycolysis (see Flgure
14.28). Thus the role of epinephrine on glycogen me[abolism in heart and skeletal
muscle is to make more glucose 6-phosphate available for glycolysis. AfP generated

viously

by glycolysis can then be used to meet the metabolic demand imposed on

rhese

Plasma
membrane

muscies by the stress that triggered epinephrine release.
FrcuRE 14.52

Neural Control of Glycogen Degradation

in Skeletal Muscle

Nervous excitation of muscle activity is mediated via changes in intracellular Ca2+
concen[rations (Figure L4.65) A nerve impulse causes membrane depolarization,
which in turn causes Ca2* release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum into the sarcoplasm of muscle cells. This release of Ca2+ triggers muscle contraction, whereas
reaccumulation of Ca2* by the sarcoplasmic re[i.culum causes relaxation. The same
change in Ca2+ concentration effective in causing muscle contraction (from 10-8

Inositol trisphosphate (IP:) and Ca2* mediate
the stimulation of glycogenolysis in liver by

a

agonists.
The a-adrenergic receptor and glucose transporter are intrinsic components ol the plasma
membrane. Although not indlcated, phosphatidylinosltol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIPz) is also
component of the plasma membrane.
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FIGURE 14.63

Phospholipase C cleaves phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate to produce I,2diacylglycerol and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate.
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Acetyl choline

Lactate
FIGURE 14.54

Cyclic AMP mediates the stimulation of
glycogenolysis in muscle by B agonisrs
(epinephrine).
The B-adrenergic receptor is an rntrinsic component of the plasma membrane that acts to stimulate adenylyl cyciase via a stimulatory G prorein
(G.).

membrane

FIGURE 14.65

Ca2+mediates the stimulation o[ glycogenolysis in muscle by nervous excitation.

to 10-6 M) also greatly affects the activity of phosphorylase kinase. As Ca2*
concentrations increase there is more muscle actj.vity and a greater need for Arp
Ac[ivation of phosphorylase kinase by Caz* leads to the subsequenr acrivation of
glycogen phosphorylase and perhaps the inacriva[ion of glycogen synrhase. The
result is that more glycogen is converted to glucose 6-phosphate so that more ATp
can be produced to meet the greater energy demand of muscle contraction.
lnsulin Stimulates Glycogen Synthesrs in Muscle and Liver
An increase in blood glucose signals release of insulin from B cells of the pancreas.
Insulin receptors, Iocated on the plasma membranes of insulin-responsive cells, respond to insulin blnding by inducing a signaling cascade that promotes glucose use
within these [issues (Figures 14 .66 and 14 67). The pancreas responds ro a decrease
in blood glucose with less release of insulin bur greater release of glucagon. These
hormones have opposite effects on glucose utilization by liver, thereby establishing
[he pancreas as a fine-tuning device that prevents dangerous fluctuations in blood
glucose levels.

Insulin increases glucose utllization in part by promoting glycogenesis and inhibiting glycogenolysis in muscle (Figure 14.66) and liver (Figure 14.67).Insu1in
stimulation of glucose transport at the plasma membrane is essential for these e[fects in muscle but not liver Hepatocyres have a high-capacity, insulin-insensitive
glucose transport system (GLUT-2), whereas muscle cells and adipocytes are
equipped with a glucose transport system (GLUT-4) that requires insulin for maximum ra[es of glucose uptake (see p. 520). lnsulin s[imulates muscle and adipose
tissue glucose transpor[ by signaling an increase in the number of functional GLU]4
proteins associated with the plasma membrane. This is accomplished by promoting
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FIGURE 14.56

FIGURE 14.67

Insulin acts via a plasma membrane receptor to promote glycogen synthesis in

Insulin acts via a plasma membrane receptor
to promote glycogen synthesis in liver.

muscle.

lranslocation of GLUT-4 flrom an intracellular pool to rhe plasma membrane (see
Figure 14.6). Insulin further promotes glycogen accumulalion in both tissues by activating glycogen syn[hase and inhibiting glycogen phosphorylase as discussed
previousiy (Figures 14.57 -14.59).
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] qursrtoNs I c. N. ANcsrnor
Multiple Choice Questions

I

In glycolysis ATP

6

syr:rthesis is catalyzed by:

A. hexokinase.
B. 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase

C
D
E.

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
phosphoglycerate kinase.
none of the above.

7

in

5

citrate

*

CoA

tissues

with aerobic metabolism (i e., mitochondria

and

verted to glucose at the expense of energy from fatty acid ox-

C
the cytoplasm

+ H2O *

In the Cori cycle:

dehydrogenase.

if NADH

reacrs with

A
B

py'ruvate.

C.

oxaloacetate.

D.

the flavin bound to NADH dehydrogenase

idation.
glucose is converted to pyruvate in anaerobic tissues, and
this pyruvate returns to the liver, where it is converted to
glucose.

any of the following EXCEPf:

4.

glutamate + oxaloacetate
oxaloacetate + ADP + Pi +

02) are involved
B. a three-carbon compound arising from glycolysis is con-

phosphoglycerate kinase.
regenerated

acetyl CoA * oxaloacetate
leucine degradation
lysine degradation

A. only

fructose bisphosphate aldolase.

D. glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

3. NAD+ can be

a-ketoglutarate + aspartate #
pyruvate + ATP + HCOr +

H+

A. phosphoglucose isomerase.
B. 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase

E

A
B
C
D
E

2. The irreversible reactions of glycolysis include rhat catalyzed by:

C

Which of the following supports gluconeogenesis?

D. the

same amount of ATP is used in the liver to s)Trthesize glucose as it is released during glycolysis, leading to no net effecr

dihydroxyacetone phosphate

E

on whole-body energy balance
nitrogen from alanine must be converted to urea, increasing the
amount o[ energy required to ddve the process

Glucokinase:

K-

B

A.

has a

A.

B
C
D

concentratron.
is found in muscle
is inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate
is also known as the GLUT-2 protein.

E.

has glucose 6-phosphatase activity as well as krnase activity.

E.

considerably greater than the normal blood glucose

6-Phosphofructo-l-kinase activity can be decreased by all of the
following EXCEPT:
A ATP at high concentrations

B.

citrate.

C. AMP

D
E

Gluconeogenic enzpnes include all of the following EXCEPT:
fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase.

B
C

glucose 6-phosphatase.
phosphoenolpy'n-rvate carboxykinase

D. phosphoglucomutase
pyruvate carboxylase

9. When blood glucagon rises, which of the following hepatic enzyme
actr'"'rties FALLS?

A

adenyl cyclase

B. protein krnase
C. 6-phosphofructo-2

-kinase

low pH.

D

fructose I,6-bisphosphatase

decreased concentration of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate.

E.

hexokinase

ANSWERS

I0. Phospho-dephospho regulation of 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase,

6phosphofructo-2-kinase, and pyruvate kinase is an important regulatory mechanism in:
A brain.

B.
C.
D.

erythrocytes.
intestrne.
liver.

E

skeletal muscle.

Questions II and 12: Patients with McArdle's disease suffer from
painful muscle cramps and are unable to perform strenuous exercise
This disease, also called type V glycogen storage disease, is caused by
the absence of muscie phosphorylase Unlike patients with Von
Gierkes disease (type I glycogen storage disease caused by a deficiency of glucose 6-phosphatase), McArdles patients do not typically
suffer hypoglycemia on fasting Von Gierkes patients show lactic
acidemia but McArdles patients [ai1 to demonstrate lactic acidemia
following exercise

Il

McArdles patients:

A. fail to s)Trthesize glycogen appropriately.
B. do not respond to glucagon in a normal fashion
C. show

D
E.

a reduced state ol glycolysis during exercise
have an impaired tricarboxylic acid cycle.
have reduced lactic acid because all of the lactate is converted
to p,,ruvate.

| 1el

Questions 13 and 14: Malignant hyperthermia is a genetic abnormality
in which exposure to certain agents, especially the widely used general
anesthetic halothane, produces a dramatic rise in body temperature,
acidosis, hyperkalemla, and muscle rlgidity Death is rapld if the condition is untreated and may occur the first tlme a susceptible person is
anesthetized The defect causes an lnappropnate release of Ca2* lrom
the sarcoplasmrc reticulum of muscle. Many heat-producing processes
are stimuiated in an uncontrolled fashion b), the reiease of Caz+, including glycolysis and glycogenolysis
r )*
I3 Ca-'
increases glycogenolysis

:;

by:

A. activating phosphorylase kinase
B. binding to phosphorylase b.
C. activatrng phosphoprotein
D. inhibiting phosphoprotein

E
I4

b, even in the absence of cAMP

phosphatase
phosphatase

protecting cAMP from degradation.

Phosphorylation-dephosphorylation and allosteric activation of
en4lrnes play roles in stimulating glycogen degradation. All of the
following result in enzyme activation EXCEPT:
A phosphorylation of phosphorylase kinase.
B binding of AMP to phosphorylase b
C phosphorylation of phosphorylase.
D. phosphorylation of protein kinase A.
E. dephosphorylation of glycogen slnthase

Problems
12. Glucose 6-phosphatase, which is deficient in Von Gierke's disease,
is necessary for the production of blood glucose from:
A liver glycogen

B.

chains

galactose.

all o[ the above

lA s
l!

faster would glycolysis have to proceed to genera[e the same amount

of AfP as it would get if it metabolized glucose aerobically?

fructose

C. amino acid carbon

D
E

15. If a cell is forced to metabolize glucose anaerobically, how much

16. Consumption of alcohol by an undernourished individual or by an
indir,rdual following strenuous exerclse can lead to hypoglycemla.
What relevant reactions are inhibited by the consumption of alcohol?

ERS!

1 D Phosphoglycerate
2. B

kinase syrrthesizes ATP in the forward direction. A and B use ATP C slnthesizes 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate.
6-Phosphofructo-I-kinase forms a phosphate ester that has a
1ow energy bond. A, C, and D catalyze reversible reactions E:
The phosphoglycerate kinase reaction ls reversible because the
product contains a high-energy carboxylic acid-phosphoric

8 D

acid anhydride link

3. D The flavin is mitochondrial A
4.

A

may be converted to lactate B
and C are the cytoplasmic acceptors for shuttle systems
Blood glucose is-5 mM K. o[ glucokinase ls -I0 mM B:
Glucokinase is hepatic, and, unlike the muscle hexokinase, it is

9. C

not inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate.
an allosteric regulator that relieves inhibition by ATP B
and D are probably lmportant physiological regulators in muscle, and E is critical in liver.

l0 D

5. C AMP is

6. B

7B

This reaction is on the direct route o[ conversion of pyruvate to
glucose. A: o-Ketoglutarate and oxaloacetate both give rise to
glucose; interconversion of one to the other accomplishes nothing. C: Citrate ultimately gives rise to oxaloacetate, losing two
carbon atoms in the process; again nothing is gained. D and E
involve the two amino acids LhaL are strictly ketogenic
The liver derives the energy required for gluconeogenesis from
aerobic oxidatron of fatty acids A: The liver is an essential organ in the Cori cycle; it is aerobic C: In anaerobic tissues the
end product of glycolysis is lactate; in aerobic tissues it is py,ru-

II. C

vate, but there the pyruvate would likely be oxidized aerobically D: Gluconeogenesis requires 6 ATP per glucose s,,nthesized; glycolysis yields 2 ATP per glucose metabolized. E: Alanine is not part of the Cori cycle.
Phosphoglucomutase is on the pathway of glycogen metabolism. A-C and E are the so-called gluconeogenic enzymes; they
get around the irreversible steps of glycolysis
As blood glucagon rises, A is activated, producing cAMP; cAMP
activates B, and B inactivates C Low 1eve1s of fructose 2,6bisphosphate increase the activity of D. E is not an important
hepatic en4,'rne, its role is lil1ed in liver by glucokinase.
Regulation of these enzymes by hormonally controiled phosphorylation and dephosphorylation is of central importance in
liver. 6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase is present in other tissues but
does not appear to change its acti\.ity in response to hormones
except in liver Other enzlmes in extrahepatic tissues, such as
those of glycogen metabolism in muscle, are under phosphodephospho regulation.
Muscles use glucose from giycogen as the primarysubstrate for
glycolysls dunng exercise Lack of phosphorylase prevents the
degradation of glycogen. A: Phosphorylase rs not necessary for
the syrrthesis of glycogen, only its degradation. B: Muscles do
not respond to glucagon; liver does but liver phosphorylase is
not affected in this disease. D: Muscle uses fatty acids and
amino acid carbon chains via the tricarboxylic acid cycle E:
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Lactate formation is reduced because glycolysis lacks sufficient
substrate.
To get into the blood, glucose must be free, not phosphorylated.
A: Glycogen is degraded to glucose l-phosphate, which is converted to glucose 6-phosphate. B: Fructose is metabolized to dihydroryacetone phosphate, which can either continue through
glycolysis or reverse to glucose 6-phosphate, depending on the
sute of the cell. C: Amino acid carbon chains are substrates for
gluconeogenesis. D: Galactose is ultimately converted to glucose l-phosphate via UDP-galactose.

13. A The 7 subunit of phosphorylase kinase is a calmodulin-rype
protein. Both a and b forms of the en4.,rne are activated by
Ca2* . B, E: These do not happen . C, D'. Ca2+ does not affect
the phosphatase.

14. D Protein kinase A catalyzes phosphorylations but is activared by
binding cAMP A, C: Both of these enz).,rnes are phosphorylated

in their a forms. B: Phosphorylase b is allosterically activated by
binding AMP E: fhe a form of the synthase is the nonphosphorylated form.

I5

I6

is a net of 2 mol ATP/mol glucose
Aerobically the same net of 2 AfP is obtained plus 2 NADH because pymvate is the product. Let us assume the cell uses the
malate-aspartate shuule where each NADH yrelds 2+ ATP Thus
there is a net of 7 mol AfP/mol glucose. Each plmrvate is converted to AcCoA and the AcCoA is oxidized by the tricarboxylic
acid cycle. Each mole of pyruvate then yields I2.5 mol ATP or
25 mol ATP for the 2 pyruvates. This gives a total of 32 mol
AfP/mol glucose aerobically (see Chapter I3). Therefore glycolysis must proceed 16 times as rapidly under anaerobic conditions to generate the same amount of ATP as occurs aerobically
In both of these cases, hepatic glycogen is depleted and gluconeogenesis is the primary source o[ blood glucose. Metabolism
of alcohol by the liver produces large amounts of NADH. This
shifts the equilibrium of pyruvate.-lactate toward lactate and
oxaloacetate-malate toward malate. Io be used for gluconeogenesis, lactate must first be converted to pymvate. Oxaloacetate from pyruvate or amino acid carbon chains must be converted to phosphoenolpy.mvate in order to synthesize glucose.
Anaerobically there
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I

ovERVtEW

In addition to catabolism of glucose for rhe specific purpose of energy production
in the form of ATB several other pathways involving sugar metabolism exist in cells.
One, the pentose phosphate pathway, known also as the hexose monophosphate

shunt or the 6-phosphogluconate pathway, is particularly impor[an[ in animal
cells. It functions side by side with glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid cycle for
production of reducing power in the form of NADPH and pentose inrermediates. It
has previously been mentioned that NADPH serves as a hydrogen and electron
donor in reductive biosynthetic reac[ions, while in most biochemical reac[ions
NADH is oxldized by the respiratory chain ro produce Afp (see Chapter 13) The
enzymes involved in this pathway are locared in [he cytosol, indicating that the ox-

idation that occurs is not dependent on mitochondria or the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Anolher importan[ function is to convert hexoses into pentoses, paiticularly ilbose 5-phosphate. This C5 sugar or its derivatives are components of AfP, CoA,
NAD, FAD, RNA, and DNA. The penrose phosphare pathway also caLalyzes the interconversion of C3, C*, Ca, and C7 sugars, some of which can enter glycolysis.
There are also specific pathways for syrrthesis and degradation of monosaccharides,

oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides (other than glycogen), and a profusion of
chemical interconversions, whereby one sugar can be changed into another. All
monosaccharides, and most oligo- and polysaccharides synthesized from the monosaccharides, can originate from glucose. The in[erconversion reac[ions by which one
sugar is changed into another can occur directiy or ar the ievel of nucleotide-linked
sugars. In addition to thelr impor[ant role in sugar transformation, nucleotidelinked sugars are Lhe obligatory acrivated form for polysaccharide s),rrthesis. Monosaccharides also occur as components of more complex macromolecules like oligoand polysaccharides, glycoproreins, glycolipids, and proreoglycans. In higher animals these complex carbohydrate molecules are predominantly found in the extracellular space in tissues and associated with cell membranes. As well, rhey often
perform more dynamic functions such as recognition markers and determinants of
biologicai specificity The discusslon of complex carbohydrates in this chapter is
limited to the chemisrry and biology of rhose complex carbohydrates found in animal [issues and fluids The Appendix (see p. 1I72) presenrs rhe nomenclarure and
chemistry of the carbohydrates.

1s.2 | PENTOSE pHospHATE PATHWAY
The Pentose Phosphate Pathway Has Two Phases
The oxidative pentose phosphate pathway provides a means for cutting the carbon
chain of a sugar molecule one carbon at a time. However, in contrast to [he tricarboxylic acid cycle, the operation of this pathway does not occur as a consecutive
set of reactions leading directly from glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) to six molecules
of CO2. The pathway can be visualized as occurring in two s[ages. In the first stage,
hexose is decarboxylated to pentose via two oxidation reactions that lead to formation of NADPH. The pathway [hen continues and by a series of transformalions, six
molecules of pentose undergo rearrangements to yreld five molecules of hexose.

Glucose 6-Phosphate ls Oxidized and Decarboxylated

to a Pentose Phosphate

The first reaction of the pentose phosphate parhway (Figure l5.l) is dehydrogenation of G6P at C-l to form 6-phosphogluconof-lactone and NADpH, catalyzedby glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase, a major regularory si[e for rhis parhway special interest in this enzyrne stems from the severe anemia that may result
from the absence of G6P dehydrogenase in erythrocytes or from the presence of

PENrosE PHosPHATE PATHwAY

HOH

Glucoso
6-phosphate

6-Phosphoglucono-&lactone

oo\./c
I

H-C-OH
I

HO-C -

H

I

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OPO32I

H

&Phosphogluconate

NADP+
6-phosphogluconate
dehydrogenase

NADPH

+

H+

+

OH

H

\/c

I

H-C-OH

I

c:o
I

H-C-OH
I

H- C -OH
H-C-OH
I

I

H-C-OPO32-

I

H-C-OH
ribose 5phosphate
tsomerase

I

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OPO32-

I

I

H

H

Ribose 5-phosphate

Rlbulose $phGphate

FIGURE 15.1

Oxidative phase ofthe pentose phosphate pathway: formation ofpentose phosphate
and NADPH.

one of several geneticvariants of the ena.rrme (see Clin. Corr 15.1). The intermediate product of this reaction, a lactone, is a substrate for gluconolactonase, which
ensures that the reaction goes to completion. The overall equilibrium of these two
reacdons lies far in the direction of NADPH, maintaining a high NADPHAIADP+
ratio within cells. A second dehydrogenation and decarboxylation is catalyzed by

I oal
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5.1

Glucose 6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase: cenetic Deficiency
or Presence of Cenetic Variants in Erythrocytes
When certain seemingly harmless drugs, such as antimalarials, an_
tipyretics, or sulfa antlbiotics, are administered to susceptible pa_
tients, an acute hemolytic anemia may result in 4g-96 hours. Sus_

ceptibility to drug-induced hemolytic disease may be due to a
deficiency of G6P dehydrogenase acrivity in erythrocytes and was one
ol the eariy indications that X-linked genetic deficiencies of this en_
z),rne exist. This enzyme, which catalyzes the oxidation of G6p to
6-phosphogluconare and the reduction of NADp+, is particularly im_
portant, since the penrose phosphate parhway is the major pathway
of NADPH production in the red cell. For example, red cells with the
relatively mild A-type of glucose 6-phosphare dehydrogenase defi_
ciency can oxidize glucose at a normal rate when the demand for
NADPH is normal However, if the rate of NADpH oxidation is in_
creased, the enzpne-deficient cells cannot increase the rate of glucose
oxidation and carbon dioxide production adequarely. In addirion,
cells lacking glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase do nor reduce
enough NADP to maintain giutathione in its reduced state Reduced
glutathione rs necessary for the integrity of the erythrocyte membrane,

thus rendering enzyme-deficient red cells more susceptible to hemol_
ysis by a wide range of compounds. Therelore the basic abnormality
in G6P deficiency rs the formation of marure red blood cells that have
diminished glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity. young red
blood cells may have significantly higher enzl,rne activity than older
cells because of an
sode of

unstab

hemolysls, young red celis
sible to
diagnose this generic defi
n ages.
This enzymatic deficiency,
admin_
istration of cerraln drugs, illustrates rhe interplay of heredity and en_
vironment on the production of disease. Enzyme defects are only one
of several abnormalities that can affect enzyme activity, and others
have been detected independent of drug admlnistration There are
more than 300 known genetic vadants of this enzyme that contains
516 amino acids, accounting for a wide range of sl.mptoms fhese
variants can be distinguished from one another by clinical, biochem_
ical, and molecular differences

glucose 6-phosphare

+ 2 NADP+ +

--

H2O

ribose 5-phosphate

+

2 NADPH

+ 2 H+ + CO2

lnterconversions of pentose phosphates
Lead to Clycolytic lntermediates

Transketolase
designated
5-phosphare, and
3-phosphate, an int
C2

unit

6nd Mg2+, transfers a
5_phosphate to ribose
e and glyceraldehyde
ansketolase can lead to
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FIGURE 15.2

Nonoxidative reCctions of the pentose phosphate pathway: interconversions of pentose
phosphates.

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, forming two glycolytic intermediates from erythrose
4-phosphate and a second molecule of xylulose 5-phosphate. The sum of these reactions is

* ribose 5-phosphate
:2
fructose 6-phosphate *

2 xylulose 5-phosphate

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

Since xylulose 5-phosphate is derived from ribose 5-phosphate, the net reaction
starting from ribose 5-phosphate is

3 ribose 5-phosphate

+

2 fructose 6-phosphate + glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

XylulGc Sphosphate
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CI-INICAI CORREI.ATION 1

5.2

Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome: Deficiency or Presence
of Cenetic Variants of Transketolase
Sy'rnptoms of Wernicke-Korsakoff syrrdrome become apparent after
moderate stress that does not affect normal individuals. The molecular basis for this syrrdrome is an alteration in transketolase that significantly reduces (> tenfold) its affinity for thiamine py,rophosphate
(TPP). Fluctuations in TPP concentration are common and do not aflect normal individuals whose rransketolase binds TPP sufficienrly

tightiy so that moderate thiamine deficiencies do not affect enzyme
function. In contrasr, Wernicke-Korsakoff individuals become symptomatic when TPP concentrations fall below that needed to saturate
the abnormal transketolase. The slmdrome presents as a mental disorder, with accompanying memory loss and partial paralysis, and can
become manifest in alcoholics, whose diers may be vitamin deficient

Therefore excess ribose 5-phosphate, wherher it arises from the flrst stage of rhe
pentose phosphate pathway or from the degradarive metabolism of nucleic acids, is
effectively scavenged by conversion to intermediates that can enter the carbon flow
of glycolysis

Clucose 6-Phosphate Can Be Completely Oxidized to CO2
In certain [issues, like lactating mammary g1and, a pathway for complete oxidation
of G6P to CO2, with concomirant reducrion of NADP+ to NADpH, also exisrs
(Figure 15 3). By a complex sequence of reac[ions, ribulose 5-phosphate produced
by the pentose phosphate parhway is recycled into G6P by rransketolase, transaldolase, and certain enzyrnes of the gluconeogenic pathway Hexose continually en-

A.'IF
Glucose !

Ll lii rr'
ADP
7r(6)Glucose6-phosphate
\

,arl

\i ' i. +
I

r-i

(6) H+
ate

-6-phosphogluconolactone

+

(4) Xylulose

5

(6)H+

s-phosphate

(2) Fructose 6-phosphate
+

(2)Glyceraldehyde3-phosphate

+

(2)SedoheptuloseT-phosphate

+

(2) Fructose O-phosphate

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate

(2) Erythrose 4-phosphate

FIGURE 15.3
Pentose phosphate pathway.
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ters this sys[em, and CO2 evolves as the only one carbon compound. A balanced
equation for this process would involve the oxidation of six molecules of G6P to
six molecules of ribulose 5-phosphate and six molecules of CO2. This represents
essentially the first part of the pentose phosphate pathway and results in [ransfer of
12 pairs of elecLrons to NADP+, the requisite amount for total oxida[ion of one
glucose to six CO2. The remaining six molecules of ribulose 5-phosphate are then
rearranged by the pathway described above [o regenerate five molecules of G6P The
overall equation can be written as
6 glucose 6-phosphare + 12 NADP+ + 7 H2O
i- 5 glucose 6-phosphate + 6 CO2

+

12 NADPH

+

12 H+

+

Pi

+

12 NADPH

+

12 H+

+

Pi

The net reaction is therefore
glucose 6-phosphate

+

12 NADP+

+

7

1H2O
JZ

b CO2

Pentose Phosphate Pathway Produces NADPH
The pentose phosphate pathway serves several purposes, including slnthesis and
degradation o[ sugars other than hexoses, particularly pentoses necessary for s1nthesis of nucleolides and other glycolytic intermediates. Most important is the ability to symthesize NADPH, which has a unique role in biosyrrthetic reac[ions. The
direction of flow and path taken by G6P after entry into the pathway
i determined
largely by the needs of the ceil for NADPH or sugar inrermediates/ When more
NADPH than ribose 5-phosphate is required, rhe pathway leads to complpte oxidation of G6P to CO2 and reslnthesis of G6P from ribulose 5-phosphate,/Alternatively, if more ribose 5-phosphate than NADPH is required, G6P is converted to
fruclose 6-phosphate and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate by the glycolytic pathway
The distribution o[ the pentose phosphate pathway in tissues is consistent with
its functions. It is present in erythrocytes for production of NADPH, required to
generate reduced glutathione, which is essential for maintenance of normal red cell
structure. It is also active in liver, mammary gland, testis, and adrenal cortex, si[es
of fatty acid or steroid slnthesis that also require the reducing power of NADPH.
In contrast, in mammallan striated myscle, which exhibits little fatty acid or s[eroid
slrrthesis, all catabolism proceeds via glycolysis and the TCA cycle and no direct
oxidation of glucose 6-phosphate occurs [hrough the pentose phosphate pathway.
In some other tissues iike liver, 20-30o/o of the CO2 produced may arise from the
pentose phosphate pathway, and the balance between glycolysis and the pentose
phosphate pathway depends on the metabolic requirements of the cell.

1s3 I SUCAR TNTERCONVERSTONS AND

NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED SUGAR FORMATION

In considering the general principles of carbohydrate metabolism, certain aspects of
the origin and fate of other monosaccharides other than glucose and ribose, oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides should be included. Most monosaccharides found in
biological compounds derive from glucose. The mosr common reactlons for sugar
transformations in mammalian systems are summarized in Figure t5 4.

lsomerization and Phosphorylation Are Common
Reactions for lnterconverting Carbohydrates
Forma[ion of some sugars can occur directly, starting from glucose via modification
reacLions, such as the conversion of G6P to fructose 6-phosphate by phosphoglucose
isomerase in glyco).ysis A similar aldose-ketose isomerization catalyzed by phosphomannose isomerase results in synthesis of mannose 6-phosphate. Deficiencies
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FIGURE 15.4
Pathways of formation of nucleotide-linked sugars and interconversions o[ some
hexoses.

in this enzyme iead to one form of carbohydrate-deficient glycoprotein

sl,ndrome
(CDGS) (see CIin. Corr. 15.3).
Internal transfer of a phosphate group on the same sugar molecule from one
hydroxyl group to another is also a common modificarion. Glucose l-phosphate,
resulting from enz)..rnatic phosphorolysis of glycogen, is conver[ed to G6P by phosphoglucomutase. Galactose can be phosphorylated directly to galactose I-phosphate by galactokinase and mannose Lo mannose 6-phosphate by mannokinase
Free fructose, an important dietary cons[ltuenl, can be phosphorylated in the liver
to fructose l-phosphate by a special fructokinase. However, no mutase exists [o in-

terconvert fructose l-phosphate and fructose 6-phosphate, nor can phosphofruc[okinase synthesize fruc[ose 1,6-bisphosphate from fruc[ose l-phosphate. Rather, a
fructose I-phosphate aidolase cleaves fruc[ose 1-phosphate to dihydroxyacetone

CtINICAt

CORRETATION

Carbohydrate-Deficient Clycoprotein Syndromes (CDCSs)
The CDGSs are an expanding group of ciinically heterogeneous autosomai recessive glycosylation disorders. Using the glycosylation state
of endogenous serum transfernn as a sensitive indicator, four types of
CDGS (l to IV) have been identified thus far. Typgl is the mosr common and is now subdiyided into three distinct forms, two of which
are in the early mannose biosyrrthetic pathway (Figure 15.4). Iype Ib,
s-hich presents in the first year of life with hi,poglycemia, vomiring,
diarrhea, protein-loss enteropathy, hepatic fibrosis, and susceptibility
to recumng thrombosis due to low levels of antithrombin III, is due
to a deficiency of phosphomannose isomerase activity Defects in one
form of the next pathway enz).rrne, phosphomannomutase 2, are responsible for CDGS tlpe Ia and account for approximately 7Oo/o of. all
CDGS type I patients Clinical symptoms include hypotonia, dysmorphism, liver dysfunction, developmental delays in moror and

language development, and failure to thflve; about 20olo o[ patients
with this Senetic disorder die within the first few years of life A third
form, CDGS type Ic, exhibits a similar transferrin glycosylation phenotype but is due to defects iate in the glycoprotein biosyrrthetic path-

way, for example, glucosyltransferase that adAs the first glucosyl
residue to the ManeGIcNac2-PP-Do[ precurro./CDGS type II is also
due to deficlencies in a later step in the pathway in N-acetylglucosminyltransferase II, which initiates the second Nlinked antenna. The
molecular etiology of CDGS types III and IV have not been identified
Thus there appeais to be a constellation of syndromes caused by defects in monosaccharide interconversion or glycoprotein biosyrrthetic
pathways that are characterized by neonatal presentation of severe
neurological and metabolic dysfunction.

suGAR TNTERCoNVERSToNS AND NUCLEoTDE-LTNKED sucAR FoRMATror.r

phosphate (DHAP), which enters the glycolytic pathway directly, and glyceraldehyde, which must first be reduced to glycerol, phosphorylated, and then reoxidized
to DHAP Lack of this aldoiase leads to fructose intolerance (see Clin Corr. 15 4).

Nucleotide-Linked Sugars Are lntermediates
in Many Sugar Transformations
Most other sugar transformation reactions require prior conversion into nucleotidelinked sugars. Formation of nucleoside diphosphate (NDP)-sugar involves the reaction of hexose 1-phosphate and nucleoside triphosphate (NTP), catalyzed by a
pyrophosphorylase. While these reactions are readily reversible, in vivo pyrophosphate is rapidly hydrolyzed by pyrophosphatase, thereby driving the synthesis of
nucleotidelinked sugars. These reactions are summarized as follows:

* H2O + NDP-sugar *
PPi+H2O+2Pi
NTP + sugar l-phosphate + H2O +
NDP-sugar *
NTP

+ sugar l-phosphate

PP,

2

P,

UDP-glucose is a common nucleotide-linked sugar involved in syrrthesis of glycogen and glycoproteins and is syrrthesized from glucose l-phosphate and UTP in a
reaction cataly zed by UDP- glucose pyrophosphorylase

o

o

il

O-P-OHOH

il

+

-p-O-UridineS
o-

I

I

o-

Glucose
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5.4
Essential Fructosuria
and Fructose
lntolerance:

CIINICAL CORRETATION 1

Deficiency of
Fructokinase and
Fructose 1-Phosphate
Aldolase
Fructose may account for 30-600/o of the total

carbohydrate intake of mammals and is predominantly metabolized by a fructose-specific
pathway. The first er.zyme in this pathwal',
fructokinase, is deficient in essential fructosuria. fhis disorder is a benign asyrnptomatic
metabolic anomaly that appears to be inherited as an autosomal recessive. Following intake o[ fructose, blood and urinary fructose
concentration of affected individuals are unusually high; however, 9Oo/o of their fructose
intake is eventually metabolized. In contrast,
hereditary fructose intolerance is characterized
by severe hypoglycemia after ingestion of fructose and prolonged ingestion by affected young
children may lead to death. In this disorder
fructose l-phosphate aldolase is deficient, and
fructose l-phosphate accumuiates intracellu-

larly (see Clin. Corr. I4.3).

HOH

oo
ilil
O-P-O-P-O-Uridine
tl
oo-

+

PP;

UDP-Glucose

Nucleoside diphosphate-sugars contain two phosphoryl bonds, each with

a

large negative AG of hydrolysis, that contribute to the energized character of these
compounds as glycosyl donors in further transformation and transfer reactions, as
rvell as conferring substrate specificity for the enzymes catalyzing these reactions.
For instance, uridine diphosphate usually serves as the glycosyl carrier, while ADf;
r reactions. Many sugar transformation reacation, decarboxylation, reduction, and re-

OH

oo
illl
O-P-O-P-O-Uridine
tl ooUDP-glucose

lf ,or=,***eprmerase

f nucleotide-linked sugars.

ll
cose and Calactose
reac[ion in carbohydrate me[abolism. Rec[ose

in animals occurs by epimeriza[ion of

lyzed by UDP-glucose-4-epimerase (Figure
ant j.ntermediate in metabolism of free galactose in the intestinal [ract. Galactose is phosto yield galactose I-phosphate Then galac-

e

transforms galac[ose t-phosphate into

HOCH2

*?,/--ovr
OHH

oo
IIII
O-P

HOH

II-O-P-O-Uridine
oo-

UOP-Galactose

FIGURE 15.5

Conversion of glucose into galactose.
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UDP-galactose by displaclng glucose I-phosphate from UDP-g1ucose. These reac[ions are summarized as follows:
illl

O- P -O- P-Ott

o-

HOH

galactose
Uridine

o-

UDP-glucose

*

+ ATP #

galactose I-phosphate

ADP

galactose I-phosphate
<------^

UDP-glucose

*

UDP-galactose

*

glucose J.-phosphate

A combination of these reactions allows the efficient transformation of dietary
into glucose 1-phosphate, which can then be further metabolized by

galactose

+

previously described pathways Alternatlvely, the 4-eplmerase can operate in the
reverse direction when UDP-galactose is needed for biosynthesis A hereditary
disorder, galactosemia, resul[s from the absence of the urldylyl[ransferase and is
characterized by decreased synthesis and availability of UDP-galactose (see Clin

2 NAD+

I
I

v

Corr. 15 5).
Epimerization is one of three separale reactions invo]ved

HOH

oo
il
O-P-Otl
o-

in

synthesis of

GDP-fucose (Figure 15.4) This set begi.ns with the conyersion of GDP-mannose to
ll

P-Oo-

Uridine

UDP-glucuronic acid
+

GDP-4-keto-6-deoxymannose catalyzed by GDP-mannose-4,6-dehydratase
GDP-fucose is then produced from GDP-4-keto-6-deoxymannose by a two-step
reaction involving 3,5-epimerase-dependent conversion to GDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-rgalactose followed by the 4-reductase-dependent formation of GDP-fucose These
Iatter two reactions are catalyzed by a slngle polypeptide, GDP-4-keto-6-deoxymannose 3,5-epimerase-4-reductase; also known as the FX protein, an abundant
red cel1 protein.

+

Formation of UDP-glucuronic acid from UDP-

Epimerization reactions are not exclusively restricted to nucleotide-llnked
sugars but also occur at the polymer level; o-glucuronic acid is eplmerized to riduronic acid after incorporatron lnto heparin and dermatan sulfate (see Section

glucose.

15 6, p. 684)

2NADH

2H+

FIGURE 15.6

Glucose

Clucuronic Acid ls Formed by Oxidation of UDP-Clucose

,t
Glucose 6-phosphate

I
Glucose 1-phosphate

I
UDP-Glucose

+
UDP-Glucuronic acid

FIGURE 15.7

Biosynthesis of oglucuronic acid
from glucose.

,t
o-Glucuronic acid 1 -phosphate

I

Glucuronic acid is formed by oxidation ol UDP-glucose catalyzed by UDP-glucose
dehydrogenase (Figure 15.6) and most 1ikely follows the path outlined in Figure
15.7. In humans glucuronic acid is converted to r-xylulose, the ketopentose excreted in essential penlosuria (see CIin. Corr. 15.6), and participates in detoxification by formaLion of glucuronide conjugates (see Clln. Corr. 15.7).
Glucuronic acld is a precursor of r-ascorbic acid in those animals that s)'nthesize vltamin C Free glucuronic acid can be metabolized by reduction with
NADPH to l-gulonic acid (Figure 15.8), which is then converted by a two-step
process through r-gulonolactone to L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) in plants and most
higher animals Humans, other primates, and guinea pigs lack the enzyme that converts r-gulonolactone to r-ascorbic acid and therefore must satisfy their needs for

o-Glucuronic acid

CIINICAI CORRETATION

1

5.5

Calactosemia: lnability to Transform Calactose into Clucose
Reactions of galactose are of particular interest because in humans
thel'are subject to genetic defects resulting in the hereditary dlsorder
galactosemia When a defect ls present, individuals are unabie to metabolize the galactose derived from lactose (milk sugar) to glucose
metabolites, often with resultant cataract formation, growth failure,
mental retardation, or eventual death from liver damage The genetic
disturbance is expressed as a celiular deficiency of either galactokinase, causing a relatively mild disorder characterized by early cataract

formation, or of galactose l-phosphate uridylyltransferase, resulting

in severe disease.
Galactose is reduced to galactitol in a reaction similar to the reduction of glucose to sorbitol. Galactitol is the initiator of cataract formation in the lens and may play a role in the central newous system
damage. Accumulation o[ galactose l-phosphate is responsible for
iiver failure; the toxic effects of galactose metabolites disappear when
galactose is removed from the diet

sucAR TNTERCoNVERSToNS AND NUCLEoTDE-LTNKED sucAR FoRMArroN
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Pentosuria: Deficiency of Xylitol Dehydrogenase
The glucuronic acid oxidation pathway is presumably not essential for

human carbohydrate metabolism, since individuals in whom the
pathway is blocked suffer no ill effects A metabolic variation, called
idiopathic pentosuria, results from reduced activity of NADP-linked

l-xylulose reductase, the en4"rne that catalyzes the reduction of xylulose to xylitol. Hence affected individuals excrete large amounts of
pentose into the urine, especially following intake of glucuronic acid.

ascorbic acid by its inges[ion. Gulonic acid can also be oxidized to 3-ketogulonic

acid and decarboxylated to r-xylulose. r-Xylulose is reduced to xylitol, reoxidized
to o-xylulose, and phosphorylated with AfP and an appropriate kinase to xyiuiose
5-phosphate. The latter compound can then reenter [he pentose phosphate pathway described previously The glucuronic acid pathway represents another pathway
for oxidation of glucose. This pathway operates in adipose tissue, and its activity is
usually increased in lissue from starved or diabetic animals.

Decarboxylation, Oxidoreduction, and Transamidation
of Sugars Yield Necessary Products
Although decarboxylation has previously been encountered in the major metabolic
pathways, the only known decarboxylation of a nucleotide-linked sugar is the
conversion of UDP-glucuronic acid to UDP-xylose. UDP-xylose is necessary for
synthesis of proteoglycans (Section 15.6, see p. 683) and is a potenr inhibitor
of UDP-glucose dehydrogenase, [he eflzyme that oxidizes UDP-glucose to UDPglucuronic acid (Figure 15 6) Thus the level of these nucleotide-linked sugar precursors is regulated by this sensitive feedback mechanism.
Deoxyhexoses and dideoxyhexoses are also syrrthesized r,l,hile the precursor
sugars are attached to nucleoside diphosphates, by a multistep process. For example, r-rhamnose is s),nthesized from glucose by a series of oxidation-reduction reactions starting with dTDP-glucose and yielding dTDP-rhamnose, catalyzed by
oxidoreductases. A similar reaction accounts for syrrthesis of GDP-fucose from GDPmannose (see previous sec[ion) and for various dideoxyhexoses
Formation of amino sugars, major components of human oligo- and polysaccharides and constituents of antibiotics, occurs by transamidation. For example,

cUNtcAL CORRETATION

C lucuron

1

5.7

ic Acid: Physiological Significance of C I ucuronide Formation

The biological significance of glucuronic acid extends to its ability to
be conjugated with certain endogenous and exogenous substances,
forming a group of compounds collectively termed glucuronides in a
reaction catalyzed by UDP-glucuronyltransferase. Conjugation of a
compound wlth glucuronic acid produces a strongly acidic compound that is more water soluble at physiological pH than its precursor and therefore may alter the metabolism, transport, or excretion
properties. Glucuronide formation is important in drug detoxlfication, steroid excretion, and bilirubin metabolism. Bilirubin is the major metabolic breakdown product of heme, the prosthetic group of
hemoglobin. The central step in excretion of bilirubin is conjugation
with glucuronic acid by UDP-glucuronyltransferase. Development of

this conjugating mechanism occurs gradually and may take several
days to two weeks after birth to become fu1Iy active in humans. "Phys-

iological jaundice of the newborn" results in most cases from the inability of the neonatal liver to form bilirubin giucuronide at a tate
comparable to that of bllirubin producrion A defect in glucuronide
synthesis has been found in a mutant strain of Wistar ("Gunn") rats,
is due to a deficiency of UDP-glucuronyltransferase, and results in
hereditary hyperbilimbinemia In humans, a slmilar defect is found
in congenital familial nonhemolytic jaundice (Crigler-Najjar syndrome). Patients with this condition are unable to conjugate foreign
compounds efficiently with glucuronic acid
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Glucuronic acid oxidation pathway.

synthesis of glucosamine 6-phosphate occurs

by

the reaction

of fructose

6-

phosphate with glutamrne.
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Glucosamine 6-phosphate can be N-acetylated, forming N-acetylglucosamine
6-phosphate, followed by isomerization to N-acetylglucosamine l-phosphate. This
Iatter sugar is converted to UDP-N-acetylglucosamine by reactions similar ro those
of UDP-glucose synthesis. UDP-N-acetylglucosamine, a precursor of glycoprotein
synthesis, can be epimerized to UDP-N-acetylgalactosamine, necessary for proteoglycan slmthesis. The fructose 6-phosphate-glutamine transamidase reacrion is under negative feedback control by UDP-N-acetylglucosamine; thus slmthesis of both
nucleotide-linked sugars is regulated (Figure 15.4). This regulation is meaningful in
certain tissues such as skin, in which this pathway can involve up to 20olo of glucose
flux.

Sialic Acids Are Derived from N-Acetylglucosamine
Another product derived from UDP-N-acetylglucosamine ls N-acetylneuraminic
acid, one of a family of Ce sugars, called sialic acids (Figure 15.9). The first
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FIGURE 15.9

Biosynthesis of CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid.
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reaction involves epimerization of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine by a 2-epimerase ro Nacetylmannosamine, concomitant with elimination of UDP Since the monosaccha-

ride product is no longer bound to nucleotide, this epimerization is clearly differ-

ent from those previously encountered. Most likely, this 2-epimerase reaction
proceeds by a trans elimination of UDI wirh formation of the unsaturated intermediate, 2-acetamidoglucal. In mammalian tlssues N-acetylmannosamine is presumably phosphorylated by the same en4lrne acting as a kinase using ATP to form
N-acetylmannosamine 6-phosphate, which then condenses with phosphoenolpyruvate to form N-acetylneuraminic acid 9-phosphate. This product is cleaved by a
phosphatase to remove the phosphate and activated by CTP [o form the CMP derivative, CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid. This is an unusual nucleotide-linked sugar
containing only one phosphate group and is formed by an irreversible reaction. All
of these reactions occur in the cyrosol, with the exceprion of rhe last step, which
occurs in the nucleus with subsequent export of the actitated nucleotide-linked
sugar to the cytoplasm. N-Acetylneuraminic acid is also a precursor of other sialic

acid derivatives, some of which evolve by modificarion of N-acetyl group ro
N-glycolyl or O-acetyl after incorporation into glycoprotein.

15.4

BIOSYNTHESIS OF COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES

In complex carbohydrate-containing molecules, sugars are linked to other sugars by
glycosidic bonds formed by specific glycosyltransferases. Energlz is required for
synthesis of a glycosidic bond and is derived from the nucleotide-linked sugar
donor substrate. A glycosyltransferase reaction proceeds by donarion of the glycosyl unit from the nucleotide derivative to [he nonreducing end of an acceptor sugar
The nature of the bond formed is derermined by the specificity of the glycosyltransferase, which is unique for the sugar acceptor, the sugar transferred, and the
linkage formed; however, exceprions ro rhe enzyme-one linkage paradigm have
emerged. Still, heteropolysaccharide s),nrhesis is controlled by a nonremplate mechanism directed by specific glycosyltransferases. A glycosyltransferase reacrion is
summarized as follows:
nucleoside diphosphate-glycose

(donor)

*

glycose

(acceptor)

glycosyltransferase

i-

glycosyll-O-glycose2*nucleosidediphosphate
(glycoside)

More than 40 different glycosidic bonds have been identiflied in mammalian oligosaccharides and about 15 more in connective tissue polysaccharides. The number of
possible linkages is even greater and arises both from the diversity of monosaccha-

rides covalently bonded and from the formation of borh a and B linkage with each
of the available hydroxyl groups on the acceptor saccharide. The large and diverse
number of molecules that can be generated suggests that oligosaccharides have the
potential for great informational contenr. In fact, it is known that the specificity of
many biological molecules is determined by the narure of rhe composire sugar
residues. For example, the specificity of the major blood types is determined b1'
the sugars they contain (see CIin. Corr. 15 8). N-Acetylgalactosamine is the
immunodeterminant of blood tJpe A and galactose of blood type B. Removai of
N-acetylgalactosamine from tlpe A erythrocytes, or of galactose from type B erlthrocytes, converts them to type O erythrocytes. Increasingly, other examples of sugars as determinants of specificity for cell surface receptor and lectin interactions,
targeting of cells to certain tissues, and survival or clearance from the circulation of
certain molecules are being recognized A11 glycosidic bonds identified in biological
compounds are degraded by specific hydrolytic enzyrnes, glycosidases. In addirion
to being valuable tools for the structural elucidation of oligosaccharides, interest in
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Blood Croup Substances
The surface of human erythrocytes is covered with a complex mosaic
of speclfic antigenic determinants, many o[ which are polysaccharides There are about 100 blood group determinants, belonging to
2l independent human blood group systems The most widely studied are the antigenic determinants of the ABO blood group system
and the closely related Lewis system From the study of these systems,
a definlte correiation was established between gene activity as it relates to specific glycosyltransferase synthesis and oligosaccharide
stmcture. The genetic variatron is achieved through specific glycosyltransferases responsible for syrrthesls of the heterosaccharide determinants For example, the H gene codes for a fucosyltransferase,
which adds fucose to a perlpheral galactose in the heterosaccharide
precursor. The ABO locus is located on chromosome 9. The A allele
encodes an N-acetylgalactosamine glycosyltransferase, the B aliele en-

codes a gaiactosyltransferase, and the O al1e1e encodes an inactive protein The sugars [ransferred by the A and B enz]'rnes are added to the
H-specific oligosaccharide. fhe Lewis (Le) gene codes for another fu-

cosyltransferase, which adds fucose to a peripheral N-acetylglucosamine residue in the precursor. Absence of the H gene product
gives rise to the Le'-specific determinant, whereas in the absence of
both the H and Le enzyrnes, the interaction product responsible for
the Leb speclficity is found The elucidation of the structures of these
oligosaccharide de[erminants represents a milestone in carbohydrate
chemistry This knowiedge is essential to blood transfusion practices
and for iegal and historical purposes For example, tissue dust containing complex carbohydrates has been used ln serological analysis
to establish the blood group of futankhamen and his probable ancestral background.

this class of enzymes is based on Lhe many genetic diseases o[ complex carbohydrate
metabolism that result from defects in glycosldases (see CIin. Corr. 15.10 and
15. 1 1)

1s.s

I

GLYCOPROTETNS

Glycoproteins have restrictively been defined as conjugated protelns that conrain,
as a prosthellc group, one or more saccharides lacking a serial repeat unit and
bound covalently to a peptide chaln. This definition excludes proteoglycans, which
are discussed in Section 15 6 (see p 683).
The functions of glycoproteins in the human are of greal interest. Glycoproteins in ce1l membranes may have an important role in the group behavior of cells

and other important brological functrons of the membrane Glycoproteins form a
major part of lhe mucus that is secreted by epithelial cells, where they perform an
important role in lubricatton and in the protection o[ tissues lining the respiratory
and gastrointestinal systems Many other proteins secreted from cells into extracellular fluids are glycoproteins These proteins include hormones found in blood,
such as follicle-stimuiating hormone, Iuteinizing hormone, and chorionic gonadotropln; and plasma proterns such as the orosomucoids, ceruloplasmin, plasminogen, prothrombin, and immunoglobullns (see CIin Corr 9.I).

Clycoproteins Contain Variable Amounts of Carbohydrate
The amount of carbohydrate in glycoproteins ls highly variable. Some glycoproteins
such as lgG contain low amounts (4olo) of carbohydrate by welghr, whiie glycophorin, the human red cell membrane glycoproteln, contains 6Oolo carbohydrate.
Human ovarian cyst glycoproteln contains 70olo carbohydrate, and human gastnc
glycoprotein is 82olo carbohydrate The carbohydrate can be distributed fairly evenly
along the polypeptide chain or concentrated in defined regions. For example, in human glycophorin A the carbohydrate is found ln the NH2-terminal half of the
polypeptlde chain that lies on the outside of the cellular membrane.

The carbohydrate attached at one or at multiple points along a polypeptide
chain usually contains less than 12-15 sugar residues In some cases the carbohydrate componen[ consists of a single sugar moiety, as in the submaxillary gland g1ycoprolein (single N-acetyl-a-o-galactosaminyl residue) and in some types of mammalian collagens (single a-o-galactosyl residue). In general, glycoproteins conrain
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sugar residues in the o form, except.for l-fucose, r-- arabinose, and l-iduronic acid.
A glycoprotein from different animal species often has an identical primary structure in the protein component, but a variable carbohydrate component. This heterogeneity of a given protein may even be true within a single organism. For example, pancreatic ribonuclease A and B forms have identical amino acid sequences
and a similar kinetic specificity toward substrates but differ significantly in their carbohydrate compositions.

Carbohydrates Are Covalently Linked to Glycoproteins
by-or O-Glycosyl Bonds
At present, the structures of a limited number of oligosaccharide components have
been completely elucidated. Microheterogeneity of glycoproteins, arising from incomplete synthesis or partial degradation, makes structural analyses extremely difficult. However, certain generalities about the structure of glycoproteins have
emerged. ,Covalent linkage of sugars to the peptide chain is a central part of
glycoprotein structure, and only a limited number of bond types are found (see
Chapter 3). The three major types of glycopeptide bonds, as shown in Figures 15.10

o
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NH-C-GH2-C-COOH
I
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HNH
I
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FIGURE 15.10

Structure ofthree major types ofglycopeptide bond.
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and3.45 (see p. I32), are N-glycosyl ro asparagine (Asn), O-glycosyl to serine
(Ser) or threonine (Thr), and O-glycosyl to 5-hydroxylysine. The lauer linkage,
found for side chains of either a single galactose or the disaccharide glucosylgalactose covalently bonded to hydroxylysine, is generally confined to the collagens. The
other two linkages occur in a wide variery of glycoproteins. of the three major
t1pes, only the O-glycosidic linkage to serine or threonine is labile to alkall cleavage. By this procedure two t)?es of oligosaccharides (simple and complex) are released. Examination of the simple class from porcine submaxillary mucins reveais
some general structural features. A core structure exists, consistlng of galactose
(Gal) Iinked F (t -+ 3) to N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) O-glycosidically linked
to serine or Lhreonine residues. Residues of r--fucose (Fuc), sialic acid (NeuAc), and
anoLher N-acety'galactosamine are found ar rhe nonreducing end of this class of glycopeptides. The general structure of this rype of glycopeptide is as follows:

GalNAc

-l1

Ca

5

CrtNa.

1',
Fuc

------+ O-Ser/Thr

1,,
NeuAc

More complex heterosaccharides are also linked to peptides via serine or threonine
residues and are exemplified by rhe blood group subs[ances. study of these
determinants has shown how complex and variable these slructures are, as well as
how the oligosaccharides of cell surfaces are assembled and how that assembly
pattern is genetically determined. An example of how oligosaccharide structures on
the surface of red blood cells derermine blood group specificity is presented in
Clinical Correlation 15.8. Certain common structural features of the oligosaccharide N-glycosidically linked to asparagine have also emerged. These glycoproreins
commonly contain a core structure consisting of mannose (Man) residues Iinked to
N-acetylglucosamine (GIcNAc) in the following structure:

(Man), ------+ Man ------+ GlcNAc ----+ GlcNAc
14

I4

----)

14

Asn

The structural diversity of N-linked glycoproteins arises from a large repertoire of
high-mannose, hybrid, and complex N-glycan subrypes.

Synthesis of N-Linked Glycoproteins lnvolves Dolichol Phosphate

while syTrthesis of o-glycosidically linked glycopro[eins involves the sequenrial
action of a series of glycosyltransferases, synrhesis of N-glycosidically linked
glycoproteins involves a somewhat different and more complex mechanism (Figure
15.11). A common core is preassembled as a lipid-linked oligosaccharide on the
cytosolic side of the ER and then "flipped" across the bilayer prior to incorporarion
into the polypeptide. During slmthesis, the oligosaccharide intermediates are bound
to derivatives of dolichol phosphate.

9H.

tt
(CHr:C

QH.

- CH:CH),-CHz-

CH

-CH2-CH2o

Dolichol phosphate

-

PosH2

Dolichols are polyprenols (Css-c16s) that contain 16-20 isoprene units, in which
the final isoprene unir is sarurated. These lipids participare in rwo types of reacrions

in core oligosaccharide synthesis. The first reaction involves formation of
N-acetylglucosaminyl pyrophosphoryldolichol wirh release of UMp from rhe
respective nucleotide-linked sugar. The second involves N-acetylglucosamine and
the mannose transferase reactions proceed by sugar transfer from the nucleotide
without formation of intermediates. Subsequent addition of mannose units occurs
i'ia a dolichol-linked mechanism. In the final step, the oligosaccharide is rransferred
from the dolichol pl,rophospha[e ro an asparagine residue in the pollpeptide chain.
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Common Carbohydrate
Marker of Lysosomal
Targeting and

l-Cell Disease
I-cell disease, so-called because of the large inclusion bodies observed in cells cultured from
patients, is characterized by severe clinical and
radioiogical features including congenital dislocations, thoracic deformities, hernia, restricted joint mobility, and retarded psy-

chomotor development. ThiS rare and fatal
congenital disorder provided the earliest connection between glycoprotein biosynthesis and
human disease. In this condition lysosomal
function is defective because the acid hydrolase content is iow due to a defect in processing the glycoprotein acid hydrolases, causing
failure to generate the Man-6-P residue. Without this specific marker, acid hydrolases are
not targeted to their ultimate destination, the
lysosomes, and are instead secreted into the
extracellular milieu. ln most patients the GIcNAc phosphotransferase that attaches the mannose-6-phosphate residue has been found to
be defective, graphically illustrating the power
of giycoprotein processing to direct intraceliuIar protein trafficking.

Biosynthesis of the oligosaccharide core in asparagine-N-acetylgalactosamine-linked
glycoproteins.
Do1, dolichol

After syrrthesis of the specific core region, the oligosaccharide chains are completed by action of glycosyltransferases wi[hout further participation of lipid intermediates. A series of early processing reactions, which are highly conserved among
vertebrate specles and cell t)?es, occur largely in the ER and appear to be coupled
with proper folding of the protein to which the glycan chain is covalently attached
Following the initial trimming and release from the ER, N-glycans undergo further
glycosidase and glycosyltransferase modifications, mostly in the Go1gi. Several avenues exist in the processing pathway that determine the final diversity of glycan
structure (i e., high-mannose, hybrid, or complex subtypes) as well as the trafficking
fate of glycoproteins. For instance, on certain glycoproteins, the Mans GlcNAc2-Asn
N-glycan is modified by addition of a GlcNAc residue catalyzed by a GlcNAcphosphotransferase, and subsequent removal by GlcNAc phosphodiester glycosidase, exposing a Man-6-P residue. This key modification is the structurai determinant tha[ targets some glycoproteins to the lysosomal compar[ment and forms the
basis of the lysosomal storage disease known as l-cell disease (see Clin Corr 15.9)
Just as s),nthesis of heterooligosaccharides requires specific glycosyltransferases,
degradation requires specific glycosldases Exoglycosidases remove sugars sequentially from the nonreducing end, exposing the substrate for the subsequent
glycosidase. The absence of a particular glycosidase prevents the action of the next

er'zyme, resulting
(see

in cessation of catabolism and accumulation of the product

Clin. Corr 15.10). Endoglycosidases with broader specificity also exist, and the

action of endo- and exoglycosidases resulls in catabolism of glycoproteins. Many of
the same N- or O-li.nked glycan chalns are found on both glycoproteins and
glycolipids; hence certain enzyme defects may affect degradation of both types ol
glyconjugates, while others appear to be glycoconjugate-specific (see CIin Corr.
I 5.1 1).
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Aspartylglycosylaminuria: Absence of 4-L-Aspartylglycosamine Amidohydrolase
A group of human inborn errors of metabolism exists that involve
storage of glycolipids, glycopeptides, mucopolysaccharides, and
oiigosaccharides These diseases are caused by defects in lysosomal
glycosidase activity, which prevent the catabolism of oligosaccharides
The disorders involve gradual accumulation in tissues and urine of

compounds derived

from incomplete degradation of

the

oligosaccharides and may be accompanied by skeletal abnormalities,
hepatosplenomegaly, cataracts, or mental retardation One disorder
resulting lrom a defect in catabollsm of asparagine-N-acetylglucosamine-linked oligosaccharides rs aspartylglycosylaminuria in which
a deficiency of the enz).,rne 4-r--aspartylglycosylamine amldohydrolase
allows accumulation of aspartylglucosamine-linked structures (see accompanying table) Other disorders have been descrlbed involving accumulation of oligosaccharldes derived from both glycoproteins and
glycoiipids, which may share common oligosacchande structures (see
table and Clin Corr. 15 11)

Enzymic Defects in Degradation of Asn-ClcNAc
Type Clycoproteins'
Disease

Deficient EnTymeb

Aspartylglycosylaminuria

r-Aspartylglycosylamine
amidoh)'drolase (2)
F-Mannosidosis (7)
a-Mannosidosis (3)
4-

B-Mannosidosls
a-Mannosidosis
GM2 gangliosidosis variant O

B-N-Acetylhexosaminidases
(A and B) (4)
p-Galactosidase (5)
Sialidase (6)
a-Fucosidase (8)

(Sandhoff-Jatzkewitz disease)

GMr gangliosidosis
Mucolipidosis I (sialidosis)
Fucosidosis

% typica Asn-Glc\Ac olig saccharide srrucrure
rueu, c

Neu

$oar

$ u,"*o.rtlr"n

c-;Ga

, GlcNAcZ ,.k
l/l?n

GrcNAcflGtcruRcJlLRsn

Neuc"Gat u ctcNtcntt(,4,.*"
Neu, c*oarf,cr"runJo%
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numbers
bonds
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lycolipid Disorders

A host of human genetic diseases arise from deficiencies ln hydrowhich act predominantly on glycolipid substrares, resulting in
accumulation of glycolipid and ganglioside products The clinical

Enzymic Defects in Degradation of Glycolipids

lases,

s).rrnptoms of diseases associated rvith each of the glycoconjugates may

vary greatly However, because of the preponderance o[ Iipids in the
nervous system, disorders that affect glycolipid degradation ofren
have associated neurodegeneration and severe mental and motor
deterioration

Disease
Tay-Sachs
Sandhoffs

GM, gangliosidosis
Sialidosis

Fabrys
Gauchers
Krabbe's

Metachromatic leukodystrophy

Deficiency EnTyme
p-Hexosaminidase A
B-Hexosaminidases A and B
B-Galactosidase
Sialidase
a-Galactosidase
B-Glucoceramidase
B-Galactoceramidase
Arylsulfatase A (cerebroside
su1[atase)

ls.6 I

PROTEoGLYCANS

In addition to glycoproteins, which usually contaln proporrionally less carbohydrate
'.han protein by weight, there is another class of complex macromolecules lhat can
contain as much as 95ok or more carbohydrate, with properties that may resemble
:hose of polysaccharides more than proteins. To distinguish these compounds from
other glycoproteins, they are referred to as proteoglycans. Their carbohydrate
chains are called glycosaminoglycans or by their older name, mucopolysaccharides,
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especially in reference to the group of storage diseases, mucopolysaccharidoses,
which result from an inabiliry to degrade these molecules (see C1in. Corr. 15.13)
Proteoglycans are high molecular weight polyanionic compounds consisting of
many different glycosaminoglycan chains linked covalently to a protein core, AIthough six distinct classes of glycosaminoglycans are now recognized, certaln features are common to all classes. The long unbranched heteropolysaccharide chains
are made up largely of disaccharide repeating units, in which one sugar is a hexosamine and the other a uronic acid. Other common constituen[s of glycosaminoglycans are sulfate groups, Iinked by ester bonds to certain monosaccharides or by
amide bonds to the amino group of glucosamine. However, hyaluronate is not sulfated and is not covalently attached to protein. The carboxyls of uronic acids and
sulfate groups contribute to the highly charged polyanionic nature of glycosaminoglycans. Both their electrical charge and macromolecular structure aid in their biologicai role as lubricants and support elements in connective tissue. Glycosaminoglycans are predominantly components of the extracellular matrices and cell surfaces,

and increasingly more dyrramic roles in ceil adhesion and signaling, as well as a host
of other biological activities, have been elucidated for the proteoglycans.

Hyaluronate ls a Copolymer of N-Acetylglucosamine
and Glucuronic Acid
Hyaluronate differs from the other five tlpes of glycosaminoglycans It is unsulfated,
not covalently linked with protein, and the only glycosaminoglycan not limited to animal ti.ssue, it is also produced by bacteria. It is classified as a glycosaminoglycan because of its structural similarity [o these other poll,rners, since it consists solely of repeating disaccharide units of N-acetylglucosamine and glucuronic aci.d (Figure 15.11)

Although hyaluronate has the least complex chemical structure of all the glycosaminoglycans, the chains can reach molecuiar weights of 105-107. The large mo-

lecular weight, polyelectrolyte character, and iarge volume it occupies in solution all
contribute to the properties of hyaluronate as a lubricant and shock absorbent. Hence
it is found predominantly ln synovial fluid, vitreous humor, and umbilical cord.

Chondroitin Sulfates Are the Most Abundant Glycosaminoglycans
The most abundant glycosaminoglycans in the body, the chondroitin sulfates, have
their polysaccharide chains attached to specific serine residues in a protein core of
variable molecular weight through a tetrasaccharide linkage region:

GIcUA ------+ Gal ------+ Gal -----+ Xyl ------+ O-Ser
L3

t3

t4

The characteristic repeating disaccharide units of N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid are covalently attached to this linkage region (Figure 15.12). The disaccharides can be sulfated at either the 4 or 6 position of N-acetylgalactosamine
Each polysaccharide chain contains between 30 and 50 such disaccharide units,
corresponding to molecular weights of I5,000-25,000 Da. An average chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycan molecule has approximately 100 chondroitin sulfate chains attached to the protein core, giving a molecular weight of I 5-2 x 106 Da. Proteoglycan preparations are, however, extremely heterogeneous, differing in length of
protein core, degree of substitution, distribution of polysaccharide chains, Iength of
chondroitin sulfate chains, and degree of sulfation. Chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans also aggregate noncovalently with hyaluronate, forming much larger structures
Proteoglycans are prominent components of cartilage, tendons, ligaments, and aorta
and have also been isolated from brain, kidney, and lung.

Dermatan Sulfate Contains r--lduronic Acid
Dermatan sulfate differs from chondroitin 4- and 6-sulfates in that its predominant uronic acid is r-iduronic acid, although o-glucuronic acid is also present in
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Bepeat unit of hyaluronic acid
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Repeat unit ol keratan sulfate
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FIGURE 15.12

Major repeat units of glycosaminoglycan chains.
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Heparin ls an
Anticoagulant
variable amounts The glycosidic linkages have rhe same position and configurarion
as in chondroitin sulfates, with average polysaccharide chains of molecular weights
of 2_5 x 104 Da. Unlike the chondroitin sulfates, dermatan sulfate is anrithrombic

like heparin, bur in conrrast to heparin, it shows only minimal whole blood anticoagulanl and blood lipid-clearlng activities. As a connective tissue macromolecule,
derma[an sulfate is found in skin, blood vessels, and heart valves.

Heparin and Heparan Sulfate Differ
from Other Glycosaminoglycans
In heparin, glucosamine and o-glucuronic acid or l-iduronic acid form the charac[eris[ic disaccharide repeat unit, as in dermatan sulfa[e (Figure 15 12). In contrast
to most other glycosaminoglycans, heparin conrains a-glycosidic linkages Almosr
all glucosamine residues contain sulfamide linkages, while a small number of glucosamine residues are N-acetylated. The sulfate content of heparin, although variable, approaches 2.5 sulfate residues per disaccharide unit in preparations with the

highest biological acriviry. In addition to N-sulfare and O-sulfare on C-6 of glulosamine, heparin may contain sulfate on C-3 of lhe hexosamine and C-2 of the
uronic acid. Unlike other glycosaminoglycans, heparin is an intracellular compo-

nent of mast cells and functions predominantly as an an[icoagulant and lipid:learing agent (see CIin, Corr 15.12).
Heparan sulfate con[ains a similar disaccharide repeat unlt as hepann but has
nore N-ace[yl groups, fewer N-sulfate groups, and a lower degree of O-sulfate
groups. Heparan sulfate may be extracellular or an integral and ubiquitous
.omponent of the cell surface in many tissues including blood vessel walls, amyoid, and brain.

Heparin is a naturally occurring sulfated polysaccharide that is used to reduce the clotting
tendency of patlents. Both in vivo and in vitro,
heparin prevents the activation of clotting factors but does not act directly on the clotting
factors Rather, the anticoagulant activity of
heparin is brought about by the binding interaction of heparin with an inhibitor of the coagulation process. Presumably, heparin binding induces a conformational change in the
inhibitor that generates a complementary interaction between the inhibitor and the activated coagulation factor, thereby preventing
the factor from participating in rhe coagulation
process. The inhibitor that interacts with heparin is antithrombin III, a plasma protein inhibitor of serine proteases In the absence of
heparin, antithrombin Ill slowly (10-30 min)
combines with several clotring facrors, yielding complexes devoid of proteolytic actiyiry;
in the presence of heparin, inactive complexes
are formed within a few seconds. Antithrombin III contains an arginine residue that combines with the active site serine o[ factors Xa
and IXa; thus the inhibition is stoichiometric
Heterozygous antithrombin III deficiency results in an increased risk of thrombosis in the
veins and resistance to the action of heparin.
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Keratan Sulfate Exists in Two Forms
Keratan sulfate is composed principally of the repeating disaccharide unit of N-acetylglucosamine and galactose, with no uronic acid in the molecule (Figure 15.12). Sulfate content is variable, with ester sulfate present on C-6 of both galactose and hexosamine. Two tlpes of keratan sulfate differ in overall carbohydrate content and tissue
distribution. Both contain, as additional monosaccharides, mannose, fucose, sialic acid,
and N-acetylgalactosamine. Keratan sulfate I, isolated from cornea, is linked to protein
by an N-acetylglucosamine-asparaginyl bond, tlpical of glycoprgteins. Keratan sulfate
II, isolated from cartilage, is attached to protein through N-acetylgalactosamine in Oglycosidic linkage to either serine or threonine. Skeletal keratan sulfa'tes are often found
covalently attached to the same core protein as are the chondroitin sulfate chains.

Biosynthesis of Chondroitin Sulfate ls Typical
of Glycosaminoglycan Formation
The heteropolysaccharide chains o[ proteoglycans are assembled by sequential action of a series of glycosyltransferases, which catalyze the transfer of a monosaccharide from a nucleotide-linked sugar to an appropriate acceptor, either the nonreducing end of ano[her sugar or a polypeptide. Since the biosynthesis of the
chondroitin sulfates is most thoroughly understood, this pathway will be discussed as the protot)?e for glycosaminoglycan formation (Figure 15.I3).

UDP-Xyl

buA-f n"rl,

Xyl-Gal-Gal-G

(UDP-GalNAc,
UDP-GlcUA, PAPS);

ffi

xyroaroat-GlcUA-GatNAc-GtcUA
I

soa-

SxyrcatSxyt-oat
UDP-GlcUA
UDP-GalNAc

FIGURE 15.13
Synthesis of chondroitin sulfate prbteoglycan.
XyI, xylose; Ga1, galactose; GlcUA, glucuronic acid; GalNAc, N-acetylgalactosamine; PAPS,
3'-phosphoadenosine 5'-phosphosulfate.
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Formation of lhe core protein of the chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan is the first
step in this process, followed by assembly ol the polysaccharide chains caralyzedby
sjx different glycosyltransferases. Strict substrate speclficity is required for completion of the unique tetrasaccharide linkage region. Polymerization then results from
the concerted action of two glycosyltransferases, an N-acetylgalactosaminyl[ransferase and a glucuronosyllransferase, which alternately add [he rwo monosaccha-

rides, forming the characteristic repeating disaccharide units. Sulfation ol Nacetylgalactosamine at either the 4 or 6 position occurs concomltantly with chain
elongation The sulfate donor, as rn other biological systems, is 3'-phosphoadenosi.ne 5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS), which is formed from ATP and suifate in two sreps
(Figure 15. 1 4) The importance ol sullatron to the function of proteoglycans is high-

lighted by the preponderance ol chondrodystrophlc conditions ln animals and
humans as a result of deficiencies in the sullation process (see Clin. Corr. 15 13)
Slmthesis of other glycosaminoglycans requlres additional transferases specilic
for the appropriate sugars and linkages Completion often involves modiflcations in
addition to O-sulfation, including epimerization, acetylation, and N-sulfation. Interestlngly, the epimerlzation oI o-glucuronlc acid to r-iduronic acid occurs after rncorporation into the polymer chain and ls coupled with the process of sulfation.
Synthesis of both proteoglycans and glycoproreins is regulated by the same
mechanism at the leve1 ol hexosamine syn[hesis The fructose 6-phosphateglutamine lransamldase reaction (Figure 15.4) is subject to feedback inhibition by
UDP-N-acetylglucosamine, rvhich is in equilibrium wirh UDP-N-acerylgalactosamine. More specific to proteoglycan synthesrs, rhe concentrations of UDpxylose and UDP-glucuronic acid are stringen[1y controlled by the inhibirion by
UDP-xylose of the UDP-glucose dehydrogenase conversion of UDP-glucose ro UDPglucuronic acid (Figure 15 4) Since xylose is rhe first sugar added during synrhesis of chondroitin sulfate, dermatan sulfate, heparin, and heparan sulfate, the earliest effect of decreased core protein synthesis would be accumulation of UDP-xylose,
which aids in maintalning a balance between s),nthesis of protein and polysaccharide moieties of these complex macromolecules.
Proteoglycans, like gl1'coprotelns, are degraded by the sequenrial action of proteases and glycosidases, as u'ell as deacetylases and sulfatases. Much of the inlormation about metabolism and degradation of proteoglycans has been derived
from the study of the mucopolysaccharidoses (see Clin. Corr. 15 14) This group
ol human genetic dlsorders is characterized by accumulation in tissues and excretion in urine of oligosacchande products derived from incomplete breakdown of
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Biosynthesis of 3'-phosphoadenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS).
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Sulfation is an essential modification of glycosaminoglycans, the repeating dissaccharldes
Iinked to protein cores in the various proteoglycan families The overall sullation process is
complex, involving multiple components and

multiple

ce1lu1ar compartments: transport ol
inorganic sulfate into the cell r.ia plasma membrane transporters, translormation lnto phosphoadenosylphosphosulfate (PAPS) ria a trvostep process catalyzed by PAPS slnthetase in
the cytosol, then either direct utilization b1'c1'-

tosolic sulfotransferases or transport of PAPS
from the cytosol to the Golgi complex for utilization by a host o[ Iuminal sulfotransierases
Three autosomal recessive disorders, diastrophic dysplasia (DTD), atelosteogenesis tlpe

II (AOID, and achondrogenesis type 18 (ACGIB), are known to result from different mutations in the DTDSf gene that encodes a sulfate
transporter. Patients wirh DTD exhibit disproportronate short stature and generalized joint
dysplasla, but usually suwive a normal llfespan; AOII presents as a perinatally lethal chondrodysplasia; ACG-IB is characterized by extremely short extremitres and trunk
Genetic disorders resulting from defects
in the next step in the pathway, s)'nthesis of
PAPS by the bifunctional sulfurylase/kinase
(PAPS synthetase), have been identified in both
animals (i e , the brachl,rnorphic mouse that
exhibits a severe growth disorder resulting in
extremely short trunk and limbs and a small
sku11) and humans (i e., spondyloepimetaphlseal dysplasia (Pakistani type) characterized b1'
short and bowed lower limbs, enlarged knee
joints, and early onset of degeneratn'e joint
disease) These identified mutatlons in the varprocess

clearly highlight the importance o[ rhrs post-

translational modification to the lunctioning
of proteoglycans, especially' in development
and maintenance oI the skeletal svstem.

I

0aZ

Chondrodystrophies

ious components of the sulfation

I
nPS-xinase
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Mucopo ysaccharidoses
I

A group of human genetic disorders characterized by excessive accumulation and excretion of the oligosaccharides of proteoglycans exists. co1lectile11. called mucopolysaccharidoses. These disorders result
from a deficienc), o[ one or more lysosomal hydrolases responsible for
the degradation of dermatan and./or heparan sulfate. The enzymes
lacking in some specific mucopolysaccharidoses that have been idenrified are presented in the accompanying tab1e.
Although the chemical basis for this group o[ disorders is simiIar, their mode of inheritance as well as clinical manifestations may
vary Hurler's slmdrome and Sanfilippos sl,ndrome are transmitted as
autosomal recessives, whereas Hunter's sl,ndrome is X-linked. Both
Hurler's slndrome and Hunter's slmdrome are characterized by skeletai abnormalities and mental retardation, which in severe cases may
result in early death In contrast, in Sanfilippos syndrome the physrcal defects are relatively mild, while the mental retardation is severe.
Collectively, the incidence for a1l mucopolysaccharidoses is per

I

30,000 births

In addition to those listed in the table, some others exist. Multiple sulfatase deficiency (MSD) is characterized by decreased activity
of all known sulfatases Recent evidence sugSests that a co- or posttranslational modlfication of a cysteine to a 2-amino 3-oxopropionic
acid is required for active sulfatases and that a lack of this modification resuits in MSD. These disorders are amenable to prenatal diagnosis, since the pattern of metabolism by affected cells obtained from
amniotic fluid is strikingly different from normal

Enzyme Defects in the Mucopolysaccharidoses
Accumulated
Products"

Syndrome

Heparan sulfate
Dermatan sulfate
Heparan sulfate
Dermatan sulfate
Dermatan sulfate

Hunter's

Hurler-Scheie
Maroteaux-Lamy

DeJicient EtTymeb
Iduronate sulfatase (1)

a-r-lduronidase (2)
N-AcetylgalacIosamlne
sulfatase (3)

p-Glucuronidase (5)

Sanfilippos, type A

Heparan sulfate
Dermatan sulfate
Heparan sulfate

Sanfilippos, type

Heparan sulfate

N-Acetylglu-

Mucolipidosis VII

B

Sanfilippos, type C Heparan sulfate

Heparan
sulfamidase (6)
cosaminidase (9)
Acetyl CoA:
a-glucosaminide
aceEyltransferase

Sanfilippos, type D

Heparan sullate

N-Acetylglucosamine
6-sulfatase (8)

Morquios, type A

Keratan/chondroitin

Galactose-6-sulfatase

Morquios, type

sul[ate
Keratan sulfate

B-Galactosidase

oStructures

B

o[ dermatan su]fate and heparan sulfate.

Dermatan

sutfare

-ldUnfcarruncfelcun$oatltRc,

lrrr

oso3H
Heparan

sutfate

lrsr
ososH

I

oso3H

-tdUA+ctcN$Or.u6$crcruRc$'"
lrrr-lreriltar.
oso3H oso3H
oso3H

'The numbers in parentheses refer to the enzymes thar hydroiyze those
bonds

fie proteoglycans, due to a deficiency of one or more lysosomal hydrolases. In the
dlseases for which the biochemlcal defect has been identified, a product accumulates possessing a nonreducing terminus that would have been the subslrate for the
deficient enzyme.
Although pro[eoglycans continue to be defined on the basis of the g1ycosaminoglycan chain they conlain, new ones are increasingly being described
based 1arge11,on functional propertles or locatlon. Aggrecan and versican are the
predominant extracellular species; s)-ndecan, CD44, and thrombomodulin are lntegral membrane proteins; neurocan, brevican, cerebrocan, and phosphacan are
largely restricted to the nervous system. Many proteoglycans (i e., aggrecan, syrdecan, and betaglycan) carry two types of glycosaminoglycan chains, whose size and
relative amounts may change with development, age, or drsease. lncreasingly, the
genes encoding the proteoglycan core proleins and biosynthetic enzymes are being
cloned, revealing that the rele\/an[ proteins belong to families of related orlgin and
possible functi.on. Thus lt appears that the versatile structure of these abundant
carbohydrate-containing molecules is well expioited by cells in many as yet undlscovered ways.
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I eursrloNs I c. N. ANcsrnor
Multiple Choice Questions
I All of the following interconversions of monosaccharides (or de-

5

rivatives) require a nucleotide-linked sugar intermediate EXCEPT:

A. galactose l-phosphate to glucose l-phosphate.
B. glucose 6-phosphate to mannose 6-phosphate
C.

D
E

glucose to glucuronic acid.
glucuronic acid to xylose.

glucosamine 6-phosphate to N-acetylneuraminic acid (a sialic

Roles for the complex carbohydrate moiety o[ glycoproteins include all of the following EXCEPT:
A. determinant of blood type
B. template for the sy,nthesis of glycosaminogiycans
C. cel1 surface receptor specificiry
D. determinant of the rate of clearance from the circulation of certain molecules.
E. targeting ol cells ro certain tissues.

acid).

2

Fucose and sialic acid:

3. AIl of the following are true about glucuronic acid EXCEPT:

A. it is a charged molecule at physiological pH.
B. as a UDP derivative, it can be decarboxylated to a component
used

in proteoglycan synthesis.

C. it is a precursor of.ascorbic acid in humans

D
E.

4

A. are both derivatives of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine.
B. are the parts of the carbohydrate chain thaL are covalently

The severe form of galactosemia:
A. is a genetic deficiency of a uridylyltransferase that exchanges
galactose l-phosphate for glucose on UDP-glucose.
B. results from a deficiency of an epimerase.
C is insignificant in infants but a major problem in later life.
D is an inability to form galactose l-phosphate.
E would be expected to interfere with the use of fructose as well
as galactose because the deficlent enzyrne is common to the
metabolism of both sugars

its formation from glucose is under feedback control by a UDPlinked intermediate.
it can ultimately be converted to xylulose 5-phosphate and thus
enter the pentose phosphate pathwa)z

Iinked to the protein.

C. can be found in the core stmcture o[ certain OJinked glycoD.

protelns.
are transferred to a carbohydrate chain when

it is attached to

dolichol phosphate.

E
7.

are the repeating

unit of proteoglycans.

Glycosaminoglycans:
are the carbohydrate portion of glycoproteins.
contain large segments of a repeating unit typically consisting
of a hexosamine and a uronic acid.
C. always contain sulfate
exist in only two forms
are bound to protein by ionic interaction.

A.
B.

D
E

8 AII of the following are true of proteoglycans EXCEPT:

A. specificity is determined, in part, by the action of
fhe conversion of fructose 6-phosphate to glucosamine 6-phosphate:
A. is a transamination reaction with glutamate as the nitrogen

B
C

donor.
is stimulated by UDP-N-acetylglucosamine.

requlres that fructose 6-phosphate first be linked to a nu-

B

sJnthesis is regulated,

E.

saccharide moieties.
degradation is catalyzed

in part, by UDP-xylose inhibition of the
conversion of UDP-glucose to UDP-glucuronic acid.
C synthesis involves sulfation o[ carbohydrate residues by PAPS.
D. synthesis o[ core protein is balanced with sl,nthesis of the poly-

cleotide.

D
E

is a first step in the formation of N-acetylated amine
occurs only in the liver.

sugars.

glycosyl-

transferases.

dases.

in the cytosol by nonspecific

glycosi-
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Questions 9 and i0: A patient was admitted ro the hospital with symptoms of severe anemia The onset of sl,rnptoms followed two days of
therapy with a sulfa drug l-aboratory studles indicated a hemoglobin
of 8.5 g/dl and an abnormally low [NADPH]/[NADP+]. Furrher investigation led to a diagnosis of a defective enz),ane of the pentose phosphate pathrvalr

9. [NADPH]/INADP+]

is mainrained at a high level

12. In type Ic CDGS, a delect in an enzyme transferring a glucosyl
residue to a high-mannose dolichol pyrophosphare precursor, rhe
carbohydrate structure would be part of a(n):
A. N-linked glycoprotern
B. O-linked glycoprotern

C.

in cells primarily

b)'.

A
B

lactate dehydrogenase

rhe combined actions ol glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase
and gluconolactonase
the action of the electron transport chain
shuttle mechanisms such as the a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase shuttle
the combined actions of transketolase and transaldolase.

C
D
E

Questions 13 and 14: An infant presented with multiple skeletal abnormalities, with the most promlnent ones a short trunk and short
limbs. Urine was free of partially degraded oligosaccharides or oligosaccharides of proteoglycans. The blood sulfate concentration and extracellular acid hydrolase were normai

13

NADPH than ribose 5-phosphate:
only the first phase of rhe penrose phosphare pathway would

C. the gene that

D
E

occur.

B
C.

D
E.

glycolytic intermediates would flow into the reversible phase of
the pentose phosphate pathway
there would be sugar interconversions but no net release of carbons from glucose 6-phosphate
the equivalent of the carbon aroms of glucose 6-phosphate
would be released as 6 CO2.
only part of this need could be mer by the penrose parhway,
and the rest would have ro be supplied by another parhway

Questions 11 and 12: A six-month old infant presented with hypoglycemia, vomiting, diarrhea, prorein-loss enreroparhy, and hepatic fibrosis. Measurement of the glycosylation state of endogenous serum
transferrin revealed type Ib CDGS (carbohydrate-deficient glycoprotein
sy,ndrome), whlch is a defect in phosphomannose isomerase acrivity

I1.

The role o[ phosphomannose isomerase is the interconversion of:
A mannose 6-P and mannose I-P
B glucose 6-P and mannose 6-P
C fructose 6-P and mannose 6-P
D fructose l-P and mannose l-P
E glucose 6-P and mannose I-P

I B

The disorder described would most likely be caused by a defect in:

A. the ability to generate mannose
B. lysosomal glycosidase acriviry.

10 If a cell requires more

A

2A

codes for a sullate transporter

PAPS s)mthetas
a sulfatase.

A. most proteoglycans
B. hyaluronate.
C. most glycoproterns.
D. conjugated bilirubin

E. all of the above
Problems

I5. How is excess ribose

5-phosphate converted to intermediates o[

glycolysis? Be sure to include any enzyrnes involved.

16

Essential fructosuria

tolerance is a defect

is a defect in fructokinase while fructose inin fructose 1-phosphare aldolase. Which of

these two diseases leads to severe hypoglycemia after ingestion o[
fructose and why?

The glucose and mannose phosphates are both ln equilibrium

leads to ascorbate as well as xylulose 5-phosphate for the pentose phosphate pathway

4 D Glucosamine

6-phosphate

is acetylated

UDP-N-acetylglu-

This oxidation of glucose is catalyzed by UDP-glucose dehydrogenase and the product can be decarboxylated to UDpxylose. E: Again, an epimerization occurs on the nucleotide

cosamine is formed, and the UDP derivative can be epimerized
to the galactose derivative. A, C: This conversion is a transamidation o[ the amide nitrogen of glutamine and does not involve

intermediate
B: The epimerase is normal. C: Galactose is an imporunt sugar
for infants D: In this dlsease, the galactokinase is normal but is
deficient in the mild form of the disease E: Fructose meubolism does not use the uridylyltransferase that is deficient in

nucleotide intermedrates B: fhis is a feedback inhibitor of the
transamidase reaction, thus controlling formation of the nucleotide sugars E: May account for 20ok of the glucose flux in
skin
Sy,nthesis of complex carbohydrates is nor remplate directed but
determined by the specificity of indlvidual enz),rnes. A, C-E:
Because of the diversity possible with oligosaccharides, they
play a significant role in determinlng the specificity o[ many biological molecules
Core structure also contains galactose and N-acetylgalactosamine A: Only sialic acid does Fucose comes lrom CDpmannose B: Usually found at the periphery of the carbohy-

5 B

galactosemia

3C

6-phosphate.

14. Sulfation is an lmportant component of the synthesis of:

with fructose 6-phosphate by phosphohexose

isomerases. A:
This occurs via an epimerase at the UDP-galactose 1evel C, D:

proteoglycan.

D. glycosaminoglycan
E complex lipid

Humans do not make ascorbic acid. A: The charged acid group
enhances water solubility, which is a major physiological role

for glucuronic acid, for example, bilirubin metabolism B, D:
Decarboxylation of UDP-glucuronic acid gives UDP-xylose,
which ls a potent lnhibitor of the oxidation of UDP-glucose to
the acid E: The reduction of o-glucuronic acid to r-gulonic acid

6C

ANSWERS

drate. D: Core structure of N-linked carbohydrates contains
mannose and N-acetylglucosamine. E: Repeating unit is hexosamine and uronic acids.
7

8

B

E

This is a major distinction from glycoproteins, which, by definition, do not have a serial repeating unit. A: These are the carbohydrate of proteoglycans. C: Most do but hyaluronate does
not. D: There are at least six different classes. E: Carbohydrates
are bound by covalent links.

D

C

t2. A

'Degradation is lysosomal; deficiencies of one or more lysosomal

hydrolases lead to accumulation of proteoglycans in the mucopolysaccharidoses. A: Strict substrate specificity of the en4..rnes is important in determining the t)?e and quantity of proteoglycans synthesized. Formation of specific protein acceptors
for the carbohydrate is also important. B, D: Both xylose and
glucuronic acid levels are controlled by this; xylose is the first
sugar added in the synthesis o[ four of the six types and would
accumulate i[ core protein synthesis is decreased. C: This is necessary for the formation of most proteoglycans.

B

II.

Although the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction, specific for NADf; is reversible, hydrolysis of the lactone assures
that the overall equilibrium lies far in the direction of NADPH.
A, C, D: These all use NAD, not NADP E: These enzyrnes are
part of the pentose phosphate pathway but catalyze freely reversible reactions that do not involve NADP
A, C-E: Glucose 6-phosphate yields ribose 5-phosphate * CO2
in the oxidative phase. If this is multiplied by six, the six ribose
5-phosphates can be rearranged to five glucose 6-phosphates by
the second, reversible phase. B: If more ribose 5-phosphate

13. D

14. A

I5.

I6

I

Oet

than NADPH were required, the flow would be in this direction
to supply the needed pentoses.
This is similar to the glucose 6-P-fructose 6-P in[erconversion.
A: Mutases caralyze a 1-6 phosphate shift. B, D, E: These
conversions do not occur directly
A carbohydrate chain assembled on dolichol phosphate is
characteristic of N-linked glycoproteins. B, C, D: Synthesis of
O-linked glycoproteins involves the sequential addition to the
N-acetylgalactosamine linked to serine or threonine. E: Dolichol
phosphate is a lipid but is eliminated when the carbohydrate
chain is added to the protein.
These structural abnormalities are associated with defects in
sulfation of the proteoglycans. A: This would lead to an inability to target acid hydrolase to the lysosome and thus increase
the extracellular concentration. B, E: These are iysosomal enzymes whose deficiency would lead to partially degraded
oligosaccharides in urine. C: Lack of a transporter would lead
to elevated serum levels of sulfate.
B: Hyaluronate is one glycosaminoglycan that is not sulfated. C:
Glycoproteins don't contain sulfate. D: Bilirubin is conjugated
with glucuronic acid.
Three pentose phosphates (ribose 5-P * 2 xylulose 5-P) are
converted to 2 fructose 6-P and 2 glyceraldehyde 3-P by transaldolase and transketolase via a series of two-carbon and threecarbon transfers. These reactions are reversible.
lack of fructokinase causes accumulation of fructose, which is
excreted. l-ack of the aldolase resuls in increased fructose Iphosphate, which sequesters cellular inorganic phosphate, inhibiting the cell's ability to generate AfP
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As the human body builds and renews its s[ruc[ures, obtains and stores energy, and
performs its various functions, there are many circumstances in which it is essential to use molecules or parts of molecules that do not associ.ate with water. This

property of being nonpolar and hydrophobic is the defining characterisric of substances classed as lipids. Most of these are molecules that contain or are derived
from fatty acids. In the early stages of biochemical research lipids were not investigated as intensiveLy as other body constituents, largeiy because techniques for
stud)'Ing aqueous systems were easier to develop. This benign neglect led to assumptions that lipids were relarively inert and their merabolism was of lesser importance than that of carbohydrates, for instance.
As the methodology for analyzing lipid metabolism developed, ir became evident that fatty acids and their derivatives had at least two major roles in the body.
Oxidation of fatty acids was shown to be a major means of metabolic energy production. Their storage in rhe form of triacylglycerols was more efficienr urJ-quu.,titatively more important than srorage of carbohydrares as glycogen. As details of
the chemistry of biological srrucrures were defined, hydrophobic srructures were
found to be composed largely of fatty acids and their derivarives. Thus the major
separa[ion of ceils and subcellular structures into separaLe aqueous compartments
is accomplished with membranes whose hydrophobic characreristics are largely
supplied by the fatty acid moieti.es of complex lipids. These lamer compounds contaln constituents other than fatty acids and glycerol. They frequenrly have significant covaLently bound hydrophilic moieties, notably carbohydrares in the glycoIipids and organic phosphate esters in phosphblipids
Lipids have several other quantitatively less important roles, which are nonetheIess of great functional significance. These include the use of surface active properries
of some complex lipids for specific functions, such as main[enance of iung alveolar
integrity and solubilization of nonpolar substances in body fluids. In addition, several
classes of lipids, for example, steroid hormones and prostaglandins, have highly potent and specific physiologrcal roles in control of metabolic processes. The interrelationships of some processes lnvolved in lipid metabolism are ou[lined in Figure 16.I.
The metabolism of fatty acids and triacylglycerols is so crucial to proper functioning of the human body that imbalances and deficiencies in these processes can
have serious pathological consequences. Disease states related to fatty acid and triacylglycerol metabolism include obesity, diabetes, keroacidosis, and abnormalities
in [ransport of lipids in blood. In addirion some unique deficiencies have been
found, such as Refsum's disease and familial hypercholesterolemia, which have
helped to elucidate some pathways in lipid metabolism.
This chapter is concerned primarily with the stmcture and metabolism of fatty
acids and of their major storage form, triacylglycerols. After discussion of structures
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FIGURE 16.1

Metabolic interrelationships of fatty acids in the human.

of the more i.mportant fatty acids found in humans, how they are supplied from the
diet or by biosynthesis is described. The mechanism for storage as triacylglycerols
and how fatty acids are mobilized and transported throughout.the body to sites
where they are needed is discussed. The central process of energy production from
fatty acids is then examined, and finally the mechanisms by which the ketone bodies are synthesized and used are presented. The Appendix (p. 1175) includes rhe

nomenclature and chemistry of lipids and

in Chapter 25 (p. 1704) there is a

discussion of digestion and absorption of lipids.
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FATTY

ACIDS AND ACYLGLYCEROLS

Fatty Acids Are Alkyl Chains Terminating in a Carboxyl Group
Fatty acids consist of an alkyl chain with a terminal carboxyl group, the basic
formula of completely saturated species berng CH3-(CH2)"-COOH. The important fatty acids for humans have relatively simple structures, although in some
organisms they may be quite complex, containing cyclopropane rings or extensive
branching. Unsaturated fatty acids occur commonly in humans, with up to six double bonds per chain, these being almost always of the cis configuration. If there is
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more than one double bond per molecule, they are always separated by a methylene
(-CHr-; group. Most common fatty acids in biological sys[ems have an even
number of carbon atoms, although some organisms s)'nthesize those with an odd
number of carbon atoms. Humans can use the latter for energy bu[ incorporate
them into complex lipids to a minimal degree.
Some fatty acids with an a-OH group are produced and used structurally by
humans. However, more oxidized forms are normally produced only as metabolic

CHg
I

cH3-cH-cH2-cooH
FtcurRE 16.2

lsoraleric acid.

intermediates during energy production or for specific physiological activity in the
case of prostaglandins and thromboxanes. Some animals, including humans, also
produce relatively simple branched-chain acids, branching being limited to methyl
groups along the chain at one or more positions. These are apparently produced to
contribute specific physical properties to some secretions and structures. For instance, large amounts of branched-chain fatty acids, particularly isovaleric acid
(Figure 16.2), occur in lipids of echo-locating structures in marine mammals.
Elucidation of the role of these compounds in sound focusing should be fascinating
Most fatty acids in humans are C16, C1s, or C26, but several with longer chains
occur principally in iipids of the nervous system. These include nervonic acid and
a C22 acid with six double bonds (Figure 16.3).

CH3

-

(CH2)7-

CH

:

Nomenclature of Fatty Acids
CH

-(CH2)13-

COOH

The most abundant fatty acids have common names that are accepted for use in the
official nomencla[ure. Examples are given in Table 16.I with official systematic

Nervonic acid

CH3

-

(CH2

All-cls-4,7,

1

CH

0,

1

:CH)o

names. The approved abbreviations consist of the number of carbon atoms fo1Iowed, after a coion, by the number of double bonds Carbon atoms are numbered
with the carboxyl carbon as number 1, and double bond locations are designated
by the number of the carbon atom on the carboxyl side of it. These designations of
double bonds are in parentheses after the rest of the symbol

-(CH2)2-COOH

3,'l 6, 1 9,-docosahexaenoic acid

FICURE 16.3

Long-chain fatty acids.

Most Fatty Acids in Humans Occur as Triacylglycerols
Fatty acids occur primarily as esters of glycerol, as shown in Figure 16.4, when they

for future use. Compounds with one (monoacylglycerols) or two
(diacylglycerols) acids esterified occur only in relatively minor amounts and largely
as metabolic intermediates in biosynthesis and degradation of glycerol-conlaining
iipids. Most fatty acids in humans exist as triacylglycerols, in which al1 three hydroxyl groups on glycerol are es[erified with a fatty acid These compounds have
been called "neu[ral fats or triglycerides." There are other types of "neutral fats" in
the body, and the terms "monoglyceride," "diglyceride," and "triglyceride" are
chemically incorrect and should not be used
The distribution of different fatty acids in the three positions of the glycerol
moiety of triacylglycerols in the body at any given time is influenced by many faclors, including diet and anatomical iocation of the triacylglycerols. Compounds
are stored

TABLE

15.1

Fatty Acids

of lmportance to Humans
Trtuial

Numeical
Symbol

Structure

Name

l6:0
I6: I(9)

CHr-(CHz)r+-COOH

CH3-(CH2)5-CH:CH-(CH2)7-COOH

Palmitic
Palmitoleic

18:0

CH:-(CHz)ro-COOH

Stearic

18:1(9)

CHr-(CH2)7-CH:CH-(CH2)7-COOH
CH3-(CH2)3-(CHz-CH:CH)2-(CHr7-COOH

Oleic
Linoleic
Linolenic
Arachidonic

l8:2(9,I2)
18:3(9,12,15)
20:4(5,8.11, r4)

CH3-(CH2-CH:CH):-(CHr7-COOH
CH3-(CH2)3-(CH2-CH:QH)+-(CH2)3-COOH

Systematic Name
Hexadecanoic
cis-9-Hexadecenoic
Octadecanoic
cis-9-Octadecenoic
cis,cis-9, 1 2-Octadecadienoic
cis,cis,cis-9, I 2, I5-Octadecatrieno ic
cis,cis,cis,cis-5,8, I

l, I 4-Eicosatetraenoic

souRCES oF FArrY

with the same fat[y acid in all three positions of glycerol ate rarc the usual case is
for a complex mixture.

o
tl

H2C-o-c-R

l"
Itt
HC-o-c-R'
I

The Hydrophobic Nature of Lipids ls lmportant
for Their Biological Function

to
I

One significanr property of fatty acids and triacylglycerols is their lack of affinity for
water. Long hydrocarbon chains have negligible possibllity for hydrogen bondlng.
Fatry acids, whether unesterified or in a complex lipid, have a much Sreater tendency to associate with each other or other hydrophobic structures, such as sterols
and hydrophobic side chai.ns of amino acids, than they do with water or polar organic compounds. This hydrophobic character is essential for construction of complex biological structures such as membranes.

til

H2C-O-C-H"
Triacylglycerol

o
il

H2c-o-c-R

The hydrophobic nature of triacylglycerols and their highly reduced state
make triacylglycerols efficient compounds i.n comparison to glycogen for storing energy. Three points deserve emphasis. First, on a weight basis pure triacylglycerol
yrelds nearly two and one-half times the amount of AfP on complete oxidation than
does pure glycogen. Second, triacylglycerols can be stored without associated wa[er,
whereas glycogen is very hydrophilic and binds about twice its weight of wa[er
when stored in tissues. Thus the equivalent amount of metabolically recoverable
energy s[ored as hydrated glycogen would weigh about four times as much as lf it
were stored as triacylglycerol. Third, the average 70-kg person stores about 350 g
of carbohydrate as liver and muscle glycogen. This represents about 1400 kcal of
available energy, barely enough to sustain bodily functions for 24 hours of fasting.
By contrast, a normal complement of fat stores provide sufficient energy for several
weeks of survival during total food deprivation.
In humans most of the fatty acids are either saturated or contain only one double bond. Although they are readily catabolized by appropria[e en4lrnes and cofacrorc, they are falrly inert chemically. The highly unsaturated fatty acids in tissues are

much more susceptible to oxidation.

o
il
HC

-o-c-R'

H2C-

Diacylglycerol

o
il

H2C-O-C-R

HC-OH

H2C-

OH

-Monoacylglycerol

1

163 I

OH

SOURCES OF FATTY ACIDS

Both diet and biosprthesis supply the fatty acids needed by the human body for
energy and for construction of hydrophobic parts of biomolecules. Excess dietary

protein and carbohydrate are readily conver[ed to fatty acids and stored

H2C-OH

as

triacylglycerols.

I

HC-o-c-R
I

Most Fatty Acids Are Supplied in the Diet
Various animal and vegetable lipids are ingested, hydrolyzed at least partially by di-

gestive enzymes, and absorbed through the intestinal mucosa to be distributed
through the body, first in the lyrnphatic system and then in the bloodstream. These
processes are discussed in Chapter 25 (see p. 1I04). To a large extent dietary suPply governs the fatty acid composition of body lipids. Metabolic processes in various tissues modify both dietary and de novo s)mthesized fatty acids to produce
nearly all the required structures. With one exception, the actual composition of
fatty acids supplied in the diet is relatively unimportant. This exception involves
the need for appropriate proportions of relatively highly unsaturated fatty acids because many higher mammals, lncluding humans, are unable to synthesize fatty
acids with double bonds near the methyl end of the molecule. Certain poly'unsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) with double bonds within the last seven linkages toward the methyl end (Iin-olgic_acid) are ess-eItBl for specific functions. Although a1l
the reasons for this need are not yet explained, one is that some of these acids are
precursors of prosga_g!,rylins, very active oxidation products (see p. 766).

I
I

HzC- oH
2-Monoacylglycerol
FICURE 16.4

Acylglycerols.
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cH3

-(cH2)3 -(CH.

-

CH-CH),

-

(CH2)m

-

COOH

Basic formula of the linoleic acid series

CH3-(CH2

-CH:CH), -

(CH2)m

-

COOH

Basic formula of the linolenic acid series
FIGURE 16.5

Linoleic and linolenic acid series.

In humans a dietary precursor is essential for two series of fatty acids. These
are the linoleic series and the linolenic series (Figure 16.5), sometimes referred to
as n-6 (or ar6) and n-3 (or ar-3) PUFAs, respectively, ro denote the presence of a
double bond after the sixth and third carbon atom counting from the rerminal
methyl (ar) carbon atom.

Palmitate ls Synthesized from Acetyl

CoA

/

The second major source of fatty acids for humans is their bioslmthesis fro,ln smallmolecule intermediates derived from metabolic breakdown of sugars, some amino
acids, and other farty acids. The saturated, straight-chain CI6 acid, palmitic acid,
is first s)'nthesized, and all orher fatty acids are made by irs modification. Aceryl coA
provides all carbon atoms for this sy,nthesis. Fatty acids are synthesized by sequential
addition of two-carbon units ro the activated carboxyl end of a growing chain. In
mammalian systems the sequence of reactions is carried out by fatty acid sl,nthase.
Fatty acid synthase is a fascinatingenzqe complex that is still studied intensely
In bacteria it is a complex of several proteins, whereas in mammalian cells it is a single multifunctional protein. Either acetyl coA or buryryl coA is rhe priming unir for
fatty acid synthesis, and the methyl end of rhese primers becomes the methyl end of

palmitate. Addition of the rest of the two-carbon unirs requires acrivarion of rhe
methyl carbon of acetyl CoA by carboxylation to malonyl coA. However, co2 added
in this process is lost when condensation of malonyl coA to the growing chain occurs, so carbon atoms in the palmitate chain originate only from acetyl CoA.

Formation of Malonyl CoA ls the Commitment
Step

of

Fatty

Acid Synthesr's

The reaction that commits acetyl CoA to fatty acid slmthesis is its carboxylarion to
malonyl coA by the en4rme acetyl-coA carboxylase (Figure 16.6). This reacrion
is similar in many ways to carboxylation of p),ruvate, which is catalyzed by py*vate carboxylase and starts the process of gluconeogenesis. The reaction requires
AfP and HCO3- as the source of CO2. As with pyruvate carboxylase, the flirst step
is formation of activated Co2 on the biotin moiety of acetyl-CoA carboxylase using
energy from AfP This is then transferred to aceryl CoA.
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase, a key control point in the overall sl,nthesis of fatty acids,
can be isolated in a protomeric state that is inactive. The protomers aggrega[e to form
enz)rynatically active pollrners upon addition o[ citrate in yitro. Palmitoyl CoA in yitro
o
il

CH3-C-SCoA + HCO3-

+

Acetyl CoA

ATP

----------------

acetyl-CoA

carborylase

o
lt

-OOC-CH2-C-SCoA +,H2o +ADP +
Malonyl CoA

FIGURE 16.6

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase reaction.

Pi
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inhibits the en4rme. The action of these two effectors is very logrcal. Increased synthesis of fatty acids to store energy is desirable when citrate is in high concentration,
and decreased synthesis is necessary if high levels of product accumulate. However,
the degree to which these regulatory mechanisms operate in vivo is still unclear.

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase is also controlled by a cAMP-mediated phosphoryla-

tion-dephosphorylation mechanism in which the phosphorylated enzyme is less
active than the dephosphorylated one. There is evidence that phosphorylation is
promoted by glucagon (via cAMP) as well as by AMP (via an AMP-activated kinase)
and that the active form is fostered by insulin. These effects of hormone-mediated
phosphorylation are separate from the allosteric effects of citrate and palmitoyl CoA
(see Table 16.2).

TABLE

16.2

Regulation of Fatty Acid Synthesis

P

almitate Bio synthe sis

Citrate

Acetyl-CoA
carboxylase
Short

tenn

[o.g
tenn

C16-C18 acyl CoAs
Insulin

Allosteric activation
Allosteric inhibition
Stimulation

Glucagon
cAMP and AMP-mediated
phosphorylation
Dephosphorylation

Inhibition
Inhibition

High-carbohydrate
diet
Fat-free diet

Stimulation by increased

High-fat diet/PUFtu

lnhibition by decreased

Fasting

Inhibition by decreased

Glucagon

enzwe synthesis
lnhibition by decreased

Stimulation

enz)nne synthesis

Stimulation by increased
enzyme q,nthesis
enzyme synthesis

enzyme synthesis

Fatty acid
synthase

Fat-free diet

Allosteric activation
Stimulation by increased
enalme synthesis
Stimulation by increased

High-fat diet/PUFtu

Inhibition by decreased

Fasting

Inhibition by decreased

Glucagon

Inhibition by decreased

Phosphorylated sugars
High-carbohydrate diet

enzyme synthesis

enzpe

synthesis

erzyme synthesis
en4/me synthesis
Bioslmthesk oJ Fatty Aciik Other thm Palmitate
Fatty acid
slmthase

Stearyl-CoA

High ratio of methylmalonyl

lncreased synthesis

CoAlmalonyl CoA
Thioesterase cofactor

methylated fatty acids
Termination of synthesis
with short-chain
product
Stimulation of unsaturated fatty acid

Various hormones

desaturase

of

synthesis by
increased
Dietary polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFtu)

enzFe

synthesis
Decreased activity
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Slnthesis of acety'-CoA carboxylase is also regulated, more enzqe being produced by animals on high-carbohydrate or flat-free diets and less on fasting or highfat diets.

Reaction Seguence for the Synthesis of Palmitic Acid
The first step catalyzed by fatty acid slmthase in bacteria is transacylation of the
primer molecule, either acetyl CoA or butyryl CoA, to a 4'-phosphopantetheine
moiety on a prolein constituent of rhe multienzyme complex. This is the acyl
carrier protein (ACP) and its phosphopantetheine unit is idenrical with that in
CoA. The mammalian enzpe also contains a phosphopantetheine. Six or seven
two-carbon units are then added sequentially to the enzyme complex until the
palmitate molecule is completed. After each addition of a two-carbon unir a series
of reductive steps takes place. The reaction sequence srarting with an acetyl CoA
primer and leading to butyryl-ACP is as presented inFigure 16.7.
The next round of synthesis is initiated by transfer of the newly formed fatty
acid chain from 4'-phosphopantetheine moiety of ACP to a functional
-SH group
of p-ketoacyl-ACP synthase (analogous to Reacrion 3a). This liberates the
-SH
group of ACP for acceptance of a second malonyl unit from malonyl CoA (Reac-

Oo
ilil

(1) CH3-C-SCoA+

H

CH3-C-

O

ll
(2) -OOC-CH2-C-SCoA

+

H

+CoASH

(acyl carrier protein)
malonvltransferase
----------------

o
il

-OOC

+

-C -S

CoASH

p-ketoacyl-

O
ll
(3) (a) CH3-Co
il
(b) cH3- c
-s -

-CH2

(acyl

carrierprotein)
svnthase

O
ll

CH3-C-S-Enz +

+ Enz-SH

...,
?
Enz + -ooc
cH2
- c -s
-

/..

P-ketoac,l-

(acYl carrier Protein)

synthase

>

oo

[il
- CH3-C-CH2-CO
9
ll
ll
(4) CH3-C-CH2-C-

+

+ CO2+Enz-SH

p-ketoacyF
(acyl carrier protein)
reductase

NADPH

+ H+ ----------------

oHo
ttl
CH3- CH-CH2-COH
O
I
ll
(5) CHs- CH-CH2-CO
ll
(6) CHs CH:CH-C-

H

p-hydroxyacyF
(acyl carrier

protein)
dehydratase

+ MDPH { H+

NADP+

O
ll

CHg-CH= CH-C-

+

enoyl(acyl carrier Protein)
reductase

il
CH3-CH2-CH2-C-S
FICURE 15.7
Reactions catalyzed, by fatty acid synthase.

+

+

NADP+

H2O
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tion 2) and allows Reactions 3b to 6 to generate hexanoyl-ACP The process is reil

CHs- (CH2)1a-C

peated five more times at which point palmitoyl-ACP is acted upon by a thioesterase

CH3- (CH2)1a-COO-

other cycle of fatty acid synthesis can begi.n.

Mammalian Fatty Acid Synthase ls a Multifunctional Polypeptide
The reaction sequence given above is the basic pattern for fatty acid slmthesis in
IMng systems. Details of the reaction mechanisms are still unclear and may vary
between species. The en4rme complex termed fatty acid slmthase calalyzes all these
reactions, but its structure and properties vary considerably. The individual enzymes in Escherichia coli are dissociable. By contrast, mammalian fatty acid
synthase is composed of two possibly identical subunits, each of which is a multienzlrne polypeptide containing all of the necessary catalytic activities in a linear
array. There are variations in the enz)'rne between mammalian species and tissues.
It appears that the growing fatty acid chain is continually bound to the multifunctional protein and is sequentlaliy transferred between the 4'-phosphopantetheine group of ACB a domain on the protein, and the sulfhydryl group of a cysteine
residue on B-ketoacyl-ACP qmthase during the condensation reaction (Reaction 3,
Figure 16.7) (see also Figure 16.9). An intermediate acylation to a serine residue

probably takes place when acyl CoA units add to enzyme-bound ACP

in

the

transacylase reactions.

Regulation of palmitate slrrthesis probably occurs primarily by control of the
rate of synthesis and degradation of the fatty acid s),nthase. The agents and conditions that do this are given in Tabie 16.2. They are logical in terms of balancing an
efficient utilization of the various biological energy substrates.

Stoichiometry of Fatty Acid Biosynthesis
For acetyl CoA as the primer for palmitate bioslmthesis, the overall reaction is

o

o

il
CH3-C-SCoA +7 -OOC-CHr-C-SCoA
ll

+ 14 NADPH * 14 H+ -------->
CH3-(CH2),4-COO- + 7 CO2+ 14 NADP+ + 8 CoASH + 6 HrO

To calculate the energy needed for the overall conversion of acetyl CoA to palmitate, we must add the ATP used in formation of malonyl CoA:

o

o
il

7

CH3-C-SCoA + 7 CO"+

7 ATP -------+ 7

il

-OOC-CHr-C-SCoA + TADP +

7

Pi

Then the stoichiometry for conversion of acetyl CoA to palmitate is

o
lt

8

CHS-C-SCoA +

7 ATP +

14 NADPH + 14 H+

o

---+

il

CH3-(CHJ14-C-O- +SCoASH +7ADP+

7 Pi +6 H2O

+14

NAOP*

Acetyl CoA ls Transported from Mitochondria
to Cytosol for Palmitate Synthesrs
Fatty acid syrrthase and acetyl-CoA carboxylase are found in the cytosol where
biosynthesis of palmitate occurs. Mammalian tissues must use special processes to
ensure an adequate supply of acety' CoA and NADPH for this syrrthesis in the cytosol. The major source of acetyl CoA is the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction in the
matrix of mitochondria. Since the mitochondrial inner membrane is not readily permeable to acetyl CoA, a process involving citrate moves a C2 unit to the cytosol for
palmitate bioslmthesis. This mechanism (Figure 16.I0) takes advantage of the facts
itochondria to cytosol ia a tricarboxylate

+

1""
*_*

with production of free palmitic acid (Figure 16.8). Note that at this stage the
sulfhydryl groups of ACP and B-ketoacyl-ACP s1n:rrhase are both free so that an-

FIGURE 16.8
Release of palmitic acid from

thase.

Hzo

+

fatty acid syn-
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o

CHs-CH2(CH2)1s-COO-

sH

CHs-

1

C-

SCoA

(or butyryl CoA)

o
il
q{3-Clt-(CH2)1s- C-

S

HS

Repeat reactions

1-5sixtirhes

;OOC

\

- CH2- C-

SCoA

(or methylmalonyl CoA)

\

\
o

s-

8-c.|-rz- coo-

oi(

s-[r"r.

PhP = 4lphosphopantetheine on acyl
carrier protein
Cys = enzyme protein cysteine

SH
= tatty acid synthase

FIGURE 16.9
Proposed mechanism of elongation reactions taking place on mammalian fatty acid
synthase.

transporter (see p. 583) and that an enzBe exists in cytosol to convert citrate to
acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate. When there is an excess of citrate from the TCA cycle,
this intermediate will pass into the cytosol and supply acetyl CoA for fatty acid
biosynthesis. The cleavage reaction, which is energy requiring, is catalyzed by
ATP-citrate lyase:
citrate + ATP

+

CoA

+

acetyl CoA + ADP

+

P,

+

o*ule2sgt4te

This mechanism has other advantages because CO2 and NADPH for slmthesis

of palmitate can be produced from excess cytosolic oxaloacetate. As shown in
Figure 16.10, NADH reduces oxalacetate to malate via malate dehydrogenase, and
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Mitochondrial Matrix

Cytosol

Pyruvate

Glycolysis

Pyruvate

carborylase

Pyruvate
dehydrogenase
complex

Oxaloacetate AcetylCoA
Acetyl CoA

lyase

Citrate
synthase

Citrate

FIGURE 16.10

Mechanism for transfer of acetyl CoA from
mitochondria to cytosol for fatty acid biosynthesis.

mala[e is then decarboxylated by NADP-linked malic enzyme (malate:NADP+
oxidoreductase-decarboxylating) to produce NADPH, pyruvate, and CO2. Thus
NADPH is produced from NADH generated in glycolysis The cycie is completed
by return of pyruvate to mitochondria where it can be carboxylated to regenerate
oxaloacetate, as described in the process of gluconeogenesis (see p. 633).
In summary, I NADH is converted to NADPH for each acetyl CoA transferred
from mi[ochondria to cytosol, each [ransfer requiring 1 ATP The transfer of the
8 acetyl CoA used for each molecule of palmitate supplies 8 NADPH. Since the
bioslmthesis of each palmitate requires 14 NADPH, the other 6 NADPH must be
supplied by the pentose phosphate pathway also present in the cytosol. This stoichiometry is, of course. hypothetical. The in yivo relationships are complicated because transport ol citrate and other di- and tricarboxylic acids across the inner mitochondrial membrane occurs by one-for-one exchanges. The actuai flow rates are
probably controlled by a composite of the concentra[ion gradients of several of
[hese exchange systems.

Palmitate Is the Precursor of Other Fatty Acids
Humans can syrrthesize all of the fatty acids they need from palmitate except the
essential, pol1-unsaturated fatty acids (see p 697). These sJntheses involve a vaiety
of enzyme systems in a number of locations in cells. Palmitate produced by farty
acid synthase is modified by three processes: elonga[ion, desaturation, and
hydroxylation.

Elongation Reactions
In mammals elongation of fatty acids occurs in eilher rhe endoplasmic reticulum
or mitochondria; the processes are slightly different in these two loci. ln the endoplasmic reticulum [he sequence of reaclions is similar to that occurring in the cytosolic fatty acid sJrrthase with malonyl CoA as the source of two-carbon uni[s and
NADPH providing the reducing power. The preferred substrate for elongation is
palmitoyl CoA. ln contrast to palmitate sFrthesis, intermediates in subsequent reactions are CoA esters rather than attached to a prorein, suggesting that the process
is carried out by separate enzyrnes rather than a complex like fatty acid sprthase.
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til
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In most tissues this elongation system in the endoplasmic reticulum converts palmitate to slearate almost exclusively Brain, however, con[ains one or more additional
elongation sys[ems, which sl,nthesize longer chain acids (up to C2a) needed for
brain lipids. These other systems also use malonyl CoA as subs[rare.
The elongation system in mitochondria uses acetyl CoA as the source of
the added two-carbon units and both NADH and NADPH serve as reducing
agents (Figure 16.I1). This system operares by reversal of the pathway of fatty acid

B-oxidation (see Section 16.6, p. 713) wirh rhe exception that NADPH-linked
enoyl-CoA reduc[ase (last step of elongation) replaces FAD-linked acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (first step in B-oxidation). The process has little acriviry with acyl-CoA
substrates o[ C16 or longer, suggesting that it serves primariiy in elongation of
shorter chain species.

Formation of Monoenoic Acids by Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase
In higher animals desaturation of fatty acids occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum,
and rhe oxidizing system used to in[roduce cis double bonds is significantly different
from the main fatty acid oxidation process in mitochondria. The sys[ems in endoplasmic reticulum have sometimes been termed "mixed function oxidases" because the enz)T nes simultaneously oxidize two substrates. In fatty acid desaturation
one of these substrates is NADPH and the other is rhe fatty acid. Electrons from
NADPH are transferred through a specific flavoprotein reductase and a cytochrome
to "active oxygen" so that it will rhen oxidize rhe farty acid. Although [he complete mechanism has not been derermined, this latter step may involve a hydroxylation. The three components of the system are [he desaturase errzyrrre, cytochrome
b5, arld NADPH-cytochrome b5 reductase. The overall reacrion is

R-CH2-CHz-(CHz)z-COOH + NADPH + H+ + 02
R-CH:CH-(CH2)7-COOH + NADP+ + 2 HzO

H+

NADP+

The en4rme specificity is such that the R group must contain at least six carbon
o

R-cH2

--+

-cH2- cH2-8-scon

FIGURE 15.11

Mitochondrial elongation of fatty acids.

atoms.

Mechanisms that regulate conversion of palmitate to unsaturated fatty acids are
complex. An important consideration is the conlrol of the amounts synthesized of
different unsaturated fatty acids for proper balanced maintenance of rhe physlcal
state of stored triacylglycerols and membrane phospholipids. A committed srep in
the formation of unsaturated fatty acids from palmitate or steara[e is introduction
of the first double bond between c-9 and C-10 atoms by stearoyl-coA desaturase
to produce palmitoleic or oleic acid, respecrively The acriviry of this en4,.rne and
its synthesis are controlled by both dietary and hormonal mechanisms. lncreasing
the amounts of dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids in experimental animals decreases the activity of stearoyl-CoA desarurase in liver, while insulin, triiodothyronine, and hydrocortisone cause its induction.

Formation and Modification of Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids
A variery of polyunsaturated fatty acids are slrrrhesized by humans through

a

combination of elongation and desaturation reactions. Once the inirial double bond
has been placed between carbons 9 and 10 by stearoyl-CoA desaturase, additional
double bonds can be introduced just beyond C-4, C-5 , or C-6 aroms. Desatura[ion
at C-8 probably occurs also in some tissues. The positions of these desaturations
are shown in Figure 16.12. The relative specificities of the tarious enz),rnes are

t=o=o=o
fsl
9EI
I

>ll
o=l

Positions in the fatty acid chain where desaturation can occur in
the human.
There must always be at least six single bonds in the chain toward rhe
methyl end of the molecule just beyond the bond being desaturated.
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FIGURE 16.12
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still to be determined completely, but it seems that elongation and desaturation
can occur in either order. Conversion of linolenic acid to all cis-4,7, 10, 13, 16,
19-docosahexaenoic acid in brain is a specific example of such a sequence.
CH3-(CHr-CH1
Linolenic

acioflr l/

CH).-CH2-CH2- -CH2-CH2-CHr-CHr-COOH
|

J
CH3-(CH,

CH)s
-CH:
ltt''Y -CHr-CH:

desaturase"

CH-CH2-CH2

-CHr-CH, -COOH

leronsation
+

CH3-(CHr-CH: Cf)s-CHr-CH:CH-CHr-C 2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CHr-COOH

(r<-r:9)

1,,A5-desaturas,
+

CH3-(CH,

CH)s-CHr-CH:CH-CHr-CH:CH-CH:
(e o' -r'

CHz-CH,

-CH2 -COOH
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+
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cH,

-

CH:
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J
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-CH:l? L"bl -CHr-CH:CH-CHr-CH:CH-

CHz-CH: CH-CH,

-CH, -COOH

All- ci *4,7,1 0,1 3, 1 6, 1 9-docosahexaqnoic acid

Polyunsaturated fatty acids, particularly arachidonic acid, are precursors of the
highly active prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes. Different classes of
prostaglandins are formed depending on the precursor fatty acid and the sequence
of oxidations that convert the acids to active compounds. A detailed discussion of
these substances and their formation is found in Chapter l7 (see p.766). Polyunsaturated fatty acids in living systems have a significant potential for auto-oxidation, a process that may have important physiological and./or pathological consequences. Auto-oxidation reactions cause rancidity in fats and curing of linseed oil

ln palnts.
Formation of Hydrory Fatty Acids in Nerve Irssue
There are apparently two different processes that produce c-hydroxy fatty acids in
higher animals. One occurs in the mitochondria of many tissues and ac[s on relatively short-chain fatty acids (see Section I6.6, p. 713). The other has been demonstrated only in tissues of the nervous system where it produces long-chain fatty
acids with a hydroxyl group on C-2. These are needed for the formation of some
myelin lipids. The specific case of o-hydroxylation of lignoceric acid to cerebronic
acid has been studied. These enzyrnes preferentially use C22 and C2a fatty acids and
show characteristics of the "mixed function oxidase" systems, requiring molecular

oxygen and NADH or NADPH. This synthesis may be closely coordinated with
biosy,nthesis of sphingolipids that contain hydroxylated fatty acids.

Fatty Acid Synthase Can Produce Fatty
Acids Other Than Palmitate
Synthesis and modification of palmitate account for the great bulk of fatty acid
rynthesis in the human body, particularly that involved in energy storage. However,
smaller amounts of different fatty acids are needed for specific structural or functional purposes. These acids are produced by modification of the process carried
out by fatty acid slmthase. Two examples are production of fatty acids shorter than
palmitate in mammary glands and s)'nthesis of branched-chain fatty acids in certain secretory glands.
Milk produced by many animals contains varying amounts of fatty acids with

shor[er chain lengths than palmitate The amounts produced by mammary gland
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vary with species and especial}y with the physiologlcal slate of the animal. This
is probably true of humans, although most investigations have been carried out
with rats, rabbits, and various ruminants The same fatty acid slmthase that produces palmitate synthesizes shorter chain acids when the linkage of the growing
chain with acyl carrier protein is split before the full C16 chain is completed. This
hydrolysis is caused by soluble thioesterases whose activity is under hormonal
con[ro1.

There are relatively few branched-chain fatty acids in higher animals. Until re-

cently, their metabolism has been studied mostly in primitive species such as
mycobacteria, where they are present in greater variety and amount. Simple
branched-chain fatty acids are s),nthesized by tissues of higher animals for specific
purposes, such as the production of waxes in sebaceous g).ands and avian preen
glands and the elaboration of struclures in echo-locating systems of porpoises.
The majority of branched-chain fatty acids in higher animals are slrrthesized
by farty acid sprthase and are methyiated derivatives of saturated, straight-chain
acids. When methylmalonyl CoA is used as a substrate instead of malonyl CoA, a
methyl side chain is inserted in the fatty acid, and the reac[ion is as follows:

o
CH3

-

(CHr),

il

-

C

-

cH-o
SACP + HOOC

t

-

CH

'

-

tl

C

-

SCoA -------->

? ?',?
CH-C-SACP +

cH3- (cH2),-C

-

CO, +

664

Regular reduction steps then follow. These reactions occur in many tissues normally
aL a rale several orders of magnitude lower than the utili.zation of malonyl CoA to
produce palmitate. The proportion of branched-chain fatty acids s)-nthesized is
largely governed by the relative availability of the two precursors. An increase in
branching can occur by decreasing the ratio of malonyl CoA to methylmalonyl CoA.
A malonyl-CoA decarboxylase capable of causing this decrease occurs in many tissues. It has been suggested tha[ increased levels of methylmalonyl CoA in pathological situations, such as vitamin B,, deficiency, can lead [o excessive production

of branched-chain fatty acids.

Fatty Acyl CoAs May Be Reduced

to

Fatty Alcohols

As discussed in Chapter 17 (see p. 740), many phospholipids con[ain fauy acid
chains in ether linkage rather than ester linkage The biosy,nthetic precursors of
these ether-linked chains are fatty alcohols (Figure 16.13) rather than fatty acids.
These alcohols are formed in higher animals by a two-step, NADPH-linked reduction

of fatty acyl CoAs in the endoplasmic reticulum. In tissues that produce relatively
large amounts of ether-containing lipids, the concurrent production of fatty acids
and fatty alcohols is probably closely coordinated.

16.4

I sroRAGE oF FATTY ACIDS

AS TRTACYLGLYCEROL

Most body tissues conver[ fatty acids to triacylglycerol by a common sequence o[
reactions, but liver and adipose [issue carry out this process to the greatest ex[ent.
Adipose tissue is a specialized connective tissue designed for slmthesis, sLorage, and
hydrolysis of triacylglycerols. This is the main system for long-term energy storage
in humans. We are concerned here with white adipose tissue as opposed to brown
adipose tissue, which occurs in much lesser amounts and has other specialized
functions. Tiiacylglycerols are s[ored as lipid droplets in the cytopiasm, but this is
not "dead storage" since they turn over with an ayeruge half-iife of only a few days.
Thus, in a homeostatic situation, there is continuous s),nthesis and breakdown of
triacylglycerols in adipose tissue Some storage also occurs in skeletal and cardiac
muscle, but only for local consumption.

sroRACE oF FATTv ACIDS

AS

TRTACvLCLvcERoL

I lOl

Tiiacylglycerol slmthesis in liver is primarily for production of blood lipoproteins, although the products can serye as energy sources for the liver. Required farty
acids may come from the diet, from adipose tissue via blood transport, or from
de noyo biosynthesis. Acetyl CoA for bioslmthesis is derived principally from glucose catabolism.

Triacylglycero[s Are Synthesized from Fatty Acyl CoAs
and Clycerol 3-Phosphate in Most Tissues
Tiiacylglycerols are sy,nthesized in most tissues from activated fatty acids and a
product o[ glucose catabolism, which can be either glycerol 3-phosphate or dihydroxyacetone phosphate_(see Figure 16.14). Glycerol 3-phosphate is formed either by reduction of dlhydroxyacetone phosphate produced in glycoiysis or by
phosphorylation of glycerol. White adipose tissue contains little or no glycerol kinase, so it derives glycerol phosphate from glycolytic intermediates. Fatty acids are
activated by conversion to their CoA esters in the following reactron:

o\
il

R-C-O

+ATP +

acyl-CoA ?
ll

CoASH

svnlheiase

This two-step reaction has an acyl adenylate as intermediate and is driven by hydrolysis of pyrophosphate to Pr.
Synthesis of triacylglycerols involves formation of phosphatidic acid, which
is a key intermediate in slmthesis of other lipids as well (see Chaprer 17 , p. 734).

This may be formed by two sequential acylations of glycerol 3-phosphate, as
shown in Figure 16.15. Alternatively, dihydroxyacetone phosphate may be acylated

cH2oH
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FIGURE 16.14

Alternative pathways for biosynthesis of triacylglycerol from dihydroryacetone
phosphate.

FIGURE 16.15

Synthesis of phosphatidic acid from glycerol
3-phosphate.
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directly at C-I followed by reduction at C-2. The resultant lysophosphatidic acid
can then be further esterified, as illustrated in Figure 16.16. If phospharidic acid
from either of these routes is used for s),nthesis of triacylglycerol, the phosphate
group is next hydrolyzed by phosphatidate phosphatase to yield diacylglycerol,
which is then acylated to triacylglycerol (Figure 16.17).
In intestinal mucosa cells synthesis of triacylglycerol does nor require formation of phosphatidic acid as descrlbed above. A major producr of intestinal
digestion of lipids is 2-monoacylglycerols, which ar€ absorbed as such inro
mucosa cells. An enzyme in these cells catalyzes acylation of these monoacylglycerols with acyl CoA to form 1,2-diacylglycerols, which then can be further

CH2OH
I

O:CH
I

CH2-O -PO32-

o
cHz

o:c

acylated.

II

-o-c-R

I

I

cHz-

o-

PO32-

Acyldihydroxyacetone phosphate
NADPH

+

H+

reductase
NADP+

o

The specificity of the acylation reacrions in all these reactions is still
quite controversial. Analysis of fatty acid patterns in triacylglycerols from
various human tissues shows that the distribution o[ different acids on the
three positions of glycerol is neither random nor absolutely specific. Patterns in
various tissues are different. Palmitic acid tends to be concentrated in position
1 and oleic acid in positions 2 and 3 of human adipose tissue triacylglycerols.
fwo main factors that determine localization o[ a particular fatty acid to a
given position on glycerol are the specificity of acyltransferase involved and relative availability of different fatty acids in the fatty acyl CoA pool. Other
factors are probably involved but their relative importance has not been
determined.
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Synthesis of triacylglycerol from phosphatidic acid.
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Mobilization of Triacylglycerols Requires Hydrolysis
The first step in recovering stored fatty acids for energy production is hydrolysis of
triacylglycerols. A variety of lipases caralyze this reaction, [he sequence of hydrolysis from the three positions on glycerol depending on the specificities of the particular lipases involved.

o
tl

o cH,-o-c-R

il tO +3H2O
tll
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cH,
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I

HO-CH

--------------)
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ooo
il
il
+ R-C-OH + R'-C-OH + R'-C-OH
tl

I

cHr-oH
Lipases

in adipose [lssue are key enzymes for

release of the major energy stores and

the lipase tha[ removes the first fatty acid is a conlrolled enzyme, a hormonesensitive lipase. Thls control of triacylglycerol hydrolysis must be balanced wirh
the process of triacylglycerol sy,nthesis [o assure adequate energy stores and avoid
obesity (see Clin. Corr. 16 I and 16.2). Fatty acids and glycerol produced by adipose tissue lipases are released to circulating blood, where fatty acids are bound by
serum albumin and transported to tissues for use. Glycerol relurns to liver, where
it is converted to dihydroxyacetone phosphate and enters glycolytic or gluconeogenic pathways.

CTINICAT CORRETATION

,I

6.1

Obesity
The terms obesity and overweight refer to excess in body weight re1ative to height. fheir definitions are arbitrary and are based on
actuarial estimates of ideal body weight (IBW), that is, body weight
associated with the lowest morbidity and mortality Relative weight is
body weight relative to IBW: overweight is defined as relative weight
up to 20olo above normal and obesity is relative weight over 20%
above IBW The body mass index (BMI) is correlated well with measures o[ body fat and is defined as weight (kg) divided by heighr2 (m2)
Overweight is defined as a BMI of 25-30 kg per m2 and obesity as a
BMI > 30 kg per m2. Skinfold thickness is also a measure of body fat
stores

The cause of most cases of obesity rs not known. Endocrine dissuch as hypothyroidism or Cushing's disease (overproduction of
corticosteroids) are rare causes. So are mutatrons in the genes encoding
the newly discovered hormone, leptin, or its receptor (see Clin. Corr
16.2) Genetic factors interact with environmental factors: B0% ol
children of two obese parents will be obese, while only 14olo of children of normal weight parents are obese. The major mechanism of
weight gain is consumption of calories in excess of daily energy reeases

quirements, but the normal processes controlling food intake and

energy dissipation are not very well understood Rarelx tumors of the

hypothalamus result in pathologlcal overeating (hyperphagia) Horvever, a specific defect in most cases of human obesrty has not been
demonstrated.

Treatment of obesity, a problem of epidemic proportions in developed countries, revolves about dietary restriction, increased physical activity, and behavior modification The real problem is to modify
the patients' eating pattems long-term, and even in those rvho lose
weight, regain of the weight is very common Currently no pharmacological agents are effective in promoting longterm weight control.
Surgery to limit the size ol the gastric resen,oir can be considered for
patients over 100o/o above lBW Medical complications of obesity include a two- to threefold increase in hypertension, gallstones, and diabetes and fivefold rncrease ln risk of endometrial carcinoma Obese
patients have decreased plasma antithrombin III levels, which predisposes them to venous thrombosis (see Clin Corr. 15.12)

G A Complications of obesity Ann Intern Med 103:1052, 1985; and
G A The sy,ndromes of obesity: an endocrine approach In: L J. DeGroot
(Ed). Endocnnology, Vol 3, 3rd ed Philadelphia: Saunders, 1995, p 2624

Bray,
Bray,
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Leptin and Obesity
ln 1991 the OB gene of mice, its protein product, and their human
homologues were identified The human gene encodes a poiypeptide
of 166 amino acids that is expressed in adipose rissue in proportion
to the seventy of the obesity The secreted protein, called leptin, contains 146 amino acids, can be measured by immunoassay, and is
highly homologous [o the murine protein.
Mice of the oblob strain thar inherir a nonsense muration in the
leptin gene, leading to a truncated protein of I0,l amino acids that is
not secreted, are obese and diabetic and exhibit reduced activity, metabolism, and body temperature. Injection of recombinant leptin into
mice homozygous for this mutation lowered their food intake, body
weight, percentage of body fat, and serum glucose and insulin concentrations and increased their metabolic rate, body temperature, and
activity level.
A phenotype similar to that of the ob/ob mouse is also found in
the db/db mouse and the falfa Zucker rat, both of which carry murations in the leptin receptor gene causing loss of function of rhis protein As expected, their massive obesity and hypometabolism are unresponsive to leptin administration.

16.s

Inherited defects in the genes for leptin and./or its receptor have
recently been found to be the cause of extreme overeating and massive obesity in a few human subjects One o[ these was a young girl
weighing -200 lb at age 8 who was found to be homozygous for a
mutation in the gene for leptin that prevented the production of a
functional leptin molecule. Treatment of this patient with normai
leptin has resulted in a dramatic reversal of her hyperphagia and
weight gain. However, since most obese individuals produce normal
ieptin and leptin receptors their tendency to overeat and/or gain excessive weight must stem from some other abnormality One possibility is that they are resistant to leptin signaling in the hypothalamus
at a poin[ distal to the leptin-leptin receptor interaction.
Considlne, R.

V, Sinha, M. K, Heiman, M. L,, et al. Serum immunoreactive-

leptin concentrations in normal-weight and obese humans. N Engl l. Med
334:292, 1996; Lee, G H,, Proenca, R, Montez,J M, et al. Abnormal splicing of the leptin receptor in diabetic mice. Nature 379:632,1996; and Farooqi,
I. S , Jebb, S. A , l-angmack, G., et a1. Effects of recombinant leptin therapy in
a child with congenital leprin deficiency. N Engl. J. Med. 341.879,1999.

I METHoDS oF TNTERoRGAN TRANSPoRT oF
FATTY ACIDS

AND THEIR PRIMARY PRODUCTS

Lipid-Based Energy ls Transported in Blood in Different Forms
The energy avaiiable in fauy acids needs to be distributed throughout the body from
the site of fatty acid absorption, biosynthesis, or storage to functioning tissues thar
consume them. This transport is closely integrared with that of other lipids, especially cholesterol, and is intimately involved in pathological processes leading to
atherosclerosis.

In humans, three t)?es of substances are used as vehicles to transport lipidbased energy: (1) chylomicrons and other plasma lipoproteins in which triacylglycerols are carried in protein-coated lipid droplets, both of which conrain other lipids;
(2) fatty acids bound to serum albumin; and (3) so-called kerone bodies, aceroacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate. These three vehicles are used in varying proportions
to carry/ energy in the bloodstream via three routes One is transport of dietary triacylglycerols as chylomicrons throughout the body from the intestine after absorption. Another is transport of lipid-based energy processed by or sgrthesized in liver
and distributed either to adipose tissue for storage or to other tissues for use; this
includes "ketone bodies"' and plasma lipoproteins other than chylomicrons. Finally,
there is transport of energy released from storage in adipose tissue to the rest of the
body in the form of fatty acids that are bound to serum albumin.
The proportion of energy being transported in any one of the modes outlined
above varies considerably with metabolic and physiological state. At any time, the
largest amount of lipid in blood is in the form of triacylglycerol in various lipoproteins. Fatty acids bound to albumin, however, are utilized and replaced very rap-

idly so total energy transport for a given period by this mode may be very
significant.

Plasma Lipoproteins Carry Triacylglycerols and Other Lipids
Plasma lipoproteins are syn[hesized in both intestine and liver and are a heterogeneous group of lipid-protein complexes composed of various types of lipids and

METHoDS oF INTERoRCAN TRANSPoRT oF

FATTY ACIDS

AND THEIR PRIMARY PRODUCTS
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apoproteins (see p. 127 or a detailed discussion ol structure) The two mos[ important vehicles for delivery of lipid-based energy are chylomicrons and very low
density lipoprotein (VLDL), because they contain relatively large amounts of triacylglycerol. Chylomicrons are lormed i.n the intestine and function in absorption
and transport of dietary triacylglycerol, cholesterol, and fat-soluble vitamins. The
exact precursor-product relationships between the other tlpes of plasma lipopro-

teins have yet to be completely defined, as do the roles o[ various protein
components. Liver synthesizes VLDL Fatty acids from trlacylglycerols in VLDL are
taken up by adipose and other tissues In the process VLDLs are converted to low
density lipoproteins (LDLs). The role of high density lipoprotein (HDL) in
lransport of lipid-based energy i.s yet to be clarified A11 of these hpoprolerns are tntegrally involved in rransporr of other lipids, especially cholesterol. Lipid components can interchange to some exlent between different classes of lipoprotein, and
some apoproteins probably have functional roles in modifpng enzyme activity during exchange of lipids between plasma lipoproteins and [issues. Other apoproteins
serve as specific recognltion sltes for cell surface receptors Such interaction
constitu[es the first step in receptor-mediated endocytosis of certain lipoproteins A
detailed discussion of the lunction of plasma lipoproteins is presented on page 745
Studies of rare genetic abnormalities have been helpful in explaining the roles of
some ol these apoproteins (see C1in. Corr 16.3)
Fatty Acids Are Bound

to

Serum Albumin

Serum albumin acts as a carrier for a number of substances in blood, some of the
most important being fatty acids These acids are waler insoluble in themselves, but
when they are released into plasma during trlacylglycerol hydrolysis they are quickly
bound to albumin. Albumin has a number of binding sites for fatty acid, some of
them having very high affinity. Satura[ion of albumin actually with fatty acids is far
from maximal, but the turnover of these fatty acids is high, so binding by this mechanism constitutes a major route of energy transfer.

CTINICAT CORRELATION 1

6.3

Cenetic Abnormalities

Li p

i

d-Energy Transport

that affect the transport of lipid-based energy frequently result in abnormally high plasma triacylglycerol, cholesterol, or both.
They are classified as hyperlipidemias Some of them are genetically
transmitted, and presumably they result lrom the alterat.ion or lack of
one or more proteins involved in the production or processing of
plasma lipids. The nature and function of all of these proteins is yet
to be determined, so the elucidation of exact causes o[ the pathology
in most of these dlseases is stiil in the early stages. However, in several cases a specific protein abnormality has been associated with altered lipid transpofi in the patrent's plasma.
Diseases

In the extremely rare disease, analbuminemia, there is an almost
complete lack of serum albumin In a rat strain with analbuminemia,
a 7-base-pair deletion in an intron of the albumin gene results in the
inability to process the nuclear mRNA for albumin Despite the many
functions of this protein, the symptoms of the disease are surprisingly
mild Lack of serum albumin effectively ellminates the transport of
fatty acids unless they are esterlfled in acylglycerols or complex lipids.
However, since patients with analbuminemia do have elevated plasma
triacylglycerot levels, presumably the deficiency in lipid-based energy
transport caused by the absence of albumin to caffy fatty acids is
filled by increased use of plasma lipoproteins to caffy triacylglycerols

A more serious genetic defect is the absence ol lipoprotein lipase
The major problem here is the inability to process chylomicrons after
a fatty meai Pathological fat deposits occur in the skin (eruprive xanthomas) and the patients typically suffer from pancreatitis If patients
are put on a low-fat diet they respond reasonably well
Another rare but more severe disease, abetalipoproreinemia. is
caused by defective s)'nthesis o[ apoprotein B, an essential component
in the formation of chylomicrons and VLDL Under these circumstances the major pathway for transporting lipid-based energy from
the diet to the body is unavailable. Chylomicrons, \'LDL, and LDL are
absent from the plasma and fat absorptron ls deficrent or nonexistent
There are other sedous sfnptoms, including neuropathy and red cell
deformities whose etiology is less clear

P Structure and metabolism of plasma lipoproteins
w S SIy, and D Valle (Eds), rhe Metdbollc
andMolecular Bases oJ InheitedDisease Vo1 II, 7th ed New York: McGraw-Hi1l,
1995, p I841; and Brunzel1, J D Familial lipoprorein lipase deficiency and
other causes of the chylomicronemia slmdrome In: C R Scriver, A L Beudet,
\M S Sly, and D Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Dtsease, Vol I1, 7th ed New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995, p 1913
Havel, R

J

and Kane,

In: C R Scriver,

AL

J

Beaudet,
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Ketone Bodies Are a Lipid-Based Energy Supply

il

il

The third mode of transport of lipid-based energy-yelding molecules is in the form

cH3-c-cH2-c-oH
Acetoacetic acid

oHo

tlt

cH3-cH-cH2-c-oH
B-Hydrorybutyric acid
FIGURE 15.18

Structures of ketone bodies.

of small water-soluble molecules, acetoacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate (Figure 16.18), produced primarily by liver during oxidation of fatty acids. The reactions involved in their formation and utilization will be discussed later. Under certain conditions, these substances can reach excessive concentrations in blood,
leading to ketosis and acidosis. Spontaneous decarboxylation of acetoacetate to
acetone also occurs, which is detectable as the smell of acetone in the breath wHen
acetoacetate concentrations are high. This led early investigators to call the group
of soluble products "ketone bodies." In fact, B-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate are
continually produced by liver and, to a lesser extent, by kidney. Skeletal and cardiac muscle utilize them to produce AfP Nervous tissue, Which normally obtains
almost all of its energy from glucose, is unable to take up and use fatty acids bound
to albumin for energlr production. However, it can use ketone bodies when glucose
supplies are insufficient such as in prolonged fasting or starvation.

Lipases Hydrolyze Blood Triacylglycerols for Their
Fatty Acids to Become Available to Tissues
Fatty acids bound to albumin and ketone bodies are readlly taken up by various
tissues for oxidation and production o[ATP The energy in fatty acids stored or circulated as triacylglycerols, however, is not directly available, but rather triacylglycerols must be en4rmatically hydrolyzed to release the fatty acids and glycerol.
Lipoprotein lipase hydrolyzes triacylglycerols in plasma lipoproteins. Lipoprotein
lipase is located on the surface of endothelial cells of capilfaries and possibly of adjoining tissue cells. lt hydrolyzes fatty acids from the I and./or 3 position of tri- and
diacylglycerols present in VLDL or chylomicrons. One of the lipoprotein apoproteins (ApoC-lI) must be present to activate the process. Fatty acids released are either bound to serum albumin or taken up by the tissue. Monoacylglycerol products
may either pass into the cells or be further hydrolyzed by serum monoacylglycerol
hydrolase.
A completely distinct type of lipase controls mobilization of fatty acids from triacylglycerols stored in adipose tissue. One of them, the hormone-sensitive triacylglycerol lipase, is controlled by a cAMP-mediated mechanism. There are other
lipases in the tissue, but the enzqe attacking triacylglycerols initiates the process.
Two other lipases then rapidly complete the hydrolysis of mono- and diacylglycerols, releasing fatty acids to plasma where they are bound to serum albumin.
Tiiacylglycerol metabolism is tightly controlled by both hormones and required cofactors. Some of the key regulatory factors are presented in Table 16.3.

TABLE

16.3

Regulation of Triacylglycerol Metabolism

TttaqlglycetolMobikzation
"Hormone-sensitive"
lipase

"Lipolytic hormones"
(e g , epinephrine,

glucagon, and ACTH)

Lipoprotein lipase

Stimulation by cAMPmediated phosphorylation
of relatively inactive ena(ne

Insulin

Inhibition

Prostaglandins

lnhibition

Apolipoprotein C-II
Insulin

Activation

Activation

Triacylgly cerol Bio gmthe sis
Phosphatldare
phosphatase

Steroid hormones

Stimulation by increased
enzyme syrrthesis

\
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16.6

I uilLrzATroN oF FATTY ACTDS
FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION

Fatty acids that arrive at the surface of cells are taken up and used for energy production p.rfiitity in mitochondria in a process intimately integrated with energy
generation from other sources. Energy-rich intermediates produced from fatty acids
are the same as those obtained from sugars, that is, NADH and FADH2 The final
stages of the lxidation process are exactly lhe same as for carbohydrates, that is,
the metabolism of acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle and production of ATP in the mitochondrial electron transporl system.
Utilization of fatty acids for energy production varies considerably from tissue
to tissue and depends to a significant extent on the metabolic status of the body,
whether it is fed or fasted, exercising or at rest. For instance, nervous tissue oxidizes fatty acids to a minimal degree if at all, bu[ cardiac and skeletal muscle depend heavily on fatty acids as a major energy source. During prolonged fasting most
[issues can use fatty acids or ketone bodies for their energy requirements.
)

B-Oxidation of Straight-Chain Fatty Acids
ls the Major Energy-Producing Process
For the most part, fatty acids are oxidized by a mechanism that is similar to, but
not identical with, a reversal of the process of paimitate sprthesis. That is, twocarbon fragments are removed sequentially from the carboxyl end of the acid after
steps of dehydrogenation, hydration, and oxidation to form a B-keto acid, which
is split by thiolysis. These processes take place while the acid is activated in a
thioes[er linkage to the 4'-phosphopantetheine of CoA.
Fatty Acids Are Activated by Conversion to Fatty Acyl CoA
The first step in oxidation of a fatty acid is its activation to a fatty acyl CoA. This
is the same reaction described for slmthesis of triacylglycerol in Section 16.4 (see

p. 707) and occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum or rhe outer mitochondrial
membrane.

Carnitine Carries Acyl Groups Across the lnner Mitochondrial Membrane

of fatty acyl CoAs are formed outside mitochondria, the oxidizing
machinery is inside the inner membrane, which is impermeable to CoA and its
derivatives. The cell overcomes this prollem by using carnitine (4-trimethylamino-3-hydroxybutyrate) as the carrier of acyl groups across the membrane. The
steps involved are outlined in Figure 16.19. Enzy,rnes on both sides of rhe membrane transfer fatty acyl groups between CoA and carnitine.
Whereas most

N-(cHJ3

O

il

N-(CH.)^

I

I

CH,

I

CH3-(CHr),-C-SCoA + HO-CH-CHr-COOH

#
"",

O
CH^
CHs-(CHJ,-C-O-CX-CHr-COOH

I

palmitoyltranslerase

On the outer mitochondrial membrane the acyl group is transferred to carnitine catalyzedby carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPT I). Acyl carnitine then exchanges
across the inner mitochondrial membrane with free carnitine by a carnirine-acyl
carnitine antiporter translocase. Finally, the fatty acyl group is transferred back to
CoA by carnitine palmitoyltransferase II (CPT II) Iocared on
the matrix side of the inner membrane. This process functions primarily in
mitochondrial transport of fatty acyl CoAs with chain lengths of C12-C18. Genetic
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CH3
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Fatty acyl-CoA

HO

CH3

-

(CH2)2-C

:Ctil
- C-

SCoA

FIGURE 16.19

I

Mechanism for transfer of fatty acids from the cytosol through the inner
mitochondrial membrane for oxidation.

H

trans^2-EnoyFCoA
I

I zHcO

2'

I

abnormalities in the system lead to serious pathology (see CIin. Corr. L6.4). By contrast, entry of shoter chain fatty acids is independent of carnitine because they
cross the inner mitochondrial membrane and become activated to their CoA derivatives in the.matrix.

enoy-FCoA hydratase

I
I

v

HO
CH3

-

(CH2)a-

til CH2- C- SCoA

C

-

B-Oxidation ls a Seguence of Four Reactions

I

OH

The four reactions of B-oxldation are presented in Figure 16.20. Once fatty acy' CoA
is formed at [he inner surface of the inner mitochondrial membrane it -can be oxidized by acy'-CoA dehydrogenase, a flavoprotein that uses FAD as the electron acceptor (Reaction 1). The products are enoyl CoA with a trans double bond between
the C-2 and C-3 atoms and enzyrne-bound FADH2. As in the TCA cycle, the FADH,
transfers its electrons through the elec[ron transport chain regenerating FAD.
The second step in B-oxidation is hydration of the trans double bond to a 3-rhydroxyacyl CoA. This reaction is stereospecific, in that the l isomer is the product when the trans double bond is hydrated. The stereospecificity of the oxidative
pathway is governed by the enzyrne catalyzing the third reaction, which is specific
for the l isomer as its substrate. The final step is the cleavage of the two-carbon

3-L-Hydroxyacyl-CoA

3-L-hydroxyacyl-CoA
dehydrogenase

NADH

CHg

-

oo
ilil

(CHz)n-C

-CH2- C-

+

H+

SCoA

p-Ketoacyl-CoA
I

l,z-

4'

f

CoASH

p-ketoacyl-coA thiolase

I

Y

oo
ll
CH3-(CH2)a-C-SCoA
Fatty

il

+ CH3-C-SCoA

acyl-CoA

(2 C atoms shorter)

Acetyl-CoA

fragment by a thiolase. In the overall process then, an acetyl CoA is loduced
and the acyl CoA product is ready for the nexl round of oxidation starting with
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase.
Each of the four reactions shown in Figure 16.20 is catalyzed by several different enzymes with varying specificlties for chain length of the acyl Co( for
example, at least four en4rynes are involved in the first dehydrogenation step. lhese
are referred to as very-long-chain, long-chain, medium-chaln, and short-chain acyl-

FIGURE 16.20

CoA dehydrogenases (VLCAD, LCAD, MCAD, and SCAD). VLCAD, which is

Pathway of fatty acid p-oxidation.

thought to handle straight-chain acyl CoAs ranging from C-12 to C-24, differs from
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6.4

Cenetic Deficiencies

i

Carnitine Transport or Carnitine Palmitoyltransferase

A number of diseases result from genetic abnormalities in the transport of long-chain fatty acids across the inner mitochondrial membrane They stem from deficiencies either in the level o[ carnitine or
in the functignlng of the camrtine palmitoyltransferase (CPT) enzyme
system

The clinical symptoms of carnitine deficiency range from mi1d,
recurrent muscle cramping to severe weakness and death Two categories of the disorder, primary and secondary, are now recognized
Primary carnitlne deficiency is caused by a defecr in the high-affinity
plasma membrane carnitlne transporter ln tissues such as muscle,
kidney, heart, and fibtoblasts (but apparently not in liver where a di[ferent transporter is operative) It results in extremely low 1evels of
carnitine in affected tissues and also in plasma (because of failure of
the kidneys to reabsorb carnitine). fhe very 1ow carnitine level in
heart and skelethl muscle seriously compromises long-chain fatty acid
oxidation Dietary carnitine therapy, by raislng the plasma concentration o[ carnitine and forcing its entry into tissues in a nonspecific
manner, is frequenrly beneficial Secondary carnitlne deficiency is
often assoclated with inherited defecrs in the p-oxidation parhway
that give rise to the aecumularion of acyl CoAs and, in turn, acylcarnitines. The latter compounds can be excreted in the urine (see Chn.
Corr I6 5), thus drainlng the bodys carnirine pool; in additlon, they
are thought to impair the tissue uptake of free carnitine
CPT deficiency also presents as distinct clinical entities The
most common deficiency'results from mu[ations in theqCPT II gene
that give rise to a partial loss of en4.,rne activity. The patient generally
experiences muscle weakness durlng prolonged exercise when muscle relies heavily on fatt1. acids as an energy source. Myoglobinuria,
due to breakdown of muscle tissue, is a frequent accompaniment The
discirder is usuaily relerred to as the "muscular" form o[ CPT II activity deficiency. Mutations causing more severe (90% or greater) loss of

CPT II activity can have serious consequences in early infancy. These
are usually precipitated by periods of fasting and include hypoketotic

hypoglycemia, hyperammonemia, cardiac malfunction, and sometimes death Similar morbidity and mortaliry are associa[ed wirh mutations in the gene for liver CPT l. Io date only a few patients with
hepatic CPT I deficiency have been reported, the smal1 number possibly indicating that the disease ls frequently lethal and has gone undiagnosed. Muscle CPT 1 is now known ro be a different isoform from
its liver counterpart, but no inhedted defects at this locus have yet
been reported.
The first patient with carnirine-acylcarnitine translocase deficiency was described as recenrly as 1992. Clinical fearures included
intermittent hlpoglycemic coma, hyperammonemia, muscle weakness, and cardiomyopathy. The condition proved faral at age 3 years.
Several additional cases with similar s),rnptomatology have since been
reported.
The hallmark of rreatment for all inherited disorders of the carnitine transport/CPT system is avoidance of starvation arid a diet 1ow
in long-chain fatty acids. Supplemenrary dietary medium-chain triacylglycerols, the fatty acids of which are oxidized by a carnitineindependent mechanism, has proved beneficial

C A, Hale, D E, Berry, G T, Deleeno, S, Boxer,J, and Bonnefont,
P A deficiency of carnitine-acylcarnirine translocase in the inner mitochon-

Stanley,

J

drial membrane N Engi J Med 327:19,1992; Roe, C R and Coates, P M
Mitochondrial faLty acid oxidation disorders In: C R Scriver, A. L_ Beaudet,

WS
ease,

D Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases oJ lnheited Dis7th ed NewYork: N,lcGraw-Hill, 1995, p 1501; and Bonnefonr,

Sly, and

Vol

11,

J -P, Demaugre, E, Prip-Buus,

Thuillier,

L

C, Saudubray J -M, Brivet, M, Abadi, N,

Carnitine palmiroyltransferase deficiencies.

68:424.1999

the other family members in that it is membrane associated MCAD has broad chain
length specificity but is probabll- mosr acrive loward C-6 and C-8 substrates, while
the order of preference lor SCAD is Ca ) Co > Cs Current thinking is that LCAD
is primarily involved ln initiating the oxidation of branched-chain latty aclds, for
example, 2-methylpalmitoll CoA

Another feature unique to the oxidation of long-chain latty acids is that the
enoyl-CoA hydratase, 3-h,vdrox1'acy1-CoA dehydrogenase, and B-ketorhiolase
steps are aII catalyzed by the membrane-bound triflunctional protein. This is distinct from the enzymes cataly'zing the equivalent reactions in the oxidation of
medium- and short-chain acyl CoAs, all of which are soluble and occur in [he
matrix Clinical correlation 16 j describes generic deficiencies ol acyl-CoA dehydrogenases.

It has not been shown conclusivel)' that any of the enzymes in the B-oxldation
scheme are control polnts, although under rather rigid iir vilro conditions some apparently have slower maximum ra[es of reaction than others. It is assumed that control is exerted by availability of substrates and cofactors and by the rate of processrng of acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle. One way in which substrate availability is
controlled is by regulation o[ the carnitine shutt]e mechanism lhat rransports fatty
acids into mitochondria. Thus, under condltlons ol carbohydrate abundance (hlgh
insulin levels), lissue levels of malonyl CoA, the producr of rhe acetyl-CoA carboxylase reaction (see p 698), are elevated, causing suppression of mltochondrial
CPT I activity. Conversely, when insulln levels fa1l (starvation or uncontrolled

and
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Cenetic Deficiencies in the Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenases
The acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiencies represent a recently

in

discovered group of inherited defects that impair the B-oxidation of
fatty acids at different stages of the chaln shortenlng process. The affected enz)..rne may be the very long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
(VLCAD), rhe long-chain acyi-CoA dehydrogenase (LCAD), the
medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD), or the short-chain
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (SCAD) whose substrate specilicities vary
(see text) These conditions are inherited in autosomal recessive fashion and share many of the same clinical features. rhe best characterized is MCAD deficiency, which, though first recognized as late as
1982, is now thought to be one of the most common of all inborn errors of metabolism
Medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency usually manifests itself within the first 2 years of life after a fasting period of 12 h
or more. Typical q,rnptoms include vomiting, lethargy, and frequently
coma, accompanied by hypoketotic hypoglycemia and dlcarboxyiic
aciduria. fhe absence of starvation ketosis is accounted for by the
block in hepatic fatty acid oxidation, which also causes a slowdown
o[ gluconeogenesis. fhis, coupled with impaired fatty acid oxidation

Coates, P M. and Tanaka, K Molecular basis o[ mitochondrial fatty acid oxidatron de[ects J. LipidRes 33:1099, 1992; and Wanders, R J A, Vreken, P,
et al Disorders of mitochondrial fatty acyl-CoA B-oxtdaden Boer, M. E
tton J lnher. Metab Dis 22:442, 1999

muscle, whlch promotes glucose utilization, Ieads to profound
hypoglycemia. Accumulation of medium-chain acyl CoAs in tissues
forces their metabollsm through alternative pathways including rooxidation and transesterification to glycine or carnitine. Excessive unnary excretion of the reaction products (medium-chain dicarboxylic
acids together with medium-chain esters of glycine and carnitine)
provide diagnostic clues Most patients wlth this disorder do well simply by avoiding prolonged periods of starvation, which is consistent
with the iact that the metabolic complications of MCAD deficiency are
seen only when body tissues become heavily dependent on fatty aclds
as a source of energy (e.g., with carbohydrate deprivation). In retrospect it now seems likely that many cases previously dlagnosed loosely
as "ReyeJike sJndrome" or "sudden infant death syndrome" were in
fact due to MCAD deficiency.

L

diabetes), the tissue malonyl CoA content is reduced, allowing increased fatty acid
flux through CPT I and the B-oxidation pathway. This phenomenon is of central
importance in the regulation of hepatic ketone body production (see p.7)0).

Energy Yield from B-Oxidation of Fatty Acids
Each set of oxidations results in production ol one acetyl CoA, one reduced flavoprotein, and one NADH. In the oxidation of palmitoyl CoA seven cleavages [ake
place, and in the last cleavage two acetyl CoA molecules are formed. Thus the producls of B-oxidation of palmitate are eight acetyl CoAs, seven reduced flavoproteins,
and seven NADH. Based on current knowledge of the ;.relds of AfP in oxidatlve
phosphorylation (see p. 578) each of the reduced flavoproteins can yield 1.5 ATP
and each NADH can peld 2.5 NP when oxidized by the elec[ron transporl chain.
As described in Chapter 13 (see p. 553) oxidation of each acetyl CoA through the
TCA cycle yields 10 ATP, so the eight two-carbon fragments from a palmitate molecule produce 80 ATP However, 2 AfP equivalents (1 ATP going to I AMP) were
used to activate palmitate to palmitoyl CoA Therefore each palmitic acid entering
the cell can yield 106 ATP mol-l by complete oxidation. The signilicance of the
role of fatty acids in supplying the energy needs in humans is discussed on p. 872.

Comparison of the B-Oxidation Scheme with Palmitate Biosynthesis
ln metabolism ol substances. reaclions in a catabolic pathway are somelimes quite
similar to lhose ln an anabolic pathway, but mechanisms are presen[ for separate
control of the two schemes. This is true in the case of fatty acid biosyrthesis and
B-oxidation. The criticai differences between the two pathways are outlined in
Table 16.4 They include separation by subceliular comparlmentation (B-oxidation
occurs in the mitochondria and palmitate biosl'nthesis in the cytosol), and use of
different cofactors (NADPH in biosprthesis; FAD and NAD+ in oxidation).

Some Fatty Acids Require Modification
of B-Oxidation for Metabolism
The B-oxidation scheme accoun[s for the bulk of energy production from fatty acids
in the human. These reactions, however, must be supplemented by other mecha-
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comparison of schemes for Biosynthesis and p-oxidation of palmitate

Subcellular localization

Primarily cytosolic
Acyl carrier protein

Primarily mitochondrial

C-l

Acetyl CoA

Nature of oxidationreduction coenzyrne

NADPH

FAD when saturated
chain dehydrogenated,
NAD+ when hydroxy
acid dehydrogenated

Stereochemical con-

o-B-Hydroxy

r-B-Hydroxy

Phosphopantetheine-

containing active carrier
Nature of smal1 carbon
fragment added or
removed

and C-2 atoms of
malonyl CoA after
initial priming

Coen4.Tne A

figuration of B-hydroxy
intermediates
Energy equivalents

yielded or utilized
in interconversion
of palmitate and
acetyl CoA

7 ATP

+

14

NADPH:

49 ATP equiv

7 FADH2 + 7 NADH 2 ATP : 28 ATP equiv

nisms so that ingested odd-chain and unsaturared fatty acids can be oxidized. In
addition, reactions catalyze d- and ar-oxidation of fatty acids. c-oxidation occurs at
C-2 instead of C-3 as occurs in the B-oxidation scheme. ar-oxidation occurs at the
methyl end of the fatty acid molecule. Partial oxidation of farty acids with cyclopropane ring structures probably occurs in humans, but the mechanisms are not
worked out.

Propionyl CoA ls Produced by Oxidation of Odd-Chain Fatty Acids
Oxidation of fatty acids with an odd number o[ carbon atoms proceeds as described
above, but the final product is a molecule of propionyl CoA (Figure 16.2I). For this

compound to be further oxidized, ir undergoes carboxylarion ro methylmalonyl
coA, molecular rearrangement, and conversion to succinyl coA. These reactions are
identical with those described on page 812 for the metabolism of propionyl CoA
formed in the metabolic breakdown of some amino acids.

Oxidation of Unsaturated Fatty Acids Requires Additional Enzymes
Many unsaturated fatty acids in the diet are available for production of energy by
humans. Oxidation of linoleoyl CoA, outlined in Figure 16.22, illustrates rwo special reactions required for oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids. One problem is that
in B-oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids the sequential excision of C2 fragments can
generate anacyl CoA intermediate with a double bond between C-3 and C-4 atoms
instead of between C-2 and C-3 atoms as required for the enoyl-CoA hydratase reaction. If so, the cis bond between c-3 and C-4 atoms is isomerized into a trans
bond between C-2 and C-3 atoms by an auxiliary enzqe, enoyl-CoA isomerase.
The regular process can then proceed.
A second problem occurs i[ the cis double bond of the acyl coA intermediate
resides between C-4 and C-5 atoms. In rhis case the action of acyl-CoA dehydrogenase gives rise Lo a trans-2, cis-4-enoyl CoA. This is acted onby 2,4-dienoyl CoA
reductase that, using reducing equivalents from NADPH, produces a trans-3-enoyl
CoA. This will serve as a substrate for enoyl-CoA isomerase producing trans-2-enoyl
CoA needed for the next round of B-oxidation.
Some Fatty Acids Undergo a-Oxidation
As noted earlier, several mechanisms for hydroxylation of fatty acids exist. Hydroxylation of long-chain acids needed for slmthesis of sphingolipids has been

o
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CH3-CH2-C-SCoA
FIGURE 16.21

Propionyl CoA.
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Oxidation of linoleoyl CoA.
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described In addition, there are systems in other tissues that hydroxyiate the c
carbon of shorter chain acids in order to start their oxidation The sequence is as
lollows:

ooHo
CH3

-

(CHr)n

il

-CHr-C-OH

------------+

CH3-(CHr),

oo
CH3

il

l

tl

------------+

-CH-C-OH

o
tl

-(CH2)n -C-C-OH

----------+

CH3-(CH2),

tl

-C-OH

+

CO2

Some of these hydroxylalions occur in the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria and involve the "mixed function oxidase" type of mechanism because they

require molecular oxygen, reduced nicotinamide nucleotides, and specific cytochromes. Another site of a-hydroxylation, which is particularly important for the
metabolism of branched-chain fatty acids (see Clin. Corr. 16 6), is the peroxisome.
Here, the acyl CoA (such as phytanoyl CoA) is acted on by a hydroxylase, involvrng 2-oxoglutaraLe,Fez+, and ascorbale wlth the generation of 2-hydroxyphytanoyl
CoA and formyl CoA, the latter being subsequently metabollzed to CO2 via formic
acid. The 2-hydroxyphytanoyl CoA is then further metabolized to pristanic acid
which can now undergo B-oxidation

o-Oxidation Gives Rrse to a Dicarboxylic Acid
Another minor pathway for fatty acid oxidation occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum
of man1, tissues. ln this case hydroxylatlon takes place on the methyl carbon at the
other end of the molecule from the carboxyl group or on the carbon next to the
methyl end. It uses the "mixed function oxidase" type of reaction requiring
cytochrome P450, 02, and NADPH, as well as the necessary enz)rnes (see Chapter
11) Hydroxylated fatty acid can be further oxidized to a dicarboxylic acid via

CIINICAI CORRETATION

1

6.6

Refsum's Disease
Although the use of the a-oxidation scheme is a relatively minor one

in terms of total energy production, it is significant in the metabolism
of dietary fatty acids that are methylated A principal example o[ these
is phytanic acid,
CHg
I

cH-cH3
I

(CHz)s
I

cH-cH3
I

(CHz)s
I

cH-cH3
I

(9Hr).

metabolic product of phytol, which occurs as a constituent of chlorophy1l. Phytanic acid is a significant constituen[ of milk lipids and ana

imal fats, and normally it ls metabolized by an initial ahydroxylation followed by dehydrogenation and decarboxylation. BOxidation cannot occur initially because of the presence of the 3methyl group, but rt can proceed after the decarboxylation. The whole
reaction produces three molecules of propionyl CoA, three molecules
o[ acetyl CoA, and one molecule of isobutyryl CoA.
In a rare genetic disease called Refsums disease, the patients lack
the peroxisomal a-hydroxylating enz)'rne and accumulate large quantities of phytanic acid in their tissues and sera. This leads to serious

neurological probiems such as retinitis plgmentosa, peripheral
neuropathy, cerebellar ataxia, and nerve deafness fhe restriction of
dietary dairy products and meat products from ruminants results in

Iowering of plasma phytanic acid and regression of neurologic
s)rmPtoms.

I

cH-cH3
I

CHr

t-

cooH
Phytanic acid

Wanders, R J A, van Grunsven, E G., andJansen, G A Lipid metabolism
ln peroxisomes: enzl-rnology, functions and dysfunctions of the fatry acid aand p-oxidation systems in humans Biochem. Soc. Trans.28:14I, 2000
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sequential action of cytosolic alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases. The process
occurs primarily with medlum chain fatty acids. The overall reactions are

o
cH3

-

(cHr),

lt

- c-

o
oH -------+ Ho

tl

-

cH2

-

(cHr),

c

- -

oH -------|

-------->

oo
lltl
HO-C-(CH2),-C-OH

The dicarboxylic acid so formed can be activated at either end of the molecule to
form a CoA ester, whlch in turn can undergo p-oxidation to produce shorter chain
dicarboxyli.c acids such as adipic (Co) and succinic (C+) acids. This process also occurs primarily in peroxisomes (see p. 22)

Ketone Bodies Are Formed from Acetyl CoA
Ketone bodies are water-soluble forms of lipid-based energy and consist of acetoacetic acid and its reduction product B-hydroxybutyric acid B-Hydroxybutyryl
CoA and acetoacetyl CoA are intermediates near lhe end of the B-oxidation sequence, and it was initially presumed tha[ enz],rnatic removal of CoA from these
compounds was the main route for production of the free acids. However, Boxidation proceeds completely to acetyl CoA production without accumulation of
any intermediates, and acetoacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate are formed subsequently from acetyl CoA by a separate mechanism.

HMC CoA ls an lntermediate in the Synthesis
of Acetoacetate from Acetyl CoA
The primary site for formation of ketone bodies is liver, with lesser activity in kidney The process occurs in [he mitochondrial matrix and begins with condensation
of two acetyl CoA molecules to form acetoacetyl CoA (Figure 16.23). The enzyme
involved, B-ketothiolase, is probably an isozyme of that which catalyzes [he reverse reaction as the last step of B-oxidation. Acetoacetyl CoA then condenses with
another molecule of acetyl CoA to fonn B-hydroxy-B-methylglutaryl coenzyme A
(HMG CoA). Cleavage of HMG CoA then yields acetoacetic acid and acetyl CoA.

-/

Acetoacetate Forms Both o-B-Hydrorybutyrate and Acetone
In mitochondria some of the acetoacetate is reduced to o-B-hydroxlrbutyrate depending on the intramitochondrial [NADH]/[NAD+l ratio. Note that the product of
this reaction is o-B-hydroxybutyrate, whereas B-hydroxybutyryl CoA formed during
B-oxidati.on is of the r configuration. p-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase is tightly
associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane and, because of its high activity
in liver, the concentrations of substrates and products of the reaction are maintained
close to equilibrium. Thus the ratio of B-hydroxybuqTate to acetoace[ate in blood
leaving liver can be taken as a reflection of the mitochondrial [NADH]/[NAD+] ratio.
Some acetoacetate continually undergoes slow spontaneous nonenz),rnatic decarboxylation to ace[one:
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cH3-c-cHz-c-oll

o

r

II

H+ ------->

cH3-c-cH.

+ co2

Under normal conditions acetone formation is negligible, but when pathological
accumulations of acetoacetate occur, as in severe diabetic ketoacidosis (see C1in.
Corr. 16.7), the amount of acetone in blood can be sufficient to cause it to be detectable in a patient's breath.
As seen from Figure 16.24, the pathway from acetyl CoA to HMG CoA also operates in the cytosol of liver (indeed, this applies to essentially all tissues of the
body). However, HMG CoA lyase is absent in the cytosoi and HMG CoA formed
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FIGURE 16.23
Pathway of acetoacetate formation.

6.7
Diabetic Ketoacidosis

CTINICAI- CORRETATION 1

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a common illness among patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. Although mortality rates have
declined, they are sti1l in the range of 6-100/0. The condition is triggered by severe insulin deliciency coupled with glucagon excess and
is frequently accompanied by concomitant elevation o[ other stress
hormones, such as epinephrine, norepinephrine, cortisol, and growth
hormone. The major metabolic derangements are marked hyperglycemia, excessive ketonemia, and ketonuria. Blood concentrations
of acetoacetic plus B-hydroxybut),ric acids as high as 20 mM are not
uncommon. Because these are relatively strong acids (pK - 3.5), the
situatiol results in life-threatening metabolic acidosis.
The massive accumulation of ketone bodies in the blood in DKA
stems from a greatly accelerated hepatic production rate such that the
capacity o[ nonhepatic tissues to use them is exceeded. In biochemical terms the initiating events are identical with those operative in the
development of starvation ketosis; that is, increased glucagon/insulin
raLio -+ elevation of liver cAMP --+ decreased malonyl CoA -+ deinhibition of CPT I -+ activation of fatty acid oxidation and ketone production (see text for details) However, in contrast to physiologicai

ketosis, where insulin secretion from the pancreatic B-cells limits free
fatty acid (FFA) availability to the liver, this restraining mechanism is
absent in the diabetic individual. As a result, plasma FFA concentrations can reach levels as high as 3-4 mM, which drive hepatic ketone
production at maximal rates

Correction of DKA requires rapid treatment that u'ill be dictated
by the severity of the metabolic abnormalities and the associated tissue water and electrolyte imbalance Insulin is essential It lowers the
plasma glucagon level, antagonizes the catabolic effecs of glucagon
on the liver, inhibits the flow of ketogenic and gluconeogenic substrates (FFA and amino acids) from the periphery and stimulates g1ucose uptake

in target

tissues

D W and McGarry, J. D Metaboiic derangements and treatment of diabetic ketoacidosis N. Engl J Med 309:159, 1983; and Fosrer, D W and
McGarry J D. Acute complications of diabetes: ketoacidosis, hyperosmolar
coma, lactic acidosis In: L J DeGroot (Ed.), Endocinologr, Vo1, 2, 3rd ed
Philadelphia: Saunders, 1995, p 1506
Foster,
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there is used for cholesterol biosyrrthesis (see Chapter 17, p. 743). What distinguishes liver from nonhepatic tissues is its high activity of intramitochondrial HMG
CoA synthase that makes it the primary tissue in ketone body production.
Mitochondrion
p-Hydrorybutyrate

t

Acetoacelate

t

HMG CoA

t

Acetoacetyl CoA
r

------+

t
Acetyl CoA

+TCA---->Energy
cycle

Cytosol

Y

Acetyl CoA
+

Acetoacetyl CoA
+

Malonyl CoA
I

HMG CoA
+
Cholesterol

I
Fatty acids

FIGURE 16.24

Interrelationships of ketone bodies with lipid,
carbohydrate, and amino acid metabolism in

liver.

Utilization of Ketone Bodies by Nonhepatic Irssues
Reguires Formation of Acetoacetyl CoA
Aceloacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate produced by liver are excellent fuels for a variety of nonhepatic tissues, such as cardiac and skeletal muscle, particulariy when
glucose is in short supply (starvation) or inefficiently used (insulin deficiency).
Under these conditions the same tissues can readily use free fatty acids, whose
blood concentration rises as insulin levels fal1, as a source of energy. A question for
many years was why liver should produce ketone bodies in the first p1ace. The
answer emerged in the late 1960s with the recognition that during prolonged starvation in humans ketone bodies replace glucose as the major fuel for the central
nervous system AIso no[eworthy is the fact that during the neona[al period of development, acetoacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate serve as important precursors for
cerebral lipid s1'nthesis
Use of ke[one bodies requires tha[ aceloacetate first be reactivated to its CoA
derivative. This is accomplished by a mitochondrial en4..rne, acetoace[ate:succinylCoA CoA [ransferase, present in most nonhepatic lissues but absen[ from liver.
Succinyl CoA serves as [he source o[ the coenzyme. The reaction is depicted in
Figure 16.25. Through the action of B-ketothiolase, acetoacetyl CoA is then con-

verted into acetyl CoA, which in turn enters the TCA cycle with production of
energy Mitochondrial B-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase in nonhepatic tissues reconverts B-hydroxybulyrate into ace[oacetate as the concentration of the latter is
decreased.

Starvation and Other Pathological Conditions Lead to Ketosrs
Under normal dietary conditions, hepatic production of ace[oacetate and Bhydroxybutyra[e is minimal and the concenlration of rhese compounds in the blood
is very low (< 0 2 mM). However, with food depriva[ion ketone body si,rLthesis is
greaLly accelerated, and the circulating concentration of acetoacetate plus BhydroxybutyraLe may rise to the region of 3-5 mM. This is a normal response of
the body to a shortage of carbohydrate. In the early stages of fasting, use o[ ketone
bodies by heart and skeletal muscle conserves glucose for support of the central
neruous system and erythrocytes. With more prolonged slarvation, increased blood
concentrations of acetoacela[e and B-hydroxybutyrate ensures their efficient uptake
by brain, thereby further sparing glucose consumption
In con[rast to the physiological ketosis of starvation, some pathological conditions, most notably diabetic ketoacidosis (see CLin. Corr. 16.7), are characterized
by excessive accumulation of ketone bodies in the blood (up to 20 mM). Hormonal
and biochemical flactors operative in the overall control of hepatic ketone body production are dj.scussed in detail in Chapter 20

Peroxisomal Oxidation of Fatty Acids Serves Many Functions
Although the bulk of cellular fatty acid oxidation occurs in mitochondria, a significant fraction also takes place in peroxisomes of liver, kidney, and other tissues.
Acetoacetate + succinyl CoA

t\
| | acetoacetate: succinyl CoA
I I CoA transferase

it
Acetoacetyl

CoA +

succinate

FIGURE 16.25

Initial step in utilization of acetoacetate by
nonhepatic tissues.

Peroxisomes are a class of subcellular organelles with distinctive morphological and
chemical characteristics (see p. 22). Peroxisomes of liver oxidize fatty acids and contain the enzymes needed for the B-oxidation process. The mammalian peroxisomal
fatty acid oxidation scheme is similar to that ln plant glyoxysomes but differs from
the mitochondrial B-oxidation system in three important respects. First, the initial
dehydrogena[ion is accomplished by a cyanide-insensitive oxidase system, as shown
in Figure 1626.}i^2O2 formed is eliminated by catalase. The remaining sleps are
the same as in [he mitochondrial system. Second, there is evidence that the perox-

euESloNS
isomal and mitochondrial enzymes are slightly different and that the specificity in
peroxisomes is for somewhat longer chain length. Third, although rat liver mitochondria will oxidize a molecule of palmitoyl coA to eighr molecules of acetyl coA,
the B-oxidation system in liver peroxisomes will not proceed beyond the stage of
octanoyl CoA (C8). The possibility is thus raised that one funcrion of peroxisomes
is to shorten the chains of relatively long-chain fatty acids ro a point at which Boxidation can be completed in mitochondria. It is interesting to note that a number of drugs used clinically to decrease triacylglycerol levels in patients cause a
marked increase in peroxisomes.
Other peroxisomal reactions include chain shortening of dicarboxylic acids,
conversion of cholesterol into bile acids, and formation of ether lipids. Given these
diverse metabolic roles it is not surprising that the congenital absence of functional
peroxisomes, an inherited defect known as Zellweger syndrome, has such devastat-
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Initial step in peroxisomal fatty acid oxidation.

ing effects (see Clin. Corr. I.5).
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Tiiacylglycerols:
would be expected to be good emulsifying agents.
yreld about the same amount of ATP on complete oxidation as
would an equivalent weight of glycogen.
C are stored as hydrated molecules.
D in the ayeruge individual, represenr sufficienr energy to susrain
Iife for several weeks.
E. are generally negatively charged molecules at physiological pH.

A
B

t997

,
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A11

of the following shtements about acetyl-CoA carboxylase

COIICCT

are

EXCEPT:

A. it

undergoes protomer-polymer interconversion during its
physioiogical regulation.
B. it requires biotin.
C. it is inhibited by cAMP-mediated phosphorylarion
D. it is activated by both palmitoyl CoA and citrate.
E. its content in a cell responds to changes in fat content in the
diet.

2. In humans, fatty

A.
B.

acids:

can be synthesized from excess dietary carbohydrate or protein.
are not required at a1l in the diet.

C. containing double bonds cannot be slmthesized
D. must be supplied entirely by the diet.
E other than palmitate, must be supplied in the diet.

During the s),nthesis of palmitate in liver cells:

A.
B.

the addition of malonyl CoA to fatty acid synthase elongates the
growing chain by three carbon atoms.
a B-keto residue on the 4'-phosphopantetheine moiety is reduced to a saturated residue bv NADPH.
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C. palmitoyl CoA is released from the synthase.
D. transfer of the growing chain from ACP to another
after addition of the next malonyl CoA.

E

-SH

C. leads to increased concentrations
D. all of the above.

occurs

E.

the first compound to add to fatty acid s),nrhase is malonyl
CoA

5. Citrate stimulates fatty acid s,,nthesis by all of rhe foilowing
EXCEPT:

A

allosterically activating acetyl-CoA carboxylase
acetyl CoA from the mirochondria to the cytosol.
C participating in a pathway that ultimately produces CO2 and
NADPH in the cytosol
D. participating in the production of ATP

B. providing a mechanism to transporr

acylglycerols was beneficial.

12 A deficiency

B-oxidation
B. ketone body formation from acetyl CoA.
C palmitate slmthesis.
D. mobilization of stored triacylglycerols from adipose tissue.
E. uptake of fatty acids into cells from the blood.

A.

B

13 The child

was diagnosed with carnitine-acylcarnitine translocase
deficiency The dietary treatment was beneficial because:
A the child could get all required energy from carbohydrate.
B the deficiency was in the peroxisomal oxidation system so carnitrne would not be helpful
C. medium-chain fatty acids (8-I0 carbons) enter the mitochondria before being converted to their CoA derivatives.

can produce a branched-chain fatty acid if merhylmalonyl CoA
is used as a substrate.

7. In humans, desaturation of fatty

acids:

occurs primarily in mitochondria
is catalyzed by an enzgne system that uses NADPH and a cy-

D. medium-chain triacylglycerol contains mostly hydroxylated

tochrome.

C
D

of carnitine might be expected to interfere with:

A

a reductive srep.

C. produces hydroxy fatty acids in nerve tissue.
D. can stop with the release of a fatty alcohol instead of an acid.

E

none of the above.

Questions 12 and 13: Following a severe cold that caused a loss of
appetite, a one-year-old boy was hospitalized with hypoglycemia, hyperammonemia, muscle weakness, and cardiac irregularities. These
s),Tnptoms were consistent with a defect in the carnltine transport system. Dietary carnitine therapy was tried unsuccessfully but a diet low
in long-chain fatty acids and supplemented with medium-chain rri-

6. Fatty acid syrrthase:

A. synthesizes only paimitate
B. pelds an unsaturated fatty acid by skipping

of ketone bodies in the blood

introduces double bonds primarily of trans configuration.
can occur only after palmitate has been elongated to stearic

E.

latty acids
medium-chain fatty acids such as Cs and Cys are readily converted into glucose by the liver

acid

E

introduces the first double bond at the methyl end of the
molecule

8. All of the following events are usually involved in the synthesis of
triacylglycerols in adipose tissue EXCEPT:

A. addition of a fatty
B. addition of a f.any

C
D
E
9

acyl CoA to a diacylglycerol.
acyl CoA to a lysophosphatide.
a reaction catalyzed by glycerol kinase
hydrolysis of phosphatidic acid by a phosphatase
reduction of dihydroxyacetone phosphate

Questrons 14 and 15: Medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (MCAD), a defect in B-oxidation, usually produces symptoms
within the first two years of life after a period of fasting. Typical si..rnptoms include vomiting, lethargy, and hypoketotic hypoglycemia Excessive urinary secretion of medium-chaln dicarboxylic acids and mediumchain esters of glycine and carnitlne help to establish the diagnosis.

14 p-Oxidation of fatty

A
B.
C.
D.

Plasma lipoproteins:

A. are the only carriers of iipid-based energy in the blood.
B. usually have a nonpolar core containing triacylglycerols

E.
and

cholesterol esters.

C. are composed primarily of free (unesterified) fatty
D. include chylomicrons generated in the liver.

E.

acids.

D
E

is stimulated by one of the apoproteins presenr in VLDL.
readily hydrolyzes three fatty acids from a triacylglycerol.

with fasting-induced hypoglycemia. Ketone bodies:
are formed by removal of CoA from the corresponding inter-

B.

I

coenz),rne

CoA.

A (HMG CoA).

flecting the intramitochondrial [NADH]/[NAD+] ratio in liver.
is interrupted.

E. form when p-oxidation
Problems

16
The high glucagon/insulin ratio seen rn stawatlon:
A. promotes mobilizatlon of fatty acids from adipose stores.
B. stimulates p-oxidatlon by inhibiting the production of malonyl

mediate oI p-oxidation.
are slmthesized from cytoplasmic B-hydroxy-B-methylgluraryl

C. are sprthesized primarily in muscle tissue.
D. include both p-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate, the ratio re-

sue

I

occurs by a repeated sequence of four reactions.

A.

I0. Lipoprotein lipase:
A. is an intracellular enzyme.
is strmulated by cAMP-mediated phosphorylation.
functions to mobilize stored triacylglycerols from adipose tis-

uses NADP+.

15. The lack of ketone bodies in the presence of low blood glucose in
this case is unusual since ketone body concentrations usually rise

include high density lipoproteins (HDL) as the major carrier of
lipid-based energy.

B
C

acids:
generates ATP only il acetyl CoA is subsequently oxidlzed
is usually suppressed during starvation.
uses only even-chain, saturated fatty acids as substrates.

I7

What is the approximate maximum net s),nthesis of ATP-associated
high-energy phosphate bonds (-P) for complete oxidation of 1 mol
of oleic acid in a muscle cell?
How does oxidation of a 17-carbon fatty acid (from plants) lead to
the production of propionyl CoA? Be specific in your answer

ANSWERS

I nNswrns

I

I. D A, C, E. Triacylglycerois are neutral hydrophobic molecules
with no hydrophilic portion and, therefore, are not emulsifying

2.

3

A

D

agents and are stored anhydrously B: Their more reduced state,
corhpared to carbohydrates, makes them more energlz-rich
It is important to realize that triacylglycerol is the ultimate storage form of excess dietary intake. B-E: We can s)mthesize most
fatty acids, including those with double bonds, except for the

10. D

1I. D

essential fatty acids, Ilnolelc and linolenic.
A: Acetyl-CoA carboxylase shifts between its protomeric (inactive) and polymeric (actlve) lorms under the influence of avariety ol regulatory factors. C: Since cAMP increases at times
when energy is needed, lt ls consistent that a process that uses
energy would be inhibited E: Long-term control is related to

erlzyme synthesis and responds appropriately

to

dietary

12.

A

13.

C

14.

E

changes.

B

D

A: Splitting CO2 from malonyi CoA is the driving force for the
condensation reaction so the chain grows two carbon atoms at.
a time. C: In mammals, palmitate is released as the free acid;
the conversion to the CoA ester is by a different enz),rne. D: It
is important to realize that only ACP binds the incoming malonyl CoA so i[ must be freed before another addition can be
made. E: Acetyl CoA adds first to form the foundation for the
rest of the chain.
Citrate consumes ATP when acted on by citrate cleavage enzpe. A: Tabie 16 2 B: Acetyl CoA is generated primarily in mitochondria but does not cross the membrane readily C: Oxaloacetate generated by citrate cleavage erz;.m,e,when converted

E

B

C

B

I lzs

to p),mvate, yields CO2 and NADPH by the malic enzpe.
This is much slower than reaction with malonyl CoA, but it is
significant. A: In certain tissues, for example, mammary glands,
shorter-chain products are formed B-D: These products are all
formed by other processes Reactions proceeding on a multienzyme complex generally do riot "stop" at intermediate steps.
A: Desaturation occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum. C: Naturally occurring fatty acids are cis D: Elongation and unsaturation can occur in any order E: I[ this were true we could make
Iinoleic acid.
This does not occur to any significant extent in adipose tissue.
A, B, D: The sequential addition of fatty acyl CoAs to glycerol
3-phosphate forms lysophosphatidic acid, then phosphatidic
acid whose phosphate is removed before the addition of the
thlrd fatty acyl residue E: This is the formation of a-glycerol
phosphate in adipose
A1l lipoproteins have this same general structure, a nonpolar
core surrounded by a more polar shell. A, C: Fatty acids bound
to semm albumin and ketone bodies are other sources. D: Chy-

15. D

16

17.

lomicrons carry dietary lipid from the intestine. E: HDL function is to carry cholesterol away from tissues.
A-C: These are characteristics o[hormone-sensitive lipase. E: It
generally requires more than one lipase to hydrolyze all of the
fatty acids.
A high glucagon/insulin ratio results in cAMP-mediated phosphorylations that activate hormone-sensitive lipase in adipose
tissue and inhibit acetyl-CoA carboxylase in liver, ieading to
mobilizaton of fatty acids from adipose tissue and decreased
malonyl CoA in liver. The fa1l in malonyl CoA causes derepression of CPT I activity, allowing accelerated production of acetyl
CoA in the mitochondria, and ultimately ketone bodies, from
the mobilized latty acids.
Carnitine functions in transport of fatty acyl-CoA esters formed
in cytosol into the mitochondria. B: Acetyl CoA for ketone bodies comes from sources in addition to fatty acids. C: Fatty acid
sFthesis is a cytosolic process. D: Mobilization is under hormonal control E: Fatty acids cross the plasma membrane
Because medium-chain fatty acids cross the mitochondrial membrane directly, they do not require the carnitine system A: This
is never true. B: Peroxisomal oxidation does not require carnitine but this is not a peroxisomal system. D: Hydroxylated fatty
acids are not a common constituent of triacylgiycerols. E: Liver
cannot s,'nthesize glucose from fatty acids with an even number of carbon atoms.
A, D: It is important to realize that p-oxidation, itself, generates
FADH2 and NADH, which can be reoxidized to generate AfP
B: Fatty acid oxidation is usually enhanced during fasting. C:
B-Oxidatlon is a general process requiring only minor modifications to oxidize nearly arry farry acid in the cell.
A, E: B-Oxidation proceeds to completion; ketone bodies are
formed by a separate process. B, C: Ketone bodies are formed,
but not used, in liver mitochondria; cytosolic HMG CoA is a
precursor of cholesterol. Ketone bodies are not readily s),nthesized by muscle.

Oleic acid has 18 carbons and I double bond. Nine Acetyl
CoA X I0:90AfPSevenreducedflavoproteins X 15: I0 5
AfP (Note: In one step the flavoprotein reduction is not necessary because the double bond is not present. The isomerase to
convert the cis-3-enoy1 bond to the trans-2-enoyl bond does not
involve ATP) 8 NADH X 2 5
I20 5 ATP
ATP Total
2
P (for activation)
118.5 P/oleic acid
B-Oxidation proceeds normally but the final thiolase clearzge
yields acetyl CoA and propionyl CoA Propionyl CoA is not
a substrate for SCAD (short-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase) so

-

B-oxidation terminates

:

:20
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v.1 | ovERVIEW
Lipid is a general term that describes substances that are relatively water insoluble
and extractable by nonpolar solvenrs. Complex lipids of humans fall inro one of rwo
broad categories: nonpolar lipids, such as triacylglycerols and cholesterol esrers, and
polar lipids, which are amphipathic in that rhey contain both a hydrophobic domain and a hydrophilic region in the same molecule. This chapter discusses polar
lipids including phospholipids, sphingolipids, and eicosanoids. The hydrophobic
and hydrophilic regions are bridged by a glycerol moiery in glycerophospholipids
and by sphingosine in sphingomyelin and glycosphingolipids. Triacylglycerols are
confined largely to storage sites in adipose [issue, whereas polar lipids occur primarily in cellular membranes. Oils of soybean, palm, rapeseed, sunflower, cottonseed, and peanut account for 80o/o of worldwide plant oil production and consist
mainly of palmitic, stearic, oleic, Iinoleic, and linolenic acids. Membranes generally
contain 40ok of their dry weighr as lipid arLd 60o/o as prorein
Cell-cell recognition, phagocytosis, con[acr inhibirion, and rejecri.on of transplanted tissues and organs are all phenomena of medical significance that involve
highly specific recognition sites on the surface of plasma membranes. Synthesis of
these complex glycosphingolipids that appear to piay a role in these important biological events will be described. Glycolipids are wor[hy of study because ABo andgenic determinants of blood groups are primarily glycolipid in nature. In addition,
various sphingolipids are the storage subs[ances tha[ accumulate in liver, spleen,
kidney, or nervous [issue in certain genetic disorders called sphingolipidoses. In
order to understand the basis of these enz).ryne-deficiency states, a knowledge of the
relevant chemical stmctures involved is required.
A very important lipid is cholesterol. This chaprer describes the pathway of
cholesterol bioslmthesis and its regulation, and shows how cholesterol functions as
a precursor to bile salts and steroid hormones. Also described is the role of high
densi.ty lipoprotein (HDL) and lecithin:cholesterol acylrransferase (LCAT) in management of plasma cholesterol.
Finally, the metabolism and function of rwo pharmacologically powerful classes
oflhormones derived from arachidonic aci.d, namely, prostaglandins and leukotrienes,
See the Appendix (p. 1175) for a discussion of nomenclarure and

will be discussed.

chemistry of lipids.
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FIGURE 17.1

Stereospecific numbering of glycerol.
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PHOSPHOLIPIpS

Two major classes of acylglycerolipids are triacylglycerols and glycerophospholipids. They are referred to as glycerolipids because the core of these compounds
is provided by the three-carbon polyol, glycerol. Two primary alcohol- groups of
glycerol are not stereochemically identical and, in the case of phospholipids, it is
usually the same hydroxyl group that is esterified to the phosphate residue. The

stereospecific numbering system is the best way to designate different hydroxyl
groups. In this system, when the structure of glycerol is drawn in the Fischer projection with the C-2 hydroxyl group projecting ro rhe lefr of the page, rhe carbon
atoms are numbered as shown in Figure 17.1. When the stereospecific numbering
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Generalized structure of a phospholipid
where R1 and R2 represent the aliphatic
chains of fatty acids, and R3 represents a
polar group.
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FIGURE 17.2

Structures of some common polar groups of phospholipids.
(sn) system is employed, the prefix sn- is used beflore the name of the compound.
Glycerophospholipids usually contain an sn-glycerol 3-phosphate moiety Although
each con[ains the glycerol moiety as a fundamental s[ructural element, neutrai triacylglycerols and charged, ionic phospholipids have very different physical properties and functions

o
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o
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R2-C-O-CH
Phospholipids Contain 1,2-Diacylglycerol and a Base Connected by
a Phosphodiester Bridge
Phospholipids are polar, ionic lipids composed of 1,2-diacylelycerol and a phosphodiester bridge that links the glycerol backbone to some base, usually a nitrogenous one, such as choline, serine, or e[hanolamine (Figures 17.2 and I7.3). The
most abundant phospholipids in human tissues are phosphatidylcholine (also
called lecithin), phosphatidylethanolamine, and phosphatidylserine (Figure
17.4). Arphysiologic pH, phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine have
no net charge and exist as dipolar zwitterions, whereas phosphatidylserine has a net
charge of -1, causing it to be an acidic phospholipld. Phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE) is related to phosphatidylcholine in that trimethylation of PE produces lecithln
Most phospholipids contain more than one kind of fatty acid per molecule, so that
a given class of phospholipids from any tissue actually represents a family of molecuLar species. Phosphatidylcholine (PC) contains mostly palmitic acid (16:0) or
stearic acid (I8:0) in the sn-I position and primarily unsaturated I8-carbon fatty
acids oleic, Iinoleic, or linolenic in the sn-2 position. Phosphatidylethanolamine has
the same saturated fatty acids as PC at the sn-l position but contains more of the
Iong-chaln polyunsaturated fatty acids-namely, l8:2, 20'.4, and 22'.6-at the sn-2
posrtlon.

Phosphatidylinositol, an acidic phospholipid [hat occurs in mammalian membranes (Figure t7.5), is rather unusual because it often contains almost exclusively
stearic acid in the sn-I position and arachidonic acid (20:4) in the sn-2 position.

Another phospholipid comprised of a polyol polar head group is phosphatidylglycerol (Figure I7.5), which occurs in relatively large amount.s in mitochondrial membranes and pulmonary surfactant and is a precursor of cardiolipin.
Phosphatidylglycerol and phosphatidylinositol both carry a formal charge of - I at
neutral pH and are therefore acidic lipids. Cardiolipin, a very acidic (charge, -2)
phospholipid, is composed of two molecules of phosphatidic acid linked together
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Structures of some common phospholipids.
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Structures of phosphatidylglycerol and phos-

phatidylinositol.

covalently through a molecule of giycerol (Figure 17 .6) rt occurs primarily in rhe
inner membrane of mitochondrla and in bacterial membranes.
Phospholipids mentioned so far contain only O-acyl residues arrached to glycerol. o-(1-alkenyl) substituents occur ar C-1 of the sre-glycerol in phosphoglycerides
in combinatlon with an O-acyl residue esterified to the C-2 position; compounds
in this class are known as plasmalogens (Figure 17.7) Relatively large amoun[s of
ethanolamine plasmalogen (also called plasmenylethanolamine) occur in myelin

with lesser amounts in heart muscle where choline plasmalogen is abundant
An unusual phospholipid called "platelet-acrivaring factor" (pAF) (Figure
17 8) is a major mediator of hypersensitivity, acute inflammatory reacrions, allergic
responses, and anaphylacti.c shock. In hypersensltive individuals, cells of the poly-

morphonuclear (PMN) leukocyte family (basophils, neurrophils, and eosinophils),
macrophages, and monocy[es are coa[ed with IgE molecules that are specific for a
particular antigen (e.g., ragweed pollen and bee venom). Subsequent reexposure to
the antigen and formation of an[igen-IgE complexes on the surface of the aforemen[ioned infliamma[ory cells provokes synthesis and reiease of pAE plateletactivating factor contains an o-alkyl moiety aL sn-I and an acetyl residue instead of
a long-chain fatty acid in position 2 of the glycerol moiety pAF is not stored; ir is
sJ'nthesized and released when PMN cells are stimulated. Platelet aggregation, cardiovascular and pulmonary changes, edema, hypotension, and PMN cell chemotaxis are aflected by PAE

Phospholipids in Membranes Serve a Variety of Roles
Although present in body fluids such as plasma and bile, phospholipids are found

in highest concenlration in cellular membranes where they serve as structural and
functional components. Nearly one-half the mass of the liver plasma membrane is

FIGURE 17,7

comprised of various glycerophospholipids (see p 50I). phospholipids also acrivare
certain enzyrnes. B-Hydroxybutyrare dehydrogenase, an enzyme imbedded in the
inner membrane of mitochondria (see p. 563), has an absolute requirement for

Structure of ethanolamine plasmalogen.

phosphatidylcholine; phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylethanolamine cannor
substitute.

Dipalmitoyllecithin ls Necessary for Normal Lung Function

6 H2C -O- CH2- (CH2)16-69.
ill
CH3-C-O-C-H O
lll
H2C
-O- P -O-CH2- CH2 -

+
N(CH3)3

I

oFICURE 17.8

Structure of platelet-activating factor (PAF).

Normal lung function depends on a constan[ supply of dipalmitoyllecithin in which
the lecithin molecule contains palmitic acid (16:0) residues in both the sn-1 and sn2 positions. More than 80% of the phospholipid in the extracellular fluid layer that
lines alveoli of normal lungs is dipalmitoyllecirhln. This particular phospholipid,
called surfactant, is produced by tlpe II epithelial cells and prevents a[elecrasis at
the end of the expiration phase of breathing (Figure 17.9). This lipid decreases
surface tension of the fluid layer of the lung. Lecithin molecules that do not con[ain
two residues of palmitic acid are nol effective in lowering surface lension of the fluid
layer lining alveoli. Surfactant also con[ains phosphatidylglycerol, phospharidylinositol, and l8- and 36-kDa proteins (designated surfacranr proteins), which contribure
significantly to the surface [ension-lowering property of pulmonary surfactant.
During the third trimester-before the 28th week of gestation-fetal lung synthesizes primarlly sphingomyelin. Normally, at this time, glycogen that has been
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FIGURE-I7.9
Role of surfactant in preventing atelectasis.

stored in epithelial type ll cells is converted to fatty acids and then to dipalmitoyllecithin. During lung maturation there is a good correlation between increase in
lamellar inclusion bodies that represent the intracellular pulmonary surfaclant
(phosphatidylcholine) slorage organelles, calied lamellar bodies, and the simultaneous decrease in glycogen content of type ll pneumocytes At the 24th week of
gestation the tlpe II granular pneumocytes appear in the ah,eolar epithelium, and
within a few days they produce their typical osmiophillc lamellar inclusion bodies.
The number of type 11 cells increases until the 32nd week, at which rime surface
aclive agent appears in the lung and amniolic fluid. Surface tension decreases when

inclusion bodies increase in the type II cells. In the few weeks before [erm, screening tests can be performed on amniotic fluid to detect newborns Lhat are at risk for
respiratory distress syrdrome (RDS) (see Clin. Corr 17.1). These tests are useful in
timing elective deliveries, in applying vigorous preventive therapy [o the newborn
infant, and to determine if the mother should be treated with a glucocorticoid drug
to accelerate maturation of the letal lung Dexamethasone therapy has also been
used in neonates with chronic lung disease (bronchopulmonary dysplasla); however, while such corticosteroid therapy may be effective in some cases in improving
lung function, in others it causes periventricular abnormalities ln rhe brain
Respiratory failure due to an lnsufficiency in surlactant can also occur in adults
whose type II cells or surfactant-producing pneumocy[es have been destroyed as an
adverse side effect of the use of immunosuppressive medicalions or chemotherapeutlc drugs.

CLINICAT CORRETATION 1

7.1

Respiratory Distress Syndrome
Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) is a major cause of neonatal
morbidity and mortality in many countries It accounts for approximately l5-20ok of al1 neonatal deaths in Western countries and somewhat less in developing countries. The disease affects only premature
babies and its incidence varies directly with the degree of prematuritiz Premature babies develop RDS because of immaturity of their
lungs, resultlng from a deficiency of pulmonary surfactant. The maturity of the fetal lung can be predicred antenatally by measuring the
lecithin/sphingomyelin (L/S) ratio in the amniotic fluid. The mean
LfS ratro in normal pregnancies increases gradualiy with gestation
until about 3I or 32 weeks when the slope rises sharply The ratio of
2.0 that is characteristic o[ the term infant at birth is achieved at the
gestational age of about 34 weeks For predicting pulmonary maturity, the critical L/S ratio is 2 0 or greater. The risk of developing RDS
when the Lf S ratro is L5-1 9 is approximately 40ok, and for a ratio
Iess than 1.5 about 75% Although the L/S ratio in amniotic flurd is

still widely used to predlct the risk of RDS, the results are unreliable
has been contaminated by blood or
meconium obtained during a complicated pregnancy.
In recent years determinations of saturated palmitoylphosphatidylcholine (SPC), phosphatidylglycerol, and phosphatidylinosrtol have been found to be additional predictors of the risk of RDS.
Exogenous surfactant replacement therapy using surfactant from human and animal lungs is effective in the prevention and treatment of

if the amnlotic fluid specimen

RDS.

Mefiitt, T. A , Hallman, M , Bloom, B T, et a1 Prophylactic treatment o[ r'en'
premature infants with human surfactant N Engl I Med 315:785, 1986; and

Simon, N V, Williams, G H, Fairbrother, P E, Elser, R C, and Perkins. R P
Prediction of fetal lung maturiry by amnioric fluid fluorescence polarization.
L/S ratio, and phosphatidylglycerol Obstet Gynecol 57:295, l98l
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The detergent properties of phospholipids, especially phospharidylcholine,
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play an important role in bile where they function to solubilize cholesterol. An impairment in phospholipid production and secretion into bile can result in formation of cholesterol stones and bile pigment gallstones. Phospholipids also serve as
a reseryoir for lipid mediators that regulate many metabolic pathways and processes.
The initial step in the release of these mediators is invariably catalyzed by a phospholipase. Phosphatidylinositol and phospharidylcholine also serve as sources of
arachldonic aci.d for slrrthesis of prostaglandins, thromboxanes, Ieukotrienes, and
related compounds.
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oFIGURE 17.10

Structure of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2 or Ptdlns (4,5)P).

lnositides Have a Role in SignalTransduction
Inositol-containing phospholipids (inositides) play a cenrral role in signal
transduction systems; rhe most important is phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Figure 17.10). When certain llgands bind to rheir respecrive receptors on the plasma membrane of mammalian cells (see Chapter 21, p. 928), plp2
localized to the inner leaflet of the membrane becomes a subs[rate for a receptordependent phosphoinositidase C (PIC), which hydrolyzes it into rwo intracellular
signals (Figure I7.1I): inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (lpr), which rriggers release of
Ca2* from special vesicles of the endoplasmic reticulum, and I,2-Jiacylglycerol,
which stimulates acrivity of prorein kinase C (PKC). Removal of rhe 5-phosphate of
IP3 abolishes the signal and the inrracellular Ca2+ concentrarion declines. The 1,2-

diacylgiycerol signal i.s removed by conversion ro phosphatidic acid in a reaction
catalyzed by diacylglycerol kinase, which adds a phosphare group to diacylgiycerol
(Figure 17.12). Regulatory functions of these producrs of the pIC reacrion are discussed in Chapter 21 (see p. 930). Phosphatidie acid, a product of phospholipase
D action on phospholipids, has been implicated as a second messenger.
The complex pathways of inositol phosphate metabolism serve rhree roles:
(I) removal and inactrvation of the potenr inrracellular signal, Ip3, (2) conservation
of inositol, and (3) sFrrhesis of polyphosphates such as inositol penrakisphosphate
(InsPs) and inositol hexakisphosphate (InsP6), whose functions have nor been determined. Inositol 1,4,5-rrisphosphate is metabolized by two enzymes: first, a
5-phosphomonoesterase that converts IP, ro inositol 1,4-bisphosphate and second,
a 3-kinase that forms inositol I,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate. A family of phosphatases
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FlcuRE 17.1't
Generation of 1,2-diacylglycerol and inositol
I,4,5-trisphosphate by action of phospholipase C on phosphatidylinosirol 4,5-bisphosphate.
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FlcuRE 17.12
Pathways for the removal of intracellular inositol 1,,1,5-trisphosphate and diarylglycerol.

in turn convert Ins(l,4)Pz to myo-inositol (Figure 17.12).Inositol is eventually reincorporated into the phospholipid pool.

Phosphatidylinositol Serves to Anchor
Glycoproteins to the Plasma Membrane
In addition to its role as a structural component of membranes and source of
arachidonic acid for prostaglandin and leukotriene synthesis (see p. 772), phosphatidylinositol serves as an anchor to tether certain glycoproteins to the external
surface of the plasma membranes. In trypanosomal parasites (e.g.,Trypanosomabrucei, which causes sleeping sickness), the external surface of the plasma membrane

is coa[ed with a protein called variable surface glycoprotein (VSG) linked to the
membrane through a glycophospholipid anchor, specifically phosphatidylinositol
(Figure 17.i3). The salient structural feaLures o[ the protein-lipid linkage region of
the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor are: (1) the diacylglycerol (DAG)
moiety of phosphatidylinositol is integrated into the outer leaflet of the lipid bilayer
of the plasma membrane; (2) the inositol residue is linked to DAG through a phosphodiester bond; (3) inositol is linked to glucosamine, which contains a free, unacetylated amino group; (4) there is a mannose-rich glycan domain; and (5) a phosphoethanolamine residue is linked to the protein carboxy terminus. Depending on
the protein to which it is attached and the tissue or organism in which it is expressed, the GPI core may be decorated with additional carbohydrates, including
mannose, glucose, galactose, N-acetylgalactose, N-acetylneuraminic acid, and
N-acetylgalac[osamine, and phosphatidylethanolamines that extend from the core
mannoses. Other proteins that are attached to the external surface of the plasma
membrane include acetylcholinesterase, alkaline phosphatase, and 5'-nucleotidase.
The GPI anchor seryes several functions. First, it confers upon the attached
protein an unrestricted and lateral mobility within the lipid bilayer, thereby allowing the protein to move about rapidly on the surface of the plasma membrane. Second, the presence of phospholipase C-type actiyity on the cell surface permits the
shedding of the phosphatidylinositol-anchored protein. As an example, this provides trypanosomes with a means for discarding surface antigens, thus changing

I
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FlGURE 17.13

Structure of a typical phosphatidylinositol membrane protein anchor; GlcNH2, glucosamrne.

their coat and escaping antibodies of the host's immune s/stem. Third, phospholipase C action on the phosphatidylinositol anchoi releases diacylglyceride, a second
messenger that can activate protein kinase C (see p. 930). Biosynthesis of GPI an-

chors has been characterized extensively

Other types of protein lipidation (co- or posttranslational modification of
proteins by specific lipids) include N-myristoylarion at rhe amino rerminus of
proteins; S-palmitoylation at intemal cysteines; and S-prenylation by famesyl or
geranylgeranyl residues at cysteines at the carboSyl terminus of proteins.

Biosynthesis of Phospholipids
Phosphatidic Acid ls Synthesized from
a-Glycerophosphate and Fatty Acyl CoA
l-o-Phosphatidic acid (commonly called phosphatidic acid) and 1,2-diacylsnglycerol are common intermediates in phospholipid and triacylglycerol
biosynthesis (Figure 17.14) and both pathways share some of the same en4lmes
(see Chapter.l6, p. 707). Essentially all cells ard capable of synthesizing phospholipids to some degree (except mature erythrocytes), whereas triarylglycerol biosynthesis occurs only in liver, adipose tissue, and intestine. In most tissues, the pathway for phosphatidic acid synthesis begins with a-glycerol 3-phosphate (sn-glycerol
3-phosphate). The most general source of a-glycerol 3-phosphate, particularly in
adipose tissue, is from reduction of the glycolyuc intermediate, dihydroxyacetone
phosphate, in the reaction catalyzed by a-glycenol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase:
dihydroxyacetone phosphate

+ NADH + H*

+
i,a-glycerol 3-phosphate + NAD+
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17.14

Phosphatidic acid biosynthesis hom glycerol 3-phosphate and the role of phosphatidic
acid phosphatase in synthesis of phospholipids and triacylglycerols.

A few specialized tissues, including liver and kidney, derive o-glycerol 3-phosphate
by means of the glycerol kinase reaction:
glycerol + ATP

+

a-glycerol 3-phosphate + ADP

The next two steps in phosphatidic acid biosynthesis involve stepwise transfer of
long-chain fatty acyl groups from fatty acyl CoA. The first acyltransferase (l) is
called glycerol phosphate:acyltrrnsferase and predominantly attaches saturated
fatty acids and oleic acid to the sn-l to produce l-acylglycerol phosphate or alysophosphatidic acid. The secord enzpe (II), f-acylglycerol phosphate:acyltransferase, acylates the sn-2 posftion, usually with an unsaturated fatty acid (Fig-

ure I7.I4). In both cases the donor of acyl groups is the CoA thioesrer derivative
of the appropriate long-chain fatty acids.

The specificity of the two aeyltransferases does not always match the fatty
acid as)rmmetry lgPnd in the phospholipids of a particular cell. Remodeling reactions, discussed below, modify the fatry acid composition at C-I and C-2 of the
glycerol phosphate backbone. Cytosolic phosphatidic acid phosphatase (also called

phosphatidic acid phosphohydrolase) hydrolyzes phosphatidic acid (1,2diacylglycerophosphate) that is generated on the endoplasmic reticulum, thereby
yielding 1,2-diaryl-sn-glycerol that'serves as the branch point in triacylglycerol and
phospholipid synthesis (Figure L7.L+). Phosphatidic acid can also be formed by

a sec-
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Biosynthesis of CDP-choline from choline.

linkage

ond pathway that begins with dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP). This is usually
an altemative supportive route used by some tissues to produce phosphatidic acid.

Specific Phospholipids Are Synthesized by
Addition of a Base to Phosphatidic Acid
The major pathway for bioslnthesis of phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) involves sequential conversion of choline to phosphocholine, cytidine diphosphate (CDP)choline, and phosphatidylcholine. In this parhway, the phosphocholine polar head
group is activated using cytidine triphosphate (CTP), according to the following reactions. Free choline, a dietary requirement for most mammals including humans,
is first phosphorylated by ATP by choline kinase (Figure I7.15). Phosphocholine is
converted to CDP-choline a[ the expense of CTP in the reaction catalyzed by phosphocholine rytidylyltransferase. Note inorganic pyrophosphate (PPr) i.s a product
of this reaction. The high-energy plrophosphoryl bond in CDP-choline is very unstable and reactive so that the phosphocholine moiety can be transferred readily to
the nucleophilic center provided by the OH group at positlon 3 of l,2-diacylglycerol by choline phosphotransferase (Figure I7.16). This is the principal pathway for
the synthesis of dipalmitoyllecithin in lung.
The rate-limiting step for phosphatidylcholine bioslmthesis is the cytidylyltransferase reaction that forms CDP-choline (Figure 17.15). This en4rme is regulated
by a novel mechanism involving exchange of en4rme between cytosol and endoplasmic reticulum. The cltosolic form of cltidylyltransferase is inactive and appears
to function as a reservoir of enzyme; binding of the en4.'rne to the membrane results
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Choline phosphotransferase reaction.
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Biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine from phosphatidylethanolamine and S-adenosylmethioriine (AdoMet) and S-adenosylhomocysteine (AdoHcy).

in activation. Tianslocation of cytidylyltransferase from the citosol to the endoplasmic reticulum is regulated by cAMP and fatty acyl CoA. Reversible phosphorylation
of the enzyme by a cAMP-dependent kinase causes it to be released from the membrane, rendering it inactive. Subsequent dephosphorylation will cause cyridylyltrarsferase to rebind to the membrane and become active. Fatty acyl CoAs activate
the enzyme by promoting is binding to the endoplasmic reticulum. ln liver only,
phosphatidylcholine is formed by repeated methylation of phosphatidylethanolamine.
Phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase of the endoplasmic reticulum catalyzes transfer of methyl groups one at a time from S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet)
to phosphatidylethanolamine to produce phosphatidylcholine (Figure 17.17). It is
not larown if one or more enz)rmes are involved in these methyl trarsfers.
The primary pathway for phosphatidylethanolamine synthesis in liver and
brain lnvolves ethanolamine phosphotransferase of the endoplasmic reticulum
that catalyzes the reaction shown in Figure 17.18. This enzqe is particularly abundant in liver. CDP-ethanolamine is formed by ethanolamine kinase:
ethanolamine

+

Md*
ATP

phosphoethanolamine + ADP

and phosphosthal6lamine cytidflyltransferase:

+tTP

phosphoethanolamine

CDP-ethanolamine

*

PPi

Liver mitochondria also generate phosphatidylethanolamine by decarboxylation
of phosphatidylserine; however, this is thought ro represent a minor pathway
(Figure 17.19).
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Biosynthesis o
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CDP-ethanolamine and diacylglycerol;
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Formation ofphosphatidylethanolamine by the decarboxylation ofphosphatidylserine.
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Biosynthesis of phosphatidylserine from serine and phosphatidylethanolamine by
"base exchange."

The major source of phosphatidylserine in mammalian tissues is the "baseexchange" reaction (Figure 17 .20) in which the polar head group of phosphatidylethanolamine is exchanged for serine. Since there is no ne[ change in the
number or kind of bonds, this reaction is reversible and has no requirement for
ATP or any other high-energlr compound. The reaction is initiated by arrack on
the phosphodiester bond of phosphatidylethanolamine by the hydroxyl group of
serlne.

Phosphatidylinositol is made via CDP-diacylglycerol and free myo-inosirol
(Figure 17.21) catalyzed by phosphatidylinositol synthase, anorher enzyme of rhe
endoplasmic reticulum.

Asymmetric Distribution of Fatty Acids in
Phospholipids ls Due to Remodeling Reactions
Two phospholipases, phospholipase A1 and phospholipase 42, occur in many tisin the formation of specific phospholipid structures containing
appropriate fatty acids in the sn-l and sn-2 posirions. Most fatty acyl CoA transferases and enzlrnes of phospholipid sy'nthesis discussed above lack the specificity
required to account for the asyrnmetric position or distribution of fatty acids found
in many tissue phospholipids. The fatty acids found in the sn-t and sn-2 positions
of [he various phospholipids are often not the same ones transferred to the glycerol
backbone in the initial acyltransferase reac[ions of phospholipid bioslmthesis. Phospholipases ,4.1 and A2 catalyze reactions indicated in Figure 17 .22, where X represents the polar head group of a phospholipid. The products of rhe action of phospholipases A1 and 42 are called lysophospharides.
If it becomes necessary for a cell to remove some undesired fatty acid, such as
stearic acid from the sn-2 position of phosphatidylcholine, and replace it by a more
unsaturated one like arachidonic acid, then this can be accomplished by the action
sues and play a role

of phospholipase A2 followed by a reacylation reaction. Insertion of arachidonic
acid into the 2 position of sn-2Jysophosphatidylcholine can be accomplished either
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Biosynthesis of phosphatidylinositol.
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Reactions catalyzed, by phospholipase

Ar and phospholipase

,4.2.

by direct acylation from arachidonyl CoA involving arachidonyl CoA transacylase
(Figure 17.23) or from some other arachidonic acid-containing phospholipid by an
exchange-type reaction (Figure 17 .24) catalyzed by lysolecithin:lecithin acyltransferase (LLAI) (Figure 17.24). Since there is no change in either number or
nature of the bonds involved in products and reactants, ATP is not required. Reacylation of lysophosphatidylcholine from acyl CoA is the major route for remodeling of phosphatidylcholine.
Lysophospholipids, particularly sn-I-lysophosphatidylcholine, can also serye as
sources of fatty acid in remodeling reactions. Those involved in sl,nthesis of di-

palmitoyllecithin (surfactant) from 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine are
presented in Figure 17.25. Note sn-l-palmitoyllysolecithin is the source of palmitic
acid

in the acyltransferase exchange reaction.
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Synthesis ofphosphatidylcholine by reacylation oflysophosphatidylcholine where
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This reaction is catalyzed by acyl-CoA:I-acylglycerol-3-phosphocholine
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FIGURE 17.25
Two pathways for biosynthesis of dipalmitoyllecithin from

m-l palmitoyllysolecithin.

Plasmalogens Are Synthesized from Fatty Alcohols
Ether glycerolipids are synthesized from DFIAI long-chain fauy acids, and longchain fatty alcohols; the reactions are summarized in Figure 17.26. Aryldihydroryacetone phosphate is formed by acyl CoA: dihydroxyacetone phosphate acyltrausferase (enzyme I) actrng on dihydroxyacetone phosphate and long-chain fatty
acyl CoA. The ether bond is introduced by allcyldihydroryacetone phosphate synthase (Figure 17.26, enzyme II), which exchariges the l-O-acyl group of acyldihydroxyacetone phbsphate with a long-chain fatty alcohol. The synthase occurs in
peroxisomes. Plasmalogen synthesis is completed by transfer of a long-chain fatty
acid from its CoA donor to the sn-2 position of 1-alkyl-2Jyso-sn-glycero-3-phosphate (Figure 17.26, reaction 4). Patients with Zellweger syndrome lack peroxisomes and cannot synthesize adequate amountrof plasmalogen.
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FIGURE 17.26
Pathway of choline plasmalogen biosynthesis from DIIAP
1, Acyl CoA: dihydroryacetone phosphate acyltransferase; 2,
alkyldihydroryacetone phosphate synthase; 3, NADPH:alkyldihydroxyacetone phosphate oxidoreductase; 4, acyl CoA: I-alkyl-2-lyso-sn-

glycero-3-phosphate aryltransferase ; 5, I -all<yl-2-acyl-sn-glycerol-3phosphate phosphohydrolase; 6, CDP-choline: I-alkyl-2-acyl-sn-glycerol choline phosphotransferase.
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Cholesterol, an Alicyclic Compound, ls Widely
Distributed in Free and Esterified Forms
Cholesterol is an alicyclic compound whose structure includes (1) the perhydrocy-

clopentanophenanthrene nucleus with its four fused rings, (2) a single hydroxyl
group at C-3, (3) an unsaturated center between C-5 and C-6 atoms, (4) an eightmembered branched hydrocarbon chain attached to the D ring at position 17, and
(5) a methyl group (designated C-19) attached at posi[lon 10 and another methyl
group (designated C-IS) attached at position 13 (see Figures 17 27 and17.28).
Cholesterol is a lipid with very low solubility in water; at25"C, the limit of solubility is approximately 0.2 mg/100 mL, or 4.7 mM. The actual concentration of
cholesterol in plasma of healthy people is usually 150-200 mg /I00 mL. This value
is almost twice the normal concentration of blood glucose This high solubility of
cholesterol in blood is due to plasma lipoproteins (mainly LDL and VLDL) that have
the ability to bind and thereby solubilize large amounts of choles[ero1 (see p.745).
Actually, only about 30o/o of the total plasma cholesterol occurs free (unesterified);
approximately 70o/o of the cholesterol in plasma lipoproteins exists in the form of
cholesterol esters where some long-chain fatty acid, usually linoleic acid, is attached by an ester bond to the OH group on C-3 of the A ring. The long-chain fauy
acid residue enhances the hydrophobicity of cholesterol (Figure 17.29)
Cholesterol is a ubiquitous and essential component of mammalian cell membranes. It is also abundant in bile where the normal concentration is 390 mg/i00
mL. Only 4olo of cholesterol in bile is esterified to a long-chain fatty acid. Bile does
not con[ain appreciable amounts of lipoproteins and solubilization of free cholesterol is achieved in part by the detergent propeny of phospholipids present in bile
that are produced in liver (see p. 1105). A chronic disturbance in phospholipid
metabolism in liver can result in deposition of cholesterol-rich gallstones. Bile salts,
which are metabolites of cholesterol, also aid in solubilizing cholesterol in bile.
Cholesterol also appears to protec[ membranes of the gallbladder from potentially
irritating or harmful effects of bile salts.
In the clinical laboratory total cholesterol is estimated by the LiebermannBurchard reac[ion. The ratio of free and esterified cholesterol can be determined by
gas-liquid chromatography or reverse phase high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC).

Cholesterol ls a Membrane Component and Precursor
of Bile Salts and Steroid Hormones
Cholesterol, derived from the diet or synthesized de novo in virtually al1 the ce1ls of
humans, has several important roles It is the major sterol in humans and a component of virtually all plasma and intracellular membranes. Cholesterol is especially
abundant in myelinated structures of brain and central nervous system but is present in smal1 amounts in the inner membrane of mitochondria (see p 501). In
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FIGURE 17.29

Structure of cholesterol (palmitoyl) ester.
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FtcuRE 17.27
The cyclopentanophenanthrene ring.

FIGURE 17.28

Structure of cholesterol (5-cholesten-3E-ol).
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contrast to plasma, mos[ cholesterol in cellular membranes occurs in the free, unesterified form.
Cholesterol is the immedia[e precursor of bile acids that are slmthesized in
Iiver and that function to facilitate absorption of dietary triacylglycerols and fat-soluble vitamins (see p. 1105). The ring structure of cholesterol cannot be metabolized to CO2 and water in humans. Excretion of cholesterol is by way of the liver
and gallbladder through the intestine in the form of bile acids.
Another physiological role of cholesterol is as the precursor ofvarious steroid
hormones (see p. 963). Progesterone is the 2l-carbon keto steroid sex hormone
secreted by the corpus luteum of the ovary and by placenta. The metabolically
powerful corticosteroids of adrenal cortex are derived from cholesterol; they include deoxycorticosterone, corticosterone, cortisol, and corti.sone. The mineralocorticoid aldosterone is derived from cholesterol in the zona glomerulu of the cortex of adrenal glands. Cholesteroi is also the precursor of female steroid hormones,
estrogens (e.g., estradiol) in the ovary and of male s[eroids (e.g., testosterone) in
the testes. Although all steroid hormones are structurally reiated to and bio-

chemicaily derived from cholesterol, they have widely different physiologlcal
properties that relate [o the mens[rual cycle, spermatogenesis, pregnancy, lactation
and parturitlon, mineral balance, and energy (amino acids, carbohydrate, and fat)
metabolism.
The hydrocarbon skele[on of cholesterol also occurs in plant sterols, for example, ergosterol, a precursor of vitamin D. Ergosterol (Figure I7.30) is converted in
skin by ultraviolet irradiation to vitamin D2, which is involved in calcium and phosphorus metabolism (see p. It41).

Cholesterol ls Synthesized from Acetyl CoA
Although de novo s)Trthesis of cholesterol occurs in virtually all cells, the capacity is
greatest in liver, intestine, adrenal cortex, and reproductive tissues, including
ovaries, testes, and placenta. From inspection of its stmcture it is apparent that cholesterol bioslmthesis should require a source of carbon a[oms and considerable reducing power to generate the numerous carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen
bonds. All carbon atoms of cholesterol are derived from acetare Reducing power in
the form of NADPH is provided mainly by glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase and
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase of the pentose phosphate pathway (p. 666).
The pathway of cholesterol syrrthesis occurs in the cytosol and endopiasmic reticulum and is driven in large part by hydrolysis of high-energy thioester bonds of
acetyl CoA and phosphoanhydride bonds of ATP

Mevalonic Acid ls a Key lntermediate
The first compound unique to cholesterol biosgrthesis is mevalonic acid derived
from acetyl CoA. Acetyl CoA can be obtained from several sources: (1) the
B-oxi.dation of fatty acids (see p. 714), (2) the oxidation of ketogenic amino acids
such as leucine and isoleucine (see p. 8tl), and (3) the pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction. Free aceta[e can be activated to its thioester derivative at the expense ofAfP
by acetokinase, also referred to as acetate thiokinase:

o
ATP + CH3COO + CoASH -----+

il

CH.-C-SCoA + AMP + PPi

The first two reactions in cholesterol biosymthesis are shared by the pathway that
produces ketone bodies (see p. 720) . Two molecules of acety' CoA condense to form
acetoacetyl CoA in a reaction catalyzed by acetoacetyl CoA thiolase (acetyl
CoA:acetyl CoA acetyltransferase) :
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FIGURE 17.31

HMG CoA synthase reaction.

Formation of the carbon-carbon bond in acetoacetyl CoA is flavored energetically
by cleavage of a thioester bond and generation of free coenzyme A.
The next step introduces a third molecule of acetyl CoA and forms the branchedchain compound 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl CoA (HMG CoA) (Figure 17.31).
This condensation reaction is catalyzed by HMG CoA synthase (3-hydroxy-3methylglutaryl CoA:acetoacetyl CoA lyase). Liver parenchl,rnal cells contain two
isoenz).rne forms of HMG CoA synthase: the one in the cytosol is involved in cholesterol synthesis, while the other has a mitochondrial location and functions in
synthesis of ketone bodies (see p. 720). In the HMG CoA synthase reaction, an aldol condensation occurs between the methyl carbon of acetyl CoA and rhe B-carbonyl group of acetoacetyl CoA with the simultaneous hydrolysis of the thioester
bond of acetyl CoA. The thioester bond in the original acetoacetyl CoA remains intact. HMG CoA can also be formed from oxidative degradation of the branchedchain amino acid leucine, through the intermediates 3-methylcrotonyl CoA and 3methylglutaconyl-CoA (see p. 813).
The step that produces the unique compound mevalonic acid from HMG CoA
is catalyzed by the important endoplasmic reticulum enzpe HMG CoA reductase
(mevalonate:NADP+ oxidoreductase) that has an absolute requirement for NADPH
as reductant (Figure 17.32). This reductive step consumes two molecules of NADPH,
results in hydrolysis of the thioester bond of HMG CoA, and generates a primary
alcohol group in mevalonate. This reduction reaction is irreversible and produces
(R)-(+) mevalonate, which contains six carbon atoms. HMG CoA reductase catalyzes the rate-limiting reaction in cholesterol bioslmthesis. HMG CoA reductase is
an intrinsic membrane protein of the endoplasmic reticulum whose carboxyl terminus extends into the cytosol and contains the en4rme's active site. Phosphorylation regulates HMG CoA reductase activity of the cell by diminishing its catalytic
activity (V-u*) and enhancing the rate of its degradation by increasing its susceptibility to proteolytic attack. Increased intracellular cholesterol stimulates phosphoryIation of HMG CoA reductase.
The central role of HMG CoA reductase in cholesterol homeostasis is evidenced
by the effectiveness of a family of drugs called statins to lower plasma cholesterol
levels. Statins (e.g., lovastatin, pravastatin, fluvastatin, cerivastatin, and atorvasta[in)
inhibit HMG CoA reductase activity, particularly in liver, and commonly lower total plasma cholesterol by as much as 50olo.
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HMG CoA reductase reaction.
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PATHWAYS OF METABOLISM OF SPECIAL LIPIDS
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FIGURE 17.33

Formation of farnesyl-PP (F) frorn mevalonate (A).
Dotted lines divide molecules into isoprenoid-derived units. D is 3-isopentenyl
pyrophosphate.

Mevalonic Acid ls a Precursor of Farnesyl \rrophosphate
Reactions that convert mevalonate to farnesyl pyrophosphate ate summarized in
Figure 17.33. The stepwise transfer of the terminal phosphate group from two
molecules of ATP to mevalonate (A) to form 5-pyrophosphomevalonate (B) are
catalyzed by mevalonate kinase (enz1,rne I) and phosphomevalonate kinase (enzyrne II). The next step affects decarboxylation of 5-pyrophosphomevalonate by
pyrophosphomevalonate decarboxylase and generates A3-isopentenyl pyrophosphate (D). In this ATP-dependent reaction in which ADB pi, and CO2 are produced,
it is thought that decarboxylation-dehydration proceeds by way of the triphosphare
intermediate, 3-phosphomevalonare 5-pyrophosphate (C). Isopentenyl pl,rophos-
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FIGURE 17.34

Formation of squalene from two molecules of farnesyl pyrophosphate.
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phate is converted to its allylic isomer 3,3-dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (E) catalyzed

by isopentenyl pyrophosphate isomerase in a reversible reaclion . The condensation of 3,3-dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (E) and 3-isopentenyl pyrophosphare (D)
generates geranyl pyrophosphate (F).
The stepwise condensation of three 5-carbon isopentenyl units to form the
I5-carbon unit farnesyl pyrophosphate (G) is catalyzed by one ervyme, a cytosolic
prenyltransferase called geranyltransferase.

Cholesterol ls Formed from Farnesyl Pyrophosphate via Squalene
The last steps in choles[erol biosyethesis involve "head-to-head" fusion of two mo1- FTGURE 17.35
ecules of farnesyl pyrophosphate to form squalene and finally cyclization of squa- Structure of squalene, Cro.
lene to peld cholesterol. The reaction producing the 30-carbon molecule of squalene from two 15-carbon farnesyl pyrophospha[e moieties (Figure I7 34) is unlike
the previous carbon-carbon bond-forming reaclions in the pathway (Figure 17.33).
Squalene synthase present in the endoplasmic reticulum releases two pyrophosphate groups, with loss of a hydrogen from one molecule of farnesyl pyrophosphare
and replacement by a hydrogen from NADPH. Several different intermediates probably occur between farnesyl pyrophosphate and squalene. By rotation about carbon-carbon single bonds, the conformation of squalene indicated in Figure 17.35
can be obtained Note the similarity of the overall shape of squaiene to choiesterol
and that squalene is devoid of oxygen atoms.

Cholesterol biosl,nthesis from squalene proceeds through the intermediate
lanosterol, which contains the fused tetracyclic ring system and an eight-carbon
side chain:
squalene --> squalene 2,3-epoxide

-> lanosterol

The many carbon-carbon bonds formed during cyclization of squalene are generated in a concerted fashion as indicated in Figure 17.36. The OH group of lanosterol projects above the plane of the A ring; this is referred to as the B orientation.

Groups that extend down below the ring in a trans relationship to the OH group
a by a dotted line. During this reaction sequence an OH group is
added to C-3, two methyl groups undergo shifts, and a proton is eliminared. The
oxygen atom is derived from molecular oxygen The reaction is catalyzed by an endoplasmic reticulum enzpe, squalene oxidocyclase, that is composed of at least
two activities, squalene epoxidase or monooxygenase and a cyclase (lanosterol
are designated as

cyclase).

The cyclization process is inrtiated by epoxide formation between whar will become C-2 and C-3 of cholesterol, the epoxide being formed at the expense of
Squalene 2,3-epoxide

NADPH:
squalene

+ 02 + NADPH

*

H+ --+ squalene 2,3-epoxide + H2O + NADP+

| "r","."

This reac[ion is catalyzed by the monooxygenase or epoxidase component. Hydroxylation at C-3 by way of the epoxide intermediate triggers the cyclization of
squalene to form lanosterol (Figure 17.36) In the cyclization, two hydrogen aroms
and two methyl groups migrare to neighboring positions
TiansformaLion of lanosterol to cholesterol involves many poorly understood
steps and a number of different enzyrnes. These steps include (1) removal of the
methyl group at C-14, (2) removal of two methyl groups aL C-4, (3) migration of
the double bond from C-8 to C-5, and (4) reduction of rhe double bond between
C-24 and C-25 in the side chain (see Figtre 17.37).

I

Plasma Lipoproteins
Blood contains triacylglycerols, cholesterol, and cholesterol esters at concentrations
that far exceed their solubilities in water Blood lipids are kept in solurion, or a[
Ieast thoroughly dispersed in the circulation, by virtue of their being incorporated
lnto macromolecular structures called lipoproteins The plasma lipoproteins facil-

Lanosterol

FIGURE 17.36

Conversion of squalene 2,3-epoxide to lanosterol.
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FIGURE 17.37

Conversion of lanosterol to cholesterol.

itate lipid metabolism and the transfer of lipids between tissues. There are four major lipoprotein classes-high density lipoprotein (HDLXI.063-1.2I0 g/ml), Iow
density lipoprotein (LDLXI.019-1.063 ilmL), very low density lipoprotein
(VLDLX0.95-1.006 ilmL), and chylomicrons ((0.95 flmL)-and their lipid and
protein compositions are summarized in Table I7.1. All of the plasma lipoproteins

contain phospholipids and one or more proteins called apoproteins. There are ten
common apoproteins; their designations and the lipoproteins with which they are
associated are indicated in Table 17.2. There are subclasses of apoproteins (e.g.,
apoC-I, apoC-II, apoC-Ill) and lipoproteins (e.g., HDL2, HDL3).
The lipoproteins are spherical particles in which the most hydrophobic lipids
such as cholesterol esters and triacylglycerols are located in the core of the structure, sequestered away from water, whereas free (nonesterified) cholesterol, phos-

cHoLESTERoL
TABTE 17.1

Characteristics and Functions of the Major Lipoproteins

Density (g mL-1)
Diameter (nm)
Molecular weight

Origin
Electrophoretic

<0.95

75-t200

x

400

106

0.95-I.006
30-80
(10-80) x 106

1.006-1.0I9

1019-1,063

15-35

1B-25

(5-IO)

x 106

Intestine

Liver

VI-DT.s

Origin

Pre-B

Pre-B to

Exogenous fat

Endogenous fat

transport

transport

86

52

3

t4

1

063-r

12

10-20

(I 7-3.6) x

23x106

t.t2-t.21
7.5-I0
106

VLDLs/IDLs4iver

Intestine and liver

p

d

Cholesterol

Reverse cholesterol transport

p

mobility
Physiological role
Composition (o/o)
Triacylglycerol
Cholesteryl ester

LDL precursor

transport

Free cholesteroi

I

7

Phospholipid

8

18

28
30
8
23

Protein

2

8

11

IO

IO

5

3B

2T

t4

B

7

22

29

3
19

33

57

2t

pholipids, and the protein(s) are arrayed on rhe surface. lt is mainly rhe amphipatic
phospholipids and proteins that keep the otherwise highly insoluble lipids like cholesterol and triacylglycerols in solu[ion The apoproreins on rhe surface of the particles also serye as s[ructural components, ligands for cell receptors, and cofactors
for enz),rnes involved in lipoprotein metabolism.
The plasma lipoproteins are rhe vehicles by which cholesterol, cholesteror
esters, and triacylglycerols are transported from one tissue or organ ro ano[her in
the body For example, LDL delivers cholesterol [o various tissues that require choIesterol for membrane stmcture or s[eroid hormone s],nthesis. Furthermore, the
cholesterol that LDL carries to the liver from peripheral tissues regulates the ra[e of
hepatic cholesterol slrrthesis (see Figure 17.38). In contrasr, HDL, which is rich in
cholesterol and has a low triacylglycerol conrent (Tab1e 17.1), is the main vehicle
for carrying excess cholesterol from the periphery to the liver, where it can be excreled in bile either directly in the form of cholesterol or afler conversion to bile
salts. Lipoproteins, primarily VI-DL and chylomicrons, transport rriacylglycerols to
sites where they are metabolized for energy (e.g., muscle) or stored (e.g., fat cells).
A second function of plasma lipoproteins is as substra[es for lipid-metabolizing
enzyrnes in blood. The enz),rne lipoprotein lipase is attached to the vascular enIABLE

17.2

Apoproteins of Human Plasma Lipoproteins

ApoA-I

28,000

1.0-i.2

ApoA-II
ApoA-IV

I7,000

0.3-0.5

ApoB-48

ApoB-I00
ApoC-I

46,000
264,000
512,000
7000

0.

t5-0.16

0.03-0.05

0.7-1

0

0.04-0.06

Chylomicrons, HDL
Chylomicrons, HDL
Chylomicrons, HDL
Chylomicrons

\,I-DL,IDL, LDL
Chylomicrons, VLDL,

HDL
ApoC-II

9000

0.03-0 05

Chylomicrons, WDL,

HDL
ApoC-III
ApoD
ApoE

I l+l

9000
33,000
38,000

0.

I2-0.

14

0.06-0.07
0.03-0.05

Chylomicrons, VLDL,

HDL
HDL
Chylomicrons, \4-DL,

IDL, HDL
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tlepatocyte

<__\._

lntestine

Dietary fat
(TG)

FIGURE 17.38
Organs and pathways involved in plasma lipoprotein metabolism.
FA, fatty acid; TG, triacylglycerol (triglyceride); HDL, high density
lipoprotein; LDL, low density lipoprotein; IDL, intermediate density

lipoprotein; VLDL, very low dersity lipoprotein; LpL, lipoprotein
lipase; apo-, apoprotein; Y, t-ot- receptor.

dothelium wlere, when activated, it can catalyze the hydrolysis of triacylglycerols
contained in various lipoprotein particles, VLDL and chylomicrons in particular, assuming the activators of lipoprotein lipase are present. Lipoprotein lipase is activated by apolipoprotein C-II (apoC-II) and by heparin released from mast cells
and other sites within the macrophagey'reticuloendothelial system. The fatty acids
released by the esterolytic action of lipoprotein lipase on triaqylglycerols can be
taken up by cells and oxidized by the B-oxidation pathway to provide energy, incorporated into phospholipids that cells require for membrane assembly, or, in the
case of

adipocltes, metabolized to and stored in the form of triacylqlycerols. As chy-

cHoLESTERoL
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Iomicrons lose their triacylglycerol core they become smaller; triacylglyceroldepleted chylomicrons are termed chylomicron remnants, are ricb-in cholesterol es[ers, and are removed from the circulation by means of speciflc receptors on hepatic membranes and catabolized in the liver (Figure 17.38) Clearly, from these
various examples of lipoprotein function one can appreciaLe the dyrramic character
of [he structure and composition of the plasma lipoproteins.
The main sites of syrrthesis of the apoprotein components of the plasma lipoproteins are the liver and small intestine. For example, apoB48 is produced in the intestine whereas apoB-I00 is syrthesized mainly in hepatocytes. Thus apoB-48 ls
s)'nthesized during the course of fat digestion in the small intestine and enters into
the circulation when chylomicrons bearing triacylglycerols and cholesterol esters are
secre[ed into the blood following consumption of a fat-containing meal. Conversely,
apoB-100 is syrethesized when the li.ver is producing VLDL for secretion into the

circulation. The fatty acids con[ained in the triacylglycerols of newly produced
VI-DL particles are s)rnthesized de novo from sugars, glucose in particular, after the
later have been oxidized to acetyl CoA, or from the acelate that results from the oxidation of ethanol. Circulating \tDL acquires cholesterol esters during s),nrhesis
and transport in the liver, and from plasma HDL The transfer of cholesterol esters
from HDL to VLDL is facilitated by cholesterol ester transfer protein (CETP),
which also transfers cholesteroi esters to LDL
Whereas VLDL and chylomicrons are produced by and secreted from specific
cells, the other major lipoproteins arise by me[abolism of these [wo lipoproteins in
the circulation. The action of lipoprotein lipase on VLDL converts the latter first
into intermediate density lipoprotein (IDL), and then, as additional rriacylglycerol is subjected to lipolysis, into LDL (Figure 17.38).
HDL is sl,nthesized mainly in liver and, [o a lesser extent, in the intestine and
has the unique function of serving as a reservoir for apoE and apoC-II. HDL regulates [he exchange of proteins and lipids between various lipoproteins in the
blood. Initially, HDL particles donate apoE and apoC-Il to chylomicrons and VLDL,
thereby providing ac[ivators for lipoprotein lipase. Once the triacylglycerols in chylomicrons and VLDL have been extensively degraded and these lipoproteins have
been transformed into LDL and chylomicron remnants, respec[ively, the apoE and
apoC-II proteins are returned to HDL (Figure 17.38).
Another critical function of HDL is participation in the removal of excess choIesterol from cel1s and transport of that potentially harmful cholesterol to the liver
lor eliminati.on from the body by way of the biliary system and feces as cholesterol
and bile salts. This process is termed "reverse cholesterol transport." FromTOok
to 75o/o of the plasma cholesterol contained in lipoproreins is esterified to longchain fatty acids. It is the free, unesterified form of cholesterol [hat exchanges readily between different lipoproteins and the plasma membrane of cells. Cholesterol in
the plasma membrane of cells and in plasma lipoproteins that is destined for [ransport fo the liver is esterified to a fatty acid in a reaction catalyzed by the en4lrne
lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT). LCAf caralyzes the freely reversible
reac[ion (Figure 17.39), which transfers the fatty acid in the sn-2 position of phosphatidylchollne to the 3-hydroxyl of cholesterol and vice versa. LCAT is produced

Cholesterol

Phosphatidycholine

o

o

9
-O-CtLl
R-OH + B2-C-O-CH
O
H2C-O-

P

R1

=-

-O-cH2-

H2C

tl

R-o-C-82

+
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o
I
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FIGURE 17.39

Lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT) reaction, where
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mainly by the liver. LCAT is bound to HDL in plasma and is acrivared by apoA-I,
which is also a component of HDL. The CETP that is associared with rhe HDL particle then transfers the cholesterol ester to VLDL or LDL. Cholesterol ester generated in the LCAf reaction diffuses into the core of the HDL particle where it is then
transported from the tissues and plasma to the liver, the only organ capable of metabolizing and excreting cholesteroi. There is an inverse relationship between
plasma HDL concentrations and the incidence of coronary artery disease, and a pos-

itive relationship between plasma cholesterol levels and coronary heart

disease.

Liver cells metabolize chylomicron remnan[s by a similar mechanism, however,
macrophages and many other kinds of cells possess specific receptors that recognize chylomicron remnants and internalize and degrade them for cellular fuel and
structural components. It is the apoE component of the chylomicron remnants thar
is recognized by these particular receptors. Some LDL is taken up via nonspecific
scavenger recep[ors on cer[ain celis, macrophages in particular.

Cholesterol Biosynthesis Is Carefully Regulated
Elevated plasma cholesterol predisposes people to atherosclerotic vascular disease
In healthy individuals, plasma cholesterol levels are maintained within a relatively
narrow concentration range. The liver plays the major role in regulating cholesterol
Ievels: (1) it expresses the majority of the body's LDL receptors; (2) it is the major

site for conversion of cholesterol to bile acids; and (3) ir has the highest level of
HMG CoA reductase activity The cholesrerol pool of the body is derived from
absorption of dietary cholesterol and de novo s).nthesis primarily in liver and intestine. When dietary cholesterol is reduced, cholesterol sprthesis is increased in liver
and intestine to satisfy the needs of other tissues and organs. Cholesterol sprthesized
de novo ls transported from liver and intestine to peripheral tissues by VLDLs and
chylomicrons, respectively Liver and intestine are [he only tissues that manufacture
apolipoprotein 8-100 and B-48. Most apolipoprotein 8-100 is secrered into rhe circulation as VLDL, which is converted inro LDL by removal of triacylglycerol and
apolipoprotein C components, probably in peripheral tissues and liver. When the
quantity of dietary cholesterol increases, cholesterol syrthesis in liver and intestine
is almost totally suppressed. Thus the rate of de noyo cholesterol synthesis is
inversely related ro rhe amount of dietary cholesterol taken up by the body
The primary site for control of cholesterol biosl,r'rthesis is HMG CoA reductase,
which catalyzes the step that produces mevalonic acid. This is the committed step
and the rate-limiting reacrion in the pathway of cholesterol biosymthesis (Figure
17.40). Cholesterol affects feedback inhibition of irs own s),nrhesis by inhibiting

Mevalonic

Acetyl CoA

-->

I

acetoacetyl CoAT:-----+ HMG CoA
acetyl CoA

I
I

I
FIGURE 17.40

Summary o[ cholesterol synthesis indicating
feedback inhibition of HMG CoA reductase by
cholesterol.

I
Cholesterol
Feedback inhibition

acid + 664
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the activity of preexisting HMG CoA reductase and also by promoting rapid lnactivation of the enz).rne by mechanisms that remain to be elucidated
In a normal healthy adult on a low-cholesterol diet about 1300 mg of cholesterol is returned to the liver each day for disposal. This comes from cholesterol reabsorbed from the gut by means of the enterohepatic circularion and HDL, whlch
carries cholesterol to the liver from peripheral tissues. Lrver disposes of cholesterol
by: (t) excreti.on in bile as free cholesterol and after conversion to bile salts; each
da1', about 250 mg of bile salts and 550 mg of cholesterol are lost from rhe enlerohepatlc circulation; (2) esteriflcation and slorage in liver as choles[erol esters; and
(3) incorporation into lipoproteins (VLDL and LDL) and secrelion into the circulatlon. On a low-cholesterol diet, 1ir.er synthesi.zes -800 mg of cholesterol per day to
replace bile salts and cholesterol lost from the enterohepatic circulation in the leces
Suppression ol cholesterol biosltrthesis by LDl--bound cholesterol involves specific LDL receptors that pro.lect lrom the plasma membrane. About 75% of LDL catabolism occurs in liver via this LDL receptor-mediated process. The first step of the
regulatory mechanism involr-es brndlng of lipoproteln LDL to these LDL receptors,
thereby extracting the LDL particles from the plasma. The binding reaclion is characterized by its saturabillt,r: high affinity, and high degree of specificity. The receptor recognizes only LDL and VLDL, the rwo plasma lipoproteins that contain
apolipoprotein E (apoE) and apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100). Binding ro receplors occurs at sites on the plasma membrane that contain pits coated with a protein
called clathrin, the cholesterol-charged lipoprotein is endocytosed rn the form of
clathrin-coated veslcles This process is called receptor-mediated endocytosis. Intracellularly, coated vesicles lose their clathrin and become endosomes (Figure
17.38). The next step invoh-es the lusion o[ the endosome with a lysosome lhat con[ains numerous hydroll'tic enzvmes, including proteases and cholesterol esterase. In
the relatively acid (approx pH 5 0) en'r,ironment produced by lusion of the endosome with a lysosome, the LDL receptor separates from LDL and returns to the cel1
surface. Inside the lysosome the cholesterol esters of LDL are hydrolyzed by choIesterol esterase to produce lree cholesterol and a long-chain latty acid The protein
components of the residual LDL particle undergo proteolysis by lysosomal proteases,
rvhereupon the free amino acids enter the cells amino acid pool The lree cholesterol then diffuses into the c1 tosol r.vhere, by some unknown mechanism, it inhibits
the activity of HMG CoA reductase and suppresses rhe s)-nrhesis ol HMG CoA reductase enzyrne There is endence that cholesterol acts at the level of DNA and protein sl.nthesis to decrease the rate of synthesis of HMG CoA reductase At the same
time, fatty acyl CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT) in the endoplasmlc reticulum is activated by cholesLerol promoting lhe formation of cholesterol eslers, principally cholesterol oleate Accumulation of intracellular cholesterol inhibits the re-

plenishment

of LDL

receptors

on lhe

cel1 surface,

a

phenomenon

ca1led

down-regulation, therebl' biocking lurther uptake and accumulation of cholesterol
The LDL receplor is a single-chain glycoprotein; numerous mutations in its
gene are associated with lamilial hvpercholesterolemia The receptor spans the
plasma membrane once w'ith the carboxyi terminus on the c)/topiasmic lace and the
amino Lermtnus, which contains the LDl-binding site, extendlng into the extracelIular space Apoprotein B-100 and apoprotein E, which is present rn IDL (lntermediate density lipoprotein) and some lorms of HDL, are the two proteins through
which partlcular llpoprotelns bind to the LDL receptor
The correlation belween high concentrations of plasma cholesterol, particularly
LDL cholesterol, and heart attacks and strokes has led to the development of dietary
and therapeutic approaches to lower blood cholesterol (see Clin Corr 17 .2) Pa-

tients with familial (genetic) hypercholesterolemia sulfer from accelerared
Clin Corr 17,3). In most cases, there rs a lack of functional
LDL receptors on the cell surface because the mutant a11e1es produce little or no
LDL receptor protein; these patients are referred [o as receptor negative. In others,
the LDL receplor is slntheslzed and transported normally to the cell surface; an
amino acid substirullon or other alteration in the proteins primary structure, howevet, adversely allects the LDl-binding region of the receptor As a result, there is
alherosclerosis (see

CLINICAT CORRETATION

I Z:t

17 .2

Treatment of Hypercholesterolemia
Many authorities recommend screening
asymptomatic individuals by measuring
plasma cholesterol A level less than 200 mgok

is considered desirable, and a level over 240
mg% requires lipoprotein analysis, especially
determination of LDL cholesterol. Reduction
of LDL cholesterol depends on dietary restriction of cholesterol to less than 300 mg dar'-1,
of caiories to attain ideal bodl' s'eight. and oI
total fat intake to less than 30o/o of total calo-

nes. Approximately two-thirds o[ the

fat

should be mono- or polyunsaturated. The second line of therapy is with drugs Cholestl-ramine and colestipol are bile salt-binding drugs
that promote excretion of bile salts in the stool
This in turn increases [he rate of hepatic bile
salt synthesis and of LDL uptake by the liver
Lovastatin is an inhlbitor of HMG CoA reductase Since this enzyme is limiting for cholesterol synthesis, lovastatin decreases endogenous synthesis o[ cholesteroi and stimulates
uptake of LDL via the LDL receptor. The combination of lovastatin and cholestyramine is
sometimes used for severe hyperhpidemia
Expert Panel Evaluation and treatment oI high blood
cholesterol in adults Arch Intern Med 148:36.
1988
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Atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis is the leading cause of death in

Western rndustriahzed countries. The risk of
developing it is directly related to the plasma
concentration of LDL cholesterol and inversely

related to that of HDL cholesterol. This explains why the former is frequently called "bad"

cholesterol and the latter "good" cholesterol,

though chemically there is only one cholesterol, Atherosclerosis is a disorder of the arterial wall characterized by accumulation of cho-

lesteryl esters

in

cells derived from

the

monocyte-macrophage line, smooth muscle
ce1l proliferation, and fibrosis. The earliest abnormality is migration of blood monocytes to
the subendothelium of the artery Once there,
they differentiate into macrophages. These cells

accumulate cholesteryl esters derived from
plasma LDL. Why these cells do not regulate
cellular cholesterol stores normally is not completely understood. Some of the LDL may be
taken up via pathways distinct from the classical LDL receptor pathway. For instance, receptors that mediate uptake of acetylated LDL
or LDL complexed with dextran sulfate have
been described and these are not regulated by
cellular cholesterol contenl Distortion of the
subendothelium leads to platelet aggregation
on the endothelial surface and release of
platelet-derived mitogens such as plateiet-derived growth factor (PDGF). This is thought to
stimulate smooth muscle cell growth Death of
the foam ce1ls resu]ts in the accumulation ol a
cellular lipid that can stimula[e fibrosis. The
resulting atherosclerotic plaque narrows the
blood vessel and serves as the site of thrombus
formation, which precipitates myocardial infarction (heart attack).
Ross,

cel1, cholesterol is not transferred into the cell,
cholesterol slnthesis is not inhibited, and the blood cholesterol level increases. Another LDl-deficient group of hypercholesterolemic patients is able to s)Trthesize the
LDL receptor but has a defect in the transport mechanism that delivers the glycoprotein to its proper location on the plasma membrane. And finally, there is another
subclass of genetically determined hypercholesterolemics whose LDL receptors have
a defect in the cytoplasmic carboxyi termlnus; they populate their cell surfaces with
LDL receptors normally but are unable to internalize the LDL-LDL receptor complex due to an inability to cluster this complex in coated pits.
In specialized tissues such as the adrenal glands and ovaries, the cholesterol derived from LDL serves as a precursor to the steroid hormones, such as cortisol and
estradiol, respectively. In 1iver, cholesterol extracted lrom LDL and HDL is converted into bile salts that function in intestinai fat digestion.

Cholesterol ls Excreted Primarily as Bile Acids
Bile acids are the end products of cholesterol metabolism Primary blle acids are s).nthesized in hepatocytes directly from choles[erol. The most abundant bi.le aclds in
humans are derivatives of cholanic acid (Figure 17 .41), that is, cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid (Figure l7 42). The primary bile acids are 24-carbon compounds
containing two or three OH groups, and a side chain that ends in a carboxyl group
that is ionized at pH 7.0 (hence the name bile sait) The carboxyl group of the bile
acids is often conjugated via an amide bond to either glycine (NH2-CH2-COOH)

or taurine (NH2-CH2-CH2-SO3H) to form glycocholic or [aurocholic aci.d, respectively. The structure of glycocholic acid is shown in Figure 17.43
When the prlmary bile acids undergo chemical reaclions by microorganisms in
the gut, they produce secondary blle acids that are also 24C. Examples of second-

ary bile acids are deoxycholic acid and lithocholic acid, which are derived from

R The pathogenesis o[ atherosclerosis-an
N Engl.l.Med.3t4:488, 1986

update

Cholic acid

Deoxycholic acid

HO

Chenodeoxycholic acid
FIGURE 17.41

Structure of cholanic acid

FtcuRE 17.42
Structures of some common bile acids.

Lithocholic acid
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FIGURE 17.43

Structure of glycocholic acid, a conjugated bile acid.

cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid, respectively, by [he removal of one OH
group (Figure 17.42). Tiansformation o[cholesterol to bile acids requires (1) epimer-

ization of the 3p-OH group, (2) reducrion of the C-5 double bond, (3) introduction of OH groups at C-7 (chenodeoxycholic acid) or aL C-7 and C-L2 (cholic
acid), and (4) conversion of the C-27 side chain into a C-24 carboxylic acid by
elimination of a propyl equivalen[.
Bile acids are secreted into bile canaliculi, specialized channels formed by adJacent hepatocytes. Bile canaliculi unite with bile ductules, which in rurn come rogether to form bile ducts. The bile acids are carried to the gallbladder for slorage
and ulti.mately to the small intestine where they are excreted. The capacity of liver
to produce bile acids is insufficient to meet the physiological demands, so the body
relies on an efficient enterohepatic circulation tha[ carries the bile acids from the
intestine back to the liver several times each day The primary bile acids, after removal of the glycine or taurine residue in the gut, are reabsorbed by an ac[ive transport process from [he intestine, primarily in the ileum, and returned to the liver by
way of the portal vein Bile acids that are no[ reabsorbed are acted on by bacteria
in the gut and converted into secondary bile acids, a portion of secondary bile acids,
primarily deoxycholic acid and lirhocholic acid, are reabsorbed passively in rhe
colon and returned to the liver where they are secreted into the gallbladder. Hepatic
slrrthesis normally produces 0.2-0.6 g of bile acids per day to replace those lost in
the feces. The gallbladderpool of bile acids is2-4 g. Because the enteroheparic circulation recycles 6-12 times each day, the total amount of bile acids absorbed per
day from the intestine corresponds to 12-32 g.
Bile acids are significant in medicine for several reasons. They represent the
only significant way in which cholesterol can be excre[ed; the carbon skeleton of
cholesterol is not oxidized to CO2 and H2O in humans but is excreted in bile as
free cholesterol and as bile acids. Bile acids preven[ the precipitation of cholesterol
from soiution in the gallbladder. Bile acids and phospholipids function to solubiIize cholesterol in bile and acl as emulsifying agents to prepare dietary triacylglycerols for hydrolysis by pancreatic lipase. Bile acids play a direct role in [he control

of pancreatic lipase (see p. 1105) and facilitate the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins, par[icularly vitamin D, from the intestine.

Vitamin D ls Synthesized from an lntermediate
of Cholesterol Biosynthesis
Cholesterol biosynrhesis provides substrate for the photochemical production of vitamin D3 in the skin. Metabolism and function of vitamin D3 are discussed on page
1141 Vitamin D3 is a secosteroid in which the 9,10 carbon bond of the B ring of
choles[eroi has undergone fission (Figure 17.44). The most important supply of vitamin D3 is that manufactured in the skin. 7-Dehydrocholesterol is an intermediate in the pathway of cholesterol biosynthesis and is converted in the skin to provi[amin D3 by irradiation with UV rays of the sun (285-310 nm). Provitamin D3 is
biologically inert and labile and converted thermally and slowly (-36 h) to the
double bond isomer by a nonenzymat-ic reaction to the biologically active vitamin,
cholecalciferol (vitamin D3). As little as l0-min exposure to sunlight each day of

I lsl
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will satisfy the bodys need for vitamin D. Photochemical action
on the plant sterol ergosterol also provides a dietary precursor to vitamin D2
(calciferol) that can satisfy the vitamin D requirement.
the hands and face
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FIGURE 17.45

Comparison of structures of glycerol and
sphingosine (trans-l,3,dihydroxy-2-amino4octadecene).
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Biosynthesis of Sphingosine
Sphingolipids are complex lipids whose core structure is provided by the long-chain
amino alcohol sphingosine (Figure 17.45) (4-sphingenine or trans-1,3-dihydroxy2-amino-4-octadecene). Sphingosine has two asyrnmetric carbon atoms (C-2 and
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Formation of 3-ketodihydrosphingosine from serine and palmitoyl CoA.
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FlcuRE 17.47
Conversion of 3-ketodihydrosphingosine to sphinganine.

C-3); of the four possible optical isomers, naturally occurring sphingosine is of the
D-erythro form. The double bond of sphingosine has the trans configuration. The
primary alcohol group at C-I ls a nucleophilic center [hat forms covalent bonds
with sugars to form glycosphingolipids. When forming a ceramide the amino group
at C-2 always bears a long-chain fatty acid (usually Czo-Czo) in amide linkage. The
secondary alcohol at C-3 is always free. It is useful to appreciate the structural similarity of a part of the sphingosine molecule to the glycerol moiety of the acylglycerols (Figure 17.45).
Sphingolipids are present in blood and nearly all body rissues. The highesr concentrations are found in the white matter of the central nervous system Various
sphingolipids are components of the plasma membrane of practically all cells.
Sphingosine is synthesized by way of sphinganine (dihydrosphingosine)
from the precursors serine and palmitoyl CoA. Serine is the source of C- I , C-2, and
the amino group of sphingosine, while palmitic acid provides the remaining carbon
a[oms. Condensation of serine and palmitoyl CoA is cat^7yzed by serine palmitoyltransferase, a pyridoxal phosphate-dependenr e\zpe. The driving force for
the reac[ion is provided by both cleavage of the reactive, high-energy, thioester bond
of palmitoyl CoA and the release of CO2 from serine (Figure 17.46). Reducrion of
the carbonyl group in 3-ketodihydrosphingosine to produce sphinganine (Figure
17.47) requires NADPH. The inserrion of the double bond into sphinganine ro produce sphingosine occurs at the level of ceramide (see below).

Ceramides Are Fatty Acid Amide Derivatives of Sphingosine
Sphingosine does not occur naturally The core structure of sphingolipids is ceramide, a long-chain fatty acid amide derivative of sphingosine. The fatty acid is artached to the 2-amino group of sphingosine through an amide bond (Figure 17.48).
Most often the acyl group is behenic acid, a saturared C22 fatty acid, but other longchain acyl groups can be used. There are two long-chain hydrocarbon domains in
the ceramide moiecule, these hydrophobic regions are responsible for the lipid
character of sphingolipids.
Ceramide is synthesized from dihydrosphingosine and a long-chain fatty acyl
CoA by an endoplasmic re[iculum e\zqe with dihydroceramide as an intermediare
that is then oxidized by dehydrogenation at C-4 and C-5 (Figure 17 .49). Ceramide
is not a componen[ of membrane lipids but rather is an intermediare in sl,nthesis
and catabolism of glycosphingolipids and sphingomyelin. Structures of prominenr
sphingolipids of humans are presen[ed in Figure 17.50 in diagrammatic form.

H

CHs-(CHz) rz

I

CH- CH- CH2OH
- C:Ctlt
HOHNH

o:c
I

I

(CHz)zo
I

cHs
FIGURE 17.48
Structure of a ceramide (N-acylsphingosine).
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Formation of ceramide from dihydrosphingosine.

Sphingomyelin ts the Only Sphingolipid Containing Phosphorus
Sphingomyelin, a major component of membranes of nervous tissue, is the only
sphingolipid that is a phospholipid. In sphingomyelin the primary alcohol ar C-I of
sphingosine is esterified to choline, through a phosphodiesrer bridge of the kind that
occurs in the acyl glycerophospholipids, and the amino group of sphingosine is attached to a long-chain fatty acid by an amide bond. Sphingomyelin is therefore a ceramide phosphocholine. It contains one negative and one positive charge so that it
is neutral at physiological pH (Figure 17.51). The most common fatty acids in sphingomyelin are palmitic (16:0), stearic (I8:0), Iignoceric (24:0), and nervonic acid
(24:l). The sphingomyelin of myelin contains predominantly longer chain fatty acids,
mainly ligrroceric and nervonic, whereas that of gray matter contains largely stearic
acid. Excessive accumulation of sphingomyelin occurs in Niemann-Pick disease.

Sphingomyelin

ls Synthesized from a Ceramide and Phosphatidylcholine

Conv6rsion of ceramide to sphingomyelin by sphingomyelin synthase involves
transfer of a phosphocholine moiety from phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) (Figure
17.52).

Glycosphingolipids Usually Contain a Galactose or Glucose Unit
The principal glycosphingolipid classes are cerebrosides, sulfatides, glo$osides, and
gangliosides. In glycolipids the polar head group is attached to sphingosine via the
glycosidic linkage with a sugar molecule rather than a phosphate ester bond, as in

phospholipids:

I

SPHTNCOLTPTDS

I ---l>l

Glucosylceramide

Galactosylceramide

Lactosylceramide

Trihexosylceramide

Gangliosides

Gus

FIGURE 17.50

Structures of some common sphingolipids in diagrammatic
form.
Cer, ceramide; Glu, glucose; Gal, galactose; NAcGal, N-acetylgalactosamine; and NANA, N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid).
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FlcuRE r7.51
Structure of sphingomyelin.
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FIGURE 17.52

Sphingomyelin synthesis from ceramide and phosphatidylcholine.

Ce reb rosi d es

Are G lycosyl ce ram i d e s
Cerebrosides are ceramide monohexosides; the most common are galactocerebroside and glucocerebroside. Unless specified otherwise, the term cerebroside
usually refers to galactocerebroside, also called "galactolipid." In Figure I7.53 note
that the monosaccharide units are auached at C-I of the sugar moiety to the C-l
position of ceramide, and the anomeric configuration of the glycosidic bond between ceramide and hexose in both galactocerebroside and glucocerebroslde is B.
Most galactocerebroside in healthy individuals is found in the brain. Moderately increased amounts of galactocerebroside accumulate in the white matter in Krabbe's
disease, also called globoid leukodystrophy, a deficiency in the lysosomal enzqe
galactocerebrosidase.

Glucocerebroside (glucosylceramide) is not normally a component of membranes but is an intermediate in the slmthesis and degradation of more complex
glycosphingolipids (see Figure 17.54). However, 100-fold increases or more in rhe
glucocerebroside content of spleen and liver occur in the genetic lipid storage

EIGURE 17.53

Structure of galactocerebroside (galactolipid).

FIGURE 17.54

Structure of glucocerebroside.
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FIGURE 17.55
Synthesis of galacto- and glucocerebrosides.
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FIGURE 17.56

Structure of galactocerebroside sulfate (sulfolipid).

disorder called Gaucher's disease, which results from a deficiency of lysosomal
glucocerebrosidase.
Galactocerebroside and glucocerebroside are sprthesized from ceramide and
the activated nucleotide sugars UDP-galactose and UDP-glucose, respecrively The
enzyrnes that catalyze these reactions, glucosyltransferase, and galactosyltransferase, are associated with the endoplasmic reticulum (Figure 17.55).In some tissues, synthesis of glucocerebroside (glucosylceramide) proceeds by glucosylation of
sphingosine catalyzed by glucosyltransferase:

sphingosine

*

UDP-glucose

-+ glucosylsphingosine +

UDP

followed by fatty acylation:
glucosylsphingosine

*

stearoyl CoA --+ glucocerebroside

*

CoASH

-o-s-o-P_ocH2

Sulfatide ls a Sulfuric Acid Ester of Calactocerebroside
Sulfatide, or sulfogalactocerebroside, is a sulfuric acid ester of galactocerebroside.
Galactocerebroside 3-sulfate is the major sulfolipid in brain, accoun[ing for
approximately l5o/o of the lipids of white matter (see Figure 17.56). Galacrocerebroside sulfate is sl,nthesized from galactocerebroside and 3'-phosphoadenosine
5' -phosphosulfate (PAPS) catalyzed by sulfotransferase:

ooH
I

O: P-OoI

galactocerebroside

*

-+

PAPS

PAP

*

galactocerebroside 3-sulfate

The structure of PAPS, sometimes referred [o as "activated sulfate," is indicated in
Figure 17.57. Large quantities of sulfatide accumulate in rhe central nervous system in metachromatic leukodystrophy due to a deficiency of lysosomal sulfatase.

Globosides are Ceramide Oligosaccharides
Globosides are cerebrosides that contain two or more sugar residues, usually galactose, glucose, or N-acetylgalactosamine. The ceramide oligosaccharides are neutral
compounds and contain no free amino groups. Lactosylceramide is a component of
the erythrocyte membrane (Figure 17.58). Another prominent globoside is ceramide

CH2OH

CH3- (CH2h2-CH: CH- CH- CH- CHz-

tt
OH

O

NH
I

zrC'.

o-H
FIGURE 17.58

Structure of ceramide-B-glc-(4 --+ l)-B-gal (lactosylceramide).

FlcuRE 17.57
Structure of PAPS (3'-phosphoadenosine 5'phosphosulfate).
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trihexoside or ceramide galactosyllactoside: ceramide-B-glc(4 --> l-B-gal(4 --> l)a-gal. Note that the terminal galactose residue of this globoside has the a-anomeric
configuration. Ceramide trihexoside accumulates in kidneys of patients with Fabrys
disease who are deficient in lysosomal a-galactosidase A.
Gangliosides Contain Sialic Acid
Gangliosides are sialic acid-conraining glycosphingolipids highly concenrrared in
ganglion cells of the central neryous sysrem, particularly in rhe nerve endings. The
central neryous system is unique among human [issues because more than one-half
of the sialic acid is in ceramide-lipid bound form, with the remainder of rhe sialic
acid occurring in the oligosaccharides of glycoproreins. Lesser amounts of gangliosides are present in the plasma membranes of cells of most extraneural tissues where
they account for less than 10o/o of the total sialic acid.
Neuraminic acid (abbreviated Neu) is present in gangliosides, glycoproteins,
and mucins. The amino group of neuraminic acid occurs most often as the N-acetyl
derivative, and the resulting structure is called N-acetylneuraminic acid or sialic
acid, commonly abbreviated NANA (see Figure 17.59). The OH group on C-2
occurs most often in the a-anomeric configuration and the linkage between NANA
and the oligosaccharide ceramide always involves the OH group on position 2 of
N-acetylneuraminic acid. Srructures of some common gangliosides are indicated in
Table I7.3. The principal gangliosides in brain are G1u11, Gor,, Goru, and G116.
Nearly all of the gangliosides of the body are derived from the family of compounds
originating with glucosylceramide. In the nomenclature of the sialoglycosphingolipids, the letter G refers to the name ganglioside. The subscripts M, D, T, and
Q indicate mono-, di-, tri-, and quatra(tetra)-sialic acid-containing gangliosides and
subscripts 1, 2, and 3 designate the carbohydrate sequence that is attached ro ceramide as indicated as follows: 1, Gal-GalNAc-Ga1-Glc-ceramide; 2, GalNAc-GalGlc-ceramide; and 3, Gal-Glc-ceramide. Consider the nomenclature of the TaySachs ganglioside; the designation GM2 denotes the ganglioside strucrure shown in
Table 17.3.

A specific ganglioside on intestinal mucosal cells binds cholera toxin, a protein of MW 84,000, secreted by the pathogen Vibio cholerae. The toxin srimulares
the secretion of chloride ions into the gut lumen, resulting in the severe diarrhea
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FIGURE 17.59

Structure of N-acetylneuraminic acid (NANA).
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TABLE 17.3

Structures of Some Common Gangliosides
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tt
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characteristic of cholera. Two kinds of subunits, A and B, comprise the cholera
toxin; there is one A subunit (28,000 Da) and five B subunits (..-II,000 Da each).
After binding to the cell surface membrane through a domain on a B subunit, the
active subunit A passes into the cell. There it acts as an ADP-ribosyltransferase
and transfers ADP-ribose of NAD+ onto the Go" subunit of a G-protein on the cytoplasmic side of the cell membrane (see p. 1094). This leads to activation of adenylate cyclase. The cAMP generated stimulates chloride ion transport and produces
diarrhea. The choleragenoid domain, as the B subunits are called, binds to the ganglioside Gyi that has the structure shown in Table 17.3.
Gangliosides may also be receptors for other toxins, such as tetanus toxin, and
certain viruses, such as the influenza viruses. It is also speculated that gangliosides
play an informational role in cell-cell interactions by providing specific recognition
determinants on the surface of cells.
Several lipid storage disorders involve accumulation of sialic acid-containing
glycosphingolipids. The two most common gangliosidoses involve the storage of
the gangliosides Gy1 (Gy1 gangliosidosis) and Gy2 (Tay-Sachs disease). The Gyy
gangliosidosis is an autosomal recessive metabolic disease characterized by impaired
psychomotor function, mental retardation, hepatosplenomegaly, and death within
the first few years of life. The massive cerebral and visceral accumulation of Gy1
ganglioside is due to a marked deficiency of B-galactosidase.

I
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Sphingolipidoses Are Lysosomal Storage Diseases with
Defects in the Catabolic Pathway for Sphingolipids
Sphingolipids are normally degraded within lysosomes of phagocytic cells, particu-

larly the histiocytes or macrophages of the rericuloendothelial sysrem located primarily in liver, spleen, and bone marrow. Degradation of the sphingolipids by visceral organs begins with the engulfment of the membranes of white celis and
erythrocytes that are rich in lactosylceramide (Cer-GIc-Gal) and hematoside (cerGlc-Gal-NANA). In rhe brain, rhe majority of the cerebroside-r1pe lipids are gangliosides. Particularly during the neonatal period, ganglioside rurnover in rhe central nervous system is extensive so that glycosphingolipids are rapidly broken down
and resynthesized. Sphingolipid catabolism is summarized in Figure I7.60. Note
that among the sphingolipids that comprise this pathway, there occurs a sulfate es-

ter (in sulfolipid or sulfogalactolipid); N-acerylneuraminic acid groups (in the gangliosides); an a-linked galactose residue (in ceramide trihexoside); several Bgalactosides (in galactocerebroside and Gyr); rhe ganglioside Goo2, which rerminares
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Summary of the pathways for catabolism of sphingolipids by lysosomal enzymes.
The genetically determined enzqe deficiency diseases are indicated in parentheses.
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in a BJinked N-acetylgalactosamine unit; and glucocerebroside, which is composed
of a single glucose residue attached [o ceramide through a B linkage. The phosphodiester bond in sphingomyelin is broken to produce ceramide, which is turn is
converted to sphingosine by the cleavage of an amide bond to a long-chain fatty
acid. This overall pathway requires a series of enzymes that cleave specific bonds
in lhe compounds including o- and B-galactosidases, a p-glucosidase, a neuraminidase, hexosaminidase, sphingomyelin-specific phosphodiesterase (sphingomyelinase), a sulfate esterase (sulfatase), and a ceramide-specific amidase (ceramidase). There are six important features of the sphingolipid catabolic pathway.
(I) A11 the reactions occur within lysosomes; that is, [he enz).,rnes of the pathway
are contained in lysosomes. (2) The enzyrnes are hydrolases; therefore one of the
substrates in each reaction is water (3) The pH optimum of each of the hydrolases
is in the acid range, pH 3 5-5.5. (4) Most of the en4.,rnes are reiatively stable and
occur as isoenzymes. For example, hexosaminidase occurs in [wo forms: hexosaminidase A (HexA) and hexosaminidase B (HexB). (5) The hydrolases of the
sphingolipid pathway are glycoprotein in character and oflen occur firmly bound
to the lysosomal membrane (6) The pathway is composed of intermediates that differ by only one sugar molecule, a sulfate group, or a fatty acid residue. The substrates are converted to products by the sequential, stepwise removal of constituents
such as sugars and sulfate, by hydrolytic, irreversible reactions.

In most cases, sphingolipid catabolism functions smoothly, and all of the various complex glycosphingolipids and sphingomyelin are degraded to the level of
their basic building blocks, namely, sugars, sulfate, fatty acid, phosphocholine, and
sphingosine. However, when the activity of one of the enz).rnes is markedly reduced
due to a genetic error, then lhe substrate for the defective or missing enzyme accumulates and is deposited withi.n the Iysosomes of the tissue responsible for the
catabolism of that sphingolipid. For mos[ reactions in Figure 17.60, patients have
been identified who lack the enzpe that normally catalyzes that reaction. These
disorders, called sphingolipidoses, are summarized in Table I7.4.

TABLE

17.4

Sphingolipid Storage Diseases of Humans

I

Tay-Sachs disease

Mental retardation, blindness,
cherry red spot on macula,
death between second and

2

Gaucher's disease

Liver and spleen enlargemenl,
eroslon o[ long bones and
pelr,rs. mental retardation in

Ganglioside Gy2

Hexosaminidase A

Glucocerebroside

Glucocerebrosidase

Ceramide trihexoside

a-Gaiactosidase A

Sphingomyelin

Sphingomyelinase

Galactocerebroside

Galactocerebrosidase

Sulfatide

Arylsulfatase A

Ganglioside Gy1

Gy1 ganglioside: B-galactosidase

Gy2 ganglioside, globoside

Hexosaminidase A and B

Pentahexosylfuco glycolipid

a-l-Fucosidase

third year

3. Fabrys

disease

4

Niemann-Pick disease

5

Globoidleukodystrophy

(Krabbes disease)
6. Metachromaric
leukodystrophy

7.

Generalized
gangliosidosis

8. Sandhoff-Jatzkewttz
disease

9

Fucosidosis

infantile form only
Skin rash, kidney failure. pain in
lower extremities
Liver and spleen enlargement,
mental retardation
Mental retardation, absence of
myelin
Mental retardation, nerves stain
yellowish brown with cresyl
violet dye (metachromasi)
Mentai retardation, liver enlargement, skeletal involvement
Same as 1; disease has more

rapidly progressing course
Cerebral degeneration, muscle
spasticity, thick skin
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Common features of lipid storage diseases are:

(I) usually only a single sphin-

golipid accumulates in the involved organs; (2) the ceramide porrion is shared by
the various storage lipids; (3) the rare of biosynthesis of the accumulating lipid is
normal; (4) a catabolic enz)ryne is missing in each of these disorders; and (5) the
enzyrne deficiency occurs in all tissues.
D i agn osti c En zy m e Assay s fo r S p h i n gol i p i d ose s
Diagnosis of a given sphingolipidosis can be made from biopsy of the involved
organ, usually bone marrow, liver, or brain, on morphologic grounds on the basis
of the highly characteristic appearance of rhe storage lipid within lysosomes. Assay
of en4ryne activity confirms the diagnosis of a particular disease. For most of the
diseases, peripheral leukocytes, cultured skin fibroblasts, and chorionic villi express
the relevant ervwe deficiency and can be used as a source of enzqe for diagnostic purposes. In some cases (e.g., Tay-Sachs disease) serum and even tears are
a source of enz)ryne for the diagnosis of a lipid storage disorder. Sphingolipidoses,
for the most part, are autosomal recessive, with the disease occurring only in
homozygotes with a defect in both alleies. Ena.ryne assays can identify carriers or

heterozygotes.

In Niemann-Pick disease, the deficient enzyme is sphingomyelinase, which
normally catalyzes the reaction shown in Figure 17.6I. Sphingomyelin, radiolabeled in the methyl groups of choline with carbon-I4, provides a useful
substrate flor determining sphingomyelinase activity. Extrac[s of white blood cells
from healthy controls will hydrolyze the labeled subs[rate and produce the watersoluble product, phosphocholine Extraction of rhe.final incubation medium with
an organic solvent such as chloroform will result in radioactivity in the upper,
aqueous phase, the unused, lipid-like subsrrate sphingomyelin will be found in
the chloroform phase. On the other hand, if the white blood cells were derived

from a patient with Niemann-Pick disease, then after incubation with labeled
substrate and extraction with chloroform, litrle or no radioactivity (i.e., phosphocholine) would be found in the aqueous phase and the diagnosis would be
confirmed.
Another disease rhar can be diagnosed by use of an artificial substrate is TaySachs disease, the most common form of Gy2 gangliosidosis. In this fatal disorder the ganglion cells of the cerebral cortex are swollen and lysosomes are engorged
with the acidic lipid, G* ganglioside. This resuits in a loss of ganglion cells, proIiferation of glial cells, and demyelinarion of peripheral nerves. The pathognomonic
finding is a cherry red spot on the macula caused by swelling and necrosis of
ganglion cells in the eye. In Tay-Sachs disease, the artificial substrate 4-
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Sphingomyelinase reaction.
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p-Hexosaminidase reaction.

methylumbelliferyl-B-N-acetylglucosamine is used to confirm the diagnosis. The
compound is hydrolyzed by hexosaminidase A, the deficient lysosomal hydrolase,
to produce the intensely fluorescen[ product 4-methylumbelliferone (Figure 17 62)
Unfortunately, the diagnosis may be confused by the presence of hexosaminidase B
in tissue extracts and body fluids. This enzqe is not deficient in the Tay-Sachs
patient and will hydrolyze the test substrate. The problem is usually resolved by
taking advantage of the relative heat lability of hexosaminidase A and heat stabllity
of hexosami.nidase B. The tissue extract or serum specimen to be tested is first
heated at 55"C for t h and then assayed for hexosaminidase activity The amount
of heat-labile activity ls a measure of hexosaminidase A, and this value is used in
making the diagnosis.
Enzyme assays of serum or extracls of tissues, peripheral leukocytes, and fibroblasts are useful in heterozygote detection. Once carriers of a lipid storage disease have been identified, or if there has been a previously affected child in a family, rhe pregnancies at risk for these diseases can be monitored. Ail nine of the lipid
storage di.sorders are transmitted as recessive genetic abnormalilies. In all but one
the a1le1e is carried on an aulosomal chromosome. The exception is Fabry's disease, which is X-chromosome linked. In all of these conditions statistically one of
four fetuses will be homozygous (or hemizygous in Fabry's disease), two fetuses will
be carriers, and one will be completely normal. The enzyrne assays have been used
to de[ect affected fetuses and carriers in utero, using cu1[ured fibroblasts obtained

by amniocentesis as a source ol enzyme.
Except for Gaucher's disease, there is no therapy for the sphingolipidoses; the
role of mediclne at present is prevention through genetic counsellng based on enzyrne assays of the tlpe discussed above. A discussion of the diagnosis and therapy
of Gaucher's disease is presented in Clinical Correlation 17.4.

CtINICAI CORRETATION 17 .4

Diagnosis of Caucher's

in an Adult

Gaucher's disease is an inherited disease of lipid catabolism that results in deposition of glucocerebroside in macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system. Because of the large numbers of macrophages in
the spleen, bone marrow, and liver, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly and
its sequelae (thrombocytopenia or anemia), and bone pain are the
most common signs and q,T nptoms of the disease
Gaucher's disease results from a deficiency of glucocerebrosidase
Although this enzyme deficiency is inherited, different clinical patterns are observed Some patients suffer severe neurologic deficits as
infants, while others do not exhibit s),rnptoms until adulthood. The

diagnosis can be made by assayng leukocltes or fibroblasts for their
ability to hydrolyze the B-glycosidic bond of artificial substrates (B-

glucosidase activity)

actM$.

or o[ glucocerebroside

Gaucher's disease has been treated
purified glucocerebrosidase

(glucocerebrosidase

with regular infusions of

Friedman, B A., Vaddi, K, Preston, E M, Cataldo,J R, and McPherson,
M. A comparison of the pharmacological properties o[ carbohydrate remodeled recombinant and placental-derived B-glucocerebrosidase: implications [or
clinical efficacy in treatment of Gaucher disease Blood 93:2807.1999
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17.s I PRoSTAGLAND|NS AND THRoMBoXANES
Prostaglandins and Thromboxanes Are Derivatives
of 20-Carbon, Monocarboxylic Acids
In mammalian cells two major pathways of arachidonic acid metabolism produce important mediators o[ cellular and bodily functions: the cyclooxygenase and the
lipoxygenase pathways. The substrate for both pathways is unesterified arachidonic
acid. The cyclooxygenase pathway leads to a series of compounds including
prostaglandins and thromboxanes. Prostaglandins were discovered through their ability to promote contraction of intestinal and uterine muscle and the lowering of blood
pressure. Although the complexity of their structures and the diversity of their sometimes conflicting flunctions often create a sense of frustration, the potent pharmacological effects of the prostaglandins have made them important in human biologr and
medicine. With the exception of the red blood cell, the prostaglandins are produced
and released by nearly all mammalian cells and tissues. Unlike most hormones,
prostaglandins are not stored in cells but are slrrthesized and released immediately
The three major classes of prostaglandins are the A, E, and F series. Structures of the more common prostaglandins A, E, and F are shown in Figure 17.63.
All are related to the prosranoic acid (Figure 17.64). Note that rhe prostaglandlns
contain a multiplicity of functional groups, for example, PGE2 contains a carboxyl
group, a B-hydroxyketone, a secondary alkylic alcohol, and two carbon-carbon
double bonds. The three classes are distinguished on the basis of the functional
groups about the cyclopentane ring: the E series contains a B-hydroxyketone, [he
F series are I,3-diols, and those in the A series are o,p-unsaturated ketones. The
subscript numerals 1, 2, and 3 refer to the number of double bonds in the side
chains. The subscript a refers to the configuration of the C-9 OH group: an ahydroxyl group projects "down" from the plane of the ring.
The most important dietary precursor of the prostaglandins is linoleic acid
(18:2), an essential fatty acid. In adults about 10 g of linoleic acid is ingested daily

PGA2

*$\
HOH
PGEl

H

PGFIs

FIGURE 17.63

Structures of the major prostaglandins.
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Only

a

very small part of this total intake is converted by elongation and desaturation

in liver to arachidonic acid (eicosatetraenoic acid) and to some extent also to
dihomo-flinoleic acid. Since the total daily excretion of prostaglandins and their
metabolites is only about I mg, it is clear that the formation of prosiaglandins is a
quantitatively unimportant pathway in the overall metabolism of fatty aoids. However, the metabolism of prostaglandins is completely dependent on q regular and
constant supply of linoleic acid.
Synthesis

FIGURE

13
I7.64

17

Structure of prostanoic acid.

of Prostaglandins lnvolves a Cyclooxygenase

The immediate precursors to the prostaglandins are 2)-carbon polyunsaturated
fatty acids containing 3,4, and 5 carbon-carbon double bonds. Since arachidonic

8, 1 1,1 4-Eicosatrienoic Acid

(dihomotlinolenic acid)

Arachidonic acid

HOH

Eicosapentaenoic acid

20:5 (s,8,11,14,17)
(precursor)

HOH
PGFsa

FIGURE 17.55
Synthesis of E and F prostaglandins from fatty acid precursors.
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acid and most of its metabolites contain 20 carbons, they are referred to

as

eicosanoids. During their transformation into prostaglandins the fatty acids are cyclized and take up oxygen. Dihomo-7-linoleic acid (20:3(8,1I,14)) is the precursor
to PGEI and PGF1.; arachidonic acid (20:4(5,8,11,14)) to PGE2 and PGF2.; and
eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5(5,8,11,14,17)) to PGE3 and PGF3. (see Figure 17.65).
Compounds of the 2-series derived from arachidonic acid are the principal
prostaglandins in humans and are of the greatest significance biologically The central enzyme system in prostaglandin biosy,nthesis is the bifunctional prostaglandin
G/[I synthase (PGS), which catalyzes oxidative cyciization of poll-unsaturated fatty
acids. Arachidonic acid is derived from membrane phospholipids by the action of
the hydrolase phospholipase ,4.2. This cleavage step is the rate-iimiting step in
prostaglandin s)4:rthesis and some agents that s[imulate prostaglandin production
act by stimulating phospholipase 42. Cholesterol esters containing arachidonic acid
also serve as a source of arachidonic acid substrate.
The cyclooxygenase (COX) component of the prostaglandin slrrthase complex catalyzes the cyclization of C-8-C-I2 of arachidonic acid to form the cyclic 9,
1l-endoperoxide l5-hydroperoxide, PGG2. The reaction requires two molecules of
molecular oxygen (Figure 17.66). The mechanism involves stereospecific removal
of the l3-pro-5-hydrogen of arachidonic acid. PGG2 is then converted to
prostaglandin H2 (PGH2) by a reduced glutathione-dependent peroxidase (PG
hydroperoxidase) (Figure 17.67). Details of the additional steps leading to individual prostaglandins remain to be elucidated. Reactions that cyclize polyunsaturated fatty acids are found in the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum. Major
pathways of prostaglandin biosynthesis are summaized in Figure 17.68. Formation
of primary prostaglandins of the D, E, and F series and of thromboxanes or prostacyclin (PGI2) is mediated by different specific enz)rynes, whose presence varies depending on the cell type and tissue. This results in a degree of tissue specificity as
to the type and quantity of prostaglandin produced. In kidney and spleen PGE2 and
PGF2. are the major prostaglandins formed. In contrast, blood vessels produce
mostly PGI2 and PGF2.. In rhe heart PGE2, PGF2., and PGI2 are formed in about
equal amounts. Thromboxane A2 (TXAz) is the main prostaglandin endoperoxide
formed in platelets.
There are two forms of cyclooxygenase (COX) or prostaglandin G/H rynthase
(PGS). COX-I, or PGS-I, is a constitutiveenzqe found in gastric mucosa, platelets,
vascular endothelium, and kidney COX-2, or PGS-2, is inducibie and is generated
in response to inflammation. COX-2 is mainly expressed in activated macrophages
and monocytes when stimulated by platelet-activating factor (PAF), interleukinl, or bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and in smooth muscle cells, epithelial and

20z

+

Arachldonlc acld

PGG2

HGURE 17.66
Cyclooxygenase reaction.

ooH

OH
PGH2

PGG2

FIGURE 17.67

Conversion ofPGG2 to PGH2; PG hydroperoxidase (PGH synthase) reaction.
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Arachidonic acid

I
Prostaglandln 12
(prostacyclin, PG12)

Prostaglandin H2 (PGH2)

Prostaglandin

F2o

(PGF20)

OH

Prostaglandin D2
(PGD2)

OH

Prostaglandin

E2

(PGE2)

FIGURE 17.68

Major routes of prostaglandin biosynthesis.

endothelial cells, and neurons. PGS-2 induction is inhibited by glucocorticoids. The
two forms of PGS catalyze both oxygenation of arachidonic acid to PGG2 and the
reduction of PGG2 to PGH2.
Prostaglandins have a very short half-life. Soon after release they are rapidly
taken up by cells arld inactivated either by oxidation of the l5-hydroxy group or
by B-oxidation from the carboxy end of the chain. The lungs have an imporranr
role in inactivating prostaglandins. Thromboxanes are highly active metabolites of
the PGG2- and PGH2-t1pe prostaglandin endoperoxide in which the cyclopentane
ring is replaced by a six-membered oxygen-containing (oxane) ring. The term
thromboxane is derived from the fact that these compounds have a thrombusforming potential. Thromboxane ,4.2 synthase, present in the endoplasmic reticulum, is abundan[ in lung and platelets and catalyzes the conversion of endoperoxide PGH2 ro TXA2. The halflife of TXA2 is very short in wa[er (t12:1 min) as the
compound is transformed rapidly into lnactive thromboxane 82 (TXB2) by the reaction shown in Figure I7.69.

OH
PGH2

I

Prostaglandin Production ls lnhibited by Steroidal
and N onsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Agents
The nonsteioidal, anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), such as aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid), indomethacin, and phenylbutazone, block prostaglandin production by
irreversibiy inhibiting cyclooxygenase. ln the case of aspirin, i.nhibition occurs by
acetylation of the en4.ryne. Other NSAIDs inhibit cyclooxygenase but do so by binding noncovalently to the enz).rne instead of acety'ating it; they are called "non-aspirin NSAIDS." Aspirin is the only COX inhibitor [hat covalently modifies the enz1.arre and i[ is more potent against COX-I than COX-2. Most NSAIDs inhibit COX-f
more than COX-2. These drugs have undesirable side effects; aplastic anemia can result from phenylbutazone therapy. COX is an important target for pharmacological
agents. Steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs like hydrocortisone, prednisone, and

OH

TXA2

l"o

Y

'oH
TXB2

FIGURE 17.69

Synthesis of TXB2 from PGH2.
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Phospholipid

Arachidonic acid

Cyclooxygenase

l<.rww
I

vrn
I

Prostaglandins

PhenYlbutazone

FIGURE 17.70
Sites of action of inhibitors of prostaglandin
synthesis.

betame[hasone block prostaglandin release by inhibiting phospholipase A.2 activity
so as to interfere with mobilization of arachidonic acid (see Figure 17.70) The rareIimiting step in the syrrthesis of prostaglandins is release of arachidonic acid from
membrane phospholipid stores in response to phospholipase ,{2 ac[ivation.
Control of the biosprthesis of prostaglandins is poorly undersrood, bur, in general, prostaglandin release seems to be triggered by hormonal or neural excitation,
or muscular activitlz For example, histamine increases.prostaglandin concentra[ion
in gastric perfusates. Also, prostaglandins are released during labor and after cellular injury (e.g., platelets exposed [o thrombin, lungs irritated by dust).

Prostaglandins Exhibit Many Physiological Effects
Prostaglandins are natural mediators of inflammation. Inflamma[ory reactions most
ofteninvolve the joints (e.g, rheumaroid arthriris), skin (e.g., psoriasis), and eyes; inflammation is treated frequently with corticosteroids that inhibit prostaglandin slrrthesis. Administration of PGE2 and PGEI induces the signs of inflammation rhat include redness and heat (due to ar[eriolar vasodilation), and swelling and edema
resuiting from increased capillary permeability PGE2 generated in immune rissues
(e.g , macrophages, mast cells, B cells) evokes chemokinesis of T cells PGE2 in amounrs
that alone do not cause pain, prior to administration of the autocoids histamine and
bradykinin, enhances both the intensity and durarion of pain caused by these two
agents. It is thought that plrogens (fever-inducing agents) acrivaLe the prostaglandin
biosgrthetic pathway resulting in release of PGE2 in rhe region of the hyporhalamus
where body temperalure is regulated. Aspirin, which is an anrip]Teric drug, inhibits
cyclooxygenase. Prostaglandins have been used extensively as drugs in reproduction.
Both PGE, and PGF2 have been used to induce parturition and for the termination of
an unwanted pregnancy, specifically in the second trimester. There is also evidence that
the PGE series of prostaglandins may play some role in infertility in males.
Slmthetic prostaglandins have proved to be very effective in inhiblring gastric
acid secretion in parients with peptic ulcers. PGE compounds appear to inhibir
cAMP formation in gastric mucosal cells. Prostaglandins also accelerate the healing
of gastric ulcers. Pros[aglandins play an important role in controlling blood vessel
tone and arterial blood pressure. The vasodilator prostaglandins, PGE, PGA, and
PGI2, Iower systemic arterial pressure, thereby increasing local blood flow and decreasing peripheral resistance. TXA2 causes contraction of vascular smoo[h muscle
and glomerular mesangium There is hope that the prostaglandins may eventually
prove useful in the treatment of hypertension. PGE2 functions in the fetus to
maintain the patency of the ductus arteriosus prior to birth. If the ductus remains
open after birth, closure can be hastened by administration of [he cyclooxygenase
inhibitor indomethacin. In other situations it may be desirable to keep the ductus
open. For example, in infants born with congenital abnormalities where the defect

can be corrected surgically, infusion of prostaglandins will maintain blood flow
through the ductus over this interim period
Certain prostaglandins, especially PGI2, inhibit platelet aggregation, whereas
PGE2 and TXA2 promote this clotting process. TXA2 is produced by plarelets and
accounts for their spon[aneous aggregation when in contact with some foreign surface, collagen, or thrombin. Endothelial cells lining blood vessels release PGl, and
may account for the lack of adherence of platelets to the healthy blood vessel wall.
PGE2 and PGD2 dllate renal blood vessels and increase blood flow through the kidney They also regulate sodium excretion and glomerular filtration rate.

XYGENASE AND OXYEICOSATETRAENOIC ACI DS
Cyclooxygenase directs polyrnsaturated fatry acids into the prostaglandin pathway
Another important arachidonic acid oxygenaring enzyme, called lipoxygenase, is a
dioxygenase. There is a family of lipoxygenases [har differ in rhe position of the
double bond on the arachidonic acid molecule at which oxygen artack inirially oc-

LrpoxycENASE AND oxyErcosATETMENorc

curs (e.g., positions 5, 12, or I5). In humans the most important leukotrienes are
the 5-lipoxygenase products that are involved in the mediation of inflammatory disorders. Lipoxygenases occur widely in plants and fungi, as well as in animals, but
are absent from yeasts and most prokaryotes. Lipoxygenases contain a single atom
sf nonheme iron and are active when the iron is in the ferric state.

Monohyd roperoxyeicosatetraenoic Acids
Are Products of Lipoxygenase Action
Lipoxygenase adds hydroperoxy groups to arachidonic acid to produce monohydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HPETEs). Figure 17.71 shows the conversion of
arachidonic acid to the three major HPETEs. In contrast to the cyclooxygenase of
prostaglandin endoperoxide synthase, which catalyzes the bis-dioxygenation of unsaturated fatty acids to endoperoxide, Iipoxygenases catalyze the monodioxygenation

of unsaturated fatty acids to allylic hydroperoxides. Hydroperoxy substitution of
arachidonic acid by lipoxygenases may occur at position 5, 12, or 15. A l5-lipoxygenase (15-LOX) oxygenates arachidonic acid at carbon-I5. 5-HPETE is the major
lipoxygenase product in basophils, polymorphonuclear (PMN) leukocytes,
macrophages, mast cells, and any organ undergoing an inflammatory response; 12HPETE predominates in platelets, pancreatic islet cells, vascular smooth muscle, and
glomerular cells; l5-HPETE is the principal lipoxygenase product in reticulorytes,
eosinophils, T lymphocytes, and tracheal epithelial cells. The 5-, l2-, and 15Ilpoxygenases occur mainly in the cytosol. Specific stimuli or signals determine
which type of lipoxygenase product a grven type of cell produces. The oxygenated

15-liporygenase
5-liporygenase

12 - HPETE

5.

15 - HPETE

HPETE

5 - HETE

12 - HETE

FIGURE 17.71

Lipoxygenase reaction and role of 5-hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HPETEs) as
precursors of hydroryeicosatetraenoic acids (HETEs).
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carbon atom in HPETEs is as),rnmetric and there are two possible stereoisomers of
the hydroperoxy acid, (R) or (5). For example, rhe srereoconfiguration is specified
l2R-LOX or l2S-LOX. AII three major HPETEs are of the (S) configurarion. 5Lipoxygenase (5-LOX) exhibits both a dioxygenase activity that converrs arachidonic
acid to 5-HPETE and a dehydrase acrivity rhar rransforms 5-HPETE to LTAa. 5-LOX
activity is restricted ro a flew cell types, including B lyrnphocyres bur nor T lymphocytes. It is activated by an accessory protein called 5-lipoxygenhse-activating protein
(FLAP). In human leukocytes, FIAP acts as an arachidonic acid transfer protein that
presents the fatty acid substrate to the 5-LOX located on the nuclear membrane.

Leukotrienes and Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic
Acids Are Hormones Derived from HPETEs
HPETE hydroperoxides are not hormones but are highly reactive, unstable intermediates that are converted either ro the analogous alcohol (hydroxy fatty acid) by
reduction of the peroxide moiety or to leukotrienes. Leukotrienes are lipoxygenase
products containing at least three conjugated double bonds. Figure 17.72 shows
how 5-HPETE rearranges to the epoxide leukotriene A+ (LI&), which is then converted to LTBa or LfCa, emphasizing rhat 5-HPETE is an imporrant branch point
in the lipoxygenase parhway.
Peroxidative reduction of 5-HPETE to the stable 5-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic
acid (5-HETE) is illustrated in Figure 17.7I. The double bonds in 5-HETE are at
positions 6,8, 11, and14 and are unconjugated, and the geometry of the double
bonds is trans, cis, cis, and cis, respectively Two other common forms of HETE are
12- and I5-HETE. The HPETEs are reduced eirher spontaneously or by the action
of peroxidases to the corresponding HETEs.

5.HPETE

ooH

reduced
glutathione
LTBa

cooH

Hrr i

CHz

LTCa

HI
N
COOH
ttl-CH-C -NH-CHrO:c
o
I

CH2

-CH2

-

CH
I

-

COOH

NHz

FIGURE 17.72

Conversion of 5-HPETE to LIB4 and LICa through LTAa as intermediate.
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Leukotrienes are derived from the unstable precursor 5-HPETE by a reaction
catalyzedby LTAa synthase tha[ generates an epoxide called LfA*. In the leukotriene
series, the subscript indicates the number of double bonds. Thus, while double-

bond rearrangement may occur, the number of double bonds in the leukotriene
product is the same as in the original arachidonic acid. LTfu occurs a[ a branch
point (Figure 17 .72) and can be converted either to 5,l2-dihydroxyercosatetraenolc
acid (designated leukotriene Ba or LfBa) or to LTC4 and LfDa.
Conversion of 5-HPETE to the diol LfBa (Figure 17.72) occurs by a cytosolic
enzyrne, LTBa synthase (LfAa hydratase), which adds water to the double bond between C-l1 and C-I2. The diversion of LIfu to leukotrienes LfC*, LTDa, and LfEa

requires the participation of reduced glutathione that opens the epoxide ring in
LTA, to produce LTCa (Figure 17.72). Sequential removal of glutamic acid and
glycine residues by specific dipeptidases yields the leukotrienes LfDa and LTEa
(Figure 17.73). The subscript 4 denotes the total number of double bonds.

Leukotrienes and HETEs Affect Several Physiological Processes
Leukotrienes persist flor up to 4 h in the body Stepwise ar-oxidation of the methyl
end and B-oxidation of the resulting COOH-terminated fatty acid chain are responsible for the inactivation and degradation o[ LTBa and LfEa. These reactions
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Conversion of LTCa to LTDa and LTEa.
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occur in mitochondria and peroxisomes. The actions of the thionyl peptides LfCa,
LfDa, and LTEa comprise the slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis (SRS-A).
They cause slowly evolving but protracted contraction of smooth muscles in the airways and gastroinrestinal trac[. The LfCa is rapidly converted to LTD4 and then
slowly converted to LTEa. These conversions are catalyzed by enzymes in plasma.
LfBa and the sulfidopeptides LfCa, LTD*, and LfEa exerr their biological acrions
through specific ligand-receptor inreractions. ln humans, activarion of the 5-LOX
ofleukocyres produces leukotrienes and dihydroxyeicosanoids (e.g., LTBa) that provoke bronchoconstriction and inflammation. current drugs for asthma include 5LOX inhibitors and leukotriene receptor antagonisrs.
In general, HETEs (especially 5-HETE) and LTBa are involved mainly in reguIating neutrophil and eosinophil function: rhey mediate chemotaxis, stimulare
adenylate cyclase, and induce PMN leukocytes to degranulate and release lysosomal
hydrolytic enzlrrnes. In contrast, LTCa and LfDa are humoral agents that promole
smooth muscle contraction, constriction of pulmonary airways, trachea, and intestine, and increases in capillary permeability (edema). The HETEs appear to exerr
their effects by being incorporated inro the phospholipids of membranes of target
cells. The presence of fatty acyl chains containing a polar OH group may disturb
packing of lipids and thus the srructure and function of the membrane. LfBa has
immunosuppressive actMty exerted through inhibirion of CD4+ cells and proliferation of suppressor CD8+ cells. LTBa also promotes neutrophil-endotheliai cell
adhesion.
Monohydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids of the lipoxygenase pathway are potent mediators of processes involved in allergy (hypersensitiviiy) andinflammarion, secrerion
(e.g., insulin), cell movement, cell growth, and calcium fluxes. The initial allergic
event, namely, the binding of IgE antibody to receprors on the surface of the mast
cell, causes the release of substances, including leukotrienes, referred to as mediators
of immediate hlpersensitivity. Lipoxygenase produc[s are usually produced within
minufes after the stimulus. The leukotrienes LTCa, LTDa, and lJEaare much more
potent than histamine in con[racting nonvascular smooth muscles of bronchi and intes[ine. LTDa increases the permeability of the microvasculature. Mono-HETEs and
LTB* stimulate migration (chemoraxis) of eosinophils and neutrophils, making them
the principal mediarors of PMN leukocyte infiltration in inflammatory reacrions.

Eicosatrienoic acids (e.g., dihomo-7-linolenic acid) and eicosapentaenoic
acid (Figure 17.65) also serve as lipoxygenase subs[rates. The amounr of these 20carbon polyunsaturated fatty acids with [hree and five double bonds in tissues is
Iess than that of arachidonic acid, but special diets can increase their levels. The
Iipoxygenase products of these tri- and pentaeicosanoids are usually less active than
LIA* or LTB4. It remains to be determined if fish oil diets rich in eicosapenraenoic

acid are usefui in [he treatmen[ of allergic and autoimmune diseases.
Pharmaceutical research in[o therapeutic uses of lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase inhibitors and inhibitors and agonists of leukotrienes in treatment of inflammatory diseases such as asthma, psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, and ulcerative
colitis is very active.
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choline phosphotransferase, glycerol phosphate acyltransferase,
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mediator of hypersensitivity and acute inflammatory reactions
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D

function in lung

C. activation of certain membrane
D. signal transduction

Prostaglandins, Thromboxanes, and Leukotrienes
Brash,

phosphate:acyltransferase, a-glycerolphosphate dehydrogenase, phosphatidic acid phosphatase
glycerol phosphate:acyltransferase, a-glycerolphosphate dehydrogenase, glycerol kinase
a-glycerolphosphate dehydrogenase, glycerol kinase, phosphatidic acid phosphatase

CDP-X (where X is the appropriate alcohol) reacts
diacylglycerol in the primary s),nthetic pathway for:

A
B

phosphatidylcholine.
phosphatidylinositol

with

1,2-
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C. phosphatidylserine

D
E
4

ed fat ls not sufficient The drugs of choice are statins, inhibitors of
the rate-llmiting enzyme of cholesterol biosynthesis If necessary
bile acid-binding resins can be added

all of the above
none of the above

1l

Phospholipases A, and 42:
have no role in phospholipid s),nrhesrs.

A
B

are responslble for initial insertion ol fatty acids in sn-1 and
sn-2 posltions during sl,nthesis.
C are responsible for base exchange in the interconversion of
phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylserine.
D. hydrolyze phosphatidic acid to a diglyceride.
E. remove a fatty acid in an sn-l or sn-2 position so it can be
replaced by another in phospholipid synthesis

5

Primary bile acids:

A
B
C
D
E

B
C
D
E
12

are any bile aclds that are found in the intestinal tract
are any bile acids reabsorbed from the intestinal tract
are synthesized in the intestinal tract by bacteria.
are sJnthesized in hepatocytes directly from cholesterol

sized by mitochondrial HMG CoA synthase
HMG CoA reductase catalyzes the rate-limiting step.
the conversion o[ mevalonic acid to farnesyl pyrophosphate
proceeds via condensation of 3 molecules of mevalonic acid
condensation of2 farnesyl pyrophosphates to form squalene
is a freely reversible reaction
conversion ofsqualene to lanosterol is initiated by formation
of the fused ring system, followed by addirion o[ oxygen.

Cholesterol present in LDL (low density lipoprotein):
binds to a cell receptor and diffuses across the cell mem-

A

brane

are converted to secondary bile acids by conjugation with
glycine or taurine.

B.

when it enters a ce1l, suppresses activity of ACAf (acyl CoA:

C.

cholesterol acyltransferase)
once in the cell is converted

to cholesteryl esters by LCAT

(lecithin: cholesterol acyltransferase).

D.

6. A ganglioslde may contain all of the following EXCEPT:

A
B
C
D
E

In biosynthesis of cholesterol:

A. 3-hydroxy-3-methyl glutaryl CoA (HMG CoA) is s),nrhe-

a ceramide structure

E.

glucose or galactose
phosphate.
one or more sialic acids.
sphingosine

it has accumulated in the ce1l, inhlbits replenishment
of LDL receptors
represents primarily cholesterol that is being removed from
peripheral ce1ls
once

Questions 13 and 14: Sphingolipidoses (lipid storage diseases) are a
group of diseases characterized by defects in lysosomal enzymes
Rate of synthesis of sphingolipids is normal but undegraded mareri-

7. Structural

B.

features that are common to al1 prostaglandins include:
2O-carbon atoms.
an oxygen-containing inrernal heterocyclic ring

C

a peroxide group at

A

C-I5.

D. two double bonds.
E. a ketone group

B

Prostaglandin sJrethase complex:
catalyzes the rate-limiting step of prostaglandin s)'rrthesis.
is inhibited by antr-inflammarory steroids.
C. contains both a cyclooxygenase and a peroxidase component
produces PGG2 as the end product.

A.
B.

al accumulates in lysosomes The severity of the parricular disease
depends, in part, on what tissues are most affected. Those affecting
primarily brain and nervous tissue, like Tay-Sachs disease, are lethal
within a few years of birth. Since the extent of enz),rne deficiency is
the same in all cells, easily accessible tlssues like skin fibroblasts can
be used to assay for enzyme deficiency. There are no treatments for
most of the diseases so genetic counseling seems to be the only helpfu1 approach However, for Gaucher's disease enz),rne (glucocerebrosidase) replacement therapy is effective

13.

D

E.

9

Thromboxane

pool o[ free arachidonic acid in the

followng are rme about degradation of sphingolipids

A. it occurs by hydrolytic enzymes contained in lysosomes.
B. it terminates at the level of ceramides.

cel1.

C. it is a sequential,

A.2:

D

A
B
C

is a longJived prostaglandin
is an inacr,ive metabolite of PGE2.
is the major prostaglandrn produced

D.

does not conrain a ring structure
is sJrrthesized from the intermediate PGH2.

E.

10

uses as substrate the

ol the
EXCEPT:

A11

it may involve

E. it is catalyzed
in all

by enzl,rnes that are speclflc for a type of link-

age rather than for a partlcular compound

ce1ls

14 In Niemann-Pick

disease, the deficient enzFne is sphingomyelinase Sphingomyelins differ from other sphingolipids in
that they are:
A not based on a ceramide core.
B acldic rather than neutral at physiological pH
C the only types containing N-acetylneuraminic acid
D the only types that are phospholipids.
E not amphipathlc.

Hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HPETEs):
are derived from arachidonic acid by a peroxidase reaction
B. are mediators of hypersensitivity reactions
C are intermediates in formation of leukotrienes.
D are relatively stable compounds (persist for as long as 4 h)
E are rnactivated forms of leukotrienes.

A

Questions 11 and 12: Hypercholesrerolemia is one o[ the risk factors for
cardiovascular disease Total cholesterol in blood ls not as impofiant in
considenng risk as distributlon of cholesterol berween LDL ("bad") and
HDL ("good") particles Efforts to reduce serum cholesterol are twopronged: dietary and drugs if reduclng dietary cholesterol and saturar-

stepwise removal of constituents.

a sulfatase or a neuraminidase.

Problems

15

Cells from a patient with familial hypercholesterolemia (FH)
and cells from an individual without that disease were incubated with LDL particles containing radioactively labeled cholesterol. After incubation, the incubation medium was removed

ANSWERS

and the radioactivity o[ the cells measured The ce]ls were treated
to remove any bound material, lysed, and internal cholesterol content measured Results are given below What mutation of the gene
for the LDL receptor protein could account for the results?

I lll

I6 The combination of bile salt-binding resin and an HMG CoA
reductase inhibitor is very effective in reducing serum cholesterol for most patients with high cholesrerol. Why is rhis treatment much less effective for patienrs with familial hypercholesterolemia?

Normal
FH

LA

3000 cpm/mg cells
3000 cpm/mg ce1ls

Low
High

This function appears to be associated wlth complex glycosphingolipids B: Especially dipalmitoyileclthin C: For exam-

not hormones but highly unstable intermediates that are converted to either HEfEs (mediators of hypersensiriviry) or

ple,

2. C
3.

A

4. E

B-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase D: Especially phosphatidylinositols. E: Platelet-activating factor (PAF) does this
A, D, E: Giycerol kinase is not presenr in adipose rissue, which
must rely on a-glycerolphosphate dehydrogenase. B: This is a
liver process only

fhis is

Ieukotrienes

1L B

the main pathway for choline. B: Phosphatidylinositol is

formed from CDP-diglyceride reacring wirh myo-inositol C:
This is formed by "base exchange."
Phospholipases A.1 and ,{2, as their names imply, hydrolyze a
fatty acld from a phosphoiipid and so are parr of phospholipid
degradation. They are also important ln sy,nthesis, however, in
assuring the asgnmetric distribution of fatty acids that occurs

D

12.

in phospholipids.

5 D They are cholic acid and chenodeoxychoiic

6.

C

7.

A

8.

C

9 E

acid. A, B: The intestinal tract contains a mixture of primary and secondary bile
acids, both of which can be reabsorbed. C: Secondary bile acids
are formed by bacteria in the intestine by chemical reactions,
such as removal of the C-7 OH group E: Conjugated cholic
acid is still a primary bile acid.
Glycosphingolipids do not contain phosphate. A, E: Ceramide,
which is formed from sphingosine, is the base stn_rcture from
which glycosphingolipids are formed. B: Glucose is usually the
first sugar attached to the ceramide D: By definitlon, gangliosides contain sialic acid
Prostaglandins are eicosanoids B: This is true of thromboxanes
but the prostaglandin ring contains only carbons. C: Tiue only
of the intermediate of s),nthesis, PGG2. D: Number of double
bonds is variable. E: True of the A and E series but not of the
F series.
Cyclooxygenase oxidizes arachidonic acid and peroxidase converts PGG2 to PGH2 A, B: The release of the precursor fatty
acid by phospholipase .A2 is the rareJimiting srep and the one
inhibited by anti-inflammatory steroids D: The peroxidase
component converts PGG2 to PGH2. E: Arachidonic acid is not
free in the cell but is part of the membrane phospholipids or
sometimes a cholesteryl ester.
PGH2 is the branch point in the syrrthesis of rhe prostagiandins
and thromboxanes A-D: TXA2 is very active, has a very short
half-life (on the order of seconds), contains a six-membered
ring, and is the main prostaglandin produced by platelets but

not all tissues.
10.

C

These are formed by addition of oxygen to arachidonic acid. A:
fhe enzyme is a lipoxygenase. B-E: HPEfEs, rhemselves, are

13 B

14.

D

This enzqe is inhibited by cholesterol. A: Remember thar cholesterol biosJnthesis is cytosolic; mitochondrial blosyrithesis of
HMG CoA leads to ketone body formarion. C: Mevalonic acid
is decarboxylated (among other things) to produce the isoprene
pyrophosphates, which are the condensing units. D: Pyrophosphate is hydrolyzed, which prevents reversal. E: The process is
initiated by epoxide formarion.
This is one of the ways ro prevent overload in the cell. A: LDL
binds to the cell receptor and is endocytosed and rhen degraded
in lysosomes to release cholesterol. B: ACAT is activated to facilitate storage. C: LCAT is a plasma enzyrne. E: The primary
role of LDL is to deliver cholesterol to peripheral tissues; HDL
removes cholesterol from peripheral tissues
Ceramides are hydrolyzed to sphingosine and fatty acid. D: Su1fogalactocerebroside conrains sulfate and gangliosides contain
one or more N-acetylneuraminic acids E: Many sphingolipids
share the same types of bonds, for example, a B-galacrosidic
bond, and one enzyme, for example, B-galactosidase, will hydrolyze it whenever il occurs.
Sphingomyelins are nor glycosphingolipids but phosphosphingolipids A, B, E: They are formed from ceramides,
are amphipathic, and are neutral C is the definirlon of gangliosides

15.

16.

FH cells have LDL receptors with normal binding properries as
indicated by the bound radioactivity being the same as rhar of
normal ce1ls. They are unable to internalize the recepror-LDl
complex so cholesterol s),nthesis is not lnhibited as it is with
normal cells The mutation is most like1y on the carbory terminus of the protein, which is involved in intemaiization. Make
sure you understand why mutation in other regions would not
lead to the observed results
By binding bile salts, forcing increased excrerion, liver has to
convert more cholesterol to bile sahs. If liver synthesis o[ cholesterol is inhibited, liver sl.nthesizes more LDL receptors, removing increased LDL particles (and thus cholesterol) from
blood Patients with FH eirher have no receptors or have nonfunctioning LDL receptors so liver cannot increase uptake of
LDL from blood. Synthesis is reduced but this does not have as
dramatic an effect on blood cholesterol
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Amino acids and the relationship between their structure and the structure and
function of proteins were presented in Chapter 3. This chapter describes the
metabolism of amino acids, emphasizing the importance of dietary protein as the
major source of amino acids for humans.
Molecular nitrogen, N2, exists in the atmosphere in great abundance. Before it
can be utilized by animals it must be "fixed," that is, reduced from N2 to NH3 by
microorganisms, plants, and electrical discharge from lightning. Ammonia is then
incorporated into amino acids and proteins, and these become part of the food chain
(Figure I8.l). Humans can synthesize only 11 of the 20 amino acids needed for

atmosphere

Bacteria,
blue-green
algae

Animals

FIGURE 18.1

Outline of entry of atmospheric nitrogen into the animal diet.
This occurs initially by reduction of nitrogen to ammonia by enzymes in microorganisms
and plants.
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TABTE 18,1

Arginineo
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine

Methionineb
Phenylalanine'
Threonine
Tryptophan
Valine

Alanine
Aspartate
Asparagine
Cysteine
Glutamate

Glutamine
Glycine
Proline
Serine
Tyrosine

'Arginine is sl,nthesized by mammalian tissues, but the
rate is insufficien[ to meet the need during growth
bMethionine

is required in large amounts to produce cysteine if the latter is nor supplied adequately by the diet

'Phenylalanine is needed in larger amoun[s to form tyrosine if the latter is not supplied adequately by the diet

(a)

glucose

t

++hosphoglycerale

protein s)'nthesis. Those that cannot be synthesized de novo are [errned "essential"
because they must be obtained from dietary foodstuffs that contain them
(Table

l

I

This chapter includes discussion of interconversions of amino acids, removal
and excretion of ammonia, and syrthesls of "nonessential" amino acids by the body

+

As part of ammonia metabolism, ry,nthesis and degradation of glutamate, glutamine,

produce acetyl CoA or acetoacetate Metabolism of some amino acids results in
more than one of the above and they are therefore both glucogenic and ketogenic
(Figure 18.2). Products of amino acid metabolism can be used to provide energy.
Additional energy-generating compounds, usually NADH, are also produced during degradation of some of the amino acids.

fi.2 I

'

INCORPORATION OF NITROGEN INTO
AMrNo AC|DS

Most Amino Acids Are Obtained from the Diet
A healthy adult eating a varied and plentiful diet is generally in "nitrogen balance,"
a state where the amount of nitrogen ingested each day is balanced by the amount
excreted, resulting in no ne[ change in the amount of body nitrogen. ln the wellfed condition, excreted nitrogen comes mostly from digestion of excess protein or
from normal turnover. Protein turnover is defined as the slmthesis and degradation
of protein. Under some conditions the body is eilher in negative or positive nitrogen balance. In negative nitrogen balance more nitrogen is excreted than ingested.
This occurs in starvation and certain diseases. During starvation carbon chains of
amino acids from proteins are needed for gluconeogenesis; ammonia released from
amino acids is excreted mostly as urea and is no[ reincorporated lnto protein. A diet
deficient in an essential amino acid also leads to a nega[ive nitrogen balance, since
body proteins are degraded to provide the deficient essential amino acid, and the

gly

+

I8.I).

aspartate, asparagine, alanine, and arginine are discussed. Syrrthesis and degradation of other nonessential amino acids are then described, as well as the degradation of the essen[ial amino acids. Spthetic pathways of amino acid derivatives and
some diseases of amino aci.d metabolism are also presenLed.
Carbons from amino acids enter in[ermediary metaboh.sm at one of seven
points. Glucogenic amino acids are metabolized to pyruvate, 3-phosphoglycerate,
a-ketoglutarate, oxaloace[ate, fumarate, or succinyl CoA. Ketogenic amino acids

<- ser<-

ala ----------->

pro

asn ----> asp--->

I

*r/
,/

gn

\".n

his-

(b)

glucose

I
I

3-phosphoglycerate

l;

\\

a'|a

acetoacetate

pyruvate

//\

)+

leu

thr

/ ,t'P

ys, tyr

ile,

<- ser<- gly<-

trp

<- ser<- gly<--thr

\,n,

phe, tyr ----> tumarate

,

\o-ketobutyrate

,/l

thr,

met

FIGURE 18.2

Metabolic fate of (a) nonessential amino acids
and (b) essential amino acids plus cysteine
and tyrosine.
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Aminotransferase reaction
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FIGURE

glutamate

,I8.4

Glutamate-pynrvate aminotransferase reac-

tion.

cHs

other amino acids liberated are metabolized. Negative nitrogen balance may also
exist in senescence. Positive nitrogen balance occurs in growing children, who are
increasing their body weight and incorporating more amino acids into proteins than
they break down. Cysteine and arginine are essential in children but not essential
in adults because they are syrrthesized from methionine and ornithine. These amino
acids are readily available in adults but limited in children because of their greater
use of all amino acids. Positive nitrogen balance also occurs in pregnancy and
during refeeding after st-arvation.

?

CH-C-COO-

Amino Croups Are Transferred from
One Amino Acid to Form Another
Most amino acids used by the body to s)'nthesize protein or as precursors for amino
acid derivatives are obtained from the diet or from protein turnover. When necessary, nonessential amino acids are synthesized from o-keto acid precursors via
transfer of a preexisting amino group from another ami.no acid by aminotransferases, also called transaminases (Figure 18.3). Transfer of amino groups also
occurs during degradation of amino acids. Figure 18.4 shows how the amino group
of alanine is transferred to a-ketoglutarate to form glutamate. The p),ruvate produced then provides carbons for gluconeogenesis or for energy production via the
TCA cycle. This reaction is necessary since ammonia cannot enter the urea cycle directly from alanine but the amino group of glutamate can be utilized. The opposite
reaction would occur lf there were a need for alanine for proLein synthesis that was
not being met by dietary intake or protein turnover. Tiansamination involving essential amino acids is normally unidirectional since the body cannot slrrthesize the
equivalent a-keto acid. Figure I8.5 shows transamination of valine, an essential
amino acld. The resulting a-ketoisovalerate is further metabolized to succinyl CoA
as discussed on page 814. Transamination is the most common reaction involving
free amino acids, and only threonine and lysine do not participate in an aminotransflerase reaction. An obligate amino and a-keto acid pair in al1 of these reactions
is glutamate and a-ketoglutarate. This means that amino group transfer between
aianine and aspar[ate would have to occur via coupled reactions, with a glutamate
intermediate (Figure f8.6). The equilibrium constant for aminotransferases is close
to one so that the reactions are freely reversible. When nitrogen excretion is impaired and hyperammonemia occurs, as in liver failure, amino acids, including the
essential amino acids, can be replaced in the diet by a-keto acid analogs, with the
exception of threonine and lysine as mentioned above. The o-keto acids are
transaminated by aminotransferases to produce the different amino acids. Figure18.5 shows valine forma[ion after administration of a-ketoisovalerale as therapy
for hlperammonemia.
Tissue distribution of some o[ the amino[ransferase family is used diagnostically by measuring the release of a specific e\zyme during tissue damage; for instance, the presence of glutamate aspaflate aminotransferase in plasma is a sign of
Iiver damage (see p. 452).

p

o-ketoisovalerate

cHs
FIGURE 18.5

Transamination of valine.
rate

Valine can be formed from a-ketoisovalerate only

when this compound is administered therapeuticallir

FIGURE-I8.6

Coupled transamination reaction.
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Pyridoxal Phosphate ls Cofactor for Aminotransferases
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Transfler of amino groups occurs via enz],rne-associated intermediates derived from

ll

pyridoxal phosphate, the functional form of vitamin 86 (Figure I8.7). The active
site of the "resting" aminotransferase contains pyridoxal phosphate covalently
attached to an e-amino group of a lysine residue that forms part of the primary

structure of the transferase (Figure 18.8). The complex is further stabilized by ionic
FIGURE 18.7
and hydrophobic interactions. The linkage,
is called a Schiff base. Thd Pyridoxal phosphate.
-CH:N-,
carbon originates in the aldehyde group of pl,,ridoxal phosphate, and the nitrogen
is donated by the lysine residue. When a substrate amino acid, ready to be metabolized, approaches the active site, its amino group displaces the lysine e-amino
group and a Schiff base linkage is formed with the amino group of the amino acid
substrate (Figure i8.9). At this point the pyridoxal phosphate-derived molecule is
no longer covalently attached to the enzlrne but is held in the active site only by
(cHz)+
ionic and hydrophobic interactions between it and the protein. The Schiff base linkN
age involving the amino acid substrate is in tautomeric equilibrium between an
II
HC
aldimine,
and a ketimine,
Hydrolysis of the
-CH:N-CHR2,
-CH2-N:CR2.
ketimine liberates an a-keto acid, leaving the amino group as part of the pyndoxamine structure. A reversal of the process is now possible, an a-keto acid reacts
with the amine group, the double bond is shifted, and then hydrolysis liberates an
amino acid. Pyridoxal phosphate now reforms its Schiff base with the "resting" enzyme (Figure 18.8). Many pyndoxal phosphate-requiring reactions involve transimFIGURE 18.8
ination, but the ability of the Schiff base to transfer electrons between different Pyridoxal phosphate in aldimine linkage to
atoms allows this cofactor to participate when other groups, such as carboxyls, are' protein lysine residue.
to be eliminated. Figure 18.10 shows [he reaction of a pyridoxal phosphate- ,i
dependent decarboxylase and an a-,p-elimination. The effective concentration of !
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FIGURE 18.9

Different forms of plridoxal phosphate during a transamination reaction.
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Glutamate Dehydrogenase lncorporates and Produces Ammonia
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vi[amin Bu in the body may be decreased by administration of certain drugs, such
as the antituberculosis drug isoniazid, which forms a Schiff base with pyridoxal,
thus making it unavailable for catalysis.

-C - NH3

serine

I

coo-

In liver ammonia is incorporated into glutamate by glutamate dehydrogenase
(Figure I8.1I). The enzyme also catalyzes the reverse reaction. Glutamate always
serves as one of the amino acids in transaminations and is thus the "gateway" between amino groups of most amino acids and free ammonia (Figure 18.12).
NADPH is used in the slmthetic reaction, whereas NAD+ is used in liberation of
ammonia, a degradative reaction. The enzyme produces ammonia from amino
acids when these are needed as glucose precursors or for energy. Formation of
NADH during the oxidative deamination reac[ion is a welcome bonus, since it
can be reoxidized by the respi.ratory chain with formation of AfP The reaction
as shown is readily reversible in the test tube but it is likely that in viyo ir
occurs more frequently in the direction of ammonia formation. The concentration of ammonia needed for the reaction to produce glutamate is toxic and
under normal conditions would rarely be attained except in the perivenous region
of the liver. A major source o[ ammonia is bacterial metabolism in the intestinal
lumen, the released ammonia being absorbed and [ransported to the liver. Glutamate dehydrogenase incorporates this ammonia, as well as that produced
locally, into glutamate. The enzyme's dominant role in ammonia removal is emphasized by its location in liver mitochondria, where the initial reactions of the

FIGURE 18.10

urea cycle occur.
Glutamate dehydrogenase is regulated allosterically by purine nucleotides.
When there is need for oxidation of amino acids for energy, the activity is increased
in the direction of glutamate degradarion by ADP rind GDB which are indicative of
a iow cellular energy level. GTP and AfP, indicative of an. ample energy level, are
allosteric ac[ivators in the direction of glutamate synthesis (Figure I8.13).

Glutamate decarboxylase and serine dehydratase are pyridoxal phosphate-dependent
reactions.

Free Ammonia ls lncorporated

cHs
I

C:O

pyruvate

I

coo-

into and Produced from Glutamine

Free ammonia is toxic and is preferentially transported in the blood in the form of

amino or amide groups. Fifty percent of circulating amino acid molecules are
glutamine, an ammonia transporter. The amide group of glutamine is a nitrogen

NH+t
NADPH

donor for several ciasses of molecules, including purine bases, and the amino group
of cytosine. Glutamate and ammonia are substrates for glutamine synthetase
(Figure i8.14). ATP is needed for activation of rhe o-carboxyl group to make the
reaction energetically favorable.
Removal of the amide group is catalyzed by glutaminase (Figure 18.15). There
are tissue-specific iso4..rnes. Mitochondrial glutaminase I of kidney and liver requires phosphate for activity. Liver contains glutamine slnthetase and glutaminase
but is neither a net consumer nor a net producer of glutamine. The two enz)rynes

I
I

+H+
I

I
I

i

glutamate

t\

I

A\

gtutanrine

tltll .

I

I

\ther

amino acids

+
I
I

intestinal bacteria

FFIGURE 18.11

Glutamate dehydrogenase reaction.

FIGURE 18.12
Role of glutamate in amino acid synthesis, degradation, and interconversion.
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Glutamate

I

cHz

l* NH3

HCI

coolutamate

FIGURE 18.13

Allosteric regulation of glutamate dehydrogenase.

+P
NHz

in different segments of the liver. The periportal
region contains glutaminase (and the urea cycle enzlmes) and is in contact with
blood that comes from skeletal muscle. The perivenous area represents 5ok of.
parenchl.rnal cells; blood flrom it flows to the kidney and cells in this area contain
glutamine s),nthetase. This "intercellular glutamine cycle" (Figure 18.I6) may be

c:o
I

are confined to parenchymal cells

mechanism for scavenging ammonia that has no[ been incorporated into urea. The
enz)rynes of urea synthesis are found in [he same periportal cells as glutaminase,
whereas the uptake of glutamate and a-ketoglutarate for glutamine slrrthesis predominates in the perivenous region. The glutamine cycle makes it possible to control flux of ammonia either to urea or to glutamine and thence [o excre[ion of ammonia by the kidney under difflerent pH condirions.

I

CHc

tcHz

Glutamine
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-

NH3

I
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cooFIGURE 18.14

Reaction catalyzed by glutamine synthetase.

NHo
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Amide Croup of Asparagine ls Derived from Glutamine
The amide group of asparagine comes from that of glutamine (Figure 18.i7), and
not from free ammonia, as in the sprthesis of glutamine. AfP is needed to activate

Glutamine

I

cHz

l* NH3

HCI

coo-

cooI

cHz
I

CHz

l*

HC

-

Glutamate

NH3

I

cooFIGURE 18.15

Reaction catalyzed by glutaminase.

FIGURE 18.16

Intercellular glutamine cycle.
Periportal cells surround incoming blood vessels, and perivenous cells surround outgoing
blood vessels.
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Glutamine
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CHz
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the receptor d-carboxyl group. Asparagine is readily syrthesized in most cells, but
some leukemic cells seem to have lost this ability A therapeutic approach that has
been tried in patients with asparaging synthetase-deficient tumors is [reatment
with exogenous asparaginase to hydrolyze the blood-borne asparagine on which
these cells rely (Figure 18.18). Normal cells sl,nthesize and degrade asparagine.

COOCHz

*

CHz

I -+

HC-NH3

tt
coo-

coo-

Asparagine

Amino Acid Oxidases Remove Amino Groups
Many amino acids are substrates for r-amino acid oxidase (Figure 18.19). The significance of this reaction in metabolism of amino acids is uncertain but appears to
be small The enzyme contains flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and produces hydrogen peroxide. After the hydrogen peroxide is reduced to water, the final products
are an o-keto acid, ammonia, and water, the same products as for the glutamate-dehydrogenase reaction. In the amino acid oxidase reaction, unlike the reaction catalyzed by glutamate dehydrogenase, there is no concomitant production of NADH,
and therefore no production of AfP
A o-amino acid oxidase also occurs in human cells. Very little of the o-amino
acid isomer is found in humans and the role of D-amino acid oxidase may be in
degradation of o-amino acids derived from intestinal bacteria.

Glutamate

FICURE 18.17
Synthesis of asparagine.

Protein ls Constantly Being Degraded
Cells die on a regular and programmed basis, a process termed apoptosis, and their
component molecules are metabolized. Individual proteins also undergo reguiar
turnover under normal conditions. Even though the reac[ions invoived in intracellular protein degradation have been identified, an understanding of the regulation
of protein degradation is in its infancy. The half-life of a protein can be an hour or
less, such as for ornithine decarboxylase, phosphokinase C, and insulin, several
months for hemoglobin and histones, or the life of the organism for the crystallins
of the lens. The majority, however, turn over every few days. Selection of a partic-
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FICURE 18.18

FIGURE 18.19

Reaction catalyzed by asparaginase.

Reaction of r-amino acid oxidase, a flavoprotein.
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ular protein molecule for degradation is not well understood but may, in many
cases, occur by "marking" with covalently bound molecules of a small protein,
termed ubiquitin (see p. 272). Ubiquitin contains 76 amino acid residues and is attached via its C-terminal glycine residue [o the terminal amino group and to lysine
resldues in the protein to be marked for degradation. This is a nonlysosomal, ATPdependent process and requires a complex of three enz)rynes known as ubiquitin
protein ligase. Ubiquitination and protein degradation participate in regulating the
cell cycle by i.nfluencing lhe availability of proteins required in the S and Gt phases.

| rcl

protein

t

amino acids
cr-ketoglutarat€

<.> alanine
[,b> glutamate --\-pyruvat

Other protein degradation occurs in the lysosomes, or extralysosomally by calciumdependent enzyrnes.

Amino Acids Are Transported from Muscle After Proteolysis
The majority of body protein, and consequently of amino acids, is in skeletal muscle. Under conditions of energy need, this protein is degraded and amino groups
from the amino acids are transferred to produce glutamine and alanine and transported to liver or kidney Urea is produced in liver and ammonia (from glutamine)
in kidneys (Figure 18.20). Carbon skeletons are either used for energy or transported to the liver for gluconeogenesis. Muscle pro[ein responds to conditions such
as s[arvation, trauma, burns, and septicemia, by undergoing massive degradation.
Of the amino acids released, most important as a source of fuel are branched-chain
amino acids (valine, leucine, and isoleucine). The first step in their degradation is
transamina[ion, which occurs almost exclusively in muscle. Pro[ein, of course, is
degraded throughout the body, but muscle is by far the greatest source of free amino
aci.ds for metabolism.

Ammonia ls Released in Liver and Kidney
The main destination of giutamine and alanine in the blood is the liver (see Figure 18.20), where ammonia is released by alanine aminotransferase, glutaminase,
and glutamate dehydrogenase Glutamate dehydrogenase not only releases ammonia but also produces NADH and a-ketoglularate, a glucogenic intermediate. Under
conditions of energy need these products are very beneficial. Many malignancies
and chronic conditions produce a condition called cachexia, characterized by wasting of muscle. This is caused not at [he level of regulation of the rate of muscle protein breakdown, but rather by an increase in the rate at which liver removes amino
acids from plasma, which, in [urn, has a po[entiating effect on muscle proteolysis.
When circulating glucagon concentra[ion is high (a signal that carbon is required
by the liver for gluconeogenesis), it also'potentiates amino acid metabolism by
stimulating amino acid uptake by the liver.
Some glutamine and alanine is taken up by the kidneys Ammonia is released
by the same enzpes that are active in liver, protonated to ammonlum ion and excreted. When acidosis occurs the body shunts glutamine from liver to kidneys to
conserve bicarbonate, since formation of urea, the major mechanism for removal of
NHr*, requires bicarbonate. To avoid excessive use and excretion of this anion as
urea during acidosis, uptake of glutamine by liver is suppressed, and more is transported to kidneys for excreiion as ammonrum ron.

1s.4 I UREA

CYCLE

Nitrogen Atoms of Urea Come from Ammonia and Aspartate
The urea cycle and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle were discovered by Sir
Hans Krebs and co-workers; the urea cycle being described before the TCA cycle

NH+

+

glutamate

FIGURE 18.20

Major pathways of interorgan nitrogen transport following muscle proteolysis.
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H2N

o

In land-dwelling mammals, the urea cycle is the mechanism of choice for nirrogen

tl

excretion. The two nitrogens in each urea molecule (Figure 18.2i) are derived from
lwo sources, free ammonia and the amino group of aspartate. The cycle star[s and
finishes with ornithine. Unlike the TCA cyc1e, where carbons of oxaloacetate ar the
start are different from those at the end, the carbons in the final ornithine are the
same carbons with which the molecule started.

-C-NH2

F!GURE 18.21

Urea.

+Pi

H2N-C-O-P-O-

Ammonia (first nitrogen for urea) enters the cycle after condensation with
bicarbonate to form carbamoyl phosphate (Figure L822), which reacrs wirh ornithine to form citrulline. Aspartate (donor of rhe second urea nitrogen) and
citrulline reac[ [o form argininosuccinate, which is then cleaved to arginine and
fumarate. Arginine is hydrolyzed to urea and ornithine is regenerated. Urea is then
transpor[ed to the kidney and excreted in urine. The cycle requires 4 AfP for each
urea molecule produced and excreted. It is therefore more energy efficient ro incorporate ammonia into amino acids than to excrete it. The major regulatory step
is the initial synthesis of carbamoyl phosphate, and rhe cycle is also regulated by
induc[ion of the en4.,rnes involved.

I

oCarbamoyl phosphate

Synthesis

of Urea Requires Five Enzymes

I (CPSI) is technically no[ a parL of the urea
urea s),nthesis. Free ammonium ion and bicarbonate are condensed, at the expense of 2 ATB [o form carbamoyl phosphare. One
ATP activates bicarbonate, and the other donates the phosphare group of carbamoyl phosphate. Carbamoyl phosphate s)'nthetase I occurs in the mitochondrial matrix, uses ammonia as nitrogen donor, and is absolutely dependent on Nacetylglutamate for activity (Figure 18.23). Another enzpne with similar acrivity,
carbamoyl phosphate synthase II (CPSII), ls cytosoli.c, uses [he amide group of
gluramine, and is not affected by N-acetylglutamate. It parricipates in pyrimidine
biosy,nthesis (see p. 840).
Formation of citrulline is catalyzed by ornithine transcarbamoylase (Figure
I8.24) in the mitochondrial matrix. Citrulline is transported out of the mirochondria into the cytosol where the other reactions of the urea cycle occur. Argrninosuccinate production by argininosuccinate synthetase requires hydrolysis of
AfP to AMP and PP,, the equivalent of hydrolysis o[ two molecu]es of AfP Cleavage of argininosuccinate by argininosuccinate lyase produces fumarate and arginine. Arginine is cleaved by arginase to ornithlne and urea. Ornithine reenters the
mitochondrial matrix for another turn of the cycle. The inner mitochondrlal membrane contains a citrulline/ornithine exchange transporter.
Slmthesis of additional ornithine from glutamate for the cycle will be described
Iater. Slnce arginine is produced from carbons and nitrogens of ornithine, ammonia, and aspartate, it is a nonessential amino acid. In growing chiidren, however,
where there is positive nitrogen balance and net incorporation of nitrogen into body
constituents, de noyo syrrthesis of arginine is inadequate and the amino acid becomes
Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase

cycle, although

Fumarate

FIGURE 18.22

Synthesis ofcarbamoyl phosphate and entry
into urea cycle.
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FICURE 18.23

Reaction cat^lyzed by N-acetylglutamate synthetase.

it is essential for

essential

Carbons from aspartate, released as fumarate, may enter mitochondria and be
metabolized to oxaloacetate by fumarase and mala[e dehydrogenase of the TCA
cycle, transaminated, and then can enter ano[her turn of the urea cycle as aspartate. Most oxaloacetate (about two-thirds) derived from fumarate is metabolized via
phosphoenolpyruvate to glucose (Figure 18.25). The amount of fumarare used to
form ATP is approximately equal to that required for the urea cycle and gluconeogenesis, meaning that the liver itself gains no ne[ energy in the process of amino
acid metabolism.
Since humans cannol metabolize urea it is transported to the kidneys for filtration and excretion. Any urea that enters the intestinal trac[ is cleaved by ureasecontaining bacteria in the intestinal lumen, the resulting ammonia being absorbed
and used by the liver.

UREA CYCLE
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Utea cycle.

Urea Synthesis ls Regulated by an
Allosteric Effector and Enzyme lnduction
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Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase I requires the allosteric activator N-acetylglutamate (see Figure 18.23). This compound is slmthesized from glutamate and acetyl
CoA by N-acetylglutamate synthetase, which is activated by arginine. Acetyl CoA,
glutamate, and arginine are needed to supply intermediates or energy for the urea
cycle, and the presence of N-Acetylglutarnate indicates that they are available. Tight
regulation is desirable for a pathway that controls the plasma level of potentially
toxic ammonia and that is also highly energy dependent.
Induction of urea cycle en-rymes occurs (I0- to 2O-fold) when delivery of ammonia or amino acids to liver rises. Concentration of cycle inteqmediates also plays
a role in its regulation through mass action. A higlr-protein diet (net excess amino
acids) and starvation (need to metabolize body protein in order to provide carbons
for energy production) result in induction of urea cycle enzrrrmes.

->(3)ATP

Metabolic Disorders of Urea Synthesis Have Serious Results
The urea cycle is the major mechanism for utilization and elimination of ammonia,
a very toxic substance. Metabolic disorders that arise from abnormal function of en4rmes of urea synthesis are potentially fatal and cause coma when ammonia concentrations become high. Loss of consciousness may be a consequence of AfP depletion. The majof source of AfP is oxidative phosphorylation, which is linked to

FIGURE 18.25

Fumarate from the urea cycle is a source of
glucose (l), aspartate (2), or energy (3).
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FIGURE 18.26

Detoxification reactions as alternatives to the urea cycle.
transfer of electrons from the TCA cycle down the elec[ron transport chain (see
p. 552). A high concentration of ammonia sequesters a-ketoglutarate in the form

CI-INICAI CORRETATION 1 B.

1

Carbamoyl Phosphate
Synthetase and

i N-Acetylglutamate
j

Synthetase Deticiencies

Hyperammonemia has been observed in
infants with 0-50o/o of the normal Ievel of carbamoyl phosphate slmthetase activity in their
livers. In addition to the treatments described
in the text, these infants have been treated with
arginine, on the hy?othesis that activation of
N-acetylglutamate synthetase by arginine
would stimulate the residual carbamoyl phosphate sy,nthetase, This enzlme defliciency generally leads to mental retardation A case of Nacetylglutamate sfnthetase deficiency has been
described and treated successfully by adminis-

tering carbamoyl glutamate, an analog of Nacetylglutamate, that is also able to activate
carbamoyl phosphate ryTrthetase.

of glutamate, thus depletlng the TCA cycle of important intermediates and reducing ATP production.
Patients with a deficiency in each of the urea cycle enz).rnes have been found.
Therapy for [hese deflciencies has a threefold basis: (1) to limit protein intake
and potential buildup of ammonia, (2) to remove excess ammonia, and (3) to replace any intermediares missing from rhe urea cycle. The first is accomplished by
limiting ingestion of amino acids, replacing them if necessary wirh the equivaient
a-keto acids to be transaminated in vivo. The bacterial source of ammonia in the intestines can be decreased by a compound that acidifies the colon, such as ler.'ulose,
a poorly absorbed s)'nthetic disaccharide that is metabolized by colonic bacteria to
acidic products. This promotes the excrelion of ammonia in feces as protonaled ammonium ions. Antibiotics can also be administered to kill ammonia-producing bacteria. The second is achieved by compounds that bind covalently to amino aclds
and produce nitrogen-containing molecules [hat are excreted in urine. Figure 18.26
shows condensalion of benzoate and glycine to form hippurate, and of phenyIacetate and glutamine [o form phenylacetylglutamine. Phenylacetate is extremely
unpalatable and is given as the precursor sodium phenylbutyrate. Both reactions
require energy for ac[ivation of the carboxyl groups by addition of CoA.
Clinical Correlations I8.I and 18.2 give examples of therapy for specific en4,.rne deficiencies, which often includes administration of urea cycle intermediates.

18.s I syNTHESls AND DEGRADATTON oF
INDIVIDUAL AMINO ACIDS
Other aspects of metabolism of glutamate, glutamine, asparrare, asparagine, alanine,
and arginine will now be discussed. Synthesis of other nonessential amino acids and
degradation of all the amino acids will be covered, as well as s),nthesis of physioIogically imporlant amino acid derivatives.

Glutamate ls a Precursor of Glutathione and 7-Aminobutyrate
Glutamate is a component of glutathione (see p. 818) and a precursor for
7-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a neurorransmitter (see p. I001) (Figure 18.27),
and of proline and ornithine (see p. 792).

syNTHESrs AND DECRADATToN oF INDTvTDUAL AMINo ACIDS
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Deficiencies of Urea Cycle Enzymes
Ornithine Transcarbamoylase Deficiency
The most common deficiency involving urea cycle en4rrnes is lack of
omithine transcarbamoylase. Mental retardation and death often resu1t, but the occasional finding of normal development in treated patients suggests that the usually associated mental retardation rs caused
by excess ammonia before adequate therapy. The gene for ornithine
transcarbamoylase is on the X chromosome, and males are generally
more seriously affected than heterozygotic females In addition to ammonla and amino acids appearing in the blood in increased amounts,
orotic acid also increases, presumably because carbamoyl phosphate

that cannot be used to form citrulline diffuses into the cytosol, where
it condenses with aspartate, ultimately forming orotate (see p. 810).

Argininosuccinate Synthetase and Lyase Deficiency
fhe inability [o condense citrulline with aspartate results in accumulation of citrulline in blood and its excretion in urine (citrullinemia).
Therapy for this normally benign disease requires specific supplementation with arginine for proteln s)'nthesis and for formation of
creatine. Impaired ability to split argininosuccinate to form arginine

resembles argininosuccinate s)mthetase deficiency in that the substrate, in this case argininosuccinate, is excreted in large amounts
Severity of symptoms in this disease varies greatly so that it ls hard to
evaluate the effect of therapy, which includes dietary supplementation

with arginine.
Arginase Deficiency
Arginase deficiency is rare but causes many abnormalities in development and function of the central nervous system Arginine accumulates and is excreted. Precursors of arginine and products of arginine metabolism may also be excreted. Unexpectediy, some urea is
also excreted; this has been attributed to a second type of arginase
found in the kidney. A diet including essential amtno acids but excluding arginine has been used effectively

S W, Danney, M, Waber, L J, Batshaw, M Treatment of episodic
hyperammonemia in children with inborn errors o[ urea slmrhesis N Engl- JMed. 310:1630,1984.
Brusi1ow,

Arginine Is Also Synthesized in lntestines
Production of arginine for protein s)'nthesis, rather than as an intermediate ln the
urea cycle, occurs in kidne1,s, which lack arginase. The major site of s1'nthesis of
citruLline to be used as an arginine precursor rs intestinal mucosa, which has all necessary enz)rynes [o convert glutamate (via ornithine as described below) to ci[rulline,
which is then transported to the kidneys to produce arginine. Arginine is a precursor for nitric oxide (see p 486); in brain, agmatine, a compound that may have
antihlpertensive properties, is an arginine derivative (Figure 18.28).
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FIGURE 18.27

Synthesis of 7-aminobutyric acid (GABA).
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FIGURE 18.28
Agmatine.
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FIGURE 18.29
Synthesis of glutamic semialdehyde.
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Ornithine and Proline
Ornithine, the precursor of citrulline and arginine, and proline are rynthesized
from glutamate and degraded, by a slightly different pathway, to glutamate. S]Trthesis of these two nonessential amino acids starts from a-ketoglutarate with a
shared reaction [hat uses AIP and NADH (Figure 18.29) and forms glutamic semialdehyde. This spontaneously will cyclize [o form a Schiff base between the aldehyde and amino groups, which is then reduced by NADPH to proline. Giutamic
semialdehyde can undergo transamination of the aldehyde group, which prevents
cyclization and produces ornithine (Figure 18.30).

Proline is converted back

to the Schiff base intermediate, Al-pyrroline

5-carboxylate, which is in equilibrium with glutamic semialdehyde. The transaminase reaction in the ornithine slmthetic pathway is freely reversible and forms

glutamic semialdehyde from ornithine (Figure 18.30). Proline residues can be
hydroxylated after incorporation into a protein to form 3- or 4-hydroxyproline
(Figure I8.31). When these are released by protein degradation and metabolized
they produce glyoxalate and pyruvate, and 4-hydroxy-2-ketoglutarate, respectively

H2C-CH2

ll
HC
\*/

A1

cH-coo-

Pyrrol ine-s--carboxylate

NADPH + H+

Ornithine is a precursor of putrescine, the foundation molecule of the
polyamines, highly cationic molecules that interact with DNA. Ornithine
decarboxylase catalyzes this reaction (Figure 18.32). It is regulated by phosphoryIation at several sites, presumably in response to specific hormones, growth factors,
or cell cycle regulatory signals. It can also be induced, often the first easily measurable sign that cell division is imminent, since polyamines must be slmthesized
before mitosis can occur. Other common polyamines are spermidine and spermine (see Figure 18.59), which are syrrthesized from putrescine by addition of
propylamine, a product of methionine metabolism (see p. 806).

Pyrroline-5-carboxylate
reductase
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FIGURE 18.30
Sl.nthesis of ornithine and proline from glutamic semialdehyde, a shared intermediate.
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Hydroxl2rolines.
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FlcuRE 18.32
Decarboxylation of ornithine to putrescine.
Structures of spermidine and spermine are shown in Figure 18.59.

Serine and Glycine
Serine is slmthesized de novo from 3-phosphoglycerate from the glycolytic pathway
When serine provides gluconeogenic intermediates, 3-phosphoglycerate is an intermediate in its degradation, although the enzymes and intermediates in the two
pathways are different. Sl,nthesis of serine uses phosphorylated intermediates starting from 3-phosphoglycerate (Figure 18.33a), Ioss of the phosphate being the last
step. From serine to 3-phosphoglycerate the intermediates are unphosphorylated,
with addition of a phosphate being the last step. The enzymes of these two pathways are not the same (Figure 18.33b). Another reaction for entry of serine into intermediary metabolism is via serine dehydratase, which forms pyruvate with loss
of the amino group as NH*+ (Figure 18.34). The same enz)ryne catalyzes a similar
reaclion with threonine (see p. 797).
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(o) Synthesis of serine from a glycolytic intermediate
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(b) Reactions from serine to a gluconeogenic intermediate
FIGURE 18.33
Pathways for (a) synthesis of serine and (b) metabolism of serine for gluconeogenesis.

Serine

FIGURE 18.34

Reaction of serine dehydratase requires pyridoxal phosphate.

Pyruvate
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Serine is precursor of an unusual but important amino acid. Certain proteins, notably glutathione peroxidase, contain selenocysteine (Figure 18.35). In
mRNA for selenoproteins the codon UGA, which generally serves as a termination
codon, codes for selenocysteine. This amino acid is formed from serine after
formation of the seryl-tRNAs". Ethanolamlne, choline, and betaine (Figure 18.36)
are derivatives of serine. lt should be noted that choline is now classified as a
vitamin. Ethanolamine and choline are components of liplds, and betaine is a
methyl donor in a minor pathway leading to methionine salvage (see p. 806). Serine is also a sulfhydryl group acceptor from homocys[eine in cysteine synrhesis
(see p. 804).
In some enzFnes a serine residue is modified to form a prosthetic group. In
humans the only example described so far is S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase (discussed below in relation to polyamine formation, see p 807). The prosthetic group formed is pyruvate. S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase is synthesized
in precursor form that is then cleaved autocatalytically between a glutamate and a
serine residue to form two polypeptides. During cleavage other reactions c$rvert
the new N-terminal serine of one of the resulting peptides into a pyruvate (Figure 18.37). The pyruvate functions in decarboxylation by forming a Schiff base wlth
the amino group of S-adenosylmethionine.
Serine is converted reversibly to glycine in a reaction that requires pyridoxal
phosphate and tetrahydrofolate. N5,N1o-methylenetetrahydrofolate (N5,NIo-THF
or N5,Nlo-H, folate) is produced (Figure f8.38). The demand for serine or glycine
and the amount of N5,N1o-THF available determine the direction of this reacrion.
Glycine is degraded to CO2 and ammonia by a glycine cleavage complex (Figure
18.39; see Clin. Corr. 18.3). This reaction is reversible in yitro, but not in vivo, as
the K- values for ammonia and N5,N10-THF are much higher than their respective
physiological concenrrarions.
Glycine is the precursor of glyoxalate, which can be transaminated back to
glycine or oxidized to oxalate (Figure 18.40). Excessive production of oxalate forms
the insoluble calcium oxalate salt, which may lead to kidney stones. The role of
glycine as a neurotransmi[ter is described on page 993.

Tetrahydrofolate ls a Cofactor in Some Reactions of Amino Acids
Tetrahydrofolate is the reduced form of folic acid, one o[ the B vitamins, and often occurs as a poly-7-glutamyl derivative (Figure 18.4I). Tetrahydrofolate is a onecarbon carrier that facilitates interconversion of methenyl, formyl, formimino,
methylene, and methyl groups (Figure L8.42). This occurs at the expense of pyridine
nucleotide reduction or oxidation and occurs while the carbon moiety is attached
to Ha folate (Figure 18.43). The most oxidized forms, formyl and methenyl, are

FIGURE 18.35

Formation of selenocysteinyl IRNA from seryl
IRNA is via a phosphoseryl IRNA intermedi-
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FIGURE 18.36

Choline and related compounds.
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FIGURE 18.38

Formation of enzyme with covalently bound pyruvoyl prosthetic group.

Serine hydroxymethyltransferase.
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FlcuRE 18.39
Glycine cleavage is pyridoxal phosphate
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Oxidation of glycine.
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FlcuRE 18.41
Components of folate.
Poly-7-giutamate can be added to the 7-carboxyl group.

Nonketotic Hyperglycinemia
Nonketotic hyperglycinemia is characteflzed
by severe mental deficiency Many patients do
not survive infancy The name o[ this very serious disease is meant to distinguish it from
ketoacidosis in abnormalities of branchedchain amino acid metabolism in which, for
unknown reasons, the glycine level in the
blood is also elevated. Deficiency of glycine
cleavage complex has been demonstrated in
homogenates of liver from several patients,
and isotopic studies in vivo have conlirmed
that this enz)ryne is not active in these patients
The glycine cleavage compiex consists o[ four
different protein subunits. Inherited abnormalities have been found in three of them. The
severity of this disease suggests that glycine
cleavage is of major importance in the catabolism of giycine Glycine is a major inhibitory
neurotransmitter, which probably explains
some neurological complications of the disease. Vigorous measures to reduce the glycine
Ievels fail to alter the course of the disease.
Nyhan, W L. Metabolism of glycine in the normal
individual and in patients with non-ketotic hyperglycinemia J Inheft. Metab Ds 5:105, 1982
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Active center ofIIa folate.
N5 is the site of attachment of methyl groups; N10 is the site for formyl and formimino;
methylene and methenyl groups form bridges between N5 and Nro.
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FIGURE 18.43

Interconversion of delivatized II* folate and roles in amino acid metabolism.
(1)
$ethionine salvage, (2) serine hydroxymethylrransfeiase, (3) glycrne cleavage complex,
(4) histidine degradarion, and (5) tryptophan merabolism.
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bound ro Nro of the pterldine ring, methylene forms a bridge between N5 and N10,
and methyl is bound to N5. The interconversions permit use of a carbon that is removed from a molecule in one oxidation state for addition in a different oxidation
state to a different molecule (Figure 18 42)
In reduction of the N5,Nro-methylene bridge of tetrahydrofolate to a methyl

| rul

(a)

dUMP

+

group for transfer to the pyrimidine ring (Figure 18.44), a reaction found in
thl,rnidylate synthesis (see p. 845), the reducing power comes not from pyridine
nucleotide but from the pteridine ring itself. The resulting dihydrofolate has no
physioiogical role and is reduced back to tetrahydrofoiate by NADPH-dependent dihydrofolate reductase (see Clin. Corr. 18.4). The net result of the two reactions is
oxidation of NADPH and reduction of the methylene bridge to a methyl group,

CH

. [-"r,!*-"o
\

-ittt

analogous to the one-step reac[ions shown in Figure 18.43.
(b)

Threonine
Threonine i.s usually metabolized to pyruvate (Figure I8.45), but an intermediate
in this pathway can undergo thiolysis with CoA to acetyl CoA and glycine. Thus
the a-carbon atom of lhreonine can contribute to the one-carbon pool. ln an alternative, but less common pathway, serine dehydratase (see p.793) converts threonine to a-ketobutyrate. A complex similar to pymvate dehydrogenase metabolizes
this to propionyl CoA.
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FIGURE 18.44

Reduction reactions involving Ha folate.

Phenylalanine and Tyrosine
Tyrosine and phenylalanine are discussed together, slnce tyrosine results from
hydroxylation of phenylalanine and is the first product in phenylalanine degradation. Because of this, [yrosine is not usually considered to be essential, whereas
phenylalanine is. Three-quarters of ingested phenylalanine is hydroxylated to tyrosine. This is catalyzed by phenylalanine hydroxylase (Figures 18.46 and L8.47;
see CIin. Corr. 18 5), which is tetrahydrobiopterin dependent (Figure 18.48). The
reaction occurs only in the direction o[ tyrosine formation, and phenylalanine
canno[ be syrthesized from tyrosine. Biopterin resembles folic acid in containing

(a) Reduction of methylene group on Ha folate to
a methyl group and transfer to dUMP to form
TMP (b) Reduction of resulting dihydrofolate to
tetrahydrofolate.

CIINICAL CORRELATION

Folic Acid Deficiency
The 100-200 mg of folic acid required daily by al ayeruge adult can
theoretically be obtained easily from conventional Western diets. Deficiency of folic acid, however, is not uncommon. It may result from
limited diets, especially when food is cooked at high temperatures for
long periods, which destroys the vitamin. Intestinal diseases, notably
celiac disease, are of[en characterized by folic acid deficiency caused
by malabsorption. Inability to absorb folate is rare Folate deficiency
is usually seen only in newborns and produces symptoms of megaloblastic anemia. Of the few cases studied, some were responsive to
Iarge doses of oral folate but one required parenteral administration,
suggesting a carrier-mediated process for absorption Besides the anemia, mental and other central neryous system syrnptoms are seen in
patients with lolate deficiency, and all respond to continuous therapy
although pernanent damage appears to be caused by delayed or inadequate treatment A classical experiment was carried out by a physician, apparently serving as his own experimental subject, to study the
human requirements for fotc acid. His diet consisted only of foods
(boiled repeatedly to extract the water-soluble vitamins) to which

vitamins (and minerals) were added but not folic acid Symptoms attributable to fo]ate deficiency did not appear for seven weeks, altered
appearance of blood cells and formiminoglutamate excretion were
seen only at 13 weeks, and serious s)rynptoms (irritabillty, forgetfulness, and macrocytic anemia) appeared only afier four months. Neurological symptoms were alleviated within two days after folic acid
was added to the diet; the blood picture became normal more slowly
The occurrence of folic acid in essentially a1l natural foods makes deficiency difficult, and apparently a normal person accumulates more
than adequate reserves of this vitamin. For pregnant women the situation is very different. Needs of the fetus for normal growth and development include constant, uninterrupted supplies of coenz).rnes (in
addition to amino acids and other cell constituents). Recently, folate
deficiency has been implicated in spina bifida.

Herbert, V Experimental nutritional [olate deficiency in man Trans, Assoc Am
Phy sicians 7 5 :3O7, 1962.
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Outline of threonine metabolism.
Major pathway is in color.

a pteridine ring but is nor a vitamin.

It is synthesized from GTP (see Clin. corr.

r8.5).
Tyrosine M etabolism Prod uces F u marate.and Acetoacetate
The first step in merabolism of tyrosine is transdmination by tyrosine aminotransferase to p-hydro>ryphenylpyuvare (Figure 18.49). The enzyme is inducible,
synthesis being increased by glucocorticoids and dietary ryrosine.
pHydroxlphenylpynrvate oxidase produces homogentisic acid. This complex
reaction involves decarborylation, oxidation, migration of the carbon side chain,
and hydroxylation. Ascorbic acid is required for at Ieast one of these activities, but

its

Phenyhlanlhe
FrGr,rRE 18.45

Phenylalanine hydroxylase.

Tytostne
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FICURE 18.48

FICURE 18.47

Biopterin.
Dihydro (quinonoid) form is produced during

Minor products of phenylalanine metabolism.

a1l four are caLalyzed by the one onzqe The aromatic ring is nex[ cleaved by the
iron-conlaining homogenlisate oxidase to maleylacetoacetate. This will isomerize
from cis to [rans to give fumarylacetoacetate, in a reaction catalyzed by maleylace-

oxidarion of aromatic amino acids and is rhen
reduced to the tetrahydro form by a dehl'drogenase uslng NADH and H+

toace[ate isomerase, an enzyme Lhat seems to require glutathione for activity Fumarylacetoacetate is then cleaved to fumarate and aceloacetate Fumara[e can be
further utilized in the TCA cycle for energy or for gluconeogenesis. Acetoacetate can
be used, as acetyl CoA, for lipid slnthesis or energy (see C1in. Corr 18 6).

Dopamine, Epinephrine, and Norepinephrine Are Derivatives of Tyrosine
Most tyrosine not lncorporated into proteins is metabolized to acetoacetate and fumarate Some is used as precursor of catecholamines. The eventual metabohc fate
o[ tyrosine carbons is determined by the first step in each pathway. Catecholamlne

CtINICAt

CORRETATION

Phenylketonuria
Phenylketonuria (PKU) is the most common disease caused by a deficiency of an enzyme of amino acid metabolism The name comes
from the excreLion of phenylpyruvic acid, a phenylketone, in the
urine. Phenyllactate is also excreted (Figure 1B 47), as is an oxidation
product of phenylpyruvate, phenylacetate, which gives the urine a
"mousey" odor. These three metabolites are found only in trace
amounts in urine in the healthy person. The ryrnptoms of mental retardation associated with this disease can be prevented by a diet low
in phenylalanine Routine screening is required by governments in
many parts of the world- Classical PKU is an autosomal recessive deficiency of phenylalanlne hydroxylase. Over 170 mutations in the
gene have been reported In some cases there are severe neurological
s).rynptoms and very Iow IQ. These are generally attributed to toxrc effects of phenyialanine, possibly because of reduced transport and metaboiism o[ other aromatic amino acids in the braln due to competition from the high phenylalanine concentration. Another characteristic
is light color of skin and eyes, due to underpigmentation because of
tyrosine deficiency. Conventional treatment is to feed affected infants

a synthetic diet low in phenylalanine, but including tyrosine, for

about four to five years and impose dietary protein restriction for several more years or for life.
About 3% o[ infants with high 1eve1s of phenylalanine have normal hydroxylase but are defective in either slmthesis or reduction of
biopterin Biopterin deficiency can be treated by addition of this compound to the diet. Deficiency in dlhydrobiopterin reductase is more
serious Since biopterin is also necessary for the slnthesis o[ catecholamines and serotonin, which function as neurotransmitters, central nervous system functions are more seriously affected and treatment includes administration of precursors of serotonin and
catecholamines

M A, and Kaufman, S Dihydrobiopterin reducwith severe neurologic disease and mild hyper63:94.1979 Kaufman, S Regulation o[ the activ-

Brewster, T. G , Moskowirz,

tase deficiency associated

phenylalanemia PedlaLics
ity of hepatlc phenylalanine hydroxylase Adtt. EnTyme Regul, 25:37, 1986,
Scriver, C R and C1ow, L L Phenylketonuria: epi[ome o[ human biochemical genetics. N Engl J Med 303:1336,1980; and Woo, S L C Molecular basis and population genetics of phenylketonuia Biochemtstry 28:I, 1989
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slnthesis (Figure 18.50) starts with tyrosine hydroxylase, which, like phenylalanine and tryptophan hydroxyiase, is dependent on retrahydrobiopterin. AI1 three
are affected by bioprerin deficiency or a defect in dihydrobiopterin reductase (see
Figure 18.48). Tyrosine hydroxylase produces dihydroxyphenylalanine, also known
as DOPA, dioxophenylalanine. DOPA decarboxylase, wi[h pyridoxal phosphate as
cofactor, forms dopamine, the active neurotransmilter, from DOPA. In the substantia nigra and some other parts of the brain, this is the last enzyme in this pathway (see CIin. Corr. f8.7). The adrenal medulla converts dopamine to norepi-

nephrine and epinephrine (also called adrenaline). The methyl group of

Z-'\-cHr-J-coo-

til
,/V
f

Hydroxyphenylpyruvate

O2

epinephrine is derived from S-adenosylmethionine (see p. 803)
Brain plasma tyrosine regulates norepinephrine formation. Estrogens decrease
tyrosine concen[ration and increase t),rosine aminolransferase activity, diverting tyrosine into the catabolic pathway Es[rogen sulfate comperes for the pyridoxal phosphate site on DOPA decarboxylase. These three effects combined may help explain
mood variations during the menstrual cycle. Tyrosine is therapeutic in some cases
of depression and stress. I[s transport appears to be reduced in skin fibroblasts from
schizophrenic patients, indicating other roles for tyrosine derivaLives in mental
disorders.
Catecholamines are metabolized by monoamine oxidase and catecholamine
O-methyltransferase Major metabolites are shown in Figure 18.51. Absence of
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Degradation of tposine.

Acetoacetate

Oopamine

FICURE 18.50
Synthesis of catecholamines.

NH2
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8.6
Disorders of Tyrosine Metabolism

cuNrcAL coRRELATroru

1

Tyrosinemias
The absence or deficiency of tyrosine aminotransferase produces accumulation and excretion of tyrosine and metabolites The disease,
oculocutaneous or type I tyrosinemia, results in eye and skin lesions
and mental retardation..frue I. hepatorenai tyrosinemia, is more serious, involving liver failure, renal tubuiar dysfunction, rickets, and
polyneuropathy, caused by a deficiency of fumarylacetoacetate hydroIase. Accumulation of fumarylacetoacetate and maleylacetate, both of
which are aikylating agents, can lead to DNA alkylation and tumorigenesis. Both diseases are autosomal recessive and rare.

Alcaptonuria
The first condition identified as an "inborn error of metabolism" u'as
alcaptonuria Individuals deficient in homogentisate oxidase excrete
almost all ingested tyrosine as the colorless homogentisic acid in their
urine This au[ooxidizes to the corresponding quinone, which po11'
merizes to form an intensely dark color. Concern about the dark urine
is the only consequence of this condition early in life. Homogentisate
is slowly oxidized to pigments that are deposited in bones, connective tissue, and other organs, a condition called ochronosis because of
the ochre color of the deposits. This is thought to be responsible lor

the associated arthritis, especiaily in males The study o[ alcaptonuria
by Archibald Garrod, who first indicated irs aurosomal recessive genetic basis, includes an unusual historical descnption oI the iatrogenic
suffering of the first patient treated for rhe condition, which is [requently benign

Albinism
Skin and hair color are controlled by an undetermined number of genetic loci in humans and exist in infinite variation; in mice 147 genes
have been identified in color determlnation. Many condiclons har.e
been described in which the skin has little or no pigment The chemical basis is not established for any except classical albinism, whlch
results from a lack of tyrosinase. l-ack of pigment in rhe skin makes
albinos sensitive to sunlight, increasing the incidence of skin cancer
in addition to burns; lack of pigment in the eyes may conrribute to
photophobia.
Fellman,J. H, Vanbellinghan, P J.,Jones, R T, and Koler, R D Soluble and
mitochondrial tyrosine aminotransflerase Relationship to human tyrosinemia
Btochemistry 8:615, 1969; and Kvitringen, E A Heredirary tyrosinemia rype I
An overview Scand Clin. Lab lnyest 46:27,1986.

I

these metabolltes in urine is diagnostic o[ a deficiency in syrrthesls o[ catecholamines.

Lack of rynthesis of serotonin (see p 802) ls indicated by lack of 5-hydroxyindole3-acetic acid, shown in the same figure

Tyrosine

ls Required for

Synthesis of Melanin,

Thyroid Hormone, and Quinoproteins
Conversion o[ tyrosine to melanin requires tyrosinase, a copper-containrng protei.n
(Figure18.52a). The two-step reaction uses DOPA as a cofactor inrernal to the
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Parkinson's Disease
Usually in people over the age of 60 years but occasionally earlier,
tremors may develop that gradually interfere with motor function of
various muscle groups. This condltion is named for the physician
who described "shaking pa1sy" in IBIT fhe primary cause is unknown, and there may be more than one etiological agent fhe defect
is caused by degeneration of cells in certain small nuclei of the brain
called substantia nigra and locus caeruleus. Their cells normaliy produce dopamine as a neurotransmitter, the amount released being proportional to the number of surviving cells A dramatic outbreak o[
parkinsonism occurred in young adult drug addicts using a derivative
of py,ridine (methylphenyltetrahydropyridine, MPTP) It (or a contaminant produced during its manufacture) appears to be directly
loxic to dopamine-producing ce1ls ol substantia nigra Sl,rnptomatic
relief, often dramatic, is obtained by administering DOPA, the
precursor of dopamine Clinlcal problems developed when DOPA
(I-DOPA, levo-DOPA) was used for treatment o[ many people who
have Parkinson's disease. Side effects included nausea, vomiting,

hlpotension, cardiac arrhythmias, and various central nervous system
slrnptoms These were explained as effects of dopamine produced
outside the central nervous system. Administration of DOPA analogs
that inhibit DOPA decarboxylase but are unable to cross the bioodbraln barrier has been effective in decreasing side effects and increasing effectiveness of the DOPA. The interactions o[ rhe many brain
neurotransmitters are very complex, cell degeneration continues after
treatment, and elucidation of the major biochemical abnormaliry has
not yet led to complete control of the disease Recently, attempts have
been made at treatment by transplantation of fetal adrenal medullary
tissue into the brain. The adrenal rissue synthesizes dopamine and
improves the movement disorder.

D B and Langston, J W Aeriology of Parkinsons disease Lancet
):1.457,1983. and Cell and tissue transplantation into the aduk brain Ann
NY.Acad Sci 495,1987
Ca1ne,
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FIGURE 18.51

Major urinary excretion products ofdopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine, and
serotonin.

reaction and produces dopaquinone. During melanogenesis, following exposure to

WB light, tyrosinase and a protein called tyrosinase-related protein, which may
function in posttranslational modification of tyrosinase, are induced. A lack of
Structure of a eumelanin

FICURE 18.52

(a) Tgosinase uses DOPA as a cofactor/intermediate; (b) some intermediates in melanin
synthesis and an example of the family of
black eumelanins.

tyrosinase activity produces albinism. There are various tlpes of melanin (Figure 18 52b). All are aromatic quinones and the conjugated bond system gives rise
to color. The dark pigment that is usually associated with melanin is eumelanin,
from the Greek for "good melanin." Other melanins are yellow or colorless. The role
of tyrosine residues of thyroglobulin in thy,roid hormone s).nthesis is presented in
the chapter on hormones (see p 919).
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(a)

b)

+

4

FICURE 18.53

(a) Topaquinone and (b) amine oxidase reaction.

Some proteins use a modified tyrosine residue as a prosthetic group in
oxidation-reduction reactions. The only example reported in humans is
topaquinone (trihydroxyphenylalanylquinone),which is present in some plasma
amine oxidases (Figure 18.53).

*l

Methionine and Cysteine

H3N

-

cooCH

o
I

De noyo synthesis of methionine does not occur and methionine is essential.
Cysteine, however, is synthesized by transfer of the sulfur atom derived from
methionine to the hydroxyl group of serine. As long as the supply of methionine is
adequate, cysteine is nonessential. The disposition of individual atoms of methionine
and cysteine is a prime example of how cells regulate pathways to fit their immediate
needs for energy or for other purposes. Conditions under which various pathways
are given preference

will be described

below.

Methionine First Reacts with Adenosine Triphosphate
When excess methionine is present its carbons can be used for ener5/ or for gluconeogenesis, and the sulfur retained as the sulfhydryl of cysteine. Figure 18.54
shows the first step, catalyzed by methionine adenosyltransferase. All phosphates
of AfP are lost, and the product is S-adenosylmethionine (abbreviated AdoMet,
or SAM in older references). The sulfonium ion is highly reactive, and the methyl
is a good leaving group. AdoMet as a methyl group donor will be described below.

After a

methyltransferase removes the methyl group, the resulting Sadenosylhomocysteine is cleaved by adenosylhomocysteinase (Figure 18.55).
Note that homocysteine is one carbon longer than cysteine. Although the carbons
are destined for intermediary metabolism, the sulfur, a more specialized atom, will
be conserved through transfer to serine to form cysteine. This requires the pyridoxal phosphate-dependent cystathionine synthase and rystathionase (Figure
18.55; see Clin. Corr. 18.8). Since the bond to form cystathionine is made on one
side of the sulfur, and that cleaved is on the other side, the result is a transsulfuration (see Clin. Corr. 18.9). Homocysteine produces a-ketobutyrate and ammonia.
@-Ketobutyrate is decarboxylated by a multienzyrne complex resembling pyruvate

?*,
?*.
S
I

cHs

Methionine

-O- P:O
I

o
I

-O- P:

O

I
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ATP

methionine adenosyltransrerase
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FIGURE 18.55

Synthesis of cysteine from S-adenosylmethionine.

i
I

'l

I
I

i

dehydrogenase to yield propionyl CoA, which is then converted ro succinyl CoA
as described on page 814.

When the need is for energy, and not for cysteine, homocystdine produced in
the above pathway is metabolized by homocysteine.desulfhydrase to d-ketoburyrate,
NH3, and H2S (Figure 18.56).
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Hyperhomocysteinemia and Atherogenesis
Deficiency of cystathionine synthase causes homocysteine to accumulate, and remethylatlon leads to high levels of methronine. Many
minor products o[ these amino acids are formed and excreted No
mechanism has been established to explain why accumulation of ho-

mocysteine should lead to some of the pathological changes
Homocysteine may react with and block lysyl aldehyde groups on coliagen. The lens of the eye is frequently dislocated some time after the
age of three years, and other ocular abnormalities often occur. Osteo-

porosis develops during childhood. Mental retardation is frequently
the first indication of this deficiency. Attempts at treatment include restriction of methionine intake and feeding of betaine (or its precursor, choline) In some cases significant improvement has been obtained by feeding pyridoxine (vitamin 86), suggesting that the
deficiency may be caused by more than one type o[ gene mutation;
one type may affect the K* for pyridoxal phosphate and others may
alter the K- for other substrates, V*u*, or the amount of en4.,rne. A

theory relating hlperhomocysteinemia to atherogenesis has been pro-

posed Excess homocysteine can form homocysteine thiolactone, a
highly reactive intermediate that thiolates free amino groups in 1ow
denslty lipoproteins (LDLs) and causes [hem to aggregate and be endocytosed by macrophages The iipid deposits form atheromas Homocysteine can have other effects, including lipid oxidation and
platelet aggregation, which in turn lead to fibrosis and calcification of
atherosclerotrc plaques About one-quarter of patrents with atherosclerosis who exhibit none of the other nsk factors (such as smoking
or oral contraceptive therapy) have been found to be delicient ln cystathionine s),nthase activity
Kaiser-Kupfer,

M

1., Fujikawa,

L,

Kuwabara,

T, et al Remolal o[corneal
N Engl J Med 316.7i5,

crystals by topical cysteamine in nephrotic cystinosis
).987; and McCully,

KS

Chemical pathology of homocysLeine

I

Atherogenesrs

Ann Clin btb Sci 23:477.1993

S-Adenosylmethionine ls a Methyl Group Donor
The role of tetrahydrofolate as a one-carbon group donor has been described (see
p.794) Although this cofactor could in theory serve as a source of methyl groups,
the vast majority of methyltransferase reactions utilize S-adenosylmethionine.
Methyl group transfer from AdoMet to a methyl acceptor is irreversible. An example is shown in Figure 18.57. S-adenosylhomocysteine left after methyl group [ransler can be metabolized to cysteine, a-ketobutyrate, and ammonia When cells need
to resynthesize methionine, since the methyltransferase reacti.on is irreversible, another enzlrne is required (Figure 18.58). Homocysteine methyltransferase is one
of [wo en4.rnes known to require a vitamin B12 cofactor (the other is described on
p. 8I4). The methyl group comes from N5-methyltetrahydrofolate This is the only
reaction known [hat uses this form of tetrahydrofolate as a methyl donor. The net
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Other Diseases of Sulfur Amino Acids
Congenital deficiency of any of the enz),rnes involved in transsuifuration results in accumulation of sulfur-containing amino acids Hypermethloninemia has been attributed to deficiency of methionine adenosyltransferase, probably caused by a K- mutant that requires higher
than normal concentrations of methionine for saturation but functions normally in methylation reactlons Lack of cystathionase does
not seem to cause any clinical abnormalittes other than cystathioninuria The first reported case o[ this deficiency was about a mentally
retarded patient and the retardation was attributed to the deficiency.
Apparently the mental retardation was coincidental, the condition being benign The amount o[ cysteine s]'nthesized in these deficiencies
is unknown, but treatment with a iow methionine diet for hypermethioninemia is unnecessary
Diseases Involving Cystine
Cystinuria is a defect of membrane transport o[ cystine and basic
amino acids (1ysine, arginine, and ornithine) that results in their

t_

increased renal excretion Extracellular sulfhydryl compounds are
quickly oxldized to disulfides. Low solubility of cystine results in
crystals and the formation of calculi, a serious feature of this disease
Treatmenr is limited to removal of stones, preventlon of precipitation
by drinking large amounts of water or alkalinizing the urine to solubilize cystine, or formation ol soluble derivatives by conjugation with
drugs Much more serious is cystinosis in which cys[ine accumulates
in lysosomes The stored cystine forms crystals in many cells, with a
senous loss of function of the kidneys, usually causing renal failure
within ten years. The defect is believed to be in the cystine transporter
of lysosomal membranes.
Seashore,

M R, Durant,J L,

and Rosenberg,

LE

Studies on the mechanisms

of pyridoxine responsive homocystinuria Pediatr Res 6:187,1972; Mudd, S
H The natural history o[ homocystinuria due ro cysta[hione p-syrLthase deflciency. Am.l Hum Genet 37:1, 1985; and Frimpter, G W Cystathionuria: nature o[ the defect Science 149:1095, 1965
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Homocysteine desulfhydrase.
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lll
HO'\,/

resuh of reactions in Figures 18.57 and 18.58 is donation of a methyl group and
regeneration of mefhionine under methionine-spaing conditions. A minor salvage
pathway uses a methyl group from betaine instead of N5-methyltetrahydrofolate.

S-Adenosylmethionine ls the Precursor of Spermidine and Spermine

I

OH

Propylamine added to putrescine

Epinephrine

/--rh-cH2-NH2

lll

xo'\-/

I

(see p. 793) to form spermidine and spermine
is also derived from AdoMet, leaving methylthioadenosine. Putrescine is formed by
decarboxylation of ornithine (see p. 793), and with propylamine forms spermidine.
Addition of another propylamine gives spermine (Figure 18.59). The methylthioadenosine that remains can be used to resynthesize methionine. Much of the
polyamine needed by the body is provided by microflora in the gut or from the diet
and is carried by the enterohepatic circulation. Meat has a high conrent of putrescine, but other foods contain more spermidine and spermine.
The butylamino group of spermidine is used for posttranslational modification
of a specific lysine residue in eIF-4D, an initiation factor for eukaryotic protein s1'nthesis. The group is then hydroxylated, and the modified residue that results is
called hlpusine (Figure 18.60).
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FIGURE 18.57
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FIGURE 18.58
Resynthesis of rnethionine, a methylcobalamindependent reaction.
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Polyamine synthesis.
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Cystei ne Prod uces Sulfur-Contai ning Compou nds
Cysteine, derived from the sulfur of homocysteine and a molecule of serine, is
metabolized in several ways. The pathway chosen is determined by the needs of the
M etabolism

cell. The major metabolite is cysteinesulfinate (Figure 18.61). This is further
metabolized to sulfite and pyruvate, or to hypotaurine and taurine. Taurine is an
abundant intracellular free amino acid, but its exact role is unlqrown. It appears to
play a necessary role in brain development. It forms conjuSates with bile acids (see
p. I I07) and may enhance bile flow and increase cholesterol clearance by the liver.
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Formation of taurine and sulfate from cysteine.
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in salvaging toxic intermediates, in regulating
intracellular calcium, and, because of its abundance, in osmoregulation.
Sulfite produced from cysteine metabolism can be oxidized to sulfate (FigTaurine may also play a role

Soa-

s
NHz

PP

N

oo
illr
-o-s-o-P-oQHz
lll
oo-

N

OH

ure 18.61), and rhis can be used in formarion of 3'-phosphoadenosine

5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS), the source of sulfare groups for addition to biological
molecules (Figure 18 62).
Another reaction of cysteine metabolism catalyzed by cystathlonase moves the
sulfur from one cysteine [o ano[her cysteine (Figure 18.63) to form thiocysteine.
Thiosulfate is formed from cys[eine as shown in Figure 18.64. An enzyme called
rhodanese can incorporate a sulfur from thiosulfate or thiocysteine into other
molecules such as cyanide ion (Figure 18.65).

OH

Adenosine

5'-phosphosullate (AMPS)

Tryptophan

ATP

Metabolism of tryptophan has many branch points. The dominant or oxidative
pathway of tryptophan in the human (Figure 18.66, in color) starts wirh oxidatlon
of tryptophan to N-formylkynurenine by a heme-containing enzyrne, tryptophan
dioxygenase, also called tryptophan pyrrolase or tryptophan oxygenase, because the pyrrole ring is cleaved in the reaction. Tryptophan dioxygenase is induced
by glucocorticoids and glucagon. It is found in liver; other tissues conrain a similar enzorr.e called indoiamine dioxygenase, which is less substrate specific. Formamidase then hydrolyzes formylklnurenine to formate and kprurenine. At this
point the pathway begins to branch. In the dominant pathway, reacrions lead to 3-hydroxykl,nurenine, 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid and alanine, amino-carbox)-rnuconic
semialdehyde, and, by decarboxylation, to aminomuconic semialdehyde. This can
be further metabolized in several steps to glutarate and eventually acetoacety' coA,
or recyclized nonenzymatically to picolinic acid, which is excreted in the urine.
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FIGURE 18.62

5Oo/o

of the bodys pyridine

nucleotides. The rest is obtained from the diet. The branch point leading to nicotinate mononucleotide can be seen in Figure 18.66 at the stage of amino-carboxymuconic semialdehyde. Picolinate carboxylase forms 2-aminomuconic semialdehyde; this compound has a low K* and is easily saturated with substra[e. Since

Synthesis of PAPS.
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Synthesis oI thiocysteine.
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FIGURE 18.65

Formation of thiosulfate.

Detoxification of cyanide by products of
cysteine metabolism.
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FIGURE 18.66

Metabolism of tryptophan.
Major pathway is shown in red En4.rnes indicated by number are (1)
tryptophan oxygenase, (2) kynurenine formamidase, (3) klnurenine
hydroxylase, (4) kgrureninase, (5) aminotransferase, (6) 3-hydroxyan-

thranilate oxidase, (7) spontaneous nonenz).,rnatrc reaction, (8) picolinate carboxylase, (9) quinolinate phosphoribosyltransferase, (I0) aldehyde dehydrogenase, and (II) complex series ofreacrions.

picolinate carboxylase has low activity in liver, some amino-carboxymuconic
semiaidehyde is cyclized in a nonenz).rnatic reac[ion to quinolinic acid. Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate provides a ribonucleoride moiety and the final step is a decarboxylation leading to nicotinate mononucleotide. Note that the nicotinic acid ring
is syT rthesized as apart of a nucleotide. Because kynurenine hydroxylase is inhibited by es[rogen, women are more susceptible to pellagra, the disease produced by
niacin deficiency (from the Italian pelle, skin, and agra, rough).
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Phosphate Has a Prominent Role in Tryptophan Metabolism
in this lengthy pathway are pyridoxal phosphate dependent.
Kynureninase is one of them and is affected by vitamin 86 deficiency (Figure
I8.66), resulting in excess kynurenine and xanthurenate excretion, which give
urine a greenish-yellow color. This is a diagrrostic slrnptom of vitamin Bu deficiency.

\ridoxal

Many enzymes

Kynurenine Gives Rise to Neurotransmitters
Klmurenine can be transaminated with condensation of the side chain to form a
two-ring compound, kynurenic acid. This reaction is also depicted in Figure 18.66.
Kynurenic acid, its decarboxylated metabolite kynuramine, and quinolinate have
all been shown to act as tryptophan-derived neurotransmitters, possibly as antlexcitotoxics and anticonvulsives.
Serotonin and Melatonin Are Tryptophan Derivatives
Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) results from hydroxylation of tryptophan by

tetrahydrobiopterin-dependent enzyme and decarboxylation

by a

a

pyridoxal

phosphate-containing enzqe (Figure L8.67 a). It is a neurotransmitter in brain and
causes contraction of smooth muscle of arterioles and bronchioles. It is found
widely in the body and may have other physiological roles. Melatonin, a sleep-
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FIGURE 18.67

(c) Synthesis o[ serotonin (5-hydrorytryptamine) and (b) structure of melatonin.
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inducing molecule, is N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine (Figure I8.67b). The aceryltransflerase needed for its si,nthesis is presen[ in pineal gland and retina. Melatonin
is involved in regulation of circadian rhythm, being syrrthesized mostly at night. Ir
appears to function by inhibiting synthesis and secretion of other neuroLransmtt[ers
such as dopamine and GABA (see p. 1000).

Tryptophan I nduces Sleep
Ingestion of foods rich in tryptophan leads to sleepiness because the resulting serotonin is also sleep-inducing. Reducing availability of tryptophan in the brain can interfere with sleep. Tq.ptophan availability is reduced when other amino acids compete with

it for transport through

the blood-brain barrier. Elevated plasma

concentrations of other amino acids, after a high-pro[ein meal, diminish transport
of tryptophan and induce wakefulness The sleep-inducing effect of carbohydrates
is due to decreased plasma amino acid levels, since carbohydrate stimulates release
of insulin, and insulin causes removal of amino acids from plasma and uptake into
muscle. This alleviates compelition and increases the amount of tryptophan that can
enter the brain. Strangely, extra serotonin appears to lead to sleepiness in females,

but only sedation in males.

Branched-Chain Amino Acids
Metabolism of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs)-valine, isoleucine, and
leucine-is unusual, being initiated in muscle. NADH is formed during their metabolism, making them an excellent source of energy Branched-chain amino acid
aminolransferase is present a[ a much higher concentratlon in muscle than liver. Although these three amino acids produce different producls, the first steps in rheir
metabolism are si.milar

lnitial Reactions of BCAA Metabolism Are Shared
BCAA aminotransferase exists in three iso4.rnes distributed differently between
in cytosol and sometimes in mitochondria (Figure 18.68).
Two handle all three BCAAs, and one is specific for leucine. Starvation induces the
muscle aminotransferases but does no[ affect the enzymes in liver The resulting
a-keto branched-chain acids are oxidatively decarboxylared by an inner mitochondrial membrane enzyme complex similar to the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex,
which produces NADH and CO2. When phosphorylated the dehydrogenase component of the complex has some activity, but this is greatly increased by dephosphorylation. A11 three a-keto branched-chain acids appear ro be metabolized by the
same enzyme The more active form is found in liver in the fed s[a[e, and in muscle during starvation, reflecting the metabolism of dierary BCAAs by liver, and of
muscle BCAAs to provide energy during fasting. The resulting CoA compounds are
tissues, sometimes found

one carbon shorter than the origi.nal amino acids and are nex[ acted on by an
enzyme that resembles the first dehydrogenase of fatty acid B-oxidation.

Pathways of Valine and lsoleucine Metabolism Are Similar
Valine and isoleucine continue down a common pathway, with addition of water
across the double bond to form a hydroxylated intermediate (Figure 18.69). The
hydroxyl group on the isoleucine derivative is oxidized by NAD+ followed by
thiolysis to give acetyl CoA and propionyl CoA. The valine derivative loses CoA and
is oxidized by NAD+ to methylmalonate semialdehyde, which is then converred [o

propionyl CoA.

The Leucine Pathway Differs from Those of the Other
Two Branched-Chain Amino Acids
The position of the methyl side chain in leucine prohibits the oxidation step of the
metabolism of the other BCAAs (Figure 18.70). The double-bond-conraining deriva[ive is carboxylated, hydroxylated, and cleaved to acetoacetate and acetyl CoA.
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FIGURE 18.68

Common reactions in degradation of branched-chain amino acids.

One intermediate is B-hydroxy-p-methylglutaryl CoA, an intermediate in cytosolic sterol synthesis (see p. 743). Since BCAA degradation occurs in mitochondria
the two pools do not mix. Leucine also has a minor alternative pathway (not
shown), which results in excretion of 3-hydroxyvaleric acid, and can be utilized in
the case of blockage in the leucine degradative pathway (see Clin. Corr. 18.10).

Propionyl CoA ls Metabolized to Succinyl CoA
Propionyl CoA is an end product of isoleucine, valine, and methionine metabolism, odd-chain fatty acid oxidation, and degradation of the side chain of cholesterol. The first step in the conversion ofthe three-carbon propionyl CoA to the fourcarbon succinyl CoA is initiated by propionyl CoA carboxylase, which is biotin
dependent (Figure 18.71; see Clin. Corr. 18.11), yielding o-methylmalonyl CoA. A
racemase converts the product to a mixture of o- and r--meth)rmalonyl CoA. Methylmalonyl mutase, which requires 5'-deoxyadenosylcobalamin (a derivative of vitamin B12), converts the l-isomer to succinyl CoA. This is the second erlzpe known
to be dependent on vitamin B12 (see p. 805). The reaction is very unusual, removing a methyl side chain and inserting it as a methylene group into the backbone of
the compound.

Lysine

Lysine like leucine is entirely ketogenic. The carbons enter intermediary
metabolism as acetoacetyl CoA. Lysine has an e- arrd an d-amino group. The initial
transamination of the e-group requires d-ketoglutarate as acceptor and cosubstrate
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complex activity. There are several variations,
but al1 patients excrete the branched-chain aketo acids and corresponding hydroxy acids
and other side products; an unidentified product imparts characteristic odor as indicated by
the name maple syrup urine disease. Some
cases respond to high doses o[ thiamine. A
large percentage show serious mental
retardation, ketoacidosis, and short life span.
Dietary treatment to reduce the branchedchain ketoacidemia is effective in some cases.
Some cases have been reported of deficiency
of erqrmes in later reactions oIbranched-chain
amino acids These include a blockage of oxidation of isovalervl CoA with accumulation of
iso

FIGURE 18.69
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Terminal reactions in degradation of valine and isoleucine.
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branched-chain amino acids are not common.
In general they produce acidosis in newborns
or young children. Very rare instances have
been reported of hypervalinemia and hyperleucine-isoleucinemia. It has been suggested
that the two conditions indicate existence of
specific aminotransferases for valine and for
Ieucine and isoleucine. Altematively, mutation
could alter the specificity of a single enzyme.
The most common abnormality is deficiency
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FICURE 18.70

Terminal reactions of leucine degradation.
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Interconversion of propionyl CoA, methylmalonyl CoA, and succinyl CoA.
The mutase requires 5' -deoxyadenosylcobalamin for activity.

CLINICAT CORRELATION

Diseases

of Propionate and Methylmalonate Metabolism

Deficiencies of the three enzymes shown in Figure 18.71 contribute
to ketoacidosis. Propionate is formed in the degradation of valine,
isoleucine, methionine, threonine, the side chain of cholesterol, and
odd-chain fatty acids The amino acids appear to be the main precursors since decreasing or eliminating dietary protein immediately
minimizes acidosis A defect in propionyl-CoA carboxylase results in
accumula[ion of propionate, which is diverted to alternative pathways, including incorporation into fatty acids for an acetyl group
forming odd-chain fatty acids The extent of these reactions is very
limited. ln one case large amounts of biotin were reported to produce
beneficial effects, suggesting that more [han one defect decreases
propionyl-CoA carboxylase actlvity Possibilities are a lack ofintestinal
biotinidase that liberates biotin from ingested food for absorption or
a lack of biotin holocarboxylase that incorporates biotin into biotindependent enz)'rnes. Children have been found with acidosis caused
by high leve1s of methylmalonate, which is normally undetectable in

blood. Enzl,rnes analyzed from liver taken at autopsy or from cultured
fibroblasts have shown that some cases were due to deficiency of
methylmalonyl-CoAmutase. One group was unable to convert methylmalonyl CoA to succinyl CoA under any conditions, but another
group carried out the conversion when 5'-adenosylcobalamin was
added. Clearly, those with an active site defect in the enzyme cannot
metabolize methylmalonate, but those wrth defects in handling vitamin Br2 respond to massive doses of the vitamin. Other cases oI
methylmalonic aciduria suffer from a more fundamental inability to
use vitamin B12 that leads to deficiency in methylcobaiamin (coenzyme of methionine saivage) and in 5'-adenosylcobalamin deficiency
(coenzyme of methylmalonyi CoA isomerization).

Mahoney

MJ

and Bick,

D

Recent advances

acidemias. Acta Paedidtr. Scand, 7 6:689. 1987

in the inherited methylmalonic
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FIGURE 18.72

Principal pathway of lysine degradation.

(Figure 18.72).Instead of the pyridoxal phosphate-Schiff base mechanism, an intermediate called saccharopine is formed, which is then cleaved to Slutamate and a
semialdehyde compound. The usual Schiff base electronic realrangement mechanism
is replaced by an oxidation and a reduction, but the producLs are effectively the same.
The semialdehyde is then oxidized to a dicarboxylic amino acid, and a transamination
of the a-amino group occurs in a pl,ridoxal-dependent manner. Further reactions lead
to acetoacetyl CoA. A minor pathway starts with removal of the o-amino group and

pipecolate (Figure 18.73) to join the major pathway at
the level of the semialdehyde intermediate. This does not replace the major pathway

goes via the cyclic compound

H2

nz./\nz

tt
I

even in a deficiency of en4,mes in the early part of the pathway (see Clin. Corr. 18.12).

Carnitine ls Derived from Lysine

Medium- and long-chain fatty acids are transported into mitochondria

l-H

nz\-*..Xcoo-N'
H2

flor

p-oxidation as carnitine conjugates (see p. 713). Carnitine is slmthesized not from
free lysine but rather from lysine residues in certain proleins. The first step is
trimethylation of the a-amino group of the lysine side chain, with AdoMet as the

Pipecolate

FIGURE 18.73

Minor product of lysine metabolism.
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2

Diseases lnvolving Lysine and Ornithine
Lysine

which may reflect protein malnutrition due to lysine and arginine

Two metabolic disorders of lysine are recognized. a-Amino adiplc
semialdehyde synthase is deficient in a small number of patients who
excrete lysine and smailer amounts of saccharopine This has led to
the discovery that the etzym? has both lysine-a-ketoglutarate reductase and saccharopine dehydrogenase activities. Single proteins
with multiple enz).,rnatic activities are also found in pyrimidine synrhesis and fatty acid synthesis. It is thought that hyperlysinemia is
benign. More serious is familial lysinuric protern intolerance due to
failure to transport dibasic amino acids across intestinal mucosa and
renal tubular epithelium Plasma lysine, arginine, and ornithine are
decreased to one-third or one-half of normal. Patients develop marked
hlperammonemia after a meal containing protein. This is thought to
arise from deficiency of urea cycle intermediates ornithine and arginine in liver, limiting the capacity of the cycle Consistent with this
view, oral supplementation wlth citrulline prevents hyperammonemia. Other features are thin hair, muscle wasting, and osteoporosis,

deficiency

Ornithine
Elevated ornithine levels are generally due to deficiency of ornithine
D-aminotransferase. A well-defined clinical entity, gy-rate atrophy of

the choroid and retina, characterized by progressive loss of vision
Ieading to blindness by the fourth decade, is caused by deficiency of
this mitochondrial enzlme. fhe mechanism of changes in the eye is
unknown. Progression of the disease may be slowed by dietary
restriction in arglnine and/or pyridoxine therapy, which reduces
ornithine in body fluids.
O'Donnell, J J , Sandman, R P, and Martin, S R GlT ate atrophy of the retina:
inbornerrorofl-omithine:2-oxoacidaminotransferase Science 200:200,1978;
and Rajantic, J , Simell, O , and Perheentupa, J Lysinuric protern intolerance
Clin Invest 67:1078, 1981.
Basoiateral transport defect in renal tubuli

I

methyl donor (Figure l8 74). Free lrimethyllysine is released by hydrolysis of these
proteins and is metabolized in four steps to carnitine

Histidine
Histidase (see C1in. Corr. 18.13) releases free ammonia from histidine and leaves a
compound with a double bond cal1ed urocanate (Figure 18.75). Two other reac[ions
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Histidinemia is due to histidase deficiency A
convenient assay for this enz)rme uses skin,
which produces urocanate as a constituent of
sweat; urocanase and other enzyrnes of histidine catabolism found in liver do not occur in
skin. A finding that urocanate is absent in
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sweat can only be interpreted as a lack of synthesis, and no[ as accelerated disappearance

by further metabolism Histidase deficiency
can be confirmed by erLzyme assay in skin
biopsies Incidence of the disorder is high,
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cooScriver, C R and Ler,1,, H L Histidinemla: reconciling retrospective and prospective findings J Inheit Metab Dis. 6:51. 1983
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10,000 newborns screened Most
reported cases of histidinemia have shown nor-
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Biosynthesis of carnitine
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Degradation of histidine.

Iead to formiminoglutamate (FIGLU). The formimino group is then transferred ro

tetrahydrofolate.

Urinary Formiminoglutamate ls lncreased in Folate Deficiency
The formimino group of formiminoglutamate musl be transferred to tetrahydrofolate before the final product, glutamate, can be produced. When [here is insufficient
tetrahydrofolate available, [his reaction decreases and FIGLU is excreted in urine.
This is a diagnostic sign of folate deficiency if it occurs af[er a [est dose of histidine
is ingested (see Clin Corr 18 14).

Histamine, Carnosine, and Anserine Are Produced from Histidine
Histamine (Figure 18.76), released from cells as part of an allerglc response, is produced from histidine by histidine decarboxylase. Histamine has many physiological roles, including dilation and constric[ion of certain blood vessels. An overreaction to hlstamine can lead [o asthma and other allergic reactions Carnosine
(B-alanylhistidine) and anserine (B-alanylmethylhistldine) are dipeptides (Figure
18.77) found in muscle. Their function is unknown.

cUNlcAr coRRErAiloN

1

B.14

of Folate Metabolism
A significant fraction o[ absorbed folic acid must be reduced to func-

formimino group from formiminoglutamate to tetrahydrofolate. They

tion as a coenzyme Symptoms of folate deficiency may be due to deficiency of dihydrofolate reductase. Parenteral administration of N5formyltetrahydrofolate, the most stable of the reduced folates, is effective in these cases. In some cases of central nervous system abnormality attributed to deficiency of methylene folate reductase there is
homocystinuria. Decreased errzyme activity lowers the N5methyltetrahydrofolate formed so that the source o[ methyl groups for
[he salvage of homocysteine is limiting. Large amounts of folic acid,
betaine, and me[hionine reversed the biochemical abnormalitles and,
in at. least one case, the neurological disorder. Patiens with widely
divergent presentadons have shown deficiencies in transfer of the

excreted varying amounts of FIGLU; some responded to large doses of

folate, but others did not. The mechanism whereby a deficiency of
formiminotransferase produces pathological changes is unclear. It is
not sure whether this deficiency causes a disease state. One patient
showed s).rynptoms of foiate deficiency and had tetrahydrofolate
methyltransferase deficiency. The associated anemia did not respond
to vitamin B12 but showed some improvement with folate. It was suggested that the patient formed inadequate N5-methyltetrahydrofolate
Lo promote remethylation of homocysteine This left the coenzyrne
"trapped" in the methylated form and unavailable for use in other
reactl0ns.
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Creatine

of "high-energy" phosphate, parricularly in cardiac ahd skeletal muscle,
occurs by transfler of the phosphate group from ATP ro creatine (Figure 18.78).
Creatine is sprthesized by transfer of the guanidinium group of arginine to glycine,
followed by addition of a methyl group flrom AdoMet. The amounr of crearine in
the body is related to muscle mass, and a certain percentage of this undergoes
tumover each day About 1-2olo of preexisting creatine phosphate is cyclized nonenzivrrratically to creatinine (Figure 18.79) and excrered in urine, and new creatine is
synthesized to replace it. The amount of creatinine excreted by an individual is
therefore constant frorn day to day When a 24-h urine sample is requested, the
amount of creatinine in the sample can be used to determine whether the sample
truly represents a whole day's urinary out-put.
Storage

F"rr-cH2-NH3

.\v

N-

Histamine

FIGURE 18.76

Histamine.

+

NHg-CH2

3

Glutathione
Glutathione, the tripeptide y-glutamylcysteinylglycine, has several important
functions. It is a reductant, conjugated to drugs to make them more water soluble,
involved in transport of amino acids across cell membranes, part of some leukotriene
structures (see p.772), a cofactor for some enzymatic reactions, and an aid in the
rearrangement of protein disulfide bonds. Glutathione as reduc[anl- is very important in maintaining stability of erythrocyte membranes. Its sulfhydryl group can be
used to reduce peroxides formed during oxygen transport (see p. 592). The resulr
ing oxidized form of GSH consists of rwo molecules joined by a disulfide bond.
This is reduced to two molecules of GSH at the expense of NADPH (Figure 18.80).
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FIGURE 18.77

Anserine and carnosine.
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Synthesis of creatine.
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(a) Scavenging ofperoxide by glutathione peroxidase and (b) regeneration ofreduced glutathione by glutathione reductase.
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Spontaneous reaction forming creatinine.

The usual steady-state ratio of GSH to GSSG in erythrocytes is 100:1. Conjugation
of drugs by glutathione, often after a preliminary reaction catalyzed by cytochrome
P450 (see Chapter 11), renders them more polar for excretion (Figure 18.81).

Clutathione ls Synthesized from Three Amino Acids
Glutathione is slmthesized by formation of the dipeptide 7-glutamylcysteine and the
subsequent addition of glycine. Both reactions require activa[ion of carboxyl groups
by ATP (Figure 18.82). Synthesis of glutathione is largely regulated by cysteine
availability

Fthiopurlne
+

The y-Glutamyl Cycle Transports Amino Acids
There are several mechanisms for transport of amino acids across cell membranes.
Many are q/mport or antiport mechanisms (see p. 526) and are coupled to sodium
transport. The 7-glutamyl cycle is an example of "group transfer" transport. It is
more energy-requiring than other mechanisms, but is rapid and has high capacity,
and functions in kidneys and some other tissues. lt is particularly important in renal epithelial cells. 7-Glutamyl transpeptidase is located in the cell membrane. It
shuttles GSH to the cell surface to interact with an amino acid. 7-Glutamyl amino
acid is transported into the cell, and the complex is hydrolyzed to liberate the
amino acid (Figure 18.83). Glutamate is released as 5-oxoproline, and cystelnylglycine is cleaved to its component amino acids. To regenerate GSH glutamate is reformed from oxoproline in an AfP-requiring reaction, and GSH is reslmthesized
from its three component parts. Three AfP molecules are used in the regeneration

of glutathione, ond in formation of glutamate from oxoproline and two in formation of the peptide bonds.
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I
I

v
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FlcuRE 18.81
Conjugation of a drug by glutathione transferase.
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Synthesis of glutathione.

Glutathione Concentration Affects the Response to Toxins
When the body encounters toxic conditions such as peroxide formation, ionizing
radiation, alkylating agents, or other reactive intermediates, it is beneficial to increase the level of GSH. Cysteine and methionine have been administered as GSH
precursors, but they have the disadvantage of being precursors of an energyexpensive pathway to GSH. A more promising approach is administration of a
soluble diester of GSH, such as 7-(a-ethyl)glutamylcysteinylethylglycinate.
Very premature infants have a very low concentration of cysteine because of low
cystathionase activity in liver. This keeps the GSH concentration low and makes them
more susceptible to oxidative damage, especially from hydroperoxides formed in the
hlperbaric oxySen treatment. Under certain circumstances, such as rendering
tumor cells more sensitive to radiation or parasites more sensitive to drugs, it is desirable to lower GSH levels. This can be achieved by administration of the glutamate analog buthionine sulfoximine (Figure 18.84) as a competitive inhibitor of GSH qneye after

thesis.
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Buthionine sulfoximine.

7-Glutamyl cycle for transporting amino acids.
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I eursrroNs I c. N. ANcsrnor
Multiple Choice Questions
1. Amino acids considered nonessential for humans are:
A. those not incorporated into protein

B

present

modifications.
generally not pro\,rded by the ordinary diet

2. Aminotransferases:

A. usually require

C

E.

reactl0n
are not able to catalyze transamination reactions with essential
amino acids

The production of ammonia
dehydrogenase:

in the reaction catalyzed by glutamate

A.
B.

requires the participation of NADH or NADPH.
proceeds through a Schiff base intermediate.
C. may be reversed to consume ammonia if it is present in excess
D. is favored by high levels of ATP or GTP
E. would be inhibited when gluconeogenesis is active.

a-ketoglutaramate or glutamine as one of the

reactrng parr.

B

require pyridoxal phosphate as an essential cofactor for the

not necessary in the diet if sufficient amounts o[ precursors are

C. the same for adults as for children.
D. the ones made in specific proteins by posttranslational

E.

D

catalyze reactions that resul[
amino acids
catalyze irreversible reactions.

in a net use or production of

The amide nitrogen o[ glutamlne:
represents a nontoxic transpon form of ammonia.
B is a major source of ammonia for urinary excretion.
C is used in the synthesis of asparagine, purines, and p1'rimidines

A.

822 |
D.

AMrNo ACID METABoLTsM

C

can be recovered as ammonia by the action of glutaminase.
are correct.

they are catabolized in a manner that bears a resemblance to Boxidation of fatty acids.
D. they are oxidized by a dehydrogenase complex to branched-

E. all of the above

5

All of the following are corect about ornithine EXCEPT:
A. it may be formed from or conver[ed to glutamic semialdehyde.
B. it can be converted to proline
C. it plays a major role in the urea cycle.
D. it is a precursor of putrescine, a polyamrne.
E. it is in equilibrium with spermidine.

6. 5-Adenosylmethionine:

A

contains a positively charged sulfur (sulfonium) that faci]itates
the transfer o[ substituents to suitab]e acceptors.

B. pelds a-ketobutyrate in the reaction in which the methyl
C.
D.

transferred.
donates a methyl group in a freely reversible reacdon.
generates H2S by transsulfuration

E.

provides the carbons for the formation of cysteine

E.

12. Vahne and isoleucine give rise to propionyl CoA, a precursor of
succinyl CoA A disease related to a defect in this conversion is
methylmalonic aciduria Some patients respond to megadoses of
vitamin By2. Whlch of the following statements about the conversion of propionyl CoA to succinyl CoA is/are coffect?
A. The first step in the conversion is a biotin-dependent carboxylation.

B.

is

A. the conversion of cyanide to less toxic thiocyanate.
B. the formation of thiosulfate
C. the formation ol taurine
D. the donation of the sulfur for methionine formation.

E.
8.

the formation of PAPS.

Lysine as a nutrient:
A. may be replaced by its a-keto acid anaiog
B. produces p)'ruvate and acetoacetyl CoA in its catabolic pathway.

E

ment is measures to relieve the hlperammonemia and sometimes supplementation with arginine.

13.

B.

C
D.
E.

10. Glutathione does all of the following EXCEPT:
A. participate in the transport of amino acids across some cell

ln the formation of urea from
COffCCT

A.
B.

is the only one of the common amino acids that is a precursor
of carnitine.
all of the above are correct.,

unlike most amino acids, is not converted to an a-keto acid
when the amino group is removed.
is a contributor to the tetrahydrofolate one-carbon pool.
decarboxylation produces a physiologically active amine.
forms a peptide with B-alanine
all of the above are correct

B12 because

sult is early death or, if the patient survives, mental retardation and
other developmental abnormalities. Ornithine transcarbamoylase deficiency is the most common error in the cycle. A major focus of treat-

ammonia, all of the following are

EXCEPT:

aspartate supplies one of the nitrogens found in urea.
part of the large negative free energy change of the process may
be attributed to the hydrolysis of pyrophosphate.

C. the rate of the cycle fluctuates with the diet

D
E

9. Histidine:

A

to

Questions 13 and 14: Hyperammonemia caused by deficiencies of the
enz,'rnes involved in carbamoyl phosphate s),nthesis or any of the enz).,rnes of the urea cycle is a very serious condition. Untreated, the re-

C. is methylated by S-adenosylmethionine

D

Some methylmalonic aciduria patients respond

the defect in the mutase converting malonyl CoA to succinyl
CoA is poor binding of the cofactor.
C The same pathway of propionyl CoA to succinyl CoA is part of
the metabolism of odd-chain fatty acids.
D. A1l of the above are coffect.
E None o[ the above is correct.

7. In humans, sulfur of cysteine may participate in all of the following EXCEPT:

chain acyl CoAs one carbon shorter than the parent compound
they are metabolized initially in the liver.

14

fumarate is produced

ornithine transcarbamoylase catalyzes the rate-limiting step,

Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase I:
is a flavoprotein.
B is controlled primarily by feedback inhibition
C. is unresponsive to changes in arginine
D requires N-acetylglutamate as an allosteric effector
E requires ATP as an allosteric effector.

A.

Problems

membranes.

B.

scavenge peroxides and free radicals

C. form sulfur conjugates for detoxication of compounds.
D. convert hemoglobin to methemoglobin

E.

act as a cofactor for some enzymes.

Questions It

and 12: Defects in the metabolism of the branched-chain
amino acids are rare but serious. The most common one is called maple
symp urine disease (named from the smell of the urine), which is a deficiency o[ branched-chain keto acid dehydrogenase complex The disease is characterized by mental retardation, ketoacidosrs, and a short
life span
L

I.

AII of the following are true about the branched-chain amino acids
EXCEPT:
A. they are essential

B.

in the diet.
they differ in that one is glucogenic, one is ketogenic, and one
is classified as both.

I5 An inability to generate tetrahydrobiopterin would have what specific effects on the metabolism of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and
tryptophan?

I6 Untreated phenylketonuria patients, in addition to mental retardation, have diminished production of catecholamines and light skin
and hair. If the defect is in phenylalanine hydroxylase itself, a diet
Iacking phenylalanine but including ty,rosine alleviates these conditions. If the defect is in the ability to produce tetrahydrobiopterin,
the same dietary treatment may alleviate the mentai retardation and
Iight hair but not the diminished catecholamine production What
is the rationale explaining these flndings?

t7 Ifserine labeled with I+C ln the carbon bearlng the hydroxyl group
sewes as the source of a one-carbon 8roup, how does this labeled

carbon become the labeled methyl group of epinephrine?
specific

Be

ANSWERS

I azl

I nNswrns
I,B

2D

B, E: Although most o[ our supply of nonessential amino acids
comes from the diet, we can make them if necessary, given the
precursors. A: AII of the 20 common amino acids are incorporated into protein. C: Arginine is not believed to be required for
adults. D: These are the amino acids for which there are no

11.

E

codons.

The mechanism of action begins with the formation of a Schiff

to pyruvate dehydrogenase. The similarity to B-oxidation

base with pyridoxal phosphate. A: Most mammalian aminotransferases use glutama[e or o-ketoglutarate B: One amtno

3.C

4.E

5E

6A

7

D

D

acid is converted into another amino acid, there is neither net
gain nor net loss C: fhe reactions are freely reversible E: Only
Iysine and threonine do not have aminotranslerases
This is an important mechanism for reducing toxic ammonia
concentrations. A: This would favor ammonia consumption. B:
fhe cofactor is a pyridine nucleotide not pyridoxal phosphate. D:
These are inhibitory E: Since part ol the role is to provide amino
acid carbon chains for gluconeogenesis, this would be active
It is in the form of the amide nitrogen of glutamine that much
o[ amino acid nitrogen is made available in a nontoxic form D:
Glutaminase releases the ammonia in the liver and kidney.
Spermidine is formed by adding propylamine to pu[rescine A,
B: Both amino acids give rise to glutamic semialdehyde and are
formed from it. C: It is both a substrate and product of the
cycle. D: This is a decarboxylation.

in steps like oxidation to an a,B-unsaturated CoA, hydration of the doubie bond, and oxidation o[ a hydroxyl to a

comes

carbonyl

12. D A: This ls a typical carboxylation reaction 1lke p1'ruvate carboxylase B: Megadoses of a cofactor if the defect is in binding

13 E

acetylglutamate increase as protein

10

D

A: Elimination of ammonia from histidine leaves a double bond
(urocanate) unlike both transamination and oxidative deamination reactions B: A portion of the ring is released as lormimino
THE C, D: Carnosine is B-alanylhlstidine and anserine is Balanylmethylhis tidine.
Most of the functions of glutathione listed are dependent on the

sulfhydryl group (-SH). A major role of glutathione in red

in the diet

increases

t4 D The primary controi is by the allosteric effector,

15

Nacetylglutamate. B: This is an activation, not an inhibltion. C'
Synthesis ol the effector, and therefore activity of CPSI, is increased in the presence of arginine. E: ATP is a substrate.
Tetrahydrobiopterin is a necessary component of phenylala-

nine, tyrosine, and tryptophan hydroxylases lts deficiency
would inhibit normal degradation of both phenylalanine and
tyrosine because their degradative pathways begin with the
respective hydroxylases. Catecholamine formation (norepinephrine and epinephrine) begin with the formation o[
DOPA from tyrosine via [yrosine hydroxylase so catecholamine
s),nthesis would be inhibited The initial step in the conver-

sion of tryptophan to serotonin is catalyzed by tryptophan

16.

above

E

in a number of diseases. This reaction is one o[
two reactions that use B12 C: The final cleavage o[ odd-chain
fatty acids produces propionyl CoA.
Carbamoyl phosphate s)mthetase I catalyzes the rate-limiting
step A, B, D: One of the nitrogen atoms is supplied as aspartate,
with its carbon atoms being released as fumarate This reaction
is physiologically irreversible because of the hydrolysis of p,r'
rophosphate. C: The level of CPSI and the synthesis of Nhas been used

The reactive, positively charged sulfur reverts to a neutral
thioether when the methyl group is transferred to an acceptor
B: The product, S-adenosylhomocystelne, is hydrolyzed to homocysteine. C: Tiansmethylations from AdoMet are irreversible
D: Transsulfuration refers to the combined action of cystathionine slnthase and cystathionase transferring methionine's sulfur
to serine to yield cysteine E: Methionine pro."rdes only the sulfurl carbons are from serine
Methionine is the source of sulfur for cysteine (via homocysteine), but the reverse is not true in humans. A, B: fransamination to B-mercaptopyruvate with subsequent formation of
thiosulfate and./or conversion of cystine to thiocysteine a1lows
transfer of the sulfur to detoxify cyanide C: Taurine is deaminated cysteine. E: SOa2-, the most oxidized form of sulfur
found physiologically, is erther excreted or activated as PAPS for
use in detoxifying phenolic compounds or in bioslnthesis
Free lysine is not methylated, but lysyl residues in a protein are
methylated in a posttranslational modification Intermediates of
carnitine s),nthesis are derived from trimethyllysine liberated by
proteolysis. A: Lysine does not participate in transamination
probably in part because the a-keto acid exists as a cyclic Schiff
base B: This is one of two purely ketogenic amino acids. C: See

blood cells is reduction o[ methemoglobin Glutathione reductase helps to maintain the ratio of GSFVGSSG at about 100:1
A: BCAA aminotransferase, rhe first enzyme, is much higher in
muscle than in liver B-D: Although their catabolism is simiIar, the end products are different because of the differences
in the branching After transamination, the a-keto acids
are oxidized by a dehydrogenase complex in a fashion similar

17

hydroxylase
Mental retardatlon seems to be caused by the elevated levels of
phenylalanine in the blood so removing phenylalanine from the
diet is beneficial Light skin and hair is a secondary effect o[
phenylalanine competing with tyrosine for tyrosinase, not an
enzlrne defect, which is necessary to form melanlns. Low tyrosine because of the inability to convert phenylalanine to tyrosine could also be a factor Since tyrosine is 1ow, the production
of catecholamines is affected If the defect is in the production
of tetrahydrobiopterin, diet is less effective because tyrosine hydroxylase leading to DOPA (the first step in catecholamine formation) is tetrahydrobiopterin dependent
Serine donates the labeled carbon to tetrahydrololate to become
labeled N5, Nro-methylenetetrahydrofolate This gets reduced to
labeled N5-methyltetrahydrofolate which reacts with homocysteine, in [he presence of vitamin B12, to produce methylJabeled
methionine After activation to AldoMet, the methionine donates this labeled methyl to norepinephrine to produce
epinephrine
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OVERVTEW

The material in this chaprer is limited [o mammalian cells and where possible to
nucleotide metabolism in humans. There are major differences between nucleotide
me[abolism in bacteria and mammalian cells and even some differences between
humans and animals. Purine and pyrimidine nucleo[ides participate in many critical cellular functions. The metabolic roles of nucleotides very widely from serving
as monomeric precursors of RNA and DNA to serving as second messengers. The
sources of the purine and pyrimidine nucleotides are via de noyo slrrthetic pathways
and salvage of exogenous and endogenous nucleobases and nucleosides. Amino
acids, CO2, and ribose-5-phosphate (from the pentose phosphare pathway) serve as

sources for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms

of purines and pyrimidine

nucleotides.

The intracellular concentra[ions of nucleotides are finely controlled by allosterically regulated enzyrnes in the pathways in which nucleoride end-products
regulate key steps in rhe pathways 2'-Deoxyribonucleotides required for DNA
replication are generated directly from ribonucleotides and their production is also
carefully regulated by nucleotides acting as positive and negative effectors. In addi[ion [o the regulation of nucleotide metabolism via allosteric regulation, concentralions of key enzymes in their metabolic pathways are altered during the cell cycle
with many of the increases in enzyme activity occurring during late Gl/early S
phase just preceding DNA replication.
Defects in the metabolic pathways for de noyo s)nthesis or salvage of nucleo[ides
resull in clinical diseases or syndromes. Furthermore, defects in degradation of nucleotides also lead ro clinical problems. These inciude gour (defec L in de novo purine
nucleotide synthesis), Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (defect in purine nucleobase salvage), orotic aciduria (defecr in de novo pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis), and
immunodeficiency diseases (defects in purine nucleoside degradation). Because nucleoride slrrthesis is required for DNA replicarion and RNA syrthesis in dividing
cells, drugs that block de novo pathways of nucleotide s),nthesis have been successful1y used as anLi[umor and antiviral agenLs.

1e.2

I METABoLtc

FUNCT|oNS oF NUCLEOilDES

Nucleotides and their derivatives play critical and diverse roles in cellular metabolism
Many different nucleotides are present in mammalian cells. Some, such as Aff; are
present in the millimolar range while others, such as cyclic AMf; are orders of magnitude lower in concentra[ion. The functions of nucleotides include the following:

1. Role in Energy Metabolism: As seen in earlier chapters, Afp is the princlpal
form of chemical energy available to cells. AfP is generated in cells via either oxidative or substra[e-level phosphorylatlon. ATP drives reac[ions as a phosphorylating agent and is involved in muscle contraction, ac[ive transport, and maintenance of ion gradients. ATP also serves as phosphate donor for generation of
o[her nucleoside 5'-triphosphates.
2. Monomeric Units of Nucleic Acids: RNA and DNA consisr of sequences of nucleotides. Nucleoside 5'-triphosphates are substra[es for reac[ions catalyzedby
RNA and DNA poll.rnerases
3. Physiological Mediators: Nucleosides and nucleotides serve as physiological
mediators of key metabolic processes. Adenosine is important in con[rol of

MErABoLrc FUNCToNS oF NUCLEoIDTs

coronary blood flow; ADP is critical in platelet aggregation and hence blood coagulation, cAMP and cGMP act as second messengers; and GTP is required for
capping of mRNA, signal transduction through GTP-binding proteins, and in
microtubule formation.
Precursor Function: GTP is the precursor for formation of the coflactor, tetrahydrobiopterin, required for some hydroxylation reactions and nitric oxide
generatron.

Components of Coenzymes: The coenz),rnes NAD+, NADP+, and FAD and
their reduced forms and coenzyrne A all contain as part of their structure a 5fAMP moiety
6 Activated Intermediates: Nucleotides also serve as carriers of "activated" inter-

mediates required for a variety of reactions. UDP-glucose i.s a key intermediate
in sprthesis of glycogen and glycoproteins. GDP-mannose, GDP-fucose, UDPgalactose, and CMP-sialic acid are all intermediates in reactions in which sugar
moieties are transferred for syrrthesis of glycoproteins. CTP is utilized to generate
CDP-choline, CDP-ethanolamine, and CDP-diacylglycerols, which are involved
in phospholipid metabolism. Other activated intermediates include S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and 3'-phosphoadenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (PAPS). 5-

adenosylmethionine is a methyl donor in reactions involving methylation of
sugar and base moieties of RNA and DNA and in formation of compounds such
as phosphatidylcholine from phosphatidylethanolamine and carnitine from
Iysine. S-adenosylmethionine also provides aminopropyl groups for synthesis of
spermine from ornithine. PAPS is used as the sulfate donor to generate sulfated
biomolecules such as proteoglycans and sulfatides.
7. Allosteric Effectors: Many of the regulated steps of metabolic pathways are controlled by intracellular concen[rations of nucleotides. Many examples have
aheady been discussed in previous chapters, and the roles of nucleotides in regulation o[ mammalian nucleotide metabolism will be discussed in this chapter.

Distributions of Nucleotides Vary with Cell Type
The principal purine and pyrimidine compounds found in cells are the 5'-nucleotide
derivatives. ATP is the nucleotide found in the highest concentration. The distribu-

tions of nucleotides in cells vary with cell type. In red blood cells, adenine nucleotides far exceed the concentrations of guanine, cytosine, and uracil nucleotides;
tissues, such as liver, there is a complete spectmm of nucleotides and their
derivarives, which include NAD+, NADH, UDP-glucose, and UDP-glucuronic acid.
In normally functioning cells, nucleoside 5'-triphosphates predominate, whereas in
hypoxic cells the concentra[ions of nucleoside 5'-monophosphates and nucleoside
5'-diphosphates are greatly increased. Free nucleobases, nucleosides, nucleostde 2'-

in other

and 3'-monophosphates, and "modified" bases represent degradation products of
endogenous or exogenous nucleotldes or nucleic acids.
The concen[rations ofribonucleotides in cells are in great excess over the concentrations of 2'-deoxyribonucleotides. For example, the concentration of ATP in
Ehrlich [umor cells is 3600 pmol per I06 cells compared to dAfP concentralions
of 4 pmol per 106 cells. However, at the time of DNA replication the concentrations
of dATP and other deoxyribonucleoside 5'-triphosphates are markedly increased to
meet [he substrate requirements for DNA synthesis.
In normal cells, the total concen[rations of nucleotides are essentially constant.
Thus the total concentration of AMP plus ADP plus AfP remains constant, but there
can be major changes in the individual concentration such that the ratio of
ATP/(ATP + ADP + AMP) is altered depending on the energy state o[ the cell. The
same is true for NAD+ and NADH. The total concentration of NAD+ plus NADH
is normally fixed within rather narrow concentra[ion limits. Consequently, when it
is stated that the NADH level is increased, it follows that the concentration of NAD+
is correspondingly decreased in that ce1l. The basis for this "fixed" concentration o[
nucleotides rs that de novo s)mthesis and salvage pathways flor nucleotides, nucleosides, and nucleobases are very rigidly controlled under normal conditions.
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Adenine

Guanine

'.t>
o

H

Hypoxanthine

Xanthine

FIGURE 19,1
Purine bases.

The major purine derivatives in cells are adenine and guanine. other purine bases
encountered are hypoxanthine and xanthine (Figure 19.1). Nucleoside derivatives
of these molecules contain either ribose or 2-deoxyribose linked to the purine ring
through a B-N-glycosidic bond at N-9. Ribonucleosides contain ribose, while de-

oxyribonucleosides contain deoxyribose as the sugar moiety (Figure 19.2). Nucleotides are phosphate esters of purine nucleosides (Figure I9.3). 3'-Nucleotides
such as adenosine 3'-monophosphate (3'-AMP) may occur in cells bur only as a result of nucleic acid degradation. In normally functioning cells, tri- and diphosphates
are found to a greater extent than monophosphates, nucleosides, or free bases.
The pyrimidine nucleotides found in highest concentra[ions in cells are those
containing uracil and cytosine. The structures of the bases are shown in Figure I9.4. Uracil and cytosine nucleotides are the major pyrimidine componen[s o[
RNA. As with purine derivatives, the pyrimidine nucleosides or nucleotides contain
either ribose or 2-deoxyribose. The sugar moiety is linked to the pyrimidine in a
B-N-glycosidic bond at N-l. Nucleosides of pynmidines are uridine, cyridine, and
deoxythyrnidine (Figure 19.5). Phosphare esrers of pynmidine nucleosides are UMf;
CMP, and dTMP In cells the major pyrimidine derivatives are rri- and diphosphates
(Figure 19.6).
See the Appendix (p. 1179) for a summary of the nomenclature and chemistry
of the purines and pyrimidines.

Properties of Nucleotides
cellular components containing either purine or pyrimidine bases can easily be detected because of their s[rong absorption ofL]v light. Purine bases, nucleosides, and
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FICURE 19.3

Adenosine and deoxyadenosine.

Adenine nucleotides.
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Pyrimidine bases.

OH

Cytidine

nucleotides have stronger absorptions than pyrimidines and their derivatives. The
wavelength at which maximum absorption occurs varies with the particular base
component, bu[ in most cases the IIV maximum is close to 260 nm. The W spectrum for each derivative responds differently to changes in pH. The W absorptions
provide the basis for sensitive methods in assaying these compounds. For example,
deamination of adenine nucleosides or nucleotides to the corresponding hypoxanthine derivatives causes a marked shift in absorption maximum from 265 ro 250 nm,
which is easily determined. Because of the high molar extinction coeffi.cients of
purine and pyrimidine bases and their high concentrations in nuclei.c acids, the absorbance at 260 nm is used to quantitate the amount of nucleic acid in RNA and

DNA preparations.
The N-glycosidic bond of nucleosides and nucleotides is stable to alkali. However, stability of this bond to acid hydrolysis differs markedly. The N-glycosidic
bond of purine nucleosi.des and nucleotides is easily hydrolyzed by dilute acid at
elevated temperatures (e.g., 60"C) to yield free purine base and sugar or sugar phos-

cHs

HO

Deoxythymidine

FIGURE 19.5

Pyrimidine nucleosides.

phate. On the other hand, the N-glycosidic bond of uracil, cytosine, and th)rmine
nucleosides and nucleotides is very stable to acid treatment. Strong conditions, such
as perchloric acid (600lo) and 100'C, release free pyrimidine but with complete destruction of the sugar. The N-glycosidic bond of dihydrouracil nucleoside and dihydrouracil nucleotide is labile in mild acid.
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FIGURE 19.6

Uracil nucleotides.

Uridine 5'-diphosphate (UDP)

Uridine s'-triphosphate (UTP)
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Because of the highly polar phosphare group, purine and pyrimidine nucleotides are much more soluble in aqueous solutions than are their nucleosides and
free bases. In general, nucleosides are more soluble than free bases.

Purine and pyrimidine bases and their nucleoside and nucleotide derivatives can easily be separated by a variety of techniques. These methods include paper chromato graphy; thin-layer chromarography (TLC), urilizing plares wirh celluIose or ion-exchange resins; electrophoresis; and ion-exchange column chromatoSraphy. With high-performance liquid chromarography (HPLC), nanomole
quantities o[ these components can easily and quickly be separated, detected, and
quantitated.

19.4

I METABOLTSM

OF pURtNE NUCLEOTTDES

The purine ring is sy'nrhesized de noyo in mammalian cells utilizing amino acids as
carbon and nitrogen donors and also CO2 as a carbon donor. The de novo path-

way for purine nucleotide sy,nthesis leading to inosine 5'-monophosphate (IMp)
consists of ten metabolic steps. Hydrolysis of ATP is required to drive several reac[ions in this pathway overall, the denovo pathway for purine nucleotide s]nthesis
is expensive in terms of moles of ATP utilized per mole of IMP synthesized.

Purine Nucleotides Are Synthesized by a Stepwise
Buildup of the Ring to Form lMp
AII en4..rnes involved in rymthesis of purine nucleotides are found in the cytosol.
However, not all cells (e.g., red cells) are capable oldenovo purine nucleoride synthesis. In the de novo pathway, a stepwise series of reactions leads to sy,nthesis of
IMP, which is the precursor for both adenosine 5'-monophosphate (AMp) and
guanosine 5'-monophosphate (GMP). This pathway is highly regulated by AMp
and GMP; IMP is not normally found to any ex[enr in cells.
Formation of IMP is shown in Figure 19.7. Several points should be emphasized about this pathway: 5'-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate (pRpp) is synrhesized from ribose 5-phosphate generated by rhe pentose phosphate pathway; the
equlvalent of 6 mol of ArP is utilized per mole of IMP syrrthesized; formation of 5phosphoribosylamine (the firsr srep) is the committed and regulated step. In formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine, the N-C bond is formed that will ultimately be
the N-glycosidic bond of the purine nucleotide; there are no known regulated steps

between 5-phosphoribosylamine and IMP; and tetrahydrofolate serves as a "C1" carrier (Nro-formyl H*folate, Figure 19.8) in this pathway It is imporranr ro poinr our
[hat in reactions 3 and 9 (Fig. 19.7) terrahydrofola[e is regenerated. Phosphoribosyl5-aminoimidazole carboxylase, which catalyzes the reaction in which CO2 is
used [o introduce carbon-6 of rhe ring, is not a biotin-dependent carboxylase
The enz)..rne activities catalyzing severai steps in the pathway reside on sepa-

rate domains of multifunctional proteins. The activities of 5'-phosphoribosylglycinamide synthetase, 5'-phosphoribosylglycinamide rransformylase, and 5'phosphoribosylaminoimidazole syrrthetase form part of a trifunctional protein
5 '-Phosphoribosylaminoimidazole carboxylase and 5 '-phosphoribosyl-4-(N-succinocarboxamide)-5-aminoimidazole synthetase activities are on the same bifunctional protein. 5'-Phosphoribosyl-4-carboxamide-5-aminoimidazole transformylase
and IMP cyclohydrolase acrMries are presenr on a bifunctional protein
To summarize, de noyo slrrthesis of purine nucleotides requires amino acids as
carbon and nitrogen donors, CO2 as a carbon source, and "C1-units" transferred via
Hafolate. The contributions of these sources to the purine ring is shown in Figure
I9.9. Several amino acids including serine, glycine, rrlptophan, and histidine Feld
"C1-units" to Hafolate (see chapter 18) and therefore they conrribute to carbons-2
and-S of the ring.
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FIGURE 19.7
De noyo synthesis of purine ribonucleotides.
The enz).,rnes catalyzing the reactions are (l) glutamine PRPP amidotransferase, (2) GAR
synthetase, (3) GAR transformylase, (4) FGAM qmthetase, (5) AIR s),nthetase, (6) AIR carboxylase, (7) SAICAR srnthetase, (8) adenylosuccinate lyase, (9) AICAR transformylase,
and (I0) IMP cyclohydrolase.
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Structure of Nro-formyl tlafolate.
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Effects of allosteric modulators on molecular forms of glutamine PRPP amidotransferase.
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IMP Is Common Precursor for AMP and GMP
IMB the first ribonucleotide formed in the de novo p^tltway, is lhe common precursor
for AMP and GMP synthesis (Figure f 9 L0) AMP and GMP are converted to ATP
and GTB respectively, utilizing nucleoside 5'-monophosphate kinases and nucleoside 5'-diphosphate kinases. Conversion of IMP to AMP and GMP does not occur randomly. Formation of GMP from IMP requires AfP as the energy source,
whereas formalion of AMP from IMP requires GTP as the energy source. This is
thought ol as a reciprocal relationship: that is, when there is sufficient AfP in the
cell, GMP will be synthesized from IMP and when there is sufficient GTf; AMP will
be syrrthesized from IMP

Purine Nucleotide Synthesis ls Highly Regulated
The committed step of a metabolic pathway is generally the site of metabolic regulation. In de noyo purine nucleotide synthesis, flormalion of 5-phosphoribosylamine from glutamine and 5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate (PRPP) is the com-

mitted step in IMP formation. The enzyme catalyzing this reaclion, glutamine
PRPP amidotransferase, is rate-limiting and is regulated ailosterically by the end
products o[ the pathway-IMB GMB and AMP These nucleotides serye as negative
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FIGURE 19.12
Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase activity as
a function of glutamine or PRPP concentra-

tions.

effectors On the other hand, PRPP is a positive effector Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase is a monomer of 135 kDa. In the presence of IMP, AMP, or GMf; the enz).rne forms a dimer that is much less active The presence of PRPP favors [he active monomeric form of the enzyme (Figure 19.11).
The en4.rne from human tissues has distinct nucleotide-binding sites. One site
specifically binds oxypurine nucleotides (IMP and GMP) while the other site specifically binds aminopurine nucleotides (AMP). When AMP and GMP or IMP are present simultaneously, the enzyme activity is inhibited q.nergistically. Glutamine PRPP
amido[ransferase displays hlperbolic kinetics with respect to glutamine as the substrate and sigmoidal kinetics with respect to PRPP (Figure 19.I2). Since the intracellular concentration of glutamine varies reLatively little and is close to the K- of
lhe enzyme, the glutamine concentration has little effect in regulating IMP slnthesis. The intraceliular concentration of PRPB however, varies widely and can be I0
to 100 times less than the K- for PRPP As a result, the concentration of PRPP plays
an lmportan[ role in regulating syrrhesis of purine nucleotides.
Between formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine and IMB [here are no known

reguiated steps However, there is regulation at the branch point of IMP to AMP
and IMP to GMP From IMP to GMB IMP dehydrogenase is the rate-limiring enzyme and it is regulated by GMP acting as a compe[itive inhibitor of IMP dehydrogenase. Adenylosuccinate sl.nthetase is rate-limiting in conversion of IMP to
AMP with AMP acting as a competitive inhibitor
There must be other mechanisms that regulate rhe AfP/GTP ratio wirhin relalively narrow limits In most cells the total ceilular concentra[ion of adenine nucleotides (ATP plus ADP plus AMP) is four to six limes that of guanine nucleorides
(GTP plus GDP plus GMP). The overall regulation of purine nucleotide synthesis is
summarized in Figure 19.13 Defects in the metabolic pathway that lead to loss of
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FIGURE 19.13

Regulation of purine nucleotide synthesis.
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regulation of purine nucleotide synthesis result in overproduction of purine nucleotides and the end product, uric acid This results in a relatively common clinica1 condition known as gout (see Clin Corr. 19 1)

Purine Bases and Nucleosides Are Salvaged to Reform Nucleotides
The efliciency of normal metabolism is shown by the presence of two distinct "salvage pathways." One pathway utllizes the bases-hypoxanrhine, guanine, and
adenine-as substrates while the other pathway utilizes prelormed nucleosldes as the
subslrates. Each pathway is speclfic with respect to the base or nucleoside being "sa1vaged." The "salvage" of bases requires the activity of phosphoribosyltransferases
that utllize PRPP as the ribose phosphate donor There are rwo disrincr phosphoribosyltransferases. Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosylrransferase (HGPRTase)
catalyzes the reactions

hl.poxanthine

+

PRPP --->

IMP

*

PP,

and

guanine

+

PRPP

-+

GMP

*

PP1

and adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (APRTase) caralyzes
adenlne

Gout is characterized by elevated uric acid concentrations in blood
and urine due to a variety of metabolic abnormalittes that lead to
overproduction of purine nucleotides via the de novo pathway Many,
if not all, of the clinical symptoms associated with elevated concentrations of uric acid arise because of the very poor solubility of uric
acid in the aqueous environment. Sodium urate crystals deposit in
joints of the extremities and in renal interstitial tissue and these events
tend to trigger the sequelae. Hyperuricemia from overproduction of
uric acid ia the de novo pathway can be distinguished from hyperuricemia rhat results from kidney disease or excessive ce1l death (e.g.,
increased degradation of nucleic acids from radiation therapy). Feeding of [15N] glycine to a parienr who is an overproducer wiil result in
uric acid excreted in urine that is enriched in 15N at the N-7 of uric
acid while in a patient who is not an overproducer, there wili be no
I5N in
enrichment of
uric acid from these patients.
Studies of "8outy" patients have shown that multiple and her
erogeneous defects are the cause of overproduction of uric acid. In
some cases, biochemical defects have not been defined Examples of
biochemlcal defects that result in increased purine nucleotide rynthesrs include the following:

I

2

Increased PRPP synthetase activity: Increased PRPP synthetase actiuty results in increased intracellular concentrations of PRPP As
discussed in the section on regulation of purine nucleotide sJ'nthesis, PRPP acts as a positive effector of glutamine-PRPP amidotransferase, leading [o increased flux through the de novo parhway
since actluty of the rate-limiting step is markedly increased
Partial HGPRTase activity: Partial decrease in HGPRTase activiry
has two fallouts with respect lo the de novo pathway lor purine nu-

cleotide s),nthesis First, since there is decreased salvage of hypoxanthine and guanine, PRPP is not consumed by the HGPRTase reaction and PRPP can activate glutamine-PRPP amidotransferase

+

PRPP

-+ AMP

*

PP1

activity Second, wrth decreased salvage of hlpoxanthine and guanine, IMP and GMP are not formed via this pathway so rhar regulation of the PRPP amidotransferase srep by IMP and GMP as neg-

3,

ative effectors is compromised
Glucose 6-phosphatase deficiency: ln patients who have glucose 6phosphatase deficiency (von Gierkes disease, tlpe I glycogen storage disease) there is frequently hyperuricemia and gout as well
Loss of glucose 6-phosphatase activity results in more glucose 6phosphate being shunted to the hexose monophosphare shunt. As
a result of increased hexose monophosphate shunr activity, more
ribose 5-phosphate is generated and the intracellular level of PRPP
rs increased. PRPP is a positive effector of PRPP amidotransferase.
These examples show that factors that increase the rate-limiting

in de noyo synthesrs of purine nucleotide synthesis lead to
increased synthesis and degradation to uric acid. There are different
approaches to the treatment of gout that include colchicine, antihystep

peruricemic drugs, and allopurinol. Allopurinol and its metabolite,
alloxanthine, are effective inhibitors of xanthine oxidase and will
cause a decrease in uric acid levels. In overproducers who do not have
a severe deficiency of HGPRIase activity, allopurinol treatment inhibits xanthine oxidase, thereby increasing the concentrations of hypoxanthine and xanthine. These purine bases are then salvaged via
HGPRIase to form IMP and XMP These reactions consume PRPP and
generate purine nucleotldes that inhibit PRPP amido[ransferase The
overall effect is that allopurlnol treatmen[ decreases both uric acid formation and de noyo s)'nthesis of purine nucleotides.

BJ HJperuricemia and Gout ln The Metabolic and
Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease Scriver, C R, Beaudet, A. L S1y, W S
and Valle, D (Eds ) Vol I1, Chapter 49, 1655, 1995
Becker, M-A. and Roessler,
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FtcuRE 19.14
Salvage of purine nucleobases via phosphoribosyltransferases.
Effects of products on AMP and GMP synthesis from lMP The dashed lines represent sites
of regulation; Qinhibition.

These two enzymes do not overlap in substrate specificity. The reactions are regulated by their end products. IMP and GMP are competitive inhibitors, with respect
to PRPP, of HGPRIase while AMP is a competitive inhibitor, with respect to PRPB
of APRIase. In this way, salvage of purine bases is regulated.
Hypoxanthine and guanine for salvage arise from degradation of endogenous
or exogenous purine nucleotides. Adenine utilized in the APRIase reaction appears
to be mainly from synthesis of polyamines (see p. 807). For each molecule of spermine sl,nthesized, two molecules of 5'-methylthioadenosine are generated that is
degraded to 5-methylthioribose-1-phosphate and adenine by the 5'-methylthioadenosine phosphorylase-catalyzed reaction. The adenine base is salvaged through
the APRTase reaction.
Generation of AMP and GMP through these phosphoribosyltransferase reactions
effectively inhibits the de novo pathway at rhe PRPP amidotransferase step. First,
PRPP is consumed, decreasing the rate of formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine; and
second, AMP and GMP serve as feedbackinhibitors at this step (Figure 19.14).
HGPRIase activity is markedly depressed in the Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (see
CIin. Corr. 19.2), which is characterized clinically by hyperuricemia, mental retar-

dation, and self-mutilation.
Nucieosides such as adenosine are "salvaged" by adenosine kinase, a 5'-phosphotransferase that utilizes ATP as the phosphate donor. The substrate specificity of
the 5'-phosphotransferases vary with the particular nucleoside kinase.
Overall, these salvage reactions conserve energy and permit cells to form nucleotides from the free bases. Erythrocytes, for example, do not have glutamine
PRPP amidotransferase and hence cannot s]'nthesize 5-phosphoribosylamine, the
first unique metabolite in the pathway of purine nucleotide s)'nthesis. As a consequence, they must depend on purine phosphoribosyltransferases and 5'-phosphotransferase (adenosine kinase) to replenish their nucleotide pools.

Purine Nucleotides Are lnterconverted to Maintain the Appropriate
Balance of Cellular Adenine and Guanine Nucleotides
De noyo s),nthesis o[ purine nuileotides is und.er very fine control, execured at the
committed step catalyzed by glutamine PRPP amidotransferase and at the branch
point, IMP to AMP and IMP to GMP Additional enzyrnes present in mammalian
cells allow for interconversions o[ adenine and guanine nucleotides to maintain the
appropriate balance of cellular concentrations of these purine nucleotides. These interconversions occur by indirect steps. There is no direct one-step pathway for conversion of GMP to AMP or AMP to GMP In each case, AMP or GMP is metabolized
to IMP (Figure 19.15). These reactions are catalyzed by separate enz)T nes, each of
which is under separate controls. Reductive deamination o[ GMP to IMP is catalyzedby GMP reductase. GTP activates this step while xanthosine monophosphate
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CLINICAT CORRETATION 1 9.2

Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome
Lesch-Nyhan sl,ndrome is characterized clinically by hyperuricemia,
excessive

uric acid production, and neurological problems, which

may include spasticity, mental retardation, and self-mutilation Thls
disorder is associated with a very severe or complete deficiency of
HGPRIase activity. The gene for HGPRTase is on the X chromosome,
hence the deficiency is virtually limited to maies. In a study of the
available patients, it was observed that if HGPRIase activiry was less
than 2ok of normal, mental retardation was present, and if the activity
was less that 0.2ok of normal, the self-mutilation aspect was expressed.
This defect also leads to excretion of hypoxanthine and xanthine
There are more than a hundred disease-related mutations defined in the HGPRIase gene from Lesch-Nyhan parienrs. These have
1ed to the loss of HGPRTase protein, loss of HGPRIase acrivity, "Km
mutants," HGPRTase protein with a short half-life, and so on.
The role of HGPRTase is to catalyze reacrions in which hypoxanthin€ and guanlne are converted to nucleotides. The hyperuricemia
and excessive uric acid production that occur in patients with LeschNyhan syndrome are easily explained by the lack of HGPMase activiry
Hypoxanthine and guanine are not salvaged, leading to increased
intracellular pools of PRPP and decreased levels of IMP or GMP Both
of these factors promole de noyo s)'nthesis of purine nucleotides

without regard for proper regulation of this pathway at

PRPP

amidotransferase
It is not understood why a severe defect

in this salvage pathway
ieads to neurological problems. Adenine phosphoribosylrransferase
activity in these patients is normal or elevated. With this salvage enzyme, presumably the cellular needs for purine nucleotides could be
met by converslon of AMP to IMP followed by the conversion of IMP
to GMP i[ the cel]'s de noyo pathway were nor functioning. The normai tissue distribution of HGPRIase acriviry perhaps could explain
the neurological sl.rnptoms. The brain (frontal lob, basal ganglia, and
cerebellum) has 10-20 times the level of enzyrne activiry found in

Iiver, spleen, or kidney and from 4 to 8 times that found in erythrocytes. Individuals who have primary gout w.ith excessive urlc acid formation and hyperuricemla do not display neurological problems It is
argued that products ofpurine degradation (hypoxanthine, xanrhine,
and uric acid) cannot be toxic to the central nervous system (CNS)
However, it is possible that these metabolites are toxic to the developing CNS or that lack o[ enz),rne leads to an imbalance in rhe concentrations of purine nucleotides at critical times during deveiopment
If IMP dehydrogenase activity in brain were extremely low, lack
of HGPRTase could lead to decreased amounts o[ intracellular GTP
due to decreased salvage of guanine Since GTP is a precursor of
tetrahydrobiopterin, a required cofactor in the biosynthesis of neurotransmitters, and is requlred in other functions such as signal transduction via G-proteins and protein synthesis, low concentrations of
GTP during development could be the triggering flactor in the observed neurological manifestations
Treatment of Lesch-Nyhan patienrs with allopurinol will decrease the amount of unc acid formed, relieving some of the probIems caused by sodium urate deposits. However, since the LeschNyhan patient has a marked reduction in HGPRIase activity, hypoxanthine and guanine are not salvaged, PRPP is not consumed, and
consequently de noyo slrrthesis of purine nucleotides is not shut
down. There is no treatment for the neurological problems. These patients usually die from kidney failure, resulting from high sodium
urate deposits.
Rossiter, B. J E and Caskey, C T Hlpoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase deficiency: Lesch-Nyhan syndrome and gout In: C R Scriver, A
L Beaudet, \M S Sly, and D Valle (Eds ), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases oJ
InheitedDisease,Trh ed , Vol II, Chap 50 New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995, p
7679; and Nyhan, W L The recognition of Lesch-Nyhan slmdrome as an inbom error of purine metabolism J Inheil Metab Dis 20:171,1997

(XMP) is a strong competitive inhibitor of the reaction GTB while not required by
K- wtth respect to GMP and

the enzyme, increases enzyme activity by lowerlng the
by increasing V-^*.

AMP deaminase (5'-AMP aminohydrolase) catalyzes deamination of AMP to
IMP and is activated by K+ and ATP and inhibited by P1, GDf; and GTP In the absence of K+, the velocityversus AMP concentratj.on curve is sigmoidal. The presence of K+ is not required for maximum activity; ra[her K+ is a positive allosteric
effector reducing the apparent K- for AMP

NH+

GMP-reductase

FIGURE 19.15

Interconversions of purine nucleotides.

AMP-deaminase
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The net effect of these reactions is that cells interconvert adenine and guanine
nucleotides to meet cellular needs, while maintaining control over these reactions.

CTP ls Precursor of Tetrahydrobiopterin
GTP is the direct precursor for tetrahydrobiopterin synthesis (Figure 19.16).
Reactions from GTP to tetrahydrobiopterin are catalyzed by GTP cyclohydrolase

I, 6-pymvoyl-tetrahydropterin synthase,

and sepiapterin reductase, with GTP

cyclohydrolase I being rate-limiting. Many cell types synthesize tetrahydrobiopterin.

Tetrahydrobiopterin is a required cofactor in hydroxylation reactions involving
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan (see p.797) and is involved in the generation of nitric oxide. lnhibitors of IMP dehydrogenase cause a marked reduction in
cellular levels of tetrahydrobiopterin, demonstrating the importance of GTP as the
precursor of tetrahydrobiopterin and of IMP dehydrogenase as the rate-limiting
enz]l'rrre in GTP formation.

End Product

of Purine Degradation in Humans ls Uric Acid

The degradation of purine nucleotides, nucleosides, and bases follow a common
pathway leading to formation of uric acid (Figure I9.I7). The en-4rmes involved in
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FIGURE 19.16
Synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin from GTP
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degradation of nucleic acids and nucleotides and nucleosides vary in specificity Nucleases are specific toward either RNA or DNA and also toward the bases and position of cleavage site at the 3',5'-phosphodiester bonds. Nucleotidases range from
those with relatively high specificity, such as 5'-AMP nucleotidase, to those with broad
specificity, such as the acid and alkaline phosphatases, which will hydrolyze any of
the 3'- or 5'-nucleotides (see Clin. Corr. I9.3). AMP deaminase is specific for AMP

Adenosine deaminase is less specific, since not only adenosine, but also 2'deoxyadenosine and many other 6-aminopurine nucleosides are deaminated by this
er]zyme.

Purine nucleoside phosphorylase catalyzes the reversible reactions
inosine

+

*

Pi ++ hypoxanthine

guanosine

+

Pi <+ guanine

xanthosine

+

Pi <-+ xanthine

*

ribose l-P

ribose l-P

*

ribose I-P

Deoxyinosine and deoxyguanosine are also natural substrates for purine
nucleoside phosphorylase. This is important since removal of deoxyguanosine

Nucleic acids

nucleases

nucleases

Adenine nucleotides

Guanlne nucleotides

nucleoti
nucleotidase

deaminase

Adenosine

Guanosine

r"'

lnosine

purine nucleoside
phosphorylase

purine nucleos
phosphoryla

f,

noo." 1-phosphate

Guanine

Hypoxanthine

Xanth
xanthine oxidase

FIGURE 19.17

Degradation of purine nucleotides.
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lncreased Cytosolic 5'-Nucleotidase Activity
A recent report described flour patients in whom 5'-nucleotidase activit1, in fibroblast lysates as measured using either 5'-AMP or 5'-UMP as
substrates was increased to six- to tenfold in these patients compared
to the controls, These lour unrelated chiidren had problems associated with "developmental delay, seizures, ataxia, infections, severe language deficit, and an unusual behavioral phenotype characterized by
hlperactivity, short attention span, and poor social interac[ion." Since

it was possible that the increased cellular 5'-nucleotidase activity rvas
causrng decreased nucleotide poo1s, the patients were treated with oral
uridine Remarkably, all four patients treated with uridine improved

dramatically in al1 aspects
These findings again point

of the physical and medical behaviors.
to the fact that either overproduction or

of nucleotide s),nthesis, and decreased degradation or
increased degradation of nucleotides or nucleosrdes can have major
consequences on the well-being of the individual.
blockage

T, Yu, A , Fontanesi, _J , and Nyhan, W L Developmental disorder associated with increased cellular nucleotidase activity. Proc Natl Acod 5ci USA

Page,

94:1160l.1997

prevents uncontrolled accumulation of dGTP, whlch is toxic [o cel1s at high
concentrations. While the equilibrium constants for reactions catalyzed by purine
nucleoside phosphorylase favor the dlrection of nucleoside s]'nthesis, ce11ular concenLrations of free purine base and ribose-I-phospha[e are too iow to support nucleoside slrrthesis under normal conditions. The main function of the enzyme is the
degradative rather than sJ,ntheti.c pathway Adenosine deaminase defi.ciency is associated with severe combined immunodeficiency, while purine nucleoside phosphorylase deficiency leads to a defective T:-cell immunity but normal B-cell immunlty (see C1in. Corr. 19 4)

CTINICAL CORRELATION 1 9.4

lmmunodeficiency Diseases
Defects in Purine Nucleoside Degradation
trvo dlstinct immunodeficiency diseases are associated with defects in
adenosine deaminase (ADA) and purine nucleoside phosphorylase
(PNP), respectively These enzymes are involved in the degradative
pathways leading to formatlon of unc acid. Natural substrales for
adenosine deaminase are adenosine and deoxyadenosine while natural substrates for purine nucleoside phosphorylase are tnosine, guano-

sine, deoxyinosine, and deoxyguanosine A deficiency rn ADA is associated with a severe combined immunodeficiency involving both
I-cell and B-cell functions PNP deficiency is associated with an immunodeficiency involving T-cell luncrions mth the sparing of effects
on B-ce1l function In neither case is the mechanism(s) by which the
lack of these enzyrnes leads to immune dysfunction known However,
in ADA-deficient patients, intracellular concentrations of dATP and 5adenosylhomocysteine are greatly increased. Several hypotheses have
been put forth to explain the biochemical consequences of a lack of
ADA: (t) high concentrations of dATP inhibit ribonucleotide reductase activity and as a consequence inhibit DNA synthesls; (2) deoxyadenosine inactivates 5-adenosyihomocysteine hydrolase leading
to decreased S-adenosylmethionine required for methylation of bases
in RNA and DNA; and (3) increased concentrations of adenosine result in increased cAMP levels. It is possible that each of these mechanisms contributes to the overall effect of immune dysfunction There
is not, however, a suitable explanation for the specificity of the effects
on onJy T celis and B cells
Treatments of children with ADA deficiency have included blood
transfusions, bone marrow transplantation, enzyme replacement ther-

apy with ADA-polyethylene g1yco1 conjugate (ADA-PEG), and most
recently gene therapy. Each oI these treatments has disadvantages
Blood transfusions produce problems o[ "iron overload" and safety of
the source Bone marrow transplantation, while curative, requires a
suitably matched donor. En4,rne replacement therapy wlth ADA-PEG
has been the most successful to date, but the treatment requires constant monitoring of ADA levels and frequent lnjections of very costly
ADA-PEG. Gene therapy presents the hope for the future There are
strong indications in gene therapy trials that the ADA gene has been
successfully trans[ected lnto stem cells of ADA-de[icient children.

M S and Mirchell, B S Immunodeficiency diseases caused by
adenosine deaminase deficiency and purine nucleoside phosphory'lase defiHershfield,

ciency.In:C R Scriver,A L Beaudet,WS Sly,andD Valle(Eds),TheMetabolic and Molecular Bases of InheitedDisease, 7th ed, Vol 11, Chap 52, New
York McGraw-Hill, 1995, p l7)5; Hoogerbrugge, P M , von Beusechem,
V W, Kaprein, L C, Einerhard, M P, and Valerio, D Gene therapy for adeno-

5l72. 1995, Hershfield, M S Adenosine deaminase deficiency: clinical expression, molecular basis, and therapy.
Semin Hematol 35:291, 1998, Russell, C S and Clarke, L A. Recombinanr
proteins for genetic disease. Clin. Genet. 55.389,1999; Onodera, M , Nelson,
D. M, Sakiyama, Y, Candotti, E, and Blaese, R M Gene [herapy for severe
combined immunodeficiency caused by adenosine deaminase deficiency: rmproved retroviral vectors for clinical tials Actd Hoematol 101:89, 1999; and
Carpenter, P A, Ziegler,J B, andVowels, M R Late diagnosis and correction
of purine nucleoslde phosphorylase deficiency with allogenlc bone marrow
transplantation Bone Marrow Transplant I 7: 12 1, 1996
sine deaminase deficiency Br. Med BulI
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Cancer patients with large tumor burdens who
undergo radiation therapy or chemotherapy
treatmenrs also show increased serum and
FOrmatiOn Of UriC ACid
urine concentrations of uric acid The source
of this increased uric acid is not due to inAs shown in Figure 19.17, adenine nucleotides end up as hypoxanthine while guacreased purine nucleotide sJnthesis but rather nine nucleotides are metabolized to xanthine. These purines are metabolized b1'
from the destruction of the tumor cells that in
xanthine oxidase to form uric acid, a unique end producf of purine nucleotide

ctlNlcAt coRREtArloN

mans The reactions are shown in Flgure 19.18.
ase contains FAD, Fe, and Mo and requires molecular oxygen as
uric acid is not very soluble in aqueous medium, there are clinihich elevated leve1s of uric acld results ln deposition of sodium
arlly ln joints. Hyperuricemia is a clinical conditlon characterels of uric acid in the blood and generally increased levels of uric
acid excretion in the urine (hyperuricuria) Slnce uric acid is the unique end product of purtne degradatlon in humans, excess levels of uric acid indlcate some metabolic situation that may or may nol be serious. There are several instances in which
-lt

19'6 il;;;iil1'r'r.ffi.-1#rr..,r.icuria

PatientS
With AUtiSm
SUbCIaSS Of

can be defined as a merabolic alteration and other situations in which there is not a defined metabolic alterarion (see
C1in. Corr. 19.r,19.2,19.5, and 19.6)

Recently a subclass of children with infantile
autism was shown to excrete uric acid that is
greater than two standard deviations above the

normal mean This group of children

repre-

ol the autrstic population. With cultured fibroblasts from these
autrsticchildren, ltwasfoundthat denovoslmthesis of purine nucleotides as measured by
lraCl[ormate incorporation into purine nusents approximarely 20ok

The pyrimidine ring is s1'nthesized de noyo in mammahan cells utilizing amino acids
as carbon and nitrogen donors and CO2 as a carbon donor De novo slrrthesis of
pyrimidine nucleotide leads to uridine 5'-monophosphate (UMP) in six metabolic
steps. ATp hydrolysis (or equivalent) is required to drive several steps in the

prth*ny.

cleotides was increased fourfold over that seen

in the normal control fibroblasts. As of

this

time the molecular basis for the increased de
nolo s)mthesis of purine nucleotides in these
autistic children is not known. An unusual aspect of this increased purine nucleotide rynthesis in rhese children is that the excrerion of
uric acid is elevated but the serum concentrations of uric acid is in the normal range.

Pyrimidine Nucleotides Are Synthesized by a
Stepwise Series of Reactions to Form UMP
ln contrast to

de novo purlne nucleotide slnthesis, not al1 enzymes for de noyo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides are in the ce1l cytosol Reactions leading to formation o[ UMP are shown in Figure 19.19. The following important aspects of the
pathway should be noted The pyrimidine ring is formed first and then ribose 5phosphate is added via PRPP The enzyme catalyzing formalion of carbamoyl phos-

abauLism.

page, T. and coteman, M. purine metabolism
normaliries in a hyperuricosunc subclas, o[

s,ochtm niopthys

ictatsoo:zet,zoao

cytosolic and is distinctly different
in the mitochondria as part of the

:fr;ffiil,ffi:rffi:,:",iilI3il:

lated step Formation of orotate from dihydroorotate is catalyzed by the mitochondrial dihydroorotate dehydrogenase. The other enzymes of the pathway are
lound in lhe cytosol on multifunctional proteins. The activities of carbamoyl phosphate synthetase 11, aspartate carbamoyltransferase, and dihydroorotase are

found on a trilunctional protein (CAD), and orotate phosphoribosyltransferase
and OMP decarboxylase actlvities are found on a bifunctional protein, defined as
UMP synthase A defect in this bifunctlonal protein that affects either phosphoribosyltransferase activity or decarboxylase actir,-ity ieads to a rare clinical condition
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FIGURE 19.19
De noyo synthesis of ppimidine nucleotides.
Enzyne activities catalyzing the reactions are (I) carbamoyl
phosphate synthetase II, (2) aspartate carbamoyltransferase,
(3) dihydroorotase, (4) dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, (5)
orotate phosphoribosyltransferase, and (6) OMP decarboxylase. The activities of 1, 2, and 3 are on a trifunctional protein (CAD); the activities of 5 and 6 are on a bifunctional
protein (UMP spthase).

known as hereditary orotic aciduria (see Clin. Corr. 19.7). Recent studies have
shown that an immunosuppressive drug, leflunomide, which is used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, inhibits de noyo sl,nthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides
specifically at dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, the mitochondrial-localized enzqe
of de noyo pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis.
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Hereditary Orotic Aciduria
Hereditary orotic aciduria results from a defect in de noyo slmthesis of
pyrimidine nucleotides. This genetic disease is characterized by severe
anemia, growth retardation, and high levels of orotic acid excretion.
The biochemical basis for orotic aciduria is a defect in one or both of
the activities (orotate phosphoribosyltransferase or orotidine decarboxylase) associated \rith UMP synthase, the bifunctional protein It
is a very rare disease but the understanding of the metabolic basis for
this disease has led to successful treatmen[ of the disorder. Patlents
are fed uridlne, which leads not only to reversal o[ the hematologic
problem but also to decreased formation of orotic acid. Uridine is
taken up by cells and converted by uridine phosphotransferase to
UMP that is sequentiaily converted to UDP and then to UTP UTP
formed from exogenous uridine, in turn, inhibits carbamoyl phosphate slrrthetase II, the major regulated step in the de noyo parhway

ia

As a result, orotic acid s)'nthesis
ttle de novo pathway is markedly
decreased to essentially normal levels. Since UTP is also the substrate

-'17-

UMP

r^r

t

for CTP slmthesis, uridine treatment sewes to replenish both the UTP
and CTP cellular pools In effect, then, exogenous uridine bypasses
the defective UMP syrrthase and supplies cells with UTP and CTP required for nucleic acid synthesis and other cellular functions. The
success of treatment of hereditary orotic aciduria with uridine provides in yivo data regarding the importance of the step catalyzed by
carbamoyl phosphate slrrthase II as the site of regulation of pyrimidine nucleotide s)'nthesis in man.
Webster, D R, Becroft, D M O, and Suttle, D P Hereditary orotic aciduna
and other disorders ofpl,rimidine metabolism In: C R Scriver, A L. Beaudet,
W 5 Sly, and D. Valle (Eds), The Metabolic and Molecular Bues oJ Inheited Diseue,Trh ed, Vol II, Chap. 55. NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1995, 1799; Suchi,
M , Mizuno, H , Kawai, Y, Tonboi, T, et a1 Molecular cloning o[ the human
UMP synthase gene and characterization of a point mutation in two hereditary
orotic aciduria families Am J Hum Genet 60:525,1997

UMP is converted to UTP by nucleotide kinases (Figure 19 20). CTP synthetase catalyzes formation of CTP from UTP with glutamine as [he amino group

r

I
t\> r;-

donor (Figure 19.21). CTP slmtherase displays homotropic sigmoidal kinetics; CTII
the product, is a negative effector of the reaction as shown in Figure 19.22 By regularing CTP s1'nthetase in this way cells maintain an appropriate ralio of UTP and
CTP for cellular functions and RNA synrhesis
To summarize, de no\)o sprthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides requires aspartate
and glutamine as carbon and nitrogen donors and CO2 as a carbon donor (Figure
19.23). Five of the six reac[ions in the pathway take place in the cytosol of the cell,
while the other reaction occurs in the mitochondria. The cytosolic enzyme acri\,.rties reside on multifunctional pro[eins. UTP is the direct precursor of CTP

UDP
-

V-\TP
I

I
{\'> , rp

UTP

FIGURE 19.20

Formation of UTP from UMP

Pyrimidine Nucleotide Synthesis in Humans ls Regulated at the
Level of Carbamoyl Phosphate Synthetase ll
Regulation of pyrimidine nucleotide sltrthesis in mammalian cells occurs at the carbamoyl phosphate slrrthetase II step Carbamoyl phosphate slrrthetase Il is a cytosolic enzyme and distinct from the mitochondrial carbamoyl phosphate syn-
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Formation of CTP from UTP
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Regulation of CTP s).nthetase.
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thetase 1, which utilizes ammonia as the amino donor and is activated by N-acetylglu[amate. Carbamoyl phosphate sy-nthetase I1 is inhibited by UTP, an end product
of the pathway,and is activated by PRPP The
for UTP and the I(. for PRPP are

Glutamine

in the range of values that would allow in[racellular levels of UTP and PRPP to have
an effect on the control of pyrimidine nucleoti.de s)-nthesis. Carbamoyl phosphare
s),nthetase II is the only source of carbamoyl phosphate in extrahepatic tissues.
However, in liver, under stressed conditions in which lhere is excess ammonia, carbamoyl phosphate s),nthetase I generates carbamoyl phosphate in mitochondrla,
which ends up in the cytosol and serves as a substrate for pyrimidine nucleotide

j't

(

Carbamoyl

.......ai

Phosphate

+j
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T-PAPP

OMP

slmthesis. This pathway serves to detoxify excess ammonia. Elevated levels of orotic
acid are excreted as a result of ammonia toxicity in humans. This points [o carbamoyl phosphate s),rrthetase II as being the major regulated activity in pyrimidine
nucleotide metabolism.
UMP does not inhibit carbamoyl phosphate s)'nthetase II but competes with
OMP to inhibit OMP decarboxylase (Figure 19 24). As discussed earlier, conversion of UTP to CTP is also regulated so that cells maintain a balance between urldi.ne and cytidine nucleotldes.
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Pyrimidine Bases Are Salvaged to Reform Nucleotides
Pyrimidines are "salvaged" by conversion to nucleotides by pyrimidine phosphoribosyltransferase. The general reaction is

pyrimidine +

PRPP

-+ pyrimidine nucleoside 5'-monophosphate

*

PP,

The enzyme from human erythrocytes utilizes orotate, uracil, and th)rmine as substrates but not cytosine. These salvage reactions divert the pyrimidine bases from
the degradative pathway to the nucleotide leve1. As a pyrimidine base becomes
available to cells, [here are compeling reactions that will either result in degradatlon and excrelion or reutilization of the bases. For example, when normal llver is
presented with uracil, it is rapidly degraded to B-alanine, whereas in proliferating
tumor cells uracil is converted to UMP This is the result of the availabllity of PRPP,
en4rrne levels, and metaboli.c state of the cells.

The concentrations of deoxyribonucleotides are extremely low in nonproliferating
cells. Only at the time of DNA replication (S phase) does the deoxyribonucleotide
pool increase to support the required DNA synthesis.

....-ol
ili..
i
-','.....::hCTp
FIGURE 19.24

Regulation of pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis.
Solid arrows represent enzSrme-cataly zed reac-

tions and dashed arrows inhibition by products
of the reactions
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De novo synthesis of 2'deoxyribonucleotides from ribonucleotides.

Deoxyribonucleotides Are Formed by Reduction of
Ribonucleoside Diphosphates
Nucleoside 5'-diphosphate reductase (ribonucleotide reductase) catalyzes the
conversion of ribonucleoside 5'-diphosphate ro 2'-deoxyribonucleotide. The reaction is controlled by the amount of enzyme present in cells and by a very flinely regulated allosteric control mechanism. The reaction is summarized in Figure 19.25.
Reduction of a particular substrate requires a specific nucleoside 5'-triphosphate as
a positive efflector. For example, reduction of CDP or UDP requires AfP as the positive effector, while reduction of ADP and GDP requires the presence of dGTP and
dTTP, respectively (Table t9.I). A small molecular weight protein, thioredoxin or
glutaredoxin, is involved in reduction at the 2' posltion through oxidation o[ its
sulfhydryl groups. To complete the catalytic cycle, NADPH is used to regenera[e free
sulfhydryl groups on the protein. Thioredoxin reductase, a flavoprotein, is required if thioredoxin is involved; glutathione and glutathione reductase are involved if glutaredoxin is the protein.
Mammalian ribonucleotide reductase consists of two nonidentical protein subunits (heterodimer), neither of which alone has en4rmatic activit)u The larger subunit has at least two different effector-binding sites and the smaller subunit conrains
a nonheme iron and a stable tyrosyl free radical. The two subunits make up the
aclive site of the enzrr.,rne. The two subunits are encoded by different genes on separate chromosomes. The mRNAs for these subunits, and consequently the proteins,
are differentially expressed as cells transit the cell cycle.
The activity of ribonucleotide reductase is under allosteric control. While reduction of each substrate requires the presence of a specific positive effector, the
products serye as potent negative effectors of the en4rme. The effects of nucleoside
5'-triphosphates as regulators of ribonucleotide reductase activity are summarized
in Table I9.1. DeoxyATP is a potent inhibitor of the reduction of all four substrates,
CDB UDB GDB and ADP; dGTP inhibits reduction of CDI UDf; and GDP; dTTP
inhibits reduction of CDB UDB and ADP Thus dGTP and dTTP serve as either positive or negative effectors of ribonucleotide reductase. This means that while dGTP
is the required positive activator for ADP reduction, it also serves as an effective inhibitor of CDP and UDP reduction; dTTP is the positive effector of GDP reduction
TABI-E

'19.1

Nucleoside 5'-Triphosphates as Regulators of
Ribonucleotide Reductase Activity

CDP

ATP

UDP
ADP

ATP
dGTP
dTTP

GDP

"ln decreasing order of effectiveness

dATB dGTB dTTP'
dAtR dGTB dTTP,
dATP
dATP

DEoxvRTBoNUCLEoTDE FoRMATToN
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GOp_l_-__-________>

cDP

-----l----------

dGDP

dCDP
+
dCMP

UDP-----L

dTMP ------> ------> dTTP

duDP

FIGURE 19.26

Role of ribonucleotide reductase in DNA synthesis.
The enzgnes catalyzing [he reactions are (1) ribonucleotide reductase, (2) nucleoside 5'diphosphate kinase, (3) deoxycytidylate deaminase, (4) thyrnidylate slrrthase, and (5) DNA
Poll'rnerase.

and serves as an inhibitor of CDP and UDP Effective inhibition of ribonucleotide
reductase by dAIP, dGTP, or dTTP explains why deoxyadenosine, deoxyguanosine,
and deoxythl,rnidine are toxic to a variety of mammalian cells.
Ribonucleotide reductase is uniquely responsible for catalyzingthe rate-limiting
reactions in which 2'-deoxyribonucleoside 5'-triphosphates are s),nthesized de noyo
for DNA replication as summarized in Figure 19.26. Inhibitors of ribonucleotide reductase are potent inhibitors of DNA rynthesis and, hence, of cell replication.
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Deoxythymidylate Synthesis Requires N5, N1O-Methylene H4Folate
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CHz

Deoxythymidylate (dTMP) is formed from 2'-deox),uridine 5'-monophosphate
(dUMP) in a unique reaction. Thymidylate synthase catalyzes the transfer of a onecarbon unit from N5, Nlo-methylene Hafolate (Figure 19.27), which is transferred
to dUMP and simultaneously reduced to a methyl group. The reaction is presented
in Figure 19.28. In this reaction, N5, N]o-methylene Hafolate serves a one-carbon
donor and as a reducing agent. This is the only reaction in which Hafolate, acting
as a one-carbon carrier, is oxidized to H2folate. There are no known regulatory

I

cooFIGURE 19.27

Structure of N5, Nro-methylene llafolate.

mechanisms for this reaction.
The subs[rate for this reaction can come from two different pathways as shown
below:

cDP-----+ dcDP ------+ dcMP

\
UDP ------+ dUDP------+ d UMP ------+ dTMP

n

o

thymidylate synthase

OH

OH

Deoxyuridine 5'-monophosphate
(duMP)

NqN10-methylene H4folate

FIGURE 19.28

Synthesis of deorythymidine nucleotide.

l*,

Deoxythymidine 5'-monophosphate

(drMP)
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In both pathways deoxyribonucleotides, dCDP or dUDII are generared in the reactions catalyzed by ribonucleotide reductase. In one pathway, dUMP is generared
from dUDP while in the other pathway, dCMP is deaminated to dUMP Labeling
studies indicate that the major pathway for formatlon of dUMP lnvolves deamination of dCMP by dCMP deaminase, an enzqe that is subject to allos[eric regulation by dCTP (positive) and dTTP (negative) (Figure 19.29). This regulation of
dCMP deaminase by dCTP and dTTP allows cells to main[ain the correct balance
of dCTP and dTTP for DNA svrrrhesis.

O

E

Pyrimidine lnterconversions with Emphasis on
Deoxyribopyrimidine Nucleosides and Nucleotides
ldcMPl

FtcuRE 19.29
Regulation of dCMP deaminase.

As shown in Section 19.4, metabolic pathways exist for interconversion of purine
nucleotides and are regulated to maintain an appropriate balance of adenine and
guanine nucleotides. Pathways also exist for interconversion of pyrimidine nucleotides and are of particular importance for pyrimidine deoxyribonucleosides and
deoxyribonucleotides as summarized in Figure 19.30. Note that dCTP and dTTP
are major positive and negative effectors of the interconverslons and salvage of deoxyribonucleosides.

Pyrimidine Nucleotides Are Degraded to B-Amino Acids
Turnover of nucleic acids results in release of pyrimidine and purine

nucleotides.
Degradation of pyrimidine nucleotides follows the pathways shown in Figure 19 31
Pyrimidine nucleotides are converted to nucleosides by nonspecific phosphatases.

Cytidine and deoxycytidine are deaminated ro uridine and deoxluridine, respectively, by pyrimidine nucleoside deaminase. Uridine phosphorylase catalyzes
phosphorolysis of uridine, deoxyuridine, and deoxythymidine to uracil and thymine.
Uracil and th).,rnine are degraded further by analogous reacrions, although the
final products are different, as shown in Figure 19.32 lJracil is degraded to Balanine, NHr*, and CO2. None of [hese products is unique to uracil degradation,
and consequently the turnover of cytosine or uracil nucleotides canno[ be estimated

from the end products of this pathway. Thymine degradation proceeds

ro

F!GURE 19.30

Interconversions of pyrimidine nucleotides with emphasis on deoxlribonucleotide
metabolism.
fhe solid arrows indicate enzyrne-catalyzed reactions; the dashed lines represent positions
of negative control points.
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FIGURE 19.31

Pathways for degradation of pyrimidine nucleotides.
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HGURE 19.32

Degradation of uracil and thymine to end products.
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p-aminoisobutyric acid, NH**, and CO2. B-Aminoisobutyric acid is excrered in
urine of humans and originates exclusively from degradation of th).,rnine Thus it is
possible to estimate the lurnover of DNA or deoxythi.midine nucleotides by measurement of p-aminoisobutyric acid excre[ion. Increased levels of p-aminoisobutyric
acid are excreted in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy or radiation therapy
in which large numbers of cells are killed and DNA is degraded.
Enzymes catalyzing degradation of uracil and th).rynine (dihydropyrimidine
dehydrogenase, dihydropyrimidinase, and uriedopropionase) do not show

a

preference for either uracll or th).rynine or their reacti.on products.

De novo s)'nthesis of both purines and pyrimidine nucleotides yelds nucleoside 5'monophosphates (see Figures 19.7 and 19.19) Likewise, rhe salvage of nucleobases

via the phosphoribosyltransferases or nucieosides via nucleoside kinases also yrelds
nucleoside 5'-monophosphate This is particulariy importanL in cells such as erythrocytes that cannot form nucleotides de noyo
In addition [o nucleoside kinases, there are nucleotide kinases that convert a
nucleoside 5'-monophosphate to nucleoside 5'-diphosphate and nucleoside 5'diphosphates to nucleoside 5'-triphosphales. These are importan[ reactions since
most reactions in which nucleotides function require nucleoside 5'-triphosphate
(primarily) or nucleoslde 5'-diphosphare.
Nucleoside kinases show a high degree of specificity with respect to the base
and sugar moieties. There is also subslrate specificity in nucleotide kinases. Mammalian cells also conrain, in high concentration, nucleoside diphosphate kinase rhat
is relatively nonspecific for either phosphate donor or phosphate acceptor in terms
of purine or pyrimidine base or the sugar. This reaction is as follows:

\rDP

nucleoside diohosohate kinase

,,,--\--+
ATP

NrrP

ADP

Since ATP is present in the highest concentration and most readlly regenerated on
a net basis via glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation, it is probabiy the major
donor for these reactions.
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NUCLEoilDE-METABOL|ZING ENZYMES
AS A FUNCTION OF THE CELL CYCLE
AND RATE OF CELL DIVISION

For cell division to occur, essentially all components of cells must double. The term
cell cycle describes [he even[s that lead from formation of a daughter cell as a result of mitosis to completion of the processes needed for its own division into two
daughter cells The cell cycle is represented in Figure 19.33 ( see also p. 178) The
phases are mitosis (M), gap I (Gl), sJ,nthesis (S), and Cap2 (G2). Some cells will
enter G0, a state in which cells are viable and functional but are in a nonproliferative or quiescen[ phase. The total length of the cell cycle varies with the particular
cel1 type. ln most mammalian cell t1pes, the duration of phases of M, S, and G2
are relatively constant, while time periods for Gl vary widely, causing cel1s ro have
long or short doubling times. There are many "factors" that will cause cells to leave
the G0 s[ate and reenler the cell cycle. In prepararion for DNA replication (S
phase), there are considerable increases in synthesis of enzymes involved in nucleotide metabolism, especially during late Gl/early S. While prorein and RNA synthesis occur throughout Gl, S, and G2 phases of the cell cycle, DNA replication occurs only during S phase.

NUCLEoTDE-METABoLrzrNc ENZvMES AS A FUNCTToN oF THE cELL cyclE AND

F!GURE 19.33

Diagrammatic representation of the cell cycle.
For a mammalian ce1l with a doubling time of 24 h, Gl would last - 12 h; 5,7 h; G2, 4
h; and M, t h. Cells would enter the G0 state if they became quiescent or nonproliferative.

Enzymes of Purine and Pyrimidine Nucleotide
Synthesis Are Elevated During S Phase
Strict regulation of nucleotide slmthesis requires that mechanisms mus[ be available
to the cell to meet the requirements for ribonucleotide and deoxyribonucleotide
precursors at the time of increased RNA s1'nthesis and DNA replication. To meet
these needs, cells increase levels of specific enzyrnes involved with nucleotide formation during very specific periods of the cell cycle.
En4rmes involved in purine nucleotide synthesis and interconversions [hat are
elevated during the S phase of the cell cycle are PRPP amidotransferase and IMP
dehydrogenase. Adenylosuccinate slmthetase and adenylosuccinase do not increase.
En4rmes involved in pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis that are elevated during the
S phase include aspartate carbamoyltransferase, dilrydroorotase, dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, orotate phosphoribosyltransferase, and CTP synthetase. Many enz)rmes involved in slmthesis and interconversions of deoxyribonucleotides are also
elevated during the S phase. Included in these enzyrnes are ribonucleotide reductase, th)rrnidine kinase, dCMP deaminase, thymidylate sl,nthase, and TMP kinase.
As discussed previously, the deoxyribonucleo[ide pool is extremely small in
"resting" cells (less than i pM) As a result of the increase in ribonucleotide reductase, concentrations of deoxyribonucleotides reach 10-20 pM during DNA synthesis. However, this concentration would sustain DNA synthesis for only minutes,
while complete DNA replication requires hours. Consequently, levels of ribonucleotide reductase activity no[ only must increase but also must be sustained during S phase in order to provide the necessary substrates for DNA synthesis.
Growing tissues such as regenerating liver, embryonic tissues, intestinal mucosal
cells, and erythropoietic cells are geared toward DNA replication and RNA synthesis.
These tissues will show elevated levels of the key enzymes involved with purine and
pyrrmidine nucleotide synthesis and interconversion, and complementary decreases
in amount of en4.rynes that catalyze reactions in which lhese precursors are degraded.
These changes reflect the proportion of the cells in that tissue that are in S phase.
An ordered pattern of biochemical changes occurs in tumor cells. Utilizing a
series of liver, colon, and kidney tumors of varying growth rates, these biochemical
changes have been deflned as (1) transformation-linked (meaning that all tumors
regardless of growth rate show cerlain increased and cer[ain decreased amounts of
enzyme), (2) progression-linked (alterations that correlate with growth rate of
tumors), and (3) coincidental alterations (not connected to the malignant state).
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As examples, amounts of ribonucleotide reductase, thymidylate synthase, and IMp
dehydrogenase increase as a function of tumor growth rate. PRPP amidotransferase,
UDP kinase, and uridine kinase are examples of enzymes whose activity is increased
in all tumors, whether they are slow-growing or the most rapidly growing.
Alterations in gene expression in tumor cells are not only quantitative changes
in enzyme levels but also qualitative changes (iso4rme shifts). While some en4lmes
are increased in both fast-growing normal tissue (e.g., embryonic and regenerating
liver) and tumors, the overall quantitative and qualitative patterns for normal and
tumor tissue can be distinguished.
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NUCLEoflpE coENzyME syNTHESts

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD), flavin adenine nucleoride (FAD), and
A (CoA) serve as important coenzymes in intermediary metabolism.
These are synthesized by a vaiety of mammalian cell types. Figures 19.3+, 19.35,
coenzyme

PRP

v-

coNH2

HO

OH

Nicotinamide mononucleotide

NAD - pyrophosphorylase

FIGUR,E

I9.34

Pathway for NAD+ synthesis.
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Synthesis of FAD.

and 19.36 present the biosynthetic pathways for each. NAD synthesis requires
niacin, FAD synthesis requires riboflavin, and CoA requires pantothenic acid. NAD
is slmthesized by three different pathways starting ftom try?tophan (see p. 808),
nicotinate, or nicotinamide. When tryptophan is in excess of the amount needed
flor protein slmthesis and serotonin s1'nthesis (see p. 8I0), it is used for NAD synthesis. This situation is not likely in most normal diets and, consequently, niacin is
required in the diet.
Each of these coenzymes contains an AMP moiety, which is not directly
involved in the functional part of the molecule since electron transfer in NAD or
FAD occurs via the niacin or riboflavin rings, respectively, and activation of acyl
groups occurs through the
-SH group of CoA. Synthesis of NAD+ by any of
the three pathways requires utilization of PRPP as the ribose 5-phosphate donor.
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FIGURE 19.35
Synthesis of CoA.

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+) is derived by phosphorylari
NAD+. NAD+ is used not only as a cofactor in oxidation-reduction reactions but also asr
strate in ADP-ribosyl
repair and pertussis toxin poisoning; see p-i
These reactions lead
The end product of NAD+ degradation is 11

done-5-carboxamide

ne.

Synthesis of nucleotide coenzlrmes is regulated such that there are essentially "fixef
centrations of these coenzymes in the cell. When the statement is made that a certain med
condition is favored when the concentration of NAD+ is low, the concentration of NADH i
respondingly high. As an example, for glycolysis to continue under anaerobic conditions, !q
must be regenerated constantly by reduction of pymvate to lactate by lactate dehydrogenac
p. 60e).

syNTHESrs AND
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urLrzATroN oF s-pHospHoRrBosyl-r-pyRopHospHATE

SYNTHTSIS AND UTILIZATION OF
5-PHOSPHORI BOSYL-1 -PYROPHOSPHATE

5-Phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) is a key molecule in d,e novo synthesis of purine and pyrlmidine nucleotides, salvage of purine and pyrimidine bases,
and synthesis of NAD+. PRPP synthetase catalyzes the reaction presented in
Figure 19.37. Ribose 5-phosphate used in this reaction is generated from glucose
6-phosphate metabolism by the pentose phosphate pathway or from ribose
I-phosphate generated by phosphorolysis of nucleosides via nucleoside phosphorylase.
PRPP sy,rthetase has an absolute requirement for inorganic phosphate and is
strongly regulated. The veloci.ty versus Pr concentration curve for PRPP synthetase
activity is sigmoidal rather than hyperbolic, meaning that at the normal cellular
concentration of Pi, the enz]w:j,:e activity is depressed. The activity is further reguIated by ADP, 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate, and other nucleotides. ADP is a competitive

inhlbitor of PRPP synthetase with respect to ATP; 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate is a competitive inhibitor with respect to ribose 5-phosphate; and nucleotides serye as noncompetitive inhibitors with respect to both substrates. 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate may
be important in regulating PRPP slT rthetase activity in red cel1s.
Concentrations of PRPP are low in "resting" or confluent cells but increase
rapidly at the time of rapid cell division. Increased flux of glucose 6-phosphate
through the pentose phosphate pathway results in increased cellular levels of
PRPP and increased produclion of purine and pyrimidine nucleotides. PRPP is important not only because it serves as a substrate in the glutamine PRPP amidotransferase and the phosphoribosyltransferase reactions, but also because it serves
as a positive effector of the major regulated steps ln purine and pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis, namely, PRPP amidotransferase and carbamoyl phosphate sy,nthetase Il.
Reactions and pathways in which PRPP is required are as follows:

l.

De noyo purine nucleotide synthesis

a.

2.
3.

4

PRPP

*

glutamine

-+ 5-phosphoribosylamine +

Salvage of purine bases
a. PRPP hypoxanthine (guanine) -+ IMP (GMP)
b. PRPP adenine -+ AMP PP1
De novo pyrimidine nucleoride slrrthesis
PPi
PRPP
oro[ate -+ OMP

a

f
*

*

*

*

Salvage of pyrimidine bases
a. PRPP uracil --+ UMP

*

*

glutamate

+

*

PPi

PPt

PP1

5. NAD+ s),nthesis
a. PRPP * nicotinate --, nicotinate mononucleo[ide * PPi
b. PRPP * nicotinamide -+ nico[inamide mononucleotide *
c. PRPP * quinolinate -+ nicotinate mononucleotide * PP1

o-

PP,

o-

ATP

I

P-

Ah4P

il

I

-Pil
o

o
Mg2+

Ribose 5-phosphate

FIGURE 19.37
Synthesis of PRPP

5-Phosphoribosyl-1 pyrophosphate (PRPP)
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I CoMpouNDS

THAT TNTERFERE wtTH CELLULAR
PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE NUCLEOTIDE
METABOLISM: CH EMOTH ERAPEUTIC AG ENTS

De novo sprthesis of purine and pyrimidine nucleotides is critical for normal cell
repiication, main[enance, and function. Regulation of these pathways is important
since disease states arise from defecrs in the regulatory enz)rrnes. Many compounds,

both synthetic and natural products of plants, bacteria, or fungi, are struc[ural
analogs of the bases or nucleosides used in metabolic reactions These compounds
are rela[ively specific inhibitors of enzymes invoived in nucleotide synthesis or
interconversion and have proved to be useful in the therapy of diverse clinical
prob).ems. They are generally classified as antimetabolites, antifolares, glutamine antagonists, and other agents.

Antimetabolites Are Structural Analogs of Bases or Nucleosides
Antimetabolites are usually structural analogs of purine and pyrimidine bases or
nucleosides that interfere with very specific metabolic reacrions They include 6mercaptopurine and 6-thioguanine for trealment of acu[e leukemia; azathioprine
for immunosuppression in patients with organ transplants; allopurinol for treatment
OHH
Cytosine arabinoside

FIGURE 19.38

Structures o[ 6-mercaptopurine, 5-fluorouracil, and cytosine arabinoside.

of gout and hyperuricemia; and acyciovir for lrea[ment of herpes virus infection. The
detailed understanding of purine nucleotide metabolism aided in the development
of these drugs. Conversely, study of rhe mechanism of acrion of rhese drugs has led
to a better understanding of normal nucleotide metabolism in humans.
Three antimetabolites will be discussed ro show: (I) rhe importance of de noyo
s)'nthetic pathways in normal cell metabolism; (2) that regulation of these pathways
occurs in vivo; (3) the concept of the requirement for metabolic activation of the

drugs; and (4) thar inactivalion of rhese compounds grearly influences their
usefulness.

6-Mercaptopurine (6-MP) (Figure 19.38) is a useful anrirumor drug in humans Its cytotoxic activity is related to formation of 6-mercaptopurine ribonucleotide by the tumor cell Utilizing PRPP and HGPRTase, 6-mercap[opurine ribonucleoside 5'-monophosphate accumula[es in cells and is a negative effector of
PRPP amidotransferase, the committed step in the de novo parhway This nucleotide
also acts as an inhibitor of the conversion of IMP to GMP ar the IMP dehydrogenase step and IMP to AMP at the adenylosuccinate s)'nthetase step. Since 6-mercaptopurine is a substrate for xanthine oxldase and is oxidized to 6-thiouric acid,
allopurinol is generally administered to inhibit degradation of 6-MP and to po[entiate the antirumor properries of 6-MP
5-Fluorouracil (Fura) (Figure 19.38) is an analog of uracil. 5-Fluorouracil is
not the ac[ive species. ]t musl be converted by cellular enzymes [o the active
metabolites 5-fluorouridine 5'-triphosphate (FUTP) and 5-fluoro-2'-deory,uridine
5'-monophosphate (FdUMP). FUTP is efliciently incorpora[ed into RNA and once
incorpora[ed inhibits maruration of 45S precursor rRNA inro rhe 2BS and 18S
species and alters splicing of pre-mRNA into func[ional mRNA. FdUMP is a potent
and specific inhibitor of thlmidylate synthase. In the presence of Hafolare, FdUMB
and thymidylate synthase, a ternary complex is formed that results in covalent binding of FdUMP to thymidylate sltirhase. This inhibits dTMP slrrrhesis and leads a
"th).,rnineless death" for cells.
Cytosine arabinoside (araC) (Figure 19.38) is used in the rrearmenr of several forms of human cancer. It mus[ be metabolized by cellular enzyrnes to cytosine
arabinoside 5'-triphosphate (araCTP) to exer[ its cytotoxic effecrs. ATaCTP competes with dCTP in the DNA poll.rnerase reaclion and araCMP is incorporated into
DNA. This inhibits s),nrhesis of the growing DNA srrand Clinically, the efficacy of
ataC as an antileukemic drug correla[es with the concentration of araCTP that is

CoMPoUNDS THAT

INTERFERE

WITH CELLULAR PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE NUCLEOTIDE METABOLISM: CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC ACENTS
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FIGURE 19.39

Comparison of the structures of folic acid and methotrexate.

achieved

in the tumor cell, which in tum determines the amount of araCMP in-

corporated into DNA. Formation of araCMP via deoxycltidine kinase appears to be
the rate-limiting step in activation to araCTP

Antifolates tnhibit Formation of Tetrahydrofolate
Antifolates interfere with formation of Hafolate from H2folate or H2folate from folate by inhibition of H2folate reductase. Methotrexate (MTX), a close structural
analog of folic acid, is used as an antitumor agent in the treatment of human
cancers. The two structures are presented Figure 19.39. MTX and folate differ at
C-4, where an amino group replaces a hydroxyl group, and at N-I0, where a
methyl group replaces a hydrogen atom. MTX specifically inhibits H2folate reductase with a K, in the range of 0.1 nM. The reactions inhibited are shown in
Figure 19.40.
MTX at very low concentrations is cytotoxic to mammalian cells in culture. The
inhibition of dihydrofolate reductase by MTX results in the lowering of both
ribonucleoside 5'-triphosphate and 2'-deoxyribonucleoside 5'-triphosphate intracellular pools. The effects can be prevented by addition of deoxythlT nidine and hypoxanthine to the culture medium. Reversal of the MTX effects by thymidine and

NADPH +

H+

NADP+

o
A

MTX

FIGURE 19.40

Sites of inhibition by methotrexate.
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hypoxanthine indicates that MTX causes depletion of deoxyth),rnidine and purine
nucleotides in cells. Flgure 19.41 shows the relationship between Hafolate, de noyo
purine nucleotide s),nthesis, and dTMP formation. It is importanr ro note that in
the thymidylate qmthase reaction, H2folate is generated and unless it is readily reduced back to Hafolate via dihydrofolate reducrase, cells would not be capable of
de noyo synthesis of purine nucleotides or rhymidylate s),nthesis due ro depletion
of Hafolate pools.
In treatment of human leukemias, normal cells can be rescued from the toxic
effects of "high-dose MTX" by N5-formyl-Hafolare (leucovorin). This increases rhe
clinical efficacy of MTX trearmenr.

Glutamine Antagonists lnhibit Enzymes that Utilize Clutamine as
Nitrogen Donors
Many reactions in mammalian cells utilize glutamine, which serves as the amino
group donor By contrast, bacteria primarily utilize ammonia as the amino donor
in a similar reaction. These amidation reactions are critical in de novo syrrthesis
of purine nucleotide (N-3 and N-9), synthesis of GMP from IMP, formarion
of cytosolic carbamoyl phosphate, slrrthesis of CTP from UTP, and sprthesis of
NAD+.
Compounds that inhibit these reactions are referred to as glu[amine antagonists. Azaserine (O-diazoacetyl-r--serine) and 6-diazo-5-oxo-l-norleucine (DON)
(Figure 19 42), which were first isolated from cultures of Streptomyces, arevery effective inhibitors of enzyrnes that utilize glutamine as the amino donor. Since azaserine and DON inactivate the enz)rynes involved, addition of glutamine alone will
not reverse the effects of either of these two drugs. lt would necessita[e that many

metabolites such as guanine, cytosine, hypoxanthine (or adenine), and nicotinamide be provided to bypass the many sites blocked by these glutamine anragonis[s. As expected from the fact that so many key steps are inhibited by DON and
azaseine, these agents are extremely toxic and not of clinical use.

Other Agents lnhibit Cell Crowth by Interfering with
Nucleotide Metabolism
lumor cells treated with hydroxyurea (Figure 19.43) show a specific inhibition of
DNA synthesis with little or no inhibition of RNA or pro[ein synthesis. Hydroxy.urea
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Relationship between Hafolate, ile noyo purine nucleotide synthesis, and dTMP syn-

Structure of glutamine antagonists.

thesis.

CoMPoUNDS THAT

INTERFERE

WITH CELLULAR PURINE AND PYRIMIDINE NUCLEoTIDE METABoLISM: CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC ACENTS

I S:Z

inhibits ribonucleotide reduc[ase to block reduction of CDB UDB GDB and ADP to
the corresponding 2'-deoxyrlbonucleoside 5'-diphosphates. Toxicity results from
depletion of 2'-deoxyribonucleoside 5'-triphosphates required for DNA replication.
Clinical use of hydroxyurea as an antitumor aSent is limited because of its rapld
rate of clearance and the high drug concentration required for effective inhibition
However, hydroqrurea has recently been utilized in the treatment of sickle cell anemia. By a mechanism not understood, hydroxlurea trea[ment of sickle cell patients
results in [he "[urn-on" of the fetai (y) hemoglobin gene resulting in the i.ncreased
expression of fetal hemoglobin. The increased expression of fetal hemoglobin results in the decreased frequency of sickle cell crises i.n the patients. I[ does not appear that the effects of hydroxyurea in sickle cell erythrocytes are directly related [o
inhibition of ribonucleotide reductase.
Tiazofurin (Figure 19.43) is converted by cellular enzyrnes to the NAD+ ana1og, tiazofurin adenine dinucleotide (TAD). TAD inhibits IMP dehydrogenase, the
rate-limiting errzqe in GTP s)'nthesis, with a K1 of 0.1 pcM. As a result of IMP dehydrogenase inhibition, the concentration of GTP is markedly depressed. It is interesting that, although there are many dehydrogenases in the cel1s that utilize
NAD+ as a substrate, IMP dehydrogenase is the en4rme that is most affected. This
could be because IMP dehydrogenase catalyzes a rate-limiting step in a pathway and
is quanti[atively limiting in concentration.
These clinically useful drugs serve as examples in which the knowledge of basic
biochemical pathways and mechanisms leads [o generation of effective drugs.
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FIGURE 19.43

Structure of hydroxyurea and tiazofurin.

Purine and Pyrimidine Analogs as Antiviral Agents
Herpes virus (HSV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HlV), the causative
agent of AIDS infections, present major clinical problems. Two antimetabolites are
used in [he control-treatmen[ (but not cure) of HSV and HIV infections. These
drugs, acyclovir (acycloguanosine), a purine analog, and 3' -azid.o-3'-deoxythymidine (AZT), a pyrimidine analog (Figure L9.44), require metabolism to phosphorylated compounds to yield the active drug Acycloguanosine is activated to the
monophosphateby a specifi.c HSV-thl,rnidine kinase, encoded by the HSV genome,
whlch catalyzes phosphorylation of acycloguanosine The host cellular th).,rnidine
kinase cannot utilize acyclovir as a subs[rate. Acycloguanosine monophosphate is
then phosphorylated by rhe cellular enzymes to the di- and triphosphate forms.
Acycloguanosine triphosphale serves as a substrate for the HSV-specific DNA polymerase and is incorporated into the growing viral DNA chain, causing chain termination. The specificity of acycloguanosi.ne and its high therapeutic index reside,
therefore, in the fact that only HSV-infected cells can form the acycloguanosine
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N
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I

cHz

monophosphate.

AZT is phosphorylated by cellular kinases to AZT triphosphate, which blocks

Acycloguanosine

HIV replication by inhibiting HIV-DNA polymerase (an RNA-dependent polymerase). The selectivity of AZT for HlV-infected versus uninfected cel1s occurs
because DNA polymerase from HIV is at least 100-fo1d more sensitive to AZT
triphosphate than is host ce1l DNA-dependent DNA polymerase.
These two antiviral agents demonstrale the diversity of responses required for
selectivitlz In one case, enzyme activity encoded by the viral genome is mandatory
for ac[ivation of the drug (acycloguanosine); in the second example, aithough cel-

cHs

iular enzymes aclivate AZT, rhe viral gene product (HIV-DNA poll,rnerase) is the

HO

seleclive target.

Biochemical Basis for Development of Drug Resistance
Failure of chemotherapy in treatment of human cancer is often related to development of tumor cell popuiations that are resistan[ to the cytotoxic effects of the partlcular drug. Tumors represenl yery heterogeneous population of cells and i.n
^
many lnstances drug-resistant cells are present. Upon therapy, drug-sensitive cells

AZf
FIGURE 19.44

Structure of the antiviral agents acyclovir and
AZT,
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are killed off and a resistant cell population becomes enriched. In some cases, drug
treatment causes genetic al[erations that result in the drug-resistan[ phenotype Re-

sistance to drugs can be categorized as "specific drug resistance" or "multidrug re-

sistance."
Biochemical and molecular mechanisms that account for drug resistance have
been determined for many drugs For example, resistance to melholrexate develops
as a result of several different aherations. These include: a defect or loss of the transporter for N5-formyl-Hafolate and N5-methyl-Hafolate, which results in decreased celIular uptake of MTX, amplification of rhe dihydrofolare reductase gene, which results

in a marked increase in cellular dihydrofolate reductase, the target enzqe; alterations
reductase gene, which result in a "muranr" dihydrofolate reductase that is less sensitive to inhibition by MTX; and decreased levels of folylpolyglu[amate slmthetase, which results in lower levels of polygluramylated MTX, the
"trapped" form of MTX. A MTX-resisrant population could have any one or a combination of these alterations. The net result of any of [hese resistance mechanisms is
to decrease the ability of MTX to inhibit dihydrofolate reductase at clinically achievable MTX concentra[ions. Other specific drug resistance mechanisms could be de-

in the dihydrofola[e

scribed for compounds such as cltosine arabinoside, 5-fluorouracil, and hydroxy,urea.
In muitiple drug resistance, the drug-resistant population is cross-resistant to a
series of seemingly unrelated antitumor agents. These compounds include drugs
such as the vinca alkaloids, adriamycin, actinomycin D, and etoposlde. AII of rhese
drugs are naturai products or derived from natural products and they are not chemically related in stmcLure They have different mechanisms of action as anti[umor
agents but appear to act on some nuclear even[.
Multidrug-resistant tumor cells express high levels (compared to rhe drugsensitive tumor cell phenotype) of a protein called MDRI (P-glycoprotein) or another pro[ein called MRP (multidrug resistance-associated protein). See p 525
for a discussion of these transporters. These pro[eins are membrane bound and have
a mass around I70 kDa bu[ are distinctly separate proreins. These proteins function as ATP-dependent "pumps" [o efflux drugs from cells. As a result, cellular
concentration of a drug decreases below its cytotoxic concentration.
Development of drug-resistant tumor cells presents major clinical problems.
Study of the mechanisms of drug resistance has greatly aided in our understanding
of cancer cells.
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I qursrtoNs I c. N. ANcsrnor
Multiple Choice Questions

I.

Nucleotides serve al1 of the following roles EXCEPT
monomeric units of nucleic acids.
physiological mediators.
sources of chemical energy

A
B
C

D. structural components o[

E

membranes

structural components of coenz),rynes.

2. The amide nitrogen of glutamine is a source of nitrogen for the:

A.
B.

de novo s,,nthesis of
de noyo s)'rrthesis of

purine nucleotides.
pyrimidine nucleorides.

euESroNS

10. Which of the following chemotherapeutic agents works by impairing de noto purine synthesis?

C. sy,nthesis of GMP from IMP
D. all of the above.

E.

I

A
B

The two purine nucleotides found in RNA:
A. are formed in a branched pathway from a common intermediate.
B are formed in a sequential pathway.
C. must. come from exogenous sources.
D. are formed by oxidation of the deoxy forms.
E are synthesized from nonpurine precursors by totally separate

The type of enz)T ne known as a phosphoribosyltransferase is involved in all of the following EXCEPT:
A. salvage of pJrimidine bases.
B. ttre de novo s)mthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides.
C. the de novo s)mthesis o[ purine nucleotides.
D. salvage of purine bases.

5. Uric acid

A
B.

C
D
E
6

acyclovir (acycloguanosine)
5-fluorouracil (antimetabolite)
C. methotrexate (antifolate)

none o[ the above.

pathways

1

crency

7. Deoxyribonucleotides:

B.

C
D.
E.

cannot be sprthesized so they must be supplied preformed in
the diet.
are slT rthesized de novo using dPRPP
are slnthesized from ribonucleotides by an enzyme system involving thioredoxin.
are slmthesized from ribonucleotides by nucleotide kinases
can be formed only by salvaging free bases.

8. fhe conversion of nucleoside 5'-monophosphates to nucleoside
5'-triphosphates:
A is catalyzed by nucleoside kinases.
B is a direct equilibrium reaction.
C utiiizes a relatively specific nucleotide kinase and a relatively
nonspecific nucleoside diphosphate kinase.
D generally uses GTP as a phosphate donor.
E occurs only during the S phase of the cell cycle

9. If a cell were unable to s,'nthesize
processes

coenz).,rne

A slmthesis

D. ribose 5-phosphate slrlthesis

E.

PRPB

which of the following

would likely be directly impaired?

A. FAD s),nthesis
B. NAD s,'nthesis

C

D. hydroxyrrea

E. AZT (3' -azido-3'

dTMP slnthesis

-deorythyrnidine)

Questions 1I and 12: Hereditary orotlc aciduria is characterized by severe anemla, growth retardation, and high levels of orotic acid excretion. The defect may be in either orotate phosphoribosyltransferase,
orotidine decarboxylase, or both. The preferred treatment for this disease is dietary uridine, which reverses the anemia and decreases the for-

mation of orotic acid.

lI.

Elements involved in the effectiveness of the dietary treatment
include:
A conversion of exogenous uridine to UMP by uridine phosphotransferase

B.

UTP from exogenous uridine prouding substrate for sinthesis

C

inhibition of carbamoyi phosphate synthetase II by UTP

is:

formed from xanthine in the presence of 02.
a degradation product of cytidine.
deficient in the condition known as gout.
a competitive inhibitor of xanthine oxidase.
oxidized, in humans, before it is excreted in urine.

In nucleic acid degradation, all of the following are correct EXCEPT:
A there are nucleases that are specific for either DNA or RNA
B. nucleotidases convert nucleotides to nucleosides.
C the conversion of a nucleoside to a free base is an example of
a hydrolysis.
D because of the presence of deaminases, hypoxanthine rather
than adenine is formed.
E a deficiency o[ adenosine deaminase leads to an immunodefi-

A.

I A:e

of CTP

D. all of the

E.

above

none of the above

12. In the

de novo s)'nthesis of

pyrimidine nucleotides:

A. reactions take place exclusively in the cytosol
B. a free base is formed as an intermediate.
C. PRPP is required in the rate-limiting step.
D. UMP and CMP are formed from a common intermediate.

E.

UMP inhibition of OMP-decarboxylase is the major control o[
the process.

Questions 13 and 14: Gout is a disease characterized by hlperuricemia
from an overproduction of purine nucleotides via the de novo p^Lhway.
In Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, the specific cause is a severe deficiency of
HGPRTase. Allopurinol is used in the treatment of gout to reduce the
production o[ unc acld. In Lesch-Nyhan syrrdrome, the decrease in
uric acid is balanced by an increase in xanthine plus hypoxanthine in
blood. In the other forms o[ gout, the decrease in uric acid is greater
than the increase in xanthine plus hypoxanthine.

13. The explanation for this difference in the two forms of gout is:
A. it ls an experimental artifact and the decrease in uric acid and
increase in xanthine plus hlpoxanthine in non-Lesch-Nyhan
gout is the same
is less effeclive in non-Lesch-Nyhan gout.
there is an increased excretion of xanthine and hypoxanthine

B. allopurinol

C

in non-Lesch-Nyhan gout.
PRPP levels are reduced in Lesch-Nyhan
E. in non-Lesch-Nyhan gout h)?oxanthine and xanthine are salvaged to IMP and XMP and inhibit PRPP amidotransferase

D

14. Which of the foliowingis/are aspects of the overall regularion of
de novo purine nucleotide synthesis?
A. AMB GMP, and IMP cause a shift of PRPP amidotransferase
from a small form to a large form.
B PRPP levels in the ceil can be severalfold iess than the K* of
PRPP amidotransferase for PRPP
C GMP is a competitive inhibitor of IMP dehydrogenase.
D A11 of the above are correct.
E None of the above is correct.
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Question 15: Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune disease that can
lead to severe problems from inflammation The first line of treatment
is anti-inflammatory drugs, which may control the s),rnptoms but do not
halt the progress of the disease. A more aggressive treatment is low does
of methotrexate, a dihydrofolate reductase inhibitor. A new immunosuppressive drug, Arava, an inhibitor of dihydroorotate dehydrogenase,
has the same ultimate effect as methotrexate but with fewer side effects.

15 Which of the following

A
B
I

statements is/are correct?
Methotrexate inhibits the de noyo syrrthesis of UMP
Arava inhibits the de novo slrrrhesis of pyrimidine nucleotides

C
D
E.

Arava inhibits the conversion of dUMP to dTMP
All of the above.
None of the above

Problems
16. If a cell capable of de noyo s,'nthesis of purine nucleorides has adequate AMP but is deficient in GMP, how would the cell reguiate
s),nthesls to increase [GMP]? If both AMP and GMP were presenr
in appropriate concentrations, what would happen?

17 How would you measure

the turnover ol DNA?

ANSWER

I

D

Both cAMP and cGMP are physiological mediators. NAD, FAD,
and CoA all contain AMP as part of their stmctures.

D Nitrogen atoms 3 and 9 of purine

nucleotides and N-3 of
pyrimidine nucleotides are supplied by glutamine in de noyo
synthesis. The 2-amino group of GMP also comes from this

A

C

A

source.
GMP and AMP are both formed from the first purine nucleotide,

IMP, in a branched pathway. B: The pyrimidine nucleotides
UMP and CTP are formed ln a sequenrial pathway from orotic
acid. C: Humans are capable of sprthesizing purine nucleotides.
D: Deoxy forms are formed by reduction of the ribose forms. E:
IMP is the common precursor.
In purine nucleotide synthesis, rhe purine ring is buik up srepwise on ribose-5-phosphate and not transferred to it A, B, D:
Phosphoribosyltransferases are important salvage enzyrnes for
both purines and pyrimidines and are also part of the synthesis
of pyrimidines since OPRT catalyzes the conversion of orotate
to OMP
The xanthine oxidase reactlon produces uric acid. B, E: Uric
acid is an end product of purines, not pyrimldines C: Gout is

1I D

12.

B

13.

E

characterized by excess uric acid

C

7

C

C

D

10

C

The product is ribose-I-phosphate rarher rhan the free sugar, a
phosphorolysis. A: They can also show specificity toward the
bases and positions of cleavage B: A straight hydrolysis D:
AMP deaminase and adenosine deaminase remove the 6-NH2 as
NH3. The IMP or inosine formed is eventually converted to
hypoxanthine. E: This is ca1led severe combined immunodeficlency
Deoxyribonucleotides are slmthesized from the ribonucleoside
diphosphates by nucleoside diphosphate reducrase rhar uses
thioredoxin as the direct hydrogen-electron donor A, B, E:
There is a slrrthetic mechanism as just described bur ir is not a
de noyo pathwa)z D: Nucleotide kinases are enzfnes that add
phosphate to a base or nucleotide
These two enzymes are important in interconverting the nucleotide forms. A: These convert nucleosides to nucleoside
monophosphates. B: Two steps are required D: ATP is present
in highest concentration and is the phosphate donor. E: Occurs
during the S phase but this is a general reaction for the cell
PRPP is formed from ribose 5-phosphate in an irreversible reaction A, B, C: A11 of these contain nucleotides and require
PRPP at some point. E: dTMP is formed directly from dUMl
whlch doesn't have to be made de noyo.
Antifolates reduce the concentration of THF compounds that
are necessary for two steps o[ purine sl,nthesis A, E: These are
antiviral agents lhat inhibit DNA s]nrhesls B: 5-Fluorouracil is

a pyrimidine analog not a purine analog. D: Hydroxyrrrea inhibits the reduction of ribonucleotides to deoxyribonucleotides
so is not involved in de noyo purine sy,nthesis. E: Allopurinol
potentiates the effect of 6-mercaptopurine but is not an inhibitor of purine synthesis.
It is common for an exogenous agent to require conversion to
an active form; in this case the uridine is "salvaged" to the
monophosphate and ultimately to the triphosphate The cell is
deficient in UTP and CTP because the conversion of orotic acid
is blocked so the exogenous uridine provides a bypass around
the block. Orotic acid formation is decreased slnce UTP inhibits
carbamoyl phosphate s),nthetase II, the control enzlrrne
This is in contrast to purine denoyo s)mthesis. A: One erlz JlJre
is mitochondrial C: PRPP is required to converr orotate to OMP
but this is not rate-limiting D: OMP to UMP ro CTP is a sequential process. E: This does occur but the rate-limiting step
is that catalyzed by CPS II.
Not only is uric acid production directly inhibited, de noyo
slmthesis is as well, thus reducing production of xanthine and
hypoxanthine In Lesch-Nyhan, rhe only effecr is the drrect inhibition of xanthine oxidase. A: It is a real effect. B: Acrua11y, it
is more effective because of the dual roles. C: This does not
happen D: PRPP Ievels are very high because of the lack of the
salvage of bases, Ieading to improper or iack of regulation of
pathways.

14. D A is the mechanism of inhibirion since the large form of the

15.

B

16

er.zpe is inactive. B: PRPP amidotransferase shows sigmoidal
kinetics with respect to PRPP so large shifts in concentration o[
PRPP have the potential for altering velocitir C plays a major
role in controlling the branched pathway of IMP to GMP or
AMP
The conversion of dihydroorotate to orotic acid is a key step in
de novo synthesis of the pyrimidine nucleotides. A: Methotrexate
reduces the tetrahydrofolate pool but tetrahydrofolate is not involved in the de novo slrrthesis of plrimidines C: This is the step
that methotrexate inhibits by lowering the tetrahydrofolate pool.
AMP would partially inhibit de novo slmthesis of IMP by irs alIosteric inhibition of PRPP amidotransferase. The IMP formed
would be directed toward GMP because AMP is an inhibitor of
its own synthesis from IMP If both AMP and GMP are adequare,
the syrrergistic effect of the two on PRPP amidotransferase would
severely

L7.

inhibit

de novo s),nthesis.

is derived almost exclusively from DNA The
degradation of thymine leads to the unique product B-

Thymine

aminoisobutyrate, which is excreted. This can be measured in
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In this chapter the interdependence of metabolic processes of the major tissues of
the body will be slressed Not all of the major merabolic pathways operare in every
tissue a[ any given time Given the nutritional and hormonal status of a patient, we

Storage fuels

CO2+H2O+urea
FIGURE 20.1

Humans can use a variable fuel input to meet
a variable metabolic demand.

need to know qualitatively which major merabolic pathways of the body are functional and how these pathways relate [o one another.
The metabolic processes with which we are concerned are glycogenesis,
glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, glycolysis, farty acid sy,nthesis, lipogenesis, lipolysis, fatty acid oxidation, gluraminolysis, tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle acriviry, ke[ogenesis, amino acld oxidation, protein s]r:Ithesis, proteolysls, and urea sprthesis.
It is important to know (1) which tissues are most active in these various processes,
(2) when these processes are most or least active, and (3) how these processes are

controlled and coordinated in different metabolic slates
The best way to gain an understanding of rhe relationships of the pathways to
one another is to become familiar with the changes in metabolism that occur during the starve-feed cycle. As shown in Figure 20.1, the starve-feed cycle allows a
variable fuel and nitrogen consump[ion to meet a variable metabolic and anabolic
demand Feed refers to the intake of meals (the variable fuel input) after which we
store the fuel (in the form of glycogen and triacylglycerol) to be used [o meet our
metaboiic demand while we fast. Note the participation of an ATP cycle within rhe
starve-fleed cycle (Figure 20.I). Adenosine triphosphate is the agenr [hat transfers
energy in the s[ane-feed cycle, being like money to the cell.
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Obesity
Obesity is the most common nurritional problem in the United States.
because it is a risk factor in development of diabetes melhtus, hypertension, endometrial carcinoma, osteoarthritis,

It can reduce life span

cirrhosis, gallstones, and cardiovascular diseases. In fact, the quartet
of obeslty rnsulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension is called
either syrdrome X or the metabolic sJ,ndrome and contributes greatly
to the high rate of cardiovascular death in Westem countries. Obesity
rs easy to explain-an obese person has eaten more calories than
he/she expended The accumulation of massrve amounts of body lat
is not. otherwise possible For unknown reasons, the neural control of
caloric lntake to balance energy expenditure is abnormal. Rarely, obesity is secondary to a correctable disorder, such as hypothyroidism or
Cushlngs syrdrome. The latter is the result of increased secretion of

glucocorticoids, which cause fat deposition in the face and trunk,
with wasting of the limbs, and glucose rntolerance. These elfects are
due to increased protein breakdown in muscle and conversion of the
amino acids to glucose and fat. Less commonly, tumors, vascular accidents, or maldevelopment of the nervous system hunger control
centers in the hlpothalamus cause obesity
Genetic models of obesity in rodents have led to breakthroughs
in our understanding of the control of body mass The obese (ob/ob)
mouse was discovered in the 1950s, and the delective gene cloned in
1994 fhis ob gene encodes a 146 amino acid secreted protein (cal1ed
leptln for its slimming effect) that is produced in adipocytes and detectable in blood Ihe oblob mice have a nonsense mutarion in rhe
gene and produce no leptln. Injection of leptin into obf ob mice causes
increased energ)r expenditure and reduced eating, with marked werght
Ioss This effect on appetite is mimrcked by intracerebroventricular injection. Leptin also reduced apperire and weight of normal mice.
Obese humans do not generally have defective ob genes and in fact

tend to have high blood levels of leptin This suggests that their nervous systems are insensitive to leptin, analogous to the insulin resistance seen in many diabetic patrents
In the most common tlpe of obesity, the number of adipocytes
of the body does not increase, they just get large as they become engorged with triacylglycerols If obesity deveiops before puberty, however, an increase in the number of adipocytes can also occur. In the
latter case, both hyperplasia (increase in cell number) and hlpertrophy (increase in cell size) are contributing factors to the magnirude of
the obesity. Obesity in men tends to be centered on the abdomen and
mesenteric fat, while in women i[ is more likely to be on the hips
The male pattem, characterized by a high waist to hip circumference
ratio, is more predictive of premature coronary heart disease.
The only effective treatment of obesity is reduction in the ingestlon or increase in the use of calories Practically speaking, this means
dieting, since even vigorous exercise such as running only consumes
10 kcai/min o[ exercise Thus an hour long run (perhaps 5-6 miles)
uses the energy present in about two candy bars However, exercise
programs can be useful to help motivate individuals to remain on
their diets. Unfortunately the body compensates for decreased energy
intake with reduced formation of triiodothl,ronine and a coffesponding decrease in the basal metabolic rate. Thus there is a biochemical
basis for the universal complaint that it is far easier to gain than to
Iose weight. Furthermore, about 95olo of people who are able to lose
a significant amount of weight regain it within one year

Bray,

GD

Effect of calonc restricdon on energy expenditure in obese patients

Itncet 2:397, 1969, Baringer, M Obese prorein slims mice Science 269:475,
1995; and Ahima, R S and F1ier, J- S Leptin Annu Rev. Physiol 62:41,3,2000
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Protein Malnutrition
Protein malnutrition is the most important. and widespread nutritional problem among young children in the world today. The clinicaI syndrome, called kwashiorkor, occurs mainly in children l-3
years of age and is precipitated by weaning an infant from breast milk
onto a starchy, protein-poor dlet. The name originated in Ghana,
meaning "the sickness of the older child when the next baby is born."
It is a consequence of feeding the child a diet adequate ln calories but
deficient in protein It may become clinically manifest when protein
requirements are increased by lnfection, for example, malaria,
helminth infestation, or gaslroenteritis. The slrrdrome is characterized
by poor growth, low plasma protein and amino acid levels, muscle
wasting, edema, diarrhea, and increased susceptibility to infection.
The presence of subcutaneous fat cleariy differentiates it from simple
starr/ation The maintenance of fat stores is due to the high carbohydrate intake and resulting high insulin levels In fact, the high insulin
level interferes with the adaptations described for starvation. Fat is
not mobilized as an energy source, ketogenesis does not take place,
and there is no transfer of amlno acids from the skeletal muscie to the
visceral organs, that is, the 1iver, kidneys, heart, and immune cells.
The lack of dietary amino acids results in diminished protein s)'nthesis in a1l tissues The liver becomes enlarged and infiltrated with fat,
reflectlng the need for hepatic protein s).nthesis for the formation and

In addition, protein malnutrition impairs the
function of the gut, resulting in malabsorption of calories, protein,
and vitamins, which accelerates the disease. The consequences of the
release of lipoproteins.

in development the deficiency occurs. Children with low weight for height are called "wasted" but can
make a good recovery when properly fed. Those with low height for
weight are called "stunted" and never regaln fu1l height or cognitive
potential.
Protein-calorie malnutrition is also a problem for the eiderly
when they become sick. Both the energy requirements and food intake of well elderly decline with age On a lower calorie diet, there is
the risk that insufficient intake of protein and of certain nutnents
such as iron, calcium, and vitamins will be lower than needed Deficiencies in these nutrients may accelerate loss of lean body mass and
strength (leading to falls), anemia, joss of bone strength, and. rarel1',
vitamin deficiency sta[es. Furthermore, the chronic illnesses that are
more common in the elderly often impair appetite, food intake, or nutrient assimilation. As a result, elderly patients are more frequentlr'
found to suffer from protein-calorie malnutrition than younger adults
disease depend somewhat on when

Chase, H P, Kumar, V, Caldwell, R T., and O'Brien, D Kwashiorkor in the
United Srares Pediatrics 66:972, 1980; Schlienger, J L , Pradignac, A . and
Grunenberger, F Nutrition of the elderly: a challenge between facs and needs
Horm. Res. 4346, L995, Omran, M L. and Morley J E. Assesment o[ protetn
energy malnutririon in older persons, part I: history examination, body composition, and screening tools Nutrition 16:50, 2000; Omran, M L and Morley, J E
Assessment ol protein energy malnutntion in older persons, part lI: laboratoq
evaluation Nutl.tion 1.6:131, 2000; and Corish, C. A and Kennedy, N P Protei.n-energy undernutrition in hospital in-patients. Br: J Nutr 83:575, 2000

Humans have the capacity to consume food at raLe fN greater rhan their basal
^
caloric requirements, which allows them to suryive from meal to meal We thus
s[ore calories as glycogen and triacylglycerol and utilize rhem as needed. Unfortunately, an almosl unlimited capacity to consume food is matched by an almost unIimited capacity [o store it as triacylglycerol Obesity is the consequence of excess
food consumption and is the commonest form of malnutrition in affluent countries
(see Clin. Corr 20.1), whereas other forms of malnutrition are more prevalenl in
developing coun[ries (see CIin Corr. 20 2 and 20 3) The regulation of food
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Starvation
Starvation leads to the development of a slT rdrome known as marasmus. Marasmus is a word o[ Greek origin meaning "to waste " A1though not restricted to an), age group, it is most common in children
under I year of age. In developing countries early weaning of infants
from breast milk is a common cause of marasmus. This may result
from pregnancies in rapid succession, the desire of the mother to re[urn to work, or the use of overdiluted artificial formulas (to make
the expensive formulas last longer) This practice leads to insufficient
intake of calories. Likewise, diarrhea and malabsorption can develop
if safe water and stenle procedures are not used.
In contrast to kwashiorkor (see CIin. Corr.20.2), subcutaneous
fat, hepatomegaly, and fatty liver are absent in matasmus because fat
is mobilized as an energy source and muscle temporarily provides
amino acids to the liver for the syrrthesis of glucose and hepatic proteins. Low insulin levels allow the liver to oxidize fatty acids and to

produce ketone bodies for other tissues. Ultimateiy, energy and protein reserves are exhausted, and the child starves to death. The immediate cause of death is often pneumonia, which occurs because the
chlld is too weak to cough Adults can suffler from marasmus as a tesult of diseases that prevent swallowing (cancer of the throat or esophagus) or interfere with access to food (strokes or dementia). A related
and very common disorder is cancer cachexia, which in part is due
to anorexia (loss of appetite and, therefore, starvation) and in part to
body wasting. The latter differs from simple starvation in that skeletal muscle is not spared and both muscle and fat are used to suppll'
energy needs (see CIin.

Corr 20 I0)

Waterlow, J. C Childhood malnutrition-the global problem Proc Nutr 5or
38:1, 1979; Uvin, P The state o[ wor]d hunger. Nutr: Rev 52:151, 1994; and
Body,J J The syrdrome o[anorexia-cachexia. Cutr. Opin Oncol, I1:255, 1999
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consumption is complex and not well understood. one clearly important factor is
Ieptin, a protein synthesized and secrered into the blood by adipocyres that regulates energy expenditure and appetite through effects it exerts on the hypothalamus
(see Clin. Corr. 20.I). The tight control needed is indicated by the calculation that
eating two extra pats of butter (-100 cal) per day over caloric expenditures results
in a lO-lb weight gain per year. A weighr gain of i0 lb may not sound excessive,

but multiplied by 10 years it equals obesity!

20.2

| STARVE-FEED cyclE

ln the Well-Fed State the Diet Supplies the Energy Requirements
Figure 20.2 shows the fate of glucose, amino acids, and fat obtained from food. Glucose passes from the intestinal epithelial cells to the liver by way of the portal vein.
Amino acids are partially metabolized in the gut before being released into porral
blood. Triacylglycerols, contained ln chylomicrons, is secreted by the intestinal epithelial cells into lymphatics, which drain rhe intesrine. The lymphatics lead to the
thoracic duct, which, by way o[ the subclavian vein, delivers chylomicrons to the
blood at a site of rapid blood flow. This rapidly distributes the chylomicrons and
prevents their coalescence.

Liver has a major role in handling dietary glucose. It can be converted inro
glycogen by glycogenesis or into pyruvate and lactate by glycolysis, or it can be used
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FIGURE 20.2

Disposition of glucose, amino acids, and fat by various tissues in the well-fed state.
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in the pentose

phosphate pathway for the generation of NADPH for synthetic

processes Pyruvate can be oxidized to acetyl CoA, which, in turn, can be converted
into triacylglycerols or oxidized to CO2 and water by the TCA cycle. Much of the
glucose coming from the intestine passes through the liver [o reach other organs,
including brain and testis, which are almost solely dependent on glucose for the
production of ATP, red blood cells and renal medulla, which can only convert glucose to lactate and pyruvate, and adipose tissue, which converts it into triacylglycerols. Muscle also has good capacity to use glucose, converting it to glycogen or using it in the glycolytic and the TCA cycle pathways. A number of tissues produce
Iactate and pymvate from circulating glucose, which are taken up by the liver and
converted to triacylglycerols In the very well-fed state, the liver uses glucose and
does not engage in gluconeogenesis. Thus the Cori cycle (the conversion of glucose to lactate in the peripheral [issues followed by conversion of lactate back to
glucose in liver) is interrupted in the well-fed state.

Dietary protein is hydrolyzed in the intestine, the cel1s of which use some
amlno acids as an energy source. Most dietary amino acids are transported into the
portal blood, but the intestinal cells metabolize aspartate, asparagine, glutamate,
and glutamine and release alanine, lactate, citrulline, and proline into portal blood.
Liver then has the opportunity [o remove absorbed amino acids from the blood
(Figure 20.2) but lets mos[ of each of them pass through, unless the concentration
of the amino acid is unusually high. This is especially important for the essential
amino acids, needed by all tissues of the body for protein slmthesis. Liver catabolizes amino acids, but the K- values for amino acids of many of the enz)rynes involved is high, allowing the amino acids to be present in excess before significant
catabolism can occur. In contrast, the tRNA-charging enzymes that generate
aminoacyl-tRNAs have much lower K- values for amino acids. This ensures that
as long as all the amino acj.ds are present, protein s),nthesis occurs as needed for
growth and protein turnover. Excess amino acids can be oxidized completely to
CO2, urea, and water, or the intermediates generated can be used as subs[rates for
lipogenesis. Amino acids that escape the liver are used for protein slmthesis or
energy in oLher Lissues.

Glucose, lactate, pyruvate, and amino acids can support hepatic lipogenesis
(Figure 20.2).Fat formed from these substrates is released from the liver in the form
of very low density lipoproteins (VLDLs), whereas dietary triacylglycerol is delivered to the bloodstream in the form of chylomicrons. Both VLDLs and chylomicrons circulate in the blood until acted on by an extracellular enzyrne lipoprotein lipase attached to the surface of endothelial cells in the lumen of the capillaries
of a number of tissues, but particularly adipose tissue.
Lipoprotein lipase liberates fatty acids by hydrolysis of the triacylglycerols present in VLDIs and chylomicrons. The fatty acids are then taken up by the adipocytes,
reesterified with glycerol 3-phosphate to form triacylglycerols, and stored as fat
droplets. Glycerol 3-phosphate is generated from glucose, using the first half of the
glycolytic pathway to genera[e dihydroxyacetohe phosphate, which is reduced to
glycerol 3-phosphate by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. Most of the fatty
acids present in the triacylglycerols of human adipose [issue originate from fatty
acids deiivered to adipocytes in the form of triacylglycerols ol VLDLs and chylomicrons rather than from de novo fatty acid s)'nthesis within adipocytes.
The B cells of the pancreas are very responsive to the influx of glucose and amino
acids in the fed state. The B cells release insuiin during and after eating, which is essential for the metabolism of these nutrients by liver, muscle, and adipose tissue. The
role of insulin in the starve-feed cycle is discussed in more detail in Section 20.3.

ln the Early Fasting State Hepatic Glycogenolysis
an lmportant Source of Blood Glucose

Is

Hepatic glycogenolysis is very important for main[enance of blood glucose during
early fasting (Figure 20.3). Lipogenesis is curtailed, and lactate, pyruvate, and
amino acids used by that pathway are diverted into formation of glucose, complet-
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FIGURE 20.3

Metabolic interrelationships of major tissues in early fasting state.

ing the Cori cycle. The alanine cycle, in which carbon and rfltrogen rerum to rhe
liver in the form of alanine, also becomes important. catabolism of amino acids for
energy is greatly diminished

in early fasting

because less is available.

Fasting State Requires Gluconeogenesis

from Amino Acids and Glycerol
Since no fuel enters from the gut and little glycogen is left in the liver in the fasting state (Figure 20.4), the body is dependent on hepatic gluconeogenesis, pri-

marily from lactate, glycerol, and alanine. The Cori and alanine cycles play important roles but do not provide carbon for net synthesis of glucose. This is because
glucose formed from lactate and alanine by the liver merely replaces that which was
converted to lactate and alanine by'peripheral tissues. In effect, these cycles transfer energy from fatty acid oxidation in the liver to peripheral tissues that cannot ox-

idize triacylglycerol. The brain oxidizes glucose completely to CO2 and water.
Hence net glucose slrrthesis from some other source of carbon is mandatory in fasting. Fatty acids cannot be used for the slrrthesis of glucose, because no pathway
exists by which the acetyl coA produced by fatty acid oxidation can be converted
to glucose. Glycerol, a by-product of lipolysis in adipose tissue, is an important substrate for glucose symthesis. However, protein, especlally from skeletal muscle, supplies most of the carbon needed for net glucose synthesis. Proteins are hydrolyzed
within muscle cells and most amino acids are partially metabolized. Alanine and
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FICURE 20.4

Metabolic interrelationships of major tissues in fasting state.

glutamine are the amino acids released from muscle in the largest amounts. The
other amino acids are for the most part metabolized to give intermediates (pymvate
and a-ketoglutarate), which can yield alanine and glutamine. Branched-chain amino
acids are a major source of nitrogen for the production of alanine and glutamine in
muscle. Branched-chain o-keto acids produced from the branched-chain amino
acids by transamination are partially released into the blood for uptake by the liver,
which synthesizes glucose from the o-keto acid of valine, ketone bodies from the
o-keto acid of leucine, and both glucose and ketone bodies from the a-keto acid
of isoleucine.
Part of the glutamine released from muscle is converted into alanine by the intestinal epithelium. Glutamine is partially oxidized in enterocytes to supply energy
and precursor molecules for synthesis of pyrimidines and purines, with the carbon
and amino groups left over being released back into the bloodstream in part as alanine and NHr*. This pathway, sometimes called glutaminolysis because glutamine
is only partially oxidized, involves formation of malate from glutamine via the TCA
cycle and the conversion of malate to pyruvate by malic enzqe (Figure 20.5a).
B,.ruvate then transaminates with glutamate to give alanine, which is released from
the cells.
Glutaminolysis is also used by cells of the immune system (lymphocytes and
macrophages) to meet alarge portion of their energy needs (Figure 20.5b). Aspartate rather than alanine is the major end product of glutaminolysis in lymphocytes.
Enterocytes and lymphocytes use glutamine as their major fuel source as a way to
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Glutamine (from blood)

NHa+(released to blood)
Glutamate
Pyruvate
Alanine
(released
to blood)
0-Ketoglutarate

Glutamine (from blood)

NH4+(to blood)

Aspartate (to blood)

fIGURE 20.5
Glutamine catabolism by rapidly dividing cells.
(a) Enterocltes and (b) ll,rnphocyres
Part (a) redrawn from Dute, P-H., Darcy-Villon,8., Blachier, E, and Morel,, M

-I

proc Nutr. Soc. 54:83,

1995.

ensure a continuous supply of the precursor molecules (glutamine and aspartate)
required for synthesis of purines and pynmidines that these rapidly dividing cells
need for the sprthesis of RNA and DNA. Unfortunately, glutamine is nor a component o[ parenteral nutrition solutions.
Synthesis of glucose in the liver during fasting is closely linked to synrhesis of

urea. Most amino acids can give up their amino nitrogen by transamination with
a-ketoglutarate, forming glutamate and a new a-keto acid, which often can be
utilized for glucose synthesis. Glutamate provides both nitrogenous compounds required for urea synthesis: ammonia from oxidative deamination by glutamate dehydrogenase, and aspartate from transamination of oxaloacetate by aspartate
aminotransferase. An additional important source of ammonia and precursors
of ornithine such as citrulline is the gut mucosa (described in more derail in Section 20.4).
Adipose tissue is also very important in the fasting srare. Because of low blood
insulin levels during fasting, lipolysis is greatly activated in this tissue. This raises
the blood level of fatty acids, which are used in preference to glucose by many tissues. In heart and muscle, the oxidation of fatty acids inhibits glycolysis and pymvate oxidation. In liver, fatty acid oxidation provides most of the ATP needed flor
gluconeogenesis. very little acetyl coA generated by fany acid oxidation in liver is
oxidized completely. The acetyl CoA is converted instead into ketone bodies by liver
mitochondria. Ketone bodies (acetoacetate and B-hydroxybutyrate) are released
into the blood and are a source of energlr for many tissues. Like fatty acids, ketone
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bodies are preferred by many tissues over glucose. Fatty acids are not oxidized by
the brain because they cannot cross the blood-brain barrier. Once their blood concentration is high enough, kelone bodies can enter the brain and serve as an alternative fuel. They are unable, however, to completely replace the braln's need for
glucose. Ketone bodies may also suppress proteolysis and branched-chain amino
acid oxidation in muscle, and decrease alanine release. This both decreases muscle
wasting and reduces the amount of glucose slnthesized in liver As long as ketone
body levels are main[ained at a high level by hepatic fatty acid oxidation, there is
less need for glucose, less need for gluconeogenic amino acids, and less need for
breaking down precious muscle tissue.
The interrelationshlps among liver, muscle, and adipose [issue in supplylng
glucose for the brain are shown in Figure 20.4. Liver sy'nthesizes the glucose, muscle and gut supply the substrate (alanine), and adipose tissue supplies the ATP (via
fatty acid oxidation in the liver) needed for hepatic giuconeogenesis. These relationships are disrupted in Reye's syndrome (see Clin Corr.20.4) and by alcohol
(see Clin. Corr 14.10). This tissue cooperalion is dependent on the appropriate
blood hormone levels. Glucose levels are lower ln fasting, reduclng the secretion of
insulin but favoring release of glucagon from the pancreas and epinephrine from
the adrenal medulla ln addition, fasting reduces formation of triiodothyronine, the
active form of thyroid hormone, from thyroxine. This reduces the daily basal energy requirements by as much as 25o/o. This response is useful for survival but
makes weight loss more difficult than weight gain (see CIln. Corr. 20.I).

ln the Early Refed State, Fat ls Metabolized Normally and
Normal Clucose Metabolism ls Slowly Reestablished
Figure 20.6 shows what happens soon after fuel is absorbed from the gut. Triacylglycerol is metabolized as described above for the well-fed s[ate. ln conlrast, lhe
Iiver ex[racts glucose poorly and, in fact, the liver remains in the gluconeogenic
mode for a few hours after feeding. Rather than providing blood glucose, however,
hepatic gluconeogenesis provides glucose 6-phosphate for glycogenesis. This means

cr-rNrcAL coRRErATlo N
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Reye's Syndrome
slndrome is a devastatrng but now rare illness of children that
is characterized by evidence of brain dysfunction and edema (irritability, lethargy, and coma) and liver dysfunctlon (elevated plasma
Reye's

free f.atty acids, fatty liver, hypoglycemia, hyperammonemia, and ac-

cumulation of short-chain organic acids) It appears that hepatic mitochondria are specifically damaged, which impairs fatty acid oxidation and synthesis of carbamoyl phosphate and ornithine (for ammonia
detoxification) and oxaloacetate (for gluconeogenesis). On the other
hand, the accumulation of organic acids has suggested that the oxidation of these compounds is defective and that the CoA esters of
some of these acids may inhibit specific enzyrnes, such as carbamoyl
phosphate synthetase I, pyruvate dehydrogenase, pyruvate carboxylase, and the adenine nucleotide transporter, all present in mitochondria. The issue has not yet been resolved. The use of aspirin by chlldren with varicella was linked to the development of Reyes sy.ndrome,
and parents have been urged not to give aspirin to children with viral infections. fhe incidence of the syrrdrome subsequently decreased.
The therapy for Reyes slmdrome consists of measures to reduce brain
edema and the provision of glucose intravenously. Glucose admims-

tration prevents hlpoglycemia and elicits a rise in insulin levels that
(I) inhibit Iipolysis in adipose cells and (2) reduce proteolysis in
muscles and the release o[ amino acids. which (3) reduces the deammay

ination of amino acids to ammonia Although Reye's syndrome has become rare, other s),ndromes related to injury to the hepatocyte mitochondria have been recognized in recent years These include toxicity
of an experimental hepatitis drug (fialuridine) and of several antiretroviral nucleoside analogs Injury to the mitochondria results in
Iactic acidosis, hypoglycemia, and fat accumula[ion in the liver, resulting in some cases in liver failure These agents appear to interfere
with mitochondrial DNA s)'nthesis, resulting in accumulation o[ mutations in key mitochondriaily encoded proteins and RNAs

R D. K , Morgan, G , and Baval, J Encephalopathy and fatty degeneration of the viscera, a disease entity in childhood Lancet 2:749, I963; Treem
W R Inherited and acquired syndromes of hyperammonemia and encephalopathy ln children. Semin Liver Dis 14:236, 1994; and Semino-\'[ora
C , Leon-Monzon, M , and Dalakas, M C Mitochondrial and cellular toxicirr'
induced by fialuridine in human muscle in vitro. Lob Invest 76:187,199r
Reye,
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FICURE 20.6

Metabolic interrelationships of major tissues in early refed state.

that liver glycogen is not repleted after a fast by direct slmthesis from blood glucose. Rather, glucose is catabolized in peripheral tissues to lactate, which is converted in the liver to glycogen by ttle indlrect pathway of glycogen synthesis ( i.e., gluconeogenesis):

Glycogen
1

glucose

direct

I

,glucose 6-phosphate *iI4Eg- hctate

Gluconeogenesis from specific amino acids entering from the gut also plays an important role in reestablishing normal liver glycogen levels by the indirect pathway
After the rate of gluconeogenesis declines, glycolysis becomes the predominant
means of glucose disposal in the liver, and liver glycogen is sustained by the direct
pathway oJ synthesis from blood glucose.

Other lmportant lnterorgan Metabolic tnteractions
An important pathway exists in the intestinal epithelium for the conversion of glutamine to citrulline (Figure 20.7). one of the enzymes (Arp-dependent glutamate
reductase) necessary for this conversion is expressed only in enterocytes.,'citrulline
produced in the gut is metabolized by the kidney to arginine, which can be con-
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FICURE 20.7

Gut and kidney function together in synthesis of arginine from glutamine.
Abbreviations: Cit, citrulline; Arg, arginine; Asp, aspartate; Gln, glutamine; Glu, glutamate;
NO, nitric oxide; Orn, ornithine; SAM, S-adenosylmethionine.

verted to creatine or released into the blood. The liver uses blood arginine [o generate ornithine, which expands the capacity of the urea cycle during periods of
increased protein intake. Although perhaps not immediately obvious, this pathway
is of great importance for urea cycle activity in the liver.
The liver contains an enzyrne system that irreversibly converts ornithine in[o
glutamate:

ornithine -+ glutamate semialdehyde -+ glutamate
Depletion of ornithine by these reactions inhibits urea syrthesis in the liver for want
of ornithine, the intermediate of the urea cycle that must recycle. Replenishment of
ornithine is necessary and completely dependent on a source of blood arginine.
Thus urea s),nthesls in the liver is dependent on cltrulline syrthesls by the gut and
arginine sgrthesis by the kidney Arginine is also used by many cells for the production of nitric oxide (NO) (Figure 20.7), an activa[or of guanylyl cyclase, which
produces cGMf; an important second messenger (see p 950).
Citrulline participates in another interesting in[erorgan shuttle The arginine
genera[ed from citrulline in the kidney can be metabolized further to creatine (Figure 20 .7) . The first enz),rne in this pathway is glycine transamidinase (GTA), which
generates guani.dinoacetate from arginine and glycine (see p. 818). GTA is found
predominantly in renal cortex, pancreas, and liver. After methylation in a reaction
that requires S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), creatine is formed. This is quantitatively the most important use of SAM in the body. One to [wo grams of crea[ine is
sl,nthesized per day. Creatine then circulates to o[her tissues and accumulates in
muscle, where it serves as a high-energy reservoir when phosphorylated to creatine
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distributed to
other tissues

FIGURE 2O.B

Liver provides glutathione for other tissues.

phosphate. Creatine phosphate undergoes nonenzyrnatic conversion to creatinine.
Creatinine is released into the bloodstream and removed from the body by renal filtration. Excretion of creatinine is thus used clinically, both as a measure of muscle
mass and o[ renal function.
Two other compounds related to amino acids participate in interorgan shurtles.
Glutathione (GSH) is a tripeptide that is imporranr in detoxification of endogenously generated peroxides and exogenous chemical compounds (see p. 8I8). Liver
plays a major role in the syrrthesis of GSH from'glutamate. cysreine, and glycine

(Figure 20.8). synLhesis is limired by the availability ol- cysteine. Cysreine presenr
in plasma is not taken up well by liver, which utilizes dietary methionine to form
cysteine via the cystathionine parhway (see p. 803). Heparic GSH is released both
to the bloodstream and to the bile. Kidney removes a substantial amount of plasma
GSH. Enterocytes may be able to take up biliary-excreted GSH from the intestinal
lumen. Release to plasma is rhe same in fed and fasting states, providing a stable
source of this compound and its constituent amino acids, especially cysteine, for
most tissues of rhe body

Carnitine is derived from lysyl residues on various proteins, which are
N-methylated utilizing SAM to form rrimethyllysyl residues (Figure 20.9). Free

trimet\llysine

is released when the proteins are degraded. It is hydroxylated and
then cleaved, releasing glycine and 7-buryrobetaine aldehyde. The later is oxidized
to 7-butyrobetaine and then hydroxylated to form carnitine. Borh hydroxylation
steps require vitamin C as a cofactor. Kidney and to a lesser ex[ent liver are the
only tissues that can carry our rhe complete pathway, and thus they supply other
tissues, especially muscle and hearr, with rhe carnirine needed for fatty acid oxidation. Skeletal muscle can form 7-butyrobetaine but must release it for its final conversion to carni[ine by liver or kidney

Energy Requirements, Reserves, and Caloric Homeostasis
The average person leading a sedentary life consumes 180-280 g of carbohydrate,
70-100 g of protein, and 70-100 g of fat daily. This meers a daily energy requrrement of 1600-2400 kcal. As shown in Table 20.1, the energy reserves of an
average-sized person are considerable. These reserves are called on between meals
and overnight to mainain blood glucose. Although the ability to mobilize glycogen
rapidly is indeed very important, our glycogen reserves are minuscule with respect
to our fat reserves (Table 20.I). Fa[ stores are only cal1ed on during more prolonged
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FIGURE 20.9

Kidney and liver provide carnitine for other tissues.
Abbreviations: (TML), trimethyllysyl residues in protein molecules; TML, free
trimethyllysine.

fasting. The fat stores of obese subjects can weigh as much as 80 kg, adding another 585,000 kcal to their energy reseryes. Protein is listed in Table 20.1 as an energy reserve beca-use it can be used to provide amino acids for oxidation. On the
other hand, protein is not inert like stored triacylglycerol and glycogen. Proreins
make up the muscles that allow us to move and breathe and the enzymes that carry
out metabolism. Hence protein is not dispensable like triacylglycerol and glycogen
and is given up by the body more reluctantly

TABTE

20.1

The Energy Reserves of Humans'

"Data are for a normal subject weighing 70 kg. Carbohydrate supplies 4
kcal g-1; fat, 9 kcal g-r; protein, 4 kcal g-i.
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TABLE

20.2

Substrate and Hormone Levels in Blood of Well-Fed, Fasting, and
Starving Humans'

Yery
Fed

Horntone or
Substrate (units)

Postabsorptfue

Well

12

Insulin (AcU ml-r)

40

Glucagon (pg mL-r1
insulin/glucagon rario (pU
Glucose (mM)
Fatty acids (mM)
Acetoacetate (mM)
p-Hydroxybutyrate (mM)
Lactate (mM)
Pyruvate (mM)
Alanine (mM)
ATP equivalents (mM)

80

I5
I00

Source: From Ruderman,

N

pg-t)

b

050

0.

6I

4.8

014

06

0.04

005

003

0I0

25

07

0.)5

0.06

0.8
313

I5

03
290

Fasted
days

3

86
I50
0 05
38
12
04
t4
0.7
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oData
are for normal-weight subjects except for the 5-week stan'aLion values, which are flrom obese
subjects undergoing therapeutic slarvation ATP equivalenrs were calculated on the basis of rhe ATP

yield expected on complete oxidation of each substrale to CO2 and H2O: 38 molecules o[ATP
for each molecule o[ glucose, 144 [or the average fatty acid (oleaLe), 23 for acetoacetate; 26 for
p-hydroxyburyrate, l8 lor lactate; ]5 for pyruvate; and l3 (corrected for urea formation) lor alanine

The constant availabillty of fuels ln the blood is termed caloric homeostasis,
whi.ch, as illusrrated ln Table 20 2, means that, regardless of whether a person is
well-fed, fasting, or starving to death, the blood leve1 of fuels that supply a comparable amounl of ATP when metabolized does not fal] below certain limits Note
that blood glucose concentrations are controlled withln very tight limits, whereas
fatty acid and ketone body concentrations in the blood can vary by one or two orders of magnitude, respectively Glucose is carefully regulated because of the absolute need of the brain for thi.s subs[rate If the blood glucose level falls too 1ow
(<1.: mV), coma and death will follow shortly unless the glucose concentralion is
restored On the other hand, hyperglycemia must be avoided because glucose will
be lost in the urine, resulting in dehydration and sometimes hyperosmolar, hyperglycemic coma (see C1in. Corr. 20 5) Chronlc hyperglycemia results in glycation of

CTINICAL CORRETATION 2

0.5

Hyperglycemic, Hyperosmolar Coma
Type iI dlabetic patients sometimes develop a condition cal1ed hyperglycemic, hyperosmolar coma. This is particularly common in the elderly and can even occur in individuals under severe metabolic stress

because free fatty acids are
insulin concentrations exist

who were not recognized as having diabetes beforehand Hyper-

is aimed at restoring water and electrolyte balance and correcting the
hlperglycemia with insulin. The mortality of this syndrome is considerably higher than that of diabetic ketoacidosis.

glycemia, perhaps worsened by failure to take insulin or hlpoglycemic
drugs, by an infection, or by a coincidental medical problem such as
a heart attack, leads to urinary losses of water, glucose, and elec-

trolytes (sodium, chloride, and potassium). This osmotic diuresis reduces the clrculating blood volume, a stress that results in the release
of hormones that worsen insulin resrstance and hyperglycemia In addition, elderly patients may be less able to sense thirst or to obtain
fluids Over the course o[ several days these patients can become extremely hyperglycemic (glucose > 1000 mg dL-1), dehydrared, and
comatose. Ketoacidosis does not develop

in

these patients posslbly

not always elevated or because adequate
in the portal blood to inhibit ketogenesis
(although it is not high enough to inhibit gluconeogenesis). Therapy

Arieff, A. I and Carro11, H- J Nonketotic hyperosmolar coma with hyperglycemia Clinical features, pathophysiology, renal function, acid-base balance, plasma-cerebrospinal fluid equilibria, and the effects o[ therapy in 37
cases Medicine 5I:73.797); Genuth, S M Diabetic ketoacidosis and hyperglycemic hlperosmolar coma Curr Ther Endocinol Metab 6.438, 1997; and
Lorber, D Nonketotic hypertonicity in diabetes mellitus Med Clin North Am

79:39,7995
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Hyperglycemia and Protein Clycation
Glycation of enzgnes is known to cause changes in their activity, so1ubility, and susceptibility to degradation. In the case of hemogiobin
A, glycation occurs by a nonenz).,rnatic reaction between glucose and
the amino-terminal valine of the B chain. A Schiff base forms between glucose and valine, followed by a rearrangement of the molecule to give a l-deoxyfructose molecule attached to the valine The
reaction is favored by high glucose levels and the resulting protein,
called hemoglobin A1., is a good index of how high a person's average blood glucose concentration has been over the previous several
weeks The concentration of this modified proteln increases in an uncontrolled diabetic and is low in patients who control their glucose
level closely
It has been proposed that glycation of proteins may contribute
to the medical complications caused by diabetes, for example, coronary heart disease, retinopathy, nephropathy, cataracrs, and neuropa-

thy. Increased glycation of iens proteins may contribute to the
development of diabetic cataracts Collagen, Iaminin, vitronectin, and

other matrix proteins can become glycated and undergo alterations in
biological properties, such as self-assembly and binding o[ other matrlx molecules. Glycated proteins and lipoproteins can also be recognized by receptors present on macrophages, which are intimately involved rn the formation of atherosclerotic plaques. It is likely that
these phenomena favor the accelerated atherosclerosis that occurs in
diabetics. The compound aminoguanidine inhibits the [ormation of
the glycation products and is being tested for its ability to prevent diabetic complications.

M Glycation products and the pathogenesis of diabetic complicarions Diabetes Care 75:1835,1992; Ceriello, A Hyperglycemia: rhe bridge between non-enz).1rratic glycation and oxidative stress ln the pathogenesis of diabetic complications Diabetes Nutr. Metab. 12:42, ),999: and Schmidt, A. M.,
Yan, S. D , Wautier, J L., and Stern, D Activatron o[ receptor for adranced
glycation end products: a mechanism for chronic vascular dysfunction in diabetic vasculopathy and atherosclerosis. Circ Res 84:489, 1999
Brownlee,

a number of proteins and endothelial dysfunction, which contribules ro the
complications of diabetes (see Clin. Corr. 20.6). The changes in insulin/glucagon
ratio shown in Table 20.2 are crucial to the maintenance of caloric homeostasis.
Simply s[ated, well-fed individuals have high insulin/glucagon rarios thar favor
storage of glycogen and triacylglycerol, whlle starving individuals have low
insulin/glucagon ratios that stimulate glycogenolysis, lipolysis, ketogenesis, proteolysis. and gluconeogenesis

Clucose Homeostasis Has Five Phases
Figure 20.10 shows the work of Cahill and his colleagues with obese parienrs undergoing long-term starva[lon for weight 1oss. It illustrates the effects of starvation
on those processes that are used to maintaln glucose homeostasis and is dlvided
arbitrarily into five phases Phase I is the well-fed sta[e, in which glucose is provided by dietary carbohydrate. Once this supply is exhausted, hepatic glycogenolysis maintains blood glucose levels during phase II. As this supply o[ glucose s[arrs
to dwindle, hepatic gluconeogenesis from lactate, glycerol, and alanine becomes
increasingly important until, in phase III, gluconeogenesis is the major source of
blood glucose. These changes occur within 20 hours or so of fasting, depending
on how well-fed the individual was prior to the fast, how much hepatic glycogen
was present, and the sort of physical activity occurring during the fast. Several days
of fasting move one into phase 1! where the'dependence on gluconeogenesis actual1y decreases. As discussed above, ketone bodies have accumulated to high
enough concen[rations for them [o enter the brain and meet some of its energy
needs. Renal gluconeogenesis also becomes signlficant in this phase. Phase V occurs after very prolonged starvation of extremely obese individuals and is characterized by even less dependence on gluconeogenesis. The energy needs of almost
every tissue are met to a large extent by either fatty acid or ketone body oxidation
in this phase.
As long as kelone body concentrations are high, proteolysis will be somewhat
restric[ed, and conservation of muscle proteins and enzymes will occur. This
continues until practi.cally all of the fat is gone as a consequence of starvation. After al1 of it is gone, the body has to use muscle protein. Before it's gone-you're
gone (see CIin. Corr. 20.3).
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203 I MECHANISMS

INVOTVED !N SWITCHING LIVER
METABOLISM BETWEEN THE WELL.FED AND
STARVED STATES

The liver of a well'fed petson is actively engaged in processes that favor the synthesis of glycogen.and triacylglycerol; such a liver is g[ycogenic, glycolytig, and

lipogenic. The liver of the fasting person is quite a different organ; it is
glycogenolytic, gluconeogenic, ketogenic, and proteolytic. The stralegy is to
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LrvER METABoLTsM BETWEEN THE wELL-FED AND sTARVED

store calories when food is available, but then to mobilize these stores when the rest
of the body is in need. The liver is switched be[ween these metabolic extremes by
a variety of regulatory mechanisms: substrate supply, allosteric effectors, covalent
modification, and induction-repression of en4rmes.

Substrate Availability Controls Many Metabolic Pathways
Because of other, more sophisticated leveis of control, the importance of substrate

supply is often ignored. However, the concentration of fatty acids in blood entering the liver is clearly a major determlnant of the rate of ketogenesis. Excess triacylglycerol is not syrethesized unless one consumes excessive amounts of substrates
[ha[ can be used for lipogenesis. Glucose s],nthesis by the liver is also restricted by
the rate at which gluconeogenic substrates flow to the liver. Delivery of excess
amino acids to the liver of the diabetic, because of accelerated and uncontrolled
proteolysis, increases the rate ofgluconeogenesis and exacerbates the hyperglycemia
characteristic of diabetes. In addition, high glucose levels increase rhe rate of spthesis of sorbitol, which may contrlbute to diabetic complications. On the other
hand, failure to supply the liver adequately with glucogenic substra[e (mainly alanine) explains some tlpes of hypoglycemia, such as that observed during pregnancy
or advanced starvation.
Another pathway regulated by substrate supply is urea sl,nthesis. Amino acid
metabolism in the intestine provides a substantial fraction of the ammonia used by
the liver for urea production. As discussed above, the intestine also releases cit-

rulline, the metabolic precursor of ornithine. A larger ornithine pool permits increased urea synthesis after a high protein meal. In protein deficiency, the rate of
urea formation declines but does not cease.
We can conclude that substrate supply is a major determinant of the rate at
which virtually every metabolic process of the body operates. However, varra[1ons

in

substrate supply are not sufficient to account for the marked changes in
metabolism tha[ must occur in the starve-feed cycle. Finer tuning of the pathways
is required.

Negative and Positive Allosteric Effectors Regulate Key Enzymes
Figures 20.11 and 20.12 summarize lhe effects of negative and positive allosteric
effectors impor[ant in the Iiver in the well-fed and starved states, respectively As
shown in Figure 20.1I, giucose activates glucokinase (indlrectly by promoting irs

translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm; see p. 6f5), thereby promoring
phosphorylation of glucose; glucose also inactiva[es glycogen phosphorylase and activates glycogen slmthase (indirectly; see p. 657), thereby preventing degradation
and promoting synthesis of glycogen; fructose 2,6-bisphosphate stimulates 6phosphofructo-1-kinase and inhibits fructose I,6-bisphosphatase, thereby stimulaling glycolysis and inhibiting gluconeogenesis; fruc[ose 1,6-bisphosphare activates
pyruvate kinase, thereby stimulating glycolysis; pyruvate activates the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (indirectly by inhibition of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase;
see p. 639), citrate activates acetyl-CoA carboxylase, thereby stimularing fatty acid
synthesis; and malonyl CoA inhibits carni[ine palmitoyltransferase I, thereby
inhibiting fatty acid oxidation.
As shown in Figure 20.12, acetyl CoA stimulates gluconeogenesis in the fasted
state by activating pymvate carboxylase and inhibiring rhe pyruvate dehydrogenase
complex (directly by an inhibitory allosteric effect and indirectly through stimulation of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase; see p. 639); Iong-chain acyl-CoA esrers inhibit acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which lowers the level of malonyl CoA and permits
greater carnitine palmitoyltransferase I activity and fatty acid oxidation rates; fructose 6-phosphate inhibits glucokinase (indirectly by promoting its translocarion
from the cytoplasm to the nucleus); citrate, which is increased in concentratron as
a consequence of greater fatty acid oxidation, inhibirs 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase as
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Control of hepatic metabolism in the well-fed state
by allosteric effectors.

well as 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase (not shown); and NADH produced by fatty acid
oxidation inhibits TCA rycle activiry.
Allosteric effectors also regulate flux through metabolic pathways in nonhepatic tissues. Citrate, for example, probably seryes as a sensor of excess Juel availability in a number of tissues. Through is ability to act as a negative allosteric effector

for 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and a positive allosteric effector for acetyl-CoA carboxylase, citrate regulates flux througlr both glycolysis and fatty acid oxidation. The
latter effect is indirect, involving citrate activation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which
increases the level of malonyl CoA, a negative allosteric effector of camitine palmitoyltransferase I. Since glucose and fatty acid catabolism can both increase citrate
levels and both can be inhibited by citrate, cells are able to sense the amount of fuel
available for catabolism by their citrate level.
The malonyl CoA that is synthesrzed in the liver seryes as an intermediate in
fauy acid synthesis and also as a regulator of fatty acid oxidation via its negative allosteric effect on camitine palmitoyltransferase I. Malonyl CoA is also slnthesized
in a number of other tissues, for example, skeletal muscle and heart, but in these
tissues the only purpose for its synthesis is regulation of fatty acid oxidation at the
level of camitine palmitoyltransferase I. Steady-state levels o[ malonyl CoA are set
in nonhepatic tissues by the relative rates of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, a highly regulated enzyme, and malonyl-CoA decarboxylase, a newly discovered enzyme that
will probably also be found subject to tight regulation:
malonyl CoA

+

acetyl CoA

+

CO2

Although not shown in Figure 20.12, the concentration of cAMB an important allosteric effector in its own right, is also increased in concentration in liver during

I
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Control of hepatic metabolism in the fasting
state by allosteric effectors.

starvation. It functions as a positive effector of protein kinase A (also called cAMPdependent protein kinase), which, in tum, is responsible for changing the kinetic
properties of several important regulatory enzFnes by covalent modification, as
summar2ed next.

Covalent Modification Regulates Key Enzymes
Figures 20.13 and 20.14 point out the enzymes subject to covalent modification
that play important roles in switching the liver between the well-fed and starved
states. The regulation of enzymes by covalent modification has been discussed in
Chapters 10 and 14. Recall that E and O-P represent the nonphosphorylated and
phosphorylated states of an enz).rne, respectively.

P

Nonph

t
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Activity and state of phosphorylation of
en,zymes subject to covalent modification in
the lipogenic liver.
Dephosphorylated mode is indicated by tr. The
interconvertible enzymes numbered are: I, glycogen phosphorylase; 2, glycogen synthase; 3, 6phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose- 2,6-bisphosphatase (bifunctional enzyme); 4, pynrvare
kinase; 5, pynrvate dehydrogenase; and 6, acetylCoA carboxylase.

Cytosol

The important points are as follows: (t) enzymes subject to covalent modification
undergo phosphorylation on one or more serine residues by a protein kinase; (2)
the phosphorylated enzyme can be rerumed to the dephosphorylated srate by phosphoprotein phosphatase; (3) phosphorylarion of the enzyme changes its conforma-

tion and its caulytic activity; (4) some enzymes are active only in

the

dephosphorylated state, others onfy in the phosphorylated state; (5) cAMp is the
messenger that signals the phosphorylation of many, but not all, of the enzymes
subject to covalent modification; (6) ceUp acrs by activating protein kinase A; (7)
cAMP also indirectly promores phosphorylation of en4rmes subject ro covalent
modification by signaling inactivation of phosphoprotein phosphatase; (8) glucagon
and a-adrenergic agoniss (epinephrine) increase cAMP levels by activating adenylyl
cyclase; (9) insulin (see p. 9,1,f) opposes the action of glucagon and epinephrine, in
part by lorrering cAMP and in part by mechanisms independent of cAMP; and (I0)
the action of insulin in general promqtes dephosphorylation of enzymes subject to
covalent modification.
Hepatic enzymes subject to covalenr modification are dephosphorylated in
well-fed animals (Frgure 20.13). Although nor shown in this figure, phosphorylase
kinase is also dephosphorylated in this state. Insulin/glucagon rarios are high in
blood, and cAMP levels are low in liver. This results in low activity of protein kinase A and high activity of phosphoprotein phosphatase. Prorein kinase'A is responsible for phosphoryIation of glycogen synthase, glycogen phosphorylase (via
phosphorylase kinase), 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase
(bifunctional engyme), pyruvate kinase, and aceryl-CoA carbor<ylase. Although the
mitochondrial pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is not regulated by protein kinase
A, which is located exclusively in the cytoplasm, rhe phosphorylation sute of the
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex changes in parallef with the enzymes listed in Fig-
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FtcuRE 20.14
Activity and state of phosphorylation of enzymes subject to covalent modilication in
the glucogenic liver.
Phosphorylated'mode is indicated by O-P Numbers refer to the same enzymes as in Figure
20.I3.

ure 20.13. Since protein kinase A and pymvate dehydrogenase kinase are relatively inactive in the liver of the well-fed animal, the dephosphorylated states of all
of these enzymes prevail in the well-fed state. Three of the enzymes-glycogen
phosphorylase, phosphorylase kinase, and the fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase ac-

tivity of the bifunctional enzyme-are inactive when dephosphorylated. The others
are all active. As a consequence of the dephosphorylated state of these enzymes,
glycogenesis, glycolysis, and lipogenesis are greatly favored in the liver of the wellfed animal. On the other hand, the opposing pathways-glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, and ketogene5l5-a1s inhibited.

fu

shown in Figure 20.14, the hepatic enzymes subject to covalent modifica-

tion are in the phosphorylated mode in the liver of the fasting animal. Insulin is
low but glucagon is high in the blood, resulting in an increase in hepatic cAMP
Ievels. This activates protein kinase A and inactivates phosphoprotein phosphatase.
The net effect is a greater degree of phosphoryIation of the regulatory en4rmes than

in the well-fed state. In the starved state, three enzymes-glycogen phosphorylase,
phosphorylase kinase, and the fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase of the bifunctional
en-4/rne-are in the active catalytic state. All the other enzymes subject to covalent
modification are inactive in the phosphorylated mode. As a result, glycogenesis, glycolysis, and lipogenesis are shut down almost completely, and glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, and ketogenesis dominate.
Two additional hepatic enzymes, phenylalanine hydroxylase and the
branched-chain c-keto acid dehydrogenase complex, are also controlled by
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phosphorylation/dephosphorylarion. These enzymes catalyze rate-limiting steps in
the disposal of phenylalanine and the branched-chain amino aclds (leucine,
isoleucine, and valine), respectively. These enzymes are not included in Figures
20.13 and 20.14 because of special features of their control by covalent modification. Phenylalanine hydroxylase, a cyrosolic enz).,rne, is active in the phosphorylated
slate, and phosphorylation is stimulated by glucagon via prorein kinase A Phenylalanine acts as a posilive allosteric effector for the phosphorylation and activation
of phenylalanine hydroxylase by protein kinase A. The branched-chain a-keto acid
dehydrogenase complex, a mltochondrial multienz).ryne complex, is actlve in the dephosphorylated stare, with its acrivity derermined by the rela[ive acriviries of a
branched-chain a-keto acid dehydrogenase kinase and a phosphoprorein phosphatase. Branched-chain a-keto acids activate branched-chain a-keto acid dehydrogenase indirectly by inhibiring branched-chain a-keto acid dehydrogenase kinase Covalent modification of these enz),rnes provides a sensitive means for control
of the degradation of phenylalanine and the branched-chain amino acids. The clinical experience with phenylketonuria and maple syrup urine disease emphasizes
the importance of regulating blood and tissue levels of these amino acids Of note,
the artificlal swee[ener aspartame (NutrasweetrM) is N-aspartylphenylalanine
methyl ester. The amount in a liter of sweetened drinks may approach the amount
of phenylalanine normally obrained from the daily dler This is of no harm ro normal individuals but asparlame is a lhreat to phenylketonuria patients on a low
phenylalanine diet Phenylalanine and the branched-chain amino acids cannot be
synthesized in humans, making them essential amino aclds that must be available
continuously for protein slrrthesis. Thus the activities of phenylalanine hydroxylase
and the branched-chain a-kero acid dehydrogenase complex must carefully be controlled to prevent deplerion of body s[ores. Therefore the [issue requirements for
these amino acids supersede the phase of rhe srarve-feed cycle in establishing the
phosphorylation and activity state of these enz)rynes
Adipose tissue responds almost as drama[ically as liver to the starve-feed
cycle because i[ also contains enzymes subject to covalent modification. Pyruvate
kinase, the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, acetyl-CoA carboxylase, and hormonesensitive lipase (not found in liver) are all in the dephosphorylated mode in the
adipose tissue of the well-fed person. As in liver, the first three enz).,rnes are ac[ive
when dephosphorylated. Hormone-sensitive lipase is inactive when dephosphorylated A high insulin 1eve1 in the blood and a low cAMP concenrrarion in adipose
tissue are important determinants of the phogphorylation state of these en4.rnes,
which favors lipogenesis in the well-fed statgi'buring fasting, as a consequence of
the decrease in the insulin leve1 and an increase in epinephrine, adipocytes quickly
shut down lipogenesis and aclivare lipolysis. This is accomplished in large parr by
the phosphorylation of the enz)..rnes described above. In this manner, adipose tissue
is transformed from a fat storage tissue into a source of fatty acids for oxidation in
other lissues and glycerol for gluconeogenesis in the liver.
Conservation of glucose as well as three-carbon compounds that can readily be
conver[ed to glucose (lactate, alanine, py.nrvate) by the liver is crucial for survival
in the starved state. Cerlain cel1s, particularly those of the central nervous sys[em,
are absolutely dependent on a continuous supply of glucose. Tissues lhat can use
alternalive fuels invariably shut down their use of glucose and three-carbon precursors This is referred to as [he glucose-fatty acid cycle in recognition [hat increased availability of fatty acids for oxidation spares glucose in the starved rta[.. I
lnaclivation of the pyruvare dehydrogenase complex by phosphorylation is an importan[ feature of the glucose-fatty acid cycle. Thls occurs in skeletal muscle,
heart, kidney, and liver, but not in the central nervous sysrem, when the alternative
fuels (fatty acids and ketone bodies) of rhe srarved sra[e become abundanL. Acrivation of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase by products of rhe catabolism of the akernative fuels (acetyl CoA and NADH) is responsible for rhe grea[er degree of phosphorylation and therefore lower activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex.
Covalent modification, like allosteric effec[ors and substrate supply, is a short-
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term regulatory mechanism, operating on a minute-to-minute basis. On a longer
time scale, enzpe activities are controlled at the level o[ expressron.

Changes in Levels of Key Enzymes Are a Longer
Term Adaptive Mechanism
The adaptive change in enzyme levels is a mechanism of regulation involving
changes in the rate of synthesis or degradation of key enzymes. Whereas allosteric
effectors and covalent modification affect either the K* or V*"* of an en4rme,-this
mode of regulation involves the actual quantity of an enzyme in a tissue. Because
of the influence of hormonal and nutritional factors, there are more or fewer
en4lme molecules present in the tissue. For example, when a person is maintained
in a well-fed or overfed condition, the liver improves its capacity to slmthesize triacylglycerol. This can be explained in part by increased substrate supply, appropriate changes in allosteric effectors (Figure 20.11), and the conversion ofthe interconvertible enzymes into the dephosphorylated form (Figure 20.I3). This is not
the entire story however, because the liver also has more of those en4rme molecules that play akey role in triacylglycerol synthesis (see Figure 20.15). A whole
battery of enzymes is induced, including glucokinase, 6-phospho-1-fructokinase,
and plmrvate kinase for faster rates of glycolysis; glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, and malic enzyme to provide greater
quantities of NADPH for reductive synthesis; and citrate cTeavage en4rrne, acetylCoA carboxylase, fatty acid synthase, and Ae-desaturase for more rapid rates of
fatty acid synthesis. All of these enzymes are present at higher levels in the wellfed state because of an increase in the blood of the insulin/glucagon ratio and glucose. While these enzymes are induced, there is a decrease in the en4rmes that

Glucose

FIGURE 20.15
Enzymes induced in the liver of the well-fed individual.
Inducible enzymes numbered are: 1, glucokinase;2, glucose 6phosphate dehydrogenase; 3, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase; 4, 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase; 5, pynrvate kinase; 6, malic
enzyrrre;7, citrate cleavage enzyme; 8, acetyl-CoA carboxylase;
9, fatty acid synthase; and 10, Ae-desaturase.
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favor glucose synthesis. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, pyruvate carboxylase, fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase, glucose 6phosphatase, and some aminotransferases are decreased in amount; that is, their
synthesis is reduced or degradation is increased in response to increased circulating glucose and insulin.
In fasting, the en4rme patrern of the liver changes dramatically (Figure 20.16).
The enzymes involved in lipogenesis decrease in quantity, possibly because their
synthesis is decreased or degradation of these proteins is increased. At the same
time a number o[ enzymes (glucose 6-phosphatase, fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase,
phosphoenolpymvate carboxykinase, pyruvate carboxylase, and various aminotransferases) favoring gluconeogenesis are induced, making the Iiver much more
effective in synthesizing glucose. Starvation also induces p],ruvate dehydrogenase
kinase (not shown in Figure 20.16), the enzyme responsible for phosphorylation
and inactivation of the pymvate dehydrogenase complex, which prevents conversion of pyruvate to acetyl CoA, thereby conserving lactate, pyruvate, and amino acid
carbon for glucose synthesis. Induction of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I and 3hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase likewise increases the capacity of the liver
for fatty acid oxidation and ketogenesis, the former serving as the primary source
of the AfP needed for hepatic glucose synthesis. In addition, the en4rmes of the
urea cycle and other amino acid metabolizing enzymes such as liver glutaminase,

tlrosine aminotransferase, serine dehydratase, proline oxidase, and histidase are induced, possibly by the presence of higher blood glucagon levels. This permits the
disposal of nitrogen, as urea, from the amino acids used in gluconeogenesis.
The switches that control these long-term processes are becoming better
understood. A member of the nuclear receptor family, called the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor c(PPARc) is likely to serye as a receptor for fatty
acids, particularly in the liver, kidney, and heart. When the recepror binds fatty
acids, it is able to activate transcription of a number of genes involved in disposal
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FIGURE 20.16
Enzymes induced in the liver of an individual during

fasting.
The inducible enzymes numbered are: l, glucose 6-phosphatase; 2, fructose I,6-bisphosphatase; 3, phosphoenolpynxate carboxykinase; 4, pynrvate carborylase; 5,
various aminotransferases; 6, camitine palmitoyltransferase I; and /, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA slrrrhase.
Parallel lines intersecting arrow from pl,mvate to acetyl
CoA denote inhibition (due to phosphorylarion) of rhe
pymvate dehydrogenase complex due to induction of
pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase. Abbreviarion: FOX, farry
acid oxidation.
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of fatty acids, including enzymes of the peroxisomal, microsomal, and mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation sys[ems, apolipoprotein genes needed for export of triacylglycerol from the liver as VLDL, and enzymes of ketogenesis. In adipose tissue,
another isoform of PPAR, PPART is differentially expressed. When actlvated (perhaps by various fatty acid derivatives such as prostaglandins), it orchestrates the differentiation of pre-adipocytes to adipocytes. This increases the ability of the
adipocytes to store fatty acids. Another transcription flactor involved in this level of
con[rol is the steroid regulatory element binding factor (SREBP). When levels
of cholesterol fall, SREBB which is anchored ln the endoplasmic reticulum, is
cleaved by a protease, releasing the N-terminal fragment of the protein that acts as
a transcriptional activator of enzymes involved in sterol and fatty acid biosynthesis
such as AfP citrate lyase, fatty acid syrthase, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA sy.nthase, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase, squalene slrlthase, and the LDL
receptor. The level of SREBP is also modulated by insulin and carbohydrate intake
and probably controls the increase in fatty acid synthesis [hat accompanies longterm increased carbohydra[e intake.
These adaptive changes are clearly important in the starve-feed cycle, greatly
affecting the capacity of the liver for ils various metabolic processes. The adaptive
changes also influence the effectiveness of the short-term regulatory mechanisms.
For example, long-term starva[ion or uncontrolled diabetes decreases the level of
acetyl-CoA carboxylase. Taking away long-chain acyl CoA esters that inhibit this enz).ryne, lncreasing the level of citrate that activates this en4.,rne, or creating conditions that activate this en4.,rne by dephosphorylation will not have any effect when
the enz).rne is virtually absenr. Another example is afforded by the glucose intolerance of slarvation. A chronically starved person cannot effectively utilize a load
of glucose because of the absence of the key enzl,rnes needed for glucose metaboIism. A glucose load, however, will set into motion the induction of the required
enzyrnes and the reestablishment of short-[erm regulatory mechamsms

20.4 |- METABOLTC TNTERRELATTONSHTPS OF TISSUES rN
VARIOUS NUTRITIONAL AND HORMONAL STATES
Many changes that occur in various nu[ritional and hormonal states are varialions .on the starve-feed cycle and are completely predictable from what we have learned
about the cycle. Some examples are given in Figure 20.17. Others are so obvious
that a diagram is not necessary; for example, in rapid growth of a child, amino acids
are direc[ed away from catabolism and into protein synthesis. However, the changes
that occur in some physiologically important situations are rather subtie and poorly
understood. An example of the latter is aging, which seems to lead to a decreased
sensitivity of the major tissues of the body to hormones. The important consequence is a decreased abillty of the tissues to respond normally during the starvefeed cycle. Whether this is a contributing factor to or a consequence of the aging
process is not known

Staying in the Well-Fed State Results in Obesity and
lnsulin Resistance
Figure 20.17a illustrates the metabolic interrelationships prevailing in an obese per-

son. Most of the body fat of the human is either provided by the diet or slrrthesized in the liver and transported to rhe adipose tissue flor s[orage. Obesity is caused
by a person stayrng in such a well-fed state that stored fat does not get used up during the fasting phase of the cycle. The body then has no option other [han to accumulate fat (see Clin. Corr. 20.1).
Obesity almost always causes some degree of insulin resistance. Insulin
resistance is a poorly understood phenomenon in which the tissues fail to respond
to insulin. The number or affinity of lnsulin receptors is reduced in some patients;
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Metabolic interrelationships of tissues in various nutritional, hormonal, and disease
states.
(a) Obesity

others have normal insulin binding, but abnormal postreceptor responses, such as
the activation of glucose transport. fu a general rule, the greater the quantity of body
fat, the greater the resistance of normally insulin-sensitive cells to the action of insulin. Fat cells produce two hormones, tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-o) and a recently discovered protein called resistin, that appear responsible for induction of insulin resistance. fu a consequence of insulin resistance, plasma insulin levels are
greatly elevated in the blood of an obese individual. As long as rhe p cells of the pancreas produce enough insulin to overcome the insulin resistance, an obese individual
will have relatively normal blood levels of glucose and lipoproteins. The insulin resistance of obesity can lead, however, to the development of type 2 diabetes, as discussed next.

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Figure 20.I7b shows the metabolic interrelationships characteristic of a person with
type2 diabetes, which is also called noninsulin-dependent diabetes. In contrast to
type I or insulin-dependent diabetes, insulin is present in type 2 diabetes (see Clin.
Corr.20.7), with the problem being resistance ro rhe action of insulin along with
insufficient production of insulin by p cells to overcome the resistance. The majority of patients with type 2 are obese, and although their insulin levels often are high,
they are not as high as those of a nondiabetic but similarly obese person. The pancreases of these diabetic patients do not produce enough insulin to overcome their
insulin resistance. Hence this form of diabetes is also a form of B-cell failure, and
exogenous insulin will reduce the hyperglycemia, and very often must be administered to control blood glucose levels of noninsulin-dependent diabetic patients.,Hyperglycemia results mainly because of poor uptake o[ glucose by peripheral tissues,
particularly muscle. Whereas insulin normally stim-ulates translocation of intracellular vesicles bearing GLUT-4 (glucose transporrer isofqlm 4) to the plasma meqn-
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FIGURE 20.1 7 (continued)

(b) Noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(

brane, this is largely prevented in type 2 diabetes by resis[ance to insulin. Ketoacidosis iryefy develops in type 2 diabetes, which stands in conlrast to the clinical experience with type 1 diabetes, perhaps because enough insulin is present in type
2 diabetes to prevent uncontrolled release of fatty acids by lipolysis in adipocytes.
Hypertriacylglycerolemla is characteristic of type 2 diabetes but usually resulls from

Type 2 (Noninsulin-Dependent) Diabetes Mellitus
True 2 diabetes mellitus accounts for 80-90o/o o[ the diagnosed cases
ol diabetes. It also is called noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM) to differentiate it from lnsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM). lt usually occurs in middle-aged to older obese people.
Noninsulin-dependent diabetes is characterlzed by hyperglycemia,
often with hypertriglyceridemia and other features of sJndrome X (see

CIln. Corr 20 1). The ketoacidosis characteristic of the insulindependent disease is nol observed Increased levels ofVLDL are probably the result of increased hepatic triacylglycerol sy'nthesis stimulated
by hlperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia Insulin is present at normal
to elevated levels in this florm of the disease Obesity often precedes
the development of insulin-independent diabetes and appears to be
rhe major contributing factor. Obese patients are usually hJpennsulinemic Recent data impllcate increased levels of expression of tumor

necrosis factor

a

(TNF-a) and a new protein called resistin by

adipocytes of obese indlviduals as a cause of the resistance. The
greater the adipose tissue mass, the greater the production ol TNF-a
and resistin, which act to impair insulin receptor function An inverse
relationship between insulin levels and the number of insulin receptors has been established The higher the basal level of insulin, the
fewer receptors presen[ on the plasma membranes. In addition, there
are defects within insulin-responsive cells at sites beyond the receptor. An example is the ability of insulin to recmit glucose transporters

(GLUT-4) from intracellular sites to the plasma membrane As a coninsulin levels remain high, but glucose levels are poorly
controlled because of the lack of normal responsiveness to insulin A1though the insulin level is high, it is not as high as in a person who
is obese but not diabetic In other words, there is a relative deficiency
in the insulin supply from the B cells This disease is caused, therefore, not only by insulin resistance but also by impaired B-ce11 function, resultlng in relative insulin deficiency Diet alone can control the
disease in the obese diabetic. If the patient can be motivated to lose
weight, insulin receptors will increase in number, and the postreceptor abnormalities will improve, which will increase both tissue sensitivity to rnsulin and glucose tolerance. The tlpe 2 diabetic tends not
to develop ketoacidosis but nevertheless deveiops many of the same
complications as the insulin-dependent diabetic, that is, nerve, eye,
kidney, and coronary artery disease.
sequence,

I

Clin Intest
Kahn, B B and Flier, J S Obesity and insulin resistance
106:473,2000; Cavaghan, M K, Ehrmann, D. A, and Polonsky, K S lnteractions between insulin resistance and insulin secretion in the development of
glucose intolerance J Clin Invest 106329,2000; and Steppan, C M , Bailey,
S T, Bhat, S, Brown, E J, Banerjee, R R,Wright, C. M, Patel, H R, Shima,
R S, and Lazar,M A The hormone resistin links obesity to diabetes Nature
409:307,200I
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(c) Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
an increase in vLDL withour hyperchylomicronemla. This is mosr likely explained
by rapid rates of de novo hepatic s).rirhesis of fatty acids and vl-DL rarher than increased delivery

of fatty acids flrom rhe adipose

tissue

Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus

I or insulindependent diabetes mellitus (see Clin. Corr. 20.8 and 20.9). In conlrasr ro rype
Figure 20.17c shows the metabolic interreiationships that exisr in type

Type 1 (lnsulin-Dependent) Diabetes Mellitus
Type 1 or insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) was once called
juvenile-onset diabetes because ir usuaily appears in childhood or in
the teens, but it is not limited to these parients. Insulin is either absent or nearly absent in this disease because of defective or absent p
cells in the pancreas The p cel1s are destroyed by an auroimmune
process Untreated, type I diaberes is characterized by hyperglycemia,
hlperlipoproteinemia (chylomicrons and VI-DL), and episodes of severe ketoacidosis. Far from being a disease of defects in carbohydrate
metabolism alone, diabetes causes abnormalities in fat and protein
metabolism in such patients as well. The hyperglycemia results in part
from the inability of the insulin-dependent tissues to take up plasma
glucose and in part by accelerated hepatic giuconeogenesis from
amino acids derived from muscle protein. The ketoacidosis results
from increased lipolysis in the adipose rissue and accelerated fatty
acid oxidation in the liver. Hyperchylomicronemia is the result of low
Ilpoprotein lipase activity in adipose tissue capillaries, an enzyme dependent on insulin for its synthesis.

Although insuhn does nor cure the diabetes, its use markediy alters the clinical course o[ the disease. The injected insuiin promotes
glucose uptake by rissues and inhibits gluconeogenesis, lipolysis, and
proteolysis. The patient has the difficultjob of trying to adjust rhe insulin dose to a variable dietary intake and variable physical acrivity,
the other major determinant of glucose disposal by muscle Tight controi demands the use of several injectrons of insulin per day and close
blood sugar monitoring by the patient Tight control of blood sugar
has now been proved to reduce the microvascular complications of
diabetes (renaI and retinal drsease)

MA
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K The pathogenesis of insulin dependenr
Engl J. Med 331:1428,1994; Clark, C. M and Lee, D A
Prevention and treatment of the complicarions of diabetes mellitus N Engl
J

Atkinson,

diabetes mellitus.

and Maclaren,

N

Med 332:1270,1994; Luppi, P and Trucco, M lmmunolgical models of rype
I diabetes Horm. Res 52:1, 1999; and Kukreja, A and Maclaren, N K Autoimmunity and diabetes J ClLn Endocinol Metab 84:437I,1999
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Complications of Diabetes and the
Diabetes is complicated by several disorders that may share a common pathogenesis. The lens, peripheral nerve, renal papillae, Schwann
ce11s, glomerulus, and possibly retlnal capillanes contain two enz)Tnes
that constitute the polyoi pathway (the term polyol refers to polyhydroxy sugars) The first is aldose reducuse, an NADPH-requiring enzqe.It reduces glucose to form sorbitol Sorbitol is further metabo-

lized by sorbitol dehydrogenase, an NAD+-requirlng enzyme that
oxidizes sorbitol to fructose. Aldose reductase has a high K- for g1ucose; therefore this pathway is only quantitatively important during
hyperglycemia it is known that in diabetic animals the sorbitol content o[ 1ens, nerve, and glomerulus is elevated Sorbitol accumulation
may damage these tissues by causing them to swell. There are now
inhibitors of the reductase that prevent [he accumulation of sorbitol
in these tissues and thus retard the onset of these complications. This
is a very controversial area because differences in potency of the

lyol Pathway
inhibitors, experimental designs, and length of trials have resulted in
different studies reaching different conclusrons A recent metanalysis
concluded that these drugs slow the progression ol damage to motor
nerves, but they have not been shown to ameliorale the damage to
sensory nerves The latter is important because o[ the conditton
known as painful diabetic neuropathy involr'ing these nen'es.

Frank, R N The aldose reduclase contto\Iersy. Diabetes 43:169. 1994; King,
G L and Brownlee, M The cellular and molecular mechanisms o[ diabetic
complications Endocinol Metub Ain NorthAm 25)55.1996. Clark. C M
and Lee, D A Prevention and treatment of rhe complications o[ dtabetes melIitus N Engl J Med 33212.10, 1994; and Airey, M , Bennett, C \icolucci.
A., and Williams, R Aldose reductase inhibitors for the prevention and trealment of diabetic peripheral neuropathy. Cochrone Dotabdst S-tsr Rl:
CD002:I82.2000

2 di.abetes, there is a complete absence of insulin productlon by the pancreas in this
disease. Because of defective B-cell production of insulin, blood levels of j.nsulin do
nol increase i.n response to elevaled blood glucose levels. Even when dietary g1ucose is being delivered from the gut, the insulin/glucagon ratio cannol increase, and
the liver remains gluconeogeni.c and ketogenic. Since it is impossible to switch to
the processes of glycolysis, glycogenesis, and lipogenesis, the liver cannot properly
bufler'blood glucose levels. ]ndeed, since hepatic gluconeogenesis is conlinuous,
the liver con[ribules to hyperglycemia in the well-fed state Failure of some [issues,
especiaily muscle and adi.pose tissue, to take up glucose in the absence of insulin
because GLUT-4 remains sequestered within cel1s, contributes greatly to the hyperglycemia. Accelerated gluconeogenesis, fueled by substrate made avallable by tissue protern degradation, mainlains the hyperglycemia even in the stal-ved state
The absence of insulin in patients with type 1 diabetes mellirus results in uncontrolled rates of lipolysls in adipose tissue. This increases blood levels of fatty
acids and results in accelera[ed ke[one body production by the iiver. If ketone bodies are not used as rapidly as they are formed, diabetic ketoacidosis develops due
[o accumulation of ketone bodies and hydrogen ions. The pathway of fatry acid oxidation and ketogenesis canno[ handle the quantity of fatty acids taken up by liver.
The excess is esterified and directed into VLDL s)'rithesis Hypertriacylglycerolemia
results because VLDL is s1'nthesized and released by the liver more rapidly than
these particles can be cleared from the blood by lipoprotein lipase. The expression
of thls enzyme is dependenl on insulin, and as a resull, un[reated type 1 diabetics
often have hyperchylomicronemia In summary in diabetes every tissue conlinues
to play the catabolic role that it was designed to play in starvation, in spite of deIivery of adequate or even excess fuel from the gut. This results in a gross elevation
of all fuels in the blood wilh severe wasting of body lissues and ultimately in death
unless insulin is administered, hence the term "insulin-dependent": these patients
will dle if not given insuli.n

Aerobic and Anaerobic Exercise Require Different Fuels
is important to differentiate be[ween two distinct types of s1g16i5s-4srobic and
anaerobic. Aerobic exercise is exemplified by long-distance running, anaerobic exercise by sprinting or weight lifting During anaerobic exercise there is really very
little interorgan coopera[ion The blood vessels within the muscles are compressed
during peak contraction; thus their cells are isolated from the rest of the body. Mus-
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cle largely relies on its own stored glycogen and phosphocreatine. phosphocreatine
serves as a source of high-energy phosphate for ArP syrthesis (Figure 20.7) nndl

glycogenolysis and glycolysis are stimulated. Glycolysis becomes the primary source

of ATP for want of oxygen. Aerobic exercise is metabolically more interesting
(Figure 20.17d). For moderare exercise, much of the energy is derived from glycolysis of muscle glycogen. Thls biochemical fact is the basis for carbohydrate loading. Muscle glycogen content can be increased by exhaustive exercise that depletes
glycogen, followed by rest and a high-carbohydrate diet. Glucose uptake from the
blood is also increased as a consequence of translocation of GLUT-4 to the plasma
membrane, a process that occurs independently of insulin during exercise. There is
also stimulation of branched-chain amino acid oxidation, ammonium production,
and alanine release from the exercising muscle. However, a well-fed individual does

not store enough glycogen and cannot take up enough glucose to provide the
energy needed for running long distances. The respiratory quotient, the ratio of
carbon dioxide exhaled to oxygen consumed, falls during distance running. This
indicates the progressive switch from glycogen to fatty acid oxidation during a race.
Lipolysis gradually increases as glucose stores are exhausted, and, as in the fasted
state, muscles oxidize fatty acids in preference to glucose as the former become
available. The rate of fatty acid oxidation also increases as a consequence o[ a decrease in malonyl CoA concentration, which allows greater carnitine palmitoyltransferase I activity. A decrease in ArP due to the demand of muscle contraction
results in an increase in AMB a positive allosteric effector for AMP-activated protein
kinase, which in turn phosphorylares and inactivates acetyl-coA carboxylase. This,
along with an increase in long-chain acyl CoA esters, which are negative allosteric
effectors of acetyl{oA carboxylase, resul[ in a lower steady-state concentration of
malonyl CoA and therefore greater carnitine palmitoyltransferase I activity and fatty
acid oxidation. Unlike fasting, there is litrle increase in blood ketone body concen-

Adipose tissue

FIGURE 20.1 7 (continued)

(d) Exercise.
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tration during exercise. This may reflect a balance between hepatic ketone body
slrrthesis and muscle ketone body oxidation.

in Pregnancy Are Related to Fetal
Requirements and Hormonal Changes

Changes

The fetus can be considered as another nutrient-requiring tissue (Figure 20.17e).lt
mainly uses glucose for energy but may also use amino acids, lactate, fatty acids,
and ketone bodies. Lactate produced in the placenta by glycolysis has two fates:
part is directed to the fetus to be used as a fluel and the rest returns to the maternal circulation to establish a Cori cycle with the liver. Matemal LDL cholesterol is
an important precursor of placental steroids (estradiol and progesterone). During
pregnancy, the starve-feed cycle is perturbed. The placenta secretes a polypeptide
hormone, placental lactogen, and two steroid hormones, estradiol and progesterone. Placental lactogen stimulates lipolysis in adipose tissue, and the steroid hormones induce an insulin-resistant state. After meals, pregnant women enter the
starved state more rapidly than do nonpregnant women as a result of increased consumption of glucose and amino acids by the fetus. Plasma glucose, amino acids,
and insulin levels fall rapidly, and glucagon and placental lactogen levels rise and
stimulate lipolysis and ketogenesis. The consumption of glucose and amino acids
by the fetus may be great enough to cause maternal hypoglycemia. On the other
hand, in the fed state pregnant women have increased levels of insulin and glucose
and demonstrate resistance to exogenous insulin. These swings of plasma hormones
and fuels are even more exaggerated in pregnant diabetic women and make control
of their blood glucose difficult. This is important, as hyperglycemia adversely affects
fetal development.

Lactation Requires Synthesis of Lactose,
Triacylglycerols, and Protein
In late pregnancy placental hormones induce lipoprotein lipase in the mammary
gland and promote the development of milk-secreting cells and ducts. During

Adipose tissue
Muscle tissue
(e)

FIGURE 20.17 (continued)

(e) Pregnancy.
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lactation (see Figure 20.1U) the breast utilizes glucose for lactose and triacylglycerol synthesis, as well as its major energ)r source. Amino acids are taken up for
protein synthesis, and chylomicrons and VLDL are utilized as sources of fatty acids
for triacylglycerol synthesis. lf these compounds are nor supplied by rhe diet,
proteolysis, gluconeogenesis, and lipolysis must supply them, resulting eventually
in maternal malnutrition and poor quality milk. The lactating breast also secretes
a hormone with some similarity to parathyroid hormone (see p. 915). This hormone probably is important for the absorption o[ calcium and phosphorus from
the gut and bone.

Stress and lnjury Lead

to Metabolic Changes

Physiologrcal stresses include injury surgery, renal failure, burns, and infections
(Figure 20.179). Characteristically, blood cortisol, glucagon, catecholamines, and
growth hormone levels increase. The patient is resistant to insulin. Basal metabolic
rate and blood glucose and free fatty acid levels are elevated. However, ketogenesis
is not accelerated as in fasti.ng. For incompletely understood reasons, the intracellular muscle glutamine pool is reduced, resulting in reduced protein slmthesis and
increased protein breakdown. lt can be very difficuh to reverse this protein breakdown, although now it is common to replace amino acids, glucose, and triacylglycerol by infusing s'olutions of these nutrients intravenously However, these soIutions lack glutamine, tyrosine, and cysteine because of stability and solubility
constraints. Supplementation of these amino acids, perhaps by the use of more
stable dipeptides, may help to reverse the catabolic state better than can be accomplished at present.

Negative nitrogen balance of injured or infected patients is mediated by
monocyte and lymphocyte proteins, such as interleukin-I, interleukin-6, and

TNF-c

(see

clin. con. 20.I0).

These cytokines are responsible for causing fever as

well as a number of other metabolic changes. Interleukin-l activates proteolysis in
skeletal muscle. Interleukin-6 stimulates the synthesis of a number of hepatic proteins called acute phase reacrants by the liver. Acute phase reactants include fibrinogen, complement proteins, some clotting factors, and a2-macroglobulin, which
are presumed to play a role in defense against inlury and infection. TNF-o suppresses adipocyte triacylglycerol synthesis, prevents uptake of circulating triacylglycerol by inhibiting lipoprotein lipase, stimulates lipolysis, inhibits release of insulin, and promotes insulin resistance. These cytokines appear responsible for much
of the wasting seen in chronic infections.
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Liver Disease Causes Major Metabolic Derangements
Since the liver is centrai to the bodys metabolic interrelationships, advanced liver
disease can be associated with maj or metabolic derangements (Figure 20 .I7h) . The
most impor[ant abnormali[ies are those in the metabolism of amino acids. The liver
is the only organ capable of urea synthesis. In patients with cirrhosis, the liver is

CTINICAT CORRELATION

20.

1O

Cancer Cachexia
Unexplained weight loss may be a sign of malignancy, and weight loss
is common in advanced cancer. Decreased appetite and food intake
contribute to but do not entirely account for the weight loss. The
weight loss is largely from skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, with
relative sparing of visceral protein (1.e., liver, kidney, and heart). A1though tumors commonly exhibit high rates of glycoiysis and release
lactate, the energy requirement of the tumor probably does not explain weight ioss because weight loss can occur with even smail tumors. In addition, the presence o[ another energy-requiring growth,
the fetus in a pregnant woman, does not normally iead to weight loss.
Several endocrine abnormalities have been recognized in cancer patients fhey tend to be insulin-resistant, have higher cortisol levels,
and have a higher basal metabolic rate compared with controls
matched for weight loss. Two other phenomena may contribute to the
metabolic disturbances. Some tumors synthesize and secrete biologica11y active peptides such as ACTH, nerve growth factor, and insulinlike growth factors, whrch could modify the endocrine regulation of
energy metabolism. It is also possible that the host response to a
tumor, by analogy to chronic infection, includes release o[ inter-

leukin-I (IL-I), interleukin 6 (IL-6), and rumor

necrosis factor a
(TNF-a) by cells of the immune system TNF-a is also called cachexin
because it produces wasting. TNF-a and IL-I may act in a paracnne
fashion, as plasma levels are not elevated. They do induce the synthesis of IL-6, which has been detected in cachectlc patients' blood at
increased levels These cytoklnes stimulate fever, proteolysis, lipolysis, and the synthesis of acute phase reactants by the hver lt seems
likely that additional, as yet uncharacterized, cytokines play a role in
cancer cachexia, and that the mechanism for this phenomenon may
vary with different tumor types

B and Cerami, A, Tumor necrosis, cachexia, shock, and inflammation:
a common mediator Annu Rev. Biochem 57:1505, 1988; Tracey, K J and Cerami, A Tumor necrosis factor: a pleiotropic cytokine and therapeutic target
Beutler,

Annu. Re'v. Med. 45491,1994; Nitenberg, G and Ralmard, B Nutritional support of the cancer patient: issues and dilemmas Cit Re!. Oncol Hematol

34:137, 2000; Tisdale, M J Cancer cachexia: metabolic alterarions and clinica1 manifestations Nutrition 13:1, 1997; and Tisdale, M J New cachexic factors. Curr Opin Clin. Metab. Care 1:253, 1998
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(h) Liver

(h)

disease.

unable to convert ammonia into urea and glutamine rapidly enough, and the blood
ammonia level rises. Part of this problem is due to abnormalities of blood flow in
the cirrhotic liver, which inrerferes wit{ the intercellular glutamine cycle (see
p.898). Ammonia arises from several enzFdreactions, such as glutaminase, glutamate dehydrogenase, and adenosine deaminase, during metabolism in intestine
and liver, and from intestinal lumen, where bacteria split urea into ammonia and
carbon diodde. Ammonia is very toxic to the central neryous system and is a major
reason for the coma that sometimes occurs in patients in liver failure.
In advanced liver disease, aromatic amino acids accumulate in the blood to
higher levels than branched-chain amino acids, apparently because of defective hepatic catabolism of the aromatic amino acids. This is important because aromatic
amino acids and branched-chain amino acids are transported into the brain by the
same carrier system. An elevated ratio of aromatic amino acids to branched-chain
amino acids in liver disease results in increased brain uptake of aro?natic amino
acids. This may increase synthesis of neurotransmitters such as serotonin, which
may be responsible for some of the neurological abnormalities characteristic of
liver disease. The liver is also a major source of insulin-like growth factor I (IGFI). Cirrhotics suffer muscle wasting because of deficient IGF-I synthesis in response
to growth hormone. They also often demonstrate insulin resistance and may exhibit diabetes. Finally, in outright liver failure, patients somerimes die of hlpoglycemia because the liver is unable to mainrain the blood glucose level by gluconeoSenesE.

ln Renal Disease Nitrogenous Wastes Accumulate
In chronic renal disease, there are many abnormalities of nitrogen metabolism. Levels o[ amino acids normally nptabolized by kidney (glutamine, glycine, proline, and
citrulline) increase. Nitrogen end products, for example, urea, uric acid, and crea-

tinine, also accumulate (Figure 20.17i). This accumulation is worsened by high dietary protein intake or accelerated proteolysis."The fact that gut bacteria can split
urea into ammonia and that liver uses ammonia and a-keto acids to form nonessential amino acids has been used to control the level of nitrogenous wastes in renal
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(i)

patients Patients are given a diet high in carbohydrate, and the amino acid intake
is limited as much as possible [o essential amino acids. Under these circumstances,
the liver s)'nthesizes nonessential amino acids from TCA cycle intermediates. This
type of diet therapy may extend the time before the patient requires dialysis.

Oxidation of Ethanol in Liver Alters the NAD+/NADH Ratio
The liver is primarily responsible for the first two steps of the ethanol catabolism:

+ NAD+ --+ acetaldehyde (CHTCHO) + NADH + H+
(CH3CHO) + NAD+ + H2O -+ acetate (CH3COO-) + NADH + H+

ethanol (CH3CH2OH)
acetaldehyde

The first step, catalyzed by alcohol dehydrogenases in the cytosol, generates
NADH; the second step, caLalyzed by aldehyde dehydrogenase, also generates
NADH but occurs largely in the mitochondrial matrix space. Liver disposes of
NADH generated by these reactions by the only pathway it has available-the mitochondrial electron-transport chain. Intake of even moderate amounts of ethanol
generates too much NADH. Many enzymes, flor example, several involved in gluconeogenesis and fatty acid oxidation, are sensitive to product inhibition by NADH.
Thus, during alcohol metabolism, these pathways are inhibited (Figure 20.17j), and
fasting hlpoglycemia and the accumulation of hepatic triacylglycerols (fatty liver)
are consequences of alcohol ingestion. Lactate can accumulate as a consequence of
inhibition of lactate gluconeogenesis but rarely causes overt metabolic acidosis.
Liver mitochondria have a limited capacity to oxidize acetate to CO2, because

the activa[ion of acetate to acetyl CoA requires GTI a product o[ the succinyl-CoA
sl,nthetase reac[ion. The TCA cycle and, thereflore, GTP spthesis are inhibited by
high NADH levels during ethanol oxidation. Much of the acetate made from ethanol
escapes the liver to the blood. Virtually every other cell with mitochondria can
oxidize it to CO2 by way of the TCA cycle. Acetaldehyde, the intermediate in the
formation of acetate from ethanol, can also escape from the liver. Acetaldehyde is a
reactive compound that readily forms covalent bonds with functional groups of biologically important compounds. Formation of acetaldehyde adducts w.ith proteins

FIGURE 20.I 7 (continued)
Kidney failure.
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FIGURE 20.1 7 (continued)

(j)

Ethanol ingestion.

in liver and blood of animals and humans drinking alcohol has been demonstrated.
such adducts may provide a marker for past drinking acriyiry of an individual, just
as hemoglobin 41. has proved useful as an index of blood glucose control in diabetic patients.

ln Acid-Base Regulation, Clutamine Plays a Pivota! Role
Regulation of acid-base balance, like that of nitrogen excretion, is shared by the
liver and kidney Although complete catabolism of mosr of the amino acids derived
from proteins yields neutral products (CO2, H2O, and urea), this is not the case for
positively charged amino acids (arginine, lysine, and histidine) and sulfur-containing amino acids (methionine and cysteine); the metabolism of which result in
net formation of protons (acid). Although catabolism of negatively charged amino
acids (glutamate, aspartatte) results in net utilization o[ protons, this consumes and
therefore balances only part of the protons produced by catabolism of positively
charged and sulfur-containing amino acids. Therefore, in order for the body to remain in acid-base balance, the excess protons produced each day by catabolism of
proteins must be matched by an equivalent amount of base. The role of the kidney
in achieving this balance is critically imporrant. Glutamine, readily taken up by kidney cells, is deaminated by glutaminase to give glutamate, which is oxidatively
deaminated by glutamate dehydrogenase to give a-ketoglutarate, which is converted by en4rrnes of the TCA cycle to malate, which is converted by enzl,rnes of
to glucose. Summation of all steps reveals net production of gluimportantly, ammonium aid bicarbonate ions:
.
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FIGURE 20.1 7 (continued)

(h) Acidosis

glutamine

+ Ij 02 + 3H2O -+ ]

Glucose

+ 2HCO3- + 2NH4+

The ammonium ions are transported into the glomerular filtrate while the bicarbonate ions are transported into the blood to neutralize the protons produced by
amino acid catabolism:

HCO3- + H+

<-

H2CO3

=+

CO2

+

H2O

CO2 produced by this reaction is readily blown off in the lungs, thereby effectively
eliminating excess acid produced by amino acid oxidation. This mechanism assumes even greater importance in metabolic acidosis (see Figure 20.17h), a

condition in which much more acid is being produced in the body because some
metabolic process is out of control, for example, Iactic acid production by anaerobic glycolysis or B-hydroxybutyric acid production by ketogenesis. In metabolic acidosis the activities of renal glutaminase, glutamate dehydrogenase, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, and the mitochondrial glutamine [ransporter increase
and correlate with increased renal gluconeogenesis from glutamine. This is because
adaptive changes occur in the amounts of these enzyrnes in the kidney that greatly
increase the kidney's capacity for glucose synthesis from glutamine by the pathway
outlined above. The consequence is increased urinary excretion of ammonium ions
and greater generation of bicarbonate ion for neutralization of the acid that is being produced. The liver does its part in this situation by sy'nthesizing less urea,
thereby making more glutamine available for the kidney The opposite occurs in alkalosis; that is, urea sl.nthesis increases in the liver, and gluconeogenesis and ammonium ion excretion (and bicarbonate generation) by the kidney decrease.
An intercellular glutamine cycle is an i.mportant fleature of liver metabolism that
enables this tissue to play a central role in the regulation of blood pH. The liver is
composed of two types of hepatocytes, both of which are uniquely involved in glutamine metabolism: periportal hepatocytes near the hepatic arteriole and portal
venule and perivenous scavenger hepatocytes located near the central venule
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(Figure 20.18). Blood enters the liver by the heparic artery and porral vein and
leaves by way of the central

vein Glutaminase and urea cycle enzymes

are concen-

trated in the periportal hepatocytes while glutamine syrrthetase is found exclusively
in perivenous scavenger hepatocytes (see p. 784). Glutamine enters [he periportal
cells and is hydrolyzed to conlribu[e ammonium ion for urea s],nthesis. The bulk
of glutamine and ammonium nitrogen entering the liver leaves the liver as urea. The
perivenous cellular location of glutamine synthetase is important because some
ammonium ions escape conversion to urea. This enzyme traps much of this toxic
compound in the form of glutamine. Glutamine is released from the perivenous
scavenger cells into the blood where it circulates back to the liver and reenters the
glutamine cycle in the periportal hepatocytes. Thus, in liver, both donation of ama syrrthesi
f glutamine are imammoniu
much of the blood
he liver b
take (transport) by
hepatocytes and glutaminase activity are both inhibited by a decrease in blood pH
Carbamoyl phosphate slrrthetase of periportal hepatocytes is also less active when
the blood pH decreases, thereby limiting urea s)mrhesis This permits the perivenous scavenger cells to convert more ammonium ion to glutamine, which, along
with less uptake of glutamine by periportal cells, makes more gluramine available
for production of bicarbonate ion by the kidneys ro neuLralize the acid belng produced by an out of control metabolic process.

The Colon Salvages Energy from the Diet
Unlike the small intes[ine, which uses glutamine for its major energy source, the
colon u[ilizes short-chain fatty acids: butyrate, propionate, isobutyrate, and acetate (Figure 20.19) Ir obtains mosr of these fatty acids from the lumen of rhe
colon, where bacteria produce them by fermentation of unabsorbed dietary components. These short-chain fatty acids would otherw-ise be lost in sLool, so their use
by cells of the colon (colonocytes) represents a way of gaining as much energy from
Periportal hepatocyte

Perivenous hepatocyte

FIGURE 20.18

Intercellular glutamine cycle of the liver.
Abbreviations: GlNase, glutaminase; GS, glutamine s),nrherase; CPS, carbamoyl phosphate
slmthetase I, CP, carbamoyl phosphate; Cit, citrulllne; AS, argininosuccinare; Arg, arginlne;

Om, ornithine
RedrawnfromHaussinger,
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F!GURE 20.19

Bacterial fermentation generates fue] for colonocytes.

dietary sources as possible. If produced in excess of the needs of the coion, shortchain fatty acids pass into the portal blood for use by the liver. Interestingly, colonocytes can produce ketone bodies from butyrate, presumably releasing them into the
portai blood for use as fuel by extrahepatic tissues. When surgery is performed that
bypasses the colon (e.g., an ileostomy), some patients develop a form of colitis
called diversion colitis. ln some cases, providing enemas containing the shorrchain
fatty acids has healed the colitis.
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slrrthesis

wiil

take

precedence over amino acid catabolism.
the liver cannot accumulate amino acids
amino acids will undergo rransamination as rapidly as they are
delivered to the liver.
any amino acids in excess of immediate needs for energy must

be converted to protein.
amino acids can be catabolized only
diet.

if

they are presenr in rhe

In the early refed state:

A
B

the fatty acid concentration of blood rises.
liver glycogenolysis continues ro mainrain blood glucose levels.
C. liver replenishes its glycogen by synthesis of glucose 6phosphate from lactate.
D glucose being absorbed from the gut is used primarily for fatty
acid synthesis by the liver
E. amino acids cannot be used for protein s),nthesis.

rate o[ ketogenesis

C. hypoglycemia of

D

advanced starvation.
response of glycolysis to fructose 2,6-bisphosphate.

E. sorbitol slnthesis.
6. Conversion of metabolically important hepatic

enzymes from their
nonphosphorylated form to their phosphorylared form:
A. always activates the enzyme
B. is always catalyzed by a cAMP-dependent protein kinase
C. is signaled by insulin
D. is more likely to occur in the fasted than in the well-fed state
E. usually occurs at threonine residues o[ the protein.

7. Changing the level of enzpe acriviry by changing the number of
enzlme molecules:

A. is considerably

slower than allosteric or covalent modification

methods.

B.

may involve erlzyrrre induction.

C. may override the effectiveness o[ allosteric contro].
D. may be caused by hormonal influences or by changing the nutritional state.

E. all of the above

are correct.

3. Carnitine:

A.

B
C
D
E
4

is formed in all cells for therr owrr use.
is slnthesized directly from free lysine
formation requires that lysyl residues in protein be methylated
by 5-adenosylmethionine.
formation is inhibited by vitamin C.
is cleaved to 7-butyrobetaine.

as fuel

during aerobic exercise.

C.
D.

E.

uses Iargely glycogen and phosphocreatine in the aerobic stare.
causes a sharp rise in blood ketone body concentration
uses only phosphocreatine in the anaerobic state.

The largest energy reserve (in terms of kiiocalories) in humans is:

A

blood glucose.

C
D
E

In tlpe 2 (noninsulin-dependent) dlabetes mellitus:

glycogen.
muscle glycogen.

A. hlpertriglyceridemia does not occur.
B. ketoacidosis in the untreated state is always

adipose tissue triacyiglycerol.

C. B cells of the pancreas are no longer able to make any insulin
D. may be accompanied by high levels of insulin in the blood.

B. liver

5

Muscle metaboiism during exercise:

A. is the same in both aerobic and anaerobic exercise
B. shifts from primarily glucose to primarily fatty acids

muscle protein.

E.
Al1 of the following represenr conrrol of a metabolic process by
subs[rate avai]ability EXCEPT:
A. rncreased urea slmthesis after a high-protein meal.

severe weight loss always occurs

IO Glutaminase:

A. in renal

cells is unaffected by blood pH.

present.

euESroNS

B. in liver ls confined

B. citrulline

to pedvenous hepatocytes

C. requires AfP for the reaction it

D
E.

C. kidney

catalyzes.
is more active in liver in acidosis
in renal cells increases in acidosis

is a precursor for arginine s),nthesis by the kidney
in the sgrthesis of creatine for distribution

to muscle

tant nutritlonal problems, especially among children Both often occur in
developing countries when the child is weaned from breast milk Protein
malnutrition, kwashiorkor, occurs when the child is fed a diet adequate
in calories (mostly carbohydrate) but deficient in protein. Inadequate
caloric intake is called marasmus In kwashiorkor, insulin levels are high

E

Adipose tissue responds to low insulin/glucagon ratio by:
A dephosphorylating the interconvertible en4..rnes.
B. stimulating the deposition of fat
C. increasing the amount of pyruvate krnase.
D activation of hormone-sensitive lipase.
E stimulating phenylalanine hydroxylase.

for many cells
creatinine cleared

the kidney is the source of

by the kidney is

nitric oxide

generated from creatine

phosphate in muscle.

14. Muscle proteolysis releases branched-chain amino acids, among
others. Branched-chain amino acids:
can also be syrrthesized from alanine
B. can be catabolized by muscle but not liver
C. are the main dietary amino aclds metaboiized by intestine

A

and there is subcutaneous fat Children with low weight for height can
make a good recovery when properiy fed although those with the reverse
situation do not Children with marasmus lack subcutaneous fat

12 Which of the following would

OOf

uses arginine

D. arginine slrrthesized by

Questions 11 and 12: Protein and calorie malnutrition are two impor-

1I

I

D

promote phosphorylation of the branched-chain a-ketoacid

E

dehydrogenase complex
are a major source of nitrogen
duced in muscle

for alanine and glutamine pro-

Problems
15

favor gluconeogenesis in the fasted

state?

A.
B.

fructose I,6-bisphosphate stimulation of pyruvate kinase
acetyl CoA activation of pyruvate carboxylase
C citrate activation of acetyl-CoA carboxyiase
D. malonyl CoA inhibltion of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I
E. fructose 2,6-bisphosphate s[imulation of 6-phosphofructo-1-

30

kinase

Questions 13 and 14: Reyes qmdrome is a serious, but now rare, illness
of children. The use of aspirin by children with chickenpox was linked to
the development of the disease and parents are now warned not to give
aspirin to children with lnral infections. Reyes slrrdrome, which damages
hepatic mitochondria, is characterized by brain dysfunction (idtabillty,
lethargy and coma) and liver dysfunction (elevated plasma free fatty

Glucose
Used

g/h

20

acids, fatty 1iver, hlpoglycemia, hlperammonemia, and accumulation of

short-chain organic acids). Impairing mltochondria could impair fatty
acid oxidatlon, synthesis of carbamoyl phosphate and ornithine for
ammonia detoxication, and slmthesis of oxaloacetate for gluconeogenesis.
Pan of the therapy is administration of intravenous glucose, which,
among other things, reduces proteolysis in muscle and therefore produces fewer amino acids that must be eventually deaminated

13

A11

of the following statements about interorgan interactions

are

COilCCt EXCEPT:

A. ornithine for the urea cycle is slmthesized

from glutamate in the

kidney

4

a

12 16 20 24 2A 2 A 16
Hour
il-Days+

24

32

What metabolic and hormonal changes have occurred that account for
decreased giuconeogenesis in phase IV in the above diagram of the five
phases of glucose homeostasis in humans?

16 Why is the measurement o[ hemoglobin A.1. a better measure of a
diabetics blood glucose status than a daily blood glucose
measurement?

I nNswrns
l. A

A high K- means that a reaction will proceed slowly at 1ow concentration, whereas a 1ow K- means the reaction can be rapid
under the same circumstances Protein s,'nthesis requires only
that all amino acids be present Unless amino acids are in high
enough concentration, the liver does not catabolize them C: A
high K- requires a higher concentration of substrate for rapid
actrvlty.

2 C This is the indirect

pathway A: If any change, the concentration
would go down because of less lipolysis in the adipose tissue.

B: Glucose coming in from the gut provides blood glucose
D: Enzymatic capacity for fatty acid synthesis develops relatively slowly after refeeding. E: Amino acids can be used for

3. C

protein s),nthesis in this state
These trimethyllysines are released when protein is hydroiy'zed
A: Only liver and kidney have the complete s).nthetlc path\\'a).
B: Lysine must first be present in cellular proteln. D: There are
two hydroxylations that require this vitamin. E: This is a pre-

40
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The caloric content of adipose tlssue fat is more than 5 times as
great as that o[ muscle protein and almost 200 times as great as
that of the combined carbohydrates A: Blood glucose must be
maintained but is a relatively minor reserve. B, C: Glycolen is a
rapidly mobilizable reserve of energy but not a large one. E: protein can be used for energy, but that is not its primary role
Fructose 2,6-bisphosphare is an allosteric effector (acrlvates the
kinase and lnhibits the phospharase) of the enzqe controlling
glycolysis. A: After a high-protein meal, the intesrlne produces
ammonia and precursors of ornithine for urea s).nthesis B: Ketogenesis is dependent on the availability of fatty acids. C: This
represents lack of gluconeogenic substrates E: This leads to
complications in diabetes.
In the well-fed state, the insulin/glucagon ratio is high and

t2B

for gluconeogenesis.
13. A Kidney lacks the en4,,rne needed to convert glutamate to glutamate semialdehyde. B: This is rrue in both kidney and liver

t4E

cAMP levels are low. A: Some enzymes are active when
phosphorylated; for others the reverse is rrue B: This is rhe
most common, though not on1y, mechanism of phosphoryla-

tion C: Glucagon

signals the phosphorylarion of hepatic

enz),rnes by elevating cAMP E: The most common site for phos-

phorylation in metabolic enzlmes is serine.
Adaptive changes are examples of long-term control B, D:
Both hormonal and nurritional effects are involved in inducing
certain en4,rnes and,/or altering their rate of degradation C: If

7. E A:

there is little or no enzyme because of adaptive changes, a1losteric control is irrelevant This is important to keep in mind

B.

B

9. D

10.

E

11. D

in refeeding a starved person.
This is indicated by the drop in the respiratory quorienr.
A: Anaerobically exercised muscle uses glucose almost exclusively; aerobrcally exercised muscle uses fatty acids and ketone
bodies. D: Ketone bodies are good aerobic substrates so the
blood concentration does not increase greatly E: Phosphocreatine is only a short-term source of AfP
The problem is insulin resistance, not complete failure to produce insulin. A: Hypertriglyceridemia is characterisrlc. B: Ketoacidosis is common only in the insulin-dependenr r)pe. C: See
correct answer. E: Most patlents are obese and remain obese.
Glutaminase activity is elevated in the kidney during acidosis
as the first step in generation of bicarbonate for neutralization
of excess acid A: See prevlous comment. B: This is the site of
glutamine synthesis C: Glutamine synthetase requires ATp;
glutaminase catalyzes simple hydrolysis of glutamine to giutamate and ammonia. D: Less flux through liver glutaminase
during acidosis permrts gluramine to escape liver for use by the

kidney
A: Low insulin/glucagon ratro means high cAMP and, rhus,
high activity of cAMP-dependent protein kinase and prorein
phosphorylation. B, D: Phosphorylation activates hormone-sen-

sitive lipase to mobilize fat. C: cAMP works by srimulating covalent modification of en4rynes. E: This is a liver enz)..rne.
Pyruvate carboxylase is a key gluconeogenic enzlme A, E: Stimulation o[ these enz).,rnes stimu]ates glycolysis, opposing gluconeogenesis. C, D: Malonyl CoA inhibits transporr of fatty acids
into mitochondria for B oxidation, a necessary source of energy

15
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C: The reaction requires S-adenosylmethionine E: Creatinine is
thus a measure of both muscle mass and renal function.
When branched-chain amino acids are derived from muscle
protein, transamination transfers the nitrogen to alanine or g1utamine, which is transported to the liver and kidney.
A: Branched-chain amino acids are essential amino acids that
have to be supplied by the diet and cannot be si.nthesized from
other amino acids B: Muscle has high levels of the aminotransferases for branched-chain amino acids, whereas liver has
high levels of en4rmes for the catabolism of the branched-chain
a-ketoacids. C: intestine metabolizes severai dietary amino
acids but not these. D: Branched-chain ketoacids derived by
transamination o[ the branched-chaln amino acids inhibit the
branched-chain a-ketoacid dehydrogenase kinase and therefore
prevent phosphoryiation of the branched-chain a-keroacid dehydrogenase complex.
In phase I\{ most tissues are using primarily fatty acids and ketone bodies for fuel. The ketone body concentration is now
sufficiently high that rhey can enter the brain and supply a significant amount of energy. This reduces the requirement for
glucose The Iow insulin/glucagon rario srimulates lipolysis
and gluconeogenesis Increased fatty acid oxidation in liver increases the level of acetyl CoA and NADH High NADH a1losterically inhibits the tricarboxylic acid cycle and rhe accumulating acetyl CoA is converted [o kerone bodies. The low
insulin/glucagon ratio also decreases catabolism of muscle protein, which is the major source o[ substrate for gluconeogenesis. The decrease in gluconeogenesis conserves protein for a
longer period of time
A single measurement of glucose, even if taken daily, measures
blood glucose concentration only at that particular time Blood
glucose levels vary throughout the day with such things as food
intake, exercise, and emotionai state. Hemoglobln 41. results

from the nonenzlrnatic reaction between glucose and the aminoterminal valine of the p-chain of hemoglobin. The concenrration of hemoglobln A,1. is correlated with the average blood glucose concentration over a period oI severa] weeks (three months,
which is the lifetime of a red blood ce11).
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\,tanf i:f thc bitrchcn..ical re actror-r-s discussecL in Part IV occur in both prokaryotes ancl eukaryotes
i{ighcr organrsms. including hunrans, have clevcloped a varietlr oI specialized lunctions. ranging
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| OVERVIEW

Cells are regulated by many hormones, growth factors, neurotransmltters, and cer[ain toxins through interactions of these diverse ligands with their cognate receptors located at the cell surface. This collection of receptors is the major mechanism

through which peptide hormones and amino acid-derived hormones exert their
effects at the cellular levei. Another mechanism involves permea[ion of the cell
membrane by steroid hormones that subsequently interact with their intracellular
cogna[e receptors (see Chapter 22). These two sites, the plasma membrane and the
intracellular milieu, represent the principal locations of the initial interaction between ligands and cellular receptors and are diagrammed in Figure 2i.1. Polypeptide hormones and several amino acid-derived hormones bind to cogna[e receptors
in the plasma membrane. One exception is thyroid hormone, which binds [o a receptor that resides in the nucleus much iike certain steroid hormone receptors.
The hormonal cascade system is applicable to many, but not all, hormones. lt
begins with signals in the central nervous system (CNS), followed by hormone secretion by the hypothalamus and pituitary and, finally, interaction with an end [arget organ. In this chapter major pollpeptide hormones are summarized and the syrrrhesis of specific hormones is described. Synthesis of the amino acid-derived
hormones, epinephrine and triiodo-r-thyronine, is also outlined. Examples of
hormone inactivation and degradation are presented. The remainder of this chapter

HYPOTHETICAL CELL

Receptors for many
peptide hormones,
growth factors, and
amino acid-derived
h6rmones(epinephrine)

Other steroid
hormones
and their
related
receptors

Thyroid hormone
receptor
Cell membrane

Cytoplasm
Hormone

FIGURE 21.1

Diagram showing the different locations of
classes of receptors expressed by a target cell.

Specific steroid
(glucocorticoid)
hormone receptor
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focuses on receptors, signal transduction, and second messenger pathways. Receptor intemalization is described and examples of cyclic hormonal cascade systems
are introduced. Finally, a discussion of oncogenes and receptor function is presented.
In terms of receptor mechanisms, aspects of hormone-receptor lnteractlons are
presented with a brief mathematical analysis. Signal transduction is considered,
especially in reference to GTP-binding proteins. Second messenger systems discussed include cAMP and the protein kinase A pathway, inositol trisphosphatediacylglycerol and the Caz+-protein kinase C pathway, and cGMP and the protein
kinase G pathway These pathways are discussed in the context of representative
hormone action. Newly identified components of these signal transduction pathways are defined in terms of the kinase system(s) involved. ln addition, the insulin
receptor and its tyrosine kinase and second messenger pathways are considered.

21.2

I.

HORMONES AND THE HORMONAL
CASCADE SYSTEM

The definition of a hormone has been expanded over the last several decades. Hormones secreted by endocrine glands were originally considered to represent all of
the physiologically relevant hormones. Today, the term hormone refers to any substance in an organism that carries a signal to generate some sort of alteration at the
cellular level. Thus endocrine hormones represent a class of hormones that arise
in one tissue, or "gland," and travel a considerable distance through the circulation
to reach a Larget cell expressing cognate receptors. Paracrine hormones arise from
a cell and travel a relatively small distance [o interact with their cognate receptors
on another neighboring cell. Autocrine hormones are produced by the same cell
tha[ functions as the target for that hormone (neighboring cells may also be targets).
Thus we can classify hormones based on their radii of action. Often, endocrine hormones that travel long distances to their target cells may be more stable than autocrine hormones that exert their effects over very short distances.

Cascade System Amplifies a Specific Signal
For many hormonal systems in higher animals, the signal pathway originates in the
brain and culminates in the ultimate target cell. Figure 21.2 outlines the sequence

Environmenta.l or
internal signal

]
_J

____-_-______+

CNS
I

electrical-+hemical signal

f-Limbic system

l*-

*

",".,r,.",--chemicat

signal

releasing hormones (ng)

anterior pituitary trophic
hormone (pg)

FICURE 21.2

Hormonal cascade of signals from CNS to ultimate hormone.
The target "gland" refers to the last hormone-producing tissue in the cascade,

which is stimulated by an appropriate anterior pituitary hormone. Examples
would be thpoid gland, adrenal cortex, ovary and testes. Ultimate hormone
feeds back negatively on sites producing intermediate hormones

in the cascade

Amounts [nanogram (ng), microgram (pg), and milligram (mg)l represent
approximate quantities of hormone released.

I

Systemic effects

Redrawn Jrom Norman,

p38
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of events in this cascade. A stimuius may originate in the ex[ernal environment or
within the organism in this cascade. This signal may be transmilted as an electrical
pulse (action potential) or as a chemical signal or both. In many cases, but not all,
such signals are forwarded to the limbic system and subsequently ro the hypothalamus, the pituitary and the target gland that secreres the final hormone. This hormone then affects various target cells to a degree that is frequently proportional to
the number of cognate receptors expressed by that cel1. This may be a Lrue cascade
in the sense that increasing amounts of hormone are genera[ed a[ successive leve1s
(hypothalamus, pituitary and targe[ gland) and also because rhe half-lives of these
blood-borne hormones tend to become longer in progression from the hypothalamic hormone to the uhimate hormone. In the case of environmen[al stress, for
example, there is a single s[ressor (change in temperature, noise, trauma, etc.). This
s[ressor results in a signal to the hippocampal structure in the limbic system that
signals the hypothalamus to release a hypothalamic releasing hormone,
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which is usually secreted in nanogram
amounts and may have a t172 in the bloods[ream of several minutes. CRH travels
down a closed portal system to gain access to the anterior pituitary, where it binds
to i.ts cognate receptor in the cell membrane of corticotropic ce1ls and initiates a set
of metabolic changes resulting in the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) as well as B-lipotropin. ACTH, which is released in microgram amounrs
and has a longer t1y2 than CRH, circulates in the bloodstream until it binds to irs
cognate receptors expressed in the membranes of cells located in the inner layer of
the cortex of the adrenal gland (target gland). Here it affec[s me[abolic changes leading to the syrrthesi.s and release in24h of the ultimate hormone, cortisol, in multimilligram amounts and this active glucocorticoid hormone has a substantial \12
in blood. Cortisol is taken up by a wide variery of ce1ls rhat express varpng amounts
of the intracellular glucocorticoid receptor. The ultimate hormone, in [his case cortisol, feeds back negatively on cells of the anterior pituirary, hyporhalamus, and
perhaps higher levels to shut down the overall pathway in a process rhat is also mediated by the glucocorticoid receptor. At the target cell cortisol-receptor complexes
mediate specific transcriptional responses and the individual hormonal effects summa[e to produce the systemic effects of cortisol. The cascade is represented in this
example by a single environmental stimulus generating a series of hormones in
progressively larger amounts and with increasing srabilities, and by the ultimate
hormone that affects most of the cells in the body Many other systems opera[e similarly, there being different specific releasing hormones, anterior piruitary rropic
hormones, and ultimate hormones involved in the process. Clearly, the number of
target cells affected may be large or small depending on the distribution of receptors for each ultimate hormone.
A related system involves the posterior pituitary hormones, oxytocin and vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone), which are stored in the posterior piruitary bur are
si.rrthesized in neuronal cell bodies in the hypothalamus. This sysrem is represenred
in Figure 21.3; elements of Figure 2)..2 appear in rhe cenrral vertical pathway The
posterior pituitary system branches to the right from the hlporhalamus. Oxytocin
and vasopressin are synthesized in separate cel1 bodies of hlpothalamic neurons.
More cell bodies dedicated to s),nthesis of vasopressin are locared in the supraoptic
nucleus and more cell bodies dedicated to slrrthesis of oxytocin are localed in the
paraventricular nucleus. Their release from the posrerior pituitary gland along with
neurophysin. a stabilizing protein, occurs separately via speci[ic srimuli impinging
on each of these types of neuronal cel1s.
Highly specific signals dictate release of pollpeptide hormones along the cascade of this system Thus there are a var\ety of aminergic neurons (secreting
amine-containing substances iike dopamine and serotonin) that connect to neurons
involved in the syr.thesis and release of the releasing hormones of the hypothalamus. Releasing hormones are summarized in Table 2I.1. These aminergic neurons
fire depending on various types of internal or external signals and their activities

account for pulsatile release patterns of certain hormones, such as the go-
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Ultra

short
leedback
loop

Water
balance
(vasopressin,
i.e. antidiuretic
hormone)

FIGURE 21.3

Many hormonal systems involve the hypothalamus.
Cascade o[ hormonal signals starting wlth an external or interna] environmental signal This ls transmitted first to the CNS and may involve
components of the limbic system, such as the hippocampus and amygdala These structures innervate the hypothalamus in a specific region,
which responds with secretion of a specific releasing hormone, usually
in nanogram amounts. Releasing hormones are transported down a
ciosed portai system connecting the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary, bind to cell membrane receptors, and cause the secretlon of specific anterior pituitary hormones, usually in microgram amounts
These access the general circulation through fenestrated local capillaries and bind to specific target gland receptors. The interactions trigger
release o[ an ultimate hormone in microgram to milligram daily
amounts, which generates the hormonal response by binding to receptors in several target tissues In effect, this overall system is an amplifying cascade Releasing hormones are secreted in nanogram amounts
and they have short half-lives on the order of a few minutes Anterior

pituitary hormones are produced often in microgram amounts and
have longer half-lives than releasing hormones. Ultimate hormones
can be produced in daily mllligram amounts with much longer halflives Thus the products of mass X half-life constitute an amplifyng
cascade mechanism With respect to differences in mass of hormones
produced from hypothalamus to target gland, the range is nanograms

to miliigrams, or as much as one million-fold When the ultimate hormone has receptors in nearly every ce1l type, it is possible to affect the
body chemistry of virtually every ce1l by a single environmental signal.
Consequently, the organism is in intimate association with the external
environment, a fact that we tend to underemphasize. Solid arrows
indicate a secretory process. Long arrows studded with open or closed
circles indicate negative feedback pathways (ultra-short, short, and
long feedback loops)
Redrawn Jrom Norman,
Press, 1987, p 102

nadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), and the rhythmic cyclic release of other
hormones like cortisol.

Another prominent feature of the hormonal cascade (Figure 21.3) is the
negative feedback system operating when sufficiently high levels of the ultimate
hormone have been secreted into the circulation. Generally, there are three feedback

loops-the long feedback, the short feedback, and the ultra-short feedback loops. In the iong feedback loop, the final hormone binds a cogna[e receplor
in/on cells of the anterior pituitary hlpothalamus, and CNS Lo preven[ further elaboration of hormones from [hose cells that are involved in the cascade. The short

A
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Hypothalamic Releasing Hormonesu

Anterior Pituitdry
Releasing Hormone

CLINICAT CORRETATION
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.1

Testing Activity of the
Anterior Pituitary

Number of Amino
Acid,s in Structure

Thyrotropin-releaslng hormone (TRH)
Gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH)

Thyrorropin (TSH); can also
release prolactin (PRL) ex10

Releasing hormones and chemical analogs, par-

ticularly of the smaller peptides, are now routinely synthesized The gonadotropin-releasing hormone, a decapeptide, is avaiiable for
use in assessing the function of the anterior pituitary This is of importance w.hen a disease
situation may involve either the hyporhalamus, the anterior pituitary or the end organ
Infertility is an example of such a situation
What needs to be assessed is which organ is at
fault in the hormonal cascade Initiaily, the
end organ, in this case the gonads, must be
considered. This can be accomplished by injecting the anterior pituitary hormone LH or
FSH If sex hormone secretion is elicited, then
the ultrmate gland would appear ro be functioning properly Next, the anterior pituitary
would need to be analyzed. This can be done
by i v administration of syrrthetic GnRH; by
this route GnRH can gain access to the gonadotropic cel1s of the anterior pituitary and
ehcit secretion of LH and FSH Routinely, LH
levels are measured in the blood as a function
o[ time after the injection These levels are
measured by radioimmunoassay (RIA) in

the anterior pituitary ce1ls are not functioning
normally and are the cause of the syrrdrome
On the other hand, normal pituitary response
to GnRH would indicate that the hypothalamus was nonfunctional. Such a finding would
prompt examination of the hypothalamus for
condrtions leading to insufficient availabilitylproduction of releasing hormones Obviously, the knowledge of hormone structure
and the ability to syntheslze specific hormones

permit the diagnosis of these disease

Gonadotropin releaseinhibiting factor (GnRIF)
Corticotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH)
Arginine vasopressin

2159; and Conn, P

M

12.2 kDa molecular
weight

LH and FSH release inhibited

41

ACTH, B-lipotropin (B-LPH),
and some B-endorphin
Stlmulates CRH action ln

(AVP)

Angiotensln

ACTH release

II (AII)

Stimulates CRH action in

ACTH release; releases
ACTH weakly
Somatocrinin (GRH)

44

Growth hormone (GH)

Somatostarin (GIH)

t4

GH release lnhlbited

release

Hypothalamic gastrinreleasing pepride

Prolactin-releasing factor

Inhibits release o[ GH and
PRL
Releases

prolactin (PRL)

(PRF)

Prolactin release-inhibiting
factor (PIF)

Evidence that a new peptide
may inhibit PRL release; dopamine also inhibits PRL release and was thought to
be PIF for some time; dopamlne may be a secondary
PIF: oxytocin may inhibir
PRL release

oMelanocyte-stimulating

hormone (MSH) is a major product ol the pars inrermedia (Figure 21 5) in
the rat and is under the control of aminergic neurons Humans may also secrere a-MSH from pars intermedia-like cells ahhough this srrucrure is anatomically indistinct in rhe human

feedback loop is exemplified by the pituitary hormone that feeds back negatively
on the hypothalamus operating through a cognare receptor. ln ulrra-short feedback
loops the hypothalamic releasing factor feeds back at the level ol the hypothalamus
to inhibit further secretion of this releasing factor. These mechanisms provide right
controls on the operation ol rhe cascade, responding to stimulaling signals as well
as negatlve feedback, and render this system highly responsive to the hormonal milieu Clinical Correlation 21 1 descnbes approaches for testing the responsiveness
of the anterlor pituirary gland

states

Marshall, J C and Barkan, A L Disorders o[ the
hypothalamus and an[erior pituitary In: W Kelley
(Ed ), Internal Medicine N ew York: Lippincou, 1 989,

p

pedmentally
Luteinizing and folliclestimulating hormones (LH
and FSH) from the same cell
tlpe; leukotrlene Ca (LfCa)
can also release LH and
FSH by a different mechanlsm

which radioactive LH or hCG is displaced from
binding to an LH-binding protein by LH in the
serum sample. The extent of the competitlon

is proportionai to the amount of LH in the
serum In thls way a progress of response is
measured that will be within normal limits or
clearly deficient If the response is deficient,

Hormone Releaseil
or Inhibited.

The molecular basis ofgonadotropin-releasing hormone action. End ocr. Rey.
7:3, 1986

Polypeptide Hormones of the Anterior Pituitary
Polypeptide hormones of the anterior pituirary are shown in Figure 21 4 with their
controlling hormones from the hypothalamus. The major hormones of the ante-

rior pituitary are growrh hormone (GH), thyrorropin or thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TSH), adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), B-liporropin (B-LTH),
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Hypopituitarism
The hypothalamus is connected ro the anterior pituitary by a delicate
stalk that contains the portal system through which releasing hormones, secreted from the hypothalamus, gain access to the anterior
pituirarl, cells In the cell membranes of these cells are specific receptors for releasing hormones. In most cases, drfferent cel1s express
different releasing hormone receptors The connection between the
hlpothalamus and anterior pitultary can be disrupted by trauma or
tumors. Irauma can occur in automobile accidents or other local
damaging events that may result in severing of the stalk and preventing the releasrng hormones from reaching their target anterior pituitary
cells. When this happens, rhe anrerior pituitary cells no longer have
their signaling mechanism for the release of anterior pltuitary hormones ln the case of tumors of the pituitary gland, a1i of the anterior
pituitary hormones may not be shut off to the same degree or the secretlon of some may disappear sooner than others In any case, i[ hypopituitarism occurs this condition may result in a life-threatening
situation in which the clinician must determine the extent of loss of

pituitary hormones, especially ACTH. Posterlor pituitary hormonesoxytocin and vasopressin-may also be lost, precipitating a problem
of excessive urination (vasopressin deficiency) that must be addressed
The usual therapy involves administration of the end organ hormones, such as thyroid hormone, cortisol, sex hormones, and progestin; with female patients it is also necessary to maintaln the ovarian
cycle These hormones can easily be administered in oral form Growth
hormone deficiency is not a problem in rhe adult bur would be an
important probiem in a growing child. The patient musr learn to anticrpate needed increases of cortisol in the face o[ stressful situations
Fortunately, these patients are usually maintained in reasonably good

condition

J C and Barkan, A L Drsorders of the hlporhalamus and anrerior
pituitary In: W N Kelley (Ed ).InternalMedicine New York: Lippincou, 1989,
p )159 and Robinson, A G Disorders o[ rhe postenor pituirary In: W N
Kelley (Ed ), Intemol Medicine New York: Lippincou, 1989 , p 2172
Marshall,

B-endorphin ([rom pars intermedia-like cells), a-MSH (from pars inrermedia-like
cells), B-MSH (from pars inrermedia-like cells), cor[icotropin-1ike intermediary
peptide (CLIP, from pars inrermedia-like cells), prolactin (pRL), follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), and luteinizing hormone (LH). A11 are single polypeptide
chains, except TSH, FSH, and LH, which are dimers thar share a similar or identical a subunit since the intermediate lobe in humans is rudimentary, the circulating levels of free a- and B-MSH are relarii,ely low. It is of inreresr, particularly
in the human, that MSH receptors recognize and are activated by ACTH, since rhe
first I3 amino acids of ACTH contain the a-MSH sequence. For this reason, ACTH
may be an importan[ contributing factor to skin pigmentation and may exceed the
importance of MSH, especially in conditions where the circulating level of ACTH
ls high. The clinical consequences of hypopiruirarism are presenred in Clini.cal
Correlation 21.2.

21s I MAJOR poLypEpTlDE HORMoNES AND
THEIR ACTIONS

since cellular communication is so specific, it is not surprising that there are alarge
number of hormones in the body and that new hormones contlnue to be discovered Limitations of space permit a summary of only a few of the well-characterized
hormones. Table 21.2 presenrs some major polypeptide hormones and their actions. Inspection of Table 2L.2 shows that many hormones cause release o[ other
substances, some of which may themselves be hormones. This is particularly the
case for hormonal systems that are included in cascades like that presented in
Figures 21 2 and 21.3 other activities of receptor-hormone complexes located in
cell membranes are to increase the flux of ions into cells, particularly calcium ions,
and to activale or suppress activities of enz).mes in contact with the receptor or a
transducing protein with which the recepror inleracts. Examples of these kinds of
activities are discussed later in this chapter. In the functioning of most membranereceptor complexes, stimulation of enz)"rnes or flux of ions is followed by a chain
of events, which may be descri.bed as i.ntracellular cascades, during which a high
degree of amplificarion is obtained

MAJoR

TABLE 21

.2

polypEprDE HoRMoNES AND THEIR ACTToNS

I er:

lmportant Polypeptide Hormones in the Body and Their Actions"

Hlpothalamus

Action

Hormone

Source

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH)
Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
Growth hormone-releasing hormone or somato-

Acts on thl,rotrope to release TSH
Acts on gonadotrope to release LH and FSH
from the same cell
Acts on somatotrope to release GH

cnnin (GRH)
Growth hormone release inhibiting hormone or

Acts on somatotrope to prevent release o[ GH

somatostatin (GIH)
Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH)
Vasopressin is a helper hormone to CRH in reIeasing ACTH; angiotensin Il also stimulates
CRH action in releasing ACTH
Prolactin-releasing factor (PRF) (not well estab-

Acts on corticotrope to release ACTH and B-

liptropin

Acts on lactotrope to release PRL

Iished)

Prolactin release inhibiting factor (PIF) (not well
established may be a peptide hormone under
control of dopamine or may be dopamine

Acrs on lactotrope to inhibit release of PRL)

itself)
Anterior pituitary

Thy,rotropin (TSH)
Luteinizing hormone (LH) (human chorionic gonadotropin, hCG, is a similar hormone from
the placenta)
Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)

Growth hormone (GH)
Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)

p-Endorphin
Prolactin (PRL)

Melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH)
Ultimate gland hormones

Insulin-iike growth factors (IGF)
Thyroid hormone

(T+

/T:.) (amino acid-derived

hormone)

Opioid peptides

Inhibin

Corticotropin-like intermediary peptide (CLIP)

Acts on thltoid follicle cells to bring about release of T+(Ta)
Acts on Leydig cells of testis to increase testosterone synthesis and release; acts on corpus Iuteum of ovary Lo increase progesterone production and release
Acts on Sertoli cells of seminiferous tubule to increase proteins in sperm and other proteins;
acts on ovarian follicles to stimulate maturation of ovum and production of estradiol
Acts on a variety of cel1s to produce lGFs (or somatomedins), cell growth, and bone sulfation
Acts on cells in the adrenal gland to increase
cortiso'l production and secretion
Acts on cells and neurons to produce analgesic
and other effects
Acts on mammary gland to cause differentiation
of secretory cells (with other hormones) and
to stimulate synthesis of components of milk
Acts on skin cells to cause the dispersion of melanin (skin darkening)
Respond to GH and produce growth effects by
stimulating cel1 mitosis
Responds to TSH and stimulates oxidadon in
many cells
May derive as breakdown products of 7-lipotropin
or p-endorphin or from specific gene
products; can respond to CRH or dopamine
and may produce analgesia and other effects
Responds to FSH in ovary and in Sertoli ceil;
regulates secretion of FSH from anterior pituitary. Second form of inhibin (activin) may
stimulate FSH secretion
Derives from intermediate pituitary by degradation of ACTH; contains B-cell tropin actMty,
which stimulates insulin release from B cells

in presence of glucose
(continued)
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TABLE 21

.2

(continued)

Source

Hormone

Peptide hormones re-

sponding to other signals
than anterior pituitary hor-

Action

Arginine vasopressin (AVP; antidiureric hormone, ADH)

Responds to increased activity

Oxytocin

Responds to suckling reflex and estradiol;

in osmoreceptor,

which senses extracellular [Na+]; increases
water reabsorption from distal kidney tubule

mones
causes

milk "let down" or ejection in lactating
in uterine contractions of la-

female, involved

bor; luteolytic factor produced by corpus lu-

B Cells of pancreas respond
to glucose and other
blood constituents to release insulin
a Cells of pancreas respond to low levels of glucose and falling serum
calcium
Derived from protein
by actions of renin
and converting enzpe

Insulin

teum; decreases steroid synthesis in testis
Increases [issue utilization of glucose

--

Glucagon --:..

Decreases tissue

utilization o[ glucose to elevate

blood glucose

Angiotensin

lI

and

III (AII

and AIII)

Renin initiaily responds to decreased blood volume or decreased [Na+] in the macula densa
of the kidney AII/AIII stimulate outer layer
of adrenal cortex to slrrthesize and release
aldosterone

Released

from heart atria in

Atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) or arriopeptin

Acts on outer adrenal cells to decrease aldosterone release; has other effects also

Bradykinin

Modulates extensive vasodilation resulting in hypotenslon
Effects on gut; may have neurotransmi[ter

response to hypovolemia;
regulated by other hormones
Generated from plasma, gut,

or other tissues
Hypothalamus and intestinal

Neurotensin

mucosa

actrons

Hypothalamus, CNS, and in-

Substance P

testine
Nerves and endocrine cells

Bombesin

Pain transmitter, increases smooth muscle contractions of the GI tract
Increases gastnc acid secretion

of gut; hypothermic
hormone
Cholecystokinin (CCK)
Stomach antrum
Duodenum at pH values beIow 4.5
Hypothalamus and GI tract

Vasointestinal peptide (VIP)

Kidney

Erythropoietin

Ovarian corpus luteum

Relaxin

Gas[rin
Secretin

Stimulates gallbladder conrraction and bile flow;
increases secretton ol pancreatic enzlmes
Increases secretion of gastric acid and pepsin
Stimulates pancreatic acinar cells ro release bicar-

bonate and water to elevate duodenal pH
Acts as a neurotransmitter in peripheral autonomic neryous system; relaxes vascular
smooth muscles, increases secretion of water and
eiectroiytes from pancreas and gut
Acts on bone marrow for terminal differentiation
and initiates hemoglobin s),nthesis
Inhibits myometrial contractions; its secretion increases

Human placental lactogen (hPL)
Salivary gland

Epidermal growrh facror

Thlrmus

Thl.rnopoietin (o-thi.rnosin)

during gestation

Acts like PRL and GH because of large amount
of hPL produced
Stimulates proliferations of cells derived from ectoderm and mesoderm together with serum;
inhibits gastric secretion
Stimulates phagocytes, stimulares differenriation
of precursors into immune competent T cells
(continued)
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I ets

(continued)

Action

Hotmone

Source

Parafollicular C cells of thyroid gland
Parathyroid glands

Calcitonin (CT)

Lowers serum calcium

Parathyroid hormone (PTH)

Stimulates bone resorption; stimulates phosphate
excretion by kidney; raises serum calcium levels

Endothelial cells of blood

Endothelin

Vasoconstriction

vessels
Source: Part

of this table is reproduced from Norman,

AW

and Litwack,

G

Hormones Orlando, FL: Academic Press, 1987

oThis

is only a partial list oI polypeptide hormones in humans TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone or thy,rotropin; LH, luteinizing hormone; FSH, folliclestimulating hormone; GH, growrh hormone; ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone; PRL, prolactin; Ta, thyroid hormone (also T:); IGE insulinlike growth factor
For the releasing hormones and for some hormones in other categodes, the abbreviation may contain "H" at the end when the hormone has been well characterized, and "F" in place o[ H to refer to "Factor" when the hormone has not been well characterized. Names of hormones may contain "troprc" or "trophic" endings; tropic is mainly used here Tropic refers to a hormone generating a change, whereas trophic refers to growth promotlon Both terms can refer to the same
hormone at different stages of development Many of these hormones have effects in addition to those listed here.

21.4

AND FORMATTON OF
.| GENES
POLYPEPTIDE HORMONES

Genes for pol)?eptide hormones contain the coding sequence for the hormone and
[he con[rol elements upstream of the struclural gene. In some cases, more than one

hormone is encoded in a gene. One exampie is proopiomelanocortin, a protein
hormone precursor that encodes the following hormones: ACTH, B-lipotropin, and
other hormones like 7-lipotropin, 7-MSH, a-MSH, CLIB p-endorphin, and potentially B-MSH and enkephalins. Oxytocin and vasopressin are each encoded on separate genes together with information for each respective neurophysin, a protein
that binds to the completed hormone and stabilizes it.

Proopiomelanocortin ls a Precursor
Polypeptide for Eight Hormones
Proopiomelanocortin, as schematized in Figure 21.5, generates at least eight hormones from a single gene product. All products are not expressed simultaneously
in a single cell t1pe, but occur in separate cells based on their content of specific
pro[eases required [o cleave the propeptide, specific metabolic controls, and the
presence of different positive regulators. Thus, while proopiomelanocortin is expressed in both the corticotropic cell of the anterior pituitary and the pars intermedia cell, the stimuli and products are different as summarized in Table 21.3. The
pars intermedia is a discrete ana[omical structure ]ocated between the anterior and
posterior pituitary in the rat (Figure 21.6). ln the human, however, Lhe pars intermedia is not a discrete anatomical structure, although the cell type may be present
in the equivalent location.

Many Polypeptide Hormones Are Encoded by a Single Cene
Other genes encoding more than one peptide are the genes for vasopressin and oxytocin and their accompan).,1ng neurophysins, products that are released from the
pos[erior pituitary upon specific stimulation. ln much the same manner that ACTH
and BJipotropin (B-LPH) are split out of the proopiomelanocortin precursor peptide, so are the products vasopressin, neurophysin II, and a glycoprotein of as yet
unknown function split out of the vasopressin precursor. A similar situation exists
for oxytocin and neurophysin I (Figure 21.7).
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Proopiomelanocortin (POMC) gene

3'mRNA

3456
Signal
peptide

I
7

I

67I

4

i

ACTH

7-MSH

plipotropi

ll
Y
I

a-MSH cl

ot
lp

Products in the corticotrophic cell ol
the anterior pituitary under control ol
CRH (AVP, Angiotensin il.)

r -lipotropin

I,

p

-endorphin

Products in t e intermediary pituitary
gland under ontrol ol norepinephrine

++

IIp-MSH

Met-enkephalin

FIGURE 21.5

Proopiomelanocortin is a polypeptide product encoded by a single gene.
The dark vertical bars represent proteolytic cleavage sites for specific cell of the anterior piruitary is under the posltive control of the CRH
enz)rmes. The cleavage sites are Arg-Lys, Lys-Arg, or Lys-Lys. Some
and its auxiliary helpers, arginine vasopressin (AVp) and angiotensin
specificity also may be conferred by neighboring amino acid residues. II. AVP by itself does nor release ACTH but enhances the action of
In the corticotrophic cell o[ the anterior pituitary enz)rrnes are present CRH in this process. The products of the intermediary pituitary a_
that cleave at sites 3 and 5, releasing the major products, ACTH and
MSH, CLIP (corticotropin-like intermediary peptide), 7-liporropin,
B-lipotropin, into the general circulation. In the pars intermedia, espe- and p-endorphin, are under the positive .oni.ol of ,ror.pinephrine,
cially in veilebrates below humans, these products are further cleaved rather rhan CRH, for release. Obviously rhere musr exisidiff;rent proat major sites 4, 6, and 7 to release a-MSH, CLIP, 7-lipotropin, and pteases in these different ceil types in oider ro generare a specific ariay
endorphin into the general circulation. Some B-lipotropin arising in
of hormonai products. B-Eniorphin also coniins a pentapeptide,
the corticotroph may be further degraded to form p-endorphin These enkephalin, which potentially could be released ut ,o-. point (hydroltwo cell types appear to be under separate controls. The corticotrophic ysis at g).

\y'assp1sssin and neurophysin II are reieased by the activity of
baroreceptors
- osmoreceptors, which sense a fall in blood pressure or a rise in ex[racellular
and
sodium ion concentration, respectively Generally, oxytocin and neurophysin I are
released from the pos[erior pituitary by the suckling response in lactating females

or by other stimuli mediated by a specific cholinergic mechanism. oxytocin-

neurophysin I release is triggered by injection of estradiol. Release of vasopressinneurophysin II is stimulated by administration of nicotine. The two separate and
specific releasing agents, estradiol and nicotine, prove that oxytocin and vasopressin, together with their respective neurophysins, are synthesized and released

TABIE

21.3

Summary of Stimuli and Products of
Proopiomelanocortinu

Cell type

Corticotroph

Stimulus

CRH (+)
(Cortisol

Auxiliary

AVB

stimulus
Major products

ACTH,

Pars intermedia

Dopamine (-)
Norepinephrine

(-))

(*)

AII

B-lipotropin

a-MSH,

(p-endorphin)

CLI

TJipotropin,
p-endorphin

"CRH, cortrcotropin-releasing hormone; AVf; arginine vasopressin; AII, angiotensin 1I; ACTH, adrenocorticotropln; a-MSH, a melanocyte-stimulating
hormone; CLIII corticotropinlike intermediary pepride
Note: Although there are pars tntermedia cells
they do not represent a disrinct lobe.

in the human piruitary

g1and,
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lnterneurons

Cell bodies ol
neurons that
synthesize releasing
hormones

Hypothalamic
releasing hormones
Primary plexus of closed
portal system; releasing
hormones enter through
lenestrations.

FIGURE 21.6
Secondary plexus;
releasing hormones
exit through fenestrations to
reach pituitary cells

General
circulation

ANTERIOR PITUITARY
Anterior pituitary cells
secrete hormones into
secondary plexus through
fenestrations and ultimately
into the general circulation

POSTERIOR PITUITARY
Pars intermedia
(not demarcated
in humans)

The hypothalamus with nuclei in various locations in
which the hypothalamic releasing hormones are synthesized.
Shown is the major vascular network consisting of a primary plexus where releasing hormones enter its circulation through fenestrations and the secondary plexus in
the anterior pituitary where the releasing hormones are
transported out of the circulation, again through fenestrations, to the anterior pituitary target cells. Also shown are
the effects of the hlpothalamic releasing hormones causing the secretion into the general circulation of the ante-

rior pituitary hormones.
Adapted

General circulalion

Prepro-vasopressin

Prepro-oxytocin

NH,

-

Signal
peptide

Oxytocin

I-ov

Neurophysin

I

I

I

Hs

FICURE 21.7
Prepro-vasopressin and prepro-oxytocin.
Proteolytic maturation proceeds from top to bot.tom for each precursor. The organization of
the gene translation products is similar in either case except that a glycopeptide is included
on the proprotein of vasopressin in the C-terminal region. Orange bars of the neurophysin
represent conserved amino acid regions; gray bars represent variable C and N termini.
Redrawn with permtsston Jrom Richter,

D

from Norman,

A

W and Lttwach, G Hormones. New

Yorh: Academic Press, 1987,

Trends Biochem Sct

8

:27
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Peptide F

Poptide

E

FIGURE 21.8

Model of enkephalin precursor.
The distribution o[ Met-enkephalin sequences (Mr-Mo) and Leu-enkephalin (L) sequences
within the protein precursor of bovine adrenal medulla CHO, potential carbohydrate
attachment sites.
Redrawn

from Comb, M ,

Seeburg, P H., Adelman, J., Eid.en, L., and Herbert,

E Nature 295:663, 1982

from different cell types. Although oxytocin is well known for its milk-releasing action in the lactating female, in the male it seems to be associated with an increase
in [estosterone synthesis in the testes.
Other polypeptide hormones are being discovered that are co-encoded together
by a single gene. An example is the discovery of the gene encoding GnRH, a decapeptide that appears to reside to the left of a gene for the GnRH-associated peptide (GAP), which, Iike dopamine, may be capable of inhibiting prolactin release.
Thus both hormones-GnRH and the prolactin release inhibiting factor GAPappear to be co-secreted by the same hypothalamic cells.

Multiple Copies of a Hormone Can Be Encoded by a Single Cene
An example of multiple copies of a single hormone encoded on a single gene is the
enkephalins secreted by chromaffin cells of rhe adrenal medulla. Enkephalins are
pentapeptides with opioid acriviry; merhionine-enkephalin (MerENK) and leucineenkephalin (Leu-ENK) have the srrucrures

Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met (Met-ENK)
Tyr-GIy-GIy-Phe-Leu (Leu-ENK)

A model of the enkephalin precursor is presenred in Figure 21.8, which encodes
several MeTENK (M) molecules and a molecule of Leu-ENK (L). Again, the processing sites to release enkephalin molecules from the protein precursor involve LysArg, Arg-Arg, and Lys-Lys bonds.
Many genes for hormones encode only one copy of the hormone and this may
be the general situation. An example of a single hormone gene is shown in Figure 21.9. Information for the hormone CRH is contained in the second exon
and the information in the first exon is not expressed. Having cDNAs for use as
probes that contain the information for expression of CRH allows for the localiza-

FIGURE 21.9

Nucleic acid sequence of rat proCRH genes.
A schematic representation of the rat proCRH gene. Exons are shown as blocks and the
intron by a double red line. The TATA and CAAT sequence, purarive cap site, rranslarion
initiation ATG, translation terminator TGA, and poly(A) addition signals (AATAAA) are indicated. The location of the CRH peptide is indicated by CRH.
RedrawnfromThompson,R D.,Seasholz,A.E,and,Herbert,E. Mol Endocrinol i:363, 1987.
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syNrHESrs oF AMrNo ACID-DERTvED HoRMoNES

tion of the hormone in tissues. RNA extracts from differen[ [issues probed with
this DNA reveal the location of CRH mRNA in testis, brain stem, and adrenal gland
in addition to pituitary and hypothalamus. The presence of the hormone in extrahypothalamic-pituitary axi.s tissues and its functions there are subjects of active
rnvestlgatlon

21.s

I SYNTHESTS OF AMINO ACID-DERIVED

HORMONES

Many hormones and neurotransmitters are derived from amino acids, principally
from [yrosine and phenylalanine. Glutamate, aspartate, and other compounds are
impor[ant neurotransmitter substances as well Although there may be some confusion about which compounds are neurotransmi[ters and which are hormones, it
is clear that epinephrine from the adrenal medulla is a hormone, whereas norepinephrine is a neurotransmitter This sec[ion considers epinephrine and thyroxine or
triiodothyronine. The biogenic amines, such as dopamine, which are considered to
be neurotransmitters, are discussed in Chapter 22.

Epinephrine Is Synthesized from Phenylalanine/Tyrosine
Sy,nthesis of epinephrine occurs in the adrenal medulla. A number of steroid hormones, including aldosterone, cortisol, and dehydroepiandrosterone, are produced
in the adrenal cortex and are discussed in Chapter 22. The biochemical reactions

that form epinephrine from tyrosine or phenylalanine are presen[ed in Figure
21.10. Epinephrine is a principal hormone secre[ed from rhe adrenal medulla chromaffin cell along with some norepinephrine, enkephalins, and some of the enz),rne
dopamine-B-hydroxylase. Secretion of epinephrine is signaled by the neural response to stress, which is lransmitted to the adrenal medulla by way of a preganglionic acetylcholinergic neuron (Figure 2 1 . 1 1). Release of acetylcholine by the neuron increases the availability of intracellular calcium ion, which stimulates exocytosis
and release of lhe material stored in the chromaffin granules (Figure 21.i1b). This
overall system of epinephrine synthesis, storage, and release from the adrenal
medulla is regulated by neuronal controls and also by glucocorticoid hormones
slnthesized in and secreted from the adrenal cortex in response to s[ress. Since the
products of the adrenal cortex are transported through the adrenal medulla on their
way out to the general circulation, cortisol becomes elevated i,n rhe medulla and induces phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT), a key enzyme catalyzing the conversion of norepinephrine to epinephrine. Thus, in biochemical terms,
the s[ress response at the level of the adrenal cortex ensures the production of epinephrine from the adrenal medulla (Figure 2I 12). Presumably, epinephrine once
secreted into the bloodstream not only affects a receptors of hepatocytes to ultimately increase blood glucose levels as indicated, but also interac[s with a receptors on vascular smooth muscle ce1ls and on pericytes [o cause cellular contraction
and increase blood pressure.

Synthesis of Thyroid Hormone Requires Incorporation of

lodine into a Tyrosine of Thyroglobulin
An outline of the biosynthesis and secretion of thyroid hormone, tetraiodo-Lthyronine (T+), also called thyroxine, and ils ac[ive cellular coun[erpart, triiodor--thyronine (T3) (structures presented in Figure 21.13), is presented in Figure

2t

14. The thyroid gland is differentiated to concentra[e iodide from the blood and
through the reactions shown in Figures 2I.L3 and 21.14, monoiodotyrosine (MIT),
diiodotyrosine (DIT), Ta, and T3 are produced within thyroglobulin (TG). Thus
the iodinated amino acids and thyronines are stored in the thyroid follicle as part
of thyroglobulin. There are hot spots (regions for very active iodination) in the

I ete
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til
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FIGURE 21.10

Synthesis of epinephrine by the chromalfin cell of the adrenal medulla.

th1'roglobulin sequence for the incorporation of iodine. Sequences around iodotyrosyls occur in three consensus groups: Glu/Asp-Tyr, associated with the synthesis
of thyroxine or iodotyrosines; Ser/Thr-Tyr-Ser, associated with the symhesis of
iodothyronine and iodotyrosine; and Glu-X-Tyr, associated with the remaining
iodotyrosyls in the sequence. Secretion of T3 and T* into the bloodstream requires
endocytosis of the thyroglobulin stored in the follicle and its proteolysis within the
epithelial cell. The released DIT and MIT are then deiodinated and the released iodide ions are recycled and reutilized for hormone synthesis.
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I ezt

Preganglionic neuron

Acetylcholine
Arterial capillary
Glucocorticoids

FIGURE 21.11

Chromaffin cells ot
medulla

Sinus venous

Preganglionic
neuron

Dopamine-p-hydroxylase
Epinephrine

Arterial
capillary
Zona reticularis
cells of cortex

Sinus venous
Chromatfin granules

Relationship of adrenal medulla chromaffin
cells to preganglionic neuron innervation and
the structural elements involved in the synthesis of epinephrine and the discharge of catecholamines in response to acetylcholine.
(a) Functional relationship between cortex and
medulla for control of qmthesis of adrenal catecholamines. Glucocorticoids that stimulate
enzymes catalyzitg the conversion of
norepinephrine to epinephrine reach the chromaffin cells from capillaries shown in (b). (b)
Discharge of catecholamines from storage granules in chromaffin cells after nerve fiber stimulation resulting in the release of acetylcholine.
Calcium enters the cells as a result, causing the
fusion of granular membranes with the plasma
membrane and exocytosis of the contents.
D. T. and Hughes, J. C. (Eds.)
Neuroendocrinolo gt. Sunderland, MA: Sinauer

Redrawn from Kieger,
Associates, 1980.

FIGURE 21.12

Biosynthesis, packaging, and release of epinephrine in the adrenal medulla chromaffin
cell.

PNM! phenylethanolamine

N-methyltransferase;

epinephrine; NEP, norepinephrine.
Neurosecretory granules con[ain epinephrine,
dopamine p-hydroxylase, ATf; Met- or Leuenkephalin, as well as larger enkephalin-containing peptides or norepinephrine in place o[ epinephrine. Epinephrine and norepinephrine are
stored in different cells. Enkephalins could also
be contained in separate cells, although that is
not completely clear
EP,

Adapted Jrom N orman, A. W ond Litw ach,
New Yorh: Acalemic Press, 1987, p. 464.
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FIGUR,E 21..I3
Synthesis and structures of thyroid hormones Ta and T3, and reverse T3.
Step 1, oxidation ofiodide; Step 2, iodination of ryrosine residues; Step 3, coupling of
DIT to DIT; Step ,1, coupling of DIT ro MIT (coupling may be inrramolecular or
intermolecular).

rNACTrvATloN AND DEcRADAToN oF
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FIGURE 21.14

Cellular mechanisms for T3 and Ta release into the
bloodstream.
Iodide trapping by basal membrane of the thyroid epithelium concentrates iodide approximately 30-fold. Secretion
of T3 and Ta into bloodstream requires endocytosis of thyroglobulin and subsequent proteolysis. DIT and MIT are
deiodinated and the released iodide ions are reutilized for
hormone synthesis.
bloodstream

Redrawn Jrom Berne , R. M. and Lr,ry, M.
5t. lruis, MO: C.V Mosby, 1988, p. 938

Most polypeptide hormones are degraded to amino acids by proteinases presumably in lysosomes. Certain hormones, however, contain modified amino acids; for
example, among the hypothalamic releasing hormones, the N-terminal amino acid
can be cycloglutamic acid (or pyroglutamic acid) (Table 2I.4) and a C-terminal
amino acid amide. Some of the releasing hormones that have either or both of these

TABLE

21.4

Hypothalamic Releasing Hormones Containing an N-Terminal
Pyroglutamate," a C-Terminal Amino Acid Amide, or Both

Thyro tropin-releasing

pGlu-H-Pro-NH2

hormone (TRH)
Gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH)

pclu-HWSYGLRP-Gl),-NH2

Corficotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH)
Somatocflnin (GRH)

SQEPPISLDLTFHLLREVLEMTKADQLAQQAHSNRKLLDIAla-NH2
YADAIFTNSYRKVLGQTSARKLLQDIMSRQQGESN

AMR-I^eu-NH,
"The pl,roglutamate structure is

QERG-

L.

(Eds.) Physiology, 2nil ed
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21.5

Examples of Hormones
Containing a Cystine Disulfide
Bridge Structure

am
glu
the

listed in Table 21.4. Apparently, breakage of the cyclic
of the C-terminal amide leads to inactivation of many of
enzymic activities have been reported in blood. This activity probably accounrs, in part, for the short half-life of many of these hormones.

Somatostatin (GH)

Onytocin

Arginine vasopressin

YC,

oxytocin, the peptide may be broken down through partial proteolysis to shorter
peptides, some of which may have hormonal actions on their own. Maturation of
prohormones in manpcases involves proteolysis (Figure 2I.5).

/l
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'Letters refer to single-letter amlno acid abbreviations
(see Table 21.4)
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FIGURE 21.15

Degradation of posterior pituitary hormones.

oxltocin transhydrogenase is similar to degrading enz)'rnes for insulin; presumably, rhese
enzyrnes also degrade vasopressin.
Redrown Jrom Norman, A. w. and Litwach,

G Hormones.

New yorh: Acad,emic press, 19g1, p. 161.
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SZs

AND HORMONE SECRETION

Hormonal secretion is under specific con[rol. ln the cascade sys[em displayed in
Figures 21 2 and 21.3, hormones musl emanate from one source, cause hormonal
release from the next cell type in 1ine, and so on, down the cascade system. The
correct responses must follow from a specific stimulus. The precision of these signals is defined by the hormone and the receptor as well as by the activities of the
CNS, which precedes the first hormonal response in many cases. Certain generaliza[ions can be made. Polypeptide hormones generally bind to their cognate recep[ors located in cell membranes. The receptor recognizes structurai features of the
hormone ro generare a high degree of specificity and affinity The affinity constants
for these interac[ions are in the range of 10e-I0rr M-1, representing tight binding.
This interaction usually activates or complexes with a [ransducing protein in the
membrane, such as a G-protein (GTP-binding protein), or other transducer and
causes an activation of some enzymatic function on the cytoplasmic side of the
membrane. In some cases receplors undergo internalization to the cell interior;
these receptors may or may not (e.g., the insulin receptor) be coupled to transducing proteins in the cell membrane. A discussion of internalization of receptors is
presented ln Section 2 1. 1 I. The "activated" receptor complex could physically open
a membrane ion channel or have other profound impacts on membrane structure
and function For example, binding of the hormone to the receptor may cause conformational changes in the receptor molecule, enabling it lo associate with transducer
in which further conformational changes may occur to permit interaction with an
enzyme on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane. This interaction may
cause con[ormational changes in an enz).ryne so tha[ its catalytic site becomes active.

G-Proteins Serve as Cellular Transducers of Hormone Signals
Most transducers of receptors in the plasma membrane are GTP-binding proteins
and are referred to as G-proteins. G-Proteins consist of three tJpes of subunitsa, B, and y. The a subunit is the guanine nucleotide-binding component and is
thought to interact with the receptor indirectly through the B and 7 subunits and
then directly with an enzyme, such as adenyiate cyclase, resulting in enzyme
activation. Actually there are two forms of the a subunit, designated a, for a stimuIatory subunit and ai for an i.nhibitory subunit. Two types of receptors, and thus
hormones, control the adenylate cyclase reaction: hormone receptors that lead to
stimulation of the adenylate cyclase and those that lead to inhibition of the cyclase.
This is depicted in Figure 2I.16 with an indication of the role of a. and oi and
some of the hormones that interact with the stimulatory and inhibitory receptors.
The events that occur when hormone and receptor interact are presented in
Figure 21.17. The sequence is as foliows: receptor binds hormone in the membrane
(Step I); which produces a conformational change in receptor to expose a si[e for
G-protein (F, y dimer) altachment (Step 2); G-protein can be ei[her s[imulatory G,,
or inhibirory Gi, referring to the ultimate effects on the activity of adenylate cyclase;
the recep[or interacts with B, 7 dimer of G-protein, enabling the a subunit to
exchange GTP for bound GDP (Step 3); dissociation of GDP causes separation of
G-protein a subunit from B, 7 dimer and the a-binding site for interac[ion with
adenylate cyclase appears on the surface of the G-protein a subunit (Step 4); a subunit binds to adenylate cyclase and acllvates the catalyti.c cen[er, so that AfP is converted to cAMP (Step 5), GTP ls hydrolyzed to GDP by the GTPase activity of the
a subunit, returning it to its original conforma[ion and allowing its interaction with
B, 7 subunit once again (Step 6); GDP associates with the a subunit and the system is returned to the unstimulated state awai[ing another cycle of activity It is important to note that there is also evidence suggesting that B,7 dimers may have an
importan[ role in regulating certain effectors including adenylate cyclase.
Where an inhibitory G-protein is coupled to the recePtor, the events are simiIar but inhibition of adenylate cyclase acti\1ty may arlse by direct inLeraction of [he

Stimulatory
hormones

lnhibitory
hormones

FIGURE 21.15

Components of a hormone-sensitive adenylate
cyclase system.
Adenylate cyclase converts of ATP to cAMP The
occupancy of R= by stimulatory hormones stimulates adenylate cyclase via formation of an active
by
dissociated Ga. subunit The occupancy
inhibitory hormones forms an "active" Gai com-

of\

plex and concomitant. reduction in cycling activity
The fate ofB and 7 subunits in these dissociation
reactions is not yet known. (, stimulatory hormone receptor; \, inhibitory hormone receptor
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STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

FtcuRE 21.17

binding of a hormone to its receptor.
epicted, which contains on its outer surface a receptor
on the inside surface of rhe membrane is adenylate
cyclase protern and the transducer protein G. In the resting state GDp is bound
to the a subunit of the G-protein when a hormone binds to the receptor, a confo
I). The activated receptor binds to the G_protein
(S
er so thar ir releases GDp and binds GTp (Step
3)
ex of B and 7 subumrs to dissociare (Srep 4).
Free Ga subunit binds to the adenylate cyclase and activates it so that. it catalyzes
the syrrthesis of cAMP from AfP (Step 5); this step may involve a conformarronal
change in Ga. In some cases the B, 7 complex may play an important role in
e cyclase by

se.

When GTP

is

Ga itself, Ga is no longer
Gp, 7 reassociate. The
hormone dissocrates from the receptor and the system returns to its res[ing state

l,

Redrawn Jrom Darnell,
Lodish, H., ond Baltimore, D. Molecular Cell Biology N ew
Ameican Boohs, 1986, p 682
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Activities Transduced by G-Protein Subfamilies
Expression

EfJector

Ubiquitous
Olfactory
Rod photoreceptors
Cone photoreceptors
Neural ) other tissues
Ubiquitous
Other tissues ) neural
Neural, endocrine
Ubiquitous
Ubiquitous
Liver, lung, kidney
Blood cel1s

I Adenylate cyclase, Ca2+ channel
I Adenylate cyclase
f cGMP-phosphodiesterase
J cGMP-phosphodiesterase

Subunit

G.
Gou

G+r (transducin)
G*2 (transducin)

Gl
G,z
Gts
Go

Gq

Grr
Gr+

Gtt/rc
Source: Adapted

from Spiegel,

AM,

Shenker,

A,

I

Adenylate cyclase

! ca'* channel
t

Phospholipase C

and Weinstein,

L S Endocr Rev 13:536, 1992

inhibitory d subunit with adenylate cyclase or, alternatively, the inhibitory d subunit may in[eract directly with the stimulatory a subunlt on [he other side and prevent lhe stimulation of adenylate cyclase activity indirectly. lmmunochemical
evidence suggests multiple Gi subtypes and molecular cloning of cDNAs encoding
putative a subunits has provided evidence for multiple a, subtypes.
Purification and biochemical characterrzation of G-proteins (G, as well as G:)
have revealed somewhat unanticipated diversity in this subfamily. Poiymerase chain
reaction-based cloning has now brought the number of distinct genes encoding
mammalian a subuni[s to al leas[ 15. With regard to d subunits, further diversity
is achieved by alternative splicing of the a. (four forms) gene. There also appears
ro be diversi.ry among the mammalian B and 7 subunits At least four distinct B
subunit cDNAs and probably as many 7 subunits have been described. What is not
clear is how [hese complexes combine [o form distinct B,7 complexes. Some data
suggest that differenr B,7 complexes may have disti.nct properties with respect to a

subunil and receptor interactions, but additional research will be required to fu1ly
describe these unique interaclions Table 2\.6 lists some activities transduced by
G-protein subfamilies

Hormone
Receptor

G protein

Extracellular side

Enzyme

Cytosolic side

cAl\/P (Second messenger)

FIGURE 21.18

Activation of protein kinase A.

protein
kinase A

Hormone-receptor-mediated stimulation of adenylate cyclase and subsequent activation oI protein kinase A. C, catalytic subunit, R, regulatory subunit.
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Cyclic AMP Activates Protein Kinase A Pathway
The generation of cAMP usually activates protein kinase A, referred to as the protein kinase A pathway. The overall pathway is presented in Figure 21.18. Four
cAMP molecules are used in the reaction to complex two regulatory subunits (R)
and liberate two protein kinase catalytic subunits (C). The liberated catalytic subunits are able to phosphorylate proteins to produce a cellular effect. ln many cases
the cellular effect leads to the release of preformed hormones. For example, ACTH
binds to membrane receptors, elevates intracellular cAMp levels, and releases
cortisol from the zona fasciculata cells of the adrenal gland by this general mechanism. Part of the mechanism of release of rhyroid hormones from the thyroid gland
involves the cAMP pathway as outlined in Figure 21.19. TSH has been shown to
stimulate numerous key steps in this secretory process, including iodide uptake and
endocytosis of thyroglobulin (Figure 21.14). The protein kinase A pathway is also
responsible for the release of testosterone by testicular Leydig cells as presented in
Figure 21.20. There are many other examples of hormonal acrions mediated by
cAMP and the protein kinase A pathway.

lnositol Trisphosphate Formation Leads to Release of Ca2* from
lntracellular Stores
Uptake of calcium from the cell exterior through calcium channels may be affected
directly by hormone-receptor interaction at the cell membrane. In some cases,
ligand-receptor interaction is thought to open calcium channels directly in the cell

ANTERIOR
PITUITARY

FIGURE 21.19

Effect of TSH on secretion of thyroid hormone.
TSH stimulates all steps in the synthesis and secretion of T3 and Ta. These effects are mediated by binding of hormone to TSH receptors located on basal membrane of rhyroid
epithelial cells, elevation of cAMP levels, and subsequent cascade of phosphorylarion
Ieactlons.

OF
THYROID HORMONE
(To and T.)

cELL RECULAToN AND HoRMoNE sECREToN

lnactive
protein
kinase

I

i

5cr-DHT

I

+
Androgen receptor

tlJaeartranscription

t

I

lnduced proteins

FIGURE 21.20

Overview of the secretion controls, some general actions of the gonadotropes, and
testosterone release in males.
In some, but not all, androgen target cells, testosterone is reduced to the more potent
androgen, 5a-dihydrotestosterone (5a-DHT).
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Overview ofhormonal signaling through the phosphatidylinositol system generating the second messengers, inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG).
The action ofIP3 is to increase cytoplasmic Ca2* levels by a receptorstrates by protein kinase C activated by DAG and Ca2*; and (7) phosmediated event in the celiular calcium srore. Steps in pathway: (I)
phorylatlon of IP, to yield IPa DAG, dlacylglycerol; PA, phosphatidic
binding o[ hormone to cell membrane receptor; (2) production of IP:
acrd, If; inositol phosphate; IP2, inositol blsphosphare; IPr, inosirol
from PIP2; (3) binding of IP3 to recepror on calcium storage sire; (4)
1,4,5-trisphosphate, IPr, inositol 1,3,4,5-retrakisphosphate; PIf; phosrelease o[ free calcium to the cytosoi; (5) release of DAG and subsephatidylinositol phosphate; PIP2, phospharidylinositol 4,5-bisphosquent binding to protein kinase C; (6) phosphorylation o[ protein subphate; K, Kinase; E, esrerase

membrane (see p. 516). Another system [o increase intracellular Ca2* concentration derives lrom hormone-receptor acti\arion ol phospholipase C activity rransduced by a G-prorein (Figure 21.21).
A hormone operating through this system binds to a specific cell membrane receplor, which interacts with a G-protei.n in a mechanism similar to [hat of the protein kinase A pathway and transduces the slgnal, resulting in stimulation of
phospholipase C. This enzyme catalyzes the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol4,5-bisphosphate (PIPz) [o form two second messengers, diacylglycerol (DAG)
and inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IPr).
IP, diffuses to [he cytosol and binds to an IP3 recep[or on the membrane of a
particulale calcium store, either separate from or part of the endoplasmic reticuIum IP3 binding resulls in the release of calcium ions contributing to the,large
increase in cytosolic Ca2* levels. Calcium ions are important in exocytosis by facilitating fusion of secretory granules to the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane,
in microtubular aggregation, or in the function of contractile proteins, which may
be part of the structure of the exocytosis, or all o[ these.
The lP3 is metabollzed by stepwise removal of phosphate groups (Figure 2t 2l)
to form inositol. This combines wlrh phosphatidic acid (pA) ro form phosphatidylinosirol (Pl) in the cell membrane. PI is phosphorylated twice by a kinase
[o form PIP2, which is ready to undergo anorher round of hydrolysis and formation

cyclrc HoRMoNAL

cASCADT sysrEMS

I e: t

cuNrcAr coRRELAToN 2-l .3

Lithium Treatment of Manic-Depressive lllness: The Phosphatidylinositol Cycle
Lithium has been used for years in the treatment of manic-depression
Our newer knowledge suggests that lithium therapy involves the
phosphatidylinositol (PI) parhway. This pathway generates the second
messengers inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP:) and diacylglycerol following the hormone/neurotransmittet-membrane receptor interaction and involves the G-protein complex and activation of phospholipase C. IP3 and its many phosphorylated derivatives are ultimately
dephosphorylated in a stepwise fashion to generate free inositoi. Inositol is then used for the synthesis of phosphatidylinositol monophosphate. fhe phosphatase that dephosphorylates IP to inositol is inhibited by Li+ ln addition, Li+ may also interfere directly with G-protein
function. The result of Li+ inhibition is that the PI cycle is greatly
slowed even in the face of continued hormonaUneurotransmit[er stimulation and the cell becomes less sensitive to these stimuli. Manicdepressive illness may occur through the overactivity of certain CNS

cells, perhaps as a result of abnormally high 1eve1s of hormones or
neurotransmitters whose actions are to stimulate the Pl cycle. The
chemotherapeutic effect of the Li+ could be to decrease the cellular
responslveness to elevated levels of agents that might promote high
1eve1s of Pl cycle and precipitate manic-depressive illness.

Avissar, S and Schreiber, G Muscartnic receptor subclassification and Gproteins: significance [or lithium action in affective disorders and for [he [reatmenr of the extrapyramidal side effects o[neuroleptics BioL PsJchidtry 26:713,
1989; Hallcher, L M and Sherman, W R The elfects of lithium ion and orher
agents on the activity of myoinositol I-phosphatase from bovine brain J Bioi
Chem 255:896, 1980; and Pollack, S J , Atack, J , Knowles, M R, McAllister, G, Ragan, C I , Baker, R, Fletcher, S R, Iversen, L L, and Broughton,
H B Mechanism of inositol monophosphatase, the putative target of lithium
therapy Proc Natl Acad. Sci U5A 9I:5766, 1994

of second messengers (DAG and lP3) upon hormonal stimulati.on. If the receptor is
still occupied by hormone, several rounds of-the cycle could occur before the
hormone-receptor complex dissociates or some other feature of the cycle becomes
Iimiting. It is interesting that the conversion of inositol phosphate to inositol is inhlbited by lithium ion (Li+) (Figure 21.2\). This could be the metabolic basis for
the beneficial effects of Li* in manic-depresslve illness (see CIin Corr. 21.3).
Finally, i[ is impor[ant to note that not all of the generated 1P3 is dephosphorylated
during hormonal stimulation Some of the IP3 is phosphorylated r'ra IP3 kinase to
yield inositol 1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate (IP+), which may mediate some of the
slower or more prolonged hormonal responses or facilitate replenishment of intracellular Ca2* stores from the extracellular fluid, or both.

Diacylglycerol Activates Protein Kinase C Pathway
At the same time that IP3 produced by hydrolysis of PIP2 is increasing the concen[ration of Ca2* in the cytosol, the other cleavage product, DAG, mediates different
effects. lmportantly, DAG activates a crucial serine/threonine protein kinase cailed
protein kinase C because it is Ca2+ dependent (details of protein kinase C are discussed on p. 948). The initial rise in cytosolic Ca2+ induced by IP3 is beiieved to
somehow alter kinase C so that it transloca[es from the cytosol to the cytoplasmic
face of the plasma membrane. Once translocated, it is activated by a combination

of Ca2*, DAG, and the

negatively charged membrane phospholipld, phosphatidylserine. Once activated, protein kinase C then phosphorylates specific
proteins in the cytosol or, in some cases, in the plasma membrane. These phosphorylated proteins can be either activa[ed or inactivated by phosphorylation. For
example, a phosphorylated protein could potentially migrate to the nucleus and
stimulate mitosis and growth. It is also possible that a phosphorylated protein could
play a role in the secretion of preformed hormones.

Hormonal cascade systems are generated by external signals as well as by internal
signais. Examples of this are the diurnal variations in levels of cortisol secretion
from the adrenal cortex probably initiated by serotonin and vasopressin, ln the
secretion of melatonin from the pineal gland, and the internal regulation of the
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ovarian cycle. Some of rhese biorhythms operate on a cyclic basis, often dicrated by

daylight and darkness, and are referred to as chronotropic control of hormone
secretron.

Melatonin and Serotonin Syntheses Are Controlled by
Light/ Dark Cycles
The release of melatonin from the pineal gland, presented in Figure 21.22, is an
example of a biorhythm. Here, as in other such sys[ems, the internal si.gnal is provided by a neurotransmitter, in this case norepinephrine produced by an adrenergic neuron. In this system, control is exerted by lighf entering the eyes and is transmitted to the pineal gland by way of the CNS. The adrenergic neuron innervaring
the pinealocyte is inhibited by light transmirled through the eyes. Norepinephrine
reieased as a neurotransmitter in the dark stimulates cAMP formation through a B
receptor in the pinealocyte cell membrane, which leads to the enhanced sl,nthesis
of N-acetyltransferase. The increased actMty of this en4.ryne causes the conversion

of serotonin to N-acetylserotonin, and hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase
(HIOMT) then catalyzes the conversion of N-acetylserotonin [o melatonin, which
is secreted in the dark hours but not during light hours. Melatonin-sensitive celLs
contain receptors tha[ generate effects on reproductive and other func[ions. For example, melatonin exerts an antigonadotropic effect, although the physiological
slgnificance of this effect is unclear.

Ovarian Cycle Is Controlled by Conadotropin-Releasing Hormone
An example of a pulsatile release mechanism is regulation of the periodic release of
GnRH. A periodic control regulates the release of GnRH ar definirive periods (of
about I h in higher animals) and is controlled by aminerglc neurons, which may
be adrenergic (norepinephrine secreting) in nature. The initiation of this function
occurs at puberty and is imporranr in borh rhe male and female. While rhe male
system functions continually, the female sys[em is periodic and known as the
ovarian cycle. This sysrem is presented in Figure 21.23 ln the male, the cycling
center in the CNS does not develop because its developmenr is blocked by androgens before

FlcuRE 21.22
Biosynthesis of melatonin in pinealocytes.
HIOMT, hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase.
G Hormones

Redrawn Jrom Norman, A. W and Litwach,
New Yorh: Academic Press, 1987 , p 7 10

birth. In the female, a compiicated set of signals needs to be organized

CYCLIC

HoRMoNAL CASCADE SYSTEMS
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Cyclic center
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nucleus
Axon of GnRH
peptidergic
neurons

Pulsating release

ol GnRH
Closed portal
system

Negative
feedback
+
I

I

FIGURE 21.23

Ovarian cycle in terms of generation of hypothalamic hormone, pituitary
gonadotropic hormones, and sex hormones.
To begin the cycle at puberty, several centers in the CNS coordinate with the hJpothalamus so that GnRH is released in a puisatile fashion. This causes the release o[
LH and FSH, which in turn affect the ovarian follicle, ourlation, and the corpus
Iuteum. The hormone inhibin selectively inhibits FSH secretion. Products of the follic1e and corpus luteum, respectively, are B-estradioi and progesterone. GnRH,
gonadotropin-releasing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; LH, luteinizing
hormone

in the CNS before the initial secretion of GnRH occurs at puberty The higher centers (CNS organizer) must harmonize with the tonic and cycling centers and these
interact with each other to prime the hlpothalamus. The pulsatile system, which
innervates the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, must also function for GnRH
to be released, and this system apparently must be functional throughout life for
these cycles to be maintained. Release of GnRH from the axon terminals of the cells
that synthesize this hormone is followed by entry of the hormone into the primary
plexus of the closed portal syslem connec[ing the hlpothalamus and the anterior
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pituitary (Figure 21.23). The blood-brain barrier prevenring pepride transporr is
overcome in this process by allowing GnRH to enter the vascular system through
fenestrations, or openings in the blood vessels, that permit such transport. The
GnRH is then carried down rhe porral system and leaves the secondary plexus
through fenestrations, again, in the region of the rarget cells (gonadotropes) of the
anterior pituitary The hormone binds to its cognate membrane receptor and the
signal, mediated by the phosphatidylinositol metabolic sysrem, causes the release of
both FSH and LH from the same cell. The FSH binds ro its cognate membrane receptor on the ovarian follicle and, operating through the protein kinase A pathway

via cAMP elevation, srimulares slmthesis and secrerion of t7B-estradiol, the female
sex hormone, and maturation of the foliicle and o'"rrm. Other proteins, such as
inhibin, are also slnthesized. Inhibin is a negarive feedback regularor of FSH produc[ion in the gonadotrope. When the follicle reaches full maturarion and rhe ovum
also is matured, LH binds to i[s cognate receptor and plays a role in owlation together with other factors, such as prostaglandin F2o. The residual follicle remaining
after ol'ulation becomes the functional corpus luteum under primary control of LH
(Figure 21 23). The LH binds to its cognate receptor in rhe corpus luteum cell
membrane and, through stimulation of the protein kinase A pathway, stimulates
syT rthesis of progesterone, the progesta[ional hormone. Estradiol and progesterone
bind to intracellular receptors (see chapter 22) in the uterine endometrium and
cause major changes resulting in the thickening of the wall and vascularizarion in
preparation for implantation of rhe fertilized egg. Esrradiol, which is slmthesized in
large amount prior to production of progesterone, induces the progesterone receptor as one of its inducible phenotypes. This induction of progesterone receptors
primes [he uterus for subsequent stimulation by progesterone.

Absence of Fertilization

If fertilization of the olum does not occur, the corpus luteum involutes as a consequence of diminished LH supply Progesrerone levels fall sharply in the blood with
the regression of the corpus luteum. Estradiol levels also fall due to the cessation o[
its production by the corpus luteum. Thus the stimuli for a thickened and vascularized uterine endometrial wall are lost. Menstruation occurs through a process of
apoptosis (programmed cell death) of the uterine endometrial cells until [he endometrium reaches its unstimulated state. Ultimately, the fall in blood steroid levels

inhibition on rhe gonadotropes and hypothalamus
and the cycle starts agaln wirh release of FSH and LH by the gonadotropes in response to GnRH.
The course of the ovarian cycle is shown in Figure 2I.24 with respect to rhe
relative blood concentration of hormones released from the hypothalamus, anterior
pituitary ovarian follicle, and corpus luteum In addition, changes in rhe maturation of the follicle and ovum as well as the uterine endometrium are shown. The
steroid hormones, estradiol and progesterone, are discussed in Chapter 22.
The cycle first begins at puberty when GnRH is released, corresponding to day
I in Figure 21.24. GnRH is released in a pulsatile fashion, causing the gonadotrope
to release FSH and LH; there is a rise in rhe blood concentrations of these gonadotropic hormones in subsequent days. Under the stimulation of FSH the follicle
begins to mature (lower section of Figure 21.24) and estradiol (E2) is produced. In
response to estradiol the uterine endometrium begins to thicken (there would have
been no prior menstruation in the very first cycle). Eventually, under the continued
action of FSH, the follicle marures with the maturing or,,um, and extraordinarily high
concen[rations of estradiol are produced (around day 13 of rhe cycle). These levels
of estradiol, instead of causing feedback inhibition, now generate, through feedback
stimulation, a huge release of LH and to a lesser extent FSH from the gonadotrope.
The FSH responds to a smaller extent due to the ovarian production o[ the hormone
inhibin under the influence of FSH. Inhibin is a specific negarive feedback inhibitor
of FSH, but no[ of LH, and probably suppresses the synthesis of the p subunit of
FSH. The high midcycle peak of LH is referred ro as the "LH spike." Ourlarion rhen
releases the negative feedback

CYCLIC
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Fall in E2 slows transport
of ovum down fallopian
tube lor fertilization
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FIGURE 21.24

The ovarian cycle.

In the upper diagram, relative blood levels of
GnRH, LH, FSH, progesterone, estrogen, and
PGF2, are shown. In the lower diagram, events
in the ovarian follicle, corpus luteum, and uterine endometrium are diagrammed. GnRH,
gonadotropin-releasing hormone; LH, Iuteinizing
hormone, FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone;
PGF2., prostaSiandin F2o; E2, estradiol; E2R,
intracellular estrogen receptor; and PR, intracel-

lular progesterone receptor.

occurs at about day 14 (midcycle) through the effects of high LH concentration together with other factors, such as PGF2.. Both LH and PGF2. act on cell membrane
receptors. After ol-ulation, the function of the follicle declines as reflected by the fall
in blood estrogen concentration. The spent follicle now differentiates into the functional corpus luteum driven by the still high levels of blood LH (Figure 2L 24, top).
Under the influence of prior high levels of estradiol (estrogen) and the high levels

of progesterone produced by the now functional corpus luteum, the uterine endometrial wall reaches its greatest development in preparation for implantation of
the fertilized egg, should fertilization occur. Note that the previous availability of
estradiol in combination with the estrogen receplor (E2R) produces elevated levels
of proges[erone receptor (PR) within the celis of the uterine wall. The blood levels
of estrogen fa1l with the loss o[ function of the follicle but some estrogen is produced by the corpus luteum in addition to the much greater levels of progesterone.
ln the absence of fertilizatlon the corpus luteum continues to functi.on for about 2
weeks, [hen involutes because of the loss of high levels o[ LH. The production of
oxytocin by the corpus luteum itself and the production or availability of PGF2.
cause inhibition of progesterone sy,nthesis and enhance luteolysis by a process of
programmed cell death (see p. 985) With the death of [he corpus luteum there is
a profound decline in blood levels of estradiol and progesterone so that the thickened endometrial wall can no longer be maintained and menstruation occurs, folIowed by the start of another cycle with a new developing follicle
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FrcuRE 21.2s
Effect of fertilization on the ovarian cycle in terms o[ progesterone and secretion of
human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG).

Fertilization
The situation changes if fertilization occurs as shown in Figure 21.25. The corpus
luteum, which would have ceased function by 28 days, remains viable due to the
production of chorionic gonadotropin (cG), which resembies and acts like LH,
from the trophoblasr. Eventually, the production of human chorionic gonadotropin
(hCG) is taken over by the placenta, which continues ro produce [he hormone ar
very high levels throughour mosr of the gesrational period. Never[heless, the corpus luteum, referred to as the "cofpus luteum of pregnancy," eventually dies and,
by about 12 weeks of pregnancy, the placenta has taken over rhe production of
progesterone, which is secrered at high levels rhroughour pregnancy. Although both
progesterone and estrogen are secreted in progressively greater quantities throughout pregnancy, from the seventh mon[h onward es[rogen secre[ion continues to increase while progesterone secretion remains constant or may even decrease slightly
(Figure 2L.25). The increased production of a progesterone-bi.nding prorein may
also serve to lower the effective concentration of free progesterone in the myometrium. Thus the estrogen/progesterone ra[io increases [oward the end of pregnancy and may be partly responsible for the increased uterine contractions. oxytocin secreted by the posterior pituitary also con[ributes to these uterine conrractions.
The fetal membranes also release prostaglandins (PGF2.) ar rhe rime of parturition
and they also increase the intensity of uterine contractions. Finally, the fetal adrenal glands secrete cortisol, which not only stimulates fetal lung maturarion by inducing surfactant but may also stimula[e u[erine contractions.
As mentioned before, the system in the male is similar, but less complex in that
cycling is not involved, and it progresses much as outlined in Figure 2I.25.

Receptors are proteins and differ by their specificity for ligands and by rheir location in the cell (see Figure 21.1). The interaction of ligand wi[h recepror essentially
resembles a semienz)rmatic reaction:

hormone

*

receptor

=

hormone-receptor complex

HoRMoNE-RECEproR rNrERACrroNs
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The hormone-receptor complex usually undergoes conforma[ional changes resulting from inleracrion with rhe hormonal iigand. These changes allow for a subsequenl interaction with a transducing protein (G-protein) in the membrane or for
activation to a new state in which active domains become available on the surface
of the receptor. The mathematical treatment of the interaction of hormone and receptor is a function of the concen[rations of the reactants, hormone [H] and receptor [R] , in the formation of the hormone-receptor complex [RH] , and the rates
of formation and reversal of the reac[ion:

tHt

+ rRl+rRHl

The reaction can be studied under conditions, such as low temperature, that will
further reduce reactions involving the hormone-receptor complex. The equilibrium
can thus be expressed in terms of the association constant, K", which is equal to
the inverse of the di.ssociation constant, Kd:

,.
^':

[RHl : h,, : ]
h-, Ia

[FI][R]

The concentrations are equilibrium concentrations that can be restated in terms of
the forward and reverse velocity constanrs, hal being the on-rate and h_1 being the
off-rate (on refers to hormone association with the receptor and off refers [o hormone
dissociation). Experimentaily, equilibrium under given condirions is determined by a
progress curve of binding [hat reaches sa[uration. A saturating amount of hormone
is determined using variable amounts of free hormone and measuring the amount
bound with some convenient assay The half-maximal value of a plot of receptorbound hormone (ordinate) versus total free-hormone concentration (abscissa) approxima[es the dissociation constant, which w111 have a specific hormone concentration in molarity as its value. Hormone bound to receptor is correc[ed for nonspecific
binding of the hormone to the membrane or other nonreceplor in[racellular proteins.
This can be measured conveniently if the hormone is radiolabeled, by measuring receptor binding using labeled hormone ("hot" or "uncompered") and receptor binding using labeled hormone after the addition of an excess (100-1000 times) of unlabeled hormone ("hof' * "cold" or competed). The excess of unlabeled hormone
will displace the high-affinity hormone-binding sites bur nor the low-affinity nonspecific binding sites. Thus when rhe "competed" curye is subtracred from rhe "uncompeted" curve, as seen in Figure 21.26, an intermediate curve will represent specific binding of labeled hormone ro receptor. This is of critical importance when
receptor is measured in a system containing other proteins As an approximation, 20
times the Ka value of hormone is usually enough to satura[e the receptor.

Scatchard Analysis Permits Determination of the Number of
Receptor-Binding Sites and Association Constant for Ligand
Most measurements of Kaare made using Scatchard analysis, which is a manipuIation of the equilibrium equation. The equation can be developed by a number of
rou[es but can be envisioned from mass action analysis of the equation presented
above. A[ equilibrium the total possible number of binding sites (B-u*) equals the
unbound plus the bound sites, so that B-u* : R + RH, and the unbound sites (R)
will be equal to R : B*u* - RH. To consider rhe si[es left unbound in the reaction
the equilibrium equation becomes

Total binding

Bound
hormone
tRH]

Specific binding

Nonspecific binding

Thus

Total hormone added [H]

bound

tRHl

f*-:ffi:K'(B-'*-[nu1l:

FIGURE 21.26
1

Kd

(B-."

-

[RH])

Typical plot showing specilic hormone bindrng.
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tRH]

ilGURE21.27
Typical plot of Scatchard analysis of specific
binding of ligand to receptor.

The Scatchard plot of bound/free : tRHl/tHl on the ordinate versus bound on the
abscissa yrelds a straight line, as shown in Figure 21.27. When the line is extrapoIated to the abscissa, the intercept gives the value o[ B*"* (the total number of specific receptor-binding sites). The slope of the negative straight line is -K, or -lf Ka.
These analyses are sufficient for most systems but become more complex when
there are two components in the Scatchard plot. In this case the straight line usually curves as it approaches the abscissa and a second phase is observed somewhat
aqrmptotic to the abscissa while still retaining a negative slope (Figure 21.28a).ln
order to obtain the true value of Ka for the steeper, higher-affinity sites, the lowaffinity curve must be subtracted from the first set, which also corrects the extrapolated value of B-u*. From these analyses information is obtained on Ka, the number
of classes of binding sites (usually one or two), and the maximal number of highaffinity receptor sites (receptor number) in the system (see Figure 2f.28b). These
curvilinear Scatchard plots result not only from the existence o[ more than one distinct binding component but also as a consequence of what is referred to as negative cooperativity This term refers to the fact that in some systems the affinity of
the receptor for its ligand is gradually decreased as more and more ligand binds.
From application to a wide variety of systems it appears that Ka values for many
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FIGURE 21.28
Scatchard analysis of curves representing two binding components.
(a) Scatchard cuwe showing two components. (b) Scatchard plot with correcrion of high-affinity component by subtraction of nonspecific binding attributable to the low-affinity component. Curve 1: Total binding. Curve 2: Linear
extrapolation of high-affinity component that includes contribution from
low-affinity component. Curve 3: Specific binding of high-affinity component
after removal of nonspecific component.
Redr awn Jrom Chamness, G. C. and McGuire,
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hormone receptors range from 10-e to 10-t1 M, indicating very tight binding.
These interactions are generally marked by a high degree of specificity so that both
parameters describe interactions of a high order, indicating the uniqueness of receptors and the selectivity of signal reception.
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LUTEINIZING
HORMONE

Some Hormone-Receptor lnteractions lnvolve
Multiple Hormone Subunits
The anterior pituitary hormones thyrotropin (TSH), luteinizing hormone (LH),
and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) each contain an a and a B subunit. The
a subunit for all three hormones is nearly identical and the a subuni[ of any of the
three can substitute for the other two Consequently, the a subunit performs some
function in common ro all three hormones in their interaction with receptor but is
obviously not responsible for the specificity required for each cognate receptor. The
hormones cannot replace each other in binding to their specific receptor. Thus the
specificity of receptor recognition is imparted by the B subunit, whose struclure is
unique for the [hree hormones.
On the basis of topological studies with monoclonal antibodies, a pic[ure of the
inleraction of LH with its receptor has been suggested as shown in Figure 21.29.
In this model, the recep[or recognizes both subunits of the hormonal ligand, but
the B subunit is specifically recogni.zed by the receptor to lead to a response. With
the TSH-receptor complex [here may be more than one second messenger generated. In addition to the stimulation of adenylate cyclase and the increased intracelIular level of cAMf; the phosphatidylinositol pathway (Figure 21.21) is also turned
on. The preferred model is one in which there is a single receptor whose interaction with hormone activa[es both the adenylate cyclase and the phospholipid second messenger systems, as shown in Figure 21.30

FIGURE 21.29

Interaction of the a and B subunits of LH
with the LH receptor of rat Leydig cells.
The interaction was determined by topological
analysis with monoclonal antibodies directed
against epitopes on the a and B subunits o[ the
hormone. Both a and B subunits participate in
LH receptor blnding
AdoptedJrom Alonoso-Whipple, C , Couet, M.
Ko2iarz, J, Ogunro, E A, and Crowley, W E

L,

Doss,

R,

lr

Endocrinology 123: 1854, 1988

Glycoprotein

Conformational change in
hormone and intercalation
of u subunit into bilayer

d subunit

FIGURE 21.30

Model of TSH receptor.
The receptor is composed of glycoprotein and ganglioside components After the TSH p
subunit interacts with the receptor, the hormone changes its conformation and the a
subunit is brought into the bilayer, where it interacts with other membrane components The B subunit of TSH may carry the primary determinanrs recognized by the g1ycoprotein receptor component It is suggested that the TSH signal to adenylate cyclase is
via the ganglioslde; the glycoprotein component appears more directly linked to phospholipid signal system. PI, phosphatidylinositol; G,, G-protein linked to activation of
adenyl cyclase; Go, G-protein linked to PI cycle.

Pl cycle

Liotogi""t

*tt'ry////'//'/

AdaptedwtthmodiJicationsJroml{ohn,L D.,etal In:G.Lltwach(Ed), BiochemicalActionso[
Hormones, Vol 12 New Yorh: Academic Press, 1985, p 466
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RECEPTORS:

P.ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR

Struc[ures of receptors are conveniently discussed

in terms of functional domalns.
Consequently, for membrane receptors rhere will be functional ligand-binding
domains and transmembrane domains, which for many membrane receptors involve protein kinase activities. In addition, specific immunological domains contain
primary epitopes of anrigenic regions several membrane recep[ors have been cloned
and studied with regard [o srructure and function, including the B-adrenergic receprors
(B1 and FJ, which recognize carecholamines, principally norepinephrine, and stimulate adenylate cyclase. The B1- and B2-adrenergic receptors are subLlpes that differ
in affinities for norepinephrine and for symthetic antagonisrs. Thus B1-adrenergic receptor binds norepinephrine wirh a higher affinity than epinephrine, whereas rhe order of affinities is reversed for the B2-adrenergic receptor. The drug isoproterenol has
a grea[er affinity for both receptors than the rwo hormones. In Figure 21.3I the amino

Extracellular side

Cytoplasmic side

FIGURE 21.31

Proposed model for insertion of the p2-adrenergic receptor (AR) in the cell membrane.
rhe model is based on hydropathicity analysis of the human B2-AR. differ from those in hamsrer. Also nored are the potential sites of NStandard one-letter codes for amino acid residues are used
linked glycosylation
Hydrophobic domains are represented as transmembrane helices Pink RedrawnfromKobitha,B K,Duon,R A,Fieile,T.,Doblman,H G,etal proc
circies wth black letters indicate residues in the human sequence that Natl Acad Sci USA 84:46, 1987

rNrERNALrzAroN oF RECEprons

acid sequence is shown (with single-1e[[er abbreviations for amino acids; see Table
21.4 for iist) for the B2-adrenergic receptor. A pollpeptide stretch extending from a
helix I extends to the extracellular space. There are seven membrane-spanning domains and these appear also in the B1 receptor, where there is extensive homology
with the B2 receptor. Cytosolic peptide regions extend to form loops between I and
II, III and IY and V and VI and an extended chain from VIl. The long extended chain
from VII may contain phosphorylation si[es (serine and threonine residues) of the
receptor, which are important in terms of the receptor regulatory process involving
receptor desensitization. Phosphorylation of these residues within the cytoplasmic
tail of the receptor results in the binding of an inhibitory protein, called B arrestin,
which blocks the receptor's ability to activate G,. Cell exterior peptide loops extend
from II to III, IV to ! and VI to VII, but mutational analysis suggests that the extemal loops do not take part in ligand binding It appears that ligand binding may
occur in a pocket arranged by the location of the membrane-spanning cylinders IVII, which for the B1 receptor appear to form a ligand pocket, as shown from a top
view in Figure 21.32. Recently reported work suggests lhat transmembrane domain
VI may play a role in the stimulation of adenylate cyclase activity By substitution of
a specific cysteine residue in this transmembrane domain, a mutan[ was generated
that displays normal ligand-binding properties but a decreased ability to stimulate
the adenylate cyclase.

Up to now we have described recep[or sys[ems [hat transduce signals through other
membrane proteins, such as G-proteins, which move about in the fluid cell membrane. However, many types of cell membrane hormone-receptor complexes are
internalized, that is, moved from the cell membrane to the cell interior by a process
called endocytosis. This would represent the opposite of exocytosis in which components within the cell are moved to the cell exterior The process of endocytosis
as presented in Figure 21 33 involves the polypeptide-receptor complex bound in
coated pits, which are indenlations in the plasma membrane that invaginate into
the cytosol and pinch off from the membrane to form coated vesicles. The vesicles
shed their coats, fuse with each other, and form vesicles called receptosomes. The
receptors and ligands on the inside of these receptosomes have different fates. Receptors are recycled to the cell surface following fusion with the Golgi apparatus.
Alternatively, the vesicles fuse with lysosomes for degradation of both the receptor
and hormone. In addition, some hormone-receptor complexes are dissociated in
the lysosome and only the hormone is degraded, while the recep[or is returned
intact to the membrane. ln some systems, the receptor may also be concentrated ln
coa[ed pits in the absence of exogenous ligand and cycle in and out of the cell in
a consti.tutive, nonligand-dependent manner.

Clathrin Forms a Lattice Structure to Direct lnternalization of
Hormone-Receptor Complexes from the Plasma Membrane
The major protein component of the coated vesicle is clathrin, a nonglycosylated
protein of MW 180,000 whose amino acid sequence is highly conserved. The
coated vesicle contains 70olo clathrin, 5ok polypeptides of about 35 kDa, and 25olo
polypeptides of 50-I00 kDa. Aspects of the structure of a coa[ed vesicle are shown
in Figure 21.34. Coated vesicles have a lattice-like surface structure comprised of
hexagons and pentagons. Three clathrin molecules generate each polyhedral vertex and two clathrin molecules contribute to each edge. The smallest such structure would contain 12 pentagons with 4-8 hexagons and 84 or 108 clathrin molecules. A 200-nm diameter coated vesicle contains about 1000 clathrin molecules.
Clathrin forms flexible lattice struc[ures that act as scaffolds for vesicular budding.

I S4t

FlcuRE 21.32
Proposed arrangement of the B-adrenergic
receptor helices in the membrane.
Lower portion of figure is a view from above the
plane of the plasma membrane. It is proposed
that helices I! VI, and VII are arranged in the
membrane in such a way as to delineate a ligandbinding pocket, with helix VII centrally located.
Adapted Jrom Fnelle, T., Daniel, K. W, Caron, M G, and
Lefuowitz, R
1988

J

Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 85:9494,
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FIGURE 21.33

Diagrammatic summary of the morphological
pathway of endorytosis in cells.
The morphological elemens of the pathway of
endocytosis are not drawn to scale. The ligands
shown as examples are EGE transferrin, arrd a2macroglobulin. EGF is an example of a receptor
system in which both Iigand and receptor are
delivered to lysosomes; transferrin is shown as an
example of a system in which both the ligand
and receptor recycle to the surface; a2macroglobulin is shown as an example of a system in which the ligand is delivered to lysosomes
but the receptor recycles efficiently back to the
cell surface via the Golgi apparatus.
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P aston, I and Willingham, M. C. (Efu.).
Endocytosis New Yorh: PlenumPress, 1985, p. 3.

Adapted Jrom

Completion of the budding process results in the mature vesicle being able to enter the cycle.
The events following endocytosis are not always clear with respect to a specific
membrane receptor system. This process is a means to introduce the intact
receptor or ligand to the cell interior in cases where the nucleus is thought to contain a receptor or ligand-binding site. Consider, for example, gowth factors that are
known to bind to a cell membrane receptor but trigger events leading to mitosis.
Signal transmission may occur by the alteration of a specific cytosolic protein, perhaps by membrane growth factor receptor-associated protein kinase activity, resulting in the nuclear translocation of the covalently modified cytosolic protein. In the
case of internalization, delivery of an intact ligand (or poftion of the ligand) could
interact with a nuclear receptor. Such mechanisms are speculative. Nevertheless,
these ideas could constitute a rationale for the participation of endocytosis in signal transmission to intracellular components.
Endocytosis renders a cell less responsive to hormone. Removal of the receptor to the interior, or cycling of membrane components, alters responsiveness or
metabolism (e.g., glucose receptors are shuttled between the cell interior and the
cell membrane under the control of hormones in certain cells). ln another tlpe of
downregulation, a hormone-receptor complex translocated to the nucleus represses
its own receptor mRNA levels by interacting with a specific DNA sequence. More
about this form of receptor downregulation is mentioned in Chapter 22.

TNTRACELLULAR

Proximal
clathrin
heavy chain

Terminal
domain

(a)

(6)

Coated vesicle

Triskelion

(c)

lntermediate assembly

FrcuRE 21.34
Structure and assembly of a coated vesicle.
(a) A typical coated vesicle contains a membrane vesicle about 40 nm rn diameter surrounded by a fibrous network of 12 pentagons and 8 hexagons The fibrous coat is constructed of
36 clathrin triskelions. One clathrin triskelion is centered on each of the 36 vertices o[ the
coat Coated vesicles having other sizes and shapes are believed to be constructed similarly:
each vesicle contains 12 pentagons but a varlable number of hexagons (b) Detail of a
clathrin triskelion. Each of three clathrin hear,y chains is bent into a proximal arm and a
distal arm. A clathrin light chain is attached to each hea',y chain, most likely near rhe center (c) An intermedlate in the assembly of a coated vesicle, containing I0 of the final 36
triskelions, illustrates the packing of the clathrin triskelions. Each of the 54 edges of a coared veslcle is constructed of two proximal and two distal arms intert\Mined. The 36 triskelions contain 36 X 3 : 108 proximal and I08 distal arms, and the coated vesicle has precisely 54 edges
SeeCrowther,R

A

andPearse,B

M EJ CellBiol

91:790,1981 RedrawnJromNathhe,I S,Heuser,l,
Ce[l 68:899, 1992;andt'romDarnell,],Lodish,H,and
Molecular Ce1l Biology. New Yoth: Scient{ic AmeicanBoohs, 1986, p 647

Lupas,A,Stoch,l,Turch,C W,andBrodshy,
Baltimon:,

D

E.

M

Many amino acid-derived hormones or pol)?eptides bind to cell membrane recepLors (except for thyroid hormone) and transmit their signal by (1) elevation of cAMP
and transmission through the protein kinase A pathway; (2) triggering of rhe hydroiysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate and stimulation of the protein
kinase C and IP3-Ca2+ pathways; or (3) stimulation of intracellular levels of cGMP
and activation of the protein kinase G pathway. There are also other less prevaIent systems for signal transfer, which, for example, affect molecules in the membrane
Iike phosphatidylcholine. As previously discussed in the case of TsH-receptor
signaling, it may be possible that two of these pathways are activated.
The cAMP system operating through protein kinase A activation has been described. Specific proteins are expec[ed to be phosphorylated by this kinase compared
to o[her protein kinases, such as protein kinase C. Both protein kinase A and C
phosphorylate proteins on serine or threonine residues. An additional protein kinase system involves phosphorylation of tl,rosine, which occurs in cytoplasmic domains of some membrane receptors especialiy growth factor recep[ors. This system
is important for the insulin receptor, IGF receptor, and certain oncogenes discussed
below. The cellular location of these protein kinases is presented in Figure 21.35.
The catalytic domain in the protein kinases is similar in amino acid sequence,
suggesting that they have all evolved from a common primordial kinase. The three
tyrosine-specific kinases shown in Figure 21.35 are transmembrane receptor
proteins that, when activated by the binding of specific extracellular ligands, phosphorylate proteins (including rhemselves) on tyrosine residues inside the cell. Both
chains of the insulin receptor are encoded by a single gene, whi.ch produces
a precursor protein that is cleaved into the two disulfide-linked chains. The
extracellular domain of the PDGF receptor is thought to be folded into five
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FIGURE 21.35

Protein kinases showing size and location of their catalytic domain.
In each case the catalytic domain (red region) is about 250 amino acid residues long fhe
regulatory subunits normally associated with A kinase and with phosphorylase kinase are
not shown. EGf; epidermal growth factor; NGE nerve growth factor; \rEGl vascular
endothelial growth factor
RedrawnJromAlberts,B,Bray,D.,ktris,l

,RalJ,M,Roberts,K., ondWatson,l D. Molecular Biologlz of

the Ce1l, 3rd ed. Neu Yorh: Garland Publishing 1994,

p

760

immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains, suggesting that this protein belongs to the Ig
superfamily
Proteins that are regulated by phosphorylation-dephosphorylation have multiple phosphorylation sites and may be phosphorylated by more than one class of

protein kinase.

lnsulin Receptor: Transduction Through Tyrosine Kinase
From Figure 2L.35 it is seen that the a subunits of the insulin receptor are located
outside the cell membrane and serve as the insulin-binding sites. Following insulin
binding the receptor complex undergoes an activation sequence, involving conformational changes and phosphorylation (autophosphorylation) of tyrosine residues
located within the cytoplasmic portions (F subunits) of the receptor. This autophosphorylation results in activation of the tyrosine kinase activity located in the
B subunit, which is now able to phosphorylate cytosolic proteins, such as the protein termed insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-I), that acts as an intracellular
docking protein for proteins mediating insulin action. Although it is not totally clear
whether protein phosphorylation is the primary mechanism for all of insulin's
actions, the net results of these initial phosphorylation events include a series of
short-term metabolic effects, such as a rapid increase in the uptake of glucose, as
well as longer-term effects of insulin on cellular differentiation and growth. A1though, as already indicated, the insulin receptor itself functions as an autotyro-
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FlcuRE 21.36
Hypothetical model depicting two separate
biochemical pathways to explain paradoxical
effects of insulin on protein phosphorylation.
Insulin simultaneously produces increases in the
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sine kinase that is activated by hormone binding, the subsequent changes in protein phosphorylation occur predominantly on serine and threonine residues, as indicated in Figure 21.36. As also shown, insulin simultaneously stimulates the phosphorylation of some proteins and, the dephosphorylation of other proteins. Either
of these biochemical even[s leads [o activation or inhibition of specific enz].rnes involved in mediating the effects of insuiin. These opposite effects (phosphorylation
and dephosphorylarion) mediated by insulin suggest that perhaps separate signal
[ransduction pathways may originate from the insulin receptor to produce [hese
pleiotropic actions A hypothetical scheme for this bifurcation of signals in insulin's
action is presented in Figure 21.37 . The substrates of the insulin receptor [yrosine
kinase are an importan[ current research effort since phosphorylated proteins could
produce the long-term effects of insulin. On the other hand, there is evidence that
an insuli.n second messenger may be developed at the cell membrane to accoun[ for
the short-[erm metaboiic effects of insulin. The substance released as a result of
insulin-insulin receptor interaction may be a glycoinositol derivative that, when reIeased from the membrane into the cytosol, could be a stimulator of phosphoprotein phosphatase. Thls activity would dephosphorylate av^iety of enz).rnes, either
activating or inhibiting them, and produce effects already known to be associ.ated
with the action of insulin. In addition, this second messenger, or the direct phosphorylating activity of the receptor [yrosine kinase, mlght explain the movement of
glucose receptors (transporters) from the cell interior to the surface to account for
enhanced cellular glucose utilization in cells that utilize this mechanism [o control
glucose uptake. These possibilities are reviewed in Figure 2I.37. Activation of the
enzyrnes indicated in this figure leads to increased metabolism of glucose while inhibition of the enzymes indicated leads to decreased breakdown of glucose or fatty
acid stores (see Clin. Corr.2l.4).

Activity of Vasopressin: Protein Kinase A
An example of the activation of the protein kinase A pathway by a hormone is the
activity of arginine vasopressin (AVP) on the distal kidney cell. Here the action of
vasopressin (VP), also called the antidiuretic hormone (Table 2I.5), is to cause in-

serine/threonine phosphorylation of some proteins and decreases in others This paradoxical
effect may result from the activation of both
kinases and phosphatases. Model explains (I) the
generation of a soluble second messenger that
directly or indirectly activates serine/threonine
phosphatase, and (2) the stimulation of a cascade
of protein kinases, resulting in the phosphorylation of cellular proteins.
Redrawn Jrom saltiel, A R FASEB J 8:1034, 1994
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Decreased lnsulin
Receptor Kinase
Activity in Cestational
Diabetes Mellitus
During pregnancy an important maternal meta-

bolic adaptation is a decrease in insulin sensitirity. This adaptation helps provide adequate
glucose for the developing fetus However, in
3-5ok of pregnant women glucose intolerance
develops Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM)
is characLeized by an additional decrease in
insulin sensitivity and an inability to compensate with increased insulin secretion. Although
both pregnancy-induced insulin resistance and
GDM are genera\ reversibie after pregnancy,
approximately 30-50ok of women with a history of GDM go on to develop type 2 diabetes
later in 1ife, particularly if they are obese
Although the cellular mechanisms responsible
for the insulin resistance in GDM are not ful1y
understood, the resistance to insulin-medlated
glucose transport appears to be greater in skeletal muscle from GDM subjects than in women
who are pregnant but do not have GDM. Recent
data indicate that defects in insulin actlon,
rather than a decrease in insulin receptor-binding affinity, may contribute to the pathogenesis
of GDM. More specifically, skeletal muscle cells
of GDM subjects appear to overexpress plasma
cel1 membrane glycoprotein-l (PC-I), which
has been reported to inhibit the tl,rosine kinase
activity of the insulin receptor by directly in-

teracting with

a

subunits and blocking the
insulin-induced conformational change. Additionally, excessive phosphorylation of serine/
threonine residues located within muscle
insulin receptors appears to downregulate tyrosine kinase activity in GDM. Thus an overexpression of PC-l and a decrease in receptor

kinase activity, coupied with a decreased
expression and phosphorylation (tyrosine
residues) of the insulin receptor substrate-I
(IRS-I; see Figure 21.37), may underlie the
insulin resismnce in GDM.
J., Catalono, P M, Hiroshi, Y, Ruyter, I,
Smith, 5 , Youngren, J., and Friedman, J E Decreased insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity and
plasma cell membrane glycoprotein-I overexpression in skeletal muscle from obese women with gestational diaberes mellitus (GDM) Diabetes 49(4):
603, 2000; and Maddux, B, A and Goldfine, D
Membrane glycoprotein PC-1 inhibition o[ insu]in
receptor function occurs via direct interaction w1th
the receptor alpha-subunit Diabetes 49(l).13, 2000
Shao,

I

I

\:+
GLUT 4

FIGURE 21.37

Hypothetical scheme for signal transduction in insulin action.
The insulin receptor undergoes [yrosine autophosphorylation and subsequent kinase acrivation upon hormone bindlng. The receptor phosphorylates inrracellular substrates lncluding
IRS-1 and Shc proteins, which associare with SH2-conraining proleins like pB5, SYf; or
Grb2 upon phosphorylation. Forma[ion of rhe IRS-I-p85 complex acrivares Pi 3-kinase;
the IRS-I/SYP complex activates SYf; leading ro MEK activation Forma[ron of the ShcGrb2 complex mediates the stimulation of P2l'o' GTP binding, leading to a cascade of
phosphorylations These phosphorylations probably occur sequen[ially and involve rnl
protooncogene, MEK, MAP klnase, and 56 kinase II The receptor is probably separarely
coupled to the actiyation of a speclfic phospholipase C that catalyzes the hydrolysis of rhe
glycosyl-Pl molecules in the plasma membrane A product o[ this reaction, inoslrol phosphate glycan (IPG), may act as a second messenger, especially with regard ro activation of
serine/threomne phosphatases and the subsequen[ regulatron of lipid and glucose metabolism Abbrer'iatrons: IRS-1, insulin recepror subs[rare-l; SH, src homology; MAP kinase,
mitogen-activated protein klnase; MEK, MAP kinase kinase; GPl, glycosylphosphatidyllnositol; PLC, phospholipase, SOS, son of sevenless
Redrawn Jrom Soltiel, A R FASEB J 8:1034, 1994

creased water reabsorption from the urine in the distal kidney. A mechanism for
this system is shown in Figure 21.38. Neurons synthesizing AVP (vasopressinergic
neurons) are slgnaled to release AVP from their nerve endings by interneuronal
firing from a baroreceptor responding to a fa1l in blood pressure or from an
osmoreceptor (probably an interneuron), which responds to an increase in exrra-

cellular salt concenlration. The high extracellular salt concentration apparently
causes shrinkage of the osmoreceplor cell and generates an eleclrical signal transmitted down [he axon of the osmoreceptor to the cell body of the VP neuron generating an action potential Thls signal is then transmitted down the long axon from
the VP cell body to its nerve ending where, by depolarization, the VP-neurophysin
II complex is reieased into the extracellular space. The complex enters 1oca1 capillaries through fenestrations and progresses to the general circula[ion. The complex
dissociates and free VP is able to bind to i.ts cognate membrane receplors in the dis-
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KIDNEY DISTAL TUBULE CELL

c

Osmoreceptors

l+

\
\I

HrO Channels
"aquaporins"

r

NaCl

Hzo
HrO

Vasopressinergic
neuron

HrO

HYPOTHALAMUS

Hao

Hzo
AVP-NPI
Basolateral
membrane
G protein
VP

POSTERIOR PITUITARY
Fenestration
in blood vessel

circulation

FIGURE 21.38
Secretion and action of arginine vasopressin in the distal kidney tubules.
The release of arginine vasopressin (A\? or VP) from the posterior
the one for the kidney tubule ce11). NPII, neurophysin II; VB vasopltuitary begins with a signal from the osmoreceptor, or baroreceptor pressin; R, receptor; AC, adenylare cyclase, ME myofibril; GP, glyco(not shown), in the upper righrhand corner of figure The signal can gen phosphorylase; PK,, inacrive protein kinase; PKu, active prorein
be an increase in the extracellular concentration of sodium chloride, kinase; R-Ca, regulatory subunir-cyclic AMP complex; IJ, tight juncwhich causes lhe osmoreceptor neuron to shrink and send an electri- tion; PD, phosphodiesterase. Vasopressin-neurophysin complex
cal message down its axon, which interfaces with the vasopressinergic dissociates at some point and free VP binds to its cell membrane
cell body This signal is transmitted down the long axon of the vaso- receptor in the plasma membrane surface Through a G-protein,
pressinergic neuron and depolarizes the nerve endings causing the
adenylate cyclase is stimulated on the cytoplasmic side of the cell
release, by exocytosls, of the VP-neurophysin complex s[ored there
membrane, generating increased levels of cAMP from ATP Cyclic
They enter the local circulation through fenestrations in the vessels AMP-dependent protein kinases are stimulated and phosphorylate
and perfuse the general circulation. Soon after release, neurophysin various proteins (perhaps including microtubular subunits), which,
dissociates from VP and VP binds to its cognate receptor in the cel1
through aggregation, insert as water channels (aquaporins) in the
membrane of the kidney distal tubule cell (other VP receptors are
luminal plasma membrane, thus increasing the reabsorption of water
located on the corticotrope of the anterior pituitary and on the hepa- by free diffusion.

tocytesandtheirmechanismsintheseothercellsaredifferentfrom

RtdrawninpartJromDousa,T.PandValtin,H

tal kidney, anlerior pituitary, hepatocyte, and perhaps other cell types. After binding to the kidney receptor, VP causes stimulation of adenylate cyclase through the
stimulatory G-protein and activa[es protein kinase A. The protein kinase phosphorylates protein subunits that aggregate to form specific water channels, referred to
as aquaporins (see Figure 2I.38), which are i.nserred into the luminal membrane
for admission of larger volumes of water than would occur by free diffusion. Water
is transported across the kidney cell to the basolateral side and to the general
circulation, causing a dilution of the original high sah concentra[ion (signal) and an
increase in blood pressure. These aquaporins, which are a family of integral
membrane proteins that function as selective water channels, consis[ of six transmembrane a-he1i.cal domains. Although aquaporin monomers function as water
channels or pores, their stability and proper functioning may require a tetrameric
assembly Specific mutations in lhe amino acid sequences of the intracellular and
extracellular loops of [hese proteins result in nonfunctional aquaporins and the de-

Kidneylnr 10:45,

1975
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TABLE

21.7

Examples

of Hormones that Operate Through the Protein Kinase A Pathway

CRH
TSH

Corticotrope of anterior pituitary
Thyroid follicle
Leydig cel1 of testis
Mature follicle at or,'ulation and corpus luteum

LH
FSH

PGI2 (prostacyclin)

Sertoli cell of seminiferous tubule ovarian follicle
Inner layers of cells of adrenal cortex
Some in CNS function on inhibitory pathway
through G1
Kidney distal tubular cell (the AVP hepatocyte recepror
causes phospholipid turnover and calcium ion
uptake, the AVP receptor in anterior pituitary
causes phospholipid turnover)
Blood platelet membrane

Norepinephrindepinephrine

B-Receptor

ACTH

Opioid peptides
AVP

velopment of diabetes insipidus, which is characterized by increased thirst and
production of a large volume of urine.
Some hormones that operate through the protein kinase A pathway are listed

in Table 21.7.

Conadotropin-Releasing Hormone (CnRH): Protein Kinase C
Table 21.8 presents examples of polypeptide hormones that stimulate the phosphatidylinositol pathway. An example of a system operating through stimulation of
the phosphatidylinositol pathway and subsequenr activation of the protein kinase
C system is GnRH action, shown in Figure 21.39. Probably under aminergic interneuronal controls, a signal is generated to stimulate the cell body of the GnRHergic neuron where GnRH is sprthesized. The signal is transmi[ted down the long
axon to the nerve ending where the hormone is stored. The hormone is released
from the nerve ending by exocytosis resulting from depolarizarion caused by signal
transmission. The GnRH enters the primary plexus of the closed portal system connecting the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary through fenestrarions. Then GnRH

TABLE

21.8

of Polypeptide Hormones that Stimulate the
Phosphatidylinositol Pathway
Examples

Thyrotrope of the anterior pituitary
releasing TSH

Gonadotrope of the anterior pituitary releasing
LH and FSH
Corticotrope of the anterior pituitary;
assiss CRH in releasing ACTH; hepatocJte:
causes tncrease in cellular Ca2+
Thyroid follicle: releasing thyroid hormones
causes increase in phosphatidylinositol cycle

AVP

TSH

as

Angiotensin

IIlIII

Epinephrine

(thrombin)

well as increase in protein kinase A

pathway
Zona glomerulosa cell of adrenal cortex:
releases aldosterone
Platelet: releasing ADP/serotonin; hepatocyte
via a receptor: releasing intracellular Ca2+
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GnRH hormone
GnRH receptor

Gonadotropic

G protein

cell membrane

o

A

o

--a

GnRH
Exocytosis

A

PIP

o

-PIP^

Cytosolic side

Phospholipase C

{ I z::::"
l"
"
C]]
caz*

Depolarization

o
Primary plexus
Closed portal system
Fenestration

lPs receptor

'

^"
o

Gonadotropic
cell
Secondary plexus
Anterior
pituitary

FSH

LH

r---------)

Phosphorylated
protein performs
specilic function

oooo
oooFSH
Endoplasmic
reticulum Ca2* storage

to target ceils

FtcuRE 21.39
Regulation of secretion of LH and FSH.
A general mode of action of GnRH to release the gonadotropes from
the gonadotropic cell of the anterior piruirary is presented GnRH,

gonadotropin-releasing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone,
LH, luteinizing hormone; DAG, diacylglycerol

exits the closed portal system through fenes[rations in the secondary plexus and
binds to cognate receptors in the cell membrane of the gonadotrope (see enlarged
view in Figure 21.39). The signal from the hormone-receptor complex is transduced (through a G-protein) and phospholipase C is ac[ivated. This enzqe caLalyzes the hydrolysis of PIP2 [o form DAG and IP3. Diacylglycerol acrivares prorein
kinase C, which phosphorylates specific proreins, some of which may participare in
the resulting secretory process to transport LH and FSH to the cell exterior. The
product IP3, which binds to a receptor on the membrane of the calcium storage particle, probably located near the cell membrane, stimula[es the release of calcium ion.
Elevated cytosolic Ca2* causes increased stimulation of protein kinase C and participates in the exocytosis of LH and FSH from the cell.
Pro[ein kinase C is a family of kinases (Figure 2130) . The en4..rne consisrs of rwo
domains, a regula[ory and a catalyti.c domain, which can be separated by proteolysis

BEGULATOHY DOMAIN

CATALYTIC DOMAIN

Site of proteolysis

ATP binding site

FIGURE 21.40

Common structure of protein kinase C subsPecres.
ATP binding site

! Cysteine !

Any amino acid

ModiJied Jrom Kihhawa, U

, Kishimoto, A , and Nisbizuho

Annu Rev Biochem 58:31,1989.
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at a specific site. The free catalytic domain, formerly called protein kinase M, phosphorylates proteins free of the regulatory components. The free catalytic subunit, however, may be degraded. More needs to be learned about the dpramics of this system
and the translocation of the en4.,rne from one compartment [o another. The regulatory
domain contains two Zn2+ fingers usua\ considered to be hallmarks of DNA-binding proteins (see p. 388). This DNA-binding acrivity has nor yet been demonstrated
for protein kinase C and metal fingers may parricipare in other types of inreracrions.
The ATP-binding site in the catalyic domain conrains the G box, GXGXXG, which is
a consensus sequence for ATP binding with a downstream lysine residue.

rc_P_o
il

il

o
FIGURE 21.41

Structure of cGMP

oH

Activity of Atrial Natriuretic Factor (ANF): Protein Kinase C
The third system is the protein kinase G system, which is stimulated by the elevation of cytosolic cGMP (Figure 21.4L) Cyclic GMP is synthesized by guanylate
cyclase from GTP Like adenylate cyclase, guanylate cyclase is linked to a speclfic
biological signal through a membrane recep[or. The guanylate cyclase extracellular
domain may serve the role of the hormone receptor. This is directly coupled to the
cytosolic domain through one membrane-spanning domain (Figure 21 42), which
may be applicable to the atrial natriuretic factor (ANF; also referred to as arri-

opeptin) receptor-guanylate cyclase system. Thus the hormone-binding site,
transmembrane domain, and guanylate cyciase activities are all served by a single
polypeptide chain.

Plasma membrane

Cytosolic side
Guanylate cyclase

P

FIGURE 21.42

Model for the regulation of guanylate cyclase activity after peptide hormone binding.
The enzyme exists in a highly phosphorylated stare under normal conditions. Binding of
hormone markedly enhances enzqe activity, followed by a rapid dephosphorylarion of
guanylate cyclase and a return of activity to basal state despite continued presence of hormonal peptide
Redrawn Jrom Schultz,

S,

Chinhers,

M,

and Garbers,

DL

FASEB

J

3:2026, t9B9
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LeuAlaGlyProArgSerLeuArgArgSerSeroysPheGlyGlyArglleAspArglleGlyAlaGlnSerGlyLeuGlyCysAsnSerPheArgTyr

RAT ATRIONATRIURETIC

Tyr

FACTOR

Tyr

RAT CARDIONATRIN I (C-terminal segment)

Arg

Arg

RATAUHICULIN

Arg

Tyr

RAT ATRIONATRI URETIC FACTOR

ATRIOPEPTIN

Ser
I

ATRIOPEPTIN II

,

ser-

Met
HUMAN ATHIONATRI UBETIC FACTOR

FtcuRE 21.43

Atrial natriuretic peptides.
These peptides relax vascular smooth muscle and produce vasodilation and natriuresis
Other effects are discussed in the text.
Endocr Rev 6:107, 1985
Adapted from Carlin, M and Genest,

I

ANF is one o[a family of peptides, as shown in Figure 21.43;a sequence of
human ANF is shown a[ the bot[om. The functional domains of the ANF recep[or
are illustrated in Figure 21.44. Atnal natriuretic factor is released flrom cardiac atrial
cells under control of several hormones. Data from atrial cell culture suggest that
ANF secretion is s[imula[ed by activators of cardiac protein kinase C and decreased
by activa[ors of protein kinase A. These opposing actions may be mediated by the
actions of a- and B-adrenergic receptors, respectively An overview of the secretion
of ANF and its general effects is shown in Figure 21.45. ANF is released by a
number of signals, such as blood volume expansion, elevated blood pressure directly induced by vasoconstric[ors, high sait intake, and increased heart pumping
rate. ANF is secreted as a dimer that is inactive for receptor in[eraction and is converted in plasma to a monomer capable of interacting with receptor. The actions
of ANF (Figure 21.45) are to increase the glomerular filtration rate, Ieading to

Membrane
spannrng
domain(s)

Proteolysissensitive
regron
I

I

+

H,N
70 kDa

1

30 kDa

FIGURE 21.44

Functional domains of ANF-R, receptor.
Hlpothetical model shows the sequence of an ANF-binding domain, a membrane spanning
domain(s), a proteolysis-sensitive reglon, a guanylate cyclase catalytic domain, glucosylation
sites (CHO), and amino and carboxyl terminals of the receptor.
Biochemistry2S:5599, 1989
RedrawnJromLiu,B.,Meloche,5.,McMcoll,N,Lord,C,andDeLean,A
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Atriopeptigen

Selective cleavage

FlGURE 21.45
Schematic diagram of atrial natriuretic factoratriopeptin hormonal system.
Prohormone is stored in granules iocated in perinuclear atrial cardiocytes. An elevated vascular
volume results in cleavage and release of atriopeptin, which acts on the kidney (glomeruli
and papilla) to increase the glomenrlar filtration
rate (GFR), to increase renal blood flow (RBF), to
increase urine volume (UV) and sodium excretion (U5,), and to decrease plasma renin activity
Natriuresis and diuresis are also enhanced by the
suppression of aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex and the release from the posterior
pituitary of arginine vasopressin. Vasolidation of
blood vessels also results in a lowering of blood
pressure (BP). Diminution of vascular volume
provides a negative feedback signal that suppresses circulating levels oI atriopeptin.
Redrawn Jrom Needleman, P and Greenwald,

Engl.

J Med

314:828, 1986
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increased urine volume and excretion o[ sodium ion. Renin secretion is also reduced and aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex is lowered. This action reduces aldosterone-mediated sodium reabsorption. ANF inhibits the vasocons[riction produced by angiotensin II and relaxes the constriction of the renal vessels,
other vascular beds, and large arteries. ANF operates through its membrane receptor, which appears to be the extracellular domain of guanylate cyclase. The cGMP
produced activates protein kinase G, which further phosphorylates cellular pro[eins
to express many of the actions of this pathway More needs to be learned about protein kinase G. Using analogs of ANF it has been shown that the majority of receptors expressed in the kidney are biologically silent, since they fail to elicit a physiological response. This new class of recep[ors may serve as specific peripheral
storage-clearance binding sites and as such acL as a hormonal buffer system to
modulate plasma levels of ANE

Normal, nonmalignant cells contain DNA sequences homologous to retroviral
oncogenes, and these sequences are designated as protooncogenes. These protooncogenes are grouped according to their function or location in the cell: growth
factors, growth flactor receptors, nuclear proteins, and membrane proteins. The
subcellular locations and functions of these proteins suggest that in normal cells
they play important roles in terms of growth, development, and differentiation.
Mutations. deletions, or insertions in protooncogene sequences activate these sequences into transforming oncogenes. A cancer cell may express few or many

oNCoGENES AND RECEeToR FUNCToNS

Receptor

I e:r

Growth
Altered receptor

(b)

(a)
Ligand

(c)

FIGURE 21.46
Mechanisms by which oncogenes can allow a cell to escape dependence on exogenous growth factors.
(a) By autocrine mechanism, where the cytoplasmic oncogene indirectly stimulates expression of growth factor gene and oversecretion of growth factors, which then ovetstimulates
receptors on same ce1l; (b) by receptor alteration, so that receptor is "permanently turned
on" without a requirement for growth factor binding; and (c) by transducer alteration,
where the intermediate between the recep[or and its resultant activity that is, the GTP
stimulatory protein, is permanently activated, uncoupling the normal requirement o[ llgand-receptor binding.

oncogenes that dictate the aberrant uncontrolled behavior of the cell. There are
three mechanisms by which oncogenes aliow a cell to escape dependence on exogenous growth factors; these are presented in Figure 21.46. Some oncogenes are
genes for parts of receptors, most often related to growth factor hormone receptors, which function in [he absence of the hormonal ligand. Thus an oncogene
may represent a truncated gene where the ligand-binding domain is missing. This

would resul[ in production of the receptor pro[ein, insertion into the cell membrane, and continuous constitu[ive function in the absence or presence of ligand
(Figure 2L.46b,c).In this situation the second messengers would be produced
constitutively at a high rate, instead of being regulated by ligand, and the result
would be uncon[rolled growth of the cel]. Some oncogenes may have tyrosine protein kinase activity and therefore function like tyrosine kinase normally related to
ceruin cell membrane recep[ors. Other oncogenes relate to thyroid and steroid
hormone receptors (see p. 974) while stiIl others are DNA-binding proteins, some
of which may be transactivating factors or related [o such factors. Oncogeneencoded pro[eins that bind to DNA may be identical with or related to transactivating factors. The oncogene Jun, for example, is a component of activator protein
1 (API), a [ransactivating factor that regulates transcription. The HER-2/neu (also
know as c-erbB-2) oncogene encodes for a 185-kDa transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase with homology to members of the epidermal growth factor (EGF)
receptors. Unlike orher EGF recep[ors, which transduce the EGF slgnal and thus
facilitate hormone-mediated proliferation of mammary epitheiial cells, HER-2/neu
has intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity that ac[iva[es receptor-mediated signal transduction in the absence of ligand. The HER-2/neu protein is overexpressed, mostly
as a resul[ of gene amplification, in 20-30ok o[ human breast cancers. Overexpression of this oncogene in breast as well as ovarian cancer has been linked to
poor prognosis, which includes shorter disease-free interval and shor[er surviva]
time, and has also been shown [o have prognostic and predictive value for treatment with chemotherapy. HER-2lneu overexpression has been shown to induce resis[ance to tumor necrosis factor (TNF), whlch causes cancer cells to escape from
host immune defenses. Recent data suggest that HER-2/neu constitutively activates
the Akt/NF-rB anti-apopto[ic cascade to confer this TNF resistance. Monoclonal
antibodies directed against HER-2/neu have been developed and are being used in
clinicai practice. Table 2I.9 reviews some oncogenes. or cancer-causing genes, and
the func[ions of their pro[ooncogenes (normal gene) (see CIin. Corr. 21 5)
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21.9

src
yes

Known Oncogenes, Their Products and Functionsu

Chicken sarcoma
Chicken sarcoma

abl

Cat sarcoma
Mouse leukemia

Jpt

Chicken sarcoma

fes

Cat sarcoma

fs,

Chicken sarcoma

Plasma membrane
Plasma membrane (?)

Human leukemia

Plasma membrane
Cytopiasm (plasma

Sarcoma

Cytoplasm

Tyrosine-specific protein kinase

(?)
Tyrosi

ne-specific prote in kinase

membrane?)
Tyrosi ne-specific protein kinase

(cytoskeleton?)
ros

erb-B

Chicken sarcoma
Chicken leukemia

(?)

Erythroleukemia,

Plasma and

fibrosarcoma

J^t

Cat sarcoma

Sarcoma

cytoplasmic
membranes
Plasma and

cytoplasmic

EGF receptor's cytoplasmic
ty,rosine-specific protein

kinase domain
Tyrosine-specific protein kinase; macrophage colony-

membranes

mil

stimulating factor receptor

Chicken carcinoma
Mouse sarcoma

Sarcoma

Mouse sarcoma
Monkey sarcoma

Mouse leukemia
Monkey sarcoma

Cytoplasm

(?)

s15

Secreted

PDGF-like growth factor,

Ha-ras

Rat sarcoma

Human carcinoma,

Plasma membrane

GTP-blnding protein

K-ras

Rat sarcoma

Human carcinoma,
leukemia, and

Plasma membrane

GTP-binding protein

r4J
mos

Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm

(?)

Protein kinase (serine threonine) activated by Ras

p-chain
rat carcmoma

sarcoma
N-ras

mjc

Chicken leukemia

myb

Chicken leukemia

Human leukemia
and carcinoma
Human lymphoma

Piasma membrane

Nucleus

DNA binding related to cell
proliferation; transcriptional

Human leukemia
Chicken lymphoma,
human ll,rnphoma

Nucleus
Nucleus (?)

(?)

Nucleus (?)

()
()

control
B-lym
shi
rel

erb-A

Chicken sarcoma
Turkey leukemia
Chicken leukemia

Reticuloendotheliosis

/'?)

(?)

(?)

Thyroid hormone receptor
(c-erb-Aal); related to
steroid hormone receptors.
retinoic acid receptor, and
vitamin D3 receplor

Chicken leukemia

ets

(D

elh

DNA binding
DNA-binding protein

(ets-like)

lun

Osteosarcoma

Jot

Fibrosarcoma

Products associate to form API
Sene transcription factor
Products associate to form API
gene transcription lactor

T The proteins of oncogenes, Sct, Am 251:70, l9B4
'The second column gives the source from which each vrral oncogene was firsr isolared and the cancer induced by the oncogene Some names, such aslps and
Jes, may be equrvalent genes in blrds and mammals the third column lists human and animal tumors caused by agents other than viruses in which the ras oncogene or an inappropriately expressed protooncogene has been identified
Source: Adapted from Hunter,
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Advances in Breast Cancer Chemotherapy
Breast carcinoma is moderately sensitive to

multiple antitumor agents

and combinations of drugs produce higher response rates and longer
durations of response and survival than single-agent therapy Within
the past decade a number of new agents have been developed and
proved effective in the treatment of breast cancer. The most prominent are the taxanes (p1ant alkaloids), including paclitaxel and docetaxel These taxanes are currently being used in combination with

other active drugs including the anthracyclines (doxorubicin),
cisplatin and its analogs (carobplatin), alkylating agents (cyclophosphamide), antimetabolites (5-fluorouracii), vinca alkaloids (predominantly the norvinblastine analog vinorelbine), and anti-estrogens (tamoxifen). Recen[ advances in our understanding of the basic biology
of breast carcinoma, including the internal and external stimuli that
result in malignant transformation, progression, transformation, and
metastasis, have provided additional potential targets for therapeutic
intervention. More specifically, growth factor receptors, including the
EGF receptor (HER-i), andHER-2/neu (c-erbB-2) have been targeted
with a variety o[ treatment strategies. Monoclonal antibodies specific
for each of these receptors have been developed and the first. to undergo complete preclinical and ciinical evaluation was the anti-HER2 monoclonal antibody, trasluzumab (Herceptin). This antibody binds
with high affinity to the extracellular domain of HER-2 and inhibits
transmission of the growth-stimulatory signal. Other approaches to
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target HER-2 have included the development of tyrosine kinase inhibitors as well as other signal transduction inhibitors (vaccines, gene
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Multiple Choice Questions

l.

(e g, hormones from hypothalamus to
pituitary to target tissue), at each successive level:
A. quantity of hormone released and its half-life can be expected
to lncrease
B quantity of hormone released increases, but its half-life does
not change.

In a cascade of hormones

C. quantity
constant_

E
2

quantity of hormone released decreases, but its half-llfe does
not change.
quantity of hormone released and its half-life can both be expected to decrease

lf a single gene contains information for synthesis of more than one
hormone molecule:
A all the hormones are produced by any tissue that expresses the

of hormone released and its half-life are approximarely

gene

B.

al1

hormone molecules are identical.
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C

cleavage sltes in the gene product are typically pairs o[ basic
amino acids.
D. aIl peptides o[ the gene product have wel]-defined biological
actMty.
E hormones all have slmilar function

3

12 In hypopituitadsm it
female patients

A. GnRH enters

t

C. inhibin works by inhibiting slmthesis of a subunit of FSH.
D. FSH activates a protein kinase A pathway
E. LH is taken up by corpus luteum and binds to cytoplasmic

activate adenylate cyclase.
dissociate regulatory subunits from protein kinase.

C. phosphorylate certain cellular proteins.

D
E

receptors

phosphorylate protein kinase A.
release hormones from a target tissue.

4. With anterior pituitary hormones, TSH, LH, and

Questions 13 and 14: Manic-depression may be caused by overactiv-

ity of certain central nervous system cel1s, perhaps
FSH:

A. o subunits
B. B subunits

C
D
E

5

are all different.
are specifically recognized by the receptor.
B subunit alone can bind to the receptor.
hormonal activity is expressed through activation of protein
kinase B.
intracellular receptors bind these hormones.

In the interaction of

a hormone

with its receptor aIl of the follow-

ing are true EXCEPT:
A. more than one polypeptide chain of the hormone may be
necessary.

B

more than one second messenger may be generated.
array of transmembrane helices may form the binding site
for the hormone.
receptors have a greater affinity for hormones than for s).nthetic

C. an

D
E.

6

agonrsts or anlagonists.
hormones released from their receptor after endocytosis could
theoretically interact with a nuclear receptor.

Some hormone-receptor complexes are internalized by endocytosis. fhis process may involve:
A. binding of hormone-receptor complex to a clathrin coated pit.
B. recycling of receptor to cell surface.
C. degradation of receptor and hormone in lysosomes
formation of a receptosome.

D
E

caused

by abnor-

mally high levels of hormones or neurotransmitters, which stimulate
the phosphatidylinositol (PI) cycle Lithium has been used for many
years to treat manic-depression. In the presence of Li+, the PI cycle is
slowed despite continued stimulation and cells become less sensitive to
these stimuli. Li+ may have two functions-inhibition of the phosphatase that dephosphorylates inositol tdsphosphate and direct interference with the function of G-proteins.

13. PI cycle begins with activation of phospholipase C, which initiates
a sequence of events including all of the following EXCEPT:
A. activation of IP3 by action of a phosphatase.
B increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration.
C release of diacylglycerol (DAG) from a phospholipid.
D. activation of protein kinase C.

E

phosphorylation of cerrain cytoplasmic proteins.

14. Which of the following statements concerning G-proteins is correct?
A. G-proteins bind the appropriate hormone at the celI surface.
B. GTP is bound to G-protein in the resting state.
C. a Subunit may be either stimulatory or inhibitory because it
has two forms
D. Adenylate cyclase can be activated only if a, B, and y subunits
o[ G-protein are associated with each other
E Hydrolysis of GTP is necessary for G-protein subunits to
separate

Problems

all of the above

In the followlng questions, match the numbered hormone with

the

lettered kinase it stimulates

7

the vascular system via transport by a specific
membrane carrier.
luteum rapidly involutes only if fertilization does not oc-

::::*

The direct effect of cAMP in the protein kinase A pathway is ro:

A
B

is necessary to maintain the ovarian cycle in

In the ovarian cycle:

A. protein kinase A

C. protein kinase C

B

D

tyrosine kinase

15. Using the Scatchard plot shown, calculate the maximum number
of binding sites of the receptor for its hormone and the dissociation constant for binding.

protein kinase G

Atrial natriuretic factor

05

B. Gonadotrophin-releasing hormone.

9. Insulin.

I0

E

Vasopressin

Questions

1I

!c

and 12: Hypopituitarism may result from trauma,

e

I.

If the stalk between the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary is severed, the pituitary would fail to cause the ultimate release of al1 of
the following hormones EXCEPT:

A.

ACTH.
B- estradiol

C. oxvtocin.

E

thvroxine

D.

testosterone

03

(D

such as an automobile accident severing the stalk connecting the hypothalamus and anterior pltuitary or from tumors of the pituitary gland.
In trauma, usually all o[ the releasing hormones from hypothalamus fail
to reach the anterior pituitary With a tumor of the gland, some or all of
the pituitary hormones may be shut off. Posterior pituitary hormones
may also be lost Hypopituitarism can be life-threatening Usual therapy
is administration of end organ hormones in oral form.
I

04

TL
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How would you determine whether an inability to produce cortisol
in response to stress was caused by a problem ln the hypothalamus, the anterior pituitary or the adrenal cortex?

ANSWERS

I nNswrns
A
C

B

I

Each successive step typically releases a larger amount of a
longer lived hormone
One or more trypsin-like proteases cata\yze the reaction A: The
POMC gene product is cleaved differently in different parts of
the anterior pituitary B: Multiple copies of a single hormone
may occur, but not necessarily. D: Some fragments have no
known function. E: ACTH and B-endorphin, for example,
hardly have similar functions.
cAMP binding causes a conformational change in regulatory
subunits, resulting in release of active protein kinase A. A:
Adenylate cyclase produces cAMP C: This is what protein kinase

t4 C

I5

does.

B

I ssl

in each hormone. A: a Subunits are identical or nearly so. C: Although specificity is conferred by B
subunits, binding to the receptor requires both subunits. D: It
is protein kinase A, and perhaps also protein kinase C in the
These are different

cium. C, D: This is the other second messenger and it activates
protein kinase C, E: This is what protein kinase C does.
Which form is released depends on the specific hormone and
receptor that have interacted. A: Receptor binds the hormone
and the complex interacts with G-protein. B, E: GDP is bound
to the resting enzyme. Its replacement by GTP causes a subunit
to dissociate. Actually hydrolysis of GTP allows subunits to reassociate. D: a Subunit, when dissociated from the other two,
interacts with the errzqe to either activate or inhibit it depending on whether it is an a. or an tri
From the plot below, the intercept on the abscissa is I50 fmol
ml-l, which is the maximum number of binding sites. The
slope of the line is -0.004 so K7 is 250 lmol ml-l.

case of TSH. E: These large glycoprotein hormones do not pen-

etrate the cell membrane; they bind to receptors on the cell
surface.

D B Receptors bind isoproterenol more tightly

9.

E
D
C
B

10.

A

6.
7.

8.

o
o

than their hor-

TL

mones. A, B: These are true of glycoprotein hormones. C: This
appears to be true for p1 receptor. E: This is possible, but entirely speculative; there are currently no known examples.
A and D always happen B or C happen sometimes.
This is activated by cGMP

!
E
a

o

ao

This hormone stimulates phospholipase C.
The p subunit of the receptor has tyrosine kinase activity. The
action of insulin is complex.
Vasopressin is only one of many hormones that stimulate pro-

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

tein kinase A.
11.

C

tuitary to release them.

t2. D A: GnRH enters the vascular system through fenestrations. B.
The corpus luteum is replaced by placenta if fertilization occurs. C: Glycoprotein hormones share a common a subunit.

I3

A

g6gn6 (fmol mL

Oxytocin is released from posterior pituitary. A, B, D, and E all
require releasing hormones from hlpothalamus for anterior pi-

Specific control of them would not involve a subunit they share.
E: LH interacts with receptors on the ceil membrane.
IP3 is the active form. Action of phosphatase on it renders it inactive as it is converted to inositol. B: IP3 causes release of cal-

16

-1

)

The end organ is adrenal cortex. If cortisol is increased in response to an injection of ACTH, the adrenal cortex is funcrioning properly. An intravenous infusion of CRH (corticotropicreleasing hormone) should be able to reach the anterior pituitary.
If ACTH increases in response to this, the pituitary is functioning so the problem is probably with the hi,pothalamus. If ACTH
does not increase in response to CRH, the anterior pituitary is
not functioning
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VERVIEW
Steroid hormones in [he human include cortisol as the major glucocorticoid or antistress hormone, aldosterone as an important regulator of Na+ uptake, and the sex

and progestational hormones. sex hormones are 17B-estradiol in females and
[estos[erone in ma]es. Progesterone is the major progestational hormone. Tes[os-

HrH

H2

Cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene

.,.,-12-.,r.17.-.,u

lclol4-1u

,.,,1 -., 0,,9..- g,.1

Inlal

3\o''5"-u"

7

Numbering system of carbons
FIGURE 22.1

The steroid nucleus.

nucleus

terone is reduced in some target tissues to dihydrotestosrerone, a higher affinity 1igand for the androgen receptor. vitamin D3 is converted to the secosteroid hormone,
dihydroxy vitamin D3. Genes in [he steroid recepror supergene family include
retinoic acid recep[ors and thyroid hormone recepror, although rhe ligands for these
additional recep[ors are not derivatives of cholesterol. Retinoic acid and thyroid
hormone, however, have six-membered ring s[rLlctures that could be considered to
resemble the A ring ol a sreroid.
Steroid hormone structure will be reviewed, as

will syrrthesis and inactivarion

of steroid hormones. Regulation of sy,nthesis of steroid hormones is reviewed with
respect to the renin-angiotensin system for aldosterone, the gonadotropes, especially follicle-stimularing hormone for 17B-estradiol, and the vitamin D3 mechanism. Steroid hormone transport by transporting proreins in blood is reviewed. A
generai model for steroid hormone action at the cellular level is presented with information on receptor activa[ion and regulation of recep[or levels. Specific examples of steroid hormone action for programmed cell death and for stress are presented. Finally, [he roles of steroid hormone receptors as transcriptional
transactivators and repressors are reviewed.

22.2

I STRUCTURES oF srERotD HoRMoNES

Steroid hormones are derived in specific rissues in the body and are dlvided into
[wo classes: the sex and progestational hormones, and the adrenal hormones.
They are synthesized from cholesterol and all of these hormones pass rhrough the
required intermediate. At-pregnenolone. The strucrure ol steroid hormones is related to the cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene nucleus. The numbering of the
cyclopentanoperhydrophenan[hrene ring system and rhe lettering of the rings are
presented in Figure 22.1. The ring system of the steroid hormones is stable and nor
catabolized by mammalian cells. Converslon of active hormones to less active or inactive forms involves alteration of ring subs[i.luents rather than the ring stmcture
itself. The parental precursor of rhe sreroi.ds is cholesterol, shown inFigure 22.2.
The biosy,nthesis of cholesterol is given onpage742
The major steroid hormones and their ac[ions in humans are presented in
Table 22.1. Many are similar in gross strucrure, although the specific recepror for
each hormone is able to distinguish the cognate ligand. For cortisol and aldos-

FIGURE 22.2

Structure of cholesterol.

Cholesterol

TABLE

22.1

Major Steroid Hormones of Humans

Honnone

Structure
CH.

I'

Functions

Secretion Jrom

Secretion Signal

Corpus luteum

LH

Maintains (with estradiol) the
uterine endometrium for
implantation; differentiation
fac[or for mammary glands

Ovarian follicle;
corpus luteum;
(Sertoli cell)

FSH

Female: regulates gonadotropin

Leydig cells of

LH

Progesterone

I7p-Estradiol

in ovarian cycle (see
Chapter 21); maintains (with
progesterone) uterine endometrium; differentiation of
mammary gland. Male: negative
feedback inhibitor of Leydig
cell synthesis of testosterone

secretion

Male: after conversion to dthydrotestosterone, production
of sperm proteins in Sertoli

testis; (adrenal

gland); ovary

Testosterone

cells; secondary sex characteristics (in some tissues
testosterone is active hormone)

Reticularis cells

ACTH

Various protective effects; weak
androgen; can be converted to
estrogen; no receptor yet
found; inhibitor of G6-PDH:
regulates NAD+ coenz)rynes

Fasciculata cel1s

ACTH

Stress adaptation through various

Dehydroepian
drosterone

cellular phenotypic expressions; slight elevation of liver
glycogen; killing effect on cer-

Cortisoi

tain T cells in high doses; elevates blood pressure; sodium
uptake in luminal epithelia

o
il

CH
Aldosterone

CH,OH

c-o
I

Glomerulosa cells
of adrenal cortex

Angiotensin

IIllII

ion uptake via
conductance channel; occurs in

Causes sodium

high levels during stress; raises
blood pressure; fluid volume
increased

H.C

I,25-DrhydroxyYitamin D3

Vitamin D arises in
skin cells after
irradiation and
then successive
hydroxylations
occur in liver
and kidney to

PTH (stimulates
kidney
proximai
tubule
hydroxylation

Facilitates Ca2* and phosphate
absorption by intestinal
epithelial cells; induces
intracellular calcium-binding
protern

system)

yield active form
of hormone

'LH, luteinizing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone; PTH, parathyroid hormone

96r
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C-18 methyl group

Hydroxyl OH
on C-17
(p-oriented)

Aromatic A-ring

ESTRADIOL
C-19 methyl group

C-18 methyl group
Hydroxyl OH
on C-17
(p-oriented)

TESTOSTERONE
C-19 methyl group

C-18 methyl group

PROGESTERONE
Hydroxyl OH on

C-11

Keto O on C-20

C-19 methyl group

Hydroxyl OH
on C-21

FIGURE 22.3

"Ball-and-stick" representations of some
steroid hormones determined by X-ray crystallographic methods.
Details of each structure are labeled. In aldosterone the acetal grouping is

R-CH

C-19 methyl group
C-18 methyl group

oRr

Keto O on C-20

and

oRz

Rra
the hemiketal grouping

,,oR3

ir ,rC.. . where
Ru oH

R1, R2 and R3 refer to dlfferent substituens
Repnnttd wtth permission Jrom Glushel P In: G Litwach
(Ed), Biochemical Actions of Hormones. Yol 6 New
Yorle: Academic Press, 1979, pp 121-20+

I

Hydroxyl
OH on C-21
Double bond
C-+ = 5-5

Hydroxyl OH on C-17 (d-oriented)
CORTISOL
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I eO:

[erone, however, there is overlap in the abiiity of each specific receplor to bind both
ligands. Thus the availability and concentrations of each receptor and the reiative
amounts of each hormone in a given cel1 become paramount consideralions. The
steroid hormones listed in Table 22.I are described as classes based on the number
of carbons in their structures. Thus a C-27 secosteroid is 1,25(OH)zD;; C-21
steroids are progesterone, cortisol, and aldosterone; C-19 steroids are testosterone
and dehydroepiandrosterone; and a C-18 steroid is l7p-estradiol. Classes, such as
sex hormones, can be distinguished easily by the carbon number, C-19 being androgens, C-18 being estrogens, and C-21 being proges[a[ional or adrenal sleroids.
Aside from the number of carbon a[oms in a class slructure, certain substituents in
the ring system are characteristic. For example, glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids (typically aldosterone) possess a C-11 OH or oxygen funclion. In rare exceptions, certain s),nthetic compounds elicit a response without a C-I1 OH group but
they require a new functional group in proximity within the A-B ring system. Estrogens do not have a C-19 methyl group and their A ring contains three double
bonds. Many receptors recognize the ligand A ring primarily; the es[rogen recep[or
can distinguish the A ring of estradiol stretched out of the plane of the B-C-D rings
compared to other steroids in which the A ring is coplanar with the B-C-D rings.
These relationships are shown in Figure 22.3.

22.3

I

BTOSYNTHESTS OF STEROTD HORMONES

Steroid Hormones Are Synthesized from Cholesterol
Hormonal regulation of steroid hormone blosynthesis is mediated by an elevation
of intracellular cAMP and Caz+ , although generation of inositol trisphosphate
may also be involved, as shown in Figure 22.4. The stimulatory response of cAMP

Calcium channel

ca2*

o

Hormone

Lipoprotein receptor

Hormone receptor
G

protein Adenylate
cyclase

Lipoprotein

FIGURE 22.4

Overview of hormonal stimulation of steroid
hormone biosynthesis.
Nature of the hormone (top of figure) depends on
the cell tlpe and receptor (ACfH for cortisol s1nthesis; FSH for estradiol syrrthesis; LH for testosterone slmthesis, etc., as given in Table 22 I). It
binds to ce11 membrane receptor and activates
adenylate cyclase mediated by a stimulatory Gprotein. Recep[or, activated by hormone, ma1'
directly stimulate a calcium channel or lndirecth'
stimulate it by activating the phosphatidylinosrtol
lf the PI
cycle (Pl cycle) as shown rn Figure 21

2I

cycle is concurrently stimulated, IP3 could augment cytosol Ca2* 1eve1s from the intracellular
calcium store. The increase in cAMP activates protein kinase A (Flgure 22 18) whose phosphoqlations cause increased hydrolysis of cholesterol
esters from the droplet to free cholesterol and

increase cholesterol transport into the mitochor:drion The combination of elevated Ca2* ler-e[.
and protein phosphorylation, as well as induct..-:of the SIAR protein, result rn increased side c::.-:
cleavage and steroid biosymthesis These con:::-::
reactions overcome the rate-limiting steps in
steroid biosyrrthesis and more s[eroid is prt : -:<:
which is secreted into the ex[racellular spa.e i:-:
circulated to the target tissues in the blotdslie:.::.
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is mediated via acute (occurring within seconds to minutes) and chronic (requiring

hours) effects on steroid synthesis. The acure effect is to mobilize and deliver
cholesterol, Lhe precursor for all steroid hormones, to the mitochondrial inner
membrane, where it is metabolized [o pregnenolone by the cytochrome p450
cholesterol side chain cleavage enzyme (see chapter 11 for discussion of p450
enzymes). In contrast, the chronic effects of cAMP are mediated via increased
transcrlption of the genes that encode the steroldogenic enzymes and are [hus
responsible for maintaining optimal long-term steroid productlon. Apparently a
protein is induced and this newly sl,nthesized regulatory protein actually facilirates
the translocation of cholesterol from ou[er to inner mitochondrial membrane where
the P450 enzyme is located. This 30-kDa phosphoprotein is designa[ed as the
steroidogenic acute regulatory (StAR) protein. In humans, SIAR mRNA has been
shown to be specifically expressed in tes[is and ovary known sites of steroidogenesis.
Patients with lipoid congenital adrenal hyperplasia (LCAH), an inherited disease in
which both adrenal and gonadal steroidogenesis is significantly impaired and
Iipoidal deposits occur in these tissues, express truncated and nonfunctional SIAR
proteins. These biochemical and gene[ic dara strongly suggesr thar SIAR protein is
the hormone-induced protein factor that mediates acute regulation of steroid
hormone biosynthesis.
Pathways for conversion of cholesterol to the adrenal cortical steroid hormones
are presenled in Figure 22.5. CholesLerol undergoes side chain cleavage to form
A5-pregnenolone releasing a C6 aldehyde, isocaproaldehyde. A5-Pregnenolone is
mandatory in the synthesis of all steroid hormones. Pregnenolone is converted
directly Lo progesterone by two cyroplasmic enzymes, 3p-ol dehydrogenase and
Aa'5-isomerase. The dehydrogenase converts the 3-OH group of pregnenolone to
a 3-keto group and the isomerase moves rhe double bond from the B ring to the A
ring to produce progesterone. In the corpus lureum the bulk of sreroid synrhesis
stops at this point. Progesterone is further converted to aldosterone or cortisol.
Conversion ofpregnenolone [o aldosterone in the adrenal zona glomerulosa cel1s requires endoplasmic reticulum 21-hydroxylase, and mitochondrial IlB-hydroxylase
and l8-hydroxylase. To form cortisol, primarily in adrenal zona fasciculata cells, endoplasmic reticulum l7-hydroxylase and 2l-hydroxylase are required togerher
with mitochondrial llB-hydroxylase. The endoplasmic rericulum (ER) hydroxylases are all cytochrome P450 enzymes (see Chapter lI). A5-pregnenolone is
converted to dehydroepiandrosterone in the adrenal zona reticularis ce1ls by the
action of l7a-hydroxylase of the endoplasmic re[iculum ro form l7a-hydroxlpregnenolone and then by the action of a carbon side chain cleavage system to
form_dehydroepiandrosterone. Cholesterol is converted to the sex hormones by way
of A5-pregnenolone (Figure 22,6) and, progesterone. This is converted ro [estos[erone by the action of cytopiasmic enz].rnes and 17-dehydrogenase. Testosterone,
so formed, is a major secretory product in the Leydig cells of the testis and undergoes conversion to dihydrotestosterone in some androgen target cells before binding to the androgen receptor. This conversion requires the activity of 5a-reductase
located in the ER and nuclear fractions. Pregnenolone can en[er an alternative pathway to form dehydroepiandrosterone as described above. This compound is converted to l7B-estradiol via the aromatase enzqe system and the action of 17-reductase. AIso, estradiol is formed from testosterone by the acrion of the aromatase
system.

The hydroxylases of endoplasmic rericulum involved in steroid hormone s1menzqes. Molecular oxygen (Oz) is a subs[rate with one
oxygen atom incorporated into the steroidal substrate (as an OH) and the second
atom incorporated into a water molecule. Electrons are generaled from NADH or
NADPH through a flavoprotein to ferredoxin or similar nonheme protein. various
agents induce the levels of cyrochrome P450. Note that there is movement of in[ermediates in and out of the mitochondrial compartment during the steroid syrthetic process.
thesis are cytochrome P450
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lsocaprolc aldehyde

Chole3terol (C-24

\

cVtontasmic

1

7o-hydroxylase

\
1

7cl-Hydrorypregnenolone
(in Zona reticularis)
cytoplasmic 2C
side chain cleavage

(in Zona glomerulosa)

Dehydroeplandrolterone (DHEA)

cytophsmic
21

-hydroxylase

mitochondrial
1

Ip-hydroxylase

(in zona fasiculata)

mitochondrial
1 8-hydroxylase

cytoplasmic

1

7o-hydrorylase

cytoplasmic 2 l -hydro)rylase
mitochondrial

Clrculatlng form

FIGURE 22.5

ConverSion of cholesterol to adrenal cortical hormones.

1 1

Fhydroxylase
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Dohyd?oaplandr@terono (DHEA)
(Zona reticularis, C-19 weak andrcgen)

I cyoplavnic 3ftol dehydrogenas€
cytoplasmic A4,s-isomerase

J

I cytoplasmic
I cytoplasmic
I cytoplasmic

€

Y

aromatase
enzyfne system
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22.4

|- METABOLTC

TNACTTVAT|ON OF
STEROID HORMONES

The steroid ring system is very stable. For the most par[, inactivation of steroid hormones involves reduction. Teslosterone is initially reduced to a more active form by
the enz).ryne 5o-reductase to form dihydrotestosterone, the preferred ligand for the
androgen receptor However, further reduction similar to the other sterold hormones
results in inactivation. The inactivation reactions predominate in liver and generally
render the steroids more wa[er soluble, as marked by subsequent conjugation with
glucuronides or sulfates tha[ are excreled in the urine Table 22.2 summarizes reactions leading to inactiva[ion and excretory forms of the steroid hormones.

22.5

I.

CELL-CELL COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL OF
SYNTHESIS AND RELEASE OF STEROID HORMONES

Secretion of steroid hormones from cells where they are s)'nthesized is elicited by
o[her hormones. Many, but not all, such systems are described in Chapter 2I (Figures 21 2, p.907 and2l.3, p. 909). The hormones [hat directly stimulate the
biosynthesis and secretion of the steroid hormones are summarized in Table 22 3.
The signals for stimulation of biosy'nthesis and secretion of steroid hormones are
polypeptide hormones operating through cognate ce1l membrane receptors. In some
systems where both cAMP and the phosphatidylinositol (PI) cycle are involved, it
is not clear whether one second messenger predominates. In many cases, for example, aldosterone synthesis and secretion, probably several components (i e ,
acetylcholine muscarinic receplor, atriopeptin receptor, and their second messengers) are involved in addition to the signal listed in Table22.3.

Steroid Hormone Synthesis ls Controlled by Specific Hormones
The general mechanism for hormonal stimulation of steroid hormone synthesis is
presented in Figure 22 4. Figure 227 presents the system for stimulation of cortisol biosynthesis and release. The role of Ca2* in steroid s)'nthesis and./or secretion
is unclear. RateJimiting steps in the biosyrrthetic process involve the availability of
choiesterol from cholesterol esters in the droplel, the transport of cholesterol to the
inner mitochondrial membrane (SIAR protein), and the upregulation of the otherwise rate-limiting side chain cleavage reaclion.

Aldosterone
Figure 22.8 shows the reactions leading to the secretion of aidosterone ln the adrenal zona glomerulosa ce1l The regulatory control on aldosterone slnthesis and secretion is complicated. The main driving force is angiotensin II generated from the
signaling [o the renin-angiotensin system shown in Figure 22.9. Essentially, the
signal is generared under conditions when blood [Na+] and blood pressure (blood
volume) are required to be increased. The N-terminal decapeptide of circulating
c2-globulin (angiotensinogen) is cleaved by renin, a protease This decapeptide
is the hormonally inacrive precursor, angiotensin l. It is converted to the octapeptide hormone, angiotensin II, bi the action of converting enzqe. Angiotensin II is
conver[ed to the heptapeptide, angiotensin III, by an aminopeptidase. Both angiotensins ll and III bind to the angiotensin receptor (Figure 22.8), which activates
the phosphatidylinositol cycle to generate lP3 and DAG. The IP3 stimulates release
o[ calcium ions from the intracellular calcium storage vesicles. In addition, the activity of the Ca2+ channel is stimulated by the angiotensin-receptor complex. K+
ions are also requi.red to stimulate the Ca2+ channel and these events lead to a
greatly increased level of cytoplasmic Ca2* The enhanced cytoplasmlc Ca2+ has a
role in aldosterone secretion and together with diacylglycerol stimulates protein ki-
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22.2

Excretion Pathways for Steroid Hormones

Progesterone

Progestins

1. Reduction of C-20

(cis)

CH,OH

2. Reduction of 4-ene-3-one

Pregnanediol
(5p-pregMne-3", 2"-diol)

Estradiol

Estrogens

1

Oxidation of 17p-OH

G

2. Hydroxylation at C-2 with
subsequent methylation
3. Further hydroxylation or ke[one formation al a Yaiety
of positions (e.g., C-6, C-7,

One of many possible compounds

c-t+, c-t5, c-I6, c-18)
Testosterone

Androgens

1.

2.

Reduction o[ 4-ene-3-one
Oxidation of C-17 hydroxyl

o
(cis and trans)

Etiocholanolone

Glucocorticoids

Cortisol

1. Reduction of 4-ene-3-one

(trans)

2. Reduction of 20-oxo group
3. Side chain cleavage
t
HO
[

Mineralocorticoids Aldosterone

I

Reduction of

4-ene-3-one

(trans)

b,
Vitamin D

Allo tetahydrocortisone

1p-OH-androsterone

11,p,

21,-(OH)

1-20

-oxo-5p pr e gnane- 1 8-al

Side chain cleavage between
C-23 and C-24

1,25(OH)2D3

metabolites

Calcitroic acid
Source

: From Norman,

"G, Glucuronide;

AW

S, sulfate

and Litwack,

G

Hormones. Orlando, FL: Academic Press, 1987
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Hormones that Directly Stimulate Synthesis and Release of Steroid Hormones

Steroid
Hormone

Steroiil-Producing

System

cAMP, PI cycle, Ca2+

Hypothalamic-pituitary cascade

PI cycle, Ca2+

Renin-angiotensin system

LH

cAMP

FSH

CAMP

Hypothalamic-pituitary cascade
Hypothalamic-pituitary-

Corpus luteum

LH

CAMP

Hlpothalamic-pituitary-

Kidney

PTH

cAMP

ovarian cycle
Sunlight, parathyroid glands,
plasma Ca2+ ler.el

Signal"
ACTH
Angiotensin

I7p-Estradiol

Adrenal zona fasciculata
Adrenal zona glomerulosa
Leydig ce1l
Ovarian follicle

Progesterone

1,25(OH)2 D3

Cortisol
Aldosterone
Testosterone

Signal

Second
Messenger

Structure

Cell or

IIlIII

ovarian cycle

'ACTH, adrenocorricoLropic hormone, LH, luteinizing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; PI, phospharidylinositol; PTH, parathyroid hormone

AcrH-<D

Lipoprotein

--@

membrane

Lipid
droplet

Pregnenolone

SIAB protein

Overcomes limiting substrate
concentration
Mitochondrion

Side chain cleavage enzyme

Transport in blood
I
I

v
Glucocorticoid target cells
I

+

Hormone action

FlGURE 22.7

Action of ACTH on adrenal fasciculata cells to enhance production and secretion o[ cortisol.
I Binding of ACTH to G-protein coupled receptor (R) 2. Activation of adenylate cyclase and generation o[ cAMf; which activates protein kinase

A

3. Hydrolysis of cholesterol esters by cholesterol esterase to generate cholesterol. 4. Transport of cholesterol into mitochondria by steroidogenic acure regulatory protein AC, adenylate cyclase; cAMP, cycllc AMP; PklA, protein kinase A; SCC, side chain cleavage system of enzymes
SIAR (steroidogenic acute regulatory) protein is a cholesterol transporter functioning between the outer and inner mitochondrial membranes
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HYPoG{ FMI,A---__-T
Low t,ta'

concentration

tt ll,lll

Angiotensin
ca2*

I

Ail
receptor

g

[..*=;l

I

Acetylcholine Muscarinicreceptor
ca2r

e

I

I

I

Extracellular side

ca2*

Secretion to
extracellular
space and to
bloodstream

o

clMP Adenytate cyclase

Guanylate cyclase

Hormone receptor

ANF receptor

pANF

FIGURE 22.8
Reactions leading to the secretion of aldosterone in the adrenal zona glomerulosa cell.
cGMf; cycllc GMP; ANE atrial natriuretic factor;
see Figure 22.7 for additional abbrevlations.

O
------>

G protein

o-atrionatriuretic
factor (atriopeptin)

nase C. Acetylcholine released through the neuronal slress signals has similar effects mediated by the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor to further reinforce Ca2+
uptake by the cell and stimulatlon of protein kinase C. Enhanced protein kinase C
activity leads to protein phosphorylations that stimulate the rate-limiting steps of
aldosterone slrrthesis leading to elevated levels of aldosterone, which are then secreted into the extracellular space and finally into the blood. Once in the blood, aldosterone enters the distal kidney cell, binds to its receptor, which initially may be
cytopiasmic, and ultimately stimulates expression of proteins that increase the

transport of Na+ from the glomerular filtrate to the blood.
Signals opposite to those [ha[ activate the formation of angiotensin generate the
atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) or atriopeptin from the heart atria (Figure 22 8; see
also Figure 21.45). ANF binds to a specific zona glomerulosa cell membrane receptor and ac[iva[es guanylate cyclase, which is part of the same receptor polypeptide so that the cytosolic level of cGMP increases. Cyclic GMP antagonizes the s1,nthesis and secretion of aldosterone as well as the lormation of cAMP by adenylate
cyclase.

Aldosterone should be regarded as a stress hormone since ils presence in elevated levels in blood occurs as a result of slressful situations. In contrast, cortisol,
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I slt

Hypovolemia with INa*] 1
signals at macula densa
(also NEP at renal nerve)

HL

Converting enzyme
(vascular epithelium, lung,
liver, adrenal cortex,
pancreas, kidney,
spleen, neurohypophysis)
Angiotensin l{
(octapeptide)
(Trl2 1 min)

=

Aminopeptidase

FIGURE 22.9
Angiotensin lll
(heptapeptide)

Renin-angiotensin system.
Amino acid abbreviations are found on page 97. NEB norepinephrine

in s[ress, has an additional biorhythmlc release (possibly under control of serotonin and vasopressin), which accounts for a substanlial reabsorption of
Na+ prob4bly through glucocorticoid stimulation of the Na+/H+ an[iport in luminal epithelial cel]s in addition to the many other activities of cortisol (e.g., antiinflammatory action, control of T:celi growth fac[ors, sprthesis of glycogen, and
also released

effects on carbohydrate metabolism).

Estradiol

Control of formation and secretion ol l7Q-estradiol, the female sex hormone, is
shown in Figure 22.I0. During development, control centers for the steady-state
and cycling levels arise in the CNS. Their functions are required to initiate the ovarian cycle at puberty These centers must harmonize with the firing of other neurons,
such as those produclng a clockJike mechanism via release of catecholamines or
other amines to generate the pulsatile release of gonadotropic-releasing hormone
(GnRH), probably at hourly intervals. Details of these reactions are presen[ed on
page 933. The FSH circulates and binds to its cognate receptor on the cell membrane of the ovarian follicle ceil and through its second messengers, primarily cAMP
and the activa[ion of cAMP-dependent protein kinase, there i.s srimulation of the

, 17 B-estradiol. At normal stimulared levels of 17B-estradiol, there is a negative feedback on the gonadotrope (anterior pituitary), suppressing further secretion of FSH. Near ovarian midcycle, however, there is a superstimulated level of l7B-estradiol produced that has a positive,
rather than a negative, feedback effect on the gonadotrope. This causes very high
levels of LH to be released, referred to as the LH spike, and elevated leve1s of FSH.
The level of FSH released is substantially lower than LH because the follicle produces inhibin, a polypeptide hormone that specificaliy inhibits FSH release without affecting LH release. The elevation of LH in the LH spike participates in the
process of omlation. After ovuiation, the remnant of the follicle is differentiated into
the functional corpus lu[eum, whi.ch now s]Tlthesizes progesterone (and also some
estradiol), under the influence of elevated LH levels. Progesterone, however, is a
s),rrlhesis and secretion of the female sex hormone

*Just prior to ovulation, estradiol is elevated
and stimulates (positive feedback) rather
than inhibits the gonadotropes.

FrcuRE 22.10
Formation and secretion of l7B-estradiol and
progesterone.
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FIGURE 22.11

Structure of 1a,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol or
calcitriol, the biologically active form of vitamin D.

feedback inhibitor of LH sy'nthesis and release (operating through a progesterone
receptor in the gonadotropic cel1) and eventually the corpus luteum dies, owing to
a fall in the level of available LH and the production of oxytocin, a luteolytic agent
by the corpus luteum. Prostaglandin F2o may also be involved With the death oi
the corpus luteum, the blood 1eve1s of proges[erone and estradiol fa1l, causing menstruation as well as a decline in the negative feedback effects of these steroids on
the anterior pituitary and hypothalamus and the cycle begins again. Clinical Correlation 22.1 describes how oral contraceptives interrupt this sequence
The situati.on is similar in males wrth respect tc the regulation of gonadotropin
secretion, but LH acts principally on Leydig ce1ls to stimulate production of testosterone, and FSH acts on the Sertoli cells ro stimulate the production of inhibin and
other proteins that include an androgen binding protein Production of testosterone
is subject to the negative feedback effect of I7B-estradiol slnthesized in the Sertoli
celi. The 17B-estradiol operates through a nuclear estrogen receptor in the Leydig

cell to lnhibit testosterone synthesis at the transcriptional level In all

cases of

sleroid hormone production, the syrrthetic system resembles that shown in Figure
22.4

Vitamin D3
CttNICAL CORRETAT!O N

22.1

Oral Contraception
Oral contraceptives usually contain an estrogen
and a progestin Taken orally, rhe levels of these
steroids increase in blood to a levei where secretion o[ FSH and LH is repressed. Consequently, the gonadotropic hormone levels in
blood fall and there is insufficient FSH to drive
the development o[ the ovarian follicle As a result, the follicle does not mature and olrrlation
cannot occur. ln addition any corpora lutea cannot survive because of low LH levels ln sum,
the ovarian cycle ceases. The uterine endometrium thickens and remains in this state,

The active form of vitamin D, frequently referred to as calcitriol, is a secosteroid,
a steroid in which one of the rings has been opened (see Figure 22 Il). The active
form of vitamin D stimulates intestinal absorption o[ dietary calcium and phosphorus, the mineraiization of bone matrix, bone resorption, and reabsorption of calcium and phosphate in the renal tubule. The vitamin D endocrine system is diagramed in Figure 22 12 7-Dehydrocholesterol is activated in the skin by sunhght
to form vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol). This form is hydroxylated flrst in the liver
to 25-hydroxy vitamin D; (25-hydroxycholecalciferol) and subsequently in the

kidney to form la,25-vitamin

erol). The hormone binds to nuclear 1,25(OH)2D3 receptors in intestine, bone, and
kidney and then activates genes encoding calcium-binding protelns whose actions

"I44"

4^F
+

however, because of elevated levels of estrogen
and progestin. Pills without the steroids (placebos) are usually inserted in the regimen at about
the 28th day and, as a result, blood levels of the

7-Dehydrocholesterol
activated in the
skin by sunlight

steroids [a11 dramatica\ and menstruation occurs. When oral contraceptive steroids are resumed, the blood leve1s of estrogen and progestin increase again and the uterine
endometrium thickers, This sequence creates a
faise "cycllng" because of the occurrence

Dr (1,25(OH)zD:)(1a,25-dihydroxycholecalcif-

Ring opening
and hydroxylations

ofmen-

stnration at the expected time in the cycle. The
ovarian cycle and ovulation are suppressed by
the oral contraceptive based on the negative
feedback effects of estrogen and progestin on the

Bone

secretion o[ the anterior pituitary gonadotropes.
It is also possible to provide contraceptlon by
implanting in the skin silicone tubes containlng
progestins. The steroid is slowly released, pro-

Mineralization

viding contraception for up to 3-5 years.

I

Absorption of Ca,

I

Pg

K

G Female contraception In: L
Becker (Ed ), Pinctples and Practice of Endocinolog
andMetabolism New York: Lippincott, 1990, p. 861;
and Shoupe, D and Mishell, D R Norplant: subdermal implant system for long term contraceplion
Am Obstet. Gynecol 160:1286, 1988
Zatuchni,

lntestine

FtcuRE 22.12
The vitamin D endocrine system.
Pr, inorganic phosphate.
Adapted Jrom Norman, A.

W and Litwach, G Hormones, 2nd

ed New Yorh.: Academtc Press, 1997,

p
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FIGURE 22.13
Schematic model of the action of
1,25(OH)2D3 in the intestine in stimulating

Membrane components

intestinal calcium transport.

Calcium binding proteins

@ Vesicle

tr

Redrawn Jrom Nemere,

Alkaline phosphatase

may lead to the absorption and reabsorption of Ca2+ (as well as phosphorus). The
subcellular mode of action is presented in Figure 22.13.|n this scheme calcitriol
enters the intestinal cell from the blood side and migrates to the nucleus, where its
unoccupied receptor is associated with the chromatin fraction. Once the active form
o[ the hormone binds to this nuclear receptor, the complex then associa[es with a
specific DNA sequence, referred to as the vitamin D3-responsive element, and by
doing so selectively regulates the rate of transcription of responsive genes. Messenger RNA is produced and translated in the cytoplasm; these RNAs encode Ca2+binding proteins, Ca2*-ATPase, other AfPases, membrane components, and facilitators of vesicle formation. Increased levels of Ca2+-binding proteins may cause increased uptake of Ca2+ from the intestine or may simply buffer the cytosol against
high Ca2+ levels.
With each of the steroid-producing systems discussed, feedback controls are
operative whereby sufficient amounts of the circulating steroid hormone inhibit the
further production and release of intermediate hormones in the pathway at the levels of the pituitary and hypothalamus, as viewed in Figure 21.3 (see p. 909). In the
case of the vitamin D systems, the conlrols are different since the steroid production
is not stimulated by the cascade process applicable to estradiol. When the circulating levels of the active form of vitamin D (1,25(OH)2D3) are high, hydroxylations

at the 24 and 25 positions are favored and the inactive 24,25(OH)2-vitamin

I

and Norman, A. W Biochim.

Biophys Acta 694:307, 1982.

D3

compound is generated.

Steroid Hormones Are Bound to Specific
Plasma Proteins or Albumin
Four major plasma proteins account for binding of the steroid hormones in blood.
They assist in maintaining a level of these hormones in the circulation and protect
the hormone from metabolism and inactivation. The proteins are corticosteroid-
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binding globulin protein, sex hormone-binding protein, androgen-binding protein.
and albumin

Corticosteroid-binding globulin (CBG) or transcortin is about 52 kDa and
human plasma contains 3-4 mg dl--l. It binds about 80o/o of the total l7-hydroxysteroids in the blood. In the case of cortisol, which is the principal antistress corticosteroid in humans, aboutT5ok is bound by CBG, 22o/o is bound in a loose manner to albumin, and 8"k is in free form. The unbound cortisol is the form that can
perrneate cells and bind to intracellular receptors to produce biological effects. The
CBG has a high affinity for cor[isol with a binding cons[ant (&) of 2.4 X 107 M-1)
Critical structural determinants for sreroid binding to CBG are the Aa-3-ketone and
20-ketone groups. Aldoslerone binds weakly to CBG but is also bound by albumin
and other plasma proteins. Normally 60o/o of aldosterone is bound to albumin and
10% is bound to CBG. In human serum, albumin is l000-fold the concentration of
CBG and binds cortisol with an affinity of I03 M-1. Thus cortisoi will always fill
CBG-binding sites first. During stress, when secretion of cortisoi is very high, CBG
sites will be saturated but there will be sufficient albumin to accommodate excess
cortisol.

Sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) (40 kDa) binds androgens with an
affinity constant of about 10e M-1. One [o three percent of testosterone is unbound
in the circulation and 10o/o is bound to SHBG, with the remainder bound to albumin. The level of SHBG is probably important in controlling the balance be[ween
circulating androgens and es[rogens along with the actual amounts of these hormones produced in given situations. About 97-99olo of bound testos[erone is bound
reversibly to SHBG but much less estrogen is bound to this protein in the female.
The plasma concentration of SHBG before puberty is about the same in males and
females, but, at puberty, when the functioning of the sex hormones becomes important, there is a smaLl decrease in the level of circulating SHBG in females and a
Iarger decrease in males, ensuring a relatively greater amount of the unbound (ac[ive) testosterone and t7B-estradiol. In adults, males have about one-half as much
circulating SHBG as females, so [hat the unbound testosterone in males is about 20
times greater than in females. In addition, the total (bound plus unbound) concentration of testosterone is about 40 times greater in males. Testosterone itself lowers SHBG levels in blood, whereas I7B-estradiol raises SHBG levels in blood. These
effects have important ramifications in pregnancy and in other conditions.
Androgen-binding protein (ABP) is produced by the Sertoli cells in response
to [estosterone and FSH, both of which stimulate protein s],nthesis in these cells
Androgen-bindlng protein is doubtless not of great importance in the entire blood
circulation but is important because lt maintains a ready supply of testosterone for
the production of protein consti[uents of spermatozoa. Its role may be to maintain
a high local concentration of testosterone in the vicinity of the developing germ cells
within the tubules.

22.2

I srERorp HoRMONE RECEPToRS

Steroid Hormones Bind to Specific lntracellular Protein Receptors
A general model for steroid hormone action presented in Figure 22.14 takes into account the differences among steroid receptors ln terms of rheir location within the
cel1. In contrast to pollpeptide hormone receptors [hat are generaily located on/in
the cell surface, steroid hormone receptors, as well as other related receptors for nonsteroids (i.e., thyroid hormone, reti.noic acid, vitamin D3) are located in the cell interior. Among the steroid receptors there appear to be some differences as to the sub-

cellular location of the non-DNA-binding forms of these receptors. The
glucocorticoi.d receptor and possibly the aldosterone receptor appear to reside in the
cytoplasm, whereas rhe other receptors, for whi.ch suitable data have been collected,
may be located within the nucleus, possibly in association with DNA, although not
necessarily at productive acceptor siles on the DNA Starting at the top of Figure

srERorD HoRMoNE RECEPToRS
Plasma
protein
bound
steroid
hormone

STEP

I

I sls

Target cell

Non-DNAbinding
cytoplasmic
receplor

FIGURE 22.-I4

Model of steroid hormone action.
Step

1-Dissoclation o[ free hormone (biologically active) from circulating transport protein; Step 2-diffusion of free ligand into cytosol or

nucleus; Step 3-binding of ligand to unactivated cytoplasmic or nuclear receptor; Step 4-activation of cyrosolic or nuclear hormone-receptor
complex to activated, DNA-binding form; Step 5-translocation of activated cytosolic hormone-receptor complex into nucleus; Step 6-binding of activated hormone-receptor complexes to specific response elements within the DNA; Step 7-slnthesis of new protelns encoded by
hormone-responsive genes; and Step B-alteration in phenotype or metabolic activity o[ target cell mediated by specifically induced proteins

22.14, Step 1 shows a bound and a free form of a steroid hormone(s) The free form
may enter the ce1l by a process of diffusion in the case of glucocorticoids, Iike cortisol, the steroid would bind [o an unactivated receptor with an open ligand-bindlng site (Step 3) The binding constant for this reaction is on the order of IOe M-r,
t
compared to about 107 M for the binding to CBG (see above). The non-DNAbinding form also referred to as the unactivated or nontransformed receptor has a
mass of about 300 kDa, because other proteins may be associated in [he complex.
A dimer of a 90-kDa protein, which is a heat shock protein that is induced when
cells are s[ressed, is associated with the receptor in this form and occludes its DNAbinding domain, accounting for its non-DNA-binding activity Assoclated with this
dimer of hsp90 is another heat shock prolein designated as hsp56, which interestingly also funclions as an immunophilin and, as such, binds [o a number of potent
immunosuppressive drugs. The dimer of the 90-kDa heat shock protein is depicted
by the pair of red ovals attached to the cytoplasmic receptor that biock the DNAbinding domain pictured as a pair of "fingers" in the subsequently activated form.
Activation or [ransformation to the DNA-binding form is accomplished by release of
the 90-kDa heat shock proteins (Step 4). lt is not clear what actually drives the activation step(s). C1early, the binding of the steroidal ligand is important but other fac[ors may be involved. A low molecular weight componenl has been proposed to be
part of the cross-linking between the nonhomologous proteins and the receptor
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in the DNA-binding complex. In the case of glucocorticoid receptor, only the
non-DNA-binding form has a high affinity for binding steroidal ligand. Following
activation and exposure of the DNA-binding domain, the receplor translocates to the
nucleus (Step 5), binds to DNA, and "searches" rhe DNA for a high-affiniry acceptor
site. At this site the bound receptor complex, frequently a homodimer, acts as a
transactivation fac[or, which together with other transac[ivators allows for the starting of RNA poll.rnerase and the stimulation of transcription. In some cases the bindi.ng of the receptor may lead to repression of transcription and this effect is less well
understood. New mRNAs are translocated to the cytoplasm and assembled into
translation complexes for the syrrthesis of proteins (Step 7) that alter metabolism and
functioning of the target cell (Step 8).
When the unoccupied steroid hormone receplor is located in the nucleus, as
may be the case for estradiol, progesterone, androgen, and vitamin D3 recep[ors (see
Figure22.l3), the steroid must travel through the cytoplasm and cross the perinuclear membrane. This transport through the cytoplasm (aqueous environment) ma1'
require a [ransport protein. Once inside the nucleus the steroid binds to the highaffinity, unoccupied receptor, presumably aheady on DNA, and causes it Lo be "activated" to a form bound to the acceptor site. The ligand might promote a conformation that decreases the off-rate of the receptor from its acceptor, if it is located
on or near its acceptor si[e, or might cause the receptor to initiate searching if the
unoccupied receptor associates with DNA at a iocus remote from the acceptor site
Consequently, the mechanism underlying ac[ivation of nuclear receptors is less well
understood as compared to ac[ivation of cytoplasmic receptors. After binding of activated receptor complexes to DNA acceptor siles, enhancement or repression ol
transcription occurs.
Heterogeneity has clearly been demonstrated within a given subtype of steroid
receptor. For example, the transcriptional effects of 17B-estradiol in humans as well
as rodents are mediated by borh the alpha and beta forms of the estrogen receptor
(ERa and ERB, respectively). Borh ERo and ERB bind t7B-estradiol with the same
high affinity and both activated complexes bind to estrogen response elemen[s
within the DNA. ERa and ERp share a high degree of amino acid homology However, there are specific differences in regions of these estrogen receptors that would
be predicted [o influence transcriptional activity. ERa contains two distinct acrivation domains, AF-I and AF-2, whose transcriptional activity is influenced by cell
promoter contex[. Although ERB contains an AF-2 domain, it does not con[ain a
strong AF-1 domai.n within its amino terminus, but rather contains a repressor domain. Consistent wirh this s[ructural difference are the observations that ERp functions as a [ransdominant inhibitor of ERa transcriptional activity at subsaturating
hormone levels and that ERB decreases overall cellular sensitivity to l7B-estradiol.
One explanation for these inhibitory effects of ERB on ERo function is that ERB
can form heterodimers with ERa, which in turn regulate ER functions. Analyses of
the specific effecrs mediated by 17B-estradiol in ERc or ERp knockout mice, coupled with the observation that these two forms of the ER exhibit distinct and only
partially overlapping patterns of expression, suggest that these two receptors play
different biological ro1es. ]n fact, when ERa and ERB are coexpressed in neurons,
they trigger different intracellular signals, leading to distinct metabolic responses.
From a physiological perspective it has been suggested the ERB might play a more
relevant role for neural cell differentiation, whereas activation of ERa might be implicated in synaptic piasticity, both during development and in mature neurons. The
uterus is a target tissue in which endogenously expressed ERa and ERB appear to
play different roles The uterus is composed of heterogeneous cell types that undergo continuous sl,nchronized changes ln proliferation rates and differentiation in
response to changes in the circulating levels of estrogens and progesterone. ERa and
ERB levels in u[erine tissue also appear to vary during the mens[rual cycle, with the
highest level of both present during the proliferative phase. I7B-Estradiol plays an
important role in the differentiation of the u[erus by regulating the expression of
target genes, including that flor the progesterone receptor (PR). Induction of PR
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by l7B-estradiol in both u[erine and breast lissue is important physiologically, since
it prepares these target lissues for subsequent stimulalion by progesterone. Recent
data demonstrate that ERo appears to be responsible lor this induction of PR in the
uterine stroma and glandular eplthelial cells. In contrasl, ERB appears to be responsible for downregulation of PR in the luminal epithelium. Thus the differential
expression of ERa and ERB within specific cell types dictates what type of response
will be elicited by 17B-estradiol.
Consensus DNA sequences defining specific hormone response elements
(HREs) for the binding of various activated slerold hormone-receptor complexes
are summarized in Table 22.4. Receplors for glucocorti.coids, mineralocorticoids,
progeslerone, and androgen all bind to the same HRE on the DNA Thus, in a given
cell type, the extent and type o[ receptor expressed will determine the hormone sensltivitir For example, sex hormone receptors are expressed in only a few cell types
and the proges[erone receptor is likewise restri.cted lo certain cells, whereas the g1ucocorlicoid receptor is expressed in a wide varlety of cell types. In cases where aldosterone and cortisol receplors are coexpressed, only one form may predominate
depending on the ce1l type. Some [issues, such as the kidney and colon, are known
targets for aldosterone and express relatively high levels of mineralocorticoid recep[ors as wel] as glucocorticoid receptors. These mineralocorticoid target tissues
express [he enzyme llB-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (see Clin. Corr 22.2).

This enzyme conver[s cortisol and corticoslerone, both of which bind ro the mineralocorticoid receptor with high affinity, to their 11-keto analogs, which bind
poorly [o the mineraiocorricoid receptor This inactivation of corticosterone and
cortisol, which circulate a[ much higher concentrations than aldosterone, flacilitates
binding of aldosterone [o mineralocorticoid receptors in these tissues. In tissues that
express mineralocorticoid receprors but are not consldered target tissues, this
enzyfi:.e may no[ be expressed, and the mineralocorticoid receptors may simply
function as pseudoglucocorticoid receptors and mediate the eflects of low circulating
Ievels of cortisol (predominant glucocorticoid in humans) Thus the mineralocorticold and glucocorticoid recep[ors may regulate the expression of an overlapping
gene network in various target tissues. As indicated in Table 22.4, rhe estrogenrecep[or complex recognizes a unique response element. AI1 of the response elements lisled at the top o[ Tabie 22.4 function as positive elements, since binding of
the receptors results in an increase in transcription of the associated gene.
Glucocor[icord hormones also repress transcriplion of specific genes For
example, glucocorticoids are known to repress transcription ol the proopiome-

TABLE

22.4

Steroid Hormone Receptor Responsive DNA Elements:
Consensus Acceptor Sites

DNA Sequence"

Element

C[INtCAt

CORRETATIO N

I Sll

22 .2

Apparent Mineralo-

corticoid Excess
Syndrome
Some patients (usua11y children) exhiblt symp-

toms, including hypertension, hypokalemia,
and suppression oI the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system, that would be expected if
they were hypersecreting aidosterone Since
bioassays of plasma and unne sometimes fail
to identlfy any excess of mineralocorticoids,
these patients are said to suffer from the appar-

ent mineralocorticoid excess (AME) s)mdrome.
This sy,ndrome is a consequence of the failure

of cortisol inactivation by the 1lp-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase This gives cortisol direct
access to the renal mineralocorticotd receptor
Since cortisol circulates at much higher concentrations than aldosterone, this glucocorticoid saturates these mineraloconicoid receptors and funcrions as an agonist, causing sodium retention and suppression of the reninangiotensin-aidosterone axis Although this
AME si,,ndrome can result from a congenital

defect in the distai nephron llp-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase isoform, which renders
the enzyme incapable of converting cortisol to

cortisone (binds poorly to mineralocorticoid
receptors), it can also be acquired by ingesting
excessive amounts of Iicorice The major com-

ponent of licorlce is glycyrrhizic acid and its
hydrolytic product, glycyrrhetinic acid (GE)
This active rngredient (GE) acts as a potent
inhibitor of 1lB-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase By blocking the activity o[ thrs inactivating enzgne, GE facilitates the binding of cortisol to renal mineralocorticoid receptors and
hence induces AME syrrdrome.
Edwards,

C

R,

Vl

Primary mineralocorticoid excess

LJ

DeGroot (Ed.), Endocnnolog'.
1995,p 1775 and ShackleandStewart,PM Thehypertensronof

syndromes ln:

POSITIVE

Philadelphia: Saunders,

Glucocorticoid responsive
element (GRE)
Mineralocorticoid responsive
element (MRE)

apparent mineralocorLicoid excess slndrome ln: E
G Biglieri and J C Melby (Eds ). Endocine Hypertension New York: Raven Press, 1990, pp 155-173

Progesterone responsive

ton,C H L

5' -GGTACAnnnTGTTCT-3'

element (PRE)
Androgen responsive
element (ARE)

5'-AGGfCAnnnTCACI-3'

Estrogen responsive

element (ERE)
NEGATI\E

5' -AfYACNnnnT

Glucocorticoid responsive

G AT

CW -3'

element
Source: Data are summarized from work of Beato,

"n, any nucleotide; Y, a purine,

\{

a pyrimidine

M

Cell 56:355, 1989
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lanocortin (POMC) gene, which contalns the ACTH sequences. Glucocortlcoidmediated repression of POMC gene expression thus plays a key role in the negative
feedback loop regulating the rate of secretion of ACTH and ultimately cortlsol
Negative glucocorticoid response elements (nGREs) mediate this repression of the
POMC gene as well as other importanl genes. A general model of positive as well
as negalive transcriptlonal effects mediated by steroid receptors is shown in Fig-

+R

Negative

+R
A

hil"--x

\t(

ure 22 15: In (c) binding of a steroid receptor (R) homodimer to i[s response element allows it to interact sy-nergistically with a positive transcription factor (TF) and
hence induce gene transcriptlon; in (b) binding of a receptor dimer to its response
element displaces a positive [ranscription factor (TF) but has no or weak transactivatlon potential because no synergizing facror is nearby; and in (c) the DNA-AP I
(positive factor) may interacl in a protein-protein fashion in such a way tha[ the
transactivating functions of both proteins are inhibited and gene transcription is
repressed

'.,,.'-'F
FIGURE 22.15

Positive and negative transcriptional effects o[
steroid receptors.
TII transcription factor; R, receptor (a) Binding
ol recep[or dimer immedlately adjacent to a transcrip[ron factor leads to s]'nergistic activation of
transcription (b) Binding o[ receptor dimer to a
negative hormone response element (HRE) may
displace a positive transcnption factor. (c)
Protein-protein interaction between receptor

dimer and posrtive transcription lac[or such as
Ap 1 may block Ap I DNA binding and repress
transcriptional response
RedrawnfromRenhawiLz,
1993

R Ann

N Y Acad

Sci 684:],

Endogenous as well as exogenous glucocorticoids exert major anti-inflammatorl,
actions and these steroids have been utilized for decades for this very purpose
These endogenous and synthetic hormones appear to suppress the immune system
via several biochemical mechanisms. For example, glucocorticoids are known to inhibit immune responses by inhibiting prostaglandin production. Nuclear glucocorticoid-receptor complexes (see Figure 22 16) have been shown to induce
annexin-I (also referred to as lipocortin), a protein of about 40,000 molecular
weight. This polypeptide functions as an lnhibitor of membrane phospholipase Ar,
whose activity is responsible for the release of fatty acid precursors, like arachidonic
acid, for prostaglandin sprthesis Glucocorticoids are also known to inhibit expression of cyclooxygenase (see p. 767), which cataiyzes the generation of
prostaglandins and other related compounds which are potent inflamma[ory agents
Two forms of cyclooxygenase exis[: COXI and COX2. COX1 appears to be a constitutively expressed efizqe that may func[ion in vascular responses and may catalyze the generatlon ol requlred hormones under noninflammatory conditions On
the other hand, the COX2 enzyme (prostaglandin G/H sl,nthase-2) can be induced
in inflammatory cel1s as part of the inflammatory response. This endoplasmic reticulum enz).,rne caLalyzes the oxidation of arachldonic acid to the peroxy form (cyc1lc
endoperoxide). From this intermediate a variety of prostaglandins and thromboxanes (mediators ol lnflammatory response) and prostacychns can be syrrthesized.
This suppression of COX2 synthesls by glucocorticoids accounts for a major part
o[ their anri-inflammatory effects.

FtcuRE 22.16

Action of glucocorticoids in suppressing immune and inflammatory responses mediated by cytokines.
REC, receptor; GC, glucocorticoid hormones; TNf; tumor necrosis factor
RedrawnJrom Marx,J Science 270:232, 1995
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Glucocorticoids are anti-inflammatory by another mechanism that involves ina key transcription factor. In unstimulated immune cells, the transcription factor NF-rB is retained in the cytoplasm in its inactive form complexed with
another protein, either IrBa or the structurally related protein IrBB. Stimulation
of these cells by any one of a vari.ety of immune signals, such as tumor necrosis fac[or, resuits in phosphorylation of the IrBa on serines 32 and 36. This posttlanslatlonal modification, which Ieads to ubiquitina[ion and subsequent degradation of
IrBa via a pro[eosome-mediated mechanism, triggers the release of NF-rB from the
cytoplasmic complex. The released (activated) NF-KB then migrates into the nucleus, where it activates cytokine (mediators of inflammation) and other genes. GIucocorticoids effectively suppress this immune cell actlvation by two mechanisms
(see Figure 22.16) These steroids, via binding to intracellular receplors, induce
Ir(Bd transcription and this additional IxBa holds NF-rcB in the cytoplasm in its
inactive form, even under conditions where it would normally be released to move
into the nucleus. Additionally, potential binding of activated nuclear glucocorticoid-receptor complexes to nuclear NF-rcB may prevent the latter from binding to
appropriate DNA response elements and contribute to steroid-mediated

hibition of

rmmunosuppression.

Some members of this receptor supergene family mediate gene silencing.
in DNA, by analogy to enhancer elements, function independently of their position and orientation. The silencer for a particular gene consists of
modules that independently repress gene activity In the absence of their specific
ligands- the thyroid hormone receptor (T:R) and retinoic acid receptor (MR)
appear to bind to specific silencer elements and repress gene transcription. This siSilencer elements

lencing activity may occur via destabi,lization of the transcription-initiation complex or via direct or indirec[ effects on the carboxy-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II. After blnding of their respective ligands, these two receptors lose this
silencing activity and are converted into transactivators of gene transcription.

As indicated in Figure 22.15, dimerization of receptor monomers is

a

by most steroid
prerequisite for efficient DNA binding and tran
d by the ligandreceptors. Strong in[eractions between these m
domain of the
binding domains of several steroid receptor
Iigand-binding domain has been proposed to form a leucine zipperJike stmcture
or a helix-turn-zipper motif (see p. 387), which is known to be necessary for the
dimerization o[ other transcription factors. Although the majority of receprors in
this superfamily form homodimers, heterodimers have also been detected. More
specifically, a class of re[inoic acid recep[ors, classified as retinoid X receptors
(RXRS), regulate gene expression via heterodimerization with the other form of the
retinoic acid receptor (MR), the thyroid hormone recep[or, and other members of
this receptor superfamily. A model for the stabilization of the transcriptional preinitiation complex by an RXR/RAR he[erodimer is presented in Flgure 22.17.
Thus the changes produced in different cells by the activation of steroid hormone receptors may differ. The whole process is triggered by rhe entry of the
steroidal ligand in amounts that supersede the dissociation constant of the receptor. The phenotypic changes in different cell types in response to a specific hormone
then Summate to give the sys[emic or organismic response to the hormone.

Some Steroid Receptors Are Part of the c-ErbA Family of
Protooncogenes or Are Orphan Receptors
The glucocorticoid recepror has three major functional domains (Flgure 22.\8).
Starting at the C terminus the steroid-binding domain is indicated and has 30-600/o
homologr with the ligand-binding domains of other receptors in the steroid recepror fami.ly. The more alike two steroids that bind different receptors are, the
grea[er the ex[ent of homology to be anticipated in this domain. The steroid-binding domain contains a sequence that may be i.nvolved in the binding of molybdate
and a dimer of the 90-kDa heat shock protein whose function would theoretically

I we
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Transcription

BAR

RXR

DNA

FIGURE 22.17

Model for the stabilization of the preinitiation complex by an RXR/RAR heterodimer.
Tf; transcription factor; LBD, ligand-binding domain; DBD, DNA-binding domain; AF1,
activation function located in amino-terminal region of receptor, which may provide contact
with cell-specific proteins; AF2, activation function located within ligand-binding domain,
which interacts directly with transcriprional machinery

result in the assembly of the high molecular weight unactivated-non[ransformed
steroid-receptor complex. To the left of that domain is a region that modifies transcription. In the center of the molecule is the DNA-binding domain. Among the
steroid receptors there is 60-95"k homologlz in this domain. Tlro zinc fingers (see
p. 388) interact with DNA. The strucrure of the zinc finger DNA-binding motif is
shown in Figure 22.19. Ttre N-terminal domain contains rhe principal antigenic
domains and a site that modulates transcriptional activation. The amino acid sequences in this site are highly variable among the steroid receptors. These fearures
are common to all steroid receptors. The family of steroid receptors is diagrammed
in Figure 22.20. The ancestor to which these receptor genes are related is v-erbA or
c-erbA. v-ErbA is an oncogene thar binds ro DNA but has no ligand-binding domain. In some cases the DNA-binding domains are homologous enough thar more
than one receptor will bind to a common responsive element (consensus sequence
on DNA) as shown in Table 22.4. ln addition ro rhose genes picrured in Figure
22.20, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ah) may also be a member of this family

Nuclear localization signal

Transcription activation subdomain

l
I

+

HOMOLOGY: 60

-

95%

+t

65-7570 30-60%

FIGURE 22.18

Model of a typical steroid hormone receptor.
The resuls are derived from studies on cDNA in various laboratories, especially those ofR.
Evans and K. Yamamoto.
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FIGURE 22.19

Structure of the zinc finger located within the glucocorticoid recePtor DNA-binding
domain as determined by X-ray crystallography.
Yellow circles indicate amino acid residues (located in GR monomer) that interact with base
pairs. Blue circles are those making phosphate backbone contacts Green circles are those
participating in dimeflzation
RedrawnJromLuisi,B F.,Schwabe,l WR.,andFreedman,L.PIn:G.Litwach
Hormones, Vol. 49 San Diego : Academic P ress, 1994, pp. 1 -47

(Ed),Vitaminsand

The Ah recepror binds carcinogens with increasing affinity paralleling increasing
carcinogenic potency and translocates the carcinogen to the cellular nucleus unless
the receptor is already located in the nucleus. The N-terminal ponions of the
receptors usually contain major antigenic sites and may also contain a site that is
ac[ive in modulating binding of the receptor to DNA.
Thyroid hormone and retinoic acid recePtors are also members of the same superfamily of receptors although their ligands are not steroids. They do contain sixmembered rings as shown in Figure 22.2I.For some steroid receptors the A ring
is the prominent site of recognition by the receptor, presenting the likelihood that
the A ring inserts lnto the binding pocket of the receptor. In some cases, derivatives
of the s[ructures with a six-membered ring bind to the estradiol and glucocorticoid
receptors. Thus the ring structures of thyroid hormone and retinoic acid have structurai similarities not unlike many of the steroidal ligands involved in binding.
Thus all [he receptors of this large gene family, acting as either homodimers or
heterodimers, function as ligand-activated transcription factors and as such modulate (induce or repress) the expression of specific genes.

DNA-BINDING

DOMAIN

53

HORMONE-BINDING
DOMAIN

ERBA
T3
RA
D3
E2

Betinoic acid
(vitamin A acid)

CORT
ANDH
PROG
ALDO

FIGURE 22.20

Steroid receptor gene superfamily.
T3, triiodothyronine; Rl{, retinoic acid; D3, dlhydroxy vitamin D3; E2, estradiol; CORI cortisol; ANDR, androgen; PROG, progesterone; ALDO, aldosterone. Figure shows roughly the
relative sizes of the genes for these receptors. The information derives from the laboratciries
of R. Evans, K Yamamoto, P Chambon, and others. In some cases there is high homology
in DNA-binding domains and lower homologies in ligand-binding domains.

F!GURE 22.21

Structures of retinoic acid (vitamin A acid)
and 3,5,3'-triiodothyronine.
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A large number of related receptors are referred [o as orphan receptors.
Although these nuclear receptors are s[ructurally related to known receptors in this
superfamiiy, no physiological ligands or activators for [hese orphan receptors were
originally known. Collectively these receptors represen[ a diverse and ancienl component of the nuclear receptor superfamily and are found in almost all animal
species. Examples of orphan receptors for which the ligand has been idenrified include BXR (benzoate X receptor), RXR (retinoid X receptor), PPAR (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor), CARp (constitutive androstane receptor), PXR (pregnane X receptor), SXR (steroid and xenobiotic receptor), and
FXR farnesoid X receptor). PXR, SXR, and CARB are highly expressed in the liver
and respond to specific steroidal ligands. These hormones are actuaily the first new
steroidal ligands to be described since aldosterone was discovered in I952. These
three ligand-responsive orphan receptors are known to require heterodimerization
with RXR for DNA binding. These recently discovered orphan receptors and their
respective ligands may clearly be impor[ant physiologically and have an impact on
specific human diseases. For example, the human SXR can be activated by a diverse
group of steroid agonists and antagonists. Activation of this broad-specificity sensing receptor appears to facilitate the detoxification and removal of various endogenous hormones, dietary steroids, drugs, and xenobiotic compounds with biological
activity The ligand-acrivared SXR complex appears to directly regulate the activity
of inducible cytochrome P450 enzqes in response to the presence of its substrates
Thus the activated SXR increases steroid catabolism by inducing transcription of
several genes encoding key metabolizing enzymes. Hence in patients receiving

steroid replacement therapy or women taking oral contraceptives, certain drugs
(i.e., rifampicin) that bind to SXR will cause rapid depletion of the administered
steroids due [o this increased steroid catabolism.

22.8

RECErToR ACTtvATtoN:
| AND

UpREGULATtoN
DOWNREGULATION

Little is known about activation of steroid receptors. Activalion converts a nonDNA-binding form (unactivated-nontransformed) of the receptor ro a form
(activated-transformed) that is able to bind nonspecific DNA or specific DNA
(hormone-responsive element). The likelihood that certain receptors are cytoplasmic
(glucocorticoid recep[or and possibly the mineralocorticoid receptor) whiie others
are nuclear (progesterone, estradiol, vitamin D3, and androgen receptors) may have

Heat shock protein

HaN

Steroid

FIGURE22,22

Hypothetical model of a non-DNA-binding
form of a steroid receptor.
This form of the receptor cannot bind to DNA
because the DNA-binding site is blocked by the
90-kDa hsp proteins or by some other conMass o[ this complex is approximately
300 kDa

stituent

a bearing on the significance of the activation phenomenon. Mos[ information is
available for cytoplasmic receptors. The current view is that the non-DNA-binding
form is a heteromeric [rimer consisting of one molecule of receptor and a dimer of
90-kDa heat shock protein, as shown in Figure 22.22 The DNA-binding sire of rhe
receptor is blocked by the heteromeric pro[eins or by some other factor or by a
combination of both. Upon activation-[ransforma[ion a stepwise disaggregation of
this complex could occur, Ieading to the activated recep[or having its DNA-binding
site fully exposed.
Although the condi.tions required to induce activation in yitro are well known,
the primary signal within the ceII is not. Many believe that the binding of ligand
alone is not sufficient to cause the activation process. Clearly, elevated temperature
is a requirement for this conformational change, since incubation of target cells with
appropriate steroids at low Lemperatures fails to result in in yitto activation and subsequent transloca[ion. Once the liberated receptor is free in the cytoplasm, it crosses
the perinuclear membrane, perhaps through a nucleopore, [o enter the nucleus. It
binds nonspeclfically and specifically to chromatin, probably as a dimer, presumably
in search of the specific response element (Table 22.4). Thus these receptors are
transactivating factors and may act in concert with other transacting fac[ors to provide the appropriate structure to initiate transcription. Most steroid receptors have
in their DNA-binding domains an SV40-like sequence (i.e., Pro-Lys-Lys-Lys-Arg-

RECEeToR ACTTVATIoN: upRECULATToN AND

Lys-Val) known to code for nuclear transloca[ion. Steroid receplors have variants of
this sequence; some degeneracy is permitted but probably a specific lysine residue
cannot be altered. This signal may provide recognition for the nucleopore

Steroid Receptors Can Be Upregulated or Downregulated
Depending on Exposure to the Hormone
Many membrane or intracellular receplors are downregulated when the cell has
been exposed to a certain amoun[ of the hormonai ligand. In some cases, the downregulation is called "desensitization." Downregulation takes many forms For membrane receptors the mechanism may be internalization by endocytosis of the receptors after exposure [o hormone Internalization reduces the number of receptors
on the cell surface and renders the cell less responsive [o hormone, that is, desensitizes the cell. In the case of intracellular steroid receptors, downregulation gener-

of reducing the level of receptor mRNA, which decreases the
concentra[ion of receptor molecules. The receptor gene may have a specific responsive element on its promoter whose ac[ion results in an inhibition of transcription of receptor mRNA or the receptor may slimulate transcription of a gene
a1ly takes the form

that codes for a protein that degrades the mRNA of [he receptor. Sequences are now

being recognized on receptor gene promoters that may bind activated steroidreceptor complexes and result in inhibition of transcription (Table 22.4). Downregulation of receptors by their own ligands plays an important physiologlcal role
because it prevents overstimulalion of target cells when circulating hormone levels
are elevated.

Although downregulation of steroid receptor levels by their cognate hormones
appears to be the mosl frequenl form of au[oregulation, it is no[ common to all
target cells. In fact, glucocorticoid-mediated upregulation has been reported in a
number of responsive cells. Since a1l of these cells are growth inhibited by these
hormones, it was initially suggested that hormone-mediated upregulation may be
required for subsequen[ growth inhibition. However, the fact that glucocorticoidmediated upregulation also occurs in human lprphoid cells that express glucocor[icoid receptors but are not growth inhibited by these steroids, demonstrates [hat
this positive autoregulation is neither the result nor cause of hormone-mediated
growth arres[ (see Clin. Corr 22.3).

Nuclear Hormone Receptors and Coactivators and Corepressors
Several levels of control exerted on hormone action include availability of the ligand to its receptor, exten[ of expression of the specific receptor in the cell, and
cel1-specific factors. Proteins that regulate the transactivational func[ions of nuclear
receptors are referred to as coactivators and corepressors. Steroid receptor coactiva[ors are proteins that bind to the receptor while it is in contact with DNA and

structurally facilitate subsequen[ transcription, a state of the complex known as
actiyation. In the inactive slale, the recep[or, while bound to DNA at a specific gene
promoter governed by the hormone response element, is contac[ed by another sel
of proteins, corepressors, that s[ruc[urally interfere with the ac[ivated Lranscriptional state of the complex. Well-known corepressors for sleroid hormone nuclear
receptors are SMRT and NCoR (GRIPI is also in this category resembling NCoR).
These corepressors affec[ mSin3 and histone deacetylases (HDAC) to cause deacetyLation of histones producing condensation of chromatin resulting in transcriptional
repression. Binding of cognate hormonal li.gand to the receplor complex induces a
conforma[ional alteration of the receptor resulti.ng in the dissociation of corepressors and recruitment of coactivators. These coactivators then catalyze the acetylation of histones and lead [o [ranscrlptional activation (see Figure 22.23). Coactivators are proteins in the SRC family designated SRC-I, SRC-2, and SRC-3. SRCs

interact with receptors through conserved motifs with the amino acid sequence
LXXLL, where L is leucine and X is any amino acid.

DowNREGULATToN
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22.3
Mineralocorticoid Receptor Mutation Results in
Hypertension and Toxemia of Pregnancy

CTINICAT CORRETATIO N

recent finding provides a molecular explanatlon for an inherited form of hypertension and a possible molecular basis for rhe
loxemra o[ pregnancy, also known as eclampsia The causes of hypertension, especially the hypertension associated with eclampsia,
are only conjectured about and specific molecular endpoints that
have been impllcated involve the renin-angiotenstn system and various factors related to this system, including the angiotensinogenconverting erzyme and the mlneralocorticoid receptor. Thls steroid
receptor is normally activared by aldosterone, which promotes
sodrum reabsorption in the distal nephron of the kidneiu However,
a recent report has locused on the hypertension that sometimes occurs during pregnancy and has described a new mutation in the
mrneralocorticoid receptor. In this mutated receptor rhe serine
residue at position 8I0 has been replaced with a leucine residue (referred to as S810L mutation) This mutated recepror appears to be
responsible for the hypertension that appears early in pregnancy and
ls magnified during pregnancy (approximately 6ok of pregnancies
are complicated by development of hypertension) The amino acid
serine BI0 is located in the hormone-binding domain of rhe receptor and is conserved in all mineralocorticoid receptors across many
species As a consequence o[ this specific mutation in the hormonebinding domain, the mineralocorticoid receptor binds progesterone
with the same high aflinity with which ir binds aldosrerone AIthough progesterone binds to the normal wild-type mineralocorticoid receptor, it does so with low affinity and funcrions as an antagonist However, progesterone bound to the mutated form of the

-\ r ery

receptor functions as an agonlst, thus activating the receptor and inducing a physiological response (reabsorption of sodium in kidney)
Given that during pregnancy plasma progesterone levels increase
significantly (see Figure 20.35), this mutated form of the recepror is
continuously saturated with this steroid As a consequence of progesterone functioning as an agonist, the blood pressure of the pregnant woman expressing this mutated receptor may reach very high
and dangerous levels For example, in subjects under age 35 carrying the mutated form of the receptor, the systolic ro diastolic blood
pressure ratio was reported Lo be 167 lll0, whereas the ratio was
126/78 (normal range) rn noncarriers Many other steroids fail to

bind to either the normal (wild-type) or mulated lorm of this receptor However, spironolactone, which usually functions as an a1dosterone antagonist when bound to the normal receptor, also functions as an agonist when bound to the mutated receptor. Therefore
spironolactone probably should not be used to treat hypertensive
patlents bearing the SB10L mutation in their mineralocorticoid receptor Since the early development of heart faiiure occurs in the seriously hypertensive group of pattents, it seems possible that this
mutated mineralocorticoid receptor could be an important con-

tnbuting factor.
Geller, D S, Farhi, A, Pinkerton, N, Fradley, M, Moritz, M, Spirzer, A,
Meinke, G, Tsai, E T, E, Sigler, P B, and Lifton, R P Acrivaringmineralocorricoid receptor mulation in hypertension exacerbared by pregnancy. Science

289:I19.2000
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FIGURE 22.23

Role of corepressors and coactivators in transcriptional regulation by steroid/nuclear
hormone receptors.
HRE, hormone response element; NR, nuclear receptor; SMRT, NCoR, corepressors; HDAC,
histone deacetylase; P/CAf; histone ace[yltransferase, SRC, coactivator; mSin3, transcriptional repressor that binds to repressive transcription factors and recruits HDAC into repressor
complex; CBP/p300, general transcriptional activaror. This model only holds for nuclear
receptors that bind to DNA in the absence of a cognare ligand
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SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF STEROID HORMONE
ACTION AT THE CELLULAR LEVEL:
PROGRAMMED DEATH

Programmed cell death or apoptosis is a process by which cells die according to

a

program that may be beneficial for the organism It results from the rise or fall in
the level o[ a specific hormone(s). Uterine endometrial cells at the beginning of
menstrua[ion are an example where programmed celi death is initiated by the fall
in the levels of progesterone and estradiol in the biood (see Clin. Cort.224).
Another case is apoptosis of th).rynus cells during developmen[ when the adrenal
cortex becomes functional and begins to synthesize and secre[e relatively large
amounts of cortisol. A newborn has a large thymus but when cortisol is syrrthesized
and reieased the thymus cortical cells begin to dle until a resistan[ core of ce11s is
reached and rhe gland achieves its adult size. Thus programmed cell death is a
mechanism used ln development for the maturation of certain organs as well as in
cyclic systems where cells proliferale and then regress until ano[her cycle is initiated to begin the proliferation all over again, as is the case with the ovarian cycle.
Glucocorticoid-induced apoptosis in thymocytes is mediated by the intracellu1ar glucocorticoid recep[or. There are two phases to this complex process: inhibirion of cell proliferation (cytostatic phase) followed by a cytolytic phase characterce1l death (cytolytic phase).
These two phases are not necessarily linked, since some cells are growth inhibited,
but nol lysed, by glucocorticoid hormones The preci.se mechanism by which glucocorticoid-receptor complexes induce cell death is not ful1y understood. Exposure

tzedby internucleosomal DNA cleavage and ultlmate

to hormone may result in a conformational change in chromatin with the unmasking of internucleosomal linker DNA regions, which are substrates for a nuclease.
Tiea[ment of thl,rnocytes with glucocorticoids results in the activation of a constitutive, endogenous Ca2*/Mg2*-dependent endonuclease, while similar treatment of
human leukemic T cells resuhs in the activarion of Ca2* A/rg2* -independent nuciease. Recent studies have demonstrared that the Ca2+/Mgz*-dependen[ nuclease tha[
is activa[ed by glucocorticoids in rat th).Tnocytes is homologous with a cyclophilin.
These proteins are high-affinity binding proteins for the immunosuppressive drug

22.4
Programmed Cell Death in the Ovarian Cycle
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During the ovarian cycle, the ovarian follicle expels the mature olrrm
at day 14 and the remaining cells of the follicle are differentiated into
a functional corpus luteum. The corpus luteum produces some estradiol to partially replace that provided earlier by the maturing follicle
However, its principal product is progesterone Estradiol and progesterone are the main stimula[ors of uterine endometrial wal] thickening in preparation for implantation One o[ the proteins induced by
estradiol action in the endometrium is the progesterone receptor.
Thus the uterine endometrial cel1s become exquisitely sensilive to
estradiol as well as progeslerone The corpus iuteum supplies the latter, but in the absence of lertilizatlon and development of an embryo,
the corpus luteum lives only for a short whiie and then atrophies because of lack of LH or chorionic gonadotropin, a hormone produced
by the early embryo. The production o[ oxytocin and PGF2. in the
ovary may bring about the destruction o[ the corpus luteum (luteolysis). Blood levels of estradiol and progesterone fall dramatically after
luteolysis and the stimulators of uterine endometrial cells disappear,

causing degeneration of this thickened, vascularized layer of tissue
and precipitating menstruation These cells die by programmed cell
death (apoptosis) due to the withdrawal of steroids The hallmark of
programmed cel1 death is internucleosomal cleavage of DNA Thus
programmed cell death appears to play specific roles in development
and in tissue cycling either due to a specific hormonal stimulus or to

withdrawal of hormone(s).
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cyciosporin A and have caz* /Mg2+ -dependenr nuclease activitlz The mechanism(s)

by which glucocorticoid hormones induce lysis of rhymocytes versus leukemic
T celis appears to differ in several other respecls. Tiea[ment of sensitive T cells with
these hormones resul[s in upregulation of glucocorticoid recep[or mRNA levels,
while identical treatment of thymocytes appears [o result in downregulation of
mRNA levels. AIso, the mRNA levels for an impor[ant growrh factor, c-myc, are repressed in glucocorticoid-treared T cells, but induced in thymocytes. Thus the cytos[a[ic and cyrolytic phases of apoprosis may be mediated by slighrly different
pathways in these two different cell types.
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Multiple Choice Questions
aldosterone.

C.

estradiol.

dehydroepiandrosterone

A

aldosterone.

progesterone.
D3

E

derlvatives:

may activate gene transcdption by eliminating the silencing
activity ol recepror proteins
bind to homodimerlc proreins, which in turn bind to DNA
bind dlrectly to DNA via leucine zipper motifs
are vitamin derivatives and hence have no effect on regulation
of gene expression
may substitute for thyroid hormones in binding to the thyroid
hormone receptor

Refer to the following for Questions 5 ro 8:

SIAR protern

3. A5-Pregnenolone is a precursor of all of the following

A

B
C
D

a channel.

5,-AMP

E. rnduction of the

FL: Academic press,

E Superfamily of steroid nuclear receptors-positive
and negative regulators ofgene expression FASEBJ 5:2243, \99L

4. Retinoic acid and rts

C. Ca'- entering the cell through

G Hormones,2nd ed Orlando,

16:291.1991
Wahli, W and Martinez,

E. vitamin

Side chain cleavage enz),rne complex actlvlty may be stimulated by
all of the following EXCEPT:
A. cAMP
B. Ca2+ released via stimularlon of the IP3 pathway.

D
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D.

D. testosterone.
E. lrtamin D3.
2.

AW

B. cortisol
C. 17B-estradiol

1. The C-2I steroid hormones include:

A
B
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EXCEpT:

A. corticosteroid-binding globulin
B. serum albumin
C.

sex hormone-binding globulin

I

ANSwERS

Blood levels o[ progesterone fall as pregnancy progresses because the corpus luteum dies.
C. Inhibin produced by the folhcle prevents release of LH.
D The primary influence for the corpus luteum to produce progesterone and estradiol is FSH
E. All of the above are correct

transferrin

5. Major aldosterone carrier in blood.

6

Supplies testosterone to sperrnatozoa.

7. Binds 75-80o/o of l7-hydroxysteroids in the plasma

8

At puberty decreases more in males than in

females.

9. The receptor for which of the following recognizes a unique
sponse element
A. estrogen

B.

re-

in DNA?

glucocorticoid

C. mineralocorticoid
D. progesterone

10 All of the following

receptors may belong to the steroid receptor

Questions 13 and 14: A newborn has a large th).T nus but, when the adrenal cortex becomes functional, the thpnus cel1s begin to die until the
gland reaches adult size This is an example o[ programmed cell death
ca1led apoptosis Apoptosis can result from either [he rise or fal1 of specific hormones. In this case, apoptosis arises as the adrenal cortex
synthesizes and secretes relatively large amounts of cortisol The
cortisol-receptor complex is responsible for the cell death Although
the precise meclianrsm is not cIear, it has been shown that rat thymo.yt.i tr"rt.d with glucocorticolds show activation of a C** lMg2* -dependent nuclease that may cleave DNA.

I3.

gene superfamily EXCEPT:
receptor

A. aryl hydrocarbon
B. erbAprotein

B. cytoplasmic receptors may be associated with heat shock

thyroid hormone receptor.
a-tocopherolreceptor

protelns

C

Questions II and 12: Aldosterone bound to its recePtor promotes
sodium reabsorption in the distal nephron of the kidney. Elevated
sodium in the blood leads to hypertension, which can be a serious
problem in pregnancy The causes ofhlpertension ln pregnancy are not
yet known although defects in the system leading to aldosterone release
may be involved. In some cases, hypertension that appears in early
pregnancy and increases with time has been shown to be caused by a
mutation in the mineralocofticoid receptor. The mutation allows progesterone to bind with the same affinity as aidosterone and thus act as
an agonist Because of the high levels of progesterone during pregnancy,

A11

of the tollowing are normal events leading to or followrng

E.

12. Once or,ulation occurs, the pathway followed differs when the egg
is fertilized and when it is not Which of the following statements
about this process is/are correct?

1.

A

FSH, via cAMP as a second messenger, stimulates the follicle to
release 17P-estradiol.

A

This is a mineralocortlcoid B, D: These are C-19 androgens.

14

Another instance of apoptosis caused by changes ln hormone levels is seen rn the ovanan cycle When there is no fertilization of the
ovum, the endometrial cells die because:
A. LH levels rise after ovulation
B estradiol levels are not involved in the LH surge phenomenon
C. estradiol inhibits the induction of the progesterone receptor in

D.

E

cAMP.

A-C: The hormone-

receptor complex activates both adenylate cyclase through the G-protein and the calcium channel. E: SIAR protein facilitates

the endometrium.
oxytocin and PGF2. directly destroy the endometrium.
the involution of the corpus luteum causes estradiol and progesterone levels to fall dramatically

Problems

15

Steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs inhibit prostaglandin slmthesis
in at ieast two ways-inhlbition of phospholipase A,2 and inhibition

of

cyclooxygenase

Why are the new generation of anti-

inflammatory drugs called COX2 inhibitors (Celebrex, Vioxx) better tolerated than the older drugs?
16. What is the relationship between 7-dehydrochoiesterol and la,
2 5 -dihydroxycholecalciferol?

C: Estradiol is a C-18 estrogen E: Vitamin D3 is a C-27 compound.

2. D This is the inactivated form of

complex searches for specific sequences on DNA cal]ed HREs
(hormone response elements).
the activated receptor-hormone complex may either activate or
repress transcription of specrfic genes (on1y one activity per
gene)

se-

cretion of aldosterone from the adrenal gland EXCEPT:
A. renin is released by the kidney in hlpovolemia.
B angiotensinogen binds to membrane receptors.
C. the PI cycle is activated producing IP3 and DAG.
D. Ca2* levels in the ce1l rise.
E. aldosterone is secreted into the blood.

the receptor-hormone complex is not activa[edltransformed
until it is translocated to the nucleus.

D. in the nucleus, the activated/transformed receptor-hormone

the mutated receptor remains saturated and blood pressure can become
dangerously high. Spironolactone, which acts as an antagonist of aIdosterone with a normal receptor, acrc as an agonist with the mutated
receptor and should not be used to treat this kind of hypertension

11.

Glucocorticoid receptors are in the cytoplasm. All of the followrng
statements about the process by which the hormone influences
transcription are correct EXCEPT:
A the hormone must be in the free state to cross the cell
membrane

C. retinoic acid receptor.

D
E

eSZ

B

D. androgen-binding proteln

E.

I

3.

E

the transfer o[ cholesterol to the inner mitochondrial membrane
where the P450 is located.
The synthesis of vitamin D3 occurs from 7-dehydrocholesterol
A-D: Pregnenolone ls an obligatory intermediate in the s1nthesis ol all the steroid hormones.
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4.4

5.
6.

B
D

7

B

8

C

9

A

The retinoic acid receptor (RAR) binds to specific silencer elements in the absence of the ligand, retinoic acid. When rerinoic
acid is bound, the receptor loses silencing actlvity and activates
gene transcription. B: In addition, there are retinoid X receptors
(RXR), which also affect gene expression, via heterodimerrzation with RAR. C: Retinoic acid binds to its receptor. The receptor protein may bind to DNA via a leucine zipper E: The
thyroid hormone receptor is a different protein than RAR.
Sixty percent is transported this way
This protein is secreted by Sertoli cells in response ro tesrosterone and FSH.
Corticosteroid-binding globulin has a high affinity for coftisol.
As a result, there is more unbound testosterone circulating in
the blood of adult males.
The posititte glucocorticoid response eiement is the same as the
mineralocorticoid response element and the progesterone response element. The estrogen response element differs.
B: Note that c-erbA is a protooncogene.

11

E
B Angiotensinogen

t2

A

IO
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13. C Dissociation of the heat shock protein from the receptorhormone complex in the cytosol activates the complex. A:
Steroid hormones travel bound to plasma proteins but. some is
always free. D: These are consensus sequences in DNA. E: Activation is more common but glucocorticoids repress transcription of the proopiomelanocortin gene.
14. E Estradioi and progesterone are the main stimulators of the endometrium thickening in preparation for implantation of rhe
fertilized olrrm. A: LH rises prior to ovulation. B: Estrogen rises
midcycle, progesterone a little later, but these would tend to
maintain the endometrium. C: Estradiol induces the progesterone receptor D: Oxytocin and PGF2. are involved in luteolysis (degradation of the corpus luteum) along with reduction o[
LH levels.
15
There are two cyclooxygenases. COXI is a constitutively expressed enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of required
prostaglandins, for example, protection of the stomach lining
and blood coagulation processes COX2, however, is induced

is cleaved by renin to angiotensin I, which
must further be cleaved by converting erzqe to active angiotensin II. A: This is a major signal C, D: fhese lead to in-

creased Ca2+ and activation o[ protein kinase C.
Activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinase stimulates the
synthesis and secretion of estradiol. B: This is what happens in
the absence of fertilization. In pregnancy, the corpus luteum

eventually dies but the placenta produces high levels of progesterone. C: Inhibin controls FSH release. D: LH controls the
corpus luteum.

I6

as

part of the inflammatory response NSAIDs (nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs like aspirin) inhibit both COX1 and COIO,
so stomach irritation is common. COX2 drugs inhibit production of only the inflammatory prostaglandins.
la,25-Dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25 (OH)rD3) is the active
form of vitamin D. Ultraviolet light acting on the skin converts
7-dehydrocholesterol to cholecalciferol. This compound must
be hydroxylated in liver to 25-hydroxycholecalciferol and subsequently in kidney to yield [he active I,25(OH)rD3.
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23.1

I ovrnvlrw

Animals sense their environmen[ through the responses of specific organs to stimuli:
touch, pain, heat, cold, inrensity (light or noise), color, shape, position, pitch, quality, acid, sweet, bitter, salt, alkaline, fragrance, and so on. Externally, rhese generally reflect responses of the skin, eye, ear, tongue, and nose to stimuli. Some of these
signals are localized to the point at which they occur; others-sound and sightare projected in space, that is, [he environment outside and distant to the animal.
Discrimination of these signals occurs a[ the point of reception, but acknowledgment of what they are occurs as a result of secondary stimula[ion of the nervous
system and transmission of the signals to the brain. In many instances, a physical
response is indicated and resul[s in voluntary or involuntary muscular activity.
Common to these even[s is electrical activity associated with signal [ransmission
along neurons, and chemical activity associated with signal transmission across
q.naptic junc[ions. In all cases, stimuli received from the environment in the form
of pressure (skin, feeling), Iight (sight, eye), noise (ear, hearing), raste (tongue), or
smell (nose) are converted (transduced) into electrical impulses and to some other
form of energy in order to effect the desired terminal response dictated by the brain.
A biochemical componen[ is associated with each of these events.
General biochemical mechanisms of signal transduction and amplification will
be discussed as they relate to biochemical events involved in nerve transmission,
vision, and muscular con[raclion. Finally, a specialized case of biochemical signal
amplification will be discussed, namely, blood coagulation. The larrer ropic is in effect hemostasis with emphasis on the enzyrnes and ancillary proteins involved in
phases of the process ranging from coagulation to fibrinolysis. A common theme of
all topics discussed in rhis chapter is that processes are initiated by some stimuli,
propagated andJor amplified by some biochemical processes, and rerminated and
repositioned for the next event. Energy and intermediary metabolites necessary for
many of these even[s may be mentioned briefly in this chapter since they are covered in sufficient details elsewhere in this textbook.

Knowledge of the chemical composition of the brain began with the work of J. L.
W Thudichum in 1884 and publication of his monogram enritled "A Treatise on
the Chemical Composition of the Brain, Based Throughout on Original Research"
(cited in West and Todd, Textbooh of Biochemistry MacMiilan, 1957). Thudichum's
research was supplemented by the work of others during those earlier years. There
have been almost explosive advances during recent years, through the use of moIecular biological techniques, not only in knowledge of the composirion of the brain
but also of molecular mechanisms involved in many brain/neuronal functions.
About 2.4ob of an adult's body weight is nervous tissue, of which approximately
83olo is the brain. The nervous system provides Lhe communica[ions network between the senses, the environment, and all parts of the body The brain is [he command center. This system is always functioning and requires a Targe amount of
energy to keep it operational. Under normal conditions, the brain derives its energy
from glucose metabolism. Ke[one bodies can cross the blood-brain barrier and be
metabolized by brain tissue. Their metabolism becomes more prominent during
starvation, but even then they cannot totally replace the need for glucose. The human brain uses approximately I03 g of glucose per day For a I 4-kg brain, this
corresponds to a rate of utilization of approximately 0.3 ;.r,mol min- 1 g 1 of tissue.
This rate of glucose urilization represents a capacity for ATP production rhrough the

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle alone of approximately 6.8 pmol min-1

g-'

of

tissue. Of course, the TCA cycle is nor 100o/o efficient for ATP producrion nor is all
of the glucose metabolized through it. Most of the AfP used by the brain and orher
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nervous tissue is generated aerobically through the TCA cycle that func[ions at near
maximum capacity. Glycolysis funcLions at approximately 20ok capacitlz Much of
the energy used by the brain is to maintain ionic gradients across the plasma membranes, to effect various storage and transport processes, and for the slmthesis of
neurotransmitters and other cellular components.
Two features of brain composition are worth noting. lt contains specialized and
complex lipids, which appear to function lo maintain membrane integrity rather
than in metabolic roles. There is generally a rapid turnover rate of brain proteins
relali.ve to other body proteins in spite of the fact that neuronal cells generally do
not divide after they have differentiated.
Cells of the nervous system responsible for collecting and [ransmitting messages are the neurons. They are very highly specialized (Figure 23.1). Each neuron
consists of a cell body, dendrites that are shor[ antenna-like pro[rusions that receive signals from other cel1s, and an axon that extends from the cell body and
lransmils signals to other cells. The cen[ral nervous system (CNS) is a highly integrated system where lndividual neurons can recej.ve signals from a variety of different sources, including inhibitory and excitatory stimuli.
Cells other [han neurons exisl in the CNS The brain has about ten times more
glial ce1ls than neurons. Glial cells occupy spaces between neurons and provide
some electrical insulation. They are generally not electrically active, but they are capable of division. There are basically five types of glial cells: Schwann cells, oligodendrocytes, microglia, ependymal cells, and astrocytes. Each type of glial cell has
a specialized function, but only astrocytes appear to be directly associated with a
biochemical function reiated to neuronal acrivity. One of their functions is metabolic (see discussion below on GABA, p. 1001), the other is anatomical.
Astrocytes send out processes at the external surfaces of the CNS. These
processes are linked [o form analomical complexes that provide sealed barriers and
isolate the CNS from [he external environment Astrocytes also send out similar
processes to the circulatory system inducing the endothelial cel1s of the capillaries
to become sealed by forming tight junctions that prevent the passive entry into the
brain o[ water-soluble molecules These tight junctlons form what is commonly
known as the blood-brain barrier. Generally water-soluble compounds enter the
brain only if there are specific membrane [ransport systems for them.
A normal adult has belween 10Il and 1013 neurons, and communica[ion between them is by electrical and chemical signals Electrical signals transmit nerve
impuises down the axon and chemicals lransmit signais across the gap between
cells. Some of the biochemical even[s that give the celi its electrical properties and
are involved in propagation of impulses will be discussed.

ATP and Transmembrane Electrical Potential in Neurons
Adenosine triphosphate generated from the metabolism of glucose is used to help
main[ain an equilibrium electrical potential across the membrane of the neuron of
approximately -70 m! with the inside being more negative than the outside. This
potential is maintained by the Na+/K+ exchanging ATPase (see p. 522), the energy for which is derived from the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP and inorganic phosphate. This system pumps Na* out of the cell by an antiport mechanism, where
K+ is moved into the cell The channels through which Na+ enters the cell are vol[age gated, that is, the proteins of the channel undergo a charge-dependent conformational change that opens the channel when [he electrical potential across [he
membrane decreases (specifically, becomes less negative) by a value grea[er than
some threshold value When the membrane becomes depolarized, Na+, whose concen[ration is higher ou[side the cell than inside, flows into the cell and K+, whose
concentra[ion is greater inside the cell, flows out of the cel1, both moving down
their respective concentralion gradients. The channels are open in a particular region of the cell membrane for fractions of milliseconds (Figure 23.2) . The localized
depolarization (voltage change) causes a conforma[iona1 change in the neighboring
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FIGURE 23.1

A motor nerve cell and investing membranes.
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FIGURE 23.2

Na+ channels.
Schematics (a, b) of Na+ channels opening and
closing during nerve impulse transmission. (c)
Molecular model of a Na+ channel pore. This
r.iew is down the funnel section of the pore.
Notations ending in 55 and 56 denote helical
stmctures and those ending in P denote loops.
Parts (a) and (b) redrawn t'rom Alberts, 8., Bray, D., Izwis,
RalJ, M , Roberts, K., andWatson, J Molecular Biology

L

of the Cell, 2d ed. New York: Garland Publishing, 1989,
1071; part (c) reproduced with permission Jrom Liphin,
G.M. andFozzord,H.A. Biochemistry39:8161,2000
Copyright (2000) American Chemical Society.
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proteins that make up the "voltage-gated" ion channels. These channels open momentarily to allow more ions in and, thus, by affecting adjacent channel proteins,
allow the process to continue down the axon There is a finite recovery time, during which channel proteins cannot reopen. Thus, charge propagation proceeds in
one direction. lt is the progressive depolarization and repoiarization along the
Iength of lhe axon that a1lows electrical impulses to be propagated undiminished in
amplitude. Electrical impulse transmission is a continuous process in nervous
tissue, and it is the AfP generated primarily from the metabolism of glucose that
keeps the sys[em operational
Up to this date, only the 3-D st'ructure for a potassium voltage-gated channel
from a bacterial species has been determined. Using that information and the fact
that Na+, K+, and Ca2* channels bear striking simiLarities, a model for a Na+ channel has been developed and i.s shown in Figure 23.2c. MtLations at cri[ical points
within these structures can lead to disease states.

TABTE

23.1

of the Neurotransmitters
Found in Nervous Tissue

Some

EXCITATORY

Acetylcholine
Aspartate

Dopamine
Hisramine

Norepinephirine
Epinephrine
Glutamate

5-Hydroxytryptamine
INHIBITORY

'l-Aminobutyrate
Glycine
Taurine

Neuron-Neuron lnteraction Occurs Through Synapses
There are two mechanisms for neuron-neuron interaction: through electrical
synapses or through chemical slmapses. Eiectrical s)mapses permit the more rapid
transfer of signals from cell to ce1l. Chemical s)..napses a1low for various levels of
versati,lity in cell-cell communication. T R. Elliot, in 1904, was one of the first scientists to clearly express the idea that signallng be[ween nerves could be chemical (cited
in Fried, 1995). Considerably more information is now available about this mode of
neuron-neuron communication. The 2000 Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine
was awarded for research in thi.s and related areas. Chemical sl,napses are of two types:
those in which the neurotransmitter binds directly to an ion channel and causes it [o
open or to close, and those in which the neurotransmit[er binds to a receptor that reIeases or leads to generation of a second messenger that reacts with the ion channel to cause it to open or to close Primary emphasis here is on chemical slrnapses.
Chemical neuro[ransml[ters have the following properties: (t) they are found
in the presyrraptic axon terminal; (2) enzl.rnes necessary for their slmtheses are present in the presy,naptic neuron, (3) stimulation under physiological conditions resulls in their release; (4) mechanisms exist (within the sy'naptic junction) for rapid

termination of their ac[ion; (5) their direct application [o the postsynap[ic terminal
mimics the action of nervous stimulation; and (6) drugs that modify the metabolism of the neurotransmitter should have predictable physiological effects in vivo,
assuming that the drug is transported to the site where the neurotransmitter acts.
Chemical neurotransmitters may be excitatory or inhibitory Excitatory neurotransmitters include acetylcholine and the catecholamines. Inhibitory neurotransmitters include y-aminobutyric acid (GABA or 4-aminobutyric acid), glycine,
and taurine (Table 23.1). The two major inhibitory neurotransmitters in the central
nervous system are glycine and GABA. Glycine acts predominantly in the spinal
cord and the brain stem; GABA acts predominantly in all other parts of the brain.
Strychnine (Figure 23.3), a highly poisonous alkaloid obtained from Nux vomica
and related plants of the genus Strychnos, binds to glycine receptors of the CNS.
It has been used in very small doses as a CNS stimulant. Can you propose how it
works? The GABA receptor also reacts with a variety of pharmacologically significant agents such as benzodiazepines (Figure 23.4) and barbiturates. As with
strychnine and glycine, there is little strucrural similarity between GABA and

coo-

l*

H2C

-

NH3

Glycine

StrYchnine

FICURE 23.3

Structures of glycine and strychnine.

-OOC

-CH2 -CH2 -cH2

-ilH3

GABA

benzodiazepines.
The genes for the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (see p. 5I8), the glycine
receptor, and the GABA receptor have been cloned and their amino acid sequences
inferred. There is a relatively high degree of homology in their primary amino acid
sequences.

A model of one-half of the GABA receptor is shown in Figure 23.5. This receptor has an a2B2 composition. The polypeptides are slmthesized with "signal peptides" that direct their transport to the membrane. The

a subunit has 456

amino

I eef

Diazepam

FIGURE 23.4

Structures of GABA and diazepam.
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FIGURE 23.5

Schematic model of one-halfl of the GABA receptor embedded in the cell membrane.
The complete receptor has an a2B2 structure and forms an ion channel fhe site labeled P
is a serine resldue that may be phosphorylated by a cAMP-dependenr protein kinase
Rcdrawnfrom SchoJield, P R, Darlison, M G , Fujrta, N, et cl. Narure 328:221, 1987

acid residues and the B subunit has 474. The signal peprides are cleaved, leaving
and p subunits of 429 and 449 amino acid residues, respectively Inrerestingly,
pharmaceutical agents bind to the a subunit, whereas GABA, the natural inhib.irory
neurotransmitter, binds to the B subunit. The protrusion of an extended length of
the amino-terminal end of each polypeptide to the extracellular side of the membrane
suggests that the residues to which the channel regulators bind are at the N terminal.
A smaller C-terminal segment is also on the extracellular side of the membrane The
four subunits of the receptor form a channel through which small negative ions
(CI-) can flow, depending on what is bound to the receptor end of the molecule.
A11 neuro[ransmitters are synthesized and stored in presynaptic neurons. They
are released after stimulation of the neuron, traverse the s1,napse, and bind to specific receptors on [he posts]Traptic junction to elicit a response in the next cell. If
the neurotransmitter is an excitatory one, it causes depolarization of the membrane
as described above. If it is an inhibitory neurotransmitter, it binds to a channellinked receptor, causing a conformational change that opens the pore and permits
small negatively charged ions, specifically Cl , to enter. The net effect is ro increase
the chloride conductance of the postslnaptic membrane, making i[ more difficuh
to become depolarized, that is, effectively causing hyperpolarization.

a

Synthesis, Storage, and Release

of Neurotransmitters

Nonpeptide neurotransmitters may be slnthesized in almost any pafi of the neuron, in the cytoplasm near the nucleus, or in the axon Mos[ nonpeptide neurotransmitters are amino acids or derivatives of amino acids.
Neuro[ransmi[ters travel rapidly across the synaptic junction (which is about
20 nm across), bind to receptors on the postsiaraptic side, induce conformational
changes in receptors and/or the membrane of the pres)-naptic neuron, and initiate
the process of electrical impulse propagation Storage and release of neurotransmit-
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I ee:

CSPs

Rab3's

cAMP-PK,Ca2+/CaM-K
+

I

ca2+/caM-K ll

/\

Synapsin la

Synapsin lb

Synapsin lla

FIGURE 23.6

Synaptic vesicle and synapsin family of proteins.
(a) Schematic drawing of the relative arrangement of Proteins of
the synaptic vesicle (SV) Rab proteins are attached by isoprenyl
groups and cysteine string proteins by palmitoyl chains to SVs.
fhe N and C termini of proteins are marked by N and C, respectively Phosphorylation sites are indicated by P (b) Structural
arrangement of the synapsin family o[ proteins.
Part (a) redrawn Jrom Sudhof, T C Nature 3 75 64 5, 199 5 ; part (b) redrawn
Jrom the worh oJ Ailcote, T. I , Siow,Y. L, ScaelJer, E , et al J Neurochem
:

Synapsin llb

63:1568. 1994

ters are intricate processes, but many details of these processes have begun to unfold. It has been shown by conventional techniques that some neurons contain

more than one chemical type of neurotransmitter. The significance of this observation is not clear. Release of neurotransmitter is a quantal event. A nerve impulse
reaching the presl'naptic terminal results in the release of transmitters from a fixed
number of synaptic vesicles. Release of neurotransmitters involves altachment of
the qmaptic vesicle to the membrane and exocytosis of their content into the

slnaptic cleft.
Storage of neurolransmitters occurs in large or small vesicles in the presynaptic terminal. Small vesicles predominate and exist in two pools, free and attached

TABLE

23.2

List of Synaptic Vesicle Proteins

Syrrapsin

Ib

to cytoskeletal proteins, mainly actin. Small vesicles contain only "classical" small
molecule type transmitters. A schematic diagram of a small synaptic vesicle is
shown in Figure 23.6a. l-arge vesicles may contain "classical" small molecule neurotransmitters and neuropeptides. Some may also contain enzyrnes for sprthesis of
norepinephrine from dopamine. A list of some of the proteins in large vesicles is
presented in Table 23.2. Synapsin (Figure 23.6b) has a major role in regulating activity of these vesicles. Figure 23.7 shows schematically how some of the proteins
maybe arranged on the ryT raptic vesicle and how they may interact with the plasma
membrane of the presyrraptic neuron.

Ia

Ila

Ilb
Syrraptophysin

Synaptotagmin
Syntaxin
Slmaptobrevin/VAMP
Rab3 and rabphilin
SV-2

Vacuolar proton pump
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Synaptophysin

Synaptic

vesicle
membrane

FICURE 23.7

Schematic diagram showing how some of the synaptic vesicle proteins may interact with plasma membrane proteins.
RedrawnJromBennetL,M K andScheller, R H Proc Natl Acad Sci USA
90:2559, 1993

1. Synapsin is a family of proteins, encoded by two genes, that differ primarily

in the C-terminal end (Figure 236b). Si,rrapsins constitute about 9% of the total
protein of the sy'naptic vesicle membrane. A11 can be phosphorylated near their
N [ermini by either cAMP-dependent protein kinase and./or calcium-calmodulin
(CaM) kinase I. Synapsins Ia and lb can also be phosphorylated by CaM kinase II
near their C termini, a region thar is missing in slmapsins IIa and 11b.
Syrapsin has a major roie in determining whether the spraptic vesicles are free
and available for binding to the preslrraptic membrane (Figure 23.8). Synaptic vesicles exist in the presl'nap[ic neuron in either a free state or bound to cytoskeletal
proteins. Nerve stimulation leads to the entry ol Ca2+ into the preslrrapric neuron

Presynaptic Neuron

FIGURE 23.8

Model of the mechanism by which calcium ions
and calmodulin kinase II regulate the function of
s)rnaPtic vesicles'
Green circles within the skeletal mesh represent
bound, nonphosphorylated s)'naptic vesicles.
Slmapsin on those vesicles with P has been phosphorylated and they are in the free pool Some of
them can attach to the presyrraptic membrane and
release neurotransmitters into the s),naptic cleft
Released neurotransmitters can react with receptors
(red) on the postsynaptic membrane. The process of
recovery of sl,naptic vesicles and repackaging is also
schematically illustrated.

Synaptic Cleft

Postsynaptic Neuron

NERVous
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Corr 23.1). Ca2*-CaM kinases I and Il are activaled and phosphorylate
sl,napsin. This either preven[s binding of synaptic vesicles to the cytoskeletal proteins or releases them lrom those binding sites. The result is an increase in the free
pool of slmaptic vesicles. Calcium-calmodulin (see p 524) can bind sgrapsin and
competitively block its inleraclion with actin and presumably other cytoskeletal
proteins. Calcium-calmodulin therefore regulates the number of s1'naptic vesicles
(see Clin.

that are free or bound

2. Synaptophysin is an integral membrane plotein of synaptic vesicles that is
structurally similar to gap junction ploteins it may be involved in formation ol a
channel from the s),rlaptic vesicle through the preslnaplic membrane to permlt passage of neurotransmitters into the slT Laptic cleft.
3. Synaptotagmin is also an integral membrane protein of s1'naptic vesicles
[hat interacts in a Ca2* -dependent manner with specific proteins localized on the
pres)'napric plasma membrane. It is probably involved in the process of docking of
s),naptic vesicles to the membrane.
4. Slmtaxin is an i.ntegral membrane protein of the plasma membrane of the

presynaptic neuron. Syntaxin binds synaptotagmin and mediates ils Inleractlon
with Ca2* channels at the si[e of release o[ the neurotransmitters. It also appears to
have a role in exocy[osis.
5 Synaptobrevin/vAMP (or vesicle-associated membrane protein) is a family
of two small proreins of 18 and t7 kDa that are anchored in the cytoplasmic slde
of the membrane through a single C-terminal domain and appear to be involved in
vesicle transport and/or exocytosis. VAMPs apper [o be lnvoived in the release of
s)'naptic vesicles from the plasma membrane of the presyrraptic neuron. Tetanus
and botulinum toxins bind VAMPs to cause a slow and irreversible inhibition of
transmitter release.
6. Rab3 belongs ro rhe large rab family of GTP-binding proteins. Rab3 is specific for slmaptic vesicles and is involved in the docking and fusion process of exocytosis. Rab3 is anchored to the memblane through a polyprenyl side chain near
its C-terminal end. Eliminati.on by Benetic engineering of the polyprenyl side chainbinding site d.id not aher its function rnitro, but it is not clear whether this is also
true ln

v1vo.
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1

Lambert-Eaton Myasthenic Syndrome
Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) is an autoimmune disease in which the body raises antibodies against voltage-gated calcium
channels (VGCC) located on pres)'naptic newe termint. Upon depolarization o[ presyrraptic neurons, calcium channels at presynaptic

newe termini open, permitting the influx of Ca2+ . This increase in
Ca2* concentration initiates even$ of the syrrapsin cycle and leads to
release of neurotransmitters into slmaptic junctions. When autoantibodies against VGCC react wi[h neurons at neuromuscular junctions,
Ca2* cannot enter and the amount of acetylcholine released lnto
synaptic junctions is diminished Since action Potentials to muscles
may not be induced, the effect mimics that of classic myasthenia gravis
LEMS has been observed in conjunction with other conditions
such as small cell lung cancer Some patients have shown a neurological disorder manifesting ltself as subacu[e cerebellar degeneration
(SCD) Plasma exchange (removal of antibodies) and immunosuppressive treatments have been efiective for LEMS, but the latter [reatment is less effective on SCD
Diagnostic assays for LEMS depend on the detection ol
antibodies against VGCC in patients' sera. There are at least four sub-

types of VGCC: T, L, N, and P It has been found that the P subtype
may be the one responsible for initiating neurotransmitter release at
[he neuromuscular junction in mammals A peptide toxin produced
by a cone snail (Conus magnus) binds to P-type VGCC in cerebella
1251
and bound to
extracts. This small peptide has been labeled with
VGCC in cerebella extracts, and the radiolabeled complex has been
precipitated by sera of patients that have been clinlcally and electrophysiologically defined as LEMS positlve This assay may prove usefu1 not only in detecting LEMS but as a means of linding out more
about rhe antigenicity of the area(s) on the VGCCs to which antibodies are raised.

M, Waxman, S G, Vollmer, T L, et al Subacute cerebellar
degeneration and l-ambert-Eaton myasthenic s1'ndrome associa[ed with antibodies to voltage-gated calcium channels: differential effect of immunosupGoldstein,J.

pressive therapy on central and peripheral defects

J Neurol Neurosurg
l,

Lang, B, et al An
Psychiatry 57: I 138, 1994; and Motomura, M., Johnston,
improved diagnostic assay for Lamber[-Eaton myasthenic syndrome J Neurol. Neurosurg Psychiatry 58:85, 1995
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7. Sy-2 is a large glycoprotein
unclear.

with

12 transmembrane domains. Its function is

8. Vacuolar proton pump is a membrane ATPase that is responsible for the
transport of neurotransmitters into the synaptic vesicle.

Termination of Signals at Synaptic Junctions
Neurotransmitter action may be terminated by metabolism, reuptake, andlor diffusion into other cell types. Neurotransmitters responsible for fast responses are generally inactivated by one or both of the first two mechanisms. The following sections
outline some of the pathways involved in the synthesis and the degradation of representative fast-acting neurotransmitters, specifically, acetylcholine, catecholamines,
5-hydroxytryptamine, and 7-aminobutyrate (GABA).

Acetylcholine
Reactions involving acetylcholine at the synapse are summarized in Figure 23.9.
Acetylcholine is slmthesized by the condensation of choline and acetyl CoA catalyzed
by choline acetyltransferase in the cytosol of the neuron. The reaction is

(cnr)rfrcnrcH2oH + cH3co-scoA -----+
(CH3)3NCH2CH2OCOCH3

Choline

*

CoASH

Acetylcholine
Choline is derived mainly from the diet; however, some may come from reabsorption from the synaptic junction or other metabolic sources (see p. 794). The major
source of acetyl CoA is decarboxylation of pymvate by pymvate dehydrogenase
complex in mitochondria. Since choline acetyltransferase is present in the cytosol,
acetyl coenzyme A must get into the cytosol for the reaction to occur. The same
mechanism discussed previously (see p. 703) for gerring acetyl CoA across the inner mitochondrial membrane (as citrate) operates in presymaptic neurons.
Acetylcholine is released and reacts with the nicotinic-acetylcholine receptor
located in the postsynaptic membrane (see Clin. Corr. 23.2).The action o[acetyl-

Uptake of choline
(dietary)

Acetyl CoA

Choline acetyltransferase

Acetylcholine
I

Y

Presynaptic vesicles
I

I
I

Acetate +

choline

Acetylcholine
I

Postsynaptic membrane

FIGURE 23.9

Summary of the reactions of acetylcholine at the synapse.
Acetyl CoA, acetyl coeruyme A.
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Myasthenia Cravis: A Neuromuscular Disorder
Myasthenia gravis is an acquired autoimmune disease characterized
by muscle weakness due to decreased neuromuscular signal transmission The neurotransmitter involved is acetylcholine. The sera o[
more than 90olo of patlents with myasthenia gravis have antibodies to
rhe nicotinic-acetylcholine receptor (AChR) located on the postsynaptic membrane of the neuromuscular junction. Antibodies against
the AChR in[eract with it and inhlbit its function, either its ability to
bind acetylcholine or its abiiity to undergo conformational changes
necessary to effect ion transport Evidence in support o[ myasthenia
gravis as an autoimmune disease alfecting the AChR is the finding that
the number of AChRs is reduced in patients with the disease, and
experimental models o[ myasthenia gra'"T s have been generated by either immunizing animais with the AChR or by injecting them with
antibodies against it.
It is not known what events trigger the onset of the disease
There are a number of environmental antigens that have epitopes resembling those on the AChR. A rat monoclonal antlbody of the IgM
type prepared against AChRs reacts with two protelns obtained from
the intestinal bacterium E. coli Both of the proteins are membrane
proteins of 38 and 55 kDa, the smaller of which is located in the outer
membrane. This does not suggest that exposure to E. coli proteins is
1ike1y to trigger the disease The sera of both normal individuals and
myasthenia gravis patients have antibodies against a large number ol
E. coli proteins Some environmental antigens from other sources also
react

wlth antibodies against AChRs

The thl,rnus gland, which is involved in antlbody production, is
in this disease. Antibodies have been found in th)mus
glands of myasthenia gravis patients that react wift AChRs and with
environmental antigens. The relationship between environmental antigens, thymus antibodies agatnst AChRs, and onset of myasthenia

also implicated

gravis is not clear.
Myasthenia gravis patients may receive one or a combination of

several therapies. Pyridostigmine bromide, a reversible inhibitor of
acetylcholine esterase (AChE) that does not cross the blood-brain
barrier, has been used. The inhibition of AChE within the slnapse by
drugs of this type increases the half-time for acetylcholine hydrolysis
This leads to an increase in the concentration of acetylcholine, stimulatlon of more AChR, and increased signal transmission. Other treatments include use o[ immunosuppressant drugs, steroids, and surgical
removal o[ the th],mus gland to decrease the rate of production of antibodies. Future treatment may include the use of anti-idlotype antibodies to the AChR antibodies, and/or the use o[ small nonantigenic
peptides rhat compete with AChR epitopes for binding to the AChR
antibodies.

K, Dieperink, M E, Richman, D P, Gomez, C M, andMarton,
L. S N Engl l. Med 312.22L,I985; Drachman, D B (Ed ). Myasthenia gravis:
biology and trearment Ann N Y Acad Sci 505:1, 1987; and Steinman, L and
Mantegazza. R FASEBJ 4:2726, 1990
Stefansson,

choline at the posts).naptic membrane is terminated by the action of the enzyme
acetylcholinesterase, which hydrolyzes the acetylcholine to acetate and choline
Acetylcholine

+ H2O =-

acetate

*

choline

Choline is largely [aken up by the prerynaptic membrane and reutilized for sl, rthesis of more acetyicholine. Acelate probabiy gets reabsorbed into the blood and
is metabolized by tissues other than nervous tissue.
An X-ray crystallographic struc[ure ol acetylcholine esterase is shown in Figure
23 10. Its mechanism of action is similar to that of serine proteases (see p. 377) It
has a catalytic triad, but the amino acids in that triad, lrom N to C termini, are in
reverse order to those of the serine proteases and contain glutamate ins[ead of aspartate.

FlcuRE 23.10
Space-filling stereo view of acetylcholinesterase looking down into the active
site.
Aromatic residues are in green, Ser2oo is red,
Glulee is cyan, and other residues are gray

I

L , Horel, M ,
Repinted with 1ermlsslon Jrom Sussman,
Frolow, E, et al Science 253:872, 1991 Co?Jnght @ 1984
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Catecholamines

H
3

OH

HO_

CH

l*

CH2NHg

Norepinephrine

The catecholamine neurotransmitters are dopamine (3,4-dihydroxyphenylethyIamine), norepinephrine, and epinephrine (Figure 23.1I). Their biosynthesis has
been discussed (see p. 799). The action o[ catecholamine neurotransmitters is terminated by reuptake into the preslrraptic neuron by specific transporter proteins.
Cocaine, for example, binds to the dopamine transporter and blocks its reuptake.
Dopamine remains within the slmapse for a prolonged period of time and continues
to stimulate the receptors of the postslmaptic neuron. After reuptake, these neurotransmitters may be either repackaged into synaptic vesicles or metabolized.
Catechol-O-methyltransferase and monoamine oxidase are involved in their metabolism (Figure 23.12). Catechol-O-methyltransferase catalyzes the transfer of a
methyl group from S-adenosylmethionine to one of the phenolic OH groups.
Monoamine oxidase catalyzes the oxidative deamination of these amines to aldehydes
and ammonium ions. Monoamine oxidase can use them as substrates whether or
not they have been altered by the methyltransferase. The end product of dopamine
metabolism is homovanillic acid, and that of epinephrine and norepinephrine is 3methoxy-4-hydroq.,rnandelic acid.

FIGURE 23.11

Catecholamine neurotransmitters.
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FIGURE 23.12

Pathways o[ catecholamine degradation.
COMT, catechol-O-methyltransferase (requires S-adenosyimethionine); MAO, monoamine oxidase; Ox, oxidation; Red, reduction. The major end product of epinephrine and norepinephrine metabolism is 3-methoxy4-hydroryrnandelic acid (MHMA).
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Serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptamine, is derived from tryptophan (see p. 8I0). Like
dopamine, its action is terminated by reuptake by a specific transporter. Some types
of depression are associated with low brain levels of serotonin. The ac[ion of antiH

depressants such as Paxil (paroxethine hydrochloride), Prozac (fluoxetine
hydrochloride), and Zoloft (sertraline hydrochloride) is linked to their abiiity to

5-Hydroxytryptamine

inhibit serotonin reuptake. Once inside the presynaptic neuron, serolonin may be
either repackaged in slrlaptic vesicles or metabolized. The primary route for its

02, Hro

-

degradation is oxidative deamination to the corresponding acetaldehyde in a reaction catalyzed by the enzyrne monoamine oxidase (Figure 23.13). The aldehyde is
further oxidized to 5-hydroxyindole-3-acetate by an aldehyde dehydrogenase.

H2o2.itla

\l
).ono"mine oxidase

<-/l

I

y-Aminobutyrate
7-Aminobutyrate (GABA), an inhibitory neurotransmit[er, is synthesized and degraded through reactions commonly known as the GABA shunt. In brain tissue,
GABA and glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter, may share some common
routes of metabolism in astrocytes (Figure 23.14). Both are taken up by astrocytes
and converted to glutamine, which is then transported back into pres)rnaptic neurons. ln excitatory neurons, giutamine is converted to glutamate and repackaged in
qmaptic vesicles. In inhibitory neurons, glutamine is converted to glutamate and
lhen to GABA, which is repackaged in spraptic vesicles
It has been suggested that brain levels of GABA in some epileptic patients may
low.
be
Valproic acid (2-propylpentanoic acid) apparently increases brain levels of
The
GABA.
mechanism by which it does so is no[ clear. Valproic acid is metabolized primarily in the liver by glucuronidation and urinary excretion of the glucuronides, or by mitochondriai B oxidation and oxidation by endoplasmic reticu-

nase

H

Ium enz)rmes.

Neuropeptides Are Derived from Precursor Proteins
Peptide neurotransmitters are generally sprthesized as larger proteins that are
cleaved by proteolysis to produce the neuropeptide molecules. Their s)'nthesis re-

FIGURE 23.13

Degradation of 5-hydroxytryptamine (sero-

tonin).

quires the same biochemical machinery as any protein s)'nthesis and takes place in

Neuronal

dendrite

vesicle

Presynaptic vesicle

Axon

FIGURE 23.14
Neuronal dendrite

Presynaptic vesicle

Involvement of the astrocytes in the metaboIism of GABA and glutamate.
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23.3

Peptides Found in Brain fissue'

B-Endorphin

YGGEMTSEKSQTPLVT

Merenkephalin

YGGFM
YGGFL
AGCKNFFW

Leu-enkephalin
Somatostatin

Luteinizing hormonereleasing hormone
ThJro tropin-releasing
hormone
Substance

P

Neurotensin
Angiotensin I
Angiotensin II
Vasoactive

intestinal peptide

LFKNAIIKNAYKKGE

CS TFT K
p-EHWSYGLRPGNH2
p-E H P-NH2

RPKPEEFFGLM-NH2

p-ELYENKPRRPYIL
DRVYTHPFHL
DRVYIHPF
HSDAVFTDNYTRLR.
KEMAVKKYLNSILN-NH2

'p" preceding the structure indicate that the N termlnal is
pyroglutamate Those with NH2 at the end indicate that the C terminal is an
"Peptides with
amide

the cell body, not the axon. They travel down the axon to the presl'naptic region
by one of two generic mechanisms: fast axonal transport at a rate of about 400 mm
day-I and slow axonal transport aL a r^te of 1-5 mm day-1. Since axons may vary
in length from 1 mm to I m in length, theoretically the total transit time could vary
from 150 ms to 200 days. It is highly unlikely that the latter transit time occurs under normal physiological conditions, and the upper limit is probably hours rather
than days. There is some experimental eyidence to suggest that the faster transit
times prevail.

Neuropeptides mediate sensory and emotional responses such as those associated with hunger, thirst, sex, pleasure, and pain. Included in this category are
enkephalins, endorphins, and substance P Substance P is an excitatory neurotransmitter that has a role in pain transmission, whereas endorphins have roles in
eliminating the sensation of pain. Some of the peptides found in brain tissue are
shown in Table 23.3. Note that Met-enkephalin is derived from the N-terminal region of B-endorphin. The N-terminal or both the N- and C-terminal amino acids
of many of the neuropeptide transmitters are modified. For a further discussion of
these peptides, see page 918.

zE.3

I rHE EYE: METABoLtsM ANp vtstoN

The eye, our window to the outside world, allows us to view the beauties of nature, the beauties of life, and, vide this textbook, the beauties of biochemistry. What
are the features of this organ that permit these views? A view through any window
or any camera lens is clearest when unobstructed. The eye has evolved in such a
way that a similar objective has been achieved. It is composed of live tissues that
require continuous nourishment and use metabolic pathways appropriate to their
unique needs. Energy and metabolites for growth and main[enance are derived from
nutrients by conventional biochemical mechanisms, but the structures responsible
for these processes are arranged and distributed so as not to interfere with the visual process. Also, the brain has devised an enorrnously efficient filtering system
that makes invisible objects within the eye that may appear to lead to visual distortion. A schematic diagram of a cross section of the eye is shown in Figure 23.15.
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Anterior

flGURE 23.15
Schernatic of a horizontal section of the left

Ciliary

eye.

Light entering the eye

passes progressively through the cornea, the anterior

chamber that consists of aqueous humor, the lens, the vitreous body that consists
of vi[reous humor, and finally focuses on the retina that contains the visual sensing
appararus. Tears bath the exterior of the cornea while the interior is bathed by the
aqueous humor, an isoosmotic fluid containing salts, albumin, globulin, glucose,
and other constituents. The aqueous humor brings nutrients to the cornea and to
the lens, and it removes end ploducts of metabolism from them. The vitreous
humor is a collagenous or gelatinous mass that helps maintain the shape of the eye
while allowing it to remain somewha[ pliable.

Cornea Derives ATP from Aerobic Metabolism
The eye is an extension of the nervous system and, like other tissues of the central
newous system, its major metabolic fuel is glucose. The comea is not a homogeneous tissue and obtains a relatively large percentage of its AfP from aerobic metabolism. About 30olo of the glucose used by the cornea is metabolized by glycolysis
and about 65ok by the pentose phosphate pathway (see p. 666). On a relative
weight basis, the cornea has the highest activity of the pentose phosphate pathway
of any other mammalian tissue. It also has a high activity of glutathione reductase,
an enzyme that requires NADPH, a product of the pentose phosphate pathway'
Corneal epithelium is permeable to atmospheric oxygen that is necessary for various oxidative reactions. The reactions of oxygen can result in the formation of various active oxygen species that are harmful to the tissues, perhaps in some cases
by oxidizing protein sulfhydryl groups to disulfides. Reduced glutathione (GSH) is
used ro reduce those disulfide bonds back to their original native states while GSH
itself is converted to oxidized glutathione (GSSG). Furthermore, GSSG may also be
formed by autooxidation. Glutathione reductase uses NADPH to reduce GSSG to 2
GSH.
GSSG

+ NADPH + H*

;!]j@

2 GSH + NADP+

Activities of the pentose phosphate pathway and of glutathione reductase maintain
this tissue in an appropriately reduced state by effectively neutralizing the active
oxygen specles.

Lens Consists Mostly of Water and Protein
The lens is bathed on one side by aqueous humor and supported on the other side

by virreous humor. It has no blood supply but is metabolically active. It gets
nutrients from the aqueous humor and eliminates waste into the aqueous humor.
The lens is mostly water and proteins. The majority of the proteins are the
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TABLE

23.4

with Other Proteins

Eye Lens Crystallins and Their Relationships

o

All vertebrates

p

AII vertebrates
(embryonic 7 not in birds)

Small heat shock proteins (aB)
IS chis to

v

s

oma mans oni

an

tigenl

lMyxococcus xanthus protein S]
lPhy sarum poly cephatum spherulin 3al

Taxon-specific
erzurrre crystallins
6
Most birds, reptiles
e
Crocodiles, some birds
Guinea pig, camel, llama

t

rl

Source: Wistow,

Elephant shrew

G

Argininosuccinate lyase (62)
Lactate dehydrogenase B

NADPH: quinone oxidoreductase
Aldehyde dehydrogenase I

TrendsBiochem Sci 18:301, 1993

and 7-crystallins. There are also albuminoids, enzyrnes, and membrane proteins
that are qmthesized in an epithelial layer around the edge of the lens. Some other
types of proteins that are found in lens, including the lens of species other than vertebrates, are shown in Table 23.4. Lens proteins may have different genetic origins
and different functions in other tissues. The most important physical requirement
of these proteins is that they main[ain a clear crystalline state. The central area of
the lens, the core, consists of the lens cells that were present at birth. The lens grows
from the periphery (Figure 23.16). The human lens increases in weight and thickness with age and becomes less elastic. This is accompanied by a loss of near vision
(Table 23.5), a condition referred to as presbyopia. On average the lens may increase threefold
age 80.

in

size and approximately

ltfr-fold in thickness from birth to about

Lens proteins must be maintained in a native unaggregated state. They are sensitive to various insults such as changes in oxidation-reduction state, osmolarity,
excessively increased concentrations of metabolites, and UV irradiation. Structural
integrity of the lens is mai.ntained by the Na+/K+ exchanging ATPase (see p. 522)
for osmotic balance, glutathione reductase for redox s[a[e balance, and protein
synthesis for growth and maintenance. Energy for these processes comes from the
metabolism of glucose. About 85o/o of the glucose metabolized by the lens is by
glycolysis, I0o/oby the hexose monophosphate pathway, and3o/o by the tricarboxylic
acid cycle, presumably by the cells located at the periphery
Cataract is the only known disease o[ the lens. Cataracts are opacities of lenses
brought about by a loss of osmolarity and a change in solubility of some of the pro-

Lens fibers

Zone of elongation

Capsule

FIGURE 23.16

Schematic representation of a meridional section of a mammalian lens.
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teins, resulting in regions of high light scatter. Cataracts affect about one million TABLE 23.5 Changes in Focal Distance
with Age
people per yer in the United States, and there are no known cures or preventative
measures. The remedy is lens replacement, a very common operation in the United
States. There are basically two types of cataracts: senile cataracts and diabetic
2.8
IO
cataracts. Both are [he result of changes in the solubility and aggregation state of
4.4
20
the iens crystallins. ln senile cataracts, changes in the architectural arrangement o[
98
35
the lens crystallins are age-related and due [o such changes as breakdown of the
262
45
protein molecules starting at the C-terminal ends, deamidation, and racemization
240 0
70
of aspartyl residues. Diabetic cataracts result from increased osmolarity of the lens
(aldose)
dehydrogenase of the Source: Adapted from Koretz, J E and Handelman,
due to the activity of aldose reductase and polyol
polyol metabolic pathway. When the glucose concentration in the lens is high, G. H Sci. Am., 92,July 1988
aldose reductase reduces some of it to sorbitol (Figure 23.17) that may be converted to fructose by polyol dehydrogenase. In human lens, the ratio of activities
of these two en4rmes favors sorbitol accumulation, especially since sorbitol is not
used otherwise, and it diffuses out of the lens rather slowly Accumulation of sorbitol in the lens increases osmolarity of the lens, affects the structural organization
of the crystalline proteins within the lens, and enhances the rate of protein aggregation and denaturation. Areas where this occurs will have increased light scatrering
properries-which is the deflnition of cataracts. Normally, sorbitol formation is not
a problem because rhe K- of aldose reductase for glucose is about 200 mM and
very little sorbitol would be formed. In diabetics, where the circulating concentration
of glucose is high, actlvity of this en4rme can be significant.

Retina Derives ATP from Anaerobic Glycolysis
The retina, like the lens, depends heavily on anaerobic glycolysis for ATP production.

Unlike the lens, the retina is a vascular tissue, but there are essentially no blood
in the area where visual acuity is greatest, the fovea centralis (see Clin. Corr.
23 3). Mitochondria are present in retinal celIs, rods, and cones but no mitochon-

vessels

dia

are

in the outer segments of the rods and cones where the visual pigments

are

located.

NADH produced during glycolysis reduces p)'ruvate to lactate. lactate dehydrogenase of the retina uses either NADH or NADPH. It is not clear whether lac-

glucose 6-P
dehydrogenase

ATP
hexokinase

Glucose

---------*

6-P-Gluconolactone

Glucose 6-P

NADPH + H+

Sorbitol

polyol
dehydrogenase
NADH

+H+
Fructose

FICURE 23.17

Metabolic interrelationships of lens metabolism.
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Macula Degeneration and Other Causes of Loss of Vision
Many diseases of the eye affect vision, not all of which have clear, direct biochemical origins. The most serious eye diseases are those that
result in blindness Glaucoma is the most common and has a direct
causal relationship with diabetes, the biochemistry of which is fairly
well known Glaucoma can be treated and blindness does not have to
be a result Macula degeneration leads to blindness and there is no
cure The macula is a circular area of the retina, the center of which
is the lovea centra]is, the area containing the greater concen[ration of
cones and the one of greatest visual acuity. Macula degeneration may
be among the leading causes of blindness of people over the age o[
50. Macula degeneration is of two types: dry and wet The dry form
develops gradually over time, whereas the wet form develops rapidly
and can lead to blindness within days Macula degeneration occurs
when blood vessels rupture under the macula, leading to a ioss of the
nutrient supply and a rapid loss of vision Experimental procedures
are in progress to remove surgically scar tissue that develops and to
transplant tissue from the rear of the eye to restore nourishment to
the photoreceptor cells.
Rupture of blood vessels that obscure macula details and result
in rapid onset o[ blindness may be temporary in some cases Six cases

of sudden visual loss associated with sexual actiyity have been reported that were not associated with a sexually transmitted disease
Vision was lost in one eye apparently during, but most often was reported a few days after engaging in, "highly stimulatory" sexual actMty Blindness was due to rupture of blood vessels in the macula
area. When patients did see an ophthalmologist, most were reiuctant
to discuss what they were doing when sight lost was first observed
Four of the patients recovered with restoration of vision upon reabsorption of blood. In one case, where blood was trapped between the
vitreous humor and the retinal surface directly in front of the fovea,
[he hemorrhage cleared only slightly during the next month, but
visual acuity did not improve. The patient did not return for a followup examination, but there was no indication that the condition was
perrnanent. Since most of the persons affected by this phenomenon
were over the age of 39, lt may be a worry more to professors than
to students. It also may give a new meanlng to the phrase, "love is

blind."
Friberg,

T

R,, Braunstein, R A , and Bressler,

N M Arch

Ophthalmol 113,738,

t995

tate dehydrogenase of the retina plays a role in regulation of glucose metabolism
through the glycolytic or hexose monophosphate pathways by its selective use of
NADH oT NADPH

Visual Transduction lnvolves Photochemical,
Biochemical, and Electrical Events
Figure 23.18 shows an electron micrograph and schematic of the retinal membrane.
Light entering the eye through the lens passes the optic nerve fibers, the ganglion
neurons, the bipolar neurons, and nuclei of rods and cones before it reaches the
outer segment of the rods and cones where the signal [ransduction process begins
The pigmented epithelial 1ayer, the choroid, Iies behind the retina, absorbs the excess light, and prevents reflections back into the rods and cones where it may cause
distortion or blurring of the image (see Clin, Corr 23 4)
The eye may be compared to a video camera, which collects images, converts
them into elec[rical pulses, records them on magnetic tape, and allows their visualization by decoding the taped information. The eye focuses on an image by projectlng that image onto the retlna A series of events begins, the first of whi.ch is
photochemical, followed by biochemical events that amplify the signal, and finally
electrical impulses are sent to the brain where [he image is recons[ruc[ed in "the

mind's eye " During this process, the initial event has been [ransformed from a
physlcal event to a chemical event through a series of biochemical reactions, to an
electrical event, to a conscious acknowledgment of the presence of an object in the
environmen[ outside the body.
Photons of light are absorbed by photoreceptors in the outer segments of rods
or cones, where they cause isomerization o[ the visual pigment, retinal, from the
I1-cis-form to the all-trans-form. This isomerization causes a conformational change

in the proteln moiety of the complex and affects the resting membrane potentlal of
the cell, resulting in an electricai signal being transmitted by way of the optic nerve
to the brain. These processes will be discussed later in more detail
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iemann-Pick
Disease and Retinitis
N

Pigmentosa
There are central nervous system disorders associated with the Niemann-Pick group of dis-

eases

that can become evident by

ocular

changes. Some of these are obsewed as abnor-

mal macula with gray discoloration and granular pigmentation or granule opacities about
the fovea.
Acute type I Niemann-Pick disease, lipidosis with sphingomyelinase deficiency and
primary sphingomyelin storage, may show a
cherry red spot in the retina in as many as
50% of patients. Macula halo slndrome applies to the crystalloid opacities seen in some
patients with subacute type I disease. They
form a halo approximately one-half the disk
diameter at their outer edge and are scattered
throughout the various layers of the retina.
They do not interfere with vision.

In an ll-year-old girl who had type II
disease, more extensive ocular involvement
was obsewed. There was sphingomyelin storage in the keratocltes o[ the comea, the lens,
the retinal ganglion cells, the pigmented epithelium, the corneal tract, and the fibrous astrocytes o[ the optic nerve.
Retinitis pigmentosa is a secondary effect
of the abnormal biochemistry associated with

Niemann-Pick disease.

W and Callahan, J. W Sphingomyelincholesterol lipidoses: the Niemann-Pick group of
diseases In: C. R Schriver, A. L. Beaudet, W Sly,
and D. Valle (Eds ), fhe Metabolic Basi-s oJ lnhenrcd
Disease. New York: McGraw-HilI, I989, p. 1656
Spence, M.

FIGURE 23.18

Electron micrograph and schematic representation of cells of the human retina.
Tips of rods and cones are buried in the pigmented epithelium of the outermost 1ayer. Rods
and cones form slnaptic junctlons with many bipolar neurons, which in turn form s]'napses
with cells in the ganglion layer that send axons through the optic nelve to the brain- The
synapse of a rod or cone with many ce11s is important for the integration of information
HC, horizontal cells; AC, amacrine cell; MC, Mul1er cell; BL, basal lamina.
ReprintedwiLhptrmissionJrom Kessel, R G ondKardon, R. H Tissues and Organs: A Text-Atlas of
Scanning Electron Microscopy. New Yorh: W H Freeman, 1979, p 87 Copyightby R O Kessci and
R H Kardon, all ights reserved

Rods and Cones Are Photoreceptor Cells
The photoreceptor cells of the eye are the rods and the cones (Figure 23.18). Each
type has flattened disks that contain a photoreceptor pigment. This pigment is
rhodopsin in the rod cells, and red, green, or blue pigment in the cone cells.
Rhodopsin is a transmembrane protein to which is bound a prosthetic group, l1cis-retinal. Rhodopsin minus its prosthelic group is opsin. The three proteins that
form the red, green, and blue pigments of cone cells are different from each other

and from opsin.

:
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FIGURE 23.19

Crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin at 2.8-A
resolution.
Rhodopsin is a transmembrane protein The width o[ the
membrane into which rhodopsin is imbedded is approximately equivalent to the length of the helices (blue
rods) The intracellular side o[ the membrane approximatel1' transecs helix MII B-Strands are shown as blue
arrous Slruclures in green on the intracellular side are
trvo palmitol'l groups onenLed such that the hydrophobic groups can interact with hydrophobic regions of the
membrane The blue ball and stick sLructures at the bottom (extracellular side) of the molecule are carbohydrates The yellow structures located near the hydrophobic surlace of the protein are nonylglucoside and heptaneol molecules

Repinttd with permission Jrom Teller, D C , Ohada,
Behnhe, C A , Palczewslti, K., arul, Stenhamp, R E
Btochemistry 40 :

Clrmical
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Rhodopsin, about 40 kDa, contains seven transmembrane a-helices. An Il-cisretinal is attached through a protonated Schiff base to the e-amino group of Lys2e6
on [he seventh helix that lies about midway between the two faces of the membrane
(Figure 23.19) See also Clinicai Correlation 23.5.
Formation of I l-cls-retinal from B-carotene and rhodopsin from opsin and 11cis-retinal are shown in Figure 23 20. The II-cis-retinal is derived from vitamin A
and./or p-caro[ene of the diet. These are transported to specific sites in the body
while attached to specific carrier proteins. Cleavage of B-carotene pelds two molecules of all-trans-retinol. There is an enzyme in the pigmented epithelial cell layer
of the retina that catalyzes the isomerization of all-trqns-retinol to 1l-cis-retinol.
Oxidation of the 1l-cis-retinol to 1l-cis-retinal and its binding to opsin occur in the
rod outer segment
The absorption spec[ra of 1l-cis-retinai and the four visual pigments are shown
in Figure 23.2l.There is a shift in lhe wavelength of maximum absorption of 11cis-retinal upon binding to opsin and the protein components of the other visual

pigments Absorption bands for the pigments are coincident with their light
sensitivity
The magnitude of change in the electrical potential of photoreceptor cells folIowing exposure to a light pulse differs in magnitude from that of neurons during
depolarization. The resting potential of a rod cell membrane is approximately
-30 mV compared to -70 mV for neurons. Excitation of rod cells causes hyperpolarization of the membrane, from about -30 mV [o about -35 mV (Figure 23.22).
It takes hundreds of mi.lliseconds for the potential to reach its maximum s[ate of
hyperpolarizati.on. A number of biochemical events occur during this time interval
and before the potential returns to its resting state.
The initial events, absorption of photons and the subsequent isomeriza-

tion of 11-cis-retinal, are rapid, requiring only picoseconds. Following this,
changes occur in rhodopsin, Ieading to various short-lived conformational s[ates
(Figure 2323), each with its specific absorption characteristics. The exac[ slructures for these in[ermediates are not known. ]t is clear that they result from the
conformational changes the protein moiety of rhodopsin undergoes when 11cis-retinal is isomerized to all-trans-retinal. Figure 23.24, a schematic from the 3D structure of rhodopsin, shows the amino acid side chains surrounding It-cisrelinal as viewed from the cytoplasmic side. When ll-cis-retinal undergoes isomerization to the all-trcns-relinal, the B-ionone ring of all-trans-reLinal reaches
Aia16e in heiix IV The protein mus[ undergo several conformational changes
for this to occur. The intermediate species listed in Figure 23.23 represent some
of those conformations. Finally, rhodopsin dissociates yielding opsin and alltrans-retinal.
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Retinitis Pigmentosa from a Mutation of the Cene for Peripherin
A group o[ heterogeneous diseases of variable clinical and genetic origins have been placed under the caLegory o[retinitis pigmentosa (RP)
Several have origins in abnormal lipid metabolism. Approximately I 5
million people throughout the world are affected by this disease. It is
a slowly progressive conditlon associated with loss of night and peripheral vision lt can be inherited through an autosomal dominant,
recessive, or X-linked mode. RP has been associated with mutations
in the protein moiety of rhodopsin and in a related protein, peripherin/RDS, both of which are integral membrane proteins Peripherin
is a 344 amlno acid residue protein located in the rim region of the
disk membrane. Structural models of these two proteins are shown in
the figure below. Filled circles and other notations in the figure mark

residues or regions that have been correlated with RP or other retinal
degenerations.
A case has been described where a dr novo mtlaLion in exon 1 of
the gene coding for peripherin resuited in the onset of RP Using mo-

lecular biological techniques, Lam et aI (I995) found the specific
change in peripherin to be a C-to-T transition in the first nucleotide of
codon 46. This resulted in changing an arginine to a stop codon (R46X)
The pedigree of thrs family is shown in the figure below. Neither parent
had the mutation and genetic tl,ping analysis (20 different short tandem
repeat poil,rnorphisms) showed that the probability that the probands
parents are not his actual biological parents is less than I in I0 billion
This establishes with near certainty that the mutation is de novo

lntradiscal domain

Membrane domain

Cytoplasm

Peripherin / RDS
Membrane domain

Y258X
P21 6L

c2'14S
5212G

G167D

?!f,

lntradiscal domain

det 219

Schematic representation of structural models for rhodopsin (top) and periph-

erin/RDS (bottom).
The location of mutations in amino acid residues that segregate
degeneratrons are shown as solid circles.
From Lam et

al

(1995)

Continued on page 1010
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or other retinal
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5 (continued)

Pedigree of family.
Males are squares, fema]es are circles. Solid square
indicates the proband. A slash through symbol
indicates deceased
From Lam et al. (1995)

This R46X mutation has been observed in another unrelated patient. fhese observations demonstrate the importance of the use of
DNA analysis to establish the genetic basis for Rf; especially considering that RP sy,rnptoms have been associated with a variety of orher
diseases, such as those related to abnormal lipid metabolism.

Shastry B S Retinitis pigmentosa and related disorders: phenotypes of
rhodopsin and penpherin/RDS mutations- Am J Med. Genet 52:467,1994
and Lam, B L , Vandenburgh, K, Sheffield, V C., and Stone, E. M Rerinitis
pigmentosa associated with a dominant mutation in codon 46 of the peripherin/RDS gene (Arga6stop) Am, I Ophthalmol 119:65,1.995.

At 37"C, activated rhodopsin decays in slightly more than 1 ms through several
intermediates to metarhodopsin II, which has a half-life of approximately I min.
It is the active rhodopsin specj.es, R*, that rs involved in the biochemical reactions
of interest. Metarhodopsin II will have begun ro form withln hundredths of
microseconds of the initial event. AI1 of the first series of reactions shown in Figure
23.23 ocatr in the disk of the rod ourer segmenr. Upon dissociarion of
metarhodopsin into opsin and all-frans-retinal, the all-trans-retinal is enzl,rnatically
converted to all-trors-retinol by all-trans-retinol dehydrogenase that is located in

the rod outer segment All-trans-retinol is transported (or diffuses) i.nto the
pigmented epithelium, where a specific isomerase converts it to 1l-cis-retinol. The
11-cis-retinol is then transported (or diffuses) back into rhe rod ourer segmenr and
is reoxidized to lI-cis-retinal. Since the all-trans-retinol dehydrogenase appears to
have only about 6% as much activity with 1l-cis-retinal as substra[e, it appears that
another enzqe may be responsible for oxidation of 11-cis-retinol to 1I-cis-retinal.
Once [he aldehyde is formed, it can recombine with opsin [o form rhodopsin.
Rhodopsi.n is now in a state to begin the cycle again. Similar even[s occur in the
cones with the three proteins of the red, green, and blue pigments.
There are [hree interconnecting "mini" biochemical cycles in the conversion of
Iight energy to nerye impulses (Figure 23.25). These cycles describe the reactions
of rhodopsin, transducin, and phosphodiesterase, respectively The net result is
to cause a hyperpolariza[ion of the plasma membrane of the rod (or cone) cells, that
is, from -30 mV to approximately -35 mV It is important to understand how the
plasma membrane is maintained at -30 mV
Rod ce1ls of a fully dark-adapted human can detect a flash of light thaL emits
as few as five photons. The rod is a specialized type of neuron in that the signal
genera[ed does not depend on an all-or-none event. The signal may be graded in
intensi.ty and reflect the extenl that the millivolt potentlal changes from its sreadystate value of -30 mV This steady-state potential is maintained at a more positive value because Na+ channels of the photorecepror ceils are ligand-gated and
are maintained in a partially opened state. The ligand responsible for keeping some
of the Na+ channels open is cyclic GMP (cGMP). cGMP binds [o them in a
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FIGURE 23.21

Absorption spectra of ll-cis-retinal and the
four visual pigments.
Absorbance is relative and was obtained for pigments as difference spectra from reconstituted
recombinant apoproteins. The spectrum for 11-

cis-re[ina] (1 l-cR) is in the absence of protein.
Other abbreviations: B, blue pigment; Rh,
rhodopsin; G, green; R, red.
ModiJied Jrom Nathans, J. Cell 78:357, 1994
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FIGURE 23.20

Formation of Il-cis-retinal and rhodopsin from p-carotene'

Changes in the potential of a rod cell membrane after a light pulse.
RedrawnJrom Darnell, J., Lodish, H , andBalamore, D
Molecular Cell Biology. New Yorh: ScientiJic Ameican
Boohs, 1986, p. 763.
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Light activation of rhodopsin.
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concentration-dependent, kinetically dl,namic manner. Biochemical events that affect the concentration of cGMP within rod and cone cells also affect the number of
Na+ channels open and, hence, the membrane potential (Figure 23.25).
Active rhodopsin (R*, namely, metarhodopsin II) forms a complex with transducin. Transducin is a classical trimeric G-protein and functions in a manner very
similar to that described on page 925.|n the R*-transducin complex (R*-T,,B.,
complex) transducin undergoes a conformational change that facilitates exchange of
its bound GDP with GTP When this occurs, the a subunit (T.) of the trimeric
molecule dissociates from its B, 7 subunits. To i.nteracts with and activates phosphodiesterase (PDE), which hydrolyzes cGMP to 5'-GMP, resulting in a decreased
concentration of cGMP and a decrease in the number of channels held open The
membrane potential becomes more negative, that is, hyperpolarized.
The diagram of Figure 23.25 shows in cartoon form [wo such channels embedded in the plasma membrane, one of which has cGMP bound to it and it is
open. The other does not have cGMP bound to it and it is closed. By this mechanism, the concentration of Na+ in the cell is directly linked to the concentration of
cGMP and, thus, also the membrane potential. PDE in rod cells is a heterotetrameric protein consisting of one each a and B catalytic subunits and two 7 regulatory subunits. T.-GTP forms a complex with the 7 subunits of PDE resulting in
their dissociation from the catalytic subunits, freeing the catalytically active a,Bdimeric PDE subunit comp).ex. To has GTPase activity. Hydrolysis of bound GTP to
GDP and inorganic phosphate (P,) results in dissociation of To from the regulatory
7 subunits of PDE, permitting [hem to reassociate with the catalytic subunits and
to inhibit the PDE activity. The same reactions occur in cone cell, but the catalytic
subunit of cone cell PDE is composed of two o catalytic subunits instead of o,B
subunits as are present in rod cells.
cGMP concentration is regulated by intracellular Caz* concentration. Calcium
enters rod cells in the dark through sodium channels, increasing its concentration
to the 500-nM range. At these concentrations, activity of guanylate cyclase is 1ow.
When sodium channels are closed, Ca2* entry is inhibited, but efflux mediated by
the sodium/calcium-potassium exchanger is unchanged (top complex of the plasma
membrane in Figure 23.25). This results in a decrease in the intracellular Ca2+ concentration and leads [o activation of guanylate cyclase and increased production of
cGMP from GTP
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FIGURE 23.24

Schematics of 1l-cis-retinal and its all-trans form.
(a) The amino acid side chains surrounding 1l-cis-retinal. When I1cis-retinal isomerlzes to the all-trar,rs form (b), the B-ionone ring of all-
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FIGURE 23.25
Cascade ofbiochemical reactions involved in the visual cycle.
Redrawn from Farber, D B. Invest Ophthalmol Yis. Sci 36:263, 1995.

Resl,nthesis of cGMP and the hydrolysis of T.-GTP play important roles in
stopping the reactions of the visual cycle. Inactivation of activated rhodopsin, R*,
is also very important. Activated rhodopsin, R*, is phosphorylated by rhodopsin
kinase in the presence of AfP (Figure 23.25). The R*-Pi has high binding affinity
for the cytosolic protein arrestin. The arrestin-R*-Pi complex is no longer capable
of interacting with transducin. The kinetics of arrestin binding to the activatedphosphorylated rhodopsin is sufficiently rapid in vivo to stop the cascade of reactions.
Rhodopsin is regenerated through another series of reactions and the cycle can
be initiated again by photons of light. Figure 23.23 shows that the series of reactions leading to the regeneration of rhodopsin includes the dissociation of all-trcnsretinal from metarhodopsin. Regeneration of Il-cis-retinal from all-trans-retinal
occurs by reactions previously described and occurs before it is used again to form
rhodopsin.
Some of the major proteins involved in the visual cycle are listed in Table 23.6.
Mutations can occur in virtually any one of them and result in visual impairment.
In fact, a recently observed recessive retinitis pigmentosa appears to be associated
with a human gene that encodes an also recently observed 6 subunit of cGMP The
disease has been characterized by an abnormal retinal cGMP metabolism.

Color Vision Originates in the Cones
Even though photographic artists, such as the late Ansel Adams, make the world
look beautiful in black and white, the intervention o[ colors in the spectrum of lifes
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TABLE

23.6 Major Proteins lnvolved

Protein
Rhodopsin
Transducin

in the Phototransduction Cascade

Relation to
Membrane

Moleculor

Concentration
in Cytoplasm

Mass (hDa)

jrM)

Intrinsic

39
BO

500

Phosphodiesterase

Peripheral or
soluble
Peripheral

200

150

Rhodopsin kinase
Arrestin

Soluble
Soluble

Guanylate cyclase

Attached to
cytoskeleton

cGMP-activated
channel

Intrinsic

(a+9+y)

65

5

48

500

1

7

66

1

pictures brings another degree of beauty to the wonders of nature and the beauty
of life . . even the ability to make a distinction be[ween tissues from histological
staining. The ability of humans to distinguish colors resides within a relatively small
portion of the visual system, [he cones. The number of cones within the human eye
is few compared with the number of rods. Some animals (e.g., dogs) have even
fewer cones, and other animals (e.g., birds) have many more.
The mechanism by which light stimulates cone ceLls is exactly the same as it is
for rod cells. There are three types of cone cells, defined by the blue, green, or red
visual pigments they contain. They are also referred to as short (S), medium (M),
or long (L) wavelength-specific opsins, respectively. Normally, only one type of visual pigment occurs per cell During fetal deveiopment, however, multiple pigments
may occur in the same cell. Under those conditions, the blue pigment seems to appear first followed by borh green and red plgments. The number of cones containing these multiple pigments decreases after birth and can hardly be found at all in
adults. The blue pigment has optimum absorbance aL 420 nm, green pigment at
535 nm, and red pigment at 565 nm (Figure 23.2I). Each of these pigments has
1I-cis-retinal as the prostheric group, and, when activated by iight, 1I-cis-retinal
isomerizes to all-trans-retinal as in rod celis Colors other than those of the visual
pigments are distinguished by graded stimulation of the different cones and comparative analysis by the brain. Color vision i.s trichromatic.
Color dlscrimina[ion by cone cells is an inherent property of the proteins of the
visual pigments to which the 1l-cis-retinal is atached The 11-cis-retinal is attached
to each of the proteins through a pro[onated Schiff base. The absorption spectrum
produced by the conjugated double-bond system of 1l-cis-retinal is influenced by
its environment (Figure 23.2I). When 1l-cis-retinal is bound to different visual pro[eins, amino acid residues in the local areas around the pro[onated base and the
conjugated z'-bond system influence the energy level and give different absorption
spectra with absorption maxima tha[ are different for the different color prgments.
The genes for the visual pigments have been cloned and their amino acid sequences inferred from the gene sequences. A comparison of these sequences is presented in Figure23.26. Open circles represen[ amino acids that are lhe same, and
closed circles represenl amino acids [hat are different. A string of closed circles at
ei.ther end may represent an extension of the chain of one protein relative to the
other. Red and green pigments show the greatest degree of homology, about 960lo
identity, whereas the degree of homology between different pairs of the others is
belween 40ok and 45ok
Genes encoding the visual pigmenls have been mapped ro specific chromosomes (see Clin Corr. 23.6). The rhodopsin gene resides on chromosome 3, the
gene encoding the blue pigment resides on chromosome 7, and the two genes for
the red and green pigments are on [he X chromosome. In spite of their great similarity, the red and green pigments are distinctly different proteins. Individuals have
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FIGURE 23.26

Comparisons of the amino acid sequences of the human visual pigments.
Each black dot indicates an amino acid drflerence
Annu Rev Neurosci 10:163,1987
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3.6
Chromosomal Location of Cenes for Vision

CTINICAL CORRETATION 2

The chromosomal arrangement of genes for nsion precludes inheritance of a single defective gene from one parent that would render
recipients sightless. Genes that code for visual pigments occur on chromosomes that exist in pairs except in males where there is a single X
chromosome containing the genes for red and green pigments. In
females, there is a pair of X chromosomes and, therefore, color vision
abnormalities in femaies are rare, affecting only about 0.5% of the pop-

ulation. By contrast, about 8% o[ males have abnormal color vision
that affects red or green perception and, on rare occasions, both. For
the sake of simpliclty, the proteins coded for by the different genes will
be referred to as pigments in spite of the fact that they become visual
plgments only when they form complexes with ll-cis-retinal
The gene that codes for the protein moiety o[ rhodopsin, the rod
pigment, is located on the third chromosome. Genes that code for the
three pigment proteins of cone cells are located on two different chromosomes. The gene for the blue pigment is on the seventh chromosome The genes for the red and green pigments are tightly linked and
are on the X chromosome, which normally contains one gene for the

red pigment and from one to three genes for the green pigment. In

a

given set of cones, only one of these gene t)?es is expressed, either
the gene for the red pigment or one of the genes for the green pigment. Genetic mutations may cause structural abnormalities in the
proteins that influence the binding of retinal or the environment in
which retinal resides. ln addition, the gene for the protein of a specific pigmenr may not be expressed. If Il-cis-retinal does not bind or
one o[ the proteins is not expressed, the individua] will have
dichromatic color vision and be color blind for the coior of the missing pigment. I[ the mutation changes the environment around the 1Icis-retinai, shifting the absorption spectnrm of the pigment, the individual will have abnormai trichromatic color vision; that is, the degree
of stlmulation of one or more of the three cone pigments will be abnormal. This will result in a different integrarion of the signal and
hence a different interpretation of color.
Vollrath, D , Nathans, J , and Davis, R W Tandem array o[ human visual pigmentgenes atX 28 Science240:1669,1988; andNathans,J Intheeyeof the

beholder: visual pigmenrs and inherited variations
78:357, 1994

in human vision
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been identified with inherited variations that affect one but not both pigments simultaneously There may be more than one gene for the green pigment, but it appears that only one is expressed
John Dalton (1766-1844), who developed the atomic theory of chemisrry was
color blind. He thought his color blindness was due to the vitreous humor being
tinted blue, selectlvely absorbing longer wavelengths of light. He instructed that
after his death his eyes be examined to determine whether his theory was corec[.
An autopsy revealed that the vitreous humor was "perfectly pellucid," normal. Using DNA analysis on his preserved eyes obtained from the British Museum, it has
now been demonstrated that Dalton was missing the blue pigment. Thus, instead
of having trichroma[ic vision, he was dichromatic with a vision type referred to as
deuteranopia. The type of color blindness of one who is missing [he green pigment

is caLled protanopia.

Other Physical and Chemical Differences between Rods and Cones
Sensitivity and response time of rods differ from that of cones. Absorption of a
single photon by photoreceptors in rod cells generates a current of approximately
1-3 pA (I-3 X t0 12 A), whereas the same even[ in the cones generates a current
of approximately 10 fA (I0 x 10-15 A), about 1/I00th of the rod response. The
response time of cone cells, however, is about four times fas[er than that of rod cells.
Thus the cones are better suited for discerning rapidly changing events and the rods
are better suited for low-light visual sensitrnty.

23.4

I

MUSCLE CONTRACTION

The sliding filament model for muscle contraction was proposed on the basis of
an extensive evaluation of electron micrographs of skeletal muscle tissue. This simple but eloquent model has weathered the test of time. Genes for many of the proteins found in muscle tissue have been cloned, and the amino acid sequences of the
proteins they encode inferred from their cDNA sequences. Three-dimensional structures of several of these proteins have also been published. Although the detailed
picture of muscle con[raction has not been completed, a clearer understanding of
the process is emerging. In this section, some biochemical aspects of the mechanism of muscle contraction will be discussed. Primary emphasis will be on skeletal
muscle rather than cardiac and smooth muscles. Some aspects of cardiac muscle
function will be addressed in clinical correlations.

Skeletal Muscle Contraction Follows an Electrical to
Chemical to Mechanical Path
The signal for skeletal muscle conlrac[ion begins with an electrical impulse from a
nerve. This is followed by a chemical change occurring within [he unit cell of the
muscle and is followed by contraction, a mechanicai process. Thus the signal transduction process goes lrom electrical to chemical to mechanical.
Figtre 23.27 is a schematic diagram of the structural organization of skeletal
muscle. Muscle consists of bundles of fibers (diagram c). Each bundle is called a
fasciculus (diagram b). The fibers are made up of myofibrils (diagram d), and each
myofibril is a continuous series of muscle cells or units called sarcomeres. The
muscle cell ls multinucleated and is no longer capable of division. Most muscle cells
survive for the life of the animal, but they can be replaced when lost or lengthened
by fusion of myoblast cells.
A muscle cell is shown diagrammatically in Figure 23.28. Note that the myofibrils are surrounded by a membranous structure called the sarcoplasmic reticulum. At discrete intervals along the fasciculi and connecled to the terminal cisterna
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum are transverse [ubules. These are connected [o the ex-
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FIGURE 23.27

Structural organization of skeletal muscle.
Redrawn

lrom

Bloom, W D. and Fowcett, D. W Textbook of Histology, 10th ed. Philadelphia: Sqtnders, 1975.

temal plasma membrane that surrounds the entire structure. The nuclei and the mitochondria lie just inside the plasma membrane.
The single contractile unit, the sarcomere, extends fromZ line to Z line (Figures
23.27d, arrd23.28). Bands seen in the sarcomere are due to the arrangement of specific prottins (ilgure 23.27e). TWo types of fibers are apparent: long thick fibers
with protrusions on both ends lie near the center of the sarcomere, and long thin
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FlcuRE 23.28
Schematic representation of a bundle of six myofibrils.
The lumen of the transverse tubules connects with the extracellular medium and enters the
fibers at the Z disk.
Repinted, with permission Jrom Darnell, J , Lodish, H , and Baltimore,
ScienttJic AmeicanBoohs, 1986, p 827
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fibers are attached to the Z line. The I band (isotropic) exrends for a short disfance on both sides of the Z line. This region contains only thin filaments rhat are
attached to a pro[ein band within rhe Z line. The H band is in the center of the sarcomere. There are no rhin filaments within this region. ln the middle of the H band,
there is a somewhat diffuse band due to the presence of other pro[eins tha[ assist
in cross-linking the fibers of the heavy lilaments (Figure 23.27, pattern h). The A
band (anisotropic) is locared be[ween the inner edges of the I bands. When muscLe contracts, the H and I bands shorten, but the distance belween the Z line and
the near edge of the H band remains constant The distance between the innermosr
edges of the I bands on both ends of the sarcomere also remains conslant. This occurs because the lengths of thin filaments and of thick filaments do not change during contraction. Con[raction, therefore, results when rhese filaments "slide" past
each other.

The contractile elements, sarcomeres, consist of many different proteins, eight

of which are listed in Table 23.7.The rwo mosr abundan[ are myosin and actin.
About 60-700lo of the muscle protein is myosin and about 20-25o/o is acrin. Thick
filaments are moslly myosin and the thin filament is mostly actin. Three of the other
proteins listed in Table23.7 are associated with thin fiiaments, and two are associated
with thick filaments. (See also Clinical Correlation 23.7 for reference ro cardiacrelated proteins.)

Myosin Forms the Thick Filaments of Muscle
The schematic drawing of a myosin molecule in Figure 23.29b is a representarion
of the electron micrographs in Figure 23.29a. Myosin, a long fibrous molecule wirh

MUSCLE

two globular heads on one end, is composed of two heary chains of about 230 kDa
each. Bound to each heavy chain in the vicinity of the head group is a dissimilar
pair of light chains, each of which is approximately 20 kDa. The light chains are
"calmodulin-like" proteins that bind calcium. lnyitro, one of these light chains can
be removed from each myosi.n moiecule without affecting myosin's ability to function in the contraction process.
The carboxyl end of each myosin chain is located in the tail section. The tail
sections of two healy chains are coiled around each other in a coil-coil arrangement
(Flgure 23.29b). Trypsin cleaves the tail section at abou[ one-third of its length
from the head to produce heavy meromyosin (the head group and a short tail) and
light meromyosin (the remainder of the tail section). Only light meromyosi.n has
the ability to aggregate under simulated physiological conditions, suggesting that
aggregation is one of its roles in heavy chain formation tn vivo. The head section
can be separated from the remainder of the tail section by trea[ment with papain.
The myosin head group resulting from this cleavage is referred to as subfragment
1 or S-1. Action of these proteases also demonstrates that the molecule has at least
two hinge points in the vicinity of the head-tail junction (Figure 23.29b).
cDNAs for myosin from many different species and from different types of
muscle have been cloned and amino acid sequences from them inferred. Myosin
has evolved very slowly There is a very high degree o[ homology among myosins
obtained from diflferent sources, particularly within the head, or globular, region.
There is somewhat less sequence homology within the tail region, but functional
homology exists to an extraordinarily high degree regardless of length, which ranges
from about 86 to about 150 nm for different species. The myosin head group contains nearly one-half (about 839 lo about A:0) of the total number of amino acid
residues in the entire molecule in mammais.
Myosin forms a symmetrical tail-to-tail aggregate around the M line of the H
zone in the sarcomeres. Its tail sections are aligned in a parallel manner on both
sides of rhe M line with the head groups pointing toward the Z line. Each thick filament contains about 400 molecules of myosin. The C protein (Table 23.7) is
invoived in their assembly. The M protein is also involved, presumably to hold the

TABLE

23.7
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Approximate Molecular Weights
of Skeletal Muscle Contractile
Proteins

500,000
200,000
20,000

Myosin
Heary chain
Light chain
Actin monomer (G-actin)
Tiopomyosin

42,000
70,000
76,000

Tioponin
Tn-C subunit
Tn-I subunit
Tn-T subunit
a-Actinin

23,000
37,000
200,000

C-protein

r50,000

p-Actinin
M-protein

60,000
100,000

I8,000

tail sections together as well as lo anchor them to the M line of the H zone.
The giobular head section of myosin contains the ATPase activity that provides energy for contraction and the actin-binding site. The S-1 fragment also
contains the binding sites for the essential light chain and the regulatory light
chain. A space-filling model of the three-dimensional structure of the myosin SI fragment is shown in Figure 23.30. The actin-binding region is iocated at the
lower right-hand corner and the cleft, which is visible in that region of the mol-

CtINtCAt
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23 .7

Familial Hypertropic Cardiomyopathies and Mutations in Muscle
Hypertropic cardiomyopathies are characterized by enlargement/thickening of the left and/or nght ventricle. Arrhythmias and premature
death can result from these conditions. Familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy has been shown, so far, to result from mutations involving seven different genes coding for some of the proteins listed in
Table 23.7. Those proteins are B-myosin heary chain, ventricular
myosin regulatory light chain, cardiac troPonin T, cardiac troponin l,
a-tropomyosin, and cardiac myosin binding protein C. Some of these
genes express different isoforms of their proteins that may be expressed only in cardiac rissue. Thus some o[ the cardiac effects noted
are not generally applicable to other types of muscle. Mutations in
genes coding for each of these proteins could alter structure and function of the sarcomere and lead to an alteration in cardiac function.

Alteration in cardiac function may include decrease in force generated
from myosin-actin interaction, faulty anchoring of myosin (protein
C) within the sarcomere, and./or interference with any of the normal
functions of tropomyosin and troponin subunits. These genetic abnormalities lead to production of abnormal proteins and abnormal
myocyte structure and function. Schematic rePresentations of genomic and protein structures o[ these mutants are given in the reference cited below.

Bonne, C., Camer, L., Pascal, R., Hainque, B , and Schwaru,

K

Familial hy-

pertropic cardiomyopathy: from mutations to functional defects Circ
83:580. 1998
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FIGURE 23.29

(a) Electron micrographs of the myosin molecule and (b)
schematic drawing of a myosin molecule.
Diagram shows the two heary chains and the two light chains
of myosin. Also shown are the approximate positions o[ cleavage by trypsin and papain.
Repinted with permission from Alberts,8., Brdy, D., Lewis, 1., RolJ, M.,
Roberts,K., andWatson,l.MolecularBiologyof
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ecule, points toward the site where AfP binds. The 25-,50-, and 20-kDa domains
of the heavy chain are colored green, red, and blue, respectively. The essential light

chain (ELC) and the regulatory light chain (RLC) are shown in yellow and magenta, respectively
The AfP-binding site is also an open cleft about 13 A deep and 13 A wlde. tt
is separated from the actin-binding site by approximarely 35 A. Myosin binds to
actin in a stereospecific manner. The ELC and RLC associate with a single long helix
that connects the head region with the tail section. There is room for flexibility be-

tween the ELC and the connecting single helix. The conformation of myosin that
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FIGURE 23.30

Space-filling model of the amino acid residues in myosin S-l fragment.

The25-,50-, and 20-kDa domains ofthe heavy chain are green, red,
and blue, respectivel)r The essential and regulatory light chains are yellow and magenta, respectively
Repinted with permission Jrom Rayment 1., Rypniewshi, W. R., Schmidt-Base, K-,
Smith, R., et. al. Sciarce 261:50, 1993. Copyrtght @ 1993 by Ameican
Association Jor the Advancement oJ Science.

it has an affinity for actin that is 1/10,000th that of the conformation of myosin that does not have AfP bound to it! Thus the transduction of
chemical energy to mechanical work depends on the primary event of protein conformational changes that occur upon binding of ATP, its hydrolysis, and product

has ATP bound to

dissociation.

Actin, Tropomyosin, and Troponin Are Thin Filament Proteins
thin filaments and makes up about 20-25ok of muscle

Actin is

a major protein of

protein.

lt is sprthesized as a 42-kDa globular protein. Among avaiety of species,

better than 90olo of its amino acid sequence is conserved. This is shown in Table 23.8
for skeletal muscle, smooth muscle, and cardiac muscle actin in three species. Differences are observed at most in about seven positions. Sequences of more than 30
actin isot)?es, the longest containing 375 amino acid residues, reveal that a maximum of only 32 residues in any o[ them have been substituted (see CIin. Corr.
23.8). A significant number of these substitutions occur at the N terminal, which
may be predicted considering that all actin molecules are posttranslationally modified at the N terminal. The N-terminal methlonine is acetylated and removed, and
the next amino acid is acetylated. The process may end at this stage or it may be
repeated one or two times. In all cases, the N-terminal amino acid is acetylated.
Actin is first slrrthesized in a globular form called G-actin. A representation of
its structure is shown in Figure 23.31. Actin has two distinct domains of approximately equal size that, historically, have been designated as large (left) and small
(righ| domains. Each consists of two subdomains. Both the N-terminal and Cterminal amino acid residues are located within subdomain I of the small domain.
The molecule has polarity, and when it aggregates to form F-actin, or fibrous actin,
it does so with a specific directionality This is important for the "stick and pull"
processes involved in sarcomere shortening during muscular contraction.

TABLE

23.8

Summary of the Amino Acid Differences Among Chicken Glzzatd Smooth
Muscle Actin, Skeletal Muscle Actin, and Bovine Cardiac Actin

muscleo

Skeletal
Cardiac muscleb

Smooth

muscle'

Glu

Asp

Asp
Absent

Source: Adapred from Vandekerckhove,

J

and Weber,

'From rabbit, bovine, and chicken skeletal muscle
bFrom

bovine heart

'From chicken gizzard

Asp
GIu
GIu

K

FEBS

Val

Thr

cys

Ser

ktt.

102:219,1979

Met
Leu
Leu

Thr
Ser
Ser
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Mutations in Actin and Dilated Cardiomyopathy
Dilated cardiomyopathy is characterized by thin walls of the heart
with an inabillty to pump blood out effectively A genetic cause of this
condition can be defective actin The amino acid sequence of actin is
highly consen'ed. There are several isoforms o[ actin resulting from
expression of different genes; five o[ six known ones are expressed in
skeletal and cardiac myocytes In adult cardiac myocytes, approximately B0o/o of actin resuiLs from expression of specific cardiac iso-

forms. Mutations in the invariant regions of these cardiac isoforms
can result

in

serious health effecrs.

has been demonstra[ed that an

Q361G in another patient, resulted in dilated cardiomyopat\ a condition in which cardiac transplant is the only definitive treatmenr for
end-stage disease. The positions of rhese mutations in the tertiary
stmcture of G-actin are shown in the figure below.

Schematic representation of the cardiac actin monomer and location of idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathic mutations.
FromOlsonetal (1998),
Comparison of the positions of those substitutions with the structure
of actin shown in Figure 23.3I shows that they occur in rwo different functional regions o[ actin.

It

inherited single amino acid substitution, A3I2H in one patient and

Glu361Gly

Arq312His

Olson, T M., Michels, V V, Thibodeau, S N., Tai, Y-5 , and Keating, M TActin mutations in dilated cardiomyopathy a heritable form of heart failure
Science 280:750, 1998 Copyright O 1998 by American Association for the
Advancement of Science-
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FIGURE 23.31

Secondary structural elements of G-actin crys-

tal structure.
ADP and the meral ion are shown in the cleft
between the two large domains
Reproduced wtth permission Jrom Lorenz, M , Popp, D ,
qnd Holmes,K C J Mol Biol 234:826, 1993 by permission oJ
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G-actin contains a specific binding site, be[ween rhe two major domains, for
ATP and a divalent metal ion. Mg2* is most li.kely the physiologically important
ca[ion, but Ca2* also binds tightly and competes with Mg2+ for the same tight

bindlng site The G-actin-ATP-Mg'* complex aggregates to form the F-actin
polymer (see Figure 23.35a). Aggregation can occur from either direction, but
kinetic data indicate that the preferred direction of aggregation is by extension from
the iarge end of the molecule where the rate is diffusion controlled. ATP hydrolysis ls orders of magnitude faster in the aggregated actin than it is in the monomer.
G-actin-ADP-Mg'* also aggregates [o form F-actin bu[ at a slower ra[e. Ori.entation of G-actin moiecules in F-actin is such that subdomains 1 and 2 are Lo the outside where myosin-binding si[es are located F-actin may be viewed as either (1) a
single-start, left-handed single-stranded helix with rotation of the monomers through
an approximate 166" with a rise of 27.5 A or (2) a two-s[art, righrhanded doublestranded helix with a half pitch of 350-380 A.
A number of cytosolic pro[eins bind actin. B-Actinin binds to F-actin and plays
a major role in limiting the length of thin filaments. o-Actinin, a homodimeric protein with a subunit molecular mass of 90-110 kDa, binds adjacent ac[in monomers
of F-actin at positions 86-1f 7 and 350-375 and stlengthens the fiber. Ir also helps
to anchor the actin fiiament to the Z line of the sarcomere. Major proteins associated with the thin filament are tropomyosin and [roponin.
Tropomyosin is a rod-shaped protein consisting of two dissimilar subunits, each
of about 35 kDa. It forms aggregates in a head-to-tail configuration. This pollT nerized
protein in[eracts in a flexible manner with the thin fi]ament throughout its entire
length It fits within the groove of the helical assembly of the actin monomers of Factin. Each of the single tropomyosin molecules interacts with about seven monomers
of actin. The site on actin to which tropomyosin interac[s is between subdomain I
and 3 Tiopomyosin helps to stabilize the thin filament and lo transmit signals for
conformational change to other components of the thin filament upon Ca2+ bindlng.
Bound to each individual tropomyosin molecule is one molecule of troponin.
Troponin consists of three dissimilar subunits designated Tn-C, Tn-I, and TnT wirh molecular masses of about 18 kDa, 21 kDa, and 37 kDa, respectively. The
Tn-T subunit binds to tropomyosin The Tn-I subunit is involved in the inhibition
of the binding of actin to myosin in the absence of Caz* . The Tn-C subunit, a
calmodulin-like protein, binds Ca2+ and induces a conformalional change in Tn-I
and tropomyosin, resulting in exposure of the actin-myosin-binding sites.
A three-dimensional s[ructure of Tn-C shows it to be dumbbell-shaped with much
similarity to calmodulin A struclural model of the calcium saturated Tn-C-Tn-I complex is shown in Figure 23.32 lhe Tn-I subunit fits around the cen[ral region of TnC in a helical coil conformation and forms caps over it at each end. The cap regions
of Tn-I are in close contact with Tn-C when Tn-C is fully sa[ura[ed with Ca2+. Tn-C

FtcuRE 23.32
Best fit model for the 4Ca2+-Tn-C-Tn-I complex.
A model for the complex o[ 4Ca2*-Tn-C-Tn-I
based on neutron scattering studies with deuterium labeling and contrast variation (Olah, C. C.
and Trewhella, J., Biochemistry 33:12800, 1994).
(Righ| A lnew showing the spiral path of Tn-I
(green crosses) winding around the 4Ca2+ -Tn-C
that is represented by an a-carbon backbone
trace (red ribbon) with the C, E, and G helices
labeled. (Left) The same view with 4Ca2+-Tn-C
represented as a CPK model
Photogroph generously suppliedby

publisher recognizes thot the

US

I

Dr Trewhella The
Govetnment retains a

nonexclusi'te, royalty-Jree license to publish or reproduce
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Troponin Subunits as Markers for Myocardial lnfarction
Troponin contains three subunits (In-l Tn-I, and Tn-C), each of
which is expressed by more than one gene. Tvo genes code for skeletal
muscle Tn-I, one in fast and one in slow skeletal muscle; and one
gene codes for cardiac muscle Tn-I. The genes that code for Tn-T
have the same distribution pattem. They differ in that the slow skeletal
muscle gene for Tn-l is also expressed in the fetal heart tissue. The
gene for the cardiac form of Tn-I appears to be specific for heart
tissue. Tn-C is encoded by two genes, but neither gene appears to be
expressed only in cardiac tissue.
The cardiac form of Tn-I in humans is about 31 amino acids
longer than the skeletal muscle form, which makes it easy to differentiate from others Serum Ievels o[ Tn-l increase r,l'rthin zt h of an
acute myocardial infarction and remain high for about 7 days in about
68% of patients tested. Almost 25% of one group of patients tested
also showed a slight increase in the cardiac form of Tn-I after acure
skeletal muscle injury. This would be a good but not a very sensitive
test for myocardial infarction.
Tvo isoforms of cardiac Tn-T, Tn-T1 and Tn-T2, are present
in adult human cardiac tissue. Two additional isoforms are also pres-

ent in fetal heart tissue. Speculation is that the isoforms are the result of alternative splicing of mRNA Serum levels o[ Tn-T2 increase
within 4 h of acute myocardial infarction and remain high for up to
14 days. The appearance of Tn-T2 in serum is l00o/o sensitive and
957o specific for detection of myocardial infarction. In the United
States, the Food and Drug Administration has given approval for
marketing o[ the first Tn-T assay for acute myocardial infarction.

Myocardial infarcts are either undiagnosed or misdiagnosed in
hospital patients admitted for other causes, or in 5 million or more
people who go to doctors for episodes of chest pain. It is believed
that this test will be sufficiently specific to diagnose myocardial
incidents and to help direcl doctors to proper treatment. of these
individuals.

Anderson, P A. Vl, Malouf, N N., Oakeley, A. E , Pagani, E.D , and Allen, PD
Troponin T isoform expression in humans Circ. Res 69:1226,199I; and
Ottlinger, M E- and Sacks, D B CLin ILtb News, 33, 199,1.

has four divalent metal ion-binding sites. Two of these sites are in the C-terminal region and have high affinity for calcium ions (Ko of about 10-7 M) These two sires are
presumed to be always occupied by divalent metal ions (Ca2* or Mg2*) since the concentra[ions of these ions in resting cells are within the same order of magnitude as the
Kp. Under these conditions, Tn-I has a conformation that permits ils interaction with
binding sites on actin, inhibits myosin binding, and prevents conLraction Upon excitation, the calcium ion concen[radon increases to about 10-) M, high enough to effect calcium binding to sites within the N-terminal region of Tn-C. Tn-I now binds
preferentially to Tn-C in a capped structural conforma[ion as shown in Figure 23.32.
Myosin-binding sites on actin are now exposed. The relatively loose interaction of
tropomyosin with actin permits it the flexibility to alter iB conformation as a function
of calcium ion concentration and to assist in blockage of the myosin-binding sites on
actin. (See Clinical Correlation 23.9 for additional information about troponin.)
Frgore 23.27i shows a schematic cross section of a sarcomere and the relative
arrangement of thin and thick filaments. Six thin fiiaments surround each thick filament. The arrangement and flexibiliry of myosin head groups make it possible for each
thick filament to interac[ with multiple thin flilaments. When cross-bridges form between thick and thin filaments, they do so in pattems consisten[ with that shown in

FIGURE 23.33

Colorized electron micrograph of actin-myosin crossbridges in a striated insect flight muscle.
Reproduced with permission Jrom Darnell, J., Indish, H , ond
Balttmore, D. Molecular Cell Biology New Yorh: ScientiJic

Ameican

Boohs, 1986.
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the colorized electron micrograph of Figure 23.33. This shows a two-dimensional view

of a thick filament interacting with thin filaments lying on either side of it. Similar interactions of myosin occur with actin of the other four thin filaments that surround it.

Muscle Contraction Requires Ca2+
Contraction of skeletal muscle is i.nitiated by transmission of nerve impulses across
the neuromuscular junction mediated by release i.nto the synaptic clefr of the neurotransmi[ter acetylcholine. Acetylcholine receptors are associated with the
plasma membrane and are ligand-gated. Binding of acetylcholine causes them to
open and to permit Ca2+/Na+ to enter the sarcomere. The electron micrograph and
accompanying diagrams of Figure 23.34 proide a picture of the anatomical relationship between the presyraptic nerve and sarcomere.

Sctxrvann

myelinetad axon

cell

syn ptic vesiclBs
containiryt
rcetyldto*ino

axon terminal

Schwnn celt
n

Ptic

Reproduced with permission Jrom Alberts, B ,
Bray, D , Lewis, J., nafJ, U., Roberts, K., and

muscle

axqr tBrminal

call

FlcuRE 23.34
(a) Electron micrograph ofa neuromuscular junction and (b) schematic
diagram of the neuromuscular junction shown in (a).

muecle

csll

Watson, J. Molecular Biology of the
Yorh: Garland Publishing, 1983
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Voltage-Cated lon Channelopathies
Action potentrals in newe and muscle are propagated by the operation
o[ voltage-gated ion channeis. Generally, there are three recognized types
of voltage-gated cation channels: Na+, Ca2+, and K*. Each of these has
been cloned, the primary sequence has been inferred from the DNA sequence, models have been constructed of how each may be assembled
in the membrane, and a 3-D structure of a K* channel has been deter-

mined Each is

a heterogeneous protein consisting of various numbers
of a and B subunits. A linear model ol the arrangement of each of these
is shown in the figure below. In actual fact, they are arranged in a moreor-less circular rrulnner with a funnel-like channel formed through the
middle of a subunls. Roles of p subunits are still being elucidated, but
they appear to help stabilize and/or regulate activity of d subunits

fo) Na+ Channel
p1

(b) Ca+ Channel

v

a1

Transmembrane organization of ion chan-

nel subunits.
Glycosylation and phosphorylation sites are
marked.
From Catterall (1995).
Continued on page 1027
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Clinical Correlation 23 10 (continued)

Toxins and mutagenesis are being used to study subunit func-

tion. Tetrodotoxin and saxitoxin block Na+ channel pores of the
a subunit Scorpion toxins also bind to the a subunit and appear to
affect activation and inactivation Sating. Experiments of this tJpe suggest that the a subunit is involved in both conductance and gating.
Voltage-gated channels from nerve and muscle tissue show high

homology
conserved

in many of the transmembrane domains but are less
in the intracellular connecting loops. A 3-D structure of a

It has been surmised that lf the membrane potential is slightly
more positive (r.e, changes from -70 to -60 mV) the myofiber can
reach the threshold more easily and the muscle becomes hyperexcitable. If the membrane potential becomes even more positive (i,e.,
up to -40 mV) the fiber cannot fire an action potential Thls inability to generate an action potential is synonymous with paralysis The
fundamental biochemical defect ln each case is a mutation in the
channel protein

K+ channel has been determined and other voltage-gated
have been modeied after

it

channels
Some effects o[ channel mutations are be-

ginning to be understood better. A common effect of mutations in
Na+ channels is muscle weakness or paralysis. Some inherited Na+
voltage-gated ion channelopathies are listed below. Each of these is
reported to result from a single amino acid change in the a subunit.
The inheritance pattern generally is dominant.

Disoriler

U nique

Clinical F edture

paralysis

Paramyotonia congenita
Sodium channel myotonia

lnduced by rest after exercise,
or the intake o[ K+
Cold-induced myotonia
Constant. myotonia

WA

Structure and function of voltage-gated ion channels Annu
:493, I99 5 ; Hoffmann, E P Voltage- gated ion channelopathres
inherited disorders caused by abnormal sodium, chloride, and calcium regulation in skeletal muscle Annu Rev. Med. 46.431,1995; and Abraham, iv{ R .
Jahangir, A, Alekseev, A E, and Terzic, A Channelopathies of inward!- rectifying potassium channels FASEB J 13: 1901, 1999
Catterall,

Hyperkalemic periodic

Rr:v. Bio chem 64

:

in the vicinity of Z lines are connected
Nerve impulses lead to deporeticulum
to terminal cis[ernae of the sarcoplasmic
Transverse tubules along the membrane

lanzation of the plasma membrane and of the transverse tubules. This depolarization causes an influx of Ca2* into the sarcomere As indicated above, Ca2*
concenlrarion increases about ]00-fold, permitting it to bind to the low-affinity sites
of Tn-C and ro initiate the con[raction process. (See Clinical Correlation 23.10 and
Ciinical Correlation 23.I1 for cardiac muscle events )

Energy

for Muscle Contraction ls Supplied by ATP Hydrolysis

ATP is an absolute requiremen[ for muscular con[raction. ATP hydrolysis by myosinATPase to give the myosin-ADP complex and inorganic phosphate leads to a myosin

conformation rhat has an increased binding affinity for actin. Dissociation of ADP and
binding of additional ATP is required for the dissociation of the myosin-actin complex
In normal muscle tissue, the concentra[ion of ATP in sarcomeres remains falrly
cons[ant even during strenuous muscle activity This is because of increased meta-

CTINICAT CORRETATION 2 3 .1

1

lon Channels and Cardiac Muscle Disease
Voltage-gated ion channels in cardiac muscles, Iike those of other tissues, require a finite recovery time after excitation The heart contracts
and relaxes on a continuous basis and in a rhythmic manner that cannot be altered significantly without causing serious problems such as

that affect K+ channels (I{VLQTI, HERG, minh) and Na+ channels
(5CN5A) Defects in these channeis in cardiac muscle can cause sudden death, particularly in young people who are physically active,
have never had an electrocardiogram, and have no knowledge that

arrhythmias, fibrillation, and possibly death The recovery time

they have LQTS. Prevalence for this condition is approximately

between contractions of cardiac muscle is measured on eiectrocardiograms as the QT interval. Initiating the excitation phase is the opentng
of Na+ channels for a finite period of time. Na+ moves into the cell
causing depolarization K+ channels then open lo permit K+ to move
out of the cell-both flowing down their respective chemical concentration gradients. Opening of the K+ channels is key to shutting off the

10,000.

action potential. There are inherited conditions known generically as
long QT slndrome or LQTS. Inherited LQTS has been linked to genes

Balser,

J

I

in

R. Structure and [unction of the cardiac sodium channels Cardiovasc

Res.42:327,1999; Ackerman, M J, Schroeder,J J, Berry R, Schaid, D J,
Porter, C J , Michels, V V, and Thibodeau, S N. A novel mutation in KVLQTI
is the molecular basis of inhented Iong QT sy'ndrome in a near-drowning
patient's family. Pediatr Res 44:148, 1998; and Barinaga, M Tracking down
mutations that can stop the heart Science ).8I32, 1998
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bolic activity and the action of two enz)'rnes: creatine phosphokinase and adenylate kinase. Creatine phosphoklnase calalyzes transfer of phosphate from phosphocreatine to ADP in an energetically favored manner:
phosphocreatine

*

ADP <-+

*

AfP

creatine

If the metabolic

process is insuffiiient to keep up with the energy demand, the creatine phosphokinase system serves as a "buffer" to maintain cellular levels of ATP
The second enzyme is adenylate kinase that catalyzes the reaction

2 ADP <-+ ATP

+ AMP

ATP depletion has serious consequences for muscle cells. When the ATP supply

is exhausted and the intracellular Ca2* concentration is no longer controiled,
myosin will exist exclusively bound to ac[in, a condition cailed rigor mortis. A
major function of ATP in muscular contraction is to promote dissociation of the
ac[in-myosin complex, not to promote its formation.

Model for Skeletal Muscle Contraction
A model of the myosin-actin complex is shown in Figure 23.35 Myosin heads undergo conformational changes upon binding of ATP, hydrolysis of ATB and release

Tdards llLlne

FlcuRE 23.35
Model of actin-myosin interaction.
(a) Myosin is shown as a ribbon structure and
actin as space-filling structure. Each G-actin
monomer is represented by different colors.
(b) Stereo view o[ myosin showing the pocket
that contains the mobile "reactive" cysteine
residues (c) Schematic diagram showing how
conformation changes in the myosin head
group and arm can pull actin filaments in a
direction away from the Z disk during hydrolysis of AfP and release of inorganic phosphate.
Part (a) and (b) repnnted Jrom Rayment, I and Holden, H
M The thret dimensional stntcture oJ a molecular motor
Trends Biol Sci 19 : 129, 1 99 4, with permission lrom
Elsevier Science

Towerdi

Zdbc
(a)
Continued on page 1029
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of products. AfP binding leads to closure of the active site cleft and opening of the
cleft in the region of the actin-binding site. Hydrolysis of AfP resulls in closure of
the cleft in the actin-binding region, which opens again upon or for release of inorganic phosphate. The conformational change that occurs is evident by the movement of two cysteine-containing helices. The distance between Cytun' and Cys7o7
changes from about t9 A to about 2 A. If further conformational change is prevented by cross-linking of these two cysteines, ADP becomes trapped within its
bindlng site. A stereo view of myosin showing the reactive cysteine pocket is shown
in Figure 23.35b. Conformational changes in myosin that occur in conjunction with
closing and opening of the cleft in the actin-binding region during ATP hydrolysis
are associated with the so-called power stroke.
Many of the major proteins involved in muscle contraction have been crystalIized and their 3-D stmctures are known; major efforts are underway to determine
exacrly how they work together to effect contraction. Details of the kinetics and additional structural information will refine knowledge of this process. A logical sequence of events based on current knowledge may be summarized as follows. A
myosin-ATP complex exists in the resting state. AIso in the resting s[a[e, the troponin complex of the thin filament is in a conformation with actin lhat prevents
myosin-actin interaction. Upon depolariza[ion, Ca2* en[ers [he sarcomere, binds
to Tn-C of the troponin complex, and effects a conformational change in Tn-I that
is propagated through tropomyosin to actin, resulting in exposure of the myosinbinding sites on actin. The initial interac[ion between myosin and actin is weak, but

Figure 23 35 continued
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is propagated through tropomyosin to actin, resulting in exposure of the myosinbinding sites on actin. The initial interaction between myosin and actin is weak, but
it stimulates myosin's ATPase activity ATP is hydrolyzed to ADP and Pi, leading to
a myosin conformation that has a stronger affinity for actin, approximately I0,000fold stronger. Myosin then undergoes a major conformational change from a closed
to an open state with release of inorganic phosphate. This conformational change
ieads to or is accompanied by movement of the myosin head group and arm region
as shown in Figure 23.35a with concomitant shortening of the sarcomere, the

power stroke, bringing the Z lines closer together. Actin filament can be moved as
much as 10 nm during this process. The open conformation of myosin is now in a
position ro bind AfP and start the cycle over again. A schematic of how this process
might occur is shown in Figure 23.35c.
The thick fiiament is anchored in the center of the sarcomere and the myosin
head groups of this filament are polarized in opposite directions on each side of
the M line. Each thick filament contains hundreds of S-1 or myosin head units
surrounded by six actin-containing thin filaments. Individual myosin units functioning in an asynchronous manner-possibly like changes in the position of
hands on a rope in the game of tug-of-war-s2n rn2intain force or create maximum force in this manner Thus, when some myosin head groups bind with
high affinity, others have low affinity and this binding, pulling (conformational
change), release, binding action of myosin shortens the sarcomere in an appropriately forceful manner.

Calcium Regulates Smooth Muscle Contraction
Calcium ions play an important role in smooth muscle contraction also, but there
are some important diflferences in the mechanism by which it acts. A mechanism
for calcium regulation of smooth muscle contraction is shown in Figure 23.36. Key

CONTHACTION -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

h

Actin-Myosin-P

FIGURE 23.36
Schematic representation of the mechanism of regulation of smooth muscle contrac-

tion.
Hear,y arrows show the pathway for tension development and light arrows show the pathway for release of tension. The Mg2+-ATPase activiry is highest in the actin-myosin-P

complex CM, calmodulin; MLCK, myosin light chain kinase.
Adapted from Kramm,

KE

ond Stull,

l.

I

Annu Rev Pharmacol Toxicol 25:593, 1985
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elements of this mechanism are as follows (1) A phosphorylated myosin light chain
stimulates myosin Mg-ATPase, which supplies energy for the contractile process.
(2) Myosin light chain is phosphorylated by a myosin light chain kinase (MLCK).
(3) A Ca2+-calmodulin (CaM) complex activates MLCK. (4) Formation of the
Caz*-CM compiex is dependent on lhe concentra[ion of intracellular Ca2* . Release
of. Caz* from its intracelluLar s[ores or an increase in its flux across [he plasma
membrane is important for control (5) Contraction is stopped or decreased by the
action of a myosin phosphatase or the transport of Ca2+ out of the cell. It is apparent that, in smooth muscle, many more biochemical steps are involved in the
regulation of contraction, steps that can be regulated by hormones and other agents.
They serve the function of smooth muscles well, giving them the ability to develop
various degrees of tension and to retain it for prolonged periods of time.

Circulation of blood is essential for life, and the integrity of the process must be
maintained. The importance of blood circulation in the transport of oxygen and nutrients to cells, in [he transport of carbon dioxide and waste products from cells, and
in the maintenance of pH are well known. Blood circula[ion occurs in a very specialized rype of closed system in which the volume of circulating fluid is maintained
fairly constant. This system is one in which the transfer of solutes across its boundaries is a necessary function. As in any system of pipes and tubes, leaks can occur
as a result of various tlpes of insults and they must be repaired in order to maintain
a state of hemostasis, that is, no bleeding. This section concen[rates on some of the
biochemical processes involved in hemostasis, particularly blood clotting.

Biochemical Processes of Hemostasis
Hemostasis implies that the process of clot formation (procoagulation) is in balance with the processes of stopping clot formation (anticoagulation) and of clot
dissolution (fibrinolosis). The process ofprocoagulation leads to production of fibrin from fibrinogen and aggregation of fibrin in[o an insoiuble ne[work, or c1ot,
which covers the ruptured area and prevents further loss of b1ood. During the same
time period, aggregation of blood platelets occurs a[ the site of injury Platelet aggregation forms a physical plug to help stop the leak. The morphological changes
platelets undergo cause the release of chemicals they contain that aid in other aspects of the overall process. Some of these released chemicals enhance platelet aggregation in an autofacilitative manner, some cause vasoconstriction to reduce blood
flow to the area, and some are enzyrnes that aid directly in clot formation. The steps
involved in the initial phase of this process are shown schematically in the following diagram.
INJURY

J

EXTRINSICPATHWAY PLATELETAGGREGATION
THROMBIN

J

FORMAIION
JT

INTRINSIC PATHWAY

JT
RELEASE of FACTORS for

COAGULATION and FORMATION
of PLUG

The dual arrows are not intended to imply that those steps are dlrectly reversible,
but to indicate that the processes they join are mutually facilitative.
The next phase of hemostasis, the anticoagulation phase, begins early in the
process, as soon as it is kinetically feasible, and prevents excessive clot formation
Finally, the process of clot dissolution or fibrinolosis occurs when the injured vessel

itself is repaired sufficiently well enough [o prevent further bleeding. Many of
[he proteins involved in blood coagulation contain epidermal growth factor
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(EGFllike domains that may act directly or indirectly to facilitate regrowth of damin blood vessels. All of these processes are dl,namic and most are driven
by kinetic and mass action processes. So one phase does not end before another
phase begins. Blood clotting is not a process of signal transduction in the same
aged areas

in this chapter. Instead, it is a dynamic process of signal
amplification and modulation.
Some of the major proteins involved in this process are listed in Table 23.9,
no[ necessarily in order of appearance. AIl are important and others are sure to be
added. It is important to emphasize that structural anomalies, primarily mutations
in critical regions of any of these proteins, may aflfect adversely the clotting and clot
dissolution processes and lead to disease states.
CIot formation has been discussed as a process involving two separate pathways: intrinsic or contact factor pathway and extrinsic or tissue factor pathway,
both of which lead to the activation of factor X. From this point on, there is a single pathway for clot formation. Historically, the term intrinsic pathway came from
the observation that blood clotting could occur spontaneously when blood was
placed in clean glass test tubes, leading to the idea that all components of the clotting process were intrinsic to circulating blood. Glass contains anionic surfaces
that form nucleation points that initiate the process. In mammals, anionic surfaces
are exposed upon rupture of the endothelial lining of blood vessels and are binding and activation sites for specific factors that initiate clotting in the intrinsic pathway Slmilarly, extrinsic came from the observation that there was a factor extrinsic
to circulating blood that facilitates blood clotting. This factor was identified as
sense as are other topics

TABTE

I
II
III

v

23.9

Some

of the Factors lnvolved in Blood Coagulation, Control, and Clot Dissolution

Fibrinogen
Prothrombin
Tissue factor
Calcium ions
Proaccelerin

\1I

Proconvertin

urr

Antihemophilic

x

x

XI

XII

xnI

Christmas factor
Stuart factor
Thromboplastin
antecedent
Hageman factor
Proglutamidase

Both
Both
Extrinsic
Both
Both
Extrinsic

Intrinsic
Intrinsic
Both

Intrinsic
Intrinsic
Both

a2-Antiplasmin

9.I
Contains N-terminal GIa residues
fiansmembrane protein

1.4

Protein cofactor

o.o3b

Endopeptidase

with Gla residues

Protein cofactor
Endopeptidase
Endopeptidase
Endopeptidase

0.ooo3D

with Gla residues
with Gla residues

0.375

Plasmin inhibitor

0.953
3.0
L.364
0.636

o.031b

Thrombin inhibitor
Thrombin inhibitor

HMWKd
c2-Macroglobulin

Intrinsic

Receptor protein
Proteinase inhibitor

Intrinsic

Zymogen/clot dissolu tion
Zymogeilacrivator o[ factor XII

(Both)

Endopeptidase

(Both)
Both
Both

with Gla residues

Protein C inhibitor
Cofactor with GIa residues
Gla-containing cofactor for protein Z inhibitor
Inhibitor of factor Xa
Tissue factor pathway inhibitor

.Concentrations are approximate and shown as micromolar
bThese

values approximate solution concentrations since some are complexed
cThis factor probably circulates
as both FVII and FVIIa.

0.I36

Endopeptidase
Trarspeptidase

Both
Both

Prekallikrein
Protein C
Protein C inhibitor
Protein S
Protein Z
Pro[ein Z inhibitor
TFPT

0.089
0.031

Antithrombin III
Heparin Co-II

Plasminogen

0.0I'

with other proteins in platelets

dHMWK is high molecular weight kininogen.
"TFPI is tissue factor pathway inhibitor, formely known as liporotein-assocrated coagulation factor

(IACI)

2.9

2.4
0.581
0.065
0.070
0.030
0.08
0.018
0.003
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factor

III, or tissue

factor (see Figure 23.38a), an integral membrane protein that
also becomes exposed upon rupture of blood vessels. Whether intrinsic or extrinsic, the process of blood coagula[ion is initiated on the membrane and is continued
on the membrane surface at the site of injury. It is becoming more apparent that
there is a great degree of interdependence on both traditionally designated parhways
for effecting the coagulation process.
Throughout this section, coagulation factors in their nonactivated form are referred to by the letter "F" followed by the traditional Roman number designation
for that factor, for example, FVII for factor VII. The letter "a" will indicate acrivated
forms, for example, FVIIa for the activated form of factor VII. Other abbreviations
will be defined as required.

Procoagulation Phase of Hemostasis (Phase

1)

Kinetic analyses of the appearance and concentrations of various pro[eins and zymogens involved in the blood coagulation cascade demonstrate that the extrinsic
pathway initiates formation of a blood clot. This is a one-step process that activates
the key enzqe, FX to FXa, that is responsible for prothrombin activa[ion. Thrombin, which results from prothrombin during the activation process, is a key enzqe
for clot formation and for the inltiation of many other reactions involved in the
overall process o[ hemostasis. A schematic of the reactions involved in the
procoagulation phase, including both extrinsic and intrinsic parhways, is shown in
Figare 23 37 .
Extrinsic Pathway and lnitiation of Coagulation
The membrane receptor that initiates the procoagulation phase is FIII or tissue
factor (TF), a rransmembrane protein of 263 amino acids. Residues I-2I9 are on

Fvt!
T'Fvttta

FlXa

Hard clot

FIGURE 23.37

Diagrammatic representation of phase I of the blood coagulation scheme.
Reactions of the extrinsic pathway are shown in red, those of the intrinsic pathway are
shown in blue, and those common to both pathways are shown in black Major end products of the scheme are highhghted in yeilow. HMWK, high molecular weight kininogen
Activated factors are designated with an "a "
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the extracellular side of the membrane, are exposed after injury, and form the receptor [o which FVII binds. FVII is a 7-carboxyglutamyl (Gla)-containing protein
that binds to tissue factor only in the presence of Ca2*. The resulting complex
(FVII-Ca2+-TF) is the initial enz).ryne complex of the extrinsic pathway, and its action initiates the blood clotting process. TF and FVII are unique to the ex[rinsic
pathway and are essentially all of its major componen[s. The zqogen form of FVII
is initially activa[ed through protein-protein interaction as a result of its binding to
TE Additional FVll is activated by thrombin through proteolytic cleavage. A smail
amoun[ of FVlla normally exists. Unlike other proteinases of the blood coagulation
scheme, FVlla has a long halfJife i.n circulating blood Once dissociated from TII
FVIIa is not ca[alytically active, and irs presence in blood is harmless Formation of
the initial complex with TF could involve some of the already preformed FVIla.
Thus it is not possible to state with absolute certainty whether i.t is the z).rrnogen
form of FVII in complex with TF or the activa[ed form, FVIIa, that is responsible
for the initial activation of FX.

Thrombin Formation
FXa and FV form a complex referred to as prothrombinase, which catalyzes formation of thrombin from prothrombin through a proteolytic cleavage reaction. The
relatively small amount of thrombin formed in this initiation phase (Figure 23.37)
catalyzes the activation of FY FVII, FVIII, and FXIII

in addition to the formation of

fibrin from fibrinogen.
Reac[ions described so far are those involved in initiating the process but are
insufficient to form fibrin fast enough to form an effective clot. Formation of thrombin is key to sustaining and accelerating the extrinsic pathway as well as activating
one of the major protein cofac[ors, FVllI, that is required for the intrinsic pathway
The components of the system are now activated and poised for rapid clot formation.

Reactions of the lntrinsic Pathway
of the intrinsic pathway are also shown in Figure 23.37 Injury to the
endothelial lining of blood vessels also exposes anionic membrane surfaces. The

Reactions

proteinase 4rynogen, FXII, binds directly to some of these anionic surfaces and undergoes a conformational change that increases its catalytic activity l0a- to 105-fold.
Prekallikrein and FXI, also zymogens, circulate in blood as separate complexes
with high molecular weight kininogen (HMWK)-either as a FXI-HMWK complex or as a prekallikrein-HMWK complex. FXI and prekallikrein are a[tached [o
anionic sites of exposed membrane surfaces through their interactions with HMWK.
Thi.s interaction brings those zl.rnogens to the site of i.njury and in direct proximity
to FXll. The membrane-bound "activated" form of FXII activates prekallikrein to
peld kallikrein. Kallikrein further activates FXII to give FXIIa. FXI is membrane

bound through its noncovalent attachment to HMWK and ls activated by FXIIa
through proteolytic cleavage to give FXIa FXIa ac[lvates FIX to FlXa (see Clin
Corr. 23.12). FIXa in the presence of FYIIIa also activates FX to FXa. This is essentially a four-step cascade started by the "contac[" activation of FXII and the autocatalytic action between FXII and kallikrein to give FXIIa (step 1). FXIIa activates
FXI (step 2); FXla activales FIX (step 3), and FIXa, in [he presence of FVIIIa, activates FX (step 4). If each errzqe molecule activated also catalyzed the formation
of 100 others before it is inac[ivared, rhe amplification factor would be 1 X 106
from this part of the pathway alone As shown in the diagram, however, several
feedback loops accelerate the overall process to produce a fibrin clot in a rapid and
efficient manner. During this time, FXIll, a transglutaminase tha[ has been ac[ivated
also by thrombin, is actively forming a hard clot by catalyzing the formation of
cross-links between fibrin monomers of the soft clot. This is the overall process of
clot formation. Now it will be instructive to discuss some properties of the proteins

involved in this scheme.

Tissue factor (TF), (FIII): TF (Figure 23.38a) is a [ransmembrane pro[ein of
263 amino acids. Residues243-263 are located on the cytosolic side of the mem-
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l-2I9 are on the outside of the membrane, are exposed
after injury and form the receptor for formation of the initial compiex of the extrinsic pathwaiz This domain is glycosylated and contains four cys[eine residues. A
stereo representation of a secLion of it highlighting some of the amino acid residues
involved in FVII binding is shown in Figure 23 38b.
Factor VII: A 3-D ribbon structural represen[ation of FVI]a is shown in Figure23.39. The region for TF interaction, Ca2+ binding, and the substrate-binding
pocket are highlighted.
Factor X: A stereo view of FXa is shown in Figure 23.40. Both the exrrinsic
and the in[rinsic pathways form FXa by cleavage of FX at positions I45 and 151
with elimination of a six amino acid peptide.
Thrombin: Thrombin circulales in plasma as prothrombin. Prothrombin is a
brane sequence. Residues

72-kDa protein (Figure 23.4I) that contains ten y-carboxyglutamate (Gla)
residues in its N-terminal region. Binding ol Ca2* to these residues facilitates binding of prothrombin to membrane surfaces and to the FXa-FVa complex at the sile
of injury The prothrombinase complex (FXa-FVa) activates prothrombin by making two proteolytic cleavages on the carboxyl side of arglnine residues, first at position 320 and then at position 284. The active [hrombin molecule (a-thrombin)
consists of two chains, 6 kDa and 31 kDa, that are covalently linked by a disulfide
bond. A stereo view of the active a-thrombin molecule is shown inFigure23.42.
Regions involved in some of its functions are highlighted The subsrrare for thrombin is fibrinogen.
Fibrinogen/Fibrin: Fibrinogen is alarge molecule of approximately 340 kDa
consisting of [wo tripeptide units with a, B, y structure (Figure 23.43). The subunits are linked together at their N-terminal regions by disulfide bonds. Fibrinogen
has three globular domains, one on each end and one in the middle where the
chains are joined.. The globular domains are separated by rodJike domains. A shorr
segment of the free N-terminal regions project out from the central globular domain
The N-terminal regions of the aa' and the BB' subunits, through charge-charge
repulsion, prevent aggregation of fibrinogen. Thrombin cleaves these N-terminal peptides and allows the resulting fibrin molecules to aggregate and [o form a
"soft" clot. The soft clot is stabilizedand strengthened by the action of FXIIIa, a
transglutaminase. This enzqe catalyzes formatlon of an isopeptide linkage by re-
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lntrinsic Pathway Defects: Prekallikrein Deficiency
Components of the intrinsic pathway include factor XII (Hageman
[actor), factor XI, prekallikrein (Fletcher factor), and high molecular
weight kininogen. Clinical disorders have been associated with defects in each o[ these components. Inherited disorders in each appear
to be autosomal recessive Each appears to be associated with an increase in activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) The only one
of these components directly associated with a clinical bleeding disorder is factor XI deficiency
In some cases where there is a prekallikrein (Fletcher factor) deficiency, autocorrection after prolongation of the preincubation phase
of the APTT test occurs. This phenomenon is explained by the ability of factor XII to be activated by an autocataiytic mechanism The
reaction is very slow in prekallikrein deficiency slnce the rapid reciprocal autoactivation between factor XII and prekallikrein cannot take
place. Prekallikrein deficiency may be due to a decrease in the amount
of the protein synthesized, to a genetic alteration in the protein itself
that interferes with its ability to be activated, or its ability ro activate
factor XIL A lack of knowledge of the s[ructure of the gene for

prekallikrein precludes definitive explanarions of the mechanisms operational in patients with prekallikrein deficiency. Specific deficiencies
of the intrinsic pathway, however, can be localized to a specific factor
if the appropriate number of tests are performed These may include
a direct measurement of the amount of each of the factors present in
the patients plasma in addition to APTf test performed with and
without prolonged preincubation time Use of these direct measurements helped diagnose a prekallikrein deficiency in a 9-year-old girl
who had a prolonged APTT. The functronal level of prekallikrein in
this patient was less than l/50th of the minimum normal value. An
immunologrcal test (ELISA, see p. 456) showed an antigen level of
20-25ok, sugSesting that she was synthesizing a dysfunctional
molecule.

Coleman,

R W,

Rao,

A. K, and Rubin, R

N

Fletcher factor deficiency in

a

9-year-o1d grrl: mechanisms of the contact pathway of blood coagulation Am

J. Hematol 48:273, 1995
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F!GURE 23.38
Tissue factor.
(a) Amino acid sequence of human tissue factor derived from its cDNA sequence. (b) A
stereo representation o[ the carbon chain of the extracellular domain of tissue factor.
Residues important for binding of factor VII are shown in yellow. Clusters of aromatic and
charged residues are shown in light blue.
Part (a) redrawn Jrom Spicer, E. K, et al. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci USA 84;5i 48, 1987; part (b) reproduced' with
permissionJromMuller,Y.A.,Utsch,M.H.,Kelley,RF.,onddeVos,A.M Biochemisrry33:10864,

1994.

Copynght, 1994, Ameican Aemical Society.

placing the 6-amide group of glutamine residues of one chain with the e-amino

goup of lysine residues of another chain (Figure 23.44) with the release of ammonia. This cross-linking of fibrin completes the steps involved in formation of the
hard clot.

Factor V: o-Thrombin activates the protein cofactors FV and FVIII and is involved in platelet aggregation. FV is a 330-kDa protein. Activation of FV by thrombin occurs through proteolytic cleavage at ArgToe and Argr5a5. FVa is a heterodimer
consisting o[ an N-terminal domain (105 kDa) and a C-terminal domain (74 kDa)
held together noncovalently by Ca2* (Figure 23.45).
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FIGURE 23.39

Ribbon structural representation of the protease domain of factor VIIa.
The dark ribbon labeled "TF inhibitory peptide" represents a section involved
in binding to tissue factor. The catalytic triad is shown in the substrate binding pocket as H, S, and D for His 193, Ser 314, and Asp 338, respectively
The arrow labeled Py-P'11 lies in the putative extended substrate-binding
re81on.
Reproduced with permission Jrom Sabharwal, A.
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FIGURE 23.40

Stereo view of the CN backbone structure of

factor Xa.
The EGF-like domain is in bold.
ReproducedJrom the worh
Padmanabhan,

K

oJ

232:947,1993.
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FTGURE 23.41

s

Schematic diagram of prothrombin activation.

Factor VIII: FVIII circulates in plasma attached to another protein, von Willebrand's factor (vWI). FVIII is a 285-kDa protein that is activated by thrombin
cleavage at Arg372, Arg'*o, Argtu", and Argl68e. This last cleavage releases FVIlla
from v\WI FVIlla is a heterotrimer (Figure 23.45) composed o[ N-terminal peptides
of 40 kDa (Az) and 50 kDa (Ar), and a C-terminal peptide of 74 kDa (Ar). FVIIIa
also contains

a

Ca2+ bridge between the

N- and C-terminal domains. Classic he-

K,
MoI Bio1.

Podmanabhan,

P, Tulinshy, A., et al. J.
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FIGURE 23.42
Stereo view of the active site cleft of human a-thrombin.
Dark blue, basic amino acids; red, acid; light blue, neutral The active site goes from left to right.
RepintedJromStubbs,M.T.andBode.WTheclotthichens:cluesprovidedbythrombinstructure.TrendsBiol

Fibrinogen

Sci.20;23, 1995,withpermissionJromElsevierScience

mophilia results from a deficiency in FVIII (see CIin. Corr. 23.I3). It should be apparent from description of the procoagulation phase that reactions of the intrinsic
pathway are necessary for rapid formation of a clot at the site of injury.
Factor XIII: Thrombin also activates FXIII, transgiutaminase (Flgure 23.46).
Protransglutaminase exists in both plasma and platelets. The structural form of the
platelet enzqe is o2, whereas that of the plasma form is a2B2. Thrombin activates
FXIII by specific cleavage of a peptide bond in the a subunit of platelet and plasma
forms of transglutaminase. Cleavage in the a subunit of the plasma form of the en4.ryne leads to dissociation of the B subunit, which is not catalytically active. The
platelet form of the enz),rne is released at the site of fibrin aggregation and is activated just by a bond cleavage within the a subunit.
High Molecular Weight Kininogen (HMWK): Two of the proteins involved
in the intrinsic pathway circulate in blood as separa[e comp]exes with HMWK,
prekallikrein and FXI. A molecule of HMWK binds to one or the other of these pro-
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FICURE 23.46

I

Activation of transglutaminase by thrombin.

Factor V

Factor Va

FIGURE 23.45

Organizational structure of cofactor proteins, factors VIII and V
Positions for thrombin cleavage are shown Ab and Cs represent strucLural domatns
Redrawn.fromKalaJatis,M,Swords,N/,Rand,NID,andMann,K G Biochim Biophys Acta
1227:113,1994

or a prekallikrein-HMWK complex. Fig:ure 23.47 shows a schematic diagram of the
functional regions of HMWK The binding sile on HMWK for prekallikrein consisls
of approximately 31 amino acid residues FXI binds to approximately 58 amino acid
residues that i.nclude the 3I to r'vhich prekallikrein binds. Prekallikrein is a 619
amino acid protei.n FXIIa converts prekallikreln to kallikrein by cleavage of the
pepdde bond between ArglTr and IIel72 Kallikrein contains lwo chains covalently
Iinked by a single disulfide bond The C-termlnal domain of 248 amlno acids contains the catalytic site.

Formation of Platelet Plug
Clumping of platelets at the site of injury is mediated by thrombin There is a
thrombin receptor, a member of the seven-transmembrane-domaln family of receptors, on endothelial cells This receptor is exposed upon injury and is activated
by a-thrombin. Aggregation of platelets is facilitated by their initial blndi.ng to this
activated receptor. In addition to formalion of a physical plug, platelets undergo a
morphological change and release chemlcals such as ADP, serotonin, some types of
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Classic Hemophilia
Hemophilia is an inherited disorder characterized by a permanent
tendency for hemorrhages, spontaneous or [raumauc, due to a defective blood clotting system Classic hemophilia, hemophilia A, is an
X-linked recessive disorder characterized by a deliciency of factor
VIII About 1 in 10,000 males is born wth a deliciency of factor VIII,
Of the approximate 25,000 hemophiliacs in the United States, more
than 80% are of the A type Hemophilia B is due to a dysfunction in

clotting by the extrinsic pathway and give a normal prothrombin

concert, the overall process of biood clotting would be impalred Both
factor Xa and thrombin activate factor V and are involved ln a number of other reactions. If the overall process is not accelerated at its
onset by intervention of the intrinsic pathway, due to kinetlcs of the
interaction of thrombin and factor Xa with the normally low concentration of factor ! the clotting disorder is expressed. The blood levels o[ factor VIII in severe hemophilia A patients are less than 5olo of
normal These patients have generally been treated by blood transfusion wrth its associated dangers: the possibility o[ contractlon of hepatitis or HI! and the 6% possibility of patients making auloantibodies Treatment of hemophiliacs has been made much safer as a result
of cloning and expresslon o[ the gene for factor VIIi. Ihe pure protein can be administered to patrents with none of the associated dangers mentioned above.

time. The intrinsic pathway would not function normally due to the
deficiency in factor VIII Without the two pathways operating in

Nemerson,

factor lX
Some hemophilia A patients may have a normal prothrombin
time if the concentration of tissue factor is high. One possible explanation for this is that factor V in human plasma is much lower in concentration than factor X Activation of an amount o[ factor X to Xa in
excess of that required to bind all of factor Va would initiate blood

\.

Tissue

Jactor antlhemostasis Blood 71:1, 1988
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FIGURE 23.47
Schematic diagram of the functional regions of human high molecular y/eight kininogen (HMWK).
Bradykinin is derived from near the middle of HMWK by proteolysis. The resulting two
chains are held together by disulfide bonds, horizontal arrows
RedrawnJromTait, I E andFujihawa, K J. Biol Chem 261:15396,1986

morphological change and release chemicals such as ADf; serotonin, some types of
phospholipids, and proteins that aid in coagulation and tissue repair (Figure 23.48).
A glycoprotein, von Willebrand's factor (vWF), is released, concentrates in the area
of the injury and forms a link between the exposed receptor and the platelets. von
Willebrand's factor also serves as a carrier for FVIII.
Platelet aggregation becomes autocatalytic with the release of ADP and thromboxane A,2. Platelet FI! a heparin-binding protein, prevents premature formation
of heparin-antithrombin III complexes and it attracts cells with anti-inflammatory
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Lipoproteins
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chemotactic agent Ior neutrophils
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FICURE 23.48

Action of platelets in blood coagulation.
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activity to the site of injury About 20% of FV and one form of FXIII, the transglutaminase, exlst in platelets Intact normal vascular endothelium does not normally
initiate platelet aggregation since receptors and other elements are not exposed and
activators such as ADP are rapidly degraded or are not in blood in sufficien[ concentration to be effective. The endothelium also secretes prostacyclin (PGI2), a potent inhibitor oI platelet aggregation.

Anticoagulation Phase of Hemostasis (Phase 2)
Inhibition of proteinases is a kinetic process that begins almost as soon as coaguiation itself. Initially, formation of inhibitor complexes is slow because concentrations
of the enzymes with which the inhibitors interact are 1ow. As activarion of the
enzyrnes proceeds, inhibition increases and become more prominent. These reactions, and destruction of protein cofactors, eventually stop the coagulation process
completely. In general, proteinase-inhibitor complexes do not dissociate readily
and are removed intact from blood by the liver.

lnhibition of Extrinsic Pathway
Inhibition of the extrinsic pathway, that is, the TF-FVIIa-Ca2*-FXa complex, is
unique and involves specific inleraction with tissue factor pathway inhibitor
(TFPI), also known as lipoprotein-associated coagulation inhibitor (LACI) and
as anticonvertin. TFPI is a 32-kDa protein thaL contains three tandem domains
(Figure 23.49). Each domain is a functionally homologous protease inhibitor that
resembles other individual protease inhibitors such as the bovine pancreatic trypsin
inhibitor. TFPI inhibits the ex[rinsic pathway by interacting specifically with the
TF-FVIIa-Ca'*-FXa complex. Domain l binds to FXa and domain 2 binds to
FVIIa of the complex Binding of TFPI to FVIIa does not occur unless FXa is presenr. Two aspects of TFPI ac[ion are worthy of additional emphasis. The first is that
TFPI is a multienz)rme inhibitor in which each of its separate domalns inhibits the
action of one of the errzqes of the multler.zyme complex ol [he extrinsic pathway
The second is that the TFPI-FXa complex mediates internalization of FVIIa by an
endocyrosis mechanism. The C terminal (thlrd domain) of TFPI appears to be necessary for this internalizalion process to occur. Most of FVIIa is degraded within the
cells but a small amount re[urns to the surface as inlact protein and is apparently
one of the sources of circulating FVIIa. As sla[ed above, FVIIa has no detrimental
effects since it is active as a protease only when in a complex with TE
Other proteinase inhibitors in blood interact with other enzymes of the blood
coagula[ion system. Most of those inhibitors fit into the serine proteinase inhibitor
(serpin) family of proteins. There is a similarity in ter[iary struclure among them
and a common core domain of about 350 amino acids.
Antithrombin III (AT3) is a major serpin and inhibits severai serine proteinases
of the coagulation sys[em, most specifically thrombin and FXa Af3 inhibits thrombin and FXa by different mechanisms, both of which involve the interaction of heparin Heparin is a highly sulfated oligosaccharide of the glucosaminoglycan type. It
usually exis[s as a mix[ure of oligosaccharides spanning a range of molecular sizes.
Inhibition of thrombin by AT3 occurs in a tetn ry complex of AT3, heparin, and
thrombin. Heparin inlerac[ion in thls complex is size-dependent. At least l8 saccharide units are required for the effective formation of this inhibited thrombin complex:

thrombin

f

heparinl;, B) + Af 3 -+ AT3 :heparinly 1sy:thrombirl(i.u.ri,")
1

pentasaccharide form of heparin The
s[ructure of this pentasaccharide is shown in Figure 23.50. Shown in Figure 23.51a
and 23.51b are struc[ura1 models of AT3 alone and bound to this heparin pen-

Af3 ako forms a complex with a specific

tasaccharide, respectively This latter structure is sufficient to inhibit FXa.

AT3 + heparini5l --+ AT3:heparinlrl

JI1-

Af3:heparinl5liFX;.6

I to+t
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FIGURE 23.49
Proposed mechanism of inhibition of the extrinsic pathway.
TFPI is tissue factor pathway inhibitor whose
structure is shown in (b). Kunitz domain 1 inhibits
factor VIIa and Kunitz domain 2 inhibits factor Xa.
Domain 3 is necessary for endocytosis of the complex. Arrows indicate the presumed location of the
active-si[e inhibitor region for each domain.

L

G I , Girard, T.
and Novotny, W
E Biochemistry 29:7539,1990. Copynght (1990) Ameican
Reproduced Jrom Brooze ,

Aemical

Society.

Although Af3 can inhibit thrombin and FXa in the absence of heparin, heparin enhances inhibition of thrombin by a factor of approxi.mately 9000 and inhibition of
FXa by a factor of approximately 17,000.
There is another parhway for inhibition of FXa. Blood conrains a 62-kDa glycoprotein, designated protein Z (PZ), that conains Gla residues in a s[ructure simi]ar to
other Gla-containing proteases Protein Z,however, does not have protease activiql In
the presence ol Ca2+ it can interact with membrane and form a complex with another
plasma protein, protein Zdependent protease inhibitor (ZPI), that inhibirs FXa.
FXa

*

Ca2+

+ pZ + Zpl

--->

(Ca2+:pZ):ZpI:F\.6

Protein Z-dependent prorease inhibitor, 72kD4 has a high afflniry for FXa, bu[ nor
for other pro[eases, inciudlng thrombin, FVIIa, FIXa, and protein C.
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FIGURE 23.50

Chemical structure of the heparin pentasaccharide and its interactions with
antithrombin.
N.,Jin,L, etal J Mol BioL301:1287,2000.
RedrawnwithpermissionJrom\Vhisstoch,J.C,Pihe,R

lnactivation of FVa and FVllla
Another protein involved in the anticoagulation process is protein C (PC). Protein
C, a Gla-containing protein, is activated in a membrane-bound complex of thrombin,
thrombomodulin, and calcium ions. Protein C, in the presence of another protein
cofactor, protein S (PS), inhibits coagulation by inactivating factors Va and VIIla.

Protein S is a 75-kDa Gla-containing protein. Deficiency and/or mutations in

Pl Arg
Reactive center loop
Fragment

1

a

Heparin
pentasaccharide

Hinge region

Fragment 1b

FtcuRE 23.s1
Fragments o[ antithrombin to which the heparin pentasaccharide binds.
Fragment (a) in the absence of the heparin pentasaccharide and (b)
the presence of the heparin pentasaccharide

in

ReproducedwithpermissionJromWhisstoch,J. C.,Pihe,R N,Jin,

Biol 301:1287,2000
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Thrombosis and Defects of the Protein C Pathway
Four major proteins are involved in the action o[ protein C in regu-

inherited from the other parent is normal and the extent to which it

Iating blood coagulation: protein C itself; protein S, a cofactor for protein C action; factor Va; and factor VIIIa. The latter two are substrates
for catalytic action of the proteins C-S complex. Mutations, generally
inherited, in any of them can result in venous thrombosis with various degrees o[ severity
De noyo mutations have also been identified in patients showing
type I protein C deficiency. One was the result of a missense mutation,
a transitionbfl T to C resulting in the change of a codon for amino acid
residue 270 from TCG to CCG. This gave Pro instead of Ser at that
position, resulting in a conformational change that affected activiry
The gene for protein C is on chromosome 2 and has 9 exons and 8 introns In another patient, a de noyo mutation located at the exon \Tintron f junction was detected. A 5-bp deletion (underlined below)
occurred, resulting in a "read through" of sections of the intron.

is expressed.
Resishnce to the action of activated protein C as a result of single point mutations in its substrates, factor Va and factor V_lIl4, can
occur. fhis prevents or retards their inactivation through the proteolytic action of protein C. The most commonly identified cause of inherited resistance to the action of activated proteln C is a single point
mutation in the gene for factor V R506Q also known as FV-Leiden
A third cause of protern c-related thrombosis is a defect in.protein S. Fewer specific aEteifierE available that permir a definition o[
th6-fr&hanism o[ the interaction between protein C and protein S,
and likewise of the mutations that affect its function It is quite cleaq
however, that protein S deficiency leads to thrombotic events. Venous
thrombosis occurs in almost one-half of patients at some stage of their
lives if they have deficiencies in functional amounts of protein S.

O

The sequence normally translated is in bold type. The degree ofsever-

Gandrllle, S , Jude, B., Alhenc-gelas, H , et al First de novo mutations in the
protein C gene of two patients with tlpe I deficiency: a missense mutation and
a splice site deletion Blood 84:2566, L994; Zo\ler, B, Bemts dotter, A, Garcia de Frutos, P, er al Resistance to activated protein C as an additional genetic nsk factor in hereditary deficiency of prorein S. Blood 85:3518, 1995, Reitsma, P H, Bemardi, E, Deig, R G, et a1 Protein C deficiency: a database
o[mutations, 1995 update. Thromb Haemost 73:876,1995; and lrani-Hakime,
N , Tamim, H , Kreidy, R, and Almawi, W Y The prevalence of lactor V
R506Q mutation-Leiden among apparently healthy Lebanese Am.
Hematol

ity of thrombotic

65:45,2000

Exon VI

Intron f

Normal sequence: CAC CCC GCA G+GfGAGAAGCCCCCAATAT---

His Pro

Ala

Mutated sequence: CAC CCC GCA GGA GCC CCC AAT AT---

His Pro AIa Gly A1a Pro

events depends on the extent to which the gene

F br nogen

Fbrn

Protein C

Asn -----

Protein C"
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&&

FIGURE 23.52

Allosteric reactions of thrombin and its
actions on fibrinogen and protein C.

I

protein S or protein C lead to thrombotic diseases (see Clin. Corr. 23.14). Protein
C inactivation of FVa and FVIIIa occurs by cleavage of pepride bonds at specific
arginine residues:
Va and

VIUa

PC'PS,

Vi.1 and VIIIi.h

Thrombomodulin is an integral glycoprotein of endothelial cel1 membranes. It
contains 560 amino acids and shows sequence homology with the low-density
iipoprotei.n recep[or, but very little with tissue factor. There is, however, a great
deal of similarity in functional domains between [issue factor and thrombomodulin, each of which functions as a receptor and ac[lvator for a proteinase. Thrombomodulin is a receptor for thrombin In the thrombin-thrombomodulin-Ca2+
complex, thrombin has a decreased specificity for fibrinogen and an lncreased
specificity for protein C. Thus thrombin's role switches from that of procoagulation to anticoagulation.
Thrombin (Figure 23.52) may exist in yitro in two conformations: one is stabilizedby Na+ and has high specificity for catalyzing the conversion of fibrinogen to
fibrin, the other conformation predominates in the absence of sodium, has low
specificity for fibrinogen conversion, but high specificity for thrombomodulin
binding and activity on pro[ein C. These forms are referred to as "fast" and "sIow,"
respeclively. This type of dynamic "feedback" mechanism is important for stopping
the clotting process at its point of origin. It is ciear that thrombin plays this dual
role, but the role of Na+ in this process in ytyo is no[ clear.
There is also a specific inhibitor for protein C Protein C inhibitor (PCI) has
been found in plasma, platelets, and megakaryocytic cells. About 30% of PCI is
released from platelets upon stimulation by ADP, epinephrine, thrombin, and
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other molecules that stimulate platelet activity. lnac[ivation of activa[ed protein
C (APC) by PCI occurs on membrane surfaces like most of the other reactions
discussed.

Fibrinolysis Phase of Hemostasis (Phase 3)
Fibrinolysis Requires Plasminogen and Tissue Plasminogen
Activator (t-PA) to Produce Plasmin
Reactions of fibrinolysis are shown in Figure 23.53. Lysis of a fibrin clot occurs
through action of the enz)ryne plasmin that is formed from plasminogen through
the ac[ion of tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA or TPA). Plasminogen has high
affinity for fibrin clors and forms complexes wirh fibrin throughout various regions
of the fibrin network. t-PA also binds to fi.brin clots and ac[ivates plasminogen to
plasmin by specific bond cleavage. The clot is then solubilized by the action of
plasmin.
t-PA is a72-kDa protein wi[h several functional domains. It has a growth factor domain near its N terminus, two adjacent Kringle domains that interact with
fibrin, and a domain with protease activity that is close to its C terminus. Kringle
domains are conserved sequences that fold into large loops stabilized by disulfide
bonds. These domains are important structural features for protein-pro[ein interactions that occur with several blood coagulation factors. t-PA is activated by cleavage between an Arg-Ile bond resulting in a molecule with a healy and a light chain.
The serine protease activity is located within the light chain.
Protein inhibitors regulate activity of t-PA. Four immunologically distinct types
of inhibitors have been identifled, two of which are of greater physiological significance because they react rapidly with t-PA and are specific for it. They are

plasminogen activator-inhibitor type I (PAI-I) and plasminogen activatorinhibitor type 2 (PAI-2). Human PAI-2 is a 415 amino acid protein.
Starting and stopping blood coagulation follow essentially the same type of
process-interactions of proteins, formation of multien4.'rne complexes, and proteolysis. Both are one-direction processes, and the only mechanism for replenishing
the proteins once they have been used is by resyrthesis.

Role of Gla Residues

in Blood Coagulation Factors

Posttransla[ional modification of many of the proteins involved in blood coagulation that result in formation of 7-carboxyglutamyl (GIa) residues [ransforms them
into excellent chelators of calcium ions. Ca2+ have a[ Ieast two impor[ant functions
in blood coagulation. They form complexes with Gla residues of those factors and

induce conformational and electronic states that facilitate their interaction with
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Reactions involved in clot dissolution.
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FlcuRE 23.s4
(a) General structure of the 7-carboxyglutamyl-containing proteins and (b) structural
organization of the zymogens and their cleavage sites for activation.

membrane "receptors." Ca2+ also bind at sites other than GIa residues, producing
protein conflormational changes that enhance catalytic activity. Evidence for this
second role for Ca2+ comes from the observation that activation of at least one of
the enz),rnes leads to both the cleavage and elimination of rhe N-terminal region
containing the Gla residues, but calcium ions are still required for its effective par-

ticipation in blood coagulation.
Schematic representations of the structure of five of the Gla-containing
proteins listed in Table 23.9 are shown in Figure 23.54. Gla-containing residues
are located in the N-terminal region of the molecules followed by a structural component that resembles epidermal growth flactor. The position of proteolytic cleavageby activation proteinases is generally at an amino acid residue located between
cysteine residues that form a disulfide bond. Activation may or may not result in
loss of a small peptide. Prothrombin is the only one whose activation occurs by
cleavage outside the bridging disulfide bond and results in elimination of the Gla
peptide (Figure 23.41) . Factor VII is activared by cleavage of a single ArgI52-Ile153
bond; factor IX by cleavages at Arg1a5 and Argr80 with the release of an approximate II-kDa peptide. Factor X consists of two chains connected by a disulfide
bridge. It is activated by cleavage of its heary chain at Arglea-Ilelet. The Gla
residues are located in the light chain. Protein C also consists of a healy and a light
chain connected by a disulfide bond. Cleavage of an Arg-Ile bond at position 169
results in its activa[ion.
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Role of Vitamin K

coAGULAToN

I tO+l

in Protein Carboxylase Reactions

Modification of prothrombin, protein C, protein S, protein Z, and factors VII, lX,
and X, to form Gla residues, occurs during sprthesis by a carboxylase located on
the luminal side of the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Vitamin K (phytonadione,
the "koagulation" vitamin) is an essential cofactor for this carboxylase. During the
reaction, the dihydroquinone or reduced form o[ vitamin K (Figure 23.55), vitamin
K(Hz), is oxidized to the epoxide form, vitamin K(O), by 02. A plausible mechanism involves the addition of molecular oxygen to the C-l position of dihydrovitamin K and its subsequent rearrangement to an alkoxide with a pKo of -20. This
intermediate serves as a strong base and abstracts a proton from the 7-methylene
carbon of glutamate yielding a carbanion to which CO2 can add by a nucleophilic
mechanism (Figure 23.55). The vitamin K epoxide formed is converted back to
the dihydroquinone by enz)rynes that require dithiols like thioredoxin as cofactors.
Analogs of vitamin K inhibit dithiol-requiring vitamin K reductases and result in
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FIGURE 23.55
The vitamin K cycle as it functions in protein glutamyl carboxylation
X-(SH)2 and X-S2 represent the reduced and oxidized forms, respectively, of a thioredoxin. The NADH-dependent and the dithiol-dependent vitamin K reductases are different enz)'rnes The dithiol-dependent

reaction.
K and KO reducuses are inhibited by dicoumarol (I) and warfarin (II)
.Possible
alkoxide intermediate (III).
Redrawn ondmodiJiedJromYermeer, C Biochem J.266:625, 1990
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conversion of all available vitamin K to the epoxide form that is not functional in
this reaction. The overall carboxylation reaction is
vitamin K(H2) + O, + CO2
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The structures of two analogs, dicoumarol and warfarin, that interfere with the
action of vitamin K are shown in Figure 23.55.|n animals treated with these compounds, prothrombin, protein C, protein S, factors VII, IX, X, and other Gla,l

Prothrombin (circulation)

(injury)

Y

Membrane-bound Prothrombin

Extrinsic -.
Xa(Va)

Membrane-bound
Thrombin

../

FIGURE 23.56
Role of Gla-peptides in the regulation of de
novo synthesis of coagulation factors.
Schematic representation of structural models

for rhodopsin (top) and peripherin/RDS (bottom).
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conraining proteins are nol posttranslationally modified, are ineffective in binding
Ca2*, and cannot participate in blood coagulaLion. Dicoumarol and warfarin have
no effect on blood coagulation in the [est tube.

Control of the Synthesis of Cla-Proteins
Gla-peptides that are released from prothrombin upon activation are removed from
circulation by the liver. These N-terminal Gla-containlng peptides stimulate the
de no,to s).nthesis of G1a-requiring proteins of the blood coagulation scheme (Figure
23.56) The proteins are s),nrhesized even in the absence of vitamin K or in the
presence of antagonists of vitamin K. They, however, are not secreted into the circulation. When vitamin K is restored, or is added in high enough concentrations to
overcome the effects of antagonists, the preformed proteins are carboxylated and
secreted into the circulation.
Acrivation of blood coagulation is a one-way process. The use of [he activation
peptides released from prothrombin to signal the liver to slT rthesize more of these
proteins is an efficient mechanism for maintaining their concentrations in blood at

effective levels. Monitoring of patients on long-term therapy with vitamin K
antagonists is necessary to assure that pos[translational modification to produce the
Gla-containing proteins is not shut down completely. When all of these processes
function properly, hemostasis is achieved.
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ANcsrRor
Multiple Choice Questions
1. In the propagation of a nerve impulse by an electrical signal:

A.

the electrical potential across the membrane maintained by the
ATP-drlven Na+, K* ion pump becomes more negative.
B. 1oca1 depolarizatron of the membrane causes protein conformational changes in ion channels that allow Na+ and K+ to move
down their concentration gradlents.
C charge propagation is bidirectional along the axon
D. "voltage-gated" ion channels have a finite recovery time so the
amplitude of the impulse changes as it moves along the axon.
E. astrocytes function as antenna-1ike protmsions and receive signals from other cells
2

of the fol1owing are characteristics of nonpeptide neurotransmitters EXCEPT:
A they transmit the signal across the slrnapse between ce1ls
B they must be made in the cell body and then travel down the
axon to the presFraptic terminal
C electrical stimulatlon increasing Ca2* in the presl,naptic terminal fosters their release from storage vesicles
D binding to receptors on the postsynaptic rerminal induces a
conformational change in proteins of that membrane.
E their actions are terminated by specific mechanlsms within the

A11

Glucose

lens is metabolized primarily by the TCA cycle

Controlling the blood glucose level at or below 110 mg dL-t
might reduce the incidence of diabetic cataracrs by allowrng the
production of sorbitol
C. The high rate of the hexose monophosphate parhway in rhe
cornea is necessary to provide NADPH as a substrate for glutathione reductase

D. The retina contains mltochondria so it depends on the TCA

E

cycle for its production of ATP
Cataracts are the result of increasing blood flow
leading to disaggregation of lens proteins

in the

lens

All ol the followrng statements about the transduction of the light
signal by rhodopsin are tme EXCEPT:

A
B
C
D
E

s),naptrc Junc[Ion

Which o[ the followng statements about biochemical events occurring in the eye is true?

in the

in order to provide sufficient ATP for the Na+/K+-ATPase

A11

absorption of photons of light initiates rhe conversion of
rhodopsin to activated rhodopsin.
it involves the G protein, transducin
cGMP concentration is increased in the presence of an activated
rhodopsin- transducin-GTP complex
the signal is turned off, in part, by the GTPase acrlvlry of rhe
0 subunit of transducin.
both guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesrerase are regulated by
calcium concentration.

of the following statements about actin and myosin are true

EXCEPT:

euEsroNs

A. the globuiar head section o[ myosin

has domains lor binding

AfP and actin.

B.

C
D
E

actin is the major protein of the thick filament.
the binding of ATP to the actin-myosin complex promotes dissociation of actin and myosin.
F-actin, formed by aggregation of G-actin-ATP-Mg2+ complex, is stabilized when tropomyosin is bound to it.
binding of calcium to the calmodulin-like subunit of troponin
induces conformational changes that permit myosin to bind to

o[ males have abnormal color vision that affects either red ot gi...t
perception or, rarely, both red and green color perception At least one
individual is known who has blue color blindness.

II

The cones of the retina:
are responsible for color vision.
B are much more numerous than the rods.
C. have red, blue, and green light-sensitive pigments that differ
because of small differences in the retinal prosthetic group
D. do not use transducin in signal transduction
E are better suited for discerning rapidly changing visual events
because a single photon of light Senerates a stronger currenl
than it does in the rods

A.

6. ATP concentration is maintained relatively constant during muscle
contraction by:
increasing the metabolic activity
the action of adenylate kinase.
C the action of creatine phosphokinase.
D. all of the above.
E none of the above.

12. Which of the following statements about rhodopsin is true?

A. Rhodopsin is the primary photoreceptor of both rods and cones.
B. The prosthetic group of rhodopsin is ail-trans-retinol derived
from cleavage of B-carotene
C. Conversion of rhodopsin to activated rhodopsin, R*,

pulse requires depolarlzation of the cell
D. Rhodopsin is located in the cytosol of the

7. Platelet aggregation:

A. is initiated

at the site of an injury by conversion of fibrinogen

E

to fibrin.

B. is inhibited in uninjured blood

vessels

by the secretion of

prostacyciin by intact vascular endothelium
C. causes morphological changes and a release of the vasodilator
serotonm.

D. is inhibited by the release of ADP and thromboxane

E
8

42.

is inhibited by von Willebrands factor (vWF).

In the formation of a blood clot:
proteolysis of 7-carboxyglutamate residues from fibrinogen to
form fibrin is required.

A.

B.

C
D.

E.

9

I0.

the clot is stabilized by the cross-linking of fibrin molecules by
the acdon of factor XIII, transglutaminase.
thrombin's only role is in activation of factor VII
tissue factor, factor III or Tf; must be inactivated for the clotting process to begin
the role of calcium is primarily to bind fibdn molecules together to form the clot

Factor Xa, necessary for conversion of prothrombin to thrombin,
is formed by the action of the TF-FVIL-Ca2+ complex on factor X:
A only in lhe extrinsic pathway for blood clotting.
B. only in the intrinsic pathway for blood clotting
C as part of both the extfinsic and intrinsic pathways
D. only if the normal blood clotting cascade is inhibited

fibrin clot:
is in equiiibrium with formation of the clot.
B begins when plasmin binds to the clot.
C. requires the hydrolysis of plasminogen into heary and iight
Lysis of a

A.

D.

E

tOSt

Bolo

actln

A.
B.

I

chains.
is regulated by the action of protein inhibitors on plasminogen.
requires the conversion of plasminogen to plasmin by t-PA (tissue plasminogen activator)

Questions I I and 12: Genes that code for the proteins of the visual pigments are located on different chromosomes The rhodopsin gene is on
the third chromosome; the blue pigment gene is on the seventh chromosome; and the genes for the red and green pigments are on the x
chromosome Females have two X chromosomes so color vision
abnormalities are rare, but males have only one X chromosome About

by a light

cel1.

Absorption o[ a photon of light by rhodopsin causes an isomerization of 1 l-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal

Questions 13 and 14: Ion channels in cardiac muscle, as in other tissues, require a finite recovery time after excitation. The recovery time
between cardiac contractions is measured on an electrocardiogram as
the QT lnterval Initiating rhe excitation phase is the opening of Na+
channels, causing depolarization. Then K+ channels open to permit K+
to move out o[ the cell, which is a key element in shutting off the action poten[ial There are inherited defects in these channels leading to
a condition known as long QT slmdrome (LQTS). LQfS can cause sudden death, especially in physically active young people, who may not
even know that they have LQTS because they have not previousiy had
any syrnptoms of cardiac irregularities.

I3

fhe nerve impuise that initiates muscular conlraction:

A

begins with the binding of acetylcholine to receptors

in the sar-

coplasmic reticulum.
B causes both the piasma membrane and the transverse tubules
to undergo hyperpolarization.
C. causes opening of calcium channels, which leads to an increase
in calcium concentration within the sarcomere.
D. prevents Na+ from entering the sarcomere.
E. prevents Ca2* from binding to troponin C

14. When a muscle contracts, the:
A transverse tubules shorten, drawing the myofibriis and sarcoplasmic reticulum closer together
B- thin filaments and the thick filaments of the sarcomere shorten
C light chains dissociate from the heary chains of myosin.
D H bands and I bands of the sarcomere shorten because the thin
fllaments and thick filaments slide past each other

E.

cross-linking o[ proterns in the heai,y filaments increases

Problems
15. In the presence of warfarin, an analog of utamin K, several pro-

16

teins of the blood coagulation pathway are ineffective because they
cannot bind Ca2+ efficiently. Why?
Organophosphate compounds are irreversible inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase. What effect does an organophosphate inhibitor
have on the transmission of nerve impulses?
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I nNswrns
I B

2 B

3.

C

This is the mechanism for lmpulse propagarion. A: The poten-

tial becomes less negative C: Ir is unidlrectional D: Vokagegated channels do have a finite recovery rime so the amplitude
remarns constant. E: fhis describes dendrites Astrocytes are
glial cells that are involved in processes that insulate neurons
from their external environment.
Thrs is true for neuropeptides, but many nonpeptide neurotransmitters are syethesized in the preslmaptic terminal. A: This
is a difference between electrical and chemical signals. C:
Slnapsin plays a role in this process. E: Make sure you know
the three types of processes involved.
Make sure you understand the role of glutathione in protecting
against harmful by-products from atmospheric oxygen. A: Most
of the AfP (85o/o) in the lens is generared by glycolysis. B: Controlling glucose reduces sorbitol formation D: Retina metabo-

D: Tf; lactor III, ls the primary recepror for initiation of the clot-

tlng process

9A

B, C: The membrane interactlon with the intrinsic pathway is

I0 E
1I A

12 E

lism is similar to that of other eye tissues directly involved in
the visual process Thus its major source of energy is from g1ycolysis E: Lens has no blood supply. In diabetic cataracts there
is increased aggregation of lens proteins because of increasrng
sorbitol concentrations and osmolarity

4 C

The transducin complex activates the phosphodiesterase, thus

lowering IcGMP] A: This process is very rapid. B, D: Transducin meets the criterla for a typical G-protein E: The erz)rmes
are regulared in opposite directions by Ca2*, thus controlling

13.

C

lcGMPl

5. B

6. D

Myosin forms the rhick filament. Actin is in the thin filament.
A: fhese are both important in myosins role. C: Note that the
role of ATP in contraction is to favor dissociation, not formation, of the actin-myosin complex D, E: Tiopomyosin, tropinin,
and actin are the three major proteins of the filament Their actions are closely interconnected
Make sure you know the reactions catalyzed by these two

14 D

with high molecular weight kininogen and prekallikrein.
The clot is solubilized by plasmin A: Both formation and lysis
of clots are unidirectional. B: Both plasminogen and t-PA bind
to the clot C, D: Borh of these refer to t-PA.
Rods are responsible for lowJight vision C: AII three pigmenrs
have l- I-cis-retinal; the proteins differ and are responsible for rhe
different spectra D: The biochemical events are belleved to be
the same in rods and cones E: Cones are better suited for rapid
events because their response rate is about four times faster than
rods, even though their sensitivity to light is much less
This causes the conformational change of the protein that a[fects the resting membrane potential and initiates the rest of the
events A: Cones have the same prosthetic group but different
proteins, so rhodopsin is in rods only B: This is the precursor
of the prosthetic group 11-cis-retina1. C: Isomenzation of the
prosthetic group leads to hlperpolarizarion D: Rhodopsin ls a
transmembrane protein.
Ca2+ enters with Na+ A: Acetylcholine receptors are on the
plasma membrane. B: The impulse results in depolarization of
both of these structures D: Both Ca2* and Na2+ enter the sarcomere when the channels open. E: Binding of Ca2+ to Tn-C
initiates contraction.
fhis occurs because of association-dissociation of actin and
myosin A: Depolarization in the transverse tubules may be in-

volved

enz),rnes

7. B The "ying-yang" nature of

15.

8 B

16

PGI2 and TXA2 help ro conrrol
platelet aggregation unril rhere is a need for it A: Initiation is
by contact wirh an acrivated recepror at rhe site of injury Clot
formation requires activation of various enzlrnes. C: Serotonln
is a vasoconstrictor Vasodilation would be contraindicated in
thls situation D: TXA2 facilitates aggregarion E: vWF forms a
Iink between the receptor and platelets, promoring aggregarion
The crossJinking occurs between a glutamine and a lysine A,
E: 7-Carboxyglutamate residues are on various enzymes; they
bind calcium and facilitate the interaction o[ these proreins with
membranes that form the sites for initiation of reaction. C:
Thrombin activates factors ! VII, VIII, and XIII and flbrinogen.

Tissue factor and factor VII are unique to the extrinsic pathway.

in transmission of the signal but not directly in

rhe

contractile process B: fhe filaments do not change ln length,
but sllde past each other C: This is not physiological E: Crosslinking occurs ln the H band of the sarcomere but does not
change during the contractile process.
The proteins affected are those rhat have 7-carboxyglutamyl
(GIa) resldues, which are excellent calcium chelators. The formatlon of Gla rs a posttranslational modiflcation catalyzedby a
carboxylase whose essential cofactor is vitamin K. Warfarin prevents the reduction of vitamin K epoxide formed during the
carboxylation back to the dihydroquinone [orm, which is necessary lor the reaction.
Acetylcholine is an excitatory neurotransmitter, causing channels
to open, Na+ to enter, and a depoiarization of the membrane.
Hydrolysis of acetylcholine allows repolarization The presence
of the inhibitor keeps the channel open and prevenrs repolarization, and thus continued transmission of nerve impulses
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24.1

I rnoN METABOLISM:

ovERVtEW

Iron is closely involved in the metabolism of oxygen, permirting rhe transporration
and participation of oxygen in a variety of biochemical processes. The common oxidation states are either ferrous (Fe2*) or ferric (Fe3*). Higher oxidarion leveis
occur as short-lived intermediates in certain redox processes; as an example, durfrom
Pseudomonas putida, the iron of one of the intermediates must be in the ferryl (Fea+)
form. lron has an affinity for electronegative a[oms such as oxygen, nitrogen, and
sulfur, which provide the electrons that form the bonds with iron. These can be of
very high affinity when favorably oriented on macromolecules. In forming complexes, no bonding electrons are derived from iron. There is an added complexity
to the structure of iron: the nonbonding electrons in the outer shell of the metal
(the incomplerely fllled 3d orbirals) can exisr in rwo srares. Where bonding interactions with iron are weak, the outer nonbonding electrons will avoid pairing and
distribute throughout the 3d orbitals. Where bondlng elecrrons inreract strongly
with iron, however, there is pairi.ng of the outer nonbonding electrons, favoring
lower energy 3d orbitals. These two different distributions for each oxidation state
of iron can be determined by electron spin resonance measurements. Dispersion o[
3d eleclrons to all orbitals leads to the high-spin s[ate, whereas res[ricrion of 3d electrons to lower energy orbitals, because of eiectron pairing, leads to a low-spin state.
Some iron-protein complexes reveal changes in spin state wi[hout changes in oxidation during chemical evenrs (e.g., binding and release of oxygen by hemoglobin).
At neutral and alkaline pH ranges, the redox potential for iron in aqueous solutions favors the Fe3* state; at acid pH values, rhe equilibrium favors the Fe2+
state. In the Fe3+ state iron slowly forms large polJ,nuclear complexes with hydroxide ion, water, and other anions that may be present. These complexes can become so large as to exceed their solubility products, leading ro their aggregarion and
precipitation with parhological consequences.
Iron can bind to and influence the struclure and function of various macromolecules, with deleterious results to the organism. To protect against such reactions, several iron-binding proteins function specifically [o store and transport iron.
These proteins have a very high affinity for rhe metal and, in [he normal physiological state, also have incompletely filled iron-binding sites. The interaction of iron
with its ligands has been well characterized in some proreins (e.g., hemoglobin,
myogiobin, and transferrin).

ing the reaction catalyzed by cytochrome P450."* (see Chaprer 11)

24.2

I rRoN-coNTAtNtNG pRorElNS

Iron binds to proteins either by incorporation inro a protoporphyrin IX ring (see
below) or by interaction with other protein ligands. Ferrous-and ferric-protoporphyrin IX complexes are designated heme and hematin, respecrively. Hemecontaini.ng proteins include those thar rransport (e.g., hemoglobin) and srore (e.g.,
myoglobin) oxygen; and certain enzymes that contain heme as parr of their prostheric
groups (e.g., catalase, peroxidases, tryptophan pyrrolase, prostaglandin synthase,
guanylate cyclase, NO synthase, and the microsomal and mitochondrial cytochromes). Discussions on s[ructure-funclion relationships of heme proteins are
presented in Chapters 9 and 13.
Nonheme proteins include transferrin, ferritin, a variety of redox enz),rnes that
con[ain iron at the active site, and iron-sulfur proteins. A slgnificant body of information has been acquired that relates to the structure-function relationships of
some o[ these molecules.

Transferrin Transports lron in Serum
The protein

in serum involved in the transport of iron is transferrin, a Bl-

glycoprotein syrrrhesized in liver, rhar consisrs of a single pollpeptide of 78,000 Da

rRoN-coNrArNrNG PRoTETNS

I to:s

with two noncooperatlve iron-bindi.ng sites. The protein is a product of gene duplication derived from a putative ancestral gene coding for a protein binding only
one atom of iron Several metals bind to transferrin; the highest affinity is for Fe3+,
Fe2+ ion is no[ bound. The binding of each Fe3* ion is absolutely dependent on
the coordinate binding of an anion, which in the physiologrcal state is carbonate,
as indicated below:

+ CO32 --r transferrin' Fel ' CO.2
transferrin ' Fe3* ' CO.'- -+ transferrin ' 2 (Fel*COr2-)

transferrin

+

Fe3+

Estimates of the associalion consLanls for the binding of Fe3+ Lo transferrins from
1,
different species range from 101e to 1031 M Lndicating that for practical purposes
wherever there is excess transferrin free ferric ions will not be found In the normal
physiological state, approximately one-ninlh of al1 transferrin molecules are sa[urated with iron at both sites; four-ninlhs of lransferrin molecules have iron at either
si[e, and four-ninths o[ circulating transferrin are free of iron Unsaturated transferrin protects against infections (see C1in. Corr. 24 1). The two iron-binding sites
show differences in sequence and in affinity for other metals. Transferrin blnds to
specific cell surface receptors that mediate the internalization ol the protein
The transferrin receptor is a transmembrane protein consisting of lwo subunits of 90,000 Da each, joined by a disulfide bond. Each subunit contains one
transmembrane segment and about 670 residues that are exlracellular and bind a

transferrin molecule, favoring the diferrlc form Inlernalization of the receptortransferrin complex is dependenr on receptor phosphorylation by a Ca2+-calmodulin-protein kinase C complex. Release of the iron atoms occurs within the acidlc
milieu of lysosomes after which the receptor-apotransferrin complex returns to the
cell surface where rhe apotransferrin is released to be reutilized in the plasma

Lactoferrin Binds lron in Milk
Milk contains iron that is bound almosl exclusively to a gl1'coprotein, lactoferrin,
closely homologous to transferrin, with two sites binding the metal. The iron contenl of the protein varies, bul it is never satura[ed Studies on the function of lactoferrin have been directed loward l[s antimicrobial effect, protecting the newborn
from gastrointestinal infections Microorganlsms require iron for replication and
function. Presence of incompletely saturated lactoferrin results in the rapid binding
of any free iron, Ieading to the inhibition of microbial growth by preventing a sufficien[ amount of iron from entering these microorganisms Other microbes, such
as Eschenchia coli, which release competitive lron chelators, are able to proliferate
despite the presence of lactoferrin, since the chelators transfer the iron specifically
to [he microorganism. Lactoferrin is presen[ in granulocytes being released during
bac[erial infections; it is also present in mucous secre[ions Besides ils bac[eriostatic function it is believed to facilitate iron transport and storage in milk Lactoferrin has been found in the urine of premature infants fed human milk.

CtINICAI

CORRETATIO
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24.1

lron Overload and lnfection
If

an individual is overloaded with iron by any of several causes, the
serum transferrin value may be close to saturation with iron, making
small amounts of free serum iron available. Microorganisms that are
usually nonpathogenic, because they are iron dependent and cannot
compete against partially saturated transfernn in the normal individual, can now become pathogenic under these circumstances For
example, Vibio vulniJicus, a marine halophile, is found in a small percentage of oysters and commercial shellfish. Individuals who are iron

overloaded can develop a rapidly progressive infection, with death ensuing within 24 h after ingestion of the offending meal, whereas

normal individuals consuming the same food are entirely free of
s)'/rnPtoms

Muench, K H Hemochromatosis and infection: alcohol and iron, oysters and
sepsis Am. J Med- 87:3, 1989.
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Type

I

Type ll

Ferritin ls a Protein lnvolved in Storage of Iron
Ferritin is the major protein involved in storage o[ iron It consists of an outer
polypeptide shell 130 A in diamerer wirh a cen[ral ferric-hydroxide-phosphare core
60 A across. The apoprotein, apoferritin, consists of 24 subunits of a varying mixture of H subunits (178 amino acids) and L subunirs ( 171 amino acids) rhat provide various isoprotein forms. H subunits predominate in nucleated blood cells and
heart, L subunits in liver and spleen. Sy,nrhesis of the subunits is regulared mainly.
by the concentration of free intracellular iron. The bulk of iron storage occurs in
hepa[ocytes, reticuloendothelial ceils, and skeletal muscle. The ratio of iron ro
polypeptide is no[ constant, since the prorein has the ability to gain and reiease iron
according to physiologicai needs With a capacity of 4500 iron aroms, the molecule
contains usually less than 3000. Channels from the surface permit [he accumulalion and release of iron When iron is in excess, rhe storage capacity of newly syrrthesized apoferritin may be exceeded. This leads to iron deposition adjacent to ferritin spheres Histologically such amorphous iron deposition is called hemosiderin.
The H chains of ferritin oxidize ferrous ions to the ferric state. Ferritins derived
from different tissues of the same species differ in elec[rophoretic mobility in a fashion analogous to the differences noted with isoenzymes. In some [issues ferritin
spheres form latti.ce-like arrays, whi.ch are idenrifiable by elecrron microscopy
Plasma ferritin (low in iron, rich in L subunits) has a half-life of 50 h and is
cleared by reticuloendothelial cells and hepatocyres, irs concentration, although
very low, correlates closely to the size of the body iron stores.

Other Nonheme lron-Containing Proteins
Are lnvolved in Enzymatic Processes

Type lV

FICURE 24,1

Structure of iron and sulfur atoms in ferrodoxins.
Dark colored circles represent iron atoms; light
colored circles represent the inorganic sulfur
atoms; and small stippled circles represent cysteinyl sulfur atoms derived from the polypeptide

chain Variation ln type IV ferredoxins can occur
where one of the cysteinyl residues can be substituted by a solvent oxygen atom of an OH group.

Many iron-containing proteins are involved in enz)..rnatic processes, most of which
are related to oxidation mechanisms. The struc[ural features of the ligands binding
the iron are not well known, except for a few componenls invoived in mitochondrial electron transporl. These latter proteins, termed ferredoxins, are characterized
by iron being bonded, with one exception, only to sulfur a[oms Several types of
iron-sulfur clusters are known (see Figure 24.1). The smallest, type I (eg.,
nebredoxin), found only in microorganisms, consisrs of a small polypeptide with a
mass of about 6000 and contains one iron atom bound to four cysteine residues.
Type II consists of ferredoxins found in plants and animal tissues where [wo iron
atoms are found, each liganding to two separa[e cysteine residues and sharing two
sulfide anions. The most complicated of [he iron-sulfur protei.ns are lhe bacterial
ferredoxins, type III, which contain four aroms of iron, each of which is linked to
a single separale cysteine residue but also shares three sulfide anions wi.th
neighboring iron aloms to form a cube-like structure. In some anaerobic bacleria a
family of ferredoxins may contain two type lll iron-sulfur groups per macromolecule. Type IV ferredoxins contain stmctures with rhree atoms of iron each linked to
two cys[eine residues and each sharing two sulfide anions, to form a planar ring. In
one example of this ferredoxin type, an excep[ion of iron aroms being liganded only
to sulfur atoms was found where the sulfur of a cysteinyl residue was substituted
by a soivent oxygen atom. The redox potential afforded by these different ferredoxins varies widely and is in part dependent on the environment of the surrounding polypeptide that envelops these iron-sulfur groups. In nebredoxin the
iron undergoes ferric-ferrous conversion during elec[ron transport. With the plant
and animal ferredoxins (type Il iron-sulfur proteins) both irons are in the Fe3+
form in the oxidized state; upon reduction only one goes [o Fe2+. In the bacterial
ferredoxin (type III iron-sulfur protein) the oxidized sta[e can be either 2 Fe3+ . 2
Fe2+ or 3 Fe3+.Fe2*, with corresponding reduced forms of Fe3*.3 Fe2+ or 2
Fe3* '2 Fe2+. Recently, several more complicated iron-sulfur clusters have been
characterized, revealing an expanding role for [he clusters in the redox mechanism
(see CIin.

Corr 242 and24.3).

TNTESTNAL
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lron-Sulfur Cluster Synthesis and Human Disease
Iron-sulfur clusters are

sy-nthesized

in

the mitochondrion and

exported to the cytoplasm, a poorly understood process involving mitochondrial chaperones and other proteins, some with as
yet unknown function A mutation in the human ABCT tansporter gene leads to one form of X-linked sideroblastic anemia
seen in patients with an abnormal gait (cerebellar ataxia) and

CIINICAI

CORRETATION

associated wrth impaired development
protelns.

of cytosolic iron-sulfur

Bekri, S., Kispal, G, Lane, H, et a1 Human ABCT transporter gene stlucture
and mutation causing XJinked sideroblastic anemia mth ataxia with disruption of cytosolic iron-sulfur protein maturati on Blood 96:3256, 2000

24.3

Friedreich Ataxia
Frataxin is a mitochondrial protein of unknown function, the mutations of which lead to the disease Friedreich ataxia, associated with a
marked reduction in this protern's concentration The disease is characterized by marked abnormalities in gait, impaired heart muscle, and
diabetes. There is marked increase in mitochondrial iron accumulation. In this condition a GAA triplet expansion to sometimes over

2$ | TNTESTTNAL

I000-fold in intron I of frataxin is the cause of the condition in about
of cases No anemia is seen with this disease.

98o/o

Delatycki,
overview:

I

M B, Williamson, R,
Med. Genet.37:1, 2000

ABSORPTION oF tRoN

The high affinity of iron for both specific and nonspecific macromolecules leads to
little significant formation of free iron salts, and thus this metal is not lost via usual
excretory routes. Rather, iron excretion occurs only through normal sloughing of
tissues that are not reutilized (e.g., epidermis and gas[rointestinal mucosal ce]ls) In
t.
the healthy adult male the loss is about I mg day I.t pre-"nopausal women, the
normal physiological events of menses and parturition substantially augment iron
loss. A wide varia[ion of such loss exists, depending on the amounts of menstrual
flow and the multip).icity of births In [he extremes of the latter settings, a premenopausal woman may require an amount of iron that is four to five times that

needed by an adult male for prolonged periods of time. The postmenopausal
woman who is not iron-deficient has an iron requiremenl slmilar to tha[ of the adult

male. Children and patients with blood loss naturally have increased iron
requlrements.

Cooking of food facilitates breakdown of ligands attached to iron, increasing
the availability of the metal in the gut. The low pH of stomach contents permits the
reduc[ion of Fe3* [o Fe2*, facilitating dissociation from ligands. The latter requires
[he presence of an accompan]'lng reduclant, which is usually achieved by adding
ascorbate to the diet. The absence of a normally functioning stomach reduces substantially the amount of iron that is absorbed. Some iron-conlainlng compounds
bind the me[al so tightly that it is not available for assimilation Contrary to popuiar belief, spinach is a poor source of iron because of an earlier erroneous record of
the iron content and because some of the iron is bound to phytate (inositol hexaphosphate), which ls resistant to the chemical actions of the gastrointestinal tract.
Specific protein cofactors derived from the stomach or pancreas have been suggested as being facilitators of iron absorption in the small intestine.
The major site of absorption of iron is in the small intestine, with the largest
amount being absorbed in the duodenum and a gradient of lesser absorption occurring in the more distal portions of the small intestine. The metal enters the mucosal cell either as the free ion or as heme: in the latter case the metal is released

and Forrest,

S M Friedreich ataxia: an
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lngested
tron

FIGURE 24.2

Intestinal mucosal regulation of iron absorption.
The flux ol iron in the duodenal mucosal cell is lndicated A fracrion oI the iron that ls
PotenLiall)'acceptable is transferred from the intestinal lumen in[o rhe epiLhelial ce1l A

pt
l,*

Absorbed
by

transferring

large portion olingested iron is not absorbed, in part because it is nor presented in a readi1r acceptable form Some iron is retarned wirhin the cel1, bound by apoferritin ro lorm ferrlLin This rron is sloughed into the intestinal lumen with the normal turnover o[ cells A

portion of the iron within the mucosal cell is absorbed and transferred to rhe capillary bed
to be incorporated into transferrin Dudng ce1I division, whrch occurs at the bases o[ the
inrestinal crypts, iron is incorporated for cellular requlremenLs These fluxes change dramatically in rron-depleted or iron-excess states The lollowing structures are indlcated: D,
DMT 1;I, integrin; M, mobilferrin; Fn, ferritin; Fp, ferroportin 1; H, hephaesin; and R, ferrireductase, presumably acting with DMT I (see Clin Corr 24 4)

lncorporation
during cell
division

Not
absorbed

Loss with
cellular slough

lrom the porphyrin ring in the mucosal cytoplasm The large amount of bicarbona[e secre[ed by the pancreas neutrallzes the acidrc material dellvered by the stomach and rhus lavors the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fer+ Wharever rhe requirements of
the host are, in the face of an adequate delivery of iron to the lumen, a substantial
amount ol lron enlers mucosal cel1s. Regulation o[ iron transler occurs beh^reen Lhe
mucosal cell and the capillary bed (see Figtre24 2 and C1in. Corr 24 4). ln rhe

24.4
Duodenal lron Absorption

CtINICAI

CORRETATION

Iron is probably absorbed in three forms from the intestrnal lumen
lnto the duodenal mucosa: as ferrous ion, as lerric ion, and as heme
The mechanism of absorption of heme ls unknown. Ferrous ion binds

to a transmembrane protein, divalent metal transporter

I

(DMT

1),

known also as divalent cation transporter I (DCT 1) or as narural resistance associated macrophage protein 2 (Nramp 2) Tiansfer of iron
is dependent on a proton-coupled mechanism. This prorein can rransport other metals such as zinc, manganese. cobalt, cadmium, and

lead The original member of this family o[ proteins was found in

is called Nramp I Recent evrdence suggesrs that
the latter protein's function is to present iron to the macrophage aIiowing the ce1l to undergo important redox functions in host resistance. The gene for DMT I contains 17 exons The mRNA can be
spliced alternatively at the 3' end including different 3' unrransla[ed
reglons One form contains a single 3' IRE indicating posttranscriptional control is possible for that protein's expression A ferrireductase
has been described in the microvrllus of intestinal mucosa and may
be closely assocrated with DMT I
Ferric iron absorption can follow a different course Mucin in the
duodenal lumen helps to solubilize ferric ions with presentation of
the metal to an integrin, a transmembrane protein consisting of a heterodimer oi 230 kDa. The cytosolic surface of the integrin interacts
macrophages and

with a soluble 56-kDa protein knom

as mobilferrin. The integrin

transfers the iron from the luminal to cytoplasmic surface of the ceIl,
where it is bound by a soluble protein, mobilferrin, which acts as a
cytosolic shuttle transferring iron either ro cytosolic ferritrn or to the
opposite pole of the cell A transmembrane protein ferroportin I on
the basolateral surface of the mucosal cell transfers iron from the cv-

tosol through the endothelium to transferrin and thus acts as an iron
exporter The mRNA for this proteln has an IRE in the 5' untransIated region A high 1eve1 of expression of this protein is also seen in
Kupffer cells and macrophages Ferroportin I transfers ferrous ions.
It is closely associated with a second protein, hephaestin, which is homologous to ceruloplasmin; the assumption is that hephaestin acts as
a ferroxidase, converting the ferrous ion into the ferric form and allowing its incorporation into transferrin The different locations of the
IREs in DMT I and flerroportin 1 would appear to be counrerproductive, since it would be expected ordinarily that both would be upregulated or downregulated in concert. The apparent function of both
proteins is to control the presentation of iron to transfernn. However,

in any iron state, one messenger RNA would be stabilized whereas the
other would be inhibited This issue remains to be resolved In the
iron-deprived state DMT I concentration rises. Mobilferrin responds
to iron deprivation not be increasrng rn concentration but by moving
from the cytoplasm to the micro\.i1lus, thereby being closer to the site
of iron influx
Donovan, A , Brownlie, A , Zhou, Y, et a1 Positional cloning of zebrafish
ferroporrin I identifies a consewed vertebrate iron exporter Nature 403:776,

M

N , Moore, E G , er al Separate parhways for
lron Am ] Physiol Gastrointest Li\ter
Physiol 279:G767,2000; Umbreit,J M, Conrad, M E , Simovich, M J , er al
2000; Conrad,

E, Umbreit, J.

cellular uptake o[ ferric and ferrous

Identification and localization of iron transport protein in normal and iron
deficient cells Blood 96:227a, abstract #968, 2000; and Riedel, H D , Remus,
A J , Fitscher, B, A., et al Characterization and parrial purification of a
lerrireductase from human duodenal microvillus membranes Biochem
309:745, 1995

]
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normal staLe, certain processes define the amount of iron that will be transferred.
Where there is iron deficiency, the amount o[ transfer increases; where there is iron
overload in the host, the amount transferred is curtailed substantiallir One mechanism that has been demonstrated to regulate this transfer of iron across the mucosal-capillary interface is the synthesis of apoferritin by [he mucosal cell. In
situations in whi.ch little iron is required by the host, alatge amount of apoferritin
is synthesized to tlap the iron within mucosal cells and prevent transfer to the capillary bed. As the cells turn over (within a week), their conten[s are extruded into
the intestinal lumen without absorption occurring. In situations in which there is
iron deficiency, virtually no apoferritin is sl,nthesized so as not to compete against
the lransfer of iron ro the deficient host. Figure24.2 and Clinical Correlation24.4
provide details on the molecular aspects of iron absorption.

Cytosol contains at least two proteins that respond to changes in iron concentration. They act as effector molecules controlling the translation of mRNAs, which
are important in iron metabolism. These iron regulatory proteins (IRPs) bind to
specific stem-loop structures on certain mRNAs. IRP-I is the best defined of
these proteins. It contains an FeaSa cubane group when the celluiar concentration
of iron is high. This prosthetic group endows IRP-I so that it possesses an aconitase (see p. 554) activity. However, since neither citrate nor isocitrate is present
in significant amounts in the cytosol, the activity is only a potential one. At low
iron concentrations, the cubane structure collapses, dissociating from the pro[ein
and leaving an apoenzyme without catalytic activity However, it can now bind to
specific mRNA stem-loop structures, known as iron responsive elements (IREs)
(see Figure 24.3). Seven mRNAs, encoding proteins with defined functions in iron
metabolism, are known to contain lREs (see Table 24.I for details). However, a
search of human data bank sequences has revealed about 70 genes which contain
IREs, emphasizing the important role of iron in many as yet to be identified meta-

bolic processes. This is a field of rapidly expanding knowledge. Five of

these

mRNA have single 5' stem-loop structures; two mRNAs have 3' lREs. Transferrin receptor has five 3' stem-loop structures whereas divalent metal transporter
I (DMT 1) has only one. The binding of the 5' and 3' flanking IREs leads to different translational effects. In the iron-deprived state, binding to the 3' IRE of
transferrin receptor (see Figure 24.4)leads to stabilization of the mRNA with reduced turnover and, therefore, an increased number of receptor-specific RNA

lnactive aconitase
Binds an IRE

Active aconitase
Doesn't bind an IRE

FIGURE 24.3

Ironresponsive protein

l.

Dark colored circles represent iron atoms and open circles inorganic su1fur atoms.
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Mutant lron-Responsive
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Elements
Single mutations have been described in the
loop segment of the iron-responsive element
of ferritin light chain mRNA with an lncreased
amount of apoferritin being synthesized but
u,lthout an increase in total body iron This
mutation ieads to a 28-fold lower aflinlty for
IRP-I in one case The L-ferritin content of the
lens can increase ninefold compared to the
conlent in the lens from control subjects. As a
consequence, crystals of pure ferritin light
chains appear in the lens, leading to cataracts.
The greatly increased synthesis of ferritin in
the lens may lead to an increased amount of
iron-catalyzed reactions with well-described
oxidative lenticular damage.

Very recently a mutation in a Japanese
kindred was described in the iRE of ferritin H
chain mRNA with a marked increase in IRP
affinity fhe trapping of IRPs leads to decreased
H chain s,,nthesis and increased L chain s1mthesis. This condition is associated with a
significant increase in body iron content, but
apparently without evidence of cataracts.
Girelli, D , Corrocher, R, Bisceglia, L, et al Molecular basis for the recently described hereditary hyper[erritinemra-cataract syndrome: a mutation in
the iron-responsive elements of ferrltin L-subunit
gene (the "Verona mutation") Blood 86:4050, 1995;
Beaumont, C, Leneuve, P, Devaux, I, et al. Mutation in the iron responsive element of the L ferritin
mRNA in a family with dominant hyperferntinaemia
and cataract Ndture Genet ll:444, L995; Mumford,
A. D , Cree A-, Amold, J. D , et al The lens in

24.1

IRE-Containing mRNAs

mRNA

Site

L-ferritin
H-ferritin
Erythrocyte AIA syrrthase

Mirochondrial aconitase
Ferroportin I
Trans[errin receptor
Dlvalent metal transporter

1

5'
5'
5'
5'
5'
3'
3'

Number

Contpartment

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

Cytosol
Cytosol

Mitochondrion
Mitochondrion
Cytosol

Multiple

Cytosol

Single

Cytosol

molecules, thereby leading to the increased synthesis of receptor protein. The sin-

5'stem-loop of lerritin mRNA (see Figure 24.5) is homologous to the 3'
stem-loops of the transferrin receptor mRNA. However, in the former case, binding of the IRP leads to a decreased rate of [ranslation of the mRNA and, rhereby.,
to a decreased concentralion of ferritin molecuies Note that the molecular events
tha[ are controlled are different in the synthesis of transferrin receplor and apoferritin (see Clin Corr.24.5).
In summary, Iow iron concentrations lead to activation of an IRP that binds to
mRNAs for transferrin receptor and ferritin. In the former case, more receptor is
syrthesized while in the latter case, Iess apoferritin is sl,nthesized. The net effect is
utilizatlon of iron by proliferating cells. ln contras[, high iron concentrations lead
to loss of binding by the IRPs to IREs with a shifr of iron from uptake by proliferg1e

ating cells to storage in liver.
IRP-1 is regulated by its change from acrive ro inacrive stares in mRNA-binding
properties as noled above. IRP-2, a second regulatory protein, also responds to
varying concentrations of iron but is regulated by increased synthesis a[ Iow
iron concentrations and increased degradation by proteasomes at high iron concentrations In addition to the effects of change in iron concentra[ion, increased
production of NO ( see p. 486) also regulates IRPs Further acrivarion can occur by
phosphorylation

I

hereditary hyperferritinemia c Laract s;mdrome contains crystalline deposits of L-ferritin Br Ophthalm0L 84,697 ,2000; and Kato,J., Fujikawa, K , Kanda,
M., et al Mutation in the iron-responsive element of
H-ferritin subunit in a family associated with hepatic siderosis Blood96:484a, abstract #2081, 2000

I

mRNA 5'

Translatable region

FICURE 24.4

Structure of transferrin receptor mRNA.

mRNA

5

Translatable region

FICURE 24.5

Structure of apoferritin H subunit mRNA.
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rRON DTSTRIBUTION AND KINETICS

rarlon inlo the hemoglobin of red blood cells Mobilization of iron from intestinal
mucosa and from storage sites involves in part the reduction of iron [o the ferrous
s[ate and i[s reoxidation [o the ferric form. The reduction mechanisms have not
been well described. On the other hand, conversion of the Fe2* back to the Fe3+
state is regulated by serum enz)T nes called ferroxidases as indicated below:
--->

Fe3*

*

I

tO0t

24.2 Approximate lron Distribution:
70-kg Man

A normal 70-kg male contains 3-4 g of iron, of which only 0.I% (3.5 mg) is in the
plasma Approximately 2.5 g is in hemogiobin. Table 24.2 lists the distribution of
iron in humans. Normally about 33olo of the sites on transferrin contain iron lron
absorbed from the in[estine is delivered primarily lo the bone mallow for incorpo-

Fe2* + ferroxidase

KrNErcs

Hemoglobin
Myoglobin
Trans[errin

25

6B

015

4
0.1
27

0 003

IO

Ferritin, trssue
Ferritin, serum

0.0001

Enzr,.mes

002

Total

37

0 004

06
100

reduced ferroxidase

Ferroxidase I is also known as ceruloplasmin (see CIin Corr. 24 6) Another
serum protein, ferroxidase lI, appears to be the major serum component that oxidizes ferrous ions In any disease process in which iron loss exceeds iron repletion,
a sequence of physiologlcal responses occurs. The initial events produce no symptoms to the subject and involve depletion of iron stoles wi[hout compromise of any
physiological function. This depletion is manifested by reduction or absence of iron
stores in the liver and in the bone marrow and also by a decrease in the content ol
lhe very small amount of ferritin that is normally present in plasma. Serum ferritin
levels reflect slow release from storage sites during lhe normal cellular turnover that
occurs in the liver; measurements are made by radiolmmune assays. Serum ferritin
is mostly apoferritin in form, containing very 1itt1e iron During this early phase, the
Ievel and percentage saturation of serum lransferrin is not distinctly abnormal As
the iron deficiency progresses, the leve1 of hemoglobin begins to fa1l and morphological changes appear in the red blood cells. Concurrently, lhe serum iron falls with

a rise

in the levei of total serum [ransferrin, the latter reflecting a physiologlcal

adaptation in an altempt [o absorb more iron from the gastrointestinal tract At this
state of iron depletion a very sensitive index is the percentage saturalion of serum

transferrin with iron (normal range 2l-50olo). At this point the patient usually
comes to medical attention, and the diagnosis of iron deficiency is made. In counlries where iron deficiency is severe without corrective medical measures being
avaiiable, a third and severe stage of iron deficiency can occur, where there begins
a depletion of iron-containing enzymes leading to very pronounced metabolic
effects (see Clin. Corr 24.7).
Iron overload can occur in parients so that the iron content of the body can be
elevated to values as high as 100 g. This may happen for a variety of reasons. Some

24.6
Ceru loplasm i n Deficiency

C[INICAt

CORREI-ATION

absence, of ceruioplasmin, a coppercontaining protein, is associated with Wilsons dlsease in which there
is progressive hepatic failure and degeneration of the basal ganglia,
associated with a characteristic copper deposition in the cornea
(Kayser-Fleischer rings). Because there was no evidence for significant impairment of mobilizalion of iron in Wilson's disease, it was
originally thought that the ferroxidase activity of ceruloplasmin was
not physiologically important. However, a recently discovered very
rare genetic defect in ceruloplasmin biosynthesis, where the protein
was virtually absent in serum, leads to a marked elevation of liver iron
content and serum ferritin levels These patients develop diabetes
mellitus, retinal degeneration, and central nervous system flndings.
The diabetes and central nervous system findings are associated with

A deficiency, but not the

iron in the pancreas and brain, respectivell'. In iron deficiency the transcription o[ the ceruloplasmin gene increases fourfold.
Thus, in contrast to earlier considerations, it appears that ceruloplasmin has a signilicant role in rron metabolism
increased

Harris, E D The iron-copper connection: the link to ceruloplasmin grows
stronger Nutr Rev 53.226,1995; Mukhopadhyay, C K, Mazumder, B, and
Fox, P L Role of hlpoxia-inducible factor-l in transcriptlonal activation of
ceruloplasmin by iron deficiency. ] BioL Chem.275:21048, 2000; and Van
Eden, M E and Aust, S- D lntact human ceruloplasmin is required for the
incorporation of iron inro human ferritin Arch Biochem Biophys 381:119,
2000
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24.7

ron-Deficiency Anem ia

Microscopic examination of blood smears from patients with iron-deficiency anemia usually reveais the characteristic findings of microcytic (smal1 in size) and hypochromic (underpigmented) red blood
ce1ls These changes in the red cell resuit from decreased rates of
globin slnthesis when heme is not available. A bone marrow aspiration will reveal no storage iron to be present and serum ferritin values are virtually zero The serum transferrin value (expressed as the
total iron-binding capacity) will be elevated (upper limits of normal:
410 mg dL-1) with a serum iron saturation of less than 160/o Common causes for iron deficiency include excessive menstrual flow, mu1tlple births, and gastrointestinal bleeding that may be occult. The
common causes of gastrointestinal bleeding include medications that
can cause ulcers or erosion of the gastric mucosa (especially aspirin
or cortisone-like dmgs), hiatal hernia, peptic ulcer disease, gasrriris
associated with chronlc alcoholism, and gastrointestinal tumor

Management of such patients must include both a careful examination for the cause and source of bleeding and supplementarion with
iron The latter is usually provided in the form of oral ferrous sulfare
tablets; occasionaliy, intravenous iron therapy may be required Where
the iron deficiency is severe, transfusion with packed red blood cells
may aiso be indicated The weakness and fatigue associared with iron
deficiency may be due to the inhibition of translation of the mitochondrial aconitase mRNA through binding of IRP to its IRE.

Hentze, M W and Kuhn, L C Molecular control o[ vertebrate iron metaboIism: mRNA based circuits operated by iron, nitric oxide, and oxidative stress
Proc Natl Acad. Sci USA 93:8175, 1996; and Eisenstein, R S and Blemings,
K, P Iron regulatory proteins, iron responsive elements and iron homeostasis
J Nutr. 1,28:2295,1998

patients have a recessive heritable disorder associated with a marked inappropriate
increase in iron absorption. In such cases the serum transferrin can be almost completely saturated with iron. This stare, which is known as idiopathic hemochro-

matosis, is more commonly seen in men because women with the abnormal gene
are protected somewhat by menstrual and childbearing events. Accumulation of
iron in the liver, pancreas, and heart can iead to cirrhosis and liver tumors, diabetes
mellitus, and cardiac failure, respectively Treatment consists of periodic withdrawal

24.8
Hemochromatosis Type l: Molecular Cenetics and
the lssue of lron-Fortified Diets
CTINICAT CORRETATION

The hemochromatosis gene is heterozygous in about 9% of the U.S
population. The disease is expressed primarily in the homozygous state;
about 0.25o/o of all individuals are at risk. Normal individuals have a
major histocompatibility complex class-l gene (HFE) that encodes for
the a chain, containing three immunoglobulin-like domains The associated B chain is B2-microglobulin. The normal gene product has a
stnrcture that cannot present an antigen. Most indilrduals with hemochromatosis are homozygous for a Cys 282 ---> Tyr mutation, which
prevents formation of the normal conformation ol an immunoglobulin
domain. Other individuals can have a single Cys 282 + I),r mutation
on one allele with the other allele containing a mutation at another site.
Normal HFE complexes with the transferrin receptor dimer to form a
heterotetramer that contains two receptor monomers and two HFEs.
Structure-function studies show that the binding sites for trarsferrin
and HFE overlap on the receptor, leading to the suggestion rhat this
binding of HFE serves to control the rate of iron trarsfer to specific
celis Where there is a mutation in the HFE that prevents binding to
the receptor, transferrin binds to a gteat,'r extent, leading to the increased amount of iron stores in certain cells. However, this is an incomplete story It is not yet explained why there is such an increase in
iron absorption in the intestinal mucosa in this disease.
A controversy has developed as to whether food should be fortified with iron because of the prevalence of iron-deficiency anemia,
especially among premenopausal women It was suggested rhat di-

etary iron deficiency would be reduced if at least 50 mg of iron was
incorporated per pound of enriched flour Others suggested thar rhe
risk of toxicity from excess iron absorption through iron fortification
was too great. Sweden has mandated iron fortification for 50 years
and about 42o/o of the average daily intake of iron is derived from
these sources. However, 5olo of males had elevation of serum iron values, with 2olo having iron stores consonant with the distribution found
in early stages of hemochromatosis, pointing out the danger o[ ironfortified diets. In countries where iron deficiency is widespread, however, fortification may stil] be the most appropriate measure.

C E , Gorddeuk, V R, Looker, A. C , et al Prevalence of heterozygotes for hemochromatosis in the white population of the United States Blood
86:2021,1995; Feder, J N , Gnirki, A., Thomas, W, et al A novel MHC class
Mclaren,

I-like gene is mutated in patients wrth hereditary haemochromatosis Ndture
Genet 13:399,1996; Olsson, K S, Heedman, P A, and Staugard, E Preclinical hemochromatosis in a population on a high-iron-fortified diet J Am Med.
Assoc 239:1999, 1978; Olsson, K S, Marsell, R, Riuer, B, Olander, B., er al.
Iron deficiency and iron overload rn Swedish male adolescents J. Intern Med.
237:187,1995; Bennett, M J , Lebron, J A., and Bjorkman, P J- Crystal structure of the hereditary haemochromatosis protein HFE complexed with transferrin receptor Nature 40346,2000; and Steinberg, K K., Cogswell, M E.,
Chang, J C,, et al Prevalence of C282Y and H63D Mutations in the Hemochromatosis (HFE) Gene in the United States J. Am. Med. Assoc.283,2216,
2001
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of large amounts of blood where the iron is contained in the hemoglobin. Another
group of patients have severe anemias, among the most common of which are the
thalassemias, a group of hereditary hemolytic anemias. ln these cases the subjects
require transfusions throughout their lives, Ieading to the accumulation of large
amounts of iron derived from the transfused blood. Clearly bleeding would be an
inappropriate measure in these cases; rather, the patients are treated by the administration of iron chelators, such as desferrioxamine, which leads to the excretion of
large amounts of complexed iron in the urine. A rare third group of patients acquire
excess iron because they ingest large amounts of both iron and ethanol, the latter
promoting iron absorption. ln these cases excess stored iron can be removed by
bleeding (see Clin. Corr. 24.8 and 24.9).

24.6

I

HEME BTOSYNTHESTS

Heme is produced in virtually all mammalian tissues. Slmthesis is most pronounced
in the bone marrow and liver because o[ the requirements for incorporation into
hemoglobin and the cytochromes, respectively As depicted in Figure 24.6, heme is

a largely planar molecule. It consists of one ferrous ion and a tetrapyrrole ring,
protoporphyrin IX. The diameter of the iron atom is a little too large to be
accommodated within the plane of the porphyrin ring, and thus the metal puckers
out to one side as it coordinates with the apical nitrogen atoms of the four pyrrole
groups. Heme is one of the most stable of compounds, reflecting its strong resonance
features.

cHe

I

N,,,,

HOOC- CHz-

//

CH--CHz

CHz

CHa

I

CHz
I

cooH
FIGURE 24.6

Structure of heme.
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FIGURE 24.7
Pathway for heme biosynthesis.
Numbers indicate enzymes involved in each step as follows: I, Ala
s),nthase, 2, Ala dehydratase; 3, porphobilinogen deaminase; 4, uroporphJrinogen III cosy,nthase; 5, uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase; 6,

.P
5
---->

coproporphyrinogen III oxidase; 7, protoporyhyrinogen IX oxidase;8,
ferrochelatase. Pl,rrole ligands are indicated as follows: f; propionic; A,
acetic; M, methyl, ! vinyl.

Figre 24.7 depicts the pathway for heme bioslmthesis. The following are rhe
important aspects to be noted. First, the initial and last three enzymatic steps are
catalyzed by enzymes tha[ are in the mitochondrion, whereas the intermediate steps
take place in the cytosol. This is important in considering the regulation by heme
of the first biosy,nthetic step; this aspecr is discussed below Second, the organic por-
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tion of heme is derived totally from eight residues each of glycine and succinyl CoA.
Third, the reactions occurring on the side groups attached to the tetrapyrrole ring
involve the colorless intermediales known as porphyrinogens. The latter compounds, though exhibiting resonance fleatures within each pyrrole ring, do not
demonstrate resonance between the pyrrole groups. As a consequence, the porphyrinogens are unstable and can readily be oxidized, especially in the presence of
light, by nonenzymatic means to their stable porphyrin products. In the latter cases
resonance between pyrrole groups is established by oxidation of the four methylene
bridges. Figure 24.8 depicts the en4rmatic conversion of protoporphyrinogen to
protoporphyrin by this oxldation mechanism. This is the only enzymatic porphyrinogen oxidation that is enzyme regulated in humans; all other porphyrinogenporphl,rin conversions are nonenz),rnatic and are catalyzed by light rather than by
specific enzyrnes. Fourth, once the tetrapyrrole ring is formed, the order of the R
groups as one goes clockwise around the tetrapyrrole ring defines which of the four
possible types of uro- or coproporphyrinogens are being slmthesized. These latter
compounds have two different substituents, one each for every p1'rrole group. Going clockwise around the ring, the substituents can be arranged as ABABABAB
(where A and B are different substituents), forming a tlpe I porphyrinogen, or rhe
arrangement can be ABABABBA, forming a tlpe III porphyrinogen. In principle,
[wo other arrangements can occur to form porphyrinogens I] and l\{ and these can
be synthesized chemically; however, they do not occur naturally. ln protoporphyrinogen and protoporphl,rin there are three types of substituents, and the classification becomes more complicated; type IX is the only form that is synthesized
naturally
Derangements of porphyrin metabolism are known clinicaily as the porphyrias.
This family of diseases is of great interest because it has revealed that the regulation
of heme bioqmthesis is complicated. The clinical presentations of the different porphyrias provide a fascinating exposition of biochemical regulatory abnormalities
and their relationship to pathophysiological processes. Table 24.3 lists the details of
the different porphyrias (see Clin. Corr. 24.10).

Enzymes in Heme Biosynthesis Occur in Both
Mitochondria and Cytosol
6-Aminolevulinic Acid Synthase
d-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) s1'nthase controls the ratelimiting step of heme
synthesis in all tissues studied. The sprthesis of the enzpe occurs in the cytosol,
being directed by mRNA derived from the nucleus. The en4.-rne is incorporated into
the matrix of the mitochondrion. Succinyl CoA, an intermediate of the tricarboxylic
acid cycle, is one of the substrates and occurs only in mitochondria. This pro-

-3Hz

---------------->

Protoporphyrinogen lX

Protoporphyrin lX

FICURE 24.8

Action o[ protoporphyrinogen IX oxidase, an example of the conversion of a porphyrinogen to a porphyrin.
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24.3

Derangements in Porphyrin Metabolism

Disease State

Genetics

Acute intermittent
porphyria

Dominant

Hereditary coproporphyia

\hriegate porphyria

Porphyria cutanea tarda

Domlnant

Dominant

Dominant

fissue
Liver

Liver

Liver

Liver

Enzyme

Activity

ALA s),nthase

Increase

2. Porphobiiinogen

Decrease

I
3
1
2

deaminase
A-5a-Reductase
AIA synthase

Decrease

Coproporphyrinogen

Decrease

Increase

Organ Pathology
Nervous svstem

Nerwous system; skin

I
2

oxidase
AtA s)'nthase
ProtoporphlT inogen
oxidase

I

Uroporphyrinogen

Decrease

Skin, induced by

decarboxylase
Ferrochelatase

Decrease

Gallstones, liver

Decrease

disease, skin
Skin and appendages;
reticuloendothelial

Nervous system;

Increase

liver disease

Hereditary protoporphl, ia

Dominant

Marrow

I

Erythropoietic porphyria

Recessive

Marrow

l.

Lead poisoning

None

Al1 tissues

1. ALA dehydrase

Decrease

2

Decrease

Uroporphyrinogen
I1l cosl,nthase

Nervous system, skin

Decrease

system
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24.

Ferrochelatase

blood; others

1O

Acute lntermittent Porphyria
A 40-year-o1d woman appears in the emergency room in an agrtated
state, weeping and complaining of severe abdominal pain She has been
constipated for several days and has nored marked weakness rn the
arms and legs and that "things do not appear to be quite right." Physical examination reveals a slightly rapid heart rate (IOO/mln) and moderate hlpertension (blood pressure of 160/II0 mmHg) There have
been earlier episodes of severe abdominal parn; operations undenaken
on two occasions revealed no abnormalities. The usual laboratory tests
are normal The neurologicai complaints are not localized to an anatomical focus A decision is made that the present s).,mptoms are largely
psychiatric in origin and have a functional rather than an organic basis The patient is sedated with 60 mg o[ phenobarbital; a consultant
psychiatrist agrees by telephone to see the patient in about 4 h fhe
staff notices a marked deteriotation; generalized weakness rapidly appears, progressing to a compromise of respiratory function- This ominous development leads to immediate incorporation of a ventilatory assistance regimen, with transfer to intenstve care for physiological
monitoring Her condition deteriorates and she dies 48 h later A urine
sample of the patient is reported later to have a markedly elevated level
of porphobilinogen This patient had acute intermittent porphyna, a
disease of incompletely understood derangement of heme biosl'nthesis.
There is a dominant pat[ern ol inheritance associated with an overproduction of the porphyrin precursors, AIA and porphobilinogen Three
enz)-rne abnormalities have been noted ln cases that have been studied
carelully These include (I) a marked increase in AIA slnthase, (2) a
reduc[ion by one-haIf of acti\rity of porphobiiinogen deaminase, and (3)
a reduction by one-half of the activity of steroid D4-5a-reductase The
change in content of the second enz)rrne is consonant with a dominant
expression The change in content o[ the third en4rme is acquired and
not apparently a hentable expression o[ the disease lt is believed that
a decrease in porphobilinogen deaminase leads to a minor decrease in
content of heme in liver. The lower concentration of heme leads to a
failure both to repress the synthesis and to lnhibit the activity of ALA

slrrthase. Almos[ never manifested before puberty, the disease is thought
to appear only with the inductlon of D4-5p-reductase at adolescence
Without a sufficient amount of D4-5a-reductase, the obsen'ed increase
in the 5B steroids ls due to a shunting o[ D4 steroids into the 5B-reductase pathway The importance o[ abnormalities of this last metabo]ic
pathway in the pathogenesis of porphl,ria is controversial
Pathophysiologically, the disease poses a great riddle: the de-

rangement of porphyrin metabolism is confined to the liver, which
anatomically appears normal, whereas the pathological findings are restricted to the nervous system. In the present case, involvement of (1)
the brain 1ed to the agltated and confused state and the resplratory co11apse, (2) the autonomrc system 1ed to the hypertension, increased
heart rate, constipation, and abdominal pain, and (3) the peripheral
nervous system and spinal cord led to the weakness and sensory disturbances Expenmentally, no known metabolic intermediate of heme
bioslnthesis can cause the pathology noted in acute intermrttent porphlria There should have been a greater suspicion of the possibility of
porphyria early in the patient's presentation The analysis of porphobllinogen in the urine is a relatively simple test. The treatment would
har.e been glucose infusion, the exclusion of any drugs that could cause
elevatlon ol ALA slnthase (e.g,, barbiturates), and, i[ her disease failed
to respond satisfactonly despite these measures, the administration of
rntravenous hematin to inhlbit the syethesis and activity of AIA s1nthase Acute hepatic porphl,ria is o[ historlc political interest. The dlsease has been diagnosed in two descendants of King George III, suggestlng that the latter's deranged personality preceding and during the
American Revoiution could possibly be ascribed to porphyria

U A, Strand, L J, Dos, M, et al Intermi[tent acute porphyria: demonMed.
stralion of a genetic defect in porphobilinogen metabolism N Engl
286:1777,1972; and Steln, J A and Tschudy, D D- Acute intermiuent porphyrla: a clinical and biochemical study of 46 patients Medtcine (Baltimore)
49:1.1970
Meyer,
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tein has been purified to homogeneity from rat liver mitochondria. The cytosolic
protein is a homodimer of a 71,000-Da subunit, containing a basic N-terminal signaling sequence that directs the en4zme into the mitochondrion. An AfP-dependent 70,000-Da cytosolic component, known as a chaperone protein, maintains AIA
slmthase in the unfolded extended state, the only form that can pass through the
mitochondrial membrane. Thereafter, the N-terminal signaling sequence is cleaved
by a metal-dependent protease in the mitochondrial matrix, to yreld AIA slmthase
subunits of 65,000 Da each. Within the matrix another oligomeric chaperon protein,
of 14 subunits of 60,000 Da each, caLalyzes the correct folding of the protein in a
second AfP-dependent process (see Figure 24.9). The AIA synthase has a short
biological half-life (-60 min). Both the slrrthesis and the activity of the en4rme are
subject to regulation by a variety of substances; 50% inhibition o[ activity occurs in
the presence of 5-mM hemin, and virtually complete inhibition is noted at a 20mM concentration. The enzpatic reaction involves the condensation of a glycine
residue with a residue of succinyl CoA to produce 5-aminoler,rrlinic acid. The
reaction has an absolute requirement for pyridoxal phosphate. Two isoenz)rynes
exist for AIA rynthase; only the mRNA of the erythrocytic form contains an IRE.
Mutations in the erythrocytic form cause a second tlpe of X-linked sideroblastic
anemia;

in this

case no ataxia is seen.
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FICURE 24.9

Synthesis of D-aminolelrrlinic acid (ALA) synthase.
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i n ol evul i n ic Aci d D e hyd ratase
Aminolevulinic acid dehydratase (280 Da) is cytosol and consists of eight subunits,
of which only four interact with the substrate. This protein interacts with the substrate to form a Schiff base, but in this case the a-amino group of a lysine residue

Am

binds to the ketonic carbon of the substrate molecule (Figure 24.L0). Two molecules
of AIA condense asymmetrically to form porphobilinogen. The AIA dehydrase is
a zinc-containing enzyme and is very sensitive to inhibition by heavy metals, particularly lead. A characteristic finding of lead poisoning is the elevation of AIA in
the absence of an elevation of porphobilinogen.
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Porphobilinogen Deaminase and Uroporphyrinogen

lll

Synthase

The synthesis of the porphyrin ring is a complicated process that has recently been
defined. A sulfhydryl group on porphobilinogen deaminase forms a thioether bond
with a porphobilinogen residue through a deamination reaction. Thereafter, five additional porphobilinogen residues are deaminated successively to form a linear hexapyrrole adduct with the enzpa The adduct is cleaved hydrolytically to form both
an en4rme-dipy'rrolomethane complex and the linear tetraprrole, hydro:orrmethyl-

bilane. The en4rme-dipyrrolomethane complex is then ready for another cycle of
addition of four porphobilinogen residues to generate another tetrapyrrole. Thus
dipyrrolomethane is the covalently attached novel cofactor for the enzyme. Porphobilinogen deaminase has no ring-closing function; hydroxymethylbilane closes in an
en4.'rne-independent step to form uroporphyrinogen I if no additional factors are
present. However, the deaminase is closely associated with a second protein, uroporphyrinogen III synthase, which directs the slnthesis of the III isomer. The formation of the latter involves a spiro intermediate generated from hydro>orrmethylbilane; this allows the inversion of one of the pl,rrole groups (see Figure 24.L1).ln

APAP
SH + 2 Porphobilinogens --------->

++ ooronooirinooens

J

APAPA
HHHH
Hydrorymethylbllane

uroporphyrinoge

^l

*-------/

|

uroporpnyrinogen ttt

+

cosynthase

Uroporphyrinogenlll

-+

Spiro intermedlate

FlcuRE 24.11
Synthesis ofuroporphyrinogens I and III.
En4rme in blue is uroporphyrinogen I synthase.
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lll slmthase, uroporphyrinogen I is sprtheIII isomer is syrrthesized rapidly A rare recessivelv
inherited disease, erythropoietic porphyria, associated with marked cutaneous lighr
sensitization, is due to an abnormality of reticulocy[e uroporphyrinogen III synthase. Here large amounts of the type I isomers of uroporphyrinogen and coproporphyrinogen are sFithesized in the bone marrow. Two lsoenz).,rnes exist for porthe absence of the uroporphyrinogen
sized slowly, in its presence, the

phobilinogen deaminase due to alternative splicing of exon
of the mRNA.
U ro po

rphy ri n oge n

D e carb

I

or exon 2 to the rest

ory I ase

Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase acts on the side chains ofuroporphyrinogens to
form coproporphyrnogens. The protein catalyzes the conversion of both I and III
isomers of uroporphyrinogen to the respective coproporphl,rinogen isomers. Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase is inhibited by iron salts. Clinicaily the most common
cause of porphyrin derangement is associated with patients who have a single gene
abnormality for uroporphl,rinogen decarboxylase, leading to 50olo depression of the
enz)ryne's activity. This disease, which shows cutaneous manifestations primarill'
with sensitivity to light, is known as porphyria cutanea tarda. The condition is not
expressed unless patients either take drugs that cause an increase in porphyrin sy,nthesis or drink large amoun[s of alcohol, leadlng to the accumulation of iron, which
then acts to inhibit further the activity of uroporphgrnogen decarboxylase.
Co p ro po r p hy ri n o ge

n Oxi d as e

Coproporphyrinogen oxidase, a mitochondrial enzpe, is specific for the type III
isomer of coproporphlmnogen, not acting on the type I isomer. Coproporphyrinogen III enters mitochondria and is converted to protoporphyrinogen IX. The mechanism of action is not understood. A dominant hereditary disease associated with a
deficiency of this en4.,rne leads to a form of hereditary hepatic porphlria, known
as hereditary coproporphyria.
P roto p o rp

hy ri n o ge

n

O xi d ase

Protoporphyrinogen oxidase, another mitochondrial enzyme, generates protoporphpin IX, which, in contrast to the other heme precursors, is very water-insoluble.
Excess amounts of protoporphl'rin IX that are not converted to heme are excreted
by the biliary system into the intestinal tract. A dominant disease, variegate porphyria, is due to a deficiency of protoporphyrinogen oxidase.
Ferrochelatase
Ferrochelatase inser[s ferrous iron into protoporphyrin IX in the final step of heme
slrlthesis. Reducing substances are required for its activity The protein is sensitive
to the effects of heary metais (especially lead) and, of course, to iron deprivation.
In these latter instances, zinc instead of iron is incorporated to form a zinc-protoporphyrin IX complex. In contrast to heme, the zinc-protoporphyrin lX complex
is brilliantly fluorescent and easily detectable in small amounts. Prokaryotic ferrochelatase contains no prosthetic groups; however, the mammaliarrerrzqe contains

an Fe2S2 group.

ALA Synthase Catalyzes Rate-Limiting Step of Heme Biosynthesis
AIA

synthase controls the rate-limiting step of heme s]'rrthesis in all tissues. Succinyl
CoA and glycine are substrates for a variety of reactions. The modulation of the activity of AIA qrnthase determines the quantity of the substrates that will be shunted
into heme biosynthesis. Heme (and also hematin) acts both as a repressor of the
sprthesis of AIA synthase and as an inhibitor of its activitlz Since heme resembles
neither the substrates nor the product of the enz)rme's action, it is probable that the
latter inhibition occurs at an allosteric site. Almost 100 different drugs and metaboli[es can cause induction of AIA s],nthase; for example, a 40-fold increase is noted

HEME

in the rat af[er [reatment with 3,5-dicarbethoxy-1,4-dihydrocollidine. The effect of
pharmacological agents has led to the important clinical feature where some patients with certain kinds of porphyria have had exacerbations of their condition
following the inappropriate administration of cerlain drugs (e.g., barbiturates). AIA
dehydratase is also inhibited by heme; but this is of 1itt1e physiological consequence,
since the activity of ALA dehydrase is about 8O-fold greater than that of AIA s1'n-

thase, and thus heme-inhibitory effects are reflected first

in the activity of AIA

slrrthase.

Glucose or a proximal metabolite serves to inhibit heme biosynthesis in a
mechanism that is not yet defined This is of clinical relevance, since some patients
manifest their porphyric sta[e for the first time when placed on a very low caloric
(and therefore glucose) intake Other regulators of porphyrin metabolism include
certain sterolds. Steroid hormones (e g., oral contraceptive pills) with a double
bond in ring A between C-4 and C-5 atoms can be reduced by two different reductases. The product of 5a-reductlon has little effect on heme biosl'nthesis; however, the product of 5B-reduction serves as a stimulus for the synthesis of ALA
s)Trthase.

24.7

I

HEME CATABOLISM

Catabolism of heme-containing proteins presents two requirements to the mammalian host: (1) development of a means of processing the hydrophobic products
of porphyrin ring cleavage and (2) reten[ion and mobiiization of the contained iron
so that it may be reutilized. Red blood cells have a life span of approximately
120 days. Senescen[ cells are recognized by their membrane changes and removed
and engulfed by the reticuloendothelial system at extravascular sites. The globin
chains denature, releasing heme into the cytoplasm. The globin is degraded to its
constituent amino acids, which are reutilized for general metabolic needs.
Figure 24.12 depicts the events of heme catabolism. Heme is degraded primarily by a microsomal enzyme system in reticuloendothelial cells that requires
molecular oxygen and NADPH. Heme oxygenase is substrate inducible and catalyzes the cleavage of the a-methene bridge, which joins the two pyrrole residues
containing the vinyl substituen[s. The a-methene carbon is converted quantitatively
to carbon monoxide. The only endogenous source of carbon monoxide in humans
is the a-methene carbon. A fraction of the carbon monoxide is released via the
respiratory tract. Thus the measurement of carbon monoxide in an exhaled breath
provides an index to the quan[ity of heme that is degraded in an individual. The
oxygen present in the carbon monoxide and in the newly derivatized lactam rings
is genera[ed entirely from molecuiar oxygen. The stoichiometry of [he reac[ion requires 3 mol of oxygen for each ring cleavage. Heme oxygenase will only use heme
as a subs[rate, with the iron possibiy participating in the cleavage mechanism. Thus
free protoporphyrin lX is not a substrate. The linear tetrapyrrole biliverdin IX is
the product formed by the action of heme oxygenase. Biliverdin IX is reduced by
biliverdin reductase to bilirubin IX.

Bilirubin ls Conjugated to Form Bilirubin Diglucuronide in Liver
Bilirubin is derived not only from senescent red ceils but also from turnover of
other heme-containing proteins, such as the cytochromes Studies with labeled
glycine as a precursor have revealed that an earlyJabeled bilirubin, with a peak
within I-3 h, appears a very short time after a pulsed administration of the labeled
precursor. A larger amount of bilirubin appears much later at abou[ 120 days, reflecting [he turnover of heme in red blood cells. EarlyJabeled bilirubin can be divided into two parts: an early-early part, which reflects the turnover of heme proteins in the liver, and a late-early part, which consists of both the turnover of
heme-containing hepatic proteins and the [urnover of bone marrow heme, which
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Formation of bilirubin from heme.
Greek letters indicate labeling of methene carbon atoms in heme.

is either poorly incorporated or easily released from red blood cells. The latter is a
measurement of ineffective erythropoiesis and can be very pronounced in disease
states such as pemicious anemia and the thalassemias.
Bilirubin is poorly soluble in aqueous solutions at physiological pH values.
When transported in plasma, it is bound to serum albumin with an association constant greater than 106 M-1. Albumin contains one such high-affinity site and another \^rith a lesser affinity. At the normal albumin concentration of 4 g dl-r, about
70 mg of bilirubin per dL of plasma can be bound on the two sites. However, bilirubin toxicity (kernicterus), which is manifested by the transfer of bilirubin to membrane lipids, commonly occurs at concentrations greater than 25 mg dl-l. Thls
suggests that the weak affinity of the second site does not allow it to servi: effectively
in the transport of bilirubin. Bilirubin on serum albumin is rapidly cleared by the
liver, where there is a free bidirectional flux of the tetrapyrrole across the sinusoidal-hepatocyte interface. Once in the hepatoclte, bilirubin is bound to several
cytosolic proteins, of which only one has been well characterized. The latter component, Iigandin, is a small basic component making up to 60lo of the total cytosolic
protein of rat liver. Ligandin has been purified to homogeneity from rat liver and
characterized as having two subunits of molecular mass of 22 kDa and 27 kDa.
Each subunit contains glutathione S-epoxidetransferase activity, a function impor-

HEME

tant in detoxification mechanisms of aryl groups. The stoichiometry o[ binding is
one bilirubin molecule per complete ligandin molecule.
Once in the hepatocyte the propionyl side chains of bilirubin are conjugated
to form a diglucuronide (see Figure 24.13). The reaction utilizes uridine diphosphoglucuronate derived from the oxidation of uridine diphosphoglucose. The former serves as a glucuronate donor to bilirubin. In normal bile the diglucuronide is
the major form of excreted biiirubin, with only small amounts o[ the monoglucuronide or other glycosidic adducts. Bilirubin diglucuronide is much more watersoluble than free bilirubin, and thus the transferase facilitates the excretion of the
bilirubin into bile. Bilirubin diglucuronide is poorly absorbed by the intestinal mucosa. The glucuronide residues are released in the terminal ileum and large intestine by bacterial hydrolases; the released bilirubin is reduced to the colorless linear
tetrapyrroles known as urobilinogens. Urobilinogens can be oxidized to colored
products known as urobilins, which are excreted in the feces. A small fraction of
urobilinogen can be reabsorbed by the terminal ileum and large intestine to be removed by hepatic cells and resecreted in bile. When urobilinogen is reabsorbed in
large amounts in certain disease states, the kidney serves as a major excretory sil-e.
ln the normal state plasma bilirubin concentrations are 0.3-1 mg dL-1, and
this is almost all in the unconjugated state. In the clinical setting conjugated bilirubin is expressed as direct bilirubin because it can be coupled readily with diazonium salts to yreld azo dyes; this is the direct van den Bergh reaction. Unconjugated bilirubin is bound noncovalently to albumin and will not react until it is
released by the addition of an organic solvent such as ethanol. The reaction with
diazonium salts yielding the azo dye after the addition of ethanol is the indirect van
den Bergh reaction, and this measures the indirect bilirubin or the unconjugated
bilirubin. Unconjugated bilirubin binds so tightly to serum albumin and lipid that
it does nor diffuse freely in plasma and therefore does not lead to an elevation of
bilirubin in the urine. Unconjugated bilirubin has a high affinity for membrane
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Bioslmthesis of bilirubin diglucuronide.
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Neonatal lsoimmune Hemolysis
Rh-negatlve women pregnant. with Rh-positive fetuses develop antibodles to Rh factors. These antibodies cross the placenta to hemolyze
fetal red blood cells. Usually this is not of clinlcal relevance unril
about the thlrd Rh-positive pregnancy, in which the mother has had
antigenic challenges from earlier babies Antenatal studies reveal rising maternal levels o[ IgG antibodies against Rh-positive red blood
ce11s, indicating that the fetus is Rh-positlve. Before birth, placentai
transfer of fetal bilirubin occurs with excretion through the maternal
liver Because hepatic enzymes of bilirubin metabolism are poorly expressed in the newborn, infants may not be able to excrete the large
amounts of bilirubin that can be generated from red cell breakdown
At birth these infants usually appear normal; however, the unconjugated biiirubin in the umbilical cord blood is elevated up to 4 mg
dL-1, due to the hemolysis initiated by maternal antibodies Durlng
the next 2 days the serum bilirubin rlses, reflecting continulng isoimmune hemolysis, leading to jaundice, hepatosplenomegaly, ascites,
and edema If untreated, signs of central nervous system damage can
occur, with the appearance of Iethargy, hypotonia, spasticity, and

respiratory difficulty, constituting the syr:rdrome of kernicrerus Treatment involves exchange transfusion with whole blood, which is serologically compatible with both the lnfants blood and maternal serum
The latter requirement is necessary to prevent hemolysis of the transfused cells, Additional treatmenr includes external phototherapl,,
which facilitates the breakdown of bilirubin. The entire problem can
be prevenred by treating Rh-negative mothers with anti-Rh globulin
These antibodies recognize the fetal red cells, block the Rh antigens,
and cause them to be destroyed without stimulating an immune response in the mothers

Maur, H M,Shumway C N, Draper, D A, and Hossaini,A Controlledtrial
comparing agar, in[ermittent phototherapy, and continuous phototherapy for
reducing neonatal hlperbilirubinemia J Pediatr 87:73, 1973 Bowman, J J
Managemenf of Rh-isoimmunization. Obstet Gynecol 52.1,1978; and Dennery P A, Seidman, D S and S[evenson, D K Neonatal hyperbilirubinemia
N Engi, J, Med 344.581, 2001

liplds, which leads to the impairment of cell membrane funcrion, especially in

rhe

nervous system. ln conlrast, conjugated bilirubin is relatively water-soluble, and elevations of conjugated bilirubin lead to high urinary concenrra[lons wlrh the characteristlc deep yellow-brown color. The deposltlon of conjugated and unconjugared
bilirubin in skin and the sclera gives the ye11ow ro yellow-green color seen in pa-

tients with jaundice.

A third form of plasma bilirubln occurs only with hepatocellular disease in
which a fraction of the bilirubin binds so tightly that it is not released from serum
albumin by the usual techniques and is thought to be linked covalently ro rhe protein. In some cases up to 90% of total bilirubin can be in this covalently bound
form
The normal liver has a very large capacity to conjugate and mobilize the biliru-

bin that is delivered. As a consequence, hyperbilirubinemla due [o excess heme destruction, as in hemolytic diseases, rarely leads to bilirubin levels that exceed 5 mg
dL 1, except in sltuations in which functional derangement of the liver is presenr
(see Clin. Corr. 24.11) Thus marked eleva[ion o[ unconjugated bilirubin reflects
primarily a variety of hepatic diseases, including those that are heritable and those
thal are acquired (see Clin. Corr 24.12)
Elevatrons of conjugated bilirubin level in plasma are a[tribulable to liver
and./or biliary tract dlsease In simple uncompllcated billary tract obstruction, the
major component of the elevated serum bilirubin is the diglucuronide form, which
is released by the liver into the vascular compartment. Blliary tract disease may be
extrahepatic or intrahepatic, the latter involving the canaliculi and blliary ductules
(see

Clin. Corr 24 13)

lntravascular Hemolysis Requires Scavenging of lron
In certain diseases destruc[ion of red blood cel1s occurs in the intravascular compartment rather than in the extravascular reticuloendothelial cells. In the former
in plasma could lead potentially
to [he excretion of these substances through the kidney with a substantial loss of
iron To prevent [his occurrence, speclfic plasma proteins are involved in scavengcase lhe appearance of free hemoglobin and heme

ing mechanisms Ttansferrin binds free iron and thus permits its reutilization. Free
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Bilirubin UDP-glucuronosyltransferase has two isoenzyme forms, derived from alternative mRNA splicing between variable forms of exon
and common exons 2,

3,4,
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and 5. The latter exons define the part

o[ rhe protein that binds the UDP-glucuronate, whereas the various
exons I have defined specificities for either bilirubin or other acceptors, such as phenol. Two exons have bilirubin specificity leading to
two forms of bilirubin UDP-glucuronosyltransferase forms. Two major famiiies of diseases are seen with deficiencies of the enzyme.
Crigler-Najjar sytdrome occurs in infants and is associated with extraordinarily high serum unconjugated bilirubin due to an autosomai
recessive inheritance of mutations on both alleles in exons 2, 3,4. or
5. Gilberts sy,ndrome is also associated with a deficiency of the en4/mes activity, but only to about 25o/o of normal. The patients appear
jaundiced but without other clinical si,T nptoms. The major complication is an exhaustive search by the physician looking for some serious liver disease and failing to recognize the benign condition. Two

different findings that may be restricted to different populations

Deficiency
account for the condition In Japan a dominant pattem of inheritance
with a mutation on only one allele. The 75o/o reduction of actMty is ascribed to the fact that the enzlme exists as an oligomer,
where mutant and normal monomers might associate to form heterooligomers The explanation is that not only rs the mutant monomer
inactive, but it forces conformational effects on the normai subunit,
reducing its activity substantially In contrast, in the Western world
the condition is due largely to a homozygous expansion of the bases
in the promoter region with less efficient transcription of the gene
is noted

Y, Uyama, S., et al Analysis of genes for bilirubin UDPglucuronosyltransferase in Gilbert's sJ'ndrome Lancet 345:958, 1995; Bosma,
P J , Chowdhury J R , Bakker, C,, et a1 The genetic basis o[ the reduced expression of bilirubin UDP-glucuronosyltransferase I in Gilbert's syndrome. N
Engl J Med.333:I171, 1995; and Burchell, B. and Hume, R Molecular genetic

Aono, S , Adachi,

basis of Giherts symdrome, J, Gastroenterol Hepatol

14:960, 1999

hemoglobin, after oxygenation in the pulmonary caplIlaries, dissociates into a,B
dimers, which are bound to a family of circulating plasma proteins, the haptoglobins, which have a high affinity for the oxyhemoglobin dimer. Since deoxyhemoglobin does not dissociate into dimers in physlological settings, it is not bound by
haptoglobin. The stoichiometry of binding is two a,B-oxyhemoglobin dimers per
haptoglobin molecule, Interesting studies have been made with rabbit antihumanhemoglobin antibodies on the haptoglobin-hemoglobin in[eraclion. Human haptoglobin interac[s with a variety of hemoglobins from different species. The binding of human haptoglobin with human hemoglobin i.s not affected by the binding
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Elevation of Serum Conjugated Bilirubin
Elevations of serum conjugated bilirubin are attdbutable to liver
and/or biliary tract disease. ln simple uncomplicated biliary tract obstruction, the major component of the elevated serum bilirubin is the
diglucuronide form, which is released by the liver into the vascular
compartment. Bihary tract disease may be extrahepatic or intrahepatic, the latter involving the canaliculi and biiiary ductules.
Hydrophobic compounds have an affinity for membranes and
thus enter cells To remove these compounds ATP-dependent membrane channels pump them into the circulation, where they can be
bound by serum albumin and transferred to the liver. These pumps
were initially described in the setting o[ cancer chemotherapy where
the agents are commonly hydrophobic and used in high concentrations. One kind of resistance to therapy was found to be due to the
increased activity of the pumps in tumor cells, reducing intracellular
drug concentrations. Accordingly, these pumps have been called
MRPs (multidrug resistance proteins) At least six kinds are known
(see p. 525). The property of hydrophobicity reduces the need of a
specific pump for each compound since capture from a dilute aqueous medium is a minor issue, in contrast to hydrophilic compounds
where channels have to be very specific. The MRPs serve also to

transfer physiological hydrophobic compounds such as sreroids from

the adrenal gland and bilirubin from hepatocytes into bile DubinJohnson sl,ndrome is an autosomal recessive disease involving a defect in the biliary secretory mechanism of the liver. Excretion from
the hepatocyte to the canaliculi relies on MRP 2. In Dubin-Johnson
syndrome mutations occur in this protein (known also as cMOAT,

canalicular multispecific organic anion transporter). Excretion
through the biIiary tract of a variety (but not all) of organic anions
is affected. Reten[ion of melanin-like pigment in the liver in this disorder leads to a characteristic gray-black color of this organ. A second heritable disorder associated with elevated levels of serum conjugated bilirubin is Rotor's sy'ndrome In this poorly defined disease
no hepatic pigmentation occurs.

Iyanagi,

EY

and Accoucheur, S, Biochemical and molecular disorders of

bilirubin merabolism. Biochim. Biophys Acta 1407 773, 1998; Hepatolog
15:1154,1992; and Tsugi, H, Konig, J , Rost, D., et al Exon-intron organization of the human multidrugresistance protein 2 (MRP 2) gene mutated in
Dubin-Johnson sl,ndrome Gwtroenterologt I I 7 :653, 1999
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of rabbit antihuman-hemoglobin antibodiz These studies suggesr that haptoglobin
binds to sites on hemoglobin that are highly conserved in evoiution and therefore
are not sufficiently antigenic to generate antibodies. The most likely site for the molecular interaction of hemoglobin and haptoglobin is the interface of the a and B
globins of the tetramer that dissociates to yreld o,B dimers. Sequence determinations
have indicated that these contact regions are highly conserved in evolution.

Haptoglobins are a2-globulins. Synthesized in liver, they consist of two pairs of
polypeptide chains (a being the lighter and B the heavier). The a and B chains are
derived from a single mRNA, generating a single pollpeptide chain that is cleaved
to form [he two different chains. The B chains are glycopeptides of 39 kDa and are
invariant in structure; a chains are of several kinds. The haptoglobin chains are
joined by disulfide bonds between the a and p chains and between the two a chains
lnteraction of haptoglobin with hemoglobin forms a complex that is too Iarge
to be filtered through the renal glomeruius. Free hemoglobin (appearing in renal
tubules and in urine) will occur during intravascular hemolysis only when the binding capacity o[ circulating haptoglobin has been exceeded. Haptoglobin delivers hemoglobin to the reticuloendothelial cells. The heme in free hemoglobin.is relativell'
resistant to the action of heme oxygenase, whereas the heme residues in an a,p
dimer o[ hemoglobin bound to haptoglobin are very susceprible.
Measurement of serum haptogiobin is used clinically as an indication of the degree of intravascular hemolysis. Pa[ients who have significant intravascular hemolysis have little or no plasma haptoglobin because of the removal of haptoglobin-hemoglobin complexes by the reticuloendothelial system. Haptoglobin levels can also
be low in severe extravascular hemolysis, in which the large load of hemoglobin in
the reticuloendothelial system leads to the transfer of free hemoglobin into plasma
Free heme and hematin appearing in plasma are bound by a B-globulin,
hemopexin (57 kDa). One heme residue binds per hemopexin moiecule. Hemopexin transfers heme to liver, where further metabolism by heme oxygenase occurs.
Normal plasma hemopexin contains very little bound heme, whereas in intravascular hemolysis, the hemopexin is almost completely sarurared by heme and is
cleared with a half-life of about 7 h. In the latrer, excess heme binds ro albumin,
with newly slmthesized hemopexin serving as a mediator for the transfer of the
heme from albumin to the liver. Hemopexin also binds free protoporphyrin.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Refer to the following for Questlons

1-3.

D
8.

C. hemosiderin
D. Iactoferrin

I
2
3.

4

is an iron-chelating compound
releases iron from heme in the degradation of hemoglobin.
C. blnds iron to sulfide ions and cysteine residues.
D. is inhibited by heavy metals.
E. is involved in the cytoplasmic portion of heme synthesis.

B.

transferrin

Major protein responsible for the storage of iron.
Delivers iron [o tissues by binding to specific cell surface receptors

In the intestinal absorption of iron:
A the presence of a reductant like ascorbate enhances the avail-

9. Heme

A.

abllity of the iron.

C.

B.

the regulation of uptake occurs between the lumen and the mucosai cells.
the amount of apoferritin s)'nthesized in the mucosal cell is directly related to the need for iron by the host

D. iron bound tightly to a ligand, such as phytate, is more readily
absorbed than free iron.

E. low pH in the stomach inhibits

mechanisms

ar

E.

I0.

absorption by favoring Fe3+.

their uptake of iron with changing iron

content.

C. Transferrin

decreases

in iron deficiency to facilitate

storage of

lron.
homeostasis is maintained in part by iron regulatory proteins binding to iron responsive elements in mRNA.
In the early stages of iron depletion, serum ferritin levels rise
rapidly as iron is released from storage forms.

D. Iron

E.

6

7.

The biosynthesis of heme requires all of the following EXCEPT:
A propionic acid.

B.

succinyl CoA.

C.

glycine.

D.

ferrous ion.

Lead poisoning would be expected lo result
aminoler,rrlinic acid.

A

in an elevated level of:

can use either heme or protoporphyrin

lX

as substrate.

Haptoglobin:
helps prevent loss of iron following intravascular red blood cell
destruction
B. levels in serum are elevated in severe intravascular hemolysis.
C. inhibits the action o[ heme oxygenase.
D binds heme and hematin as well as hemoglobin.
E. binds a,p-deoxyhemoglobin dimers.

A.

e av ailable.

Ce1ls cannot regulate

oxygenase:

can oxldize the methene bridge between any two pyrrole rings
of heme.
requires molecular oxygen.

C. produces bilirubin.
D. produces carbon dioxide.

5. Which of the following statements about iron distribution ls correct?
A. Iron overload cannot occur because very efficient excretory

B.

Ferrochelatase:

A

A tlpe of protein in which iron is specifically bound to sulfur.

B

heme.

E. bilirubin.

A. ferritin
B. ferredoxin
E.

porphobilinogen.

C. protoporphyrin I

Questions II and 12: A woman appears in an emergency room in an
agitated state with severe abdominal pain and marked weakness in all
her limbs. Usual laboratory tests are normal and no specific abnormality can be found. She is sedated with phenobarbital (a barbiturate) and
observed over the next few hours. Her condition rapidly deteriorates
and further study finds an elevated level of porphobilinogen in her
urine. A diagnosis of acute intermittent porphyria is made. Enzyme abnormalities in this disease are a marked increase in AIA synthetase and
a 50% reduction in porphobilinogen deaminase.

1I.

Aminoler,,ulinic acid slnthase:
A. requires NAD for activity.
B. is allosterically activated by heme
C. syrrthesis is inhibited by steroids.
D. is synthesized in mitochondria.
E. synthesis can be induced by a variety of drugs.
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12. Normally, porphobilinogen is an intermediate in the pathway to
heme biosynthesis. There arc marry other intermediates. Uroporphy,rinogen III:
is sytrthesized rapidly from porphobilinogen
a coslrrthase.
B. does not contain a tetrapyrrole ring.

A.

14. Conjugated billrubin is:
A. transported in blood bound to serum albumin.

B. deficient in Crlgler-Najjar sprdrome, a deficiency of a UDPin the presence of

glucuronosyltransferase

C. reduced in serum in biliary tract obstruction
D the form of bilirubin most elevated in hepatic (liver)

C

is lormed from coproporphyrinogen III by decarboxylation.
D. is converted directly to protoporphl'rinogen IX.
E formation is the primary control step in heme slnthesis.

E

less soluble

in

disease

aqueous solution than the unconjugated form

Problems

15 In the early stages of iron deficiency,

physiological changes occur
although there are no clinical s).rrnptoms The level and percent saturation of serum transferrin are relatively normal As the iron deficiency progresses, serum iron falls and the level of total serum
transferrin increases but lts percent saturation falls How is senrm
iron level maintained in the early stages? What is the purpose of
the increased transferrin in the later stages?

Questions 13 and 14: If an Rh-negative woman becomes pregnant wirh
Rh-positive fetuses, she will develop antibodies to Rh factors About the
third Rh-positive pregnancy, the antibodies will cross the placenta and
hemolyze fetal red blood cells. Because hepatic enzymes of bilirubin
metabolism are not [u]ly developed in the newborn, within a few days
after birth the infant will develop jaundice, hepatosplenamegaly, ascires,
and edema If untreated, central nervous system damage can occur.

13. The substance deposited in skin and sclera in jaundice

is:

A. biliverdin.
B. only unconjugated bilirubln.
C. only direct bilirubin
D. both bilirubin and bilirubin diglucuronide.

E

hematin.

! nNswrns
l. B
2.

A

3.

E

4.

A

5 D

6.

7.

A

A

16. Microorganisms require iron for replication and function. Infants
are protected against gastrointestinal infections because of the rvay
iron is handied in human milk In individuals with an iron overload,
normaliy nonpathogenic microorganisms can become pathogenic
because of a breakdown in the normal handling of iron What is
the mechanism of iron handling that accounts for these two
conditions?

I

Animal ferredoxins, also known as nonheme iron-containing
proteins, have two irons bound to two cysteine residues and
sharing two sulfide ions
Hemosiderin is an amorphous deposit of iron around ferritin
when iron is in excess.
Internaiization of the receptor-transferrin complex is mediated
by a Ca2* -calmodulin-protein kinase C complex Internalization is followed by release of the iron and recycling of the apotransferrin to the plasma
Ascorbate facilitates reduction to the ferrous state and, therefore, dissociation from ligands and absorption B: Subsrantial
iron enters the mucosal cell regardless of need, but the amount
transferred to the capillary beds is controlled. C: Iron bound to
apoferritin is trapped in mucosal cel1s and not transfered to the
host. D: Iron must dissociate from ligands for absorption. This
is why the iron in spinach is not a good source of iron. E: Oxidation to Fe3* is favored by higher pH
D, B: In the presence of low iron this mechanism leads to increased slrlthesis of transferrin receptor and decreased s],nthesis of apoferritln. A: The high affinity of many macromolecules
for iron prevents efficient excretion C: Transferrin increases in
iron deficiency to improve absorption. E: Serum ferritin is normally small and decreases
The organic portion of heme comes totally from glycine and
succinyl CoA; the propionic acid side chain comes from the
succinate D: The final step of heme s,,nthesis is the insertion
of the ferrous ion.
Lead inhibits AIA dehydratase so it results in accumulation of
ALA. B-D: Slnthesis of porphobilinogen and subsequent compounds is inhibited. Heme certainly would not be elevated, because lead also inhibits ferrochelatase. E: Bilirubin is a breakdown product of heme, not an intermediate in slrrthesis.

B.

D

9 B

I0.

A

This enzyrne catalyzes the last step of heme slrrthesis, the insertion o[ Fe2+, and is sensitive to the effects of heavy merals
A, B: It is an enzgne of sprthesis C: This describes an ironsulfur protein E: The last step of heme synthesis is a mitochondrial process
Oxygenases usually use 02. A: The en4..rne is specific for the
methene between the two rings containing the vinyl groups (amethene bridge). C, D: The products are biliverdin and CO; the
measurement of CO in the breath is an index of heme degradation E: Iron is necessary for activity
Haptoglobin is part of the scavenging mechanism to prevent urinary ioss of heme and hemoglobin from intravascular degradation of red blood ce1ls B: Since the scavenged
complex is taken up by the reticuloendothelial system, the
haptoglobin levels in serum are iow. C: Heme residues in
the dimers bound to haptoglobin are more susceptible than
free heme to oxidation by heme oxygenase. D: Heme and
hematin are bound by a B-globulin, while haptoglobin is an aglobulin E: Deoxyhemoglobin does not dissociate to dimers
physiologically

I

i E

12

A

The enz ,rr.e rs induced in response to need

as well as by drugs
and metabolites Giving the porphlria patient phenobarbital increased her already high AfA s,,nthase. A: The mechanism involves a Schiff base with glycine, therefore the coenzyme is

pl,ridoxal phosphate B: Heme both allosterically inhibits and
suppresses s),nthesis of the enz)rme C: One reduction product
of catabolic steroids stimulates the sprthesrs D: The gene for
this enz).me is on nuclear DNA.
In the absence ofcosprthase, uroporphyrinogen I is syrrthesized
slowly B: The tetrahydropyrrole ring has formed by this point
C, D: The decarboxylation goes from uroporphyrinogen to coproporphyrlnogen, which is then converted to protopor-

ANSWERS

phyrinogen. E: The synthesis of aminoleurlinic acid is the rate-

limiting step.
13. D Both conjugated (direct) and unconjugated (indirect) bilirubin
are deposited. They are coming from the breakdown of the red
cells.

14.

I5

B

Conjugated bilirubin is bilirubin diglucuronide. A: Unconju-

gated bilirubin is transported bound to albumin. C: Liver
conjugates bilirubin but if the bile duct is obstructed it won't
be excreted. D: Liver is responsible for the conjugation, which
would be impaired in hepatic damage. E: The purpose of conjugation is to increase water solubility
In the absence o[ iron, the storage forms of iron in liver and
bone marrow will be deplered to maintain serum iron. The nor-

I6

I fOZe

mal small amount of serum ferritin decreases and what is there
is mostly apoferritin with little iron bound. In the later stages,
transferrin increases in an attempt to absorb more iron from the
gastrointestinal tract
Normally there is very little free iron present because ironbinding proteins are Iess than completely saturated. In milk, the
protein is lactoferrin, which rapidly binds free iron. In serum
the protein is transferrin. Normally there is excess iron-binding
capacity but in iron overload, transferrin may be almost
completely saturated. This makes small amounts of free iron
available.
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Secre[ion of digestive fluids and digesrion of food were among the earliest biochemical events to be investigated at the beginning of the era of modern science
Major milestones were the discovery of hydrochlorlc acid secrerion by the stomach
and enzymatic hydrolysis of protein and starch by gastric juice and saliva, respectively. The discovery of gastric HC1 producrion goes back to rhe American physician William Beaumont (1785-1853) .ln 1822 he treated a patient wlth a stomach
wound. The patient recovered from the wound, but retained a gastric fistula (abnormal opening through the skin) Beaumont seized the opportunity to obtain and

;.:fJ.:?:',n":l[.ij.'jr:[*,:1T::stHilL:ififfi !iL.']1T.*fi :H:J;
HCI. This discovery established the principle of unique secrerions into the
Lrointestinal tract, whlch are elaborated by specialized glands.

gas-

Soon thereafter, the principle of enz)rynalic breakdown of food was recognized In
1836 Theodor Schwann (1810-1882), a German anaromisr and physiologrst, noriced
that gastric juice degraded albumin in the presence of dilute acid He recognized thar
a new principle was involved and coined the word pepsin from the Greek pepsis, mean-

Itt"l,llil,l"l;*ff

#:ffi :;':,:i::il:i:";;fttTi:"-.:;'ff .:'ffii::Lii1".?h*'

The major nutrients are proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. Many differenr types
of food can satisfy the nutrltional needs of humans, even though they differ in the

ratio of protein to carbohydrate and to fat and in the ratio of digestible to nondi-

:,Til?T,;ffi:li.';!:n'iTifJili"T1fr':T:;",,,H::[;:1&li::xiffi I.
teria The fibers are mostly carbohydrates, such as cellulose (F-1,4-glucan) or
pectins (mixtures of methyl es[ers of polygalacturoni.c acid, polygalactose, and polyarabinose). High-fiber diets enjoy a cerrain popularity nowadays because of added
bulk to stool and a postulated preventive effect on development of colonic cancer.
Table 25.1 describes average contributions ofdifferent food classes to the dier
of North Americans. Intake by individuals may subs[antlally deviare from rhe averxf,

il,T,t""1;::x,tti:ff :?uil1,#,1;l,,l'.:';'*::1il:I*liffi ,ll;

and digestive reserve capacity of the gastrointestinal tract.
Knowledge of the nature of proteins and carbohydra[es in rhe diet is important

I;r*'x*ff 'il$^lli"ff ::'*,,1H:bT,i;?::Tii:t':,;tH:1,:::i
produce gastrointestinal disease. In this case, omission of the offending food constituent eliminates the problems. Examples of nulrients that can be [he cause of gasone or the protein rractions or

ffi::':ffi ',*:::::lili:,"ffi

ff ::,;T,,iluten'

Multiple Gastrointestinal Organs Contribute to Food Digestion
The bulk of ingested nu[rients consists of large poll.rners that have to be broken
down to monomers before they can be absorbed and made available to all cells of
TABTE

25.1

Contribution of Major Food Groups to Daily Nutrient Supplies in the United States

Eggs

en)
Protein
Carbohydrate

r00

22

381

7

Fat

r55

t3

42
0.1
35

6

t2

I8

OI

19

36

0
37

4

I

0

3

0

0
42

ovERVTEW

the body The complete process from food intake to absorption of nutrients into the
blood consists of a complicated sequence of events, which at the minimum includes

(Figur6 25.1):

I. Mechanical

homogenization of food and mixing of ingested solids with fluids secreted by the glands of the gastrointestinal tract.

pHt

t<21

Protein denaturation + hydrolysis

NaHCO3, NaCl, propeptidases,
amylase, prolipases

Gallbladdor
Enteropeptidase

ps{t=zl
Activation of trypsinogen
Activation ol propeptidases +
prophospholipase A2
lntraluminal hydrolysis ol
starch, proteins, and liPids
Surface hydrolysis ol
oligo- and disaccharides
and of oligopeptides

Absorption of monosacdrarides,
tree amino acids, dF and
tripeptides, tre6 fatty acids,
and monoacylglycerols
Absorption of bile acids
Absorption of NaCl

Absorption of NaCl

F!GURE 25.1

Gastrointestinal organs and their functions.

! toer
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2. Secretion of digestive enzymes that hydrolyze macromolecules to
3.

oligomers,

dimers, or monomers.
Secretion of electrolytes, acid, or base to provide an appropriate environment for

optimal

enz)..rnaLic digestion.

4. Secre[ion of bile acids as detergents to solubilize lipids and facilitate their
absorption.

5. Hydrolysis of nutrien[ oligomers and dimers by enzymes on the intestinal
surface.

6. Tiansport of nutrient molecules and electrolytes from the intestinal lumen
the epithelial cells into blood or ly-ph.

across

To accomplish these functions, the gastrointestinal tract con[ains specialized
glands and surface epithelia:

Salivary glands
Stomach
Pancreas

Liver
Gallbladder
Small intestine
Large intestine

Elaboration of fluid and digestive enzymes
Elaboration of HCI and digestive enzyrnes
Elaboration of NaHCO3 and enzymes for intraluminal digestion
Elaboration of bile acids
Storage and concentration of bile
Terminal digestion of food, absorption of nutrients and electrolytes
Absorption of electrolytes

The pancreas and small intestine are essential for digestion and absorption of

all basic nutrients. Fortunately, both organs have large reserve capacities. Thus
maldigestion due to pancreatic failure becomes a problem only when the pancreatic
secretion rate of digestive enzyrnes drops below one-tenth of the normal rate. The
secretion of the liver (bile) is important for efficient lipid absorprion, which depends on the presence of bile acids. In contrasl, gastric digestion of food is nonessential for adequate nurri[ion, and loss of this function can be compensated for by the
pancreas and the small intesti.ne. Yet normal gastric digestion greatly increases the
smoothness and efficiency of the total digestive process. The sromach aids in the digestion through its reservoir function, its churning ability, and initiation of protein
and lipid hydrolysis, which, although small, is imporrant for stimulation of pancreatic and gallbladder output. Peptides, amino acids, and fatty acids liberared in rhe
stomach stimulate the coordinated release of pancrea[ic juice and bile into the lumen of the small intestine, thereby ensuring efficient digestion of food.

2s.2

|

prGESTtoN: GENERAL coNStDERATtoNS

Different Sites of lntestinal Digestion
Most breakdown of food is catalyzed by soluble enzymes and occurs within the lumen of the stomach or small intestine. The pancreas, not the stomach, is the major organ that sl,nthesizes and secretes the large amounts of enz)rynes needed for digestion. Secreted enz)rynes amount to at least 30 g of protein per day in a healthy
adult. Pancreatic enzymes together with bile are poured into the lumen of the second (descending) part of the duodenum, so rhat the bulk of the intraluminal digestion occurs distal to this site in the small intestine. However, pancreatic enzymes
cannot completely digest all nutrients to absorbable forms. Even after exhaustive
contact with pancreatic erzymes, a substantial portion of carbohydrates and amino
acids is present as dimers and oligomers that depend for final digestion on en4,rnes
present on the luminal surface or within the chief epithelial cells that line the lumen of the small intestine (enterocytes)
The luminal plasma membrane of enterocytes is enlarged by a regular array of
projections, termed microvilli, which give it the appearance of a brush and have led

DrcESroN: cENERAL coNSTDERAToNS

to the name brush border for the luminal pole of en[erocytes. This membrane
contains on its external surface many di- and oligosaccharidases, amino- and
dipeptidases, as well as esterases (Table 25.2). Many of [hese enz).,rnes protrude up
to I00 A into the lumen, attached to the plasma membrane by an anchoring
polypeptide that itself has no role in the hydrolytic activit)z The substrates for these
enzyrnes are the oligomers and dimers that result from pancreati.c digestion. The
surface enzymes are glycoproteins that are relatively stable against digestion by pancreatic proteases or the effects of detergents.
A rhird site of digestion is the cytoplasm of enterocytes. Intracellular digestion is important for hydrolysis of di- and tripeptides, which can be absorbed across
the luminal plasma membrane.

Digestive Enzymes Are Secreted as Proenzymes
Salivary glands, gas[ric mucosa, and pancreas contain specialized cells that rynthesize and store digestive enzymes until the enzymes are needed during a meal. The
en4lrnes are [hen released into the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract (Figure 25.2).
This secretion is termed exocrine because o[ its direction [oward the lumen. Pro[eins destined for secretion are s],nthesized on polysomes of the rough endoplasmic
reticulum (see p. 257 for synthesis and glycosylation of membrane and secreted
proteins) and transported via the Golgi complex to storage vesicles in the apical cytoplasm. The storage vesicles (zymogen granules) have a diameter of about 1 pm
and are bounded by a typical cellular membrane. Most digestive enz)'rnes are produced and s[ored as inac[ive proenzymes (zymogens) (see p. 265). When an appropriate stimulus for secretion is received by the cell, the granules move closer [o
the luminal plasma membrane, where their membranes fuse with [he plasma membrane and release [heir contents into the lumen (exocytosis). Activation of proenzyrnes occurs only after they are released from the cells.

Secretion ls Regulated by Many Secretagogues
Secretion of enz).rynes and electrolytes is regulated and coordinated. Elaboration of
electroly[es and fluids simultaneously with that of enz\lmes is requlred to flush any
discharged digestive enzymes out o[ the giand into the gaslrointestinal lumen. Regulation of secretion occurs through secretagogues that interact with receptors on
the exocrine cell surface (Table 25.3). NeuroLransmitters, hormones, pharmacological agents, and cerrain bacterial toxins can be secretagogues. Different exocrine
cells, for example, in different glands, usually possess different sets of receptors

TABLE

25.2

Digestive Enzymes of the Small lntestinal Surface

EnTyme (CommonName)

Substrate

Maltase

Maltose

Sucrase/isomaltase
Glucoamylase

Amylose

Trehalase

Irehalose

B-Glucosidase

Glucosylceramide

Sucrose/a-limit dextrin

Lactase

Lactose

Endopeptidase

Protein (cleavage at intemal hydrophobic amino acids)
Oligopeptide with acidic NH2 terminus
Oligopeptide with neutral NH2 terminus
Oligopeptide with X-Pro or X-Ala at NH2 terminus
Peptides with neutrai amino acid at NH2 terminus
Glutathione * amino acid

Aminopeptidase A
Aminopeptidase N
Dlpeptidyl aminopeptidase lV
Leucine aminopeptidase
7-Glu tamyltransferase
Enteropeptidase (enterokinase)
Alkaline phosphatase

Trypsinogen
Organic phosphates

|
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Exocytosis
(proteins are discharged)

Zymogen granules

Budding
secretory vesicle
Golgi bodies

Hough EB

Outer nuclear
membrane
Nuclear pore

FIGURE 25.2

Exocrine secretion of digestive enzymes.

l. D. Ln: G Werssmann and, R. Claiborne (Eds.),
Cell Membranes: Biochemistry Cell Biology and Parhologlz Ncw Yorh: Hp publishing
1975. Figureby B. Tagawa

Redrawn with permission Jrom lamieson,

Binding of secretagogues to receptors sets off a chain of sigraling events that ends

with fusion of 4rmogen granules with the plasma membrane. Tvo major signaling
pathways (Figure 25.3) are (l) activation of phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C with liberation of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate and diacylglycerol
(see p. 930), in turn, triggering Ca2+ release from the endoplasmic reticulum into
the cytosol and activation of protein kinase C, respectively, and (2) activation of
adenylate or guanylate cyclase, resulting in elevated cAMP or cGMP levels, respectively (see p. 925). Secretion can be srimulared through either pathway
Acetylcholine (Figure 25.4) elicits salivary gasrric, and pancrearic enzyme and
electrolyte secretion. It is the major neurotransmitter for stimulating secretion, with
input from the central neryous system in salivary and gastric glands, or via local reflexes in gastric glands and the pancreas. The acetylcholine receptor of exocrine
cells is o[ the muscarinic type; that is, it can be blocked by atropine (Figure 25.5).
Most people have experienced the effect of atropine because it is used by dentists
to "dry up" the mourh for dental work.
The biogenic amines, histamine and 5-hydrorytryptamine (serotonin), are
also secretagogues. Histamine (Figure 25.6) is a potent stimulator of HCI secretion.
It interacts with a gastric-specific histamine receptor, also referred to as the H2 receptor, on the contraluminal plasma membrane of gastric parietal cells. Histamine
is normally secreted by specialized regulatory cells in the stomach wall (entero-

TABTE

25.3

Physiological Secretagogues

Salivary gland
Stomach
Pancreas-acini
Pancreas-duct

Small intestine

NaCl, amylase

HCi, pepsinogen
NaC1, digestive enzyrnes

NaHCO3, NaCl
NaCl

Acetylcholine, (catecholamines?)
Acetylcholine. histamrne. gasrri n
Acetylcholine, cholecystokinin (secretin)
Secretin

Acetylcholine. serotonin. vasoactive
intestinal peptide (VIP), guanylin
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Cellular regulation of exocrine secretion in the pancreas.

(a) r(*)-Muscarine and (b) atropine.

Abbreviations: Pl-f,5P2, phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate; DAG, diacylglycerol; IP3,
inositol- I,4,5-trisphosphate; PLC, phospholipase C.
Adapted Jrom Gardner, J.

D Annu.

Rev Physiol. 41:63, 1979. Copynght @ 1979 by Annual Reviews, Inc.

chromaffin-like or ECL cells). Histamine analogs that are antagonists at the H2 receptor are used medically to decrease HCI output during treatment for peptic ulcers. 5-Hydroxytry?tamine is present in relatively high amounts in the gastrointestinal tract (Figure 25.7).It serves as a neurotransmitter but also directly stimulates
secre[ion of NaCl by the small intestinal mucosa.
A third class of secretagogues consists of peptide neurotransmitters and hormones (Table 25.4). The intestinal nerve cells are rich in peptide neurotransmitters
that stimulate NaCl secretion. Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is a particularly
potent one in this respect in the intestines and pancreas. The gastrointestinal tract
contains many specialized epithelial cells that produce biologically active amines
and peptides. The peptides are stored in granules, usually close to the contraluminal pole of these cells, and are released into the blood. Hence these cells are
classified as epithelial endocrine cells. Of particular importance are the peptides
gastrin, cholecystokinin (pancreozy,rnin), and secretin. The peptide guanylin is in
part released into the lumen and stimula[es NaCl secretion by binding to a brush
border receptor that activates guanylate cyclase and thus elevates cytosolic cGMP

CH:C -CHz-cH2-iln3

tt
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+NH

\^//
U
H

FIGURE 25.5

Histamine.

Ievels.

Gastrin occurs as either a peptide of 34 amino acids (G-34) or o[ 17 amino
acids (G-17) from the COOH terminus of G-34. The functional portion of gastrin
resides mainly in the last five amino acids of the COOH terminus. Thus pentagastrin, a sy,nthetic pentapeptide containing only the last five amino acids, can be used
specifically to stimulate gastric HCI and pepsin secretion. Gastrin and cholecystokinin have an interesting chemical feature, a sulfated tyrosine, which considerably enhances the potency of both hormones.
Cholerystokinin and pancreozymin denote the same peptide. The different
names refer to the different functions elicited by the peptide and were coined

before

it

was purified. The peptide stimulates gallbladder contraction (hence
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FIGURE 25.7

5-OH-tryptamine (serotonin).
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TABLE

25.4

Secretory lntestinal Neuropeptides and Hormones (Human)

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)
His-Ser-Asp-Ala-Val-Phe-Thr-Asp-Asn-Tyr-Thr-Arg-Leu-Arg-Lys-GIn-Met-AIa-Val-Lys
I

Asn-Leu-Ile-Ser-Asn-Leu-Tyr-Lys

Secretin
His-Ser-Asp-Gly-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Glu-Leu-Ser-Arg-Leu-Arg-Glu-GIy-AIa-ArgLeu-Gln
I

'NH2-Val-Leu-Gly-GIn-Leu-Leu-Arg

Guanylin
Pro-Gly-Thr-Cys-Glu-I1e- Cys-Ala-Tyr-Ala-AIa-Cys-Thr-GIy-Cys

Gastrin

G-34-ll"

G-17-Il

bGlp-Leu-GIy-Pro-GIn-Gly-Pro-Pro-His-Leu-Val-Ala-Asp-Pro-Ser-Lys-Lys-Gln
I

'NH2-Phe-Asp-MerTrp-Gly-Ty'r(SOrH)-Ala-(GIu) 5-Leu-Trp-Pro-G1y

Cholecystokinin
Lys-Ala-Pro-Ser-Gly-Arg-MerSer-IIe-Val-Lys-Asn-Leu-GIn-Asn-Leu-Asp-Pro
I

'NH2-Phe-Asp-Met-Trp-Gly-Met-Tyr(SO3H)-Asp-Arg-Asp-Ser-Ile-Arg-His-Ser
Source: Yanaihara,

C

In: B B. Rauner, G. M. Makhlouf, and 5-

G

Schu]tz (Eds ), Handbooh oJ Physiol-

og: Section 6: Alimentary Canal Vol II: Neurql and Endocine Biologr. Bethesda MD: American Physiological Society, 1989, pp 95-62
'Gastrin I is not sufated
bGIp

'NH2

: pyrrolidino carboxylic acid, derived from Glu rhrough
: amide o[ carboxy-terminal amino acid

inrernal amide formation

cholecystokinin) as well as secreLion of pancreatic enzymes (hence pancreozymin).
It is secreted by epithelial endocrine cells of the small intestine, particularly in the
duodenum, and this secretion is stimulated by luminal amino acids and peptides,
usually derived from gastric proteolysis, by fatty acids, and by an acid pH. Cholecystokinin and gastrin are thought to be related in an evolutionary sense, as both
share an identical amino acid sequence at the COOH terminus.
Secretin, a polypeptide of 27 amino acids, is secreted by yet another t)?e of
endocrine ceil in the small intestine. Its secretion is stimulated particularly by luminal pH less than 5. The major biological activity of secretin is stimulation of secretion of pancreatic juice rich in NaHCO3. Pancreatic NaHCO3 is essential for neutralization of gastric HCI in the duodenum. Secretin also enhances pancrearic
enzyrne release, acting s),nergistically with cholecystokinin.

2s.3

I

EPTTHELIAL TRANSPORT

Solute Transport May Be Transcellular or Paracellular
Solute movemen[ across an epithelial cell layer is determined by the properties of
epithelial cells, particularly their plasma membranes, and by the intercellular tight

junctional complexes (Figure 25.8). The tight junctions extend in a belt-like
manner around the perimeter of each eplthelial ce1l and connect neighboring cells.
They constitu[e part of the barrier between the two extracellular spaces on either
side of the epithelium, that is, the gas[rointestinal lumen and the intercellu].ar (interstitial) space on the other (blood or serosal) side. The tight junction marks the
boundary between the luminal and contraluminal region of the plasma membrane o[ epithelial cells.
Two potentially parallel pathways for solute transport across epithelial cell 1ayers can be distinguished: that through the cel1s (transcellular) and that through the
tight junctions between cells (paracellular) (Figure 25.8). The transcellular route

EPTTHELTALTRANSPoRT
Luminal plasma
membrane
Tight junction
Cell
Contraluminal
plasma membrane
lntercellular space
(interstitium)

Capillary
1 = cellular pathway
2 = paracellular pathway

FICURE 25.8
Pathways for transport across epithelia.

in turn consists mainly of two barriers in

series, formed by the luminal and contraluminal plasma membranes. Because of this combination of different barriers in
parallel (cellular and paracellular pathways) and in series (luminal and contraluminal
plasma membranes), information on all three barriers as well as their mu[ual influence is required for understanding the overall transport properties of the epithelium.
A major function of gastrointestinal epithelial cells is active transport of nutrients, electrolytes, and vilamins. The cellular basis for this vectorial solute movement lies in the properties of different transporters in the luminal and contraluminal regions of the plasma membrane. The small intestinal cells provide an example
of the differenliation and specialization o[ the two types of membrane. The luminal
and contraluminal plasma membranes differ in morphological appearance, enzymatic composition, chemical composition, and transport functions (Table 25.5).
The luminal membrane ls in contact with the nutrients in the ch).,rne (the semifluid
mass of partially digested food) and is specialized for terminal digestion of nutrients through hydrolytic enzymes on its external surface and for nutrient absorption
through transport systems that accomplish concentrative uptake. Tiansport systems
are present for monosaccharides, amino acids, peptides, and electrolytes. In contrast, the contraluminal plasma membrane, which is in contact with the intercellular fluid, capillaries, and lpnph, has properties similar to the plasma membrane of
most cells. lt possesses receptors for hormonal or neuronal regulation of cellular
functions, a Na*/K+-exchanging AfPase for removal of Na+ from the cell, and

TABLE

25.5

Characteristics Differences Between Luminal and Contraluminal Plasma
Membrane of Small lntestinal Epithelial Cells

Morphological
appearance

Enzlmes

Microvilli in ordered arrangemen[

Few microvilli

(brush border)
Di- and oligosaccharidases
Aminopeptidase

Na+/K* ArPase
Adenylate cyclase

Dipeptidases
7-GIu ramyltransferase
Alkaiine phosphatase

Transport systems

Guanylate cyclase
Na+-monosaccharide con[ransport

(sGLI]l)
Facilitated fructose transport
(GLUT-5)

Facilitated monosaccharide transprot
(GLUT-2)
Facilitated neutral
amino acid transport

Na+-neutral amino acid cotransport

Na+-bile acid cotransport (ASBT),
H+-peptide cotransport (PepTl)
Abbreviations: SGLT, sodium glucose transporter, GLUT, glucose transporter; and ASBT, apical sodium
bile acid transporter.
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transport systems for the entry of nutrients needed for cell maintenance. In addition, the contraluminal plasma membrane contains the transport systems necessary
for exit of the nutrients derived from the lumen so that the digested food can become available to all cells of the body. Some of the transport sysrems in the contraluminal membrane may catalyze exit when intracellular nutrient concentration is
high after a meal and entry at other times when the blood concentrations are higher
than those within the cell.

NaCl Absorption Has Both Active and Passive Components
Transport of Na+ plays a crucial role not only for epithelial NaCl absorprion or
secretion, but also in the energization of nutrient uptake. The Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase provides the dominant mechanism for transduction of chemical energy in the form of AfP into osmotic energy of a concentration (chemical) or a
combined concentration and electrical (electrochemical) ion gradient across [he
plasma membrane. In epithelial cells this enzpe is located exclusively in the
contraluminal plasma membrane (Figure 25.9). The stoichiometry of the Na+/K+-

Capillary

+5 mV

0mV
Y

[Na+] = 9.14

= 0.14 M

Protile normal to epithelial plane
Lumen

Potential

Na+ concentration 0.14 M

FIGURE 25.9

Na+ concentrations and electrical potentials in enterocytes.

Cell

Capillary

EPTTHELTALTRANSPoRT

I roet

Caplllary

FtcuRE 25.10
Model for electrogenic NaCl absorption in the lower large intestine'
The mechanisms o[ the Na+ transporters are well established but the nature of the Cltransporter is not known.

exchanging ATPase reaction is 1 mol of ATP coupled to the outward pumping o[
3 mol of Na+ and the simultaneous inward pumping of 2 mol o[ K+. The Na+/K+exchanging AfPase maintains the high K+ and low Na+ concentrations in the cytosol and is directly or indirectly responsible flor an electrical potential of about
-60 mV of the cytosol relative to the extracellular solution. The direct contribution comes from the charge movement when 3 Na+ ions are replaced by 2 K+;
the indirect contribution is by way of the K+ gradient, which becomes the dominant force for establishing the electrical potential by an outward movement of
K+ through K+ channels.
Tiansepithelial NaCl movements are produced by the combined actions of
the Na+/K+-exchanging AfPase and additional "passive" [ransport systems in the
plasma membrane, which allow the entry of Na+ or CI- into the ce1l. NaCl absorption results from Na+ entry into the cell across the luminal plasma membrane
and its extrusion by the Na+/K+-exchanging AfPase across the contraluminal membrane. Epithelial cells of the lower portion of the large intestine possess a luminal
Na+ channel (epithelial Na+ channel or ENaC) that allows the uncoupled entry
o[ Na+ down its electrochemical gradient (Figure 25.10). This Na+ flux is electrogenic; that is, it is associated with an electrical curlent, and it can be inhibited by
the diuretic drug amiloride at micromolal concentrations (Figure 25 . I l). This transport sysrem, and hence NaCl absorption, is regulated by mineralocorticoid hormones of the adrenal cortex.
Epithelial cells of the small intestine have a transport system in their brush
border membrane, which catalyzes an electrically neutral Na*/H* exchange
(Na+/H+ exchanger or NHE, with NHE3 the predominant isotype in the intestine) (Figure 25.12). The exchange is not affected by low concentrations of
amiloride and not regulated by mineralocorticoids. The Na*/H+ exchange sets up
a H+-gradient that secondarily drives CI- absorption through a specific
C\-IHCO3- exchanger in the luminal plasma membrane, as illustrated in Figure
25.12. The intestinal Cl-lHCO3- exchanger is coded for by the "downregulated
in adenoma" or DRA gene (see CIin. Corr. 25.1). The need for two types of NaCi
absorption may arise from the different functi.ons of upper and lower intestine,
which require different regulation. The upper intestine absorbs the bulk of NaCI
from the diet and from secretions of the exocrine glands after each meal, while the
lower intestine participates in the fine regulation of NaCl retention, depending on
the overall electrolyte balance of the body.

O+

ll
z.NHz
cl-c-.,,2N\c-c-N-c-NH2
I
I
ll
NHz-C-y
-N'-C.. NHz

FlcuRE 25.11
Amiloride.
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5.

1

Familial Chloridorrhea Causes Metabolic Alkalosis
Mutations in the human DM (downregulated in adenoma) gene cause
familial chloridorrhea. Patients wirh this disease have moderate diarrhea, generate stool with an acidic pH, and hence suffer from a meubolic alkalosis. The normal DRA gene product confers
Na+-independent C1-[HCO3- exchange acrivlty on epithelial cells of
the lower ileum and the colon This transporter serves to recover Clfrom stool and to secrete bicarbonate to neutralize normal proton secretion (via sodium./proron exchange (NHE3)). Loss of CI-AICOTexchange activity explains the lack of C1- absorption and excess loss
of HCI in the feces. In turn, chronic HCI loss wirh the stool is

Caplllary

responsible for chronic merabolic alkalosis. The extra electrolytes in
stool are responsible flor its greater fluid contents, that is, diarrhea,
due to osmotic effects.

H, and Hoglund, P Genetic disorders of membrane rransporr
Congenital chloride diarrhea Am J Physiol. 276:G7, 1999;and Melvin, J
E , Park, K, Richardson, L,, Schultheis, P J , and Shull, G E. Mouse downregulated in adenoma (DM) is an inresrinal CI-IFICO3- exchanger and is upregulated in colon of mice lacking the NHE3 Na+/H+ exchanger. J Biol Aem
274:22855. 1999
Kere, J., Lohi,

III

NaCI Secretion Depends on Contraluminal
-Exchanging ATPase

Na*/K*
a

Epithelial cells of most regions of the gastrointestinal tract have the potential for
electrolyte and fluid secretions The major secreted ions are Na+ and CI-. Water
follows passively because of the osmotic forces exerted by any secreted solute.
Thus NaCI secretion secondarily results in fluid secrerion. The fluid may be either hypertonic or isotonic, depending on its contact time with the epithelium
and the tissue permeability to warer. The longer the contact and the grearer the
water permeability, the closer the secre[ed fluid gets to osmoric equilibrium, that
is, isotonicity. Ionic compositions of gastrointestinal secretions are presented in
Figure 25.13.
NaCI secretion involves the Na+/K+-exchanging AfPase located in [he contraIuminal piasma membrane of epithelial cells (Figure 25.14). The en4..rne is implicated because cardiac glycosides, inhibirors of this enzyme, abolish salt secretion.

FIGURE 25,12

Model for electrically neutral NaCl absorption in the small intestine.

Serum

Gastric juice

Liver bile

Pancrealic juice

FlcuRE 2s.13
Ionic composition of secretions of the gastrointestinal tract.
Serum included for comparisons. Nore the high H+ concentration in gastric juice (pH =
1) and the high HCO.- concenrrarion in pancrearic juice. f; organic and inorganic phosphate; SOa, inorganic and organic sulfate; Ca, calcium; Mg, magnesrum; bile a , bile acids
from Biological Handbooks Blood and Other Body Flurds Federation
eimental Biolog, 1 9 6 1
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Cl-
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FIGURE 25,14

Model for epithelial NaCl secretion.

The involvement of Na+/K*-exchanging AfPase does not proude a straightforward
explanation for NaCl movement from the capillary side to the lumen because the
en4/rne ex[rudes Na+ from the cell toward the capil1ary side Thus the active step
of Na+ [ransport across one of the plasma membranes has a direction opposite to
that of overall transepithelial NaCI movements. This paradox is resolved by an electrical coupling of C1- secretion across [he luminal plasma membrane and Na+
movements via the paracellular route, illustrated in Flgure 25.l4.The Cl- secretion
depends on coupled uptake of.2 Cl- ions with Na+ and K+ via a speclfic cotransporter in the contraiuminal plasma membrane and specific luminai Cl- channels
(predominantly cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulatory or CFTR protein). The

COOH

ct

FlcuRE 2s.1s
Furosemide.

Na+/K+/2cl--cotransporter (NKCCI), which can be identified by specific inhibitors such as the common diuretic furosemide (Figure 25 I5), utilizes energy of
the Na+ gradient to accumulate Cl- within the cytoplasm above ils electrochemical equilibrium concentra[ion. Subsequen[ opening of luminal Cl- channels allows
efflux of C1- together with a negative charge (see Clin. Corr. 25.2 and 25.3).
In the pancreas acinar ce1ls secret a fluid rich in Na+ and C1-, which provides
the vehicle for the movemen[ of digestive enzymes from the acini, where they are
released, to [he lumen of the duodenum. The fluid is modified in the ducts by the

C[INICAT CORRETATION

25 .2

Cystic Fibrosis
Cystic fibrosis is an autosomal recessive inherited disease due to a
mutation in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulatory (CFTR) protein. This protein contains 1480 amino acids organized into two
membrane-spanning portions, which contain six transmembrane regions each, two ATP-binding domains, and a reguiatory domain that
undergoes phosphorylation by cAMP-dependent protein kinase. Over
400 mutations have been discovered since the gene was cloned in
r989.
The normal form of this protein is the predominant Cl- channel ln the luminal plasma membrane of epithelial cells in many tissues. The channel is normaily closed but opens when phosphorylated

by protein kinase A, thus providing regulated Cl- and fluid secretion.
fhe most common and severe mutation lacks one phenyialanlne
(AF508 CFTR), which prevents the protein from maturing properly
and reaching the plasma membrane lndividuals who inherit this mutant CFTR protein from both parents lack Cl- and fluid secretion in
tissues that depend on CFTR protein for this function. Failure to secrete fluid, in turn, can lead to gross organ impairment due to partial
or total blockage of passageways, for example, the ducts in the pancreas, the lumen of the intestine, or airways. (See Clin Corr.25.3 for
activation of the CFTR Cl- channel.)
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5.3

Bacterial Toxigenic Diarrheas and Electrolyte Replacement Therapy
Voiuminous, life-threatening intestinal electrolyte and fluid secrerion
(diarrhea) occurs in patients with cholera, an intestinal infection by
Vibio cholerae. Certain strains of E. coli also cause (traveiers!) diarrhea
that can be serious in infants. The secretory state is a result of enterotoxins produced by the bacteria The mechanisms of action of
some of these enterotoxins are well understood at the biochemical
level. Cholera toxin activates adenylate cyclase by causlng
ADP-ribosylation of the Go,-protein, which stimulates the cyclase (see
p. 926) . Elevated cAMP levels in turn activate protein kinase A, which
opens the luminal CFTR Cl channel and inhibits the Na+/H+ exchanger by protein phosphorylation. The net result ls gross NaCl secretion. Escheichia coli produces a heat-stable toxin that binds to the
receptor for the physiological peptide "guanylin," namely, the brush
border guanylate cyclase When the receptor is occupied on the luminal side by either guanylin or the heat-stab),e E. coli toxin, the
guanylate cyclase domain of the protein on the cytosolic side is
activated and cGMP levels rise Elevated cGMP levels have the same

effect on CI- secretion as elevated cAMP, except that a cGMP-activated protein kinase is involved in protein phosphorylation.
Modern, oral treatment of cholera takes advantage of the presence of Na+-glucose cotransport in the intestine, which is not downregulated by cAMP and remains fully active in this disease. ln this
case, the presence of glucose allows uptake of Na+ to replenish body
NaCl Composition of solution for oral treatment of cholera patients
is glucose II0 mM, Na* 99 mM, CI- 74 mM, HCO3- 29 mM, and
K+ 4 mM The major advantages of this lorm of therapy are its low
cost and ease of administration when compared with intravenous
fluid therapy
The composition o[ sport drinks for electrolyte replacement is
based on the same principle, namely, more rapid sodium absorption
in the presence o[ glucose.
Carpenter,C C

J In:M Field,J S Fordtran,andS

G.Schultz(Eds),5ep. 67

cretory Diarrhea Berhesda, MD: American Physiological Society, 1980,

additional secretion of NaHCO3 (Figure 25.16). The HCO3- concentration in the
final pancreatic juice can reach concentrations of up to 120 mM.
Permeability of tight junctions to H2O, Na+, or other ions modifies active
transepithelial solute movements. High permeability is necessary to allow Na+ to
equilibrate between extracellular solutions of the intercellular and luminal compartments during NaCI or NaHCO3 secretion Different regi.ons of the gastrointestinal tract differ with respect to the transport systems that determine the passive
enlry (see above for amiloride-sensi[ive Na+ channel and Na+/H+ exchange) and
with respect to the permeability characteristics of the tight juncrion. The distal portion (colon) ls much tighter so as to prevent leakage of Na+ from blood to lumen,
ln accordance with its functlon of scavenging of NaCl from the lumen.

Capillary

coz
,.-,1

coz

HC03-

Na*

Na*
Na+

2 HCO3-

FIGURE 25,16

Model for NaHCO3 secretion by pancreatic duct cells.
Note that three different mechanisms exist for bicarbonate influx into the ceil (or its
equivalent proton secretion) at the contraluminal plasma membrane: (1) Na*/H*
exchange, (2) H+-ATPase, and (3) Na+-2HCO3- corransporr,

O \>K+

EPTTHELTALTRANSPoRT

Concentration Cradients or Electrical Potentials
Drive Transport of Nutrients

Capillary

Many solutes are absorbed across lhe intestinal epithelium against a concentration
gradient. Energy for this "active" transpor[ is directly derived from the Na+ concen[ration gradient or the electrical potential across the luminal plasma membrane,
rather than from the chemical energy of a covalent bond change, such as ATP hydrolysis Glucose transport is an example of uphill solute transport driven directly
by the electrochemical Na+ gradient and only indirectly by ATP (Figure 25.17).
Glucose i.s absorbed from the intestinal lumen inlo the blood against a concentration gradient. Thls vectorial transport is the combined result of several separate membrane events (Figure 25.18): (1) ATP-dependent Na+ transport efflux at
the contraluminal pole establishes an electrochemical Na+ gradien[ across the
plasma membrane; (2) K* channels that convert a K+ gradient into a membrane
potential; (3) different transport sys[ems for glucose in the luminal and contraluminal plasma membranes; and (4) coupllng of Na+ and glucose transpor[ across
the luminal membrane.
The transport system in the luminal plasma membrane facilitates a tightly coupled movement of Na+ and o-glucose or s[ructurally similar sugars (sodium glu-

cose transporter or SGLT). The most common intestinal sodium-glucose cotransporter is SGLll and it couples the movement of 2 Na+ ions with that of I
glucose molecule. It mediates glucose and Na+ [ransport equally well in both directions. However, because of the higher Na+ concentra[ion in [he lumen and the
negative potential within the cel1, the physiological direction of glucose movement
is from lumen to cel1, even if the cellular glucose concentration is higher than the
luminal one. In other words, downhill Na+ movement normally supports concentrative glucose transport Concentration ratios of up to 20-fo1d be[ween intracellular and extracellular glucose have been observed in yitro under conditions of blocked
efflux of cellular glucose. In some situations Na+ uptake yia this route is physloIogically more important [han glucose uptake (see Clin. Corr. 25.3).
The contraluminal plasma membrane contains a member of the glucose transporter (or GLUT) family, which facilitates glucose exi[ and entry The intesrine contains the GLUT-2 [ranspor[er, which accepts many monosaccharides, including glucose. The direction of net flux is determined by the sugar concentration gradient.
The two glucose transport systems SGLI-I and GLUT-2 in the luminal and contraluminal plasma membranes, respectively, share glucose as subs[rate, but otherwise
differ considerably in terms of ami.no acid sequence, secondary protein slructure,
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FIGURE 25.18

Transepithelial glucose transport as translocation reactions across the plasma membranes and the tightjunction.
SGLT-1 (sodium glucose transporter I) and GLUI-2 (glucose transporter 2) are specific
intestinal gene products mediating Na+-glucose cotransport and facilitated glucose transport, respectively. Numbers in the left column indicate the minimal turnover of individual
reactions to balance the overall reaction
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Glucose concentration prof ile
normal to epithelial plane
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FlcuRE 2s.17
Model for epithelial glucose absorption.
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Na* as cosubstrate, specificity for other sugars, sensitivity to inhibitors, or biological regulation. Since both SGLf and GLUT are nor inherently directional, "acrive"
transepithelial glucose transport can be maintained under steady-state conditions
only if the Na*/K*-exchanging AfPase con[inues to move Na+ out of the cell. Thus
the active glucose transpofl is indirectly dependent on a supply of ATP and an ac,
tive Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase.
The advantage of an electrochemical Na+ gradient serving as intermediate is
that the Na*/K*-exchanging ATPase can energize rranspor[ of many different nutrients. The only requirement is presence of a system catalyzing cotransport of the
nutrient with Na+.

O-CH3
cHe

N

CH 3

o

cHs

Castric Parietal Cells Secrete HCI
The parietal (o$mtic) cells of gastric glands are capable o[ secreting HC1 into rhe
gastric lumen. Luminal H+ concentrations of up to 0 14 M (pH 0 8) have been observed (see Figure 25.13). As the plasma pH:7 4,thepaietal cell transports protons against a concentration gradient of 106 6. The free energy required for HCI secretion under these conditions is minimally 9.1 kcaUmol of HCI (: 38 J/mol of
HCI), as calculated from

CH,
S
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:

RT(2.31og

1066) RT: 0.6 kcal mol-I

aL37"C

A H+/K+ exchanging-ATPase (or gastric proton pump) is intimately involved in
the mechanism of active HCI secretion This en4rme is unique to the parietal cell
and is found only in the luminal region of the plasma membrane. It couples the hydrolysis of AfP to an electrically neutral obligatory exchange of K+ for H+, secreling H+ and moving K+ into the ceLl. The stoichiomerry appears to be I mol of
transported H+ and K+ for each mole of AfP
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As the H+/K+-exchanging AfPase generates a very acidic solution, protein reagenrs
that are activated by acid can become specific inhibitors of this enzyme. Figure
25.19 shows an example of a proton pump inhibitor used to rrea[ pepric ulcers.
In the steady state, HCI is elaborated by H*/K*-exchanging AfPase only if the luminal membrane is permeable to K+ and CI- and the contraluminal plasma membrane catalyzes an exchange of Cl- for HCO3 (Figure 25.20). The exchange of
Cl- for HCO3 is essential to resupply the cell with Cl- and ro prevent accumuIation of base within the cell. Thus, under steady-state condirions, secrerion of HCI
into the gastric lumen is coupled to movement of HCO3- into the plasma.
cHz
I

S
I

protein

FIGURE 25.19
Omeprazole, an inhibitor of H+/K+ ATPase.
This drug accumulates in an acidic compartment
@X" -a) and is converted to a reactive sulfenamide, which reacts with cysteine SH groups.
From Sachs, G In: L R lohnson (Ed), Physiology of the
Gastrointestinal Tract New Yorh:
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FIGURE 25.20

Model for secretion ofhydrochloric acid.
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Peptidases Assure Efficient Protein Digestion
The total daily protein load to be digested consists of about 70-100 g of dietary
proteins and 35-200 g of endogenous pro[eins from digestive enzymes and
sloughed-off cells. Digestion and absorption of proteins arc very efficienr processes
in healthy humans, since only about 1-2 g of nitrogen are lost through feces each
day, which is equivalent to 6-12 g of protein.
Except for a short period after birth, oligo- and polypeptides are not absorbed
intact in appreciable quantities by the intestine. Proteins are hydrolyzed by peptidases specific for peptide bonds. This class of enz)rynes is divided into endopeptidases (proleases), which attack internal bonds and liberate large peptide fragments,
and exopeptidases, which cleave off one amino acid at a time from either the
COOH (carboxypeptidases) or the NH2 terminus (aminopeptidases). Endopeptldases are important for an initial breakdown of long pollpeptides into smaller
products, which can then be attacked more efficiently by exopepridases. The final
products are free amino acids and di- and tripeptides. Both types of end products
are absorbed by epithelial cells (Figure 25.21).
Protein digestion can be divided into a gastric, a pancreatic, and an intestinal
phase, depending on the source of peptidases.

Pepsins Catalyze Gastric Digestion

of Protein

Gastric juice contains HCI, a low pH of less than 2, and proteases of the pepsin
family. The acid serves to kill off microorganisms and to denature proteins. Denaturation makes proteins more susceptible to hydrolysis by proteases. Pepsins are
unusual enzymes in that they are acid stable; in fact, they are active at acid but not
at neutral pH. The catalytic mechanism that is effective for peptide hydrolysis at the
acid pH depends on two carboxylic groups at the active site of the enzyrnes. Pepsin
A, the major gastric protease, prefers peptide bonds formed by the amino group of
aromatic acids (Phe, Tyr) (Table 25.6).

Active pepsin is generated from [he proenzyme pepsinogen by removal of
44 amino acids from the NH2 terminus (pig enzyme). Cleavage between residues
44 and 45 occurs as either an intramolecular reaction (autoactivation) below pH
5 or by active pepsin (autocatalysis). The liberated peptide from the NH2 terminus

Lumen

Luminal surface

Free amino acids

Enterocyte

(40%)

Amino acids
Na+

Polypeptides.PePsrn

(60%)

I

"tigopeprides

trypsin
chymotrypsin
elaslase
carboxypeptidase A + B

Origin: Gastric Pancreatic
FIGURE 25.21

Digestion and absorption of proteins.
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Gastric and Pancreatic Peptidases
Peotidases

,RR,
JIJl

CARBOXYL PROTEASES

Pepsin A

Pepsinogen A

AutoacLivation,
pepsm

Tyr, Phe, Leu

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

RR,

tJl

SERINE PROTEASES

Trypsin

Trypsinogen

Enteropeptidase,

trypsin

Arg, Lys

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

RR,
Chirmotrypsin

Chl,rnotrypsinogen

Trlpsin

tJl

Dr, T.p,

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

Phe, Met, Leu

RR,

tIl

Elastase

Tr1psin

Proelastase

Procarboxypeptidase A

Irypsin

Procarboxypeptidase B

Trypsin

Val, Leu, Ile, Ala

-CO-NHCHCOO_

JI
Carborypepddase B

AIa, Gly, Ser

Il,R

ZINC PEPTIDASES

Carborypeptidase A

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

R

Arg, Lys

-CO-NHCHCOO_

remains bound to pepsin and acts as "pepsin inhibitor" above pH 2. This inhibition
is released either by a drop of the pH below 2 or further degradation of the peptide

by pepsin. Thus pepsinogen is conver[ed to pepsin by autoactivation and

subse-

quent autocatalysis at an exponential rate.
The major products of pepsin action are large peptide fragments and some free
amino acids The importance of gastric protein digestion does not lie so much in
its contribution to the breakdown of ingested macromolecules, but rather in the
generation of peptides and amino acids that acl as s[imulants for cholecystokinin
release in the duodenum. The gastric peptides are instmmental in the initiation of
the pancreatic phase of pro[ein digestion

Pancreatic Zymogens Are Activated in Small Intestine
Pancreatic juice is rich in proenzymes of endopeptidases and carboxypeptidases
(Figure 25.22), which are activated after they reach the lumen of the small intestine.

Polypeptides
Oligopeptides
Amino acids

1'Enteropeptidase
I

Y

Trypsinogen------1+

Trypsin

1_______________

FIGURE 25.22

Secretion and activation of pancreatic enzymes.
Abbreviation: CCK, cholecystokinin.

I

RtproducedwithpermissionJromFreeman,H
andKim,Y. S. Annu Rev Med
29:102, 1978 Copynght @ 1978 by Annual Reviews, Inc

I
I

Chymotrypsinogen *

Proelastase
Procarboxypeptidase

Chymotrypsin
Elastase
Carboxypeptidase
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Enteropeptidase (or enterokinase, the older name), a protease produced by
duodenal epithelial cells, activates pancrealic trypsinogen to trypsin by scission of
a hexapeptide from the NH2 terminus. Trypsin autocatalytically ac[ivates more
trypsinogen to trypsin and also acts on the other proenzymes, thus liberating the
endopeptidases chymotrlrysin and elastase and the carboxypeptidases A and B.
Pancreatic juice normally contains a small-molecular-weight peptide that ac[s as a
trypsin inhibitor and neutralizes any trypsin formed prematurely within the pancreatic cells or pancreatic ducts.
The substrate specificities of trypsin, chl.rnotrypsin, and elastase are presented
in Table 25.6 The enzymes are active only at neutral pH and depend on pancreatic NaHCOj for neutralization of gastric HCl. Thei.r mechanism of catalysis involves an essential serine residue (see p. 385) and is thus similar to serine esterases, such as acetylcholine esterase. Reagents that interact with serine and modify
esterases and peptidases. An example is the highly toxic diiso-

it, inactivate serine

propylphosphofluoridate, which was developed originally for chemical warfare
(neurotoxic because of inhibition of acetylcholine esterase).
Peptides generated from ingested proteins are degraded within the smail intestinal lumen by carborypeptidases A and B, which are Zn2+ metalloenzymes and
possess a different catalytic mechanism than carboxyl or serine peptidases. The
combined action of pancreatic peptidases resul[s in the formation of free amino
acids and small peptides of 2-8 residues. Peptides account for about 60olo of the
amino nitrogen at lhis point.

Brush Border and Cytoplasmic Peptidases Digest Small Peptides
Since pancreatic juice does not conlain appreciable aminopeptidase activity, final
digestion of di- and oligopeptides depends on enz)'rnes of the smail intestine. The
luminal surface of epithelial ce1ls is particularly rich i.n endopeptidase and aminopeptidase activity, but also contains dipeptidases (Table 25.2). This digestion at the cell
surface produces free amino acids and di- and tripeptides, which are absorbed via
specific amino acid or peptide transport systems. Tiansported di- and tripeptides
are generally hydrolyzed in the cytoplasm before they leave the cel1. Cytoplasmic
dipeptidases explain why practically only free amino acids are found in the portal
blood after a meal. The virtual absence of peptides used [o be taken as evidence
that luminal protein digestion had to proceed all the way to free amino acids before absorpti.on could occur However, it is now established that a large portion of
dietary amino nitrogen is absorbed in the form of small peptides with subsequenl

intracellular hydrolysis. Di- and tripeptides containing proline and hydrory,proline
or unusual amino acids, such as B-alanine in carnosine (B-alanylhistidine) or anserine (B-alanyl 1-methylhistidine), are absorbed without in[racellular hydrolysis because they are no[ good substrates for the intestinal cytoplasmic dipeptidases.
B-Alanine is present in chicken meat.

Amino Acids and Dipeptides Are Absorbed
by Carrier-Mediated Transport
The small intes[ine has a high capacity to absorb free amino acids and small
peptides. Mos[ r-amino acids can be transpor[ed across the epithelium against a
concentration gradient, although the need for concentrative transpor[ in vivo is no[
obvious, since luminal concentrations are usually higher than the plasma levels of
0.I-0.2 mM. Amino acid and peptide transport in the small intestine has al1 the
charac[eristics of carrier-mediated transport, such as discrimination between o- and
L-amino acids and energy and [emperature dependence. Genetic defects are known
to occur in humans (see C1in. Corr. 25 4 )
On the basis of genetics, transport experiments, and expression cloning, at least
seven brush border transport systems for the uptake of r-amino acids or small peptides in the luminal membrane can be distinguished (transporter name and t)?ical
substrates in parentheses): (l) for neutral amino acids with short or polar side
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Neutral Amino Aciduria: Hartnup
Tiansport functions, like enzyme functions, are subject to modification
by mutations. An example of a genetic defect in epithelial amino acid
transport is Hartnup disease, named after the famlly in which the disease entity resulting [rom the defect was first recognized. fhe disease
is characterized by the inability of renal and intestinal epithelial cells
to absorb neutral amino acids from the lumen. In the kidney in which
plasma amino acids reach the lumen of the proximal tubule through
the glomerular ultrafiltrate, the inability to reabsorb amino acids manifests itself as excretion o[ amino acids in the urine (amino aciduria).
The intestinal defect results in malabsorption of amino acids from the
diet. Therelore the clinical s)rmptoms are mainly those due to essential
amino acid and nicotinamide deficiencies. The pellagra-like features

(see

p I15l) are explained by a deficiency of tryptophan,

which

serves as precursor for nicotinamide. Investigations of patients wrth
Hartnup disease revealed the existence of intestinal transport systems
for di- or tripeptides, which are different from the oires for free amino

acids The genetic lesion does not affect transport of peptides via
PepTl, which remains as a pathway for absorptron of small peptide
products of digestion

S1lk, D B A Disorders of nitrogen absorption 1n: J T. Harnes (Ed ), Clinics
in Gatroenterologt: Familial Inheited Abnormclities, Vo1 I 1: London: Saunders,
t90, p 47

chains (ASCT-1 for A1a, Ser, Thr); (2) for neutral amino acids with aromatic or hydrophoblc side chains (Phe, Tyr, Met, Val, Leu, Ile); (3) for imino acids (Pro, Hyp);
(4) for B-amino acids (Beta./faut for B-Aia, taurine); (5) for basic amino acids and
cystine (Lys, Arg, Cys-Cys); (6) for acidic amino acids (EAAT-3 for Asp, GIu); and
(7) for di- and tripeptides (PepT1 for Gly-sarcosine).
The concentration mechanisms for neu[ral L-amino acids appear to be similar to
those discussed for o-glucose (see Figure 25.17). Na+-dependent transport systems
have been identified in the luminal (brush border) membrane and Na+ -independent transporters in the contraluminal plasma membrane of small intestinal epithelial
cells Similarly, as for active glucose transport, the energy for concentrative amino
acid transport is derived directly from the electrochemlcal Na+ gradient and only indirectly from ATP Amino acids are not chemlcally modified during membrane transport, although they may be metabolized within the cytoplasmic compartment. The
brush border transport for the other amino acids ls energized in more complicated
ways. For example, EAAT-3 mediates cotransport ol the amlno acid with 2 Na+ ions
and countertransport with I K+ ion.
Neutral dipeptrdes are cotransported with a H+ and thus are energized through
the proton electrochemical gradient across this membrane. However, because of
Na*/H* exchange, the H+ gradlent is similar to [he Na+ gradient established by
Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase The dipeptide transporter also accepts BJactam antlbiotics (aminopen.icillins) and ls important for absorption of orally administered

antibiotics of this class

Di- and Polysaccharides Require Hydrolysis
Dietary carbohydrates provide a major portion of the daily caloric requirement.
They consist of mono-, di-, and polysaccharides (Table 25.7).The major ones in
Western diets are sucrose (table sugar), starch, and lactose. Monosaccharides are
absorbed directly Disaccharides require the small intestinal surface enzyrnes for hydrolysis into monosaccharides, while polysaccharides depend on pancreatic amyIase and surface enz),rnes for this process (Figure 25.23).
Starch, a major nu[rient, is a plant poiysaccharide with a molecular mass of
more than 100 kDa lt consisls of a mixlure o[ linear chains of glucose molecules
Iinked by a-1,4-glucosidic bonds (amylose) and of branched chains with branch
points made up by a-1,6 linkages (amylopectin). The ratio of 1,4- to 1,6-glucosidic bonds is about 20:I. Glycogen is an animal polysaccharide similar in structure [o amylopectin The two compounds differ in lerms of the number of branch
points, which occur more frequently in glycogen.
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Amylopectin

I t tOt

Dietary Carbohydrates

Potatoes, rice, corn, bread

a-Glc(1 -+ 4)"Glc

with a-Glc(I --+ 6) branches

Amylose

Potatoes, rice, com, bread

a-Glc(l

+

,1)^ Glc

Sucrose

Table sugar, desserts

a-Glc(l

--->

2)p-Fnt

Tiehalose

Young mushrooms

a-Glc(l -+ I)a-GIc

Lactose

Milk, milk products

B-Gal(l -+ 4)G1c

Fructose

Fruit, honey

Fru

Glucose

Fruit, honey, grape

GIc

Raffinose

Leguminous seeds

a-Gal(I -+ 6)a-GIc

(I

--+ 2)F-Fru

Hydrated starch and glycogen are attacked by the endosaccharidase c-amylase
present in saliva and pancreatic juice (Figure 25.24). Hydration of the polysaccharides occurs during heating and is essential for efficient digestion. Amylase is
specific for internal a-I,4-glucosidic bonds; a-l,6 bonds are not attacked, nor are
a-1,4 bonds of glucose units that serve as branch points. The pancreatic amylase is
secreted in large excess relative to starch intake and is more important than the
salivary

enzpe from a digestive point of view. The products of the digestion by

o

OH

cH2OH

If

02 I
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ATP

Na+_
ADP

FIGURE 25.23

Digestion and absorption of carbohydrates.

o-amylase are mainly the disaccharid. -"ltor", the trisaccharide maltotriose, and
so-called a-limit dextrins containing on the average eight glucose units w.ith one
or more o-I,6-glucosidic bonds.
Final hydrolysis of di- and oligosaccharides to monosaccharides is carried out
by surface en4lmes o[ the small intestinal epithelial cells (Table 25.8). The surface
oligosaccharidases are exoenzymes that cleave off one monosaccharide at a time

from the nonreducing end. The capacity of a-gluc6sidases is normally much
greater than that needed for completion of the digestion of starch. Similarly, there
ls usually excess capacity for sucrose hydrolysis relative to dietary intake. In contrast, B-galactosidase (lactase) for hydrolysis and utilization of lacrose, the major
milk carbohydrate, can be ratelimiting in humans (see Clin. Corr.25.5).
Di-, oligo-, and polysaccharides not hydrolyzed by a-amylase and/or intestinal
surface enzyrnes cannot be absorbed; therefore they reach the lower tract of the intestine, which, from the lower ileum on, contains bacteria. Bacteria can utilize many
of the remaining carbohydrates because they possess many more types of saccharidases than humans. Monosaccharides that are released as a result of bacterial
enzymes are predominantly metabolized anaerobically by the bacteria themselves,
resulting in degradation products such as short-chain fatty acids, lactate, hydrogen
gas (Hz), methane (CH*;, and carbon dioxide (COz). ln excess, these compounds
can cause fluid secretion, increased intestinal motility, and cramps, either because
of increased intraluminal osmotic pressure and distension of the gut, or a direct irritant effect of the bacterial degradation products on the intestinal mucosa.

FIGURE 25.24

Digestion of amylopectin by salivary and pancreatic a-amylase.
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Saccharidases

Natural Substrate

Specificity

a-(I -+

4)Glucose

Amylose

Glucose

Oligo-1, 6-glucosidase

a-(l +

6)Glucose

Isomaltose,

Glucose

(isomaltase)
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Product

exo

a-(I -+

Surcose-a-glucosidase
(sucrase)

a-Glucose

4)Glucose

Maltose,

Glucose

mahotriose

-+

a,a-Tiehalase

a-(1

B-Glucosidase
B-Galactosidase

B-Glucose
B-Galactose

Sucrose

t)Glucose

Trehalose
Glucosylceramide
Lactose

(lactase)

Glucose
fructose
Glucose
Glucose, ceramide
Glucose,
galactose

The well-known problem ol flatulence after ingestion of leguminous

seeds

(beans, peas, and soya) is caused by oligosaccharides that cannol be hydrolyzed by
human intestinal enzymes. The seeds con[ain modified sucrose to which one or
more galactose moieties are linked The g11,s65idic bonds ol galactose are ln the a
configuration, which can only be split by bacterial enzymes The simplest sugar of

this family is raffinose (see Table 25.7). Trehalose, a disaccharide that occurs
young mushrooms, requires a special disaccharidase, trehalase

1n

Monosaccharides Are Absorbed by Carrier-Mediated Transport
The major monosaccharides that result from digestion of dl- and polysaccharide are

o-glucose, D-galactose, and o-fructose. Absorption of these and o[her minor
monosaccharides is by carrler-mediated processes that exhibit substrate speclficity,
stereospecificity, saturation kinetlcs, and inhibition by specific inhibitors

At least two types of monosaccharide transporters catalyze monosacchande
uptake from the lumen into the cell: (1) a Na+-monosaccharide cotransporter
(SGLT), exrsting probably as a telramer of 75-kDa peptides, has high speciflcity for
o-glucose and D-galactose and cat^Iyzes "active" sugar absorption; and (2) a Na+independent, facilitated-diffusion type of monosaccharide transport system
with specificity for o-fructose (GLUI:5). In addition, a Na+-independent monosaccharide transporter (GLU?2), which accepts all three monosaccharides. is
present in the contraluminal plasma membrane GLUT-2 also occurs in the liver and
kidney, and other members of the GLUT family of transporlers are found in all cells
All GLUT transporters mediate uncoupled o-glucose flux down rts concenrratton
gradient. GLUT-2 of gut, Iiver, and kidney moves o-glucose out ol the cell lnto the
blood under physrologlcal conditions, whlle in other tissues GLUT-1 (ln erythrocytes
and brain) or the insulin-sensltive GLUT-4 (in adipose and muscle tlssue) are
mainly involved in o-glucose uptake. Properties of intestinal SGLLI and of GLUI:
2 are compared in Table 259, and their role in transepithelial glucose absorption
is illustrated in Figure 25 23

25.9

Characteristics of Glucose Transport Systems in the Plasma Membranes of
Enterocytes

Luminal

Characteistic
Designation

SGLLI

Subunit molecular weight
(kDa)
Effect o[ Na+
Good substrates

75

Cotransport with Na+

r-Glc, o-Gal,
a-methyl-D-G1c

25.5

Disaccharidase
Deficiency

a-dextrin

a-Glucosidase
(maltase)

TABTE

| 1I03

of the Surface Membrane of the Small lntestine

EnTyme
-1, 4 -a -Glucosidase
(glucoamylase)

ABSoRproN oF cARBoHvDRATES

Contraluminal
GLUT-2
57

None
o-Glc, o-Ga1, n-Man,
2-deoxy-o-Glc

lntestinal disaccharidase deficiencies are encountered relatively frequently in humans. Deliciency can be present in one enzyme or
several enzymes for a variety of reasons (genetic defect, physiological decllne wrth age, or
the result o[ "injuries" [o the mucosa) Of the
disaccharidases, iactase is the most common
enzyme with an absolute or relative deficiency,
which is experienced as milk intolerance The
consequences of an inabiiity to hydrolyze lactose in the upper small intestine are inabrlity
to absorb lactose and bactenal fermentation of
ingested lactose in the lower small intestine
Bacterial fermentation results in the production of gas (distension of gut and flatulence)
and osmotically active solutes that draw water

into the intestinal lumen (diarrhea) The 1ac-

in yogurt has already been partially hydrolyzed during the fermentation process o[
making yogurt Thus individuals with lactase
tose

deficiency can o[[en tolerate yogun better than
unfermented dairy products. Lactase is commercrally available to pretreat milk so that the
lactose is hydrolyzed

Buller,H

A andGrant,R G

Annu Rev Med 41:141, 1990

Lactoseintolerance
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Digestion of Lipids Requires Overcoming
Their Limited Water Solubility
An adult human ingests about 60-150 g of lipid per day Triacylglycerols consritute more than 90% of the dietary fat. The rest is made up of phospholipids,
cholesterol, cholesterol esters, and free fatty acids In addition, l-2 gof choiesterol
and 7-22 g of phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) are secreted into the small intestinal
lumen as consti[uents of bile.
Lipids are defined by their good solubility in organic solvents and poor or
nonexisting solubility in aqueous solutions. The poor water solubility presents
problems for dlgestion because the substra[es are not easi.ly accessible to the digestive enzymes in the aqueous phase. In addition, even if ingested lipids are hydrolyzed into simple cons[ituenls, the products tend to aggregate to larger complexes that make poor contact with the cell surface and therefore are not easily
absorbed. These problems are overcome by (1) increases in the interfacial areabetween the aqueous and lipid phase and (2) "solubilization" of lipids with detergents. Thus changes in rhe physical sta[e of lipids are intimately connected [o
chemical changes during digestion and absorption.
At least five different phases can be distinguished (Figure 25.25): (1) hydrolysis of triacylglycerols to free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols; (2) solubilization of
lipids by detergen[s (bile acids) and transport from the intestinal lumen toward the
cell surface; (3) uprake of free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols in[o the mucosal
cell and reslmthesis to triacylglycerols, (4) packaging of newly syrthesized triacylglycerols into special lipid-rich globules, called chylomicrons, and (5) exocytosis of
chylomicrons from mucosal cells into ly,rph.

Lipids Are Digested by Castric and Pancreatic Lipases
Hydrolysis of triacylglycerols is initiated in the stomach by lingual and gastric
lipases. Gastric digestion can account for up to 30ok of total triacylglycerol
hydrolysis. However, the rate of hydrolysis is slow because the ingested triacylglycerols form a separate lipid phase with a limited water-lipid interface. Lipases adsorb to that interface and convert triacylglycerols into fatty acids and diacylglycerols
(Figure 25.26). The importance of the initial hydrolysis is that some of the waterimmiscible triacylgiycerols are converted to products that possess both polar and
nonpolar groups. Such surfactive products spontaneously adsorb to water-lipid interfaces and confer a hydrophilic surface to lipid droplets, thereby providing additional stable interface with the aqueous environment. At constant volume of the
lipid phase, any increase in interfacial area produces dispersion of the lipid phase

Lymph

Enterocyte

Capillary

2-Monoacylglycerol
fattv acid

(rongchain)

* qsy|n,r:9r* \:3::})

Fatty acid

FlcuRE 25.25
Digestion and absorption of lipids.
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FtcuRE 25.26
Changes in physical state during triacylglycerol digestion.
Abbreviations: TG, triacylglycerol; DG, diacylglycerol; MG, monoacylglycerol; FA, fatty acid.

into smaller dropiets (emulsification) and provides more sites for adsorption of
more lipase molecules

Pancreatic lipase is the major enzyme for triacyiglycerol hydrolysis (Figure 25.27). Thls enzyme is specific for esters in the a-position of glycerol and
prefers long-chain fatty acids (longer than ten carbon atoms). Hydrolysis by the
pancreatic enzyrne also occurs at [he water-lipid interface of emulsion droplets. The
products are free fatty acids and p-monoacylglycerols. The purified form of the
enzqe is strongly inhlbited by the bile acids that normally are presen[ in the smal]
inlestine during lipld digestion. The problem of inhibition is overcome by colipase,
a small protein (12 kDa) that binds to both the water-lipid interface and to lipase,
thereby anchoring and activating the enzyme. It is secreted by the pancreas as procolipase and depends on tryptic removal of a NH2-terminal decapeptide for full activity Clinical Correlation 25 6 describes two commercial strategies to reduce lipid
absorption as a means [o decrease obesity
Pancreatic juice also contains an unspecific lipid esterase, which acts on cholesterol esters, monoacylglycerols, or other lipid esters, such as esters of vitamin A
with carboxylic acids. In contrast to triacylglycerol lipase, this lipid esterase requires
bile acids for actlvity.
Phospholipids are hydrolyzedby specific phospholipases. Pancreatic secretions
are especially rich in prophospholipase ,{2 (Figure 25.28). As other pancreatic
proenzymes, this one is also activated by trypsin. Phospholipase ,{2 requires bile
acids for activity.

Bile Acid Micelles Solubilize Lipids During Digestion
Bile acids are biological detergents slTrthesized by liver and secreled as conjugates
of glycine or taurine with the bile into the duodenum (Figure 25.29) At physioIogical pH, they are anions and possess detergent properties. The terms bile acids
and bile salts are often used interchangeably. Bile acids at pH values above the pK
(Table 25 t0) reversibly form aggregates a[ concentrations above 2-5 mM. These
aggregates are called micelles (see p. 502), and the minimal concentration necessary for micelle flormation is the critical micellar concentration (Figure 25.30).
Bile acid molecules in micelles are in equilibrium with those free in solution. Thus
micelles, in con[rast to emulsified lipids, are equilibrium structures with well-defined sizes Lhat are much smaller [han emulsion droplets Micelle sizes typically
range between 4 and 60 nm depending on bi.le acid concentration and the ratio of
bile acids to lipids.
In micelles bile acids have their hydrophobic portions removed from contact
with water, while hydrophilic groups remain exposed [o [he wa[er. The hydrophobic region of bile acids is formed by one surface of the fused ring system,
while the carboxylate or sulfonate ion and the hydroxyl groups on the other side
of the ring system are hydrophilic. Major driving forces for micelle formation are
the removal of apolar, hydrophoblc groups from and lhe interaclion of polar
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Pharmacological lnterventions to Prevent Fat Absorption and Obesity
Obesity is a major problem in modern society as food is generally
very abundant. Therefore interest in weight reduction methods is
widespread. Two recent commercial strategies exploit the under-

(a)

standing of intestinal lipid absorption for this purpose.
Olestra@ is a commercial lipid produced by esterification of natural fatty acids with sucrose instead of glycerol (Figure (a)) Six to
eight fatty acids are covalently coupled to sucrose These hexa-,
hepta-, or octa-acyl sucrose compounds taste like natural lipids, however, they cannot. be hydrolyzed to absorbable constituents and are
therefore excreted unchanged.
Pancreatic lipase is the major enzpe that breaks down dierary
triacylglycerols to absorbable fatty acids and g1ycerol. Orlistar@ (Figure (b)) is a powerfui inhibitor of pancrearic lipase and hence lipid
digestion and absorption Ingestion of Orlistat@ blocks iipid absorption and results in lipid excretion, with rhe added benefit of a slower
intestinal transit time due to feedback from lipids reaching the terminal smali intestine and colon. Orlistat@ is a nonhydrolysable analog
of a triacylglycerol.
Olestra is a registered trademark of Proctor and Gamble and
Orlistat of Roche, Basel, Switzerland
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FIGURE 25.28

Mechanism of action of phospholipase

Cholic acid

FIGURE 25.29

Cholic acid. a bile acid.

A.2.

Stereochemistry of cholic acid
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Effect of Conjugation on the Acidity of Cholic, Deoxycholic, and Chenodeoxycholic Acids

Ionized Group

Bile Acid

PK"

-COO- of cholestanoic acid
-COO- of glycine

Unconjugated bile aclds
Glycoconjugates
Tauroconjugates

-SO:
COOH
Cholic

:37
: 1.5

of taurine

R

?
C-N-CHTCOO-

/
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,l
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lChenylglycine

NH3-CHTCOO-

COOH
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HO,
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o
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R-C-])r-(CH,),SOt

E Handbooh oJ Physiolog 5:2508, 1968

groups with wa[er molecules; the distribution of polar and apolar regions places
consLraints on the stereochemical arrangements of bile acid molecules wirhin a micelle. Four bile acid molecules are sufficient to form a very simple micelle as shown
in Figure 25.3I. Bile acid micelles can solubllize o[her lipids, such as phosphoIipids and fatty acids. These mixed micelles have disk-like shapes, whereby the
phospholipids and fatty acids form a bllayer and the bile acids occupy the edge
positions, rendering the edge of the disk hydrophilic (Figure 25.32) Within the
mixed phospholipid-blle acid micelles, other water-insoluble lipids, such as choIesterol, can be accommodated and thereby "solubilized" (for potential problems
see Clin. Corr 25.7).
During triacylglycerol digestion, free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols are reIeased at the surface ol fat emulsion droplets. ln contrast to triacylglycerols, which
are water-insoluble, free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols are slightly waLer-so1uble,
and molecules a[ [he surface equiiibrate with those in solution and in bile acid miceiles. Thus the products of triacylglycerol hydrolysis are continuously transferred
from emulsion droplets to the micelles (see Figure 25.26)
Mi.celles are the major vehicle for moving lipids from the lumen to the mucosal surface where absorption occurs. Because the fluid layer nexl to the cell surface is poorly mixed, the major transport mechanism for solu[e flux across this
"unstirred" fluid layer is diffusion down the concentralion gradient. With this
type of transport mechanism, the delivery rate of nutrien[s at the cell surface is
proportional to their concentra[i.on difference between luminal bulk phase and cell
surface. Obviously, the unstirred fluid layer presents problems for sparingly soluble or insoluble nu[rients, in that reasonable concenlration gradients and delivery
rates cannot be achieved. Bile acid micelles overcome this problem for lipids by
increasing their effective concentration in the unstirred layer The rncrease in
transpor[ rate is nearly proportional to the increase in effective concentration and
can be 1000-fold over that of individually solubilized fatty acids, in accordance
with the different water solubility of fatty acids as micelles or as individual molecules. This relationship between flux and effective concentra[ion holds because the
diffusion constant, another parameter that determines the flux, is only slightly
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Solubility properties ofbile acids in aqueous
solutions.
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Diagrammatic representation of
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FIGURE 25.32
Proposed structure of the intestinal mixed micelle.
The bilayer disk has a band of bile salt at its periphery and other, more hydrophobic components (fatty acids, monoacylglycerol, phospholipids, and cholesterol) within its inrerior.
Redrawnbaed onJigure Jrom Carq, M. C. ln: A. M. Anas, H. Popper, D. Schachter, et al. (EC-s.), The Liver:
Biology and Pathology. N ew Yorh:

Roy en Press, 1982.

smaller for the mixed micelles as compared to lipid molecules free in solurion.
Thus efficient lipid absorption depends on the presence of sufficient bile acids to
"solubilize" the ingested and hydrolyzed lipids in micelles. In the absence of bile
acids, the absorption of triacylglycerols does nor srop complerely, ahhough the efficiency is reduced drasticall;r The residual absorption depends on rhe slighr warer
solubility of the free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols. Unabsorbed lipids reach the
Iower intestine where a small part can be metabolized by bacteria. The bulk of unabsorbed lipids, however, is excreted with the stool (this is called steatorrhea).
Micelles also transport cholesterol and the lipid-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and
K through the unstirred fluid layers. Bile acid secretion is absolutely essential flor

thelr absorption.

Most Absorbed Lipids Are lncorporated into Chylomicrons
Uptake of lipids by the epithelial cells occurs by diffusion through the plasma membrane. Absorption is virtually complete for fatty acids and monoacylglycerols, which
are slightly water-soluble. It is less efficient for water-insoluble lipids. For example,
only 30-40o/o of the dietary cholesterol is absorbed.
Within the intestinal cells, the fate of absorbed fatty acids depends on chain
length. Fatty acids of short and medium chain length (< I0 carbon atoms) pass
through the cell into the portal blood without modification. Long-chain fatty acids
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Cholesterol Stones
Liver secretes phospholipids and cholesteroi together with bile acids
into the bile. Because of the limited solubility of cholesterol, its secretion in bile can result in cholesterol stone formation in the gallbladder. Stone formation is a relatively frequent complication; up to
20ok of North Americans will develop stones during their lifetime
Cholesterol is practicaily insoluble ln aqueous solutions. However, it can be incorporated into mixed phospholipid-bile acid micelles up to a mole ratio of I:1 for choiesterol/phospholipids and
thereby "solubilized" (see accompanying figure) fhe iiver can produce supersaturated bile with a higher ratio than l,:I ol cholesterol/phospholipid. This excess cholesterol has a tendency to come
out of solution and to crystallize Such biie with excess cholesterol is
considered lithogenlc, that is, stoneforming. Crysta1 formation usually
occurs in the gal1b1adder, rather than the hepatic bile ducts, because
contact times between bile and any crystallization nuclei are gtealer
in the gallbladder In addition, the gallbladder concentrates bile by

absorption of electrolytes and water. The bile salts chenodeoxychoiate
(Flgure 25 33) and its stereoisomer ursodeoxychoiate (7-hydroxy
group in B-position) are now available for oral use to dissolve gallstones. Ingestion of these bile salts reduces cholesterol excretion into
the bile and allows cholesterol in stones to be solubilized.
fhe tendency to secrete bile supersaturated with respect lo cholesterol is inherited and found more frequentiy in females than in
ma1es, often associated with obesity. Supersaturation also appears to
be a functron of the size and nature of the bile acid pool as well as
the secretion rate.

L J and Lachin, J M Chenodiol (chenodeoxycholic acid) for
dissolution of gallstones: The National Coopera[ive Gallstone Study A controlled trial of safety and efficacy Ann Intern Med 95257, 198I; and Carey,
M C and Small, D M The physical chemistry of cholesterol solubility in bile
Schoenfield,

J

Clin Int,est 6l:998, 1978

C (cholesterol)

C (cholesterol)

2 or 3 phases
(water, cholesterol
crystals, lipid bilayers)

(bile salt) B

L

(lecithin)

(bile salt) B

Molecules bile salt

L (lecithin)

Molecules bile salt

Diagram of the physical states of mixtures of 9Oo/o water and l0o/o lipid.
The I0% lipid is made up of bile acids, phosphatidylcholine (lecithin), and cholesterol, and the triangle represents all possible ratios o[the
three lipid constituenrs. Each point within the triangle corresponds to a particular composition of the three components, which can be read
off the graph as lndicated; each point on one of the sides corresponds to a particular composition of just two components. The left triangle
conrains the composition of gallbladder bile samples from patients without stones (red circles) and with cholesterol stones (blue squares)
Lithogenic bile has a composition that falls outside the "one liquid" area in the lower left corner
Redrawn Jrom Hot'mann, A E and Small, D M Annu Rev Med 18:362, 1967 Copynght @ 1967 by Annual Retiews, lnc

(>12 carbon atoms) become bound to a cytoplasmic fatty acid-binding protein (intestinal FABP or I-FABP), and are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum, where
they are rerynthesized into triacylglycerols. Glycerol for thi.s process is derived from
the absorbed 2-monoacyiglycerols and, to a minor degree, from glucose. The resyrthesized triacylglycerols form lipid globules to which surface-active phospholipids
and special proteins, termed apolipoproteins, adsorb The lipid globules migrate
within membrane-bounded vesicles rhrough the Golgl to the contraluminal plasma
membrane. They are finally released into the lntercelluiar space by fusion of the
vesicles with the contraluminal plasma membrane and lravel from there through
intestinal lymph vessels (or lacteals) and the thoracic duct to the large systemic
veins The lipid globules are called chylomicrons because they can be several
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A-B-Lipoproteinem ia
A-B-lipoproteinemia is an autosomal recessive
disorcier characterized by the absence of all

lipoproteins containing apo-pJipoprotein B,
that is, chylomicrons, very low density lipoproteins (VLDLs), and low density lipoproreins
(LDIs) (see p 745). Serum cholesterol is extremely low. This defect is associated with severe malabsorption of triacylglycerol and

lipid-

soluble vitamins (especially tocopherol and
vitamin E) and accumulation of apolipoprotein B in enterocltes and hepatocytes. The de-

fect does not appear to involve the gene for
apolipoprotein B, but rather one of several proteins involved in processing o[ apolipoprotein
B in liver and intestinal mucosa, or in assembly and secretion of triacylglycerol-rich
lipoproteins, that is, chylomicrons and VLDLs
from these tissues, respectively.
Kane, J. P Apollpoprotein B: structural and metabolic heterogeneity. Annu. Rm. Physiol 45:673, 1983;
and Kane, J P and Havel, R. J. In: C. R Scriver, A
L. Beaudet, W S Sly, and D. Valle (Eds),TheMetabolic and Molecular Bases oJ Inheited Disease, Yol l,
7th ed. New York: McGraw-HilI, i995, p 1853.

micrometers in diameter and leave through lymph vessels (chy1e : milky lymph
derived from the Greek chylos, which means juice). The intestinal apolipoproteins
are distinctly different from those of the llver (see p. 727) and are designated A-1
and B. Apolipoprotein B is essential for chylomicron release from enterocytes (see
Clin. Corr. 25.8).
While dietary medium-chain fatty acids reach the liver directly with the portal
blood, the long-chain fatty acids first reach adipose [issue and muscle via the sys[emic circulation before coming into contact with the liver Fat and muscle cells take
up large amounts of dietary lipids for srorage or metabolism. The bypass of rhe liver
may have evolved to protect this organ from a lipid overload after a meal.
The differential handling of medium- and long-chain fauy acids by inteslinal
cells can be specifically exploited to provide the liver with high-caloric nutrients in
the form of fatty acids. Shorr and medium-chain fatty acids are not very palatabie;
however, triacylglycerols sprthesized from these fatty acids are quite palatable and
can be used as part of the diet. Shortchain fatty acids are produced physiologically,
particularly in the colon, by bacteria from residual carbohydrates These fatty acids
are absorbed into portal blood.

2s.7
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Bile acids are s)Trthesized within the liver from cholesterol but are modified by bacterial enzymes in the intestinal lumen Primary bile acids syrrthesized by the liver

Cholic acid

Chenodeoxycholic acid

Deoxycholic acid

Lithocholic acid
Sulfation
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FIGURE 25.33

Bile acid metabolism in the rat.
Green and black arrows indlcate reactions catalyzed
by Iiver enzymes; red arrows indicate those of bacterial enz).,rnes within the intestinal lumen, (NH-),
glycine or taurine conjugate of the bile acids
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are cholic and chenodeoxycholic (or chenic) acid. Secondary bile acids are derived from the primary bile acids by bacterial reduction in position 7 of the ring
structure, resulting in deoxycholate and lithocholate, respectively (Figure 25.33).
Primary and secondary bile acids are reabsorbed by the intestine into the portal blood, taken up by the liver, and then resecreted into bile. Within the liver,
primary as well as secondary bile acids are linked to either glycine or taurine via an
isopeptide bond. These derivatives are called glyco- and tauroconjugates, respectively,'and constitute the forms that are secreted into bile. With the conjugation, the
carboxyl group of the unconjugated acid is replaced by an even more polar group.

The pK values of the carboxyl group of glycine and of the sulfonyl group of taurine
are lower than that of unconjugated bile acids, so that conjugated bile acids remain
ionized over a wider pH range. The conjugatlon is partially reversed within the

intestinal lumen by hydrolysis of the isopeptide bond.
The total amount of conjugated and unconjugated bile acids secreted per day
by the liver is 20-30 g for an adult. However, the body maintains only a very small
pool of 3-5 g. A small pool is advantageous because bile acids become toxic at high
concentrations due to their detergent properties, for example, through their ability
to lyse cells. Therefore to achieve the observed secretion rates given above, bile
acids are actively reabsorbed in the lower ileum, recirculated to the liver, and resecreted 4-10 times per day In other words, during a meal, bile acids from the liver
and gallbladder are released into the lumen of the upper small intestine, pass with
ch)ryne down the small intestinal lumen, are reabsorbed into the portal blood by
ileal enterocytes, and are then extracted from blood by the liver parenchymal cells.
The process of secretion and reuptake is referred to as the enterohepatic circulation (Figure 25.34). Reabsorption of bile acids by the intestine is quite effi.cient as
only about 0.8 g of bile acids escapes reuptake each day and is secreted with the
feces. Serum levels of bile acids normally vary with the rate of reabsorption and
therefore are highest during a meal.
Cholate, deoxycholate, chenodeoxycholate, and their conjugates continuously
participate in the enterohepatic circulation. In contrast, most of the lithocholic acid
that is produced by bacterial en4lmes is sulfated during the next passage through

Total bile salt
pool:3-5 g

20-30 g/day

Portal vein

Distalthird of ileum

FIGURE 25.34

Enterohepatic circulation of bile acids.
RedrawnJromClarh,M L andHaries,l T. In:l McCollandG.E.
Sladen (Eds.), Intestinal Absorption in Man. New Yorh: Academic

Cecum

Press, 1975,

p.
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FIGURE 25.35

Molecular mechanisms of taurocholate (TC) transport
during enterohepatic circulation.

the liver. The sulfate ester of lithocholic acid is not a substrate for the bile acid
transport system in the ileum and therefore is excreted in the feces.
The molecular mechanisms for active bile acid transport by epithelial cells in
the lower ileum and liver cells have been determined (Figure 25.35).Ileal absorption is mediated by secondary active rransport via a luminal Na+-bile acid cotransport system (apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter or ASBT) with
a stoichiometry of 2:l for Na+/bile acid. Bile acids exit the cells on the blood side
in exchange for other types of anions, for example, bicarbonate. The uptake of bile
acids from blood by liver cells is also by secondary active Na+-bile acid cotrans-

port, however, by a different transporter (Na+ taurocholate cotransporting
polypeptide or NTCP). In contrast, secretion of bile acids by liver cells across [he
canalicular plasma membrane into bile is by primary active transport (bile salt export pump or BSEI an ABC-type ATPase, see p. 525). To achieve reasonable [otal bile acid concentrations within cells and in plasma while maintaining very low
free concentrations without detergent action, bile acids are bound to specific binding proteins in ileal enterocytes and liver cells. Albumin functions as a binding protein for bile acids in plasma.
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cel1s o[ the lower ileum express a CI /HCO;- exchange
coded for by the DRA gene These cel1s:
A. mediate an electrogenic exchange of 2 luminal Na+ for I cytosolic H+.
B. absorb CI- into the cell in exchange lor HCO3 moving into
the lumen.
C prevent a metabolic acidosis due to loss of HCl.
D mediate Na+ movement ou[ o[ the cel1 as Cl moves into the

6. Epithelial

Multiple Choice Questions
Active forms of most enzpnes that digest food may normally be
found in all of the following EXCEPT:
A. in soluble form in the lumen of the stomach.

B. in
C.

the saliva.
attached to the luminal surface of the plasma membrane of intestinal epithelial ce1ls.

D. dissolved in the cytoplasm of intestinal epithelial

E
2

in zymogen granules of pancreatic exocrine

cells.

cell

ceIls.

Histamine is a potent secretagogue of:
amylase by the salivary glands
HCl by the stomach.
C. gastrin by the stomach.
D. hydrolytic enzymes by the pancreas.
E. NaHCO3 by the pancreas

A
B

E.

7

mediate Na+ movement lnto the cel1 via a Na+ channel

C1 secretion vla a CI- channel (CFTR proregulatory protein). Cholera
fibrosis
transmembrane
tein-cystic
toxin abnormally opens the channei leading to a loss of NaCl.
Tieatment. for cholera and sports drinks for electrolyte replacement
are fluids high in Na* and glucose. The presence of glucose enCertain tissues effect

hances NaCl replenishment because:

3

4

A.

absorbing any nutrient causes Na+ uptake.
glucose prevents Na+ excre[ion.
C. Na+ and glucose are transpor[ed in opposite directions
D glucose is absorbed across intestinal epithelial cells via
Na+ -dependent cotransporter.
E. glucose inhibits the Na+/K+ ATPase.

The contraluminai plasma membranes of small intestinal epithelial
cells contain:

A
B

aminopeptidases

Na+/K+ ATPase

C.

dlsaccharldases.

D.

GLUT-5.

E

Na+-monosacchadde transport (SGLT-I)

Starch digestion is more efficient after heating the starch with water because heating:
A. hydrates the starch granules, making them more susceptible to
pancreatic amylase
converts a-I,4 links to B-l,4links, which are more susceptible

B

to attack by mammalian amylases.
partly hydrolyses a-1,6 links.
D. converts the linear amylose to branched amylopectin, which re-

C.

E.

B

Questions 8 and 9: A young woman finds that every time she eats dairy
products she feels highly uncomfortable Her s[omach becomes distended, and she has gas and, frequently, diarrhea. A friend suggested
that she try yogurt to get calcium and she is able to tolerate that These
symptoms do not appear when she eats food other than dairy products
Like many adults, she is deficient in an enzyme required for carbohy-

drate digestion

B. The most likely enzl,rne in which she is deficient

A
B

sembles glycogen.
inactivates amylase inhibitors, which are common in the tissues
of starchy plants.

B
C.
D.

E.

are the same as emulsion droplets.
form from bile acids at all bile acid concentra[ions.
although they are formed during lipid digestion, do not significantly enhance utilization of dietary 1ipid.
always consist of only a single lipid species.
are essential for the absorption o[ vitamins A and K.

is:

a-amylase.
B-galactosidase (lactase)
(maltase)

C. a-glucosidase

D

sucrose-a-glucosidase (sucrase).
a-trehalase.

E. a,

5. Micelles:

A.

a

9.

Monosaccharides are absorbed from the intestine:

A. by a Na*-dependent cotranspofter for glucose and galactose
B. by a Na+-independent facilitated transport for fiuctose
C. by

a Na+-independent transporter

luminal membrane

(GLU}2) across the contra-
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D. against a concentration gradient

E.

if

the transporter is Na+

dependent.
all of the above.

Questions I0 and 11: A woman comes to the emergency room with
severe abdominal pain in the right upper quadrant as well as severe
pain in her back. The pain began several hours after she consumed a
meal of fried chicken and cheese-coated french fries The symptoms
indicated "gallstones" and this was confirmed by ultrasound. While surgery might be necessary in the future, conservative treatment was tried
lirst She was instructed to limit fried foods and high-far dairy products
She was also given chenodeoxychoiate to take orally to try ro dissolve
the gallstones

10. Cholesterol "stones":
A. usually form during passage of bile through the hepatic bile

E.

conjugation reduces the polarity of bile acids, enhancing their
ability to interacr with lipids.

Questions 12 and 13: Hartnup disease is a genetic defect in an amino
acid transport system. The specific defect is in the neutral amino acid
transporter in both intestinal and renal epithelial cells. Clinical symptoms of the disease result from deliciencies of essential amino acids and
nicotinamide (because of a deficiency specifically of tryptophan)

12. In addition to rrlprophan, which of the following amino acids is
likely to be deficient in Hartnup disease?

A.

aspartate

B
C
D

leucine
lysine

E.

proline
all ol the above

duct

B.

occur when the mixed phospholipid-bile acid micelles are very

high in phosphollpid

C
D.

E.
1

I.

can be dissolved by excess bile acids because the bile acids help
to solubilize in micelles the water-insoluble cholesterol.
rarely occur because cholesterol is not a normal part of bile.
are a necessary part of lipid digesrion.

In the metabolism of bile acids:

A

the liver slmthesizes the cholic and deoxycholic acids, which are
therefore considered pdmary bile acids

B.

secondary bile acids are produced by conjugation of primary
bile acids to glycine or taurine.
C. 7-dehydroxylation of bile acids by intestinal bacreria produces
secondary bile acids, which have similar detergent and physiological properties as primary bile acids
D daily blle acid secretion by the liver is approximately equal to
daily bile acid spthesis

I E
2.

B

Zymogen granules contain inactive proenzyrnes or z),mogens,
which are not activared until after release from the cell (amylase
from the pancreas and salivary glands is an exception).
Stimulation of H2 recep[ors of the stomach causes HCl secre-

13. Hartnup disease patients are able to ger some of the benefit of the
protein they consume because:
only the neutral amino acid carrier is defective.
B. di- and tdpeptides, normal products of protein digestion, are
absorbed by a different carrier (PepTI)
C. their endo- and exopeptidases are normal.
D. all of the above.
E. none of the above.

A

Problems
14. Using known endo- and exopeptidases, suggesr a pathway for rhe
complete degradation of the following pepride:
His-Ser-Lys-Aia-Trp-I1e-Asp- Cys-Pro-Arg-His-Hls-AIa

15. At what point would the lack of coplipase inhibit the digestion
of fat?

6. B The proton gradient generated by an elecrrically

tion A, D: Acetylcholine

is the secreragogue. C: Gastrin is a secretagogue. E. This is stimulated by secretin.

3. B Only the contraluminal
4.

A

5. E

surface contalns the Na+/K+ ATpase.
A1l other actiyities are assocrated with the Iuminal surface.
a-Amylase attacks hydrated srarch more readily than unhydrar
ed; heating hydrates the srarch granules. B: Humans don't
hydrolyze B-1,4 links C-E: None of these could be accomplished by heat.
The lipid-so1uble vitamins must be dissolved in mixed micelles
as a prerequisite for absorption A: Micelles are of molecular
dlmensions and are equilibrium stmctures; emulsion droplets
are much larger metastabie structures. B: Micelle formation
occurs only above the critical micellar concentration (CMC);
below that concentration the components are in simple solution C: Micelles are necessary so that the enzyme has access to
the triacylglycerols. D: Micelles may consist of only one component, or they may be mixed.

neutral

Na+/H+ exchange drives this. A: The Na+/H+ exchange via
the expressed NHE3 transporter is electrically neutral. C:
Constant loss of HCI leads to a metabolic alkalosis. D: The
direction of Na+ movement is into the ce1I with subsequent

D

B

E

removal by the Na+/K* ATPase. E: This occurs in the large
intestine, not here.
This is a cheaper and easier way to increase body electrolytes
than intravenous fluid therapy. A: Only certain nutdents are
absorbed by Na+-dependent cotransporters B: These are not
related C: Na+-dependent cotransporters transfer the two substances in the same direction E: Glucose has no effect on this
en4lrne.
Dairy products contain lactose Undigested lactose is fermented
and produces the sl,rnptoms. A, C, D: Deficiency of any of these
would cause problems with most carbohydrates. E: Tiehalose is
found in mushrooms, not dairy products.
All of these play an imporranr role in absorbing rhe monosaccharides from digestion D: This is especiaily imponanr for rhe
uptake o[ most of dietary glucose, the most abundant
monosaccharide

ANSWERS

I0. C

I

C

1.

Stones occur when bile is supersaturated (> I:1 ratio of cholesterol/phospholipid). The ingested bile sals increase the solubilization in micelles. A: Stones usually form in the gallbladder. B:
The problem is too little phospholipid relative to cholesterol. D:

l3 D The body

ActualV stones are relatively courmon. Cholesterol is a normal
component of bile. E: Bile salts are necessary for lipid digestion
but stones are not..
The primary bile acids (cholic and chenodeoxycholic acids) are
synthesized in the liver. In the intestine they may be reduced by

t4

rine, increasing their PolaritY
Trp shares a carrier with tyr, phe, val, Ieu, ile, and met. A: AsP
is acidic. C: Lysine is basic. D: Proline is an imino acid. All of

has at least seven transporters for the various classes
of amino acids (see Answer I2). It also has a carrier for di- and
tripeptides. C: Since we don't ingest intact protein, the presence
of the endo- and exopeptidases is essential.
Trypsin cleavage gives (a) His-Ser-Lys + (b) AIa-Trp-I1e-MetCys-Gly-Pro-Arg + (c) His-His-Ala. Further degradation of (a)
is accomplished by elastase and dipeptidase. Further degradation of (b) would start with chymotrypsin and also use dipeptidases, tripeptidase, and carborypeptidase B. To degrade (c)
carborypeptidase A and dipeptidase would be enough' The
point is that several peptidases with varying specificities are
required.
There would be some hydrolysis of the triacylglycerols in the
stomach by gastric lipase. In the small intestine, the emulsion
droplet would be stabilized by bile sals but pancreatic lipase,
which is responsible for the bulk of the hydrolysis, is inactive in
the absence of colipase. Handling of the other lipid material

these use separate carriers.

would not be affected.

bacteria to form the secondary bile acids, deoxycholate and
lithocholate. D: Only a small fraction of the bile acid escapes
reuptake; this must be replaced by synthesis. Both primary and
secondary bile acids are reabsorbed and recirculated (enterohepatic circulation). E: Both are conjugated to glycine or tau-

.
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26.1

| ovERVtEW

Nutrition is best defined as the composition and quantity of food intake and the
utilization of the food intake by living organisms. Since the process of food utilization is biochemical, the major thrust of the next two chapters is a discussion of basic

nutri[ional concepts in biochemical terms. Simply understanding basic nutritional
concepts is no longer sufficient. Nurrition attracts more [han its share of controverslin our society, and a thorough understanding of nutrition almost demands an understanding of the issues behind these controversies. These chap[ers will explore
the biochemical basis for some of the most important nutritional controversies.
Study of human nutrition can be divided into three areas: undernutrition,
overnutrition, and ideal nutrition. The primary concern in this country is not with
undernutrition because nutritional deficiency diseases are now qui[e rare. Overnutrition is a particularly serious problem in developed countries. current estimates suggest [hat be[ween l5o/o and30"k of. rhe U. S. population is obese, and obesity is known to have a number o[ serious health consequences. Finally, there is
increasing interest in the concept of ideal, or optimal, nutrition. This is a concept
'that has meaning only in an affluent society Only when food supply becomes abundant enough so that deficiency diseases are a rarity does it become possible to consider long-range effects of nutrienrs on health. This is probably rhe most exciting
area of nutrition today

26.2

I

ENERGY METABoLtsM

Energy Content

of Food Is Measured in Kilocalories

You should be well acquainted with the energ/ requiremenrs of the body. Much of
the food we eat is converted to ATP and other high-energy compounds, which are
utilized to drive biosynthetic pathways, generate nerve impulses, and power muscle conlraclion. Energy content of foods is generally described in terms of calories.
Technically speaking, this refers to kilocalories of hea[ energy released by com-

bustion of that food in rhe body. some nutritionists prefer the term kilojoule (a
measure of mechanical energy), but since the American public is likely to be counting calories rather than joules in the foreseeable future, we will res[rict ourselves to
that term. Caloric values of protein, fat, carbohydrate, and alcohol are roughly 4,
9,4,and 7 kcal g-1, respectively. Given these data and the amounr and composition of the food, it is simple to calculare rhe caloric content (inpuO of the foods we
eat. Calculating caloric content of foods does not appear to be a major problem in
this country Millions of Americans are able to do it with ease. The problem lies in
balancing caloric input with caloric ourput. Where do these calories go?

Energy Expenditure !s lnfluenced by Four Factors
Four principal fac[ors affecr individual energy expenditure: surface area (which is
related to height and weight), age, sex, and activity level. (I) The effects of surface
atea are thought to be simply relared ro [he rare of heat loss by the body-the
gteater the surface area, the greater the rate of heat loss. Whiie it may seem surprising, a lean individual actually has a greater surface area, and thus a greaLer energy requirement, than an obese individual of the same weight. (2) Age may reflecr
two factors: growth and lean muscle mass ln inflants and children more energy expenditure is required for rapid growth, which is reflected in a higher basal metabolic
rate (rate of energy utilization in resting state). In adults (even lean aduhs), muscle tissue is gradually replaced by fat and water during the aging process, resulting
ina2o/o decrease in basal metabolic rate (BMR) per decade of aduit lile. (3) Women

tend to have a lower BMR than men due [o a smaller percentage of lean muscle
mass and the effects of female hormones on metabolism. (4) The effect of activiry

PRorErN METABoLIsM

Ievels on energy requirements is obvious. However, most overemphasize the
immediate, as opposed to the long-term, effects of exercise For example, one
wouid need to jog for over an hour to burn up the calories present in one piece of
apple pie.
The effect of a regular exercise program on energy expenditure can be quite
beneficial Regular exercise increases basal metabolic rate, allowing calories to burn
up more rapidly 24 hours a day. A regular exercise program should be designed to
increase lean muscle mass and should be repeated 3 to 5 days a week but need not
be aerobic exercise to have an effect on basal metabolic ra[e. For an elderly or infirm
individual, even daily walki.ng may help to increase basal metabolic rate slightly.
Hormone levels are important also, since thyroxine, sex hormones, growth hormone, and, to a lesser ex[ent, epinephrine and cortisol increase BMR. The effects of
epinephrine and cortisol probably explain in part why severe stress and major

trauma significantly increase energy requirements. Finally, enelgy intake itself has
an inverse reiationship to expenditure in that duri.ng periods of starvation or semistarvation BMR can decrease up to 50%. This is of greaf survival value in cases of
genuine slarvation, but not much help to the person who wishes to lose weight on
a calorie-restricted diet.

26.3

I

PROTETN METABOLISM

Dietary Protein Serves Many Roles lncluding Energy Production
Protein carries a cerlain mystique as a "body-building" food. While protein is an
essential s[ructural component of all cells, it is equally importan[ for maintaining
essential secretions such as digestive enzymes and peptide or protein hormones
Protein is also needed for slmthesis of plasma proteins, which are essenlial for maintaining osmotic balance, [ransporting substances through the b]ood, and maintaining
immunity. However, the average North American adult consumes far more protein
than needed to Carry out these essentlal flunctions. Excess protein is treated as a
source of energy, with the glucogenic amino acids belng converted to glucose and
the ketogenic amino acids to fatty acids and keto acids. Both kinds of amino acids
are even[ually conver[ed to triacylglycero] in adipose tissue if fat and carbohydrate
supplies are already adequate [o meet enelgy requirements. Thus for most o[ us [he
only body-building obtained from high-protein diets is in adipose tissue.
Ir has been popular to say that the body has no storage depot for protein, and
thus adequate dietary protein musl be suppiied with every meal. However, in actuality, this is not quite accurate. While there is no sePara[e class of "storage" pro-

tein, there is a certain percentage of body protein that undergoes a constant process
of breakdown and resprrhesis. In the fasting state the breakdown of this store of
body protein is enhanced, and the resulting amino acids are utilized for glucose production, for the s),nthesis of nonprotein nitrogenous compounds, and for the s1nrhesis of the essential secretory and plasma proteins menlioned above. Even in the
fed state, some of [hese amino acids are utilized for energy produc[ion and as
biosyrthetic precursors. Thus the [urnover of body protein is a normal processand an essential feature of what ls called nitrogen balance.

Nitrogen Balance Relates lntake to Excretion of Nitrogen
Nitrogen balance (Figure 26.I) is the relationship between intake of nitrogen
(chiefly in the form of protein) and excretion of nitrogen (chiefly in the form of
undigested protein in the feces and urea and ammonia in urine). A normal adult is
in nitrogen equilibrium, with losses just balanced by intake. Negative nitrogen balance results from i.nadequate dietary intake of protein, since amino acids utilized
for energy and blosprthelic reactions are not replaced. lt also occurs i.n injury when
there is net destruction of tissue and in major trauma oI illness when the body's

I rtre
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(o) Positive nitrogen balance (growth, pregnancy, lactation and recovery from metabolic stress)

Excretion
as urea + NH4+
(N out)

Dietary
protein
(N in)

(b) Negative nitrogen balance (metabolic stress).

Excretion
as urea + NH4+
(N out)

Dietary
protein
(N in)

(c) Negative nitrogen balance (inadequate dietary protein).

Dietary

protein

--

(N in)

Excretion
as urea + NH4+
(N out)

(d) Negative nitrogen balance (lack of an essential amino acid).

FlCURE 25.1

Factors affecting nitrogen balance.
Schematic representations of the metabolic interrelationship involved in determining nitrogen balance. Each figure
represents the nitrogen balance resulting from a particular
set of metabolic conditions. The dominant pathways in
each situation are indicated by healy red arrows.

Dietary
protein
(N in)

Excretion

as urea + NH4+
(N out)

adaptive response causes increased catabolism of body protein stores. Positive
nitrogen balance occurs when there is a net increase in body protein stores, such
as in growing children, pregnant women, or convalescing adults.

Essential Amino Acids Must Be Present in the Diet
In addition to the amount of protein in the diet, several o[her factors must be considered. One is the complement of essential amino acids present in the diet.
Essential amino acids are amino acids that cannot be sl,nthesized by the body (see
p. 781). If just one of these essential amino acids is missing from the diet, the body
cannot s)'nthesize new protein to replace the protein lost due to normal turnover,
and a negative nitrogen balance results (Figure 26.1). Obviously, the complement
o[ essential amino acids in dietary protein determines how well it can be used by
the body.

Most animal proteins generally contain all essential amino acids in about the
quantities needed by the human body Vegetable proteins, on rhe orher hand, often
Iack one or more essential amino acids and may, in some cases, be more difficult to
digest. Even so, vegetarian diets can provide adequate protein provided enough extra protein is consumed to provide sufficient quantities of the essential amino acids
and/or two or more different proteins are consumed together, which complement
each other in amino acid content. For example, if corn (which is deficient in lysine)
is combined with legumes (deficient in methionine but rich in lysine), the efficiency

PRorErN METABoLTsM
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Vegetarian Diets and Protein-Energy Requirements
One of the most important problems of a purely vegetarian diet (as
opposed to a lacto-ovo vegetarian diet) is the difficulty in obtaining
sufficient calories and protein. Potential caloric deficit resuits since
the caloric densities of fruits and vegetables are much less than the
meats they replace (30-50 cal per 100 g versus 150-300 ca1 per
100 g). The protein problem is threefold: (1) most plant products
contain much less protein (1-2 g o[ protein per 100 g versus 15-20 g
per I00 d; (2) most plant protein is o[low bioiogical value; and (3)
some plant proteins are not completely digested. Actually, well-designed vegetarian diets usually provide enough calories and protein
for the average adult. In fact, the reduced caloric intake may well be
of benefit because strict vegetarians do tend to be iighter than their
nonvegetarian counterparts.
However, whereas an adult male may require about 0.8 g of protein and 40 cal kg-l of body weight, a young child may require 2-3
times that amount. Similarly, a pregnant woman needs an additional
I0 g of protein and 300 cal day-l and a lactating woman an extra
I5 g of protein and 500 cal. Thus both young children and pregnant
and lactating women run a risk of protein-energy malnutrition. Children of vegetarian mothers generally have a lower birth weight than
children of mothers consuming a mixed diet Similariy, vegetarian

children generally have a slower rate o[ growth through the first
years, but generally catch up by age

It is possible to provide

5

of I0.

sufficient caiories and protein even for

these high-risk groups provided the diet is adequately planned. Three

principles should be followed to design a calorie-protein-sufficient
vegetarian diet for young children: (I) whenever possible, include
eggs and milk in the diet; they are both excellent sources of calories
and high-quality protein; (2) include liberal amounts o[ those vegetable foods with high-caioric density in the diet, including nuts,
grains, dried beans, and dried fruits; and (3) lnclude liberal amounts
of high-protein vegetable foods that have complementary amino acid
compositions. It used to be thought that these complementary proteins must be present in the same meal. Recenr animal studies, however, suggest that a meal low in (but not devoid of) an essential amino
acld may be supplemented by addlng the limiting amino acid at a
subsequent meal

I

First intemational Congress on Vegetarian Nutrition Proc. Am
Clin. Nutr 48
(Suppl 1):707, 1988; and Saunders, T. A B Vegetarian diets and children
Pediatr Nutr. 42:955, 1995

of utilization for the combination of the two vegetable proteins approaches that of
animal protein. The adequacy of vegetarian diets with respect to protein and calories
is dlscussed more fu1ly in Clinical Correlation 26.1, arrd the need for high-quality
protein in the low-protein diets used for trea[ment of renal disease is discussed in
Clinical Correlation 26 2.

26.2
Low-Protein Diets and Renal Disease

CtINICAI

CORRETATTON

Chronic renal failure is characterized by accumulation of the end
products of protein catabolism, mainly urea. Some degree of dietary
protein restriction is usually necessary because these toxic end products are responsible for many of the symptoms associated with renal
failure. The amount of protein restriction is dependent on the severity of the disease It is easy to maintain patients in nitrogen balance
for prolonged periods on diets containing as little as 40 g protein
day-l if the diet is sufficienr in calories Diets containlng less than
40 gday 1 pose problems. Proteln turnover continues and a balance
must be found between providing enough protein to avoid negative
nitrogen balance and little enough to avoid buildup of waste products.
The strategy employed in such diets is twofold: (l) provide a
minimum of protein, primarily of high biological value, and (2) provide the bulk of the daily calories as carbohydrates and fats. The goai
is to provide just enough essential amino acids to maintain positive
nitrogen balance In turn, the body should be able to slmthesize the
nonessential amino acids from other nitrogen-containing metabolites.
Enough carbohydrate and fat is provided so that essentially all dietary
protein can be spared from energy metabolism. With this type of diet,
it is possibie to maintaln a patient on 20 g o[ protein per day for consrderable periods. Because of the difficuity in maintaining nitrogen
equilibrium at such low-protein intakes, the patient's protein status

should be monitored. This can be done by measuring parameters
such as serum albumin and transferrin.
Unfortunately, such diets are extremely monotonous and difficult
to follow. A rypical 20-g protein diet consists of: (1) one egg plus ]
cup milk or I additional egg or I oz o[ meat; (2) one-haif pound of
deglutenized (low protein) wheat bread; all other breads and cereals
must be avoided-this includes almost ail baked goods; (3) a limited
amount of low-protein, low-potassium fruits and vegetables; (4) sugars and fats to make up the rest of the needed calories; however,
cakes, pies, and cookies should be avoided
The palatability of these diets can be improved considerably by
starting with a vegan diet and supplementing it with a mixture of essential amino acids and keto acid analogs of the essential amino acids.
This technique will help preserve renal function and allow a somewhat greater variety of foods.

Goodship,

T H J. and Mitch, W

E. Nutritional approaches to presemng re-

nal function. Adv. Intern. Med 33.377,1988; Dwyer, J Vegetarian diets for
treating nephrotic sl,ndrome. Nutr Rev 5l:44,1993; and Barsotti, G , Monell,
E , Cupisti, A., Bertoncini, P, and Giovannetti, S A special supplemented
"vegan" diet for nephrotic patients 4m I Nephrol. 11:380, 1991
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Protein Sparing ls Related to Dietary Content
of Carbohydrate and Fat
Ano[her factor that determines pro[ein requirement is dietary intake of fat and carbohydrate. If these components are present in insufficient quantities, some dietan
protein must be used for energy generation and becomes unavailable for building
and replacing tissue. Thus, as energy (calorie) conrenr of the diet from carbohydrate
and fat increases, the need for protein decreases. This is referred to as protein
sparing. Carbohydrate is somewhat more efficient at protein sparing than fatpresumably because carbohydrate can be used as an energy source by almost all tissues, whereas fat cannot.

Normal Adult Protein Requirements Depend on Diet
Assuming adequate calorie intake and a 75ok efficiency of utilization, which is typical of mixed protein in the average American diet, the recommended protein intake is 0.8 /kg body wt d^y-'. This amounrs ro abour 58 g protein day-r for a
72-kg (I60Jb) man and about 44 g dry-t for a 55-kg (120-1b) woman. These recommendations would need to be increased on a vegetarian diet if overall efficiencl'
of utilization were less t]nan 75o/o

Protein Requirements Are lncreased During Crowth
and Recovery Following an lllness
Because dietary protein is essen[ial for slnthesis of new body tissue, as wel] as for main-

tenance and repair, the need for protein increases markedly during periods of rapid
pregnancy, infancy, childhood, and adolescence
Once growth requirements have been considered, age does not seem to have

growth Such growth occurs during

much effect on pro[ein requirements

If anything, the protein requirement ma).

decrease slightly with age. However, older people need and generally consume
fewer calories, so high-quality protein should provide a larger percen[age of their

total calories. Furthermore, some older people may have special protein requirements due to malabsorption problems
Illness, major trauma, and surgery all cause a major catabolic response. Both
energy and protein needs are very large, and the body responds by increasing
production ofglucagon, glucocorticoids, and epinephrine. In these situations breakdown of body protein is greatly accelera[ed and a negative nl[rogen balance resul[s
unless protein intake is increased (Figure 26.1). Although the increased protein
requirement is of little significance in short-term illness, it can be vitally important
in the recovery of hospitalized patients as discussed in the next section (see also
CIin Corr. 26.3).

26.4

I

pRorEtN-ENERGY MALNUTRtiloN

The most common form of malnutrition in the world is protein-energy
malnutrition (PEM). In developing countries inadequate intake of prorein and energy is all too common, especially in infants and young children. While the symp[oms of protein-energy insufficiency vary widely from case to case, it is common
ro classify most cases as either marasmus or kwashiorkor. Marasmus is defined as
inadequate intake of both protein and energy Kwashiorkor is defined as inadequate
intake of protein with adequate energy intake. Often the diets associared with
marasmus and kwashiorkor are similar, with the kwashiorkor being precipitated by
conditions of increased protein demand such as infection. The marasmic infant will
have a thin, wasted appearance and will be small for his/her age. If PEM conrinues
long enough the chiid will be permanently s[unred in both physical and mental development. In kwashiorkor rhe parienr will often have a deceptively plump appearance due to edema Other telltale symptoms associated with kwashiorkor are

EXCESS pRorErN-ENERGv
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Providing Adequate Protein and Calories for Hospitalized Patients
The normal metabolic response to infection, trauma, and surgery is a
complex and carefully balanced catabolic state. As discussed in the
text, epinephrine, glucagon, and cortisol are released, greatly accelerating the rates of lipolysis, proteolysis, and gluconeogenesis The net
result is an increased supply of fatty acids and glucose to meet the increased energy demands of such major stress The high serum glucose
results rn elevation o[ circulating insulin ]evels, which is more [han
counterbalanced by increased levels of epinephrine and other hormones. Skeletal muscle uses very httle of the serum glucose, but relies on free fatty acids and its own catabolized protein as a pnmary
source of energr It also continues to export amino acids, primarily
alanine, for use elsewhere in the body, resulting in a very rapid depletion of body protein stores
A highly catabolic hospitalized patient may require 35-45 kcal

kg 1 day-1 and 2-3

g protein kg-1

day-r A patient with severe

burns may require even more A physician has a number o[ options
available to provide this postoperative patient with sufficient calories
and protein to ensure optimal recovery When the patient is unable to
ingest enough food, it may be adequate to supplement the diet with
high-calorie-high-protein preparations, which are usually mixtures of
homogenized cornstarch, egg, milk protein, and flavorings. When the
patient is unable to ingest solid food or to digest compiex mixtures
o[ foods adequately, elemental diets are usually administered via a nasogastric tube. Elemental diets consist o[ smal] peptides or purified
amrno aclds, glucose and dextrins, some fat, vitamins, and electrolltes.
These diets are some[imes sufficient to meet most of the short-term

caloric and protein needs of a moderately catabolic patient.
When a patient is severely catabolic or unable to digest and absorb foods norma1ly, parenteral (intravenous) nu[rition is necessary.
The least invasive method is to use a peripheral, slow-flow vein in a
manner similar to any other i v infusion. The main limitation of this
method is hypertonicity. However, a solutron o[ 5olo glucose and
4 25olo purified amino acids can be used safely This solution will usually pror,rde enough protein to maintain positive nitrogen balance, but
will rarely provide enough calories for long-term maintenance of a
catabolic patient.
The most aggressive nutritional therapy is total parenteral nutrition. Usually an indwelling catheter is inserted into a large fast-flow
vessel such as the superior vena cava, so that the very hypertonic infusion fluid can rapidly be diluted. This allows solutions of up to 60%
glucose and 4 25ok amino acids to be used, providing sufficient protein and most of the calorles for long-term maintenance. Intravenous
lipid infusion is often added to boost calories and provlde essential
fatty acids A11 of these methods can prevent or minlmize the negative nitrogen balance associated with surgery and trauma The actual
choice of method depends on the patient's condition. As a general rule
it is preferable to use the least invasive technique
and Hi11, G L. Nutritional support in lhe management of critically
in surgical intensive care Worldl Surg, 11:194, 1987;and The Veterans Affairs Total Parenteral Nutrition Cooperative Study Group Penoperative
total parenteral nutdtion in surgical patients N EngI
Med 32525. l99l
Streat, S

J

i1l parients

dry, brittle hair, diarrhea, dermatitis of ',,arious forms, and retarded growth. The
most devastating result of both marasmus and kwashiorkor is reduced ability of the
afflicted individuals to fight off infection They have a reduced number of T lymphocytes (and thus diminished cell-mediated immune response) as well as defects
in the generation of phagocytic ce1ls and production o[ immunoglobulins, interferon, and other components of the immune system. Many of these individuals die
from secondary infections, rather than from starvatron.
The most common form o[ PEM seen in the United Sta[es occurs in the hospital setting. A typical course of events is as follows. The patient has not been eating well for several weeks or months pdor to entering the hospital due to chronic
or debilitating illness. Helshe enters the hospital with major trauma, severe infection, or for major surgery, all of which cause a large negative nitrogen balance. This
is often compounded by difficulties in feeding the patient or by the necessity o[ [asting in preparation for surgery or diagnoslic tests. The net result is PEM as reflected
by 1ow levels of serum albumin and other serum proteins or by decreased cellular
immunity tests Hospitalized patients with demonstrable PEM have delayed wound
healing, decreased resistance to infection, lncreased mortality, and increased length
of hospitalization. Most major hospitals have programs thal monitor the nutritional
status o[ their patients and intervene where necessary to mainlain a positive nitrogen and energy balance (see Clin. Corr. 26.3).

26.s

I

EXCESS PROTETN-ENERGY TNTAKE

Much has been said in recent years about the large amount of protein that the
average American consumes. Certainly mos[ consume far more than needed to
mai.ntain nitrogen balance. An average American currently consumes about 99 g of

I
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protein, 680/o from animal sources. However, a healthy aduh can consume this
amoun[ of protein with no apparent harm. Concern has been raised about possible
effects of high-protein intake on calcium requirements. Some studies suggest that
high-protein in[ake increases urinary loss of calcium and may accelerate bone demineralization associated with aging. However, this issue is far from serrled.

Obesity Has Dietary and Cenetic Components
Perhaps the more serious and frequent nutritional problem in this coun[ry is excessive energy consumption. In fact, obesity is the most frequen[ nutritional disorder in the United States. It would, however, be unfair to labe1 obesity as simply a
problem of excess consumption. Overeating plays an important role in many individuals, as does inadequate exercise, but there is also a strong genetic componenr
as well. While the biochemical mechanisms for this genetic predisposition are unclear, an obesity gene in mice and humans that appears to regulate obesity through
effects on both appeti.te and deposition of fat has been identified. This gene produces a protein called leptin. Initially, it was rhought thar leptin might be a useful
therapy for obesitlz However, it is now apparent that most obese individuals already
overproduce leptin and that it has deleterious as well as beneficial effects (see beIow). Detailed characteization of this and other genes that predispose to obesity in
animals may yield valuable clues to the causes and treatment of obesity in humans

Metabolic Consequences of Obesity Have Significant
Health lmplications
A full discussion of the treatment of obesity is clearly beyond the scope of this chapter, but it ls worthwhile to consider some of the metabolic consequences of obesity.
One striking clinical feature of overweight individuals is a marked elevarion of
serum free fatty acids, cholesterol, and rriacylglycerols irrespective of the dietary intake of fat. Why is this? Obesity is obviously associared with an increased number
and/or size of adipose tissue cells. These cells overproduce factors such as leptin
and tumor necrosis factor c (TNF-o), which cause cellular resistance to insulin
by interfering with autophosphorylation of rhe insulin receptor (IR) and the subsequen[ phosphorylation of the insulin receptor subsrrate f (IRS-f ) (see p. 944).
Initially, the pancreas maintains glycemic conrrol by overproducing insulin. Thus
many obese individuals with apparently normal blood glucose conrrol have a syndrome characterized by insulin resistance of the peripheral rissue and high concentra[ions of insulin in the circulation. This hyperinsulinemia appears to stimulate
the ryrnpathetic nervous system, leading to sodium and water retention and vasoconstriction, which increase blood pressure.
The insulin resistance in adipose tissue results in increased activity of the
hormone-sensitive lipase, which along with the increased mass of adi.pose tissue is
probably sufficient to explain the increase in circulating free fatty acids. These
excess fatty acids are carried to the liver and converted to triacylglycerol and cholesterol. Excess triacylglycerol and cholesterol are released as very low density
lipoprotein particles, leading to higher circulating levels of both triacylglycerol and
cholesterol. For reasons that are not entirely ciear this also results in a decrease in
high density lipoprotein parricles.
Eventually, the capacity of the pancreas to overproduce insulin declines, which
leads to higher fasting blood sugar levels and decreased glucose tolerance. Fuily
80o/o of aduh-onset (type tt) diabetics are overweight. Because of these metabolic
changes, obesity is a primary risk factor in coronary heart disease, hlperrension,
and diabetes mellitus. This is nutritionally significant because all of these metabolic
changes are reversible. Quite often reduc[ion to ideal body weight is the single most
important aim of nutritional therapy. Furthermore, when the individual is at ideal
body weight, the composition of the diet becomes a less important consideration in
maintaining normal serum lipid and glucose concentrations.

cARBoHYDRATES
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Discussion of weight reduction regimens should include mention of one other
metabolic consequence of obesity As discussed above, obeslty can lead to increased
re[ention of both sodium and waler. As the fat stores are metabolized, they produce
water (which is denser than the fat), and the water may largely be retained In fact,
some indir.rduals may actually observe short-term weight gain on certain diets, even
though the di.et is working perfectly well in terms of breaking down their adipose
tissue. This metabolic fact of life can be psychologlcally devastating to dieters, who
expect quick results for all their sacrifice

26.6

I

CARBOHYpRATES

The chief metabolic role of dietary carbohydrates is for energy production. Any
carbohydrate in excess of that needed for energy is converted to Slycogen and triacylglycerol for long-term storage. The body can adapt [o a wide range of dietary
carbohydrate levels. Diets high in carbohydrate result in higher steady-s[a[e levels
of glucokinase and some of the enzymes involved in the pentose phosphate pathway
and triacylglycerol synthesis. Diets low in carbohydrate result in higher steady-state
Ievels of some of the enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis, fatty acld oxidalion, and
amino acid catabolism. Glycogen stores are also affected by the carbohydrate content of the diet (see C1in. Corc.26.4).
The most common nutritional problems involving carbohydrates are [hose of
carbohydrate intolerance. The most common form of carbohydrate intolerance is
diabetes mellitus, caused either by subnormal insulin production or lack of insulln
recep[ors. This causes an intolerance to glucose and sugars that are readily conver[ed
to glucose. Dietary [reatment of diabetes is discussed in Clinical Correlation 26.5.

26.4
Carbohydrate Loading and Athletic Endurance
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one study, test subjects on a high-fat and high-protein diet had less
I 6 g of glycogen per 100 g of muscle and could perform a standardized workload for only 60 min When the same subjects then
consumed a high-carbohydrate diet for 3 days, their glycogen stores
increased to 4 g per 100 g of muscle and the same workload could
be performed for up to 4 h.
While the technique clearly worked, the athletes often felt lethargic and irritable during the low-carbohydrate phase of the regimen,
and the high-fat diet ran counter to current health recommendations.
Fortunately, recent studies indicate that regular consumption of a

The practice of carbohydrate loading dates back to observations made
in the early 1960s that endurance during vigorous exercise was lim-

than

ited primanly by muscle glycogen stores. Of course, glycogen stores
are not the sole energy source for muscle. Free fatty acids are present
in the biood during vigorous exercise and are utilized by muscle along
wirh the muscle glycogen stores. Once the glycogen stores have been
exhausted, however, muscle cannot rely entirely on free fatty acids
without tlring rapidly This is probably related to the fact that muscle
becomes increasingly hypoxic during vigorous exetcise. While glycogen stores are utilized equaliy well aerobically or anaerobically, fatty
acids can only be utilized aerobically Under anaerobic conditions,
fatty acids cannot provide AfP rapidly enough to serve as the sole en-

high-complex-carbohydrate low-fat diet during training increases
glycogen stores wrthout the need for tricking the body with sudden

erSy source.

Thus the practice of carbohydrate loading to increase glycogen
s[ores was devised for track and other endurance athietes Originally,
it was thought that it would be necessary to trick the body into increasing glycogen stores. The original carbohydrate ioading regimen
consisted of a 3-1-day period of hear,y exercise while on a lowcarbohydrate diet, followed by l-2 days of light exercise while on a
high-carbohydrate diet. The initial low-carbohydrate-high-energy demand period caused a depletion o[ muscle glycogen stores. Apparently, the subsequent change to a high-carbohydrate diet resulted in
a slight rebound effect, with the production of higher than normal
levels of insulin and growth hormone. Under these conditions glyco8en storage was favored and glycogen stores reached almost twice the
normal amounts. This practice did increase endurance significantly. ln

dietary changes Current recommendations are for endurance athletes
to consume a high-carbohydrate diet (with emphasis on complex carbohydrates) during training. Then carbohl.drate intake is increased
further (to 7Oo/o of. calories) and exercise tapered off during the 2-3
days just prior to an athletic event This increases muscle glycogen
stores to levels comparable to the prevlously described carbohydrate
loading regimen.
Conlee, R K Muscle glycogen and exercise endurance: a twenly-year perspective Exer Sports 5ci Rev l5:1, 1987; lvey, J. L ,Katz, A L , Cutler, C L
Sherman, W M,, and Cay1e, E E Muscle glycogen sl,nthesis after exercise: effect of time o[ carbohydrate ingestion J Appl Physiol 64:1480.1988; and Probart, C. K, Bird, PJ, and Parker, K A Diet and athletic performance Med
CIin North Am. 77:757. 1993
,
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CORRETATION 2

6.5

High-Carbohydrate Versus High-Fat Diet for Diabetics
For years the American Diabetes Association has recommended diets
that were low in fat and high in complex carbohydrates and fiber for
diabetics The logic of such a recommendation seemed to be inescapable Diabetics are prone ro hyperiipidemia with attendant rlsk
of heart disease, and low-fat diets seemed 1ike1y to reduce risk of hyperlipidemia and heart disease In addition, numerous clinlcal studies had suggested that the high-fiber conrenr of these diets improved
control ol blood sugar This recommendation has proved to be con[roversial. An understanding of the controversies involved illustrates
the difficulties in making dietary recommendations for popularion
groups rather than individuals. In the first place, it is very difficult to
make any major changes in dietary composition without changing
other components of the diet. In fact, most of the clinical trials of the
high-carbohydrate-high-fiber diets have resulted in significant weighr
reduction, either by design or because of the lower calorlc denslty of
the diet Since werght reduction improves diabetic control, it is not
entirely clear whether the improvements seen in the treated group
were due to the change in diet composition per se or because of rhe
weight 1oss. Second, there is srgnificant indivldual variation in how
diabetics respond to these diets. Many diabetic patients appear to
show poorer control (as eudenced by higher blood glucose levels, eIevated VLDL and/or LDL 1evels, and reduced HDL levels) on the

high-carbohydrate-high-fiber diets than they do on diets high in monounsaturated latty acids. However, diets high in monounsaturated
fatty acids tend to have higher caloric density and are inappropriate
for overweight individuals with type 2 (non-insulin-dependenr) diabetes Thus a single diet may not be equally appropriate for al1 diabetics Even the "glycemic index" concept (Table 26 2) may aiso rum
out to be difficult to appiy to the diaberlc population as a whole, because of indir-idual variation.

h

1994 the American Diabetes Associ-

ation abandoned the concept of a single diabetic diet. Instead, their
recommendations focus on achievement o[ glucose, 1ipid, and blood
pressure goals, with weight reduction and dietary recommendations
based on individual preferences and what works best to achieve metabolic control in that individual
Jenkins,D J A,Wolener,T

M S,Jenkins,A L,andTaylor,R.H

Dietary

fiber, carbohydrate metabolism and diabetes Mol. Aspects Med 9:97, 1987
Garg, A , Grundy, S M., and Unger, R H Comparison of the effects of high
and low carbohydrate dlets on plasma lipoproteins and insulin sensitiviry in
patients with mild NIDDM Dtabetes 4I;\278, 1992; American Diabetes Associatlon Nutritional recommendations and principles for people with diaberes
Diabetes Care 17:519, 1994; and Nuuall, E Q and Chasuk, R M Nurririon
and rhe management o[ type 2 diabetes J. Fam. Proct 47:545,1998

Lactase insufficiency (see p. 1I03) is also a common disorder of carbohydra[e metabolism, affecting over 30 million people ln the United Srares alone It is mosr
prevalent among blacks, Asians, and Hispanics. Without the enzyme lactase, dietary
Iactose ls not signiflcantly hydrolyzed or absorbed. It remains in the intestine where
it acts osmotically to draw waler into the gut and serves as a substra[e for conversion
to lactic acid and CO2, by intestinal bacteria. The end resuh is bloating, flatulence,

and diarrhea-all of which can be avoided simply by eliminating milk and milk
products from rhe diet.

26.2
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FArs

Triacylglycerols, or [a[s, are directly utilized by many tissues of the body

as an energy source and, as phosphollpids, are an important constiluen[ of membranes. Excess [a[ in the diet can only be stored as triacylglycerol. As with carbohydrate, the
body adapts to a wide range of fat intakes. However, problems develop ar the extremes (either high or low) of fat consumption At the low end, essential fatty acid
(EFA) deficiency may become a problem The fatty acids linoleic and linolenic cannot be made by the body and thus are essential components of the diet. These EFAs
are needed for malntaining the function and integrity of membrane structure, for
fat metabolism and lransport, and for s]'nthesis of prostaglandins and related compounds. The most characteris[ic symptom of essential fatty acld deficiency is a scaly
dermatitis EFA deficiency is very rare in rhe United Stares, occurring primarily in
Iow-birth-weight infants fed artificial formulas lacking EFAs and in hospitalized patients maintained on [ota1 parenteral nutritlon for long periods of time Ar the high
end of the scale, there is concern that excess dietary fat causes elevation of serum
lipids and thus an increased risk of heart disease. Recenl studies suggesr that highfat intakes are associated wi[h increased risk of colon, breast, and pros[ate cancer,
but it is not ye[ certain whether [he cancer risk is associated with fatintake per se,
or wilh [he excess calories associaled wlth a high-fat diet Animal studies suggest

rrarn
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that polyunsaturated fatty acids of the ar-6 series may be more tumorigenic than
other unsaturated fatty acids. The reason for this is nol known, but it has been
suggested that prostaglandins derived from the

a-6 fatty acids may stimulate tumor

progresslon.

26.8
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FrBER

Dietary fiber comprises lhose components of food that canno[ be broken down by
human digestive enzymes. ll is incorrect, however, to assume that fiber is indigestible since some fibers are, in fact, a[ least partlally broken down by inteslinal
bacteria. Knowledge of the role of flber in human melabolism has expanded significantly in the past decade Our current understanding of the metabolic roles of dietary fiber is based on three important observations: (1) there are several dlfferent
types of dletary fiber, (2) they each have different chemical and physical properties,
and (3) they each have different effects on human metabolism, which can be understood, in part, lrom their unique properties.
The major types of fiber and their properties are summarized in Table 26.1.
Cellulose and most hemicelluloses increase stool bulk and decrease transit time
and are associated with the effects of fiber on regularity They decrease intracolonic
pressure and appear to play a beneficial role with respect to dlverticular diseases
By diluting out potential carcinogens and speeding their translt through the colon,
they may also play a role in reducing the rlsk of colon cancer Lignins have a
slightly different ro1e. In addition to their bulk-enhancing properties, they adsorb
organic substances such as cholesterol so as to lower plasma cholesterol concentration Mucilaginous fibers, such as pectin and gums, tend to form viscous gels ln
the stomach and intestine and slow [he rate of gastric emptying, thus slowing the
rate of absorption of many nutrients. The most important clinical role of these fibers
i.s to slow the rate at which carbohydrates are digested and absorbed. Thus both the
rise in blood sugar and the subsequen[ rise in insulln levels are significantly
decreased if these fibers are ingested along with carbohydrate-containing foods.
Water-soluble fibers (pectins, gums, some hemicelluloses, and s[orage polysaccharides) also help to lower serum cholesterol levels in most people Whether this
is due to their effect on insulin levels (insulin stimulates cholesterol syrethesis and
export) or to other metabolic effects (perhaps caused by end products of partial bacterial digestion) is not known Vegetables, wheal, and mosl grain fibers are [he best
sources of the water-insoluble cel1ulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Fruits, oats, and

TABTE

26.1

Major Types of Fiber and Their Properties
Major
Source in Diet

Cellu1ose

Unrefined cereals
Bran

Lignin

Whole wheat
Unrefined cereals
Some fruits and vegetables
Whole wheat
Woody parts of vegetables

Pectin

Fruits

Hemiceilulose

Gums

Physiological

Chemical
Properties
Nondigestible
Water insoluble
Absorbs water
Partially digestible
Usually water insoluble
Absorbs water
Nondigestible
Water insoluble
Absorbs organic substances
Digestible

Effects
Increases stool

bulk

Decreases intestinal transit time
Decreases

intracolonic pressure

lncreases stool bulk
Decreases intestinal transil time
Decreases

intracolonic pressure

Increases stool bulk
Bind cholesterol
Bind carcinogens
Decreases rate oI gastric emptying

of sugar uptake

Water soiuble
Mucilaginous

Decreases rate

Dried beans

Digestible

Decreases rate

Oats

Water soluble
Mucilaginous

Decreases rate of sugar uptake

Decreases serum cholesterol

ol gastric emptying

Decreases serum cholesterol
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legumes are the best source of the water-soluble fibers. Obviously, a balanced diei
should include food sources of both soluble and insoluble fiber

From the foregoing discussion it is apparen[ that [here are relatively few instances
of macronutrient deficiencies in the American diet. Thus much of the interest in recent years has focused on whether there is an ideal diet composition consistent wirh
good health. It would be easy to pass off such discussions as purely academic, yer
our unders[anding of these issues could well be vital. Heart disease, stroke, and
cancer kill many Americans each year, and if some experts are even partially correct, many of these deaths could be preventable with prudent diet.

Composition of the Diet Affects Serum Cholesterol
With respect to hear[ disease, [he currenl discussion centers around two key issues:
(1) Can serum cholesterol and triacylglycerol concentration be controlled by diet?
(2) Does lowering serum cholesterol and triacylglycerol levels pro[ect against hean
disease? The controversies centered around dietary control of cholesterol levels
illustrate perfectly the trap one falls into by trying to Look too closely ar each
individual component of the dier instead of the diet as a whole. For example, rhere
are at least four dietary components that can be identified as having an effect on
serum cholesterol: cholesterol itself, polyrnsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), saturated fatty acids (SFAs), and fiber. lt would seem thar [he more cholesterol one
eats, the higher the serum cholesterol should be. However, cholesterol ryTrthesis is
tightly regulated and decreases in dietary cholesterol have relatively little effect on
serum cholesterol levels (see p. 750). One can obtain a more significant reduction

in cholesterol and triacylglycerol levels by increasing the ratio of PUFA/SFA in
diet. Finally, some plant flibers, especially the water-soluble fibers, appear to
crease cholesterol 1eve1s significantly
While the effects of various lipids

the
de-

in the diet can be dramatic, the biochemistry

of their ac[ion is still uncer[ain. Saturated fats inhibit receptor-mediated uptake of
LDIs, but the mechanism is complex. Palmitic acid (saturated, C16) raises serum
cholesterol levels while stearic acid (saturated, C18) is neutral. Polyunsaturated farty
acids lower both LDL and HDL cholesterol levels, while oleic acid (monounsarurated, C18) appears to lower LDL without affecting HDL levels. Furthermore, rhe
a-3 and ar-6 polyrnsaturated fatty acids have slightly different effects on lipid profiles (see CIin. Corr. 26.6). However, rhese mechanistic complexities do nor significantly affect dietary recommendarions. Mosr foods high in saturated fars conrain
both palmitic and stearic acid and are atherogenic. Since oleic acid lowers LDL ievels, olive oil and, possibiy, peanut oil may be considered as beneficial as polyunsaturated oils.
There is very little disagreement with respect to these data. The question is:
What can be done with the informa[lon? Much of the disagreement arises from the
lendency to look at each dietary factor in isolation. For example, it is debatable
whether it is worthwhile placing a patient on a highly restrictive 300-mg choiesterol diet (1 egg contains about 2I3 mg of cholesterol) if his serum cholesterol is
lowered by only 5-l0o/o Likewise, changing the PUFA/SFA ratio from 0.3 (the
current value) to 1.0 would either require a radical change in the diet by elimina-

tion of foods containing saturated fat (largely meats and fats) or an addition of
iarge amounts of rather unpalatable polyrnsaturated fats to the diet. For many
Amerlcans this would be unrealistic Fiber is another good example One could expect, at the most, a 5o/o decrease in serum cholesterol by adding a reasonable
amount of fiber to the diet. (Very few people would ear the 10 apples per day
needed to lower serum cholesterol by 15olo.) Are we to conclude then that any di-
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26.6
Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids and Risk Factors for Heart Disease
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Recent studies confirm that reduction of elevated serum cholesterol
Ievels can reduce the risk o[ heart disease. They have rekindled interest in the effects of diet on serum cho]esterol levels and other risk
factors for heart disease. One of the most imporlant dietary factors
regulating serum cholesterol levels is the ratio of polyrrnsaturated fats
(PUFAs) to saturated fats (SFAs) in the diet. One of the most interesting
recent developments is the discovery that different tlpes o[ pol1'unsaturated fatty acids have different effects on lipid metaboiism and on
other risk factors for heart disease As discussed on page 698, there
are two families of polyunsaturated essential fatty acids-the a-6, or
linoleic famlly, and the ar-3, or linolenic family Recent clinical studies
have shown that the o-6 PUFAs (chief dietary source is linoleic acid
from plants and vegetable oils) primarily decrease serum cholesterol
levels, wirh only modest effects on serum triacylglycerol 1evels The
ro-3 PUFAs (chief dierary source is eicosapentaenoic acid from certain
ocean fish and fish oils) cause modest increases in serum cholesterol
levels and significantly lower serum triacylglycerol levels The mechanisms behind these effects on serum lipid levels are unknown.
The o-3 PUFAs have yet another unique physiological effect that

may decrease the risk o[ heart drsease: they decrease platelet aggtegation The mechanism of this effect is a llttle clearer. Arachidonic acid
(a.r-6 family) is known to be a precursor of thromboxane ,{2 (TXAz),

which is a potent proaggregating agent, and prostaglandin 12 (PGI2),
which is a weak antiaggregating agent (see p. 766). The r,r-3 PUFAs
are thought to act by one of two mechanisms. (I) Eicosapentaenoic
acid (r,r-3 family) may be converted to thromboxane A: (TXA:), which
is only weakly proaggregating, and prostaglandin 13 (PGli), which is
strongly antiaggregating Thus the balance between proaggregation
and antiaggregation would be shifted toward a more antiaggregatinS
condition as the @-3 PUFAs displace ro-6 PUFAs as a source of precursors to the thromboxanes and prostaglandins. (2) The rr.r-3 PUFAs
may also act by simply inhibiting the conversion of arachidonic acid
to TXA2. The unique potential of eicosapentaenoic acid and other a.r3 PUFAs in reducing the risk of heart disease is being tested in
numerous clinical trials.

Holub, B J Dietary fish oils containing eicosapentaenoic acid and the prevention of atherosclerosis and thrombosis Can Med Assoc. J 139:377, 1988;
Simopoulos, A P Omega-3 fatty acids in health and dlsease and in growth and
development Am. J. Clin. Nutr 54:438, 199I; and Gapinski,J P, Van Ruiswyk,

J V, Heudebert, G

R , and Schectman, G S Preventing restenosis with fishoils following coronary angioplasty. A meta analysis Arch. Intern Med

153:1595. 1993

etary means of controlling serum choles[erol levels is useless? Only if each element
of the diet is examined in isolation. For example, recent s[udies have shown that
vegetarians, who have lower cholesterol intakes plus higher PUFA/SFA ratios and
higher fiber intakes, rrray average 25-30o/o lower cholesterol levels than [heir nonvege[arian counterparts. Perhaps, more to the point, diet modifications of the type
acceptable [o the average American have been shown to cause a l)_l5ob decrease
in cholesterol levels in long-term studies. A7-year clinical trial sponsored by the
National lnstitutes of Health has proved conclusively that lowering serum cholesterol 1eve1s reduces the risk of heart disease i.n men While a consensus has been
reached that lowering serum cholesterol levels reduces the risk of heart disease, it
is imporlant to remember that serum cholesterol is jus[ one of many cardiovascular risk fac[ors.

Effects

of Refined Carbohydrate in the Diet Are Complex

Much of the nutritional dispute in the area of carbohydrate intake centers around
lhe amount of refi.ned carbohydrate in the diet. Until recently, simple sugars
(primarily sucrose) were blamed for almos[ every ill from tooth decay to heart disease and diabetes In the case of tooth decay, these assertions were clearly correc[.
In the case of heart disease, however, the linkage is more obscure (see CIin. Corr.
26.7).The si[uation with respect to diabetes is probably even less direct Whereas
restriction of simple sugars is often desirable in patients who already have diabetes,
recent sludies show less than expected correlation between the tlpe of carbohydrate ingested and the subsequent rise in serum glucose levels (Table 26.2) Ice
cream, for example, causes a much smaller increase in serum glucose levels than
either potatoes or whole wheat bread This is because o[her components of foodsuch as protei.n, fat. and the soluble fibers-are much more important than the
type of dietary carbohydrate in determining how rapidly giucose will enter the
bloodstream.
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26.7
Metabolic Adaptation: Relationship Between Carbohydrate
lntake and Serum Triacylglycerols

CTINICAI- CORRELATIO N

In evaluating the nutrition literature, it is important to be aware that
most clinical trials are of rather short duration (2-6 weeks), whiie
some metabolic adaptations may take considerably ionger. Thus even

apparently well-designed clinical studies may lead to erroneous conclusions that wrll be repeated in the popular llterature for years to
come. For example, several studies conducted in the I960s and I970s
tried to assess the effects of carbohydrate intake on serum triacylglycerol levels. Iypically, young college-age males were glven a diet in
which up to 50% of their fat calories were replaced with sucrose or
other simple sugars for a period of 2-3 weeks. In most cases semm
triacylglycerol levels increased markedly (up to 50%) This led to the
tentative conclusion that high intake of simpie sugats, particularly sucrose, might increase the rlsk o[ heart disease, a notion that was populaized by nutritlonal best sellers such as "Sugar Blues" and "Sweet
and Dangerous " Unfortunately, whlle the original conclusions were
promoted in the lay press, the experiments themselves were questioned Subsequent studies showed that if these trials were continued

for longer periods of time (3-6 months), the triacylgiycerol levels
usually normalized The nature of this slow metabolic adaptation is

unknown
While the interpretation of the original clinical trials may have
been faulty, the ensuing dietary recommendations may not have been
entirely incorrect. Many snack and convenience foods in the American
diet are high in sugar, fat, and caloric density. fhus removing some
of these foods from the diet can aid in weight control, and overweight
is known to contribute to hypertriacylglycerolemia Some individuals

exhibit carbohydrate-induced hypertriacylglycerolemia lriacylglycerol levels in these individuals respond dramatically to diets that substltute foods containing complex carbohydrates and fiber for [hose
foods containing primarily simple sugars as a carbohydrate source.
Parks, E J and Hellerstein, M K Carbohydrate-induced hlpertriacylglycerolemia: historical perspective and review o[ biological mechanisms. Am J
Cltn Nutr. 7l:412, )000

Mixing Vegetable and Animal Proteins Meets
Nutritional Protein Requirements
Concern has been voiced recently about the type of protein in the American diet
Epidemioiogic data and animal studres suggest rhat consumption of animal protein
is associated wi[h increased incidence of heart disease and various forms of cancer
One could assume that it is probably not the animal protein itself that ls involved.
but the associated fat and cholesterol What sort of protein should we consume? 41though the present diet may not be optimal, a strictly vegetarian diet may not be

TABLE

26.2 Clycemic lndex' of Some

Grain and cereal products
Bread (white)
Bread (who1e wheat)
Rice (white)
Sponge cake
Breakfast cereals

Root vegetables

69+5
72-t6
72-r9
46+6
51

bran
Cornflakes

A11

+5

B0-r6

Oatmeal
Shredded wheat

49+B

67 -r l0

Vegetables

Sweet corn

59

Frozen peas
Dairy products
Ice cream

Milk (who1e)
Yogurt

Selected Foods

-f

11

5Ir6

Beets

Carrots

Potato (white)
Potato (sweet)
Dried iegumes
Beans (kidney)
Beans (soy)
Peas (blackeye)

64 +- 16
92 -r 20

70-fB

48+6
29'+

B

15-f5
33+4

Fruits

Apple (Golden Delicious)

39-f3

Banana

62-+9
40-+3

Oranges
Sugars

36-f8
34-r6
36+ 4

Fructose
Glucose

Honey
Sucrose

20+5
100

87+8
59 -f 10

D A , et al Glycemic index ol foods: a physiological basis lor carbohydrate
CIin Nut,:34:362. 1981

Source: Data from Jenkins,

exchange Am

I

'Glycemic index is delined as the area under the blood glucose response curve for each lood
expressed as a percentage of the area alter taking the same amount o[ carbohydrate as glucose (mean:

5-

1O individuals)
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acceptable to many Americans. Perhaps a middle road is best. Clearly there are no
known health dangers associated with a mixed diet that is lower in animal protein
than the current American standard.

An lncrease in Fiber from Varied Sources ls Desirable
of current knowledge about effects of fiber on human metabolism, most
suggestions for a prudent diet recommend an increase in dietary fiber. The main
question is: "How much is enough?" The current fiber content of the American diet
is about 14-15 g per day. Most experts feel that an increase to at least 25-30 g
would be safe and beneficial. Since different types of fibers have different physiological roles, the increase in fiber intake should come from a wide variety of fiber
souices-including fresh fruits, vegetables, and legumes as well as the more popular cereal sources of fiber (which are primarily cellulose and hemicellulose).
Because

Current Recommendations Are for a "Prudent Diet"
Several private and government groups have made specific recommendations

with

respect to the ideal dietary composition for the American public in recent years.
This movement was spearheaded by the Senate Select Committee on Human Nutrition, which first published its Dietary Goals for the United States in 1977. This

Committee recommended that the American public reduce consumption of total
calories, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, simple sugars, and salt to "ideal" goals
more compatible with good health (Figure 26.2).In recent years the USDA, the

American Heart Association, the American Diabetes Association, the National
Research Council, and the Surgeon General all have published similar recommendations, and the USDA has used these recommendations to design revised
recommendations for a balanced or "prudent diet" (Figure 26.3). How valid is the

Current diet

Dietary goals

FIGURE 26.2

United States dietary goals.
Graphical comparison of the composition of the current U.S.
diet and the dietary goals for the U.S. population suggested by
the Senate Select Committee on Human Nutrition.
FromDietary Goals for the United Srarcs,2nd, ed. Wahingtoa, DC U.5.
G ov ernmett P
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scientific basis of the recommenda[ions for a prudent diet? Is there evidence that a
prudent diet will improve the health of the general public? These remain controversial ques[ions.

An important argument against such recommendations is that we do not have
enough inflormation to set concrete goals. We might be creating some problems
while solving others. For example, the goals of reducing total and saturated fat in
the diet are best met by replacing animal protein with vegetable pro[ein. This might
reduce the amount of available iron and vitamin B12 in the diet. It is also quite clear
that the same set of guidelines do not apply for every individual. For example, exercise is known to raise serum HDL cholesterol and obesity is known to elevate
serum cholesterol and triacylglycerols and reduce glucose tolerance. Thus a very active individual who maintains ideal body weight can likely tolerate higher fat and
sugar intakes than an obese individual.
On the "pro" side, however, it clearly can be argued that all of the dietary
recommendations are aimed at reducing nutritional risk factors in the general
population. Besides, similar diets have been consumed by our ancestors and by people
in other countries with no apparent harm. Whatever the outcome of this debate, it will
undoubtedly shape many of our ideas conceming the role of nutrition in medicine

The Food Guide Pyramid
a Guide to Daily Food Choices

Key

FIGURE 26.3

USDA food pyramid.
Graphical representation of USDA recommendations for a balanced diet.
HG Bulletin #252 Wdshington,DC: U.S Government
Pnndng OlJice, 1992
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3. The primary effect of the consumption of excess protein beyond
the bodys immediate needs will be:
excretion of the excess as protein in the urine.
B. an increase in the "storage pool" of protein
C. an increased slmthesis of muscle protein.
D. an enhancement in the amount of circulating plasma proteins.
E. an increase in the amount of adipose tissue.

A

4. Which of the following individuals would most likely be in nitro-

Basal metabolic rate:

gen equilibrium?

A.

is not influenced by energy intake.

B
C
D

increases

A. A normal, adult male
B. A normal, pregnant female

E.

I rt:r

in response to starvation.

may decrease up to 50% during periods of starvation
increases in direct propoillon to daily energy expenditure
is not responsive to changes in hormone levels.

C. A growing child
D. An adult male recovering from

E.

surgery

A normal femaie on a very low protein diet
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form in which protein is supplied).

is:

the most common form of protein-calorie malnutrition in the

United States.

B.

characterized by a thin, wasted appearance.

C. an inadequate intake of food of any kind.
D. an adequate intake of total calories but a specific deficiency of

l1 If 3000 g o[ solution is infused per day:
A. the patient would not be getting sufficient protein.
B. the calories supplled would be inadequate.
C. both protein and calories would be adequate

Proteln.

E. an

adequate intake of total protein but a deficiency
essential amtno acids.

6

of

D.

the

t)

An excessive intake of calories:

A

usually does not have adverse metabolic consequences.
leads to metaboiic changes that are usually irreversibie.
C. frequently leads to elevated serum levels of free fatty acids, cholesterol, and triacylglycerols.
D. is frequently associated with an increased number of insulin

B.

7

8

Sometimes a lipid solution is also infused in a patient on TPN In
the case of this young man, the purpose of the lipid solution would
be to:
A. supply additional calories to meet caloric needs.
B. supply essential fatty acids
improve the palatability of the mixture.
D. pror,rde fiber

E. assure an adequate supply of cholesterol for

membrane

building.

is the only component of obesity.

Questions 13 and 14: For many years, the American Diabetic AssoA complete replacement of animal protein in the diet by vegetabie cia[ion recommended a diet high in complex carbohydrates and fiber and low in fat for diabetics- It was later found that some indivldprotern:
A would be expected to have no effect at all on the overall diet. uals did not do as well on such a diet as on one high in monoun
B. would reduce the total amount of food consumed for the same saturated fatty acids. Since 1994, the ADA has abandoned the concept
of a single diabetic diet and now recommends a focus on achieving
number of calories.
C. mightreducetheroraiamounrofironandvitaminBl2available. glucose, Iipid, and biood pressure goals with weight reduction if

D

would be satisfactory regardless of the nature o[ the vegetable necessary

E.

protein used.
could not satisfy protein requlrements.

I3. Whlch of the following statements is/are correct?
A. A high-carbohydrate-high-fiber diet often results in significant
weight reduction because it has a lower caloric density than a
diet high in fat
B A diet high in monounsaturated fatty acids would be most
appropriate for an overweight diabetic
C. The goal for lipids is to reduce all lipoprotein levels in the

Dietary fat:
A. is usually present, although there is no specific need for it.
B. if present in excess, can be stored as either glycogen or adipose
tissue triacylglycerol
C. should include linoleic and linolenic acids
D. should increase on an endurance training program in order to
increase the bodys energy stores
E if present in excess, does not usually lead to health problems.

9. Which of the followinS statements about dietary fiber

is/are

coIIect?

A.

Water-soluble fiber helps to lower serum cholesterol

in

blood

D.

B.

14. For diabetics:
A. the only carbohydrate that must be eliminated in the diet is

most

sucrose

B. fiber increases

Mucilaginous fiber slows the rate of digestion and absorption of

C. not all carbohydrate

carbohydrates.

D.

None o[ the above is correct..

E.
Which one of the following dietary regimens would be

the rate at which carbohydrate is digested and

absorbed.

C. Insoluble fiber increases stool buik and decreases transit time.
D. AII of the above are corect

E.

Obesity aggravates diabetes because it inhibits the production of

insulin by the pancreas.
E. All df the above are correct

people.

I0

meet

C

receptors

E.

to

requlrements.
this is too much protein being infused.

foods raise blood glucose levels at the same
rate because the glycemic index of all foods is not the same
who are normally in good control, stress will have no effect on
their blood sugar levels.
a vegetarian diet is the only appropriate choice

most

effective in lowering serum cholesterol?
restrict dietary cholesterol
increase the ratio of pollunsaturated to saturated fatty acids
C. increase fiber content
restrict cholesterol and increase fiber
restrict cholesterol, increase PUFA/SFA, increase fiber

A.

B

D
E

Questions lI and 12: A young man suffered third degree burns over
much of his body and is hospitalized in a severe catabolic state An individual in this state requires about 40 kcal kg-1 day-1 and 2 g protein
kg-l day-1 to be in positive caloric and nitrogen balance. This young
man weighs 140 Ib (64 kg). Total parenteral nutrition (TPN) is started
with a solution containing 20olo glucose artd 4.25ok amino acids (the

Problems

i5

Calculate the number of grams each o[ carbohydrate, lipid, and
protein a person on a 2300-kcal diet should consume to meet the
guidelines established by the Senate Select Committee on Human
Nutrition. Assuming the individual weighs 180 Ib and the protein
is from mixed animaUvegetable sources wtth a 75ok efficiency of
utilization, does the amount of protein you calculated above meet
the recommended amount of protein?

I6 A l20-lb woman is consuming a diet with

adequate total calories

and 44 g of protein per day. The protein is exclusively from vegetable sources, primarily corn based. What would be her state o[
nitrogen balance?

ANSWERS

! tt:s

! nNswrns
I A

A taller person with the same weight would have a greater surf.ace area. B: Males have higher energy requirements than females C: Energy requirements decrease with age. D: Stress,
probably because of the eflects of epinephrine and cortisol, rncrease energy requrrements.

2. C

3 E

4.

A

This is part o[ the survival mechanism in starvation A, B: BMR
decreases when energy intake decreases D: BMR as defined is
independent of energy expenditure Only when the exercise is
repeated on a daily basls so that lean muscle mass is increased
does BMR also lncrease. E: Many hormones increase BMR.
Excess protein is treated like any other excess energy source
and stored (minus the nitrogen) eventually as adipose tissue
lipid. A: Protein is not found in normal urine except in very
small amounts. The excess nitrogen is excreted as NHa+ and
urea, whereas the excess carbon skeletons of the amino acids
are used as energy sources B-D: There is no discrete storage
form of protein, and although some muscle and structural protein is expendable, there is no evidence that increased intake
Ieads to generalized increased protein s),nthesis.
B-D: Although normal, pregnancy is also a period o[ growth,
requiring positive balance as does a period oi convalescence E:
Inadequate protein intake leads to negatrve balance.

5. D This is the definition A: The most common protein-calorie
malnutrition occurs in severely i11, hospitalized patients who
would be more likely to have generalized malnutrition. B,

B. C A, C: Linoleic and linolenic acids are essential fatty acids and
so must be present in the diet B, D: Excess carbohydrate can
be stored as fat but the reverse is not true D: Carbohydrate

9D
IOE

u.c
128

C:

These are the characteristics of marasmus E: This would
to negative nitrogen balance but does not have a specific name
Probably because an increased number andlor size o[ adipose
ce11s will contain fewer or insensitive insulin recep[ors A: Excess caloric intake will lead to obesity if continued long enough

B: Fortunately most of the changes accompanying obesity can
be reversed if weight is lost D: Many of the adverse effects of
obesity are associated with an increased number o[ adipocytes ]5
that are deficient in or have insensitive insulin receptors. E: Inadequate exercise and a genetlc component also play roles in
obesity.

7 C A, C: This would reduce

[he amount of fat, especially saturated

[at, but could also reduce the amount o[ necessary nutnents
that come primarily from animal sources B: The protein con- 16.
tent of vegetables is quite 1ow, so much larger amounts of vegetables would have to be consumed D, E: It is possible to satisfy requirements for all of the essential amino acids completely
lf vegetables with complementary amino acid patterns, in proper
amounts. are consumed.

all three
This amount of solution would supply l2B g protein and
2900 kcal (2400 from glucose and 512 from amino acids), both
enough to meet the stated requirements.
Patients on TPN need to have essential fatty acids supplied A:
The original solutlon supplies adequate calories although additional calories shouldn't hurt this young man. C: The patient
isn't tasting this mixture so palatability is irrelevant D: Fiber is
supplied by complex carbohydrate sources E: The body can
make its own cholesterol.

13. A Since carbohydrate has less than hali the caloric density of fat
and fiber provides no calories, such diets have low caloric density B: High fat would tend to increase weight. C: The goal is
to reduce the LDL and VLDL levels but not HDL leve1 D: The
problem is that factors released by adipose cells invoke insulin

lead 14 C

6. C

Ioading has been shown to increase endurance. E: High-fat diets are associated with many health risks.
These each illustrate the different properties and roles of the
common kinds of fiber.
Any of the measures alone would decrease serum cholesterol
slightly, but to achieve a reduction o[ more than 15olo requires

reslstance.

Foods vary widely in their glycemic index. Bread and rice raise
blood glucose levels more rapidly than does sucrose A: See C
B: One of the benefits of fiber is that it decreases the rate of carbohydrate absorption D: Stress raises blood glucose for everyone because o[ release o[ epinephrine and glucocorticords. E:
An appropriately designed vegetarian diet is perfectly acceptable but is certainly not the only choice
Accordlng to the SSCHN guidelines a 2300-kca1 diet should
consist of 333.5 g of carbohydrate (no more than 57 5 g as simple sugar), 69 gof protein, ard767 gof far (no more than
25.6 g o[ saturated fat) A I80-1b man weighs 81 8 kg times 0 B
g kg t : 65 5 g of proteln per day to meet requirements
Twelve percent of 2300 kcal supplies sufficient protein.
44 g protein/12O lb is 0.8 g protein kg-I day-r However, this
is inadequate because pure vegetable protein is less than 75%
efficient in utilizatron Also, healy reliance on one protein (corn
is deficient in lysine) would 1ike1y lead to a deficiency of one or
more essential amino acids Therefore this woman ls rn negative nitrogen balance
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|

OVERVTEW

Micronutrients play a vital role in human metabolism, being involved in almost
every known biochemical reaction and pathway However, their biochemistry is of
iittle interest unless we also know if dietary deficiencies are likely The American
diet is undoubtedly the best it has ever been. Our curren[ food supply provides an
abundant variety of foods all year long and deficiency diseases have become medical curiosities. However, our diet is far from optimal. The old adagethat we get
everything we need from a balanced diet is true only if we eat a balanced diet. Unfortunately, many Americans do not consume a balanced diet. Foods of high caloric
density and low nutrient density (often referred to as empry calories or junk food)
are an abundan[ and popular part of the American diet, and our nutritional status
suffers because of these food choices. Obviously then, neither alarm nor complacency is justified. We need to know how to evaluate the adequacy of our diet.

zz.z I RssrssmrNr

or mRlNurntnoN

There are three increasingly stringenL criteria for measuring malnutrition.

Dietary intake studies, which are usualiy based on a Z4-hour recali, are the
least s[ringent. The 24-hour recalls [end to overes[imate [he number of people

with deficient diets. AIso, poor dietary in[ake alone is nor a problem in

rhis

country unless the situation is compounded by increased need.
Biochemical assays, either direct or indirect, are a more useful indicator of the
nutritional status of an individual. At rheir best, they indicate subclinical nutritional deficiencies, which can be trea[ed before deficiency diseases develop.
However, all biochemical assays are nol equally valid-an unfor[unate fact that
is not sufficiently recognized. Changes in biochemical parameters due to stress
need to be interpreted with caution. The distribution of many nutrients in the
body changes dramatically in a sLress siruarion such as illness, injury and pregnancy A drop in level of a nutrient in one tissue compar[ment (usually blood)
need not signal a deficiency or an increased requirement. It could simply reflect
a normal metabolic adjustment to s[ress.
The mos[ s[ringent cri[erion is the appearance of clinical symptoms. However,
it is desirable to intervene long before s)rynptoms became apparent.
The question remains: When should dietary surveys or biochemical assays be
interpreted to indicate the need for nutritional intervention? The following general
guidelines are useful. Dietary surveys are seldom a valid indication of general malnutrition unless the average intake for a population group falls significantly below
the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for one or more nutrients. However, by
looking at [he percentage of people within a population group who have suboptimal intake, it is possible to identify high-risk population groups that should be
monilored more closely. Biochemical assays can definitely identify subchnical cases
of malnutrition where nu[ritionai intervention is desirable provided (a) the assay
has been shown to be reliable, (b) the deficiency can be verified by a second assay,
and (c) there is no unusual stress situation tha[ may alter micronutrient distribution. In assessing nutritionai status, it is important for the clinician to be aware of
those population groups at risk, the most reliable biochemical assays for monitoring nutrilional status, and the slrnptoms of deficiencies if they should occur.

27.3

I

prETARy REFERENCE TNTAKES

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) are quantitative estimates of nutrient intakes to
be used for planning and assessing diets for healthy people. In assessing quantitative

FAr-soLUBLEVTTAMTNS

standards for nutrient intake the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research
Council considers [he amount of nutrients and food components required for preventing deficiency diseases and, where the data are deflinitive, for promoting optimal health. The first step in this process is determining the Estimated Average

Requirement (EAR), the amount of nutrient estimated to meet the nutrient requirement of half of the healthy individuals in a life-style and gender group. The
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is normally set at 2 standard deviations
above the EAR and is assumed to be the dietary intake amount that is sufficient to

meet the nutrient requiremenl of nearly all (97-98ok) of healthy individuals in a
group. If a nutrient is considered essential but the experimental daLa are considered
inadequate for determining an EAR, an adequate intake (AI) is set rather than an
RDA. The Al is based on observed or experimentally determined approximations of
nutrient intake by a group of individuals. For example, the AI for young infants is
based on the daily mean nutrient intake supplied by human milk for healthy, fullterm infants who are exclusively breast-fed. Finally, for most nutrients the Food and
Nutrition Board sets a Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL). The UL is defined as the
highest level of daily nutrient intake thar is likely [o pose no risks of adverse health
effects to almost a1l individuals in the general population. The RDAs, AIs, and ULs
are designed to be of use in planning and evaluating diets for individuals. The EAR
is designed to be used in setting goals for nu[rient intake and assessing the prevalence of inadequate intake in a population group.
These determinations are relatively easy to make for those nutrients associated
with dramatic deficiency diseases, for example, vitamin C and scurvy In other instances more indirect measures must be used, such as tissue saturation or extrapolation from animal studies There are no criteria that can be used for all micronutrients, and [here are always some uncertainty and debate as to the correct criteria.
The criteria are changed by new research. The Food and Nutrition Board normally
meets every 6-10 years to consider currently available information and update its
recommendations.
RDAs serve as a useful general guide in evaluating adequacy of individual diets.
However, the RDAs have several limitations that should be kept in mind Important
limitations are as follows:

1. RDAs are designed to meet the needs of healthy people and do not take into
account special needs arising from infections, metabolic disorders, or chronic
diseases.

2. Since presen[ knowledge of nu[ri[ional needs is incomplete, there may be
unrecognized nutritional needs. To provide for these needs, the RDAs should
be met from as varied a selection of foods as possible. No single food can be
considered complete, even if it meets the RDA for ail known nutrients. This ls
important, especially in light of the current practice of fortifying foods of
otherwise low nutritional value.

3. As currently formulated, RDAs may not define the "optimal" level of any nutrient, since optimal amounts are difficult to define. Because of information
suggesting that optimal intake of cer[ain micronutrients (e.g., vitamins A, C, and
E) may reduce heart disease and cancer risk, the RDAs for these nutrients have

recen[ly been increased slightly; however, some experts feel that the current
RDAs may not be sufficient to promote optimal health.

27.4

I

FAT-SOLUBLE

vrrAMrNS

Vitamin A ls Derived from Plant Carotenoids
The active forms of vitamin A are retinol, retinal (retinaldehyde), and retinoic acid.
These precursors are syrthesized by plants as the carotenoids (Figure 27.1), which
are cleaved to retinol by most animals and stored in the liver as retinol palmitate. Liver,
egg yolk, butter, and whole milk are good sources of the preformed retinol. Dark green
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FIGURE 27.1

Structures of vitamin A and related compounds.
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TIGURE 27.2

Vitamin A metabolism and function.

and yellow vegetables are generally good sources of the carotenoids. Conversion of
carotenoids to retinol is rarely 100o/o, so that the vitamin A potency of various foods
is expressed in terms of retinol equivalents (I RE is equal to I mg retinol, 6 mg
p-carotene, and 12 mg of other carotenoids). B-Carotene and other carotenoids are
major sources of vitamin A in the American diet. These carotenoids are first cleaved
to retinol and converted to other vitamin A metabolites in the body (Figure 27.1).
Vitamin A serves a number o[ flunctions in the body Only in recent years has its
biochemistry become well understood (Figure 27.2). !-Carotene and some other
carotenoids have an important role as antioxidants. At the low oxygen tensions prevalent in the body, p-carotene is a very effective an[ioxidant and may reduce the risk of
those cancers initiated by free radicals and other strong oxidants. Several epidemiologic studies suggested that adequate dietary B-carotene may be important in reducing the risk of lung cancer, especially in people who smoke. However, supplemental
B-carotene alone did not provide any detectable benefit and may have actually increased cancer risk for smokers in [wo multicenter prospective studies. This i]lustrates
the danger of making dietary recommendations on epidemiologic studies alone.
Retinol is converted to retinyl phosphate in the body The retinyl phosphate
appears to serve as a glycosyl donor in the slmthesis of some glycoproteins and
mucopolysaccharides in much the same manner as dolichol phosphate (see p. 259).
Retinyl phosphate is essential for the synthesis of certain glycoproteins needed for
normal growth regulation and for mucus secretion. Both retinol and retinoic acid
bind to specific intracellular receptors, which then bind to DNA and affect the synthesis of proteins involved in the regulation of cell $owth and differentiation. Thus
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both retinol and retinoic acid can be considered to act like steroid hormones in
regulating growth and differentiation.
Finally, in the A11-cis-retinal form, vitamin A becomes reversibly associated
with the visual proteins (the opsins). When light strikes the retina, a number of
complex biochemical changes take place, resulting in the generation of a nerve impulse, conversion of the retinal to the all-trans form, and its dissociation from the
visual protein (see p. I0I2). Regeneration of functional visual pigments requires
isomerization back to the All-cis form (Figure 27.3).ln addition to the direct role
of vitamin A in the visual cycle, clinical studies suggest that the carotenoids lutein
and zeaxanthin reduce the risk of macular degeneration.
Based on what is known about the biochemlcal mechanisms o[ vitamin A
action, its biological effects are easier to understand. Vitamin A is required for the
maintenance of healthy epithelial tissue. Retinol and/or retinoic acid are required
to prevent the sprthesis of high molecular weight forms of keratin and retinyl phosphate is required for the slrrthesis of glycoproteins (an important component of the
mucus secreled by many epithelial tissues). The lack of mucus secretion ]eads to a
dryorg of these cells, and the excess keratin syrrthesis leaves a horny keratinized
surface in place of the normal moist and pliable epithelium. Vitamin A deficiency
can lead to anemia caused by impaired mobilization of iron from the liver because
retinol and/or retinoic acid are required for the qmthesis of the iron transport
protein transferrin.
Vitamin A-deficient animals are more susceptible to both infections and cancer.
Decreased resis[ance to infections may be due to keratinization of mucosal cells lining the respiratory gastrointestinal, and genitourinary tracts. Under these conditlons
fissures readily develop in the mucosai membranes, ailowing microorganisms to enter. Vitamin A deficiency may also impair the immune sys[em. The protective effect
of vitamin A against many forms of cancer may result from the antioxidant potentiai
o[ carotenoids and the effects of retinol and retinoic acid in regulating cell growth.
Since vitamin A is stored in the liver, deficiency can develop only over prolonged periods of inadequate intake. Mild vitamin A deficiencies are characterized
by follicular hyperkeratosis (rough keratinized skin resembling "goosebumps"),
anemia (biochemically equivalent to iron deficiency anemia, but in the presence of
adequate iron intake), and lncreased susceptibility to infection and cancer. Night
blindness is an early symptom of vitamin A deficiency Severe vitamin A deficiency
Ieads to a progressive keratinization of the cornea of the eye known as xerophthalmia in its most advanced stages. Infection usually sets in, with resultlng hemorrhaging of the eye and permanent loss of vision.
For most people (unless they happen to eat liver) the dark green and yellow
vegetables are the mos[ important dietary source of vitamin A. Unfortunately, these
foods are most often missing from the American diet. Dietary surveys indicate that
40-600/0 of the population consumes less than two-thirds of the RDA for vitamin
A. Clinical syrnptoms of vitamin A deficiency are rare in the general population, but
vitamin A deficiency is a fairly common consequence of severe liver damage or diseases that cause fat malabsorption (see Clin. Corr. 27.1).
Vitamin A accumulates in the liver. Intake of large amounts over prolonged periods can be toxic. Doses of 25,000-50,000 RE per day over months or years are
Loxic for many children and adults. The usual q/mptoms include bone pain, scaly
dermatitis, enlargement of liver and spleen, nausea, and diarrhea. It is virtually impossible to ingest toxic amounts of vitamin A from normal foods unless one eats
polar bear liver (6000 RE g-1) regularly. Most instances of vitamin A toxicity are
due to the use of massive doses of vitamin A supplements. Fortunately, this practice is relatively rare because of increased public awareness of vitamin A toxicitlz

Vitamin D Synthesis in the Body Requires Sunlight
Technically, vitamin D should be considered a hormone rather than a vitamin.
Cholecalciferol (Dr) is produced in skin by UV irradiation ol 7-dehydrocholesterol
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Role of vitamin A in vision.
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Nutritional Considerations in Cystic Fibrosis
Patients with malabsorption drseases often develop malnutrition Cystic fibrosis (CF) involves a generalized dysfunction of the exocrine
glands that leads to formation o[ a viscid mucus, which progressively

plugs their ducts. Obstruction of the bronchi and bronchioles leads
to pulmonary infections, which are usually the direct cause of death.

ln many

cases, however, the exocrine cells of the pancreas are aiso affected, leading to a deficiency of pancreatic enal/rnes and sometimes
a partial obstruction of the common bile duct.
Deficiency o[ pancreatic lipase and bi]e salts leads to severe malabsorption of fat and farsoluble yitamins Calcium tends to form insoluble salts with the long-chain fatty acids, which accumulate in the
intestine. While these are the most severe problems, some starches
and proteins are also trapped in the fatty bolus of partially dlgested
foods This physical entrapment, along with the deficiencies of pancreatic amylase and pancreatic proteases, can lead to severe proterncalorie malnutrition as well. Excessive mucus secretion on the luminal surface o[ the intestine may also interfere with the absorption of

several nutrients. including iron.

Fortunately, microsphere preparations of pancreatlc enzlrrnes are

now available that can greatly alleviate many of these malabsorption
problems. With these preparations, protein and carbohydrate absorption are returned Lo near normal Fat absorption is improved greatly
but. not. normalized, since deficiencies of bile salts and excess mucus
secretion persist Because dietary fat is a major source of calories,
these patients have difficulty obtaining sufficient calories from a normal diet. This is complicated by increased protein and energy needs
resulting from the chronic infections often seen in these patients.
Thus many experts recommend energy intakes ranging from 120l50o/o of the RDA to combat the poor growth and increased susceptibility to infection. The current recommendations are for highenergy-high-protein diets without any restriction of dietary fat (50ok

carbohydrate, 15% protein, and 35ok fat) If calonc intake from the
normal diet is inadequate, dietary supplements or enteral feedings
may be used. The dietary supplemenrc most olten contain easily digested carbohydrates and milk protein mix[ures Medium-chain
triglycerides are sometimes used as a pailial fat replacement. since
they can be absorbed directiy through the intestinal mucosa in the absence of bile salts and pancreatic lipase
Since some fat malabsorption is present, deficiencies of the fatsoluble vitamins often occur. Children aged 2-8 years need a standard adult multiutamin preparation containing 400 IU of vitamin D
and 5000 IU ol r,rtamin A per day Older children, adolescents, and
adults need a standard multivitamin at a dose of l-2 per day If serum
vitamin A levels become low water-miscible vitamin A preparations
should be used. For vrtamln E the recommendations are: ages 0-6
mo, 25 IU day-t; 6-12 mo, 50 IU day-1; l-4 years,l0O IU day-1,
4-lO years.100-200 IU day-r; and >10 years,2OO-400 IU day-1;
in water-soluble form Vitamin K deficiency has no[ been studied adequately, bu[ the current recommendations are: ages 0-12 mo, 2 5 mg
week-1 or 2 5 mg twice a week if on antibiotics; ages )I year, 5.0
mg twice weekly when on antibio[ics or it cholestatic hver disease is
present Iron deficiency is fairly common but iron supplementation is
not usually recommended because of concern that higher iron levels
in the blood might encourage systemic bacterial infections. Calcium
levels in the blood are usually normal. However, since calcium absorption is probably suboptimal, it is important to make certarn that
the diet provides at least RDA levels of calcium
Littlewood, J M and MacDonald, A Rationale of modern dietary recommendations in cystic fibrosis J R Soc. Med. 8O(Suppl 15):16, 1987; and Ramsey,
B W, Farrell, P M , and Pencharz, P Nutritional assessment and management
in cystlc fibrosis; a consensus report AmJ Clin Nutr 55:108, i992.

(see Figure 27.4). Thus, as long as the body is exposed to adequate sunlight, there
is llttle or no dietary requiremen[ for vitamin D. The best dietary sources of vitamin D3 are sallwater fish (especially salmon, sardines, and herring), liver, and egg
yolk. Milk, butter, and other foods are routinely fortified with ergocalciferol (D2)
prepared by irradiating ergosterol from yeast. Vi.tamin D potency is measured in

lerms of milligrams cholecalciferol (1 mg cholecalciferol or ergocalciferol:40 IU)
Both cholecalciferol and ergocalciferol are metabolized identically They are carried to the liver where the 25-hydroxy derivative is formed. 25-Hydroxycholecalciferol [25-(OH)D] is the major circulating derivative of vitamin D, and it is in turn
converled into the biologically actlve l-a,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (also called
calcitriol) in the proximal convolu[ed tubules of kidney (see Clin. Corr. 27.2).
1,25-(OH)2D acts in concert with parathyroid hormone (PTH), which is aiso
produced in response to low serum calcium Parathyrold hormone plays a major
role in regulatlng the activation of vitamin D High PTH amounts stimulate the production of 1,25-(OH)2D, while low PTH amounts induce lormation of an inac[ive
24,25-(OH)2D Once formed, the I,25-(OH)2D acts as a typical steroid hormone in
intestinal mucosal cells, where it induces slnthesis of a proLein, calbinden, required
for calcium transpor[ ]n bone 1,25-(OH)2D and PTH act synergistically to promote
bone resorption (demineralizatlon) by stimulating osteoblast formation and activity
Finally, PTH and 1,25-(OH)2D inhibit calcium excretion in the kidney by stimulating
calcium reabsorption in the distal renal tubules. Calcitonin is produced when serum
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Structures of vitamin D and related compounds.

Renal Osteodystrophy
a complicated chain of events leads to a condition known as renal osteodystrophy The renal failure results in an
inability to produce I,25-(OH)2D, and thus bone calcium becomes
the only important source of serum calcium. ln the later stages, the
situation is complicated further by increased renal re[ention of
phosphate and resuiting hlperphosphatemia The serum phosphate

In chronic renal failure,

levels are often high enough to cause metastatic calcification (i.e., calcificarion o[ soft tissue), which tends to iower serum calcium levels
further (the solubility product of calcium phosphate in the serum is

very low and a high serum level of one component necessarily causes
a decreased concentration of the other). The hyperphosphatemia and
hypocalcernia slimulate parathyroid hormone secretion, and the

resulting hlperplrrathyroidism further accelerates the rate of bone
loss. fhe result is bone loss and metastatic calciflcation, In this case,
administration of high doses of vitamin D or its aclive metabo]ites
would not be sufficient since the combination of hyperphosphatemia
and hypercalcemia would only lead to more extensive metastatic calcification The readjustment of serum caicium levels by high calcium

diets andlor vitamin D supplementation must be accompanied by
phosphate reduction therapies. The most common technique is to use
phosphate-binding antacids that make phosphate unavailable for ab-

sorption Oral1y administered 1,25-(OH)zD is effective at stimulating
calcium absorption in the mucosa but does not enter the peripherai
circulation in significant amounts. Thus, in severe hyperparultryroidlsm, intravenous I,25-(OH)2D may be necessary. There is also
some promising research in progress with calciumimetic agents that
bind to a calcium sensor located on the extracellular membrane of the
parathlroid gland and decrease parathyroid hormone production and
release.

Delmez, J M. and Siatopols\ E. Hyperphosphatemia: lts consequences and
treatment ln patients with chronic renal disease. Aml. Kidney Dis. 19:303,1992;
Ritz, E., Schomig, M , and Bommer, J Osteodystrophy in the millennium Kidnqy Int 56(Suppl.73): 594, 1999; and Hoyland, J A and Picton, M L. Cellular
mechanisms of osteodystrophy. Kidney Int 56(Suppl 73): 508, 1999
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calcium levels are high (usually right after a meal) and lowers serum calcium levels by blocking bone resorption and stimulating calcium excreti.on by the kidney
The overall response of calcium metabolism to several different physiological situations is summarized in Figure 27.5.The response [o low serum calcium levels is
characterized by elevation of PTH and I,25-(OH)zD, which act to enhance calcium
absorption and bone resorption and to inhibit calcium excretion (Figure 27 .5a).
High serum calcium levels block production of PTH. The low PTH levels allow
25-(OH)D to be metabolized to 24,25-(OH)2D instead of 1,25-(OH)2D. In the absence of PTH and 1,25-(OH)2D bone resorption is inhibited and calcium excrerion
is enhanced. The high serum calcium levels also stimulate production of calcitonin,
which contributes to the inhibition of bone resorption and the increase in calcium
excretion. Finally, the high levels of both serum calcium and phosphate increase the
rate of bone mineralization (Figure 27 .5b). Thus bone is a very important reservoir
of the calcium and phosphate needed to malnlain homeostasis of serum levels.
When dietary vitamin D and calcium are adequate, no net loss of bone calcium
occurs. However, when dietary caicium is low, PTH and I,25-(OH)2D will cause
net demineralization of bone to maintain normal serum calcium levels. Vitamin D
deficiency also causes net demineralization of bone due to elevation of PTH (Figure 27 5c)
The most common s).rrnptoms of vitamin D deficiency are rickets in young
children and osteomalacia in adults. Rickets is characterized by continued formation of osteoid matrix and cartilage that are improperly mineralized, resulting in
soft, pliable bones. In adults demineralization of preexisting bone causes bone to
become softer and more susceptible to fracture. Osteomalacia is easily distinguishable from the more common os[eoporosis, by the fact that the osteoid matrix remains intact in the former, but not in the latter. Vitamin D may be involved in more
than regulation of calcium homeostasis. Receptors for I,25-(OH)2D occur in many
tissues including parathyroid gland, islet cells of pancreas, keratinocytes of skin,
and myeloid stem cells in bone marrow.
Because of fortification of dairy products with vitamin D, dierary deficiencies
arc very rare and are most often seen in low-income groups, the elderly (who often
also have minimal exposure to sunlight), strict vegetarians (especially if their diet is
also low in calcium and high in fiber), and chronic alcoholics. Most cases of vitamin
D deficiency are a result of diseases causing fat malabsorption or severe liver and
kidney disease (see CIin. Corr. 27.1 and 27.2). Certain drugs also interfere with
vitamin D metabolism. For example, corticosteroids stimulate the conversion of
vitamin D to inactive metabolites and cause bone demineraliza[ion when used for
long periods of time.
Vitamin D can also be toxic in high doses The Toierable Upper Intake Levei
(UL) for adults is 2000 IU duy-'. The mechanism of vitamin D toxicity is summaized in Figure 27.5d Enhanced caLcium absorption and bone resorption cause
hypercalcemia, which can lead to metas[atic calcification. The enhanced bone

resorption causes demineralization similar to that seen in vitamin D deficiency.
Finally, the high serum calcium leads directly to hlpercalciuria, which predi.sposes
the patient to formation of renal stones.

Vitamin

E ls a

Mixture of Tocopherols

For many years vitamin E was described as the "vitamin in search of a disease."
While deficiency diseases are still virtually unknown, its metabolic role has become
better understood in recent years. Vitamin E occurs in the diet as a mixture of several closely related compounds, called tocopherols. c-Tocopherol is the most
potent form of vitamin E.
First and foremost, the tocopherols are important naturally occurring antioxidants. Due to their lipophilic character they accumulate in circulating lipoproteins,
cellular membranes, and fat deposits, where they rcact yery rapidly with molecular
oxygen and free radicals. They act as scavengers for these compounds, protecting
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Vitamin D and calcium horneostasis.
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The dominant pathways of calcium metabolism under each
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in membranes) from peroxidation reactions.
a-Tocopherol appears to play a role in cellular respirarion, either by stabilizing
ubiquinone or by helping transfer elecrrons to ubiquinone (see p. 567). It also
appears to enhance heme synthesis by increasing the levels of D-aminolevulinic
acid (ALA) s)'nthase and AIA dehydratase. Most of these effects of o-tocopherol
may be an indirect effect of its antioxidant potential, ra[her than its actual participation as a coenzyrne in any biochemical reac[ions. For example, an important role
of d-tocopherol in humans is [o prevent oxidation of LDL, since the oxidized form
unsaturated fatty acids (especially

of LDL may be atherogenic. Finally, neurological symptoms have been reported

fo1-

lowing prolonged vitamln E deficiency associared with malabsorprion diseases

cooH
I

cHz

7-Tocopherol, on the other hand, appears to inactivate fat-soluble electrophilic mutagens, thus complementing glutathione, which inactivates electrophilic muragens
in the aqueous compar[ments of the cell.
Setting the recommended intake levels of vitamin E has been hampered by the
difficulty of producing severe viramin E deficiency in humans. It is generally assumed that the vitamin E levels in the American diet are sufficient, since no major
vitamin E deficiency diseases have been found. However, vitamin E requiremenrs
increase as intake of polyunsarurated fatty acids (PUFAs) increases. while the recent emphasis on high PUFA diets ro reduce serum cholesterol may be of benefit
in controlling heart disease, the propensity of PUFA to form free radicals on exposure to oxygen may lead to an increased cancer risk. Thus it is prudent to increase
vitamin E intake in high PUFA diers
Prema[ure infanls fed formulas low in vitamin E may develop a form of hemolytic
anemia that can be corrected by vitamin E supplementation. Adults suffering from
fat malabsorption have a decreased red blood cel1 survival time. Hence supplementation may be necessary with premature infants and in cases of fat malabsorption.
Recent studies have suggested that supplemenlarion with at least 100 mg day-r of
vitamin E may decrease the risk of heart disease. However, these s[udies are not definitive, so the Food and Nutri[ion Board has recommended an increase in the RDA
for vitamin E to 15 mg day-1, which corresponds [o approximately 22 International
Units (IU) of a-tocopherol per day This is more than the amounr of viramin E found
in the typical American diet, but far less than the levels used in clinical in[ervenrion
studies evaluating the effect of viramin E on the hearr disease risk.
Interestingly, vitamin E appears to be one case where the na[ural form of the
vi[amj.n is clearly more effective than the synthetic form. Because the a-tocopherol
transfer protein in the liver specifically binds to the natural RRR-a-rocopherol, the
RRR form of a-tocopherol is rerained by the body four [o six rimes longer than the
syntheric qll rac or d,l form of o-tocopherol. vlramin E appears to be the leas[ roxic
of the farsoluble viramins. The UL for vitamin E has been ser ar 1000 mg day-l
(I500 IU of RRR-a-rocopherol) primarily because high levels of viramin could
potentiate the effects of blood thinning medications such as dicumarol.
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Function of vitamin K.

Vitamin K ls a Quinone Derivative
Vitamin K is found naturally as K1 (phytylmenaquinone) in green vegetables and
K2 (multiprenylmenaquinone), which is syrrthesized by intestinal bacteria. The
body converts syn[hetical menaquinone (menadione) and a number of walersoluble analogs ro a biologically acrive form of viramin K . Dietary requiremenrs are
measured in [erms of micrograms of yitamin Kr with the RDA for adults being in
the range of 60-80 L,,B day-r.

Vitamin K1 is required for conversion of several clotting factors and prothrombin precursors to the ac[ive state. The mechanism of this action has been
most clearly delineated for prothrombin (see p. fia7). Prothrombin is sl,nthesized
as an inactive precursor called preprothrombin. Conversion to the active form requires a vi[amin K-dependent carboxylation of specific glutamic acid residues [o

7-carboxyglutamic acid (Figure 27 .6). The 7-carboxyglutamic acid residues are
good chelators and allow prothrombin ro bind Ca2+. The prothrombin-Ca2* com-
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plex in turn binds to the phospholipid membrane, where proteolytic conversion to
thrombin can occur in vivo, The mechanism of the carboxylation reac[ion has not
been fully clarified but appears to involve the intermediate formation ol a 2,3-epoxide derivative of vitamin K. Dicumarol, a naturally occurring anticoagulant, inhibits
the reductase, which converts the epoxide back to the active vitamin.
Vitamin K is also essential for the s)'nthesis of 7-carboxyglutamic acid residues
in the protein osteocalcin, which accounts for 15-20olo of the noncollagen protein
in the bone of most vertebrates. These residues are responsible for most of the
calcium-binding properties of osteocalcin Because osteocalcin s)'nthesis is controlled
by vitamin D and osteocalcin may play an important role in bone remodeling, vitamin K may be important for bone formation
The only readily detectable symptom in humans of vitamin K deficiency is increased coagulation lime. Some studies have lndicated that vitamin K deliciency
may be a factor in osteoporosis as wel1. Since vitamin K is slnthesized by intestinal bacteria, deficiencies have long been assumed [o be rare. However, intestinally
slTrthesized vitamin K may no[ be efficientiy absorbed and marginal vitamin K deficiencies may be common The most common deficiency occurs in newborn infants (see Clin. Corr. 27.3), especially those of mothers on anticon\nlsant therapy
(see Clin. Corr.27.4). Vitamin K deficiency also occurs in patients with obstructive jaundice and other diseases leading to severe fat malabsorption (see CIin.
Corr. ).7 .l) and patien[s on long-term antibiotic therapy (which may destroy vitamin K-syrrthesizing organisms in the intestine). Deficiency is somelimes seen in the
elderly, who are prone to poor liver function (reducing preprothrombi.n syrthesis)
and fat malabsorption Clearly vitamin K deficiency should be suspected in patients
demonstra[ing easy brulsing and prolonged clotting time.

CtINICAI CORRELATION 27 .3
N

utritional Considerations

the Newborn

Newborn infants are at special nutritional risk because of very rapid
growth and needs for many nu[rients are high. Some micronutrients
(such as vitamins E and K) do not cross the placental membrane well
and tissue stores are low in the newborn. The gastrointestinal tract
may not be fully developed, leading to malabsorption problems (particularly with respect to the farso]uble vitamins) The gastrorntestlnal
tract is also sterile at birth and the intestinal flora that normally provide significant amounts of certain vitamins (especially vitamin K)
take several days to become established. If the infant is born prematurely, the nutritional risk is slightly greater, since the gastrointestinal
tract will be less well developed and the tissue stores will be less.
The most serious nutritional complications of newborns appear

to be hemorrhagic disease. Newborns, especially premature infants,
low tissue stores of vitamin K and lack the intestinal flora nec-

have

vitamin. Breast mrlk is a relatively poor source
of vitamin K Approximateiy 1 out of 400 llve births shows some
signs of hemorrhagic disease, which can be prevented by I mg of the
vitamin given at birth.
Most newborn infants have sufficient reserves of iron to last 3-4
months (although premature infants have smaller reserves). Since iron
is present in low amounts in both cow's milk and breast milk, iron
supplementation is usually initiated at a relatively early age by the introduction o[ iron-fortified cereal. Vitamin D levels are a]so somewhat
1ow in breast milk and supplementation with vitamin D is usually recessary to syrrthesize the

ommended. However, recent studies have suggested that iron in breast

miik is present in a form that is particularly well utilized by infants
and that earlier studies probably underestimated the amount o[ vitamin D available in breast milk. Other vitamins and minerals are present in adequate amounts in breast milk if the molher is getting a good
diet. When infans must be marntained on assisted ventilation with
high oxygen concentrations, supplemental vitamin E may reduce the
risk of bronchopulmonary dysplasia and retrolental fibroplasia, potential complications of oxygen therapy The anemia o[ prematurity
may respond to supplemental folate and vitamin B12.
In summary supplemental r'rtamin K is given at birth to prevent
hemorrhagic disease. Breast-fed infants are usually provided with supplemental vitamin D, with iron being inlroduced along with solid
foods. Bottle-fed infants are provided with supplemental iron. lf infants must be maintained on oxygen, supplemental utamin E may be
beneficial

Barness, L A Pediatrics ln: H Schneider, C. E Anderson, and D B Coursin
(Eds ), Nutritional Support oJ Medical Practice, 2nd ed New York: Harper &

p

MW

The vitamin K controD A., Behnke, M ,
and Gross, S Premature infants require addirional folate and vitamin Br2 to
Clin Nutr 60:930, 1994,
reduce the severity of anemia of prematurity. Am
and Mueller, D P R Vitamin E therapy rn retinopathy of prematunty Eye
Row, 1983,

541; Huysman,

and Sauer, P
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Anticonvulsant Drugs and Vitamin Requirements
An[iconvulsant drugs such as phenobarbital or diphenylhydantoin
(DPH) present an excellent example of the type of drug-nutrient interactions that are of concern to the physician. Metabolic bone disease appears to be the most slgnificant side effect of prolonged anticonvulsant therapy. Whereas children and adults who take these
drugs seldom develop rickets or severe osteomalacia, as many as 65ok
of those on long-[erm therapy will have abnormally low serum ca]cium and phosphorus and abnormally high serum alkaline phosphatase. Some bone loss rs usually obsewed in these cases While the
hypocalcemia and bone loss are thought ro be an effect of the anti-

convulsant drugs on vitamin D metabolism, not al1 studies have
shown decreased levels of 25-(OH)D and 1,25-(OH)zD rn patients on
these drugs. However, supplemental vitamin D in the range of 200010,000 units day-1 appears to coffecr borh the hl,pocalcemia and osteopenia Anticonr,'ulsants also tend to lncrease needs for vitamin K,
leading to an increased incidence of hemorrhagic disease in infants

27.s

born to mothers on anticon!-ulsants Anticonvulsants appear to increase the need for folic acid and 86 Low serum folate levels occur
in75ok of patients on anticorurrlsants and megaloblastic anemia may
occur in as many as 50ok without supplementation. By biochemical
parameters, 30-60% of the children on anticonr,rrlsants exhibit some
form of 86 deficiency. Clinlcal s),rnproms ol Bu deficiency are rarely
seen, however. From I to 5 mg of folic acid and 10 mg of viramin 86
appear to be sufficient for most patients on anticonlrrlsants. Since [olates may speed up the metaboiism of some antlcon!.ulsanrs, it is im-

portan[ that excess follc acid not be given
Moslet, U- and Hansen, E- S A rer,'rew of vitamin K, epilepsy and pregnancy.
ActqNeurol Scand 85.39,1992: Rivery M D and Schottelius, D D Phenyroinfollc acid: a review. Drug Intell Clin. Pharmacy 18:292.1984; and Tjellesen,
L Metabolism and action of ntamin D in epileptic patients on anticonl-ulsant
trea[ment and healthy adults Dan Med Bull. 41:139,1994

I WATER-SOLUBLE

VITAMINS

Water-soluble vitamins differ from fat-soluble vitamins in several respects. Most are
readily excreted once lheir concenlration surpasses the renal threshold. Thus toxicities are rare Deficiencies of these vitamins occur relatively quickly on an inadequate diet. Their metabolic stores are labile and depletion can often occur in a ma[ter of weeks or months. Since the wa[er-soluble vrtamins are coenzymes for many
common biochemical reactions, lt ls often possible to assay vitamin status by measurlng one or more enzyme actlvitles in isolated red blood cells These assays are especially useful if one measures the endogenous activity and the stimulated activity
following addition of the active coenzyme derived lrom that vitamin.
Most water-soluble vitamins are converted to coenz)..rnes, used in the pathways
for energy genera[ion or hematopoiesis Deficiencies of the energy-releasing vitamins produce a number of overlapping symptoms In many cases the vitamins partlcipate in so many biochemical reactions that ls impossible to pinpoint lhe exact
biochemical cause of any given symptom. However, because of the central role [hese
vilamins play in energy metabo]ism, deliciencies show up first ln rapidly growing
[issues. Typical symptoms include dermatitis, glossitis (swelling and reddening of

the tongue), cheilitis at the corners of the lips, and diarrhea. In many cases nervous tissue is also involved due to its high-energy demand or specific effects of the
vitamin. Some of the common neurological symptoms include peripheral neuropathy (tingling of nerves at Lhe exlremities), depression, mental confusion, lack
of motor coordinalion, and malaise. In some cases demyelination and degeneration
of nervous tissues also occurs These deficiency symptoms are so common and
overlapping that they can be considered as properties of the energy-releasing vrtamins as a class, rather than being specific for any one.
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FICURE 27,7

Structure of thiamine.

Thiamine (Vitamin B1) Forms the Coenzyme
Thiamine Pyrophosphate (TPP)
Thiamine (Figure

27 .7) is rapidly converred ro rhe coenzyme thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), which is required for the key reactlons catalyzed by pyruvare
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dehydrogenase complex and a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex (see Figure
27.8). Cellulat energy generation is severely compromised in thiamine deficiency
TPP is also required for the transketolase reactions of the pentose phosphate pathway The pentose phosphate pathway is the sole bioslmthetic source of ribose for
the synthesis of nucleic acid precursors and the major source of NADPH for fatty
acid biosyrrthesis and other biosynthetic pathways. Red blood cell transketolase is
also the enzyme most commonly used for measuring thiamine status in the body

TPP appears to function in transmission of nerve impulses. TPP (or a related
metabolite, thiamine triphosphate) is localized in peripheral nerve membranes. It
appears to be required for acetylcholine slmthesis and may also be required for ion
translocation reactions in stimulated neural tissue.
Although the reactions involving TPP are fairly well characterized, it is not clear
how they result in s).rynptoms of thiamine deficiency. Pyruvate dehydrogenase and
transketolase reactions are the most sensitive to thiamine levels. Thiamine deficiency appears to selectively inhibit carbohydrate metabolism, causlng an accumulation of pyruvate. Cells may directly be affected by lack of available energy
and NAPDH or may be poisoned by the accumulated p1m:vate. Other symptoms of
thiamine deficiency involve the neural tissue and may result from the direct role of
TTP in nerve transmission.
Loss of appetite, constipation, and nausea are among the earliest symptoms of
thiamine deficiency Mental depression, peripheral neuropathy, irritability, and fatigue are other early q.rynptoms. These symptoms of thiamine deficiency are most
often seen in the elderly and low-income groups on restricted diets. Symptoms of
moderately severe thiamine deficiency include mental confusion, ataxia (unsteady
gait while walking and general inability to achieve fine control of motor functions),
and ophthalmoplegia (loss of eye coordination). This set of symptoms is usually referred to as Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome and is most commonly seen in chronic
alcoholics (see Clin. Corr. 27 .5). Severe thiamine deficiency is known as beriberi.
Dry beriberi is characterized primarily by advanced neuromuscular symptoms,
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Nutritional Considerations in Alcoholics
Chronic alcoholics run considerable risk of nutritional deficiencies.
The most common problems are neurologic symptoms associated
with thiamine or pyridoxine deficiencies and hematological problems
associated with folate or pyfldoxine deficiencies. The deficiencies seen
with alcoholics are not necessarily due ro poor diet alone, ahhough it
is often a strong contributing factor. Alcohol causes parhological alterations of the gastrointestinal tract that often directly interfere with
absorption of certain nutrients The severe liver damage associated
with chronic alcoholism appears to interfere direcrly with srorage and
activation oI nutrients and vitamins
Up to 40o/o of hospitalized alcoholics have megaloblastic erythropoiesis due to folate deficiency. Alcohol interferes with folate absorption and alcoholic cirrhosis impairs storage of this nutrient. Another 30olo of hospitalized alcoholics have sideroblastic anemia or
identifiable sideroblasts in erythroid marrow cells characteristic of
py'ridoxine deficiency. Some alcoholics also develop a peripheral neuropathy that responds to pl,ridoxine supplementation. This problem
appears to result from impaired activation and increased degradation
of pyridoxlne ln particular, acetaldehyde (an end product of alcohol
metabolism) displaces pyridoxal phosphate from its carrier prorein in
the plasma Pyndoxal phosphate then rapidly degraded ro inacrive
compounds and excreted
The most dramatic nutritionally related neurological disorder is
the Wernicke-Korsakoff sFrdrome. The sl.mptoms include mental
disturbances, ataxia (unsteady gait and lack of fine motor coordination), and uncoordinated eye movements Congestive heart failure
similar to that seen with beriberi may also occur. While this sl,ndrome
may only account for l-3o/o of alcohol-related neurologic disorders,

the response to supplemental thiamine is so dramatic that it is usualiy worth consideration. The thiamine deficiency probably anses
from impaired absorption, although alcoholic cirrhosls may also affect
the storage of thiamine in the liver.
Deficiencies of almost any of the water-solub]e vitamins can
occur and cases of alcoholic scuny and pellagra are occasionally
reported. Chronic ethanol consumption causes an interesting redistribution of vitamin A stores in the bodiu Vitamin A stores in the liver
are rapidly depleted whiie levels of vitamin A in the serum and other
tissues may be normal or slightly elevated Apparently, ethanol causes
both increased mobilization of vitamin A from the liver and increased
catabolism of liver vitamin A to inactive metabolites by the hepatic
cytochrome P450 system Alcoholic patients have decreased bone
density and an increased incidence of osteoporosis This probably
relates to a defect in the 25-hydroxylation step in the liver as well as
an increased rate of metabolism of vitamin D to inactive products by
an activated cytochrome P450 system. Alcoholics generally have
decreased serum levels of zinc, calcium, and magnesium due to poor
dietary intake and increased urinary losses. Iron deficiency anemia is
very rare unless there is gastrointestinal bleeding or chronic infection
In fact, excess iron is a more common problem with alcoholics. Many
alcoholic beverages contain relatively high iron levels, and alcohol
may enhance iron absorption

Hayumpa, A.
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Mechanisms o[ viramin deficiencies

Clin Etp Res 10:573, 1986, and Lieber,
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Am CoII Nutr I0:602.1991

including muscular atrophy and weakness. When these symptoms are coupled with
edema, the disease is referred to as wet beriberi. Both forms of beriberi can be associa[ed with an unusual type of heart fallure charac[erized by high cardiac ou[put.
Beriberi occurs primarily in populations relylng exclusively on polished rice for
food, although cardiac failure is sometimes seen in alcoholics as well.
The thiamine requirement ls proportional to caloric content of the diet being
in the range of I 0-I 2 mg day-t for the normal adult This should be increased
somewhat if carbohydrate intake is excessive or if the metabolic rate is elevated (due
[o fever, trauma, pregnancy, or lactation) Coffee and tea contain substances that destroy thiamine, but this is not a problem with normal consumption. Routine enrichment of cereals has assured that most Americans have an adequate intake of thiamine on a mixed diet.

Riboflavin Forms FAD and FMN
Riboflavin is the precursor of fla\.in adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucieotide (FMN) coenzyrnes, both of which are involved in a wide variety of redox
reacti.ons essen[ial for energy production and cellular resplration. Characteristic
sFnptoms of nboflavin deliciency are anguiar cheilitis, glossitis, and scaly dermatitis (especially around the nasolabial folds and scrotal areas). The best flavin-requiring
errzqe for assayrng riboflavin slatus is erythrocyte glutathione reductase. The recommended riboflavin intake is 1 0-1.3 mg day I for the normal adult. Foods rich
in riboflar..in include ml1k, meat, eggs, and cereal products. Riboflavin deficiencies
are quite rare in this country When riboflavin deficiency does occur, it is usually
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in chronic alcoholics. Hypothyroidism slows the conversion of riboflavin to
FMN and FAD. It is no[ known whether this affects riboflavin requlrements

seen

Niacin Forms the Coenzymes NAD and NADP
Niacin is not a vitamin in the s[rictest sense of the word, since some niacin can be
synthesized from tryptophan. However, conversion of tryptophan to niacin is
relatively inefficient (60 mg of tryptophan is required for the production of I mg
of niacin) and occurs only after all of the body requirements for tryptophan (protein si,rrthesis and energy production) have been me[. Since syT rthesis of niacin requires thiamine, pyridoxine, and riboflavin, i.r is also very inefficient on a marginal
diet. Thus most people require dietary sources of both tryptophan and niacin.
Niacin (nicotinic acid) and niacinamide (nicotinamlde) are both converted to the
ubiquitous oxida[ion-reduction coenz).'rnes NAD+ and NADP+ in the body
Borderline niacin deficiencies result in a glossitis (redness) of the tongue,
somewhar similar to riboflavin deficiency Pronounced deficiencies lead to pellagra,
which is characterized by the three D's: dermatitis, diarrhea, and dementia. The
dermatitis is characteristic in that it is usually seen only in skin areas exposed Lo
sunlight and is symmetric. The neurologic s)'rnptoms are associated with actual degeneration of nervous tissue. Because of food fortification, pellagra is a medical curiosity in the developed world Today it is primarily seen in alcoholics, patients
with severe malabsorption problems, and elderly on very restricted diets. Pregnancy, lactation, and chronic illness lead [o increased needs for niacin, but a varied
diet will usually provide sufficient amounts.
Since tryptophan can be converted to niacin, and niacin can exist in a free or
bound form, the calculation of available niacin for any given food is not a simple
matter. For this reason, niacin requirements are expressed in lerms oIniacin equivalents (I niacin equiv : 1 mg free niacin). The current recommendation of the
Food and Nutrition Board for a normal adult is 12-16 niacin equivalen[s (NE) per
day The richest food sources of niacin are meats, peanuts and other legumes, and
enriched cereals

Pyridoxine (Vitamin 86) Forms the Coenzyme Pyridoxal Phosphate
Pyridoxine

Pyridoxine, py,ridoxamine, and pyridoxal are naturally occurring forms of vitamin
86 (see Figore 27 .9). They are efficiently converted by the body to pyridoxal phosphate, which is required for the s1'nthesis, catabolism, and in[erconversion of amino
acids. The role of pyridoxal phosphate in amino acid metabolism has been discussed
(see p. 783). While pyridoxal phosphate-dependent reactions are numerous, there
are a few inslances in which the biochemical iesion seems to be directly associated
with the s)rrnptoms of 86 deficiency (Figure 27 l0). Pyridoxal phosphate is essential
for energy produc[ion from amino acids and can be considered an energy-releasing
vitamin. Thus some s)rrnptoms of severe 86 deficiency are simiiar to those of the
other energy-releasing vi[amins. Pyridoxal phosphate is also required for the sgrthesis of the neuro[ransmitters sero[onin and norepinephrine and for slT rthesis of the
sphingolipids necessary for myelin formation. This may explain the irritability, nervousness, and depression seen with mild deficiencies and the peripheral neuropathy
and comrrlsions observed wilh severe deficiencies. P1'ndoxal phosphate is required
for the s),nthesis of D-aminoler,rrlinic acid, a precursor of heme 86 deficiencies occasionally cause sideroblaslic microcytic anemia in the presence of high serum iron.
Pyridoxal phosphate is covalently linked to a lysine residue of glycogen phosphorylase and stabilizes the enz).rne. This may explain the decreased glucose [olerance associated with deficiency, although 86 appears to have some direct effects on the glucocorticoid recep[or as we1l. Vitamin 86 is also required for the conversion of
homocysteine to cysteine This is impor[an[ because hyperhomocysteinemia appears to be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease Finally, pyridoxal phosphate is
one of the cofaclors required for the conversion of tryptophan to NAD. While this
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Structures of vitamin 86.
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may not be directly reiared ro the symptomarology of 86 deficiency, a rry?rophan
load test is a sensitive indicator of vitamin 86 s[arus (see Clin. Corr. 27.6).
The dietary requirement for 86 is roughly proportional to the protein conrenr
of the diet. Assuming that the ayetage American consumes close to I00 g of protein per day, the RDA for vitamin 86 is 1.3-1.7 mg day-l for normal adults. This
is increased during pregnancy and lactation and may increase somewhat with age.
Vitamin 86 is fairly widespread in foods, but meat, vegetables, whole-grain cereals,
and egg yolks are among the richest sources.
Evaluation of 86 nutritional status has become a controversial topic in recent
years as discussed in Clinical. Correlation. 27.6.|t has usually been assumed that
the average American diet is adequate in 86 and it is nor routinely added to flour
and other fortified foods. However, recent nutritional surveys have cas[ doubt on
this assumption. A significant fraction of the survey population was found to consume less than the EAR for 86.
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Vitamin 86 Requirements in Users of Oral Contraceptives
The controversy over 86 requirements for users o[ oral contracepdves
best illustrates the potential problems associated with biochemical assays For years, one o[ the most common assays for vitamin 86 status
had been the tryptophan load assay This assay is based on the observatibn that when tissue pyridoxal phosphate levels are low, the
normal catabolism of tryptophan is impaired and most o[ the trypto-

phan is catabolized by a minor pathway leading to synthesis of
xanthurenic acid Under many conditrons, the amount of xanthurenic
acid recovered in a 24-h urlne sample following ingestion of a fixed
amount of tryptophan is a valid indicator of vitamin 86 status When
the tryptophan load test was used to assess the vitamin 86 status o[
users of oral contraceptives, however, alarming repofts started appeanng in the llterature. Not only did oral contraceptive use increase
the excretion of xanthurenlc acid considerably but the amount o[
pyridoxine needed to return xanthurenic acid excretion to normal
was I0 times the RDA and almost 20 times the level required to maintain normal 86 status in control groups As might be expected, this
observation received much popular altention in spite o[ the fact that
most classical s),rnptoms of vitamin Bu deficiency were not observed
in oral contraceptive users.
More recent studies using other measures of vitamin 86 have
painted a different picture. For example, erythrocyte glutamate pyruvate aminotransferase and erythrocyte glutamate oxaloacetate aminotransferase are both pyridoxal phosphate-containing enzl,rnes One
can also assess vitamin 86 status by measuring the endogenous activity of these enzymes and the degree o[ stimulation by added py,ridoxal
phosphate These types of assays show a much smaller difference between nonusers and users of oral contraceptives. The minimum leve1
of pyridoxlne needed to maintain normal vitamin 86 status as measured by these assays was only 2 0 mg day- I , which is 1 5-fold greater
than the RDA and about twice that needed by nonusers
Why the large discrepancy? For one thing, it must be kept in
mind that enzyrne activity can be affected by hormones as well as

vitamin cofactors. Kynureninase is the key pyridoxal phosphatecontaining enzyme of the tryptophan catabolic pathway and is
regulated both by pyridoxal phosphate availability and by estrogen
metabolites Even wrth normal vitamin 86 status most of the enzyme
exists in the inactive apoenzyme form. However, this does not affect
tryptophan metabolism because tryptophan oxygenase, the first enz)'rne of the pathway, is rate limiting. Thus the small amount of active
holoenzpne is more than sufficient to handle the metabolites produced

by the first part of the pathway However, klnureninase is inhibited
by estrogen metabolites. Thus with oral contraceptive use rts activity
is reduced to a level where it becomes rate limiting and excess tryptophan metabolites are shunted to xanthurenic acid. Higher than normal levels of vitamin 86 overCofire this problem by converting more

apoenzyme [o holoenzyme, thus increasing the total amount of

ertzqe Since the estrogen was having a specific effect on the enz]me
used to measure vitamin Bu states in this assay, it did not necessarily
mean that pyridoxine requirements were altered for other metabolic
processes in the body
Does this mean that vitamin 86 status is of no concern to users
of oral contraceptives? Oral contraceptives do appear to increase ri[amin Bu requirements slightly. Several dietary surveys have shown
that a significant percentage o[ women in the 18-24-year age group
consume diets containing less than the recommended I.3 mg pyridoxine day-i. If these women are also using oral contraceptives, they
are at some increased risk for developing a borderline deficiency.
Thus, while the tryptophan load test was cleariy misieading in a
quanlitative sense, it did alert the medical community to a previously
unsuspected nutritional risk.
Bender, D.

A

Oestrogens and vitamin 86: actions and interactions World Rey.

Nutr Diet 51:140, 1987; and Kirksey A., Keaton, K., Abernathy, R P, and
Grager, J. L. Vitamin Bu

nutritional status o[

J Clin Nutr 31:946, 1978

Pantothenic Acid and Biotin Form Coenzymes Involved in
Energy Metabolism
Pantothenic acid is a component of coenz).rne A (CoA) and the phosphopantetheine moiety of fatty acid synthase and thus is required for the metabolism o[
all fat, protein, and carbohydrate via the cltric acid cycle and for fatty acid and
cholesterol synthesis. More than 70 enzymes have been described to date that utillze CoA or derivatives. In view of the importance of these reactions, one would
expect pantothenic acid deficiencies to be a serious concern in humans This is
not the case for Lwo reasons: (1) pantothenic acid is very widespread in natural
foods, probably reflecting its widespread metabolic role, and (2) most symproms
of pantothenic acid deficlency are vague and mimic those of other B vitamin
deficiencies

Biotin is the covalently bound prosthetic group ofpyruvate carboxylase (needed

for synthesis of oxaloacetate for gluconeogenesis and replenishment of the citric
acid cycle), acetyl-CoA carboxylase (fatty acid biosynthesis) and propionyl-CoA
carboxylase (methionine, leucine, and valine metabolism). Bio[in occurs in peanuts,
chocolate, and eggs and is sl,nthesized by i.ntestinal bacteria. Recent studies suggest
that the biotin syrrthesized by intestinal bacteria may not be present in a location
or a form that can contribute significantly to absorbed biotin.
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Folic Acid (Folacin) Functions as Tetrahydrofolate
in One-Carbon Metabolism
The simplest form of folic acid is pteroylmonoglutamic acid. However, folic acid
usually occurs as polyglutamate derivatives with from 2 to 7 glutamic acid residues
(Figure 27.LI). These compounds are taken up by intestinal mucosal cells and the
extra glutamate residues removed by conjugase, a lysosomal enzqe. The free folic
acid is then reduced to tetrahydrofolate by the enz).rne dihydrofolate reductase
and circulated in the plasma primarily as the free N5-methyl derivative of tetrahydrofolate (Figure 27 .LL). Inside cells tetrahydrofolates are found primarily as polyglutamate derivatives, and these appear to be the biologically most potent forms.
Folic acid is also stored as tetrahydrofolate polyglutamate in liver.
Various one-carbon tetrahydrofolate derivatives are used in biosynthetic reactions (see Figure 27.12) such as the sprthesis of choline, serine, glycine, purines,
and dTMP ln addition, tetrahydrofolate, vitamin B12, and pl,ridoxal phosphate are
required for the conversion of homocysteine to methionine. Methionine, of course,

is also converted to S-adenosylmethionine, which is used in many methylation
reactl0ns.

The most pronounced effect of folate deficiency is inhibition of DNA synthesis due to decreased availability of purines and dTMP This leads to arrest of cells
in S phase and a charac[eristic "megaloblastic" change in size and shape of nuclei
of rapidly dividing cells. The block in DNA symthesis slows down maturation of red

blood cells, causing production of abnormally large "macrocytic" red blood cells
with fragile membranes. Thus a macrocytic anemia associa[ed with megaloblastic
changes in the bone marrow is characteristic of folate deficiency. ln addition,
hyperhomocysteinemia is fairly common in the elderly population and appears to
be due to inadequate intake and/or decreased utilization of folate, vitamin 86, and
vitamin B12. As mentioned earlier, hyperhomocysteinemia appears to be a risk
factor for cardiovascular disease. Elevated homocysteine levels usually respond to
supplementation with folic acid, yitamin 86, and vitamin B12.
Causes of folate deficiency include inadequate intake, increased need, impaired
absorption, increased demand, and impaired metabolism. Some dietary surveys
suggest that inadequate intake may be more common [han previously supposed.
However, as with most other vitamins, inadequate intake is probably not sufficient
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Structure of folic acid and M-methyltetrahydrofolate.
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Metabolic roles of folic acid and vitamin B12 in one-carbon metabolism.
Metabolic interconversions of folic acid and its derivatives are indlcated with black arrows
Pathways relying exclusively on folate are shown with red arrows. The important Brrdependent reaction converting N5-methyl Hafolate back to H*folate is shown with a blue
arrow. The box encloses the "pooI" o[ C1 derivatives of Hafolate

to trigger s)'rnptoms of folate deficiency in the absence of increased requirements
or decreased utilization. Recent studies suggest that gene polymorphisms that
increased the need for folate may be more common than previously thought (see
Clin. Corr. 27.7). However, the mos[ common example of increased need occurs

during pregnancy and lactation. As the blood volume and the number of rapidly
dividing ceils in the body increase, the need for folic acid increases By the third
trimester the follc acid requiremen[ has aimost doubled ln the United States almost
20-25o/o of otherwise normal pregnancies are associated with low serum folate levels, but ac[ual megalobiastlc anemia is rare and is usually seen only after multiple
pregnancies. However, recent studies have shown that inadequate folate levels durlng the early stages of pregnancy increase the risk for neural tube defects, a type
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Cene Polymorphisms and Folic Acid Requirements
Folic acid supplemen[ation lowers the risk of neural tube defects and
decreases serum homocysteine leveis, which may lower the risk of
heart disease This information has led [o an increase in the RDA for
folic acid and to fortification of grain products with folic acid. Yet it
is clear that even on a marginal diet not all adults have elevated homocysteine levels and not all mothers give birth to babies with neural tube defects. What determines these individual responses to inadequate folate intake? Gene polymorphisms may be part of the answer
A common poli.morphlsm results from a C ---> I substitution in the
gene for 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) that
produces the 5-methyltetrahydrofolate required for the conversion of
homocysteine to methionine. This C -+ T substitution arbp 677 results in a substitution o[ va]ine for alanine and causes the enz]me to
have lower specific activity and reduced stability. Approximately 12olo
o[ the Caucasians and Asians are homozygous (T/T) and 50olo are heterozygous (C/T) for this poll.rnorphism Plasma folate concentrations
are significantly lower and plasma homocysteine levels are significantly higher in individuals with the T/T genotlpe consuming normal diets In addition, the T/f genotype is a significant risk factor for

neural tube defects, perhaps accounting for up to l5ok of the cases
An active investigation of genetic poll,rnorphisms ln the other genes
that code for enzymes involved in folate metabolism is underway
Polymorphisms have been described for the genes coding for methionine s),nthetase and folate receptor a, the cellular receptor required
for 5-methyltetrahydrofolate uptake Both appear to be benign However, recent studies suggest that the absorption of folate by the intestine may be lower in mothers with a history of neural tube de[ect
pregnancies than in control mothers. Ihe genetics of this effect has
not yet been studied.
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of birth defect. Normal diets seldom supply the 600 mg of folate needed during
pregnanc)z Thus, inJanuary 1998, the Food and Drug Administration implemented

new legislation requiring that enriched grain products be fortified with folic acid at
a concentration of 1.4 mg per gram of product. This level of fortification was designed to raise the average intake of folic acid by 100 mg day- I . This decision has
proved to be somewhat controversial. An extra 100 mg day-1 is projected to decrease the risk of neural tube defects and hyperhomocys[einemia by >20%. Add tion of an extra 200 mg day-l to the American diet would offer much greater protection against both neural tube deflects and hyperhomocysteinemia, but
supplementation with this leve1 of folic acid could mask the symptoms of vitamin
Bp deficiency as described below. Thus most physicians routinely recommend
supplementation for women during the child-bearing years and for the elderly Folate deficiency is common in alcoholics (see Clin. Corr.27.5). Folate deficiencies
are also seen in a number of malabsorption diseases and are occasionally seen in
the elderly, due to a combination o[ poor dietary habits and poor absorp[ion.
Anticonvulsants and oral contraceptives may interfere with folate absorption
and anticonr,rrlsan[s appear to increase catabolism of folates (see Clin. Corr. 27 .4)
Oral contraceptives and estrogens interfere with folate metabolism in their [arget tissue. Long-term use of any of these drugs can lead to folate deficiencies unless adequate supplementation is provided. For example, 20o/o of patients using oral contraceptives develop megaloblastic changes in the cervicovaginal epithelium, and
20-30o/o show low serum folate.

Vitamin

812 (Cobalamine) Contains

Cobalt in a Tetrapyrrole Ring

Pernicious anemia, a megaloblas[ic anemia associated with neurological deterioration, was invariably fatal until 1926 when liver extracts were shown to be curative
Subsequent work showed the need for both an extrinsic fac[or present in liver and
an intrinsic factor produced by the body; vitamin B12 was the extrinsic factor.
Vitamin B12 consists o[ cobalt in a coordination state of six: coordinated in four
positions by a tetrapyrrole (a corrin) ring, in one position by a benzimi.dazole
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FIGURE 27,13

Structure of vitamin B12 (cobalamine).

nitrogen, and in the sixth position by one of several different ligands (Figure 27 .13).
The crystalline forms of Br2 used in supplementation are usually hydroxycobalamine
or cyanocobalamine. In foods B12 usually occurs bound [o protein in the methyl or
5'-deoxyadenosyl forms. To be utilized the B12 must first be removed from the
protein by acid hydrolysis in the stomach or trypsin digestion in the intestine. lt
must then combine with intrinsic factor, a protein secreted by the stomach, which
carries it to the ileum for absorption.
In humans there are two major slrrnptoms of B12 deficiency (hematopoietic and
neurological), and only two biochemical reactions in which B12 is known to panicipate
(Figure 27 .I4). Thus it is very tempting to speculate on exact cause and effect mechanisms. The methyl derivative of B12 is required for the methionine ry-nthesis reaction, which converts homocysteine to methionine, and the 5-deoxyadenosyl derivative is required for the methylmalonyl CoA mutase reaction (methylmalonyl CoA ->
succinyl CoA), a key reaction in the catabolism o[ some branched-chain amino acids.
The neurologic disorders seen in Br2 deficiency are due to progressive demyelination
of nervous tissue. lt has been proposed that the methylmalonyl CoA that accumulates
interferes with myelin sheath formation in two ways. (I) Methylmalonyl CoA is a
competitive inhibitor of malonyl CoA in fatty acid bioslmthesis. Because the myelin
sheath is continually tuming over, any severe inhibition of flatty acid biosynthesis will
lead to its degeneration. (2) In fatty acid sprthesis, methylmalonyl CoA can substi
tute for malonyl CoA, leading to slmthesis of branched-chain fatty acids, which might
disrupt membrane structure. There is some evidence supporting both mechanisms.
The megaloblastic anemia associated with B12 deficiency is thought to reflec[ the
effect of B12 on folate metabolism. The B12-dependent methionine slmthesis reaction
(homocysteine *N5-methyl THF ---> methionine + THF) appears to be the only major pathway by which N5-methyltetrahydrofolare can re[urn to the terrahydrofolare

orHER wArER-soLUBLE vrrAMrNs

FIGURE 27.14

Metabolism of vitamin B12.
The metabolic interconversions of Br2 are indicated with black arrows, and B12-requiring
reactions are indiczrted with red arrows. Other related pathways are indicated with blue
aEows.

B12 defliciency there is a buildup of N5-methyltetrahydrofolate and a deficiency of the tetrahydrofolate derivatives needed for purine and
dTMP biosynthesis. Essentially all of the folate becomes "trapped" as the N5-methyl
derivative. Inhibition of the conversion of N5-methyltetrahydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate also affects the ability of the cell to convert tetrahydrofolate to its polyglutaminated form, since N5-methyltetrahydrofolate is a poor substrate for the polyglutamination reaction. This also increases the requirement for folic acid because it is the
polyglutaminated form of tetrahydrofolate that is retained in cells. large amouns of

pool (Figure 27.L+). Thus in

supplemental folate can overcome-the megaloblastic anemia associated with B12 deficiencies, but not the neurological problems. This is the crux of the current debate
on the optimal levels for folate fortification of foods. It is the megaloblastic anemia
that usually brings the patient into the doctor's office. Thus, by masking the anemia,
routine fortification of foods wlth high levels of folate could prevent the detection of
B12 deficienry until the neurological damage had become irreversible.
Vitamin B12 is widespread in foods of animal origrn, especially meats, and the
liver stores up to a 6-year supply of vitamin B12. Thus deficiencies of Br2 are rare.
They are most often seen in older people due to insufficient production of intrinsic factor andlot HCI in the stomach. B12 deficiency can also be seen in patients
with severe malabsorption diseases and in long-term vegetarians.

fucorbic Acid Functions in Reduction and Hydroxylation Reactions
Vitamin C or ascorbic acid is a six-caibon compound closely related to gluiose.
Its main biological role is as a reducing agent for the hydroxylation of lysine and
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proline in protocollagen. Without this hydroxylation protocollagen cannot properly
cross-link into normal collagen fibrils. Thus vitamin C is obviously important for
maintenance of normal connective tissue and for wound healing, since the connective tissue is laid down first. Vitamin C is also necessary for bone formation, since
bone tissue has an organic matrix containing collagen as well as the inorganic, calcified portion. Collagen is a component of the ground substance surrounding capillary walls, so vitamin C deficiency is associa[ed with capillary fragility.
Since vitamin C is concentrated in the adrenal gland it may be required for hydroxylation reactions in syrrthesis of some corticosteroids especially in periods of
stress Ascorbic acid acts as a nonenzyrnatic reducing agent. For example, it aids in
absorption of iron by reducing it to the ferrous state in the stomach. It spares vitamin A, vitamin E, and some B vitamins by protecting them from oxidation. AIso,
it enhances utilization of folic acid, either by aiding conversion of folate to tetrahydrofolate or formation of polyglutamate dedvatives of tetrahydrofolate. Finally,
vitamin C appears to be a biologically important antioxidant. The National Research
Council has recently concluded that adequate amounts (RDA levels) of antioxidants
such as B-carotene and vitamin C in the diet reduce the risk of cancer.
Most sl,rnptoms of vitamin C deficiency can be related to its metabolic roles.
Symptoms of mild deficiency include easy bruising and formation of petechiae
(small, pinpoint hemorrhages in skin) due to increased capillary fragility and decreased immunocompetence. Scurvy, a more severe form of deficiency, is associated
with decreased wound healing, osteoporosis, hemorrhaging, and anemia. Osteoporosis resuhs flrom the inability to maintain the collagenous organic matrix o[ the
bone, followed by demineralization. Anemia results from extensive hemorrhaging
coupled with defects in iron absorption and folate metabolism.
Vitamln C is readily absorbed so that deficiencies almost invariably result from
poor diet and/or increased need. There is uncertainty over the need in periods of
stress. In severe stress or [rauma there is a rapid drop in serum vitamin C levels.
In these situations most of the bodys supply of vitamin C is mobilized to the
adrenals and/or the area of the wound. Does this represent an increased demand
for vitamin C, or merely a normal redistribution to those areas where it is needed
most? Do the lowered serum levels of vitamin C impair its functions in other tissues in the body? The current consensus seems to be that the lowered serum vitamin C levels indicate an increased demand, but there is little agreement as to
how much.
Smoking causes lower serum 1eve1s of vitamin C. In fact, the 2000 RDAs recommend that smokers consume II0-I25 mg of vitamin C per day instead of the
75-90 mg day-I needed by nonsmoking adults. Aspirin appears to block uptake
of vitamin C by white blood cells. Oral contraceptives and corticosteroids also
lower serum levels of vitamin C. While there is no universal agreement as to the
seriousness of these effects, the possibility of marginal vitamin C deficiencies shouid
be considered with any patient using these drugs over a long period of time, especially if dietary intake is less than optimal.
Very controversial is the use of megadoses of vitamin C to prevent and cure the
common cold. Ever since this use of vitamin C was first popularized by Linus
Pauling in 1970, the issue has generated considerable controyersy However, some
double-blind studies suggest that while vitamin C supplementation does no[ appear
to be useful in preventing the common cold, it may moderate the symptoms or
shorten the duration. The mechanism by which vitamin C ameliorates the syrnptoms of the common coid is not known. It has been suggested that vitamin C is required for normal leukocyte function or for synthesis and release of histamine

during stress situations.
While megadoses of vitamin C are probably no more harmful than the widely
used over-the-counter coid medications, some potentiai side effects of high vitamin
C intake should be considered. For example, oxalate is a major metabolite of ascorbic acid. Thus high ascorbate intakes could theoretically lead to the formation of
oxalate kidney stones in predisposed individuals. However, most studies have
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shown tha[ excess vitamin C is primarily excreted as ascorbate rather than oxalate.
Pregnant mothers taking megadoses of vitamin C may give birth to infants with
abnormally high vitamin C requirements. Earlier suggestions that megadoses of
vitamin C interfered with Br2 metabolism have proved Lo be incorrect. The UL for
vitamin C has been set at 2000 mg day-l because higher ievels can cause diarrhea
in some individuals.

Choline Performs Many Functions in the Body
The vitamin choline is required for syrrthesis and release of acetycholine, an im-

por[an[ neurotransmitter involved in memory storage, motor control, and other
functions. It is also a precursor for slmthesis of the phospholipids phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) and sphingomyelin, which are important for membrane func[ion,
intracellular signaling, and hepatic export of very low density lipoproteins. Phosphatidylcholine also plays a role i.n the removal of choles[erol from [issues due to
the importance of the lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase reac[ion in reverse cholesterol transport (see p. 749). Finally, choline is a precursor for the formation of
the methyl donor betaine.
The dietary requirement for choline is not firmly established. Studies in rodents
indicate that choline deficiency increases the risk of liver cancer and memory
deficits in aged animals, but these effects have not been demonstrated in humans.
Lecithin supplementatlon has a modest serum cholesterol lowering effect and both
choline and betaine supplementation appear to lower serum homocysteine levels in
humans. However, current data are insufficient [o draw any firm conclusions about
whether choline and/or lecithin supplementation have any effects on cardiovascular risk. There is an endogenous pathway for de novo biosyrethesis of choline via the
sequential methylation of phosphatidylethanolamine using S-adenosylme[hionine
as a methyl donor. Thus the demand for dietary choline is modified by the dietary
intake of methionine, folate, and vitamin B12. ln one published study on the effects
of inadequate dietary choline in healthy men with adequate dietary intakes of
methionine, folate, and vitamin B12, at the end of 3 weeks, the subjects had decreased choline stores and elevated alanine amlnotransferase, which indicates possible liver damage. Individuals fed with total parenteral nutrition solutions devoid
of choline but adequate for methionine and folate also developed fatty livers and
elevated serum alanine aminotransferase. On the basis of these and other studies,
AIs of 425 mg day-r for women and 550 mg day-l for men have been set by the
Food and Nutrition Board. Choline is widely distributed in foods. lt is estimated
that the average American consumes 730-1040 mg day-l, so dietary deficiencies
of choline are unlikely.

27.s
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Calcium Has Many Physiological Roles
Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body Most is in bone, but the sma1l
amount of Ca2* outside bone functions in a number of essential processes. It is required for many enzyrnes, mediates some hormonal responses, and is essentiai for
blood coagulation It is also essential for muscle contractili[y and normal neuromuscular irritabiliqi In fact only a relatively narrow range o[ serum Ca2* Ievels is
compatible with life. Since maintenance of constant serum levels is so vital, an elaborate homeostatic control system has evolved (see p. 1145). Low serum Ca2+ stimulates formation of I,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol, which enhances intestinal absorption. If dietary Ca2* intake is insufficient to maintai.n serum calcium,
1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol and parathyroid hormone stimula[e bone resorption.
Long-rerm dietary Ca2* insufficiency, therefore, almost always results in ne[ loss of
calcium from the bones.
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Dietary Ca'requirements, however, vary considerably from individual to individual due to the existence of other factors that affect availability of Caz+ . For example.
vitamin D is required for optimal utilization of calcium. Excess dietary protein may upset calcium balance by causing more rapid excretion of. Ca2* Exercise increases the
efficiency of calcium utilization for bone formation. Calcium baiance studies carried
out on Peruvian Indians, who have extenslve exposure to sunlight, get extensive exercise, and subsist on low-protein vegetarian diets, indicate a need for only 300-400 mg
Caz* per da;z However, calcium balance studies carried out in this counlry consistentl;:
show higher requirements and the RDA has been set ar 1000-i300 mg day-1.
The chief s)rrnptoms of Ca2+ deficiency are similar [o those of vitamin D deficiency, but other symptoms such as muscle cramps are possible with marginal
deficiencies. A significant portion of low-income children and adult females in thls
country do not have adequate Ca2* . This is of particular concern because [hese are
the population groups with particularly high needs for Ca2* . For this reason, the
U.S. Congress has established the WIC (Women and Infan[ Children) program [o
assure adequa[e protein, Ca2+, and iron for indigent families with pregnan /lactating mothers or young inflants.

CTINICAL CORRETATION

27 .B

Diet and Osteoporosis
The controversies raging over the relationships between calcium intake and osteoporosis illustrate the difficultles we face in making simp1e dletary recommendations for complex biological problems. Based
on the TV ads and wide variety of calcium-fortified foods on the mar-

ket, it would be easy to assume that ail an older woman needs to prevent osteoporosis is a diet rich in calcium However, that may be like
closing the barn door after the horse has ]eft. There ls strong consensus that the years from age 10 to 35, when the bone density is reaching its ma,xlmum, are the most important for reducing the risk of osteoporosis. The maximum bone density obtained during these years
is clearly dependent on both calcium intake and exercise and dense
bones are less likely to become seriously depleted o[ calcium following menopause Unfortunately, most American women are consuming
far too little caicium during these years. The RDA for calcium is 1300
mg day-] (4 or more glasses of milk day-1) for women from age Il
to 18, 1000 mg day-I (3 or more glasses of milk day-l) for women

from 19 to 50, and 1200 mg day-r (4 glasses of milk day-r) for
women over 50 The median calcium intake for women in this age
range is only about 500 mg day-l Thus it is clear that increased ca1cium intake should be encouraged in this group.
But what about postmenopausal women? After all, many of the
advertisements seem to be targeted at this group. Do they really need

more calcium? The I994 NIH consensus panei on osteoporosis recommended that postmenopausal women consume up to 1500 mg
calcium day-1, but this recommendation has been vigorously disputed by other expeils in the field. Let's examine the evidence. Calcium balance studies have shown that many postmenopausal women
need 1200-1500 mg calcium day-r to maintain a positive calcium
balance (more calcium coming in than is lost in the urine), but that
does not necessarily mean that the additional calcium will be stored
in their bones In fact, some recent studies have failed to find a correlatlon between calcium intake and loss o[ bone density in postmenopausal women while others have reported a prorective effect. All
o[ those studies have been complicated by the discovery that calcium
intake may have different effects on different types o[ bones. Calcium
intakes in the range of 1000-1500 mg day-r appear to slow the de-

in density of cortical bone, such as that found in the hip, hand,
and some parts of the forearm. Similar doses, however, appear to have
Iittle or no effect on ioss of density from the trabecular bone found in
crease

the spine, wrist, and other parts of the forearm At least some of the
confusion in the earlier studies appears to have resulted from differences in the site used for measurement of bone densitlz Thus the
effect of high calcium intakes alone on slowlng bone loss in postmenopausal women remains controversial at present. It is clear that
elderly women should be getting the RDA for calcium in their diet.
With the recent concern about the fat content of dairy products,
calcium intakes in this group appear to be decreasing rather than increasing Furthermore, even with estrogen replacement therapy, calcium intake should not be ignored. Recent studies have shown that
with calcium intakes in the range of 1000-1500 mg day-r, the effective dose of estrogen can be reduced significantly
While advertisements and the popular literature focus on calcium intake, we also need to remember that bones are not made of
calcium alone. If the diet is deficient in other nutrients, the utilization
of calcium for bone formation wiil be impaired Vitamin C is needed
to form the bone matrix and magnesium and phosphorus are an important part of bone structure. Vitamin K and a variety of trace minerals, including copper, zinc, manganese, and boron are important for
bone formation. fhus calcium supplements may not be optimally uti-

if the overall diet is inadequate. Vitamin D is required for
absorption and utilization of calcium. lt deserves special mention
since it may be a particular problem for the elderly (see Clin. Corr.
27.9). Finally, an adequate exercise program isjust as importanl as estrogen replacement therapy and an adequate diet for preventing the

lized

loss of bone densitli
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Dietary surveys show that 34-47o/o of rhe population over 60 years of
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age

consumes less than the EAR for Ca2+ . This is the group most at risk of developing
osteoporosis, characterized by loss of bone organic matrix as well as progressive
demineralization. Causes of osteoporosis are multifactorial and largely unknown,
but it appears likely that part of the problem has to do with Ca2+ metabolism (see
Clin. Corr. 27.8). Recent studies suggest that lnadequate intake of Ca2* may result

in elevated blood pressure. Although this hypothesis has no[ been conclusively
demonstra[ed, it is of great concern because most low-sodium diets (which are recommended for patients with high blood pressure) severely limit dairy products, rhe
maln source of. Ca2* for Americans.

Magnesium ls Required by Many Enzymes
Magnesium is required for many errzyme activities, particularly those involving
AfP forming an ATP-Mg2+ complex, and for neuromuscular transmission. Amounts
of Mg2+ are significantly reduced during processing of food items, and recent dietary surveys have shown that the ayerage Mg2+ intake in Western countries is often below the EAR Deficiency is observed in conditions of alcoholism, use of certain diuretics, and metabolic acidosis. The main s).rrnptoms of Mg2+ deficiency are
weakness, tremors, and cardiac arrhythmia. There is some evidence that supplemen[al Mg2+ may help prevent the formation of calcium oxalate stones in the kidney Mg2+ supplemen[a[ion has also been shown to lower blood pressure in several, but not in all, clinical studies, and the recenr Health Professional Foliow-Up
Study demonstrated an inverse effecr between dietary Mg2+ inrake and the total
risk of stroke.
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lron !s Efficiently Reutilized
Iron metabolism is unique in that it operates largely as a closed system, with iron
stores being efficiently reutilized by the body. Iron losses are mlnimal (<I mg

Fe2*

day-l), but iron absorption is also minimal under the best of conditions Iron usually occurs in foods in the ferrlc form bound to protein or organic acids. Before absorption can occur, the lron must be split from [hese carriers (a process that is facilitated by the acid secreti.ons of the stomach) and reduced ro lhe ferrous form (a
process that is enhanced by ascorbic acid). Only 10o/o of the iron in an average
mixed diet is usually absorbed, but the efficiency of absorption can be increased to
30ob by severe iron deficiency Iron absorption and metabolism have been discussed
in Chapter 24 arrd are summarized in Figure 27.15.
As a component of hemoglobin and myoglobin, iron is required for 02 and
CO2 transport. As a component o[ cytochromes and nonheme iron proteins, it is
required for oxidative phosphorylation. As a component of the essential lysosomal
enzyme myeloperoxidase, it is required for proper phagocytosis and killing of
bacteria by neutrophils. The best-known q.rnprom of iron deficiency is a microcytic

Translerrin (Fe3+)

hypochromic anemia.

Iron deficiency is also associated with

Plasma

ferroxidase
v

I

Y

Liver:
Ferritin
Hemosiderin

<-

Transferrin Fe3+

I
Transferrin Fe3+

I
Bone marrow (Hb)
Muscle (MyoHb)
Other tissue (Cyt & NHI)

decreased

rmmunocompetence.

Assuming a l0-l5o/o efficiency of absorption, the Food and Nutrition Board
has set a recommended dietary allowance of 10 mg day-l for normal adult males
and 15 mg day-1 for menstruating females. For pregnant females this allowance is
raised to 30 mg duy-t. While 10 mg day-1 of iron can easily be obtained from a

normal diet, 15 mg is marginal at best and 30 mg can almost never be obtained.
The best dietary sources are meats, dried legumes, dried fruits, and enriched cereal
products

Iron-deficiency anemia is

Lhe

most prevalent nutritional disorder in the United

States. Young children and pregnant females need enough

iron for a conli.nuing

FIGURE 27.15

Overview of iron metabolism.
This figure reviews some of the features of iron
metabolism discussed in Chapter 24. Red arrows
indicate that most of the bodys iron is efficiently
reutilized by the pathway shown Hb, hemoglobin; MyoHb, myoglobin; Cyt, cytochromes; and
NHI, nonheme iron
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increase in blood volume. Menstruating females lose iron through blood loss and lac[ating females through production of lactoferrin (see p. 1055). Thus iron deficiency

anemia is primarily a problem for these population groups. Dietary surveys indicate
that 95ok or more of children and menstruating females are not obtaining adequate
iron in their diet. Biochemical measuremen[s reveal a l0-25ob incidence of iron deficiency anemia in this same group. Iron deficiency anemia is aiso a problem with
the elderly due to poor dietary intake and increased frequency of achlorhydria.
Because iron deficiency anemia is widespread, government programs of nutritional intervention such as the WIC program have emphasized iron-rich foods.
There is concern among some nutritionists that iron deficiency has been overemphasized Some recen[ studies have suggested that excess iron intake may increase
the risk of cardiovascular disease. Thus iron supplementation and the consumption
of iron-fortified foods may be inappropriate for adult men and post menopausal
women. Excess iron can also lead Lo a rare condition called hemochromatosis in
which iron deposits are found in abnormally high ievels in many tissues. This can
lead to liver, pancreatic, and cardiac dysfunction as well as pigmentation of the skin
Hemochromatosis is also occasionally seen in hemolytic anemias and liver disease

lodine ls lncorporated into Thyroid Hormones
Dietary iodine is efficiently absorbed and transported to the thyroid gland, where
it is stored and used for the s),nthesis of the thyroid hormones triiodothyronine and
thyroxine. These hormones function in regulating the basal metabolic rate of
adults and the growth and development of children. Saltwater fish are the best natural food sources of iodine and in earlier years population groups living in inland
areas suffered from the endemic deficiency disease goiter. The most characteristic
q.rrnptom of goiter is the enlargement (somelimes massive) of the thlT oid gland
Since iodine has been routinely added to table salt, goiter has become relatively rare
However, in some inland areas, mlld forms of goiter may still be seen in up to 5olo
of the populatlon.

Zinc ls a Cofactor for Many Enzymes
Zinc absorption appears to be proportional to metallothionein levels in intestinal
mucosa celis. Metallothionein in zinc transport is uncertaini it may serve as a buffer
for zinc ions as the metal transverses the intestinal cells. Over 300 zinc metalloenz).rnes have been described to date, including a number of regulatory proteins and
both RNA and DNA polymerases. Zinc deficiencies in children are usually marked
by poor growth and impairment of sexual development. In both children and adults
zinc deficiencies result in poor wound healing. Zinc is also present ln gustin, a salivary polypeptide that appears [o be necessary for normal development of taste buds
Thus zinc deficiencies also lead to decreased taste acuit)z Zinc is required for optional cytokine productlon by monocytes and T cells. Thus zinc deficiencies are also

with impaired immune function
The few dietary surveys indicate [hat zinc lntake may be marginal for many individuals, and zinc supplementation has been shown to improve immune status in
the elderly Severe zinc deficiency is seen primarily in alcoholics (especially if they
have cirrhosis), patients with chronic renal disease or severe malabsorption diseases,
and occasionally in people after long-term parenteral nu[rition (TPN). The most
characteristic early sl,rnptom of zinc-deficient patients on TPN is dermatitis. Zinc is
occasionally used therapeutically to promote wound healing and may be of some
use i.n treating gastric ulcers.
associated

Copper ls a Cofactor for Important Enzymes
Copper absorption may depend on metallothionein, since excess intake of either
copper or zinc interferes with the absorption of the other. Copper is present in a
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number of important metalloenzymes, including cytochrome c oxidase, dopamine
B-hydroxylase, superoxide dismutase, lysyl oxidase, and C1s,Ae-desa[urase. The
C16,Ae-desaturase is responsible for converting stearic acid (a C1s sa[urated fatty
acid) to oleic acld (a C1s monounsa[urated fatty acid). This may be responsibie for
the fact that dietary stearic acid does not have the cholesterol-raising property of
the other saturated fatty acids. Lysyl oxidase is necessary for the conversion of certain lysine residues in collagen and elastin to allysine, which is needed for crossIinking. Sl,rnptoms of copper deficiency include hlpercholesterolemia, demineralization of bones, leukopenia, anemia, fragility of large arteries, and demyelination
of neural tissue. Anemia appears to be due to a defect in iron metabolism because
the copper-containing enzyrne ferroxidase is necessary for conversion of iron from
the Fe2+ state (in which form it is absorbed) to the Fe3* state (in which form it
can bind to the plasma protein transferrin). Bone demineraiization and blood vessel
fragility can be traced directly to defects in collagen and elastin formation. Hypercholesterolemia may be related to increases in the ratio of saturated to monounsa[urated fatty acids of the C1s series due to reduced activity of the C1g, Ae-desaturase.
Balance studies in human volunteers indicaLe a minimum copper requiremenl
of I.0-2.6 mg day-1. The RDA is 1.5-3 mg day-1. Most dietary surveys find the
ayerage American diet provides only I mg at < 2000 cal day-l This is puzzling
since few s).Tnptoms of copper deficiency have been identified in the general public. It is no[ known whether [here exist widespread marginal copper deficiencies, or
whether the copper balance studies are inaccurate. Recognizable symp[oms of copper deficiency are usually seen only as a result of excess zinc intake and in Menkes'
slmdrome, a relati.vely rare X-linked hereditary disease associated with a defect in
copper [ransport. Wilson's disease, an autosomal recessive disease, is associated
with abnormal accumulation of copper in various tissues and can be treated with
the naturally occurring copper chelating agent penicillamine.

Chromium ls a Component of Chromodulin
Chromium is a component of the low molecular weight protein chromodulin,
which potentiates the effects of insulin, presumably by facilitating insulin binding
to cell receptor sites. The chief slrnptom of chromium deficiency is impaired glucose tolerance, a result of decreased insuiin effectiveness.
The frequency of chromium deficiency is unknown. The RDA for chromium
has been set at 50-200 mg day-1 for a normal adult. The best current estimate is
that the ayerage consumption of chromium is around 30 mg day I in the United
r) even for
States. Unfortunately, the range of intakes is very wide (5-100 mg day
individuals otherwise consuming balanced diets. Those most likely to have marginal
or low intakes of chromium are individuals on low caioric intakes or consuming
large amounts of processed foods. Some concern has been voiced that many Americans may be marginally deficient in chromrum.

Selenium ls a Scavenger of Peroxides
Selenium occurs in selenoproteins such as glutathione peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase. These proteins contain one or more selenocys[eine residues,
which are incorporated through a unique cotranslational process Glutathione peroxidase destroys peroxides in the cytosol Since the effect of vitamin E on peroxide
formation is limited primarily [o the membrane, both glutathione peroxidase and vitamin E appear to be necessary for efficient scavenging of peroxides. Selenium is one
of the few nutl-ients no[ removed by the milling of flour and is usually thought to
be present in adequate amounts in the diet. The seienium levels are very low in the
soil in certain parts of the country however, and foods raised in these regions will
be low in selenium. Fortunately, this effect is minimized by the current food distribution sys[em, which assures that the foods marketed in any one area are derived
from a number of different geographical regions. A recent clinical study suggested
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that supplementation with greater than RDA levels of selenium may reduce the risk
of certain cancers. Other clinicai studies are now in progress to evaluate this
hypothesis.

Manganese, Molybdenum, Fluoride, and Boron Are Also lmportant
Manganese is a component of pyruvate carboxyiase and probably other metalloenzymes as well. Molybdenum is a component of xanthine oxidase (see p. 840).
Fluoride is known to strengthen bones and teeth and is usuaily added to drinking
water. Boron may also play an impotant role in bone formation.

Much has been said about the supposed deterioration of the American diet. How
serious a problem is this? Clearly Americans are eating much more processed food
than their ancestors. These foods differ from simpler foods in that they have a
higher caloric density and a lower nutrient density than the foods they replace.
However, these foods are aimost uniformly enriched with iron, thiamine, riboflavin,
niacin, and low levels of folic acid. In many cases they are even fortified (usua1ly as
much for sales promotion as for nutritional reasons) with as many as l1-I5 vitamins and minerals. Unfortunately, it is not practical to replace all of the nulrients
1ost, especially the trace minerals and phytonutrients such as [he carotenoids. lmitation foods present a special problem in that they are usually incomplete in more
subtle ways. For example, imitation cheese and imitation milkshakes that are widely

sold in this country usually contain the protein and caicium one would expect of
the food they replace, but often do not contai.n the riboflavin, which one would also
obtain from these items. Fast food meals tend to be high in calories and fat, and
Iow in certain vitamins and trace minerals. For example, the standard fast food meal
provides over 50olo of the caiories the average adult needs for the entire day whiie
providing < 5o/o of the vitamin A and < 30o/o of biotin, folic acid, and pantothenic
acid. Unforrunately, much of the controversy in recenl years has centered around
whether these trends are "good" or "bad." This simply obscures the issue at hand
Clearly it is possible to obtain a balanced diet that includes some processed, imitation, and fast foods if one compensates by selecting foods for the other meals that
are low in caioric density and rich in nutrients. Without such compensation the
"balanced diet" becomes a myth.

27.12
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OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS IN
CLINICAL PRACTICE

Having surveyed the major micronutrients and their biochemical roles, it might
seem that the process of evaluating the nutritional status of an individual patient
would be an overwhelming task. It is perhaps best to recognize that there are three
flactors that can add to nutritional deficiencies: poor diet, malabsorption, and increased nutrient need. Only when two or three components overlap in the same

FIGURE 27.-I6
Factors affecting individual nutritional status.
Schematic representation of three important risk
factors in determining nutritional status A person in the periphery would have very 1ow risk of
any nutritional deficiency, whereas those in the
green, orange, purple, or center areas would be
much more likely to experience some s)rrnptoms
of nutritional deficiencies.

person (Figure 27.16) do the risks of q.rrnptomatic deficiencies become significant.
For example, infants and young children have increased needs for iron, calciuq,
and protein. Dietary surveys show that many of Lhem consume diets inadequate ii
iron and some consume diets that are low in calcium. Protein is seldom a problem
unless the children are being raised as strict vegetarians. Thus the chief nutri[ional
concerns for most children are iron and calcium. Teenagers tend to consume diets
low in calcium, magnesium, vitamin A, vitamin 86, and vitamin C. Of all these nutrients, their needs are parti.cularly high for calcium and magnesium during the
teenage years, so these are the nutrients of greatest concern Young women are 1ike1y
to consume diets low in iron, calcium, magnesium, vitamin 86, folic acid, and

ASSESSMENT
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zinc-and all of

these nu[rients are needed in grea[er amounts during pregnancy
and lactation Adult women often consume diets low ln calcium, yet they may have
a particularly high need for calcium [o prevent rapid bone loss. Finally, the elderly
have unique nutrilional needs (see C1ln. Corr. 27 .9) and tend to have poor nutrient intake due to restricted income, loss ol appetite, and loss of the ability to prepare a wide variety of foods. They are also more prone [o suffer from malabsorption problems and [o use multiple prescription drugs that increase nutrient needs
(Table 27.1).
Illness and metabolic stress often cause increased demand or decreased utilization of cer[ain nutrients. For example, diseases leading to fat malabsorption
cause a particular problem with absorption of calcium and the fat-soiuble vitamins.
Other malabsorption diseases can resuit in deflciencies of many nutrienls depending on the particular malabsorption disease Liver and kidney disease can prevent
activation o[ vitamin D and storage or utilization of many other nutrients including
vitamin A, vitamin B12, and folic acid. Severe illness or trauma increase the need
for calories, protein, and possibly some micronutrlenls such as vitamin C and certain B vitamins. Long-term use of many drugs in the treatment of chronic disease
stales can affect the need for certain micronutrients. Some of these are summarized
in Table 27.1.

TABLE

27.1 Drug-Nutrient

I t tO:

lnteractions

Potential Nutient
Drug

Deficiencies

Alcohol

Thiamine

Anticomrlsants

Folic acid
Vitamin 86
Vitamin D
Folic acid
Vitamin K

Cholestyramine

Fat-soIuble vitamins

Corticosteroids

Iron
Vitamin D and calcium

Zitc
Diuretics
Isoniazid

Oral contraceptives
and estrogens

Potassium
Potassium

Zinc
Vitamin 86
Vitamin 86
Folic acid and

B12

Who then is at a nutritional risk? Obviously, the answer depends on many
factors. Nutritional counseling ls an important part of treatment for infants, young

children, and pregnant/lactating women A brief analysis of a dietary history
and further nutritional counseling are imporlant when dealing with high-risk
patlents
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Nutritional Needs of Elderly

Persons

If current trends continue, one of five Americans mll be over the age
of 65 by the year 2030 With this projected aging of the American
population, there has been increased interest in delining the nutritional needs of the elderly Recent research shows altered needs ofeld-

erly persons for several essential nutrients For example, the absorption and utilization of vitamin 86 has been shown to decrease with
age. DietaD'surueys have consistently shown that 86 is a problem nu-

trient for many Americans and the elderly appear to be no exception.
Many older Americans get less than 50ok of the RDA for 86 lrom their
dret Vitamin 812 deficiency is also more prevalent in the e1der1y.
Many older aduits develop atrophic gastritis, which results in decreased acid production in the stomach. That along wrth a tendency
toward decreased production of intrinsic factor leads [o poor absorption of B12. Recent research has suggested that elevated blood levels
o[ the amino acid homocysteine may be a risk factor for atherosclerosis. Homocysteine is normally metabolized to methionine and cysteine in reactions requiring folic acid, B12, and Bu Vrramin D can be
a problem as well Many eiderly do not spend much time in the sunIight and, to make matters worse, the conversion of both 7-dehydrocholesterol to vitamin D in the skin and 25-(OH)D to 1,25-(OH)zD
in the kidney decrease with age These factors often combine to produce significant deflciencies of 1,25-(OH)zD in the elderly, which can
in turn iead to negative calcium balance. These changes do not appear to be the primary cause of osteoporosis but they certainly may
contribute to it.
There is some evrdence for increased need for chromium and
zinc as we1l. Chromium is not particuiarly abundant in the American
diet and many elderly appear to have difficulty converting dietary

chromium to the biologically active chromodulin The clinical relevance of these observations is not clear but chromium deficiency
could contribute to adult-onset diabetes. Similarly, dietary surveys
show that most eiderly consume between one-half and two-thirds the
RDA for zinc. Conditions such as atrophic gastritis can also interfere
with zinc absorption Symptoms of zinc deficiency include loss of
taste acuity, dermatitis, and a weakened immune system A1l of these
s)rrnptoms are common in the elderly population and it has been suggested that zinc deficiency mlght contribute.
Not all of the news is bad, hou,ever. Vitamin A absorption increases with age and the ability o[ the liver to clear vitamin A from
the blood decreases, so it remains in the circulation for a longer time.
In fact, not only does the need for vitamin A decrease as we age, but
the elderly also need to be particularly careful to avoid vitamin A toxicity. While this does not restrict their choice of foods or multivitamln supplements, they should generally avold separate vitamin A
supplements.
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Cystic fibrosis patients, however, also have severe malabsorption problems
because pancreatic enz)7rnes are deficient and there may also be a partial

Multiple Choice Questions

I.

Recommended dietary allowances (RDAs):
A. are standards for ali individuals
meet special dietary needs arising from chronic diseases.

obstruction o[ the common bile duct. Malabsorption of fat, lat-solub]e vitamirs, and calcium is the most common, but not only, problem. Patients
have increased protein and energy needs because of chronic infections.

B

C. include

D
E

a1l

nutritional needs

define optimal levels of nutrients.
are useful only as general guides in evaluating the adequacy of

I

I

A

B. an amount that should meet the requirement of half of
D.

E

B by an increase in calcitonin
C by increased bone resorption stimulated by elevated PTH.
D because the kidney reabsorbs calcium lrom the unne
E lack of 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D, which preven[s bone from

the

healthy individuals of a particular group.
based on the observed nutrient intake ol a particular group.
the highest leve1 of nutrient deemed to pose no risk or adverse
health effects on the particular population
two standard deviations higher than the RDA.
of vitamin A may include all of the following EXCEPT:
prevention oI anemia.
sewing as an antioxidant.
cell differentiation.
the visual cycle
induction o[ certain cancers.

taking calcium from blood

I2

3. The effects

A.
B.

C
D.

E

4. Ascorbic acid may be associated with all of the following

EXCEPT:

A. iron absorption

B
C.

D
E.

bone formation
acute renal disease when taken in hlgh doses

wound heaiing.
participation in hydroxylation reactions.

5. In

assessing the adequacy of a persons diet:
A. age of the individual usualiy has little relevance.

B

trauma decreases activity, and hence need for calories and possibly some micronutrients.
C. a 24-hour dietary intake history provides an adequate basis for
making a judgment.
D. currently administered medications must be considered
E intestine is the only organ whose health has substantial bearing
on nutritional status.

Refer to the following for Questions

A

6-I0.

calcium

B. iron

C iodine
D copper
E selenium
6 Absorption is inhibited by excess dietary zrnc.
7 Excess dietary protein causes rapid excretion.
B Risk o[nutritional deflciency is high in young children
9 Unsupplemented diets of populatlons living in inland areas may be
de[icient

10

by low parat\roid hormone (PTH) levels inhibiting calclum
excretton

The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) of a nu[rient is:
A. the same as the RDA of that nutrient.

C

Serum calcium levels are usually normal in spite of suboptimal calcium absorption and vitamin D deficiency. Serum calcium is belng

maintained:

diets.

2

I tt1l

Essentlal component of glutathione peroxidase.

Questions Ll and 12: Cystic fibrosis is a generalized dysfunction of the
exocrine glands leading to a viscid mucus that plugs various ducts
Pulmonary infections are common and are usuaily the direct cause of death.

Cystic flbrosis patients are frequently on antibiotics for infections
Antibiotics exacerbate the [at malabsorption problem for obtaining:
A vitamin A.

B. vitamin

C

C
D

vitamin D.
vitamin E
E. vitamin K

Questions 13 and 14: Chronic alcoholics are at risk of multiple nutritional abnormaiities because o[ poor dlet, pathological changes in the
gastrointestinal tract ieading to malabsorption problems, and severe
liver damage that interferes with activation and storage of certain nutrtents Neurological symptoms associated with thiamine and pyridoxine
deficiencies and hematologlcal problems associated with folate or pyridoxine deficiencies are common

13

Ce1lular energy generation is severeiy compromised in thiamine
deficiency because TPP is:
A. a major cofactor for oxidation-reduction reactions
B. an essential cofactor for pyruvate and a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenases

C. a cofactor for transketolase
D. necessary for utilizing amino acids

E

for

energy via

Iransamlnatlon
necessary for oxidation o[ alcohol.

14 Alcohol impairs both absorption and storage oI

folate

Megaloblastic erythropoiesis occurs because cells are arrested in the
S phase since DNA synthesis is inhibited. DNA s1'nthesis is inhibir
ed in folate deficlency because tetrahydrofolate is required:
A. in the s),nthesis of purine nucleotides and dTMP

B

in the conversion of homocysteine to methionine

C. for the utilization

D
E.

of vitamin 81,

because of alI of the above.
because o[ none of the above

Problems
15. The neurological disorders seen

in vitamin

B12 deficiency are

caused by progressive demyelination of nervous tissue. How does
lack of B12 interfere with formation of the myelin sheath?

16. What is the chemical reaction in which vitamin K participates How
is this reaction involved in blood coagulation and bone formation?
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RDAs should meet the needs of abou 97ok of the population
but do not take into account special requirements. A: RDAs are
designed for most individuals; exceptions occur. B: Diseases often change dietary requirements. C: Some nutritional needs
may be unknown; the requirements for all known nutrients are
not even clear. D: Optimal levels of nutrients are hard to define;
it depends on the criterion for optimal.
This is the first step in defining nutritional guidelines. A, E: The

RDA is set at two standard deviations above the EAR C: This
is called the Adequate Intake (AI). D: This is the Total Upper
Intake Level (UL).

3E

May have protective effects against some cancers. A: Retinyl
phosphate seryes as a glycosyl donor in the slnthesis of certaln
glycoproteins, including transferrin. B: Various carotenoids are

antioxidants. C: Retinol and retinoic acid may lunction like

All-cis and alltrans forms
There has been speculation, not borne out by studies designed
to shed light on the rssue, that high levels ofascorbic acid could
lead to oxalate kidney stones. A: Ascorbic acid aids in iron absorption by reducing iron. B: Ascorbic acid is essential for collagen synthesis, which is critical in bone formation. D, E: Ascorbic acid is required for the hydroxylation of lysine and proline
residues in protocollagen and, therefore, is required for wound
healing
Corticosterolds stimulate vitamin D inactivation. Isoniazid affects 86, as do oral contraceptives. A: Dramatic differences may
occur at different ages. B: Tiauma increases caloric requirements
and probably requirements for specific micronutrients. C: You
cannot be sure that any 24-hoUJ diet history is either accurate
or representative of the individual's t,?ical diet. E: While the
intestine must function well enough to absorb nutriens, further
metabolic changes are typically required. The metabolism of
steroid hormones D: Retinol cycles between the

4.c

5.D

vitamin D by the liver and kidney and the conversion of

6D
7A
8B

B-carotene to vitamin A in the liver exemplify these interorgan
interrelations
These two probably share the same protein, metallothionein
This is a concern about a diet that is very much higher than required in protein.
Rapid growth in children causes high demands for iron.

9.C

The problem is rare in the United States due to the common
use of iodized salt.

10.

The selenium is bound to a cysteine residue
PfH promotes bone resorption and inhibits calcium excretion
A: PTH is elevated when vitamin D is low. B: Elevated calcitonin
is a response to high serum calcium. D: Kidney does not do
this E: I,25-Dihydroxy vitamin D promotes bone resorption
but lack does not necessarily affect bone's ability to take up ca1cium from blood.
1). E Some o[ our vitamin K is obtained from bacterial s]Trthesis in
the intestine, which is wiped out by antibiotics. A, C, D: A11 of
these require adequate fat absorption but come from foods not
intestinal bacteria B: Vitamin C is water-soluble.
13. B Pyruvate dehydrogenase is very sensitive to thiamine deficiency
and this is on the main route to energy for carbohydrate and
several amino acids. A, E: Oxidation-reduction reactions use
cofactors derived from niacin or riboflavin. C: TPP is a cofactor
for transketolase but this errz;.,lrre is in the hexose monophosphate pathway, which is not a major energy pathway D: This
cofactor is derived from pyridoxine.
t4. A De no'vo s)'nthesis of purine nucleotides and dUMP to dTMP
conversion require tetrahydrofolate. These components are required for DNA slmthesis. B: Tetrahydrofolate is required in this
process but the process is not involved in DNA s),nthesis. C: Vitamin B12 is required for the release of tetrahydrofolate from
N5-methyltetrahydrofolate but this is not part of DNA s,,nthesis.
15
One of the reactions in which vitamln Br2 participates is conversion of methylmalonyl CoA to succinyl CoA (a step in the
catabolism ol valine and isoleucine). Methylmalonyl CoA is a
competitive inhibitor of malonyl CoA in fatty acid biosynthesis,
necessary for the maintenance of the myelin sheath. Secondly,
methylmaionyl CoA can be used in fatty acid sgrthesis leading
to formation of branched-chain fatty acids, which might disrupt
normal membrane structure
I6
Vitamin K is necessary for carboxylation of specific glutamic
acid residues ln certain proteins to form 7-carboxyglutamic acid
residues. In blood coagulation, this step is required for the
conversion of preprothrombin to prothrombin In bone formation, this is required to form the calcium-binding residues of
the protein osteocalcin.
E
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FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

Esters
Esters form in the reaction between a carboxylic acid and an al-

Alcohols

cohol:

The general formula of alcohols is R-OH, where R equals an
alkyl or aryl group. They are classified as pimary, secondary, or
tertiary, according to whether the hydroxyl (OH)-bearing carbon
is bonded to no carbon or one, two, or three other carbon atoms:
I

I

tt-c-

lt-c-

tt
-c-c-oH
tt
H

-c-c-oH
tt

-c-c-oH
lt
-c-

H

H

I

Secondary

Primary

Tertiary

o

B-CooH + R'-OH ---

n-J-on'

Esters may form between an inorganic acid and an organic alcohol, for example, glucose 6-phosphate.

Hemiacetals, Acetals, and Lactones
A reaction be[ween an aldehyde and an alcohol gives a hemiacetal, which may react with another molecule of alcohol to form
an acetal:

Aldehydes and Ketones

OH

1",.^.1

Aldehydes and ketones contain a carbonyl group:

OR'

tt

o
I

HH
Hemiacetal

-c-

Acetal

Aldehydes are

Lactones are cyclic esters formed when an acid and an alcohol
group on the same molecule react and usually require that a
five- or six-membered ring be formed.

o
tl

B-C-H
and a hetone has two groups (alkyl and/or aryl) at the carbonyl

group

Unsaturated Compounds
o

Unsaturated compounds are those containing one or more car-

il

bon-carbon multiple bonds,

R-C-R'

bond:-C:C-.

for

example,

a

double

Acids and Acid Anhydrides
Carboxylic acids contain the functional group

Amines and Amides

o
il

-c-oH
(-COOH). Dicarboxylic and tricarboxylic acids contain rwo or
three carboxyl Sroups. A carboxylic acid dissociates in warer ro

Amines, R-NH2, are organic derivatives of NH3 and are classified as pimary, secondary, or tertiary, depending on the number of alkyl groups (R) bonded to the nitrogen. When a fourth
substituent is bonded to the nitrogen, the species is positively
charged and called a quaternqry ammonium ion'.

a negatively charged carboxylate ion:

R')

oo

lt

R-NH2

il

B-C-OH ---) B-C-O- + H+
Carboxylic acid
Carboxylate ion
Names of carboxylic acids usually end in -ic and the carboxylate ion in -ate. Acid anhydrides are formed when two molecules of acid react with loss of a molecule of water. An acid an-

hydride may form between two organic acids, two inorganic
acids, or an organic and an inorganic acid:

oooooo

llll]ililiI HO-P-O-p-OH

R-C-O-C-B

tl
OH

OH

n-e-O-p-oH
I

OH

Organicanhydride lnorganicanhydride Organic-inorganicanhydride

Primary
amtne

R-N-R'
HR'

R-N-R'

Secondary
amrne

Tertiary
amtne

tt

R-

R'
I

R'
Quaternary
ammontum ton

Amides contain the functional group

OH

_[_Lwhere X can be H (simple) or R (N substituted). The carbonyl
group is from an acid, and the N is from an amine. If both functional groups are from amino acids, the amide bond is referred
to as a peptide bond.
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5.

TYPES OF REACTIONS

Nucleophilic Substitutions at an Acyl Carbon

requires a catalyst or conversion to a more reactive intermediate;
biologically this occurs via enz),rne catalysis. X-H may be an
alcohol (R-OH), ammonia, amine (R-NH2), or another acyl

compound. Types of nucleophilic substitutions include esteiJication, peptide bond formation, and acid anhydide formation.

\/--\
'9-:6: i:x

/- LLLH

lnt):

I ..

- i-

3-61/ -o:" -- /-

R-C

H

-CHr-CHr-:-CH:CH-

STEREOCHEMISTRY

If the acyl carbon is on a carboxylic group, the leaving group is
water. Nucleophllic substitution on carboxylic acids usually

RxH*x

Stereoisomers are compounds with the same molecular formulas and order of attachment of constituenl atoms but with differen[ arrangemenls of these atoms in space.
Enantiomers are stereoisomers in which one isomer is the
mirror image of the other and requires the presence of a chiral
atom. A chiral carbon (also ca1led an aslrnmetric carbon) is one
that is attached to four different groups:

BB

tl
D/?

------->

ie

X

R

\
C:O
/

+ LH

New

compound

Leaving
group

Hydrolysis and Phosphorolysis Reactions
Hydrolysis is the cleavage of a bond by water:

oo
il
R-C-OB'+ H2O

ll

R-C-OH + B'-OH

----+

Hydrolysis is often catalyzed by either acid or base. Phosphorolysis is the cleavage of a bond by inorganic phosphate:

glucose-glucose

?
+ HO-P-O-

-)

oglucose 1-phosphate

I t t Zt

+

glucose

e/?\o

Enantiomers will be distinguished from each other by the designations R and S or o and r. The maximum number of stereoisomers possible is 2", where n is the number of chiral carbon
atoms. A moiecule with more [han one chira] center will be an
achiral molecule if it has a point or plane of symmetry
Diastereomers are stereoisomers that are not mirror images
of each other and need not contain chirai atoms. Epimers are
diastereomers that contain more than one chiral carbon and differ in configura[ion about only one as)'rnmetric carbon.
Anomers are a special form of carbohydrate epimers in
which the difference is specifically about the anomeric carbon
(see p. 1173). Diastereomers can also occur with molecules in
which there is restricted rotation about carbon-carbon bonds.
Double bonds exhibit cis-trans isomerism. The double bond
is in the cis confliguration if the two end groups of the longest
contiguous chain containing the double bond are on the same
side and is trans if the two ends of the longest chain are on opposite sides. Fused ring systems, such as those found in steroids
(see p. 1I77), also exhibit cis-trans isomerism

Oxidation-Reduction Reactions
Oxidation is the loss of elec[rons; reduction is the gain of electrons. Examples o[ oxidation are as follows:

I.
2.
3.

Fe2+ * acceptor -- Fel* * acceptor. 'eS(ubstrate) + Oz + DH2 -+ S-OH + H2O
S-H2 * acceptor + S * accep[or' H2

b

+

D

trans Rings

cis Rings

Some of the group changes that occur on oxidation-reduction

TYPES OF FORCES INVOLVED IN
MACROMOLECU LAR STRUCTU RES

are:
H
I

1.

z.

-CHTOH:-C:O

)c-on:)c:o
HO

3.

tll

drogen atom a[tached to an electronegative atom and a nonarom:
bonding erecrron r."

Tl;"-,.,ij*rarive
66*

-C-Oi--C-OH
H
I

4.

A hydrogen bond is a dipole-dipole altraction between a hy-

-CHrNHr:-C:O+NHs

6D+

Hydrogen bonds of importance in macromolecular structures
occur between two nitrogen atoms, two oxygen atoms, or an
oxygen and a nitrogen atom.
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A hydrophobic interaction is the association of nonpolar
groups in a polar medium. Vander Waals forces consisr of dipole
and induced dipole interactions between [wo nonpolar groups.
A nonpolar residue dissolved in water induces a highly ordered,
thermodynamically unfavorable, solvation shell. Interaction of
nonpolar residues with each other, with the exclusion of wa[er,
increases the entropy of the system and is thermodyrramically fa-

ber for a ketone). Based on theposition of the OH on the highest number as),rnmetric carbon, a monosaccharide is o if the OH
projects Lo the right and I if it projecrs to the leJt. The o and r
monosaccharides with the same name are enantiomers, and the
substituents on a1l as).rynmetric carbon atoms are reversed as in

H-C:O
H-C-OH

vorable.

H-C:O
HO-C-H

I

Ionic (electrostatic) interactions be[ween charged groups

I

Carbohydrates are polyhydroxy aldehydes or ketones or their
derivatives. Monosaccharides (simple sugars) are those carbohydrates that cannot be hydrolyzed into simpler compounds.
The generic name of a monosaccharide includes the type of
function, a Greek prefix indicating the number of carbon atoms,
and the ending -ose; for example, aldohexose is a six-carbon
aldehyde and hetop entose a five-carb on kerone. Monosaccharides
may react with each other to form larger molecules. With fewer
than eight monosaccharides, either a Greek prefix indicating the
number or the general term oligosaccharide may be used. Polysaccharide refers to a poll.rner with more than eight monosaccharides. Oligo- and polysaccharides may be either homologous
or mixed.
Most monosacchaides are asymmetric, an impor[ant consideration since enz)rmes usually work on only one isomeric form.
The simplest carbohydrates are glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone whose struc[ures, shown as Fischer projections, are as
follows:

H-C:O
I

HO-C-H

I

cHroH

o-Glyceraldehyde

I

I

HO-C-H
I

I

HO-C

-H

I

I

cHroH

cHroH

o-Glucose

t--Glucose

Epimers (e.g., glucose and mannose) are stereoisomers that
differ in the configuration about only one asymmetric carbon.
The rela[ionship of OH groups to each other determines the specific monosaccharide. Three aldohexoses and three pentoses of

CARBOHYDRATES

I

I

H-C-OH
H-C-OH

charged groups on the surface of a protein molecule interact
with water rather than with each other. A disulfide bond (S-S)
is a covalen[ bond formed by the oxidation of two sulfhydryl
(SH) groups.

H-c-oH

H-C-oH

HO-C-H

can be attractive if the charges are of opposite signs or repulsive
if they are of the same sign. The strength of an elecrroslatic i.nteraction in the interior o[ a protein molecule may be high. Most

H-C:O

I

I

CH,OH
r-Glyceraldehyde

lmportance are

H-C:O
H-C-OH
I

I

HO

-C-H
H-C-OH
I

I

H-C-OH

I

I

I

H-C-OH
I

H-C

o-Glucose

H-C:O
H-C-OH
I

I

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OH
I

cH20H

I

o-Ribose

C:O

H-C:O
I

H-C

- OH
HO-C-H
I

I

HO-C-H
H-C-OH
I

-

OH

I

I

cHroH

cHroH

I

H-C:O
HO-C-H
HO-C-H

I

cHroH

cHroH

o-Mannose

o-Galactose

cH,oH

CH"OH

I

C:O
H-C-OH
I

I

H-C-OH
I

t'

C:O
HO-C-H
I

I

H-C-OH
I

cHroH

cHroH

D-Ribulose

o-Xylulose

Fructose, a ketohexose, differs from glucose only on carbon

cHroH
Dihydroxyacetone

atoms

I

and 2:
'cHroH

o-Glyceraldehyde may also be written as foilows:

,J:O

c a:\

^l

HO---JC-H

I

H>C<OH

I

H--JC-oH

J*,o,
In the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog system, the designations are

I

H---eC

(R)

-OH

ulr,o,

(rectus; right) and (5) (sinister; Ieft).

The configuration of monosaccharides is determined by the
s[ereochemistry at the as).rnmelric carbon furthest from the carbonyl carbon (number I for an aldehyde; Iowest possible num-

Five- and six-carbon monosaccharides form cyclic hemiacetals or hemiketals in solution. A new as).,rnmetric carbon is
generated so two isomeric forms are possible:

cARBoHYDRATES

'K *-,

H-C:O
H-C-OH

HOH^C -O-

I

OH

H\
I/CH^OH
tt
dHH

I

HO-C-H
I

H-C-OH

p-D-Fructose

I

ct-D-Glucose

| 1173

H-C-

OH

I

The ring is perpendicular to the plane of the paper with the oxygen written to the back (upper) right, C-I to the right, and substituents above or below the plane of the ring. The OH at the
acetal or ketal carbon is below in the o isomer and above in the
B. Anything written to the right in the Fischer projection is writ-

cHroH
o-Glucose

o
OH
H

p-D-Glucose

Both five-membered (furanose) and six-membered (pyranose) ring stmctures are possible, although pyranose rings are
more common A furanose ring is written as follows:

ten down in [he Haworth formula.
The a and B forms of the same monosaccharide are special
forms of epimers called anomers, differing only in the confliguration about the anomeric (acetal or ketai) carbon. Monosaccharides exist in solution primarily as a mixture of the hemiac-

etals (or hemiketals)

but react chemically as aldehydes or

ketones. Mutarotation is the equilibration of o and p forms
through the free aldehyde or ketone. Substitution of the H of the
anomeric OH prevents muLarotation and fixes the configuration
in either the a or B form.

Monosaccharide Derivatives
A deoxymonosaccharide is one in which an OH has been replaced by H. In blological systems, this occurs at C-2 unless

p-D-Fructose

The isomer is designated

a if the OH group and the CH2OH
are

otherwise indicated. An amino monosaccharide is one in which
an OH has been replaced by NH2, again a[ C-2 unless other-

they are cis. The hemiacetal or

wise specified. The amino group of an amino sugar may be

group on the two carbon atoms linked by the oxygen
trans to each other and B

if

hemiketal forms may also be written as modified Fischer
projection Jormulas: a if OH on the ace[al or ketal carbon
projects to the same side as the ring and B if on the opposite

acetylated:

side:

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OH
I

HO-C-H

HO-C-H
I

H-C-OH

HNH

I

I

C:O

HO-C-H

I

CH"
p-N-Acetylglucosamine

Haworth formulas are used most commonly

An aldehyde is reduced to a primary and a ketone to a secondary monosaccharide alcohol (alditol). Alcohols are named
with the base name of the sugar plus the ending -itol or with
a trivial name (glucitol : sorbitol). Monosaccharides that differ around only two of the first three carbon atoms yield the
same alditol. o-Glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone give
glycerol:
CHO

HOH

HOH

CHOH

cr,-o-Glucose

p-o-Glucose

cHroH

I

I

cHroH
I

CHOH
I

cHroH

CH^OH

t'

C:O
I

cHroH
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o-Glucose and o-fructose give o-sorbitol; o-fructose and o-man-

nose give o-mannitol. Oxidation of the terminal CH2OH,
but not of the CHO, yields a -uronic acid, a monosacchaide acid:

"""'":KH2oPo32

cooH

HOH
To be a reducing sugar, mutarotation must be possible.

In al-

kali, enediols form that may migrare to 2,3 and 3,4 positions:

fl>o
ltril
H-C-OH

HOH
o-Glucuronic acid

Enediols may be oxidized by Or, Cu2*, Ag*, and Hg2*. Reducing ability is more important in the laboratory than physioIogically A hemiacetal or hemiketal may react with the OH of
another monosaccharide to form a disaccharide (acetal: glycoside) (see below):

cooH
I

I

H-C-OH

H-C-OH

tl
HO-C-H

CH2OH

I

H-C- OH

C-OH

tt

Oxidation of the CHO, but not the CH2OH, gives an -onic acid:

cooH

H_c_oH

o-Glyceric acid

I

H-C-OH
I

cHroH

(H,OH)

(May be either o or p)

o-Gluconic acid

Oxidation of both the CHO and CH2OH gives an -aric acid:

cooH

HOHHOH
a-1,4-Glycosidic linkage

I

H-C-OH

One monosaccharide still has a free anomeric carbon and
can react further. Reaction of the anomeric OH may be with any
OH on the other monosaccharide, including the anomeric one.
The anomeric OH that has reacted is fixed as either a or p and

I

HO-C-H
I

H-C-OH
I

H-C-OH

cannot mutarotate or reduce. If the glycosidic bond is not beLween two anomeric carbon atoms, one of the units will still be
free to mutarotate and reduce.

I

cooH
o-Glucaric acid

Ketones do not form acids. Both -onic and -uronic acids can
react with an OH in the same molecule to form a lactone (see

p.1170):

HOH
D-Glucono-5-lactone

HO

Oligo- and Polysaccharides
Disacchqrides have two monosaccharides, either the same or
different, in glycosidic linkage. lf the glycosidic iinkage is between
the two anomeric carbon atoms, the disaccharide is nonreducing:

OH

t--Ascorbic acid
(derivative of l-gulose)
Maltose

Reactions of Monosaccharides
The most common esters of monosaccharides are phosphate esters at carbon atoms I and/or 6

HOHrC
H
H

lsomaltose

Lreros

I r175

cHroH
I

HO-C-H

I

C:O
I

(H,OH)

CH.

LIPIDS
Lipids are a diverse group ol chemlcals related primarily because lhey are insoluble in water, soluble in nonpoiar solvents,
and found in animal and plant tissues.
SaponiJiable lipids yield salts of fauy acids upon alkaline
hydrolysis. Acylglycerols: glycerol * fatty acid(s); phosphoacylglycerols: glycerol * fatty acids * HPO42- * alcohol,

Sucrose

Maltose : 4-O-(a-o-glucopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose; reducing
Isomaltose : 6-0-(c.,-o-glucopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose;
reducing
Cellobiose : 4 -O -(B -D-glucopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose ;
reducing
Lactose

:

4 -O

-(B -D- Calactopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose;

re-

ducing

Sucrose

:

a-o-glucopyranosyl-B-o-frucIofuranoside,

nonreducing
As many as thousands of monosaccharides, ei[her the same

or different, may be joined by glycosidic bonds to forrn polysacchaides. The anomeric carbon of one uni[ is usually joined to
C-4 or C-6 of the nex[ unit. The ends of a polysaccharide are
not identical (reducing end : free anomeric carbon; nonreducing : anomeric carbon linked to next unit; branched polysaccharide :

more than one nonreducing end). The most common
carbohydrates are homopol).ryners of glucose; for example, starch,
glycogen, and cellulose. Plant starch ls a mixture of amylose, a
Iinear pol1,rner of maltose units, and amylopectin, branches of
repeating maltose units (glucose-glucose in a-1,4 linkages)
joined via isomaltose linkages. Glycogen, the storage form of

carbohydrate

in

animals, is similar to amylopectin, but the

branches are shorter and occur more frequently Cellulose, in
plant cell walls, is a linear polymer of repeating celJ.obioses (glucose-glucose

in

B-1,4 linkages)

Mucopolysacchaides contain amino sugars, free and acety'ated,

uronic acids, sulfate esters, and sialic acids in addition to the simple monosaccharides. N-Acetylneuraminic acid, a sialic acid, is

:

sphingosine * fatty acid * polar group (phosphorylalcohol or carbohydrate), waxes : Iong-chaln alcohol *
fatty acid. NonsaponiJiable lipids (terpenes, steroids, prostaglandins, and related compounds) are no[ usually subject to hydrolysis. Amphipathic lipids have both a polar "head" group
and a nonpolar "tail " Amphipathic molecules can stabilize
emulsions and are responsible for the lipid bilayer structure of
sphingolipids

membranes.

Fatty acids are monocarboxylic acids with a short ({6
carbon atoms), medium (8-14 carbon atoms), or iong (>14
carbon atoms) aliphatic chain. Biologically imporlant ones
are usually linear molecules with an even number of carbon a[oms (I6-20). Fatty acids are numbered using either
arabic numbers (COOH is I) or the Greek alphabet (COOH is
no[ given a symbol, adjacent carbon atoms are a, B, y, etc.)

Saturated fatty acids have the general formula
CH3(CH2)^COOH. (Palmitic acid: Cro, stearic acid : Cra.)

They tend to be extended chains and so1ld a[ room temperature unless the chain is short. Both trivial and sys[ematic (prefix indicating number of carbon atoms * anoic acid) names are
used. CH3(CH2)14COOH : palmitic acid or hexadecanoic
acid.

Unsaturated fatty acids have one or more double bonds
Most naturally occurring fatty acids have cis double bonds and
are usually liquid at room temperature. Fatty acids with trans
double bonds tend to have higher melting points. A double

bond is indicated by A^, where n is the number of the first

carbon of the bond Palmitoleic: Ae-hexadecenoic acid;
oleic : Ae-octadecenoic acid; linoleic : Ae'I2-octadecadienoic
acid; linolenr. - 4e'12'I:-octadecatrienoic acid, and arachidonic :4:'8'I1'14-.i.osate[raenoic acid Since fatty acids are
elongated in vivo from the carboxyl end, biochemists use al-
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ternate terminology to assign these fatty acids to families:
omega (ar) minus x (or n - x), where x is the number of
carbon atoms from the methyl end where a double bond is first
encountered. Palmitoleic and oleic are @ - 9 acids, linoleic and
arachidonic are o - 6 acids, and linolenic is an ar - 3 acid. Addition of carbon atoms does not change the family to which an
unsatura[ed fatty acid belongs.
Since the pK values of fatty acids are about 4-5, in physi-

ological solutions, they exist primarily in the ionized form,
called salts or "soaps." Long-chain fatty acids are insoluble in
wa[er, bu[ soaps form micelles. Fatty acids form esters with al-

rx&
Leukotrienes

are

subs[ituted derivatives of arachidonic acid

in which no internal ring has formed; R is variable:

cohols and thioesters with CoA.
Biochemically significant reactions of unsaturated fatty acids
are:

L

Reduction

-CH:CH- * XH2 + -CH2CH2-

+X

2. Addition oJ water -CH:CH--r H2O + -CH(OH)-CHr3. Oxidation R-CH:CH-R'+ R-CHO + R'-CHO
Prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and lzukotienes are derivatives of

C26, polyunsatura[ed fatty acids, especially arachidonic acid.
Prostaglandins have the general stmcture:
R7

Leukotriene C, D, or E

Acylglycerols are compounds in which one or more of the
three OH groups of glycerol is esterified. In triacylglycerols
(triglycerides) ail three OH groups are esterified to fatty acids.
At least two of the three R groups are usually different. If R, is
not equal to R3, the molecule is asymmetric and of the r configuration:

o
tl

i

H2c-o-c-R1

Rr-C-O-CH

o
ll

H2C

R

PGE2

The series differ from each other in the substituents on the ring
and whether C-15 contains an OH or O 'OH group. The subscript indicates the number of double bonds in the side chains.
Substituents indicated by
are above the plane of the ring;

... (o) below:

-(0

-O-C-

R3

The properties of the triacylglycerols are determined by those of
the fatty acids they contain: with oils, Iiquids at room temperature (preponderance of short-chain andlor cis-unsaturated fatty

acids), andfats, solid (preponderance of long-chain, saturated,
and/ or trans-unsaturated).
Triacylglycerols are hydrophobic and do not form stable micelles. They may be hydrolyzed to glycerol and three fatty acids
by strong alkali or en4{nes (lipases). Mono- [usually with the

fatty acid in the B(2) positionl and diacylglycerols also exist in
small amounts as metabolic intermediates. Mono- and diacylglycerols are slightly more polar than triacylglycerols. Phosphoacylglycerols are deriva[ives of r-a-glycerolphosphate (r-glycerol
3-phosphate):
PGE

PGF

cHr-oH o

o

CH-O-C-R
I

cHr-oH

R.

o'

cHr-oH
HO-CH

o
il

cHr-o-P-O
o

H

PGG(X:OH); PGH(X:OOH
HO
PGI

Thromboxanes have an oxygen incorporated to form a sixmembered ring:

The parent compound, phosphatidic acid (two OH groups
of r-a-glycerolphosphate esterified to fatty acids), has its phosphate esterified to an alcohol (XOH) to form several series

of

phosphoacylglycerols. These are amphipathic mole-

cules, but the net charge at pH 7.4 depends on the nature of

x-oH.

Lreros
CH.(CHr),rCH

(CH3)3

OH

lo
lil

+

Phosphatidylethanolamines

cH2

(cephalins)

coo-

-

cH-N*c*R

Phosphatidylcholines
(lecithins)

HO-CH2-CH2-NH3

CH

Ir

+

HO- CH2- CH2- N-

: CH-

-o-P -

Phosphatidylinositols
phospate on 4, or

o

-

cH2cHrN.(cH3)3

o_

Phosphatidylserines

o-

I 1177

I

and

5

I

-P-OH
il
o

They are amphipathic molecules, existing as zwitterions at pH
7.4 and the only sphingolipids that contain phosphorus. Glycosphingolipids do not contain phosphorus but contain carbohydrate in glycosidic linkage to the primary alcohol of a ceramide.
They are amphipathic and either neutral or acidic if the carbohydrate moiety contains an acidic group. Cerebrosides have a
single glucose or galactose linked to a ceramide. SulJatides are
galactosylceramides esterified with sulfate at C-3 of the galactose:
CH.(CHr),rCH: CH-

CH

-

OH

II

ln plasmalogens, the OH on C-I is in ethet rather than ester, linkage to an alkyl group. lf one fatty acid (usually B) has
been hydrolyzed from a phosphoacylglycerol, the compound is

a

lyso-compound;

for

example, lysophosphatidylcholine

I

I

9H'
:
:

(lysolecithin):

o

o
il

g

il

cH,-ocRr

cH2-ocR1

il t

t'

-rll

R,CO-CH O

HO-CH

ril
CH^-P-OX

CH"-P-OX
'l

O

oo

A

cH-N-C-R

Glucosylceramide (glucocerebroside)

I

phosphoacylglycerol

A lyso-compound

Globosides (ceramide oligosacchaides) are ceramides with two or
more neutral monosaccharides, whereas gangliosides are arl

oligosaccharide containing one or more sialic acids.

Sphingolipids are complex lipids based on the C-I8, unsaturated alcohol, sphingosine.In ceramides, a long-chain fatty acid
is in amide linkage to sphingosine:
CHr(CHr),rCH

:

CH

-

CH-

Steroids are derivatives of cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene. The steroid nucleus is a rather rigid, essentially planar
structure with substituents above or below the plane of the rings
designated F (solid line) and those below called o (dotted line):

OH

CH-NH,
I

cH2-oH

,
Sphingosine

cH3(cH2)r2CH:CH-cH-oH

o
Irtl
CH-N_C-B
I

cHr-oH
A ceramide

Spiringomyelins, the most common sphingolipids, are a fam-

ily of compounds in which the primary OH group of a
ceramide is esterified to phosphorylcholine (phosphorylethanolamine):

A and B rings<is;
the others-trans
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Most sleroids in humans have methyl groups ar posi[ions
10 and 13 and frequently a side chain at position 17. Sterols
contain one or more OH groups, free or esterified to a fatty acid.

Most steroids are nonpolar. ln a liposome or cel1 membrane,
cholesterol orients with the OH toward any polar groups; cholesterol esters do not. Bile acids (e.g., cholic acid) have a polar

Terpenes may be linear or cyclic, with the isoprenes usually
linked head to tail and most double bonds [rans (but may be cis
as in vitamin A). Squalene, rhe precursor of cholesterol, is a linear terpene of six isoprene units. Fat-soluble yitamins (A, D, E,
and K) contain isoprene unil-s:

side chain and so are amphipathic:

Vitamin A

cx,-(cH,-"r,-il'-.r,1-*
Cholesterol

Vitamin E (cttocopherol)

cH^

CH.

(.r, -cH:J-cr,)-*

HO-

o

Cholic acid

Vitamin

Steroid hormones are oxygenated steroids of 18-21 carbon atoms. Estrogens have I8 carbon atoms, an aromatic ring A,
and no methyl at C-10. Androgens have 19 carbon atoms and no
side chain at C-L7 . Glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoidshave 2l
carbon atoms includinga C2, oxygenated side chain at C-I7. VitaminDj (cholecalciferol) is not a s[ero] but is derived from 7-dehydrocholesterol in humans:

lq

AMINO ACIDS
Amino acids contain both an amino (NHz) and a carboxylic

acid

(COOH) group. Biologically important amino acids are usually
a-amino acids with the formul

coo

n;rrrlj\*
R

t--c-Amino acid

The amino group, with an unshared pair of electrons, is basic, with
a pKo of about 9.5, and exists primarily as-NH3+ at pH values

near neutrality The carboxylic acid group (pK- 2.3) exisrs primarily as a carboxylate ion. If R is anyhing but H, the molecule is
ary.mmetric with most naturally occurring ones of the r- configuration (same relative configuration as r-glyceraldehyde: see p.ll72).
The polanty of amino acids is influenced by their side chains

Cholecalciferol
Terpenes

prene

are polymers of two or more isoprene units. Iso-

Is

.CH,:C-CH-CH2

/l
u"{a

cH'

Ta

(R groups) (see p. 96 for complete structures). Nonpolar amino
acids include those with large, aliphatic, aromatic, or undissociated sulfur groups (aliphatic : Ala, Ile, Leu, Val; aromaric :
Phe, Tip; sulfur: Cys, Met). lntermediate polarity amino acids
include Gly, Pro, Ser, Thr, and Tyr (undissociared).
Amino acids with ionizable side chains are polar. The pK values of the side groups of arginine, lysine, glutamate, and asparrate

PURTNESANDPYRrMrDrNrs

I ffZe

are such that these are nearly always charged at physiologrcal pH,

whereas the side groups of histidine (pK: 6.0) and cysteine
(pK : 8.3) exist as both charged and uncharged species at pH T .4
(acidic: Glu, Asp, Cys, basic : Lys, Arg, His). Although undissociated cysteine is nonpolar, cysteine in dissociated form is polar.
All amino acids are at least dibasic acids because o[ the presence of both the a-amino and a-carboxyl goups, the ionic state
being a function of pH. The presence of another ionizable group
will give a tribasic acid as shown for cysteine.

*H.NcHCooH

"l"l

9H,
tt
SH

;-

H3NcHcoo

pK.

9H,

pK,

pKr(-SH):

1.7-2.6

8.3

"l'l

H3NCHCOO

QH,
SS

Enol

Nucleosides have either B-o-ribose or B-o-2-deoxyribose
in an N-glycosidic linkage between C-l of the sugar and N-9
(purine) or N-l (pyrimidine).
Nucleotides have one or more phosphate grouPs esterified
to the sugar. Phosphates, if more than one is present, are usually attached to each other via phosphoanhydride bonds.
Monophosphates may be designated as either the base
monophosphate or as an -ylic acid (AMP'. adenylic acid):

i-

SH

pK,(o-COOH):

Keto

:

o

HTNCHCOO

oK^
'l

9H,

pr.(o-ruHj):

o

8.8-10.8

ll

o-P-o-cH
The zwitterionic form is the form in which the net charge
is zero. The isoelectic point is the average of the two pK values
involved in the formation of the zwitrerionic form. In the above
example this would be the average of pK1 * pKr.

HO

By conventional rules of nomenclature, the atoms of the base are
numbered 1-9 in purines or 1-6 in pyrimidines and the carbon

PURINES AND PYRIMIDINES
bases, are nitrogen-conthe
slructures
with
compounds
heterocyclic
taining

Purines and pyrimidines, often called

Purine

I

o

PYrimidine

Major bases found in nucleic acids and as cellular nucleotides
are the following:

atoms of the sugar L'-5' . A nucleoside with an unmodified
name indicates that the sugar is ribose and the phosphate(s)
is/are attached at C-5' of the sugar Deoxy forms are indicated
by the prefix d (dAMP : deoxyadenylic acid). If the phosphate
is esterified at any position other than 5', it must be so designated [3'-AMP; 3'-5'-AMP (cyclic AMP : cAMP)]. The nucleosides and nucleotides (ribose form) are named as follows:

Adenine

Adenosine

Guanine

Guanosine

Hypoxanthine
Xanthine

Cltosine

Inosine
Xanthosine
Cytidine

Uracil

Uridine

Th),rnine

dThymidine
Orotidine

Orotic acid
Adenine: 6-amino
Guanine: 2-amino, 6-oxy

AMB ADB ATP
GMP, GDB GTP
IMP
XMP

CMB CDB CTP
UMB UDB UTP
dTMB dTTP
OMP

Cytosine: 2-oxy, 4-amino

Uracil: 2,4-dioxy
Th).mine : 2,4 - diory, 5-methyl

Other imponant bases found primarily as intermedia[es of
synthesis and/or degradation are
Orotic acid: 2,4-dioxy, 6-carboxy
Hypoxanthine: 6-oxy
Xanthine: 2,6-dioxy

Minor (modified) bases and nucleosides also exist in nucieic acids. Methylated bases have a methyl group on an amino
group (N-methyl guanine), a ring atom (I-methyl adenine), or

on an OH group of the wgar (2'-O-methyl adenosine).
Dihydrouracil has the 5-6 double bond satura[ed. ln pseudouidine, tt.e ribose is attached to C-5 rather than to N-l.
In poll,nucleotides

Oxygenated purines and pyrimidines exist as tautomeric
structures with the keto form predominating and involved in
hydrogen bonding between bases in nucieic acids:

(nucle ic acids), [he

mononucleotides are

joined by phosphodiester bonds between the 3'-OH of one
sugar (ribose or deoxyribose) and the 5'-OH o[ the next (see p.
33 for the structure).

IND EX

A23I87 (calcium ionophore), 529. 5291, 529t
A Band, 1018
Abetalipoproteinemia, 128cc, 5IOcc, 7I lcc,
I I lOcc
ABP See Androgen binding protein
Absorption of nutnents, 1082-1084, 1083f
also Digestion; speciJtc nutients
Abzyme, 450,450J
Acceptor arom, 137
Acceptor molecules, 151, 258

See

Acetal(s).1170
Acetaldehyde, 423cc, 6Il
Acetaminophen, metabolism ot, 478-479, 479f ,
480cc
Acetate, 898
Aceroacetate, 547 , 712, 712t', 720-722, 72IJ.
798-799 See also Ketone bodies
Acetoacetyl CoA, in utilization o[ ketone bodies,

1086, 1084
neurotransmitter actions, 998-999, 998J, 999J
as secretagogue, 1086, 1086t
and stress response, 9L9,92V

structure,51{
Acetylcholine receptors, 518, 1025. See also
Nicotinic-acetylcholine channel
Acetylcholrnesterase, 999, 999J
Acetyl CoA, 545,547
in acetoacetate slmthesis, 720
cholesterol slmthesis from, 7 42-7 45
farnesyl pyropho sphate, 7 44-7 45, 7 44J
mevaloni.c acid as intermediate, 7 42-7 43,

743f
squalene. 7 +4J-7 46J. 7 45
conversion of acetyl group to CO2 and H2O,

557-558

-552,

ll70

See also Acid-base

balance; specific acid
acid-base pairs, 10t
biological importance, 9-1
conjugate, 9
dibasic, Il79

general.444-445

tribasic,1I79
Acid-base balance, 102-103, 102f. See also
Acidosis; Alkalosis; pH
regulatron, 896-898
Acid-base catalysis, 444-445, 445J
Acid-base pairs, conjugate, 9-12, 10t
Acid dlssociation constant (K'.), 10I-I02
Acidosis, 13cc, 712, 896
metabolic, 72lcc, 8l3cc
blood bicarbonate concentration in, I3cc
Acid-stable lipase, lI04
Aciduria, hereditary orotic, 842cc
Aconitase, 554, 554-555, 1059, 1060
cis -Aconitate, 554
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome See AIDS;

HIV
Acridines, 193

ACTH

transfer from mitochondria to cytosol,

70).-703
7 0l-7 03, 7 03f
tricarboxylic acid cycle See Tricarboxylic acid

transpoft ,
cycle

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase, 698, 698/, 1153
N-Acetylgalactosamine, blood type determined

by,678
N-Acetylglucosamine,

67

7

-67 8, 684, Ll7

3

713-714
ADA See Adenosine deaminase
ADA-polyethylene glycol (ADA-PEG), 839cc
Adenine, 29, 29J, 828
Adenine nucleotides, 828/
Adenine nucleotide [ranslocase, 583, 583-584,

5ee Adrenocorticotropic

Adenosine, 30, 3OJ, 426. 826. 828f
Adenosine deaminase, 838, 839cc
deficiency, 839
gene therapy, 320cc
Adenosine monophosphate See AMP
Adenosine triphosphate See ATP
Adenosylhomocysteinase, 803, 804J
S-Adenosylhomocysteine, 803
S-Adenosylmethionine, 803, 87 1, I I 54
cysteine syrrthesis from, 804/

in methyltransferase reactions, 805-806, 806/
slrrthesis, 803J
S-Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase, 7 94
Adenylare cyclase, 623, 654, 658, 658J, 925,
e25J, e26J. 1086
Adenylate kinase, 619, 1028

Atonal cyclase, 1086
Adenylosuccrnate ry.nthetase, 833

Adenylyl cyclase,

ADH

See adenylate cyclase

See Vasopressin

Adlpose tissue,

lI19
in, 873t

glucose uptake and, 602, 602J

horrnone

Actin, 1021, 1O2It, 1022cc, \022J,1023
See F-actin

B-Actinin, 1023

547-552, 548J. 7 0I-7 03

Acyl-CoA dehydrogenases, 569J, 57 O, 7 15
deficiency, 7 1 6cc
Acylglycerols, 695-697 , 697 J, ll7 5 , l.l7 6
Acyl transport, across mitochondnal membrane,

energy reserves

globular See G-actin
a-Actinin, 1023

pathways using, 552, 552J
as source of fatty acids, 698-703

Acyl carrier protein (ACP), 700

5831
1

buffering, 12-14

fibrous
548J

in ketone body formation, 720-722

sources,

Acid(s), 9, 9-L4,

Acid anhydrides, I170, I170

720-722
Acetone, 712,720-722 See also Ketone bodies
Acetylcholine, 43,1cc, 518, 970, 998, 1025,

fares, 547

N-Acetylglucosamine sulfatase deficiency, 688cc
N-Acetylglucosaminidase deficiency, 688cc
N-Acetylglutamate, 788, 788/, 789
N-Acetylglutamate synthetase, 789
deficiency, 79Occ
N-Acetyl-5-methoxytry?tamine, 8 I0-8 1 1
N-Acerylneuraminic acid, 677 -678, 67t, ll75
N-Acetylserotonin, 932
N-Acetyltransferase, 932

Activated glucose, 649
Activation energy (E"), 443
Activator site, 437
Active oxygen species, 1003
Active slte, 415, 440-443
Active-sire direction, 380
Acute intermiuent porphyria, 1066cc, 1066f
Acute phase reactants, 892

Acyclovir, 857,85U
for herpes virus rnfection, 854
Acylated en4.,rne ]ntermediate, 448

in, 709
in starve-[eed cyc1e, 881-883
lipases

whire, 706, 707
A-DNA, 44, +5f, 46-47, 46J, 47t
AdoCys 5ee S-AdenosylhomocysLeine
Adolescents, nutritional considerations for, 1164
AdoMet See S-AdenosylmeLhionine
Adrenal g1and, steroid hormone s),nthesis in, 964
Adrenal hormones. 960
Adrenal hlpoplasia, congeniral, 47'1cc
Adrenaline 5ee Epinephrine
a-Adrenergic receprors, 658
p-Adrenergic receptors, 658, 940-94I, 940J,

94\J
Adrenocor[icolropic hormone, 908, 910
actlons, 913t, 948t
in cortisol secretion, 969J,969t

tl82 I rNorx
Adrenocorticotropic hormone (continued)

secretion, 961t, 967, 969t, 970f

source,913t
slmthesis, 915, 9I6t

as stress

s),nthesis, 473, 964, 967 , 969t,

Aerobic exercise, 889-891
Aerobic metabolism, corneal source of ATB 1003
A face, of enzlme structure, 427
Affinity chromatography, 1,13
Afflnity constanL (K"), 422
Aflatoxin, 195

2I

Aggrecan,688
Aging, changes that occur in, 885
Agmatine, 791,79).J

Agonist,516
Agnculture, recomblnant DNA in, 319-321
Ah receptor, 980

Allosteric enzymes, 438J
catalytic subunits, 440, 440J
K class, 437, 438/
polymeric, 438/ rates, 438
regulatory subunis, 440, 440J
sigmoidal kinetics, 437 -438

B-A1anine, absorption, 1099
Alanine cycle, 629-631., 63OJ,866
p-Alanylhistidine See Carnosine
B-Alanylmethylhistldine See Ansenne
Albinism, B0lcc, 802
Alcaptonuria, 80lcc
11

V class, 437
Allosteric modulators, 833/
Allosteric protein, 337
Allosteric sites, 4I5, 436
vs substrate bindlng site, in gout, 437cc
Allosterism
and cooperaLiviry, 439-441
and enzlrne activity, 436-440
A1l-trcns-retinol, 1008
All-trans-retinol dehydrogenase, 1010

73
7

40,

7

40f

primary 1170
secondary I170
tertiary 1170
Alcohol (ethanol)
and barbiturates, 6I2cc
catabolism, 895-896
drug-nutrient interactions, 1 165t
effects on liver, 895-896
energy content of (kcal), II18
ingestion, and gluconeogenesis, 641 -642,
643cc
and membrane fluidity, 5l0cc

oxidation, 611
Alcohol dehydrogenase, 416, 439, 611,895-896
ethanol oxidation by, 416J, 427 , 427J
isoenz).,rnes, with different pH optima, 452cc
Alcoholism
niacin deficiency in, 1151
nutritional considerations in, 1 l5Occ
riboflavin deficiency in, 1 150-1 15I
Wemicke-Korsakoff sJndrome in, I 149- 1 150,
1

in, 878, 882-883

control o[ hepatic merabolism, 878f ,879J
negative, 438J, 877 -879
positive, 438J. 877 -879

Alanine, 95,4I6J

cytosohc, 720
fatty, plasmalogen s),nthesis,

970-971

Aldosterone receptors, 960
Alkaline phosphatase, 1085t
Alkalosis, 897
metabolism and, l092cc
Alkyl chains, 96J, 695-697
Allerglz See Hypersensiriviry
A1lo1actose, 336
Allopurinol, for gout, 854
Allosreric effectors, 827, 877 -87 9
binding characre istics. 43 6 - 437
changes

ArDS, 183,318-319,456
Akt/NF-kB anti-apoptotic cascade, 953
A[A. See Aminoievulinic acid
Alamethicin, 529t

Alcohol(s), 1 I 70,

diamino dicarboxylic, 96J

structure,96It

Adullonset diabetes, in obesity, 1124

Age pigment (lipofuscin),

derived,95, I00

hormone, 970-971

15Occ

zinc deficiency in, 1162
Aldehyde(s), I170
Aldehyde dehydrogenase, 423, 423cc,

6ll,

895-896
Alditol, 1173
Aldohexoses, 1172
Aldolase, reaction catalyzed by, 604J, 605
Aldose dehydrogenase, 1005
Aldose-ketose isomerization, 67 l-67 3
Aldose reductase, 1005
and diabetes, 889cc
Aldosterone, 960, 963
cholesterol as precursor, 742
excretion pathway 968t
functions, 961t

720,

Allysine, 125, 125J, l26J
Ahernarively spliced mRNAs, 265
Ahemative transcription initiation, 264,

264-265
Altemative translation lnitiation, 265
AEnelmers d1sease. l) /cc
Amanlta phalloides,

2I0

ll70

intermediate polarity, 1 I 78
interorgan transport, 787. 7 8t

ionic form, I02
ionizable groups, and biological function,

101-109
ketogenic, 634-636, 636t, I I 19
membrane transport, 525
metabolism, 779-820
en4,rne deficien cy, 7 99 cc
and ketone bodtes, 722f7'

by liver, 893-894
overview, 780-78I, 78lrf
modification after incorporatron into pro[eins,
266-268. 267t, 2681
monamino dicarboxylic, 96/
monamino monocarboxylic, 96/
nitrogen incorporation into, 78I-786
nonpolar, 106, I08, 1178
polar, 106, I08, 1I78
polymerization, 98- I00
residue, 99, 99J
separation from proteins based on pI value,
105- 106
sequence homologlr in serine protease families,
384-385
side chains, 95-97, 106, 108, 108/
structure, 95-97,96J
sulfur-containing, 805cc
synthesis, 790-820
rransporr, 528t, 819
o-Amino acid oxidase, 440,786
r--Amino acid oxidase, 786,786f

242J

Amines, 1170

primary 1I70
secondary I I70
tertiary I170
Amino acid(s), 1119, 1I78, 1178-1179
abbreviations, 97t
absolute configuration, 98J
absorptlon, 1099-II00
acid forms, I00-10I, 10It
activation, 82
aminoacylation of IRNA, 239-242
p-amino acids, 846-848
analysis, in diagnosis of disease, I46cc
aromatic, 95-96, 893-894
as)'rnmetric center, 98

100-I01, I01r

basic, l0l
branched-chain, 787, 81 1-812, 8I2J
metabolism, diseases, 8 l3cc

chemistry

group translocation, 526-527

Amrnoacylatron, IRNA, 239-2,+2
specificity and fldelity o[ reactions, 240-242,

Amiloride, 1091, I091,f, 1094

base forms,

glucogenic, 634-636, 636f , 1 1 19
in gluconeogenesis, 866-869

Aminoaciduria, I46cc

a-Amanitin, 210
American diet, i164
Amides,

disposition in well-fed state, 864/
epithelial transport, 1099, 1100cc
essential, 780, 781t, 1120-1121
free, carrier-mediated transport, I099-l I00

10I-I09, I08,

common, 95, 95/
degradation, 790-820

109t

Aminoacyl sites, ribosomal, 250
Aminoacyl-tRNAs, 865
a-Amino adipic semialdehyde synthase
deficiency, 816cc
p -Aminoberzoic acid, 434-435, 434J
7-Aminobutlric acid. See GABA
Amino group transfer, 7 82, 7 82J
B-Aminoisobutyric acid, 846-847
Aminolerulinic acid, synthesis, I06f
Aminolevulinic acid dehydratase, 1069
6-Aminolerulinic acid synthase, 1065, 1067,

I070- 107I
4-Amino- N1o-methyl folic acid.
Amino monosaccharide, 1173
Aminopeptidase(s), 1097, 1099

See Methotrexate

Aminopeptidase A, 1085t
Aminopeptidase N, 1085t

Amino sugar formation, 675-677
Aminotransferas es, 417, 417J, 7 82,

783-784,809f
Ammonia
accumulation

in liver disease. 893-894

7

82J,

rNorx

789-790,
790cc
elimination, 788
incorporation, 784-785
producrion,784,787
AMB 618-620, 619,827,832J.833
5'-AMP aminohydrolase, 836
AMP deaminase, 836, 838
Amphipathic molecules, 7, 498
Amplification mechanism, in glycogen
phosphorylase regulation, 654
Amylase, pancreatic, 1100
a-Amylase,644, 1101, 1102J
Amylo-a-l, 6-glucosidase, 648-649
Amylopectin, 1100, 1175
digestion by a-amylase, llO2J
sources, 1101t
structure, lIOIt
a-Amylose,651, II00, I10It, ll75
Anabolism, 538
Anaerobic exercise, 889-89I
Anaerobic glycolysis
ATP yield and, 609
retinal ArB 1005-1006
Analbuminemia, 711cc
Anaplerotic reactions (anaplerosls), 559,
559-560, 560J,634
Androgen(s), 960, 963, 1178
Androgen binding protein, 974
Anemia
hemolytic, 451cc, 628cc, 666, 668cc, 1063
iron-deficiency, l062cc, 1161-1162
macrocytic, 1155/
megaloblastic, 797cc, ll57
microcytic hypochromic, 1161
pemicious, 1156
sickle cel1, ll2cc
sideroblastic, II51
X-linked, I057cc
spur cell, 5l0cc
in vitamin A deficiency, 1141
Anesthesia, and membrane [luidity, 511
ANF See Atrial natnuretic factor
Angina pectoris, 622cc
Angiotensin II, 9I0r, 967
actions, 914t, 948t
source, 914t
Angiotensin ln, 914t, 948t,967
Angiotensinogen, 967
Angiotensin receptor, 967,970f
Anlon(s),7, 16
Anion channel, erythrocyte, 506,507
Anion exchange protein, 519-520
Anion-exchange resins, 141
Anionic surfaces, 1032
Anisotropic band, I0I8
Ankyr-in, 507-508
Annexin-I, 978
Anomeric linkage,258
Anomers, 1171, Il73
Anonymously replicating sequences, 177
Anserine, 817, 8I8/, 1099
Anthranilate s)'nthetase, 338
Anti-association factor,246
Antibiotic(s)
absorption, 1100
for ammonia buildup, 790
an[itumor, changing DNA shape, 49cc
metabolic disorders caused by,

deafness induced by.254cc
and hemolltic anemia, 668cc

AP srre See Apurinic-apyrimidinic site
Apramers, 88, 88-89, 88J

|

1183

syrthesis,254-255,254t, Apudnic-apyrimidinic slte, l9I
255J
a::aC See cytosine arabinoside
structure,85ff
Arachidonic acid, II75
targeting RNA polyrnerase, 210, 2llcc
metabolism, 1129cc
and vitamin K deficiency 1147
Arginase, 789
Antibiotic ronophores, 529-530
deficiency, 79lcc
Antibiotic resistance
Argrnine, 97, 9ff
bacterial selection by loss of, 293-296
in children, 782
transposons containinS genes, 346cc, 347
guanidinium group, 9{
Antibodres See immunoglobulin(s)
imidazolium group, 9{
Anticancer agents
synrhesis, 789,791,871f
and cell cycle, 180cc
Arginine vasopressin See Vasopressin
telomerase as target, 56cc
Argininosuccinate, 788
topoisomerases, 65cc
Argininosuccrnate lyase, 789
Anticoagulant drugs, 685cc
deficiency, 79lcc
Anticoagulatlon phase ofblood coaguiation,
Argininosuccinate synthetase, 789
1031, 1041-1045
deficiency, Tglcc
inaclivation o[ FVa and FVIlIa, 1043-1045,
Aromatic amino acids, 95,96J,893-894
lO44J
Arresrin, 1013
inhibition o[ extrinsic pathway 41-42,42J,43J p Arrestin, 941
Anticodons, interactions with codons, 236-239,
Arsenare
236J,237t
Arp synthesis and, 613-614, 613l
Anti conformation, o[ DNA, 32, 32-33, 33J
in glycolysis inhibition, 613, 6l3J
Anticonvertin, IO43,1.044J
toxiciry, 614cc
An[iconr,rrlsanrs
Arsenic poisoning, 614cc
drug-nurrient interactions, 1165t
ARSs See Anonymously replicating sequences
and vitamin requirements, I148cc, 1156
Arrhritis, 432cc
Antidiuretic hormone See Vasopressin
Anificial membrane systems, 504
Antifolates, 855-856
Aryl hydrocarbon receptoq 980
Antigens, 368
r-Ascorbic acid,674-675, )J.74 See also
Anti-inflammarory agenrs, inhibition of
Vitamin C
prostaglandin production, 769-77O,770J
in iron absorption, 1057
Antimalarials, and hemolytic anemia, 668
Asians, sensitivity to alcoho1,423cc
Anrimerabolites, 434, 435-436, 436J, 854-855
A sites, ribosomal, 250
Antimicrobial agents See also Antibiotic(s)
Asparaginase, 458,786,786J
topoisomerases,65cc
Asparagine,97,680-68I, 682f,785-786,786J
Antioxidants, 11'10, 1146, 1158
Asparagine synrhetase-deficienr rumors,
Antiparallel pairing,236,236J
rreatmenr, 786
Antiparallel polynucleotides, 37
Aspartame, 882
Antiport, 515.515J,528t,529t
Asparrare, 97, 788
for anion transport, 520-521, ,q
side chains, 9ff
glutamate-aspartate,632
Aspartate proteases, 378
Antiporter, Ca2*, Na*, 528t
4-r--Asparrylglycosamine amidohydrolase
Antipy,r'etics, and hemolytic anemia, 668cc
deficiency, 683cc
Antisense nucleic acids, 3I8, 318-319
aspartylglycosylaminuria, 683cc
Antisense RNA, 318
Aspirin, effects on viramin C serum levels, 1158
Antithrombin III, 104I, lO+l-1042,1043J
Assay(s)
Antitumor antibiotics, changing DNA shape,
biochemical, for assessment of malnutrition,
49cc
II38
Antiviral agents, structure, 85{
coupied, 453-155
AP endonucleases, I94
for human immunodeficiency virus, 456
AP lyases, 194
Association consrant (K"). 422.937
Apoerwyme,4l4
Astrocytes, 991
Apoferritin, 1056, 1060, 1060/
AI3 See Antithrombin III
Apolar edge, L24, L26J
Ataxia, 1149
Apolipoproteins , 127 , 1.29t
cerebellar, 7 lgcc
B, 1108, IIlOcc
in rhiamlne deficiency, Il49
intestinal, lI08
Araxia relangiecrasia (A-T) gene, .t5cc
structure, l3IJ
Atherogenesis, 805cc
Apoprotein, 395
Arherosclerosis, 127, L27cc,752cc, 805cc
sl,nthesis, 749
AIP,426,539, 619
Apoptosis, 23,23cc,273,273-274, 786,985
in acrive mediated rransporr, 522, 522J
in ovarian cycle, 985cc
as allosteric effecror, 426
steroid hormones and, 985-986
anaerobic glycolysis and, 609
Apparent mineralocorticoid excess syrrdrome,
in carbohydrate merabolism, 612
977cc
as cosubstrate, 426
inhibiting protein

1184
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ATP (continued)
energy-producing and energy-utilizing systems
linked by, 538-539, 539J
expenditure, gluconeogenesis and, 638-639
hydrolysis, muscle contraction and, 1027-1028
muscle contraction and, 1027-1030,

r028J-t039J
regulation o[ 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase

by,

618-620
retinal source, I005-1006
role of. 826
source, I9,890
corneal, 1003

artificial chromosomes, 307
en4/rnes, in carbohydrate digestion, I102
expression vector, 309, 310/
foreign gene expression in, for encoded
protein synthesis, 309-310, 310J
transcription in, 330-332
transformation, with recombinant DNA, 290
transformed
detection, a-complemenution for, 295-296,

293-296,294J

coupling with electron transport, 577-579,
578J

inhibition by arsenate, 613-614, 6l3J
on surface of F1, 580-581, 58J.J
transmembrane electrical potential, 991, 992J,
993
tricarboxylic acid cycle See Tricarboxylic acid
cycle

ATP-ADP translocase, 521-522, 52V
ATP-ADP transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
ATPase,522, 1019
ca2+ -, 523-524, 52Bt
H+, K+-, 1095, 1096/

Mg2*,429,430J
Na*, K*-, 522-523, 522J, 529t, 1090-1091
ATP hydrolysis, 523l
contraluminal, in NaCl secretion,
1092-1094, 1093/
inhibition, 523
ATP-binding cassette transport proteins, 525-526
ATP-citrate lyase, 585, 702
ATP cycle, in starve-feed cycle, 862, 862/
ATP synthase, 567 , 579, 579-582, 579J, 580/,
580r
structural studies, 58I-582, 582/
Atractyloside. 521 - 522, 52lf
Arrial natriuretic factor
source, 9I4t
synthesis, 970
Atrial natriuretic factor receptor
functional domains, 950, 95V, 952J
guanylate system, 950
Atrial natnuretic peptides, 950-953, 95lrf
Atriopeptin. See Atrial natriuretlc lactor
Atriopeptin hormonal system, 952/

Atropine, 1086,1084
Attenuator site, of tryptophan operon, 340f,341

57I, 57I-572,57V

AUG sequence, 235, 235 -236
Autism, purine nucleotides and, 840cc
Autoactivation, 1096-I097
Autocrine hormones, 907
Autoimmunity, connective tissue disease, 225cc

selection techniques, 290-291
Bacterial fermenrarion, 898-899, 899J
Bacterial metabolism, 784
Bacteriophage(s)

304, 306/

as cloning vectors,

in site-directed mutagenesis of single
nucleotide, 315-317, 316J. 3l6f
Bacteriophage I, 305, 306/
I phage library 305
Bacteriophage libraries, 305-306, 306/
Bacteriophage A1IT 4,

7

3, 7 4J

Band 3,520-52I
Barbiturates, alcohol and, 6I2cc
Baroreceptor, 946
Basal metabolic rare, II18-1I19, 1162
Base(s), 9,

9-14

acid-base pairs, IOt

conjugate, 9
methylated, I179

minor (modified),

ll79

nomenclature for, II79
nucleic acids, 29. See also Purine(s);
Pyrimidine(s)
polJnucleotides, sequence, 34, 34l
tautomeric forms, 37, 37-38,3U
Base excision repair, I94, 194-195, l94J
Base pairs, l0t, 38, 39/
cooperative processes, 44
intramolecuiar, in RNA, 78-79, 78J-80J
Base stacking, 3+, 34-35, 34J
Base triplets
genetic diseases, 58cc
Hoogsteen and reversed-Hoogsteen,

5I, 51-52,

5rJ,52J
Basic regionJeucine zipper proreins, 355-356,
3561
BCAA(s)- See Branched-chain amino acids

BCAA aminotransferase, 81 ]
B-DNA, 44, 45J, 46-47, 46f, 47t

major grooves, 38U, 388J
minor grooves, 38{
Beaumont, William, 1082
Beer-Lambert relation,

+53-454

Beriberi,1149-II50
p-p inter[ace, deoxy-hemoglobtn, 406-407, 407f

3'-Azido-3'-deoxythymidine.

Bicarbonate

See Azidoth).rynidine

Benz[aJpyrene, metabolism ot, 47

glycoconjugates, 1107, 1i07t, It11
metabohsm, 11 I0-I1 12, 11 10/
micelles, 1105, I107-1108
primary 1110-11.11
secondary 1II1

solubility in aqueous solutions, 1105, 1104
tauroconjugates, 1 I07, 1 107t, 1 I I I
unconjugated, 1107t, 1111
Bile acid transport system, molecular mechanism

11I2,1II2J
Blle salts, 1105
cholesterol as precursor, 74I-742
deficlency, 1 142cc

Bilirubin,

l07I

conjugated, serum, elevation, 1075cc
conjugation, I07 I -107 4

detoxification, 603f
direct, 1073
excletion. 675cc
formation, from heme, LO7l, ].072J
indirect, 1073
toxicity, 1072
transport, in plasma, 1071-1074
unconjugated, lO7 I-107 4
Bilirubin diglucuronide, 107I-1074, 1073,
1073J

Bllirubin UDP-glucuronosyltransferase
deficiency, l075cc
isoenzymes, I075cc

Biliverdin IX, l07l
Biliverdin reductase, 1071
Binding-change mechamsm, 580
Binding site, as).'rnmetry 441,143
Biochemical assays, in malnutrition,
Biogenic amines, 919, 1086
Bioinformatics, ll7 , ll7 -120
Biological fluids,9

Biopterin,

797

-798,

lI38

799J

deficiency, 799cc

Biotin,528t, 1153

Autolysis, 384
Autophagy, 20, 2 lrr
Autophosphoryl ation, 9 4 4
Autoregulation, of steroid receptors, 983
Aut ot yrosine kinase. 914 -9 45
Axons, 991, 99I,f
Azaserine, 856
Azathioprine, as immunosuppressant, 854
Azidoth)..rnidine (AZT), 184cc, 857
structure, 85{

secretion, in pancreatic juice, 1092-I093
rransporr, 520-52I. 52OJ
Bidirectionality, of replication, 177
Bifunctional enz]lmLe, 624
Bile, 1084
Bile aclds, I105, Il78
cholesterol as precursor, 742
cholesterol excre[ion as, 7 52-7 53, 7 52J. 7 53f
conjugated, II11
derergent action, 1104, 1I05
enterohepatic circulation of, 111I, 11lIf

trr2, trDJ

2e5f
selection, by loss o[ antibioric resistance,

slrnthesis

a -type cytochromes,

Bacillus megateium, cyrochrome P450. 486
See clso Prokaryotes

Bacteia

6-478, 478J

2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate, 608, 608/
2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate oxygen di.sassociation
modulator, 406, 406-407, +O6J, 40U
4,5-Bisphosphoinositol glycerophospholipids,
497
Blood

Benzo[a]pyrere, 192

acr.tone

Benzodiazepines , 993, 993J

bicarbonate concentration, in metabolic
acidosis, L3cc
clearance of drugs from, 420
clolting Ser Blood coagulation
enzpnes, short half-life, 459
hemoglobin See Hemoglobin
red cells. See Eryrhrocytes
sLeroid hormone transport in, 973-97 4

Beraine, 794, 791J
B face, of enz),rne structure, 427
BHa. See Tetrahydrobiopterin

consewation, 787
for lactic acidosis, 62lcc

in.722

white cells

See Leukocytes

rNorx
Blood-brain barrier, 991
Blood coagularion, 37lcc, 103I-1049, I032t
anticoagulation phase, 1031, 1041-1045
inactivation of FVa and FVIlIa, 1043-1045,

lO44J
inhibition o[ extrinsic pathway,

4l-42.42J,

43J
calcium
facrors,

in, 1159
382/

fibrinolysis phase, 1031,
G1a

proteins
1045,1045J

proteins

1048J,I049
residues in coagulation factors, 1045-1046,
IO45f
and heparin therapy, 685cc
and plasmin, 458
and plasminogen, 458
procoagularion phase, 1031, 1033-104I,
I033J
exrrinsic parhway and initiation of
coagulation, 1033-1034
intrinsic pathway reactions, I033J,
1034-1039
platelet plug formation, 1039-1041, 1040/
thrombin formation, 1034
and streptokinase, 458
\,lraminKroleinproteincarboxylase
reacrions, 1047-1049, l04U
Blood groups, sugars determining, 678, 679cc
Blood pressure, 1161
elevated, 984cc
and prostaglandins, 770
BMI See Body mass index
Body fluids, 873t
Body mass index, 709cc
Body surface area, and energy expenditure, ]118
Bohr e[fect, 403,406
CO2 and, 404-405
O2 and, 404-405
Bombesin, 914t
Bone demineralizarion, 1144, 1163
Bongkrekic acid,52l-522,521J
Boron, 1164
Botulrnum toxins, 997
BPG See 2, 3-Bisphosphoglycerate; 2, 3Bisphosphoglycerate oxygen disassociation
modulator
BPG shunt, 608J
Bradykinin, 914t
Brain
carbohydrate metabolism in, 599-600, 602
composition, 991
glucose requirement, 990-991
turnover rate for proteins, 991
Branched-chain acids, 696
control ofs]mthesis,

Branched-chain amino acids,787,811-812,812/
metabolism, diseases, 813cc
Branched-chain A-keto acid dehydrogenase, 881
Branching enzyme, 650.650J
Branch migrarion, 186, 188
Breast cancer, chemotherapy for, 955cc
Breast

milk, micronutrients in,

l147cc

Brel,tcan, 688
Brush border, 1084-1085
Brush border specific transport systems,
b-r1pe

capacity, 12
problems with, I3l
a-Bungarotoxin, 518
Bums, metabolic effects, 892
Buthionine sulfoximine, 820,820f
Butyrate, 898
Blpass s1mthesis,2}l,20l-2o2,20{
bZIP proteins. See Basic region-leucine zipper

cytochromes,57l,57lJ

Bu[fering (buf[ers), L2, 12-14, l3cc,
bicarbonate, in metabolic acidosis,

1100

13/
13cc

Ca2*. See Calcium
Cachexia, 787
cancer,

893cc

D3

967

deficiency, 1160-116I
dietary requirements, and protein intake, Il24
in glycogenolysls, 659-660, 659J, 66OJ
and hepatic glycogenolysls, 659,659J

homeostasis,vitaminDin, 1142, 1144.1145J
intracellular messenger, 523-524
and membrane fluidity, 510-5II
metabolism, L142,1144, ll45J
as

in renal osteodystrophy, l143cc
mitochondrial transport, 585-586, 586/
and muscle conLraction, 1025.1025J,7027
o[ smooth muscle, ]030-I03I, I030J
and osteoporosis, 1159-1161
physiological roles, 1159-1161
primary active transport, 523-524
release, from intracellular stores, 928-93I, 930/
requirements, 1160
as second messenger, 524,653
in steroid slmthesis,963,967
transport, in mammalian cel1s, 528t
Calcium-binding proteins, helix-loop-helix motif,

524,525J
Calcium-calmodulin complex,

523-524,525J,

997
Calcium-calmodulin klnase, 996,997
Calcium ionophore, 529.529J 526J,529t

440,52+,653

calcium binding,523-524,525J
Caloric homeostasis, 872-875, 875,1,123
Caloric values, 543,543t
Calories, 1II8
Calpains, 273
CaM kinase. See Calcium-calmodulin kinase
cAMB 545, 623,826,878-879

by,33(
glycogenolysis,659,659f,660J
intercellular levels of, increase in, 626
in protein kinase A activation, 624, 624J,92U,
928
in steroid hormone synthesis, 963
stmcture, 623J
cAMP-dependent protein kinase, 996. See also
Protein kinase A
cAMP phosphodiesterase, 626
cAMP receptor protein, 337
and catabolite repression, 337-338
in

Cancer

antitumor antibiotics, 49cc
breast, 955cc
and cell cycle, 180cc
cachexia, 893cc
chemotherapy. See Chemotherapy
and mismatch repair, I98cc

CAP. See Catabolite activa[or protein

binding to calmodulin, 653
and blood pressure, 116I

control o[ lacP

cAMP response element-binding protein, 641

rranscriptional factors in carcinogenesis, 217cc

II72

Calbindin, 1i44
Calciferol See Vitamin D
Calcitonin, 915t
Calcitriol. 5ee l, 25-Dihydroxy vitamin
Calcium, 1159-116I

Calmodulin,

control of lacP by, 337 -338
cAMP-response element, 641

prevention, Il58
risk, 1126, II40

CahnJngold-Prelog system,

in aldosterone secretion,

I It85

Cap binding protein, 246
Capillary electrophoresis, 141-142,
Capiilary fragility, 1158
Capillary walls, 407-408
Carbamino-hemoglobln, 405,406J
Carbamoyl phosphate, 788, 788J
Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase
deflciency, 790cc

i42l

], 788,840
II,788,840-8'+1,841-843,843j
Carbohydrate(s), ll7L. See also Starch; Sugar(s)
complex, biol,nthesis, 678-679

energyconten[of (kcal), 1118
in glycoproteins, 679-680
glycoprotein sl,ndromes due to deficiency,
672cc
linkages
with glycoproteins,

680-68[

with protein, l3l-132, l32J
marker of lysosomal targeting, 682cc
of membranes, 502,5O2J
sleep-inducing effect, SII
Carbohydrate, dietary 1082-1083, 110It, lI25
absorption, 1100-1103, II02J
contribution to daily nutrient supply 1082,

I082t
digestion, i100-1103, 1102/
intake, 1082t
and athleric endurance, 1125cc
and diabetes mellitus, 1126cc
and glycogen stores, 1125, I125cc
and protein sparing, II22
and serum triacylglycerols, 11.29, 1l30cc
meubolic [ate, 1125
refined, intake, ]129
Carbohydrate-deficient glycoprotein slmdromes,
672cc
Carbohydrate intolerance, ll25 See also Diabetes
mellitus
Carbohydrate loading, 890
and athletic endurance, 1125cc
Carbohydrate metabolism
clinicai correlations
aspartyglycosylaminuria, 683cc
blood group substances, 679cc
fructose intolerance, 673cc
galactosemia, 673cc
hemolytic anemia, 668cc
heparin as anticoagulant, 685cc
jaundice, 675cc
mucopolysaccharidoses, 688cc
pentosuria, 675cc
glycoconjugates and, 665-688
and ketone bodies,722f

1186

I
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Carbohydrate metabolism (continued)
major pathways, 597 -667
speciai pathways, 665-688
Carbon atom, ll7l,ll72

a-Carbon atom,95,373J
Carbonic acid. 10-lI
Carbonic anhydrase, 428, 631
Carbon monoxide, l07l

Cation(s),7, 16

7-Carboxyglutamate residues, 1035
role in coagulation factors, 1045-1046, l}+6f
7-Carboxyglutamic acid, 382, 382J, 11,46-1147
7-Carboxyglutamyl-contarning protein, 1034
Carboxylation, I152

prothrombin, 1146-L147
Carboxyl groups, 695-697
Carboxyiic acids, ll70
Carboxypeptidase, 428, 429J, 1097

A, I098r, 1099
B, 1098r, I099
pancreatic, 1099
Cardiac enzymes, release after myocardial

infarction, 453l
Cardiac gap junction, 5 19J
Cardiac muscle disease, ion channels and,
I02 7cc

Cardiollpin, 563,

729

-7 30, 7 30J.

Cataracts, 1004, 1004- i 005
Catecholamines, 892. See also Epinephrine
neurotransmitters, 1000, 1000f
synthesis, 799-801, 800J
Catechol-O-methyltransferase, I000, I000/
Catechol oxygenase, 417, 4l7J

See also

Phosphatidylglycerol phosphoglyceride
Cardiomyopathy

dilated, 1022c
hlpertrophic, fami1ia1, I019cc
Cardiotonic steroids, 523
Cardiovascular disease, transcription factors,
359cc
Cargo, protein Lrar.spott, 262
Camitine, 7 l3-7 14, 87 l.
in acyl group transport, 713-714
source, 87I, 873/
synthesis, 815-816, 816/
lransport, deficiency, 7 I 5cc
Camitine palmitoyltransferase
deficiency, 7 I 5cc
I and II, 713-714
Camosine, 817, 818J, 1099
B-Carotene, 1140
Carotenoids, 1139, 1140
Carrier-mediated transport, 1099-1 100, II03
Caspases,274
Cassette transport proteins, ATP-binding,

525-526
Catabolic response, 1122
protein and energy requirements in,

1122-L123. 1l)3cc
Catabolism, 538
Carabolite acrivaror protein, 335f 336-337, 337
Catabolite repression, 334, 338
Catalase, 22, 22J, 4L7 , 722
Catalysis
acid-base, 444-+45

covalent, in active site of chl.rnotrypsin, 44[
environmental parameters, 450-451
mechanism, 443-452
temperature dependence, +50-451, 45lJ
Catalysts, 414
Catalyric antibody, 450/
Catalytic constant, 421
Catalytic RNA, 86-88, 8U,88J
Catalytic subunits, and regulatory subunits, 440
Catalytic triads, 999

Cation-exchange resins, 140
CBG See Corticosterold-binding globulin
cD44, 688
CDGSs See Carbohydrate-deficienr glycoprotein
slmdromes
cDNA See Complementary DNA
CDRs See Complementarity-determining regions
Letlac dlsease. /9/cc
Cell(s)
animal, structure, I4l
and cellular compartments, 4-6
cellular ennronmenl, 6-1,1
chemical composition, 6t, 15-17
coincidental alterations rn, 850
cycle, 848, 849J
cytoskeleton, 22
distnbution of nucleotides, 827
dinsion, and nucleotide-metabolizing
enzyrnes,

eukaryotic

848-850
See Eukaryotic cells

fluid, chemical constituents, 16l
growth, inhibitlon, 857
membrane, 14
metabolism, de novo palhways, 854-855
myoblast, 1016
photoreceptor, 7,7-8, U,8, I0, f y-13,

12-13. l4t

plasma membrane, 17

prokaryote, 5ee Prokaryotes

rapidly dividing, glutamine catabolism in, 868
regulation, and hormone secretlon, 925-93L
tumor, 850, See Tumor cells
Cell biology. See Molecular cell biology
Cell cyc1e, 178, I78-180, 180/
and cancer, 180cc
Cell death, planned (programmed) See
Apoptosis
Cellobiose, structure, I 175
Cellulose, 1082, 1127 , ll27t, ll75
Centimorgans, I86
Central dogma of molecular biology, 28, 28/
Central nervous system See Brain
Centromeres, 67
Cephalins, ll77 See also
Phosphatidylethanolamine
Ceramide(s), +98-499, 499t', 7 55, 7 55J-7 57J,

tt77
Ceramide oligosaccharides, 1 I77
Cerebellar ataxt, 7l9cc
Cerebrocan, 688
Cerebrosides, 498-499, 499, 7 58-7 59,
759J,

B-Chain cysteine 93(pCyse3), 4oz-408, 408J,

4jeJ
Channel(s)
membrane, 512-513. 513L 516-518 See also
Membrane transport

functions, 516,516J
ionophores and, 529, 529t
regulatron, 516-518, 518cc

strlrcture, 516,516J
voltage-gated, 5 I 6
Channelopathies, voltage-gated, I026cc-1027cc
Chaperone proteins, 133, 255. 255 -256, 1067
Chaperonins, 133, 135J, 255
Cheilitis, i1,18
Chelates, 428,429
Chelation, modes, 429
Chemical reactions See Reaction(s)
Chemical sl,napses, 993
Lnemrosmosls. ) / /
Chemotherapy
for breast cancer, 955cc
chemotherapeutic agents, 854-858
uric acid and, 840cc
Chenic acid See Chenodeoxychoiic acid
Chenodeoxycholic acid, 752, 752J,753, ll071
1t 1I
Children
nitrogen balance in, 782
urea synthesis in, 788
Chiral compounds, 443
Chloramphenicol, protein qmthesis inhibition, 255

Chloride, transport, 520-521, 520J
Chloride channels
in cystic fibrosis, 516, 5l8cc, l093cc See also
Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator
intestlnal epithelial, I 092- 1093

regulation, 516-517
structure, 516-517
Chloridorrhea, familial, 1O92cc
p-Chloromercuribenzoate, 433
Cholanic acid, 7 52, 7 52J
Cholecalciferol See Vitamin D
Cholecystokinin, 1098
actions,

9l4t

as secretagogue,

I086t, 1087-1088

source, 914t

structure. I088. I088t
Cholera, Hatment, IO94cc
Cholera toxin, 760-761. l094cc
Cholesterol, 500, 7 4l-7 54. lI78
atherosclerosis, 752cc
as bile acid precursor, 742
as bile salt precursor, 741-742
excretion, 7 52-7 53, 7 52J, 7 53J

forms,74l,74lJ
7

tr77

Ceruloplasmin, 1061
deficiency, 106lcc
CFTR See Cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator
CG islands, 349-350
cGMB 1010, I0i2-I013, 1013/
role of, 826
struc[ure, 950, 950/
s)nthesis, 950

581,

hypercholesterolemia, 75 Icc
and membrane fluidity, 5I0-511, 51Occ
ln membranes, 500
in mixed micelles, 1107, 1109cc
plasma,/serum levels

diet and, II28-1139, 1129cc
and intake, 1128-1129, 1129cc
vegetarian diets and, 1129
side chain cleavage, 472, 473J,964

in steroid hormone synthesis, 960,963-966,
e65J, e66J
as steroid precursor,

7

4l-7 42,

7

42J

rNorx
structure, 500, 501, 960/
synthesis, 1128
regulation, T50-753,75OJ
transport, 747,748J
Cholesterol ester-storage disease, 21cc
Cholesterol gallstones, 1109cc
Cholestyramine, drug-nutrient lnteractions,

1165t
Cholic acid, 1106/, 110U, fIIl
acidiry, effect o[ conjugation on,
structure, 1178

1107t

transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
Choline, 794,794J, ll54
Choiine acetyltransferase, 998
Choline glycerophospholipid See

Phosphatidylcholine
498
Chondroitin sulfates, 684, 685J, 688
Chorionic gonadotropin, 9I3t,936
Chromaffin granules, 919
Chromatin, 18, 67 , 347
eukaryotic, 67-71,67J.214-215,215J
formation, 347-349,3+81,3491
fragiie X syndrome, 2l5cc
Chromatosomes,6S,69J,70
Chromium, 1163
deficiency, 1163
recommended dietary allowances, 1163
Chromophores, 15f, 15IJ
Chromosomes, 67
chromosome 3, 1014
chromosome 7, 1014
genome, 162
for vision, 1014, I015cc, 1016
Chromosome walking, 308, 308-309, 308/
Chronotropic control, o[ hormone secretion, 932
Chylomicrons, 127,711,864,865, 1108-1110
Chyrnotrypsin, 147, 446, 44U, 1098t, 1099
a-Chymotrypsin, 15I, 380t
Circular dichroism spectroscopy, 152,152, l53J
Cirrhosrs,893-894
Cisapride (Propulsid), ,t8lcc
Cisplatin, 195
CiLrate,553,622
aceryl unit transport, 585, 585J
Citrate lyase, 559
Citrate slnthase,553,636
Citric acid cyc\e See Tricarboxylic acid cycle
q:
Citrulline,788,789,870
Clamp loaders, 175
ClampJoading factor,L75
Clathrin,273,94l,94l-9+3,943[
CI-/FICO3- exchanger, 520-521,1091, i092J,
1096
Cloning,323
Cloning vectors, 288
Clotting See Blood coagulation; Coagulation
factors
Cloverleaf structure, IRNA, 79, 80/
CMP-N-Acetylneuraminic acid, biosl,nthesis,
677J,678-679
cMs. See Centimorgans
CoA. See Coenz),rne A
Coagulation See Blood coagulation
Coagulation factors
activation, 1146
factor III, 1033, 1035
factor ! 1036, 1039/
Choline plasmalogen,

1043-1045,1044J
1035
factorVlll, 1037, 1037-1038
factor VIIIa, 1035
activation, 1043-1045, lo44f
factor lX, 1035
factor X, 1035
factor XI, 1035
[actor XI]I, 1038, 1039/
factor XIIIa, 1035, 1035-1036
Gla residue role in, 1045-1046. l0+6J
Coated pits, 94I
Coated vesicles, 941,943J
Cobalamin See Vitamin Br2
Cobalamine ses Vitamin Br2
Cobalt, in vitamin B12, 1156
Cobratoxin, 518
Cockayne's slndrome, 229cc
Codons
degenerate position, 237
interactions vrith anticodons , 236-239, 236t',
237t
mRNA, 235, 236t
nonsense, 236
termination, 236
terminator, disorders, 238cc
Coeruqe(s),426
binding, in cystathioninuia.426cc
components, 827
derived from B vitamins, 426cc
structure and function, 426-431
Coenz),rne A, 850-852, 852/
Coenzyme binding-site, mutations, disease
catsedby,426cc
Coenzyme Q See Ublquinone
Cofactors, 414
Cognate receptors,906
Coincldentai alterations in cel1s, 850
Colicin E3, protein synthesis inhibition, 255
Colipase, 1105
Colitis,899
Collage, maturation,269-270,27Ot
Collagen, I2I
amino acid composition, 122-123,122J,l22t
covalent cross-link formation, 125,125J, ).26J
distribution in humans, 121
and elastin, comparison, I22t
glycine requiremenr, l24J
structure, 123-125
synthesis
abnormal, l.21cc
defects,270cc-271cc
posttranslational modifications required,
268-270,269J
types, 123t
Colon
bacterial fermentation ln, 898-899, 899/
energy salvage by, 898-899, 899J
Colonocytes, 898-899, 899/
Color vision, 1013-1014, 1015, i016
Committed step, regulation, 459
Common cold, 1158-1159
Compartmentation of en4,rnes, 459
Competitive inhibition, 431-432
Competitive inhibitors, 431
Complementarity, 38,38-39, 4OJ
Complementarity-determining regions, 370-371
Complementary DNA, 302

!

I I87

factor Va, activation,

library 303-304

factorVll, 1033,

modification, for cloning, 3O3-304,304J
synthesis, 303-304,3O3J
using reverse transcriptase PCR, 304-305,
304J

a-ComplemenLation,295-296,295f
Complement pathway, classical, 371cc
Complement proteins, 37lcc
Complex type NJinked oligosacchandes, 260,
2601

Cones, 1007, 1007-1008, 100ry, 1008, 1010,

101IJ-I013J, 1012-1013, 10I4t
chemical differences from rods, 1016
color vision, 1013-1014, 1015/, 1016
outer segments, 1006
Conformational change, 333
Confusion, in thiamine deficiency, 1149
Congenital adrenal h1poplasia, l74cc
Conjugase, 1154
Conjugate acids and bases, 9-12, IOt
Conjugate pair, 9

Connectingpeptides,266
Connective tissue disease, autoimmunity irq225cc
Connexin, 519
Consewed sequences, 209
Constant regions, 371
Contact factor pathway. See Intrinsic pathway
Continuous strands, 166
Contour length, DNA, 58, 58-59
Control elements, 331
Convergent evolution, 385
Cooperative processes, base pairing, 44
Cooperativity, 438
and allosterism, 439-441

mode\s,439-44l,439f
Cooperativity index, 399, 399t

Copper,567
absorption, I 163

in activation of molecular oxygen,430,431J
as cofactor,

1162-1163

deflciency, 1163
recommended dietary allowances, 1163
requirements, 1163
Copper metalloen4.rnes, 1163
Coproporphyrinogen(s), 1065
Coproporphyrinogen oxidase, 1070
CoQH2, 567
Core enz),rne, 210

Corepressors,332,338,339
Con cycle, 629-631,630J,865
Coris disease, 647cc
Cornea,600,1003

AIP source, 1003
Corpus luteum, 93+-936,963-964,971-972,
985cc
Corticosteroid(s), 1158, 1165t
Corticosteroid-binding globulln, 974
Corticosterone, D,nthesis, 473
Corticotropin See Adrenocorticotropic hormone
CorticotropinJike intermediary peptide, 912
actions, 9I3t
source, 913t
s).nthesis,

975,916t

Corticotropin-releasing hormone, 908,
acrions, 9I3t, 948t
source, 913r
structure, 923t
Cortisol, 908, 960, 963

9I0t

It88 |
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Cortisol, (continued)
actions, 971
excretion pathway, 968t
functions, 961t

secretion,96lt

structure,96lt
synthesis, 471, 964, 969t
Cortisol receptors, 960
COS cells, foreign gene expression in,3l2,3I2J
Cosmid vectors, 307
cos sites, 305
Cotransfection, 3l I
Cotranslational N -glycosylation, 260
Cotranslational hydroxylation, 268
Cotransporters

Na*, K*,2c1 , Io92-1093
Na+-monosaccharide, I I03

Coupled

assays,

453-455

Covalen[ bond, bond strength, I36t
Covalent catalysis, 446. 446, 447J, 448
Covalent modification, 624, 87 9-883

COX-I, 978.

See also Cyclooxygenases

COX-2, 97 8. See also Cyclooxygenases
C-peptides, 109, I10/, 266
CPT. See Carnitine palmitoyltransferase
Creatine, 8I8, 871-87), 87U
Creatine kinase, 429
Creatine phosphokinase, 456, 1028
Creatinine, 8I8, 819/, 872
C regions, 371
CreutzfeldrJakob disease, 257cc
Crigler-Najjar sl,ndrome, 67 5cc, 107 5cc
Cristae, 19, 561,563
Critical micelle concentration, 502, II05, 1104
Crosslink(s), allysine-generated, 125
Cross-linked polyacrylamide, 143
Cross-regulation o[ enz]rnes, 460, 460J
Crown gal1 plasmids, 320
CRP See cAMP receptor protein
c-Crystallins, I003-1004, 1004t

B-Crysullins, 1003-1004, I004t
7-Crystal1ins, 1004, 1004t
CS See Cockayne's s;mdrome
arD a4)l
CTP cyclohydrolase 1, 836
CTP slnthetase, 842,842f ,843J
c-type cytochromes, 57 l, 57 lJ
Cushing's disease, 709cc
Cushing's sl.ndrome, and obesity, 862cc
Cyanide
detoxification, 808/
poisoning by,577cc
Cyanogen bromide, 147
Cyclic adenoslne monophosphate See cAMP
Cyclic AMP See cAMP
Cyclic control system, 624, 624J
Cyclic GMP See cGMP
Cyclic hemiacetals, 1172
Cyclooxygenases, 432cc
cox-I, 978

cox-2.978
forms,768-769
prostaglandrn slmthesis, 7 67 -77 0, 7 67 f-7 69f
Cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene, 960
Cystathionase, 803
catalytic reaction, 426cc
1ack, 805cc
reactions catalyzed by, 808

Cysrathionine s),nthase, 803
deficiency, 805cc
Cystathioninuria, 805cc
Cysreic acids, forma[ion, by oxidation of
disulfide bonds, 14{
Cysteine, 95

in children, 782
structure,

4jeJ

activation, 1094cc
Cystine, 100, 100/
Cystine aminopeptidase, 924
Cystinosis, 805cc
Cystinuria, 529cc, 805cc

DDI, I84cc
ddNTP

See Dideoxl,nucleoside triphosphate

Deacetylases, 687-688

Cytochrome(s), 43O, 567

Deamination, l9l,l92f
Debranching enzyme, 648-649, 648J
Decarboxylases,

4I8

Decarboxylation, 67 5-67 7
Decoding region, ribosomes, 246
Degeneracy. Senetic code. 235
Degenerate posrtion, codons, 237
Dehydratases, 418
Dehydroepiandrosterone, 963
functions, 961t

secretion,96If

Cytidine, 30, 30/
Cytochalasin B, 1103t

structure,96lt
slrrthesis, 96,+

, 571-572. 57V

b,570,570J

b5,704
Dcl, JOI

c,140f, s67
mobile electron carrier, 573,583f

c1, 57O,570J

Cytochrome c oxidase, 573-57 5,

Dehydrogenase(s), 416
3B-o1-Dehydrogenase,

mutations, exercise intolerance related to,
589cc

57 4f , 575J,

163

Cytochrome oxidase, 415J, 416
Cytochrome P450, 18, 465-485
in acetaminophen-rnduced liver toxicity, 480cc
electron [ransport sysrems, 468-470, 468J
NADPH-adrenoxin reducrase, +69, 47OJ
NADPH-cytochrome P450reductase,

468-469,469J
general classification and overall reaction
description, +66-468, 466t', 467J

inhibitors, 480-482
drug-drug interactions and adverse effects,
48

200-20i, 20U

Deafness, antibiotic-induced, 254cc

Cysteinesulfinate, 807, 80U
Cystic fibrosis, 256cc, 27 3, lO93cc
chloride channel in, 516, 5l8cc
nutritional considerations for, I l42cc
Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator, 525 -526, 525J, l093cc

1

D- (dextro), 1172
Daughter-strand gap repair, 200,
dCMP deaminase, 846, 846J

II79

qrnthesis, 803, 804, 807-808, 804
Cysteine proteases, 378
B-chain cysreine 93(pCyse3), qO7 -408, 4oBJ,

as

Cytoskeleton, 22, 22
Cytosol, 22,703f,714J
Cytosolic 5'-nucleotidase, increased activity of,
839cc

lcc

nomenclature, 47 0-47 7, 47 ).t
regulatron of expression, 482-485
genetlc po1)rmorphisms, 484-485, 485cc
induction, 482-481, 483f , 484cc
in steroid s),nthesls, 964
substrate specificity, 47 l-480, 472J
metabolism of endogenous compounds,

475-476
oxidation of exogenous lipophilic substrates,
47 6-480, 47 6t, 477 t, 47 8J. 47 9J
steroid hormone slrrthesis, 472-47 5, 47 3t',
47 5J

Cytoglutamic acid, 923
Cytokines, immune and inflammatory responses
mediated by,978J
Cytomegalovirus. human, in expression vecror.

3rl
Cytoplasm, 18
Cytosine, 29, 29J, 30, 828, 829
Cytosine arabinoside, 854, 854J, 855f

964

Dehydrogenation, 666-668, 66U, 7 13
Deletron mutation, 312-313, 3l+J
Demethylation, enrymatic, 198-199, I99J
Denaturants, 41, 41, 1It
Denaturation, I39l

DNA, 42-43, 42J,43f
Dendrites, 991, 99V
Densltometer scans, 458J
Deoxyadenosine, 30, 30J
structure, 828/
Deoxycholic acid, 528t, 752-753,752J.

l\07t,

1111

Deoxycytidine, 30, 30/
2-Deoxyglucose, 613, 6l3J
Deoxyguanosine, 30, 30J
Deoxyhemoglobin
B-B inrerface and,406-407, 407J
salt bridges between subunits tn,402J
stenc hindrance between proximal histidine
and porphl.rin in, 400/
transition to oxyhemoglobin, 402J
Deoxyhexoses, 675-677
1 173
Deorynucleoside triphosphate, 285, 285J
Deoxyribonucleosides, 30, 30/
Deoxyribonucleotides, 843-848, 846J
2'-Deoxynbonucleotides, 827, 843J
Deoxyribopyrimidine nucleosides, 846
2'-Deoxy-D-ribose, 29
Deoxyth;,rnidlne, 30, 30J
Deoxythl,rnidylate, qrnthesis, 84 5 -84 6, 85 6J,

Deox).,rnonosaccharide,

I

I54

2'-Deoryuridine 5'-monophosphate, 844
Department of Agriculture food py,ramid,

tr32J
Depurination,

l9l,

l92J

Derepression, 338
Dermatan su1fate, 684-685
Dermaritis, 1I48
Desaturase, 704
De-Desaturase,1163

lI3I,

norx
Desmosine, 126, l26J
Detergents, biological,

of molecules, through membranes, 504, 512,

1104-1105

See also Bile

aclds

Deuteranopia, 1016
Dexlrins, c-limit, 1 I02
DFP See Diisopropylfluorophosphare
DHEA. See Dehydroepiandrosterone
Diabetes mellitus, 111cc, 132cc, 618cc, 694,

1t24.1t25
adult-onset, in obesity, 1124
cataracts,1005
complications, 87 +-87 5, 874cc, 889cc
dietary treatment, 1l26cc
Sestatlonal, 946cc
and hyperglycemic hyperosmolar coma, 874cc
insulin-dependent (IDDM), 888-889, 888cc
ketoacidosis, 72lcc, 722
Noninsulin-dependent (NIDDM), 886-888,
887cc, 88{

tlpe 1,888-889,888cc
type 2, 886-888, 887cc, 88ff
Diacylglycerol(s) , 497 , 498, 654-655, 659, 659J,

696, 1086, 1r76
activation of protein kinase C pathway, 931

formation, 930, 930J
as second messenger,

512J

o[ proteins and ]ipids, in membranes,
509-5 1 1
rate o[, 511-512, 5I2, 5I2J
Digestion,1084-1088
of carbohydrates, 1 100-I I03, I I02/
intracellular, 20, 20-)2, 2 I, 1085
intraluminal, 1084
knowledge o[, histoncal perspective on, 1082

of lipids, 1104-1110, II04J
overview 1082
of peptides, 1099

of protein, 1097-II00, 1094
Digestive enzyrnes
proenzl,rnes, 1085
secretion, 1085, 1086/
Digestive vacuoles, 20
Dlgitalis, 523

Dihydrobiopterin reductase deficiency 799cc
Dihydrofolate reductase, 435, lI54

1,2-Diacylglycerol(s), See Diacylglycerol(s)
1,2-Diacylglycerol 3-phosphate. See Phosphatidic
acid
Diagnosis of disease
amino acid analysis in, 146cc
genetic disorders, direct DNA sequencing [or,
287cc
and isoz),rne measuremenl, 456-457
plasma proteins in, 107cc
Diamino acid oxidase, 415J, 416, 4l6t
Diarrhea
bacterial toxigenlc, I09,1cc
electrolyte replacement therapy in, I094cc
in vltamin deficiency, 1148
Diastereomers, I171
6-Diazo 5-oxo-L-norleucine, 856, 856/
Dibasic monocarboxylic acids, 97
Dibasic acids, lI79
Dicarboxylic acids, 719
transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
Dicarboxylic monoamino acids, 97

Dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase, 848
Dihydroquinone, 1047
Dihydrosphingo sine, 49 8, 499J
Dihydrotestosterone, 967

Dihydrouracil,

11

79

Dihydroxyaceton e, 668, I 17 2
Dihydroxyacetone phosphate, 707 , 704, 7081
Dihydroryphenylalanine
for Parkinsons disease, 801cc
production, 800
1,25-Dihydroxy vitamin Dr(Ia, 25dihydroxycholecalciferol), 972, 972-973,
972J, t\42, tt4+
excreti.on pathway, 968t
functions, 961t
mechanism of action, 972-973,973J
in renal failure, 1l43cc

Dilated cardiomyopathy, 1022c
Dimerization, o[ steroid receptor monomers, 979,

e80/
Dioxygenases, 415J, 416

and,

l062cc
and nitrogen balance, 78I-782
and osteoporosis, 1160cc
vegetarian See Vegetarian diets
Dietary fiber, 1127-I128
Dtetary GoalsJor theUnited Stdtes, 113I-II32,
113],f
Dietary intake studies, in malnutrition, 1138
Dietary reference intakes, 1138, 1138-II39
Diffusion, 5I1-512. See also Membrane transport
facilitated. 519-52O
Fickb first law of. 5I2

de[iciency,11O3cc
Disaccharides, 1100-1103, II02, ll7 4
Discontinuous synthesis, I66
Dissociation, 7- 1 1
Dissociation constant (K',), 10I-I03, 101t, 102t
Dissociation constant (Ka), of hormone-receptor
complex, 936-937
Distal histidine, 395
Disrributive processes, DNA replicatlon, 172
Disulfide bond, 1172

Disulfide isomerases, 266, 266-267
Diuretics, drug-nutrient interactions, 1 I 65t
Diurnal variations, o[ hormone secretion, 931

DNA,

Dideoxyhexoses, 67 5-677
Dideorr-nucleoside triphosphate, 285, 285 -287,

I

Disaccharidases, 1085

Dihydrolipoyl transsuccinylase, 555

Dicumarol, 1048, II47
Didanosine, l84cc

28sJ,286J

Direct bilirubin, 1073
Directional cloning, 289-290, 290J
Directionality, phosphodiester bonds, 34

Divalent metal transporter I, 1059
DKA See Diabetic ketoacidosis
DMT I 5ee Divalent metal transporter

secretlon,96lt
structure, 96Lt,972J
synthesis, 960, 972, 97 2-97 3
synthesis, hormonal regulation, 969t
Diisopropylfluorophosphate, reacrion wirh serine
protease, 378/
Diisopropylphosphofluoridate, I099

Dideoxyribonucleotides, 184, I85
Diet
American, I 164
iron-fortified, hemochromatosis type

Diphtheria toxin, protein ry.nthesis inhibition,
255
Dipole, 6, 6/

Dihydrofolate reductase gene, as selectable
marker for transfected cel1s,311
Dihydropy-rimidinase, 848

930,930J

Dlpalmitoyllecirhin
in lung function, 730-7 32,
slmthesis, 726,726J
Dipeptidases, 1085, 1099

73lf

Dipeptides, 98
carrier-medlated transport, 1099-1 100
Dipeptidyl aminopeptidase IV I085t
DiphenylhydanLoin. and viramin requiremenrs.
1

148cc

Diphosphatidylglycerol, 498t See also
Phosphatidylglycerol phosphoglyceride
2,3-Diphosphoglycerute See 2,3Bisphosphoglycerate

Diphthamide, 268, )68J
protein s),nthesis inhibition, 255

I tl89

18,28.)8-29,28-77

I

See also Gene(s);

Transcription
amplification, by polymerase chain reaction,

28t-282,281J
arrays, medical and genetic applications, 45cc
bases See Base(s)
B conformation, 38{

B-DNA,388/
bent, 48-49
binary complexes,

39Il

binding protein analysis, 301-302

blunt end, 287
bZIP GCN4, structure, 390f
cell transformation by, 28-29
and central dogma o[ molecular biology, 28, 28/
circular, 59-66, 59J-6lf
relaxed, 60,6I
superhelical, 60, 60-66, 60J,6U
cloning
directional, 289 -290, 290J
versus polymerase chain reaction , 291. 293
complementary See Complementary DNA
antl conformation, 32, 32-33, 33J
contour length, 58, 58-59
cruciform, 49-50, 50f
damage, l9I-192, l92J
repair See DNA, repair
defined segrnents, preparation, 283-284
denaturation, 42-43, 42J, 431
double helix, 36-48, 37, 3t-40J
conformations, 44, 45f , 46-48, 461, 17 t, 48J
denaturation and renaturation , 42-44,
421-441
factors stabilizin1, 4L-42, +It
hybridization, 44
major groove, 38J, 40, 46f
minor groove, 38J. 40, 46J
structural pollmorphism, 46
Wason-Crick model, 38-40, 38J-40J
double-stranded (dsDNA), 38
flanking regions, study using deletion and
insertion muta[ions, 312-313, 3I3J
four-stranded, 54 -56, 5 4J - 5 6J
fragments, Sourhern blotting, 297 -298, 297J
genomic, imprinting, 349

II90 |

rNorx

DNA (continued)
helix-tum-helix motrf, Iac repressor protein
associarion with, 388/
hybridization, 44
information capacity, 29
interaction with proteln, and lac operon
transcription, 337
Inverted rcpeaq76-77
linker, 68, 348
long stretches, analysis, 307-309
methylation, gene activation, 349 -35O, 3491,
3501

mutations.

See also

Mutations

deletion, 312-313, 3l4J

7l-77

eukaryotic DNA, 74-75, 75J
and genetic information, 95/

prokaryotic DNA, 73, 74l
repeated,

35t1,3521
proteins interacting with, common morifs,
354-357 . 3551-3571
random primer labeling of, 296
recombinant See Recombinant DNA
recombination, 186-191, 186/
double-strand break model, 189J, 289 -290
general, 186

Holliday modei, 186, 187, I88

311,3t!
renaturation, 43-44, 44J
repair, I91-203

procedu re) , 285 -287 , 286J , 288J
single-copy,76
sticky ends, 287
structure. 33-7I
antitumor antibiotics changing DNA shape,
49cc
bent DNA, 48-49
circular, 59-66, 59f-6lf
conformational, 41, 45f, 46-48, 46J, 47t, 48f

cruciform, 49-50,50J
double helix See DNA, double helix
in eukaryotic cells, 67-71, 67f
54

-56, 54t'-56J

pollnucleotide, 33-36, 33J, 34J
in prokaryotic cells, 66-67, 66J
slipped, 56-58, 5ff
triple-stranded, 50 -53, 5V-53J
subcloning, 307
synthesis, 18,849-850
nbonucleotide reducrase in, 845f
using reverse transcriptase PCR, 304-305,
304J

201-202, 20V

daughter-strand gap repair, 200, 200-201,

20u
DNA damage, l,9l-192, l92J
double-strand breaks, 202
enzymatic demethylation, 198-199, l99J
excision repair, I94-196, 194J,1.9+t, l95J
lesions blocking, 200
mismatch, 197, 197-198, l98J

mutations, 192-194, l93J
photoreactivation, I99, 199-200, 200/
regulation, 202 -203, 203f
short patch, 195
transcription-coupled, 196, 196-197,

228-229
replication, 162-1,86, 163/, 163t, 848
cell cycle. 178-,l80. 180/

chemistry 163,164J
DNA polymerases, 163-166, 1,64J,
I65r
DNA sequencing, 184-186, I85J

165J,

eukaryotic enzyrnes, I75, L76J,177
genome replication, I83- 184
initiation process, 177-I78, I79l

origins,177, 178J
prokaryotic enzyrnes, 173-17 5, ),7 4J
replication forks, 166, 166-172
requirements, 163, 163t
semiconservative, 162, 162-163, l63J
termination in circular genomes, 181
termination in linear genomes, 181-183,

18r/
three dimensrons, 172-17 3, l7 3J

DOPA. See Dihydroxyphenylalanine
DOPA decarboxylase, 800
Dopamine, 528r, 799-801, 801cc,

802f f000,

I000f

restriction endonucleases, 7 2, 7 2 -7 3, 7 2J, 7 3J
siglnaling of RNA synthesis, 209, 209J
sequencing, I84- 186, 185J, 284-287
chemical cleavage merhod (Maxam-Gilbert
procedure), 284-285 , 285f
direct,287, 287cc
interrupted enzyrnatic cleavage method

four-stranded,

homologous, 186
key enzynes, 190
Meselson-Radding model, I88- I89, 188/,
189
nonhomologous, 186, I90-191
regulatory sequences, enzlrnatic modification,

Donor molecules, 151
Donor sites, ribosomal, 250

T5-77

(Sanger

NF-kB homodimer, structure, 392l
plasmids for cloning, dlrectional, 289/
preinitiation complex in eukaryotes, 350-357.

bypass synthesis , 201,

restricti.on maps, 282-284, 283, 283f
sequences,

TATA-binding protein, 39 f
ternary complexes, 39l,f
triple-stranded, 50 -53, 5 LJ -53f
DnaA, L77
DnaB, I77
DNA-binding proteins, 368, 387 -393, 388f
structural motifs, 387-390
Xfin, zinc-finger morif in, 389/

DnaC,177
DNA-dependent ATPase, 190
DNA gyrase, 175

DNA ligases, 59, 169, 770J,174,288
DNA-PK, I9O
DNA polyrnerases, 163, 163-166,164J, I65t',
765t, t73
exonucleolytic activity, 164, 164 -765, L65J
proofreading, 164, 164 -165, l65J
DNA probes, 294. 295-296
DNase thlpersensitivity, 215
DNase protection, 337
DNA vaccines, 29cc
Docking protein, 256
cis-Docosahexaenoic acid, 696J
Dolichol phosphate, 259, 259 -260, 259J,

680-681,68r-682
Domarns,116,117-121
all-p-domain, 120, I20J
p-barrel, 1f9, I19/
a,p-domain structure, Ll9, llgJ, I2OJ
Greek key B-barrel, l2O, l20J
twisted B-sheer, l\gf , 120, 1,20J
DON. See 6-Diazo 5-oxo-L-norleucine
Donor atoms, 137

Dopamrne p-hydroxylase, 430, 43U, 919, 1I63
Dopamine transporter, 1000
Dopaquinone, production, 801-802
Double helix. See DNA, double helix
Double-reciprocal plot See Lineweaver-Burk plot
Double-strand break(s), 202
Double-strand break model, 189-I90, I89J
Double-stranded DNA, 38
Double-stranded RNA-dependent kinase, 271,

27r-272
DPG

See

Drug(s).

2, 3-Bisphosphoglycerate

See also speciJic drugs

and types oJ drugs

adverse effects, 481cc
clearance from blood, 420

delivery liposomes [or, 504cc
detoxification, 603
as enzyme inhibitors, 434-436
topoisomerases as targets, 175cc

Drug-drug interactions, cltochrome P450, 481cc,
484cc

Drug-nutrient interactions, I 165, I I65t
Drug resrstance. See also Multidrug resistance
biologlcal basis for, 857-858
DSBs. 5ee Double-strand break(s)

dsDNA

5ee Double-stranded

DNA

Deoxythymidylate
Dubin-Johrson sl,ndrome, 1075cc
Ductus arteriosus, prostaglandins and, 77 0
dUMP 5ee 2/-Deoxlmridine 5'-monophosphate
Duodenum, iron absorption in, I058cc
Dyad s1.rnmetry 335
Dynein, 22
dTMP

See

ECC. See Enterochromaffin-like cells

Editing, 241
Edman cycles, 147
Edman reaction, I47, l4U
EE See Elongation factor(s)
EFAs See Essential fatty acids

EF-JBy,25r
Effectors, 436
EF-G, 25I
EF hand, 524
EF-Ts, 251
EF-Tu, 251
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
t)?e IY 270cc
type MI, 27lcc
Eicosanoids, T63
Eicosapentaenoic acid, 1129cc
Eicosatetraenoic acids, physiological effects, 774

eIF-5,246
eIF-4e,246
eIF-4g,246
eIP-4a,246
Elastase(s), 1098t, 1099

reactivity toward substrates, 380t
Elastin, 125, 125-126
Elderly
niacin deficiency in, 1151
nutritional needs of, 1I65, 1l65cc
Electrical synapses, 993

rNorx
Electrogenic sodium flux, 1090-1091, 109I/
Electrolyte(s), 7, 7-9
activity, 8
intestinal epitheiial secretion, 1092-1093,

1092J
weak, 8, 8-9
Electrolyte replacement therapy, in

diarrhea,

1094cc
Electromotive force, 564
Electron-density map, 149, 150J
Electron distribution, 149
zr-Electron interactions, 138/
Electron transfer chain. See Electron

Electron rransporr, mitochondrial, P/O

578

clinical applications,452-459
committed step catalysis, 459

Endothelin
actions, 9I5t
source, 915t
Enediols, 1174
Energy
compounds rich in, 543, 544t
conservation by conversion of acetyl group
CO2 and H2O, 557-558
dietary sources, 864

to

in, 1118
1119
factors affecting, 1118-1119
sex differences in, 1119
starvation and, 1119
free SeeFreeenergy
intake, excess, 1123-1125
metabolic reserves, 872-875,873t
metabolism, 826, 1118-1119
released on hydrolysis, classification of
compounds, 543. 544t,5+5. 545J
requirements, in illness and recovery
1122-1123, Ll22cc, ll23
sources, 643-661
utilization and storage, 693-723
Energy-producing systems, linkage with energyutilizing systems, 538-539,539J
Energy-rich compounds, transfer o[ bond
energies to other compounds. 545-547.
5+6f,5471
Energy-utihzing systems, linkage with energyproducing systems, 538-539,539J
Enhancers,2O9,2l6,)16J,353,353-354
Enkephalins, 1002, 1002t
genes encoding, 918
structure, 918
s)-nthesis, 9I8-9I9, 918/
Enolase, reaction catalyzed by, 604f 608
Enol phosphates, 544t
Enterochromaffin-like cells, I086-i087
Enterocytes,867, 1084
glucose transport systems in, II03, 1103t
Enterohepatic circulation, 11II, 111Lf, 1112,
lll2J
Enteroklnase. See Enteropeptidase
Enteropeptidase, i085t, 1098-1099
Entropy, 540,510-54\
Entropy effecr,449,449f
Enzymatic demethylation, 198-199, 199J
Enzl,rne(s),414
active site, 415
allosteric control, 436-440
allosteric effector, binding, 437
allostenc site, 415
bacterial, in carbohydrate digestion, It02
B face of,427
binding site
aq/mmetry 441,443
lock-and-key model, 44f
cardiac, release after myocardial infarction, 453J
catalysis of reversible reactions, 424
catalytic ability, comparison, 42I
catalyzed vs non-catalyzed reactions, energy
diagrams lor,444J
as chemical reactors, 459
classes, 415
age-related changes
exercise and,

ratios,

564,564-576,
575-576,576J
complex 1,567,567-568,5671,568f
complex II, 567, 569-570, 569J
complex I1I, 567, 57O-573,570J
complex lV, 567, 573-575,574J, 575J
as multicomponent system, 566-567, 566J,
56U
oxidation-reduction reactions, 564-565,565t
free-energy changes, 565-566
uncouplers and inhibitors, 578-579,578J,
579J
Electron transport systems, 522
cytochrome P450,468-470, 468J
NADPH-adrenoxin reductase, 469,470J
NADPH-cytochrome P450reductase,
468-469,469J
Electro-osmotic llow, l42J
Electrophoresis, I40
two dimensional,145-l+6, l+5J
Elecrrophoretic mobility shift assay, 301,3O2J
Electrostatic interactions, I37, 137J. See olso
Ionic interactions
a-,p-Elimination, 784f
ELISA, 456
in HIV envelope protein detection, 45ff
Elongarion [actor(s),246
factor 2, ribosomal,250
Elongation reactions, 704-705
in mammalian fatty acid synrhase,712J
emf See Electromotive force
ENaC 5ee Epithelial sodium channel
Enantiomers, ll7l, ll72
Endergonic reacrions, 541
Endo conformation,32,32J
Endocrine abnormalities, and cancer,893cc
Endocrine cel1s, epirhelial, 1087
Endocrine hormones, 907
Endocltosis, 20,2V,941,942,942f
receptor-mediated, 273
Endonucleases, 35,35-36 See also Restriction
endonucleases
restriction, 35
Endopeptidases,3TS, 1097, i098-1099, 1099
endopeptidase 24 lI, 1085t
Endoplasmic reticulum, 18, 18
flavoprotein electron donor, 468-469,469f
hydroxylases, in sterord slnthesis, 964
Endorphin(s), 1002, 1002t
p-Endorphin, 9I2
actions, 9I3t
source, 913t

t 191

classifications, 415-418,415t

expenditure
transport

chain
Electron transport chain,553,

sl,nthesis, 915, 916t
Endothelial lining, 1033

I

compartmentation of, 459
competitive inhibitors, 43L,432
complementanry with substrate, +41-443
covalent modification, 433,879-883
cross-regulation, 460,46OJ
and decrease of activation energy,444-450
deficiency
identification and treatmenL, 454cc
in Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 454cc
in orotic aciduria, 454cc

dephosphorylation,880/,881,f,882
destabrhzation and,45O,450J
diagnostic essays for sphingolipidoses,
764-765,764J,765J
digestive, 1084, 1085,1085t,1086J
eukaryotic, 175,176J.I77

A face of, 427
feedback inhibition, 460,460J
function, 94
glycation, 875cc
in gout, 423cc
ground state and, 450
immobilized, 459
as reagents,

455-456

immunoassays, indicators in, 456

induction in liver

in fasting, 884J
in fed state, 883J
inhibition
by covalent modification o[ active center
cysteine, 433l
in drug therapy, +34-436
irreversible, 433
insoluble matrix linked, 459
as rntegral membrane proteins, 507
interaction wrth substrate, 42I-+22,4)lJ.
also Reaction(s), enzyme-catalyzed

See

key, in DNA recombination, I90
lipid-hydrolyzing, 20t
llpid-metabolizing,T4T-749
long-term changes in,883-885

lysosomal, 20t
in gout, 20cc
and substrates, 20t
mechanism o[ action, +2),4)4
biphasic natwe,423,423cc
metal cofactors, 428-43I
modulation by ligands, 436-437

monomeric,437
multisubstrate reactions, 425-426
mutated, assay of, ambiguity in, 454cc
nomenclature, 415

nucleic acid-hydrolyzing,2)t
oligomeric, 437,437
pancreatic, 1084
activation, 1098-1099, 1098/
deficiency, II42cc
essential serine residue, 1099
secretion, 1098-1099, 1098/

phosphorylation,624. 624J
in glucogenic liver, 881rt
in lipogenic liver, 880J
pH-velocity profile, 451
plasma
activities, time dependence ot,452-453,453J
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Enz),rne(s), (continued)

types, 452
polysaccharide-hydrolyzing, 20t

producr inhibition, 424
prokaryotic, 173-175, 174l
protein-hydrolyzing, 20t
proteolytic, blnding characteristics, 381,f
rate-limiting, 459. +60

in reaction rate enhancement, 449l
regulation, 459 -460, 877 -879
regulatory protomer, 440
replacement, 459
reversible noncompetitive inhibltion, doublereciprocal plot for, 433. 433f
RNA polymerase recruitment during
eukaryotic transcription, 223, 225-227
saturation kinetrcs, 422-424
secretion, 1085-I086, I086J
specific activity, 421
specificity, 414-415
active site, 440-443
subclasses,

4I5,4I5t

substrate-bindin g site, 414 -415
symmetrical substrate, three-point attachment
to aslmmetrical substrate, 443/
temperature vs velocity, 451. 45lJ
terminology, 42I
as therapeutic agents, 458-459
uncompetitive inhibitor, 433

units (U), 42I
validity of assays, 455f
velocity vs.temperature, 451, 451rf
Enzyrne-binding site
induced fit model, 441,44U
lock-and-key model. 141, 44lJ
Enz),rne-linked immunosorbent assay See ELISA
Eosinophils, HETE effects, 774
Epidermal growth factor, 1031, 103I-1032

composition,

inhibitors, 520,520f
life span, 107I

structure, 67-71,67J
enz)rne recruitment during transcription, 223,

plasma membrane

508-509,509/
fluidity, cholesterol and, 5lOcc
slructure,508, 508/
senescent, 1071

transketolase,
Erythromycin

II49

formation. 799-801

in hepatic glycolysis, 625t',626
secretion, 9I9,921,f
synthesis, 919, 92OJ, 92U
urinary excretion products, 802/
Epithelial endocrine cells, 1087
Epithelial sodium channel, 1090-1091

Epithelial transport, 1088-1096, 1089J
paracellular, 1088-1090, 1089/
transcellular, 1088-I090, I089/
Equilibrium constant (K'"o), 8, 420-42I,422,

54t,614
ER. See Endoplasmic reticulum

Erabutoxin,5IS
eRE See Release factor

Ergocalciferol See Vitamin D
Ergostercl,742J
cholesterol as precursor, 742
Erythrocytes
anion channel, 506, 520-521
domarns, )U/

eukaryotes

mRNA, 84-85, 84/, 85
organization, 5J, 14-17
structure and function, 5f , 6t,

l4)4,

L4J

foreign gene expression in, 312, 3l2J

staphylococcal resistance, 84cc

selectable markers, 3t

Erythropoietic porphyria, 1070
Erythropoietic protoporyhyria, 1066t
Erythropoietin
actions, 9l4t
source, 914t
Erythrose 4-phosphate, formation, 668
Escheichia coli,162

bloslnthetic operons, leader peptide
sequences, 342l
diarrhea caused by, I094cc
genetic map of, 33lrf
heat-srable roxin, l09,1cc
lactose operon,

332-338, 332J

345J

structure, 5/
topoisomerases, 175
tryptophan operon, 338-343
genes o[, 338, 339J
E sites, ribosomal, 250
Essential amino acids, 1120

l0l9

I7B-Estradiol, 960, 963, 971

l-972,

1-3I2

2 14

-22O
active chromatin, 214-215,

2l5l

RNA polymerase, 215 -220, 216J,

2r8J-220J
Evolution, restriction mapping and, 284cc
Excision repair, 194, 194 -196
base, 194, 194-195, L94J
nucleotide, 195-196, l95f
Excitation energy transfers, 152
Excitatory neurotransmitters, 993
Exciton system, 151
Exercise

anaerobic, 889-891
and energy expenditure, lI19
fuel for, 889-891
and glycogenolysis, 6,13
intolerance, cytochrome b mutations, 589cc
Exergonic reactions, 541
Exit sites, ribosomal, 250
Exocrine cells, 1.085
Exocrine secretion, 1085
of digestive enzyrnes, i085, 1086/

Exocytosis,995, 1085

txon(sl.

Ester(s), lI70
Esterases,1085
Esterification, I171
Estradiol, actions, 934, 931 -936
excretion pathway, 968t
functions, 961t
secretion, 961t, 969t, 97

transcrip tion,

aerobic,889-89I

mismatch repair, I97-I98, 198/
protein sl,nthesis in, stringent control of, 345,

Essential light chain,

reactions catalyzed by, a]8J
Epimerization, 673J, 67 4
Epinephrine, 869, 919, 1000, 1000f
actions, 653, 658-659, 919, 918t
in cardiac glycolysis, 626-628

expression vectors in, 310-312
gene expression See Gene expression.

protein synthesis lnhibirion, 255

source,9l4f
Epimerases, 418

replication, 175, 176J, I77

transfected

requirements [or, I 120-I 12I
Essential fatty acids, deficiencies, 1126- D,27

Ll7l, lI72

DNA,74-75,75J

225-227

asymmerric distributlon of lipids in,

actions,914t
Epimer(s),

l4-I7

band 3,520-521
carbohydrate metabolism in, 600-603
glucose transport, 520

97 LJ

structure,96It
9 69 t, 97 ). -97 2, 97 IJ
hormonal regulation, 969t
Estrogen(s),963,1I78

s),nthesis,

cholesterol as precursor, 742
drug-nutrienr interactions, I I 65t
s),nthesis, 474,475J

and tyrosine metabolism, 800
Estrogen receptors
alpha (ERa), 976
beta (EM), 976
tamoxifen targeting, 358cc
ETF-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, 570
Ethanol See Alcohoi (erhanol); Alcoholism
Ethanolamine, 794, 794f
Ethanolamine glycerophospholipid See
Phospha ridylerhanolamine
Ethanolamine plasmalogen, 498, 498J
Eukaryotic cells, 3-24, 4
compartments and functions, 17-22, 17t

/)

Exon-inLron patterns. 383, 384/
Exonucleases, 35
Exonucleolytic activity, 164, 164-165, 1.65J
Exopeptidase, 378, 1097
Expressed (retained) sequences See Exon(s)
Expression vector, 305, 309, 310-312, 310/
Extended active site, 381
Extrinsic factor, I156
Extrinsic pathway, 1032
inhibition, l04l -1042, 1042J, 1043f
inltiation of coagulation, 1033-1034
Eye(s), 1002-10I6, I003J
chromosomal location o[ genes for vision,
1015cc

chromosomes for vision, 1014, I015cc, 1016
color vision, 1013-1014, 10151 I0I6
comea, 1003
ATP source, 1003
diseases,8I6cc
1ens, composition, 1003-1005, 1004J, l)04t,
r005J, 1005r
retina, 1003
ATO source, 1005-1006
rods and cones, 7-8, U,8f , 10, l{-l3t',

t2-I6,14J

retinitis pigmentosa, 1009cc-101occ
visual loss, 816cc, l006cc
visual transduction, 1006, 100ff

rNorx
375, 375J
Fabry's disease, 683cc, 763t

in human metabolism, 695J,696t
hydroxia formation, 705

Fever

Facilitated diffuslon,

hydroxylation, 717,

F1lFs ATPase, 579

F"y t'ragment,

5
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F-actin, I021
polymer, 1023

Factor VIIIa, 1035
activation, lO43-1O45, 1044J
Factor IX, 1035
Factor X, 1035
Factor XI, 1035
Factor XIII, I038, I039/
Factor XIIIa, 1035, 1035-1036
FAD. See Flavin adenine dinucleotide
Familial chloridorrhea, 1092cc
Faml1ia1 lysinuric protein intolerance, 816cc
Famesyl pyrophosphate, synthesis, 7 44 -7 +5,
7 44J
Fast axonal transport, 1002
Fast food, 1164

Fasting state, 866-869,

ear\ 865-866,866/
Fa(s), I176
Fat, dietary 1126-1127

86[.

See also Starvation

See also

Lipid(s)

1082t

metabolic fate, Il27 -1128
mucilaginous, l1)7, ll27 t
properties, IL27 -7128, lL27 t
sources, 1127-I128
rypes, ll27 -1128. Il27 t
water-soluble, 1727 -1128, ll27 t
Fibrin, 1035
formation, in myocardial infarct, 378cc
Frbrinogen, f 035, 1038/
Fibrinolysis phase of blood coagulation, I031,

structure, 696/

medium-chain, 1I08-11I0
metabolism, 69+, 7 16-720
nomenclature, 696
723J,

B-oxidation, 716-720
comparison with palmitare biosJ.nthesis,
genetic impairment in, 7l6cc

7I6

II18

modification, 716-720
palmirare. TlTt
palmitate precursor, 7 03 -7 05
patterns, 708
in phosphatldylcholine, 497
in phosphatldylethanolamine, 496

. 7 04, ll28
formation and modlfication, 7 O4-7 05
lino1eic,1I29cc
linolenic, 1129cc

549, 850-852,

intake, 1082t, I104
and cancer risk, I126-I127
and diabetes mel1itus, 1126cc

excess,1126-I127
inadequate, 7726-1127
and protein sparing, I 122
Far absorption, prevention

o[, 1106cc

Fat malabsorptlon, 1144
and vitamin K deficiency, 1147
Fat storage, 651
Fatty acids, 694, ll75
abbreviations for, 696t
activation by converslon to fatty Acyl CoA,

7t3
addition o[water, I176
aqTrnmetric distribution in phospholipids,
738-7 40, 739J, 740f
availability to tissue, 712
bound to serum albumin, 711
oranched charn. /U)-/00
catabolism, 636/
chemical nature, 695-697
desaturation, positlons for, 7 04f
diet and. 697-698
elongation and desaturation, specific example,
705
react

jons,

7

04

-705

mitochondrial elongation, 704l
p oxidation of, 716

energy yield from

essentlal, deficiencies,
free

1126-II27

in obesity, 1124
in triacylglycerol digestion, 1105, 1107
function in the body, 694-695
gluconeogenesis from, 636-637

in glycerophospholipids ,

496 , 497 , 497 t

shorrchain, ll75-7176
sources, 697-698
storage, T06-709
straight chain, p-oxidatron,

1

150-t I51

coenzyrne function, in succinic dehydrogenase
reaction, +27,428J
opr ical properlies. 45 3-155
synthesis, 35U
Flavin coenzpnes, absorption spectrum, 455J
Flavin mononucleottde, 427 , 428J, 468, 567,
567 -568. 564, r 150-t r51
Flavoproreins, 567
Flip-flop movement, 5O4, 507, 508

omega-3, physiologic effects, 1 129cc
omega-6, physiologic effects, I 129cc
and risk of heart disease, 1128, 1l29cc
saturated, 1I28, I175
and risk of heart disease,

1045, t045f
Fibrous material, 1082 See clso Fiber
Fibrous proteins, 121-126
Fickb first law of diffusion, 5I2
F1GLU See Formiminoglutamate
First order reactions, 419
Fischer projection formulas, 1I73
Flap endonuclease I See FENI
Flavin adenine dinucleotide, 427, 428f, 468,

reduction,1176

energy content of (kcal),

0

intake, 1127-I128, 1131

1175-tt76

omega,1129cc,1176
oxidation, 7 l4J. 7 16-720, 7 22-7 23,
868,1176
a-oxidation, 7 16-7 20, 7 19 -7 20

7 7

Fiber. dietary. 1082, lL27

po11-unsaturated

contribution to daily nutrienr supply, 1082,

jon

prostaglandins and,

19

interorgan transport methods, 7 lO-7 \2
long-chain, 495J, 497J, 498, I 108-t I 10,

B Factor,2l9.220f
Factor IlI, 1033, 1035. See also Tissue factor
Factor ! 1036, 1039J
Factor Va, activation, 1043-1045, 1044f
Factor \rII, 1033, I035
Factor MII, 1037, 1037-1038

elongar

7

I ll93

II28, It29cc

Fluidity
7

l3-7

membrane, 509-5I0
abnormalities, 5lOcc
factors affecting, 510-5I 1, 51Occ
plasma membrane, cholesterol and, 5lOcc
Fluid mosaic mode1, o[ membranes, 505, 505/,

16

slmthesis, 603

commitment step, 698-700
palmitate biosynthesis, 699t
regulation, 699t
release of palmitic acid, 70f

5tv
Fluid secretion, intestinal epithelial, 1092- 1093,

stoichiometry 70L
transfer rhrough mitochondrial membrane,
triacylglycerols, 696-697, 7 OBJ
unsaturated, ll7 5 -Il7 6

r0e2f

7I4l

utilization for energy production, 713-716

Fluorescence spectroscopy,

1

5

I

- I52

Fluorescent emission, I5l, \51-152, \52J
Fluoride, 613, 1164
glycolysis inhibirion by, 613. 6l3J
5-Fluoro-2' -deoryuridlne 5' -monophosphate
(FdUMP), 854

Fatty acid s)-nthase, 698, 701, 705-706
mammalian, 701,702J
Fatty acyl CoA
reduction to fatty alcohols, 706
as source for triacylglycerols, 707-708
Fatty alcohols, 706, 707J
reduction from fauy acyl CoAs, 706
F. fragment, 375,375J

[ME]rRNAj*",252
FMN See Flann mononucleotide

Feedback inhibition, 338, 460, 460/

Folic acid,

Feedback loops, in hormonal cascade, 909,

Fluorophore, l5I
Fluorouracil, 436
5-Fluorouracil (Fura), 354, 3541
fMet-RNA, 246

ll54

See also

Tetrahydrofolic acid

Feedback stimulation, o[ hormone secretion, 934

134-+35
components, 795l
deficiency, 7 97 cc, 877, 1 155- I 156, I 155J

Feflunomide, 84I

functions, in one-carbon metabolism,

909-9r0,909/

FENr, 175, t76J, t77
Fermentation. 599
Ferredoxins, 1056, 1056, 1056/
Ferritin. 1056
Ferrochelatase,1070
Ferroxidase L{I, I06l

Fetus,891
nutrient requirements, 891

as coenzyrne,

I

I54-

1

156

metabolic ro1e, in one-carbon metabolism.

1154-rr56,1155J
metabolism, diseases, 8 I 7cc
reduced (coenzyme) form. 434-435
requirements, 1 I 55cc
and an[iconr,rrlsant therapy, 1148cc, ]156
strucrure, l154l
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Folic acid (continued)
and methotrexate structure, comparison,

coordinate, 333
eukaryotes, 347 -360

Furanose rings, 1173

855J

transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
Follicle-stimulating hormone, 912, 969t. 97
acrions, 9 1 3t, 934 , 934-936, 948t
hormone-receptor interactions, 939
secretion, regulation, 948-950, 949J
source, 9I3t

I-972

Furosemide, 1093, i093J
Fusion proteins, 309

DNA methylation, 3401, 349-350, 3491
histone binding of DNA, 347-349,3481,

GABA See Gamma-aminobutyric acid
G-actin, 102I, 1022J, 1023
AfP-Mg2+complex, 1023

preinitiation complex, 350-357, 3511, 3521

3491

Follicular hlperkeratosis, in vitamin A deficiency,

Galactitol, 674cc

I 141
Food(s)

Galastocerebrosides, 499,

contribution to daily nutrient supplies, 1082,
I082r
energy content of (kca1), I118

diJttbutlon, 499
structure, 498-499,

7

58,

7

58J,

7

regulation, 357-360
foreign, in transfected cells, 312, 3I2J
regulation, 329-360
59,

7

3491,3501

folic acid requirements and, 1155cc
genomic medicine, 186cc
regulation of cytochrome P450 expression,

Galactokinase deficiency, 674cc

Galactolipids

5ee Galactocerebrosides

484-485.485cc

gluconeogenesis from, 638, 639J

interconversion,

67

3-67 4,

67 3J, 67 4cc

structure,1l72
Galactosemia, 638, 674cc
Galactose t-phosphate, accumulation, 674cc
Galactose 1-phosphate uridylyltransferase, 638

deficiency, 674cc

I102, 1103t
slmthesis, defect, in E coli.337-338.337J
Gallbladder, functions, 1083_f, 1084
Gallstones, cholesterol, II09cc
Gamma-aminobut),ric acid, 7 90 -7 9 l, 993, 993J,

B-Galactosidase, 330,

Free energy, 515, 541-542, 542t

in

determination in coupled enzlme reactions,
545

in redox reactions, 565-566

1001, 1001,f
receptor, 9093, 993 -994. 994J
shunt. I00L

formation, 638J

GM1, 683cc
transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
Gangliosides, 499, 760-761, 760J, 76V,
Gangliosidosis, 763t
GM1, 683cc
GM2, variant O, 683cc
Gap(s), RNA primer removal, 167

gluconeogenesis from, 637, 638/

Gap junctions,

inrolerance, 6I6cc, 673cc
malabsorption, 529cc
sources, lI0It

recombinant cardiac, 519/
Gastric acid secretion, prostaglandins and,

stmcture, I101t, I172

Gastrin. 1087
actions, 9I4t

Gastric

transport, in mammalian ce1ls, 528t
Fructose I, 6-bisphosphatase, 619, 633,6331
Fructose 2, 6-bisphosphatase, 88I
bifunctional nature, 624, 626
cardiac isoenzy.rne, 628J
covalent modification, 625J
hepatic isoenzyme, 626J
intracellular concentration, 625J, 06
Fructose 2, 6-bisphospha te. 618, 622 -624, 623J,

641-642
degradation, 623l

See

Follicle-stimulating hormone

Fucosidosis, 683cc, 763t
Fumarase, 418, 4I8J, 557
deficiency, 557cc

254-255

s)mthesis,
7 7O

1048, 1049

Globin chains, production, age-related change in,
3e3J

Globoid leukodystrophy, 763t
Globosides,

stmcture, 1087, 1088t
Gastrointestinal tract, 1082-1084, 1083J.

s)'nthesis, 623

I,4-a-Glucan branching ervpe, 650
Glucoamylase, 1085t, 1103t
Glucocerebrosidase

therapy, 191cc, 319, 320cc

deficiency, in Gaucher's

disease, 32Occ
7 58-7 59, 7 58J, 7 591
Glucocorticoid(s). 960, 977, ll78
immune response suppressron by, 978J
inflammatory response suppression by, 97 8J
Glucocorticoid receptor. 977
Glucocorticoid response elements, 977, 977 t
Glucogenic amino acids, 634-636,636t, 781
Glucokinase, 426, 615 -618, 6lU
reaction catalyzed by, 426, 614

Glucocerebrosid es, 499,

in

See

lnlrons

multidrug resistance associated, 525
mutations, 454cc See also DNA, mutations

structural, 331

107 6

source,914t

diagnosis, 765cc
gene therapy, 320cc
Gene(s) See olso DNA: Gene expression
annotation in sequencing, 324
duplication, 376

silencers, 979

-7 60, 7 59J, ll77

9l+t

1092-to94, t092J
Gaucher's disease, 683cc, 763t

reporter,313-314

59

Glossitis, 1I48
Glucagon, 600, 869
actions, 625l, 626, 641, 642, 642J, 653, 658,

I4t

protooncogenes, 979-982
regulatory 331

7

A2-Globulins, 967,

I086t, 1087

intervening sequences (introns)
669 -67 0
2

circular, termination of replication, 181
genomic medicine, 186cc
Human Genome Project, 185cc
linear, termination of replication, 18t-183,

Gla-proteins, 1046, 1046J

518-519, 518t',5l9l

as secretagogue,
9

sequence, 95f
Genome

Gestational diabetes mellitus, 9't6cc
G-factor, 251
Gilbert's slmdrome, I075cc
G\a. See y-Carboxyglutamate residues

library 29I

deficiency, 673cc
Fructosuria, essential, 673cc

FSH

ll77

juice, 1097

source,

Genetic diseases, DNA triple repeats, 58cc
Genetic information, transcribed into amino acid

RNA, replication, I83-I84
sequencing, 323-324
Gentamycins, protein synthesis inhibition, 254,

s)'nthesis,79U

in triacylglycerol digestion, 1105, I107
Free radrcals See Reactive oxygen species
Friedreich ataxia, 1057cc
Fructokinase deficiency, 673cc
Fructolysis, 637
Fructose, 616, 1005

single nucleotide polymorphisms, I19
single-strand conformation pollT norphism,
298, 300, 300cc
structural, double-helical DNA, 46
General recombination, 186
General transcription factors, 347, 35O-35I
Genetic code, breaking, 237,237t

18y

GM1, 683cc

Free fatty acids
in obesity, 1124

Gene inactivation, DNA methylation, 349-350,
Gene poiymorphisms

5OOJ

and blood type, 678

Frataxin, l057cc

formation, 623J
structure, 622/
Fructose l-phosphate, 637
Fructose 4-phosphate, formation,
Fructose l-phosphate aldolase, 67

59J

Galactose. 638

fast, 116'1
glycemic lndex, 1126cc, lI30t
imitation, 1164
Food plramid, USDA, Il.3I, 1132/
Formiminoglutamate, 816, 8I7
Nlo-Formyl Hafolate, 830, 832f
Fourier sl,nthesis, 149
Fovea centralis, 1005
Fragile X sl,ndrome. I94. 2l5cc
Frameshift mutations, 193, 239
HIV 241cc

changes

Gene expression, 235

Fumarate, 788, 789/, 798-799
Functional groups, 1170

specificirX 440

rNorx
substrate saturation cuwe for, 616/
Gluconeogenesis, 558, 603,

Glucose transport proteins.

629-643, 629cc,

866-869
abbreviated pathway, 629f
from alanine, 634-636, 635f
from amino acid carbon chains, 634-636,
635J

See Glucose

tranSporters

Glucosidase,649
a-Glucosidase, ll02 See also Maltase
p-Glucosidase, 1085t, I I03t
exo-|, 4-a-Ghtcosidase See Glucoamylase
Glucosylceramide

and ATP expenditure, 638-639
ethanol ingestion and, 641-642, 643cc

structure, II77
Glucuronic acid, 67 4-67 5.

from fatty acids, 636-637
glycolltic enz),rnes in, 633
hormonal regulation, 64).-642
from lactate, 63I-632, 632f

copolymer, 684
and glucuronide formation, 675cc
UDP-, formatlon, 674J
D-Glucuronic acid, lI7 4
Glucuronic acid, UDP-, 612
Glucuronic acld pathway, 603
B-Glucuronidase deficiency, 688cc
Glucuronides, 611-612
GLUT 5ee Glucose transporters
Glutamate, 97, lO3J, lo4f
in ami.no acid synthesis, 784.78+J,790-792
ornithine conversion into, 87I
side chains,9f
transport, in mammal.ian cells, 528t
Glutamate-aspartate antiport, 632
Glutamate dehydrogenase, 784, 784J, 785, 787
Glutamate-pyruvate aminotrans[erase reaction,

propionate and,63ff
regulation sires, 639-641, 640J

from sugars,

-638, 638J, 639f
urea s)'nthesis and, 634-636, 635J
637

o-Gluconic acid, II7,t
o-Glucono-5-lactone, 1 174
Glucosamine 6-phosphate, synthesis,

67 5 -677

Glucose

absorption, epithelial, f095, 1095J
activated, 649
blood (serum)
factors affecting, 1I29
and glycemic index of foods, I130t
source, 865-866
steady-state level, 423
brain's requirement, 990-99 I
and carbohydrate metabolism pathways, 598/
catalysis, 455
conformations, 441, 442J
dietary sources, 1101t
disposition, in well-fed state, 864J
homeostasis, 875,876J
i.nterconversion to gaiactose, 67 3-67 4, 67 3J
intolerance, 885
malabsorption, 529cc
metabolism, 600-603, 600J-6OV
in early refed state, 869-870, 870/
glycolysis and,599J
sodium-dependent transport, 526, 526J
storage,

65I

structure, 110It,

II72

synthesis Sre Gluconeogenesis
transepithelial transport, 1094, 1095f
rranspoft, 520 , 520J, 528t
UDP-, 638

oxidation,

6ll,

67

4-67 5,

67 4J

s)'nthesis, 673
D-Glucose, membrane transport, 526, 526f
Glucose dehydrogenase, UDP-, 67 4-67 5
Glucose-fatty acid cyc1e, 882
Glucose 6-phosphatase, 617, 617J, 646, 884
deficiency, in von Gierke's disease, 834cc
reactions caralyzed by, 605, 633J, $af
Glucose 6-phosphate, 455, 634f
complete oxidation, 67 0-67 I, 67 0J
dehydrogenation, 666-668, 667J
in pentose phosphate pathway, 666-668
Glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 667-668
deficiency, 668cc
Glucose I-phosphate uridylyltransferase, 649
Glucose tolerance factor, l163
Glucose transporrers, 520, 520t, 602-603, 602J,
660, 1095-1096, 1095/, 1103, 1103r
adipose tissue and, 602, 602J
isoforms of , 52O, 52Ot

|

Glycerol 3-phosphate, 7 07 -7 08, 7 0U
r-Glycerol 3-phosphate, structure, 495l
sn-Glycerol 3-phosphate. See L-Glycerol
3-phosphate
Glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, 569, 569J,
611

Glycerol phosphate shuule, 584, 585/,

610-61I,

6r0J
67 4J, 67 6J

782J

Glycerophospholipids, 494
amphipathic, 498
charge on, 498-499, +98t

fatty acids in, 497, 497 t
structure, 49 5 - 496, 495J
Glycine, 95, 794, 795cc, 1I05
rn heme slmthesis, 1067
oxidation, 794, 795J
s),nthesis,

II54

Glycine cleavage complex, 794, 795J
deficiency, 795cc
Glycine receptors, 993
Glycocholic acid, 7 52, 7 53J
Glycoconjugates, 665-688, II07, 1107t, IIIl
Glycogen, 600,646J, I100, 1175
digestion and absorption of, 1100-1I02,

rr02f
glucose storage as, 651
metabolism, effector control of, 656
stores, 643, 1125
and carbohydrate intake, 1I25, tl25cc
and food tntake, 643, 643J

Glutamic semialdehyde, 792. 7 92J
Glutaminase, 784, 785J, 885
Glutamine, 97, 784
in acid-base balance, 896-898
in ammonia production, 784-785
antagonists, 856-857, 856J
catabolism, 868/
cycle, 785, 785J, 893-894, 897-898, 898/
Glutamine PRPP amido-transferase, 833, 833J
835
Glutamine synthetase, 7 84, 7 85J
Glutaminolysis, 867
7-Glutamy1 cycle, 527 , 527f, 819, 820J
7-Glutamylcysteinylglycine See Glutathione
7-Glutamyltransferase, 1085t

Glycogen phosphorylase, 644-648, 648,

7-Glutamyltranspeptidase, 527, 819
Glutaredoxin, 844
Glutathrone, 527 , 52U, 602, 602J,818-820,

Glycogen storage di.sease, 647, 647cc, 649
Glycogen slmthase, 649 -651, 650, 652,

872

s)rnthesis
enzyrnes for,

649-650, 649J

negative feedback control of, 657

primer for, 651,6521
regulation, 652,657
Glycogen branching enzymq 650. 650J
Glycogen debranching enzyme, 648-649, 648f
Glycogenesis, 598. 643-661
Glycogenin, 652,652f
Glycogenolysis, 598, 629, 643-661, 646f, 652,

6s4, 658-659,

658J

652-653, 653/, 881

654-655,655J

composition, 790-791
drug conjugation by, 818-819, 819J

production, 872J
s)rytthesis,

1195

I19,820/

Glutathione peroxidase, 592, 592J,794, 1163
Glutathione reductase, 592, 844, 1003
Glutathione transhydrogenase, 924
Gluten, 1084

Glycolaldehyde, active, 668
Glycolipid disorders, 683cc
Glycolysis, 5+7 , 598, 599J, 603-614, 991
anaerobic, 609
ATP yield and, 609
balanced equation for, 599J

excessive,62lcc
lluoride and, 613,613f

Glycan,507
Glycemic lndex, 1l26cc, 1130t
Glyceraldehyde, structure, 1 I 7I

inhibition, 613-614

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, 433J, 669 -67 0
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

and pentose phosphate pathway, 666
reversible link with, 668
pdming stage, 603, 605

inactivation, 61,3, 6l3J
mechanism of action, 60ff
and noncompetirive inhibirion, 433, 433J
reaction catalyzed by 606
o-Glycerlc acid, ll74
Glycerol, gluconeogenesis from, 637, 63U, 866869
Glycerol ether phospholipids, 49[, 498
Glycerol kinase, 443, 637

oxrdoreduction-phosphorylation

stage, 603,

606-609

regulatlon, 614-629
splitting stage, 603, 605
stages, 603-609, 604/
sulfhydryl reagents and, 673, 6l3J
Glycolytic intermediates, in pentose phosphate
interconversion, 668-670
Glycopeptide bonds, 132f 680J, 681, 682f
Glycophorin, 506
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Giycoproteins, 502, 679-682
carbohydrate deficiency syndromes,
carbohydrate in, 679-680
and covalently bound carbohydrate,

establishment by

672cc

enzymes,45}

Group translocation, 513, 526-527,528t
Growth hormone, 892, 910

L29-I32
actions, 9I3t
source, 9l3t
679
Growth hormone release inhibiting hormone See
heterogeneity, 261,26lJ
microheterogeneity, 680
Somatostatin
Growth hormone-releasing hormone, 9I0t
NJinked, slrnthesis, 68I-682
actions,gl3t
stmcture,680-6811
q,nthesis, 1140
source, 9I3t
Glycosaminoglycan(s),683-684,685/,688 structure,923t
G subunit, 655-656,656J
Glycosaminoglycan chain, repeat units, 685J
GTE 5ee Glucose tolerance factor
Glycosrdases, 260, 687-688
GTP 5ee Guanosine triphosphate
defects in, 683cc, 685cc
p-N-Glycosidic bond, 828
GTP-binding proteins, 997
Guanine,29,29J,828
Glycosidic linkage
Guanine nucleotide exchange lactor eIF-2b,246
o-1,4-,1174
Guanosine,30,30/
N-, 13f, I32rf
Guanosine 5'-monophosphate, 830
0-.132, l32J
synthesis, 832t',833
iNl-Glycosidic linkage, 13I, I32l
Guanosine pentaphosphate, s,,nthesis, 345
Glycosphingolipids,499,756,758-761, ll77
Guanosine retraphosphate, slrrthesis, 345
cerebrosides, 7 58-7 59, 7 58J, 7 59J
Guanosine triphosphate, 826-827 , 837,837t',
gangliosides, 760-761,76OJ,76V
838
globosides, 759-760,759J
Guanylate cyclase,950,950/, f0I2, 1086
sulfatide,759,759J
Guanyl cyclase, 1086
Glycosylase, 194, l94J
Guanylin, I086t, 1087, 1088t, 1094cc
Glycosylated hemoglobin, I32cc
Gums, 1127, 1127t
Glycosylation
Gustin, 1162
cotranslational,26O
Gyrases,65
N-linked, 131, I32l,258,258-259
reverse, 66, 66t
Olinked, 132, l32l
proteins, 257 , 257 -261, 258t, 259J-26U
Hairpins,RNA,79,79J
N-Glycosylation, cotranslational,260
Half-chair configuration, 4,16f
N-Glycosyl bonds, 681-682
Half life of reaction (hr), 42O
O-Glycosyl bonds, 680-681
Halothane, and malignant hlperthermia, 62lcc
Glycosyi donor, 1140
Hapten, 369
Glycosyl phosphatidylinositol anchors, 507,50U,
Haptoglobins, 1075
5O7t,733-734,734J
Hartnup disease, 529cc, I l00cc
Glycosyltransferases, 257 , 257 -258, 258t,
Haworth formulas, 1173
678-679
H band, 1018
glycyrrhetinic actd,977cc
HCI secretion, 1096, 1096J
Glycl,rrhizic acid,977cc
HDL See High-densitylipoproteins
Glyoxalate,794
Heart
GMP See Guanosine 5'-monophosphate;
glycogen degradation in, regulation, 659
Guanosine 5'-monophosphate
glycolysis in,626-628, 628f
GMP reductase, 835
Heart attack See Myocardial infarction
GnRH See Gonadotropin-releasing hormone
Heart disease, risk factors for, 1128-1129,
GnRH-associated peptide, 918
1129cc
Goiter, 1162
Heat shock proteins, 133,975
Golgi complex, 18
Hear.y filaments, I0I8
Gonadotropes, 934,971
Hear.y meromyosin, 1019
Gonadotropin, secretion, 971-972
Helicases, 169, f78
Gonadotropin release-inhibiting factor, 910t
a-Helix, I14-II5, 1I4J, l26J,l5V
Gonadotropin-releasing hormone, 910t, 971
acrions, 9I3t, 932-936,933J,948-950,948t Helix-loop-helix proteins, 357,3571
calcium-binding,524,525[
gene, 9I8
Helix pitch (p), ffl, ll3t, l44J
source, 9I3t
Helix-rum-helix proteins, 354, 3551, 387 , 388J,
srrucrure, 923t
979
Gout,437cc, 826,834,834cc,854
Hemarin, 1054
G6P.5ee Glucose-6-phosphate
Heme, 1054
G2-phase, 178
catabolism, l07L-1076. I072J
GPI See Glycosyl phosphatidylinositol anchors
environment, movemen[ of residues in, 402J
G-proteins, 925,925,927,927t
metabolism, 1063-1076
subunits, 925
structure, 395-396,395J,1063, I063J
G-quartets, 54,54-55,54J, 55J
slmthesis, 1063-1071
Gramicidrn A,529t,530,530J
enzymes in, 1065-1070
Gratuitous inducers, 333
pathway, 1063,1064f
Ground state, 450
functions,

rate-limiting step, AtA
1070-1071
Heme iron, 430

symthase

in,

Heme oxygenase, l07l
Heme proteins, 1054-1056
Heme-regulated inhibitor kinase, 271
Hemiacetals, II70
Hemicellulose, LI27. ll27t
Hemiketals, 1172
Hemimethylated sequences, I97
Hemochromatosis, 1162

idiopathic, 106l
type I
and rron-forrified diets, ]062cc
molecular genetics, l062cc
type lI, J.063cc
Hemoglobin, 368

Ar
B chain, comparison with myoglobin, 398J
Hill plots for,399J
amino acid sequence, 397t

p-p intertace and, 406-407 ,

40[

p-charn cysteine 93(pcyse3) and, 407-408,

408f, 409J
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPG) oxygen
modulator and, 406, 4O6-407,406J,407J
capillary walls and, +07-408
carbamino transport type,405, 406J
CO2 and,403

2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) oxygen
modulator and, 406, 406-407,406J, 407J
fetal, hereditary persistence of, 54cc
glycosylated, 132cc
human, chains, by developmental stage, 39'1t
and intravascular hemolysis, 1074-1076
missense mutations, 238cc
molecular aspects, 393-409
mutations and,394cc
and NO, 403, 407 -408, 4OBJ, 409J
and 02 delivery 407-408,4O8J,409J
oxygen binding, 395-396,399-4O2,399J
oxygen-induced changes in, 439

oxygensaturationcuweand,40S-104,404J,
407J
S, and sickle ce1l anemia, I12cc

structure, 393-4O9,395J, 40V,402J
types, )94,394t
Hemoglobinopathies, 394cc
Hemolysis, intravascular, iron scavenging with,

1074-1076
Hemolytic anemia, 45lcc, 628cc, 1063
drug-induced, 666, 668cc
Hemopexin, 1076
Hemophilia
B, diagnosis, direct DNA sequencing for,

)87cc
classic, 1039cc
Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn,

1

147cc,

l148cc
Hemosiderin, 1056
Hemostasis See Blood coagulation
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, 11,
13cc, 102-103, 102J

I1-I2,

Heparin, 684-685
antlcoagulant activity, 685cc
structure, 685J
Heparin-binding proteins, 1040, I040-i041
Heparin sulfamidase deficiency, 688cc

rNorx
Heparin sulfate, 685
Hepatic glycogenolysis, 865 -866

protein bioslnthesis, programmed

Hepatocytes

periportal, 897, 898/
perivenous, 897, 898/
Hepatorenal tyrosinemia, 801cc
Heptose, formation, 668, 669J
Hereditary coproporphyria, I066t, 1070
Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, I98
Hereditary persistence oI fetal hemoglobin,
54cc

Hereditary protoporphyria, 1066t
HER-2lneu oncogene, 953
Herpes virus, 854,857

frameshifting in, 241cc
screening for, poll.rnerase chain reactlon and,
282cc
therapy, nucleoside analogs and drug
resistance, l84cc
HIV protease, structure, 150/
HLH proteins See HelixJoop-helix proreins
HMG CoA See Hydroxy methylglutaryl CoA
HMG CoA reductase See Hydroxy methylglutaryl
CoA reducrase
HMG CoA slnthase See Hydroxy merhylgluraryl
CoA s1'nthase
HMWK See High molecular weight kininogen
HNPCC See Hereditary nonpolyposis colorecul

herpes simplex, type I, glycoprotein D, sitedirected mutagenesis, 315cc
Heterodimers, 976
Heterogeneit)l glycoprotelns, 261, 26V
Helerogeneous nuclear RNA, 77t

hnRNA. 77t

Heterophagy. See Phagocyt osis

Hollidayjunctlons, 186, 187, I88

He[eroletramedc proteins, I 0I2
HeteroLropic interactions. 437
HETEs See Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids
Hexokinase(s), 423, 441, 604J, 605

wrth glucose bound, 1J.8J
glucose-induced conformational change, 442J
propertres. 6I5-61 8. 6l 6cc
reaction catalyzed by, 613/
regulatory [eatures, 6].4, 6I5J
specificity, 440
substrate saLuration curve for, 616/
unliganded form, I18/
Hexose(s), 668, 669J, 672J
Hexose monophosphate shunt See also Pentose
phosphate pathway
HGPRTase 5ee HypoxanLhine-guanine
phosphoribosyltrans [erase
High-density lipoproreins, 127, 7 ll

functions,749-750
s),nthesis, 749
High-energy bonds, 539
High-mannose tlpe N-linked oligosaccharides,

260,260J
High molecular weight kininogen, 1035, 1038,

1038-1039,1040/
High-performance liquid chromatography, I43
Hill coefficient (raH), 399t
Hill equation, 399

Hippurate, 790, 790J
Histamine, 817, 818, 1086, 1086f, I08U
Hrsfamine H2-receptor antagonists, 1086
Histidase, 815
deficiency, 8I6cc

Histidine, 97, 9U, 816-818

imidazolium grotp.97J
invadant sequences, 385t
metabolism, 816-818, 8Iry
proximal, 395
Histidine decarboxylase, 817
Hlstidinemia, 816cc
Hisrones, 6fi 68
3+81,3491

Hrv r83,318-3r9, 857
detection, 456,454

H-NS proteins, 66
H2O2, elimination by catalase, 722-723

Holoenzyme, 210,414
HomocysLeine

accumulation. 805cc

production, 803-804
Homocysteine desulfhydrase, 804, 806/
Homocysteine methyltransferase, 805
Homogentisic acid, production, 799
Homologous recombination, 186, 188-190, 321
double-strand break mode1, 189-190, 189/

Holliday model, 186, 184, 188
Meselson-Radding model, 188-189, I88/, 189
Homotropic interactions,,l3T
Hoogsteen base triplets, 51, 5l-52,5U
Hormonal cascade system, 906, 907 -912, 907J,
e0eJ

cyclic,93l-936
Hormone(s), 9O7. See also speciJic hormones
adrenal, 960
amino acid-derived, 906, 919-923
autocrine, 907
diurnal variations in secretion. 931
endocnne, 907
gonadotropic, in ovarian cycle, 932-936, 933J
intracellular action, 943-953
nuclear receptors, 983, 984/
paracrine, 907
peptide see Peptide hormones
polypeptide See Polypeptlde hormones

pollpeptide based, 905-955
progestational, 960, 960, 963
release

pulsatile, 908

347

-349,

feedback stimulation. 934
serum levels, 874t
sex, 960, 960,963
in ovarian cycle. 932-936, 933J
slmthesis, 964,966J
steroid See Corticosteroid(s); Sreroid
hormone(s)
thyroid See Thyroid hormone(s)
Hormone-receptor complex, 936-937
Hormone-receptor interactions, 925, 926J, 927

936-939
binding in, 93ff

I I97

multiple hormone subunits in, 939
Hormone response elements, 977, 977 t
Homone-sensitive lipase, 882
activity, in obesity, I124
Hormone-sensitive triacylglycerol lipase, in
triacylglycerol hydrolysis , 7 12 , 7 l2t
HPFH see Hereditary persistence of fetal
hemoglobin
HPLC See High-performance liquid
chromatography
HREs See Hormone response elements
HTH proteins See Helix-turn-helix proteins
Human Genome Project, 185cc
Human immunodeficiency i.'irus See HIV
Human serum albumin, titration curve, I05/
Hunter disease, 688cc
Huntingtons disease, 194, 257cc
HU proteins, 66
Hurler-Scheie disease, 688cc
Hyaluronate, 684,685f
Hybridization, DNA, 44
Hydration, 713
Hydrochloric acid, secre[ion, 1082, 1096, 1096/
Hydrogen bonds, 6-7, 137, BU,llTl
bond strengrh, 136t

Holoprotein, 395

rhythmic cyc1ica1,909
releasing. 908. q09/. 910t. 921. 923t
secretl0n

acid and base forms, 445l
distal, 395
guanidinium group, 9{

DNA binding to form chromatin,

cancer

I

representative, 4
specificities, 39
LRNA,81, 8U
of water molecules, 6-7, 6J
Hydrogen ions
in 6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase regulation,

620-621
transport, in mammalian cel1s, 528t
Hydrogen peroxide, 22
Hydrolysis, 709, lLTl
energy released on, classification of
compounds, 543, 511t, 545, 545J
free energies of, determination, 545
Hydrophobic bond, bond strength, I36t
Hydrophobic interaction(s), 135, 1,36J, ll72
Hydrophobicity, 106, 108/
Hydrophobic molecules, 694
3-L-Hydroxyacyl CoA, 7 14
p-Hydroxybutyrate, 547, 7 12, 7 l2J, 7 20 -7 22
p-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase, 507
Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids, 7 7 2 -7 7 3, 7 7 2J,
773J

a-Hydroxy fatty acids, 705
Hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase, 932
1lp-Hydroxylase, in steroid q,nthesis, 964
17-Hydroxylase, in steroid s),nthesis, 964
2L-Hydroxylase, in steroid synthesis, 964
a-Hydroxylating enzyme, genetic deficiency,
719cc
5-Hydroxylysine, 680, 682/
Hydroxy methylglutaryl CoA, 720, 81 1-812
in acetoacetate s)mthesis, 720
cholesterol s)"nthesis, 7 43, 7 43J, 7 50 -7 5l
Hydrory methylglutaryl CoA reductase,
choleslerol +rnthesis, 7 43. 7 13J
Hydroxy methylglutaryl CoA synthase, 722
p-Hydroxyphenylpyruvate oxidase, 798
1 7a-Hydroxypregnenolone,
s)'nthesis, 474
17a-Hydroxyprogesterone, s),nthesis, 474
Hydroxyprohne, 7 92, 7 92J

s).nthesis,27lcc

,

1p-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, 977
5-Hydroxryt ryptamine See Serotonin
1
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lmmunization, 372cc
5-Hydroxytryptophan, 1001, 100).,f
lmmunoassays, en4..rne-linked, 456
Hydroryurea, 856-857,85U
25-Hydroxy vitamin D3(25-hydroxycholecal- Immunocompetence, decreased, in iron
deficiency, 1161
ciferol), 972, 972-973, ll42
HJperammonemia,

790cc

Hlperbilirubinemia, 1074
hereditary 675cc
neonatal, l074cc
Hypercholesterolemia, 694,
treatment, 75 lcc

Hlperchylomicronemia, 887-888
Hlperglycemia, nonketotic, T95cc
Hyperglycemic hyperosmolar coma, 874cc
Hlperhomocysteinemia, 805cc, 1151, 1155/
Hlperleucine-isoleucinemia, 8l3cc

as second messenger, 928-931
in steroid hormone s)'nthesls, 963

Immunodeficiency, 826. See also H1V
purine nucleoside degradation in, 839cc
severe

1163

Inosltol, 497
lnositol trisphosphate, 658-659, 659J, 1086

combined

adenosine deaminase deficiency and,
gene therapy, 320cc
Immunoglobulin(s), 368, 368-377 , 369f,

372cc
abyzmes,450

A, 370t,

amino acid sequences,

artificially syrrthesized,

839
37Of

Insertional inactivation, of recombinant plasmids,

292,294J
Insertion sequences, I90, 190-191
In situ hybridizatlon, 301
Insulin, I09, 110J,266,602,602J,617
actions, 626, 627f, 641. 653, 656, 659-660,
66LJ,

9l4t

signal transductioain,944-945,945t',

372
450

946J
effects on protein phosphorylation,

944-945,

370t
945J
pnmary structure, lllcc
classes, functions,3T2cc
Hyperlipidemias, l27cc,7llcc
D, 370t
source, 914t
Hlperlyslnemia, 816cc
structure, species differences, lllcc, lIIt
deficiency, 372cc
Hlperphagia, 7O9cc, 7l0cc
E,370t,372cc
slmthesis,330
Hlperpolarization,994, 1008, 1011rf
fo1d, 373, 373J,377
Insulin-1ike growth factors
Hyperproinsulinemia, famillal, 266cc
actions, 913t
H)?ersensitivity, monohydroxyeicosatetraenoic G,369J,370f,370|372cc,372J
heary chain, 376l
IGF-I, 893-894
actd role,771
hydrolysis, 375J
source, 913t
Hypertension, 984cc
isotopes, 376
Insulln receptor kinase activity, 946cc
Hyperthermia, malignant, 621cc
structure, 373J,374J
Insulin receptors,944,914-945
Hypertriglyceridemia, 617, 887-888, 887cc
genetics, 376-377
in obesity, 1124
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathres, famllial, 1019cc
hlpervariable loops in, 374J
lnsuhn receptor substrate-l, 944
Hlperuricemia, 836cc
M, 370t, 372cc.372f
Insulin resistance, 885-886
Hypervalinemia, 813cc
molecular mass, 370t
lnsulin-response element, 642
Hypervariable regions, 370
in mucosal secretions, 372cc
Integrase, I91
HJpochromicity, 42
in plasma, 372cc
,\{ntegrase, 190
Hlpoglycemia, 629cc,7l6cc
Rh, I074cc
Integrins, 17
and alcohol intoxication, 643cc
stmcture, 369-371,372,375J,377, 37U
Intercellular glutamine cycle,785,785f
Hypopituitarism, 9l2cc
lmmunological domains, o[ receptors, 94O,940J Interconversions,666, 668-670, 669J,671-678,
Hypothalamic gastrin-releasing peptide, 9l0t
IMP See Inosine 5'-monophosphate; Inosine
672J
Hypothalamic-pituitary axis, 908, 909/,
5'-monophosphate
Inter1eukins,892
915-917.91U
IMP dehydrogenase, 833
Hlpothalamus
Intermediate-density lipoproteins, 128
Imprinting, genomic DNA, 349
Intemational Union of Biochemistry and
and appetite regulatron, 862cc, 864
Indicators, in immunoassays, enzyrnes used as,
Molecular Biology, 4I5
hormonal systems and, 908, 909J
456
hormones, 913t
lnterspersron pattem, 76
Indirect bilirubin, 1073
lntervening sequences See Introns
in ovarian cycle,932-936,933f
Induced fit model, 441.447f
Intestinal fatty acid-binding protein, 1108
releasing hormones, 908, 910t, 9L1J,923,
Inducers, 332
Intestinal mucosa, triacylglycerol slrnthesis, 708
923t
gratuitous,333
Intestine(s)
tumors, 709cc
Induction, 33l
diseases, T9Tcc
Hypothpoidism, 709cc
lnfection(s)
function,79l,865
and obesity,862cc
iron overload and, 1055cc
1arge, functions, 1083/, 1084
Hypoxanthine, 828
Intracellular digestion, 20,20-22,2IJ, 1085
Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase metabolic e[fects, 892
ln[lammation
]ntracellular messengers, calcium ions as,
deficiency, 293cc, 836cc
monohydroxyeicosatetraenoic acidrole,l74
523-524
H)?usine,8O7,807f
prostaglandin mediation, 770
Intraluminal digestion, 1084
Intrinsic factor, 1156
Inhlbin, 9I3t, 934,971
Iband, 1078
Intrinsic pathway, 1032
Inhibitor 1, 656
IBW See ldeal body weight
defects, I034cc
Imtial velocrty (ro), of enz)'rne-cata\yzed reaction,
I-cell disease, 262,263cc,682cc
reactions, IO33f , 1034-1039
419,422,422J
IDDM. 5ee Diabetes mellitus, insulin-dependent
lnitiation complex, gene expression in
Introns, 74, 7+-75,75J
ideal body weight, 709cc
removal from mRNA precursors,225-226,
eukaryotes, 350-357, 35L1,3521
ldiopathic hemochromatosis, 1062
225J,226J
Initiation factots,245,245-246,2+7f
IDL See Inrermediate-density lipoprotelns
Inverted repeat DNA, 76-77
facror 2a,246
i-DNA, 56, 56/
lodide, in thl,roid hormone qmthesis, 919-920
Initiation protein, 177
Iduronare sulfatase deficiency, 688cc
Initiation signal, translation, 234
lodine, dietary 1162
r-Iduronic acid, 684-685
lodoacerate, 613
lnitiation sites, I33
a-r-Iduronidase deficiency, 688cc
lon channels
Initiator [RNA, 246
I-FABP See Inrestinal fatty acid-binding protein
Injury metabolic effects, 892
cardiac muscle disease and, 1027cc
lllegitimate recombinatlon, 191
Inorganic ion transport, in mammalian ce1ls, 528f
voltage-gated, 516, 993
l1lness, nutritional considerations ln, 1164-1165
Inosine 5'-monophosphate, 830, 833
Ion exchange, 140
Imidazolium, 403-404,404J
Inositides, signal transduction,T32-733,732J, chromatography, t41rf
Immune system, and protein-energy
733f
lonic bonds, strength of, I36t
malnutrition, 1123
classes,

rNorx
Ionic forces, stability of doub]e-helical DNA,

+t-42
Ionic interactions, ll72
Ionic linkages. See Electrostatic interactions
Ionophores, 529-530, 529t
Ion product o[ water, 8
iP3. See Inositol trisphosphare
IPTG. See Isopropylthiogalacroside
IREs. See lron-responsive elements

Iron
absorption, 1058cc, 1058J, 1059,
duodenal, I058cc

II58

intestlnal, 1058, 1059
binding
to

milk,

Isomaltase, 1103t
lsomaltose, 1174
Isomer(s). Il72-I173

1055

excretion, 1057
ferric ions, 1054
ferrous ions, 1054
heme, 430 5ee also Heme
metabolism, 1054-1063, 106I-1063, I 161,

1r6v

Kinetics, 418-426
Klenow fragment, 284
(Michaelis corsranr), 422-424, 424, +37
abnormal, 454cc
changes in, physiological effects, 423cc
determination, using Lineweaver-Burk p1or,

K-

I17I
4I8

stereoisomers,

ris-trans -prolyl. I33
protein disulfide, 133
Da 5-Isomerase, 964
Isomerism, cis-trans, IlTl
lsomerization

423-424

aldose-ketose, 67 L-67 3

in carbohydrate interconversion,

to transferin, 1054- 1055
biochemlstry 1054
deficiency 1057, 1062cc, 1161-I162
distribution, 106I-1063, 1061r

Kinesin, 22

resonance, 98
Isomerase(s),

67 I -67 3

of ribulose 5-phosphate, 668
Isomorphism, structural, 38
Isoniazid, 784. Il65t
Isoprene, ll78
Isopropylthiogalacroside, 333 -334
Isotroplc band, l0l8
lsovaleric acid, structure, 696/
Iso4.mes, 415, +56, +56-457, 784-785
IUBMB. See International Union of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology

oxidation states, I054
physiological roles of, 116I
recommended dietary allowances, 1 161
requirements, in newborn, Il47cc

with intravascular hemolysis,
1074-t076

scavenging,

storage, 1056
transfer, I054
transport, in serum, 1054-1055
utilization, molecular regularion of, 1059-1060
Iron-binding proteins, 1054
Iron-containing proreins, 1054-1056
Iron-deficiency anemia, I062cc, I 161-] 162
Iron regulatory proteins, 1059
IRP-1, 1059, I059J
IRP-2, 1060
Iron-responsive elements, 27 2, 1059, I 059- I 060,
1059/, 1060r

mutant, I060cc
Iron-sulfur centers, 555

h,(rate constant), 419
Kallikrein, 1035
Kasygamycin, prorein synthesis inhibition, 255
K class enzqes, 437
Keratan sulfate, 685, 686

Keratin, I I41
a-Keratin, 126, l26J
Kernicterus, 1072

p-Keto acid, formation, 713
Ketoacidosis, 694, 814cc
B-Ketoacyl-ACP sFrhase, 700
Ketogenic amino acids, 634-636,636t, 78I
Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, 555
a-Ketoglutarate dehydrogenase, I 149
Ketone(s), See Ketone bodies
Ketone bodres, 547,712.868. 1170
in diabetic ketoacidosis, 722

Iormatlon, / lO-

Iron-su1fur cluster slmthesis, I057cc
Iron-sulfur prorelns, 430, 567
movement during electron transfer in complex
1t1,572,573J
IRPs See lron regulatory proteins
Irreversible inhibition, 433
IRS-I See Insulin receptor substrare-l

122

and lipid, carbohydrare and amino acid
metabolism in liv er, 7 22J
as lipid-base energy source, 712

structure,

7I2l

in triacylglycerol transport, 7I2
utilization by nonhepatic tissue, 722
Ketopentose,

1

I 72

Ketosis,712,722

lS(s) See Insertion sequences
Ischemia./reperfusion injury 59 Icc
Isobutyrate, 898
Isocitrate, 554
Isocitrate dehydrogenase, 555
Isodesmosine, 126
Isoelectric focusing, l4O, \4V
Isoelectric pH, 103
Isoelectric point, 1179
Isoenz),rnes See Isozymes

B-Ketothiolase, 720
Kldney(s)

lsohydric transporr, 405, 405f
lsoleucine, 96J, 787, 8ll, 8l2J. See
Branched-chain amino acids

Kilocalories,

function, 896-897
medulla, carbohydrate membolism in, 600
in nitrogen merabolism, 787,791
Kidney disease
chronlc, zinc deficiency in, 1162
1ow-protein diets and, Il2lcc
nitrogen merabolism abnormalities and,

894-895
also

graphic estimarion, 424, 424J
significance, 423-424
Knockout mice, 321, 321 -323, 322t', 323cc
Krabbes disease, 683cc, 763t
Krebs cycle See Tiicarboxylic acid cycle
Kringle domains, 1045

Ku, I90
Kwashiorkor, 863cc, II22
Ky,nuramine, 810
Klmureninase, 809/, 8I0
Kynurenine formamidase, 809/
Ky,nurenine hydroxylase, 809, 809J

L- Aevo-),1172

IACI

See Lipoprotein-associated coagulation

inhibiror
Jaundice
neonatal, 1074cc
nonhemolytic, 675cc
physiological, 675cc

nonneme, )))
overload (excess), ).057. 1162
and infection, l055cc

I ll99

lI18

Kilojoule, I118
Kinases, 417, 430f,848

p-l-actam antibiotics, absorption, 1 100
Lactase, 1085t, 1102,

1I03t

insufficiency (deficiency), 1 103cc, I 126
Laclale, See also Lactic acid
gluconeogenesis ftom, 631-632, 632J
transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
Lactate dehydrogenase

in gluconeogenesis,

63

1

-632

reaction catalyzedby, 604J. 609
subunit composition, 457
types, 457
Lactation, 89I-892

folic acid requiremenrs in, 1156
Lactic acid, L2J, 620, 620f
Lactic acidosis, 620, 62lcc
Lactoferrin, 1055, 1055
l-actones, lL7O, ll74
Lactose,638,891, 1084
intolerance, I103cc, 1 I26
sources.

ll0lt

structure, I101t,1175
slrrthesis, 891-892
Lactose operon,

332-338, 332J

control elements, 335-336, 335J
control of, 333-335, 334J
operator sequence, 335-336
promoter sequence, 335J, 336-337
repressor,

333-335
333-335

Lactose repressor,

Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome, 997cc
LCAH See Lipoid congenitai adrenal hlperplasia
LCKI. See Lecithin:cholesrerol acyltransferase
LDL. See Low-densiry lipoproteins
Leader sequences, 340J, 341, 342, 342J
Leading strands, 166
Lead poisoning, I066t, 1068
Lebers hereditary opric neuroparhy, 588cc
Lecithin(s), 1177. See also Phosphatidylcholine
Lecithln:cholesterol acyltransferas e, 7 49 -7 50, 7 49f
LEMS See Lambert-Eaton myasthenic slmdrome
Lens, crystalline, 1003
carbohydrate metabolism in, 600

composition, 1003-1005, |OO4J,

1005, 1005r

l0}4t,

1200
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Leptin
gene,86,t

phospholipids

in obesity, 709cc, 710cc
Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 293cc,454cc,826,

835,

836cc
Leucine,95,96/
and gluconeogenesis,

ionic form,

634-636

I03/

metabolism, 787, 811-812,

titration curve,

770-774
Phospholipids
prostaglandins, 766-770
sphingoiipids. See Sphingolipid(s)
thromboxanes, T66-770
nonsaponifiable, 1175
saponifiable, 1175
solubilization during digestion, 1104, II05,
1107-1108
vesicular structures, 502 See also Micelles
Lipid bilayer
tluidity, 503-50+, 509, 5O9f
integral membrane protelns in, 505-507, 506/
model, 504f
phase transition temperature, 509-510, 5I0J
stability, 503-50,+
stmcture, 503, 503J
Lipid-energy transport, genetic abnormalities,
711cc
Lipid esterase, specific, 1105
Lipid-hydrolyzing erq,rnes, 20t
LipidJinked oligosaccharide, 681-682,682J
Lipid storage disorders, 761
Lipoamide, 549
Lipocortin, 978
Lipofuscin, 21
Lipogenesis, 8641,865
Lipoid acid, 555
Lipoid congenital adrenal hyperplasia, 964
Lipolysis, 868
Lipophilic substrates, exogenous, oxidation by
cytochrome P450,476-480,476t,477t.
478f, 479J
Lipophilin, 502
Lipoprotein(s), 127-129,502 See also Highdensity lipoproteins; lntermedrate-density
lipoproteins; Low-density lipoproteins; Very
low-density lipoproteins
blood, 707 See also Plasma, lipoproteins
chemical composition, 129t
density, 12ff
elecrrophoretic mobility, 128/
hydrated density classes, 127t
in hyperlipidemias, 127cc
in hypolipoproteinemias, l28cc
structure, 130/
Lipoprotein-associated coagulation inhibitor,
1043,1044J
Lipoprotein lipase, 452, 7llcc, 712, 712t, 865
Liposomes, 503
for drug delivery, 504cc
preparation, 504
structure,503-504,503J
B-Lipotropin, 908, 9I0, 915, 9I6t
7-Lipotropin,9l5,9l6t
Lipoxygenase, 770-774
monohydroxyperoxyeicosatetraenoic acids,
771-774,77U-773J
derivatives, 772-773,772J,773J
physiological processes affected by,
773-774
Lithium
and phosphatidylinositol cycle, 930J,931,
931cc
therapy, for manic-depressive lllness, 931,
93lcc
Lithocholate, llII
Lithocholic acid,752-753,752J, lll).-lLl2
oxyeicosatetraenoic acids,

813/

103/

Leucine aminopeptidase, 1085t
Leucine zipper motif, 389, 389J,390f
Leucovorin, 856
Leukemia treatment, 458,854
Leukocytes, carbohydrate metabolism in, 600
Leukotrienes, 1176

772-773,772J,773J
773-774
structure,1176
Lerulose, for ammonia buildup, 790
Lewis acids, 428-430
LexA,2O2-203
LH See Lureinizing hormone
LHON See Leber's hereditary optic neuropathy
Licensing factors, 180
Licorice, 977cc
Ligand, 436. See also Hormone-receptor
interactions
Ligand-binding domai.ns, of receptors, 940,940J
Ligand-gated channels, 1010
Ligandin, 1072
Ligases, 418, 420-421 See also DNA ligases
Lignin, ll27, \127t
Limit dextrins, 648, ll02
LINEs, 191
Lineweaver-Burk pl.ot,424,424J
N-Linked glycosylation, l3l, 132J,258,
258-259
O-Linked glycosylation, 260-261
Linker DNA, 68, 348
Linking numbers, 169
Linolelc acid, 698.698J, ll75
Linolenic acid, 698, 698J, lL75
Linoleoyl CoA, oxidation, 718/
Lipases
acid-stab1e, 1104-1105
in adipose tissue, 709
hydrolysis of blood triacylglycerols, 712
in lipid digestion, 1 104- 1 105
mechanism of action, 1104-1105, II05/
pancreatic, 1104-1105, 1105/
deficiency, 1l42cc
Lipid(s), 694.1175,1175-1178
absorprion, II04-1II0, II04/
amphipathic, 1175
as)rmmetric distribution, 508
biological function, 697
digestion, 1103/, 1104-1105, II04-I110
functions, 694-695
hydrophobicity, 697
membrane, +94,495-502,495l, 500-501, 50Lf
aslmmetric distribution, 508
diffusion,509-511
mobilitiq 503,5031
, transverse movement, 509
metabolism, 693-723,722J,727-774
cholesterol See Cholesterol
lipooxygenase, 770-774
derivation,

physiologlcal processes affected by,

See

Liver
acetaminophen toxicity,4S0cc
in amino acid metabolism,787,788
bilirubin conjugation in, I07I-I074

cirrhosis, 893-894
Con cycle in,891',

damage, amino acid metabolism

and,782

and dietary glucose, 864
disease, metabolic derangements caused by,

893-894
energy reserves in, 873t
enzyme inducti.on in
in fastlng, 884J
in fed state, 883/
ethanol oxidation in, 895-896
glucogenic phosphorylation ofenzymes in, 88IJ
gluconeogenesis

in, 630/

glycogen tn,643,643J
granu1es,644,645J
glycogenolysis in,657J,658-659
glycolysis in,623,623J,625J.626,62U
ln insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, 889
intercellular glutamine cycle, 897-898, 898/
lipogenic phosphorylation of enzymes in, 880J
metabohsm, switching between well-fed and
starved state, 876-885
phosphorylase a in,657-658
in regulation of blood pH, 897-898
in type ldiabetes mellitus, 889
Lock-and-key model,44l,44\
London dispersion forces, 137-138, I38J
Long-chain fatty acids SeeFatty acids, longchain
Long interspersed elements. See LINEs
Long interspersed repeats, 76
Loop-sheet-helix motit, 391, 392J
Low-density lipoproteins, l28,7ll
cholesterol s),nthesis, 751-752

oxidation,

11,16

receptor gene, activation of transcription,

359-360,3591,3601
Luft's disease, 19cc
Lungs, dipalmitoyllecithin and function of,

730-732,731J
Luteinizing hormone, 912,969t,97I-972
actions, 913t, 934,934-936,948t
hormone-receptor in[eractions, 939,9391
secreLion, regulation, 948-95O,949J
source, 9I3t
Luteolysis, 985cc
Lyases, 418

L1,rnphocytes,867

Lysine,97,126J,812,815-816
and gluconeogenesis, 634-636
metabolism
disorders, 816cc

minor product, 815/
Lysine amino oxidase, 125

Lysinuric piotein intolerance, familial, 816cc
Lyso-compounds, 1177
Lysophospholipids, remodeling reactions, 739,
7+0J
Lysosomal acid lipase

in cholesterol ester-storage disease, 21cc
deficiency, 21cc

in Wolmans disease, 21cc
Lysosomal en4mes, 20t

in gout, 20cc

rNorx
Lysosomal storage diseases,

with sphingolipid

catabolic paftway defects,
763t
Lysosomal targeting, 682cc

7

62-7 65, 7 62t',

20-22, 262, 273, 923
in lipase deficiency, 2lcc

Lysosomes, 20,

Lyso4,ne, 441, 442J, 444f, 446f
active site, hexasaccharide binding, 441, 442J
Lysyl hydroxylase, deficiency, 27lcc
Lysyl oxidase, l163
McArdles disease, 647cc
Macrominerals, 1 159-I 16I
Macromolecular binding specificity, 387
Macromolecular stnlc[ures, II7 I -1I72
Macronutrients. lllT -1132 See also
Carbohydrate(s), Carbohydrate metabolism;
Energy; Fiber; Protein, dietary
Macular degeneration, I006cc
MaO cow dsease, l)/cc
Magnesium, 1161
in active site o[ kinases, 430J
Maintenance methylase, 197
Malabsorptron, 1164
due to loss o[ membrane [ransport systems,
529cc
fat. ll44
and vitamin K deficiency, 1I47
fructose, 529cc
glucose, 529cc
niacin deficiency in, 1151
Malaise, in vitamin deficiency, 1148
Malate-aspartate shuule, 584, 585/, 6t0-6I1,

6toJ,64r

active,513,515
mediated, 514t, 522-527
primary of calcium tons, 523-524
secondary 52.6,526J

of amino acids, 526
by diffusion, 511-512, 512,512f
electrogenic mechanism, 515, 529t
electroneutral (electrically silent) mechanism,

functions, 5I6,5I6J

575.529t

regulation, 5i6-518, 518cc
structure, 516,51,6J
chemrcal composition, 494-502
cholesterol in. 500
depolarization, 659-660
diffusion ol molecules, 504, 512,512J. See also
Membrane transport
diffusion of proreins and lipids in, 509-51I
electron microscopy, 494, 494J
eukaryotic, 494

rate of diffusion in, 511-512, 5L2,5L2J
saturation kinetics, 5I2J, 514

fluldity,509-510

steps o[,

abnormalities, 510cc
factors affecting, 5 10-5 I I, 5 tOcc
functional role, 16-22
inregral (inrrinsic) proteins, 502

56i,

562J,563-564

931,93Icc
67 3

Marasmus, 863cc, 1I22
Maroteaux-I-amy disease, 688cc
Mass-action ratio(s). 6l 4-61 6
Mass fingerprinting, 146

I80

Matrix, I5
mitochondrial, 563
Maxam-Gilbert procedure, for DNA sequencing,

284-285,28sJ

(V-,"), 42I

MCMs,177, 177-178
Mechanochemical proteins, 22
Mediated transport system, 514
Megaloblastic anemia, 797 cc, ll57
Melanin, 801-803, 802/
Melanocyte-stimulating hormone, 9 I2
actions, 913t

5I1-516.

See

facilitated,5l2-513
movement, 494
peripheral (extrinsic) proreins, 502. 507
attachment, 507-508
phase transttion temperarure, 509-510, 510/

phospholipid functions in, 7 30-734
glycoprotein anchoring to plasma
membrane, 733-731,

lung functron, 7 30-7 32,

7
7

34J

3lf

signal transduction, 732-733, 732J, 733J

plasma
pores,

See Plasma membranes

5I2-513, 5I3, 513r, 516-518

prokaryotic, 494
proteins, 495J,505
classification, 502

diffusion, 509-5 I I
distribution, 507-508
functions, 502
mobility, 5ll-512, 5llJ
removal, 502

sphingolipids, 498-499
structure, 505-5I I
erythrocyte as model, 508, 508/
fluid mosaic model, 505, 505J,5lIJ
[rilaminar appearance, 494, +94f

in. 5l 5
o[ glucose, 526.526f
by group translocation, 513
in mammalian cells,527-528. 528t
mediated,

5l+-515, 5I4J

passive,513,5I5
passive mediated, 514t,

519-522

514-515

release,5I5

transmembrane segment, 505-506, 506J
intracellular, 494
lipids, 494, 495-502, 495J, 5o0-5o1, 5otJ
aslmmetric distributlon, 508

molecular movement through,
also Membrane transport

of,5I5-5I6

free energy change

recovery,515

domarns )O /
in lipid bilayea 505-507,5O6J

struc[ure and compartmentalization by

energetics

recognition,514

transverse movement, 509

Maltose, lIO2, ll74
Maltotriose, 1102
Mammary g1and, 705-706
Manganese, 1164
Manic-depressive illness, lithium rherapy for,

Maximum velocity

secretion, 932
structure, 810J
s)'nthesis, 932,932J
Membrane(s), 14, 1,4-15
as1'rnmetry 507
carbohydrates, 502, 502J
cellular, 494, 500-501, 50U
channels, 512-513, 513t, 516-518

mitochondrial
inner, 563, 563J,564t
ourer, 563, 563f,564t

Malnutrition, 1122, lI38
Malonyl CoA, 715
formation, 698-700
Maltase, 1085r. I103r

Matchmaker proteins,

Membrane-bound ribosomes, 245l
Membrane potential, development, 5 I5
Membrane transporr, 494, 5ll-516

s)'nrhesis,915,916t
Melatonin. 8I0-811

diffusion, 509-5I 1
mobility, 503,503J

Malate dehydrogenase, 611, 703
Malic enz),rne, 559
Malignant hlperthermia, 621cc

Mannose, 1172
Mannose 6-phosphare, 262, 263J,
a-Mannosidosis, 683cc
p-Mannosidosis, 683cc

source, 913t

I l20l

translocation, 514 -515, 514J
structure, bimolecular 1eaf, 505
systems, 5I2-513, 513f
characteristics, 5 I3-5 14, 5 14t
loss of, diseases caused by 529cc
saturation kinetics, 512J, 514
specificity, 5 I4
transporters for, 513. See also Cotransporters;
Membrane transport, systems; Transporters
Menkes' si,ndrome, 1 163
Menstrual cycle, mood variations during, 800
Menstruation. 934
Mental retardation, 790cc, 795cc
6-Mercaptopurine, 436, 436J, 854, 854J
Meromyosin, light, 1019
Meselson-Radding model, 188-189, 188, 189
Messenger RNA, 77, 77t,95J
altematively spllced, 265
in cDNA library construction, 302
codon recognition, 32
detection of, 300-302
directional and collinear translation, 2,15
enrichment, 302-303
intron removal from precursors, 225-226,
225J,226J
iron-responsive elements in, 1059- 1060, 1060t

northern blot analysis and, 300
polycistronic, 330-33 I
processing, 222 -223, 224f
protein structure, 84-85, 84J,85J
splicing

multiple proteins made from single DNA
coding sequence, 227, 228J
mutations causing diseases, 227, 227J
slmthesis
defects causing thalassemia, 224cc

promoters, 216-217
translation, 23+-235
Metabolic activation, 192
Metabolic alkalosis, l092cc
Metabolic disorders
of branched-chain amino acids, 813cc
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Metabolic disorders (continued)
oI tyrosine sy,nthesis. 80 I cc
of urea synthesis, 789-790
Metabolic stress, nutritional considerations

in,

I 165

Metabolism
acetaminophen, 47 8-47 9, 47 9J, 480cc
in acidosis, 897f
aerobic, corneal source of ATI 1003
bacterial, 784
benz [a] pyr ene, 47 6 - 47 8, 47 8J

bile acid, I1I0-1112,

1II0/

carbohydrates See Carbohydrate
in ethanol ingestlon, 896/

in exercise, 890J
in illness and recovery

metabolism

LI57
5' -Met\lthioadenosine, 835
5'-Methylthioadenosine phosphorylase, 835
5-Methylthioribose- 1 -phosphare, 835
O-Methyltransferase, 80 I -802
Met-tRNA. 246
Mevalonic acid, cholesterol slmthesis, 742-743,
743J

MGMT. See O6-Methyl guanine methyl

ll22-\123, ll)2cc,

7t23

interrelationship of tissues, 86
of iron, 1054, I161, 116I,f
in kidney failure, 895/
in lactation, 892J

I-899

88{

substrate availability and,
terfenadine, 48lcc
th1,roid, of iodine, 1162

knockout, 321

null. 321
transgenic, 321-323
Micelles, 502

structure, 502-503, 5O3J
in r,rtamln transport, 1I08

Microcytic hypochromic anemia, I

161

Microenvironments, 6
Microheterogeneity, of glycoproreins, 680
Microhomology, 190

8I0-81I

Micronutrients,

lf37-1165

See also

Mineral(s);

Metachromatic leukodystrophy, 683cc, 763t
Metal(s)
in activarion of molecular oxygen, 430
in oxidation and reduction, 430
sLructural functions. 428-430
Metal-bridged complexes, 429
Ivletal cofactors, in enz),rnes, 428-+31
Metalloenz),rnes, 429
copper, I 163
zinc, 1162
Metalloproteases, 378

Vitamin(s) ; sp eciJic y itomins
Microsomes, 18,245J
Microtubules, 22

Metallothionein, 1162
Metarhodopsin 1I, 1010, 1010, 1012
Methionine, 95, 803-804, 803/, 806, 806/,
Methionine adenosyltransferase, 803

mutations, 984cc
Minichromosome maintenance proteins
MCMs
Mismatch repalr, 197, 197-198, 198/
and cancer, I98cc

Methotrexate, +35, 435J, 855

Missense mutations,

1t55J,1156

inhibition, 855/
mechanism of action. 435
s[ructure, and folic acid structure,

comparison,

855J

Methylation

of amino acids, 267, 267 -268
DNA bases, 347, 349-350, 3491, 3501
Methylene groups,696
o-Methylenetetrahydrofolate

in deoxythymidylate sl,nthesis, 845-846
production, 794, 795J
structure, 845/
B-Methylglutaryl coenz).,rne A.
methylglutaryl CoA

Mineral(s)
macrominerals, I

receptors, 264
mrRNA, 77t,85
substrate shuttles, 584, 585J
transport o[ adenine nucleotides and
phosphate, 583-584, 583/
transport systems, 521 -522, 52Lf

Mitochondrial matnx targeting signal, 263,
263-264
Mitochondrial RNA, 77t, 85
Mitosol, 19
Mixed function oxidases, 704
Mrxed micelles, 1107, I108f
MLCK See Myosin light chain kinase
Mobile carriers, 529
Mobilferrin, 1058cc

I

and,

I062cc

t59-t16I

Mineralocorticoid(s), I 178
Mineralocorticoid receptors, 977

193,193J,238,

Molecular biology, central dogma of, 28, 28J
Molecular cell biology, 989-1049
oI blood coagulation. See Blood coagulation
of eye See Eye
of muscle contrac[ion See Muscle
o[ nervous tissue. See Nervous tissue
Molecular dl,namics, 139
Molecular exclusion chromatography 142-143,

t42J

trace,1161-II64

See

238cc

l9

anion transport systems, 521,521J
ATP-ADP translocase, 521-522,521f
biosynthesis in, 70I-703
calcium transporter, 585-586, 586/
electron transport See Electron transport
chain
elongation of fatty acids in,7O4J
[lavoprotein electron donor, 469, 4701
genes, 587-589, 588/, 588t
in Luft's disease, I9cc

innermembrane, 563, 563J, 564t,
See Hydroxy

7 I3-716, 7I5cc
protein import, 262-264
protein slrrthesis in, 25 I -252. 251

Molecular genetics, hemochromatosis type

Microvilli, 1084-1085
Mi1k, iron binding to, 1055
Mllk intolerance, Il03cc

Mitochondria,

562J,563-564
transport across,

Molar absorbency, 151
Molar extinction coefficient, 15l

formulation, 422,4)3
87 7

functions, 563, 563J, 564t
structure and compartmentalization by, 561,

Modifiers, 436
Modulators, 436

linear form, 424
Microbodies. 22

in tlpe 2diabetes, 88ff
in tlpe ldiabetes mellitus, 888/

N5, Nr

1l09cc

Michaelis constant See KMichaelis-Menten equation

in pregnancl,, 89I/
in stress, 892,893J

i.nner and outer, compositions and

myopathies, 589cc

bile acid, 1105, 1107-1108
in cholesrerol transport, 1107, 1108,
formation, 502-503, ll7 6
mixed, 1107, 1108/

in liver disease, 894J
methylmalonate, 814cc
in noninsulin-dependent diabetes,
and obesity, 886J, ll2+-1125
pathways, regulation, 877

membranes

Mitochondrial diseases, 588-589

Iransferase

Mice

in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(rDDM),888/
interorgan interactions in, 870-872

tryptophan,

O6-Methyl guanine methyl transferase, 199
7-Methylguanosine, 234
Methylmalonate metabolism, diseases, 814cc
Methylmalonyl CoA, 706, 814/, 1156-I157
Merhylmalonyl mutase, 812
N5-Methyltetrahydrofolate, 805, I 154, 1 I 54J,

583-587.

583J

Intermembrane space, 563, 563J, 564t

Molecular mimicry 251
Molecular motors, 22
Molecular weight, and Svedberg coefficient, I42l
Molten-globular state, 133
Molybdenum, 1164
Monensin, 529t
Monoacylglycerol(s), 696, 1I05, II07, I176
Monoacylglycerol hydrolase, in triacylglycerol
hydrolysis, 7i2
Monoamine oxidase, 801-802, f 000, 1000/
Monoamino dicarboxylic acid, tirratron, I03- I04
Monocarboxylic acids, 528t
Monocistronic messengers, 234
Monocisrronic RNA, 84
Monoenoic acids, formation, 704
Monohydroxyperoxyeicosatetraenoic acids,

77r-77+.77rf-7731
derivatives, 772-77 3, 772J, 77 3f
physiological processes affected by, 773-774
Monomeric enzyrne, 437, 438J
Monooxygenases, 416J, 417, 4l7J
Monosaccharide(s), 258, I I00, I I7I

absorption, 1103
derivatives, l17
esters,1174
reacrions, lI74

3-ll7
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structure, l172

in sugar rransformation, 666

rNorx
Monosaccharide acid, ll74
Monosaccharide alcohol, Il73
MorquioOs slndrome, 688cc
6-MP See 6-Mercaptopurine
M-phase, 178
mRNA. See Messenger RNA
MRP See Multidrug resistance protein

MSD

See

MSH

See

deficiency
hormone

Multiple sulfatase

Melanocyte-stimulating
mt mRNA, 77t
mtRNA, 85

mt IRNA,

mt IRNA,

77t
77t

Mucilaginous flbers, 1127,

ll27t

Mucolipidosis
type I, 683cc
type VII, 688cc
Mucopolysacchaides,

Ll75

See

also

Proteoglycans
858
transmrssrble,346cc

Multidrug resistance,

Neonatal isoimmune hemolysis, 1074cc

missense,

Neonates

Mycobacteium htberculosis, cytochrome P450,
Myelin, Iipoproteins, 502
Myoblast cells, 1016
Myocardial infarction, 378cc. 622cc
en4/rnes released after, 453l

Muscle
1018/
1030/
\027

calcium requirement, 1025, 1025J,
energy source! \027-1028

model, 1028-1030, 1028J-1029f
signal transduction, t0l6-I018, I01{
I018J, 1019t
sliding filament model, 1016
thick filamenrs, 1018-102I, 1020J, 102\J
thin [ilament proteins, 102I, 1021t,

cerebral lipid s),nthesis in, 722

nutritional considerati.ons in, I147cc
Nemst equation, 565
Nerve deafness, 719cc
Nerve tissue, hydroxy fatty acid formation in,

705

486

serum CPK and,45ff
[reatment, efficacy,452-453, 454cc
troponin subunits as markers, 1024cc

Nervoni.c acid,696, 696J
Nervous tissue, 990-1002,99IJ. See also
Neurons, Neurotransmitters
Nested PCR, 282
Neural tube defects, II55cc, 1156
Neuraminic acid, 760
Neurocan, 688
Neuromuscular junction, 1025, 1025J
Neurons, 991,991f
aminergic, 908
ATP and transmembrane potential, 991,992J,
993
pres]napric, 994
slmapses,

993-994,993J,993t,994J

Neuropeptrdes, 1001-1002, I002t
amino acid sequences, 397t
Neurophysin, 908, 915
binding characteristics, 395, 395J
type I, synthesis, gl6,9lt,9L8
companson with B chain of HbAI, 398/
type II, synrhesis, 916
Hill piors for HbA1, 399/
Neurotensin, 9]4t
molecular aspects, 393-409
Neuroroxins, 518
oxygen binding, 397-399,399J
Neurotransmitters, 893-894, 919
oxygen-binding curve, 399/
excirarory 993
srructure,393-409,395-396,395J,396,398J inhibitory 993
Myokinase See Adenylate kinase
peptide, 1001-1002, 1002t
Myopathies, mitochondrial,589cc
slmthesis, storage, and release,994-998,995t',

Myosin,22, 1018-102I,

l020l,l02lJ

Myosin-ATPase, 1027
Myosin light chain kinase, 1031
Myosin phosphatase, l03I

Myristic

Na+

See

nAChR

NAD

acrd,5O6J,507
Sodium

See

See

channel
dinucleotide

Nicotinic-acerylcholine

Nicotinamide adenine

NADH, 604, 609-610, 8II
1022J-IO24[,1023-1025
reoxidation, 610-6I I
in, 873t
fibers
NADH peroxidase,4lT
carbohydrate metabolism in, 600
NAD+/NADH rati.o, alteration, 895-896
rcd,644.645J
6-Mercaptopurine,436,136J,854.85+J
NADPlinked malic enzyme, 703
whtte,644,645J
glycogen in, 643
NADPH. See Nicotinamide adeni.ne dinucleotrde
phosphate
skeletal
contraction See Muscle, contraction
NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase, 469,470J
glycogen degradation in, regulatron, 659.660J NADPH-cytochrome b5 reductase, 704
smooth, calcium regularion of contraction,
NADPH-cytochrbme P'150 reductase, 468-469,
1030-103I, 1030/
469J
Muscle proteins, mutations, in familial
NaHCO3, intestinal epithelial secretion,
hypertrophic cardiomyopathies, 10l9cc
1092-1093,1094J
Mutagenesis
Na*/H* exchanger. See Sodium,/hydrogen
inverse PCR, 316,317f
exchanger
site-directed See Site-directed mutagenesis
NANA. See N-Acetylneuraminic acid
Mutarotation, 1173. ll74
NDP-sugar See Nucleoside diphosphate sugar
Mutases, 4I8
Near-equilibrium reaction, 614-615
Mutations, 192-19+, I92J,238-239,239t,240J, Negative allosteric effectors, 437
)4Ot
Negative cooperativity,g3S
cis-dominant,335
Negative feedback
deletron, 312-313,3l4J
in glycogen slrlthesis, 657
disease caused by,426cc
in hormonal cascade, 909, 909J
frameshift, l9l,239
Neomycins, protein ryrthesis inhibition, 254,
HI! 24lcc
254-255
energy reserves

l2o3

Myoglobin

Multidrug resistance protein, 525, 858
Multilamellar vesicles, 50't
Multiple nonsimilar domains, 382,382J
Multlple sulfatase deficiency, 267cc, 688cc
Multlplex strategy, for PCR,29L,292f
Multiprenylmenaquinone. See Vitamin K
Muscarine, 1086, 1084

contraction, 1016-1031
calcium regulation, 1030-1031,

insertion,

LDH isoz).,rnes and,45[,458J

Mucopolysaccharidoses, 687-688, 688cc
Mucosal secretlons, immunoglobulins in, 372cc

cells, 1016-1017,

3I2-3I3,313J
I93,193J,238, 238cc
in mitochondnal rRNA, 25'1cc
mRNA splicing signals, 227 , 22[
nonsense, 193,193J,238
operator-constitutive, 335
point, 192
repressor-constitutive, 334
sllent, 238
spontaneous, 30Occ
suppressor, 24I
trans-dominant, 335
Myasthenia gravis, 43'1cc, 999cc

I

995t,996J
termination of signals at slrraptic junctions,
998-1001
transport, in mammalian cells, 528t
tryptophan metaboiism and, 810-811
Neurral amino aciduria, 1l00cc
Neurron beam iadiarion, 149
Neutrophils, HETE effects, 774
NHE See Sodium,/hydrogen exchanger

Niacin, 426, 1151
coenzymes, 426-427 , 455J
deflciency,8Og, 1151
in alcoholism, 1151
equivalents,1151
requirements, II51
s),nthesls, 1151

Nick translation,296,296J
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide,426,427J,
539,539f,540J, 850-852

in glycolysis, 609-610
optical properties,453-455
synrhesis, 808-809, 850, 853
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate,
426
cytochrome P450 electron lransport, 468-470.
468J,469J
optical properties,453-455
oxidation, 797
synrhesis,

666-668, 66U, 67I

Nicotinic-acetylchohne channel,518

inhibitors,5ls
in muscle contracrion, 518
regulation, 518
subunirq, 518
Nicotimc-acetylcholine receptor, 516,993
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See Diabetes me1litus,

noninsulin-

dependent
Niemann-Pick disease, 763t
and retinitis pigmentosa, 1007cc
Nigericin, 529, 529t, 530J
Night blindness, in utamin A deficiency,
Nitrates, for angina pectons, 622cc
Nitric oxide, 407,791,871,871J
production, climcal aspects, 487cc
transport by hemoglobin, 407
Nitric oxide s)'nthases, 486-488
physiological functions, 486-+87

Nucleic acid(s), 28,29, ll79
bases, 29. See also Punne(s);
derection, 296-298

identification,

Pyrimidine(s)

296)98
826

monomeric units,

1141

pollnucleotide structure, 33-36,33J,34J
as probes for specilic DNA or RNA sequences,

295-296,296J

enzqes.2Ot
Nucleofi1aments,7),7)J
Nucleoids, 66, 66-67,66J
Nucleolus, 18
stnrcture, 487-488,488J
Nucleophilic substitutron, at acyl carbon, 117I
Nitrogen
Nucleoside(s), 30,30J, ll79
entry into human diet, 780, 78OJ
deoryrlbopyrimidine, 846
excretion See Urea cycle
nomenclature for, 1 79
incorporation into amino acids, 78I-786
phosphodiester bonds, 33
interorgan transport, 786-787,787f
physical properties, 3I
Nitrogen balance, 781-782, 1119-1120
purine, degradation, in immunodeficiency,
factors affecting, 1I19-].I20, lDof, 1122-1123,
839cc
1l22cc
pyrimidine, S29l
negative, 781-782
structural properries, 32-33.32J,33J
positive, 782
IRNA, modified, 221
Nitroglycerin, for angina pectoris, 622cc
Nucleoside analogs, HIV therapy, 184cc
Nitrous oxide
Nucleoside deaminase, 846
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase, 631, 649,833
B-chain cysteine 93(pCyses) and, 407-408,
408f.4O9J
Nucleoside 5'-diphosphate reductase, 844
delivery by hemoglobin, 407-408, +08J,4O9J Nucleoside diphosphate sugar, 673
NMR See Nuclear magnetic resonance
Nucleoside kinases, 848
NO See Nitric oxide
Nucleoside 5'-triphosphates, ribonucleotide
Nonactrn, 529t
reductase regulation by,844t
Noncompetitive inhibitors, 432, 432-433,433J Nucleosomes, 68,69J.7O,701,177
Noncovalent bonds, bond strength, 36t
transcription, 214, 214-215, 2l5J
Nonelectrolytes, 7
Nucleotidase(s), specificity, 837-838
Nonequilibrium reaction, 614-615
Nucleotide(s), 29,3I,32J, lL79
Nonheme iron, 430, 555, 1054
absorption of W 1ight, 828-829
Nonheme iron proteins, 430,1054
adenine, 828/
Nonhomologous recombination, 186, 190-191
balance of adenine and guanine, 835-836
illegitlmate, 191
chemistry 828-830
site-specific, I90
coenzFnes, qrnthesis, 850-852
transposition, I90-I91
deoxyribopyrimidlne, 846
Nonketotrc hyperglycemia, 795cc
deoxyhymidine, synrhesis, 845
Nonpolar molecules, 694
distribution, 827
Nonsense codons, 236
metabolic functions, 826-827
Nonsense muLations, 193, I93J,238
metabolism, 854-855, 856-857
Nonsteroidal anti-lnflammatory drugs, inhibition
modified, 237
o[prostaglandin production, 769-770,770J
nomenclature for, 1179
Norepinephrine,9l9, 1000, I000f
overproducrion,834cc
actions, 948t
physical properties, 31
slnthesis, 799-801, Il5L
properties, 828-830
transport, in mammalian cells, 528f
punne See Purine(s)
pyrimidine See Pyrimidine(s)
urinary excretion pqpducts, 802/
Northern blot analysis, 300
reformation, 843
NOS See Nitnc oxide s),nthases
regulation, 826
NSAIDs See Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
sources, 826
drugs
structural propeilies,32,3).J
Nuclear envelope, 18
slmthesis, 853-85,1
Nuclear hormone receptors
translation, 235-236
coactivators, 983,984J
uac1l,829J
corepressors, 983,984J
5'-Nucleotide derivatives, 827
Nuclear localization signals, 264
Nucleotide diphosphokinase, 842
Nuclear magnetic resonance, two-dimensional, Nucleotide excision repair, 195-196, l95J
152-153, l53f
Nucleotide kinases, 848
Nuclear membrane pores, 518-519
Nucleoride-linked sugars
Nuclear pores, 518-519
formation, 671-678,672J
Nuclease(s),838
functions, 666
RNA turnover, 229-230
in sugar transformations, 673
Nuclease protection assay, 300-30I, 30If
Nucleotide-metabohzlng enzlmes, 848-850
Nucleic acid-hydrolyzing

1

1

Nucleus, 18
Null mice, 32I
NutraSweet, 882

Nurrients, lO82 See clso Macronurrienrc;
Micronutdents; spectJic nutients
absorption, 1083/, 1084
caloric values, 543,543t
inrestinal rransporr, 1095-1096
Nurririon See also Diet; Fasting state;
Macronurrienrs; Malnutrition;
Micronurrienrs; Starvarion; Vegetanan diets
in alcoholism, ]150cc
assessment

of, 1138

biochemical assays for, 1138
clinical symptoms in, 1138
in cystic fibrosis, 1 l42cc
definition, 1118
dietary goals [or United States and, 1131-1132,

113U
dietary inrake studies, 1138
neonatal, 1147cc

oprimal, 1118
protein-energy, 1122
prudent dier and, 1131-1132
recommended balanced diet and, 113I-1132
in renal disease, 1121cc
vege[arian diets and, 1164

well-fed srate,864J,885-886
Nutritional status, 1164-1165
assessment, 1164-1165
factors affecting, 1164-1165, 1164J
Obesity, 694, 7O9cc,

7

lOcc, 862cc, 863, 885-886,

ll24
dietary considerarions, 1124
fat absorprion prevenrion, 1 1 06cc
generic considerarions, 862cc, Il24
heahh implications, I124-II25
leprin and, 7O9cc,7lOcc
merabolic effecrs, 1124-1125
and noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus,
887cc

and tlpe 2 diabetes mellitus, 887cc
weighr-reduction regimens and, 1125
Obesity gene, II24
OB protein, as anri-obesiry drug, 862cc
Obsrructive jaundice, and r.rramrn K deficiency,

ll47
Occipital horn syndrome, 271cc
Oculocutaneous tl,rosinemia, 80lcc
O -glycosidic linkage, 132, 132J
O-glycosylarion, 132, l32J
Oi1s,

lt76

Okazaki fragments, 166
Oleic acid, 1175-1176
Olestra, 11O6cc
Oligo-1, 6-glucosidase. See lsomaltase
Oligomeric enzymes, 437,437
Oligomeric protein, lnterac[ion between ligand
sires, 439-441
Oligomycin, 578

Oligonucleotides, 34
structure, 34l
Oligosaccharidases, IO85

Ohgosaccharides,5O2,1172, 1174-1175
ceramide, 1177

lipid-linked, 68I-682
biospthesis,

682/
,

rNou
Omeprazole, 1096, I096J
OMP decarboxy1ase,843,843J

954t
known,954t
receptor functions of,452-453
One-carbon carier,194
Operaror, 333
Operator-constitutive mutations, 335
Operons, 330-332, 331. See also Lactose
operon; Tiyptophan operon
bacterial, 343-345
bioslnthetic, ofE coli
leader peptide sequences, 341-343,342J
transcription attenuation, 341-343
E. coli, ribosomal protein, 343-344,343J
self-regulation, 344,3441
Ophthalmoplegia, 1149
in thiamine deficiency, 1149
Opioid peptides.9l3t,948t
Opsin, 1007
Optical rotatory dispersion, 152
Optimal nutrition, 1lI8
Oral contraceptives
drug-nutnentinteractions, Il65t
effects on vitamin C serum levels, ].158
folate requirements with, 1156
mechanism of action, 972cc
vitamin 86 requiremen[s with, ] I53cc
ORC See Origin recognition complex
Order of reaction, 419
substrate concentration as function of,453J
Organelles, functional role, 16-22
Organic anions, transport, in mammalian cells,
528t
Origin o[ replication, 67, L77
Origin recognition complex, I77
Orlistat, I106cc
Ornithine, 788, 871
decarboxylation, 793J
elevated levels, 8l6cc
synthesis, 792,7921
Ornithine transcarbamoylase, 788, 789J
deficiency, 791cc
Orotate, [ormation,84O
Orotic aciduria, 454cc,826
Orphan receptors, 982
Osmoreceptor,946
Osteocalcin, 1147
Osteogenesis imperfecta, 270cc
Osteomalacra, II44
Osteoporosis, 1,147 , L158, I I59- 1 16I
calcium and, 1159-1161
dier and, 1160cc
Ouabarn, 523, 523f
Outer membrane, mitochondrial,563,563J,
564t
Ovarian cycle, 932,932-933,935f
absence o[ fertilization and,934-936
fertilization and,936,936J
programmed cell death in, 985cc
regulation by GnRH, 932-936,933J
Ovemutrition, 1118
Oxalate,794
Oxaloaceare, 553
Oxidants, 564
Oxidases, 416, +l6J
mixed function, 704
Oxidation, 713, 1063-1065, 1065/, ff7f, 1176
Oncogenes, 952,

p-Oxidation
715

stages,Tl4-716,714J
564
416,564-565,
117I
Oxidation states, o[ iron, 1054
Oxidative phosphorylarion , 539, 577 -582, 57U
AfP slmrhase, 579-582.579J,58OJ,58Ot
ATP spthesis on surface of Fr, 580-581,
58U
srrucrural studies, 58I-582, 582J
coupling of ATP synthesis and elecrron
rranspor, 577-579,578J
uncouplers and inhibitors, 578-579,578J,
579j
P/O ratio, 578
uncouplers and inhibitors, 578-579,578J,
579J
Oxidoreductases. 416-417
5-Oxoproline, 8I9
Oxygenases, 416, +l6J
Oxidation-reducrlon porenrial,
Oxidation-reduction reactions,

Oxygenbinding,3g5-4O2,5l4J.SeealsoBohr

effect

in expression vector, 31I
PAPS 5ee 3'-Phosphoadenosine
5'-phosphosulfate
Paracellular epithelial transport, 1088-1089,
1089/
Paracrine hormones, 907
Parathyroid hormone, ll+2, ll+4
actions, 9I5t
in renal osteodystrophy, I l43cc
source, 9l5t
Parkinsons disease, 8OIcc
Parrialhydrolysis, l4T
Parvalbumin, 524
Pasteur effect, 599, 619
PBDs See Peroxisome biogenesis disorders
PC See Protein C
PCI See Protern C inhibitor
PCNA See Proliferating cell nuclear anrigen
PCR See Pol).rnerase chain reactlon

PDE

See Phosphodiesterase

Pectins, 1082, 1127,

4O4J,4O6|

403-404,

PEM

See Protein-energz malnutrition
Pentose(s),1172

phosphate,666-67o,66u,669J

Pentose phosphate parhway, 666-671,67OJ,

II49,

Oxyhemoglobin, Sg5J, 4O2J

ll27t

Pellagra, 809, 115I

Penrose

Oxygen-hemoglobi.n saturarion cuwe,

853

distribution, 67I-673

908,9f4\ 916.917J,9L8,924,924t,

972
Oxytocin transhydrogenase,

t2o5

Papovar,rrus,

and palmitate bioslmthesis, companson,
pathway, 774f

Oxytocin,

I

phases, 666

reversible link with glycolysis, 668

924l

Pentosuria
essenrial, 674-675

p53 See lLmor suppressor prorein
PABA See p-Aminobenzoic acid

p53

idiopathic, 675cc
PEP. See

Phosphoenolpyruvate

Pepsin(s), 1082, 1097
facror
PAI See Plasminogen acrivator-inhibiror
Pepsin A, 1097, I098t
Pain, and prostaglandins, 770
Pepsinogen, 1097, 1098, I098t
palmitare
auroacrivarion, 1097, 1098
aurocaralysis, 1097, 1098
bios1,nrhesis,699t
Peptrc ulcers, prostaglandins and,77}
acetyl CoA transport, 7OI-7O3.7O3J
Peptidases
comparison of schemes for,7l7t
gasrric, 1097, I098t
regulation, 699t,701
intestinal, 1099
modification processes, 703-705
pancreatic, ]098t
qrnrhesis, 698-703
in prorein digestion, J.097
Palmiric acid, 506J,507,698, 1175
Peptide(s), 94
release, from fatty acid synrhesis, 70Il
biologrcally active, I00t
s),nrhesis, reacrion sequence,700-7ol,7ooJ
connecting, 266
Palmiroleic acid, 1175, 1176
digestion, 1099
Pancreas, 1084
epirhelial transporr, 1099
B ce1ls, 865
mass flngerprinting, 146
production, 888cc
transport, in mammalian ceils, 528t
exocrine secretion in, cellular regulation of,
Pepride bonds, 98, 98-100, Il70
I085-f086, 108U
funclions, 1083, 1084
cis configurarion, gg, ggJ
cleavage,477
insulin production by, 889
Pancreatic amylase, 1100
electronic isomer structures, 98f
Pancreatic en47rnes, 1084, 1100, 1105, 1105J
formation, 98f,246,2481-249J,250-251,
acrivarion, 1098-1099, 1098/
252J, llTl
trans con[iguration,99,99J
deficiency, 1t42cc
essenrial serine residue, 1099
Pepride hormones, 906. See also Pollpepride
secrerion, 1098-1099, 1098/
hormones
Pancrearic lipase, II05, 1105J
intestinal, 1087, 1088t
Peptide neurotransmitters, 1001, 100]-1002,
deficiency, I142cc
I002t
Pancrearic trypsin inhibiror, 1041
Peptidyl sites, nbosomal, 250
Pancreoz)rynin, 1087-1088 See also
Peptidyltransferase, 246
Cholecystokinin
Peripheral neuroparhy, 7l9cc
Pantorhenic acid,547, ll53
in vitamin deficiency, 1148
Papain, I0l9
PAE See Plare]er-acrivaring
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Peripheral (extrinsic) proteins, in

membranes,

,juio. ul.ohol, esterified to, in formation of

glycerophospholipid,495,496J
phospholipids ry.ntheslzed from, 736-738,
binding to integral protein, 506J,507
736J-738J
slrnthesis, 7O8J,734-736,735J
electrostatic binding, 506J, 507
in triacylglycerol slnthesis, 708/
hydrophobic amino acid sequence as anchor,
Phosphatidylcholine, 496, 496J, ll77
506J,507
Peripherin, mutation of gene for, retinitis
charge on, 498t
pigmentosa and, I009cc-I010cc
fatty acids ln, 497
Periportal hepatocytes, 897, 898/
sFrthesis, 736-737,736J.737J
Phosphatidylethanolamine, 496,496J,11.77
Penportal region, 785
Perivenous arca,785
charge on, 498t
fatty acids in, 497
Perivenous hepatocytes, 897, 898/
sy,nthesis, 737,73U,738J
Permease, 514
Phosphatidylglycerol, 498t, 729-730, 730J
Pemicious anemia, 1156
Phosphatidylglycerol phosphoglyceride, 496,
Peroxidases, 417
496J. See also Diphosphatidylglycerol
Peroxisome(s), 22,264,722-723,723J
Phosphatidylinositol, 497, 497J, 729, 730J,
in Zellweger syndrome, 22cc
ll77
Peroxisome biogenesis drsorders, 22cc
in anchoring proteins to membranes, 507,
Petechiae, II58
507J
PG12 See Prostacyclin
charge on, 498t
P-glycoproteins, 525
glucoprotein anchoring to plasma membrane,
pH, ff, I2l, I3cc, 13/
and acid pK',, 102-103, I02t
733-734,734J
s)'nthesis, 738,738f
of biologicai fluids, 9t
Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate, 659,
blood, hepatic regulation of, 897-898
buffering (buffers), 12-14, l3J
659J,732,732f,93O
Phosphatidylinositol cycle, 967
in blood, 13cc
Phosphatidylinositol pathway, 948-950.948t
calculation, 9
Phosphatidylserine, 1177
versus conjugate acid and bases, 11-12
and enz),rne catalytic activity, 450-451
charge on, +98t,499
intracellular, in 6-phosphofructo-I-kinase
slmthesis,738,738J
regulation, 620-622,620J
Phosphoacylglycerols, 1175, 1176
and ionic form of amino acid, I02
3'-Phosphoadenosine 5'-phosphosulfate, 687,
and ionic form of protein, 102
68U, 808, 808/
Phosphoanhydride, 539
isoelectric, I02-I03
phosphatase reactions and,45lJ
Phosphocreatine, 890
Phosphodiesterase, I0I0, I0l2
and pI, 10.f
Phosphodiester bonds, 162, 163
regulation, 9-I4
DNA,33
relationship to [H+], [OH-], and pOH,9t
Phages. )ee Bacteriophage(s)
directionality, 34
Phagocytosis,20,2lJ
RNA,78, 78/
Phosphoenolpyruvate, 558, 633/
Phase angles, 149
Fhase transition temperature, 509-510
Phosphoenolpymvare carboxykinase, 631-633,
Pl-renformin, and lactic acidosis, 62lcc
6321,642J,643,884
Phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent
Phenobarbital, and vitamin requirements, lJ.48cc
phosphotransferase system, 527
Pheny1acety1g1utamine,79),79)J
6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase,605
Phenylalanine,95,797-803
in glycolysis, 618-622
degradation, 797-803
hormonal conrrol,622-624
high levels, 799cc
products, 799l
regulation, 618-622
regulatory features, 61.4,6).5J
side chains, hydrophobic interaction between,
6-Phosphofructo-2-klnase, 623
l36J
bifunctional natue, 624, 626
Phenylalanine hydroxylase, 797,7981,881
cardiac isoenzyme,62SJ
Phenylethanolamine N -methyltransferase, 919,
covalent modification, 625J
92U
hepatic lsoenzl'rne, 626J
Phenylketonuria, I46cc, 799cc, 882
Phosphoglucokinase,646
phi bond, 113, 1I3J
Phosphog1ucomtase,645.67)
Phlorizin, 1103t
pH optimum, 45I
6-Phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, 668
6-Phosphogluconate pathway See Pentose
Phorbol esters, 654
phosphate pathway
Phosphacan, 688
6-Phosphoglucono-6-1acrone, formalion,
Phosphatases, 20t,418,45V
Phosphate, steady-state level,424
666-668,667J
Phosphoglucose isomerase, 605, 633
Phosphate esters, 828-830
Phosphoglycerate(s), interconversion, 418/
Phosphate translocase, 584
Phosphatidic acid,495,707,70U,708t',732, Phosphoglycerate kinase, 607
Phosphoglycerate mutase, 418,607
Ll76
502,507
attachment, 507-508

Phosphoglycerides See Glycerophospholiplds
Phosphoguanidines,544t
4-Phosphoinositol glycerophospholipids, 497
Phospholipases, 1105

\,738,739J

A2,738-739,739f, 1105, ll06J

C,659,659J,928-93I, 930/,

1086

Phospholipids, 494.728-740,728J
as),rnmetric distribution of fatty acids in,

738-740.739J,740J
fauy acyl groups in, conformation, 49U,498
functions, 730-73+
in anchoring glycoproteins to plasma
membrane, 733-734,734J
in lung function , 730-732, 73lJ
in signal transduction, 732-733,732f,733J
glycerol ether, 498,498J

hydrolysis, t 105
inreractions in aqueous medium, 502,503f
stmcture,729-730,729J,730J

s),nthesis,734-738
Phosphomannose isomerase, 672
Phosphopentose epimerase, 668
Phosphoprorein phosphatase, 551, 626, 652,
655, 656,656, 880
5-Phosphoribosylamine, 830
Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate, 423cc, 833, 835,

835J,8fi-e54,853J
Phosphoribosylpyrophosphate s),nthetase, 423cc,
437cc
Phosphoric acid anhydrides, 544t
Phosphoric-carboxylic acid anhydrides, 544t
Phosphorolysis, 644-648,L171
Phosphorylase a,in 1iver, 657-658
Phosphorylase kinase, 652

Phosphory1ation,z7l, 613J, 672,880J, 88V
autophosphorylation,944
en4{ne, 624,624J,880J, 88I/
oxidative, 539

proretn,943-944,944-945,945J
substrare-level, 607, 609
Photolyase, 199, 199-200
Photophobia, 801cc
Photoreactivation, 199, 199-200, 200J
Photoreceptor cells, 7, 7-8, U, 8/, 10, LV-I3J,

12-13,

l4t

Phototherapy, for neonatal hyperbilirubinemia,
1074cc

Phrenosin, 499

pH-velocity profile, 45I
Physiological mediators, 826-827
Phytanic acid, 636, 719cc

Phltonadione See Vitamin K
Phytylmenaquinone See Vitamin K
pI, 103, 103-107, ).04J, l04t
Picolinate carboxylase, 809, 809J
Picolinic acid, 808
Pigmentarion, skin, 801cc
Plgmented epithelium, 1006
Pigs, stress ryndrome

in, 62lcc

Ping-pong mechanism, 425,425-426,425J
Pinocytosis, 20,273, ll00
Pipecolate, 815, 815J
Pituitary gland
anterior
hormone formation rn,9l5-917,917J
hormones, 908, 909/, 9I3t
polypeptide hormones of, 910-912, 9IIJ
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Pol o/primase complex, 175
910cc
Polarity, DNA poll,rnerases, 166, 167l
tropic hormones, 908, 909/
Pol III, 173
disorders, 9l2cc
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, 143
hormones, in ovarian cycle,932-936,933J Polyadenylation,mRNA piecursors,226,227J
posterior, hotmones, 908, 909/, 924,924J
Polyamines, 66,792,807J
pK', 9, IOt
Polycistronic messenger RNA, 84, 235
PKU See Phenylketonuria
Polycloning, 289
P1acenta,891
Polylinker,2Sg
Placental lactogen, 891, 914t
Pol)nner(s), in food, 1082-1083
Planned cell death, 786
Polymerase(s). Sez DNA polltnerases; RNA
PIasma
poli.rnerase(s)
chemical constituents, I6t
Po1)zmerase chain reaction, 28I-282,281J. See
immunoglobulins in, 372cc
also Reverse transcriptase PCR
lipoproteins, 127-129,745-750,7471,748J. clinical applicarions, 282
749J
versus cloning, 291,293
functions, 747-750,748J
inverse PCR mutagenesis, 316,317f
synthesis,749
multiplex srraregy,29l,292J
and triacylglycerol transport, 710-712
analysis o[ HGPRTase gene defects in LeschPlasmalogens, 498,498J,730,730J, Il77
Nyhan slmdrome,293cc
slnthesis,740,740J
nested,282
Plasma membranes, 4, 17, 49+,49+J
and screening for HI! 282cc
erythrocyte
Polymeric allosreric enzyme, 438J
as).,rnmetric distribution of lipids in, 508Poll.rnorphisms See Gene poll,rnorphisms
5O9,5O9J
Poll,nucleosomes, 68, 70
fluidiry, cholesterol and, 510cc
higher levels of packing, 7O-71,7OJ
structure, 507. 508f
Poll,nucleotide(s).34, ll79
fluidity, cholesterol and, 510cc
antiparallel, 37
functions, 494
backbone stability 35-36, 35J,36J
gap junctions, 518-519, 5I8J, 5I9/
conformarions, 34-35,34J
glucoprotein anchoring ro,733-734,734J
double-helical DNA,38-40,38/
glucose transport across, sodium-dependent, srrucrure, in DNA, 33-36,33J,34J
526,526J
Pollnucleotlde phosphorylase, 237
polyol dehydrogenase, 1005
glycoproteins, 502
polyol parhway, 889cc
lipids in, 500-50I
Na+, K+-exchanging ATPase See ATPase
PolJpepride(s), 98
proteins in, distribution, 507
domain structures, 117-121
o[ sma11 intestina] epithelial ce1ls
Pollpepride chains, 1l3J
contra1uminal,1089-1090, I089r
antiparallelp-srructure, II5J
luminal, 1089-1090, I089t
B-pleated structure, 116/
p-structure, 115/
structure and function, 4-6,17
transport systems, 5L2-5L3
noncovalent association, I21
Plasma proteins, electrophoretic analysis, 106/,
Pollpepride hormones, 905-955 See also speciJic
l07cc, l07J
hormones
Plasmrds, 59, 288
acrions, 912-9l5,9l3t-915t
cloning DNA wrth, 289/
of anterior pitultary 910-912, 9I0t, 91U
crown gall, 320
containing cystine disulfide bndge,924,924t
insertionaL inactivation o1,292,294J
degradation, 923-924
pBP322, 289,289f,292
formation, 915-919
pSCIO1, 289
genes, 915-919
relaxed,289
inactivation, 923-924
relaxed-control, 288-289
intracellular acrion, 943-953
stringent control, 288-289
receptor interactions See Hormone-receptor
p1asmin,452
interacrions
and blood clors, 458
receptors
Plasmlnogen, 458
inrernalization, 925,94I-943
fibrinolysis requirement Icr., ).045, I045J
srrucrure, 940-941,94O1,942J
Plasminogen activator-inhibitor
secrerion, cell regulation and,925-931
type 1, 1045
signal transductlon, G-proteins in,925,927,
type 2, 1045
927t
Plarelet-activatingfactor,730,730J
Polyproline type 1I helix, 123
Platelet aggregation, prostaglandins and, 770
Polysaccharide(s),1172,11,7+-1175
Platelet plug, formation, 1039-1041, 1040/
branched, 1175
Plectonemic coils, 63, 63/
hydrolysis, 1100-1103
6-Mercaptopurine,436,436J,854,854J nonreducing end, 1175
P/O ratios, 578
reducing end, 1175
Point mutations, 192
s),nthesis, 678-679
Poisons, 434cc See also ToxLns
Polysaccharide-hydrolyzing enzlmes, 20t
Pituitary gland

responsiveness, testing,
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Polyunsaturated acids.697
POMC See Proopiomelanocorrin
Pompe's disease, 647cc
POP2 See Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate
P/O ratios, mrtochondrial electron transport and
oxidative phosphorylation, 578
Porcine slress slmdrome, 62lcc
Pores

membrane, 512-513,5I3t, 516-518
nuclear, 518-519
Porins, 516, 519
Porphobilinogen, 1068, 1068J
Porphobilinogen deaminase, 1069, 1069-1070
Porphobilinogen qnthase See Aminolevulinic
acid dehydratase
Porphyrla, 1065, 1066t, 1070
Porphyria cutanea tarda, 1066t, 1070
Porphyrin, 1065, 1066t
Porphyrinogen, f063, 1063-1065

oxidation, f063-1065, 1065J
Portal system,934
Positive allosteric effectors, 437,138J
Positive cooperation, 399
Posrtive modulators, 438
Posttranslational modifications see Protein(s),
postrranslarional modifications
Po[assium, rransporr,
522
^ctlve,
Power stroke, 1029
Precursor funcrion, 827
Pregnancy, 891
blood glucose regulation during, SgI
folic acid requirements in, 155cc, 1156

hormonal changes during, 89I
nirrogen balance in, 782
srarve-feed cycle during, 891
steroid hormone production during, 475cc
toxemia in, 984cc
Pregnenolone, 473J

slmthesis,472.473f
D5-Pregnenolone, in steroid slmthesis, 964,965J
Preinitiation complex, 246
gene expression in eukaryotes, 350-357,3511,
3521

Prekallikrein, 1035
deflciency, 1034cc
Preproinsulin, 265,265)66
Presbyopia, 1004, I005t
Presequences, 263
Presy,naptic neurons, 994
Primases, 167
Primers, 163
removal, 167
Priming, DNA poll,rnerases, 166-167, 168/
procarcinogens, r92
Processive processes, DNA replication, 172

Prochiral substrates, .143
Procoagulation phase of blood coagulation See
Blood coagulation, procoagulation phase
Procollagen, formarion,268-269
Product inhibirion,424
Proen4.,rnes,

382, 1085-1086

Profiavin, 193
Progestational hormones, 960,960,963
Progesterone,

960,964

acrions, 934
cholesterol as precursor, 742
excretion pathway, 968t
functions, 96lt
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of,4l7J
secretion, 961t,969t,971J
structure, 96lt
q/nthesis, 964,969t,97Lf
Progesterone receptors, 976
Programmed cell death See Apoptosis
Progress curve See Reaction(s), velocity
ProgressionJinked cell changes, 850
Prohormones, 924
Proinsulin, 109, ll0J,266
Prokaryotes
definition, 4, 5J
DNA, 73, 74l
DNA packaging,66-67,66J
DNA replication,173-175, l74J
organization,5J
transcription, 2l\-214
Prolactin, 912,913t
Prolactin release-inhibiting factor, 910t, 913t
Prolactin-releasing factor, 910t, 913t
Proliferating cel1 nuclear antigen, 175
Proline, 95, 792,792J
Promoters, 208, 333
recognition,2ll-212,213J,2L4J
Proofreading, 164,1,64-I65,165J,24I
Proopiomelanocortin, 915, 916J,916t,9l7J
gene.977-978
Propionate, 636-637,637,63U,898
gluconeogenesis [rom,637J
metabolism, diseases, 814cc
Propionyl CoA,7l7,7lU,8l2
rnterconversion, 8I4J
metabolism, 812
production, 717
Propionyl-CoA carboxylase, 8I2, 1153
defect in,8l4cc
Proportionality constant (h),42O
Proprotein, 269
Prostacyclin, 948t, I04l
Prostaglandin(s),432cc,766-770, 1176
half-lives,769
inhibition of production, 978
PgI2, 1129cc See also Prostacyclin
PgI3, 1129cc
physiological effects, 770
structure, 766-767,766J,76U, 1176
slnthesis,767-770,767J-769J,1126-1127
inhibirion by anti-inflammatory agents,
769-770,770J
Prostaglandin G/H sl,nthase, forms, 768-769
Prostanoic acid,766,767J
Prosthetrc group, 395, 414
Protanopia, 1016
Proteases, 377-387, 1097
aspartate, 378
cysreine, 378
metallo, 378
serine See Serine proteases
Proteasomes, 272
Protein(s), 94
absorption, 1097-1100, 1094
acid-base balance and, 102-103
acidic, 10I-102, 101t, 102
amino acrd sequence, 95-100,95J
cleaving reagents, 147, l48J
Progesterone

hydroxylation

basic, 101-102, 101r,

I02

pI values, 104t, 105-106

bioinformatics and, 1I7-I20
brain, lumover rate, 991
p-structure, II5, 115J
carbohydrate linkages, \32, l32cc, l32J
cellular concentrations, I39, 139/
and central dogma of molecular biology, 28,
chaperone, 133
charge, separation by, 140-143
chemical properries, 101-109
classes,

plasma, Svedberg coefficienrs, 1,12t
posttranslational modifications, 255-261,266
absence, 267cc
amino acid modiflicarion, 266-268.267t,

268f

28J

collagen biosynthesrs, 268-27O,269J
glycosylation, 257-261,258t,259-261J
membrane and organelle targeting,

262-265,263t',26+J

II8

parrial proreo1ys1s,265-266,265f

common acid groups, pKi, 101t, 102t
composition, 93-153
cyrosolic iron-su1fur, 1057cc
deficiency, 863cc
degradation, 786-787
denaturation, 1097
denatured, 138-139
digestion, 1097-1100, 1094
dissociation consLant ( i(!), I0I-102, 101t,

prorein folding, 255-256
secrerory parhway,

proteomic determination ot,144-146
quaremary srrucrure, lI2, l2l
regulating transcriprion, common morifs,

102t

301-302
256
368
family of, 118
fibrous, 121-126, I26J
fold c1ass, lI8

354-357,3551-3571
secondary strucrure, Il2, II3J, 1i5
secretion, by Golgi complex, 18-19
serine protease inhibitors, 382-383, 383t
SNARE,262

docking,
families,

stability, 132-139

folding (noncovalent interactions),

132-139,

steady-state concenrrarion, 139/

strucrure,93-153,139-140

folds, 115-116, 116
frataxin, 1057cc
function, 94-95
globular, I18, 121, I5Lf

bond srrength, 136t
characrerization, I4O-I53
con[ormation, 133
dl,namic flexibility, 148

globular domains, I18/
glycatlon, 875cc
P-glycoproteins, 525
glycosidic linkages to amino acids ln, I32J
glycosylarion, 257,257-261,258t,259f-261f
with glycosyl phospharidylinosirol anchors,
5O7, 507t
GTP-binding, 997
a-helical s[rucrure, 114-115
heme-containing, 1054-1056
heterotetrameric, 1012
higher-leve1 organizar'ion, 112-121

ionic [orm,

102

ionizable groups, and blological

I0I-109

525-526

integral (inrrinsic), 502. 505-507,

mitochondrial,25T-252,254
rRNA, 83-84, 83/
termination of pollpeptide s),nthesis,25I,
253J

5O6J

rranslarion_ See Translarion

tertiary structure,
transport

peripheral (exrrinsic), 502,507
transmembrane segment, 506, 506J

mitochondrial import, 262-264
multidomain, 116, 1i6-117, 118/
multidrug resistance associated, 525
multifunctional, 830
muscle, mutations, in familial hyperrrophic
cardiomyoparhies, I019cc
native conformation, 112
oligomeric, interaction between ligand

945J

377,377f

superfolds, lr9
qmrhesis, 233-274,89L-892 See also
Translation
anribiotics and toxins inhibiting, 254-255,

344-345.345J

I12, 116-117, I14

cargo,262
organelle

urgetrng,262-265,263J,264J

rrifuncrionalism, 715
[urnover, 781, 1119
uncoupling, 586-587. 587f
Protein, dietary 1082, I1l9
absorptron,

sites,

determination,146-748,146cc,147J,\48J phosphorylation-dephosphorylation.g43-945,
ATP-binding,

super[ami1y,

iniriarion, 2+5-246,2+U

diffusion,509-511
distribution, 507

139-441

punficarion, 140-153,144
specrroscopic determination, 150-152
stabiliry, 132-139
study, 140-153
struc[ure-funcrion relationships, 367-409

elongarion, 246,248J-249f,25O-251,252f
in Escheichta coli, stringent control of,

matchmaker, 180
membrane, 506

5ll-5l2, 5lV

flucruation, l36t
mRNA, 84-85, B4J,B5|

254t,255f

function,

iron-conraining, 105,1-1056
mass or size, separarion by, l+2-I43

mobility,

ltI-I12

ATP-dependenr, 272-273,272J,273f
intracellular digestion, 273

DNA-binding,

l35J

256-257,256J,258J

primary structure, 98, 109,
proteolysis, 272-274

1097-iI00,

I09f

animal, 1120-112I, I13O-1I31
contribution to daily nutrient supply, 1082,
1082t
digesrion, 1097-1I00,1094
energy contenr of (kcal), 1118
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Protein (continued)
and energy production,

intake,

Protonmotive force,

1082t

1122-1124
and calcium requirements, ll24
excess, 1123-1125
recommended, 1122, 1I30-I13I
metabolism, 1II9-I123
in renal disease, ll2lcc
requirements, 1II9
and diet, II22
growth-related, 1122-1123
average American,

in rllness and recovery lL22-1123,

Protoporphyrin IX, 1054,

in amino acid metabolism,
in heme syT rthesis, 1067

1063-1065,

Pyridoxine

porphlrrn,

1065/

Protoporphyrinogen IX oxidase, action,

1070
ll23cc,

Protransglutaminase, 1038
Proximal histidine, 395

[or,

Proxlmity etfect,449
Prudent dier, 1131-1132

1130-1131
vegetable, 1120-112I, 1130-113I
in vegetarian diers, 1121, 1121cc
Proteinase-inhibitor complexes, 1041
Protein C, 1043, I043-1045,1044J,1O47
defects o[ protein C pathway, ]044cc
Protein C inhibitor, 1044, 1044-1045
Protein data bank, I49

PS. See Protein

S

Pseudo-first-order reactions,

420

l2o9

79'1

metabohc roles of, 1151-1152, ll52J
in transamination reaction, 783J
in tryprophan metabolism, 810
Pyridoxamlne, 1151

1065

Protoporphyrinogen, conversion to

1724
mixed animal and vegetable sources

577

Proton pumping
ln complex 111,572,572f
in complex I! 575
vacuolar proton pump, 998
Protooncogenes, 952,979-982

1119

I

1065/,

See

Pyrimidine(s),

Vltamin

86

29,29J,ll79

analogs, as anti-viral agents, 857
bases,829J
carbon and nitrogen atoms in, sources of, 843/
degradation, 846-848,847J
glycosidic conformations, 32-33,33J
in rmmunodeficiency, 826

interconversions,846,846J
metabolism, 825-858, 840-843, 854-858
in orotic aciduria, 826
oxygenated, 1179
salvage, 843, 853
srructure, 1179

76
1179
Psi (f) bond, II3, 113/
P sites, ribosomal, 250
s),nthesis, 435,84O-8+2,84U
PTH See Parathy'roid hormone
de novo,853
PTS See Phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent
in heredltary orotic aciduna, 842cc
phosphotrans[erasesystem
Protein-energymalnutrition, II22
regu1atron,842-843,843J,8+9-850
PUFAs See Fatty acids, poiy'unsaturated
Protein families, 367-409
during S phase, 849-850
PUFA/SFA ratio, 1128, 1129, 1129cc
Pyrimidine dimers, 192, 192J
Protein-hydrolyzing enzynes, 20t
Protein rnhibitors, 382-383, 383t
Pumps, 514 522-528 See also Proton pumping
Pyrimidine nucleoside(s), 829/
and ATPase
Protein kinase(s), 551
Plrimidine phosphoribosyltransferase, 843
Na*,H*,528t
L,624,626,879-880,927J,928
Pl,roglutamic acid,923,923t
Na*,K*, 522-523,523J,528J
Pyrophosphatase,64g
C,93t,943
Purine(s),29,29J,825-858,1179
activation,93l
Pyrophosphate,42O
analogs, as anti-viral agents, 857
stimulation, 970
Pyruvate, metabolic sources and fates,519,549J
bases
Pyruvate carboxylase, 4Ie,418J,559,5601,
subspecies, 949J,950
salvage,853
63\-632,638-639, 1153
cAMP-dependent,996
structure, 828J
Pyruvate dehydrogenase, 549, LI48-II49
catalytic domains, 944,94+J
degradation, 837-839,838f
and hormone action, 943-953
deficiency, 552cc
enzFnes, 849-850
as multienz).,rne complex, 549-552,549t,
M, 950
550J,551J
Protein kinase A pathway, 92U,928,928J,929J, glycosidic conformations, 32-33,33J
in gout, 826
reaction, 636,701-703
943,945-948,948t
interconversion, 835-836, 836J
regulation, 550-552, 55If
Protein kinase C pathway, 943,9+8-950,948t
in Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 826
Pyruvate kinase, 430
Protein kinase G pathway, 943,950-953
major derivatives, in cells, 828-830
deficiency, 628cc
Protein malnutrition, 863cc
metabolism, 825-858, 830-840, 854-858
in glycolysis, 628-629
Protein S, 1043,1047
hepatic, inactivation, 629J
overproduction, 833-834
Protein sparing, 1122
oxygenated, 1179
reaction catalyzedby, +30J.604t',609
Protein tyrosine kinases, 273
structure, 1179
regulatory features, 614,615l
Protein Z, 1042,1047
synthesis, 435, 830, It54
Pymvoyl prosthetic group, en4/rne formation
Protein Z-dependenr protease inhibitor See
.unth,795J
de novo,830,835-836,856/
Protein Z
regulation, 833-834, 833J
6-$,ruvoyl-tetrahydropterin s)'nthase, 837
Proteoglycans, 683-688
PZ See Protern Z
clinrcal correlations, mucopolysaccharidoses, Punne nucleobases, salvage of, 835, 835J
Purine nucleoside(s), degradation, in
688cc
immunodeficiency, 839cc
[unctions, 684
Q-cycle mechanisms, in complexlll,572,572J
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase, 838, 839cc
structure, 683-684
Quarernary ammonium ion, 1170
deficiency, and T-cell immunity defects, 839
s),nthesis, 685J, 688
Quencher, I5l
Purine nucleotides, autism and, 840cc
Proteolipids, 502
Quinolinate, as neurotransmitter, 810
Purine ribonucleotides, de novo synthesis, 83IJ
Proteolysis, 272-274
Quinoproteins, s),nthesis, 802-803
Purine ring, sources of carbon and nitrogen in,
AlP-dependent, 272-273,2DJ,273J
intracellular digestion, 273
832J
R (rectus), 1172
p^rria1,265,265-266,265J
Puromycin, protein qmthesis inhibition, 255,
Rab3, 997
Proteolytic erzymes, 378-379,418
255J
Racemases, 418,418J
Proteomic [echniques, 144-146
Putrescine, spthesis, 793J
Radiation treatment, uric acid and, 840cc
P2Y1 purinoceptot,3Z3cc
Prothrombin
Raffinose, 110It, 1103
Pyranose rings, 1173
Random coils, 35
activation, 1146
Pyridoxal, 1151
Random primer labeling of DNA, 296
carboxylation, 1146-1147
Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase, TS4f
Rate constant h1, 4I9
Protomers, 437
Pyridoxal phosphate, 426, 426cc,783.783J,
RareJimiting enzymes, 459
Proton acceptor, 9
l15i
Proton and charge gradient, 577,57U
Rate of diffusion, 511-512, 512.512J
in aldimine linkage to lysine residue, 783/
Rate of reaction, 414,420-421
Proron donor, 9
Pseudogenes,

Pseudouridine,
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R conformational state.

403-404

g3(Bcyser) and, 407-408,
B-chain cysteine
4O8f,409J
RDAs See Recommended dietary allowances
RDS See Respiratory distress sl,ndrome
Reaction(s)

anaplerotic, 559, 559-560, 560J, 634

Edman,147, l47J
elongation,704-705

in mammalian fatty acid s)Trthase, 702J
endergonic, 541
enzyme-catalyzed
initial velocity (v.). 419, 422.1221
mechanism, 444-445
progress curves, 419/
subs[rate saturation otwe, 422, 422J
exergonic, 541
flrst order, 419
free energy,

547-542, 542t

coupled enzyme reactions, 545
redox. 565-566
glutamate-pyruvate aminotransferase, 7 82J
half life of, 420

near-equilibnum, 614-615
nonequilibnum, 614-615
nucleophilic substirution, 1171
order o[. 419
substrate concentra[ion as function ot,453f
oxidation-reduction, 416, 1 I7I
polFnerase chain reaction See Pol),rnerase
chain reac[ion
pseudo-first-order, 420
rate, 414,420-421
remodeling, asymmetric distribution of farty
acids in phospholiprds, 7 38-7 40, 7 39J.

740f
reversibility, 420 - 421
RNA-catalyzed, 250
second-order, 42O,42I
stereospecificity, 42 7
of tricarboxylic acid cycle, 553-557,554J,

556f
anaplerotic, replenishing intermedlates,

559-560,560f
rypes, 1I71
van den Bergh, 1073
velocity, 414, 418-4\9, 418-420, 420-421,

42U

Replisomes, 173,173f
Repoiler gene, 313-314
Repression, 338
Repressor-constitutive mutations, 334
Reproduction, prostaglandins and, 77 0
Residue R1,

in gene llbrary 290
historical perspective on, 280-281
technologies, 3 18-32 I
vectors, 288-289
Recombination, DNA. See DNA, recombination
Recommended dietary allowances, 1139
Recommended prorein inrake, 1122
Recovery in membrane transport, 515
Red blood cells See Erythrocytes
Redox couples, 564
Redox reactions, 416, 1170-117I
Reducing equivalents, 539
Reducing sugar, lI74
Reductants, 564,1057
5o-Reductase, 964, 967
Reduction, Ll7L, ).176 See also Oxidationreduction reactions
Reductive biosynthesis, 668
Refed state, ear1y,

869-870, 870f

Refinement, 149
Refsums disease, 694, 719cc

Regulator protein, recognition site, on lactose
operon promoter sequence, 335J, 336-337
Regulatory light chain, 1019
Regulatory subunirs, 440, 440,440J
Regulon, 2O2, 202.-203, 2O3J
Reiterated DNA sequences, 75,
Relaxed DNA, 60, 6l

7

5-7 6

Relaxin,9I4t
Release, in membrane transport, 515
Release factor,

25I

Releasing hormones, 908, 909/,

q,U,923,923t

Remodeling reactions, as),rnme[ric dlstributlon of
fatry acids in phospholipids, 738-740,
739J,74oJ
Renal [ai1ure, and metabolic changes, 892
Renal osteodystrophy, I l43cc
Renafuration, 43

DNA,43-44,44J
Renin, 967
Renin-angiotensi.n system, 967, 97

59lf

Reading ftames,237
RecA, 190
RecBCD, 190
Receptor(s) See also Hormone-recep[or
rnteractrons

cellular, 906, 906/
functions, oncogenes and, 452-453
mitochondrial, 264

structure, 940-941
Receptor kinase activity, insulin and, 946cc

Receptor-mediated endocytosis, 273
Receptosomes, 941
Recognition, in membrane transport, 514,5L4f
Recognition helix, 388

Repair.

DNA

See

I13/

Resonance forms, 543, 545J

lf

Reonentation, 260

zero-order, 420
Reaction half life (tvz), 420
Reactive oxygen species, 590-592, 590J
cellular defenses against. 592. 592J
damage caused by, 59I-592

production, 590-592, 590J,

Recombinant cardiac gap junction, 519/
Recombinant DNA. 287
in agriculture, 319-321
in animals, 321-323
bacterial transformation with, 290
formatron, 287 -288, 288J

DNA. repair

Repeated extragenic palindromic elements, 73
REP elements, 73

Repetition, DNA sequences, 75-77
Repetitive DNA sequences, 7 5, 7 6-77
Replicadon, origin of, 67
Replication bubbles, 178, 179J
Replication factor C, I75
Replicarion forks, 166, 166-ir72, 166l
gap tilling, 167

l7l,

Respiratory chain See Electron transport chain
Respiratory control, 560, 560-561, 56Lt
Respiratory distress syndrome, 73 Icc
Respiratory quotient, 890
Response elements, 353
Resting potential,

I008, 10IU

Restriction endonucleases, 35, 7 2, 7 2-7 3,

2J.

twe 11,282
Restriction fragment length polymorphism, 298
and clonal origin of tumors. 299cc
Restnction maps. 282-284, 283, 283J
and evolution. 284cc
Restnction site bank, 289
Retina, 1003, 1005
ATP source, 1005-f006
carbohydrate metabolism in, 600
rods and cones, outer segments, 1006
Retinal, 1139, I140-l I4I
Retinitis pigmentosa, 7l9cc
mu[ation of gene for peripherin, 1009ccI0IOcc
and Niemann-Pick disease, l007cc
Retinoic acid, 960, 98I,98IJt, 1139, 1140-I14I
Retinoic acid receptors, 979, 980, 981
Retinoid X receptor, 979,98OJ
Retinol, lI39-11,1I
I 1-cis-Retinol, 1007, 1008
Retinol equivalents, II40
Retinyl phosphate, I 140- I
Retrograde s),nthesis, 166

1,11

Reversed-Hoogsteen base triplets,

51-52,

5{

52

Reverse genetics, 318
Reverse gyrases, 66, 66t
Reverse phase high-performance

liquid

chromatography (HPLC), 143, I44J
Reverse transcriptase, 28, 19I
Reverse transcriptase PCR, 300, 304/, 305
Reverse transcription, 28
Reversible link, 668
Reversible noncompetitive inhibition, 433J, 434
ReyeJike slndrome, 7l6cc
Reye's syndrome, 869, 869cc
RFLP See Restriction fragment length

active,10l0,1012

).7V

7

73J.280,282,282-284
in restriction mapping, 282-283

Pol)'rnorPhism
Rh antibodies, l074cc
Rhodanese, 808
Rhodopsin, 1007, 1008, 1008J

ligation, 169, 170/
polarity, 166, t6l
primer removal, 167
priming, 166-167, l68J
processivity, 172, l72J
separating parental strands, 169
slrnthesis, 16T
untwrsting parental strands, I69,
Replication prorein A, I75
Replicons, 289

Resonance isomers,9S

Rhodopsin kinase, l0I3
Riboflavin, 426, II50-115I
coenzyrne forms,427
deficiency, 1150-1I51
in alcoholism, I I50-I151
Ribonuclease See RNase
Ribonucleic acid See RNA
Ribonucleoprotein, 242
Ribonucleoprotein particles, 18
Ribonucleoslde(s), 30, 30/

rNorx
Ribonucleoside diphosphates, reduction, in
deoxyribonucleotide synthesis, 843-848

Ribonucleotide(s)
concentrations in cells, 827
in 2'-deory,ribonucleotide synthesis,
pttine, de novo synthesis, 83U
Ribonucleotide reductase, 845/
Ribose, strucrure, 1172

844J

RNA-catalyzed reactions, 250
RNA hybridase, 167
RNA pol),rnerase(s), 163, 333
enzyme recruitment dunng eukaryotic

transcription,

223,225-227

recognition site, on lactose operon

Sedoheptulose, formation, 668
Selective inhibitors, 432cc
Selemum, 1163-1164
Selenocysteine, 794,794J
Semiconservative process, 135/

promoter

335J,336-337
RNA polymerase assembly sites, 347
RNA poll,rnerase I, 2I8, 2I8/
Ribose isomerase, 668
RNA polyrnerase Il,2l6-2I7,351,352J,353
Ribosomal proreins
RNA polyrnerase lII,2l8-219,219J
operon, E. coli,343-344,343J
RNA probes, 294, )96-297
synrhesis, 343-344,344,344J
RNA processing, 208
Ribosomal RNA, 77, 77t
RNase,445J
processing, 221.223J
RNase H, 167,175
protein sl,nthesis, 83-84, 83J
RNPs. See Ribonucleoprotein particles
siryrthesis, 344-345
Rods, 1007,1007-1008, 1004,1008/, 1010,
Ribosome(s), L8,242,330,343
101Lf-10I3, I012-I0I3, 1014t
decoding region,246
chemical differences from cones, 10]6
fiee,245J
outer segments, 1006
membrane-bound, 245J
ROS, See Reactive oxygen species
organization, 244J.245
protein synthesis,242,243J-245J,243t, Rotors syndrome, 1075cc
Rough endoplasmic reticulum, 18,256,256J
244-245
Rous sarcoma l'rrus, in expression vector, 3Il
structure, 242,243J,244-245,244J
RPA See Replication protein A
Rrbosome receptors, 256
RPC. See Replication factor C
Riboz),rnes, 28, 86-88, 84,88J,250
rRNA See Ribosomal RNA
Ribulose, structure, lI72
Rubenstein-Taybi syndrome, 349cc
Rrbulose 5-phosphate
RuvA, I90
disposal mechanism for, 668
RuvB, 190
interconversion,669
isomerizatlon, 668
S (sinister), II72
synthesis, 668
S-1, I0f9, I02I,f
Rickets, 529cc, 1144
Saccharidases, II02, 1103t
Rieske iron-sulfur protein, 570
Saccharopine, Sl5
Rifampicin,2I0
Salivary glands, functions, 1083, 1084
Rigor mortis, 1028
Salt(s),6, 1i75
RNA, 18, 28,77-89
Salt bridges, in deoxyhemoglobin, 402l
antisense, 318
Salt iinkages See Electrostatic interac[ions
apramers, 88, 88-89, 88J
SAM See 5 -Adenosylmethionine
catalytic, 86-88, 87, 88/
Sandhoff-Jaukewitz disease, 683cc, 763t
and central dogma of molecular biology, 28, 28/
Sanfilippo, 688cc
export from nucleus, 228
Sanger procedure, of DNA sequencing, 285-287,
heterogeneous nuclear (hnRNA) See
286J,288J
Heterogeneous nuclear RNA
p-Sarcin, protein synthesis inhibition, 255
messenger (mRNA). See Messenger RNA
Sarcomeres, 1016, 1017-1018, 1014, 1019t
monocistronic, 84
Sarcoplasmic reticulum, 659, 1016
polycistronic, 84
processrng, 220-228
Satellite DNA, 75
Saturation cuwe, oxygen-hemoglobin, 403-404,
alternate splicing leading to production o[
404J, 406J
multiple proteins, 227,228J
Saturation kinetics, 512J,5I4
nRNA,222-223,224J
SCAB 359, 359-360, 3601
mutations causing diseases,227,227J
Scatchard analysis, 937,938J
RNA polyrnerase lI,223,225-227
Schiff base, 783-784,783J
rRNA, 22I, 223l
Schwann, Theodor, 1082
IRNA, 221, 222l
replication of RNA genomes, 183-184
scRNA See Small cytoplasmic RNA
in ribonucleoprotein particles, 86
Scurvy, 270cc-271cc, II58
ribosomal (rRNA) See Ribosomal RNA
Secondary interactions, 381
Secondary structure, regular, Il3, ll3t
small cytoplasmic (scRNA), 77t
Second messengers, 494, 524, 659, 907 , 928-93 1
small nuclear (snRNA), 77t
Second order reactions, 42O, 427
stnrcrure, 78-82,78J
intramolecular base pairing, 78-79,78J-80J Secosteroids, 972,972J
Secretagogues, 1085, I086t
lariat,226, 226J
Secretin
tertiary, 79-82,80/, 8Lf
actions, 9I4t
slrrthesis See Transcription
as secretagogue, I086t, 1088
transfer (IRNA) See Transfer RNA
source, 914t
turnover, and nucleases, 229-230
structure, 1088, 1088t
types,77,77t,82-89
sequence,

I l21l

Semiconsewative rephcation, 162,162-163,
163J

Semidiscontinuous slrnthesis, 166
Senile cataracts, 1005
Sepiapterin reductase,837
Sequential induced-fit mode1, 440
Sequential mechanism, 426
Sequential, nonoverlapping reading frame, 236

Serine,95,680-681, 682J,793-794
hydroryrnethyltransferase, 795l
invariant sequences, 385t

inproteinkinasepathways,943
synthesis, 793,793J,

ll54

Serine dehydratase,784J,793.793t',797
Serine proteases,368,377,378J

amino acid sequences, 383-384
binding characteristics, 380f, 381-382, 38U,
382f
covalent catalytic mechanism, 446, 448
deficiency 379t
exon-lntron pattems, 383,384J
inhibitors, 382-383, 383t

malfunction, 378cc,379t
role of, 379t

structure,382J,385-387,386t,387t
structure-function relationships, 383-384
in tumor cell metastasis, 379cc
zyrnogen, 381-382
Serine proteinase inhibitor,

l04I

Serotonin,8l0-8II,893-894, f00I, 1001,
1087, 1084

1086t, 1087

as secretagogue,

and sleepiness,

structure,

8I0-8lI

108[

qrnthesis, 801, 8I0, 8f0/, 932, Il5l
urinary excretion products, 802J
Serpins, 383, 1041
Serum albumin

in bilirubin transport, 107l-1074

in fatty acid transport, 7II
steroid hormone binding to, 973-974
in triacylglycerol transport, 7l.I
Severe combined immunodeficiency
adenosine deaminase deficiency and, 839
gene therapy, 320cc
Sex hormone(s), 960, 960, 963
in ovarian cycle, 932-936,933J
qmthesis, 964,966J
Sex hormone-binding globulin, 974

SFfu

See Fatty acids, saturated
SGLT See Sodium glucose transporter

SHBG. See Sex hormone-binding globulin
Sheep, cloning of, 323

Short interspersed elements See SINEs
Short interspersed repeats, 76
Short patch repair, 195
Shotgun sequencing strategy,324
Shuttle vectors, 3I0
Sialic acids, 677 -678, 760, 760J. See also
N-Acetylneuraminic acid
Sialidosis, 683cc
Sickle cell anemia, ll2cc
Side chain cleavage, of cholesterol, 963

1212
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Sideroblastic anemia. I 151

Sodium./hydrogen

X-linked, 1057cc
a factors, 2lO, 219, 220J
Signal peptidases, 256, 256-257
Signal peptide, 256
Signal recognition par[icle, 256, 258J
Signal transducrion, 907, 1016
inositide role. 7 32-733, 732J. 7 33J
muscle contraction, 10I6-1018, I0IU, 1018/,
1019r

Sodium.4rydrogen (NaAt) exchanger, 1 09 t, 1 09 Lf
Sodium, hydrogen (Na+,H+) pump, 528r
6-Mercaptopurine, 436, 436J, 854, 85+f
Sodium, potassium (Na+,K+) ATPase see ATPase
Sodium, potassium (Na+,K+) ptmp, 522-523.

523J,528t

skeletal

Skin pigmentation, 801cc
Sleep, tryptophan metabolism and, 810-811
Sliding clamps, 172, l72J
Slipped, mispaired DNA, 55-58, 57/
Small intestine, 1084
amino acid and peptide transport in, I0991 100, I l00cc

functions, 1083, 1084-1085

Stawe-feed cycle, 862, 862f , 864-87 6
Steady state,422

in cellular enteronment, 6-14

I 158

Steady-state potential,

epithelial transport, 1088-1090, I089/
Somatocnnin 5ee Growth hormone-releasing
hormone

Stearic acid,

actions, 913t
source. 913t
structure, 924, 924t

Stereoisomers,

intestinal, I090-1091

in mammalian cells, 528t
Sodium-bile acid cotransporr system,
Sodium channels, 516, I0I0
inresrinal epithelial, 1090-I091

111

I

- I I 12

5Iu

Sodium chloride

absorption, I090-I091
electrogenic, 1090-1091, I09t/
absorption, familial chloridorrhea and, 1092cc
secretion, epithelial, 1092-1094, 1093J
transepirhelial movement, 1090-1091
Sodium-dependent transport systems, 1100
Sodium dodecyl sulfate, 143
Sodium-glucose cotransport, l094cc, 10951096
Sodium glucose transporter, 1 095- 1096, I 095/,

1103, 1103r
SGLT1, properties, 1103, I I03r

IITI

Stereospecificity, 427

Sorbitol, 1005, 1005J

Stereo rracing, of HIV protease structure,

and diabetes, 889cc

Steric hindrance, 138, 400/

formation, 638/

Steroid(s),1177

SOS response, 2O2,

202-203. 203J

Southern blot technique, 297 -298, 29U
Specific drug resistance, 858
Specificity
of biological molecules, [actors determining, 678
en4/rne, 414-415
Spermidine, slmthesis, 7 92, 806
Spermine, 792,806,835
S-phase,

I78

o-4-Sphingenine Sce Sphingosine

Sphingolipid(s), 498-499,

7
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catabolic pathway defects,

7

-7 65, ll7 5, Il7
62

-7 65,

7

7

62J,

ceramides, 755, 755t'-7 5U
glycosphingolipids, 7 56, 758-761, 758J-76U
Iysosomal storage diseases, 762-7 65, 7 63t.

764J,765cc,765J

Smooth endoplasmic retrculum, 18
SMP-DNA, 55_58,5U
SNARE proteins, 262
snRNA See Small nuclear RNA
Soaps,1176
Sodium
in enterocy[es, concentrations and electrical
potentials of, 1090-109I, 1090/
transport
active,522

l0I0

II75

Stearoyl CoA desaturase, 704,704
Steatorrhea,1108
StemJoop structures, 1059
Stereochemistry 1171

SomatosLatin

76it

pancrea[ic 4,rnogen activa[ion in, ]098-1099
saccharidases, 1102, 1103t
Smoking, effects on vitamin C serum levels,

Start signal, translation, 235, 235-236
Starvation, 863cc, 990, 1119
fuel supply during, 722
and ketosis, 722
and nitrogen balance, 781
physiological ketosis in, 722
substrate and hormone levels in blood during,

874t

See also ATPase

Soft clor, 1035, 1035-1036
Solute(s)

Silenr mutations, 238
Simian virus 40
in expression vector, 311
genome, 239, 240J
SlNEs, I9I
Single nucleotide poll.morphisms, I 19
Single-srrand conformation poll,rnorphism, 298,
300. 300cc
Single-srranded DNA binding proteins, 169,
1.73-17 4
Site-directed mutagenesis, 312, 312-317
of herpes simplex virus tlpe I glycoprotein D,
315cc
of single nucleotide, 315-317, 3I6f
Skeletal muscle See Muscle, contraction; Muscle,

regulation, 516-517
srnrc[ure, 516-517,

(Na*/H*) exchange, 109 1,

L0e2J

in membranes, +98-499
sphingomyelin, 7 56, 7 5U,

58J

in programmed cell death, 985-986
receptor binding, 974-979
release. regulation. cell-cell communication

secretion.96lt
structure, 960, 96It, 9621, 963
synthesis, 960, 963-966, 965J, 966J
in corpus luteum, 963-964
cytochromes P450, 472-47 5, 473J, 47 5J
feedback regulation, 9091, 97 3
hormonal regulation, 963, 963J, 967, 969t,

during pregnancy.

47 5cc
regulation, cell-cell communication and,
7

541, 7 551

Spina bifida, 797cc

Splicing, T5
Spontaneous mulal ions. 300cc

Spur cell anemia, 510cc
Squalene, ll78
cho lesterol s)'nthesis , 7 +4J-7 46J , 7 +5

359-360,

placenta1,89l

970-973

slrnthesis, 756.758J

SREBP-1a,

Steroid hormone(s), gO0, 959-986, 1140-I141,
1175, 1178. See also Corticosteroid(s)
action, model for. 974, 975J
binding, to serum albumin, 973-974
binding proteins, 973-97 4
carbon number, 963
cardiotonic, 523
cholesterol as precursor, 7 4I-7 42, 7 42J
classes, 963
excretion pathways, 967, 968t
funcrions, 961t
hormone response elements, 977, 977t
metabolic inactivation ot, 967. 968t

and.967,970-973
7

sphingosine s)mthesis, 7 54-7 55, 754J, 7 55J
Sphingolipidoses, 7 62 -7 65, 7 62J. 7 63t
diagnostic en4rne assays, 7 64-7 65, 7 64J. 7 65J
Sphingomyelin, 7 56, 7 57J, lt7 7
charge on, 498t
structure, 498-499, 500J
Sphingosine, 498
structure, 499J
slrnthesis, 7 54-7 55.

I50/

3601

SRP See Signal recognition parricle
SSBs. See Single-stranded

DNA binding proreins

SSCP See Single-strand conformarion

poll,rnorphism
Stable chair configurarion, 446l

Stacking interactions, stability of double-helical

DNA,4I,41t
Staphylococci, resistance to erythromycin, 84cc
Starch, 600, 1100-1102, i I02l
SIAR protein See Steroidogenic acure regulatory
proteln

967. 970-973
transpor[, in blood, 973-974
X-ray crystallography, 962J
Steroid hormone receptors, 97 4-98)
activation, 982-983
antigenic domains, 980
autoregulation, 983
DNA-binding domain, 980, 980J

DNA-binding form, 97 5J, 97 6
downregulation, 982-983
functional domains, 979, 980J
genes, 960, 980, 98IJ
ligand-binding domains, 97 9, 980J
model of, 980/
non-DNA-binding forms, 97 4, 97 5J, 982, 982J
orphan receptors, 982
transcriptional effects, positive and negative,
977

-978,978J

upregulation, 982-983

rNorx
Steroid nucleus, 960/
Steroidogenic acute regulatory prorein, 963f

964,967
Sterols, I177
Stomach, functions, 1083/, 1084
Stop signals, translarion, 236
Streptokinase, and blood c1ots, 458
Streptomycin, prorein synthesis inhibition, 254
Stress

bacterial response to, 344
merabolic, nutritional considerations in,
1

164-I 165

metabolic effects, 892, 893/
response

to,919

Stress hormone, aldosterone as,

970-971

Stnngent control, 289
Stringent factor, 345
Stringenr response, 3+4-3+5
Structural isomorphism, 38
Structural motifs, 115-116, lI6
Structural polymorphism, double-helical DNA,
46
p-Structure ofDNA, I15, 15U
Strychnine, 993
Subclinical nutritional deficiencies, I I38
Subfragment I, 1019, I02lrt
Substance B 914t, 1002, 1002t
Substrate(s), 414

binding site, 414-415, 437cc, 44O
blood levels, 874t
complementanty with enzyme, 441-443
concentration, and reaction order, 453J
and related enzFes,20t
specificity, o[ en4,rnes, 441-443
strain, 441, +41-413, 441J, 445-446, 146f
suicide, 435
Substrate-bridged complexes, 429
Substrate shuttles, 584, 585J
Succinate, 556,556J
Succinate dehydrogenase, 43L, 43).J, 555, 569-

570,569f
Succinate thiokinase, 555

Succinylcholine, 5 I8
Succinyl CoA, 554-555, 555,814J, 1065, 1067
Succinyl-CoA s),nrhetase, 555
Sucrose,

l103t

Sucrosey'isomaltase, I085t
Sucrose, II01t,1175

Sucrose-a-glucosidase See Sucrose
Sudden infant death syndrome, 300cc, 7l6cc
Sugar(s)

group translocatron, rn bacteria, 527-528
interconversions, 67 1-67 8, 67 2J

simple

See Monosaccharide(s)

transport, in mammalian ce1ls, 528t
Sugar puckering. 32, 32f
Sugar rearrangement sysrem, 668. 669J
Suicide substrates, 435

Sulfa drugs, 434-435
and hemolytic anemia, 668cc
Sulfanilamide, 134-435. 4341
Sulfatases, 20t, 688
Sulfate, 80ff, 808
Sulfared tyrosine, 1087
Sulfatides, 499, 7 59. 759t', Il77

structure, 499,500J
Sulthydryl reagents, glycolysis inhibition by, 613,

6t3f

Sulfite, 808

3'-Terminus, 34

Sulfogalactocerebroside,

See Sulfarides

5'-Terminus, 34

Sulfur amino acids, diseases, 805cc
Supercoiling, 169
Superfolds, ll9
Superhelical DNA, 60, 60-66, 60/, 6tt',68.70J
geometrical description, 62-64, 63J
Superhelical structure, 124, 124f
Superoxide dismutase, 1163
Supershift, 302
Suppressor mutations, 241
Surgery metabolic effects, 892
sv-2, 998
Svedberg coefficient, l+2, 1421, l42t
Svedberg units, 142
SWYSNF complex, 349
S),mmetrical tail-to-tail aggregate, 1019

Symport, 5I5, 5l5f , 526, 528t
Sl,napses, 993-994, 993J, 993t, 994J

in, 600

cholesterol as precursor, 742
excretion pathway, 968t
functions, 96It
secretion, 928. 929J, 96It

structure,96lt
slmthesis, 96+, 969t, 972
Tetra-N-acetylchitotetrose-I-lacto se, 444J
Tetracyclines, protein sl,nthesis inhibition, 255
Tetrahedral rntermediates, 448
Tetrahydrobiopterin, 837, 83{
Tetrahydrobiopterin dependenr erzqe, 7 97,
TeeJ
Tetrahydrofolate (s), a35J,

7

94.

7

951,

830,

11
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in amino acid metabolism, 794-797, 796J
and de noyo purine and dTMP synthesis,

855-856, 856/
formation, inhibition, 855/
interconversion, 796/
reduction reactions involving, 79{
Tetrahydrofolare reductase, site-directed
inactrvation, 436l
Tetrahlanena thermophila, 86, 8{

Sy'naptophysin, 997
Synaptotagmin, 997
Syn conformation, 32, 32-33, 33J
Sl,ndecan, 688
Syntaxin, 997
Synthesis, rate, l39J
Slnthetase, 418

Tetraiodo-L-thyronine See Thyroxine
Tetraloops, RNA, 81-82
Tetraplexes, 54, 54-55, 54J, 551
Tetrose, formarion. 668, 66q/
TE See Tissue factor
TF(s) See Transcription facror(s)

t172 (reacLion

halt life), 420
Tiazofurin adenine dinucleotide

TFII-H, 196, 196-t97
TFPI See Tissue factor pathway inhibiror

Tamoxifen, 358cc
Tangier disease, I28cc

Thalassemia, 224cc

Target cel1, 908
TATA binding protein,

1I78

Testis, carbohydrate merabohsm
Testosterone, 960, 964

Folic acid
active center, 796l

termination of signals, 998-I001
Synaptic vesicles, 995, 995J, 995t, 996J
Spaptobrevin/VAMq 997

See

Terpenes, 1175,

See also

chemical, 993
electrical, 993
Snapln, 996, 996-997
Synaptic juncrions, 994

TAD

I I2t3

35I, 35Il,39LJ

Taurine,804,808, 1105
Taurocholate lransport, molecular mechanism,

llt2, ttt2J
Taurocholic acid, 528t
Tauroconjugates, 1107, 1107t, 1II1
Tautomeric forms, 37, 37 -38. 37J
Tautomeric structures, I I79
Tay-Sachs disease, 683cc, 763t
TCA cycle See Tricarboxylic acid cycle

545t
first Iaw o[. 540
free energy,

54I-542, 542t

change determination, 545

T conlormational state, 403-404
B-chain cysteine 93(pcyse3) ard, 407 -408.
408f, +jeJ

second law of, 540, 540-511
Thermolysin, 428
THE See Tetrahydrofolates

Thiamine

See

Vitamin

81

Thiamine pyrophosphate, 549, 555, I 148-I 149,

Teenagers, nutritional considerations for,
Telomerases, I81

1

t 64

as anticancer agent target, 56cc

termination oI replication,

a-Thalassemia, 239cc
Thermodynamics, 540, 540-547
bond energy transfers, 545-547. 546J, 5+U
caloric value of dietary subsrances, 543,543t
classification of compounds, 543, 544t. 545,

I8I-183, I82,

r83/
Telomeres, 54, 54-55, 67, I8l
terminarion of replicarion, 181, 181rf
Telopeptides, I25
Temperature, and enz).'rne catalytic activity, 450-

451,451J
in hemolyric anemra. 45 Icc
Templates, DNA replication, 162, 162-163, I63f
Terfenadine (Seldane), metabolism,,lsIcc
Terminal repeat sequences, 345
Termination codons, 236
disorders, 238cc

rl+9, l,t49J
Thiamine triphosphare, 1149
Thick filaments, 10I8-I021, 1020J, l02l.J
Thin filaments, l0l8
Thlocysteine, 808, 808/
Thioesterases, 701, 706

6-Thioguanine, in leukemia treatment, 854

Thiol esters, 544t
Thiolysis, 713
Thioredoxin, 844,1047
Thioredoxin reductase, 844
Thiosulfate, synthesis, 808/
30-nm fibers, 67, 6ff
Threonine, 95, 680-681, 682J, 797, 798J, 943
rhrombin, 452, 1035, 1037J,1038J, t044,1044J
formation, 1034
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Thrombin receptor, 1039
Thrombomodulin, 688, 1043, 1044
Thrombotic diseases, defects of protein
pathway, 1044, l044cc
Thromboxanes, 766,1176,

inhibiting protein slnrhesis, 255
produced by cytochrome P450,479-480

C

1176

,{2, 1040, 1040-1041
structure, 1176
TXA2,

I129cc

Thl,rnidine kinase, gene,

as selectable marker

for

transfected cells, 311-312
Thl,rnidylate, s)'nthesis, 797
Thl,rnidylate s)'nthase, 845
Thl,rnine, 29f 30

degradatton,947J
914t
a-Th).rnosin See Thymopoietin
Thl,roglobulin, in thyroid hormone qrnthesis,
919-920
Thyroid gland, iodine merabolism and, 1162
Thyroid hormone(s), 960
actions, 9I3t
iodine in, 1162
secretion, 928,928J
source,913t
structure, 922J
synthesis, 803.919-920,922J
Thyroid hormone receptors, 979,981
Thy'roid-stimulating hormone, 910
actions, 913t, 928,948t
hormone-receptor interactions, 939,939J
source, 913t
Thyrotropin See Thyroid-stimulating hormone
Thyrotropin-releasing hormone, 9I0t
acrions, 913t, 948t
source, 9I3t
structure, 923t
Thyroxine,869, 1162
release,920,923J
structure, 922,f
rynthesis, 9I9-920,922J
Tiazofunn, structure, 85{
Tiazofunn adenine dinucleotide, 857
Tight junctions, 1088, 1092-1094
Tissue, rapidly growing, characteristics, 849-850
Tissue factor, 1033, 1033-1034, 1035
Tissue factor pathway See Extrinsic pathway
Tissue factor pathway inhibitor, 1043, L044J
Tlssue plasminogen activator, 1045
fibrinolysis requiremenl tor, 1045, 1045/
recombinant,3TScc
T. See Phase transltion temperature
TNE See fumor necrosis factor
a-Tocopherol, 1146
Topaquinone, 803, 803J
Topoisomerases, 64-66,64J.65J,66t,169, l7l,
l7lJ,l75
in disease treatment, 65cc
as drug targets, I75cc
type l, 64, 64J, 66t
type lI, 64, 64-65,65J,66t
Topological constraints, 174
Topological domains, 64,169
Total parenterai nu[rition, and zinc deficiency,
I 162
Toxemia, in pregnancy, 984cc
Toxins
botulinum,997
gangliosides as receptors, 760-761
Thl.rnopoietin,

2IIcc
activator
activator
TPP See Thiamine pyrophosphate
Trace mlnerals, 116I-1164
Transaldolase, 668,669-670
Transamrdation, 675-677
Tiansaminases, 417, 425,425J,446 See also
Aminotransferases; Transamination
Transamination, 558, 559/, 782,782J. See also
Aminotranslerases
Transcellular epithelial transport, 1088-1089,
I089J
Transcortin, 974
Transcription, f8, 28, 28J, 208-220,209-210,
210t,642
ac[ivation, 215-216,216J
in bactena, 330-332
carcinogenesis, 217cc
DNA repair coupled to, 228-229
DNA sequence information signaling RNA
slrlthesis,209,209J
drugs rargeting RNA polymerase, 2 I lcc
enzlrnatic basis for action,2lg-220,220f
eukaryotes
proteins regularing, 354-357,3551-3571
sequences affecting, 353-354,3531
in eukaryotes, 214)20
active chromarin,2l4-215,2l5J
RNA polynerase,2\5-220,216J,
2l8J-220J
in prokaryotes, 2ll-211
elongation, 2.12,213J,2I4
promoter recognition, Zll-212.213J,21+J
start o[s1nthesis,2l2,2l3t',2l4J
termination, 214,2l5l
RNA pol1rnerase,209-210,210t, 211cc
in eukaryotes, 215-220,2161,218t'-22OJ
RNA poly,rnerase I, 2I8, 218/
RNA polpnerase II,216-217
RNA poll,rnerase lIl,21,8-219,2I9J
Transcription factor(s), 347,350-351,977-978
cardiovascular disease, 359cc
eukaryotic, 354
regulation, 358
Transcription factor binding element, 387
Ttanscription factor binding sites,347
Tiansducin, l0I0
Tiansepithelial NaCl movements, 1090-109I
Transesterification, 163
Transfection,3ll,3Il
Transferases, 4I7
Transferrin, 1054, ).074-1075
Transferrin receptors, 1055, 1060/
hemochromatosis type II and, 1063cc
Transfer RNA, 77, 77t
additions, 221
aminoacylation, 239-2+2
specificity and fidellty of reactions, 240-24),
242J
cleavage, 221,22].f
cloverleaf structure, 79, 80/
hydrogen bondlng, 81, 81rf
mitochondrial myopathies due to mutations in
genes,589cc
modified nucleosides, 22I
targeting RNA poll,rnerase,

TPA 5ee Tissue plasminogen
t-PA See Tissue plasminogen

roles, 82
synthesis, regulation, 344-345
tertiary structure, 80-82, 80/
translation, 235
Transformation, 28-29,29
bacrerial, wrth recombinant DNA, 290
Transformation-linked cell changes, 850
Transformylase, 252
Transgenic animals, 321-323.321J,322cc,322J
Transition(s), 192-193
Transition metal, 430

Transition state. 443,448-449
Transiti.on state analogs, 444,444J
Transketolase,

668-670, 1149

deficiency of, 670cc
Translarion, 28,28J,234,234-245,235
codon-anticodon in[eractions, 236-239,2.36J
direcrionaliry and collinearity, 245
elongation factors See Elongarion facror(s)
energy cosr,

25I

initiation, alternative, 265
mRNA, 234-235, 245
nucleotides, 235-236
protein modifications following See Protein(s),
posttranslational modifications
regulation, 271-272
ribosomes, 242,243J-245J,243t,244-245
IRNA, 235
aminoacylation of,239-24)
Translocase, 250, 514
F type, 522
P ryrye,522
V (vacuole) rype,522
Translocation, in membrane transport, 514,514f
Translocator, 514
Translocons, 256
Transmembrane domains, ofreceptors, 940,9+0J
Transmembrane electrical potential, 516, 99I,

992f,993
Transport See also Membrane transporr
active, 513, 515
gastroinrestinal, 1089, 1089/

isohydric, 405, 405J
passive,

5I4t, 515

mediated, 514t,5I9-522
Transporters
ABC, 15-526, 525f
acidic amino acid, tI00
active mediated, 522

ATP-binding, 525-526
Ca2*,524
cirrulline/ornirhine exchange, 789

CI-AiCO3-, 528t
Et-E2rWe, 523
glucose, 520,

520t,602-603,602J,660,

1095-1096, 1095J, 1103, 1103t

H+,K+, 528t
membrane, 513 See also Cotransporters,
Membrane [ranspor[, sys[ems
monosacchande, II03
sodium-independent, 1103
Na+,HPO42-, 528t
primary active, 522
secondary acrive, 522
sodium glucose, 1095-1096, 1095/, iI03,

II03t
SGLTI, properries, 1103, 1103t
sodium-independenr, 1100

rNorx
Tiansporter system, 513
Transposable elements See Tiansposons
Transposases, 345
Transposition, 190, 190-191
Transpositional site-specific recombination
Transposition
Tiansposons, f 90, 345, 345-347
structure, 345,345J
Tn3, 345-347 , 346J
Transsulfuration, 803, 805cc
Tiansversions, 193
Trehalase, I085t, 1103, 1103t

Trehalose,1101t,1103
Triacylglycerols, 694, 696,

69

6-697,

7

control sites, 338-343
E.

Tryptophan oxygenase.
See

06-7 09,

blood, hydrolysis, 712
digestion, 1104, 1105J
elevation, 7l 1cc

1

13Occ
7

07f , 7 08, 708,

89I-892

transport, Tll
Tricarboxylic acid cycle, 547, 552-553,
552-561, 553J, 787, 990-99r
anaplerotic reactions replenishing
inLermediates. 559-560. 5601
biosy-nthetic intermediate source, 558-559,
55eJ

conversion of acetyl group to CO2and H2O,

557-558
reactions, 553-557, 5541, 556J
regulation, 560-56I, 56V
Trichromatic color vision, 1014
Trifunctional proteins, 7 15
Trihydroxl,phenylalanylquinone. See Topaquinone

Triiodothyronine, 869, 1 162
release, 920, 923J
struclure, 9221, 981, 98V
slrnthesis, 919 -92O. 922J
Trimethyllysine, 872
Triose, formation, 668, 669J
Triose phosphate isomerase, 605

Triple helix assembly, 269
Triplet expansions, 193, I93-I94, l93J

,

1

I 02

rRNA See Transfer RNA
tRNAr'P s}nlrherase, 341
Tropomyosin, 126, I26J. 1023
Troponin, 1023, 1023-1024, I023J

c,524
myocardial infarction markers, 1024cc
Trypsin, 11fl 147, 3861. 387t, 1019, 1098t,

I099
Trypsin inhibitor, 381,f, 1099
Trypsinogen, 38Lf, 1099
Tryptophan, 95, 338, 808-8II, 809, II5i
Tryptophan dioxygenase, 808
Tryptophan operon
attenuation, model [or, 341-3+3, 342J
attenuator site, 34OJ, 341
secondary structure, 341, 3421
control by repressor protein, 338-340
control elements, nucleotide sequence of, 339,

340f

Tryptophan pyrrolase

detrcrencles,
See

Tryptophan

dioxygenase

Ts, See Tiansition state
TSH. 5ee Thyroid-stimulating hormone
Tuberculosis treatment, 784
d-Tubocurarine, 5 1 8
Tubulin, 22
Tumor(s), clonal origins, determination using
RFLP 299cc
Tumor cells
biochemical changes in, 850
metastasis, 379cc
Tumor necrosis factor, 23cc, 885, 892, 893cc,
Tumor-promotin g agents, 654
fumor suppressor protein p53, 2I7 cc
DNA, structure, 392/
Tunicamycin, 258
Turnover number, 421
furnover rate, brain proteins, 99I
Twisting of DNA strands, 169
Two dimensional electrophoresis, L45 -L46, l45J
T),rosinase,
T),rosine,

801-802, 802/

/90, /9lcc

metabolic disorders, 7 89 -790
Urease-containing bacteria, 788
Uric acid, 839
cancer treatment and, 840cc
elevation, in gout, 834cc. See also

Hlperuncemia
production, 837-840
Uridine, 30, 30f,
oral administratron of, 839cc
Uridine 5'-monophosphate, 840-842, 8421
Uridine phosphorylase, 846
Uridopropionase, 848
Urobilin(s). 1073
Urobilinogens, 1073

Uroporphyrinogen(s), 1065, 1069-1070, 1069/
Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase, 1070
Uroporphyrinogen III cosynthase, 1069
USDA See U S. Department of Agriculture food
pyramid
UTP

in CTP formation, 842J
[ormation from UMf; 842l
LIV

See

Ultraviolet

95,797-803

degradation, 800J
derivatlves, 799-803
metabolism, 798-799

disorders,80Icc

in protein kinase pathways, 943

versus pentose phosphate pathway, 666

Trisaccharides

Tryprophan

953

II05, I105/

metabolism, 69+.712t
mobilization, 709
serum leve1, carbohydrate intake and, I I29,
slrnthesis,

See

sulfated, I087
therapy with, 800
T,rosine aminotransferase, 798, 800/
deficiency, 801cc
T),rosine hydroxylase, 80 I
Tyrosinemia, 801cc
Tyrosine-specific kinases, 9,13

U (units of enzyme activity), 421
Ubiquinone, 567
Ubiquinone oxrdoreductase, 567 -568. 567J, 568J
Ubiquitin, 27 2, 27 )-27 3, 27 3J, 7 87

ucP-I, 586-587, 58r
Ultracentrifugation, 142
Ulrraviolet light spectroscopy, I 50- 15 1, I5 Irf
UMP See Uridine 5'-monophosphate
Uncompetitive inhibitor, 433
Uncouplers, electron transport-oxidative
phosphorylation system, 578, 578-579,
57eJ

Vaccines, DNA, 29cc

Vacuolar proton pump, 998
Valine, 95, 96J. 782J, 787, 81 1, 8I3/
Valinomycin, 529, 529J, 529 t, 530J
Valproic acid, 1001
van den Bergh reaction. 1073
Van der Waals contact distance, 138, 138t
Van der Waais forces, 137-I38, 138J. II72
strength of. l37f
Variable (V) regions, 370
Variegate porphpia, 1066t, 1070
Vasoactive intestinal pollpeptide, 1087
actions, 9l4t
as secretagogue,

1086t, 1087

source, 914t
structure, 1088t
Vasopressln, 908, 910t
acrions, 913r, 914t. 945-948, 94U, 9+8t
secretion, 946-947, 94U

source,9I4t
structure, 92+,924t
synthesis, 916, 9lU
Vasopressin,

9I4t

V class enzymes, 437
Vegetarian diets, 1122

Uncoupling protein, 521
Undemutrition, 1I18
UAG See Uracil DNA glycosylase

nutritional considerations with, I 164

Unilamellar vesicles, 504
UniporL. 515. 515J. 520, 529t
U S Department of Agriculture food pyramid,
I 13I
Universality, genetic code, 235
Unsaturated compounds, 1170
uQH2, 567
Uracil, 29, 29J, 30, 828, 829, 8+7f

serum cholesterol and, Il29
and utamin B12 (cobalamine) deficiency,

Uracil DNA glycosylase, 19+, 194-195
Urea, 528t, 787,788J,789. 877
slrnthesls, and gluconeogenesis, 634-636,
635J

1215

Urea cycle, 7 87 -790, 789J
alternatives to,790J
enz)tnes, 788, 789

dioxygenase

tlo4, tt26-1127, lt76

hydrolysis,

coli,338-343,339J

|

and protein-energy requirements, I

12 1cc,

11221t22

|.57
Velocity profile of reaction See Reaction(s),
velocity
Versican, 688
Very low density lipoproteins, 128, 7lI, 865
in obesity, I124
Very low-density lipoproteins
cholesterol slnthesis, 7 50, 7 5l
synthesis, 749
Vesicle transport, 997
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Vibio chobrae. T60

Vitamin D

ll45J

diarrhea caused by, 1094cc

in calcium homeostasis, 1142,1144,

toxin, 760-761

D2 (ergocalciferol). Il42
D3 (choiecalciferol) See also 1, 25-Dihydroxy
viramin D3 !a,25dihydroxycholecalciferol); 25-Hydroxy
vitamin D3 (25-hydroxycholecalciferol)

V ib

io

VIP

tt

ulniJicus. |

0 55

See Vasoacrive

Viruses

cc

intestinal polypeptide

See also speciJic viruses

in expression vectors,
Vision See Eye(s)

31
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acLions,972-973

Visual protelns, 1l4I
Vitamin(s)
absorption, I108
deficiency, in alcoholism, II50cc
fat-soluble, ll39-1147

structure.

metabolism, 960

strucrure,1178
slrrthesis, 972-97 3,

lIT8

requirements, anticon'ulsants and,
water-so1uble,

II48cc

I148-II59

requrrements

coenzyrne function, ]148
deficiencies, 1 148
energy-releasing, 1 1 48- 1 1 53
versus fat-soluble vitamins, 1 1'18
hematopoietic, I 154-1 156

and anticonr,rrlsant therapy, I 1,18cc

in newborn, Il47cc
structure, ll43J
ry/nthesis, 7 53-7 51, 7 54J, I1+l-1144
toxicity, II44
Vitamin E, 1144
as antioxidant, I146

Vitamin A, 1008, 1139-1141
deficiency, 114I
dietary sources, I 141
mechanism o[ action, 114]
metabolism, I140, I140/
struclure, 1140, 1I40J, 1178

deficiency, 1144
requirements, 1146
strucrure,11.78
supplementation, 1146

toxicity, 114l

in newborn. 1l47cc

in vision, 114I, I14f,f
Vitamin 81, 1148-1I50

tocopherols in,
toxicity 1146

requirements, 1150
therapy with, 8l3cc
Vitamin 86, 426,426cc, 1l5I See aiso Pyridoxal
phosphate
deficiency, 784, 810, 115I-1152
requirements, I I52, Il 5lcc
and anticonr,ulsant therapy, I l48cc
status, evaluation, I152, 1153cc
structure, 1151, I I51,f
Vitamin 812, ).156

deficiency,1156-1157

functions, II57-I159
megadoses,1l58-I159
precursors,6T+-675
requirements, 1158
serum leve1s, factors affecting, lI58
transport, in mammalian cells, 528t

Xanthine, 828
Xanthine oxidase, 840, 840J
Xenobiotics, oxidation by cytochrome P450,
47 6-+80, 47 6t, 477 t, 47 8J, 47 9j
Xeroderma pigmentosum, 196, 196cc
X-linked sideroblastic anemia, I057cc
XP See Xeroderma pigmentosum
X-ray crystallography, 386t, 388f , 396, 962J
X-ray diffraction, 148, 38U
Xylitol dehydrogenase deficiency, 675cc
Xylose, UDP-, 674-675
Xylose 5-phosphate, 668-670
Xylulose, structure, Il72

YAC

See Yeast

artificial chromosomes

Yeast artificial chromosomes, 307

deficiency, 1747 , 1147 cc

ll48[, ll49

dietary sources, 1157
metabolic role, in one-carbon metabolism,
metabolism, 1156-1157, l15U
structure, II56-II57, 1156/
Vitamin C, 873, 1158
and common co1d, 1I58-1159
deficiency, Il58

1I49-1150,1150cc
Wilson's disease, 1163
Wobble hypothesis, 236, 236-237, 237 t
Wolmans disease, 21cc
Women
nutritional considerations for. I I64-1165
WIC program, 1160, 1162
Writhing, 169

II44, I146

Vitamin K, L0+7, 1146-1147

de[iciency 1149-1150
structure,

ll4 l-ll+2

deficiency, 1144
diemry sources, 1142, 7144
endocrine sysrem, 97 2-97 3, 972f
parathyroid hormone and, 1142, ll44

reaclions with sodium lactate, TJ
solvent properries, 7, 7
as weak electrolyte, 8
Waxes, 1175
Wear and tear pigment (lipofuscin), 2I
Wemicke-Korsakoff s;,ndrome, 670cc,

1155/

function, 1146, Ll46J

Z-DNA, 44, 45J,

K1(phytylmenaquinone), I I46

Azidothl,rnldine
Zellweger sy,ndrome, and peroxisome funcrion,

K2 (multiprenylmenaquinone), 1146,

ZDY.

1178

requlrements
and anticonwlsant therapy, I148cc

in newborn, 1147cc
role in protein carboxylase reactions,

ro47-1049, ro47f
s),nthesis,

II47

S

47

-+8,

47 t

ee

22cc

Zero-order reactions, 420

Zidovudine See Azidothymidine
Ztnc
absorption, I162
as cofactor, I 162

Vitamin K epoxide, 1047
VI-DL Scc Very low densiry lipoproreins

v^"",423,437

deficiency, l162
as Lewis acid. 428, 429, 429J
Zinc fingers, 354-355. 3561, 388, 389/, 980,

Voitage-gated channel(s), 516, gg3
Voltage-gared channeiopathies,l026cc-l027cc

Zinc meralloenz)rmes, 1098t, 1099, I162

Von Gierke's disease, 647cc
von Willebrand's factor, 1037
V regions, 370
vWI See von Wllebrand's factor

Warfarin, 1048
Water, 6, 6/
diffusion, through membranes, 512

6-7,

Zinc proteases, 428
Z line, 1018
Zona fasciculata cells, in steroid synthesis, 964
Zona glomerulosa cells, in steroid slnthesis,
964
Zona reticularis cells, in steroid synthesis, 964

ZPI SeeProteinZ

in cellular environment. 6-14
molecules,

e8u

6J

Zwitterion form, 103, 103-104, II79
Zymogen(s), 378, 1085, 1098-1099
Zy,rr.o gen

granules, I 085

